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Foreword

This report constitutes the proceedings of the 2002 edition of the Text REtrieval Conference,

TREC 2002, held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 19-22, 2002. The conference was

co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Advanced

Research and Development Activity (ARDA), and the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA). Approximately 175 people attended the conference, including represen-

tatives from 21 different countries. The conference was the eleventh in an on-going series

of workshops to evaluate new technologies for text retrieval and related information-seeking

tasks. Ninety-three groups submitted retrieval results to one or more of the workshop's

tracks.

The workshop included plenary sessions, discussion groups, a poster session, and demon-

strations. Because the participants in the workshop drew on their personal experiences,

they sometimes cite specific vendors and commercial products. The inclusion or omission of

a particular company or product implies neither endorsement nor criticism by NIST. Any
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in the individual papers

are the authors' own and do not necessarily reflect those of the sponsors.

The sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Defense is gratefully acknowledged, as is the

tremendous work of the program committee and the track coordinators.

Ellen Voorhees

April 7, 2003
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Abstract

This report constitutes the proceedings of the 2002 edition of the Text REtrieval Conference,

TREC 2002, held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 19-22, 2002. The conference was

co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Advanced

Research and Development Activity (ARDA), and the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA). Ninety-three groups including participants from 21 different countries

were represented.

TREC 2002 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research in text re-

trieval and related technologies. This year's conference consisted of seven different tasks:

cross-language retrieval, filtering, interactive retrieval, novelty detection, question answer-

ing, content-based access to video, and web-based retrieval.

The conference included paper sessions and discussion groups. This proceedings includes

papers from most of the participants (some groups did not submit papers), track reports

that define the problem addressed by the track plus summarize the main track results, and

tables of individual group results. The TREC 2002 proceedings web site also contains system

descriptions that detail the timing and storage requirements of the different runs.
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Overview of TREC 2002

Ellen M. Voorhees

National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

1 Introduction

The eleventh Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2002, was held at the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) November 19-22, 2002. The conference was co-sponsored by NIST, the Information

Awareness Office of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA/IAO), and the US Depart-

ment of Defense Advanced Research and Development Activity (ARDA).
TREC 2002 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research on technologies for information

retrieval. The workshop series has four goals:

® to encourage retrieval research based on large test collections;

® to increase communication among industry, academia, and government by creating an open forum for

the exchange of research ideas;

» to speed the transfer of technology from research labs into commercial products by demonstrating

substantial improvements in retrieval methodologies on real-world problems; and

e to increase the availability of appropriate evaluation techniques for use by industry and academia,

including development of new evaluation techniques more applicable to current systems.

TREC 2002 contained seven areas of focus called "tracks" . These included the Cross-Language Retrieval

Track, the Filtering Track, the Interactive Retrieval Track, the Novelty Track, the Question Answering

Track, the Video Retrieval Track, and the Web Retrieval Track. This was the first year for the novelty track,

which fostered research into detecting redundant information within a relevant document set. The other

tracks were run in previous TRECs, though the particular tasks performed in some of the tracks changed

for TREC 2002.

Table 1 lists the 93 groups that participated in TREC 2002. The participating groups come from 21

different countries and include academic, commercial, and government institutions.

This paper serves as an introduction to the research described in detail in the remainder of the volume.

The next section provides a summary of the retrieval background knowledge that is assumed in the other

papers. Section 3 presents a short description of each track—a more complete description of a track can be

found in that track's overview paper in the proceedings. The final section looks forward to future TREC
conferences.

2 Informatioii Retrieval

Information retrieval is concerned with locating information that will satisfy a user's information need.

Traditionally, the emphasis has been on text retrieval: providing access to natural language texts where

the set of documents to be searched is large and topically diverse. There is increasing interest, however, in

finding appropriate information regardless of the medium that happens to contain that information. Thus

"document" can be interpreted as any unit of information such as a web page or a video clip.

The prototypical retrieval task is a researcher doing a literature search in a library. In this environment

the retrieval system knows the set of documents to be searched (the library's holdings), but cannot anticipate

the particular topic that will be investigated. We call this an ad hoc retrieval task, reflecting the arbitrary
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Table 1: Organizations participating in TREC 2002

Ajou University Prous Science

Alicante University Queens College, CUNY
BBN Technologies Queensland University of Technology

Carnegie Mellon U. (3 groups) RMIT
Chinese Academy of Sciences Rutgers University (2 groups)

City University, London StreamSage, Inc.

Clairvoyance Corp. Syracuse University

CLIPS-IMAG Tampere University of Technology

CL Research TNO TPD, The Netherlands

Columbia University (2 groups) Tokyo University of Science

CSIRO Tsinghua University

CWI, The Netherlands Universite d'Angers

Dublin City University Universite de Montreal

Fudan University University of Amsterdam (2 groups)

Hummingbird University of Avignon

IBM-Haifa University of Bremen

IBM-T.J. Watson (3 groups) University of Buffalo

Illinois Institute of Technology University of California, Berkeley

Imperial College of Science, Tech. & Medicine University of Glasgow

Indiana University University of Hertfordshire

InsightSoft-M University of Illinois at Chicago

Institut EURECOM University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign

IRIT/SIG University of Iowa

ITC-irst University of Limerick

Johns Hopkins University, APL University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Kasetsart University University of Maryland, College Park (2 groups)

KerMIT Consortium University of Massachusetts

Laboratory for Information Technology, Singapore University of Melbourne

Language Computer Corp. University of Michigan

David Lewis University of Neuchatel

LIMSI University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Massachusetts Institute of Technology University of North Texas

Microsoft Research Asia University of Oulu

Microsoft Research Ltd. University of Pisa

The MITRE Corp. University of Sheffield

Moscow Medical Academy University of Southern California, ISI

National Institute of Informatics . University of Sunderland

National Taiwan University University of Toronto

National University of Singapore (2 groups) University of Twente

NTT Communication Science Labs University of Waterloo

Oregon Health and Science University University of York

Pohang University of Science and Technology Yonsei University and ETRI

subject of the search and its short duration. Other examples of ad hoc searches are web surfers using

Internet search engines, lawyers performing patent searches or looking for precedences in case law, and

analysts searching archived news reports for particular events. A retrieval system's response to an ad hoc

search is generally a list of documents ranked by decreasing similarity to the query.

A known-item search is similar to an ad hoc search but the target of the search is a particular document

(or a small set of documents) that the searcher knows to exist in the collection and wants to find again. Once
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again, the retrieval system's response is usually a ranked list of documents, and the system is evaluated by

the rank at which the target document is retrieved.

In a document routing or filtering task, the topic of interest is known and stable, but the dociunent

collection is constantly changing [1]. For example, an analyst who wishes to monitor a news feed for items

on a particular subject requires a solution to a filtering task. The filtering task generally requires a retrieval

system to make a binary decision whether to retrieve each document in the document stream as the system

sees it. The retrieval system's response in the filtering task is therefore an unordered set of documents

(accumulated over time) rather than a ranked list.

Information retrieval has traditionally focused on returning entire documents that contain answers to

questions rather than returning the answers themselves. This emphasis is both a reflection of retrieval

systems' heritage as library reference systems and an acknowledgement of the difficulty of question answering.

However, for certain types of questions, users would much prefer the system to answer the question than be

forced to wade through a list of documents looking for the specific answer. To encourage research on systems

that return answers instead of document lists, TREC has had a question answering track since 1999.

2.1 Test collections

Text retrieval has a long history of using retrieval experiments on test collections to advance the state of

the art [3, 6, 9], and TREC continues this tradition. A test collection is an abstraction of an operational

retrieval environment that provides a means for researchers to explore the relative benefits of different

.retrieval strategies in a laboratory setting. Test collections consist of three parts: a set of documents, a set

of information needs (called topics in TREC), and relevance judgments, an indication of which documents

should be retrieved in response to which topics.

2.1.1 Documents

The document set of a test collection should be a sample of the kinds of texts that will be encountered in

the operational setting of interest. It is important that the document set reflect the diversity of subject

matter, word choice, literary styles, document formats, etc. of the operational setting for the retrieval results

to be representative of the performance in the real task. Frequently, this means the document set must be

large. The primary TREC test collections contain about 2 gigabytes of text (between 500,000 and 1,000,000

documents). The document sets used in various tracks have been smaller and larger depending on the needs

of the track and the availability of data.

The primary TREC document sets consist mostly of newspaper or newswire articles, though there are

also some government documents (the Federal Register, patent applications) and computer science abstracts

{Computer Selects by Ziff-Davis publishing) included. High-level structures within each document axe tagged

using SGML, and each document is assigned an unique identifier called the DOCNO. In keeping of the spirit

of realism, the text was kept as close to the original as possible. No attempt was made to correct spelling

errors, sentence fragments, strange formatting around tables, or similar faults.

2.1.2 Topics

TREC distinguishes between a statement of information need (the topic) and the data structure that is

actually given to a retrieval system (the query). The TREC test collections provide topics to allow a wide

range of query construction methods to be tested and also to include a clear statement of what criteria make

a document relevant. The format of a topic statement has evolved since the beginning of TREC, but it has

been stable for the past several years. A topic statement generally consists of four sections: an identifier,

a title, a description, and a narrative. An example topic taken from this year's filtering track is shown in

figure 1.

The different parts of the TREC topics allow researchers to investigate the effect of different query lengths

on retrieval performance. The "titles" in topics 301-450 were specially designed to allow experiments with

very short queries; those title fields consist of up to three words that best describe the topic. The description

field is a one sentence description of the topic area. The narrative gives a concise description of what makes

a document relevant.
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<nmn> Number: Rill

<title> Telemarketing practices U.S.

<desc> Description:

Find documents which reflect telemarketing practices in the U.S. which are intrusive or

deceptive and any efforts to control or regulate against them.

<narr> Narrative

:

Telemarketing practices found to be abusive, intrusive, evasive, deceptive, fraudulent,

or in any way unwanted by persons contacted are relevant. Only such practices in the U.S.

are relevant. All efforts to halt these practices, including lawsuits, legislation or

regulation are also relevant.

, ,
Figure 1: A sample TREC 2002 topic from the filtering track.

Participants are free to use any method they wish to create queries from the topic statements. TREC
distinguishes among two major categories of quer}' construction techniques, automatic methods and manual

methods. An automatic method is a means of deriving a query from the topic statement with no manual

intervention whatsoever; a manual method is anything else. The definition of manual query construction

methods is very broad, ranging from simple tweaks to an automatically derived query, through manual

construction of an initial query, to multiple query reformulations based on the document sets retrieved. Since

these methods require radically different amounts of (human) effort, care must be taken when comparing

manual results to ensure that the runs are truly comparable.

TREC topic statements are created by the same person who performs the relevance assessments for that

topic (the assessor). Usually, each assessor comes to NIST with ideas for topics based on his or her own

interests, and searches the document collection using NIST's PRISE system to estimate the likely number

of relevant documents per candidate topic. The NIST TREC team selects the final set of topics from among

these candidate topics based on the estimated number of relevant documents and balancing the load across

assessors.

2.1.3 Relevance judgments

The relevance judgments are what turns a set of documents and topics into a test collection. Given a set

of relevance judgments, the retrieval task is then to retrieve all of the relevant documents and none of the

irrelevant documents. TREC almost always uses binary relevance judgments—either a document is relevant

to the topic or it is not. To define relevance for the assessors, the assessors are told to assume that they

are writing a report on the subject of the topic statement. If they would use any information contained in

the document in the report, then the (entire) document should be marked relevant, otherwise it should be

marked irrelevant. The assessors are instructed to judge a document as relevant regardless of the number of

other documents that contain the same information.

Relevance is inherently subjective. Relevance judgments are known to differ across judges and for the same

judge at different times [7]. Furthermore, a set of static, binary relevance judgments makes no provision for

the fact that a real user's perception of relevance changes as he or she interacts with the retrieved documents.

Despite the idiosyncratic nature of relevance, test collections are useful abstractions because the comparative

effectiveness of different retrieval methods is stable in the face of changes to the relevance judgments [10].

The relevance judgments in early retrieval test collections were complete. That is, a relevance decision

was made for every document in the collection for every topic. The size of the TREC document sets makes

complete judgments utterly infeasible—with 800,000 documents, it would take over 6500 hours to judge the

entire document set for one topic, assuming each document could be judged in just 30 seconds. Instead,

TREC uses a technique called pooling [8] to create a subset of the documents (the "pool") to judge for a

topic. Each document in the pool for a topic is judged for relevance by the topic author. Documents that

are not in the pool are assumed to be irrelevant to that topic.

The judgment pools are created as follows. When participants submit their retrieval runs to NIST, they

rank their runs in the order they prefer them to be judged. NIST chooses a number of runs to be merged
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into the pools, and selects that many runs from each participant respecting the preferred ordering. For each

selected run, the top X documents (usually, X — 100) per topic are added to the topics' pools. Since the

retrieval results are ranked by decreasing similarity to the query, the top documents are the documents most

likely to be relevant to the topic. Many documents are retrieved in the top X for more than one run, so the

pools are generally much smaller the theoretical maximum of X x the-number-of-selected-runs documents

(usually about 1/3 the maximum size).

The use of pooling to produce a test collection has been questioned because unjudged documents are

assumed to be not relevant. Critics argue that evaluation scores for methods that did not contribute to the

pools will be deflated relative to methods that did contribute because the non-contributors will have highly

ranked unjudged documents.

Zobel demonstrated that the quality of the pools (the number and diversity of runs contributing to the

pools and the depth to which those runs are judged) does affect the quality of the final collection [12]. He also

found that the TREC collections were not biased against unjudged runs. In this test, he evaluated each run

that contributed to the pools using both the official set of relevant documents published for that collection

and the set of relevant documents produced by removing the relevant documents uniquely retrieved by the

run being evaluated. For the TREC-5 ad hoc collection, he found that using the unique relevant documents

increased a run's 11 point average precision score by an average of 0.5 %. The mciximum increase for any

run was 3.5 %. The average increase for the TREC-3 ad hoc collection was somewhat higher at 2.2 %.

A similar investigation of the TREC-8 ad hoc collection showed that every automatic run that had a m.ean

average precision score of at least .1 had a percentage difference of less than 1 % between the scores with and

without that group's uniquely retrieved relevant documents [11]. That investigation also showed that the

quality of the pools is significantly enhanced by the presence of recall-oriented manual runs, an effect noted

by the organizers of the NTCIR (NACSIS Test Collection for evaluation of Information Retrieval systems)

workshop who performed their own manual runs to supplement their pools [5].

While the lack of any appreciable difference in the scores of submitted runs is not a guarantee that

all relevant documents have been found, it is very strong evidence that the test collection is reliable for

comparative evaluations of retrieval runs. Indeed, the differences in scores resulting from incomplete pools

observed here are smaller than the differences that result from using different relevance assessors [10].

2.2 Evaluation

Retrieval runs on a test collection can be evaluated in a number of ways. In TREC, all ad hoc tasks are

evaluated using the trec_eval package written by Chris Buckley of Sabir Research [2]. This package reports

about 85 different numbers for a run, including recall and precision at various cut-off levels plus single-

valued summary measures that are derived from recall and precision. Precision is the proportion of retrieved

documents that are relevant, while recall is the proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved. K cut-off

level is a rank that defines the retrieved set; for example, a cut-off level of ten defines the retrieved set as the

top ten documents in the ranked list. The trec_eval program reports the scores as averages over the set

of topics where each topic is equally weighted. (The alternative is to weight each relevant document equally

and thus give more weight to topics with more relevant documents. Evaluation of retrieval effectiveness

historically weights topics equally since all users are assumed to be equally important.)

Precision reaches its maximal value of 1.0 when only relevant documents are retrieved, and recall reaches

its maximal value (also 1.0) when all the relevant documents are retrieved. Note, however, that these

theoretical maximum values are not obtainable as an average over a set of topics at a single cut-off level

because different topics have different numbers of relevant documents. For example, a topic that has fewer

than ten relevant documents will have a precision score less than one after ten documents are retrieved

regardless of how the documents are ranked. Similarly, a topic with more than ten relevant documents

must have a recall score less than one after ten documents are retrieved. At a single cut-off level, recall

and precision reflect the same information, namely the number of relevant documents retrieved. At varying

cut-off levels, recall and precision tend to be inversely related since retrieving more documents will usucdly

increase recall while degrading precision and vice versa.

Of all the numbers reported by trec_eval, the recall-precision curve and mean (non-interpolated) average

precision are the most commonly used measures to describe TREC retrieval results. A recall-precision curve
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plots precision as a function of recall. Since the actual recall values obtained for a topic depend on the

number of relevant documents, the average recall-precision curve for a set of topics must be interpolated to

a set of standard recall values. The particular interpolation method used is given in Appendix A, which

also defines many of the other evaluation measures reported by trec_eval. Recall-precision graphs show the

behavior of a retrieval run over the entire recall spectrum.

Mean average precision is the single-valued summary measure used when an entire graph is too cum-

bersome. The average precision for a single topic is the mean of the precision obtained after each relevant

document is retrieved (using zero as the precision for relevant documents that are not retrieved). The mean
average precision for a run consisting of multiple topics is the mean of the average precision scores of each

of the individual topics in the run. The average precision measure has a recall component in that it re-

flects the performance of a retrieval run across all relevant documents, and a precision component in that

it weights documents retrieved earlier more heavily than documents retrieved later. Geometrically, mean
average precision is the area underneath a non-interpolated recall-precision curve.

Only three of the tasks in TREC 2002, the topic distillation task in the web track, the routing task in the

filtering track, and the task in the cross-language track, were tasks that can be evaluated with trec_eval.

The remaining tasks used other evaluation measures that are described in detail in the track overview paper

for that task, and are briefly described in Appendix A. The bulk of Appendix A consists of the evaluation

output for each run submitted to TREC 2002.

3 TREC 2002 Tracks

TREC's track structure was begun in TREC-3 (1994). The tracks serve several purposes. First, tracks act

as incubators for new research areas: the first running of a track often defines what the problem really is,

and a track creates the necessary infrastructure (test collections, evaluation methodology, etc.) to support

research on its task. The tracks also demonstrate the robustness of core retrieval technology in that the

same techniques are frequently appropriate for a variety of tasks. Finally, the tracks make TREC attractive

to a broader community by providing tasks that match the research interests of more groups.

Table 2 lists the diff'erent tracks that were in each TREC, the number of groups that submitted runs to

that track, and the total number of groups that participated in each TREC. The tasks within the tracks

offered for a given TREC have diverged as TREC has progressed. This has helped fuel the growth in the

number of participants, but has also created a smaller common base of experience among participants since

each participant tends to submit runs to fewer tracks.

This section describes the tasks performed in the TREC 2002 tracks. See the track reports elsewhere in

this proceedings for a more complete description of each track.

3.1 The Cross-Language (CLIR) track

The task in the CLIR track is an ad hoc retrieval task in which the documents are in one language and the

topics are in a different language. The goal of the track is to facilitate research on systems that are able to

retrieve relevant documents regardless of the language a document happens to be written in. The TREC 2002

cross-language track used Arabic documents and English topics. An Arabic version of the topics was also

developed so that cross-language retrieval performance could be compared with the equivalent monolingual

performance.

The document set was created and released by the Linguistic Data Consortium ("Arabic Newswire

Part 1", catalog number LDC2001T55); it is the same document collection that was used in the TREC 2001

CLIR track. The collection consists of 869 megabytes of news articles taken from the Agence France Presse

(AFP) Arabic newswire: 383,872 articles dated from May 13, 1994 through December 20, 2000.

Fifty topics were created for the track using the standard topic development protocol except that topic

development took place at the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). The assessors were fluent in both Arabic

and English (for most assessors Arabic was their first language). They searched the document collection

using a retrieval system developed by the LDC for the task and Arabic as the query language. Once fifty

topics were selected from among the candidate topics, the assessor who developed the topic created the

full topic statement first in English and then in Arabic. The assessors' instructions were that the Arabic
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Table 2: Number of participants per track and total number of distinct participants in each TREC

xracK

TREC
lyyz lyyo iyy4 lyyo iyyb iyy / lyyo 1 Ann zUUO zOOl 2002

AG IlOC
OA ZD ZO zo 31 /4 O4z 41

rtouiing Id 25 25 15 16 21

Interactive 3 11 2 9 8 7 6 6 6

Spanish 4 1 A 7

Confusion 4 5

Database Merging 3 3

Filtering 4 7 lU 12
1 A
14 15 19 21

Chinese y iz

IN ijr 4 Z

Speech 13 10 10 3 —
Cross-Language 13 9 13 16 10 9

High Precision 0 4

Vprv LflrfP Corous 7 6

Query 2 5 6

Question Answering 20 28 36 34

Web 17 23 30 23

Video 12 19

Novelty 13

Total participants 22 31 33 36 38 51 56 66 69 87 93

version of the topic should contain the same information as the English version, but should be expressed in

a way that would seem natural to a native speaker of Arabic. The English and Arabic versions of the topics

were made available to the track participants who were asked to check the topics for substantive differences

among the different versions. A few changes were suggested by participants, and those changes were made
to produce the final version of the topics.

Forty-one runs from nine different groups were submitted to the track. Twenty-three of the runs were

cross-language runs and eighteen were monolingual runs. One monolingual run was a manual run. Two
groups submitted only monoUngual runs, one group submitted only cross-language runs, and the remaining

six groups submitted at least one run of each type.

The assessment pools were created using all submitted runs and using the top 100 documents from each

run. The average size of the pools was 769 documents. The LDC assessors judged each document in the

pools using binary (relevant/not relevant) assessments.

There was some concern over the test collection built in the TREC 2001 CLIR track in that the judgment

pools were not as complete as they ideally would be. The 2001 collection contained 25 topics. For 13 of the

topics, at least 40 % of the known relevant documents for that topic were retrieved by one group. Further,

mean average precision scores decreased by an average of 8 %, with a maximum difference of 21 %, when

runs were evaluated without using the group's unique relevant documents. This year's collection has no

similar concerns. The average number of relevant documents over the 50 topics is 118.2, with a minimum
of 3 relevant documents and a maximum of 523 relevant documents. Only 5 topics had at least 40 % of the

relevant documents retrieved by one group. Changes in mean average precision scores when unique relevant

documents are removed were similar to the TREC ad hoc collections: an average decrease of a httle less

than 2 % with a maximumi change of 5.7 %.

The average size of the TREC 2001 pools was larger then the average size of the 2002 pools (164.9 vs.

118.2) even though the 2002 pools used more runs and went deeper into the ranked list. Thus, the results

produced by different systems are clearly more similar to one another in 2002 than in 2001. But why this

should be so is unclear. It could be that the systems are converging to a single effective strategy. The
track made a standard set of resources such as stemmers and bi-unguaJ dictionaries available to participants;

common resources are likely to reduce differences among systems. It may also be that the topic set in 2002
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was intrinsically easier than the 2001 set, though the effectiveness of the best automatic systems is slightly

lower in 2002 than in 2001 which would suggest the opposite conclusion.

As has become common in the CLIR track, the most effective runs as measured by mean average precision

(MAP) were cross-language runs, not monolingual runs. The best cross-language run was from the University

of Massachusetts, run UMassXGn, with a MAP score of .3996, while the best monolingual run was from the

University of Neuchatel, run UniNES, with a MAP score of .3807. These two runs were the top two runs

as measured by precision at document cut-off level 10 as well, but in this case their order was reversed:

UMassXSn had a P(10) score of.488 and UniNES a score of .516. The University of Massachusetts submitted

one monolingual run (MAP: .3619, P(10): .432) though there is not a corresponding cross-language run from

the University of Neuchatel. Thus it is not possible to tell from this data whether monolingual access is

better for high precision searches in general.

3.2 The Filtering track

The filtering task is to retrieve just those documents in a document stream that match the user's interest as

represented by the topic. Once again there were three tasks in the TREC 2002 filtering track: an adaptive

filtering task, a batch filtering task, and a routing task.

In the adaptive filtering task, a system starts with a profile derived from the topic statement and a small

number of examples of relevant documents, and processes documents one at a time in date order. For each

document in turn, the system must make a binary decision whether to retrieve it. If the system decides to

retrieve the document, it obtains the relevance judgment for that document, and can modify its profile based

on the judgment if desired. The final output is the unranked set of retrieved documents for the topic.

The batch filtering task is a simpler version of the adaptive task. In this task, the system is given a topic

and a (relatively large) set of training documents such that each document in the training set is labeled as

relevant or not relevant. From this data, the system creates a profile and a rule for when a document should

be retrieved. The rule is applied to each document in the test set of documents without further modification.

Once again, the final output is an unranked set of retrieved documents.

In the routing task, the system again builds a profile or query from a topic statement and a training set

of documents, but then uses the query to rank the test portion of the collection. Ranking the collection

by similarity to the query (routing) is an easier problem than making a binary decision as to whether a

document should be retrieved (batch filtering) because the latter requires a threshold that is difficult to

set appropriately. The final output for the routing task is a list of 1000 documents ranked by decreasing

similarity to the query.

The TREC 2002 filtering task used the same corpus as the TREC 2001 track, "Reuters Corpus,

Volume 1, English language, 1996-08-20 to 1997-08-19" from Reuters (http://about.reuters.com/

researchandstandards/corpus/). This collection consists of approximately 810,000 news stories from

August 20, 1996 through August 19, 1997. Each document is tagged with Reuters category codes, and a

hierarchy of the Reuters category codes is included with the corpus.

Two distinct types of topics were created for the track. The first set of 50 topics was created by NIST
assessors using the standard topic development protocol. Once a candidate topic was provisionally accepted,

the author of the topic was given five document sets of approximately 100 documents each to judge for the

topic. These document sets were created at NIST by using the relevant documents found in earlier rounds

as input to a small set of different feedback systems. The combined set of judged documents was used as the

training data for that topic. A second set of 50 topics was created by defining a topic to be the intersection of

pairs of Reuters category codes. In this case, a document is relevant to the topic if it has been assigned both

of the appropriate category labels. The topic statement for an intersection topic is a simple combination of

the category descriptors. A filtering track run was required to process all 100 topics.

Since filtering runs do not produce a ranked list, they cannot be evaluated using the usual IR measures.

Instead, filtering runs are generally evaluated using a utility function whereby a sj'^stem is rewarded some

number of points for retrieving a relevant document and penalized a different number of points for retrieving

an irrelevant document. Because raw utility scores do not average well, the scores for individual topics are

normahzed, scaled, and then averaged. Details of the TREC 2002 filtering evaluation measures are given in

the filtering track overview paper. Routing runs are evaluated using mean average precision since routing
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runs produce a ranked list of documents.

Seventy-three runs from twenty-one different groups were submitted to the filtering track. Of these, 40

runs are adaptive filtering runs, 16 are batch filtering runs, and 17 are routing runs. The most striking

features of the filtering results was the large difference in effectiveness between the assessor-created topics

and the intersection topics. System effectiveness was uniformly poor for the intersection topics, including

those systems that did relatively well on the human constructed topics, and even including routing runs

despite earlier research that shows the initial topic statement is a minor factor in system effectiveness for

routing. The intersection topics were included in this year's test set to test whether this very inexpensive

topic construction method is adequate for building comparative test collections. Until the reasons for the

very large difference in effectiveness are understood, we must conclude that intersection topics are not good

substitutes for information need statements.

3.3 The Interactive track

The interactive track was one of the first tracks to be introduced into TREC. Since its inception, the high-

level goal of the track has been the investigation of searching as an interactive task by exam.ining the process

as well as the outcome.

The TREC 2002 track was the second year of a two-year plan to implement a metrics-based comparison

of interactive systems as suggested by the SIGIR 2000 Workshop on Interactive Retrieval at TREC and

Beyond [4]. In the first year of the plan during TREC 2001, participants performed observational studies of

subjects using publicly-accessible tools and the live web to accomplish a search task. The TREC 2002 track

followed the observational studies by laboratory experiments focusing on question answering using web data.

The track used an "open" version of the .GOV collection that was created for the TREC 2002 web track.

The collection was open in the sense that some links to pages outside the collection could be followed. Most

of the participants accessed the collection through the Panoptic search engine made available by CSIRO (see

http : //www .panopticsearch . com/).

The track defined eight different search tasks, two instances each for four general searching activities:

looking for personal health information; seeing guidance on US government laws and policies; making travel

plans; and gathering material for a report on a given subject. The search tasks were formulated such that the

searcher was asked to find either any short answers to the question or any N web sites that met the need

specified in the task. The experimental protocol used in the track was based on the protocol developed for

the TREC-9 interactive track and allows the comparison of two systems (or system variants). The protocol

required a minimum of 16 searchers. Each searcher performed all eight tasks, half the task on one system

and the other half on the other system. Searchers were given at least ten minutes to complete the search,

and groups were required to report the results obtained after ten minutes.

Six groups participated in the interactive track. Each group examined their own set of hypotheses as

suggested by their TREC 2001 observational studies. See the site reports in these proceedings for details of

the individual experiments.

3.4 The Novelty track

The novelty track is a new track in TREC 2002. The goal of the track is to investigate systems' abilities

to locate relevant and new (nonredundant) information within the ranked set of documents returned by a

traditional document retrieval system. Similar to the question answering track, the motivation for the track

is to assist the user of a retrieval system by eliminating extraneous information from the system response.

The data for the track was taken from TRECs 6-8 ad hoc collections. NIST selected 50 topics from

that set and selected up to 25 relevant documents for each topic (if there were more than 25 relevajat

documents, the top 25 according to the document ranking used were selected; in all cases documents from

the Congressional Record were eliminated). Each set of relevant documents was ranked at NIST using the

ordering produced by an effective manual run from the appropriate TREC; participants were required to

process the documents in this order. Each document was also split into sentences at NIST and sentences

were assigned identifiers.
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Table 3: Average F scores for baseline and system results for the Novelty track.

Relevant New
Second human judges

Random sentences

thunvl

0.371

0.040

0.235

0.353

0.036

0.217

A novelty track run consists of two ordered sets of sentence identifiers for each of the 50 topics. The first

set of sentences is the set of sentences the system determined to contain relevant information. The second

set of sentences (required to be a subset of the first set) is the set of sentences the system determined to

contain new information, that is, relevant information that is not contained in earlier sentences.

Judgment data was created by having assessors manually perform the task. Each topic was independently

judged by two different assessors so that the effects of different human opinions could be assessed. In general,

the two different assessors did disagree, though much of the disagreement revolved around how much context

to include in the relevant set. That is, one assessor would include a string of sequential sentences in the

relevant set while the other assessor would select fewer sentences from the same general area of the document.

Scoring for the track was based on the smaller relevant set (and its associated new set) because that seemed

the best match for the task. Participants were told that the scoring would be based on the smaller set before

runs were submitted, but, of course, they did not have access to the assessor sentence sets. One assessor

disagreed with the original assessor's relevance judgments for topic 310 and could find no relevant sentences

in any of the documents. We eliminated that topic from the final test set, so scores were computed over the

remaining 49 topics.

The track guidelines specified sentence set recall and precision as the evaluation measures for the track.

Let M be the number of matched sentences, i.e., the number of sentences selected by both the assessor

and the system, A be the number of sentences selected by the assessor, and S be the number of sentences

selected by the system. Then sentence set recall is M/A and precision is M/S. The F measure with recall

and precision weighted equally (i.e., ^ = 1) was used as the final score for a topic.

Thirteen groups submitted 43 runs to the novelty track. For all runs, the F score for the relevant sentence

sets was greater than the score for the new sentence sets. This might suggest that finding the relevant parts

of a document is somewhat easier than finding the nonredundant parts, but is more likely to be a result of

the different characteristics of the two tasks. A very small percentage of the total number of sentences were

relevant (a median of 2 % across the 49 topics), whereas a very high percentage of the relevant sentences

were novel (a median of 93 % across the 49 topics).

One of the requirements for a new track is to do sanity-checking of the evaluation itself. To this end,

NIST computed the average F scores for the second human assessor sentence sets and for sets of sentences

randomly selected from the target documents. The results are shown in Table 3, which also includes the

scores for the most effective system run, run thunvS, for comparison. The scores for the best system falls in

between the human and random performance, support for a claim that the evaluation is credible.

3.5 The Question Answering (QA) track

The question answering track addresses the problem of information overload by encouraging research into

systems that return actual answers, as opposed to ranked lists of documents, in response to a question. The
TREC 2002 track contained two different tasks, the main task and the list task. Both tasks were also run

in TREC 2001, though there were significant differences in the task definitions between the two years.

Both tasks used a new document collection known as the AQUAINT Corpus of English News Text as

the source of answers. This corpus is comprised of documents from three different sources: the AP newswire

from 1998-2000, the New York Times newswire from 1998-2000, and the (English portion of the) Xinhua

News Agency from 1996-2000. There are approximately 1,033,000 documents and 3 gigabytes of text in

the collection. The corpus may be obtained from the Linguistic Data Consortium (www.ldc.uperm.edu) as

catalog number LDC2002T31.
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The main task was the focus of the track. As in previous years, participants received a set of fact-

based, short-answer questions, and systems were to return an answer to each question along with the id

of a document that supports that answer. In contrast to previous years, systems could return only one

response per question, and text snippets containing the answer were not acceptable—systems were required

to return nothing more or less than the answer itself. Questions were not guaranteed to have an answer in

the collection. A system could return "NIL" as a response to indicate its belief that the collection did not

contain an answer to the question.

The change to requiring exact answers was motivated by the belief that forcing systems to return precisely

the answer is a necessary step in improving QA technology, not that it is a good idea for deployed QA systems.

Whether an answer was exact was determined by the NIST assessor. Assessors judged each response by

assigning it exactly one of the following judgments:

incorrect: the answer string returned by the system does not contain a correct answer or the answer is not

unsupported: the answer string contains a correct answer but the document returned does not support

non-exact: the answer string contains a correct answer and the document supports that answer, but the

string contains more than just the answer or is missing bits of the answer;

correct: the answer string consists of exactly a correct answer and that answer is supported by the document

Being "responsive" means such things as including units for quantitative responses (e.g., $20 instead of 20)

and answering with regard to a famous entity itself rather than its replicas or imitations. Only the "correct"

judgment was accepted for scoring purposes. NIL was counted as correct when no correct answer was known

to exist in the collection for that question.

The test set of questions for the main task consists of 500 questions drawn from MSNSearch and AskJeeves

logs. NIST fixed the spelling, punctuation, and sometimes the grammar of the questions selected to be in the

final question set, but the content of the question was precisely what was in the log. (Some errors remained

despite NIST's attempts to fix such mistakes; questions with errors remained in the test set.) Because it is

impossible to know what kind of a response is desired for definition questions (e.g.. Who is Colin Powell?

What are steroids?) when there is no specific target user, none of this type of question was included in the

test set. NIST made no other attempt to control the relative frequency of different question types. Forty-six

of the questions have no known correct answer in the document collection.

Systems were required to return exactly one response per question. Within the submission file, the

questions were ordered from most confident response to least confident response. That is, the question for

which the system was most confident that it had returned a correct response was ranked first, then the

question that the system was next most confident about, etc. so that the last question was the question for

which the system was least confident in its response. The question ordering was done to test a system's

ability to recognize whether it had found a good response since the final score assigned to a submission was

based on this confidence ranking. The confidence-weighted score was inspired by the uninterpolated average

precision measure for ranked retrieval output and is defined as

This measure rewards systems for answering questions correctly early in the ranking more than it rewards

for answering questions correctly later in the ranking. (This is equivalent to penalizing systems more for

incorrectly answering questions early in the ranking.)

Thirty-four different groups participated in the QA track. Each participant submitted at least one main

task run for a total of 67 main task runs. The confidence-weighted evaluation measure succeeded in rewarding

systems that were able to reliably determine whether they had found a good response, as illustrated in table 4.

The table shows the number of questions whose answer was marked correct and the confidence-weighted score

responsive;

that answer;

returned.

i=l
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Table 4: Number of questions answered correctly and confidence-weighted score for top 5 TREC 2002 main

task QA runs.

Confidence-

Number weighted

Run Correct Score

LCCmain2002 415 0.856

exactanswer 271 0.691

pris2002 290 0.610

IRST02D1 192 0.589

IBMPQSQACYC 179 0.588

for the top five main task runs, ordered by confidence-score. The pris2002 run has a lower confidence score

than the exactanswer run despite answering 19 additional questions correctly.

The list task required systems to assemble a set of answers as the response for a question. Each question

asked for a given number of instances of a certain type. For example, one of the questions used in the track

was List 9 types of sweet potatoes. The response to a list question was an unordered list of [document-id,

answer-string] pairs, where each pair was treated as a single instance. As in the main task, answer-strings

were required to be exact.

The questions for the list task were constructed by NIST assessors. The target number of instances

to retrieve was selected such that the document collection contained more than the requested number of

instances, but more than one document was required to meet the target. A single document could contain

multiple instances, and the same instance might be repeated in multiple documents.

The assessors judged each list as a unit. Individual instances were judged as in the main task. In addition,

the assessor also marked a set of instances as distinct. The assessor arbitrarily chose any one of a set of

equivalent correct instances to mark as the distinct one, and marked the remainder as not distinct. The

accuracy score for a list question was computed as the number of correct distinct instances retrieved divided

by the number of requested instances. The score for a run was the average accuracy over the 25 questions

in the test set.

Five groups submitted nine runs for the list task.

3.6 The Video track

TREC 2002 was the second year for the video track, a track designed to promote progress in content-based

retrieval from digital video. This year's track contained three tasks: the shot boundary task, the feature

extraction task, and the search task.

The video data for the track consisted of MPEG- 1/VCD recordings from the Internet Archive (http://

www . archive . org/movies) and the Open Video Project (http : //www . open-video . org). The track defined

a different set of files from these sources as the development sets and test sets for the different tasks.

The search test collection contained approximately 40 hours of video, and the feature extraction and shot

boundary test collections each contained about five hours of video. For the search and feature extraction

tasks, the track also published a reference set of shot boundaries for the video collection. Runs for these two

tasks returned lists of shots as defined by the reference set.

The goal in the shot boundary task was to (automatically) identify the shot boundaries in a given video

clip. In addition to giving the location of the boundary as a time offset, systems were also required to specify

whether the boundary was a cut or a gradual transition. System output was evaluated using automatic

comparison to a set of reference shot boundaries created manually at NIST, using set recall and precision

as the measures. Frame recall and frame precision (recall and precision of the individual frames within the

shot) were also computed for each gradual transition detected by the system. Eight groups submitted 53

shot boundary runs.

There were two main motivations for the new feature extraction task. First, the ability to detect semantic
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Outdoors: Segment contains a recognizably outdoor location.

Indoors: Segment contains a recognizably indoor location.

Face: Segment contains at least one human face with the nose, mouth, and both eyes visible.

People: Segment contains a group of two more humans, each of which is at least partially visible

and is recognizable as a human.

Cityscape: Segment contains a recognizably city/urban/suburban setting.

Landscape: Segment contains a predominantly natural inland setting.

Text Overlay: Segment contains superimposed text large enough to be read.

Speech: A human voice uttering words is recognizable as such in this segment

Instrumental Sound: Sound produced by one or more musical instruments is recognizable as such

in this segment.

Monologue: Segment contains an event in which a single person is at least partially visible and

speaks for a long time without interruption by another speaker.

Figure 2: Descriptions of features to be detected in the Video track's feature extraction task.

concepts within video is seen as key to providing content-based access. The task is a first step toward

building a benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness of particular feature detection methods. Second, the

track implemented a plan whereby participants' extraction output for features specific to the search task were

made available to other participants. This allowed the track to investigate methods for exploiting detected

features in a search task.

Ten different features, shown in figure 2, were specified as test features. Shots containing the features

were determined by NIST assessors (using pools of shots submitted by participants as for document relevance

assessing). A shot contains a feature if at least one frame within the shot matches the feature's description,

and otherwise does not contain the feature.

A feature extraction run consisted of a ranked list of up to 1000 shots ordered by likelihood that the

shot contains the feature. Runs were evaluated using precision and recall, as well as uninterpolated average

precision. Measures were computed for each feature individually, but not averaged across features. Eleven

groups submitted 18 feature extraction runs.

The search task was a typical ad hoc retrieval task where the "documents" were video shots and the

topics were multimedia statements of information need. A search task run consisted of a ranked list of the

top 100 shots ordered by likelihood that the shot satisfies the topic. The track distinguished two type of runs:

"manual" runs where a human formulated the query based on the topic but there was no further human
intervention in the run, and "interactive" where a human formulated an initial query and then refined the

query based on initial search output to form the final ranked list. Groups submitting interactive runs were

required to report the amount of time the searcher spent to produce the final ranked list. Effectiveness was

measured using traditional ranked retrieval measures.

The 25 test topics were created at NIST. The user model assumed during the topic creation process was

that of a trained searcher trying to find material for reuse from a large video archive. Each topic statement

included a brief textual description of the desired information (e.g., "Find shots containing Washington

Square Park's arch in New York City.") and one or more examples of the desired information. Examples

were references to video clips, still images, and audio clips. Twelve groups submitted 40 search task runs.

Thirteen of the runs were interactive runs and 27 were manual runs.
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3.7 The Web track

The goal in the web track is to investigate retrieval behavior when the collection to be searched is a large

hyperlinked structure such as the World Wide Web. This year's track used a new document set and defined

two new ta^ks. The topic distillation task is an ad hoc retrieval task in which the goal is to retrieve "key

resources" rather than relevant documents. The named page finding task is a known-item task where the

goal is to find a particular page that has been named by the user.

The document collection used for both tasks was a new collection known as the .GOV collection (http:

//www. ted. cmis.csiro.au/TRECWeb/govinfo. html) because it is based on a crawl of .gov web sites. The

crawl occurred in Januarj', 2002 and was made to mimic the way a real search service of the .gov pages might

make a crawl. The crawl weis breadth-first and stopped after one million html pages had been fetched. The

crawl also included approximately 250,000 other types of pages (postscript, word, and pdf files) as well as

images. The documents in the collection contain both page content and the information returned by the

http daemon; text extracted from the non-html pages is also included in the collection. Charlie Clark of the

University of Waterloo made the crawl using a machine made available by Ed Fox of Virginia Tech. The

document collection was created from the crawl by CSIRO who are also distributing the collection.

The goal in the topic distillation task is to assemble a short, but comprehensive, list of pages that are

good information resources on a particular topic. An example use for such a search is a user assembling

a bookmark list for the target topic. Examples of key resources pages include the home page of a site

dedicated to the topic; the main page of a sub-site dedicated to the topic; a highly useful single document

(e.g., a postscript document) dedicated to the topic; a highly useful page of links (hub page) on the topic;

and a relevant service such as a search engine dedicated to the topic.

NIST assessors created 50 topics for the topic distillation task. The topics are much like regular TREC
topics, except the content targets topics for which the .GOV collection contains good key resources. As-

sessment was performed on pooled results as in a standard ad hoc task, but a document was judged as to

whether it is a good resource pages, not whether the page is relevant. The main evaluation measure used for

the task was precision at cut-off level 10 to focus the systems on retrieving a concise list of good resources.

The named page task is similar to the homepage finding task from TREC 2001 except the target page

could be any page in the collection rather than an entry page to a site. The topics for the name page task

were created by NIST assessors who searched the document collection looking for pages that were unique

and that contained content a user might want to return to. For example, one topic asked for the directions to

the Berkeley National Laboratory. Topics consisted of a single phrase, such as "directions Berkeley National

Laboratory" for the example above.

The goal in the task is for a system to return the one target page for each topic. For evaluation,

participants returned a ranked list of 50 documents per topic, and were scored using the mean reciprocal

rank of the target page across the 150 test topics. Small pools consisting of the top 10 pages from each

judged run were created to check for pages that had different DOCNOs but were equivalent pages (caused

by mirroring and the like). The rank of the target page whose rank was closest to one was used as the score

for each topic.

Twenty-three groups submitted a total 141 runs to the web track. Of those runs, 71 were topic distillation

task runs and 70 were named page finding task runs. The results of the topic distillation task suggest there

is still some question as to how exactly the task should be implemented for both assessors and participants.

The web track in TREC 2003 will explore these questions in depth, including adding an interactive version

of the task.

4 The Future

TREC 2003 will see significant changes in the tracks to be offered: several existing tracks will be suspended

and new tracks introduced. The video track will be spun off into its own evaluation program to allow the

effort to expand to include other facets of video retrieval. The new TRECVID^ workshop will meet at NIST

^httpiZ/ww-nlpir-iiist .gov/projects/trecvid
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immediately prior to TREC 2003. Since tiie NTCIR^ and CLEF^ evaluations provide venues for cross-

language retrieval research, the Cross-Language track will be discontinued in TREC. The interactive trax:k

will not be a separate track in TREC 2003, but interactive subtasks will be incorporated into other traicks.

In particular, the web track will have an interactive version of the topic distillation task in 2003. Finally, the

filtering track will also not run in TREC 2003. Participants interested in the filtering task are encouraged

to use the filtering track mailing list (see http://trec.nist.gov/tracks.Iitml) to discuss plans for future

tracks.

Three new tracks will be added to TREC 2003. The Genome track will provide a forum for the evaluation

of information retrieval systems in the genomics domain. This first running of the track in 2003 follows an

exploratory "pre-track" that occurred during 2002. Each of the remaining two new tracks will explore

different aspects of ad hoc retrieval. The task in the Robust Retrieval track will be a traditional ad hoc task,

but with an emphasis on individual topic effectiveness rather than average effectiveness. The goal of this

track is to improve the consistency of retrieval technology by focusing on poorly performing topics. The goal

of the HARD (Highly Accurate Retrieval from Documents) track is also to improve the effectiveness of ad

hoc searches, but in this case the emphasis will be on customizing retrieval for individual users by exploiting

information about the search context and using very targeted interaction with the searcher.
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Abstract

Nine teams participated in the TREC-2002 cross-language information retrieval track, which focused

on retrieving Arabic language documents based on 50 topics that were originally prepared in English.

Arabic translations of the topic descriptions were also made available to facihtate monolingual Arabic

runs. This was the second year in which a large Arabic document collection was available. Three new

teams joined the evaluation, and the cross-language aspect of the evaluation received more attention

this year than in TREC-2001. A set of standard linguistic resources was made available to facilitate

cross-system comparisons, and their use as a contrastive condition was encouraged. Unique

contributions to the relevance pools were more typical of previous TREC evaluations then the results

of TREC-2001 had been for the same document collection, with no run uniquely contributing more

than 6% of the known relevant documents.

1 1ntroduction

The goal of the 2002 Text Retrieval Conference (TREC-2002) Cross-Language Information

Retrieval (CLIR) task was to develop evaluation methodologies and evaluation resources to

assess the effectiveness of ranked retrieval techniques that accept English queries and search

Arabic documents. Monolingual Arabic experiments, in which both the queries and the

documents were in Arabic, were also supported. Standard French translations were also provided

in TREC-2001, but that was not done this year because no team expressed interest in working

with French in preference to English. TREC-2002 was the ninth year in which non-English

document retrieval has been evaluated at TREC, and the sixth year in which cross-language

information retrieval has been the principal focus of that work. For a summary of prior

evaluations, readers are referred to [i]. In this paper we describe the task and the evaluation

collection, we summarize the techniques used by each participating team and briefly describe

their results, and we offer some guidelines for future use of the TREC Arabic collection.

As in past CLIR evaluations, the principal task for each group was to automatically build queries

from topic descriptions written in one language (English, in this case) and then use those queries

as a basis for ranking documents written in another language (Arabic, in this case) in order of

decreasing degree (or probability) of topical relevance. Each participating team was allowed to

submit as many as five runs for official scoring. In order to foster comparability, teams

submitting cross-language runs were required to submit at least one run in which only the title

and description fields of the topic description were used. Evaluation then proceeded by pooling

the top 100 documents for each topic from each of the 41 submitted runs, manual examination

each document in the pool by a human judge (usually the creator of the topic), and recording
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binary (yes/no) topical relevance judgments for each document in each topic's judgment pool.

Participating teams were also invited to perform additional "post-hoc" runs, scoring them locally

using relevance judgments provided by NIST, if they wished to investigate more conditions than

would be possible using only the five official runs. The top 1000 documents in the ranked list for

each topic was evaluated using a suite of measures. In this paper, we report the mean (over 50

topics) of the precision at 11 levels of recall and the mean (again, over 50 topics) of the

uninterpolated average precision. Additional statistics for each run can be found elsewhere in this

proceedings.

2.1 Topics

For TREC-2002, fifty topic descriptions (numbered AR26-AR75) were created in English in a

collaborative process between the LDC and NIST (for TREC-2001, only 25 topics had been

created). An example from this year's topic set is:

<top>
<num>Number J AR26</num>
<title>Kurdistan Independence</title>
<desc> Descriptions
How does the National Council of Resistance relate to the potential
independence of Kurdistan? </desc>

<narr> Narrative:

Articles reporting activities of the National Council of Resistance
are considered on topic. Articles discussing Ocalan's leadership
within the context of the Kurdish efforts toward independence are
also considered on topic . </narr>

</top>

The Linguistic Data Consortium also prepared an Arabic translation of the topics, so participating

teams also had the option of doing monolingual (Arabic-Arabic) retrieval. The same topic in

Arabic was distributed as:

<top>

<num> Number: AR26 </num>

<title> yjtLuJjSJl t^jSI A-ijlLv]! </title>

<desc> Description:

</desc>

<narr> Narrative:

</narr>

</top>

2.2 Docymeots

As in the TREC-2001 CLIR track, the document collection contained 383,872 newswire stories

that appeared on the Agence Franijaise de Presse (AFP) Arabic Newswire between 1994 and 2000.

The documents were represented in Unicode and encoded in UTF-8, resulting in an 896 MB
collection. A typical document is shown in Figure 1

.
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<DOC>
<DOCNO>20000321_AFP_ARB.0001</DOCNO>
<HEADER>u<).u.jJa aUs/JJl^l 03jj^-^\/^ 8920 4 0100UI</HEADER>

- <BODY>
<HEADLINE >«UJ>aJI asi^l ^ ^ c>>j£L>- i^-ujI ojLoI i_m*U)I>^I co\1j c;>^</HEADLINE>

- <TEXT>
<P>^JIbl LoXij; psjsua^ LW-^^I LPJ-ol fUuD Is:^^:^- i_HuJjjl>ixil Ojilj ul v.5J*ll>ixiill i>u-oJJ oA^x?- ojj-o?- OilSl - (w 'Jl) 3-12 ^aoJI

OujjsJI eiiLiAJLj Jjiaill kuSKji <Uj5S^>i p.^la^ -^IS =ujioJI o^Ij lull wjsbj o^Lijii ^ jjl p.gJc.</P>
<P>£5^,aL> ^>aJI ojs_iaJI ^5uio<).i-i

I

I.O i_i-o ^i_>jjXu'l^tjjj ill JjiJ i-tjLS vSu-ll 6^1 yiJI ^Ljj ul k,sdijl,>jjjill y.y-^l l
' . . I I gi^jlj

o>Ja>° Lpb vSvjLUI 'aJb>'5 LpU i^j^^ill i_»j:au.>3JI A?-l aJb' ^^^33 .cuujib".</P>

<P>jl93 .w>ssJl3 i_>*4*Jl>j^i'l L>rV >-'S-' <>jS-' ^'-SO-i^sl^j-lL? (jiJI 021 LSduJ\j^\}\ u^jusiJ} <=jLdj5j ^3:)^ i_)Jas.ijjaa 004 p,ui; J . I->I I J? ....g

OsJoj-'-'''^' <uSjuxi ^jJI ^s^\ 1^^'? liir. i^3 ^-iJo\$ ojjjuiJI oAii ijj5 °/q08 ij-d 7991 >jLj/^LJI ujjLS Jajl^j^d . ..->.. . 1

.</?>
<P>jCf 11" le-i-ll ^iJJ v5uJI «Uo93^ oaL Lej^3Laij v^^l o^lj_uJ lh= ^l-i ^jilisil Lgj^ IjjLS ^.SuJI O^UjjJI jju UiJoX: cuUJ' US-lLu:>jjj1I1

a. 1,^ 1

J
...Ml .juol^yiO l^3>o OjjjjjJI ojs-aJI ^3^5-3 Jaj>j i^xll "i^jsill. </P>

<P>(^AJ5JI L>i>lA;5- ^a.iiii utn ^1 aj:>3,>xu ^ ^Laju;! OjLjJi' uLay>adl Jjli a53,</P>

<P>wL3>]oJI >>l3> pl-Sls i^jic'j'JI u-C '-^ ^1 ilor ojjLisJl ljJ3.</P>

^P^ g .,<,jn ,_^Jc ^jAsJI JsbeJ P3:aieJI (-/Lu^Uoj o.i.h migli ghl lu.ll i_j!lii3.</P>

<P>^Liii^ill cCtSLSo ^Lbl ^5^3 o
. .ih iti IqII i_)j3\JI o>^I gjs usLaJU o,m>1II o^ijsjl usalJl>jju ill 3 Igg . " II iLiil3.</P>

<P>k3AJI dlljL/ iS^I ^.sJjjl>ji' ill pUjsJI i_mjlJj LgsLLO i.suJI pM iull «UjjLmjj £bii:>l uLv JjlaJI l>o ^>jJI g^jl dL!>S g
.
1^3 V

. 1
1

r

o-iL o>jiu3

ijjjjjJajjuiaJI ^Si/b ijjLi^ ^>a.Uo3 i umll vil>jj" «j3,^".</P>

<r >dA^DI elj3 ujS; JlS (ijjjLa>) «uoiLu;iJi ajsjlaoJi «^sjb ul ^ulgl '_^l>jjiii ^sdjj\j^\i\ ojjjJcII JL93.</P>

<P>vjlcliir;\JI ajjJlc i>c l.^j4J3s_ixLc Cuicl aSj 3991 pic Qjd,ujxII ^y^h .uIpII ^soljJI pS^ul Jj:?- sJjxisI c^ULajl oXjIu ijjjLa> i_/3jL=j3

|_tOjl JJ:i JOJB J*^l>JkLl| V_iSA#iJLjl ^^1. </P>
<AEXT>
<FOOTER>^l 004lso ll/ui^ </FOOTER>

</BODY>
<TRAILER>405012 00 jla ._^</TPAILER>

</DOC>

Figure 1. A sample Arabic document from the AFP collection.

3 Relevance Judgments
The nine participating teams shown in Table 1 together produced 23 automatic cross-language

runs, 17 automatic monolingual runs with Arabic queries, and one manual monolingual run. The

total number of relevant documents found over 50 topics was 5,909 with a mean of 118 relevant

documents per topic, a maximum of 523, and minimum of 10. In TREC-2001, such a large

number of relevant documents were uniquely found by individual runs that there was some

concern about the comparability of post-hoc and official runs. In the pooled relevance judgment

methodology, most documents remain unjudged, and the usual procedure is to treat unjudged

documents as if they are not relevant. Voorhees has shown that the preference order between

automatic runs in the TREC ad hoc retrieval task would rarely be reversed by the addition of

missing judgments, and that the relative reduction in mean uninterpolated average precision that

would result from removing "uniques" (relevant documents found by only a single system) from

the judgment pools is typically less than 5% [2]. In TREC-2001 CLIR collection, 9 of 28 judged

automatic runs experienced a relative reduction in mean uninterpolated average precision

exceeding 10% relative when "uniques" contributed by that run were removed from the judgment

pool. As Figure 2 shows, for the TREC-2002 CLIR collection, only one of 41 judged runs would

experience more than 5% reduction. Figure 3 shows the unique relevant documents contributed

to the final relevance pool by each group; no team uniquely contributed more than 6% of the

known relevant documents (with the largest contribution coming from the one team that

submitted a manual run). These results suggest that post-hoc use of the TREC-2002 collection

will result in meaningful comparisons with the set ofjudged runs reported in this proceedings.
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Figure 3. Unique contributions to known relevant documents, by participating team.

Cross-language retrieval effectiveness depends on both the design of the retrieval system and the

quality of the linguistic resources that are used. In order to begin to tease apart these factors, each

participating team that performed the CLIR task was invited to submit one title+description run in

which standard linguistic resources were used to the extent practical given their design. For

example, a team using dictionary-based query translation could submit one run in which a

standard bilingual dictionary was the only dictionary used. The following standard resources

were made available:

® An Arabic "light" stemmer that used truncation rules to removed a small set of prefixes

and suffixes. The light stemmer was developed through collaboration between Kareem
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Darwish at the University of Maryland and Leah Larkey at the University of

Massachusetts.

• A bidirectional Arabic-English bilingual dictionary, rekeyed from Salmone's Advanced

Learner's Arabic-English Dictionary. The dictionary was provided by David Smith, of

Tufts University.

• Two tables of translation probabilities, one for English-to-Arabic and the other for

Arabic-to-English. These tables were developed using the Giza++ implementation of

IBM Model 1 to align Arabic stems produced the track's standard light stemmer with

English stems produced using the Porter stemmer. The documents on which this

alignment was performed were obtained from the United Nations by Jinxi Xu at BBN and

the alignments were produced by Alex Eraser of USC-ISI while working at BBN.
• A Web-based bidirectional Arabic-English machine translation system. We designated

the system available at http://tariim.ajeeb.com as the standard resource for the track.

Comparing the standard resource runs with the best runs by site (for the same query length)

suggests that these resources were generally near, but not at, the state-of-the-art.

5 Retrieval Approaches
The nine groups have written papers about their methods and experiments. Three themes emerge

across the reported work: (1) A greater focus on exploring innovative CLIR techniques than was

evident in TREC-2001, (2) continued investigation of Arabic-specific issues, such as stemming

and stopword removal, and (3) increasing reliance on multiple sources of evidence to overcome

the limitation of any single source.

5.1 BBN
BBN made use of its probabilistic translation and retrieval model used in TREC-9 (for Chinese)

and TREC-2002 (for Arabic) as well as the United Nations corpus. They employed the method

of Hiemstra and de Jong to compute English probabilities by projecting Arabic terms to English

(a weighted sum of corpus probabilities of Arabic terms where the weights are translation

probabilities). To process the UN corpus and generate a new bilingual translation lexicon, BBN
utilized the IBM model 4 statistical translation approach, rather than IBM model 1. For

stemming they made use of the University of Massachusetts (LightS) stemmer in addition to the

Buckwalter stemmer used in TREC-2001. In the area of query expansion they performed English

and Arabic query expansions independently rather than sequentially (English query expansion

followed by Arabic query expansion) as in TREC-200L

5.2 University of California at Berkeley

The main focus of Berkeley's work was to develop several approaches to Arabic stemming and

stopword list generation. Berkeley used the Ajeeb machine translation system to translate every

word in the AFP collection after minimal word normalization. A 3,447-entry Arabic stopword

list was created as the set of all Arabic terms that translated to an English stopword. A similar

approach was used to generate a stemmer - Arabic words were partitioned into clusters based on

their English translations, with Arabic words whose English translations were conflated to the

same English stem forming a cluster. A second stemmer in which common one, two. and three

character prefixes and suffixes (identified in the AFP corpus) were removed was also tried.

These resources were then used in various combinations to perform dictionary-based retrieval

using an extension of the logistic regression technique from previous TREC evaluations that

incorporated blind relevance feedback. Berkeley also submitted a merged run in which two

machine translation systems (Ajeeb and Al-Misbar) were used to perform query translation

directly and the Salmone dictionary was used to perform dictionary-based query translation.

Each was Score-based merging was then used to produce the fmal ranking.
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5.3 Hummingbird Technoiogies
Hummingbird Technologies chose to focus on monolingual Arabic retrieval again this year.

Hummingbird used a minimalist approach, with the same set of stemming rules as last year.

Hummingbird makes a unique contribution to the CLIR track by evaluating commercially

available technology that has been integrated into a comprehensive document management

system.

5.4 lirmois Institute of Technology
In their TREC-2002 experiments with Arabic CLIR, Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT)

continued their investigations of improvement of monolingual Arabic retrieval using different

stemming approaches. For TREC-2001 IIT developed a 'light stemming' approach that performed

well. For TREC-2002, they developed two new stemmers, one rule-based and one based on

pattern matching. Both stemmers used an external training corpus from 1999-2001 editions of

two Saudi Arabian newspapers to identify frequent prefixes and suffixes. Both stemmers

performed comparably in monolingual Arabic retrieval, and the paper contains detailed examples

of how each approach to stemming can affect word meaning. For CLIR, IIT used the Ajeeb

machine translation package to translate the English queries into Arabic, and they also tried a

second approach based on the translation probability tables provided as part of the standard

resource set. In this case, MT produced better results, perhaps because the IIT stemmers differed

from those used to produce the translation probability tables.

5.5 IBM Research
IBM's cross-language experiments were based entirely upon statistical machine translation using

the IBM model 1 approach. IBM used the UN parallel corpus provided by BBN with a newly

developed Arabic morphological analyzer. Two statistical machine translation systems were built.

The first, an Arabic-to-English sentence translation model, was used to translate the documents

into English, followed by monolingual English retrieval. The second, a probabilistic convolution

model in which the probability of generating an English query stem was modeled based on the

probabilities of generating that stem from an Arabic word or morpheme observed in the document.

The convolution model substantially outperformed the sentence translation model, perhaps

because it made use of document-wide translation probabilities.

5.6 Johns Hopkins University - Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU-APL)

JHU-APL continued its investigation of the use of overlapping character n-grams for monolingual

Arabic retrieval. In TREC-2001 they used 4-grams; for TREC-2002 they investigated the use of

3-grams, 4-grams and 5-grams, and their official monolingual runs used combinations of those n-

gram lengths. They used the same two machine translation systems as the Berkeley team,

performing query translation from English to Arabic. The use of stemming in the standard

translation probability tables made that resource unsuitable for straightforward use with n-gram-

based techniques. They did, however, try mapping all English words that share a common stem

to all Arabic words that share a common stem.

5.7 University of Maryland

The main focus of this year's experiments at Maryland was on combination-of-evidence

techniques for cross-language retrieval. Translation knowledge was obtained from the same two

machine translation systems that Berkeley used, the Salmone bilingual dictionary, and both

directions of the BBN translation probability tables. Translation probabilities were estimated

based on all of this evidence and then used with five CLIR techniques, one of which was a

previously developed baseline (Pirkola's method). Some side experiments were also done to

investigate the potential of document expansion and variants of light stemming.
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5.8 University of l\/lassachusetts

University of Massachusetts tried tfie most extensive set of techniques. Generally, acronyms

found in the query were expanded using the U Mass Acrophile system. A bilingual lexicon built

from a proper name dictionary from New Mexico State University and the same two MT systems

that Berkeley used was then used to translate expanded English query terms and add them to the

lexicon. Query expansion was performed both before and after translation. Arabic stopword

removal was performed after morphological normalization using a 168-term stopword list from

University of Lancaster, and several alternative forms of morphological normalization were tried.

A number of variants on the processing path and the retrieval model were tried, and score-based

merging among these variants was then used to create the final submissions.

5.9 University of Neuchatel

University of Neuchatel only submitted monolingual Arabic runs to the TREC-2002 CLIR Track

evaluation. Neuchatel took the interesting approach of independently indexing Arabic words and

of indexing tri-grams as alternative indexing and retrieval scheme, following the approach of

Darwish and Oard in their SIGIR-2002 paper. Prior to all indexing and retrieval, Neuchatel

converted and normalized the Arabic document text into Latin letters ("In Malta, the Arabic

language is written using the Latin alphabet"). The Neuchatel word approach developed two

stemmers which fall into the same area of 'light stemming' of the standard resource. They then

dropped all stopwords which appeared in their 347 Arabic stopword list. From the paper it

appears that their tri-gram approach utilized words as a basis (rather than including white space as

other n-gram approaches usually do) and removed frequent tri-grams from a tri-gram stoplist

generated from the stopword list above. Following independent retrieval of word-based indexed

documents and tri-gram-based indexed documents, a "data fusion" summing approach to

independently generated RSV rankings was applied to generate the final ranked list. They

utilized the Rocchio approach to blind feedback and performed multiple relevance-expansion

experiments on both stems and tri-grams.

6 Results

Monolingual runs establish a useful baseline to which cross-language results can be compared,

and they help to enrich the relevance judgment pools. No standard query length was required for

monolingual runs, but seven of the eight teams submitting monolingual runs elected to use

title+description queries for at least one monolingual run. Figure 4 shows the best

title+description monolingual run for those seven teams. The best of these results is somewhat

below the best that was achieved last year. Since the document collection is the same, this

suggests that the topics this year may be somewhat harder on average than last year's topics were.
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Figure 4. Best automatic moeollBgual runs, tltle+descrlption queries.

Figure 5 shows the best automatic cross-language run for the required title+description condition

for the seven teams that submitted at least one cross-language run. Five teams ran

title+description queries for both the monoUngual and the cross-language conditions, with the

cross-language retrieval exhibiting a relative effectiveness ranging from 29% relative below

monolingual to 6% relative above monolingual. It is difficult to draw any conclusions in the face

of such large variability; interpretation of these results will require close attention to the

implementation details of individual systems.

BBN
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«— UMD

«—JHU APL

+— (IT

Figure 5. Best automatic cross-language runs, title+descrlption queries.

Five teams submitted standard resource runs. As Figure 6 shows, three teams demonstrated

improved performance (ranging from 4% to 11% relative) through the use of additional linguistic

resources. Only five runs could be scored officially for each participating team, so post-hoc

analysis may reveal greater potential for improvement from the use of additional linguistic

resources than can be seen in the official results.
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Figure 6. Improvement obtained using additional linguistic resources.

As is common in information retrieval evaluations, substantial variation was observed in retrieval

effectiveness on a topic-by-topic basis. Figure 7, which plots the median and maximum average

precision over the 23 cross-language runs illustrates this (note, however, that this plot includes

queries of different lengths). For example, half of the runs did poorly on topics 34 and 55, but at

least one run exceeded the median average precision for those topics by 800% relative. Applying

this type of analysis on a run-by-run basis can help to identify effects that would be masked by

averages across topics.

Figure 7. Average precision by topic (bottom=median, top=maximiim), cross-language.

6 Looking to the Future

The TREC evaluations produce three things of enduring value: (1) research results, (2) standard

test collections on which new techniques can be evaluated, and (3) a research community with

shared interests. Over the past nine years, TREC has produced eight non-English test collections

in six languages (Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, and Spanish), and the demonstrated

utility of these collections has inspired the creation of similar collections for m^any other

languages (including Dutch, Japanese, Korean and Finnish). The results obtained this year

indicate that topics AR26-AR75 are suitable for post-hoc use of the collection by automatic
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systems that did not contribute to the relevance pools. Topics ARi-AR25 have proven to be of

some use for system tuning, but the relatively long title fields and the markedly elevated

"uniques" effect make use of that collection for comparative studies less advisable. We therefore

recommend that researchers working with this collection in the future report results for the 50

topics developed this year rather than treating all 75 topics as a single collection.

Our community now includes hundreds of researchers working on CLIR in dozens of countries,

and research results regularly appear in a broad array of venues. Although this is the last year of

the CLIR track at TREC, similar evaluations will continue in Europe at CLEF [3] and Japan at

NTCIR [4], and work on searching Arabic will continue in the Topic Detection and Tracking

evaluations (TDT) [5]. The idea of providing standard resources was first tried at TDT. and we
have found it to be useful in a more traditional CLIR evaluation design as well.

Some of the questions that we have explored in the CLIR track may ultimately migrate into other

tracks at TREC. CLIR is, after all, just one capability among the many that are needed to build

effective systems to access globally distributed information. Perhaps the future will see the

creation of a multilingual Web track, a track for searching multilingual speech, or an interactive

multilingual track. When that happens, the baseline technology from which those specialized

applications will be built will have been first developed here, in the TREC CLIR track.

The authors are grateful to Ellen Voorhees for handling all of the logistics for this track at NIST
and for providing the data that was the basis for our analysis, to the LDC for their work on topic

development and relevance assessment, to the contributors of the standard resources for making

that comparison possible, and to the participating research teams for their advice and insights

along the way. This work was supported in part by DARPA cooperative agreements

N6600 100289 10 and N66001001891L
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Abstract

The TREC-1 1 filtering track measures the ability of systems to build persistent user profiles which

successfully separate relevant and non-relevant documents in an incoming stream. It consists of three

major subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering, the system begins

with only a topic statement and a small number of positive examples, and must learn a better profile

from on-line feedback. Batch filtering and routing are more traditional machine learning tasks where

the system begins with a large sample of evaluated training documents. This report describes the track,

presents some evaluation results, and provides a general commentary on lessons learned from this year's

track.

1 letrodiictloa

A text filtering system sifts through a stream of incoming information to find documents relevant to a set

of user needs represented by profiles. Unlike the traditional search query, user profiles are persistent, and

tend to reflect a long term information need. With user feedback, the system can learn a better profile,

and improve its performance over time. The TREC filtering track tries to simulate on-line time-critical text

filtering applications, where the value of a document decays rapidly with time. This means that potentially

relevant documents must be presented immediately to the user. There is no time to accumulate and rank a

set of documents. Evaluation is based only on the quality of the retrieved set.

Filtering differs from search in that documents arrive sequentially over time. The TREC filtering track

consists of three subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering, the system

starts with only a user profile and a very small number of positive examples (relevant documents). It must

begin filtering documents without any other prior information. Each retrieved document is immediately

judged for relevance, and this information can be used by the system to adaptively update the filtering

profile. In batch filtering and routing, the system starts with a larger set of evaluated training documents

which can be used to help construct the search profile. For batch filtering, the system must decide to accept

or reject each document, while routing systems can return a ranked list of documents. The core tasks for

TREC-11 are very similar to those investigated in TREC-7 through TREC-iO.

Traditional ad hoc retrieval and routing simulate a non-interactive process where users look at docu-

ments once at the end of system processing. This allows for ranking or clustering of the retrieved set. The

filtering model is based on the assumption that users examine documents periodically over time. The ac-

tual frequency of user interaction is unknown and task-dependent. Rather than create a complex simulation

which includes partial batching and ranking of the document set, we make the simplifying assumption that

users want to be notified about interesting documents as soon as they arrive. Therefore, a decision must be

made about each document without reference to future documents, and the retrieved set is ordered by time,

not estimated likelihood of relevance. The history and development of the TREC Filtering Track can be

traced by reading the yearly final reports:
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® TREC-10 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/treciO/tlO_proceedings.html (#3) [9]

® TREC-9 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec9/t9_proceedings.htmI (#3) [8]

® TREC-8 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec8/t8-proceedings.html (#3 - 2 files) [4]

® TREC-7 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec7/t7_proceedings.htmi (#3 - 2 files) [3]

® TREC-6 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec6/t6_proceedings.html (#4 and #5) [2]

® TREC-5 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec5/t5_proceedings.html (#5) [6]

© TREC-4 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec4/t4_proceedings.html (#11) [5]

Information on the participating groups and their filtering systems can be found in the individual site reports,

also available from the TREC web site.

For those familiar with previous TRECs, the basic filtering tasks in TREC- 11 are similar to those investi-

gated in TREC-7 through TREC-10. The corpus is the same as for TREC-10, but a new set of topics has

been prepared. In this section, we review the corpus, the three sub-tasks, the submission requirements, and

the evaluation measures. For more background and motivation, please consult the TREC-7 track report [3].

2A Data

This year, the track has again used the RCVl corpus provided by Reuters for research purposes [7]. This is a

collection of about 800,000 news stories, covering a time period of a year in 1996-7. Items in the collection

have unique identifiers and are dated but not timed. For the purpose of the experiment, it is assumed that

the time-order of items within one day is the same as identifier order. (Item id on its own is insufficient for

ordering, as there is some conflict across days). The first 6 weeks' items, 20 August through 30 September

1996, were taken as the training set (which could be used in ways specified below). The remainder of the

collection formed the test set.

A new set of 100 topics was prepared for this year. Fifty of these were constructed in the traditional

TREC fashion, by the assessors at NIST. In order to provide the necessary relevance judgements for train-

ing (including adaptive filtering), extensive searches using multiple retrieval and classification systems were

conducted at NIST after initial definition of the topics, and the assessors made relevance judgements on the

fused output. This process included several feedback stages, so that after one round of such assessment, rel-

evance information was used to improve the queries and another round of assessments was made. Feedback

continued until no more relevant documents were found in a given round, or until five rounds had passed.

Each topic received between two and seven rounds of judging (some topics had more than five rounds due

to glitches in the feedback system).

Additional relevance judgements were made for these assessor topics after submission of results by

the participants, on documents taken from the pooled submissions for each topic. These resulted in the

identification of additional relevant documents, which were not available to the adaptive systems, but which

were included for the purpose of evaluating all systems. All results below are based on the full set of

relevance judgements. Further details and analysis on this post-submission phase of judgements is given

below (section 4.1). Additional discussion of both pre- and post-submission judgements, and the whole

process of constructing the new topic sets, is given in [10].
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The remaining fifty topics were constructed as intersections of pairs of Reuters categories. Pairs of

categories were chosen to be apparently meaningful as search topics, to have a minimum of three relevant

documents in the training set, and to have an overall number of relevant documents in the range of the

assessor-built topics. (Relevant documents are here defined as documents assigned both category labels in

the Reuters collection.) For the purposes of training for batch filtering and routing, and in order to make

this set of topics similar to the previous set of 50, a selection of non-relevant documents was included in the

set of relevance judgements provided for each topic. These non-relevant documents were chosen randomly

from those assigned either of the category labels, but not both. This places the non-relevant documents in

the "neighbourhood" of the intersection, hopefully similar to highly-ranked documents in a pool which are

judged irrelevant by an assessor.

This second set of topics represents a trial of a relatively cheap way of constructing topics for retrieval

experiments, given a collection with category labels assigned. It is regarded as an experiment to assess

whether such a methodology is likely to be useful for future experiments.

2.2 Tasks

The adaptive filtering task is designed to model the text filtering process from the moment of profile con-

struction. In TREC-11, following the idea first used in TREC-9, we model the situation where the user

arrives with a small number of known positive examples (relevant documents). For each topic, the last three

relevant documents in the training set were made available to the participants for this purpose; no other

relevance judgements from the training set could be used. Subsequently, once a document is retrieved, the

relevance assessment (when one exists) is immediately made available to the system. Unfortunately, it is not

feasible in practice to have interactive human assessment by NIST. Instead, assessment is simulated by re-

leasing the pre-existing relevance judgement for that document. Judgements for unretrieved documents are

never revealed to the system. Once the system makes a decision about whether or not to retrieve a document,

that decision is final. No back-tracking or temporary caching of documents is allowed. While not always

realistic, this condition reduces the complexity of the task and makes it easier to compare performance

between different systems.

Systems are allowed to use the whole of the training set of documents (but no other relevance judgements

than the three provided for each topic) to generate collection frequency statistics (such as inverse document

frequencies) or auxiliary data structures (such as automatically-generated thesauri). Resources outside the

Reuters collection could also be used. As documents were processed, the text could be used to update term

frequency statistics and auxiliary document structures even if the document was not matched to any profile.

Groups had the option to treat unevaluated documents as not relevant.

In batch filtering, all the training set documents and all relevance judgements on that set are available

in advance. Once the system is trained, the test set is processed in its entu-ety. For each topic, the system

returns a single retrieved set. For routing, the training data is the same as for batch filtering, but in this case

systems return a ranked list of the top 1000 retrieved documents from the test set. Batch filtering and routing

are included in order to encourage participation to as many different groups as possible.

23 Evaluation and optlmisatioii

For the TREC experiments, filtering systems are expected to make a binary decision to accept or reject a

document for each profile. Therefore, the retrieved set consists of an unranked list of documents. This

fact has implications for evaluation, in that it demands a measure of effectiveness which can be applied

to such an unranked set. Many of the standard measures used in the evaluation of ranked retrieval (such

as average precision) are not applicable. Furthermore, the choice of primary measure of performance will

impact the systems in a way that does not happen in ranked retrieval. While good ranking algorithms seem
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to be relatively independent of the evaluation measure used, good classification algorithms need to relate

very strongly to the measure it is desired to optimise.

Two measures were used in TREC-1 1 for this purpose (as alternative sub-tasks). One was essentially

the linear utility measure used in previous TRECs, and described below. The other was a version of the van

Rijsbergen measure of retrieval performance, first used in TREC-1 0.

F-beta

This measure, based on one defined by van Rijsbergen, is a function of recall and precision, together with

a free parameter beta which determines the relative weighting of recall and precision. For any beta, the

measure lies in the range zero (bad) to 1 (good). For TREC-11 (as for TREC-10), a value of beta=0.5 has

been chosen, corresponding to an emphasis on precision (beta=l is neutral). The measure (with this choice

of beta) may be expressed as follows:

1.25 X No. of relevant docs retrieved

No. of retrieved docs + 0.25 x No. of relevant docs

(Tl IF is defined as zero if the number of retrieved documents is zero.)

Linear utility

The idea of a linear utility measure has been described in previous TREC reports (e.g. [4]). The particular

parameters being used are a credit of 2 for a relevant document retrieved and a debit of 1 for a non-relevant

document retrieved:

TllU = 2 X No. of relevant docs retrieved — No. of non — relevant docs retrieved

which corresponds to the retrieval rule:

retrieve if P(rel) > .33

Filtering according to a linear utility function is equivalent to filtering by estimated probability of rele-

vance; the corresponding probability threshold is shown.

When evaluation is based on utility, it is difficult to compare performance across topics. Simple averag-

ing of the utility measure gives each retrieved document equal weight, which means that the average scores

will be dominated by the topics with large retrieved sets (as in micro-averaging). Furthermore, the utility

scale is effectively unbounded below but bounded above; a single very poor query might completely swamp

any number of good queries.

For the purpose of averaging across topics, the method used for TREC-1 1 is a slightly modified version

of one used in TREC-9 (modification proposed by Ault). First, utilities are normalised by the maximum

possible utility for the topic, namely

MaxU = 2 X (No. of relevant docs)

I.e.

TllU
TllNU = -r-^

MaxU

The lower limit is some negative normalised utility, MinNU, which may be thought of as the minimum
(maximum negative) utility that a user would tolerate, over the lifetime of the profile. If the TllNU value
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falls below this minimum, it will be assumed that the user stops looking at documents, and therefore the

minimum is used. For each topic.

max(TllNU,MinNU) - MinNU
TllSU = ^

,
1 - MinNU

and MeanTl ISU is the mean of Tl ISU over topics.

Different values of MinNU may be chosen. The primary evaluation measure has

MinNU = -0.5

Other measures

In the official results tables, a number of measures are included as well as the measure for which any

particular run was specifically optimised. The range is as follows:

For adaptive and batch filtering:

• Mean Tl ISU (scaled utility) over topics, over the whole period and broken down by time period for

adaptive filtering. Note that this is referred to in the tables as TllU, but is in fact TllSU.

• Mean TllF (F-beta, with beta = 0.5) over topics.

• Mean set recall

• Mean set precision

• Zeros (number of topics for which no documents were retrieved over the period)

All means are macro-averages, that is, averaged across topics. For routing, the usual range of ranked-

output performance measures computed by trec_eval are given.

2.4 Submission Requirements

Each participating group could submit a limited number of runs, in each category: Adaptive filtering 4;

Batch filtering 2; Routing 2.

Any of the filtering runs could be optimised for either Tl IF or Tl ISU - a declaration was required of the

measure for which each run was optimised. There were no required runs, but participants were encouraged

to provide an adaptive filtering run with TllSU optimisation.

Groups were also asked to indicate whether they used other parts of the TREC collection, or other

external sources, to build term collection statistics or other resources.

3 TREC-11 results

Twenty one groups participated in the TREC-1 1 filtering track (two more than in TREC-10) and submitted

a total of 73 runs (seven more than in TREC-10)). These break down as follows: 14 groups submitted

adaptive filtering runs, 10 submitted to batch filtering, and 10 to routing.

Here is a list of the participating groups, including abbreviations and run identifiers. Participants will

generally be referred to by their abbreviations in this paper. The run identifiers can be used to recognise

which runs belong to which groups in the plotted results.
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Abbreviation Run identifier

University of North Texas north-texas UNTextCat

KerMIT Consortium kerMIT KerMIT

Carnegie Mellon University cmuJti CMUDIR
University of Hertfordshire hertfordshire UHcI

Microsoft Research Cambridge microsoft_cambridge okll, msPUM
Moscovv' Medical Academy moscovi/.med mma2002

Rutgers University rutgers-kantor dimacsll

David D. Lewis, Independent Consultant Lewis dimacsdd

SUNY Buffalo buffaio_cedar cedar02

CLIPS Laoratory, IMAG clips-imag relief

National Institute of Informatics nil kNIIll

Clairvoyance Corporation clairvoyance CCTli

Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse irit iritsig

Tampere University of Technology tampere Visa

Fudan University Fudan FDUTll

Queens College, City University of Nev^ York cuny pirc2

Chinese Academy of Sciences chinese_academy ICT

Queensland University of Technology Queensland QUT
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab jhu_api apUl

Tsinghua University tsinghua thuTll

University of Iowa uiowa UIowa02

3,1 Summary of approaches

These brief summaries are intended only to point readers toward other work. Not all groups have a paper in

the proceedings.

University of North Texas participated in the batch filtering and routing tasks. Their TextCat system

employs multiple simple text classifiers (an n-gram based one and Ripper) which may be combined by

stacking them in series or using a voting scheme.

KerMIT Consortium participated in all three tasks. Their focus is on support vector machine (SVM)

kernel methods. For routing, they used a linear SVM, and for batch filtering used the same SVM with a

threshold selection mechanism. For adaptive filtering, they used second-order perceptrons and combined

SVMs and perceptrons with uneven margins.

CMU participated in the adaptive filtering task. Their system was the same as used in TREC 9 and 10

and uses Rocchio's algorithm for profile updating. Their thresholding and term selection processes were

chosen and tuned using past TREC filtering data.

University of Hertfordshire participated in the routing task. They manually selected sets of keywords

using the topic descriptions and the adaptive training examples.

Microsoft Research Cambridge participated in the adaptive filtering and routing tasks. Their probabilis-

tic Okapi/Keenbow system is very similar to that used in previous years, but the adaptive filtering component

was rewritten for this year. The new filtering component allows updating of profiles and thresholds at each

document retrieved. For routing, a new system using perceptrons with uneven margins was used.

Rutgers University participated in the adaptive and batch filtering tasks.' Their adaptive system is based

on a Rocchio classifier and pseudo-relevance feedback. For batch filtering, they used rank-based feature

' David Lewis, part of the Rutgers group, submitted runs two adaptive filtering runs as a separate group. His results are presented

in the Rutgers proceedings paper.
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selection to identify a very small set of features to represent the collection and trained a simple classifier

using these features.

State University of New York at Buffalo participated in the adaptive and batch filtering tasks. They used

two main approaches, SVMs with weighted margins and language modeling.

CLIPS participated in the adaptive filtering task. Their RELIEFS system, introduced in TREC 9, is

based on a probabilistic model of terms and relevance. This year, they focused on threshold adaptation and

estimating relevance.

National Institute of Informatics participated in the batch filtering task. Their approach involved reweight-

ing terms co-occurring in relevant training documents, and modeling these term sets as "virtual" relevant

documents. They then used SVMs to learn a decision boundary based on the enlarged training set.

Clairvoyance Corporation participated in the batch filtering task. Their experiments focused on the

performance of the monolithic filters which in their CLARIT system can be arranged to create ensemble

filters. Their paper describes post-TREC experiments comparing their IR-based approaches to SVMs.

IRIT participated in all three tasks. Their Mercure system is based on a connectionist model. This year

their experiments focused on threshold calibration.

Tampere University of Technology participated in the routing task. Their approach is based on word

coding and characterizing the histograms of encoded documents.

Fudan University participated in the adaptive filtering task. They used the topic and training samples

to create an initial Winnow classifier, and with that gathered a larger set of pseudo-relevant documents to

further train the classifier.

Queens College, CUNY participated in the adaptive filtering task. They used a two-stage approach;

initially, a simple profile reweighting and threshold adjustment scheme is used; but as more relevance infor-

mation is available, the profile is expanded.

Chinese Academy of Sciences participated in all three tasks. Their experiments in adaptive filtering

focused on making use of retrieved documents whose relevance is unknown in profile adaptation.

JHU/APL participated in all three tasks. For filtering, they used linear SVMs, with system parameters

tuned using the TREC-8 filtering data. For routing, one run used SVMs and the other run merged the SVM
run with an unsubmitted language modeling-based run.

Tsinghua University participated in the adaptive filtering task. Their incremental learning approach uses

pseudo-relevance feedback to form the initial profile and threshold. They also experimented with a language

modeling run using the Lemur toolkit.

University of Iowa participated in the adaptive filtering task. Their system uses two-level dynamic

clustering. Documents placed into a topics first-level cluster are further divided into secondary clusters

which are responsible for determining whether a document will be retrieved.

3.2 Evaluation Results

Some results are presented in the following graphs. Figures 1 and 2 show the adaptive filtering results for

the utility and F measures. In each graph, the horizontal line inside a run's box is the median topic score, the

box shows interquartile distance, the whiskers extend to the furthest topic within 1.5 times the interquartile

distance, and the circles are outliers. In all graphs of TIISU scores, the horizontal line through the graph

shows the baseline utility which can be achieved by retrieving no documents.

Figures 3 and 4 show the utility and F-beta results for batch filtering. Figure 5 shows mean uninterpo-

lated average precision for routing.



Adaptive filtering, T11SU, assessor topics Adaptive filtering, T11SU, intersection topics

Figure 1: Adaptive filtering - Tl ISU

4,1 Post-siibmissioH judgements

Although more than 21,000 relevance judgements were made during topic creation and released with the

topics, we were concerned that participants would still find more relevant documents. In order to make

sure systems were measured fairly, NIST pooled participants' runs and judged any previously unjudged

documents in the pool. Pooling was done as follows. Each participating group was allotted a fixed budget of

documents to be pooled from their runs. If the group had any routing runs, we added unjudged documents

from the top 100 ranks to the pool. If the group also had filtering runs, at most half the budget was expended

on routing documents. We then merged all batch and adaptive filtering runs from that group and took a

random sample of documents from the combined runs to fill out the pool budget. In all, another 42,000

documents were judged during this second round of assessment.

Figure 6 shows the numbers of relevant documents found for each topic in the first and second rounds

of judging. Note that overall the topics have between 9 and 599 relevant documents apiece, much fewer

than the TREC 2001 categories and closer to TREC ad hoc scale. For most topics only a few new relevant

documents were found in the second round (median = 8.5), but seven topics had more than fifty new. Four

of these topics had more than twenty new relevant documents found in their last round of feedback during

the creation phase. Although our pooling process is radically different, these findings agree with Harman's

analysis of the TREC-3 relevance judgements [1], as well as those of Zobel [11] that the "largest" topics

(those with the most relevant documents) tend to yield even more relevant documents upon further searching.

We have seen that such topics tend to have a greater number of relevant documents found in the last round

of judging. In retrospect it probably would have been a good idea to discard these topics.

Another important factor is that five topics were judged by a different assessor in the second round than

the one who had created it. Although as a general rule assessors always judged their own topics, due to

time constraints we were forced to move these topics to different assessors. In these cases, the assessor

was shown all of the relevant documents found in the first round as orientation to the topic. Four of these
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Adaptive filtering, T11F, assessor topics Adaptive filtering, T11F, intersection topics

Figure 2: Adaptive filtering - Tl IF

Batch filtering, T11U, assessor topics
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Batch filtering, T1 1 F, assessor topics Batch filtering, T11F, intersection topics
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Figure 4: Batch filtering - Tl IF
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Topic, ordered by relevant found in first round

Figure 6: Relevant documents found in the first and second rounds of judging.

TllU TllF

Adaptive 0.969 0.936

Batch 0.996 0.983

Routing 0.912 (MAP)

Table 1: Correlation of the official TREC results to a system ranking measured using the first-round rele-

vance judgements only.

"moved" topics were also topics with more than fifty new relevant found, suggesting that these topics were

not judged as well as the others.

4.2 Intersection topics

One issue this year concerned the experiment on the intersection method of building topics and making rel-

evance judgements. This method would be considerably cheaper than the usual method involving assessors

for both tasks: the process of making relevance judgements is a substantial effort. Our hope was that it

would prove to be a viable alternative, providing a way of constructing test collections with much larger

numbers of topics than we have at present, even if the quality is not quite as good.

In the event, the immediate impression of the intersection topics must be that they are not useful. The

discrepancy in performance between assessor and intersection topics is huge. We might be tempted to

hypothesise that the intersection topics are simply much harder than the assessor topics, but nevertheless

represent a realistic task. However, it is hard to maintain that view in the light of the size of the discrepancy.

Possible hypotheses

Some hypotheses have been suggested (by participants and in subsequent discussion) for why the perfor-

mance on the intersection topics was so poor Roughly speaking, we may divide them into two classes:

those which focus on the individual classes and those which focus on the intersection operation. In some

cases at least, the hypothesis suggests experiments that may help to elucidate the problem; failure analysis

on the official or other runs may also be informative. By and large these experiments and analyses have
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not yet been performed, although a few participants have done some failure analysis - they require some

thought and effort, and being directed at a methodological question, they are not about specific systems,

models or approaches, and therefore maybe of less immediate interest to participants. Nevertheless, the

methodological question is of interest, and deserves investigation.

One hypothesis is that Reuters' assignment of category labels is simply too inconsistent, compared to

assessor relevance judgements, to allow a system to learn adequately how to predict it. This hypothesis

would suggest that the same problem would apply to topics defined as individual classes as to topics defined

as intersections of pairs. However, the TREC 2001 experiment used individual classes and although many

systems had significant difficulties, several systems performed adequately well on these topics. This would

tend to suggest that the hypothesis as it stands is not a sufficient explanation.

A second is that Reuters' rules for category assignment specify that at least one category must be as-

signed to each document. Editors are happy if they can assign one category; extra ones are only assigned

if (a) they immediately stand out as necessary, or (b) there is significant doubt about which is the correct

one.'^ Either way, there is likely to be significantly more noise in second categor)/ assignment than in first

category assignment, which will adversely affect the intersection topics. Experiments could be designed to

substantiate this hypothesis.

A third is that categories may be of very different sizes; an intersection of a large category with a small

one may be difficult to learn. A variant on this is qualitative rather than quantitative: some categories may

be much harder to learn than others, and an intersection may be as hard as the harder of the two categories.

43 Overall performance

On the utility measure, most of the adaptive systems now outperform the baseline system which retrieves no

documents ever. This is a welcome result. Furthermore, on the whole the adaptive systems are performing

similarly to the batch filtering systems. In other words, despite starting from considerably less information

they can through adaptation pull themselves up to a similar level overall. This suggests that at the end of the

time period, they are likely to perform better than the batch systems.
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TREC 2002 Interactive Track Report

William Hersh, Oregon Health & Science University, Portland, OR, USA

For TREC 2002, the Interactive Track completed the two-year cycle of observational studies

begun in TREC 2001 and followed now by more controlled laboratory experiments focusing on

question answering using Web data. Six research groups participated this year.

Background

The Interactive Track was one of the first track's at TREC (dating back to TREC-3) and has

always had a small but dedicated following. The track has accomplished much during its

existence, including a special issue of Information Processing and Management (May/June,

2001 ) [1]. A variety of findings have emerged from experiments carried out by track

participants:

e Presentation of documents matters to users, i.e.. better surrogates help but clustering does not

[2]

• Users do not utilize relevance feedback as we might think/hope [3]

e Results from "batch" studies do not necessarily apply to real-world searchers [4]

However, there have been limitations to the general izabi I ity of the results obtained:

o Study sample sizes are small and conditions are artificial

• Searcher populations used might not be generalizable

• But the same apply to non-interactive studies, e.g.,

o Is one search on many queries any better than multiple searches on the same query?

o Some of the queries from batch experiments given to real users showed they were too

easy

To help set the future direction of the track, a workshop was held at SIGIR 2000 [5]. It was

decided at the workshop and subsequently that the track would move to a two-year cycle that

would allow increased data collection to better formulate and study hypotheses. In particular, in

the first year of the cycle, groups would perform observational studies that increased the realism

of task and generated experimental hypotheses for the following year. The TREC 2001

Interactive Track was first year of observational studies, with hypothesis-driven experiments to

be performed in TREC 2002.

Data for searching

The track used on open version of the .GOV Web collection created for the TREC 2002 Web
Track for searching. The collection was "open" in the sense that some links to pages outside the

collection were presented and could be followed. This meant that the collection was intermediate

in its stability between the live Web used by the track last year and a completely fixed, closed

version of the .GOV collection, which was desired but not available in time for experimentation.
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The collection was used by most participating groups as indexed and searched by the Panoptic

search engine. The cited version does stemming and the homepage-finding feature is turned off.

Results could be obtained in XML format by sending a query via CGI, e.g.,

trec.panopticsearch.com/gov/padre-sw_xml.cgi?collection=gov&query=bush

and getting back a padre results packet. Experiments did not need to be limited to the interface

defined by actual HTML pages returned by the Panoptic engine. Help on the use of the Panoptic

search engine was available.

Tasks

Eight searcher tasks, analogous to those used in TREC 2001, were generated and tested. They

are listed below. AH searchers were to be given at least 10 minutes on each task once the actual

searching began, and participating groups had to report the results as of the end of the ten-minute

period in their proceedings papers. Groups optionally were able to report additional results, e.g.,

after 5 minutes. 15 minutes, etc..

There were four general searching activities from upon which the eight actual tasks were

modeled. The four activities were:

1 . Looking for personal health information

2. Seeking guidance on US government laws, regulations, guidelines, policy

3. Making travel plans

4. Gathering material for a report on a given subject

The searcher tasks were formulated in one of the following ways:

1 . Find any N short answers to a question, to which there are multiple answers of the same type.

2. Find any N websites that meet the need specified in the task statement

The eight tasks proper were:

1 . You are traveling from the Netherlands, and want to bring some typical food products as gifts

for your friends. What are three kinds of food products from the Netherlands that you are not

allowed to bring into the US? [Government Regulation]

2. You are concerned with privacy issues related to electronic information and would like to

know what laws have been passed by the US Congress regarding these issues. Identify three

such laws. [Government Regulation]

3. A friend has a private well which is the family's only source of drinking water. Locate a US
publication, which contains guidelines for the maintenance of safe water standards for private

well use. [Health]

4. You are not sure about the safety of genetically engineered foods, and would like to find

more information and research on this topic. Name four potential types of safety problems

that have been raised. [Health or Project]

5. You are interested in learning more about what measures the US government has taken since

2001 to prevent Mad-Cow Disease. Identify three such measures. [Health or Project]

6. Name/find three research programs/projects that investigate the treatment/causes of

dwarfism. [Project]

7. You are planning a cycling expedition along the Silk Road in Central Asia. Find a website

that is a good source information about health precautions should you take. [Travel]
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8. You are planning to travel to the northeast territories of India and wonder if there are any

problems/restrictions for tourists. Find a website that is a good source of information about

such problems/restrictions. [Travel]

The various sites performed their own "grading" of the tasks and determination of relevant

documents. An informal effort was made among groups to share answers and relevant

documents.

A standard query was run by all searchers and the time between pressing the search button and

the return of the results logged. This information was used to get an idea of the different response

time conditions searchers may have encountered.

Experimental design

The experimental design followed the protocol developed for the TREC-9 interactive Track.

This design allowed the comparison of two systems or system variants. A minimum of 16

searchers were to be used. Each searcher was to perform all eight tasks (two of each of the four

types), half on one system and half on another.

Each searcher was to issue the query "information retrieval" twice - once before beginning each

set of the four searches on the two search engines in the design. The searcher ignored the results

of the search. Experimenters collected elapsed time for these searches from the time the search

button was pressed until results started to appear. This calibrating information was to be reported

in each group's proceedings paper.

Evaluation

The searches were evaluated for effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction in a manner

similar to previous interactive tracks. Effectiveness included at least whether the task was

completed successfully. Efficiency included at least the elapsed time used for each search.

Instruments for the collection of minimal searcher background and satisfaction information were

available and their use was encouraged.

Approaches

Here is a high-level description of the approaches taken by each group. For more detail, see the

site report for each group.

CSIRO

In this year's interactive Track. CSIRO continued to focus on answer organization issues, aiming

to investigate whether the knowledge of "organizational structure" could be useful in organizing

and delivering the retrieved documents. Particularly, for the collection of documents from

the.gov domain, they used the level two domain name to categories the retrieved documents. For

example, all documents from the nih.gov domain were put into the "National Institutes of

Health" category. They compared this delivery method with the traditional ranked list. Their
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preiiminary results indicated that there was no significant difference between the two delivery

methods in the first 5 minutes, but the subjects performed significantly better with the category

interface at the end of 15 minutes.

Oregon Health & Science University

The Oregon group initiaily planned to compare retrieval using alternative devices, e.g., a tablet

device, but was not able to do so when the vendor was unable to deliver the devices in time.

Instead, they chose to revisit the search for factors associated with successful searching. Their

results identified some trends but the sample size was inadequate in size to achieve statistical

significance.

Rutgers University

The Rutgers group investigated two major hypotheses: (a) that reducing the amount of

interaction required of a searcher with the system leads to increased satisfaction with the search

and increased performance, and (b) that increased query length leads to increased performance in

the TREC 2002 Interactive Track task. Both of these hypotheses were the result of their

investigations in the TREC 2001 Interactive Track.

They investigated the first hypothesis by implementing two different interfaces to the Panoptic

search engine: one which displayed the default Panoptic result of 20 URLs and snippets at a

time, requiring the searcher to follow links in order to view pages, and a second which displayed.

in scrollable windows, four retrieved pages at a time. The latter was intended to reduce

interaction effort in comparison to the former, by virtue of displaying retrieved pages direct!}'.

They investigated the second hypothesis by having two different versions of each of the two

interfaces: one which labeled the query input box, "'QUERY." and another which labeled it.

"information problem (the more you say, the better the search results are likely to be)." The

demonstration of the first version of query elicitation used only words and phrases; the

demonstration of the second version used full sentences and questions.

University ofNorth Carolina Chapel Hill

The North Carolina group's research question was whether 3D visualization of search results

was more effective than a text-based interface. Unlike most of the other interactive track groups,

they used their our own locally developed software. The 3D visualization was a variation on an

information Space navigation system (as they have demonstrated at past TREC conferences); the

text system was a fairly generic Google-style interface, not much different from the Panoptic

system.

They hypothesized that people would be able to perform well with both the 3D and the text

system, but would feet less confident with the 3D system. The 3D system had most of the same

"controls'" (text query input, display of results), which they hypothesized would be used similarly

to the text system. They hypothesized that people would feel less confident with their 3D results.

Finally, they hypothesized there would be no significant differences in results across the different
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search tasks, but anticipated slight ordering effects (increased performance over time with both

systems).

University of Toronto

The primary objective of the Toronto group was to design a novel information exploration

interface that combined multiple methods for accessing the content to accommodate the multiple

perspectives that users bring to the task. Their work toward this goal was derived from the

exploratory study done in conjunction with TREC 2001 Interactive Track. They had two goals

for their TREC 2002 study:

1 . Work toward a search workspace - a digital environment that contains a set of tools to aid

users in exploring an information space

2. Develop a more cost-effective solution to information retrieval experimentation.

University ofGlasgow

The Glasgow group assessed whether they could improve upon the limitations of the traditional

elongated results list by an appropriate application of hierarchical clustering and summarization

visualization techniques? Their current experimental system, provisionally named

HuddleSearch, acted as an intermediate layer between the user and the provided Panoptic search

engine, it used a newly developed clustering algorithm, which dynamically organizes the

relevant documents into a traversable hierarchy of general to more specific clusters categories.

They extended their TREC 2001 query-biased summarization tool to also allow the

summarization of multiple documents, whereby a summary painted a caricature of the content of

a cluster, rather than an individual document, thus allowing the user to provisionally judge a

cluster's relevance prior to viewing its contents. The interaction between the user and the system

was further developed by the aid of an information visualization tool.

From their initial analysis, they concluded that users do prefer the hierarchical clustering system

to a list-based approach. Compared to the underlying Panoptic search engine, used as a baseline

in their experimental design, the times taken to complete search tasks using their system clearly

fell. In addition, the number of incomplete tasks was definitely reduced by the use of the

experimental system.

Conclusions and Future Directions

While the track participants were pleased to be able to use Web data for experiments, a number

of issues arose in this year's track. The main concern was the "open"' .GOV collection, which

made controlled experiments more challenging. Another problem was that the PDF files in the

collection were proper consisted solely of text, which may be fine for batch experiments but is

problematic for real users. Another general challenge for the track is the existence of high-

quality commercial search engines such as Google, which make experimental systems frustrating

for users when they do not perform as well as commercial products.
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The track will undergo significant changes for TREC 2003. The track itself will become a

subtrack of the Web track, and the current chair will be stepping down. Further details will be

available on the TREC Web site.
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Overview of the TREC 2002 Novelty Track

Donna Harman
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

Abstract

The novelty track was a new track in TREC-11. The

basic task was as follows: given a TREC topic and an

ordered list of relevant documents (ordered by rele-

vance ranking), find the relevant and "novel" sen-

tences that should be returned to the user from this

set. There were 13 groups that participated in this

new task.

1 Introduction

The novelty track is a new track in TREC this year

and therefore both the results and the evaluation

should be viewed as a pilot study. The direct mo-

tivation for this track (and the track name) came

from Prof. Jaime Carbonnell's talk to the Automatic

Summarization Workshop at NAACL in May 2001.

In this talk he mentioned that there were other ways

to optimize search results than just using relevance

ranking alone. One could rank on timeliness of the

article, validity of the source of the article, and the

comprehensibility and NOVELTY of the information

in the article to the user. Whereas the first three

of these optimization characteristics are either trivial

(timestamps) or very difficult (validity of source and

comprehensibility to user), the novelty issue could

be operationalized for evaluation by assuming that

a user knows nothing at the time of the initial rele-

vant document and all learning happens in the order

of document retrieval.

This was the basic design of the novelty track.

Given a TREC topic and an ordered list of relevant

documents (ordered presumably by relevance ranking

alone), find the "novel" information that should be

returned to the user from this set. However, unlike

earlier work with novelty and redundancy in docu-

ments [2], the decision was made to tackle this task

at a sentence level. There are several reasons for this

decision. First, it was hoped that by reducing the

granularity of text unit, it would be easier to identify

novel or redundant information. But equally impor-

tant, the use of sentences combined the novelty task

with earlier suggestions for evaluation of passage re-

trieval. Because the size of a passage is not easily

defined (paragraphs are not always available), it wais

decided to define the "passages" at a sentence level,

where the demarcation is clear.

A possible application scenario here would be to

envision a smart "next" button that would allow a

user to walk down a ranked list of documents by high-

lighting the next relevant and NOVEL sentence. The
user could then view that sentence and if interested,

also read the surrounding sentences. Alternatively

this task could be viewed as finding key sentences

that could be useful as "hot spots" for collecting in-

formation to summarize an answer of length X to the

information request.

Note that this track is another effort to get be-

yond the ranked list output for information retrieval.

The TREC question-answering track is one approach,

but only for direct questions and only for short, fact-

based questions. The novelty track explores an al-

ternative approach by returning only relevant AND
novel sentences rather than whole documents con-

taining extraneous or duplicate information.

2 Input Data and Task Definition

The basic input data for the novelty track wets a set of

50 topics taken from TRECs 6, 7, and 8 (topics 300-

450). These 50 topics were selected from the full set of

150 by picking those topics that had between 10 and

70 relevant documents, plus eliminating a few that

had large numbers of Federal Register documents,

which tend to be very long. This choice was based

on having enough relevant documents to work with

but not too many for humans to process in creating

the truth data. (After NIST staff tried the task, the

maximum number of documents was determined to

be no more than 25!)

To select the documents once the topics had been

picked, NIST modeled the application by selecting

actual results from an effective manual run from the

appropriate TREC. If there were 25 or fewer rele-

vant documents for the topic, then all the relevant
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documents were used. If there were more than 25

documents, the top 25 ranked (and relevant) docu-

ments from that run were selected for the task. If the

run did not find 25 relevant documents, then all the

relevant documents it did find were included, along

with a random sample of the missing relevant docu-

ments up to a maximum of 25 documents. In all cases

documents from the Congressional Record (also very

long) were NOT selected.

Once the documents were selected, they were

ranked at NIST using the ordering produced by same

run used in selecting the documents (where possible).

Each document was also automatically split into sen-

tences at NIST and sentences were assigned identi-

fiers.

Participants were provided with the topics, the set

of sentence-segmented documents, and the order of

retrieval for those documents, and were required to

process the documents in this order. Each run was

to output two ordered sets of sentence identifiers for

each of the 50 topics. The first set of sentences was

the set of sentences the system determined to contain

relevant information. The second set of sentences wa^

the subset of those relevant sentences that the system

determined to contain new information, that is, rel-

evant information that was not contained in earlier

sentences.

The task was to be done completely automatically.

Any fields in the topic could be used, along with any

other resources. It was assumed that the set of rele-

vant documents was available as an ordered set, i.e.

the entire set could be used in deciding the sentence

sets. However the topics had to be processed inde-

pendently. Both these restrictions reflect the reality

of the application.

The content of the topics was a modified version of

the original TREC topic statement for each topic, in-

cluding the original topic fields plus an additional de-

scription field (tagged DESC2). This field was what

the assessor used as the information need to build the

relevant (and novel) sets. Often this was the same as

the original description, but many times it was not.

The assessors were not supposed to use the narrative

field and often the revised description includes some

piece of the narrative that they did use.

The test data was released on June 21, 2002, with

results due at NIST on September 3.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Creation of truth data

Judgment data was created by having NIST assessors

manually perform the task. First they created a file

of the relevant sentences and then reduced that file

to those that were novel given the document order.

Both files were saved. Each topic was independently

judged by two different assessors so that the effects of

different human opinions could be assessed. Figure 1

presents the exact instructions given to the assessors.

3.2 Analysis of truth data

Since the novelty task was basically requiring systems

to automatically select the same sentences that were

selected manually by the assessors, it is important to

analyze the characteristics of the manually-created

truth data in order to better understand the system

results. Five particular aspects were examined.

1. what percentage of the sentences in the relevant

documents were marked relevant and how does

this vary across topics and across assessors?

2. what percentage of the relevant sentences were

marked novel and how does this vary across top-

ics and across assessors?

3. how well were the assessors able to pick only

"key" sentences as opposed to gathering many
consecutive sentences for each relevant piece of

information?

4. how different are the results of the two assessors

for each topic?

5. where do these differences occur?

Table 1 shows the number of relevant sentences and

novel sentences selected for each topic by each of the

two assessors that worked on that topic. The col-

umn marked "minimum" precedes the results for the

assessor who selected the fewest number of relevant

sentences. The column marked "rel" is the number

of sentences selected as relevant; the next column is

the percent of sentences from the total set of relevant

documents for that topic that were selected as rele-

vant. The last two columns for each assessor show

the number of sentences marked novel and the per-

centage of the relevant sentences that were marked

novel.

Whereas there are large differences in the number

of relevant sentences for each topic, there is only a

weak topic effect on the percentage of total sentences
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Figure 1: Instructions to Assessors

You are trying to create a list of sentences that are:

1. relevant to the question or request made in the description section of the topic,

2. their relevance is independent of any surrounding sentences,

3. they provide new information that has not been found in any previously picked sentences.

Instructions to assessors

1. order printed documents according to the ranked list

2. using the description part of the topic only, go thru each printed document and mark in yellow all

sentences that directly provide information requested by the description. Do not mark sentences

that are introductory or explanatory in nature. In particular, if there is a set of sentences that

provide a single piece of information, only select the sentence that provides the most detail in

that set. If two adjacent sentences are needed to provide a single piece of information because

of an unusual sentence construction or error in the sentence segmentor, mark both.

3. go to the computer and pull up the online version of your documents. Go through each doc-

ument, selecting the sentences that you have previously marked (you can change your mind).

Save this edited version as "relevant"

4. now go thru the online version looking for duplicate information. Order is important here; if a

piece of information has already been picked, then repeats of that same information should be

deleted. Instances that give further details of that information should be retained, but instances

that summarize details seen earlier should be deleted. Save this second edited version as "new"

.

per topic selected as relevant. Looking at the results

from the "minimum" assessor, the median percent-

age of sentences marked relevant is about 2%, with

the range from 0.2% to 6%. Note that this number

is confounded with the assessor effect, as there is a

very strong relationship between number of relevant

sentences selected and the assessor (see Table 2 for

more on this).

It is somewhat surprising that so few of the sen-

tences were selected as relevant. Again using the min-

imum assessor, 16 of the 50 topics had fewer than 1%
of the sentences selected as relevant, whereas only 3

of the 50 topics had more than 5% of the sentences

marked relevant.

Equally surprising is the high percentage of rele-

vant sentences that were marked as novel. The me-

dian percentage of relevant sentences marked as novel

was 93%, with the range from 50% to 100%. In

fact, 23 of the 50 topics had ALL relevant sentences

marked as novel (by the "minimum" assessor). The
fact that the assessors judged most sentences as be-

ing novel was a major disappointment of the track.

One postulated cause is that the documents being

judged were mostly from different sources and differ-

ent time periods and therefore there was truly little

duplicate information. However, it is also possible

that judgments for novelty at the sentence level (for

long sentences) are likely to always find new infor-

mation. Next year's novelty track will use multiple

sources reporting on the news within the same time

period in the hope that a lower percentage of relevant

sentences will be marked novel.

Table 2 demonstrates the assessor effect more

clearh^. The table is ordered by the percentage of

the sentences that were m.arked relevant. The col-

umn marked "min" shows the number of topics for

which the given assessor had the fewest number of

relevant sentences. The next two columns present the

total number of relevant sentences found by that as-

sessor and the percentage of sentences in the relevant

documents that were marked relevant. The columns

marked novel and %rel give the total number of sen-

tences marked novel and the percentage this was of

the number marked relevant. The last two columns
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Table 1: Analysis of relevant and novel sentences by topic

Topic minimum rel %total novel %rel maximum rel %total novel %rel

305 A 15 2.01 15 100 B 51 6.84 49 96.08

310 C 0 0 0 0 D 40 7.08 36 90

312 c 5 0.87 5 100 A 18 3.12 12 66.67

314 E 25 2.35 25 100 F 54 5.08 52 96.3

315 C 18 3.08 11 61.11 F 54 9.25 54 100

316 B 22 0.99 18 81.82 G 49 2.2 46 93.88

317 C 23 4.19 23 100 B 33 6.01 22 66.67

322 G 34 4.57 34 100 A 96 12.9 84 87.5

323 G 65 4.57 60 92.31 A 88 6.15 86 97.72

325 G 21 1.25 21 100 F 45 0 lost 0

326 c 10 1 8 80 G 74 7.39 61 82.43

330 E 29 3.49 27 93.1 B 38 4.57 29 76.32

339 c 12 1.6 11 91.67 E 26 3.46 25 96.15

342 E 17 2.17 17 100 G 81 10.32 71 87.65

345 C 47 5.19 47 100 B 65 7.18 52 80

351 C 6 0.75 5 83.33 E 31 3.87 28 90.32

355 F 103 3.94 78 75.73 D 223 8.53 200 89.69

356 D 10 1.2 9 90 B 19 2.29 18 94.74

358 C 40 4.8 37 92.5 E 55 6.6 46 83.64

362 B 47 5.15 46 97.87 A 71 7.79 65 91.55

363 C 11 2.08 10 90.91 A 45 8.52 35 77.78

364 C 42 3.5 42 100 E 45 3.75 45 100

365 G 34 2.8 34 100 E 41 3.38 41 100

368 G 71 4.63 66 92.96 D 121 7.89 94 77.69

369 B 13 1.79 12 92.31 F 30 4.13 25 83.33

377 G 3 0.19 3 100 E 25 1.56 22 88

381 G 19 1.38 19 100 B 38 2.76 29 76.32

382 c 41 1.83 24 58.53 E 114 5.07 110 96.49

384 G 23 1.41 23 100 A 124 7.57 111 89.52

386 A 43 4.3 41 95.35 G 43 4.3 43 100

388 E 56 4.57 56 100 F 123 10.04 96 78.05

394 G 21 2.45 21 100 B 28 3.27 25 89.29

397 C 29 6.18 28 96.5 E 32 6.82 30 93.75

405 B 40 3.75 37 92.5 F 75 7.02 70 93.33

406 G 10 1.79 10 100 C 12 2.14 10 83.33

407 B 32 2.46 29 90.62 A 1301 100 58 4.46

409 B 17 3.26 12 70.59 G 27 5.17 25 92.59

410 E 17 1.92 15 88.24 F 83 9.39 53 63.86

411 C 21 1.86 19 90.48 A 60 5.31 53 88.33

414 E 29 3.62 25 86.21 A 31 3.87 18 58.06

416 E 36 1.96 30 83.33 F 46 2.51 38 82.61

419 A 50 3.32 36 72 D 50 3.32 41 82

420 c 18 1.4 18 100 G 27 2.1 23 85.19

427 E 14 0.31 11 78.57 F 58 1.29 48 82.76

432 E 9 0.96 8 88.89 B 33 3.53 27 81.82

433 C 11 1.72 7 63.64 F 23 3.59 23 100

440 E 19 1.35 19 100 G 107 7.62 98 91.59

445 F 10 1.07 5 50 E 13 1.4 7 53.85

448 C 20 2.25 20 100 D 41 4.62 38 92.68

449 E 57 3.65 57 100 F 81 5.19 71 87.65
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Table 2: Analysis of relevant and novel sentences by assessor

Assessor min rel %totaI novel %rel consecutive %rei

C 17 348 0.60 343 98.56 97 0.2787

B 6 476 0.82 405 85.08 129 0.2710

D 1 485 0.84 418 86.19 267 0.5505

E 11 690 1.19 644 93.33 193 0.2797

G 10 709 1.23 658 92.81 261 0.3681

F 2 740 1.28 658 88.92 394 0.5324

A 3 1940 3.36 616 31.75 1498 0.7722

present the total number of relevant sentences that

were consecutive, and this percentage.

As can be seen from Table 2, there is a major ef-

fect from the assessors. For example, assessor "C"

was the "minimum" assessor for 17 of the 50 topics;

assessor "D" was the minimum assessor for only 1 of

the topics. Part of this effect is the normal human
variation in relevance judgments as some judges are

stricter than others or interpret the question differ-

ently. However a second part of the variation comes

from different interpretations of the instructions for

the task. Note that there is a distinct trend towards

more consecutive sentences as there are more relevant

sentences selected.

Summarizing the answers to the first three ques-

tions:

1. A very low percentage (median 2%) of the sen-

tences in the relevant documents were marked

relevant. There was small (0.2% to 6%) but

random effect across topics, but definite trends

across the assessors in terms of the percentage

of sentences (and documents) marked relevant.

This is consistent with past findings in the judg-

ment of relevant documents.

2. A very high percentage (median 93%) of the rel-

evant sentences were marked novel. Here there

was more variation across topics and less across

assessors.

3. In general the assessors were not able to pick only

"key" sentences as opposed to gathering consecu-

tive sentences for each relevant piece of informa-

tion. The percentage of relevant sentences that

were consecutive (before or after another rele-

vant sentence) varied from a low of 30% to a

high of 77% across assessors.

The final two questions, how different is the output

of the two assessors for each topic and where do these

differences occur, are explored by Table 3. This table

analyzes the differences between the two assessors'

relevant sentence judgments. The first two columns

give the number of relevant sentences selected by

the minimum and maximum assessor for each topic.

The next two columns give the sentence coverage and

overlap between the two assessors. The overlap is the

intersection between their sentences divided by the

union of their sentences, i.e. the percentage of the

matching sentences divided by sentences that either

assessor had selected. The coverage is the intersection

of the sentence sets divided by the smaller of those

sets, i.e. the percentage of the minimum assessor's

sentences that were also chosen by the maximum as-

sessor. The column marked d_cover is the coverage

between the documents containing sentences marked

relevant, while d_over is the corresponding overlap.

The final two columns give the percentage of consec-

utive sentences selected by the minimum and maxi-

mum assessor.

The table is sorted in descending coverage order.

Since the minimum assessor has been designated as

the "official" assessor in terms of scoring, the cover-

age metrics are particularly interesting in this evalua-

tion. The average coverage is 0.579, with a median of

0.61. This means that the "second" assessor, in this

case the one that picked the larger number of relevant

sentences, picked about 60% of the official assessors

sentences, plus often many more sentences.

This seemingly low figure is remarkedly simi-

lar to that found for relevance judgments for full

documents[l], where relevance assessors were shown

to agree about 60% of the time that a given docu-

ment was relevant. But for the novelty task, there

are different factors feeding into this disagreement.

There is the interpretation of the question and the

relative strictness of the judges, factors that are seen

in the judgments of full documents. But additionally

there is also the issue of how large a section of a given

document to select, a factor measured by the number

of consecutive sentences.
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It was hoped that there would be some clear corre-

lation between some of the measures in Table 3. For

example, a low overlap would be correlated with a

high number of consecutive sentences. However this

is not the case; plots of the coverage or overlap ver-

sus the other factors resemble random scatterplots.

Illustrations of this can be seen by looking at some of

the topics. Topic 427, with a perfect coverage score

of 1.00, has an overlap of 0.24. This is due to a large

difference in the number of consecutive sentences se-

lected, but ALSO to selection of different sentences as

measured by the low document overlap (0.53). Topic

314 has similar number of consecutive sentences se-

lected by each assessor, but the assessors picked dif-

ferent sentences resulting in a low coverage (0.44) and

an even lower overlap (0.16).

The complex set of factors governing the differences

between assessors makes it unlikely that these differ-

ences will lessen. In particular, the assessor instruc-

tions to avoid the use of consecutive sentences did

not work, and it is unlikely that agreement would

have improved even if there had been fewer consec-

utive sentences. In the next running of the novelty

track this instruction will be removed.

What remains to be done given this low level of

agreement is to understand how the system com-

parisons are effected by all this noise. Voorhees [1]

showed that there was no effect as long as enough

topics were used for averaging. Part of the analysis

next year will be to check if this also holds true for

sentence relevance in the novelty track.

3.3 Scoring

The sentences selected manually by the NIST asses-

sors were considered the truth data. Obviously we

could have chosen one set of assessors as the official

one (similar to TREC ad hoc), and use the second

set only for human agreement measurements. How-

ever the decision was made to use the truth data from

the assessor that marked the smallest number of rel-

evant sentences (on a per topic basis) as the main

score. The reason for this is that the biggest disagree-

ment between assessors had to do with how many
sequential sentences they took as relevant. Often

they included sentences "for context", even though

the instructions tried to discourage this. By tak-

ing the minimum of two assessors, it was hoped to

avoid many of the disagreements. This definition also

matches better with the stated goals of the track.

Note that one assessor disagreed with the original as-

sessor's relevance judgments for topic 310 and could

find no relevant sentences in any of the documents.

We eliminated that topic from the final test set, so

scores were computed over the remaining 49 topics.

Participants were told that the scoring would be

based on the smaller set before runs were submitted,

but, of course, they did not have access to the assessor

sentence sets.

The track guidelines specified sentence set recall

and precision as the evaluation measures for the

track. Let M be the number of matched sentences,

i.e., the number of sentences selected by both the

assessor and the system, A be the number of sen-

tences selected by the assessor, and S be the number
of sentences selected by the system. Then sentence

set recall is M/A and precision is M/S.

As previous filtering tracks have demonstrated, set-

based recall and precision do not average well, espe-

cially when the assessor set sizes vary widely across

topics. Consider the following example as an illus-

tration of the problems. One topic has hundreds of

relevant sentences and the system retrieves 1 rele-

vant sentence. The second topic has 1 relevant sen-

tence and the system retrieves hundreds of sentences.

The average for both recall and precision over these

two topics is approximately .5 (the scores on the first

topic are 1.0 for precision and essentially 0.0 for recall,

and the scores for the second topic are the reverse),

even though the system did precisely the wrong thing.

While most real submissions won't exhibit this ex-

treme behavior, the fact remains that recall and pre-

cision averaged over a set of topics is not a good diag-

nostic indicator of system performance. There is also

the problem of how to define precision when the sys-

tem returns no sentences (S = 0). Not counting that

question in the evaluation for that run means differ-

ent systems are evaluated over different numbers of

topics, while defining precision to be either 1 or 0 is

extreme. (The average scores given in Appendix A
defined precision to be 0 when 5 = 0 since that seems

the least evil choice.)

To avoid these problems, the primary measure re-

ported for novelty track runs is the F measure, de-

fined as

2 X P X R
~ P + R

The average of the F measure is meaningful even

when the judgment sets sizes vary widely. For ex-

ample, the F measure in the scenario above is es-

sentially 0, an intuitively appropriate score for such

behavior. Using the F measure also deals with the

problem of what to do when the system returns no

sentences since recall is 0 and the F measure is legit-

imately 0 regardless of what precision is defined to

be.
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Table 4: Organizations participating in the TREC
2002 Novelty Track

4 PaxticipcLEits and Descriptions of Ap-
proaches

Table 4 lists the 13 groups that participated in the

TREC 2002 novelty track. The rest of this section

contains short summaries submitted by most of the

groups about their approaches to the novelty task.

4.1 Carnegie Mellon University

To find relevant sentences we used a simple baseline

of cosine similarity with tf.idf weighting and pseudo-

relevance feedback, treating sentences as very short

documents. We tried different classifiers using lexical

and semantic features derived from a simple parse as

well as proximity to sentences with very high tf.idf

scores. To model redundant sentences we used a very

simple translation model. The translation probabil-

ities for word or short phrase pairs were based on

the skew divergence between word distributions de-

rived from a mixture model of unigrams extracted

from WordNet relations. The parse tree for each

sentence was transformed into a graph of modifier

relations. The overall redundancy measure between

sentences was then calculated using a basic greedy

graph-matching algorithm.

4.2 Columbia University

Our principal interest in the Novelty Track was to

experiment with ideas we are developing in the de-

tection of new information, but we found that the

relevance part of the task here absorbed most of the

time that we had alloted and most of our attention.

We decided that it would be more interesting to adapt

our new information tools to the relevance part than

to try to use established IR strategies. Our approach

on relevance question was to expand the information

in all fields of the given topics with 1) semantic equiv-

alents of the content words in the topic, and 2) related

words determined by co-occurrence statistics from a

background corpus. Sentences were selected largely

by the number of words that match the expanded

queries. In addition, we reclustered the set of rele-

vant documents and in some cases eliminated many
documents from inclusion. We had little time left for

the novelty part and relied solely on the overlap of

the topic words and their semantic equivalents.

4.3 IRIT/SIG

IRIT developed a new strategy in order to detect the

relevant sentence that we did not try in a more gen-

eral context of document retrieval but did try previ-

ously in document categorization. In our approach a

sentence is considered as relevant if it matches the

topic with a certain level of coverage. This level

of coverage depends on the category of the words.

Three types of words have been defined: highly rel-

evant, lowly relevant and no relevant. With regard

to the novelty part, a sentence is considered as novel

with regard to a topic when its level of coverage with

the previously processed sentences and with the best-

retrieved sentences does not exceed a certain thresh-

old.

4.4 National Taiwan University

In the novelty task, the amount of information that

can be used in a sentence is the major challenging is-

sue. Some sort of information expansion method was

introduced to tackle this problem. Our approach to

relevance identification was to expand the informa-

tion of a sentence with the context of this sentence

using a sliding window method. The similarity was

measured by the number of words of a topic descrip-

tion that match the sentences within a window. Be-

sides, W'ordNet was employed to relax word match

operation to inexact match. In the novelty detection

part, we first applied a coherent text segmentation

algorithm to partition the sentences extracted from

the relevance identification part into several coherent

passages denoting sub-topics. Then we compute the

similarity of each sentence with each passage. A sen-

tence was in terms of a sentence-passage similarity

vector. Two sentences are regarded as similar if they

are related to the same sub-topics . In this way, the

Carnegie Mellon University

Columbia University

Fudan University

IRIT/SIG

National Taiwan University

NTT Communication Science Labs

Queens College, CUNY
Streamsage

Tsinghua University

University of Amsterdam/ILLC

University of Iowa

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

University of Michigan
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redundant sentences were filtered out. 4.7 Streamsage

4.5 NTT Communication Science Labs

Our approach is based on query-biased multi-

document summarization methods. "Relevant" sen-

tences are selected from each document using Sup-

port Vector Machines(SVMs), which are trained on

a query-sentence data set. The data set consists of

query-sentence pairs whose relevance are judged by

us and the queries are chosen from the TREC topics

that are not used in the novelty track. "New" sen-

tences are chosen from the relevant sentences based

on Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR) measure.

4.6 Queens College, CUNY

For this experiment, we employ all sections of a topic

to form long queries for retrieval because the "docu-

ments" are actually sentences. The queries average to

938/49 unique terms. Since the sentences come from

relevant documents of TREC-8, we use the TREC-8
dictionary to provide better statistics for processing

and retrieval. However, the high Zipf threshold has

been reset to 400,000 to include more high frequency

terms.

Only initial retrieval without pseudo-relevance

feedback was performed. Based on experimentation

with the four training topics, we decide to test two

RSV threshold (tr) values to help decide on relevance

of retrieved sentences: submission pircs2N01/2 use

tr=i.25, and pircs2N03/4 use tr=1.5.

This set of relevant sentences is sorted according

to DocID. For each sentence, every one of its un-

stemmed words is expanded with synonyms by con-

sulting with WordNet. The resultant set of words is

sorted and duplicates removed. A double loop passes

down the sentence list, and a novelty coefficient based

on the Dice formula is evaluated for each pair of sen-

tences Si and Sj. The novelty coefficient is defined

as the intersection of Si and Sj divided by the union

of Si and Sj.

If the novelty coefficient is less than a threshold

tv, Sj is considered novel with respect to Si, other-

wise Sj is removed. pircs2N01 and pircs2N03 employ

a threshold tv=0.3, and pircs2N02, pircs2N04 use

tv=0.5. In addition, a fifth submitted run pircs2N05

does not use synonyms, just raw words, and acts as

control. Its thresholds are tr=1.5, tv=0.3.

I concentrated on query expansion, using our New
York Times news story corpus, and the description

field. Starting with the nouns in the topic title, I

searched our corpus for multi-word units containing

them (subject to grammatical and frequency con-

straints), then added other nouns in the MWU as

search terms. I also included nouns from desc in the

same noun phrase as a title noun. Sentences which

contained a search term were returned as relevant.

4.8 Tsinghua University

In this year's novelty track, we performed two-step

research to find relevant sentence, and then to elim-

inate repetitive information. On finding relevant in-

formation, our work focused on four parts:

1. Extracting key information in topics. We classi-

fied words in the topic into three classes by sta-

tistical learning and rule-based learning: useful

keywords, general describing words and negative

words.

2. Finding efficient query expansion (QE) tech-

niques. Besides thesaurus based QE, we pro-

posed and studied a new statistical expansion

approach, which expands terms that co-occurred

in a fixed window size with title words in the rel-

evant document set, called local co-occurrence

expansion. The results are extremely good.

3. document/sentence term expansion (DE). Some-

times, the query mentions a general topic while

some relevant documents describe detailed infor-

mation. In this case, QE may not help because

you do not know to what extent the terms should

be expanded. We proposed term expansion in

documents (referred as DE) to solve the prob-

lem.

4. topic classification. QE and DE are oriented

from two aspects of retrieval problem and may
work well for different types of topics. Therefore

we classified the topics into two classes accord-

ing to similarities between topic fields to perform

QE or DE respectively, which leads to better per-

formance than either approach. On eliminating

repetitive information, rather than concept of

similarity, we used the concept of unsymmetricaJ

sentence overlapping. It represents the extent

of the information taken by one sentence over-

lapped by another one. Our experimental results

show it is better than the symmetrical measure
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of similarity. Two different elimination strate-

gies are studied. One is sentence to sentence

comparison, the other one is sentence to pool

overlapping technique. In our experiments, the

performances of two strategies are almost equal.

4.9 University of Amsterdam/ILLC

For identifying relevant sentences, we used a fairly

minimal approach. For a given topic, the sen-

tences in the relevant documents for that topic were

viewed as documents themselves, and we ran the

topic against this sentences-as-documents collection

using a retrieval engine based on a standard vec-

tor space model, with the tfv.nfx weighting scheme.

Three different runs were submitted: one where all

documents were stemmed, a second where they were

lemmatized, and in the third run the results of the

other two runs were simply merged.

For identifying the list of new sentences, we

scanned the list of relevant sentences and filtered out

sentences that were entailed by the sentences kept so

far. Our notion of entailment between two text seg-

ments Si and S2 is based on comparing the sum of

the inverted document frequencies of the terms that

occur in both si and S2 to the inverted document fre-

quencies of the terms occurring in 52. If it is beyond

a certain threshold, this entailment score prevents a

sentence 52 from being added to the set of new sen-

tences Si that we have built up so far.

4.10 University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Our approach was to apply standard techniques that

have proven successful for document retrieval and fil-

tering to see if they also work well at the sentence

level. We began by building a larger training cor-

pus from 48 of the TREC ad-hoc retrieval track top-

ics, supplementing the handful of training topics that

NIST provided. Our methods for building this cor-

pus followed the general specifications for building

the test collection. We used the same instructions

provided to the NIST assessors, though we used un-

dergraduates rather than retired analysts to do the

assessments.

The task was then treated as two separate prob-

lems: (1) identify the relevant sentences then (2)

filter out the redundant sentences. In identifying

relevant sentences, we experimented with several re-

trieval models, including language modeling and the

vector space model with tf-idf weighting. We found

that the tf-idf approach worked best on our train-

ing data, so both of our systems (CIIR02tfkl and

CIIR02tfnew) use that method to identify relevant

sentences.

For novelty filtering, we built two different sys-

tems. One (CIIR02tfkl) uses the Kullback-Leibler

divergence between a sentence and all previously

seen sentences to assign novelty scores. The other

(CIIR02tfnew) employs a set-difference approach by

counting the number of previously unseen words in

each relevant sentence. On both the training and the

test data, the set difference system outperformed the

language modeling system when applied to our own
relevance results. However, for both collections, the

language modeling approach performed better when
applied to the known relevant sentences-i.e., if we
"cheat" and use the truth data as a preliminary step.

4.11 University of Michigan

The Michigan novelty detection systems for this

year's evaluation were based on the MEAD multi-

document, extractive summarizer. Using the sample

data, we first concentrated on modifying MEAD to

better detect sentences that are relevant to a user's

query. In particular, our modifications tried to cap-

ture our observation that the humans who judged the

sample clusters tended to choose groups of relevant

sentences, rather than individual sentences from dif-

ferent places in a source document. To do this, we
implemented a new sentence reranker within MEAD,
which favored groups of sentences with relatively high

concentrations of key words relevant to the over-

all cluster of documents. We also developed some
new sentence features within MEAD, which measured

how related a given sentence is to a user's query.

Specifically, we used a query-title-word-overlap fea-

ture, which quanified the extent to which a given sen-

tence contained words that were present in the title

of the user query.

Our aim main in participating in the novelty track

was to set a simple base line for future, linguistically

motivated experiments on the tcisk.

5 Results

Thirteen groups submitted 43 runs to the novelty

track. For all runs, the F score for the relevant sen-

tence sets was greater than the score for the new sen-

tence sets. This suggests that finding the relevant

parts of a document is somewhat easier than finding

the nonredundant parts.

Since the novelty track was a completely new task,

groups had no training data and little idea of what to

expect. One group (the University of Massachusetts
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Table 5: Average F scores for baseline and system

results for the Novelty track.

Development vn Information Retrieval, pages 81-
88, 2002.

Relevant New
Second human judges

Random sentences

thunvl

thunv2

thuiivS

CIIR02tfnew
thunv4

CIIR02tfkl

pircs2N02
pircs2N01

pircs2N04

ssl

0.371

0.040

0.235

0.235

0.235

0.211

0.225

0.211

0.209

0.209

0.197

0.186

0.353

0.036

0.217

0.216

0.216

0.209

0.206

0.196

0.193

0.188

0.184

0.183

at Amherst) constructed extensive training data fol-

lowing the assessor instructions and used this to guide

their research (run tags CIIR). Another high scoring

group, City University of New York (run tags pircs),

used traditional information retrieval methods, treat-

ing the sentences as documents. Tsinghua University

(run tags thunv) used a completely new method de-

vised especially for this task.

One of the requirements for a new track is to do

sanity-checking of the evaluation itself. To this end,

NIST computed the average F score for the second

human assessor sentence sets and for sets of sentences

randomly selected from the target documents. The
results are shown in Table 5, which also includes the

scores for some of the best runs for comparison. The
scores for the systems fall in between the human and

random performance, support for a claim that the

evaluation is credible.

The track will be run again in 2003, with topics

specifically constructed for the task. The data will

consist of several news sources from the same time

period in hopes that there will be more duplicate in-

formation.
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Table 3: Analysis of sentence coverage and overlap, document coverage and overlap and percent of consecutive

sentences by topic

Xopic min.rei max.rel coverage overlap d_coverage d-Overlap %min consecutive %niax consecutive

427 14 58 1.00 0.24 1.00 0.53 7.14 41.38

407 32 1301 1.00 0.02 1.00 0.52 34.38 98.08

3Q7 28 32 0.89 0.71 1.00 1.00 7.14 15. 62

315 18 54 0.89 0.29 1.00 0.40 11.11 27.78

305 15 51 0.87 0.25 0.83 0.62 40 58.82

34 41 0.82 0.60 0.81 0.65 29.41 24.39

414 29 31 0.79 0.62 0.95 0.83 17.24 9.68

440 19 107 0.79 0.14 0.91 0.42 10.53 48.6

364 42 45 0.74 0.55 0.90 0.82 30.95 42.22

4*^3 11 23 0.73 0.31 0.83 0.45 9.09 43.48

103 223 0.73 0.30 0.94 0.62 54.37 69.51

34 96 0.71 0.23 0.75 0.52 23.53 43.75

41Q 50 50 0.70 0.54 1.00 0.88 30 22

358 40 55 0.68 0.40 1.00 0.72 22.5 16.36

368 71 121 0.68 0.33 0.96 0.88 39.44 61.16

432 9 33 0.67 0:17 0.88 0.39 11.11 27.27

382 24 114 0.67 0.13 1.00 0.41 20.83 37.72

377 3 25 0.67 0.08 0.67 0.29 0 52

362 47 71 0.66 0.36 1.00 1.00 17.02 15.49

405 40 75 0.65 0.29 0.94 0.75 22.5 50.67

448 20 41 0.65 0.27 0.80 0.50 15 29.27

388 56 123 0.64 0.25 0.78 0.64 39.29 73.17

363 11 45 0.64 0.14 0.70 0.44 9.09 22.22

29 38 0.62 0.37 1.00 0.87 17.24 21.05

23 124 0.61 0.11 0.89 0.36 21.74 50.81

5 18 0.60 0.15 1.00 0.10 40 0

'^2fi 10 74 0.60 0.08 1.00 0.20 30 45.95

410 17 83 0.59 0.11 0.93 0.62 5.88 45.78

12 26 0.58 0.23 1.00 0.67 8.33 42.31

65 86 0.55 0.31 0.94 0.73 46.15 50

36Q 13 30 0.54 0.19 1.00 0.80 15.38 43.33

^42 17 81 0.53 0.10 0.92 0.67 11.76 60.49

406 10 12 0.50 0.29 0.83 0.56 0 33.33

1^6 10 19 0.50 0.21 0.83 0.42 10 15.79

351 6 31 0.50 0.09 0.83 0.33 0 25.81

3Q4 21 28 0.48 0.26 0.83 0.62 28.57 25

31

7

23
OO
OO 0.48 0.24 1.00 0.70 47.83 36.36

40Q 17 27 0.47 0.22 0.85 0.52 11.76 0

47 65 0.45 0.23 1.00 0.64 38.3 21.54

•^14O X'x 25 54 0.44 0.16 1.00 0.32 44 42.59

43 43 0.40 0.25 1.00 0.88 32.56 20.93

416 36 46 0.39 0.21 0.83 0.48 11.11 39.13

411 21 60 0.38 0.11 0.86 0.30 33.33 25

449 57 81 0.37 0.18 0.86 0.40 35.09 80.25

445 10 13 0.30 0.15 1.00 0.40 40 7.69

381 19 38 0.26 0.10 0.80 0.63 0 21.05

325 21 45 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.47 9.52 0

420 18 27 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.05 83.33 18.52

310 0 40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 35 0
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Abstract

THe TREC question answering tra£:k is an effort to bring the benefits of large-scale evaluation to bear

on the question answering problem. The track contained two tasks in TREC 2002, the main task and the

list task. Both tasks required that the answer strings returned by the systems consist of nothing more

or less than aja answer in contrast to the text snippets containing an answer allowed in previous years.

A new evaluation measure in the main task, the confidence-weighted score, tested a system's ability to

recognize when it has found a correct answer.

The goal of the question answering (QA) track is to foster research on systems that retrieve answers

rather than docurnents in response to a question, with particular emphasis on systems that can function

in unrestricted domains. Now in its fourth year, the tasks in the track have evolved over the years to

increase the realism of the task and to focus research on particular aspects of the problem deemed important

to improving the state-of-the-art. All of the tasks have involved finding answers to closed-class questions

within a large corpus of news text.

This paper provides an overview of the I'REC 2002 QA track. This year's track contained two tasks,

the main task and the list task. Both tasks were also run in TREC 2001, but systems were required to

return exact answers this year. That is, the text string returned by the system in response to a question

was required to consist of a complete answer and nothing else, in contrast to earlier years where systems

could return text strings that simply contained an answer. To make the paper self-contained, the first section

recaps the tasks and evaluation procedures used in the first three tracks. The following sections then describe

this year's tasks.

I Evolution of the TREC Q~A Track

The task in the first two QA tracks (TRECs 8 and 9) was the same. For each question in the question set,

systems retrieved a ranked list of up to five text snippets that contained an answer to the question plus a

document that supported the answer. The collection of documents from which the support was drawn was

a large set of newswire and newspaper articles. The questions were restricted to factoid questions such as In

what year did Joe ViMaggio compile his 56-game hitting stT'eak? and Name a film in which Jude Law acted.

Each question was guaranteed to have at least one document in the collection that explicitly answered it.

The maximum length of the text snippets was either 50 or 250 bytes, depending on the run type.

Human assessors read each string and decided whether the string actually did contain an answer to the

question in the context provided by the document. Given a set of judgments for the strings, the score

computed for a submission was the mean reciprocal rank. An individual question received a score equal

to the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was returned, or zero if none of the five

responses contained a correct answer. The score for a submission was then the mean of the individual

questions' reciprocal ranks.

The TREC-8 track both defined how answer strings were judged, and established that different assessors

have different ideas as to what constitutes a correct answer even for the limited type of questions used in

the track. A [document-id, answer-string] pair was judged correct if, in the opinion of the assessor, the

answer-string contained an answer to the question, the answer-string was responsive to the question, and

the document supported the answer. If the answer-string was responsive and contained a correct answer,

but the document did not support that answer, the pair was judged "Not supported" . Otherwise, the pair
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was judged incorrect. Requiring that the answer string be responsive to the question addressed a variety of

issues. Answer strings that contained multiple entities of the same semantic category as the correct answer

but did not indicate which of those entities wcls the actual answer (e.g., a list of names in response to a who
question) were judged as incorrect. Certain punctuation and units were also required. Thus "5 5 billion"

was not an acceptable substitute for "5.5 billion", nor was "500" acceptable when the correct answer was

"$500". Finally, unless the question specifically stated otherwise, correct responses for questions about

a famous entity had to refer to the famous entity and not to imitations, copies, etc. For example, two

TREC-8 questions asked for the height of the Matterhorn (i.e., the Sip) and the replica of the Matterhorn

at Disneyland. Correct responses for one of these questions were incorrect for the other. See [6] for a very

detailed discussion of responsiveness.

To test whether assessor opinions vary, each TREC-8 question was independently judged by three different

assessors. The separate judgments were combined into a single judgment set through adjudication for the

official track evaluation, but the individual judgments were used to measure the effect of differences in

judgments on systems' scores. Assessors opinions did vary. For example, assessors differed on how much of

a name was required and on the desired granularity of dates and locations. Fortunately, as with document

retrieval evaluation, the relative mean reciprocal rank scores between QA systems remain stable despite

differences in the judgments used to evaluate them [5].

The TREC 2001 track modified the main task to make it more realistic and introduced two new tasks,

the list task and the context task. 'All runs were restricted to answer strings of maximum length 50 bytes

since the results from the earlier tracks clearly demonstrated that allowing 250-byte answer strings was a

much simpler problem. In the main task, the guarantee that a question had an answer in the document

collection was eliminated. ~A system returned the string "NIL" to indicate its belief that there was no answer

in the document collection. NIE was marked correct if there was no known answer for that question in the

collection and incorrect otherwise.

The list task required systems to assemble an answer from information located in multiple documents.

Such questions axe harder to answer than the questions used in the main task since information duplicated

in the documents must be detected and reported only once. Each question in the list task specified a

particular kind of information to be retrieved, such as Who are 6 actors who have played Tevye in "Fiddler

on the Roof"?. Systems returned an unordered list of [document-id, answer-string] pairs where each pair

represented a single instance. Results were scored using mean accuracy, which is the ratio of the number of

distinct correct responses retrieved to the target number of responses requested.

The context task was a pilot evaluation for question answering within a particular scenario or context.

The task was designed to represent the kind of dialog processing that a system would need to support an

interactive user session. Questions were grouped into different series, and the QA system was expected to

track the discourse objects across the individual questions of a series. Unfortunately, the results in the pilot

were completely dominated by whether or not a system could answer the particular type of question: the

ability to correctly answer questions later in a series was uncorrelated with the ability to correctly answer

questions earlier in the series. Thus the task was not repeated in TREC 2002.

2 The TREC 2002 QA Track

The TREC 2002 track repeated the main and list tasks from 2001, but with the major difference of requiring

systems to return exact answers. The change to exact answers was motivated by the behef that a system's

ability to recognize the precise extent of the answer is crucial to improving question answering technology.

The problems with using text snippets containing the answer as responses were illustrated in the TREC 2001

track. For example, each of the answer strings shown in Figure I was judged correct for the question What

river in the US is known as the Big Muddy?
^
yet earlier responses are clearly better than later ones. Judging

only exact answers correct forces systems to demonstrate that they know precisely where the answer lies in

such strings.

What constitutes an "exact answer"? As with correctness, exactness is essentially a personal opinion.

NIST provided guidelines to the assessors so that questions would be judged similarly, but in the end whether

or not an answer was exact was up to the assessor. The guidelines given to the assessors are reproduced in

Figure 2. Notice that even "good" responses that contain a correct answer and justification for that answer
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tEe Mississippi

Known as Big Muddy, tEe Mississippi is tEe longest

as Big Muddy , tEe Mississippi is tEe longest

messed witE . Known as Big Muddy , tEe Mississip

Mississippi is tEe longest river in tEe US

tEe Mississippi is tEe longest river in tEe US,

tEe Mississippi is tEe longest river (Mississippi)

Eas brougSt tEe Mississippi to its lowest

ipes.In Life on tEe Mississippi , Mark Twain wrote t

SoutEeast ; Mississippi ; Marie Twain; officials began
Known; Mississippi; US,; Minnesota; Gulf Mexico

Mud Island ,; Mississippi ; "TEe ; — Eistory
, ; MempEis

Figure I: Correct answer strings for What river in the US is known as the Big Muddy?

were considered inexact for the purposes of this evaluation.

'A system response consisting of an [document-id, answer-string] pair was assigned exactly one judgment

by a human assessor as follows:

wrong: the answer string does not contain a correct answer or the answer is not responsive;

not supported: the answer string contains a correct answer but the document returned does not support

that answer;

not exact: the answer string contains a correct answer and the document supports that answer, but the

string contains more than just the answer (or is missing bits of the answer);

right: the answer string consists of exactly a correct answer and that answer is supported by the document

returned.

Both QA tasks used the same new document collection as the source of answers. The collection is known

as the AQUSINT Corpus of English News Text, which may be obtained from the Linguistic Data Consortium

(www . Idc . upenn . edu) as catalog number EDC2002T3I . The collection is comprised of documents from three

different sources: the AP newswire from 1998-2000, the New York Times newswire from 1998-2000, and

the (English portion of the) Xinhua News Agency from 1996-2000. There are approximately 1.033,000

documents and 3 gigabytes of text in the collection.

As in previous tracks, NIST provided the ranking of the top 1000 documents retrieved by the PRISE
search engine when using the question as a query, and the full text of the top 50 documents per question

(eis given from that same ranking) . This data was provided strictly as a convenience for groups that did not

wish to implement their own document retrieval system. There was no guarantee that the ranking would

contain the documents that actually answer a question.

Ail runs submitted to the track were required to be completely automatic; no manual intervention of any

kind was permitted. To avoid any confounding effects caused by processing questions in different orders, all

questions were required to be processed from the same initial state. That is, the system was not permitted

to adapt to test questions that had already been processed.

Thirty-four groups submitted a total of 76 runs to the QA track, 67 main task runs (though two of the

runs were mistakenly duplicates of one another) and 9 list task runs. All submissions to the track were

judged.

3 The Main Task

In addition to the requirement for exact answers, the TREC 2002 main task had another significant change

from earlier QA tasks. Systems were Umited to one response per question, not five, ajid thus the scoring
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Consider the question

What is the longest river in the United States?

TKe following are correct, exact answers

® Mississippi,

© tlie Mississippi,

® the Mississippi River,

© Mississippi River

® mississippi

wHile none of tHe following axe correct, exact answers

® At 2,348 miles tHe Mississippi River is tlie longest river in tHe US.

® 2,348 miles; Mississippi

® Missipp

6- Missouri

You are not required to accept only tEe most minimal response possible as an exact answer; some

redundancy is fine. In the Mississippi River example, we want you to accept "Mississippi River"

as exact even though "river" is redundant since the correct response must be a river. Similarly, we

want j'OU to accept answers of "<number> X" for questions that ask "ifoiu many X?'. Ungram-

maticaJ responses are probably not exact. ~A location question can have "in Pennsylvania" as an

exact answer, but not "Pennsylvania in" . If the answer string contains several entities of the same

type, one of which is correct and the others are not, then the answer string is not exact.

Figure 2: Instructions given to the assessors regarding how to judge exact answers.

metric also changed. The scoring metric used, called the confidence-weighted score, was specifically chosen

to test a system's ability to recognize when it has found a correct answer.

This section describes the main task within the TREC 2002 QA track. The first subsection gives the

details regarding how the task was implemented. The following subsection provides the results of the

evaluation, and the final subsection assesses the quality of the evaluation.

3.1 Task details

'As already mentioned, one goal of the main task in this year's QA track was to test a system's ability to

recognize when it has found a correct answer. A main task run consisted of exactly one response for each

of 500 test questions. A response was either a [document-id, answer-string] pair or the string "NIC", which

was used to indicate the system's belief that there was no correct answer in the collection. Within the

submission file, the questions were ordered from most confident response to least confident response. That

is, the question for which the system was most confident that it had returned a correct response was ranked

first, then the question that the system was next most confident about, etc. so that the last question was

the question for which the system was least confident in its response.

Given a question ranking based on confidence of a correct response, an analog of document retrieval's

uninterpolated average precision can be computed. This measure rewards a system for a correct answer early

in the ranking more than it rewards for a correct answer later in the ranking. More formally, if there are Q
questions in the test set, the confidence-weighted score is defined to be

The test set of question used in the task were drawn from MSNSearch and AskJeeves logs. These logs axe

part of the set of logs donated by Microsoft and AskJeeves for use in TREC 2001. As in TREC 2001, NIST

I
Q

number correct in first i ranks
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assessors seaxched the document collection for answers to candidate questions. NIST staff selected the final

test set from among the candidates that had answers, keeping some questions for which the assessors found

no answer. After judging, 46 questions had no known answer in the collection. NIST corrected the speUing,

punctuation, and grammar of the questions in the logs, but left the content as it was. Unfortunately, some

errors in the test questions remained. For example, question 1445 asked When is Snoop Dog's birthday?,

when the correct spelling of the name is 'Snoop Dogg'. After discussion on the track mailing list, the track

participants decided to evaluate over all 500 questions despite the remaining errors. This decision was based

on the difficulty of knowing when to stop calling something an error (is a misplaced apostrophe an error?

missing capitalization? alternate spellings?) and on the recognition that deployed systems will have to cope

with user errors.

About one quarter of the 2001 test set of questions were definition questions such as Who is Duke

'Ellington? and What are polymers?. Having many definition questions is a problem for an evaluation such

as TREC where there is no specific target user and thus no way of knowing what kind of response should be

produced. Accordingly, NIST did not choose any definition questions for this year's test set, a restriction that

most likely made the test set intrinsically easier than last year's set since definition questions are among the

more difficult questions to answer. NIST made no other attempt to control the relative number of different

types of questions in the test set.

One of the concerns expressed by the track participants regarding the move to exact answers was that

submissions containing only exact answers would be too sparse to make good training data for future de-

velopment. To address this concern and to collect data for a future "answer justification" task, participants

were requested to also submit a justification for each of their responses. A justification was defined to be an

arbitrary collection of ASCII characters that did not contain newiine characters and was no longer than 1024

characters. Justifications were optional in that the justification string could be empty. The vast majority

of justifications that were submitted consisted of the piece of text (snippet, sentence, or paxagraph) from

which the response had been extracted.

3.2 Evaluation resnlfs

Table I gives evaluation results for a subset of the main task runs. The table includes one run each from

the fifteen groups who submitted the top-scoring runs. The run shown in the table is the run with the

best confidence-weighted score, and the table is sorted by confidence-weighted score. Also given in the table

are the number and percentage of questions answered correctly; the number of questions whose response

was judged as inexact; and the precision and recall for recognizing when there is no correct answer in the

document collection ("NIL Accuracy"). Precision of recognizing no answer is the ratio of the number of

times NIL was returned and correct to the number of times it was returned; recall is the ratio of the number

of times NIE was returned and correct to the number of times it was correct (46).

QA systems have become increasingly complex over the four years of the TREC track such that there is

now little in common across all systems. Most systems classify an incoming question according to a system-

specific ontology of question types as a first step. The ontologies of question types range from small sets of

broad categories to highly-detailed hierarchical schemes. Once a question is classified, the system performs

type-specific processing. Many TREC 2002 systems used specifc data sources such as name lists, gazetteers,

movie databases, and the like that were seaxched when the system determined the question to be of the

appropriate type. The web was used as a data source by most systems, though it was used in different ways.

Some systems used the web as the primary source of an answer that the system then mapped to a document

in the corpus to return as a response. Other systems did the reverse: used the corpus as the primary source

of answers and then verified candidate answers on the web. Stili other systems used the web as one of several

sources whose combined evidence selected the final response.

TREC 2001 saw an increase in the number of systems using a shallow, data-driven approach to question

answering in contrast to systems that attempt a full understanding of the question. Both approaches were

well-represented in TREC 2002, as illustrated by the two top-scoring runs ZCCmain2002 from Language

Com^puter Corporation and exactanswer from InsightSoft-M. The ECC system, PowerAnswer, transforms

questions and possible answer text into a logic representation and then builds a formal proof for valid

answers [I]. In contrast, the InsightSoft-M system relies on an extensive set of patterns where an individual
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Table I: Evaluation scores for a subset of the TREC 2002 main task runs. Scores are given for the best run

as measured by confidence-weighted score from the top 15 groups. Scores include the confidence-weighted

score; the number (#) and percentage (%) of questions that were answered correctly; the number of responses

judged inexact; and the precision (Prec) and recall (Recall) for recognizing when there is no correct answer

in the collection (NIL Accuracy).

Run Tae-

on fi H pTi p

Score

Correct

Answers

# %
J. ^ XJiLLlVJKZi.

TnpY;^ rt

NIL Accuracy

Prec Recall

U-O 0\J 4i0 oo.U eo U 0(0 nU oU4

Z ( i T9 nu 999 nU

17X 1
0 941 0u SQl

TR ST02DT 192 38.4 T7X i 0 167 0 217

IBMPOSOACYC 0.588 179 35.8 9 0 196 0 630

uwmtBS 0.512 184 36.8 20 0 000 0 000

BBN2002C 0.499 142 28.4 18 0 182 0 087

isi02 0.498 149 29.8 15 0 385 0 109

limsiQahr2 0.497 133 26.6 II 0 188 0 196

ali2002b 0.496 181 36.2 15 0 156 0 848

ibmsqa02c 0.455 145 29.0 44 0 224 0 239

FDUTIIQAI 0.434 124 24.8 6 0 139 0 957

aranea02a 0.433 152 30.4 36 0 235 0 174

nuslamp2002 0.396 105 21.0 17 0 000 0 000

pqas22 0.358 133 26.6 II 0 145 0 674

pattern is a complex expression built from simpler component structures [2].

The results in Table I illustrate that the quality of a system's confidence ranking can have a significant

impact on its score. For example, the FDUTIIQSI and araiiea02a runs have nearly identical confidence-

weighted scores of .434 and .433, but the aranea02a run correctly answered 28 more questions than the

FDUTIIQAI run. Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of confidence-weighted score versus number correctly answered

for ail main task runs. The solid line shows the best possible score a run could achieve for a given number

of correctly answered questions; this score corresponds to ranking all correctly answered questions before

all incorrectly answered questions. Similarly, the dotted line shows the worst possible score a run could

achieve; this score corresponds to ranking all incorrectly answered questions before all correctly answered

questions. In general, points are closer to the optimal line than the pessimal line, demonstrating that the

systems were at least as good at ranking their responses as random guessing. A dot above and to the left

of a second dot represents a system that is better at ranking than the second system since it has a higher

confidence-weighted score but correctly answered fewer questions.

The systems used a variety of approaches to creating their question rankings. Almost all systems used

question type as a factor since some question types are easier to answer than others. Some systems use a

score to rank candidate answers for a question; when that score is comparable across questions, it can also

be used to rank questions. A few groups used a training set of previous years' questions and answers to learn

a good feature set and corresponding weights to predict confidence. Many systems used NIE as an indicator

that the system couldn't find an answer (rather than the system was sure there was no answer), so ranked

NIE responses last. With the exception of the ZCCmain2002 run, though, the NIE accuracy scores are low,

indicating that systems had trouble recognizing when there was no answer in the document collection.

3.3 Analysis of the evaluation

The TREC-8 track demonstrated that QA evaluation results based on text snippets and mean reciprocal

rank scoring is stable despite differences in assessor opinions as to whether an answer is correct [5]. This

yeax's main task included several possible sources of additional instability: a single response per question,
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Number Right

Figure 3: Confidence-weighted score vs. number correctly answered questions for main task runs.

Table 2: Kendall tau correlations for system rankings based on different judgment sets.

Confidence score

Set I Set 2 Set 3

Number correct

Set I Set 2 Set 3

Adjudicated

Set I

Set 2

0.954 0.941 0.944

0.920 0.917

0.906

0.958 0.949 0.960

0.933 0.944

0.926

confidence-weighting scoring, and exact answers. The methodology used in TREC-8 to test for stability was

repeated for this year's main task to assess the effect of these changes. Each question was independently

judged by three different assessors. The assessors for a particular question were axbitrarily assigned as

assessor I, assessor 2, or assessor 3. All the assessor I judgments for all questions were gathered into

judgment set I, all the assessor 2 judgments into judgment set 2, and all the assessor 3 judgments into

judgment set 3- These three judgment sets were combined through adjudication into a final judgment set,

which is the judgment set used to produce the official TREC 2002 main task scores.

Each run was scored using each of the four judgment sets. For each judgment set, the runs were ranked

in order from most effective to least effective using either the confidence-weighted score or the raw number of

correctly answered questions. The distance between two rankings was computed using a correlation measure

based on Kendall's tau [3]. Kendall's tau computes the distance between two rankings as the minimum

number of pairwise adjacent swaps to turn one ranking into the other. The distance is normalized by the

number of items being ranked such that two identical rankings produce a correlation of I.O, the correlation

between a ranking and its perfect inverse is —I.O, and the expected correlation of two rankings chosen at

random is 0.0. Table 2 gives the correlations between all pairs of rankings for both evaluation metrics.

The correlations between rankings are all above 0.9, an acceptable level for the assessor effect. Correla-

tions with the adjudicated judgment set are 0.94 or higher, a better level. The higher correlations with the

adjudicated set are probably due to the lower incidence of judgment errors (i.e., just plain mistakes rather

than differences of opinion) in an adjudicated set. Correlations are sUghtly higher for the raw count of the
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Table 3: Distribution of disagreements in judgments. Each response pair was independently assigned a

judgment of wrong (W), right (R), unsupported (U), or inexact (X) by three assessors. Each entry in the

table gives the number (#) and percentage (%) of pairs assigned the given triple of judgments. For example,

for 418 pairs or 22.2 % of the total disagreements, two assessors marked the pair right and the third marked

it inexact.
, ,

,

Counts Counts

Judgments # % Judgments # %
WWR 174 9.2 wxx 86 4.6

WWU 151 8.0 RRU 141 7.5

WWX 141 7.5 RRX 418 22.2

WRR 167 8.9 RUU 87 4.6

WRU 32 1.7 RUX 36 1.9

WRX 93 4.9 RXX 201 10.7

WUU 81 4.3 UUX 23 1.2

wux 34 1.8 UXX 21 I.I

number of questions correctly answered than for the confidence-weighted score. This likely reflects the fact

that the confidence-weighted score is much more sensitive to differences in judgments for questions at small

(close to one) ranks.

There was a total of 15,948 [document-id, answer-string] pairs judged across the 500 questions, an average

pool size of 31.9 strings. This is a smaller pool size than in previous tracks because only one response per

question per run was allowed, and because the move to exact answers significantly increased the amount of

overlap among runs. 'A total of 1886 pairs (1 1.8 % of all pairs) had some disagreement among the three

assessors as to which judgment should be assigned to the pair. This small percentage of disagreement is

misleading, however, since only 3725 pairs had at least one judge assign a judgment that was something

other than wrong. In other words, there was some disagreement in assessing for half of all pairs that were

not obviously wrong.

Table 3 shows the distribution of the assessors' disagreements. Each response pair is associated with

a triple of judgments according to the three judgments assigned by the different assessors. In the table

the judgments are denoted by W for wrong, R for right, U for unsupported, and X for inexact. The table

shows the number of pairs that are associated with each triple plus the percentage of the total number of

disagreements that that triple represents. The largest number of disagreements involves right and inexact

judgments: the RRX and RXX combinations account for a third of the total disagreements. Inspection of

these disagreements reveals that many of the granularity differences observed in TREC-8 are now reflected

in this distinction. For example, question 1395 asks Who is Tom Cruise married to?, and a correct response

is Nicole Kidman. Some assessors accepted just Kidman, but others marked that as inexact. Some assessors

also accepted actress Nicole Kidman, while others marked that as inexact. Similar issues arose with dates

and place names. For dates and quantities, there was disagreement whether slightly off responses are wrong

or inexact. For example, when the correct response is April 20, 1999, is April 19, 1999 wrong or inexact?

This last distinction doesn't matter very much in practice since in either case the response is not right.

Human judgments are not the only source of variability when evaluating QA systems. As is true with

document retrieval systems, QA system effectiveness depends on the questions that are asked, so the par-

ticular set of questions included in a test set will affect evaluation results. Since the test set of questions is

assumed to be a random sample of the universe of possible questions, there is always some chance that a

comparison of two systems using any given test set will lead to the wrong conclusion. The probability of an

error can be made arbitrarily small by using arbitrarily many questions, but there are practical limits to the

number of questions that can be included in an evaluation.

Following our work for document retrieval evaluation [4] , we can use the runs submitted to the QA track to

empirically determine the relationship between the number of questions in a test set, the observed difference

in scores (S), and the likelihood that a single comparison of two QA runs leads to the correct conclusion.

Once established, the relationship can be used to derive the minimum difference in scores required for a
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certain level of confidence in the results given there axe 500 questions in the test set.

The core of the procedure is comparing the effectiveness of a pair runs on two disjoint question sets of

equal size to see if the two sets disagree as to which of the runs is better. We define the error rate as the

percentage of comparisons that result in a disagreement (a "swap"). Since the QA track used 500 questions,

we can directly compute the error rate for question set sizes up to 250 questions. By fitting curves to the

values observed for question set sizes up to 250, we can extrapolate the error rates to question sets up to

500 questions.

When calculating the error rate, the difference between two runs' confidence-weighted scores is categorized

into one of 21 bins based on the size of the difference. The first bin contains runs with a difference of less

than O.OI (including no difference at all). The next bin contains runs whose difference is at least O.OI but

less than 0.02. The limits for the remaining bins increase by increments of O.OI, with the last bin containing

all runs with a difference of at least 0.2.

Each question set size from I to 250 is treated as a separate experiment. Within an experiment, we

randomly select two disjoint sets of questions of the required size. We compute the confidence-weighted

score over both question sets for all runs, then count the number of times we see a swap for all pairs of runs

using the bins to segregate the counts by size of the difference in scores. The entire procedure is repeated

10 times (i.e., we perform 10 trials), with the counts of the number of swaps kept as running totals over all

trials.

The error rates computed from this procedure are then used to fit curves of the form 'ErrorRate =
Xie~^2'^ where 'Ai and are parameters to be estimated and S is the size of the question set. A different

curve is fit for each different bin. The input to the curve-fitting procedure used only question set sizes greater

than 20 since smaller question set sizes are both uninteresting and very noisy. Curves could not be fit for

the first bin (differences less than .01), for the same reason, or for bins where differences were greater than

0.16. Curves could not be fit for large differences because too much of the curve is in the long flat tail.

The resulting extrapolated error rate curves are plotted in Figure 4. In the figure, the question set size

is plotted on the x-axis and the error rate is plotted on the y-axis. The error rate for 500 questions when

a difference of 0.05 in confidence-weighted scores is observed is approximately 8 %. That is, if we know

nothing about two systems except their scores which differ by 0.05, and if we repeat the experiment on 100

different sets of 500 questions, then on average we can expect 8 out of those 100 sets to favor one system

while the remaining 92 to favor the other.

The horizontal line in the graph in Figure 4 is drawn at an error rate of 5 %, a level of confidence commonly

used in experimental designs. For question set sizes of 500 questions, there needs to be an absolute difference

of at least 0.07 in confidence-weighted scores before the error rate is less than 5 %. When using the 5 % error

rate standard, many of the runs in Table I group into classes that should be considered equally effective.

For example, the scores for the pris2002, IRSTOSDl, and IBMPQSQACYC runs are all within 0.07 of one

another. Further, all changes in the system rankings when systems were evaluated using different judgment

sets were between pairs of systems whose difference in confidence-weighted scores when evaluated using the

adjudicated judgment set was less than 0.07.

4 The Eisf Task

The list task requires systems to assemble an ajiswer from information located in multiple documents. Each

question in the list task specified the number of instances of a particular kind of information to be retrieved,

such as in the example questions shown in Figure 5. Each instance was guaranteed to obey the same

constraints as an individual answer in the main task except that there was known to be at least as many
correct instances as requested in the document collection. Systems returned an unordered list of [document-

id. answer-string] pairs where each pair represented a single instance. The list could contain no more than

the target number of instances.

The 25 questions used as the list task test set were constructed by NIST assessors. The assessors were

instructed to construct questions whose answers would be a list of entities (people, places, dates, numbers)

such that the list would not likely be found in a reference work such as a gazetteer or almanac. Each assessor

was asked to create one small question (five or fewer expected answers), one large question (between twenty

and forty expected answers), and two medium questions (between five and twenty expected answers). They
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Figure 4: Error rates extrapolated to test sets of 500 questions.

® Name 22 cities that have a subway system.

® What are 5 books written by Mary Higgens Claxk?

® List 13 countries that export lobster.

® What axe 12 types of clams?

® Name 21 Godzilla movies.

Figure 5: Example list task questions.
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Table 4: Average accuracy for list task runs. Accuracy is computed as the number of distinct instances

divided by the target number of instances.

Average Average

Run Tag Accuracy Run Tag Accuracy

LCClist2002 0.65 shefftlllo 0.06

SUTinRIET2 0.15 sheftlllog 0.06

SUTIIIRIET O.II clr0211 0.06

UdeMlistNoW 0.07 clr0212 0.05

searched the document collection using the PRISE search engine to find as complete a list of instances as

possible. The target number of instances to retrieve was then selected such that the document collection

contained more than the requested number of instances, but more than one document was required to meet

the target. A single document could contain multiple instances, and the same instance might be repeated in

multiple documents.

Judgments of incorrect, not supported, inexact, or right were made individually for each [document-id.

answer-string] pair as in the main task. The assessor was given one list at a time, and while judging for

correctness he also marked a set of responses as distinct. The assessor arbitrarily chose any one of a set of

equivalent responses to mark as the distinct one, and marked the remainder as not distinct. Only correct

responses could be marked distinct. Each question was judged by only one assessor, though the judgments

were reviewed for errors by NIST staff.

List results were evaluated using accuracy, the number of distinct, correct responses divided by the target

number of instances. Table 4 gives the average accuracy scores for the eight list task submissions.

In general, the scores for the hst task are low. With the change to exact answers, retrieving distinct

answers was not an issue: there was only one case across aJl questions and runs where two correct instances

were deemed equivalent. The requirement for exact answers does not appear to be a major problem either.

Of the 256 totaJ instances requested across the 25 questions, the eight runs averaged only 7.1 "inexact"

judgments. The average for unsupported judgments was similar at 7.9. Instead, it appears that the target

answers were just difficult to find.

5 Summary

The TREC 2002 QA track made significant changes to the task definition as compared to earUer TREC
tracks. In particular, the 2002 main task required systems to return exact answers, to return only one

response per question, and to rank questions by confidence in the response. Major themes for this year's

systems were a marked increase in the use of name lists, gazetteers, and the like to answer specific question

types, and continued reliance on the web as a system component.

Evaluation of the track results confirmed that system comparisons are sufficiently stable for an effective

evaluation. Human assessors do not always agree as to whether an answer is exact, but the diff'erences reflect

the well-known differences in opinion as to correctness rather than inherent difficulty in recognizing whether

an answer is exact. Empirically-derived error rates based on the sensitivity of the confidence-weighted score

to different question sets suggest that scores differing by less than 0.07 axe equivalently effective. No pair of

systems with a difference in scores of at least 0.07 swapped when evaluated by different judgment sets.

Paxticipation in the list task was quite limited. A majority of main task participants indicated that they

did not perform the list task because of time constraints rather than a lack of interest in the task. Accordingly,

the current plans for the TREC 2003 QA track are to have one task in which systems are required to answer

a variety of question types, including factoid questions, list questions, and definition questions. The test

question set will not explicitly distinguish the type of the question. During the evaluation phase, the question

set will be partitioned into the three types and each type of question will be scored using the methodology

appropriate for that question type.
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1 Introduction

TREC-2002 saw the second running of the Video

Track, the goal of which was to promote progress

in content-based retrieval from digital video via

open, metrics-based evaluation. The track used 73.3

hours of publicly available digital video (in MPEG-
1/VCD format) downloaded by the participants di-

rectly from the Internet Archive (Prelinger Archives)

(internetarchive, 2002) and some from the Open

Video Project (Marchionini, 2001). The material

comprised advertising, educational, industrial, and

amateur films produced between the 1930's and the

1970's by corporations, nonprofit organizations, trade

associations, community and interest groups, educa-

tional institutions, and individuals. 17 teams rep-

resenting 5 companies and 12 universities — 4 from

Asia, 9 from Europe, and 4 from the US — partici-

pated in one or more of three tasks in the 2001 video

track: shot boundary determination, feature extrac-

tion, and search (manual or interactive). Results were

scored by NIST using manually created truth data for

shot boundary determination and manual assessment

of feature extraction and search results.

This paper is an introduction to, and an overview

of, the track framework— the tasks, data, and mea-

sures — the approaches taken by the participating

groups, the results, and issues regrading the evalua-

tion. For detailed information about the approaches

and results, the reader should see the various site re-

ports in the final workshop proceedings.

1.1 New in TREC 2002

At the TREC 2001 video track workshop in Novem-

ber 2001, the track set a number of goals for improve-

ment (Smeaton, Over, k. Taban, 2002) and in the

subsequent months through cooperative effort met al-

most all of them. As a result the 2002 track differs

from the first running in 2001 in a number of impor-

tant ways itemized here:

® There was an increase in the number of partic-

ipants, up to 17 from last year's 12, and an in-

crease in the data where a total of overview 73

hours of VCD/MPEG-1 data were identified for

use in development and testing — up from 11

hours last year.

® A semantic feature extraction task was added.

10 features (e.g., cityscape, face, instrumental

sound, monologue speech) were defined by a

group of interested track participants and sys-

tems attempted with some success to find shots

containing a given feature.

® Several groups volunteered to extract sets of

these features from the test video and share their

results with other groups allowing those other

groups to use that feature detection in the search

task. These feature detections were distributed

in an MPEG-7 format developed by IBM.

® This year the track used a common set of

shot definitions, donated by the CLIPS-IMAG
group and formatted by Dublin City University

whereas previously each group had defined their

I
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own shot boundaries. Results for the feature de-

tection and search tasks were reported in terms

of these predefined units — allowing for pooling

of results.

® The 25 topics for the search task were devel-

oped by NIST rather than by the participants

and were released 4 weeks before the search re-

sults were due. These were again true multime-

dia queries as they all had video clips, images,

or audio clips as part of the query, in addition

to a text description. They reflect many of the

various sorts of queries real users pose: requests

for video with specific people or types of people,

specific objects or instances of object types, spe-

cific activities or locations or instances of activity

or location types (Enser & Sandorn, 2002). Un-

like last year, where the topics were either known

item or general, this year's topics were all gen-

eral.

® The very difficult task of fully automatic topic-

to-query translation was set aside for a future

TREC video track. Searching in this year's track

could be interactive with full human access to

multiple interim search results, or "manual" . In

manual searches a human with knowledge of the

query interface but no direct or indirect knowl-

edge of the search test set or search results was

given one chance to translate each topic to what

he or she beheved to be the most effective query

for the system being tested.

• The shot boundary detection test set was not

announced until 3 weeks before the submissions

were due at NIST for evaluation. New and re-

vised measures were used to separate a system's

ability to detect shot transitions by identifying at

least one of the frames in the transition from the

accuracy with which a system locates the entire

transition (frame-recall and frame-precision).

® Elapsed search time was added as measure of

effort for the interactive search task and groups

were encouraged to gather and report data on

searcher characteristics and satisfaction.

Details about each of the three tasks follow.

Movies on film stock are composed of a series of

still pictures (frames) which, when projected together

rapidly, the human brain smears together so we get

the illusion of motion or change. Digital video is also

organized into frames - usually 25 or 30 per second.

Above the frame, the next largest unit of video both

syntactically and semantically is called the shot. A
half hour of video, in a TV program for example, can

contain several hundred shots. A shot was originally

the film produced during a single run of a camera

from the time it was turned on until it was turned

off or a subsequence thereof as selected by a film ed-

itor. The new possibilities offered by digital video

have blurred this definition somewhat, but shots, as

perceived by a human, remain a basic unit of video,

useful in a variety of ways.

Work on algorithms for automatically recognizing

and characterizing shot boundaries has been going

on for some time with good results for many sorts

of data and especially for abrupt transitions between

shots. Software has been developed and evaluations

of various methods against the same test collection

have been pubUshed e.g., using 33 minutes total

from five feature films (Aigrain & Joly, 1994); 3.8

hours total from television entertainment program-

ming, news, feature movies, commercials, and miscel-

laneous (Boreczky &; Rowe, 1996); 21 minutes total

from a variety of action, animation, comedy, commer-

cial, drama, news, and sports video drawn from the

Internet (Ford, 1999); an 8-hour collection of mixed

TV broadcasts from an Irish TV station recorded in

June, 1998 (Browne et al., 2000).

An open evaluation of shot boundary determina-

tion systems was designed by the OT10.3 Thematic

Operation (Evaluation and Comparison of Video

Shot Segmentation Methods) of the GTIO Working

Group (Multimedia Indexing) of the ISIS Coordi-

nated Research Project in 1999 using 2.9 hours to-

tal from eight television news, advertising, and series

videos (Ruiloba, Joly, Marchand-Maillet, & Quenot,

1999).

The shot boundary task is included in the video

track as an introductory problem, the output of

which is needed for higher-level tasks such as search.

Groups can participate for the first time on this task,

develop their infrastructure, and move on to more

complicated tasks the next year. Information on

the effectiveness of particular systems is useful in se-

lecting donated segmentations used for scoring other

tasks.

2.1 Data

The shot boundary test collection for this year's

TREC task comprises 4 hours and 51 minutes of

video, slightly smaller than last year. The videos

are mostly of a documentary/educational nature but
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were varied in their age, production style, and qual-

ity. There were 18 videos encoded in MPEG-1 with

a total size of 2.88 gigabytes. The videos contained

545,068 total frames and 2,090 shot transitions (ac-

cording to the manually created reference data.)

The reference data was created by a student at

NIST whose task w^as to identify all transitions and

assign each to one of the following categories:

cut - no transition, i.e., last frame of one shot fol-

lowed immediately by the first frame of the next

shot, with no fade or other combination;

dissolve - shot transition takes place as the first shot

fades out while the second shot fades in

fadeout/in - shot transition takes place as the first

shot fades out and then the second fades in

other - everything not in the previous categories

e.g., diagonal wipes.

Software was developed and used to sanity check

the manual results for consistency and some correc-

tions were made.

The freely available software tool ^ was used to

view the videos and frame numbers. The collection

used for evaluation of shot boundary determination

contains 2,090 transitions with the following break-

down as to type:

• 1466 — hard cuts (70.1%)

• 511 — dissolves (24.4%)

• 63 — fades to black and back (3.0%)

• 50 — other (2.4%)

Gradual transitions are generally harder to recognize

than abrupt ones. The proportion of gradual tran-

sitions to hard cuts in this collection is about twice

that reported by Boreczky and Rowe (1996) and by

Ford (1999). This is due to the nature and genre of

the video collection we used.

2.2 Evaluation

Participating groups in this task were allowed up to

10 submissions and these were compared automat-

ically to the shot boundary reference data. Each

group determined the different parameter settings for

^The VirtualDub (Lee, 2001) website contains information

about VirtualDub tool and the MPEG decoder it uses. The

identification of any commercial product or trade name does

not imply endorsement or recommendation by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology.

Figure 1: Precision and recall for cuts
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each run they submitted. Detection performance for

cuts and for gradual transitions was measured by pre-

cision and recall where the detection criteria required

only a single frame overlap between the submitted

transitions and the reference transition. This was to

make the detection independent of the accuracy of the

detected boundaries. For the purposes of detection,

we considered a submitted abrupt transition to in-

clude the last pre-transition and first post-transition

frames so that it has an effective length of two frames

(rather than zero).

Analysis of performance individually for the many
sorts of gradual transitions was left to the partici-

pants since the motivation for this varies greatly by

application and system.

As last year, gradual transitions could only match

gradual transitions and cuts match only cuts, except

in the case of very short gradual transitions (5 frames

or less), which, whether in the reference set or in a

submission, were treated as cuts. We also expanded

each abrupt reference transition by 5 frames in each

direction before matching against submitted transi-

tions to accommodate differences in frame numbering

by different decoders.

Accuracy for reference gradual transitions success-

fully detected was measured using the one-to-one

matching list output by the detection evaluation. The
accuracy measures were frame-based precision and re-

call. Note that a system could be very good in detec-

tion and have poor accuracy, or it might miss a lot

of transitions but still be very accurate on the ones

it finds.
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Figure 2: Precision and recall for gradual transitions
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3 Feature extraction

A potentially important asset to help video

search/navigation is the ability to automatically iden-

tify the occurrence of various semantic features such

as "Indoor/Outdoor", "People", "Speech" etc., which

occur frequently in video information. The abihty to

detect features is an interesting challenge by itself but

it would take on added importance if it could serve

as an extensible basis for query formation and search.

The high-level feature extraction task had the follow-

ing objectives:

® to begin work on a benchmark for evaluating the

effectiveness of detection methods for various se-

mantic concepts

Figure 3: Frame-precision and frame-recall for grad-

ual transitions
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2c3 Results

As illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, performance

on gradual transitions lags, as expected, behind that

on abrupt transitions, where for some uses the prob-

lem may be considered a solved one. The numbers

in parentheses give the number of runs submitted by

each group. Some groups (e.g., CLIPS and P.MIT)

used their runs to explore a num.ber of precision-recall

settings and seem to have good control of this trade-

off. Figure 3 indicates that at the level of frames in

gradual transitions, the best systems have better pre-

cision than they do in detecting those transitions but

their frame-level recall scores tend to be lower than

for simple detection.

® to allow exchange of feature detection output

based on the TREC Video Track search test set

prior to the search task results submission date,

so that a greater number of participants could

explore innovative ways of leveraging those de-

tectors in answering the search task queries.

The task was as follows. Given a standard set of

shot boundaries for the feature extraction test col-

lection and a list of feature definitions, participants

were to return for each feature the hst, at most the

top 1000 video shots from the standard set, ranked

according to the highest possibility of detecting the

presence of the feature. The presence of each feature

was assumed to be binary, i.e., it was either present

or absent in the given standard video shot. If the fea-

ture was true for some frame (sequence) within the

shot, then it was true for the shot. This is a simplifi-

cation adopted for the benefits it afforded in pooling

of results and approximating the basis for calculating

recall.

The feature set was suggested in on-line discussions

by track participants. The number of features to be

detected was kept small so as to be manageable in

this first implementation and the features were ones

for which more than a few groups could create detec-

tors. Another consideration was whether the features

could, in theory at least,be used in executing searches

on the video data using the topics. The topics did not

exist yet at the time the features were defined. The
feature definitions were to be in terms a human judge

could understand.

Much to the appreciation of the track as a whole,

some participating groups made their feature detec-

tion output available to participants in the search

task and this will be discussed in the section describ-

ing the search task.
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The features to be detected were defined as follows

for the system developers and for the NIST assessors:

Outdoors segment contains a recognizably outdoor

location, i.e., one outside of buildings. Should

exclude all scenes that are indoors or are close-

ups of objects (even if the objects are outdoors)

Indoors segment contains a recognizably indoor lo-

cation, i.e., inside a building. Should exclude

all scenes that are outdoors or are close-ups of

objects (even if the objects are indoors).

Face segment contains at least one human face with

the nose, mouth, and both eyes visible. Pictures

of a face meeting the above conditions count.

People segment contains a group of two or more hu-

mans, each of which is at least partially visible

and is recognizable as a human.

Cityscape segment contains a recognizably

city/urban/suburban setting.

Landscape segment contains a predominantly nat-

ural inland setting, i.e., one with little or no ev-

idence of development by humans. For exam-

ple, scenes consisting mostly of plowed/planted

fields, pastures, orchards would be excluded.

Some buildings, if small features on the overall

landscape, should be OK. Scenes with bodies of

water that are clearly inland may be included.

Text Overlay segment contains superimposed text

large enough to be read.

Speech a human voice uttering words is recogniz-

able as such in this segment

Instrumental Sound sound produced by one or

more musical instruments is recognizable as such

in this segment. Included are percussion instru-

ments.

Monologue segment contains an event in which a

single person is at least partially visible and

speaks for a long time without interruption by

another speaker. Pauses are OK if short.

3.1 Data

23.26 hours (96 videos containing 7,891 standard

shots) were randomly chosen from the total available

data, to be used solely for the development of feature

extractors. 5.02 hours (23 videos containing 1,848

standard shots) were randomly chosen from the re-

maining material for use as a feature extraction test

set.

Table 1: Features and total hits

Feature

name

Feature

number

Shots

submitted

Shots

jUUySQ

(pooled)

1 oidi nils

Outdoors 1 12353 1821 962

Indoors 2 9143 1801 351

Face 3 7181 1688 415

People 4 4440 1233 486

Cityscape 5 9346 1656 521

Landscape 6 7208 1524 127

Text overlay 1 8120 1699 110

Speech 8 15800 1599 1382

Instrumental sound 9 11388 1845 1221

yonoiogue 10 5092 1319 38

3o2 Evaluation

This year all result sets from all runs were fully as-

sessed manually to create reference data. Basically,

the feature extraction definitions were treated like

topics of the form: "I want shots for which this fea-

ture is true."

3.3 Measures

The trec_eval software, a tool available via

trec.nist.gov, was used to calculate recall, precision,

average precision, etc., for each result. In experi-

mental terms the features represent fixed rather than

random factors, i.e., we were interested at this point

in each feature rather than in the set of features as a

random sample of some population of features. For

this reason and because different groups worked on

very different numbers of features, we did not aggre-

gate measures at the run-level in the results pages

at the back of the notebook. Comparison of systems

should thus be "within feature"

.
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Figure 4: The number of true shots contributed

uniquely by run
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3.4 Issues

It should be noted that in the case of some features

(speech, instrumental sound) the number of shots in

the feature extraction test set containing the feature

approached or exceeded the maximum size of the sub-

mitted result set (1,000) and represented a large por-

tion of the entire feature test collection size (1,848

shots) — see Table 1. While the performance of a

random baseline was high in these cases, the median

performance was still well above it. Where more hits

exist than a result can hold, an artificial upper bound

on possible average precision scores exists — namely

for feature 8 (speech) 0.724 and for feature 9 (instru-

mental sound) 0.819.

3.5 Results

Figure 5 summarizes the results by feature for all of

the runs at the median or above. Included as a dot-

ted fine in this figure is the baseline - the average

for 100,000 randomly created result sets for each fea-

ture. The artificial upper Umit on average precision

mentioned above is indicated by a white triangle for

features 8 and 9.

Results vary in their dispersion among features as

well as in their mean. While the random baseline is

high, almost all of the runs are well above it. While

there weis a lot of overlap in the shots submitted for

a given feature. Figure 4 shows the relatively small

number of true shots contributed uniquely by a given

system - summed over all features. Not all systems

submitted results for all features. The large overlap

is no doubt due in part to the relatively small size of

the test set (1,848 shots) in comparison to the size of

the result (1,000 shots).

4 Search

The search task in the Video Track was an extension

of its text-only analogue. Video search systems, all of

which included a human in the loop, were presented

with topics — formatted descriptions of an informa-

tion need — and were asked to return a list of up to

100 shots from the videos in the search test collection

which met the need. The list was to be prioritized

based on likelihood of relevance.

4.1 Data to be searched

40.12 hours (176 videos containing 14,524 master

shots) were randomly chosen from the identified col-

lection to be used as the search test collection.

The video data was chosen because it represented

an established archive of publicly available material

that one can easily imagine being searched for in-

formation as well as historically interesting material

that could be included in new video products. Pub-

licly available video collections of any significant size

are extremely hard to find. While we are not aware

of any systematic study of the characteristics of the

Internet Archive movie material, some details can be

found in individual site papers. Collection character-

istics will affect the scope of any conclusions drawn

here.

Groups were allowed to develop their systems with

knowledge of the search test collection — the top-

ics being the surprise element. This was designated

training pattern A. Other groups preferred to develop

their systems without knowledge of the search test

set. This training pattern was designated B. Results

were labeled with these designations as were the fea-

ture extractions donated by some of the groups.

As was mentioned earlier, two search modes were

allowed, fully interactive and manual, though no fully

automatic mode was included, a choice which has ad-

vantages as well as disadvantages. A big problem in

TREC video searching is that topics were complex

and designating the intended meaning and interrela-

tionships between the various pieces —- text, images,

video clips, and audio clips — is a complex one and

the examples of video, audio, etc. do not always rep-

resent the information need exclusively and exhaus-
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Figure 5: Average precision by feature and run
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tively. Understanding what an image is of/about is

famously complicated (Shatford, 1986).

The definition of the manual mode allowed a hu-

man, expert in the search system interface, to inter-

pret the topic and create an optimal query in an at-

tempt to make the problem less intractable. The cost

of the manual mode is terms of allowing comparative

evaluation is the conflation of searcher and system

effects. However if a single searcher is used for all

manual searches within a given research group, com-

parison of searches within that group is still possible.

At this stage in the research, the ability of a team

to compare variants of their system is arguably more

important than the ability to compare across teams,

where results are more likely to be confounded by

other factors hard to control (e.g. different train-

ing resources, different low-level research emphases
,

etc.).

4.2 Topics

The topics were designed as multimedia descriptions

of an information need, such as someone searching

a large archive of video might have in the course of

collecting material to include in a larger video or to

answer questions. Today this may be done largely

by searching descriptive text created ' by a human
when the video material was added to the archive.

The track's search scenario envisioned allowing the

searcher to use a combination of other media in de-

scribing his or her need. How one might do this nat-

urally and effectively is an open question. This year

25 topics were created by NIST, who had intended

to create 50, but due to time pressures, this was not

possible. Each topic contained a text description of

the user information need. Examples in other media,

e.g., one more video clips, still images, audio files il-

lustrating the information need, were optional. Table

2 presents an overview of the topics, their types, and

the number of relevant shots found for each topic.

Comparing the TREC video topic types to distri-

butions of actual queries against video archives is

nearly impossible due to lack of published studies,

differences in archive content and searcher character-

istics, amount of mediation, etc. However, Armitage

and Enser (1996) provide some real world reference

points which may be of interest. Comparing the dis-

tribution of TREC video track topics types to a sam-

ple of 370 submitted to the BBC Natural History Unit

and 388 submitted to the British Film Institute's Na-
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Table 2: Overview of topics

Topic Types

PsnotsKy-Stiatford mode/facet categories (minus abstract) after Armttage & Enser 1996

Number of

examples In the

topic Shots

Speclfc Generic judged

#
Abbreviated text description of needed Intormallon/sttol

SI S2 S3 84 G1 G2 G3 G4 Shots
(pooling

50

from

result)

Shots

person;

group:

tning

event;

action

location linear

time;

period

kind or

person;

thing

kind of

ovent;

condition

- . .

kindol

place:

gcri>graph-

IC3>;

architec-

tural

cyclUial

time:

Mason;
time of

day

Video Image

sub- ludged

relevant
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76 X 3 0 3036 625 47

_ZZ
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pictures of Gsoro© Wflshingion K 1 1 2521 931

78 dspictions of Abrshsm Lincoln X
-.„ - - 1 1 2637 1014 Q

79 P€opl6 spsndinQ lGisuf& titrtc 3t the b&dch X X X 0 3109 1055 55

8Q cne or more musicisns X X 2 0 2329 860 63

81 football playsrs X 4 0 231

1

890 15

82 tii'omsn stsndin^ in long drssses X X
-|

3 0 2396 1058 170

S3 Goidsn G&ts Brtdgs X X 0 5 2529 —Ifr
?5_

S4 Price Tower tn Bartlesvtlle, OK K X
1- - - _ 0 1 —

85 Washington Square Park's arch in NYC X X 1 0 "2708" 909

86 overhead views of cities
—^ ^

4 0 3041 1112 105

87 oil fields, rigs, derricks X X 1 0 2721

88 map of the continental US X X 4 0 2569
^969~ 72~

89 a livincj buttei^Ey X X 0 2 2325 979 10

90 snow-capped mountain peaks or ridges X X 3 0 2785 926 75

91 one or more parrots X 1 1 2228 880 17

92 sailboats, clipper ships, etc. w/ith sails unfurled X 4 2 2860 921 47

93 live tieef or dairy cattle X 5 0 3622 1003 161

94 groups of people walking in an urban environment X X X 3 0 3168 1175 303

95 3 nuciear explosion with a mushroom cloud X X 3 0 265S 951 17

96 one or more US flags flapping X X X 2 0 2458 1055 31

97 microscopic views of living cells X X 2 0 2968 859 82

98 a locomotive approaching the viewer X X 5 Q 2729 998 56

99 8 rocket or missile taking off X X 2 0 2438 907 11

tional Film and Television Archive one sees the same

predominance of non-abstract types and roughly the

same percentage of type overlap (i.e., multi-category

queries). However, the TREC queries have about half

as many requests for specific persons and things and

two to five times as many requests for generic persons

and things. Whether this may be due to any degree

to librarian/archivist mediation (e.g, substitution of

a request for a known example for a generic request)

is unknown.

4.3 Evaluation

The top 50 items (half) of each submitted result set

was judged by a NIST assessor. Double judging in

TREC 2001 indicated a high degree of assessor agree-

ment for both relevant and non-relevant shots, so

NIST did not do double judgments for TREC 2002.

4A Measures

The trec_eval program was used to calculate recall,

precision, average precision, etc. The interested

reader should see the back of the proceeding results

pages for details on the performance of individual

runs.

It should be noted that in the case of topics 82, 86,

93, and 94, as with evaluation in the feature extrac-

tion task, the number of relevant shots exceeded the

maximum size of the submitted result set (100) —
see Table 2. Where more relevant shots exist than a

result can hold, an artificial upper bound on possible

average precision scores exists — namely for topic 82

- 0.588, 86 - 0.952, 93 - 0.621, and 94 - 0.330.

4.5 Issues

Because the topics have a huge eflFect on the results,

the topic creation process deserves special attention

here. Ideally the topics would have been created by

real users against the same collection used to test the

systems, but such queries were not available.

Alternatively, interested parties familiar in a gen-

eral way with the content covered by a test collec-

tion could have formulated questions which were then

checked against the test collection to see that they

were indeed relevant. This avenue was also not open

to us for two main reasons. First, the collection used

is so diverse that creating a question that has an-

swers in several videos is next to impossible without
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detailed knowledge of the collection. Second, NIST

had no video search system in place which could be

used.

What was left was to work backward from the test

collection with a number of goals in mind. Rather

than attempt to create a representative sample, NIST

tried to get an equal number of each of the beisic

types: generic/specific; person/thing/event, though

in no way do we wish to suggest these types are equal

as measured by difficulty to systems. Another impor-

tajit consideration was the estimated number of rel-

evant shots and their distribution across the videos.

The goals here were as follows:

® For almost all topics, there should be multiple

shots that meet the need.

• If possible, relevant shots for a topic should come

from more than one video.

® As the search task is already very difficult, we

don't want to make the topics too difficult.

The videos in the test collection were viewed and

notes made about their content in terms of people,

things, and events, named or unnamed. Those that

occurred in more than one video became candidates

for topics. This process provided a rough idea of a

minimum number of relevant shots for each candidate

topic. The third goal was the most difficult since

there is no reliable way to predict the hardness of a

topic.

In general NIST tried to be sure there were rele-

vant shots with relatively large images of the target

person, thing, or event. When choosing examples

for the topics, NIST tried to find at least some that

seemed to resemble the target shot in shape, color,

and/or texture. This was often not possible, nor is it

likely the estimate of similarity corresponded in any

meaningful way with that of the automatic systems.

Sometimes words from the audio were incorpo-

rated into the wording of the topic. This leaves open

the possibility that some topics were in fact gener-

ally biased toward approaches using automatic speech

recognition. On the other hand some information

needs make demands unlikely to be supported by text

from the audio e.g., requests for specific relative ob-

ject/camera motion (98: locomotive approaching the

viewer), some events/activities (96: US flags flap-

ping), etc. A full analysis on the presence or absence

of topic keywords in the audio track for relevant shots

would be required to determine whether this is the

case and has yet to be done.

The nature of the test collection for 2003 and the

possible use of a search tool to validate minimal num-

bers of relevant shots (even if a related system is likely

Figure 6: Top 10 manual search runs
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Figure 7: Top 10 interactive search runs
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to participate in the evaluation) , should allow the cre-

ation of topics uncontaminated by the details of the

test collection.

4.6 Results

The results in terms of mean average precision for

the top ten manual runs are presented in Figure 6

and those for the top ten interactive runs in Figure 7,

each list sorted by mean average precision. Another

measure for interactive runs which wets gathered was

total elapsed time for each topic search. Figure 8 con-

trasts the two measures. Time spend varied widely

from an average of just over 1 minute to just under

30 minutes per topic. No simple relationship between

elapsed search time and effectiveness as measured by

mean average precision is apparent.

The number of relevant shots contributed uniquely
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Figure 8: MAP vs mean elapsed time
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by each run is presented in Figure 9. As expected,

interactive runs contribute the most.

The search task results in this report are based on

manual relevance judgments for the top (most rele-

vant) half (50 shots) in each submitted result set. The

bottom half of each result has also been judged man-

ually and this yielded few additional relevant shots

except in the case of a couple topics which already

had more than the average number of relevant shots.

Fourteen of the twenty-five topics had no change in

the number of relevant shots. For 8 the number of

relevant shots grew 11% or less, for 3 it grew 20 -

24% (topics 82 - 20%; 94 - 21%; 96 - 24%). Figure

10 illustrates the distribution of relevant shots in the

top versus the bottom half of the result sets.

Looking underneath the averages at the perfor-

mance by topic, one can see that considerable vari-

ability exists across the set of topics and that some

topics were harder than others. Figure 11 and Figure

12 show these together with two covariates: number

of relevant shots and relevant videos. Manual results

for topics 76, 84, 90, and 97 stand out. Why are they

better? No single, simple explanation suffices. Topics

with more relevant shots/videos or topics containing

video examples from the search test collection (see

small vertical arrows in Figure 12) are not necessar-

ily easier.

The jury is still out with respect to two important

search issues. The rehable usefulness of features in

search generally or in specific situations has yet to be

Figure 9: Relevant shots contributed uniquely by run
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Figure 11: Interactive search: average precision by Figure 12: Manual search: average precision by topic
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demonstrated. Similarly, the proper role and useful-

ness of the non-text topic elements is not yet clear.

Matching the text of the topic against the text de-

rived by automatic speech recognition on the video's

audio track usually delivered better overall results

than searches based on just the visual elements in

the topic or combinations of the text and other ele-

ments. It is too early to draw convincing conclusions

about either issue, but see the participants' papers

for some interesting observations.

5 Approaches in brief

The following is a list of the groups that took part in

one or more of the video track tasks and very short

self-descriptions of the approaches taken by each par-

ticipating research group. For detailed information

the reader should consult the relevant system-specific

paper in the proceedings.

5.1 Carnegie Meilon University (US)

The Informedia Project participated in the feature

extraction task and both the manual and interac-

tive search tasks. For the feature classification tasks,

their standard approach was to hand label the fea-

ture training data using a labeling efficient interface,

which allowed undergraduates to label one hour of

video in 10 minutes for the presence/absence of one

classification type (indoor, outdoor, etc.) They then

extracted a set of standard low level image features

such as HSV color histogram values, textures, EDH
edge features, aggregrated line features, MPEG mo-

tion vectors and derived camera motion. These fea-

tures were combined in a Support Vector Machine

training process to produce a classification model for

each category. Exceptions to this 'generic' image clas-

sifier approach were a custom developed face detec-

tor, a heuristic text detector and a decision-tree based

people detector which used the face class as an input

feature. Audio features were derived for the audio-

based classes using a GMM model, and the mono-

logue classifier combined both face output and audio

features.

For the interactive track CMU used a modified

version of the Informedia Digital Video Library Sys-

tem client, which was expanded to incorporate the

classifier features and made more efficient to enable

rapid display and exploration of large video data sets.

It also incorporated an interface to multiple image

search engines based on RGB or Munsell color. Tex-

ture, with different 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 blocks or QBIC-
style image matching. An expert Informedia user,

who did not have knowledge of the current TREC
video collection, obtained the answers attempting to

achieve high recall rather than speedy results. For

the manual track, CMU submitted three systems: the

first system was quite similar to last yeax's video track

submission, combining speech recognition transcripts
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and OCR and image information in a linear fashion,

while the second and best system extended the first

system by incorporating the movie title and descrip-

tion information as text. This second system also

added pseudo-relevance feedback for image retrieval

as an additional combination module. Finally CMU
submitted a third run using only the speech tran-

scripts for text-only queries, without any relevance

feedback or query expansion.

5.2 CLIPS-IMAG Grenoble (France)

This group used almost the same system for shot

boundary detection as the one used for the TREC-

2001 evaluation. This system detects "cut" transi-

tions by direct image comparison after motion com-

pensation and "dissolve" transitions by comparing

the norms of the first and second temporal deriva-

tives of the images. It also has a special module for

detecting photographic flashes and filtering them as

erroneous "cuts" . Some parameters controlling the

existing modules have been tuned using the TREC-

2001 SBD corpus and reference segmentation, and a

global parameter for the tuning of the recall versus

precision compromise has been inserted.

The CLIPS group extracted only features 3 (faces),

4 (people), 8 (speech) and 10 (monologue). Face and

people detection were based on a face detection tool

pubUcly available from CMU run on one keyframe au-

tomatically extracted for each shot. The results were

ranked according to the presence of a face and its size

for feature 3 and according to the presence of at least

two faces and the total size for feature 4. For features

8 and 10, they used the output of two different speech

recognition systems, one from CLIPS-IMAG (GEOD
team) and the other from LIMSI-CNRS, the same

output as used by the group from Dublin. For fea-

ture 8, the length of detected speech segment within

shots was used for ranking the results. For feature

10, the results were ranked using a combination of

the length of a speech segment and the presence of a

face.

Finally, CLIPS submitted three manual runs for

the search task. One based only on speech transcrip-

tion, on based only on a combination of donated fea-

tures, and one based on a combination of both.

5.3 Dublin City University (Ireland)

DCU submitted results for three of the features from

the feature set, namely speech, instrumental sound

(music) and faces. Each technique worked directly on

the encoded MPEG-1 bitstream. Speech extraction

was based on measuring the duration of the rate of

energy peaks of the audio signal. The same technique

was extended to include rhythm and harmonicity for

music detection while skin masks were used to detect

the presence of faces. For the Search Task this group

developed an interactive video retrieval system which

used all 10 features identified earlier, three of which

were the result of their own extractions, and the rest

were donations from other groups. Twelve test users

each ran the full 25 topics by formulating queries,

browsing results and submitting results. The group

ran two variations of their system, one which used the

features plus the ASR transcript provided by LIMSI,

and the other which used just the ASR transcript.

All topic searches were limited to 4 minutes in total

elapsed time.

5.4 Eurecom (France)

This group submitted runs under the feature extrac-

tion task. Their approach avoided complete decoding

of the MPEG stream, basing decisions instead on the

classification of the DCR macro-blocks — at some

cost to the precision of the analysis. The work can

be seen as an exploration of a "low-cost" baseline.

5.5 Fudan University (China)

Fudan University participated in the shot segmenta-

tion, feature extraction, and search tasks.

In the shot segmentation task, Fudan used most

parts of their TREC-2001 shot segmentation system.

The parameters used in the system were trained and

adjusted based on the TREC-2001 video collection.

According to the performance on TREC-2001 video

collection, they selected the system parameters to

generate the submissions. They added fade in/out

detection to the system this year although the shot

segmentation task did not include it. Evaluation

showed that the system had a good balance between

precision and recall. Comparing F-Value, the rank of

the best result for all the changes, cut changes and

gradual changes was 3, 3 and 9 (out of 54 systems).

On gradual accuracy, frame-recall of the system was

better than frame-precision. Compared with other

submitted systems, their system was located at the

middle in gradual accuracy.

In the feature extraction task, they developed a

new video feature extraction system. It consisted

of five sub-systems: outdoor / indoor detection,

cityscape / landscape detection, face / people detec-

tion, text detection and speech / music / monologue

detection. In each sub-system, a value calculated by

whatever methods and features were used for rank-

ing. Evaluation showed that the system worked well
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on these features: Cityscape, Landscape, Indoor and

Music.

In the search task, Fudan submitted four runs.

Considering the difficulty of search topics, they did

not process all of the topics in each run. The whole

architecture of the search system was almost the same

as last year. However, there were some improvements

in face recognition and object search. Fudan tried a

fast manifold-based approach to face recognition in

the TREC-2002 Search Task. This can be used when

there are only few different images of a specific person

and this process runs fast.

For each search topic, Fudan combined the similari-

ties coming from different modules such as face recog-

nition, text recognition, color histogram comparison,

ASR text etc. In their submission, Sysl only used

the information returned by their own search mod-

ules. There was no ASR Text and Feature Extraction

results used. However, feature extraction confidence

was useful for some topics. So in the runs labeled

Sys2 and Sys3, they combined feature extraction con-

fidence into the searching. Sys2 used their own fea-

ture extraction results and Sys3 used the reference

feature extraction results provided by IBM and Me-

diaMill. In Sys4, they combined the ASR Results

provided by LIMSI. NIST's evaluation showed that

their searching system was not effective in several top-

ics. In their future work, Fudan plans to pay more

attention to image similarity calculation.

5.6 IBM Research, Almaden and T.J.

Watson (US)

IBM participated in the shot boundary detection, fea-

ture extraction and search tasks. This large group

explored several diverse methods for video analysis,

indexing, and retrieval, which included automatic de-

scriptor extraction, statistical modeling, and multi-

modal fusion. In the shot boundary detection task,

they explored several methods for making SBD more

robust to poor video quality. Some of the methods

explored include using localized edge gradient his-

tograms and comparing pairs of frames at greater

temporal distances. In the feature detection task the

IBM group explored several methods for automatic

descriptor extraction and statistical modeling and

made significant efforts to manually annotate the Fea-

ture Training and Vahdation collections. First, using

the Feature Training collection, they built statistical

models of the concepts, exploring a variety of descrip-

tors including color histograms, wavelet texture, edge

histograms, color correlograms, motion vectors, audio

spectrum features, and so on. They also investigated

different discriminant modeUng methods (e.g., sup-

port vector machines). Once the individual statistical

models were constructed, they explored different fu-

sion methods for maximizing retrieval effectiveness on

the Feature Validation collection. The resulting fused

classifiers were then applied to the Feature Test col-

lection. Overall, feature detection results were sub-

mitted for all ten feature classes.

For the search task the IBM group investigated

both manual and interactive methods of searching,

submitting four runs as follows: (1) Manual searching

using content-based retrieval (CBR) without knowl-

edge of the Search Test collection; (2) Manual search-

ing using spoken document retrieval (SDR) based on

automatic speech recognition results; (3) A combi-

nation of CBR and SDR in manual searching; (4)

Interactive use of CBR and SDR;

5.7 Imperial College London (United
Kingdom)

Imperial College London used a shot-boundary de-

tection scheme based on a multi-timescale detection

algorithm in which colour histogram differences were

examined over a range of frames. At each frame they

calculated a distance measure for each of a range of

timescales, and made decisions on whether a cut or

gradual change had occurred according to where co-

incident peaks occurred in these distance measures.

For the search task, they took a representative key

frame for each shot and derived a number of low-level

features including illumination-invariant colour rep-

resentations, text from ASR and convolution filters.

Query images were tested for similarity to a shot in

the test set using the k-nearest neighbours approach.

A novel relevance feedback system was then employed

to allow the user to modify the query and update the

results.

5.8 Indiana University (US)

At Indiana University researchers have developed a

system named ViewFinder for the purpose of pro-

viding access to video content for a project named

the Cultural digital Library Indexing Our Heritage

(CLIOH). They took this existing system, made no-

table modifications, and applied it to the interactive

search task, submitting one interactive search run.

5.9 Lowlands Group (the Nether-

lands)

This group participated in the search task by evalu-

ating a probabilistic model for the retrieval of mul-
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timodal documents. The model was based on Bayes

decision theory and combined models for text based

search with models for visual search. The textual

model, applied to the LIMSI transcripts, was based

on the language modeling approach to text retrieval.

The visual model, a mixture of Gaussian densities,

described keyframes selected from shots. Both mod-

els had been proven successful on media specific re-

trieval tasks. Their contribution was the combination

of both techniques in a unified model, ranking shots

on ASR-data and visual features simultaneously. To

further improve the query, they experimented with

query expansion by adding additional example im-

ages found using Google image search. While the

expansion process needed human involvement, they

hoped the results would identify potential benefits of

automatic expansion techniques for video search.

5.10 The MediaMill Group (the

Netherlands)

The MediaMill Group performed feature extraction

by evaluating a system aimed at training models for

semantic concepts on a specific collection by active

learning. The system was geared to feature classifica-

tion for specific collections, to exploit characteristics

of domain and collection, and to allow for user defini-

tion of problem-specific semantic concepts. Using the

i-Notation system, annotators provided learning ex-

amples to the system in an efficient way. For active

learning (i.e. classifier feedback during an annota-

tion session) as well as final classification, a Maxi-

mum Entropy classifier was used. Binning was ap-

plied to provide the mapping of numerical values to

binary values necessary for Maximum Entropy. A
fixed pool of sixty visual descriptors was used as in-

put for the Maximum Entropy classifier for all eight

visual TREC features, so that extension of the ap-

proach to any other visual feature is trivial.

5.11 Microsoft Research Asia (China)

This team participated in the shot boundary, fea-

tures and search tasks. For shot boundary detec-

tion, the submission was based on the last year's

work but concentrated on improving gradual tran-

sition (GT) detection. The main feature for SBD
was frame difference, the total difference of the bin-

wise histogram comparison between two consequent

frames in the R, G and B channels. Shot boundaries

were then determined according to a set of heuris-

tic rules. For feature extraction, multiple key frames

were extracted for each shot and feature extraction

was performed on these images. For the indoor, out-

door, cityscape and landscape features, trained mod-
els were employed based on color moment and edge

direction histograms, aggregated over all keyframes

from a shot. Face detection from keyframes and text

overlay also ran on the multiple keyframes from each

shot. The audio feature extraction was based on a

support vector machine classifier with inputs based

on low-level audio analysis.

This group used the Q-Video video retrieval system

in the search task. Manual searching was performed

using a combination of Color Moment (CM), Dom-
inant Color (DC), HSV Histogram (HSVH), Color

Layout (CL), Edge Histogram (EH), Color Texture

Moment (CTM), Kirsh Direction Density (KDD),

Wavelet feature (WF) and Motion Texture (MT)
with different distance metrics employed for different

feature sets. For interactive searching, users browsed

retrieved shots and their feedback, both positive and

negative, was fed into an SVM-based learning proce-

dure for each topic, making it a kind of learning-based

relevance feedback.

5.12 National University of Singapore
(Singapore)

This group took part in the shot boundary detection

task and used an expanded version of their previ-

ous temporal multi-resolution analysis (TMRA) work

by introducing a new feature vector based on mo-

tion, incorporating functions to detect flash and cam-

era/object motion, and selecting automatic thresh-

olds for noise elimination based on the type of video.

The framework can be used to extract meaningful

keyframes and provides a unified approach to detec-

tion of gradual transitions and cuts.

5.13 Prous Science (Spain)

This company submitted runs under the search task

but details have not been provided in writing at the

time of writing this summary report. An overview

paper describing the approach taken by Prous Science

may become available along with other video track

site reports, at a later time.

5.14 The University of Oulu (Finland)

The MediaTeam research group participated in col-

laboration with VTT Technical Research Centre of

Finland to do the feature extraction, manual and

interactive search tasks. In the feature extraction

task they participated in detecting people, cityscapes,
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landscapes, speech and instrumental sound. The vi-

sual features used were based on spatio-temporal cor-

relation of oriented gradient edge directions. Features

from the audio signal consisted of various statistical

measurements from signal power and energy. Rep-

resentative shots for each feature class were selected

from the feature development set to guide the vision-

based feature detection. This group's video browsing

and 1 rieval system contains a multi-modal indexing

structure to access video shots. It uses combinations

of self-organizing feature maps and semantic filters in

content-based topic queries. It also provides a novel

way to navigate interactively through vast collection

of video shots based on a lattice-shaped browsing

view. The view combines temporal coherence with

metric shot similarities.

5.15 RMIT University (Australia)

RMIT participated in the shot boundary detection

task, where they used the techniques of query by ex-

ample (QBE) and ranked results, both often used in

content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Each frame in

turn was considered as an example query on the im-

age collection formed by the other frames within a

moving window. Transitions were detected by moni-

toring the relative ranks of these frames in the results

list.

5.16 University of Bremen (Germany)

This group submitted runs under the shot boundary

detection and feature detection tasks.

The shot detection approach was based on his-

togram differences. It was divided into two steps

- feature extraction and shot boundary detection.

Firstly, the histogram differences were calculated for

the entire video in real time. Secondly, shot bound-

aries were detected. The advantage of this approach

wcLS the possibility to set adaptive thresholds for the

shot boundary detection considering all extracted fea-

tures of the complete video sequence. The adaptive

threshold was set to a percentage of the maximum of

all calculated difference values of the video. In the

case of gradual changes, often multiple shot bound-

aries were detected. Therefore multiple detected shot

boundaries that followed each other within a short

temporal interval were grouped together and a grad-

ual change was detected beginning with the first and

ending with the last shot boundary in the interval.

For the feature extraction task the group examined

whether it was possible to classify indoor and outdoor

shots by their color distribution. In order to analyze

the color distribution, first order statistical features

were used, which were extracted from the histograms

of the three color channels (RGB) and the grey level

histogram. The features calculated from each his-

togram were average, variance, and amount of peaks,

normalized to an interval [0...1]. In order to classify

the shots into indoor and outdoor shots, a feed for-

ward neural net with backpropagation learning wels

trained. At the input layer the 12 statistical features

mentioned above were presented. The output layer

consisted of two neurons that take on values between

0 and 1 measuring the probability for the features in-

doors or outdoors to be present in the shot. Two hid-

den layers each with 20 neurons were initialized with

random weights. In order to train the neural net,

some videos from the feature development collection

were chosen. The shots were classified manually to

generate 323 training data sets, 178 for indoors and

145 for outdoors.

In order to classify the shots from the feature ex-

traction test collection, a set of n key frames was

extracted from each shot. Every k-th frame of a shot

was used as a key frame, but in order to be more inde-

pendent of inaccuracies during the shot detection and

of gradual changes (e.g., wipes, fades, or dissolves) a

number of frames around the shot boundaries were

skipped. In order to classify a shot, the set of n key

frames was presented to the neural net. For each of

the two output neurons a list was obtained contain-

ing n values, one for each key frame. The median for

each list was calculated to obtain the final probabili-

ties for the shot to be indoors or outdoors. In order to

measure the accuracy of the classification result, the

difference between the median values of the indoors

and the outdoors neuron was calculated. If the differ-

ence exceeded a threshold the shot was classified to

contain the feature with the higher probability. The

difference was also used for the ranking.

5.17 University of Maryland (US)

The University of Maryland led a team made up of

researchers from INSA Lyon (France) and the Uni-

versities of Maryland (US) and Oulu (Finland), and

participated in the text feature extraction task and

the search task. For search they provided a weighted

query mechanism by integrating 1) text (OCR and

ASR) content using full text and n-grams through

the MG system., 2) color correlogram indexing of

shots and images reported last year in TREC, and

3) ranked versions of the extracted binary features.

All of the features are normalized, and a variety of

distance measures are used to index into the collec-

tion. The command line version of the interface al-
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lowed users to make various queries, store them and

use weighted combinations to generate a compound

query.

In their interactive search experiments, most users

generated their initial manual queries with the com-

mand line interface, and then explored a ranked col-

lection of clips with an interactive interface. The in-

teractive interface treated each video clip as a visual

object in a multi-dimensional space, and each "fea-

ture" of that clip was mapped to one dimension. The

user could visualize in two dimensions by placing any

tAvo features on the horizontal and vertical axis. Ad-

ditional dimensions could be visualized by adding at-

tributes to each object. Color, for example, could be

used to represent a third feature dimension, size a

fourth and shape a fifth dimension. Dynamic range

sliders were provided for all features.

6 Summing up and moving on

This overview of the TREC-2002 Video Track has

provided basic information on the track structure,

data, evaluation mechanisms and metrics used, and

a snapshot of what most of the participants did in

their experiments. Further details about a particu-

lar group's approach and performance can be found

in that group's site report. The raw results for each

submitted run can be found in the results section of

the final proceedings or under "Publications" on the

trec.nist.gov website.

In 2003 the track will become an independent eval-

uation with a one- or two-day workshop (TRECVID

2003) immediately preceding TREC. The guidehnes

will be developed during the first quarter of 2003.

The following are likely:

® using 120 hours of 1998 news video (MPEG-1)

in 2003 and more of the same/similar in 2004

® continuing the three basic tasks: segmentation,

feature extraction, search

® perhaps attempting detection of higher- level seg-

ments: stories, scenes

® keeping most of the features, but adding some

appropriate to news

® striving for better system comparability in the

search task

® creating more topics, perhaps 50, unbiased by

detailed knowledge of the test collection

® significantly increasing the sizes of the search and

especially the feature test collections.

The latest information about the TREC video

retrieval evaluation efforts, past and present,

is available from the track website at www-
nlpir.nist.gov/projects/trecvid.

7 Authors' note

We are particularly grateful to Rick Prelinger and

Niall O'DriscoU for their help with the Internet

Archive data. We appreciate Jonathan Lasko's

painstaking creation of the shot boundary truth data.

The track would not have been possible without the

software development work and general collaboration

of Ramazan Taban, who has returned home to France

and the job market. Our thanks to John Garofolo

and Jose Joeman for their helpful suggestions on an

earlier draft.

Finally, we would like to thank all the track partic-

ipants and other contributors on the mailing list, and

especially those groups who provided shot bound-

ary and feature extraction output for use by others.

These combined efforts made this running of the track

possible. The spirit of the track was again a very pos-

itive one.
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Abstract

The TREC-2002 Web Track moved away from non-Web relevance ranking and towards Web-

specific tasks on a 1.25 million page crawl ".GOV". The topic distillation task involved finding pages

which were relevant, but also had characteristics which would make them desirable inclusions in a

distilled list of key pages. The named page task is a variant of last year's homepage finding task.

The task is to find a particular page, but in this year's task the page need not be a home page.

1 Introduction

The TREC-2002 Web Track activities centred on two tasks: A Topic Distillation Task and a Named Page

Finding Task. Both made use of an 18 gigabyte, 1.25 million document 2002 partial crawl of the .gov

domain, distributed on CD-ROM as the .GOV collection.

2 Guidelines

2.1 This Year's Aims

1. To begin work with a new (early 2002) crawl of an important Web domain (.gov). Past TREC Web
experiments used data from 1997.

2. To formulate Web-specific search tasks, which are representative of common Web search activities,

leading to new evaluation methods and new effective Web retrieval algorithms.

3. To conduct topic distillation experiments, in order to understand the selectivity required to generate

a short top-N list, even when a very large set of on-topic documents are available.

4. To conduct named page experiments, to find if there are particular forms of ranking evidence which

help us to find specific Web documents (last year's experiments found that URL type and anchor

text were useful for finding homepage documents).

5. To make available the first set of reusable relevance judgments for the new .GOV test collection.

2.2 Dataset

The .GOV corpus is a crawl of Web sites in the .gov domain from early 2002. That makes it 5 years

newer than previous TREC Web collections, all of which were based on a 1997 Internet Archive crawl.

Although we hope that the most useful of the Web search techniques would work on 1997 crawls as well

as 2002, it is also highly desirable to have a dataset representative of the current Web. Some properties

of .GOV are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Salient properties of the .GOV corpus. (Mime types as reported by tlie servers.)

Number of pages 1,247,753

IN uiiiuci \Ji jJctgco uy iliiillk: hy^Jv:.

text/html 1,053,110

application/pdf 131,3.33

text/plain 43,753

application/msword 13,842

application/postscript 5,673

other (containing text) 42

Average page size 15.2 kB
Number of hostnames 7,794

Total number of links 11,164,829

Number of cross-host links 2,470,109

Average cross-host links per host 317

The crawl included binary and text mime types, and was stopped after 1 million HTML pages. The

HTML and text, plus extracted text of other document types, gives a total of 1.25 million documents.

Total data size was 35 gigabytes, which we considered too great an increase in corpus size (over WTlOg),

so a 100 kilobyte cutoff was applied to all documents, reducing the total size to 18 gigabytes.

The .GOV dataset is distributed by CSIRO [3]. Note that the standard distribution includes the

HTML documents plus text extracted from other formats such as PDF. The original PDFs and other

binary files such as images were collected and are potentially available. However, the full crawl including

binaries is 67 gigabytes almost four times the size of the collection as distributed (and it would not

compress as well).

Docids are 14 characters and of the form G09-04-2395783, meaning that this document is in the

bundle GOO/04.gz at byte offset 2395783. All .GOV documents can be located in this way via their

docid. The collection was distributed on seven CDs, with an eighth containing tables of URLtoID, links,

duplicates and redirects. The URLtoID table lists all valid .GOV docids and their corresponding URLs.

The link table is useful for link-based ranking experiments, and a potentially more complete picture of

link structure could be built in conjunction with the provided duplicate and redirect tables. These give

information on link target URLs visited by the crawler but not included in .GOV because they contained

duplicate content or forwarded users to another URL.

The .GOV corpus has fewer documents than WTlOg, but has a much larger average document size

(15k vs 7k), reflecting changes in Web authoring over the space of five years (perhaps the prevalence of

navigation bars and scripting in more recent pages). Compared to WTlOg, .GOV also has the strictest

file-type checking of any Web collection so far, leading to very few binaries in the corpus.

We chose to crawl .gov for several reasons. It is a commercially interesting domain, meaning that

important services are provided based on precisely this sort of crawl. It is also a crawl of manageable

size, in that it can be distributed on CD and is within the data size limitations of most TREC systems.

By contrast the crawl of a large search engine would be perhaps 30 terabytes, well beyond the bounds

of manageability using current technologies (the 100 gigabyte VLC2 is still considered large relative to

the storage media and systems available to researchers). Luckily, many smaller crawls such as .GOV are

conceivable, which are of manageable size and of significant research and commercial interest. The .GOV
crawl is also of a size which allows sufficiently complete relevance judgments.

2.3 Topic Distillation Task

Topics: 551-600 Example:

<top>
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<niMi> Number : 600

<title> highway safety

<desc> Description:

Find documents related to improving highway safety in the U.S.

<narr> Narrative:

Relevant documents include those related to the improvement of safety

of all vehicles driven on highways, including cars, trucks, vans, and

tractor trailers. Ways to reduce accidents through legislation,

vehicle checks, and drivers education programs are all relevant.

</top>

The premise of the topic distillation task is that some quality, in addition to relevance, is desirable in

Web search results lists. This quality has been called authority, quality, definitiveness and many other

names in previous studies [4, 1, 2]. Assuming it exists, systems will have to find evidence which indicates

its presence, and strike a balance between relevance and "quality" in search algorithms. This balancing

act is analogous to the balance between newness and relevance when searching a news archive: it is

desirable to return documents which are both relevant and new (if any).
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Figure 1: Query-independent properties of .GOV pages predict which will be listed in Web directories.

In our non-TREC research, we have found some evidence that query-independent evidence can indicate

desirability, based on analysis of hand-made URL lists. We sorted all .GOV URLs in reverse URL length

order and link indegree order. Then we found examples of "quality URLs" in .GOV, by identifying those

which are hand-listed in the Yahoo! and DMOZ Web directories. Web directories are an alternative

Web search technology, where within a category hierarchy, each category has a list of URLs created by a

human editor. Figure 1 shows that the URL and link orderings were good predictors of hand-listing. If

they predict hand-listing, then these characteristics might also be good predictors of which search results

would be preferred by Web search users (who, after all, are also the audience of the Web directories).

In the topic distillation task we evaluate systems in terms of their ability to return relevant "key

pages" . A key page is one which the relevance assessor would find worthy of including in a short list of

important URLs (the sort of choice made by Web directory editors). The "relevant key pages" found by

assessors should thus be relevant and posses that special quality which makes pages worthy of inclusion

in a short list. We did not go further than this in defining what makes a page list-worthy, since it has

not been agreed in the research community what the definition is (quality, authority, definitiveness etc),

and we did not want to bias assessments. The main measure is precision at 10.
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2.4 Named Page Finding Task

Topics: NP1-NP150 Example:

<top>

<num> Number: NPi

<desc> Description:

America's Century Farms

</top>

The objective in the named page finding task is to find a particular Web page in .GOV, given a

query which describes it by name. For example, the query "America's Century Farms" might lead to a

particular .GOV Web page describing farms that have remained in one family's hands for over 100 years.

The assessment task was simply to identify any duplicate URLs for the named page, since a page can

appear at more than one URL. The main measure was the reciprocal rank of the first correct answer.

2.5 Indexing Restrictions

There were none. Participants were permitted to index all of each document or exclude certain fields as

they wished.

2.6 Submissions and Judgments

Runs were received from a total of 23 groups: ajou, chinese-academy, city-pliers, cmu_lti, csiro, cuny,

dgic-stokoe, fudan, glasgow, hummingbird, ibm-haifa, iit, illinois_chicago, irit, kasetsart, lit_singapore.

neuchatel, tsinghua, umbc-cost, umelbourne, uva, Waterloo, yonsei.

2.7 Topic Distillation Task

Seventy-one official runs were submitted from seventeen participating groups. The number of pages

judged was 56,650 of which 1574 were judged to meet the criteria. Figure 2 shows the distribution of

numbers of key resources found per topic. For a few topics the number of such resources is very much

higher than expected.

While pages hand-listed in Web directories tended to have short URLs and high indegree (Figure 1),

key resources from this year's track did not show such tendencies as strongly (Figure 3).

2.8 Named Page Finding Task

Seventy official runs were submitted from eighteen participating groups.

Only one correct answer was identified for most of the 150 topics, but there were three correct answers

to two topics (9 and 145) and two for 16 topics (1, 8, 14, 24, 26, 50, 51, 63, 66, 67, 68, 85, 89, 128, 138,

and 146).

3 Results

3.1 Topic Distillation Task

Full official results for the Topic Distillation task are reported in Appendix 1 . Results on a per-group basis

are presented in Table 2. Here we briefly summarize the information available about the experiments

conducted by the top five groups
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Figure 2: Topic distillation task: Number of key resources per topic.
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Figure 3: Query-independent properties which were good predictors in Figure 1 are less useful when predicting

this year's key pages.

TsingHua University TsingHua used Okapi with stemming and Fox stoplist but no query expansion

or feedback.

They explored:

1. techniques based on link structure and link text, especially the use of out-degree to find key

resources;
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Table 2: P@10 results for the best topic distillation run submitted by each participating group. The codes D, A,

L indicate the use of document structure (D), Anchor text (A) and Link structure (L).

Rank Group Best Run Run type u • A ! L ( #Runs
1 0.2510 tsingnua thutd5 realistic D A - 5

0 A O /I AO city-pliers pltrU2wtz realistic - - - 2

3. 0.2306 chinese-academy icttdl realistic - - 2

4. 0.2286 ibm-haiia 1 bmhaiiapr realistic D A L 4

5. 0.2224 giasgow uogOStad realistic D A L 2

D. 11 it

7. 0.1959 neuchatel uninedi5 realistic D A 5

8. 0.1939 fudan fduwtlltl realistic D L 3

9. 0.1939 umelbourne mu525 realistic 5

10. 0.1755 uva uamst02wtt realistic 5

11. 0.1510 yonsei yediOl realistic D A L 1

12. 0.1143 umbc-cost carrot2a realistic 1

13. 0.1082 cuny pirc2wd2 realistic D A L 2

14. 0.1041 illinois-chicago uic0104 realistic L 2

15. 0.1000 csiro csiro02tdl realistic L 1

16. 0.0714 dgic_stokoe tdwsdtfidf realistic 2

17. 0.0571 ajou ajouai0210 realistic L 4

2. the roles of different HTML fields in ranking content;

3. post-processing of retrieval results, namely a site uniting approach

4. A genetic algorithm based dynamic parameter learning approach.

They found that anchor text was useful but out-degree was not. They also found that site uniting

methods which worked well on the small number of training examples improved average precision

but not P@10. Parameter settings learned on past Web tasks did not improve performance this

year.

City University, London It is significant that the second best performing run (pltr02wt2 from City

University, London) was a straightforward content retrieval run based on Okapi BM25 (with non-

default parameter for parameter b and stemming but no relevance feedback.

Chinese Academy No details available.

IBM Haifa Query expansion via lexical affinities. Knowledge Agents and Knowledge Bases incorpo-

rating content scores, anchor text, Kleinberg Hub and Authority scores and SALSA scores. Site

compression. Title filtering - eliminate documents which have no query word in their title (benefi-

cial). Duplicate elimination based on textual similarity (harmful).

Glasgow University Experimentation focused on:

1. A probabilistic framework for combining link and content, called the Absorbing Model, based

on Markov chains and applicable in either static or dynamic forms;

2. A spreading activation method (either query independent or query dependent) for detecting

site entry points;

3. Anchor text.

4. A genetic algorithm based dynamic parameter learning approach.
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They found that body only indexing and hnk analysis without anchors work well while spreading

activation on sites was equivocal and query expansion and PageRank were detrimental.

IBM Haifa identified a scoring problem in that no penalty was applied to runs which included multiple

duplicates or near duplicates.

3.2 Named Page Finding Task

Table 3: MRR results for the best named page finding run submitted by each participating group. The codes D,

A, L indicate the use of document structure (D), Anchor text (A) and Link structure (L).

Rank MRR Group Run Run Type A'^ L?

1 0.719 tsinghua thunp3 realistic D A
2 0.676 cmuJti Imralleq realistic D A
3 0.671 yonsei yenpOl realistic D A L

4 0.654 glasgow uog07cta realistic D A
5 0.636 neuchatel uninenpl realistic D A
6 0.626 hummingbird hum02pd realistic D
7 0.613 chinese_academy ictnp6 realistic D A
8 0.587 lit iit02b realistic

9 0.578 lit_singapore litlink realistic D A L

10 0.576 umelbourne mulOe realistic D A
11 0.573 csiro csiro02np01 realistic

12 0.564 illinois-chicago uicnp03 realistic

13 0.535 Waterloo uwmtbw2 realistic A L

14 0.432 uva uamst02wntla realistic A
15 0.418 city-pliers pltr02wt9 realistic

16 0.263 cuny pirc2wnpl realistic D A
17 0.132 ajou ajouai0204 realistic D
18 0.010 kasetsart kuhpf0201 realistic A

Full official results for the Named Page Finding task are reported in Appendix 2. Results on a per-

group basis are presented in Table 3. Here we briefly summarize the information available about the

experiments conducted by the top five groups

TsingHua University They built a collection of surrogate documents comprising keywords, titles and

incoming anchor text. Ranks obtained with these surrogates were combined with ranks from the

original documents, using S' = a*l/rankl + (l — a)*l/rank2. (Note that the original collection was

divided into two sub-collections: html and non-html and the results merged using a novel procedure

(see the TsingHua paper for details). The combined score outperformed the original score which in

turn outperformed the surrogate score.

CMU LTI Their basic model was a generative language model, where the language model for the

document was a linear interpolation of several language models (title, in-link text, full text, meta

tag text, image alt text, url text, large fonts). Using document structure in this way did improve

performance over just using a simple language model.

They were unable to find useful prior probabilities for this task, either on training data created

locally or on the test data. They tried in-link count, document length, document file type, and url

length.

Yonsei No details available.
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Glasgow University Anchor text proved to be more useful than link analysis, significantly improving

results.

They found that body only indexing and link analysis without anchors work well while spreading

activation on sites was equivocal and query expansion and PageRank were detrimental.

U. Neuchatel A second representation of each document in the .GOV collection was created, compris-

ing the documents title and all its incoming anchor text. Okapi scores were computed for both

representations and linearly combined aScontent + (1 - oi)SanchoTtitie (without normalisation). The
best results were obtained with a = 0.6.

4 Conclusions
'

The .GOV corpus provided an interesting and realistic dataset for the purposes of the track. No significant

problems were reported in working with it.

The Named Page Finding task was an interesting variant on earlier Home Page Finding evaluations.

Unsurprisingly, URL-type analyses did not bring improvement in performance. However, several leading

participants reported an improvement in performance by adding anchor text and structural information

to a content-only run. In 2003, it is anticipated that a mixed Home Page / Named Page task might prove

interesting.

The Topic Distillation task proved difficult to explain to both participants and assessors and there

was considerable disparity between the interpretations of these two groups. It is not clear what, if any,

conclusions can be drawn at this stage. The task is worth repeating in 2003 but more explanatory effort

is needed.
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Appendix 1 - Topic Distillation runs

P@10 results for all topic distillation run submitted. The codes D, A, L indicate the use of document

structure (D), Anchor text (A) and Link structure (L)

Rank PGIO Group Run Run type D? A' L? #Runs
1. 0.2510 tsinglma tliucd5 realistic D A 5

2. 0.2408 city-pliers pltr02wt2 realistic - _ _ 2

3. 0.2306 tMr,gl,ua thutd3 realistic D A _ 3

4. 0.2306 cji i 11 eyt;-academy icttdl realistic _ _ 2

5. 0.2286 ibm-haifa ibmhaifapr realistic D A L 4

6- 0.2245 tsmghvja tliutd2 realistic D A - 2

7. 0.2224 glasgow uogOStad realistic D A L 2

8. 0.2163 irit mercah realistic _ _ 2

9. 0.2143 tsingliua thutd4 realistic D A - 4

lU. 0.2122 ibni' Haifa ibmhaifatlO realistic D A L 3

11. 0.2082 glasgow uog04cta2dqh realistic D A L 4

12. 0.2061 ibin-haifa ibnihaifatlOd realistic D A L 3

13. 0.2000 city-pliers pltr02wtl realistic - - - 1

14. 0.2000 city-pliers pltr02wt4 realistic - - - 4

15. 0.1980 tsinghua thutdl realistic D A 1

16. 0.1959 neuchatel uninediS realistic D A - ^

17. 0.1939 ibm-liaifa ibmhaifaap realistic D A L o

18. 0.1939 fudaii fduwtlltl realistic D - L 3

19. 0.1939 fudaii fduwtllol realistic D _ L 1

20. 0.1939 glasgow uog03ctadqh realistic D A L 1

21. 0.1939 umelbouriie mu525 realistic . - - 5

22. 0.1939 fudan fduwtl lt2 realistic D A L 2

23. 0.1898 ibin-haifa ibnihaifabase realistic D A L 1

24. 0.1857 uinelbourne mulll realistic D A - 1

25. 0-1755 city-pliers pltr02wt3 realistic - - - 3

26. 0.1755 uva uamst02wtt realistic _ _ 5

27. 0.1755 chinese_acadeiny icttd2 realistic _ _ 1

28. 0.1714 fudan fduwtl lu2 realistic D A L 4

29. 0.1694 umelbouriie mu624 realistic _ _ _ 2

30. 0.1073 cliiriese-academy icttd3 realistic _ _ _ 3

31. 0.1510 fudan fduwtllbO realistic _ _ _ 5

32. 0.1510 yonsei yediOl realistic D A L 1

33. 0.1469 yonsei yediOlno realistic D A L 2

34. 0.1429 irit incrcure realistic _ - L 3

35. 0.1429 neuchatel uiiiiiedi4 realistic D A _ 4

36. 0-1306 glaagow uogOlctaialh realistic D A L 5

37. 0.1163 uinelbourne inu313 realistic D A - 3

38. 0-1143 uinbc-cost carrot2a realistic - - - 1

39. 0 1143 glasgow uog02ctadh realistic D A L 3

40. 0-1082 uinelbourne inu212 realistic D A _ 1

41. 0-1082 iric mercurelynx realistic - - L 1

42. 0-1082 cuny pirc2wd2 realistic D A L 2

43. 0-1041 illinois-chicago U1C0104 realistic - - L 2

44. 0-1000 csiro csiro02tdl realistic - - L 1

45. 0-1000 illiiiois-chicago uicOlOl realistic L 4

46. 0.1000 uva uanist02 wta realistic A 4

47. 0-0939 csiro csiro02td5 realistic L 5

48. 0.0898 illinois.chicago U1C0103 realistic L 3

49. 0-0878 city-pliers pltr02wt5 exploratory 5

50, 0-0837 neuchatel uninedi 1 realistic D A L 1

51. 0-0816 cuny pirc2wd 1 realistic D A L 1

52. 0.0796 ilhiiois-chicago uic0102 realistic L 1

53. 0-0776 neuchatel uninedi3 exploratory D A L 2

54. 0-0714 csjro02td2 realistic A L
55. 0-0714 dgic_stokoe tdwsdtfidf realistic

56. 0.0714 umbc-cost carrot2c realistic L 4

57. 0.0673 uanist02wttri realistic L 3

58. 0.0653 uamst02wtacs realistic A 2

59. 0.0653 dgic-stokoe tdtfidf realistic I

60. 0.0633 uva uamst02wtari realistic A L 1

61 0.0571 ajou ajouai0210 realistic L 4

62. 0.0551 umbc-cost carrot2d realistic L 2

63. 0.0551 ajou ajouai0206 realistic L 2

64. 0.0551 umbc-cost carrot2b realistic 3

65. 0.0531 ajou ajouai0207 realistic L 1

66. 0.0347 ajou ajouai020S realistic L 3

67. 0.0327 neuchatel unined i2 realistic D A L 3

66. 0.0245 ajou ajouai0209 realistic L 5

69. 0.0184 csiro csiro02td4 realistic A L 4

70. 0.0184 umbc-cost carrot2e realistic L 4

71. 0.0184 csiro02td3 realistic L 3
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Appendix 2 - Named Page Finding runs

MRR results for all named page finding run submitted. The codes D, A, L indicate the use of document

structure (D), Anchor text (A) and Link structure (L).

Rank MRR Group Run Run Type D'' A' L?

1 0.719 tsinghua thunp3 realist ic D A
2 0,717 tsinghua thunp5 realistic D A
3 0.690 tsinghua thunpl realistic D A
4 0.687 tsiiighua thunp4 realistic D A
5 0.676 cniu-lti Imralleq realistic D A
6 0.67 1 yoiisei yeiipOl realistic D A L
7 0.667 cniuUti Imrallest realistic D A
Q 0.654 giasgow uog07cta realistic D A
g 0.651 glasgow uoglOctad D A L

0.643 ^laegow uog09cta2 realistic D A
1 1 0.636 neucliatel uninenpl realistic D A
12 0.626 huiiitniiigbird huin02pd realistic D
1

3

0.G25 neucliattil uninenp3 realistic D A
14 0.616 rieucliaiel unineiip2 reali&tic D A
I 5 0.613 c li i II u:it;-academy ictnp7 realistic D A
16 0.613 cliiiiese_acadeniy ictnp6 realistic D A
17 0.611 cniu_lti linrnostruct realistic A
IS 0.589 cinu_lti Inirsmall realistir D A
19 0.587 lit iit02b realistic

20 0.580 iit iit02tfa realistic D A
21 0.578 lit_£iiigapore litlink realistic D A L

22 0.576 uinelbourtie mul06 realistic D A
23 0.576 lit iit02tf realistic D
24 0.573 Cairo csiro02np01 rcalifjtic

25 0.568 cmu-lti Imrdocstruct realistic D
2G 0,564 illinots.chicago uicnp03 realistic

27 0.559 chill ese_acadeiiiy ictnp2 realistic D A
28 0.557 chint;ae.^cademy ictnp3 realistic D A
29 0.555 chinese_academy ictnp4 realistic D A
30 0.552 glasgow uogOOc realistic

31 0.550 illinois_chicago uicnp02 realistic

32 0.538 hummingbird hum02upd realistic D
33 0.535 Waterloo uwmt bw2 realistic A L

34 0.530 tsinghua thunp2 realistic D A
35 0.527 hummingbird hun)02up realistic D
36 0.524 umelbourne niu609 realistic D A
37 0.524 umelbourne inu208 realistic D A
38 0.516 glasgow uogOSctap realistic D A
39 0.509 Waterloo uwmtbwO realistic

40 0.504 neuchatel uninenp4 realistic D A
41 0.495 illinois-chicago uicnpOl realistic L
42 0.456 hummingbird hum02ud realistic

43 0.432 uva uamst02wntla realistic _ A
44 0.427 lit-5ingapore littext realistic

45 0.425 uva uainst02wntl realistic

46 0.418 city-pliers pltr02wt9 realistic

47 0.416 csiro csiro02np03 realistic D
4S 0.416 city-pliers pltr02wt8 realistic

49 0.414 c:Cy-pIiers pltr02wt7 realistic

50 0.402 umelbourne muSOa realistic

51 0.367 uanist02wntma realist ic A
52 0.337 hummingbird hum02uhp realistic D
53 0-334 city-pliers pltr02wt6 realistic

54 0.328 uva uamst02wna realistic A
55 0.318 csiro csjro02np04 realistic D A
56 0.307 csiro csiro02iip 16 realistic D A L
57 0.263 cuny pirc2wnpl realistic D A
58 0.260 uva uanist02wntm realistic

59 0.241 csiro02np02 realistic A
60 0.207 umelbourne mu307 realistic D A
61 0.150 Waterloo uwmtbwl realistic L
62 0.132 ajoii ajouai0204 realistic D
63 0-108 ajou ajouai02Ul realistic D
64 0.106 Waterloo uwnttbw4 realistic A L
65 0.103 Waterloo uwmt bw3 realistic A L
66 0.076 cuny pirc2wnp2 realistic D A L
67 0.072 ajou ajouai0202 realistic D
68 0.071 ajou ajouai0203 realistic D
69 0.010 kaseCsart kuhpf0201 realistic A
70 0.010 ajou ajouai0205 realistic D L
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Abstract

We focused on two issues: answer selection and confidence estimation. We found that

some simple constraints on the candidate answers can improve a pure IR-based technique

for answer selection. We also found that a few simple features derived from the question-

answer pairs can be used for effective confidence estimation. Our results also confirmed

findings by Dumais et al, 2002 that the World-Wide Web is a very useful resource for

answering TREC-style factoid questions.

1. Introduction

Answer selection and confidence estimation are two central issues in question answering

(QA). The goal of answer selection is to choose from a pool of answer candidates the

most likely answer for a question. The problem of confidence estimation is to compute

P{correct\Q, A), the probability of answer correctness given a question Q and an answer

A. Showing an incorrect answer has negative impact because it not only burdens and but

also may mislead the user with incorrect information. Confidence estimation is important

because a QA system relies on it to decide whether or not to show the user an answer.

For answer selection, we used a HMM-based JR system (Miller et al, 1999) to first select

documents that are likely to contain answers to a question and then rank candidate

answers based on the answer contexts using the same IR system. Then we used a few

constraints to re-rank the candidates. Such constraints include whether a numerical

answer quantifies the correct noun, whether the answer is of the correct location sub-type

and whether the answer satisfies the verb arguments of the question.

For confidence estimation, direct estimation of P(correct\Q,A) is impossible because it

would require virtually unlimited training data. Instead, we computed the probability

based on a few features that concern Q and A. The features were empirically selected

with two criteria in mind: being able to predict answer correctness and having a small

dimensionality. The features include the type of the question, the number of matched

question words in the answer context and whether the answer satisfies the verb arguments

of the question.

We also experimented with using the World Wide Web to supplement the TREC corpus

for QA. Our results confirmed the positive findings reported in earlier studies (Dumais et

ai, 2002). We also found that the frequency of an answer in the returned Web pages is a

strong predictor of answer correctness.

We submitted three runs: BBN2002A, BBN2002B and BBN2002C. BBN2002A is our

base run. which did not use the Web for answer finding and confidence estimation. Both
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BBN2002B and BBN2002C used the Web, but they used slightly different methods for

confidence estimation. In our experiments, we used the TREC9&10 questions for

estimating the parameters that were used in confidence estimation. To be consistent with

the TREC 2002 QA track, only factoid questions in TREC9&10 were used for parameter

training.

2. The Base Run: BBN20O2A
2.1 Answer Selection

Selecting the best answer for a question from the TREC corpus takes the following steps.

First we used BBN's IR system (Miller et al, 1999) to select the top n documents from

the TREC corpus. For the training questions, we set /?=100, for efficiency considerations.

For the test questions (i.e. TREC 2002 questions), we set /i=300.

The question was then typed. A question classifier automatically assigned the question to

one of the 30 types defined in our answer type taxonomy. (In some rare cases a question

was assigned to more than one type. For convenience of discussion, we will assume one

type per question). Similar to taxonomies used in other QA systems, ours includes

common named entities such as persons, dates, locations, numbers, monetary amounts

and so forth.

Then the candidate answers were ranked. The pool of candidates consists of occurrences

of named entities in the top documents that match the answer type of the question.

Named entities in the documents were recognized using BBN's IdentiFinder system

(Bikel et al, 1999). The candidates were first ranked using BBN's IR system. To score a

candidate, every text window that has the candidate at the center and has fewer than 60

words (for efficiency considerations) was scored against the question by the IR engine.

The score for the candidate took that of the highest-scored window. The purpose of using

multiple passages is to avoid choosing the optimal passage length, which is known to a

tricky problem. A similar strategy was used by Kaszkiel for document retrieval (Kaszkiel

&Zobel,2001).

Then the candidates were re-ranked, by applying the following constraints:

1 . If the question asks for a number, check whether the answer quantifies the

same noun in the answer context as in the question.

2. If the question looks for a sub-type of locations (e.g. a country, state or city),

check whether the answer is of that sub-type. We employed lists of countries,

states and cities for this purpose. This constraint is useful because our

taxonomy does not distinguish different kinds of locations.

3. Check if the answer satisfies the verb arguments of the question. For example,

if the question is "Who killed X", a preferred candidate should be the subject

of the verb "killed" and X should be the object of "killed" in the answer

context. Verb arguments were extracted from parse trees of the question and

the sentences in the corpus. We used BBN's SIFT parser (Miller et al, 2000)

for verb argument extraction.
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Candidates that satisfy the above constraints were ranked before those that do not. The

highest ranked candidate was chosen as the answer for the question. The constraints

produced a 2% absolute improvement on the training questions.

2,2 Confidence Estimation

We used three features to estimate P(correct\Q,A). One feature is whether the answer

satisfies the verb arguments of the question. This is a Boolean feature and we denote it

VS. Using the training questions, we obtained P(coiTect\ VS is friie)=0A9 and

P(correct\VS isfalse)=Q.23, which clearly indicate VS is predictive of answer correctness.

The second feature is a pair of integers (m, n), where in is the number of content words in

common between the question and the context of the answer, and n is the total number of

content words in the question. The answer context is a text window that is 30 word wide

and has the answer at the center. Table 1 shows P(correct\in, n=4) computed from

training questions. As expected, P{correct\m, n) monotonically increases with m when n

is fixed.

m=0 w=l in—

2

M=3 m=4
P{correct m,n=4) 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.19 0.34

Tabk 1: P(coirec\m,n} when «=4, computed from training questions.

The third feature is T, the answer type of the question. Table 2 shows P{correct\T) as

computed from the training questions. As expected, some types of questions (e.g. Person)

are more likely to result in a correct answer than other types of questions (e.g. Animal).

T P(correc[\T)

Location 0.24

Person 0.39

Date 0.26

Quantity 0.21

Cardinal Number 0.35

Organization 0.36

Animal 0.0

Misc 0.14

Table 2: P{correct\T), computed from training questions. Types with too lew training questions were

put into the Misc category.

Since we do not have enough training data to directly estimate P{correct\VS, m, n, T), we

computed P{correct\Q, A) by fitting P{correct\VS), P{correct\m,n) and P{correct\T) in a

mixture model:

P{correct\Q, A) ==P{correct\yS. m, n, T)

~ P{correct\VS) x 1/3 + P{correct\nhn) xl/3 + P{correct\T) xl/3
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Since the parameters were pre-computed from the training questions, the computing of

P{correct\Q,A) for new Q-A pairs requires only a few table lookups.

3. Using the Web for QA: BBN2002B and BBN2002C
Some studies reported positive results using the World Wide Web to supplement the

TREC corpora for question answering (Dumais et ai, 2002). The idea is simple: the

enormous amount of data on the Web makes it possible to use very strict, precision

oriented search criteria that would be impractical to apply on the much smaller TREC
corpora.

Our technique to exploit the Web for QA is similar to Dumais et al's. We used the Web
search engine Google because of its efficiency and coverage. Similar to (Dumais et al,

2002), we used two forms of queries, exact and non-exact. The former rewrites a question

into a declarative sentence while the latter is a conjunction of all content words in the

question. For efficiency considerations, we only looked for answers within the top 100

hits for each Web search. Furthermore, we confined to the short summaries returned by

Google rather than using the whole Web pages in order to further cut the processing cost.

The summaries were processed using BBN's IdentiFinder. The most frequent named
entity that matches the answer type of the question was extracted as the answer. The QA
guideline requires the ID of a document in the TREC corpus that supports the answer.

The highest ranked document that contains the answer string was used for that purpose.

Both BBN2002B and BBN2002C used the Web for QA, but they used different methods

for confidence estimation. For BBN2002B, the confidence of an answer found from the

Web is a function of the type of the question and the frequency of the answer in the

Google summaries. Specifically,

P{correct\Q, A) P{correct\T, F) ^ P{correct\T) x 0.5 + P{correct\F) x 0.5

where

T = question type

F = frequency of A in the Google summaries

For BBN2002C, the confidence of an answer /I is a function of its frequency F in the

Google summaries and a Boolean variable INTREC, which is true if and only if y4 was

also returned by the base run (BBN2002A) from the TREC corpus. Specifically,

P{correa\Q, A)^P{correct\F, INTREC)

The Boolean variable INTREC is a useful feature because a lot of data on the Web is of

dubious quality and as such some kind of validation of the Web answers is necessary.

Figure 1 plots the probability of answer correctness as a function of F and INTREC. The

figure shows that there is a strong correlation between F and answer correctness. The

probability of answer correctness also strongly depends on the Boolean feature INTREC.
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Frequency of answer in Google summaries. F

Figure 1: P{correctness
\
F, INTREC), computed from training questions

The question-answer pairs from the Web were merged with the ones produced by the

base run (i.e. BBN2002A). Since for the TREC2002 QA track each question can only

have one answer, we chose the one with the higher confidence score if the Web answer

and the answer from base run are different for a question. If the Web answer and the

answer from the base run agree, the confidence score took the maximum of the two.

4. TREC2002 Results

We measured our TREC 2002 QA results using two scores. The first is the un-weighted

score, which is the percentage of questions for which the answer is correct. The second is

the confidence-weighted score, as described by Voorhees, 2003. Although the

confidence-weighted score does not directly reflect the goodness of the confidence

estimation, they correlate strongly because the score rewards systems that place correct

question-answer pairs ahead of incorrect ones. It is easy to verify that the un-weighted

score is a baseline for the confidence-weighted score where the confidence estimation

(and as a result the order of the question-answer pairs) is completely random. Therefore,

one way to determine how well a confidence estimation method works is to compare the

two scores.

Table 3 shows the results of our three runs. Two observations can be made. First, the

Web-supplemented runs (BBN2002B and BBN2002C) are significantly better than the

base run (BBN2002A), confirming findings published in earlier studies (Dumais et al,

2002). Second, our confidence estimation techniques work reasonably well: The

confidence-weighted score is significantly better than the un-weighted score for all three

runs. This is especially true for BBN2002C, where the difference between the weighted

and the un-weighted scores is rather small.
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Un-weighted score Confidence-

weighted score

Upper-bound of

confidence-

weighted score

BBN2002A 0.186 0.257 0.498

BBN2002B 0.288 0.468 0.646

BBN2002C 0.284 0.499 0.641

Table 3: Un-weighted, confidence-weighted and upper-bound scores for BBN2002A, BBN2002B and

BBN2002C.

5. Conclusions

We described our question answering work for the TREC2002 QA track. In particular,

we have explored two problems: answer selection and confidence estimation. We found

that some simple constraints can improve a pure IR-based technique for answer selection.

Our confidence estimation techniques used a few simple features such as question type,

verb argument satisfaction, the number of question words matched by the answer context

and the answer frequency in the retrieved Web pages. Performance scores show that our

confidence estimation techniques work reasonably well. Our results also confirmed

findings by other researchers that the Web is a useful resource for answering TREC-style

factoid questions.
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1, Introduction

We used basically the same retrieval system we used in TREC 2001. Our experiments

featured a different method for estimating general English probabilities, two additional

Arabic stemmers, a more complex model for lexicon extraction from parallel texts and a

slightly different method for query expansion. To our disappointment, these changes did

not improve retrieval performance.

1.1 Retrieval System

Our retrieval system was documented in (Xu et al, 2001). It ranks documents based on

the probability that a query is generated from a document:

p{Q i
^) = n (^^(^/

1

<^^> + (1 - s p(K, I

D)p{t^
I /, ))

/ in Q !j ill D

I

^, frequency of tj in D
PitJ 1

D) =
:

—
size of D

Where Qis a query, D is a document, t,/s are query terms, t^s terms in the document.

The mixture weight a is fixed to 0.3.

Two sets of parameters are important in the retrieval model. One is the translation

probabilities P(T,i\t^). In TREC 2001, we used model I of Brown's statistical MT work

(Brown et al, 1993) for estimating term translation probabilities from a parallel corpus

due to efficiency considerations. With more computer power at disposal, for TREC 2002

we used the more complex but potentially more accurate model 4 for the same purpose.

Differences between the two models were discussed by Brown et al, 1993.

The other is the general English probabilities P{t,,\GE), which model the importance of

the query terms for retrieval. In TREC 2001, we used a large English corpus (news

stories in TREC English vols 1-5) for estimating Pit,i\GE), by dividing the frequency of

the term by the size of the English corpus, based on the assumption that the English and

the Arabic corpora are sufficiently close in content and genre. This assumption is clearly

not true. The English corpus consists of stories published in the late 80' s and early 90'

s

while the Arabic AFP corpus consists of articles published in the late 90' s and 2000.

Second, the two corpora focus on different geographic regions (AFP on Middle East

Alexander Fraser is currently with Information Sciences institute. University of South California
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while TREC English on U.S.)- Since finding a closely matched English corpus for AFP
is hard, for TREC 2002 we computed GE probabilities based on the statistics of the

Arabic translations of the English terms, using a technique proposed by Hiemstra et al,

1999:

Arabic words a

where p{a\GA) was computed based on the frequency counts of the Arabic terms in the

AFP corpus.

1.2 Lexical Resources

We used two lexical resources for terra translation, a parallel corpus and a manual

lexicon. The parallel corpus was obtained from the United Nations (UN). The United

Nations web site (http://www.un.org) publishes al! UN official documents under a

document repository, which is accessible by paying a monthly fee. A special purpose

crawler was used to extract documents that have versions in English and Arabic. After a

series of clean-ups, we obtained 38,000 document pairs with over 50 million English

words. For sentence alignment, a simple BBN alignment algorithm was used.

Translation probabilities were obtained by applying a statistical machine translation

toolkit, GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) on the UN corpus. GIZA++ is based on the

statistical translation work pioneered by (Brown et al, 1993). We experimented with both

model I and model 4 for lexicon extraction. The manual lexicon was obtained from Tim
Buckwater (Buckwalter, 2001). It contains about 86,000 word pairs.

1.3 Arabic Stemmming

In TREC 2001 CLDR, we used the Buckwalter stemmer (Buckwalter 2001 ) for stemming

Arabic words. It is table-driven, employing a number of tables that define all valid

prefixes, stems, suffixes, and their valid combinations. Given an Arabic word h', the

stemmer tries every segmentation of h' into three sub-strings, w-a+v-i-;:. If x is a valid

prefix, >' a valid stem and z a valid suffix, and if the combination is valid, then v is

considered a stem. We modified the stemmer so that it only stems a word if the word has

exactly one possible stem. Otherwise, the original word is returned. The performance of

the Buckwalter stemmer depends on the coverage of the stem table: Words whose stems

are not in the stem table cannot be stemmed by the stemmer.

In TREC2002, we experimented with two new Arabic stemmers as well as Buckwalter.

One is UMass Light 8 (Larkey et al, 2002). The other is Al-Stem (Darwish, 2002), the

standard stemmer for TREC 2002 CLIR. Both are rule-based and as such are not affected

by lexicon coverage. Recent studies (Larkey et al, 2002; Darwish and Oard, 2002)

demonstrated that rule-based stemmers are suitable for Arabic retrieval.

1.4 Query Expansion

In our TREC 2001 experiments, English and Arabic query expansions were performed

sequentially: We performed English expansion first and then used the expanded English

queries to retrieve the top documents for Arabic expansion. A potential problem with

sequential expansion is that it can propagate errors made in the English expansion to the
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Arabic expansion. In TREC 2002, we experimented with parallel expansion: We
performed English and Arabic expansions independently, using the original unexpanded

queries in the initial retrieval for expansion of both languages.

For English query expansion, we used a corpus of 1.2 million articles from sources AP,

Reuters and FBIS. For Arabic query expansion, we used the AFP corpus and optionally

additional articles from two newspaper sources Al-Hayat and An-Nahar. The expansion

parameters are identical for both languages (English and Arabic): 50 terms were selected

from 10 top retrieved documents based on their total TF.IDF in the top documents. The

expansion terms and the original query terms were weighted as follows:

weighT(t) = old_weight{t)+OA-'ZTFlDF{t, A)

where Z),'s are the top retrieved documents.

1,5 Spelling Normalization

We used the same procedure we used last year to normalize spelling variations in Arabic

words. Two kinds of spelling variations were considered. The first is the confusing of the

letter YEH (^) and the letter ALEF MAKSURA U) at the end of a word. Since

variations of this kind usually result in an '"invalid" word that is un-stemmable by the

Buckwalter stemmer. our solution is to detect such '"errors" using the stemmer and restore

the correct word ending. The second is to write diacritical ALEFs (e.g. i
, ; and l) as

the plain ALEF (
i ) . In our experiments, we replaced all occurrences of the diacritical

ALEFs by the plain ALEF.

2. Results of Submitted Runs

We submitted four runs—all are cross- lingual runs. The runs differ in the following

aspects:

• The model used for lexicon extraction from the parallel corpus, model I vs model

4

• The lexical resources used for term translation

• The Arabic stemmer(s) used

• The Arabic corpus used for query expansion

• The query expansion method, sequential vs parallel

® The method the GE probabilities was calculated, old vs new. The old method

computed the GE probabilities from the TREC English corpus while the new
method computed them from the Arabic AFP corpus.

Table I shows the features of our submitted runs. BBNl IXLS is our standard resource

run. BBNI 1XLC essentially repeated our TREC 200! work on the TREC 2002 query set.

To our disappointments, the changes we made to last year's work did not produce better

retrieval results, as shown by Table 2. In fact, the collective effect of the changes is a

noticeable degradation in the retrieval performance (BBNl IXLA and BBNl IXLB vs
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BBNl IXLC). We are currently analyzing the impacts of the individual changes on

retrieval.

Model for

lexicon

extraction

Lexical

resources

Arabic

stemmer

Arabic

Expansion

Corpus

Query

expansion

GE
probabilities

RRNl 1 Xt A Model 4 Parallel

corpus and

manual

lexicon

Riickw^iltpr

and UMass
Light 8

AFP. Al-

Hayat. An-

Nahar

i U.1 ui l^i New

BBNllXLB Model 4 Parallel

corpus and

manual

lexicon

UMass Light 8

1

AFP. Al-

Hayat. An-

Nahar

1

Parallel New

BBNl IXLC Model 1 Parallel

corpus and

manual

lexicon

Buckwalter AFP. Al-

Hayat. An-

Nahar

Sequential Old

BBNllXLS Model 1 Parallel

corpus

Al-Stem AFP Parallel New

Table 1: Description of sumbitted runs for TREC 2002 CLIR. BBNllXLA used two stemmers:

Buckwalter for term translation and UMass Light 8 for stemming the Arabic expansion terms.

BBNllXLA BBNllXLB BBNl IXLC BBNl IXLS

Average

Precision

0.3444 0..3514 0.3756 0..3473

Table 2: Retrieval results of submitted runs
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1. introduction

In TREC 1 1, our group participated in the Novelty track. Filtering track, and the Named-Page Finding task of the Web track.

This paper describes our approaches, experiments, and results. As the approach for each task is quite different, the paper

contains a section for each of the tasks. The following section describes our experiments in adaptive filtering. Section 3

describes named-page finding, and section 4 discusses the Novelty track.

2. Adaptive Fiitering

In the adaptive filtering track, we used the same system as in TREC9 and TRECIO. The Rocchio algorithm is used for

anytime profile updating. More detailed information about profile updating and the system structure is available in [17].

This year, we focused on comparing different thresholding methods, and also did some experiments on using language model

to improve initial query profiles.

2,1 Thresholding

Two evaluation measures were used in this year's adaptive filtering track: Tl 1U=2*/?+-N/ and

T\\¥=\/(\/recaIl+4/precision)), where R+ is the number of relevant documents delivered, and N+ is the number of non-

relevant documents delivered. Tl !U can be optimized if we can estimate precision, and the corresponding optimal strategy

is: deliver \ f P{relevant) > 0.33. Tl IF can be optimized only if we can estimate both precision and recall.

When filtering, we have several training documents represented as {(X],yi){x2,y2),—(x„y,)). where x, is the score of a delivered

document with user feedback, and ;-,=0 if document i is not relevant, otherwise ,v,=l. We also order the tuples according to

the constraint A'i<A-2<...A-,<a-,+| <...<a-,.

Optimized

for Till)

Optimized

forTUF
NE "V'es Yes

ML Yes Yes

Empirlca! Optimal Yes No

Logistic Regression Yes No
Bavesian Error Model Yes No
Greedy Search Yes No

Table i: Candidate Thresholding Algorithms

We tried six threshold-setting algorithms (Table 1 ):

e NE (Normal-Exponential): Model the scores of the relevant documents with a Normal distribution and model the top

ranking non-relevant documents with an exponential distribution as described in [1].

« ML: Maximum Likelihood Estimation as described in [19]. Use the same model as NE, but explicitly model the

sample bias while estimating mode! parameters. This is a modified version of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation

thresholding algorithm, because the early stage (when the number of relevant documents or non-relevant documents

in the training set is smaller than 4, the threshold is the optimal one calculated by the model, smoothed with the old

threshold and the average relevant document score using linear interpolation.

• EG (Empirical Optimal). Let ail candidate threshold be 6,=x,+x,.//2 (/=1 .../). Set the real threshold at 6,, where the

evaluation measure we want to optimize achieved the empirical optimal value on training data among all of the

candidate points.

© Logistic Regression: This is a strict implementation of widely known logistic regression algorithm. Although the

thresholding algorithm described in [12] is also based on logistic regression, it is a modified version using

calibration to fit the filtering task and data, and would probably get a better result.

' The exact official evaluation for utility is Tl 1 SU=(max(Tl 1 U/MaxU, MinNU)-MinNU)/(l-MinNU), where

MaxU=2*(Total Number of relevant documents). MinNU=-0.5. Tl ISU is normalized Tl lU.
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» Bayesian Error Model: Use uniform error mode! P{}'=\\x,t,e}=e+(\-2e)<S>{x-t), where ^{x-t)=0 if x<t, and <l>(x-/)=l if

x>=t. The system use a Beta distribution p{e) ~ (3(<Xy,C6) to model the prior of error e. Bayesian estimation of

P(v=i 1^, training data) is used to estimate the precision. More information about this is available in [1].

e Greedy Search: This is a greedy algorithm that increases the threshold if a relevant document is delivered, while

decrease the threshold if a non-relevant document is delivered. While the step size depends on 1) the difference

between the score of the document and the current threshold and 2) how many changes the system has made before.

So the strategy will modify the threshold if given a feedback for document dj using: rnew='oid-2 *max(<S,5<:o7-e^,-roid)

if di is relevant, otherwise /new^^oid+^^j *max(^,5co/-e</,-/oid)- Where S\ decreases as number of feedback increases, A
is set to 0.005 arbitrarily.

Notice that Logistic Regression and the Bayesian Error Model are focused on model P{y\x) and do not model the marginal

distribution P(x). These two models can help estimate precision, but are not capable of estimating the recall. Theoretical

optimization for T11F is not possible for them without getting an estimate of P{x). This is a general problem for using

discriminative models for thresholding, and one solution is to use the empirical distribution of x as described in [12] to help

estimate recall, but it requires a lot of computation.

TREC8 TREC9 TREC11
NE 0.324 0.360 0.365

ML 0.340 0.363 0.373

Empirical Optimal 0.213 0.344 0.315

Logistic Regression 0.212 0.300 0.289

BavesiaFi Error Model 0.268 0.303 0.311

Greedv Search 0.051 0.155 0.090

Table 2: ! IIU performance with different thresholding algorithms.

We compared these different thresholding algorithms on TREC8 and TREC9 filtering track data, using TllU as the

evaluation measure. Maximum Likelihood Estimation works consistently the best on both data sets. The system was tuned

using the TREC8 and TREC9 filtering track data. After submitting our results, we did more experiments on TRECl 1 data.

The final results on the different datasets are shown in Table 2. Using the Normal and Exponential model to model the score

distribution worked well on all three dataset, although their performance was not good on TRECIO data(not reported here.

[18]).

2.2 Modifying an initial profile without training docomerits

MIST provides topics that contain title, description and narrative fields to describe the user's information interests, but what

should be the initial profile description is unknown. If we look at the following sample topic from TREC8:

Oiieiy: t:j333

Title: Aiilarctica exploralion

Description: Identify systematic explorations and scientific investigations oj Antarctica, current or planned.

Narrative: Documents discussing the following issues are relei'ant: - systematic explorations and scientific investigations of Antarctica

(e.g.. seisinologv. ionospheric physics, possible economic development) - other research currently conducted or planned for the future -

banning of mineral mining Documents discussing tourism are non-relevant. Documents discussing "disrupting scientific experiments"

are non-relevant unless a .specific experiment is identified.

We can see that the title is a better description but contains only 2-4 words. The Description and the Narrative are too long

and noisy. We tried a mixture model to model how a user generates a description/narrative. Assuming a query is generated by

a mixture of profile independent general query model and profile dependant core quety model Mq. Words such as

"Identify" or "Documents" are more likely to be generated by M,,, while the words "Antarctica" is more likely to be generated

from My. Using algorithms described in [21], we can find the core qiiety model and use it to do feature selection or

reweighing for the initial query. Thus for each profile, we have 7 options for setting initial queries based on how we use title,

description and narrative fields provided by NIST. The results on the TREC8 and the TRECl I dataset are shown in Table 3.

Using the mixture model helped for the TREC8 dataset, while we didn't see significant improvement on TRECl 1 dataset.
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initial query TREC8 TRECll
Title 0.3185 0.3621

Title + Description 0.3297 0.3732

Title + Description + Mixture model

for reweighing words
0.3405 0.3736

Title + Description + Mixture model
for feature selection

0.3524 0.3668

Title + Description + Narrative 0.3559 0.3669

Title + Description + Narrative +

Mixture model for reweighing words
0.3424 0.3741

Title + Description + Narrative +

Mixture model for feature selection

0.3402 0.3673

Table 3: Tl lU performance with different initial profile settings.

UDESC FDESC Um! Fml
= Max 0 1 0 0

> Med 97 90 92 88

< Med 3 10 8 12

Topic TIIU 0.445 0.431 0.447 0.433

1-50 T11F 0.422 0.401 0.410 0.396

Topic Til LI 0.291 0.293 0.290 0.292

51-100 TIIF 0.041 0.038 0.034 0.035

Table 4: Performance of our official runs.

2.3 Fiiteririg Track Results

This year, we submitted four very similar runs. UDESC and FDESC used description and title fields, while Uml and Fml

used the mixture model for term reweighting. Table 4 shows our results compared with other systems. For most topics, our

system performance is above the median performance.

Figure 1 shows the results for one of the 4 runs on each topic, compared with Max, Median and Baseline (the performance of

a system that delivers nothing). The system performance on the first 50 topics is much better than the performance on the

last 50 topics. The first 50 are created and annotated by NIST annotators, while the last 50 topics were intersections of

Reuters categories. Figure 2 compares the first 50 topics with the last 50 topics by sorting the topics according to the number

of relevant documents in that topic. Although the number of relevant documents is similarly distributed for the first 50 and

the last 50 topics, the best performance is quite different. When we look at some relevant documents for NIST annotated

topics and "intersection" topics, we feel it is hard to learn "intersection" profiles according to training documents with a bag

ofword model (Rocchio). More detailed research and analysis is needed to ftiily understand the difference between them.

Result across Topics; Sorted by Max Tl 1U (or Topic

Baseline

Max

CMUDIR
\

i

10 20 30 dO 60 70 8J) 30

Topics:0-50 tree topics.Sl -100 intersections

Result across Topics: Sorted by number ot relevant documents (or Topic

Log(Re)Num)yi2

Max

Topics;0-50 tree topics.51 -100 intersections

Figure 1: Compare our result (CMUDIR) with the best

performance (Max) and the Median Performance (Med)

for each Topic.

Figure 2: TREC annotators create the first 50 topics, and

the last 50 topics are created by intersection of Reuter's

categories.
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3, m P. '0' Fi ''9

The language modeling approach to information retrieval typically makes the assumption that the query is representative of

the relevant documents. In most previous research, language modeling places equal weight on all parts of the document.

This may work well for ad-hoc document retrieval on newspaper corpora, but we do not feel that this necessarily makes the

best use of information present in the document. For example, if does not leverage document structure, such as markup

present in HTML documents. For named-page finding we hypothesize that the user's query is what the user believes to be a

reasonable estimate of the "name" of the page she is seeking. Therefore, when estimating a language model, we do not want

to estimate the language model of the entire document, but instead we want to estimate a model for the page's "name".

Given some docum.ent structure, we can form a variety of document representations. We can weight these representations

according to how characteristic they are of the page's "name". For example, we may want to weight the title of a document

more than the rest of the text. Or in a hypertext environment, such as the Internet, we may want to incorporate the text of the

links pointing to the page for which we are estimating a language model.

Language modeling suggests that we try to estimate a new language model from language models created from the document

representations. This new language model for a document should be designed so that it closely models what we would

expect a user to write as a query when requesting the document. For named-page finding, we would like to estimate a

language model for the "name" of the page from language models produced by various document representations. We
explore creating this new language model by taking a linear interpolation of the other models. Note that this is different from

doing a linear combination of scores from different systems: we directly estimate the probability of a word given the differing

language models. This is also different from directly weighting the term frequencies. Isolating the fields into different

language models allows for smoothing each representation with a collection language model based on that representation

only. This explicitly models the fact that the language usage in different document representations or fields is different, and

adjusts the probabilities accordingly.

As mentioned above, we form language models from different document representations of the document. For example, one

representation of a document may be its title. Another document representation may consist of the text contained in larger

fonts. These representations do not need to be partitions, or even non-overlapping. We can still use the entire content of a

document as a representation, while including other representations such as the document's title. From these different

representations, we form a language model, using like representations from other documents for the backoff language model.

We combine the language models from different representations using linear interpolation to form a new language model.

The representations used and the linear interpolation weights chosen can be fine-tuned to a specific task. For example, we

may expect that the document's title is more important for named-page finding than it is for a general ad-hoc relevance task,

if so, then for named-page finding we would use a higher weight for the language model formed from the title than when

performing an ad-hoc relevance search.

In this report, we investigate combining document representations to improve retrieval performance for named-page finding.

We also explore how much information is needed to achieve performance that is similar to using the full document and in-

link text available.

3.1 Language Modeiiog for Named-Page Finding

Two primary models for ranking documents are used in Information Retrieval: Kullback-Leibler divergence [15] and the

generative language model [10]. Under common assumptions we make for this task, these approaches are equivalent [9]. So

we arbitrarily choose to use a generative language model.

In the above equation, ^ is a query (a sequence of words), D is a document, and 9 is a language model. For the generative

model, the query is treated as a sample from the document's language model, and we must then compute the probability that

the document's language model produced the query sequence. Note that the probability of the term is in the product as many

times as the term occurs. That is. we represent the query as a sequence of words.

To complete the specification of the retrieval method described above, we need to estimate the language models. The

methods we use here are discussed and compared in [16]. The simplest way to estimate a unigram language model given a

chunk of text is to use a maximum likelihood estimate:

Here. 7 denotes the text we are using to estimate the language model. The probability of the word given the text's model is

simply the number of times the word occurs in the text divided by the length of the text. This has the advantage of being easy
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to compute, but it has the problem that many words have zero probability or are poorly estimated if the length of the text is

small. This technique is often used to estimate a background language model, such as the probability of a word given the

entire collection. The collection is typically large enough to give estimates. To address the problem zero counts, linear

interpolation is often used.

;=:

Where k is the number of language models we are combining, and A, is the weight on the model (9, . To ensure that this is a

valid probability distribution, we must place these constraints on the lambdas:

k

Y^A, =1 and for 1 < / < A'. A,>0
1=]

We often use a linear interpolation of a text model and a collection model. One specific form of this is to use Dirichiet prior

smoothing. This technique has worked quite well in ad-hoc retrieval experiments [16][9][14]. Dirichiet prior smoothing has

one parameter, which is typically chosen close to the average length of the text chunks being estimated. For this

smoothing method, we have 0^ as the text model, ^, as the collection language mode!, /I, = |rj/(]7"| + //),

and A, =///(]r| + /y).

A final technique we will use to estimate a language model is a character based «-gram model. An n-gram model considers

the context of the token. Specifically, it estimates the probability of the token given the previous n - 1 tokens.

Piclc C C
/'(c,_„„c,_,...c,_,|6',)

The n-gram model does not specify how the probabilities on the right hand side of the above equation should be estimated,

but they can be estimated using any of the previously described techniques. Using backoff where the background models are

based on shorter sequences of tokens is a common method for estimating these probabilities.

3.2 System Specifics

We use the Lemur toolkit [7] for document indexing and retrieval. For document token ization we used Inquery's stopword

list and the Porter stemmer. The URLs were tokenized on punctuation {., /) and were not stemmed. A shorter stopword list

was used for URLs ("http", "www"', "com", "gov", "html", etc.). Each document had as many as seven document

representations, outlined in Table 2. For every representation except the URL, we formed language models using a backoff

model with Dirichiet prior smoothing. The Dirichiet prior parameter was chosen to be close to twice the average length of

the representation. The probability of a word given the document's URL was computed treating the URL and word as a

character sequence, then computing a character-based trigram generative probability. The numerator and denominator

probabilities in the trigram expansion were estimated using a linear interpolation with the collection model (all URLs in the

corpus).

The linear interpolation parameters for the .GOV corpus were trained using 80 queries we created locally for the named-page

finding task. We trained the lambda parameters by performing retrieval separately on each of the representations. The

weights were then taken as the scaled mean reciprocal rank of the system. The normalization was performed to ensure that

the weights summed to one. This training procedure did not yield better results than assigning equal weight to each

representation.

3.3 Named-Page Finding Results

We briefly describe experiments on the WTIOG testbed {Table 5). Without the use of document priors, our system has

respectable performance. This technique is as strong as any reported in TRECIO that did not use a form of document prior

[3]. The best performing single document representation, document in-Iink text, had a MRR of 0.515, so combining the

document representations significantly improves performance. Additionally, we tried using the document URL priors

described in [4] as a re-ranking strategy for the top 1000 documents. The use of document priors did improve performance

for all evaluation measures used for the task.
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Configuration MRR % TOP 10 % FAIL
Equal lambdas .676 83.4 5.5

E(jual lambdas + URl_ length prior .799 91.7 3.4

Table 5: Results of the homepage finding task on the WTIOG testbed

Representation Description
|

MRR % TOP 10 % FAIL
Alt image alternate text .194 28.0 66.7

Font Changed font sizes and headings .191 25.3 68.0

Full Fuli document text .469 66.7 16.7

Liok In-link text .455 58.0 32.0

Meta Meta tags (keyword, description) .144 21.3 75.3

Title Document title .407 56.0
^ C
13.J

URL Character trigram on URL .i31 19.3 68.7

Table 6: Performance of individual document representations on the named-page finding task

Run Coofigisration MRR % TOP 10 % FAIL
LmrAllEq Alt+font+full+link+meta+titie+uri

(equal parameters)

.676 88.0 J.J

LmrAIlEst Alt+font+ful!+link+meta+title+ur!

(trained parameters)

.667 86.7 3.3

LmrSmafi Link+font+title .589 73.3 16.7

LmrDocStruct Alt+font+fuli+meta+title .567 72.7 15.3

LmrNoStruct Fuil+link .61 1 84.0 8.7

Table 7: Official results of the named-page finding task on the .GOV testbed

For this year's TREC, we wished to investigate two main questions: whether we get good performance gains by combining

document representations, and what performance we can get when operating under a variety of system constraints. First we

look at the performance of the individual document representations. This is in Table 6. The full text, in-link text, and title

text were the best document representations for the named-page finding task; full text yielded the greatest performance with a

mean-reciprocal rank of .469.

Our official results are summarized in Table 7. Two of our official submissions combined ail of the representations:

LmrAllEq and LmrAIlEst, which respectively had mean-reciprocal ranks of .676 and .667. LmrAllEq used equal weighting

parameters and LmrAIlEst used parameters from our naYve training procedure evaluated on our 80 query training set. Both

runs had much better performance on all measures than any of the individual methods. LmrAIlEst performed slightly worse

than LmrAllEq, but we are not sure whether this difference is significant.

The other three runs investigated combining document representations under different scenarios. LmrNoStruct used only the

full text and the link text. The name is a little misleading, as it did keep the full text and link text separate as different

language models. Combining these two best representations yielded a MRR of .61 1 , which is not quite as good as combining

all of the document representations. LmrSmali was an attempt to estimate what level of performance can be maintained

while indexing only small amounts of text. Only the font, title, and link representations were used for this run. This resulted

in indexing only 43 million terms, where the full text index contains around 945 million terms. The MRR of .589 for this run

was not bad, but the failure rate at 50 documents was quite high, and the number of topics with the right answer in the top iO

was also lower than for other runs. The other run LmrDocStruct. looked at document representations from the document

only, ignoring the URL and the in-iink text. Incremental indexing of in-link text can be a complicated operation, and it may

be too expensive to scan the entire corpus on a regular basis to compute each document's in-link text. This run was an

attempt to measure how well a system could perform without the use of this information. The MRR for this run was .567,

which suggests that in-link text is an important document representation for named-page finding.

3.5 Coociosions

We explored the use of document structure in the named-page finding task and the homepage finding task. We found that

combining different document representations worked very well within the language modeling framework. We feet that the

use of language modeling provides an effective mechanism for combining information from different document

representations. We found that document in-link text is important for named-page finding, confirming previous results in

homepage finding. We also demonstrated that good MRR performance can be achieved with a very small index, but that in

order to get a high percentage of documents found in the top ten answers and to preserve a low failure rate, the full text of the
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document is needed. We also showed that by adding more representations, we can improve performance, even though the

content of the new representations may overlap with other existing representations.

The largest issue that we failed to adequately address was the training of the linear interpolation weights for the combination

of document representation language models. The training method we used did not seem to provide any gain. We would like

to explore more sophisticated techniques for training the parameters in the future.

4. Novelty Track: Finding Relevant and Redundant Sentences
The problems of finding relevant and redundant sentences are related to several other well-studied IR problems, with

important differences. Finding specific relevant sentences is similar to some aspects of open-domain question-answering, in

that we are looking for specific statements, and not just entire documents, that satisfy the query. We therefore include more

surface features of sentences, such as punctuation and named entity types, in our analysis. However, the nature of the

answers is much less specific than that typically seen in open-domain QA applications. Another similar problem is that of

topic-level novelty and redundancy detection, as described by Zhang et al. [20], in which the authors use statistical models to

perform adaptive filtering to find documents that are not only relevant, but also novel (or equivalently, not redundant). The

novelty problem is also related to multi-document, query-specific summarization, in that we seek to find a set of

representative, maximally informative sentences. However, the criteria for "maximally informative'" are different for each

problem: summarization seeks to obtain good coverage of the various aspects of the relevant information while keeping

within a size/length constraint. For our problem, we have no length constraint and the definition of "novel" is extended to

allow more subtle differences between sentences.

Our general approach is to view both relevant and redundant sentences as simple statistical translations of the query. For

performance reasons, we currently only apply this type of model to the redundant sentence computation, and use a tf idf-

based approach to obtain relevant sentences.

4.1 Finding Relevant Sentences

We examined the performance of tf idf-based retrieval using sentences as "documents" and found that, with pseudo-relevance

feedback, using all sentences with a non-zero score gave high recall of relevant sentences (typically 70-80%). However, not

surprisingly, the precision was extremely low (usually 10% or less), so this led to the following method.

1. Retrieve a set of candidate sentences using straightforward tf idf-based retrieval with query expansion, based on a

query constructed from the TREC description

2. Extract a set of features from the resulting candidate sentences

3. Use these features to classify each candidate sentence and remove those that are more likely to be non-relevant.

The classification in step 3 can be based on one of several different methods. In this study, we examined these three;

Simple Threshold: use the tf.idf score as the only feature, and apply a threshold;

Decision Tree (DT): extract a much wider set of features and build a decision tree; and

Proximity: simple model using proximity to highly relevant sentences as the main criterion.

We treated each sentence as a separate document, and indexed al! the sentences from all relevant documents using Lemur [7].

We created a query from the title, description, and narrative fields in the topic and use this to score each sentence using tf idf

weighting. We performed query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback, using the top 10 terms from the top 20

sentences. This produced an initial "candidate list" of sentences.

SimpIe_ThreshoId Rule

The tf.idf scores were normalized so that the highest scoring sentence received a score of 1 .0. This rule was mostly useful as

a baseline, and as a way for finding highly relevant sentences for the Proximity rule.

Decisiofj Tree Rule

In this approach, we extracted a "base set" of about 15 to 20 surface and semantic features from a document sentence. This

base set was extended to include features based on a small history window of previous sentences and "difference" features

based on the query sentences. All of these were then used to build a decision tree using C4.5 [11] to predict non-relevant

sentences. The intent was to find the most highly discriminative features, and hopefully increase precision by removing

sentences from the candidate list which were likely to non-relevant based on the decision of the classifier.
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Proximity Ruie

This method is a simple form of clustering, where we assume that most relevant sentences occur in close proximity to

"highly" relevant sentences. Based on our examination of the data, we found that a high proportion of sentences with a high

tf.idf score were relevant, but there was very little overall correlation between tf.idf score and relevancy. On the other hand,

there was a high correlation between a sentence's relative distance to a highly relevant sentence and its relevancy. This rule

uses the tf.idf results, but unlike the other two methods is not restricted to that list when looking for sentences. We scan all

the sentences in a document, using the tf.idf scores and relative distances as input. The proximity model can indicate that a

sentence is relevant even if it received a zero score in the tf.idf model.

Here is one example of a simple proximity model which calculates a relevance score R(!) for the i-th sentence in a document.

It uses a window of nearby sentences with indexes {i - L, ...,;+ K}, and scores {S(i - L) S{i + K)}, where S{i) is the

tfidf score for sentence /', and K and L are small positive integers (typically 2 or 3).

Rii) = fiS(i), O-'Zg, {S{i)Mj)J,J)

Here, the function/ is used to weight the contribution of sentence / based on its score and, optionally, its position in the

document. The function gj models the pair-wise relationship between sentences within the window, based on their scores and

relative distances.

4.2 Finding Redondant Sentences

in this evaluation we focused on comparing pairs of sentences rather than more general sets of sentences. There are two

main reasons for this. First, dealing with pairs is simpler and gives a good staning point before looking at the more general

case. Second, when asked to find redundant facts in lists of sentences, most human assessors [20] (and we suppose, users)

tend to focus on sentence pairs instead ofcomplex subsets.

We view one redundant sentence as being a statistical translation of another. If we can build a good translation model in the

language then we should be able to detect when two sentences are translations of the same thing. The task is simplified a

little by the fact that the source and target sentences are in the same language. The methods we adopted for TREC use

WordNet to estimate similarity for words and short phrases, and shallow parsing to help extract and compare sentence

structures.

Given two sentences to compare, the algorithm has the following stages. First, we obtain parse trees for each sentence. For

the TREC evaluation these were all pre-computed since parsing can be a time-consuming process. Second, we convert each

parse tree into a graph that describes the modification structure of the terms. Third, we perform a simple graph matching

algorithm that compares the terms from each sentence, weighted by their possible importance. The end result is a similarity

measure that estimates how much one sentence is a translation of the other in the same language.

4.3 A Statistical Method for Estimating Word Semantic Similarity

Before looking at sentence structure, we estimate a similarity score for each word or short phrase. We do this by comparing

the contexts in which they occur. We use a specialized set of contexts: those derived from each of the basic relation types

available for a word or phrase in WordNet.

Given two words or short phrases to compare, we first construct a unigram model of the context for each word. Each

unigram model is a linear combination of unigram sub-models. There is one sub-model for each relation we used from

WordNet, which were synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, and coordinate terms. For some words, some of these submodels

will be empty if no relation exists. Each submodel is buiit from the terms appearing in the word lists and, optionally, the

glossary entries for that relation. A set of mixture weights is used to combine the probabilities from the submodels to

calculate the final unigram model. The weights are trained from a training set of redundant, semi-redundant, and unrelated

sentences.

!f we visualize the enormous graph of words that comprise WordNet. each word has a set of synonyms and other related

words. These together form a subgraph associated with that word. To compare two words we are essentially measuring the

weighted overlap between their two subgraphs.

We compute the distributional similarity of the two overall unigram models using skew divergence. Skew divergence is

described by Lee [6] and has the advantage of competitive predictive performance on statistical language tasks similar to

ours, without requiring sophisticated smoothing, if D{r
\\ q) represents the KL divergence between distributions r and the

skew divergence is:

s^(q,r) = D{r\\aq + i]-a)r)
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where a is a smoothing parameter and is set to a=0.99 in our application.

Once the skew divergence is calculated, the score must be normalized. This is done by calculating a similarity score relative

to a small fixed set of "unfamiliar" words that are extremely unlikely to all be similar to the target word. The final score is a

real number between zero (identical match) and an arbitrary upper bound of 500 (maximum dissimilarity). Table 8 shows

scores for the word "astronaut" compared to various words. Note that words like "orbit" share similar co-occurrence

distributions with "astronaut" but, correctly, do not get low translation distance scores.

astronaut astronaut 0.000

astronaut cosmonaut 0.002

astronaut man 9.051

astronaut explorer 14.372

astronaut commander 20.877

astronaut pilot 33.503

astronaut traveler 49.312

astronaut watermelon 153.548

astronaut orbit 283.162

astronaut rocket 294.722

astronaut committee 302.601

Table 8: Semantic similarity "distances" of various words from the word "astronaut", as measured by normalized skew
divergence of Wordnet-based unigram mixture models.

Using distributional similarity may be seen as a type of query expansion. Unlike typical scenarios for query expansion, the

terms being compared are coming from documents already deemed relevant, so the same word found in two different

sentences is less likely to be used with two very different senses, making sense disambiguation less of a problem. There are

other methods described to estimate the substitutability of words, e.g. the confusion probability [2]. We do not explore those

here; Lee does a comparison of some of these in a recent paper [5].

4.4 Sentence Parsing and Modifier Graphs
After obtaining word translation probabilities, we analyze sentence structure by obtaining a parse of all sentences to be

examined either in the document set or in the TREC description and narrative fields. There are currently two purposes for

this parse. First, we pre-process surface features to be used by the relevancy classifier, and second, we derive a dependency

graph from the parse tree to estimate headwords and modifier relations, and the relative "importance" of terms in a sentence,

both of are used our simple translation model. For the actual parsing we used the Apple Pie Parser, an easy-to-use corpus-

based probabilistic parser written in C and developed by S. Sekine [13].

The algorithm for converting a parse tree to a dependency graph can be defined recursively, starting at the leaves of the tree:

1 . A terminal node (leaf) depends only on itself and has itself as a headword.

2. Each possible type of non-termina! node has a rule to decide on the headword for that constituent, given the

headwords derived from its leaves. The "winning" headword then becomes a new node in the dependency graph,

with the "losing" headwords pointing to the new node and thus becoming dependants of the new node.

For example, for the noun phrase NP —* nj n-, , we will choose n^ (the last noun) as the headword, creating a new
node for it, and creating edges pointing from ni and n: to nj.

3. This process is continued up the tree until the root is reached.

With this dependency graph and the word similarity scores, we can compute the fmal translation probability of two sentences.

4.5 Graph ^/fatching

We use a very simple graph matching step to model the fact that not all words in a sentence are equally "centrar". Some
words or short phrases express the core ideas in a sentence, and other words act to modify them. Therefore, it seems

reasonable to weight any matches between the core ideas in two sentences more highly than matches between other words.

We currently define the graph weight of a node as its in-degree.

Our graph matching is currently "greedy": for each word W, with graph weight in the source sentence, we select the word

V(i) with graph weig.ht Bn,, with lowest similarity distance 5, ly,; in the target sentence. This is constrained by a limit of at

most K matches to any target word, where A' = 2 in our implementation. Once a target word has reached its match limit, the
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word with the next-lowest distance is used instead. The weighting factor for the i-th observation is A, -Bi, and so the

matching score between the sentences is:

;=0

where N is an adjustable parameter (typically between 6 and 10) to be used when the source words are sorted in descending

order of influence.

We show an example below for two sentences A and B taken from the TREC sample documents. The similarity score of

Sentence A against Sentence B is the weighted mean described above: 14.821. Since this is below our threshold of 15, these

sentences would be considered redundant.

Sentence A:

Some of the best shots, released this month by the US space agency Nasa, show parts of the universe

billions of light years away - and therefore billions of years in the past.

Sentence B:

The images sent back this year, after astronauts repaired the telescope's defective mirror, show a myriad

of astronomical objects too distant to be seen with the most pow erful Earth-bound observatories.

Sentence A Graph Sentence B Graph Similarity Distance

weight (Most simiiar word) weight 5/

A, Bi

past 6 year 4 2.456

years 3 year 4 0.0258

released 4 show 2 53.631

Nasa 5 powerful 1 68.240

show 2 show 0.000

billions 3 myriad 1 0.152

Weighted mean : 14.821

Table 9: Comparison of word pairs from Sentence A and B, in order of influence. Only the top six word pairs, as sorted by

Sentence A graph weight, are used for this example. Each word from Sentence A is paired with the word from Sentence B
with the lowest similarity distance.

There is still plenty of work to do on the best features to represent in the graph, and the most appropriate, theoretically

justified matching algorithm.

4.6 Novelty Track Resofts

We now give a brief summary of our official results, for both relevance and novelty, for the five runs we submitted. The best-

performing runs are shown in boldface.

The runs are labeled as 'relevance algorithm + novelty algorithm". The relevance algorithms Simple_Threshold,

Decision Tree (DT), and Proximity are those described previously. The novelty algorithms LowSameDoc and HighDiffDoc

use the simple statistical translation approach. These labels refer to, respectively, a low threshold (sentences must be very

similar in meaning) comparing sentences only within the same document, or a high threshold (more relaxed redundancy

definition) comparing sentences only across different documents.

The official TREC scores we achieved for each run are shown in Table 10. which gives average precision (Ave P), average

recall (Ave R), and average P-R scores. Our best average P-R score for relevance (0.058) was achieved with a simple tf idf

threshold on the ranked list of sentences. Our best average P-R novelty score (0.047) was achieved by selecting highly

relevant sentences with the Proximity rule and then accepting ail such candidates as novel, with our statistical approach

performing marginally worse when applied to all sentences within the same document.
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Relevance Novelty

A VP P rWC Ex Ave P A.ve i\ /\Vc r i\

Proximity + LowSameDoc 0.13 0.31 0.052 0.12 0.30 0.046

Proximity + HighDiffDoc 0.13 0.31 0.052 0.12 0.16 0.025

Proximity + All Novel 0.13 0.31 0.052 0.12 0.31 0.047

DT + LowSameDoc 0.10 0.13 0.019 0.10 0.13 0.018

Simple Threshold + HighAllDoc 0.17 0.23 0.058 0.16 0.18 0.043

Table 10: Official Novelty Track Results by Run.

Comparative results, relative to the median P-R across all systems, are given in Table 1 1 . The results are given as a fraction

of the total number of queries (49). Because the scoring scale is continuous, we label as "at the median" any P-R score within

±0.01 of the median P-R score. Three of the runs used the same relevance algorithm (Proximity) and so these are collapsed

into one entry. Overall, 4 out of 5 of our novelty runs had more than 50% of the scores at or above the median. Our best run.

Proximity + All Novel, had 42.9% of scores above the median, and 91 .8% of scores at or above the median.

Run Below At Above At or

(relevance + novelty algorithm Median Median Median Above
shown) Median

Relevance

Simple Threshold 0.367 0.347 0.286 0.633

Decision Tree (DT) 0.694 0.265 0.041 0.306

Proximity 0.204 0.510 0.286 0.796

Novelty

SimpieThreshold + HighAllDoc 0.286 0.388 0.327 0.714

Proximity + LowSameDoc 0.796 0.204 0 0.204

Proximity + HighDiffDoc 0.347 0.490 0.163 0.653

Proximity + All Novel 0.082 0.490 0.429 0.918

DT + LowSameDoc 0.469 0.408 0.122 0.531

Table II: Comparative Novelty Track Results for Ave P-R scores, as a fraction of the total number of queries

Runs labeled "at median" have an average P-R score within 0.01 of the median.

4.7 Conclusions

The problem of finding specific relevant sentences seems quite difficult. Easier and perhaps more helpful would be to find

precise zones of relevance which include more context. In any case, our simple proximity model gave better performance

than a more sophisticated decision tree method. The decision tree did not include the same proximity model, so there is some

chance that combining the two methods might give better performance: the representation may have made the difference

here. The very high proportion of sentences judged as novel made it easy for the trivial "accept everything as novel"

algorithm to do well. As a result, overall system performance on this track was dominated by the ability to find relevant

sentences.

We described a word semantic similarity measure based on comparing word contexts fi-om WordNet. Other query-

expansion-type techniques, such as LSI might work as well or better. Wordnet is interesting because it allows some

flexibility in how different similarity "features", such as synonyms, hyponyms, coordinate terms, and so on, are combined.

Unfortunately, calling Wordnet and building language models is very slow, so pre-computing the LSI matrix might be a good

compromise.

The greedy graph-matching approach is a first step in a direction we think is promising. It's clear that using only the in-

degree of word nodes is not a sufficient indication of their importance in many cases. The current algorithm does tend to find

good, similar sentences, but is still too tolerant of differences in the lesser-weighted areas of the graph. Among other things,

named entities could use special treatment. With more work we think it should be possible to create a much more accurate

alignment model for redundant sentences and passages.
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This paper is organized in three parts. The first part details some of the lower !eve! shot classification work, the

second part describes the 'manual' retrieval systems while the last section details the interactive retrieval system for

the Carnegie Mellon University TREC Video Retrieval Track runs. The description of the data can be found

elsewhere in the proceedings of the 2002 TREC conference video track overview.

Classification

In the TREC02 video track, one of the main tasks is to detect various semantic features concepts such as

"Indoor/Outdoor", "People" etc. This part contains the description of the classification tasks. We submitted runs for

the following classification concepts in the TREC 2002 Video Track. To obtain training data, we manually

annotated each i-frame of the 23.26 hours feature development collection for each category.

a. Outdoors: Segment contains a recognizably outdoor location, i.e., one outside of buildings. Should exclude all

scenes that are indoors or are close-ups of objects (even if the objects are outdoor).

b. Indoors: Segment contains a recognizably indoor location, i.e.. inside a building. Should exclude all scenes that

are outdoors or are close-ups of objects (even if the objects are indoor

c. Cityscape: Segment contains a recognizably city/urban/suburban setting,

d. Monologue: an event in which a single person is at least partially visible and speaks for a long time without

interruption by another speaker

e. Face: at least one human face with nose, mouth, and both eyes

f. People: a group of two more humans

g. Text Detection: superimposed text large enough to be read

h. Speech: human voice uttering recognizable words

i. Instrumental Sound: sound produced by one or more musical instruments, including percussion instruments

Feature Extraction

It is a critical challenge to find a good feature set for image classification. A number of image features based on

color and texture attributes have been reported in the literature for image retrieval. We tried several of them and

explored some new features at the same time.

Color Histograms. We used the histogram of 3*3 image regions in HSV color space for each MPEG 1-frame. The

color features were derived from a histogram in the quantized HSV color space.

Textures. We use the mean and variance of a texture orientation histogram for each of the 3*3 regions as texture

feature.

Edge features. We used a feature called the Edge Direction Histogram. A Canny edge detector was used to extract

the edges from an image. A total of 73 bins were used to represent the edge direction histogram of an image; the first

72 bins are used to represent the edge directions quantized at 5" intervals and the last bin represents a count of the

number of pixels that didn't contribute to any edge.

Edge direction coherence vector. This feature stores the number of coherent versus non-coherent edge pixels with

the same edge directions (considering only horizontal and vertical axis w ithin a range of +/- 5",). We thresholded on

the size of every 8 connected components of edges in a given direction to decide whether the region could be

considered coherent or not. This feature was used to distinguished structured edges (like edges of buildings) from

arbitrary edge distributions.
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Camera motion. We used statistical distribution patterns to detect the pan/tiit/zoom camera operations based on the

motion vectors of MPEG encoding. The resuhing features encoded the presence/absence of these six kinds of

camera operations (pan left, pan right, tih up, tiit down, zoom in, zoom out) as a new type of feature for image

classification.

MPEG ntotioEi vectors. We transformed the motion vectors directly encoded in the MPEG-compressed video into a

different kind of feature, namely a histogram of the motion vector angle and velocity, as well as the wavelet

coefficients of motion vectors..

Although we experimented extensively with the features derived fi-om camera motion analysis and the raw MPEG
motion vectors, these additional features did not contribute to overall classification accuracy.

Classification Algorithms

We experimented with several classification tools for these tasks, including SVM, KNN, Adaboosting and Decision

Trees. Comparing their performance using cross validation on a comparative large data set, we reached the

conclusion that support vector machine learning was best, with the power=2 polynomial as the kernel function.

Nonlinear functions usually performed better than linear SVM kernel functions. The trade-off is that for nonlinear

functions, the parameter space can be huge and therefore it may cause overfitting for small training datasets.

Among the tasks, the cityscape classification suffered from the problem of insufficient positive training examples,

which is also the reason why we did not submit a landscape classification for evaluation. For the cityscape

classification training data, the positive examples (that is, the cityscape images vs. the non-cityscape images)

comprised only 12% of the whole data set. Such small ratios of positive examples in the training set cannot be well

represented by the classification methods we attempted, in addition, we investigated using the chi-square function as

distance function based on published literature. Contrary to published claims, the chi-square function was not

superior to any other functions.

Cross_v2[idat80?i

Due to the temporal correlation between adjacent images in a video, an initial cross validation based on randomi

sampling of shots gave much better performance than appropriate for the true prediction capability of the models.

This was due to the fact that similar shots appeared throughout a single video or 'movie'. So we performed a \ ideo

based cross validation based, using 30 complete videos as training and then testing on the remaining 1 1 videos.

Feature Selection

It is a challenge to select a good feature set for image classification. Qualifying their discrimination ability of each

feature in the given classification problem is difficult. We performed video-based cross validation on training sets

and compared the different features" performance based on the resulting classification error and precision / recall of

each task.

For the camera motion related features and the MPEG motion vector related features, we explored numerous

experiments to test their usefulness to the image classitlcation task. However, they did not give conclusive results

clearly. Finally, we ended up not using the camera or motion features in the final submission.

To get the best feature combination for each task, we performed a 6 folder movie based cross validation on the three

training sets on different feature combinations. The best feature combinations were always included texture, edge

and color features . Since the results were submitted as shot based features and not classification from individual

images, we integrated all I frame classification results in a shot into this shot's feature detection result. The

confidence of a particular feature detection is the ratio between number of feature presenting 1 frames vs. number of

feature absent I frames in this shot.

Our results showed huge difference of the performance of different classifiers. The reason of this discrepancy is

possibly caused by the variability of the training sets, the inconsistency between training set and the test sets, or the

varying difficulty of the different classifications.

Non-staodard classification for text, faces, people, monologues, speech and music

Variations of the classification approach were used for the face, people, monologue and audio categories.

For the face category, we used the Schneiderman face detector [19], exclusively.

For people, we extracted the following features

At the level of shots:

e Number of frames in a shot
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• Number of faces detected by the face detector

• Number of faces with high confidence

e Number of faces with low confidence

• Average confidence score of the faces in a shot,

e The standard deviation of the face scores,

• A smoothed minimum face score,

• A smoothed maximum score,

• Average pixel area for each detected face.

For each 1-frame within a shot we also extracted these frame-based features:

» Average number of faces per frame,

e Average number of faces per frame with high confidence

e Average number of faces per frame with low confidence

Since the total number of features was fairly low, we trained a decision-tree based classifier (C4.5), which

outperformed SVM on this task in cross-validation experiments.

Our contrasting people classification submission merely counted the number of faces visible in each 1-frame. and

averaged this over the whole shot. This baseline approach performed significantly worse with a classification error

of 0.403 vs. 0.498.

The task of text-overlay classifier is to find scenes with superimposed texts. Simply predicting a scene to be a text

overlay based on whether or not the OCR engine is able to find text is not good enough because that OCR engine is

quite error-prone. The features extracted were:

1 . time: related to the whole movie, when is the OCR detected texts are found

2. #terms_within_a_shot

3. #dictionary_words_within_a_shot

4. average_popularityvalid_trigram_in_a_shot

5. averagepopularityvalid_4gramin_a_shot

6. average_no_alphabets_found_in_a_term

7 . i^at io_d i ctionary_words_to_detected terms

8. ratio_length_of_all_dictionary_words_to_length_of_detected_terms

For classification, similar to the people classifier, a decision tree (C4.5) was used instead of a SVM.

For monologues, we used as features:

1 . The portion of time where a least one (face) was detected.

2. The confidence of the face in ever\' I-frame.

3. The number of speaker voice changes in one shot

4. The confidence in any significant audio change during this shot.

5. The number of faces present in one image.

These features were also fed into an decision tree classifier.

Speech and music were classified by the same speaker identification code as in the 2001 TREC video track.

'Manual' video retrieval with classification pseudo-relevance feedback
Example-based image retrieval task has been studied for many years. The task requires the image search engine to

find the set of images from a given image collection that is similar to the gi\ en query image. Traditional methods for

content-based image retrieval are based on a vector model. These methods represent an image as a set of features

and the difference between two images is measured through a (usually Euclidean) distance between their feature

vectors. While there have been no large-scale, standardized evaluations of image retrieval systems, most image

retrieval systems are based on features such as color, texture, and shape that are extracted from the image pixels.

In our system two kinds of low-level features are used for finding similar images: color features and texture features.

The color features are the cumulative color histograms for each separate color channei. where the three channels are

derived from the HSV color space. We use 16 bins for hue and 6 bins for both saturation and value. We generate a

texture feature for each subblock of a 3*3 image tessellation. The texture features are obtained through the
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convolution of the subblock with various Gabor Filters. In our implementation, 6 angles are used and each filter

output is quantized into 16 bins. We compute a histogram for each filter and generate their central and second-order

moments as the texture features. We concatenate all the features into a longer feature vector for every image; i.e. one

vector for all color features and one vector for all texture features. We use a simple nearest neighbor (NN) image

matching algorithm on both color and texture to produce the initial similarity results. In a preprocessing step, each

element of the feature vectors is scaled by the covariance of its dimension. We adopted the Euclidean distance as

the similarity measure between two images.

Although nearest neighbor search is the most straightforward approach to finding the matching images, it suffers

from two major drawbacks. First, irrelevant features in the vector are given equal weight to important features, and

thus retrieval accuracy will hurt decrease dramatically. Feature selection is therefore a necessary step prior to

computing the nearest neighbor images. In theory, relevance feedback, through re-weighting and query refinement,

is a powerful tool to refine the feature weighting so as to provide more accurate results. However, it is impossible to

obtain the user judgment information in most automatic retrieval tasks. A second negative aspect is the unjustified

distance function. Since an appropriate distance measure is a fimction of both the characteristics of the dataset and of

the queries, a simple Euclidean distance function is unlikely to work for all the queries and images. Another concern

is the normalization of the different dimension of a feature vector. To mitigate all these issues, we propose a

classification-based pseudo-relevance feedback approach to refine the initial retrieval result. Support Vector

Machines (SVMs) are used as our basic classifier mechanism, since SVMs are known to yield good generalization

performance compared to other classification algorithms.

The basic idea for this approach is to augment the retrieval results by incorporating the classification output value

through Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF). The input data for the classifier is based on the information provided by

our initial retrieval results. Standard PRF methods, which originated in the text information retrieval community,

utilize the top-ranked documents as positive examples to improve the accuracy. The idea is to re-weight the words in

the document feature vector based on the words in the top ranked documents, which are assumed to be positive

examples. However, due to the poor initial performance of current video retrieval system, even the very top-ranked

results are not always the correct ones that meet the users" information need. Unlike in text retrieval methods, it is

more appropriate to make use of the lowest ranked documents in the collection after the initial search, which are

more likely to be the negative examples. Therefore, we construct a classifier where the positive data are the query

image examples and the negative data are sampled from the least confident image examples in the initial retrieval

results.

Since the number of positive examples in our retrieval task is always much smaller than the number of the negative

examples, we cast the problem into the imbalanced dataset classification framework. To sample more negative

examples but achieve an overall balanced distribution of negative and positive examples in the classifier training set,

we apply an ensemble of SVMs to tackle the rare class problem. The overall procedure can be summarized as

follows,

1. Generate the initial classification results by nearest neighbor retrieval for all the images in the collection.

2. Choose all the query images as positive data. Denote the number of query images as m.

3. Construct a negative sub-collection based on the initial retrieval results, which are defined by the lowest 10% of

the retrieved data from the collection. We sample k groups of negative data from the negative sub-collection, where

each group contains m query images. Combine each group of negative data and all the positive data as a training set.

4. Build a classifier from each training set to produce new relevant score for any images a- < i < k) . where

/ is the index of training set

5. Combine the results in form of logistic regression, which is

k

exp(y5, + X/?„/:(-v))

P{+
1

X) = '^^

l + exp(A,+X/^'/('^'))

In our system, we simply set jS^^ as 0. (1 < / < /r) as equal values.

I

J
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Our approach presented here utilizes the collection distribution knowledge to refine the final result. Due to the good

generalization ability of the SVM algorithm, the most relevant features are selected automatically. Also the approach

yields a better distance function based on the probability estimation compared with the simple Euclidean distance.

Combination of multiple agents

As the first step to integrate different types of agents, ail the relevance scores of the agents are converted into

posterior probability. For each agent other than the classification-based PRF agent, the posterior probability is

generated by a linear transformation of their rank and scaled to the range of [0, I]. All these posterior probabilities

are simply linear combinations as follows:

Score = a, {h^.P,,,,., (+
I

+ (+ |

+

bpRfPmf (+
I
^)} + «r^,.., (+ I + a,J,no.. (+ 1

where ai,a.i ,a is the weight for image agent, text agent, movie information agent respectively, which are set to

be 1, 1,0.2. b^.^b,,bp,fp are the weights for the three search agents for image retrieval: NM on color, NN on texture

and classification PRF, which are either set to be 0 or 1 in our contrastive experiments reported below.

Speech Recognition

The audio processing component of our video retrieval system splits the audio track fi^om the MPEG-1 encoded

video file, and decodes the audio and downsamples it to 16kHz. 16bit samples. These samples are then passed to a

speech recognizer. The speech recognition system we used for these experiments is a state-of-the-art large

vocabulary, speaker independent speech recognizer. For the purposes of this evaluation, a 64000-word language

model derived from a large corpus of broadcast news transcripts was used. Previous experiments had shown the

word error rate on this type of mixed documentary-style data with frequent overlap of music and speech to be 35 -

40%.

Text Retrieval

All retrieval of textual material was done using the OKAPl formula. The exact formula for the Okapi method is

shown in Equation (1)

where tj{qw,D) is the term frequency of word qw in

document D, clf{qw) is the document fi^equency for the

word qw and avg_dl is the average document length for Sint(O.D)= ^
all the documents in the collection.

Results

We report our results in terms of mean average precision in this section, as shown in Table 1. Four different

combination of the retrieval agents are compared in this table, including the combination of text agents (Text),

movie agents (Movie), nearest neighbor on color (Color), nearest neighbor on texture (Texture) and classification-

based PRF (Classification). The results show a significant increase in retrieval quality using classification-base PRF
technique. While the text information from the speech transcript accounts for the largest proportion of the mean

average precision (0.0658), only a minimal gain was observed in the mean average precision when the 'movie title"

and abstract were also searched (0.0724) in addition to the speech transcripts. The image retrieval component

provided further improvements in the scores to a mean average precision of 0.1046. Finally, the PRF technique

managed to boost the mean average precision to the final mean average precision score of 0.1 124.

Approach Precision Recall Mean
Average

Precision

Text only (ASR) 0.0348 0.1445 0.0658

Text + Movie information (Abstract and Title) 0.0348 0.1445 0.0724

Text + Movie + Image retrieval (Color + Texture) 0.0892 0.220 0.1046

Text + Movie + Color + Texture + PRF Classification 0.0924 0.216 0.1 124

Table I Video Retrieval Results on the 25 queries of the 2003 TREC video track evaluation.
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For the 2002 TREC video track interactive condition, we used the basic Informedia Digital Video Library system, as

in the 2001 TREC Video TREC. A few refinements to the interface are discussed and illustrated below.

» III n III, I II I yjcuniaaa- j

©Iff i3i3l^4S. Mij

Figure I. Multi-document storyboards combine all shots from highly relevant segments into

one display.

Since IDVLS was designed to return 'stories", which can encompass multiple shots as retrieval results, we modified

the interface to allow a shot-based presentation of the results which we called ""Multiple document stoiyboards'\ The

text was retrieved in roughly 3-minute story chunks, and ail shots for that story were presented to the user. A
storyboard display, which concatenated the top N relevant stories and their shots, was used [Figure]. Thus a user

could visually scan for relevant images from a fairly large storyboard display of the top relevant stories and their

shots. Selecting a shot as relevant placed this shot onto an answer set display, which could again be edited before

final submission [Figure].

Because of the large number of shots on the result storyboard, we placed the resolution of the keyframe size and the

layout under user control. Thus a user can shrink or enlarge the size of the keyframes displayed on the storyboard,

depending on the desire to visually inspect the keyframes more closely, or to view the complete set. The size of the

window, and the total number of results displayed couid also be modified. We found that the query context plays a

key role in filtering image sets to manageable sizes. The TREC 2002 image feature set offered filtering capabilities

for the classified categories of indoor, outdoor, faces, people, etc. The user interface provided for a display of the

classified feature values for every shot [Figure]. The user was also able to control the threshold values for each of

the feature categories. This enabled the display to be more manageable by filtering out shots that were more likely to
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be feature X, and unlikely to be feature Y, depending on the query context. Since the display showed the number of

active results, and provided direct feedback on the distribution of the data, the large number of irrelevant shot could

easily be filtered down to a manageable number, that was then visually scanned by the user.

The multi-document storyboard facilitated quick inspection of many images. A first-order filtering by query text

provided an initial set of images that constituted potential results. The multi-document storyboard based on 3-minute

segments and shots enabled the user to find relevant shots, which were temporally near shots where query-words

had been matched. The keyframe ordering by video segment and time useful. The classified shot features were

useful for filtering, but needed to be manually adjusted depending on the particular queries. Users were able to drill-

down to details, going from keyframe images to observing video, which was often necessary to eliminate

uncertainty that could not be resolved by looking at a still image frame.

LksaSifci ilnformedia OK

1"? 3< f

0.00-39.9SX
! I iv* Oiitdums
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f ie.^>te Wl fifli }D0 111 I?
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Figure 3. Users can filter shots based on thresholds in any feature classification category.
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Figure 4. Feature classification statistics are accessible for any shot.
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1 Introdiictioo

This paper desciibes the JAVELIN approach for open-domain question answering (Justification-based An-

swer Valuation through Language Interpretation), and our participation in the TREC 2002 question-answering

track. The main scientific tenets underlying JAVELIN are:

® QA as Planning. Question Answering is a complex multi-faceted task, where question type, in-

formation availability, user needs, and NLP sophistication of QA modules all combine dynamically to

determine the optimal QA strategy. JAVELIN includes modular infrastructure controlled by a planner,

which combines analysis modules, information sources, user discourse and answer synthesis.

® Universal Auditability. Every step, from question analysis to answer generation, creates and up-

dates a detailed set of labeled dependencies to form a traceable network of reasoning steps. This

dependency network will provide the basis for refinement dialogs, reasoning maintenance, user-driven

knowledge auditabihty, and machine learning for QA subtasks and control strategies.

® Utility-based Information Selection and Fusion. The expected utility of information is used to

guide planning decisions and produce confidence scores for resulting answers, based on task context,

information value to the user, resource constraints, and the accuracy of individual QA modules.

Past work on open-domain question answering has focused on particular aspects of the problem:

© QA as Information Retrieval. Systems that rely primarily on traditional IR techni(}ues attempt to

find the most relevant documents for a query. H shorter answers are required, some method is used to

identify the most relevant passage in the document, typically via some passage ranking scheme based

on query terms [12]. IR-based approaches can fail to answer a question when the answer is not directly

found in the text, but must be inferred from the content.

® QA as Information Extraction. Systems that rely primarily on traditional IE techniques use a template-

based approach widely explored by participants in the TIPSTER and MUC competitions. Questions

and answers are associated with slot-filler structures, which are fully or partially matched by the

contents of searched documents. Answers are provided by extracting the contents of filled templates.

When used for QA, this approach can be linked with special forms of indexing, which tag named
entities (people, organizations, locations, etc.) in the original corpus [15]. IE techniques alone have

difficulty with broader, vaguer questions, where the answer must be derived by fusing facts from several

passages, and cannot be located in one particular template fill.

® QA as Natural Language Processing. More recent systems have begun to improve on the performance of

purely IR or IE based system through the use of NLP techniques that include deeper semantic analysis.

A common use of NLP is in question analysis, where the original question is parsed to some degree, in

order to understand it well enough to: a) perform selective query expansion based on meaning, rather
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than a "bag of words"
;
b) focus the search for the answer on precisely the unit of meaning which is

sought (e.g., the particular named entity that answers a "who is" or "where is" question) [4, 6, 11, 8].

To date, systems have focused on NLP and semantic processing as a way of "boosting" or filtering

IR-based or IE-based methods. The limited scope, content and availability of large-scale ontological

resources (such as WordNet) is a challenge.

The most successful recent systems, such as the Falcon system developed at SMU [8], acknowledge that a

hybrid approach, with several levels of sophistication, can produce better results than systems that rely purely

on IR or IE approaches with a bit of parsing thrown in. Perhaps the most efficient way to approax:h QA is

to deploy the simplest technique that achieves a high-quality answer for a given question, on the assumption

that simplicity implies a more rapid response. Significant progress on open-domain question answering could

be achieved by systems that incorporate the most sophisticated language processing technologies, and fall

back to simpler pattern-driven techniques where more sophisticated techniques fail. A general framework for

multi-strategy QA will require advances in how QA systems are configured (using a modular architecture)

and how they are controlled at run time (by incorporating explicit planning and reasoning components).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the JAVELIN system as imple-

mented at the time of the TREC QA evaluation, and briefly presents several key extensions to the system

completed shortly afterward; Section 3 presents results for the TP^EC QA task; Section 4 summarizes post-

TREC analysis; and Section 5 closes with a discussion of lessons learned and future directions.

2 System Architecture

JAVELIN is based on a flexible, extensible, object-oriented architecture that separates the details of indi-

vidual operations (e.g., taggers, parsers) from the context(s) in which they are used. The architecture is

designed to support component-level evaluation, so that competing strategies and operators can be compared

in terms of various performance criteria.

The current system, depicted in Figure 1, integrates a variety of modular components that perform

individual question answering fimctions, including question analysis, document retrieval, answer candidate

extraction, and answer selection. A centralized Planner module, supphed with a model of the question-

answering task, selects and sequences execution of individual components, enabling the system to generate

multiple processing strategies and replan when necessary. The actual execution details are handled by the

Execution Manager, which also takes care of storing of session data (process steps, intermediate and final
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Figure 1: The JAVELIN architecture. The Planner operates as a service to the user interface, and controls

execution of the individual components via the Execution Manager. Components included in the TREC test

are shaded. Those shown in white were added subsequently.
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results) in the Repository. User interaction is coordinated by the graphical user interface (GUI) and the

Answer Justification module, which provides a browsable view of the process history.

It is important to note that only the shaded modules of Figure 1 were used in our TREC QA submission.

The remaining components, shown in white, were integrated after TREC. The next subsections describe the

implementation of the modules comprising the system, focusing first on those which were part of the TREC
evaluation, followed by a description of our post-TREC extensions.

2.1 Components Used in the TREC Evaluation

2.1.1 Question Analysis

The Question Analyzer (QA) is responsible for producing an initial analysis of the question text on which the

rest of the system, including the Planner, bases its processing. Given a question sentence as its input, the QA
generates a request object, a semi-structured representation of the question containing: the classification of

the question according to a predefined taxonomy of question and answer types; a list of keywords, their types

(either word, phrase, or proper-name), and alternate forms; answer-type specific constraints and features

used during answer candidate extraction; and an f-structure representation of the question.

Central to the entire system is our question type and answer type taxonomy, babied on [7] [13] [9]. In

JAVELIN, the question type is used to guide the overall planning strategy and the answer type specifies a

semantic category for the desired answer. Examples of this classification are presented in Table 1. At the

time of TREC, the top-level answer type categories recognized by JAVELIN were: proper-name, temporal,

location, numeric-expression, and a default object category. These represent a small fraction of the answer

types the system will eventually include.

The Question Analyzer relies on both word-based linguistic information and sentence-level syntactic: anal-

ysis to construct the request object. A word-level analysis of the question tokens is produced by combining

information from several external resources, namely Wordnet [5] (for word morphology and semantic cate-

gorization), the Brill part-of-speech tagger [2], BBN IdentiFinder [1] , and the KANTOO Lexifier [14]. Once
the word-level analysis is complete, pattern-matching is used to assign a question and answer type, and to

identify cuiswer-type specific constraints. The results of the word-level analysis and classification are then

passed to the KANTOO GLR Syntaxifier [14] to create the f-structure.

2.1.2 Document Retrieval

The main function of the Retrieval Strategist (RS) module is to identify and retrieve documents that are

likely to contain an answer to the current question. As a secondary function, the RS module also fulfills

any other document repository requests made by individual system components, such as requests from the

Information Extractor for specific documents or passages.

Internally, the Retrieval Strategist uses the Inquery retrieval system [3]. Stemming is done at indexing

time using the Wordnet morphology library. Prior to indexing, source documents are preprocessed with the

BBN IdentiFinder named-entity tagger [1], which tags the following entity types: Organization, Time, Date,

Person, Place, Name, Currency, Amount, Number, Percentage. This analysis attempts to focus subsequent

retrieval on documents containing not only the relevant keywords, but relevant data types. At indexing time,

any terms within a span of text identified as a named-entity are stored in the index using a corresponding

set of special fields. We also use a special extension to Inquery to recognize numeric expressions.

Table 1: Examples of JAVELIN's question and answer type classification.

Question Question Type
|

Answer Type

Who invented the paper clip?

When was Hurricane Hugo?

Where is the Danube?
What is the size of Argentina?

What did Vasco da Gama discover?

event-completion

time-expression

location-expression

feature-completion

event-completion

proper-name

temporal

location

numeric-expression

object
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Dociiment retrieval requests sent to the RS consist of two main parts: the request object produced by the

Question Analyzer, and a set of processing constraints (upper and lower limits on the number of docinnents to

retrieve and a time limit). The Retrieval Strategist uses the keywords cind answer type information supplied

in the request object to construct an initial query. Keywords are included verbatim, and although the RS
module does not currently perform any keyword expansion internally, it treats any alternate forms specified

for the keywords as synonyms for retrieval. The likely answer type is mapped to a set of named-entity

types corresponding to those used by the BBN IdentiFinder named-entity tagger. For example, a 'temporal'

answer type is mapped to either a 'Time' or 'Date' named-entity tag. These types are treated as special

keywords included in the terms passed to the retrieval system.

The doctunent retrieval algorithm proceeds using an incremental query relaxation technique. The initial

query is highly constrained, looking for all the keyword terms and data types in close proximity to each

other. At each subsequent iteration, the algorithm relaxes one or more parameters in the query, such as the

word proximity wdndow. This assimies that documents containing answers will contain clusters of keywords

and data types in closer proximity. The algorithm terminates if the number of documents retrieved is equal

to the retrieval limit, or no additional relaxation steps are possible. The relaxation parameters are:

• The Inquery proximity/belief operator used to combine keywords. At each relaxation step, we either

keep the same operator but expand the window size, or start with a new, more general operator. The
operator applies to ail keywords given in the query. For example, initially all keywords must be found

within a proximity of three words. We then relax the operator to consider unordered 20-, 100-, and

250- word windows, followed by document-wide probabilistic AND, and so on.

• Phrase proximity, for any phrase keywords. This is usually kept at 3 words or less, until later in the

relaxation regime, when it is expanded to the PHRASE operator.

• Proper name proximity, for any proper name keywords. This is usually kept at 3 words or less until

very late in the relaxation regime, when it is expanded to the PHRASE operator.

• The inclusion or exclusion of the special named-entity keywords corresponding to the answer type.

This alternates between on and off at every relaxation step.

The RS module output is a ranked list of document IDs. For some answer types, such as numerical types,

offset information is provided with each document ID to simplify subsequent processing.

2.1.3 Answer Candidate Extraction

The Information Extractor (IX) is responsible for identifying and scoring answers from a set of potentially

relevant documents. The goal of the IX is to find small relevant passages, identify the candidate answer in

each such passage, and score each {passage, answer} pair by estimating the probability that it answers the

original question. The DC takes as input: a set of documents, the request object produced by the Question

Analyzer, and processing constraints such as the minimum number of passages to be extracted or the time

limit for the task. The IX output consists of passage-answer-score triplets, where the score is a measure

of the degree to which the passages and answers solve the original question. The first step in information

extraction is a loose passage filter which considers all passages that meet a minimum requirement based on

a relaxed version of the task. This step produces a collection of possible {answer, passage} pairs from the

document set. Then the IX computes a set of features for each {passage, answer} pair. These features are

then used by a classifier to assign relevance scores to each answer candidate.

Currently, the features supplied to the classifier are based on the surface form and surface statistics of

the passages, and make use of part-of-speech analysis, named-entity tagging, and morphological normaliza-

tion. These features identify patterns and check for the existence of various cues that indicate whether the

{passage, answer} under scrutiny is relevant to the original question. For example, features may include

patterns such as "QNOUN was QVERB in
|
on

|
at ANOUN", surface statistics such as the number of quer}-

terms in a given passage, or a measure of punctuation occurring between the query terms and the answer

term. Given such features, the classifiers are trained off-line and tuned for better generalization.

There are cturrently two versions of the IX module, each based on a different classifier: K-Nearest-

Neighbor (KNN) implementing KD-trees, and a decision tree using the c4.5 algorithm. For the KNN version,
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a parameter optimization was performed in Matlab yielding the number of nearest neighbors per query

nn = 25, positive neighbor emphasis a = 1.7, and exponent for the nearest neighbors j3 — 1.5.

2.1.4 Answer Selection

The Answer Generator (AG) module's purpose is to produce a list of answer candidates sorted by confidence

score. Its input is a list of potential answer candidates, their associated scores assigned by the IX, and the

passages they were extracted from. The basic algorithm used by the AG is as follows: the potential answer

candidates are put into canonical form, and their scores are normalized to [0,1]. Then all but the highest

ranked candidate from each document is removed.

The canonical form for a given answer depends on the answer type. For TREC, location, numeric, time

and person-name answer candidates were canonicalized into type-specific formats, while all other types were

normalized simply by removing punctuation and converting to lowercase. A numeric answer is canonicalized

to a pair containing the unit, which may be empty, and the value. A location, such as a country, is converted

to the standard short form as specified in the CIA World Factbook and converted to lowercase. Dates are

cast in mm/dd/yyyy format with unknown pieces marked. Names are split into first and last names, either

possibly empty, and converted to lowercase.

The confidence score normalization is accomplished by taking the input confidence score range, [0, 2200],

using the frequency of answer confidence scores to fit a normal distribution over this range, and directly

mapping all values in [—2(7, 2a] to [0, 1]. All outlying confidence values are set to 0 and 1 respectively.

The answers are then grouped into clusters, where each member of the cluster supports the most specific

member of the same cluster. As with canonicalization, the definition of supporting depends on the answer

type. For example, a numeric answer A would support numeric answer B \l A and B have the same units

and < .05, while a person-name answer would support another if they had the same last name.

The confidence scores for an answer cluster axe then computed as the probability that at least one member

of the cluster is correct given that all answers in the cluster are independent and equally weighted. For a

cluster C containing answers yij
,
yi2, v4„ with scores 5i , 52, 5n, the confidence for the entire cluster Tc

are computed with the following formula:

rc = i-n;L,(i-5,) (i)

2.1.5 Execution Coordination

For the TREC evaluation, the Execution Manager was used to coordinate batch processing of the test set,

calling each of the four components in a fixed sequence to imitate a pipelined architecture.' At each step,

the EM constructs the module-specific input XML, calls the next module in the sequence with that input,

and stores the resulting module output in the system B.epository for later use.

2.1.6 Data Storage

The Repository is the information backbone of the system and stores all the information produced by the QA
modules. The repository module consists of a relational database and a file system database. The relational

database was developed using Microsoft SQL 2000, and currently holds 45 tables and over 3 million rec:ords.

2.2 Post-TREC Extensions

2.2.1 Planning

One of the major extensions to the JAVELIN system subsequent to the TREC submission was to integrate

the Planner module, which now serves as the controller for the question answering process. The Planner

is responsible for selecting and issuing module command sequences to maximize the ex{)ected utility of the

information JAVELIN produces, taking into account the available system resources and constraints such as

the complete system, the EM relies on the Planner module to determine module sequencing, and simply acts as a broker

between the Planner and the other modules in the system. It translates individual Planner requests into the input XML required

by the requested module, saves results and process history information in the Repository, and provides user authentication.
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total execution time. The primary advantage planning offers is the flexibility to dynamically select between

different versions of the system components, enabling JAVELIN to generate different QA strategies at run-

time, rather than reljing on a fixed pipeline architecture.

The Planner operates as a service for the JAVELIN GUI, and communicates with the rest of the system

via the Execution Manager. Upon receiving a new question, the Planner calls the Question Analyzer via the

EM to perform the initial question analysis, from which it generates a planning problem describing the initial

state and information goal. The Planner then begins the planning and execution process, continuing until it

has met the goal criteria (has found an answer or set of answers with sufficiently high expected utility), or

has exhausted its available resources. At this point, it returns the answer or a failure message. The Planner

module also provides an "interactive'" mode, which allows user feedback during planning.

Internally, the Planner uses a forward-chaining utility-based planning and execution algorithm that per-

forms a best-first search across the set of possible information states [10]. It is supplied with a domain model

describing the features of the information state on which the planning process will be based, and the actions

the Plaimer can select between, namely the various modules that comprise the system^, the preconditions

under which they are applicable, and their possible effect on the information state. It is also given a problem

statement consisting of: an initial state, a predefined utility-function, a utility success threshold, and a value

specifying a confidence threshold for termination. Beginning with the initial state and an empty plan, the

Planner evaluates the successor states of each candidate action, selecting the one with the highest expected

utility to add to the partial plan. The internal planning state is updated to reflect the projected outcome,

and the action selection process repeats. At each step, the algorithm considers the tradeoff between executing

the first unexecuted action in the plan, and continuing to plan with the uncertainty of the projected states.

If an execution step is carried out, it is followed by an assessment of the need for replanning. The algorithm

terminates when all steps in the plan have been executed and the confidence and utility thresholds for goal

satisfaction are met, or there are no additional actions the Planner can take.

2.2.2 Answer Justification

The Answer Justification module produces an audit trail of the processing performed by JAVELIN during

the course of answering a question. The purpose of this audit trail is twofold: first, it supplies evidence

regarding an answer's correctness, and second, it documents the processing decisions made by the system.

Our eventual goal is to use this module to enable a user to interactively provide feedback to the system, help

guide processing choices, or correct system knowledge errors as they arise.

The current beta version of the Answer Justification module provides the user with a read-only display

containing a brief sum.mary of the information produced during processing, and a detailed trace of each step

of the execution. Question summaries are generated automatically from the repository data, and include:

the question and answer type classification assigned by the system, the number of documents and answer

candidates generated, the highest ranked answer and its associated confidence score, and when applicable,

the associated TREC relevance judgement. A sample summary is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.3 GUI

The JAVELIN GUI (Figmre 3) is the front-end to the Planner-driven system. It is a Java application that

resides on the user's desktop, forwarding user requests to the Planner module, and displajdng the resulting

answer(s). The GUI also provides a mechanism for the Planner to interactively request feedback from the

user, by displaying Planner-initiated dialogs and returning user responses.

3 TREC Results

A preliminary version of JAVELIN without the Planner module and user-interface components was tested on

the TREC QA track evaluation data in July 2002. This Aversion used the Execution Manager to invoke each of

the four major components in the following fixed secjueiice: the Question Analyzer, the Retrieval Strategist,

the Information Extractor, and the Answer Generator. The goal of this initial test was to provide us with a

baseline for subsequent evaluation of the complete system with the Planner and improved components.
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JAVELIN JustHkation-based Answer valuation

through Language Interpretation

ANSWER
JUSTIFICATION

QUESTION: What yttBrdfdtlieTttanic sink?

ANSWBl: AprflU,t912
TiBiiEsrAMp : mainmi i7:ias9

.aiSTtF(CAino»

Question Analysis

Documents Returned

Request Fitts

Answers

Planner

The question was" Wiidt tretdi did mt T«a»(k'. swtK?".

The Ouestum ?ype was found to be evtinc cwnpiettoiu

Ttte eKpected Answef Type is tocnEitirai.

U Docum^s thoui^ to be relarant to this quastcon were retnavecL

^ stswer passagss were ej^racted from the retnetfcd documenes, from whscti lb candiftete

produc8£L

"April 14. 191?" is the answer urilh the tngtiest confidence score, 0.75d2.V

This Answer (s Correct.

artswOTS were

Figure 2: Screenshot of the output produced by the beta version of the Answer Justification module.
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1689994 0 0052S

ID Confidence

Figure 3: JAVELIN GUI: main control window and resulting answers.

Two TREC QA runs were submitted, one using the decision tree version of the Information Extractor, and

the other using the KNN version to identify candidate answer passages. In each run, the system considered

only the top 15 documents returned by the Retrieval Strategist module. Table 2 summarizes our official

TREC results for these runs. The KNN run produced more correct answers than the DT run (86 vs. 75),

but the DT run received the higher weighted score once the system's confidence estimates were taken into

account (0.251 vs. 0.209). Both runs exhibited comparable precision in identifying questions without an

answer (0.152 for the DT, 0.164 for the KNN run).

It is premature to draw conclusions about the relative performance of the two classifiers, given the

limited size of the training and test sets. However, this preliminary evaluation did enable us to make several

observations about the system's performance in general. The next section describes our post-TREC analysis.
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Table 2: JAVELIN TRECll QA results using DT-based (CMUJAV000495) and KNN-based (CMU-
JAV000501) answer candidate identification, with retrieval of the top 15 documents.

Submitted Run UMUJAVUUU4yo {Ui) UMUJAVUUU5U1 (KJNJNj

Correct (R) 75 86

Inexact (X) 13 12

Unsupported (U) 10 8

Wrong (W) 402 394

Confidence-weighted score 0.251 0.209

No-answer precision (12/79) 0.152 (10/61) 0.164

No-answer recall (12/46) 0.261 (10/46) 0.217

Table 3: Analysis of individual module performance for a subset of 193 questions from TREC 2002.

Module
Total

Questions
Exceptions Correct Possibly Correct Incorrect

EM 193 0 192 (99.5%; 99.5%) NA 1 (0.5%; 0.5%)

QA 192 0 154 (80.2%; 79.8%) 23 (12.0%; 11.9%) 15 (7.8%; 7.8%)

RS 177 0 80 (45.2%; 41.5%) 70 (39.6%; 36.3%) 27 (15.3%; 14.0%)

K IX unique 150 8 (5.3%; 4.2%) 37 (24.7%; 19.2%) 82 (54.7%; 42.5%) 23 (15.3%; 11.9%)

N tied 39 (26.0%; 20.2%) 80 (53.3%; 41.5%)

N AG 119 0 47 (39.5%; 24.4%) 66 (55.5%; 34.2%) 6 (5.0%: 3.1%)

D
T

IX unique 150 14 (9.3%; 7.3%) 36 (24.0%; 18.7%) 74 (49.3%; 38.3%) 26 (17.3%; 13.5%)

tied 60 (40.0%; 31.1%) 50 (33.3%; 25.9%)

AG 110 0 41 (37.3%; 21.2%) 66 (60.0%; 34.2%) 3 (2.7%; 1.6%)

4 Analysis

In the interim between performing the TREC QA evaluation and receiving our official scores, we conducted

an internal performance analysis for a subset of the TREC 2002 question set. Project members manually

identified correct answers for 193 questions, along with at least one document containing the answer. We
then compared our manually generated answer key with the system's output to determine whether or not

the system returned the correct answer, ajid if not. at what step the first failure occurred.

Table 3 summarizes the results of this analysis. For each module, we computed the number of questions

where a module exception occurred, the number for which the module performed correctly, the number
for which it might have performed correctly, and the number that resulted in erroneous output. The total

number of input questions (column 2) for each subsequent module excludes any for which an error or

exception occurred eaxlier in the pipeline. The "correct" and "possibly correct" columns distinguish between

completely correct analysis and partially correct analysis produced by the Question Analyzer, and cases

where the output of the RS/IX/AG module included the correct information, but did not assign it the

highest rank. Additionally, because it was possible for multiple answers to be assigned the same confidence

by the IX module, we distinguished between cases where the correct answer was uniquely ranked first, and

cases where the correct answer was one of several answers receiving the same high score. The fraction of the

questions covered by each outcome is provided in parentheses as a relative percentage of the input questions

for that module, and as an absolute percentage of the 193 questions we evaluated.

Errors occurring during question analysis were due primarily to insufficient coverage of classification

patterns for question and einswer type classification. This was a known issue going into the evaluation, given

the limited number of answer types implemented, and is being addressed in our ongoing development.

Roughly equal percentages of the failures occurred during document retrieval and candidate extraction.

For approximately 15% of the good input that the RS received, it failed to retrieve any documents (within

the top 15) containing the correct answer. Likewise, in 15 — 17% of the cases where at least one document

containing the answer was passed to the Information Extractor, the IX failed to identify it as a candidate.

Certainly, a significant number of these errors were due to the limited number of answer types recognized

by the system. Our default strategy of assigning an "object" answer type provides very little additional
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information (beyond that provided by the keywords) for the Retrieval Strategist or Information Extractor

to use in discriminating between documents and candidates respectively. The impact on the RS is simply a

restriction on its ability to augment queries with named-entity tags. However, in the IX, where extraction

and candidate scoring relies on answer-type dependent features, the impact is large.

In cases where the correct answer was included amongst the candidates passed to the Answer Generator,

the clustering algorithm of the AG was sometimes able to compensate for IX ranking inaccuracies. In the

KNN run, the Answer Generator successfully identified the correct answer in 9.5% of the cases where the

Information Extractor did not rank the correct answer highest or gave it a tied ranking for the highest score.

In the DT run, the Answer Generator was able to correctly compensate for IX ranking errors approximately

5% of the time. This smaller compensation is likely due to the fact that the decision-tree classifier produces

less discriminatory (coarser-grained) confidence estimates. The Answer Generator failed to rank the correct

answer highest for answer candidate sets containing hundreds of unique candidates, suggesting a need for

better filtering mechanisms and more sophisticated methods of combining evidence.

To evaluate how much better our retrieval performance could potentially be using our existing query

strategj' and just increasing the num/ber of documents retrieved, we computed the probability that the RS
returns at least one correct document within the top A" docimients for several values of N. Table 4 presents

the retrieval success rates for several values of N ranging from 15-120, using the previously analyzed subset

of the TREC 2002 questions as the test set. Going from 15 documents to 60 documents increased the

likelihood of retrieving a correct document by 11%, but doubling the mmiber of documents again to 120

added very little. Given the negative impact that a larger retrieval set has on processing time, and the

potential for increased noise in the answer candidate set, our use of 15 documents appears to be a reasonable

trade-off between coverage and performance. We are now exploring constrained query expansion to improve

our retrieval success rate.

The failure rate of the Information Extractor for the TREC 2002 subset was consistent with its perfor-

mance on previous TREC question sets. Table 5 smnmarizes the performance of the DT version of the IX

module on past TREC data. The first column contains the number of questions in the test set, the second

shows the number of times the correct answer was among the top five highest score answer produced by the

IX, and the last column represents the number of times the correct answer existed in at least one document

provided by the Retrieval Strategist. Setting aside the issue of answer type coverage, these results and an

examination of individual failures suggest that more versatile extraction strategies are required in order to

locate the right candidate answer more often. We are currently in the process of augmenting the system

with an NLP-based version of the IX to supplement our current statistical approaches.

Table 4: Retrieval Strategist success rates for

N Success Rate

15 0.74

30 0.80

60 0.85

120 0.86

Table 5: Performance of the Information Extraction

module on TREC question sets

Data Corpus Size .4 luA^ AcD
TREC 8 200 71 189

TREC 9 693 218 424

TREC 10 500 119 313

The JAVELIN system submitted to TREC is an integrated architecture for open-domain question answering.

javelin's modular approach addresses individual facets of the QA task with different modules. Question

analysis addresses the taxonomy of question-answering types and type specific constraints by combining

knowledge and pattern matching. Docmnent retrieval includes query processing, document retrieval, and

passage retrieval, and implements a strategy of incremental query relaxation. The information extraction

module employs decision trees and KNN classifiers to identify answer passages in the relevant documents.

Answer selection includes type normalization, conversion, clustering, and prototype selection. The behavior

of the individual modules is coordinated by the Planner module, which controls the overall question answering

process. The Execution Manager handles inter-module communication, persistent data storage and retrieval.
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and authentication while servicing requests made by the Planner. The Repository component supports the

entire system with a large-scale, centralized data and state storage capability.

Using the decision tree classifier, the system obtained a confidence weighted score of 0.251; with the

KNN classifier the system obtained a score of 0.209. These results suggest several improvements for eax;h

module. Question anaJ3'sis needs to perform deeper NLP processing. Document retrieval requires a more

complex query expansion to improve the module's success rate. The TREC results also reflect the fact that

the feature space used by the classifiers is limited; a richer set of features and more training data are likely to

improve performance. We also plan to improve answer selection by using external knowledge and additional

local constraints to combine multiple answers from multiple sources.
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Abstract

This is the second time we participate in the TREC-QA track. We put emphasis on

candidate passage ranking and answer matching. As to named entity tagging, we applied

the latest version of GATE and did some succeeding work aiming at our goal. This paper

presents our methods in detail.

Keywords: TREC-QA, candidate passage ranking, answer matching

L Introduction

We took part in the TREC-QA track for the second time this year. Of the main and list

subtasks, we still undertook the main subtask. Three QA runs have been submitted for evaluation.

The document set for TREC-11 QA track has been changed to the new AQUAJNT disk set

released by AQUAINT Data Set Organization. The QA main task has several differences from

previous years' tasks. Each question requires exactly one response, and the question set should be

ordered by confidence in the response. The score assigned to each question will be 1 if the

judgment is correct, and 0 otherwise. A measure that is an analogue to document retrieval's

uninterpolated average precision will be used to score the run as a whole. The measure is

computed as:

[sum for i-1 to 500 (#-correct-up-to-question-i/i)J / 500

Obviously, this measure will reward systems that correctly rank questions it answered

correctly before questions it answered incorrectly.

Inspired by experiments on web track, we changed the weighting method of SMART to meet

the need of TREC documents. We've made many experiments on candidate passages ranking to

seek a better method and proper parameters. Another focus of our efforts is to improve the

precision of answer extracting and matching. Aiming at the measure of TREC-11, we give priority

to questions with types that were processed well in last year.

2. System Description

Our TREC-11 QA system is based on last year's. SMART^^^, pairing sentences module,

candidate passage ranking module and GATE'^^^ are used to retrieve relevant documents from data

set and produce ranked named entities as candidate answers. Question analyzer analyses every

question to identify the question type and keywords. Answer extracting and matching module

matches the question type with the named entities. Answer outputting module outputs the most

credible named entity and orders the question set by confidence in the answer. Figure 2.1

illustrates the whole architecture.
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of the TREC-11 main QA System

3. Pairing sentences and Candidate passage ranking

In experiments on web track, we fmd that the weighting method of SMART is not so fit for

TREC documents, so we modify its weighting module, taking (log(t/)+])*idf instead of tf*idf.

Then we use the revised SMART to retrieve 50 relevant documents for each question from the

AQUAINT data set.

Subsequently, we parse these documents into sentences, and then assemble a candidate

passage every two successive sentences that both have keywords in common with the question.

The algorithm presented last year in section 4.4 of paper^^^ is still used to rank the candidate

passages for each question. Our new experiments show that step6 of the algorithm is of little help.

So we devise a new method as an alternative. The score added to a candidate passage P is

computed by:

j5 * count_m / (countjj + countjc)

Where countjn is the nimiber of matching keywords between the question and the candidate

passage P, count_q the number of keywords in the question and countjc the number of keywords

in P. 3 is an experiential parameter.

To lighten the biirden of GATE in next process, for each question we only reserve the top 10

or 20 ranked candidate passages for named entity tagging.

4. Answer extracting, matching and ontputting

We still use GATE as our Named Entity tagger. The latest version of GATE 2.0 {released on

'March 1~5, 2002) realizes the function to process a document set serially, which not only saves the

time on loading modules when processing, but also allows us processing more candidate passages

for one question. GATE 2.0 also optimizes the identification of type LOCATION, PERCENT,

ORGANIZATION and PERSON. As to type NUMBER and MEASUREMENT, we still need to

take some succeeding steps to assemble an integrated NUMBER or MEASUREMENT entity.

As in last year, we use a question analyzer to identify the question type and keywords of each

question by two kinds of rules: keyword-based and template-based^'^l The main difference from

last year is that we've made a consistency check on these rules to eliminate the colUsion when

applying them.

^ Answer extracting, matchmg and outputting module compares the question type with the

named entities in candidate passages and chooses the most credible named entity as final output.
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To optimize for TREC-Il measure, we should order the question set by confidence in the answer.

Without experiments supporting, we intuitively give priority to questions with types that were

processed weil by our system in last year.

5. Results and Analysis

We have submitted three runs for QA main task, in ICTQAlla and ICTOAllb we produce

question answers from the top 10 candidate passages, the difference between them is that the

candidate passages are ranked with different strategies. ICTOAllb and ICTOAllc have the same

ranking strategies. But in ICTQAlJc, question answers are derived from the top 20 candidate

passages. Table 5.1 shows the evaluation results.

RunID Con fidence-weighied

score

Wrong

#

Unsupported

#

Ine.xaci

#

Right

#

Precision of

recognizing

no answer

Recall of

recognizing

no answer

ICTQAlla 0.091 445 9 4 42 10/58 =0.172 10/46 =0.217

ICTQAllb 0,084 440 7 6 47 9/69 =0.130 9/46 =0.196

ICTQMlc 0.088 435 8 9 48 9/47 =0.191 9/46 =0.196

Table 5.1 Statistics over all 500 questions of our runs in TREC-1

1

Our system does badly on most question types, except that the No Answer, DATE and

LOCATION types are done a little better. Since only one response is allowed for each question,

we think it's the simple answer matching strategy that does so much harm to the performance.

Lack of time, many experiments aborted, so we had to give up trying our new answer matching

methods. In addition, applying syntactic and semantic parsing technique should be a good

approach to solve the problem on answer extracting and matching.

6. Conclusions

We"ve participated in the TREC-QA track for two times. By communicating with friends

from China and abroad, we've learned much. We've also realized that there is a long way for us to

go on QA research. But we are sure to do better in the future.
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Abstract

CAS-!CT took part in the TREC conference for the second time this year and we

undertook two tracks of TREC-11. For filtering track, we have submitted results of all

three subtasks. In adaptive filtering, we paid more attention to undetermined documents

processing, profile building and adaptation. In batch filtering and routing, a

centroid-based classifier is used with preprocessed samples. For Web track, we have

submitted results of both two subtasks. Different factors are considered to improve the

overall performance of our Web systems. This paper describes our methods in detail.

Keywords: TREC-1 1 . Filtering. Web track

1. Introduction

CAS-ICT took part in the TREC conference for the second time this year, and we have

submitted results of filtering track and Web track.

For filtering track, we undertook all three subtasks. Our adaptive filtering system is still

based on VSM. Our Rocchio-like profile adaptation algorithm puts stress on the undetermined

documents and some strategies are proposed for Til U or Tl 1 F optimization. Four runs have been

submitted for evaluation: all of them are optimized for TllU measure, but in three of them Tl IF

measure is also considered at the same time. In batch filtering and routing, we use a

centroid-based classifier with preprocessed samples. Two batch filtering runs and two routing runs

have been submitted for evaluation. In all of our filtering experiments, we do not use any other

resources except the New Reuters Corpus.

For Web track, we undertook both the Named Page Finding task and the Topic Distillation

task. Our system is based on SMAKT(ftp://ftp.cs. Cornell. edit/puh/smart). In the former task, we try

to integrate different factors to improve the overall system performance. !n the latter task, a variant

HITS algorithm is used to the top n results returned by SMART. Five Named Page Finding results

and three Topic Distillation results have been submitted for evaluation.

2. Filtering

For filtering track, we undertook all three subtasks, but we paid more attention to the

adaptive filtering task. Batch filtering and routing tasks are used to test our new classifier.

2.1 Adaptive Filtering

2.1.1 Introduction

The total 100 topics used in the filtering task this year can be divided into two sets: the first

50(R101-R150) topics are called assessor topics, which are hand-built by NIST assessors, and the

last 50(R15 1-R200) topics are called intersection topics, which are derived from Reuters category
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intersections. The two sets have been evaluated separately.

New Reuters Corpus (http://about.reuters.com/researchandstandards/corpus/^ is still used this

year, but the training set and testing set are different with TREC-10. The first 83,650 documents

are used for training (training set) and the remaining about 720,000 documents for testing (testing

set). The official adaptive filtering measures are utility (TlIU, scaled using Ault's formula), and

F-beta (TllF, beta = 0.5). The former is a linear utility measure and the latter is a kind of

F-measure. Additionally, set precision and set recall measures are also reported in the final results,

[n the adaptive subtask, only three positive samples in training set are given for each topic, and the

goai is to retrieve relevant documents one by one from the coming testing documents stream and

get maximum Tl lU or Til F value at the same time.

2.1.2 System Description

Last year, we have built an adaptive filtering system, which consists of two components: the

profile initialization component and the profile adaptation. This year we made some improvement

based on this system, in particular, in the profile initialization and optimization modules.

2.1.3 Initializatioo

Our initialization process includes common operations such as term tokenization. stop words

elimination, stemming, TF and IDF computation. Each topic is treated as a document and

processed in the same way. The initial profile vector can be obtained by summing up the topic

vector and the three positive documents vectors with different weight. Meanwhile, we set the

initial threshold by computing the similarities between the initial profile and all the documents in

the training set.

Since we can't use the IDF statistics of testing set till now, we take the IDF statistics of the

training set as an alternative for term weighting. Ideally, we should update the IDF statistics when

retrieving new documents from the testing documents stream. But our previous experiments have

indicated that it does not seem to improve the overall filtering performance. Therefore, we use the

statistics of the training set without any modification all over our experiments.

Term selection

Last year, we applied a new method for feature selection, which can be regarded as a

variation of Mutual Information. The final results indicated that our method is successful when the

topic is a single Reuters category.

However, each topic of this year has been changed into a natural language statement or an

intersection of some Reuters categories. Our experiment shows that the method does not work

well this year. Several experiments show that the simple term selection according to the TF and

Devalues is a good choice.

Frofiie initialization

For each topic, the profile vector (denoted as P ) is the weighted sum of the topic vector

(denoted as 7" ) and the feature vector (denoted as F ), which is the sum of the initial three

positive documents vectors. The formula is:

P = a* F + /3*f (2.1)

In our experiment, we set a=l,/-!=3 to give prominence to the topic vector.

Similarity computation

We still use the vector cosine distance to compute the similarity between a profile vector (Pi)
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and a document vector( Dj ). TFIDF value is used in our system, which is computed by

(log(77^') + 1) * log(l H ) , where is the number of the total documents in the training set.

2.1.4 Adaptation

For each topic, after initializing the profile and the threshold, we can scan documents one by

one from the testing set. If the similarity between the profile and the document is higher than the

threshold, the document is retrieved, else not. Then we check the answer list of the testing set to

find whether the document is really relevant or not. With this information, we can take some kind

of adaptation to improve the system performance. The adaptation may include threshold updating

and profile updating.

Threshold adaptation

As we know, the goal of the TREC-11 adaptive filtering system is to get maximum Tl 1 U or

Tl IF. Therefore, we adjust the threshold for Tl lU optimization or Tl 1 F optimization.

For Tl lU, our direct goal is to avoid negative utility value for each topic. When the utility

value becomes negative during filtering, which means the system retrieves too many non-relevant

documents, we augment the threshold to reduce the number of retrieved documents. Another

optimization strategy we take is to improve the precision while the recall can't be greatly reduced.

For TllF, our goal is to avoid retrieving zero "relevant" documents. We reduce the threshold

when the system retrieves zero documents at an interval.

Profile adaptation

As the filtering task indicates, each profile vector represents a user's interest. After retrieving

more and more relevant or non-relevant documents, we can get more and more useful information

about the user's interest, which can help us adapt the profile. Our profile adaptation includes

positive adaptation, negative adaptation and adaptation based on undetermined documents. For

positive adaptation, we add the positive documents vectors to the old profile vector with weight a.

For negative adaptation, we subtract the negative documents vectors from the old profile vector

with weight fi. For adaptation based on undetermined documents, we set a relative high threshold

(we use t=Q.6) to filter the retrieved undetermined documents. Those retrieved documents that

have similarity below t are regarded as pseudo-negative documents and treated as real negative

documents. A pseudo-negative document is used in negative with smaller 3 value. When retrieving

the /?+/ th document D„ y, we can adapt the n\h profile to the n+1 th profile according to the

following formula:

Thus after we have retrieved n+1 documents, all the retrieved documents are divided into

four sets: the relevant set denoted as {D the irrelevant set {Z)'}, the undetermined but

pseudo-negative set {D,,} and the remaining documents set {D,, }. We do not use {D„ } in the

adaptation. Then the new profile vector is computed by:

DF,

Pn + a* Dn + 1 if £)« + 1 is relevant

Pn - (3* Dn + 1 if D(, + 1 is irrelevant

Pn ~ Dn + \ otherwise and sim(A ,Dn^\)<t

(2.2)

(2.3)
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Formula (2.3) is some kind of the Rocchio''^' algorithm except one point: we do not compute

the centroid of a document set and regard all documents in each set as one vector. In other words,

we emphasize the retrieved documents and endow them the ability to adjust the profile vector

quickly. As in last year, we investigate the values of a. P and ji . In our experiments, we set a=l,

yg=l.8 and ^ = 1.3.

Undetermined documents processing

In TREC-11, the relevance of most documents in the testing set is unknown to the system. In

order to get more feedback information, we make some experiments on the undetermined

documents.

Experiment 1: Ignoring the undetermined documents when filtering, we adjust the threshold

only according to the relative proportion between the known relevant documents and irrelevant

ones. But there is an important presupposition that such a distribution is the same in the

undetermined documents. Unfortunately, we can' t prove this presupposition.

Experiment 2: A simple idea is that if we could know the real relevance of all documents in

the testing set, the adaptation strategy proved effective in TREC-10 can still be applied. Therefore,

we make a positive centroid and a negative centroid with the retrieved relevant and irrelevant

documents during retrieving the testing set. When retrieving an undetermined document, we judge

its relevance by computing its distance from the positive centroid and the negative centroid. Those

undetermined documents that are nearer to the positive centroid will be treated as real relevant

documents, while others will be treated as irrelevant documents. Thus we can simulate a situation

as in TREC-10. This method allows the system retrieving plenty of "relevant" documents, which

is helpftil to the recall but against the precision. It seems that the initial values of the positive

centroid and negative centroid greatly affect the judgment of undetermined documents. The

positive centroid can be made by the known three positive samples, but we can't make a good

negative centroid because we haven't any negative samples.

Experiment 3: Suppose the answer list has provided most real relevant documents in the

testing set, we treat all or most of the undetermined documents as irrelevant documents. As we've

introduced above, a threshold t can be used to filter the undetermined documents, those have

similarity below / will be treated as irrelevant documents. The discussion of TREC-11 filtering

mailing list shows that such a supposition is reasonable. With this method, we can control the

retrieved "relevant" documents effectively, which is helpful to the precision. But when the number

of real relevant documents in the testing set is big, such a system will suffer a heavy loss.

Of the three methods above, we apply the third one finally, partly suggested by the discussion

ofTREC-1 1 filtering mailing list. The results are encouraging.

2.1.5 Evaluation Results and Analysis

We have submitted four adaptive filtering runs: all for Tl lU optimization, in three of them

we make balance between TllU and TllF. ICTAdaFTl iUd is optimized for recall, avoiding the

heavy loss of relevant documents. As to the optimization method, we use local maximum

optimization strategy at every adaptation interval to obtain the holistic maximum. We also adopt a

method to avoid zero return at next interval by learning from the current adaptation interval.

Table 2.1 shows the results of the 50 assessor topics. Table 2.2 shows the results of the 50

intersection topics. Table 2.3 is the evaluafion results of all 100 topics. Of the assessor topics, the

system exhibits a good performance. But of the intersection topics, the system behaves badly.
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Run ID MeanTllU
TllU vs. median(topic nums)

MeanTllF
Tl IF vs. mediandopic nums)

>(Best) = <(Worst/Zero) >(Best) = <(Worst/Zero)

ICTAdaFTllUa 0.475 46(6) 3 1(0/0) 0.427 43(5) 0 7(2/2)

ICTAdaFTlIUb 0.475 46(6) 3 1(0/0) 0.428 43(5) 0 7(2/2)

ICTAdaFTIlUc 0.471 45(6) 3 2(0/0) 0-422 41(4) 0 9(2/2)

ICTAdaFTIlFd 0.321 18(0) 2 30(3/3) 0.306 29(0) 2 19(2/2)

Table 2.1 ICT adaptive filtering runs(Assessor topics) in TREC-1

1

Run ID MeanTllU
Tl 1 U vs. median(topic nums)

MeanTllF
Tl IF vs. median(topic nums)

>(Best) <(Worst/Zero) >(Best) <( Worst/Zero)

ICTAdaFTllUa 0.335 50(18) 0 0(0/0) 0061 12(5) 32 6(6/6)

ICTAdaFTl lUb 0.330 49(17) 0 1(1/1) 0.062 13(3) 31 6(6/6)

ICTAdaFTIlUc 0.335 50(18) 0 0(0/0) 0,061 12(5) 32 6(6/6)

ICTAdaFTIlFd 0.240 19(0) 7 24(3/3) 0.052 21(1) 24 5(5/5)

Table 2.2 ICT adaptive filtering runs(Intersection topics) in TREC-11

Run ID MeanTllU
TllU vs. median(topic nums)

MeanTllF
Tl 1 F vs. median(topic nums)

>(Best) <( Worst/Zero) >(Besl) <( Worst/Zero)

ICTAdaFTllUa 0,405 96(24) 3 1(0/0) 0.244 55(10) 32 13(8/8)

ICTAdaFTlIUb 0.4025 95(23) 3 2(1/1) 0.245 56(8) 31 13(8/8)

ICTAdaFTIlUc 0,403 95(24) 3 2(0/0) 0.2415 53(9) 32 15(8/8)

ICTAdaFTIlFd 0,2805 37(0) 9 54(6/6) 0.179 50(1) 26 24(7/7)

Table 2.3 ICT adaptive filtering runs(all 100 topics) in TREC-1

1

We had partly noticed the problem of intersection topic in our experiment. It seems that the

intersection topic itself makes the VSM unsuccessful. After comparing the assessor topics with the

intersection topics, we guess the reason maybe that the natural language style of the assessor

topics makes them appropriate to be represented and computed with vectors, while the intersection

topics are not, because the different dimensions of an intersection topic vector have no internal

relations as organic as those of a natural document. Another reason we guess is that there are few

relevant documents on each topic in the testing set that can be used to adjust the profile vector. In

TREC-10 our system has proved suitable for "big" topics but not so for "small" topics. The results

of last year have also proved that as long as enough relevant documents can be provided, on the

intersection-like topics we can still obtain good performance. Although in such circumstances we

may not make a good initial profile vector, enough feedback can greatly adapt it to the best

position. But this year the case is different. We don't have so many relevant documents, so the

weakness of VSM on the intersection topics becomes distinct. An evidence is that our system still

gets better scores on most intersection topics with relative more relevant documents, such as topic

R164, R175, R185. R186 and R199.

In next step, our goal is to find a new way to effectively process the semi-automatically made

intersection topics. We believe such topics represent the trend in future and are worthy of much

more efforts. Accomplishment of the efforts will to some extent lighten assessors" burden in the

filtering task.

2.2 Batch Filtering and Routing Subtasks
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2.2J Text Representation

In our batch and routing filtering system, when preprocessing the documents, we give

additional prominence to the words that occur in the <title> field and we only use weight in

the vector representation.

2.2.2 Samples Preprocessing

We believe some samples in the training set are not good enough to train the classifier, so we

want to eliminate them beforehand. Indeed, samples have different weights since features of

documents have different weights. Importance of samples and importance of features are closely

related:

® An important sample contains many important features;

- ® An important feature appears in many important samples;

We calculate the weights of samples as following;

Let A,,,,, is the matrix of the feature frequency in each sample, m is the number of the

documents and n the number of the features, a,, is the frequency of thejXh feature in the rth sample.

The weight vectors of samples and features are respectively = {Wj-^,W^ ,---,W^ )

Wi = (W,^ ,W,^,---,W, )'
. Their initial values are M^/*" and with each component set to 1

.

The formulas below are to compute the weights. It can be proved that the computing process

is convergent.

= J /f,^
(2-4)

w^;'*" = i A,^* (2-5)

(J
= ].2, .... lu / = 1, 2, w)

After computing the weights of all samples, for each topic, we remove the lowest 10%

samples and use the remaining samples to train the classifier

2.2.3 Training

The system uses Rocchio method in the training process. For topic /, its representative feature

vector P, is calculated as following:

P,=P,~PP_ _ (2.6)

Where is the centroid of the relevant documents and P is the centroid of the

irrelevant documents in the training set, is an experiential parameter.

Since the fi\t filter2002_qrels.test cannot be used for training, we use the training set to

choose proper values of j^and the threshold by LOOCV {Leave-om-out cross-validation), which

is the most extreme and most accurate version of cross-validation.

Jn test process, those documents with high cosine distance to are retrieved to form the

finai results.

2.2.4 Evaluation Results and Analysis

We have submitted two batch-filtering runs and two routing runs. All of them are optimized

for TllU. The only difference between the two runs are thresholds and the parameter /3 in the

formula (2.6).
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Batch Filtering

The evaluations of batch results are shown in Table 2.4. Table 2.4 shows that in each run, the

scores of Til U and TllF are close to medians. For the first 50 topics, we get a set precision

higher than the median, but the set recall is lower than it. For the last 50 topics, we set a very strict

threshold to avoid TllU becoming negative, because the baseline of Tl lU is 0.333. As a result,

the scores of TllF, Set Precision, and Set Recall are all very low. Since we have set the same

threshold for all 100 topics, we think the results show that the threshold for every topic should be

different.

Run ID TlIU Median TllU vs. median TllF Median TllF vs. median

TllU (Topic nums) TllF (Topic nums)

> < > <

ICTBaiFTlllJa(l-5U) 0.35 0.377 20 10 20 0.18 0.233 19 5 26

ICTBatFTl]Ub(I-50) 0.323 15 7 28 0.248 26 7 17

lCTBatFTllUa(51-100) 0.333 0.254 47 1 0 0.024 0 17 33

iCTBatFT11Ub(5 1-100) 0,304 40 4 6 0.0 11 4 17 29

Table 2.4 ICT batch filtering runs (all 100 topics) in TREC-11

Routing

We set a lower threshold to get 1000 documents for each topic to form the routing results.

The only difference between the two runs is the parameter P

.

Run ID
Average

precision

Average precision vs. medians(Topic nums) All Results

> < niin med max

ICTRouFTl lUa(l-50) 0.243 26 7 17

0 0.223 0.507

ICTRouFTl lLlb(l-50) 0.25 31 8 11

ICTRouFTl lUa(51-100) 0.024 18 16 16
0 0.02 0.085

ICTRouFTl lUb(5 1-1 00) 0.025 18 18 14

Table 2.5 ICT routing runs (all 100 topics) in TREC-1

1

We can see that all of our results are similar to the medians. We think this is because we only

set one same threshold for all topics and lack an effective parameter optimization method. We will

try to research on automatic parameter optimization methods.

In the future, we have a lot of work to do to improve our work. For feature selection, we want

to use N-Gram to add more terms to represent the documents. For the last 50 topics, we have tried

to use KNN to improve the classification results. To our surprise, its result is much worse than the

Rocchio method. We will research on the phenomenon and try more complex methods.

3. Web Track

3.1 Introduction

Last year we took part in TREC for the first time and we only submitted four runs for the ad

hoc task. This year we submitted runs for both two tasks.

This year, Web track consists of two new subtasks: the Named Page Finding task, which is

introduced to investigate methods for finding a particular page that has been named by the user,

and the Topic Distillation task, which is introduced to investigate methods for finding key

resources in a particular topic area. In the former task, the system should retum a single named

page as the result. For instance, for the query "passport application form ". the correct answer
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should be the page travel.state.gov/dsp 1 1 .pdf, which contains the electronic copy of requested

form. In the Topic Distillation task, a single relevant document is not important any more. The

concept resource is introduced as the basic element of results and judgments. The test collection of

this year's Web track is changed to .Gov data set which substitutes WtlOg used in previous years.

Though the Web track tasks have been significantly modified, the basis of experiments is still

the traditional IR systems. In TREC 2001 we investigated the effectiveness of the combination of

classical Boolean model and probabilistic model in the ad hoc task. We also investigated methods

that make use of link information between pages in the same task. Neither of the results was as

good as we had expected. So this year we decide to adopt vector space model and to make use of

only text contents and internal structure of pages. Our retrieval system is based on SMART. In

order to deal with large data set such as WtlOg and .Gov test collection, we modified the basic

SMART system, and the Lini-Ltu weighting method was added to the system. This method has

been proven to be very effective and efficient in our experiments. The classical weighting methods

such as Inc-ltc do not behave well in our experiments.

3.2 Named Page Finding Task

As introduced above, the goal of Named Page Finding task is to find appropriate page(s)

named by users. It is rather close to a special kind of user requirement, i.e., finding a few

documents that precisely meet the information need of users. The query "passport application

form" is an example. Another one is the query "table of contents gnu make manual", by which a

user would like to find the exact page that is the table of contents of GNU make manual. By

analyzing these examples we have found some features that can be utilized.

Firstly, the content-based ranking score of traditional IR system is still the most important

factor in Named Page Finding. If we assign the content-based score a less important coefficient in

result merging process that will be described below, the final results will be worse. This can be

explained if we notice that single term is more important in Named Page Finding task than in ad

hoc task. This task pays more attention to precision than to recall. Only those pages that contain

all or most of the query terms would have high possibility of meeting information need implied by

the query in, thus they would have higher content-based scores than most of the irrelevant

documents. Certainly some of irrelevant documents will also have high content-based scores, but

we will enhance the scores of relevant documents by result merging process.

Secondly, the internal structure of documents will give us plenty of information. As the name

of task suggests, query terms of Named Page Finding task are the names of relevant documents.

Usually they are precise representations of topics. They should more possibly appear in important

positions such as document title, beginning sentences of paragraphs and section headers, or

display in a striking manner, for example a bold, italic, and large size font face. In such situation

authors of documents have explicitly defined them as important terms. We can get a lot of

relevance information by comparing the query terms with them. Besides this there is another

reason why the method is especially useful for the task. Queries in ad hoc task are often about

general topics. They must be described by natural language so that people can understand the

information need under which the queries are developed. So they are prone to ambiguity.

Correspondingly the relevant documents cannot be named clearly and easily. On the contrary, the

information need of Named Page Finding task can be very easily understood, even without extra

descriptions, so authors and searchers of the same documents will in the gross adopt the same

terms as topic descriptions. The Homepage Finding task in last year's web track can be regarded
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as a kind of Named Page Finding task. In fact, when we added the phrase "home page" to the

original queries we got obvious improved results. In our contrast experiment, ad hoc runs using

document structure information gave poor results whose average precisions are too low to be

mentioned while Homepage Finding runs gave fairly satisfactory results.

The last factor we have proven to be effective for the Named Page Finding task is anchor

texts of documents. They act as almost the same role as the second factor. They can be regarded as

names given by referrers to target documents. When the target documents can be easily named and

referrers adopt the same names widely, retrieval results using the names are fairly satisfactory.

As we have stated above we believe that Homepage Finding task is a special kind of Named

Page Finding task. So except some special methods for Homepage Finding such as analysis of

URL depth, the methods that are effective for Homepage Finding should also be effective for

Named Page Finding. We ran our experiments on WtlOg data set using topics and qrels developed

for the Homepage Finding task to find the most optimized parameters. The results are shown in

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. We then applied the same system to the .Gov data set and Named Page

Finding task. The experimental results that we observed have proven to be satisfactory.

We use the linear result merging method to get the last result of Named Page Finding task.

The merging formula is

W(p) = a * uv(p) + p * + r * H'„(p) (3.1)

Where w, (p) is the content weight of page p, w/p) is the weight from structure information, w^fp)

is the weight from the anchor text of page p and a,f^,y are their coefficients. In our experiments

only the titles of documents are used as structure information. The evaluation results are shown in

Table 3.3.

A\ erugf Precision R-precision Recall

0 1938 0.2185 2243

Table 3.1 Our content-based experiment for the ad hoc task of TREC-10.

ContenUa) Structure! P) Anchor text(y) MRR
Correct

Answers

1 0 0 0.4185 122/145

0 1 0 0.4467 105/145

0 0 1 0.3769 94/145

1 0.5 0.5 0 5880 133/145

1 0.5 0.8 0.6032 130/145

1 0.5 1 0.5806 130/145

Table 3.2 Our Homepage Finding experiments of TREC-10

Run ID MRR Answers Found(£/! 1

0

Not Foundi'ir/'all

ictnp2 0.559 114/150 18/150

ictnp3 0 557 116/150 18/150

ictnp4 0.555 116/150 18/150

ictnp6 0 613 127/150 14/150

iclnp7 0.613 127/150 14/150

Table 3.3 ICT Named Page Finding runs in TREC-1

1
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3.3 Topic Distillation Task

As described in the TREC-2002 Web Track Guideline, a key resource might be:

The home page of a site dedicated to the topic.

The main page of a sub-site (part of a site) dedicated to the topic. (If there are several

relevant pages but no main page linking them, then the individual pages must be judged on their

own merit.)

A highly useful html, pdf, doc, ps page dedicated to the topic (should be an

outstandingly useful page). Return the page's URL.

A highly useftil page of links (hub page) on the topic. Return its URL.

# A relevant service e.g. perhaps http://www.nasa.gov/search/ for the NASA topic.

Except the last two cases key resources are some important pages inside individual sites. Our

first experiment was based on HITS algorithm. We submitted queries to SMART and retrieved

ranked page lists, and then applied HITS to every group of pages coming from the same site. We

extracted the page that had the maximum Hub+Authority value from each group of pages and

added them to the final result. We found that the average result of this method was disappointing,

partly because many Hub and Authority pages computed by HITS cannot meet the definition of

key resource. Our last experiment on this task was based on a simple idea. After the first retrieval,

we scanned the page list. If we found a page's url containing the other's, we then re-weighted the

latter page by adding the former's weight to the latter's. After re-weighting the weight of a certain

result page x is

(3.2)

Where p is a page whose url string contains x's, Wp is the content weight of page p and I'p is

the rank of page p. The run icttd2 is based on this approach, and ictted3 is based on icttd2 plus

some additional re-weighting methods. The evaluation result is shown in Table 3.4.

The run icttdl is a baseline run produced by our retrieval system. It is the best one among the

three runs. It seems that our re-weighting methods are not so effective as we have expected. We

believe that more attentions should be paid to the instances of key resources given by the TREC

qreis so that characters of them can be found.

Run ID Average Precision R-Precision Relret

icttdl 0.1620 0.1919 1038/1574

icttd2 0.1364 0 1 599 '.038/1574

icttdS 0.0597 0.1034 288/1574

Table 3.4 Result of Topic Distillation task in TREC-l 1

4. Conclusion

We've participated in the TREC conference for two times. By communicating with the

researcher all over the world, we've learned more. We've got many experiences in English

information processing, which will benefit us greatly in our Chinese information processing.

TREC not only advances our research on IR, but also enlighten our insights. From here, we

can find our advantages and disadvantages comparison to the foreign friends going the same way.

We are glad to take part in TREC continuously.
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Abstract: We describe our experiments with the .GOV collection in both the topic

distillation and named page tasks at the 2002 TREC web track. We report on our

indexing speed, retrieval efficiency results and effectiveness results for both tasks.

1„ Introduction

We report on our experiments for the TREC 2002 web track for both the topic distillation and named page

tasks. We use a very simple method for both tasks which takes the first hit page in the top 10 for a give web

site and discards any further pages from that web site (section 2 describes our research aims and objectives in

more detail). We also describe indexing results (section 3), give a description of the runs and settings used

(section 4), briefly describe our retrieval efficiency results in section 5, and outline our retrieval efficiency

results in sections 6 and 7. A conclusion is given in section 8.

2. Research aims and objectives

We take a very simple approach both the topic distillation and named page tasks. We want to test the

hypothesis "does the best BM25 ranked document from any given web site yield the best web page for users

information needs". We want to compare this rather simple technique with other more complex techniques

which use link information in order to find the best given web page or pages.

Our retrieval efficiency experiments differ from our previous work [2] which concentrated on using large

scale parallelism to speed up the processing of both indexing and search. In these experiments we want to

show that we can successfully process large amounts of text with our system using a single machine (even if it

does has multiple processors on it).

3. lodexieg methodology and results

3.1 Indexing methodology

We used a simple and straightforward methodology for indexing: parsing, remove stop words, stemming in

the given language. The PLIERS HTML/SGML parser needed to be altered to detect non-ASCII characters

such as those with umlauts, accents, circumflexes etc. We also incorporated non-English stemmers into the

PLIERS library (these were not used for these experiments). We used a standard stop word list defined by Fox

[3]. Apart from this our indexing methodology is much the same a described in [2].

3.2 Indexing results

Elapsed

Time (hrs)

DIctioEary

file size MB
Postings file

size GB
Map file

size MB
% of text

10.54 iiO L17 40.4 7%

Table i - Indexing results for .GOV collection

Table 1 gives the indexing results for the .GOV collection. PLIERS was able to process the data in a

reasonable time (just under 1 1 hours) and produced an inverted file that was only 7% of the collection size.

This compares favourably with our previous web track experiments with WTlOOg [2], in which indexes were

11% of the collection size. The final merge took only about 10 minutes (a total of 1.5% of total indexing
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time): this represents a significant improvement on previous single processor experiments. This can be

explained by our usage of a significantly faster machine. We regard it as a success to be able to index data of

this size: we suspect that the system would not be able to handle a slightly larger collection without failing.

4. Run descriptions and settings used

All experiments were conducted on a Pentium 4 machine with 256 MB of memory and 240 GB of disk space.

The operating system used was Red Hat Linux 7.2. All search runs were done using the Robertson/Sparck

Jones Probabilistic model. All our runs are in the Web track. All queries derived from topics are automatic.

Changes to software in order to conduct these particular experiments were minimal. We used the URL/TREC
ID list supplied with the .GOV collection to identify and eliminate documents from the top 10 results which

are from the same web site. Only the highest ranked document from a web site is retained. The top 10 results

are therefore guaranteed to have unique URL's in them i.e. all documents in the top 10 are from different web

sites. We used this technique on both Web track tasks.

The weighting function used for these experiments was BM25 [1]. There are a number of tuning constants for

this function with which we have done experiments on before, in order to find the best combination for search

[2]. There are two constants: Kl and B [1]. The Kl constant alters the influence of term frequency in the

BM25 function, while the B constant alters the influence of normalised average document length. Values of

Kl can range from 0 to infinity, whereas the values of B are with the range 1 (document lengths used

unaltered) to 0 (document length data not used at all). Table 2 shows the details of our official Web track runs

[Note: T = Title only queries, TD^Title and Description, D=Description only].

Run ID Description Query Type Kl Constant B Constant

pltr02wtl Distillation run T 1.5 0.8

pltr02wt2 Non-Distillation run T 1.5 0.8

pltr02wt3 Distillation run T 1.5 0.2

pltr02wt4 Non-Distillation run T 1.5 0.2

pltr02wt5 Distillation run TD 1.5 0.2

pltr02wt6 Named page run D 1.5 0.2

pltr02wt7 Named page run D 1.5 0.4

pltr02wt8 Named page run D 1.5 0.6

pltr02wt8 Named page run D 1.5 0.8

Table 2 - TREC 2002 Web track run details

We used 1.5 for the Kl constants for all our runs as this was the best found in our previous Web track

experiments for a large collection of web data [2]. For the topic distillation task we varied the B constant

between 0.2 and 0.8 in order to investigate the effect of document length on this task. We also included some

non-distillation runs to allow us to quantify the effectiveness of our distillation runs. Most of our distillation

task runs used title only queries (realistic), but we did submit one title/description run. We used description

only queries for the named page task (this was the only allowed method). We were able to vary the B constant

on the named page task a little more as we had less flexibility on those runs: this allowed us to investigate the

effect of document length in more detail for this task.

5. TREC 2002 retrievai efficiency results

5. 1 Retrieval efficiency results

Table 3 gives a sample of the average elapsed time for each of the official runs. The distillation task runs

contained 50 queries, whilst the named page runs contained 150 queries. We are very satisfied with our query

response times on the .GOV collection. All our runs have met the one to ten second response time criteria

specified by Frakes [5], and they are good for a collection of this size. We believe that these response times
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could be considerably improved by using various query optimisation techniques (currently v^^e do not use any

in our query processing).

Query Distillation Non-Distillation Named page

Type runs runs runs

T 1.24 1.29

TD 7.17

D 1.48

Table 3 - TREC 2002 average elapsed time for official runs (sample)

6o Topic dlstlllatioo task results

The topic distillation results are shown in Table 4.

Rue id Description Precision

@ 10

Average

Precision

Query
Type

B

pltr02wtl Distillation run 0.200 0.144 0.8

pltr02wt2 Non-Distillation run 0.241 0.190 T 0.8

pltr02wt3 Distillation run 0.175 0.109 T 0.2

pltr02wt4 Non-Distillation run 0.200 0.143 T 0.2

pltr02wt5 Distillation run 0.088 0.044 TD 0.2

Table 4 - TREC 2002 Topic distillation results

An interesting result from our experiments was that the Non-distillation runs did better than the Distillation

runs, and that one of our Non-distillation runs (pltr02wt2) came second overall in this years Web track Topic

distillation task [5]. Two significant observations can be made about these experiments. The first is that just

using a simple minded URL removal technique to improve topic distillation simply does not work. The

second is that for this task, using ordinary BM25 search techniques with no relevant feedback is comparable

to those methods which utilize such evidence as document structure, anchor text and link structure. With

respect to the BM25 tuning constant parameter it is clear that a lower value of B was better for both our types

of runs: runs with B set at 0.8 did better than those with B set at 0.2 (when comparing like with like e.g.

distillation runs).

7o Named page task results

The named page results are shown in Table 5.

Run ID MRR % in top 10 % not found B
pltr02wt6 0.334 44.7% 44.0% 0.2

pltr02wt7 0.414 53.7% 41.3% 0.4

pltr02wt8 0.416 52.7% 41.3% 0.6

pltr02wt8 0.418 52.7% 42.0% 0.8

Table 5 - TREC 2002 Named page task results

Overall the results are disappointing: in most runs we are only finding about 50% of the named pages in the

top 10, and our experiments do not find up to 40% of the resources at all. Therefore our MRR results are not

as good as we would have liked - up to something in the region of 0.72 as found with the top scoring run in

this years Named page task [5]. We believe that one important factor may be the cause of reduced

effectiveness for this task given the evidence found in topic distillation runs: all experiments used the URL
removal technique - and this has obviously had a significant effect on our MRR scores. It would be useful to
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do Named page experiments without the URL removal procedure in order to quantify the effect of using such

a method. We could also make a contribution to the IR community, being able to compare a realistic BM25
technique with those which make use of document/link structures and anchor text. It should be noted that

MRR increases with the value of B, but the increase is not significant beyond B=0.4. The increase from 8=0.2

to B=0.4 is significant however: the percentage increase is 24%. Increases on the other runs with increasing

value of B are all below the half percent mark.

8c Conclusion

The simple minded technique of removing multiple hits from web pages used for the purposes of the

experiments described in this paper, do not appear to have work particularly well. We have found,

significantly, that a straight BM25 term weighting run with no relevance feedback compares very well indeed

with methods which use document/link structures and anchor text in the Topic distillation task. Our Named

page runs are disappointing, and we believe that part of the problem relates to removing multiple hits from

web pages.

With respect to our hypothesis, we have demonstrated that for the topic distillation task, BM25
appears to work quite well. However we have not been able to demonstrate this for the named page task and

further investigation is required. In particular the issues of removing documents from the top 10 when other

document from the same web site have already been retrieved needs to be investigated.

The evidence from the experiments described in this paper show that altering the value of the B
constant in the BM25 model does appear to have an effect: in particular a high value of B parameter appears

to work well with the .GOV collection for both of this years web track tasks. We have been able to show that

our system scales to much larger collections of the .GOV size, and have shown the indexing/search speeds are

acceptable for data sets of this size.
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Ai>stract

The official submission for CL Research's question-answering system (DIMAP-QA) for TREC-l 1 only

slightly extends its semantic relation triple (logical form) technology in which documents are fiilly parsed and

databases built around discourse entities. We were unable to complete the planned revision of our system based on

a fuller discourse analysis of the texts. We have since implemented many of these changes and can now report

preliminary and encouraging results of basing our system on XML markup of texts vvath syntactic and semantic

attributes and use ofXML stylesheet functionality (specifically, XPath expressions) to answer questions.

The official confidence-weighted score for the mam TREC-l 1 QA task was 0.049, based on processmg 20

ofthe top 50 documents provided by NIST. Our estimated mean reciprocal rank was 0.128 for the exact answers

and 0.227 for sentence answers, comparable to our results from previous years. With our revised XML-based

system, using a 20 percent sample of the TREC questions, we have an estimated confidence-weighted score of

0.869 and mean reciprocal rank of 0.828. We describe our system and examine the results from XML tagging in

terms of question-answering and other applications such as information extraction, text summarization, novelty

studies, and investigation of linguistic phenomena.

1 Introduction

In previous years, DIMAP-QA was based on full

parsing of the 10 or 20 NIST-suppiied top documents

ofTREC texts and extracting semantic relation triples

into a database from which answers were then found

(Litkovi'ski, 2001; Litkowski, 2002a). As noted

previously, our system was intended to be part of a

larger system of discourse analysis ofthe texts, which

had not been sufficiently implemented to serve as the

basis for question-answering. In addition, although our

idea of capturing semantic relation triples (identifying

discourse entities and their relations to other discourse

elements) seemed sound, the use of a traditional

database structure made it difficult to represent and

exploit the structural properties of natural language.

Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides a

more natural mechanism for representing texts. A
valid XML document is a tree and we can readily

design our entire representation on this tree structure.

The entire TREC collection (or any subset of

documents) can be represented as one tree; the next

level ofthe tree represents each document. At the next

level, each document may be represented as a set of

sentences, each of which may then be subdivided into

sentence segments or clauses (elementary discourse

units), which are then broken down into traditional

parse trees, ending in leaf nodes corresponding to the

words in the sentences. Each node in the ti-ee may have

associated attribute names and values.

A key part of the XML design philosophy is the

ability to transform an XML file into usable output for

display or other purposes (e.g., populating a database).

This is accomplished via XML stylesheet language

transformations (XSLT). XSLT is based on the

creation of XPath expressions, which specify the path

from the top of the XML tree to some intermediate or

leaf node. For question-answering, an XPath

expression (query) essentially specifies search criteria

that return a string answer, based on node types and

attributes. For example, for question 1553 ("who

makes Magic Chef refi^igerators?"). a single XPath

expression looks for a sentence containing "Magic

Chef and an anaphor with an antecedent, finds the

sentence containing the antecedent, notices that the

antecedent is a predicate to "is", and retrieves the

subject of the predicative, "Maytag", as the answer to

the question.

Section 2 presents the TREC QA problem

description. Section 3 describes our system: sentence

splitting, parsing, discourse and sentence analysis, and

database development and XML tagging. Section 4

briefly describes question-answering against the

document databases. Section 5 provides a detailed

description of procedures used to answer questions

from XML-tagged documents. Section 6 presents and
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analyzes our official results and the unofficial results

achieved using the XSLT approach. Section 7

describes anticipated next steps for improving the

question-answering capability and for using XML-
tagged documents in other applications such as

information extraction, text summarization, novelty

studies, and investigation of linguistic phenomena.

2 Problem Description

Participants in the main TREC-1 ! QA track were

provided with 500 unseen questions to be answered

from the AQUAINT Corpus of English News Text on

two CD-ROMs, (about one million documents),

containing documents from Associated Press

Newswire, New York Times Newswire, and Xinhua

News Agency. These documents were stored with

SGML formatting tags (XML compliant). Participants

were given the option ofusing their own search engine

or ofusing the results of a "generic" search engine. CL
Research chose the latter, relying on the top 50

documents retrieved by the search engine. These top

documents were provided simultaneously with the

questions.

Participants in the main task were required to

answer the 500 questions with a single exact answer,

containing no extraneous information and supported

by a document in the corpus. A valid answer could be

NIL, indicating that there was no answer in the

document set; NIST included 46 questions for which

no answer exists in the collection. Answers for the 500

questions were to be sorted according to a participant's

confidence. NIST evaluators next judged whether an

answer was correct, inexact, unsupported, or incorrect.

The submissions were then scored as the sum with I

from 1 to 500 of the number of correct answers up to

1 divided by 1, and this sum divided by 500, called a

confidence-weighted score (CWS).

CL Research performed two runs for the main

task. However, we mistakenly submitted the second

run, based on using the top 20 documents (rather than

one for the top 10 and one for the top 20), for both run

tags. The discussion of our official submission will

thus present results for only one run.

3 System Descriptloii

The CL Research question-answering system

consists of four major components: (1) a sentence

splitter that separated the source documents into

individual sentences; (2) a parser which took each

sentence and parsed it. resulting in a parse tree

containing the constituents ofthe sentence; (3) a parse

tree analyzer that identified important elements of the

sentence and created semantic relation triples stored in

a database and a set of discourse constituents

(sentences and clauses, discourse entities, verbs and

prepositions) used to create an XML-tagged version of

each document; and (4) two question-answering

programs, one using the database and one using the

XML documents.

3.1 Sentence Splitting

Sentence splitting proceeded as described in

previous years (Litkowski, 2002a; Litkowski, 2001).

Using the new AQUAINT collection posed some

difficulties because ofidiosyncratic markup (described

below). Unlikeprevious years, this phase ofprocessing

was completely robust.

For TREC- 1 1 , the top 20 documents (as ranked by

the search engine) were analyzed for the main task,

with one database containing only the processing for

the top 10 documents and the other for the full 20

documents. Overall, this resulted in processing 10,000

documents from which 257,276 sentences were

identified and presented to the parser. Thus, we used

an average of 25.7 sentences per document (compared

to 22.8 in TREC-10, 28.9 m TREC-9 and 31.9 m
TREC-8) or 257 sentences for the 10-document set and

514 for the 20-document set.

3.2 Parser

We continued our use of the Proximity parser,

described in more detail in our previous papers

(Litkowski, 2002a; Litkowski, 2001). As described

there, the parser output consists of bracketed parse

trees, with leafnodes describing the part ofspeech and

lexical entry for each sentence word. Annotations, such

as number and tense information, may be included at

any node. Usable output was generated by the parser

for 99.9 percent of the sentences that were processed.

33 Discourse and Sentence Analysis

The sentence parsing in the CL Research system

is part of a broader system designed to provide a

discourse analysis of an entire text or set of texts. We
are using this system for processing encyclopedia

articles, historical texts, scientific articles', as well as

the news wire texts in TREC and the RST treebank

(Linguistic Data Consortium, 2002). Frequently, the

' See httT)://^'ww.clres.com/sa-articIes.xml .
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input has already been tagged (e.g., in SGML) and our

processing may result in additional tagging.

After each sentence is identified and parsed, its

parse tree is traversed in a depth-first recursive

function. During this traversal, each non-terminal and

terminal node is analyzed, making use of parse tree

annotations and other functions and lexical resources

that provide "semantic" interpretations of syntactic

properties and lexical information.

At the top node in the tree, just prior to iteration

over its immediate children, the principal discourse

analysis steps are performed. Each sentence is treated

as an "evenf and added to a list of events that

constitute the discourse. We first update data structures

used for anaphora resolution. Next, we perform a quick

traversal ofthe parse tree to identity discourse markers

(e.g., subordinating conjunctions, relative clause

boundaries, and discourse punctuation) and break the

sentence down into elementary discourse units. We
also identify and maintain a list of the sentence's verbs

at this stage, to serve as the bearers of the event for

each discourse unit.

After the initial discourse ana lysis, the focal points

in the traversal of the parse tree are the noun phrases.

When a noun phrase is encountered, its constituents

are examined and its relationship to other sentence

constituents are deteiTnined. The relationship analysis

givesriseto asemasitic relation triple, which consists

of a discourse entity (the noun phrase itself), a

syntactic or semantic relation which characterizes the

entity's role in the sentence, and a governing word to

which the entity stands in the semantic relation. A
triple is generally equivalent to a logical form (where

the operator is the semantic relation) or a conceptual

graph, except that a semantic relation is not strictly

required, with the driving force being the discourse

entity.

Each noun phrase is added to a list of discourse

entities for the entire text, that is, a "history" list. As

each noun phrase is encountered, it is compared to

discourse entities already on the history list. This

comparison first looks for a prior mention, in whole or

in part, to determine whether the new entity is a

coreferentofa previous entity (particularly valuable for

named entities). If the new entity is an anaphor, an

anaphoric resolution module is invoked to establish the

antecedent. A similar effort is made to find antecedents

for definite noun phrases. The noun phrase's

constituents are examined for numbers, adjective

sequences, possessives (which are also subjected to the

anaphoric resolution module), genitive determiners

(which are made into separate discourse entities),

leading noun sequences, ordinals, and time phrases.

Finally, an attempt is made to assign a semantic type

to the head noun of the phrase using WordNet or an

integrated machine-readable dictionary or thesaurus.

If a noun phrase is part of a prepositional phrase,

a special preposition dictionary is invoked in an

attempt to disambiguate the preposition and identify its

semantic type. This module identifies the attachment

point ofthe preposition and uses information about the

syntactic and semantic characteristics of the

attachment point and the prepositional object for this

disambiguation. The preposition "definitions" in this

dictionary are actually fiinction calls that check for

such things as Hterals and hypemymy relations in

WordNet. A list of all prepositions encountered in the

text is maintained as the text is processed. (See

Litkowski (2002b) for further details.)

Predicative adjective phrases, relative clauses,

subordinate clauses, and appositives are also flagged as

the parse tree is traversed. The attachment points and

spans of relative clauses and appositives are noted.

As the noun phrases are encountered, we attempt

to identify the syntactic or semantic role they play in

the sentence. These include "SUB J," "OBT', "TIME,"

"NUM," "ADJMOD," and the prepositions heading

prepositional phrases. Relative clauses and appositives

are inherently modifiers of their attachment points.

The governing word was generally the word in the

sentence that the discourse entity stood in relation to.

For "SUBJ," "OBJ," and "TIME," this was generally

the main verb of the sentence. For prepositions, the

governing word was generally the noun or verb that

the prepositional phrase modified. (Because of the

context-sensitive dynamic parsing goals that were

added when a verb or a governing noun was

recognized, it was possible to identify what was

modified.) For the adjectives and numbers, the

governing word was generally the noun that was

modified.

A semantic relation and a governing word were

not identified for all discourse entities.

Notwithstanding, a list of every discourse entity is

maintained with a unique identifier and all

characteristics that can be associated with them.

3A Database Development and XML
Tagging

The text analysis module generates two types of

output: (1) a database of semantic relation triples and

(2) an XML tagging of the text. Either type of output

is optional. For the database, each semantic relation

triple is added as it is generated. Overall. 2.306,698

semantic relation triples were created in parsing the
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1S1,H(> sentences, an average of 9.0 triples per

sentence (compared to 9.7 in TREC-10).

Although we have achieved some degree of

success with the database approach, we have found

that it is difficult to work with. The table of semantic

relation triples isnot intuitive because the flatstructure

removes the tree structure that is inherent in a

grammar-based parser. For simple questions,

answering is a matter of forming a join between a

question database parsed and analyzed in the same way

as the document database. With greater complexity,

and with a document database where a simple join

does not produce an answer, the logic required to

examine a path of relations becomes more difficult.

As indicated above, the text analysis module

develops four lists at the same time as the semantic

relation triples: ( 1
) events (the discourse segments), (2

)

entities (the discourse entities), (3) verbs, and (3)

semantic relations (the prepositions). Each document

consists of one or more tagged segments, which may

include nested segments. Each discourse entity, verb,

and preposition in each segment is then tagged. A
segment may also contain untagged text, such as

adverbs and punctuation. Each item on each list has an

identification number (used in many ofthe functions of

the text analysis module). As indicated above, the

discourse analysis assigns attributes to each segment

(and subsegment), discourse entity, verb, and

preposition.

For segments, the attributes include the sentence

number (if the segment is the full sentence), a list of

subsegments (if any), the parent segment (if a

subsegment). the text of the segment, the discourse

markers in the sentence, and a type (e.g., a "definition"

sentence or "appositive"). For discourse entities, the

attributes include its segment, position in the sentence,

syntactic role (subject, object, prepositional object),

syntactic characteristics (number, gender, andperson),

type (anaphor, definite or indefinite), semantic type

(such as person, location, or organization), coreferent

(if it appeared earlier in the document), whether the

noun phrase includes a number or an ordinal,

antecedent (for definite noun phrases and anaphors),

and a tag indicating the type of question it may answer

(such as who, when, where, how many, and how

much). For verbs, the attributes include its segment,

position in the sentence, the subcategorization type

(from a set of 30 types), its arguments, its base form

(when inflected), and its grammatical role (when used

as an adjective). For prepositions, the attributes include

its segment, the type ofsemantic relation it instantiates

(based on disambiguation of the preposition) and its

arguments (both the prepositional object and the

attachment point of the prepositional phrase).

After all sentences in a document have been

processed, the four lists are used to create an XML-
tagged version of the document. The XML tagging is

performed for each segment within the XML element

segment, with the attributes listed in the tag opening.

The tag content is initialized to the segment text and

we proceed to mark up this text according to the text

contained within each subsegment, discourse entity

(discent), verb (verb), and preposition (semrel) in the

segment. As these XML elements are generated, their

attributes are added to the tag opening.

The resultant XML-tagged text for individual

documents were combined into one overall file of

documents, each with a tag for the document number.

For TREC. the output consisted of groups of ten

documents from the NIST-provided top documents for

each question. Since we only processed the top 20

documents, we had 500 XML files for the top ten

documents and 500 for documents ranked 1
1"' through

20"'. These are the files used for answering the TREC
questions.

4 Question-Answering Using Document
Databases

For TREC-1 1 , the question-answering against the

document databases was little changed fi^om previous

years. We refer to our earlier detailed descriptions

(Litkowski, 2002a; Litkowski, 2001) and provide only

a brief overview here.

For TREC-1 1, a database of documents was

created for each question, as provided by the NIST
generic search engine. A single database was created

for each question in the main task. Tlie question-

answering consisted of matching the database records

for an individual question against the database of

documents for that question.

The question-answering phase consists of four

main steps: (1) detailed analysis of the question to set

the stage for detailed analysis of the sentences

according to the type ofquestion, (2) coarse filtering of

the records in the database to select potential

sentences, (3) extracting possible short answers from

the sentences, with some adjustments to the score,

based on matches between the question and sentence

database records and tlie short answers that have been

exfracted and (4) making a final evaluation of the

match between the question's key elements and the

short answers to arrive at a final score for the sentence.

The sentences and short answers were then ordered by

decreasing score. The short answer for each question

(an "exact" answer), its score, and its sentence (the

"justification") were printed to a file. This file was
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then sorted by score to create a "confidence-ordered"

answer set submitted to NIST.

5 Qiiestlon-AiisweriRg Using XML-
Tagged Documents

As described earlier, question-answering against

XML files essentially involves describing a path

(XPath) from the top of the tree(s) to a discourse entity

(in our case, to a discent node) which is returned as

the answer. To do this, a question is converted into an

XPath expression used to select nodes in the files. For

example, for question 1593 ("What percent of Egypt's

population lives in Cairo?"), an XPath expression is

//segment|co!itains(., 'Cairo')!
//dlscent|contalns(.,'percent

'
) and

@tag='howniany'j

The first double slash says to find any node in all

documents being searched that are marked as segment

elemaits and contains the word "Cairo". The second

double slash says to find all discent elements that are

descendants of such segments containing the word

"percent" and that have an attribute tag with value

equal to "howmany". This XPath expression will

return zero or more nodes from however many

documents are processed.

In general, question-answering consists of the

following steps: (i) analyze the question and convert

it into an XPath expression; (2) load the XML fi!e(s)

and select the nodes satisiying the XPath expression;

and (3) if necessary, score and/or evaluate the nodes

returned and present them to the user. The second step

is the easiest, consisting of a loop over the files being

processed, with a single statement to load the file and

another single statement to select the nodes.

The first step, determining the XPath expression,

is more difficuU. As can be seen for ql593, not all the

question elements are present in the query. This may

be characterized as a "backoflT' strategy, beginning

with all the terms in the query and removing some that

are not necessary or are too restrictive. For ql593,

including all the terms wilt result in zero nodes. This

is frequently the case, vvdth questions often providing

much more information than is likely to appear in one

sentence. The third step, evaluating the nodes selected,

is generally not as complicated; a well-fonnulated

XPath expression generally returns only a couple of

answers, although there are some question types that

require more extensive processing. We will describe

our observations about the first and the third steps in

more detail below.

As indicated earlier, we were not able to

implement our question-answering against the XML-

tagged documents for our official submission. Using

these documents has required an entirely new
conceptual approach, involving the resolution ofmany
intertwined issues. This new approach has been

evolving since our submission; many refinements are

necessary and many possibilities for making these

changes have been emerging.

To begin with, the whole tagging process

described in general terms above requires dealing with

virtually the fijll panoply of natural language

processing, including tokenization, sentence splitting,

parsing, word-sense disambiguation, anaphora

resolution, and discourse analysis. While we have

developed a systemi that comprehends all these

components, many of the components have not yet

been implemented to the state of the art. For example,

our anaphora resolution module is currently estimated

at 55 percent correct, whereas the state of the art has

been attaining levels over 80 percent. Also, our typing

and characterization of prepositional semantic

relations is currently operating at about 20 percent (see

Litkowski (2002b) for our lexicographic approach to

this problem), so that we have to rely on the

preposition itselfas the bearer ofinformation about the

semantic relation. Further, our discourse structure

analysis is an initial implementation, presently

handling only apposifives and relative clauses.

A second major issue to be faced is the selection of

tags and their attribute names and values. This issue

involves identifying what information will be usefijl

and then developing techniques for extracting the

information, using whatever other resources may be

available (such as dictionaries and thesauruses). An
important question, given our semantic predilections,

is what semantic classes to use for characterizing

discourse entities. Another important question is how
to group information: what sentence parts should be

grouped together and which modifiers should be

separated or put into attributes of a discourse entity.

Dealing with these issues (identifying problems

with the functioning of our XML output generation

and examining representational alternatives) is very

complex and requires the development ofmechanisms

for analyzing them. This has led to two steps in our

development cycle: (1 ) the development ofan analysis

interface for assessing problems and (2) the use of the

TREC questions as guidance for inadequacies in our

representations. As will be suggested below, the use of

XSLT has demonstrated not only a capability for

dealing with these issues, but also provides a stiong

indication that an XML representation of text will be

extremely useflil for a wide range of applications,

including question-answering.
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5.1 Step 1: An XML Analysis Interface

The generation of 1 000XML files each containing

10 TREC documents provides a large amount ofdata;

the XML files are approximately five times the size of

the TREC documents. The XML files can be viewed

(with retention of the nested structure) in Microsoft's

Internet Explorer, but this does not allow any

systematic examination of the data. Conventionally,

those working with XML files develop XML
stylesheets for portraying the data (XSLT), perhaps

embedded in interactive browser web pages. However,

this requires a prior design, something not yet

developed for the files generated here. Moreover,

XLST is somewhat involved and not convenient for the

analysis required here. Instead, we developed a GUT
interface which enables lower-level access to the XML
data and provides an easier development vehicle for

the kmds of exploration needed here. Lessons learned

fi-om this interface can guide future development of

applications using XML-tagged documents.

Our development environment (known as

XMLPartner) provides powerful tools for low-level

access to the XML data. A well-structured XML file

has the form ofa completely hierarchical tree, wherein

nodes contain the data and the attributes.^ In our

system, an XML file of any size (with extremely large

files using a buffered stream) is loaded with one

statement. Similarly, a search for nodes providing the

answer to some query (the XPath expression

conforming to the XML Path Language) is

accomplished with one statement. This enables us to

focus on development of queries and examination of

search results (perhaps with further search statements).

We have developed surrounding GUI components to

facilitate examination of different aspects of the XML
data (referred to below as XML Analyzer).

5.1.1 Global Examination of Data

In the first place, we used XML Analyzer to

examine (and sometimes extract) interesting

phenomena in the text. XML Analyzer can be used as

a concordancer; a suitable XPath expression can

extract all sentences in our TREC XML files (80 MB)
that begin with "After" in four minutes. Similarly, we

'Indexing ofXML documents includes traditional

indexing for information reti-ieval, but is also "XML-
aware", meaning that searches can be efficiently

performed on any XML tags, attributes, and values.

We envision that XML output generated by our

system would be subjected to XML-aware indexing.

can find all discourse entities that contain a capitalized

word, to examine whether we have assigned them an

appropriate named entity type. In general, we use Ihis

basic capability to examine words, the entities and

sentences in which they occur, and their attributes.

We display results of a search with the entity (if

requested), the document title (the document number
for TREC documents), and thesentencecontaining the

entity. When we are searching only for sentences, no

enfity is given. A user can select a sentence and ask to

see all the entities in that sentence. A user can select

an enfity and request all other entities which co-refer

to it or have it as an antecedent.

5.L2 Detailed Investigation of Discourse

Entities

The XML Analyzer can be used toexaminedetails

about particular discourse entifies. For example,

question 1502 asks "when was President Kennedy

killed". In the NIST top 10 documents for this

question, a search on "Kennedy" in discourse enrities

identified 152 occurrences (the Kennedy clan).

Narrowing the search to those also containing

"Edward" gave 7 instances; expanding this to include

enfities where "Edward" was contained in the

antecedent attribute identified an additional 14

instances. An examination of the attributes ofthese 21

instances showed 14 as the subject, one as the object,

one as a possessive pronoun and tliree as a genitive

determiner, and two as a prepositional object.

Use of the XML Analyzer in this way suggests

that a user can examine the different relations in which

an entity participates. For those as subject, we can

examine the verbs to determine what kind of actions

the subject performs (for action verbs) or what

properties the subject has (for stative verbs). For those

as possessive pronoun or genitive detenniner, the user

can examine what kindsofpossessive relationships the

entity can have (e.g., as brother, his back, or his

commitment). Forthose as prepositional object, wecan
examinethe relations the entity has with other entities.

More generally, this suggests the possibility of an

interactive web page allowing a user to explore the

different relations in which a discourse entity

participates, perhaps moving to other discourse enrities

with which it shares a relation.

5.2 Step 2: Answering Questions with

XPath Expressions

As our first step in developing techniques for

answering questions, we examined whetlier the
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answers (as contained in the patterns) occurred as

discourse entities in our XML output. For virtually all

cases, the answers were present in distinct entities; in

those where they were not, we identified several bugs

we were able to correct in ourXML output processing.

This process generahzes well with our interface:

create an XPath expression, determine whether it leads

to appropriate discourse entities, and if not, make

changes in some part of our system, either correcting

bugs or altering ourXML representation. This process

has involved learning the intricacies of XPath

expressions, which have proved capable of returning

the exact answer to almost all TREC questions.

We developed XPath expressions for a contiguous

20 percent sample of the TREC questions, providing a

basis for drawing conclusions. In general, the XPath

expressions are highly confirmatory of techniques

developed over the years in the QA track. The XPath

expressions show that simple string patterns are quite

effective and that syntactic and semantic information

can be quite useful. Our development of these

expressions shows that characterizing the patterns in

the underlying text via XML elements and attributes is

worthwhile for QA, and potentially other appl ications.

We demonstrate this by showing the XPath

expressions for several question types. In each of these

cases, the development of an XPath expression

proceeds by ( 1 ) ftirther characterization ofthe question

type, (2) development of a query component that

selects segments, and (3) refinement of the query in

specifying characteristics of the discourse entity.

5.2.1 Whatis and WhatNP Questions

What questions have the highest frequency,

constituting more than 40 percent ofthe questions, and

have the most subtypes. Four principal varieties are:

(1) "What (ls|was) (the NP ...
|
NP called

|
the ORD

NP
I

NPl's NF2
I

NP)?", where NP is a noun phrase

and ORD is an ordinal (e.g., 'first'); (2) "What NPA
(is (NP2

I

PP)
I

did (NP2)? V (PREP)?)", where NPA
is NPl or NPl's NP3, PP is a prepositional phrase,

PREP is a preposition, and the internal '?' indicates

an optional element; (3) "What is NT's (real
|

original
|

nick) name?", and (4) "What (do NP V
|

does NP stand for)?", where V is a verb.

For the most general variety ("What (is|was) the

NP ... ?"), a canonical answer would be "X (Isiwas)

the NP ... ?". Examples are "What is the oldest college

bowl game?" (1529), "What is the most populated

country in theworld?" (1544). and "What isthe textof

an opera called?" (1583). A suitable XPath expression

can ask //segment[contaiiis(.,'(is|was) the NP ...')J,

i.e., a simple string match, or perhaps suitable subsets

of the NP. To get at the specific discourse entity, the

XPath expression would continue with

//disceiit|contalns(.,'NP') and @synrole- obj'l

/precediiig-slbllng::verbf. = 'was'j
/preceding-sibling: :disceiit|@synrole='subj'|, which

says "find a discourse entity containing NP with

syntactic role 'object' that is preceded by a verb equal

to 'was' and that is preceded by a discourse entity with

syntactic role 'subject'". This discourse entity is the

answer to the question.

Another possibility for the general "What (is|was)

the NP ... ?", as well as the third variety above "What

is ... name?" and the second alternative of the fourth

variety "What does NP stand for?", is a search for a

relative clause, appositive, or parenthetical. As
mentioned earlier, our text analysis and XML-tagging

modules generally identify these as subsegments. Our

segment search for these can be formulated as

//segment|contalns(.,'NP') and (child::segment or

contains(.,', or') or £ontains(.,'('))], which looks for

a segment that contains the NP and contains either a

nested segment or a simple string (a comma and "or"

or an opening parenthesis). In these cases, the desired

discourse entity would be obtained by first looking for

//discent|contains(.,'NP')I and then either

/preceding-sibling: rdiscent or /following-

sibling: rdiscent. In the case asking what something

stands for, the NP is usually an abbreviation or

acronym. In this case, it is possible to build a more

elaborate XPath expression that tests whether the

letters of the answer node(s) correspond to the NP.

With our low-level access to the answer nodes,

however, it may be more efficient to perfomi this test

in a post-processing phase that evaluates the answers.

A post-processing phase becomes even more

important in handling the second variety listed above

( "What NPA (is (NP2
|
PP)

|
did (NP2)? V

(PREP)?)"). For this variety, the segment search is

generally ofthe form //segment[contains(.,'NP2')and

(child::verbf@root='V'| or contains(.,'PP'))],

looking for elements of NP2, the root fomi of V, or

elements of the prepositional phrase, usually the

prepositional object, depending on the specific

subvariety. The desired discourse entitymay be present

in the same discourse entity containing NPA
(//dlscent[contains(.,'NPA')|), such as q 1 525, "Wliat

university did Thomas Jefferson found?", where our

text processing created a single named entity

"UniversityofVirginia". However, in the more general

case, the head noun of NPA would be a hypemym of

an answer (such as ql499, "Wliich African country's

major export is coffee?"). In this case, we might return
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all discourse entities in segments containing "major",

"export", and "coffee" (//discent, i.e., without any

further restrictions) and in post-processing ask whether

any ofthem are hyponyms of "African country", using

WordNet as the basis for such tests.

5.2.2 When Questions

When questions comprise 20 percent oftheTREC
set. In our analyses, only two varieties were needed: (1

)

"WHEN (was|did) NP VP?", where VP includes a

verb and other constituents, and (2) "WHEN was NP
V?". WHEN can be either "When", "What year", or

some other time question. Although the second variety

is a subset of the first, the second is distinguished in

having a verb as the final element (e.g., ql502, "What

year was President Kennedy killed?").

Since our parser's grammar labels time

expressions, identification of time patterns for our

segment search was not necessary. Instead, for the first

variety, the XPath expression was generally

//segment [contains{.,'NT') and contains(.,'VP')].For

the second variety, synset expansion of the verb was

necessary, //segmentfcontains(.,'NP') and

(contains(.,'V) or contains(.,'Vl ') or

contains(.,'VN'))j, where the VI are verbs from V's

synset. To get at the discourse entity,

//discentl@tag='when'j was sufficient.

5.2.3 Where Questions

Where questions constituted 10 percent of the

TREC set. Most ofthese questions followed the pattern

"Where Is NP". There were some minor variations,

e.g., with "where" replaced by "At what place" or

with "What NP ... LPrep?", where LPrep is a

locative preposition. In all cases, the segment search

was specified by //segment[co!itains(.,'NP')] and the

discourse entity search by //discent|@tag='where'|.

5.2.4 Other Question Types

Who questions comprised more than 10 percent of

the TREC set. Their complexity was comparable to the

What questions; the discussion above on those

questions generally covers the issues involved in the

Who questions. How questions, including "how

many", "how much", and "how measured", comprise

the remainder ofthe TREC set. The XPath expressions

for these questions generally follow the patterns for the

When and Where questions, replacing the tag value

to "howmany", "num". "howmuch", or "howmeas",

which were created during the text analysis.

6 TREC-11 Results and Analysis

6.1 Official Results Using Document
Databases

CL Research submitted 2 runs for the main task,

both using the document database approach used in

previous years. Our intent was that one run would be

based on the top 10 NIST documents and the other

based on the top 20. However, an error in submission

resulted in the set for the top 20 being submitted twice.

Our official confidence-weighted score (CWS) was

0.049, with 36 correct answers, 10 inexact answers,

and 2 unsupported answers.

Our official submission was significantly affected

by an oversight in which Associated Press Newswire

texts were not properly subjected to the sentence

splitter. The effect (for 101 questions) was that whole

paragraphs wei^e evaluated and scored as a single

sentence. The scoring used in our system gave a large

number ofthese paragraphs unduly high scores. These

paragraphs, from which an answer was extracted, were

thus given a high ranking, significantly affecting the

CWS. We have not yet reprocessed those texts to

determine the overall effect on our document database

submission. By changing the scores for these answers

to the average of our scores for Xinhua and New York

Times documents, the estimated CWS was changed to

0.080. However, the effect is likely to be more

significant, since the selection of these paragraphs as

answer sources precludes the possible selection of

correct answers from lower ranked passages.

Notwithstanding this difficulty, our document-

based question-answering produced results consistent

with our system's performance in the past two years.

We calculated the mean reciprocal rank for our exact

answers (0.128) and for the sentences (0.232)

containing them. As indicated earlier, we made no

significant changes in our document-based question-

answering, so these results were expected.

6.2 Uriofficiai Results Using XML-Tagged
Documents

To assess the potential benefit from using XML-
tagged documents, we selected a contiguous set of 100

questions (1493-1592) and developed XPath

expressions by hand for them to determine ifwe could

obtain exact answers. This set was started af^er we had

gained some familiarity with using the tagged

documents and our XML Analyzer. We have not yet

automated the creation of XPath expressions; we have

found it necessary to develop an understanding of the
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patterns suitable for the diflFerent question types and

varieties, as described in the previous section. We
selected a contiguous set to compare our results to a

contiguous subset of the fiill set of questions, rather

than a random subset that might not generalize.

We applied the XPath expressions against the

XML-tagged files for these 100 questions, first against

the top 10 documents and then against the next 10

documents ifwe did not obtain an answer against the

first 10. We constructed an answer set file conforming

to the NIST specifications, using the first answer

returned or NIL if no answers were returned. We did

not use any scoring system to order the answers, but

rather gave a score of 1 005 to all non-NIL answers and

1000 to all NIL answers. As a result, sorting the

answers by score ordered the answer file with the

highest question number first. This answer file was

then scored with the NIST Perl script.

Since many questions had no answers in the top

20 documents, we also formed a subset of75 questions

for which answers were present, but mcluding the six

questions in this subset for which no answers were

present in the TREC collection, to test the effect of

posing an XPath expression to the top 20 documents.

We developed the XPath expressions for these

questions to conform as much as possible to linguistic

intuitions, rather than just attempting to get the correct

answer so that we will be able to develop appropriate

mechanisms for automating the process. For the most

part, the expressions have the simplicity described in

section 5, with only a few requiring complex

expressions. The expressions had a very high

specificity in retrieving answers. The 75 XPath

expressions returned a total of only 171 answers (2.3

per question), ofwhich 97 were exact answers (1.3 per

question). (For q 1 587, "Wliat did Sherlock Holmes call

the street gang that helped him crack cases?", which

NIST characterized as not having an answer, the

XPath expression returned "Baker Street Irregulars",

although this answer would have been judged as

unsupported.) Table 1 shows the confidence-weighted

scores based on our olTicial submission and based on

the XML-based answers.

Table 1. Confidenee-Weighted Scores for

Question Samples

Sample cws
Official (100) 0.192

XML-based (100) 0.816

Official (75) 0.266

XML-based (75) 0.869

As can be seen, the question subset we have

chosen is much better than our official results for the

full set (0.049). In table 2, we show the mean

reciprocal rank for these subsets.

Table 2. Mean Reciprocal Ranks
for 75 Question Sample

Sample CWS
Official (first answer only) 0.160

XML-based (first answer only) 0.800

Uofficial (top 5 answers) 0.243

XML-based (top 5 answers) 0.828

In this table, the first two rows correspond to the

percent of answers that are correct, while the second

two rows consider the top 5 answers, as in previous

years. These results, again, are higher than our overall

results, where we answered only 36 questions correctly

and our overall mean reciprocal rank was 0.128. Thus,

this sample may overstate how much we would achieve

with XPath expressions for all 500 quesfions.

In general, our results using the XML-tagged

documents and XPath expressions were quite

surprising. Wliile our XML-taggmg is comprehensive,

it is far from complete, as indicated above. In addition,

the question types and varieties did not seem to require

an elaborate typing ofanswers(suchasHarabigiuet al.

(2002) or Hovy et al. (2002)). Rather, the XML-based

approach seems closer to the pattern-matching

methods described in Soubbotin (2002), Brill et al.

(2002), and Ravichandran & Hovy (2002), with

additional benefits achievable by having structural

information available. However, it is not clear how

much taggging is necessary for quesfion-answering.

This is an issue for further research; we believe our

methodological approach is well-suited to examining

this issue, using the many levels of detail available.

7 Future Developments

As menfioned earlier, many components of our

XML-tagging system can be improved, including our

discourse analysis, anaphora resolution, semantic

typing, and disambiguation components. As these

improvements are made, they can be examined

specifically for their contribution to question-

answering. In addition, we see the XML-tagging

approach as having pot en fial benefits for investigation

of linguistic phenomena, information extraction,

novelty detection, and text summarization.

We will be generalizing our XML Analyzer to

handle arbitrary tagging systems used in tagging text,

such as part-of-speech taggers, chunkers, word-sense

taggers, and discourse taggers. This will entail only

minor changes and will facilitate examination of
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linguistic phenomena, including the possibility of

adding tags, one of the basic objectives of XSLT.

In developing XPath expressions to answer

questions, the final component of the expression

requests discourse enti ty nodes with specific properti es.

By focusing instead on all discourse entities having

particular properties over a range of documents, the

XML Analyzer can be reconfigured to act as an

information extraction tool. A specification of the

discourse entity type desired to propagate a database

can be used to build suitable XPath expressions to

extract this data.

The TREC top documents were noteworthy for

frequently containing the same or a very similar

document several times (perhaps differing only in the

document number). The low-level functionality

available to us for examining XML nodes makes it

easy to recognize such duplication. This can be

extended to recognize near duplication based on

varying criteria, such as synonymy. Using the Kennedy

example described earlier, for example, it would be

straightforward to examine the various relations in

which Kennedy participates for synonymy andnovelty.

Finally, the low-level functionality also allows us

to summarize the characteristics of a text at any node

level (e.g., frequency, types of nodes, and novelty).

These characteristics can then be used to create various

text summaries, and indeed, to create new XML
documents by combining nodes from the original

document. For example, encyclopedia articles

frequently discuss a topic by defining it in several

places using a copulative and possessive properties; the

corresponding nodes from the original article can be

used to generate an overall definition.

8 Summary

CL Research has made apreliminary investigation

of the feasibility of massive XML tagging of source

documents for the purpose ofanswering questions. Our

results strongly suggest that this is a viable approach.

Further, the development of the infrastructure

necessary to evaluate this approach suggests that XML
tagging may be useful in several other text processing

tasks.
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CLARtT Experiments In Batch Filtering:

Terrri Selection and Threshoici Optimization in IR and SVfVl Filters
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Emilia Stoica, Jesse yontgorrsery, David A. Hull, Waibhav Tembe

e corporation, Pittsburgh,

1. fntroduction

The Clairvoyance team participated in tfie Filtering

Track, submitting two runs in tine Batci^ Filtering

category. While we have been exploring the question of

both topic modeling and ensemble filter construction (as

in our previous TREC filtering experiments [5]), we had

one distinct objective this year, to explore the viability of

monolithic filters in classification-like tasks. This is

appropriate to our work, in part, because monolithic

filters are a crucial starting point for ensemble filtering,

and it is possible for them to contribute substantially in

the ensemble approach. Our primary goal in

experiments this year, thus, was to explore two issues

in monolithic filter construction: (1) term count selection

and (2) filter threshold optimization.

In fact, our pre-TREC experiments were conducted in a

brief period and we were unable to complete all the

tests we had planned. Our official submissions reflect

essentially our first, baseline results. They are overall

poor in comparison to other results reported this year.

However, an additional focus of our work relates to the

general problem of exploiting training data, in particular,

where there are only a few positive-example documents

for a topic. We regard such cases as more realistic

(e.g., in commercial settings) than the categorization-

oriented tasks we have seen in TREC filtering in the

past, e.g., based on the Reuters collection. Thus, in a

series of follow-up experiments, we explored the

strengths and limitations of classifier-based approaches

(using kernel methods) and CLARIT-IR-based ones on

the fifty TREC-2002 "Assessor" Topics.

In our CLARIT-IR-based experiments, we aimed to

establish a more accurate baseline than the one

reflected in our official submissions. We also sought to

vary the term-extraction techniques we used, to

optimize performance on a topic-by-topic basis.

In our kernel-based (SVM) experiments, we used non-

mathematical (non-QP) based approaches to learning

SVMs. We used both NLP-based features and simple

white-space-delimited ones; and we developed a

preliminary approach to thresholding the classifier

margin.

In the following sections we first describe our official

submitted runs and results and then present in greater

detail the post-TREC experiments that we conducted.

2. Official Batch Filtering Runs

Our official batch filtering runs reflected a straight-

forward extraction of term vectors from positive training

documents, the setting of thresholds based on
calibration of the term vectors over the training data,

and the use of the term vectors to score (retrieve/rank)

documents in the test collection.

2.1. Preparing Filters and Testing

As a general approach to handling the available

training data, we divided the training corpus equally

into two parts, one half of which we used for

constructing filters (i.e., extracting terms, assigning

weights, and determining the optimal term profile

cutoff), the other half of which we used for validation

(including score-threshold setting). We constructed

monolithic filters for each topic automatically, based on
the positive examples of each topic. In fact, we used a

slightly modified version of the training database: we
added two additional, identical positive example
"documents" for each topic. These were created by

the system from the topic's title and its short and long

descriptions, with all meta-language ("Retrieve

documents which...," "Find documents that...")

automatically removed. We chose to add these

artificial documents to increase the number of training

documents and to emphasize terms that we
anticipated would be especially useful in the filter.

Terms for all topics in this combination of positive

examples and artificial documents were generated by
CLARIT NLP (yielding morphologically normalized

single words, phrases, and sub-phrases), then

weighted, ranked, and selected for extraction (to

represent the term profile in the filter) using our

thesaurus extraction method "Prob2" (as given in

Figure 1 ). We used Prob2 as our default and only

term-extraction method based, in part, on our

observations of Prob2's overall robust performance

compared to other term-extraction methods in our

TREC 2001 experiments. While keeping the method
of selecting terms for topics constant, we
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experimented with optimizing the number of terms for a

given topic.

We investigated several techniques for determining how
many terms to include in the filter for a given topic. We
settled on a method based on the 2"'^ derivative of a

topic's term weight profile (w"). In short, this approach

examines a set of terms ranked according to term

weight, and disregards all terms occurring after the

point where the term weight profile begins to level off.

This point is determined by the condition 0 > w" > c. (In

our case, we set c to 0.01 .) In this way, all terms that

did not show evidence of being particularly

characteristic of a topic (according to their rank in the

term weight profile) were disregarded. We applied this

method of term count selection to construct filters for

each topic. We imposed the additional condition that no

topic filter use fewer than five terms. For each of our

submitted runs, the average number of terms in a filter

was 26, and the maximum was 104.

Once we established which terms (and how many) to

use in constructing a filter, it remained for us to

determine the threshold for each topic. This was one of

the chief issues we wanted to explore, and so we took a

different approach for each of our submissions. In our

runs CCT1 1 BFC and CCT1 1 BFD, the filter was applied

to the entire training corpus. That is, the threshold was

optimized over both the first half of the corpus, which

we used for constructing the filter, as well as the second

half, which had thus far been unused. For CCT1 1 BFC,

the filter's threshold was set using the beta-gamma

method on normalized linear utility, T1 1SU, to decrease

the likelihood that we would over-fit the training data.

(Cf. [13;14] for discussion of the beta-gamma threshold

setting method.) For this run, beta-gamma values were

0.1 and 0.4, respectively. To further decrease the

possibility of over-fitting the training data, we employed

an additional "global threshold multiplier" that relaxed

the optimal threshold a bit further. For run CCT1 1 BFC,

this global multiplier was set to 0.95.

Our other submission, CCT1 1 BFD, was identical to

CCT1 1 BFC, with two exceptions. For this run we
employed no beta-gamma regulation at all, and instead

lowered the global threshold multiplier to 0.85. Finally,

all filters for both CCT1 1 BFC and CCT1 1 BFD were run

on the full testing set.

2.2. Official Test Results

Table 1 presents a summary of various batch filtering

runs in terms of normalized linear utility (T1 ISU) and F-

Beta. Row one of this table gives the median of all

submitted runs from all groups for TREC-2002 batch

filtering. The second and third rows summarize the

results for our two submitted runs. The remaining rows

show results for other unofficial runs we completed,

including an Adatron SVM [1 ;6;1 1] run.

Prob2(t)=log(R, + 1) x\ log(
N-R + 2

N,-R, + 1

1)-log(^-1)\

Rocchio(t)=IDF(t)x^

YNTF,(t)

R

Y'^F,(t)

RocchioFQ(t) = IDF(t) x ^J2o£SeL

H

GL2(t):
4xRtxNt

(R + Ntf

N is the number of documents in the (reference) corpus;

Nt is the number of documents in the (reference) corpus

that contain term t; R is the number of documents ffor

training or feedback) that are relevant to the topic; Rt is

the number of documents (for training or feedback) that

are relevant to the topic and contain term t; TF is the

(raw) frequency of term t in a document; and NTF is the

normalized frequency of term t in a document.

Figure 1. Term-extraction formulae

Run Description T11SU F-Beta

Median for all Submitted Runs 0.316 0.129

Submitted

Results

CCT11BFC 0.186 0.147

CCT11BFD 0.184 0.145

Unofficial

Results

CCT11BFA 0.147 0.130

CCT11BFB 0.165 0.129

Adatron 0.328 1 0.035

Table 1. Results of official and pre-TREC batch

experiments (on all 100 topics)

2.3. Observations on Official Runs

On the whole, our official results were unsatisfactory.

Our failure to perform well may have been due to

several factors. We may have selected terms poorly

for various topics, and therefore had a poor

characterization of these topics. It was also possible

that we chose appropriate terms, but too many or too

few of them. Finally, we may have correctly chosen

our terms and term counts, and still have performed

poorly on vanous topics due to poor thresholding. We
did several analyses to see which of these factors

actually was responsible for our weak performance.

As we investigated topics where we performed poorly,

we saw little indication that we had grossly erred in our

method of choosing which terms to extract from

positive examples. Thus, our decision to use a single

feature-extraction method (Prob2) that nad performed

well and robustly in the past does not seem to have

harmed our effort significantly.
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Additionally, there was little evidence that our term

count optimization was faulty. We conducted post-

submission experiments where we added terms to

(poorly performing) topic profiles in which we had

originally used relatively few terms. We likewise did

experiments where we removed terms from topic

profiles in which we had originally used many terms. In

neither case did we see a dramatic change in the

performance of filters upon the addition or removal of

terms from the profile.

We did see, however, that setting filter thresholds

improperly had a remarkable impact upon a filter's

performance. In particular, we observed that for many
of the topics where we performed poorly, we had set

the filter threshold much too low, thereby allowing for

the retrieval of many non-relevant documents. Results

of our post-submission experiments indicate that the

negative effects of poor thresholding far outweigh the

positive effects of good term and term count selection.

We saw this principle at work, for example, in Topic

144, Mountain Climbing Deatlis, which was one of the

topics on which we performed extremely poorly. Upon
examining the actual terms (and number of terms) in

the profile, we could see that they were a fair

characterization of the topic. Our recall figure was quite

high (0.965—we retrieved 55 of 57 total relevant), and

initial precision was quite high: roughly the first third of

the documents we retrieved were relevant—a good
indication that our terms and term weights were on

target. The explanation for such poor performance,

then, can be found in our set precision figure (0.026):

we retrieved far too many non-relevant documents

(2048 out of 2104).

Furthermore, we observed the positive effect that

conservative thresholding can have in overcoming the

lesser negative effects of poorly chosen terms or term

counts. We saw this in some topics where we
performed quite well in comparison to the TREC
median (T1 1 SU), even though many of the highly

ranked documents were not relevant. Our good
performance (relative to the median) is likely the result

of choosing terms that were at least adequate, and,

especially, having a threshold that was conservative

enough to prevent over-delivery of non-relevant

documents. Topic 122, Symptoms Parkinson's Disease,

was one topic where we observed this behavior.

The results of our analyses, then, clearly demonstrate

that having good terms and term counts is outweighed

by setting an improper threshold. On the other hand,

accurately choosing a proper threshold helps even in

instances where term and term count selection are not

especially good. The greater danger lies in using a

threshold that is too relaxed rather than setting too

conservative a threshold. Thus, our decision to

override and lower the threshold for each topic set

automatically on the training data was the principal

cause of our poor overall performance.

3. Post-TREC Experiments: IR-Based Filters

We were naturally interested in assessing the problem
of threshold setting in our post-TREC follow-up

experiments. In particular, we wanted to establish our

baseline performance in threshold setting and to look

more closely at the problem of term selection.

We confined our evaluation to the first fifty ("Assessor")

topics, because they proved to be the most valuable

(and valid) ones in the test suite, and because these

topics also seem more realistic than the artificially

generated "Intersection" topics. In our subsequent
analysis, we report both our post-TREC results and
official TREC results on Assessor topics only.

3.1. Revised (Corrected) Term/Threshold Selection

in our first post-TREC experiment, we repeated our

basic TREC runs with "normal" threshold setting. That

is, we did not force the threshold (set on the training

data) to be more relaxed when running on the test

collection. This experiment used only the simplest

approach to term selection (based on Prob2 extraction

and 2"°-derivative term-count selection), threshold

calibration on the full training database (using beta-

gamma threshold setting), and direct ranking of the

test collection. We called this run Prob2-2D.

In our second post-TREC experiment, we first split the

training data into halves and used one half (including

approximately half the positive examples) for candidate

term selection and the other half for validation. In this

approach, we were interested in trying several different

term-extraction methods and predicting which method
would give the best terms for each topic. Thus, we
used each method (and 2"'^-derivative term-count

selection) on the positive training documents for a topic

in the first half of the training corpus to create a term

vector for each topic, and then tested the performance

of each vector against the second half of the training

corpus. Based on which vector gave the best

performance (T1 ISU score), we chose the term-

extraction method used to create that vector as the

"best" for that topic. We then repeated the procedure

in our first post-TREC experiment, but with the term-

extraction method set to the "best" method for each
topic. We called this run Opt-2D.

The steps in our process are given in Figure 2. Note

that the split of the training data into halves (or any
other arbitrary proportion) to yield a sub-corpus for

topic modeling (term extraction) and a sub-corpus for

validation (testing a model), is based on a pseudo-

random assignment of documents to one or the other

portion. This means that, in the case of some topics,

there might be very few positive examples of a topic in

any one of the training sub-corpora. A paucity of data

can lead to poor training, of course, but we decided not

to inten/ene to insure optimal splits in training data

precisely because we wanted to assess, as well, the

robustness of our generalized topic-modeling process.
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1. Split the traintng set. First, sort (scramble) the document ids. (For a database with 10 docs, such

"scrambling" might produce: 024681 357 9.) Next, apply the desired TrainingA/alidation split. (For the

TREC experiments, the split is 50/50, based on choosing every other document for a split.) Pick one split for

Training, one for Validation. (In the TREC experiments, the 2™ half ("odd" documents) was chosen for

Training/term-extraction and the 1^' half ("even" documents) was chosen for validation/optimization.) The pre-

scrambling makes it possible to select any subset with reduced bias, (if one chose a 60/20/20 split for the 10-

document collection, above, the system would deliver the subsets "0 369 1 .4", "7 2," ana "5 8".)

2. Choose extraction method. If the extraction method is fixed (e.g., Prob2), si<ip this step and go to Step 3.

For each candidate extraction method (e.g., Prob2, Rocchio, RocchioFQ, and GL2), create a filter using the

Training half of the training corous. Optimize the term count by applying the 2nd derivative method. Choose
Max(MinimumTermCount, 2ndDerivTermCount). (The MinimumTermCount used in post-TREC experiments is

10.) Truncate the term vector to the specified term count. Set the threshold using beta-gamma optimization

((3=0.1 ,Y=0.4) over the entire training set. Retrieve over the Validation half of the training set (using the

optimized threshold) and compute utility (T1 1SU). Choose the extraction method with the highest score.

3. Extract fine! fitter. Extract terms from the entire training set using the chosen method. Optimize the term

count (using 2nd derivative, as described above), subject to the iViinimumTermCount. Truncate the vector to

that count. Set the threshold on the entire training set using beta-gamma optimization.

Figure 2. Procedure for creating a CLARfT filter profile

The formulae for our term-extraction methods—Prob2,

Rocchio, RocchioFQ, and GlobaiLocal2 (GL2)—are

given in Figure 1. In both experiments, we used the full

training corpus as the reference corpus. Processing

time for these filters averaged 17 seconds per topic for

training and testing combined. Filter length for Prob2-

2D averaged 33.34 terms and for Opt-2D 15.76.

3.2. Post-TREC Experiment Results

As can be seen from the results in Table 2, both Prob2-

2D and Opt-2D clearly out-perform our submitted

(official) runs. (The values in Table 2 for our official

runs reflect our performance on the Assessor topics

only.) Compared to the median reported for the group

on Assessor topics, both Prob2-2D and Opt-2D have

lower T1 1 SU scores. However, in terms of F-Beta, both

post-TREC runs show rather impressive performance.

In our Opt-2D runs, the Prob2 extraction method was
chosen only 6 times, whereas Rocchio was chosen 30

times, RocchioFQ 8 times, and GL2 6 times. In terms

of individual-topic results, Opt-2D gave significantly

better performance (>0.10 absolute difference in score)

than Prob2-2D on 1 0 topics for T1 1 SU and 9 topics for

F-Beta. In contrast, Opt-2D was significantly worse on

1 1 topics for T1 1 SU and on 7 for F-Beta. In the

aggregate, however, the effect of term-extraction

method optimization appears to be negligible.

Run Description T11SU F-Beta

Median for all Submitted Runs 0.377 0.234

Submitted

Results

CCT11BFC 0.243 0.259

CCT11BFD 0.243 0.259

Post-TREC
Experiments

Prob2-2D 0.309 0.323

Opt-2D 0.315 0.326

Table 2. Results of post-TREC-batch experiments

We note, however, that our choice of an optimum
method was based on the performance of a candidate

filter on half the training corpus. In those cases where

we had poor training splits, our choice was not well

informed. Cleariy, this is an area for further work.

The overall strong performance on F-Beta for both

runs confirms our hypothesis that the basic method we
have used is robust and practical. It also confirms that

the poor results in our official runs were due to

improper threshold setting, in particular, our decision to

relax the threshold values that were determined for

filters on the training corpus.

4. Post-TREC Experiments: Kernel-Based Filters

In addition to our IR-based runs, we decided to expand
our evaluation of kernel techniques for batch filtering in

a series of post-TREC experiments. The essential

questions we focused on include how well kernel

methods perform on topics with limited training data

and how flexible the learned thresholds can be when
data is sparse. We explored both our kernel-Adatron

and a new version of an SMO algorithm.

4.1. Genera! Note on Kernel (SVWI) Methods

Support vector machines (SVM) are a general purpose

machine learning approach [2; 12], with our interest

being principally in learning classification models from

labeled data. Our batch filtering SVM study was limited

to learning a binary SVM classifier for each topic

(positive and negative class). This corresponds to

searching for (or learning) a hyperplane that provides

maximum separation between the positive and
negative training examples. Since text classification

problems are of high dimensionality (which are

generally lineariy separable), it is sufficient to search
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for this hyperplane in the term/word space, thus

avoiding the use of more complex feature spaces that

can be induced easily using kernel (non-linear

similarity) functions. Hyperplane selection is based

upon ideas from statistical learning theory [12], where

the hyperplane that is furthest away (has maximum
margin) from all training data and that provides

(tolerable) class separation is chosen. Large margin

separation has been theoretically shown to lead to

improved generalization.

More formally, SVM models or classifiers denote a

separating hyperplane between two classes, whereby

datapoints falling on one side of the hyperplane denote

one class and datapoints falling on the other denote the

other class. In linear kernel-based SVMs, hyperplanes

are typically represented in primal form as follows

(where <.,.> denotes inner/dot product):

C/ass (X) =Sign{{W,X) + b)

where W is a weight vector, and b is the bias or

threshold. See Figure 3 for a graphic depiction of a

hyperplane for a linearly separable dataset. An
alternative and more general representation of a

hyperplane that is commonly used in SVMs is the

following dual representation:

Class(X) = SignlY^a, y,{X,,X) + bj

Here, the alphas (a,) denote the Lagrange multiplier

associated with each example. This representation

permits the learning of such classifiers using well-

known optimization techniques such as quadratic

programming. After learning, only a small percentage

of the training data will have non-zero Lagrange

multipliers. These examples are known as the support

vectors. For dot-product (linear) kernels the dual

representation of a hyperplane can be mapped to the

primal form, thus, yielding a computationally more
efficient model, akin to the more traditional information

retrieval model. The above dual representation of a

hyperplane can be further generalized by considering

different forms of the similarity function or kernels such

as polynomial, LSI Kernels [4], and String Kernels [9],

For our current purposes of text classification, linear

kernels were deemed to be sufficient.

4.2. Learning SVMs

Support vector machines are commonly trained using

either mathematical programming (MP) approaches

such as quadratic programming or by strategies that

avoid the use of the MP techniques. The latter

techniques have the added attraction of being easier to

implement, while providing similar levels of performance

as their MP counterparts. For our experiments, we
implemented and evaluated two non-MP based
approaches: the kernel-Adatron (KA) algorithm [1;6;1 1]

and variations of the sequential minimal optimization

(SMO) algorithm [10;7]. Both of the algorithms are

outlined briefly below.

X2

Figure 3. A linearly separable dataset in a two-
dimensionaS space for a two-class problem (where
the "o"s correspond to one class, and the "x"s
denote the other)

Kernel-Adatron Learning Algorithm. One of the

simplest strategies for learning a support vector

machine is to update the Lagrange multipliers, a,

associated with each example iteratively. This

approach has been taken in the kernel-Adatron

algorithm proposed by various researchers (cf. [6] and
[1 1]). The Adatron was originally proposed by Aniauf
and Biehl [1] in the field of statistical mechanics. It is

an on-line learning algorithm for learning perceptrons.

In [1], it was proved that the Adatron converges to a

maximum margin solution; that is, the discovered
hyperplane is a fixed point of the adaptive algorithm for

linearly separable data. In [6] and [11], the Adatron
algorithm was extended to learn the dual

representation of a separating hyperplane in which the

dot product is replaced with the more general kernel,

thereby expanding the domain of application of the

Adatron to non-linear problems. (A simplified version of

the pseudo-code for the kernel-Adatron algorithm is

presented in Figure 4.) We limited our implementation
to training hard-margin SVMs.

SMO Learning Algorithm. The Sequential Minimal

Optimization (or SMO) algonthm is an alternative

method for training SVMs [10]. Traditionally, training

an SVM required the solution of a very large quadratic

programming (OP) optimization problem. SMO breaks
this large QP problem into a series of the smallest

possible QP problems, where only two Lagrange

multipliers, ai, are optimized at each iteration. Since
only two parameters are considered at a time, while all

others are fixed, it is possible to derive an analytical

solution as opposed to the numerical methods used in

MP solutions. This avoids using a time-consuming
numerical QP optimization as an inner loop in the

algorithm. On each iteration, SMO chooses two

Lagrange multipliers to optimize jointly (typically the
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1. Given Training data S where each example /is of the form (Xi,i,..., x ,,n,y,), and a learning rate 77

2. Set a vector to zeros; (could use bo=0)

3. For i = 1 to |Train|

\T,ain\

4. For i = 1 to |Train|

1 . Let 5, =ri(1-yi Zi) be the proposed change to the multiplier aj

2. if ((a, + 5i) < 0) set ai to 0 else a, := a, + 8,

5. (if b used, b=0.5 (min(z,+) + max(Zi-)) where z,+ denotes those patterns / with class label +1 and z-

denotes those patterns / with class label -1)

6. If maximum number of presentations of the pattern set (epoch) has been exceeded OR (min(z,+) -

max(2,-)) == 2.0

then stop otherwise goto step 1

Figure 4. Partial pseudo-code for KerneE-Adatron algorithm

1. Given Training data S where each example / is of the form (XT,yi Xn.yn)

2. Set a vector to zeros; bo=0 (the bias term);

3. ExamineAII = true

4. Compute error vector E; E,= - y,

5. If ExamineAII then //loop thru all examples
For (int i =0; i < TrainDB. count; i++)

Set 12 to 1; Use heuristics to find a partner 11

Try to optimize(alpha[i1], alpha[i2])

Else //loop thru ail examples with non-bounded alphas

For (int i =0; i < TrainDB.count; i++)

If alpha(i) > 0 and alpha(i) < C
Set 12 to I; Use heuristics to find a partner i1

Try to optimize(alpha[i1], alpha[i2])

If (ExamineAII), then ExamineAII= false

Else if (NumberOfUpdates == 0), then ExamineAII =1

6. if more alpha updates are possible (i.e., ExamineAII or NumberOfUpdates > 0) Goto step 5

Figure 5. Partial pseudo-code for SMO aigorithm

Decision Variable Explored Vaiues

Learning Algorithm Adatron, SMO, SVM'-'^™

C (Upper bound for Lagrange multipliers) 3, 10

Learning Rate (Adatron) 0.75

Tolerance 0.001

Type of kernel Linear

Class Ratio 1:4, 1:10 , use all training data

Sampling Strategy Random
Term type NLP; single words

Term Ranking Algorithm • Use all terms

e Mutual information: Use k terms that have highest Ml for each topic

Number of terms k k = 1,000, 10,000, All

Term weighting Normalized TF« IDF

Table 3. Decision variables and explored vaiues for current experiments using SVM text classifiers
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examples that have the largest polar error), finds the

optimal values for these multipliers analytically, and

updates the SVM to reflect the new optimal vaiues. (A

simplified version of the pseudo-code for the SMO
algorithm is presented in Figure 5.) For our

experiments, we implemented two variants of the SMO
algorithms proposed by Keerthi et a!. [7] that provide

better heuristics for determining which pair of Lagrange

multipliers to update nexl and that provide better

stopping criteria. For our current study, two variations of

the SMO algorithm were implemented and evaluated:

SMOKI and SMOK2, corresponding to modification 1

and modification 2, respectively, as proposed in [7].

4.3. Preprocessing

We examined two representations of documents: one

using CLARIT NLP-based (single or multi-word) terms

and the other using single white-space-delimited words.

The latter approach involved the following steps;

replace al! numbers and punctuation by spaces:

eliminate stopwords such as articles and prepositions,

etc. In both preprocessing approaches each term is

associated with a TF^^IDF weight, where 7F denotes the

frequency of a term in a document, and IDF\s

calculated based on the distribution of the term in the

training corpus. The TF*IDF weights were then

normalized leading to documents vectors of unit length.

For some of our experiments we chose a subset of

terms in the term-space of the training corpus. In such

cases, we ranked terms based upon their mutual

information with the class label and the /f terms with

highest mutual information were selected to represent

each document. The mutual information MI(Xi, c)

between a feature, x,, and a category or topic, c, is

defined as follows:

(x„c)= X I ^ log ^/f;fx,^[0.l]ce{0.l\ r (Xj) r (CJ

Following feature selection, the document vectors were

again normalized to unit length.

A learning step follows where for each topic/class/

category a topic-specific binary classifier is learned from

the training data that models the topic (positive class)

and the nof-topic (or negative class). While it is possible

to learn a topic SVM classifier by using all available

training data, it is computationally attractive to reduce

the number of training data, especially the number of

negative examples. We currently achieve this through

random sampling of the negative class, though all

explicitly labeled negative documents are used.

Typically, given n positive training examples for a topic,

we chose m* n negative documents. We explore

different values of m in our experiments.

4.4. Experiment Results using SVMs

For each of our experiments, we trained a linear

TF^-IDF kernel-based SVM (i.e., linear kernel, where

each term is weighted using TF*1DF) for each topic

using the training data. For most machine learning

processes, with SVM-based approaches being no
exception, there are many parameters and decisions

that need to be made in order to generate a model that

performs well on unseen data. Some of these are

domain specific (e.g., text vs. images), while others are

algorithm specific (e.g., the upper bound for Lagrange
multipliers, C). The domain-specific decision variables

for text include the following: (1) the number of terms

used to represent each topic; (2) the number of on-

topic training documents; (3) the ratio of positive to

negative documents; (4) the sampling strategy for the

negative class; and (5) the representation of a

document using single words or N'LP-based terms. In

an ideal setting one could potentially chose the optimal

configuration for a topic using, for example, n-fold

cross validation. However, due to time limitations, we
were unable to carry out such experiments in our post-

TREC work. Instead, we report results where the

different experiment variables are set to equivalent

values across all topics for a particular experiment.

The decision variables and explored values for our

experiments are presented in Table 3.

The results of the more interesting experiments are

presented in Table 4, where each row denotes one
experiment on 50 Assessor topics. We report the

T1 1 SU and F-Beta measures for each experiment.

For our some of our experiments we used different

document sampling strategies. One was based upon
a sampling of positive to negative documents (denoted

as a ratio in Table 3). The other was based on using

all labeled documents and fixed sample size of all

unlabeled documents in the training size (denoted as

an integer in the Class Ratio column in Table 4).

Experiments on the 50 Intersection topics were not

carried out, apart from one experiment, which was
performed with the kernel-Adatron algorithm using all

NLP-based terms and a 15,000 sample of the training

set, yielding a T1 1SU pertormance of 0.328 (and 0.342

on the fifty Assessor topics).

For each experiment, training a battery of 50 binary

classifiers (one classifier corresponding to each

Assessor topic) took approximately twenty minutes (or

approximately 24 seconds per topic), while evaluation

took approximately two to three hours. The CC SVM
toolkit is developed in Java and experiments were

carried out under Linux and Windows XP on a 866-

MHz Pentium 111 computer with 1 gigabyte of RAM.

Among the results, the best overall performance was

given by an SMOK2 run {SMOK2-d.45) representing

one of our first experiments in thresholding the margin

scores given by the SVM. in particular, we found the

margin that gave optimal T11U utility on a resample of

the training corpus. Margin Maxu. and used the following

formula to compute the new threshold, 6opi,,, where
ThresholdDiscount was set to 0.45 for this run:

^opi = ThresholdDiscount {Margin^^^^j +



Atgorithm C Class Ratio Term Type # Terms T11SU F-Beta

SMOK1 3 4 SingleWds 1000 0.347 0.144

SMOK1 3 10 SingleWds 1000 0.356 0.129

SMOK1 3 4 SingleWds 10000 0.367 0.173

SMOK1 3 10 SingleWds 10000 0.368 0.170

SMOK2 10 14125 NLP All 0.356 0.077

SM0K2 10 14125 SingleWds All 0.373 0.142

Adatron NVA 14125 NLP All 0.341 0.053

Adatron N/A 14125 SingleWds All 0.366 0.149

SMOK2 10 7605 SingleWds All 0.376 0.147

Adatron N/A 7605 SingleWds All 0.363 0.154

SMOK2-9.45 10 7605 SingleWds All 0.408 0.271

Table 4. Results of SVM experiments on 50 Assessor topics

1.0 1
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Figure 6. T11SU comparative results for SVM-and IR-filters on topics ranked by TREC median performance

SMO Adatron TREC-med x TREC-max -e— Prob2-2D - e - Opt-2D

^
^

I

Figure 7. F-Beta comparative results for SVWi-and IR-filters on topics ranked by TREC median performance
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Figure 9. Difference from TREC med F-Beta-scores x Topic x Training Data, ranked by Prob2-2D—TREC med

4.5. Observations on SVM Filters

Overall, the performance of the learnt SVM classifiers

is good compared to the submission results for other

groups. The T1 ISU utility measure is average, while

the F-Beta measure is low, apart from the SMOK2-

e.45 run with its more reasonable performance of

0.271 . The lack of higher performance for the SVMs
is partly due to the experimental setup, which did not

employ cross-validation; i.e., for each experiment,

each topic SVM was trained using the same
parameter settings, thereby limiting potential

performance of the learnt SVMs. Allowing the

determination of a customized setting (potentially

optimal) for each topic should lead to improved

performance. In addition, our preliminary work on

thresholding the margin value of the SVM output has

given very encouraging results. This is consistent

with results form other groups for this particular

dataset [3]. However, for some other datasets in the

past, this did not improve performance [8].

Given the results of our limited experiments, we can

make the following observations:

a Using a simple tokenizing-based representation of

a document (in lieu of NLP) actually boosts

performance.

6 Sampling negative class documents does degrade

evaluation performance, while It improves the

efficiency of classification and learning.

o Using all available terms gives the best

performance, though sampling terms does not
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degrade performance substantially, while it

improves the efficiency of classification and

learning.

e The kernei-Adatron algorithm gives a very

reasonable performance, though it is a much
simpler aigorithm that the examined SMO
vahations.

o Using cross-validation for customizing the

parameters of learning should improve the quality

of the learnt SVM classifiers.

e Our simple thresholding results are encouraging.

Using a pnncipled approach to thresholding (such

as beta-gamma or other distribution based

approaches) may prove practical and effective.

5. Concluding Tlhoughts

As the additional analyses in Figures 6-9 show, our

experiments on the TREC Assessor topics

underscore the comparative strengths and differences

in the two filter types we have developed. For IR-

based filters, we see responsiveness and delivery of

relevant documents even when there are limited

training data. They also were very fast to train and

run and generally required only a handful of features

(of. Figure 10). The IR-based filters failed to return

relevant documents in only one case out of fifty

topics. However, a measure that rewards the delivery

of no documents, such as T1 1 SU, penalizes the IR-

based approach, in contrast, we see consistent

positive (or neutral) performance from SVM-based
filters, giving high precision, if under-delivery, on

unseen data. However, for many of the SVM runs (on

on m.ore than twenty topics) there were no documents

returned at all.

The challenge in many practical (commercial)

applications is limited training data and the need to

optimize performance in virtually real time.

Some of the best methods for classifier training, such

as kernel-based approaches, require significant

amounts of data and may depend on sensitive

parameter tuning. However, we see in our own
experiments that kernel methods can give high

precision and accuracy. If we can overcome their

high-precision bias using thresholding or uneven-

margin-based learning and adapt them to sparse

data, they may become an attractive solution. We
also see the robustness and generally good

performance of IR-based approaches. Perhaps the

ideal application will combine features of both and

optimize the choice of classifier—IR or SVM—for

each topic on a case by case basis

convict child rapist (40.4) child rapist (39.6)

convict child rapist marc dutroux (39) eefje (38.1)

rapist marc dutroux lambrecks (37.6) marchal (38.1)

child rapist marc dutroux (37.6) lambrecks (37.6)

eefje lambrecks (37) dardenne (37.3)

Figure 10. CLARfT terms/weights for topic 103
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Abstract

.. . At the TREC9 conference, we presented a new adaptive filtering system called

RELIEFS. This system which is based on the idea of resonance, combines for each term t, the

- relative frequency of relevance knowing t and the relative frequency of t kwowing relevance. On

the basis of other experiments, several changes have been made. We improved our threshold

adaption, we slightly changed our relevance evaluation function and we gave up the use of

conjunctions and thesaurus. The system is now focusing more exclusively on the combination of

• both reverse frequencies that we believe to represent the fundamental aspects of relevance

estimation. This year we used the system in its new version and we tested it on the Reuters

corpus. Focusing on the combination of the two frequencies, we varied their relative importance.

The results show globally a good effectiveness especially when both frequencies are balanced.

1, Introdiicilon

In a logical approach, it has been found that the evaluation of relevance of a document D

to a query Q can be based on the evaluation of the implication from document to query D->Q

(van Rijsbergen, 1986). Some authors also emphasized the role of the reverse implication (Q->D)

(Nie, 1988). These two entailment relations can also be found in most probabilistic models,

formulated as P(Q/D) (Probability of Q knowing D) and P(D/Q) (see Crestani, Lalmas, van

Rijsbergen & Campbell, 1998, for an overview of Probabilistic models).

If one considers a document as a set of terms, and a query as a specification of what we

are looking for, the entailment D->Q may be decomposed to the judgment of "if the term is

present then the document is relevant" for each term of the document. So, if we use a set of

documents with the relevant judgments associated, the entailment D->Q can be decomposed in a

set of relative frequencies of relevance knowing term for each term of the document. Similarly,

the reverse entailment relation can be decomposed in a set of relative frequencies of term

knowing relevance. From a pragmatic point of view, the use of the first frequency is easily

understood since it allows to favour the terms which predict relevance (when the term is present

then the document in which it occurs is relevant). The consideration of the reverse frequencies

may be justified by the fact that it allows to favour terms which have been met many times in

relevant documents. Since they appear relatively frequently, these terms are likely to be usefull

for the next evaluations, and we can think that their presence in relevant documents is not a

coincidence (comparing to rare terms which occured once or twice).
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relevance knowing term

F{Rlt,)

relevance

term knowing relevance

F{t,IR)

term

Figure 1 - Relationships between terms and relevance

We believe that both entailment relations capture the essence of relevance. As we noted

before they are found in the most IR models but not always in a obvious way. With the system

RELIEFS we try to isolate them and to use them in a simple way. So, for each term r,, we

propose to compute the frequency of relevance knowing term F(Rlt^) and the reverse frequency

F(r, / R) (Figure 1 ).

2. System description

The RELIEFS document processing can be decomposed in three steps:

1 . Selection of N terms from the document,

2. Estimation of the document's relevance,

3. Revision of term's relative frequencies.

2.1 Step 1 : Selection of N document terms

All the document terms are compared with the terms which have been extracted from the

query, from the document examples given for learning and from the documents which have been

previously selected. They are sorted by the value the product F{R/ 1.)* F(t- / R). If less than N

terms can be selected in this way (in our experiments we choose N=30), this selection is

completed by the document terms in their lecture order.

2.2 Step 2 : Relevance estimation

Considering the terms which appear in the document, the score of the document is

computed as follows :

A'

^F( /?//,)* F{t,/R)

; = l

J^FiR/t^)* F{r^/R)

,/=i
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where i are the indices of the N best terms (according to the product F{R/ 1)* F(t / R)))

which are present in the document and where j are the indices of the N best terms (present or not

present in the document). In RELIEFS, the relevance of a document can be interpreted as a kind

of resonance in a network (Figure 2) in which each relative frequency corresponds to a weighted

connection and each term corresponds to a node (Brouard & Nie, 2003). A relevance node is built

for each query.

Figure 2 - Relevance evaluation in RELIEFS of a document in which terml and term4 occur

2.3 Step 3 : Relative frequencies updating

If the evaluation of step2 is larger than a defined threshold the document is selected and

the relevance feedback takes place. Given the relevant judgment, the N terms selected in the first

step are submitted to an updating process on their relative frequencies.

2.4 Threshold adaption

The queries are very different from each other. Therefore, a different threshold is

determined for each query. The value of the threshold is determined empirically. The initial

threshold is computed on the basis of the score of the three first relevant documents. We used the

following strategy to adjust the value:

- If a selected document is irrelevant, the system is considered to be too tolerant. The

threshold is increased.

- If a document (that we do not know if it is relevant or not) is not selected, the system is

considered to be too strict. Then the threshold is decreased

The increase scale is set to be higher than the decrease scale because there are much more

unselected documents than the selected ones. The decrease of threshold in the second case is due

to the fact that we do not want the system to remain silent for a too long period. This allows to
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gradually correct an initial threshold that is fixed too high. In both cases, we considered different

criteria for the modification of the threshold, including:

- The number of irrelevant documents that are selected consecutively: The higher this

number, the larger the increase scale and the smaller the decrease scale.

- The number of consecutive relevant document: The higher this number, the larger the

decrease scale. This change only concerns the decrease case.

- The number of documents considered: The larger this number, the lower the change

scales. The intuition behind this criterion is that we would make larger changes at the beginning

of the filtering. When a certain number of documents have been treated, the system should

stabilize.

We also considered a more global criterion on the probability of relevance. Each score is

associated with a frequency of relevance and we try to adjust the threshold on the score for which

the probability is 0.33 (this selection criterion is optimal for the utility measure).

3. Experiments

3.1 Preprocessing

We used the Porter's stemmer to get the root form of every term and we removed the

stopwords.

3.2 Details of processing

All parameters (which mainly concern the threshold tuning) were tuned on the Oshumed

corpus (TREC9). For each document of the Reuters corpus, we only considered the title and the

text fields. For updating frequencies, the unjudged documents were considered as irrelevant. A

pseudo-relevance feedback has been applied when the scores were smaller than a defined

threshold. In this case, the document is considered as irrelevant.

3.3 Varying the relative importance of the entailment relations

In our previous tests, both entailment relations are considered with the same importance:

they are multiplied. Our question is, should they play equal role in the estimation or should one

factor be more important than another? In order to answer this question, we vary the importance

of one of the implication by replacing the weight F(/?/r,) by FiR/t^ . The factor p changes the

relative importance of this relation. The relevance estimate is defined as follows:

N

1=1
"77

J^F{R/t^r Fir^/Ry
7 = 1
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3.4 Results

Globally, it turns out that the best results are obtained when the two frequencies are

balanced (p in [1.0,1.4]) even if we can observe that good results for p=1.6 and p=1.7

(Table 1). This is consistent with the previous observations we obtained with the Oshumed

corpus.

p Utility P Utility P Utility P Utility

0.0 -0.26 0.5 10.35 1.0 16.68 1.5 I4.0i

0.1 2.65 0.6 12.25 1.1 17.25 1.6 16.82

0.2 4.92 0.7 12.42 1.2 17.84 1.7 ]7.27

0.3 8.01 0.8 13.22 1.3 17.68 1.8 13.19

0.4 9.41 0.9 15.44 1.4 16.95 1.9 12.03

Table 1 : The impact of p on the utility.

We submitted the best run (p=1.2) for comparison on utility criteria. The comparison is

favourable since about 80% of the scores are above or equal to the median. Like the other

systems we obtained better results for the first 50 queries than for the 50 last ones which are built

differently.

In conclusion, results suggest that the two reverses frequencies are sufficient clues to

estimate the relevance. Furthermore, the fact that the best results are obtained when the two

aspects are balanced should indicate that they are both necessary and equally important.
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Abstract

This paper presents the systems used by CLIPS-IMAG
to perform the Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) task,

the Feature Extraction (FE) and the Search (S) task

of the Video track of the TREC-11 conference. Results

obtained for the TREC-11 evaluation are presented.

1 Introduction

The CLIPS-IMAG laboratory has participated to all

of the three tasks proposed in the video track of the

TREC-11 evaluation. This partici])ation was done in

collaboration with teams from other institutions in-

cluding LIMSI-CNRS (Orsay, France) for speech tran-

scription, LIT-IPAL (Singapore) for face detection and

INSA (Lyon, France) for text transcription. The fol-

lowing sections describe our participation to the tasks.

2 Shot Boundary Detection

Task

The system used by CLIPS-IMAG to perform the

TREC-11 SBD task is almost the same as the one

used for the TREC-10 evaluation [1]. This system de-

tects "cut" transitions by direct image comparison af-

ter motion compensation and "dissolve" transitions by

comparing the norms of the first and second temporal

derivatives of the images. It also has a sj)ecial module

for detecting photographic flashes and hltering them

as erroneous "cuts". With respect to the system used

for the TREC-10 evaluation, this one has an additional

module for detecting additional "cuts" via a motion

peak detector. Some parameters controlling the exist-

ing modules have been tuned using the TREC-10 SBD
corpus and reference segmentation, and a global param-

eter for the tuning of the recall versus precision com-

promise has been inserted. The system is still globally

organized according to a (software) dataflow approach

and Figure 1 shows its architecture.

The original version of this system was evaluated

using the IN'A corpus and the standard i)rotocol [2]

(http:/ /asim.Up6.fr/AIM/corpus/ainil/indexE. html)

developed in the context of the GTIO working group

on multimedia indexing of the ISIS French research

group on images and signal processing. The TREC-10
and TREC-11 SBD tasks parti}- reused this test

protocol (with different test corpora). The reference

segmentation for the search, the feature test and the

feature search collections of the TREC-11 corpus were

also built with this sj'stem (the version used for the

TREC-10 evaluation).

2.1 Cut detection by Image Compari-
son after Motion Compensation

This system was originally designed in order to evalu-

ate the interest of using image comparison with motion

compensation for video segmentation. It hai been com-

plemented afterward with a photographic flash detector

and a dissolve detector.

2.1.1 Image Difference with Motion Compen-
sation

Direct image difference is the simplest way for compar-

ing two images and then to detect discontinuities (cuts)

in video documents. Such difference however is very

sensitive to intensity variation and to motion. This

is why an image difference after motion com])ensaTion

(and also gain and offset compensation) has been used

here.

Motion compensation is performed using an oj^rical

how technique [3] which is able to align both images

over an intermediate one. This particular techuiciue has

the advantage to provide a high ciuality. dense, global

and continuous matching between the images. Once
the images have been optimally aligned, a global dif-

ference with gain and offset compensation is conii)uted.
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Figure 1: Shot boundary detection system architecture

Since the image alignment computation is rather

costly, it is actually computed only if the simple im-

age difference with gain and offset compensation alone

has a high enough value (i.e. only if there is significant

motion within the scene). Also, in order to reduce the

computation cost, the differences (with and without

motion compensation) are computed on reduced size

images (typically 96 x 72 for the PAL video format).

A possible cut is detected if both the direct and the

motion compensated differences are above an adaptive

threshold.

In order for the system to be able to find shot conti-

nuity despite photographic flashes, the direct and mo-

tion compensated image difference modules does not

only compare consecutive frames but also, if needed,

frames separated by one or two intermediate frames.

2.1.2 Photographic flash detection

A photographic flash detector feature was implemented

in the system since flashes are very frequent in TV news

(for which this system was originally designed for) and

the}' induce many segmentation errors. Flash detec-

tion has also an interest apart from the segmentation

problem since shots with high flash density indicates a

specific type of event which is an interesting semantic

information.

The flash detection is based on an intensity peak de-

tector which identify 1- or 2-frame long peaks of the

average image intensity and a filter which uses this in-

formation as well as the output of the image difference

computation modules. A 1- or 2-frame long flash is de-

tected if there is a corresponding intensity peak and if

the direct ,or motion compensated difference between

the previous and following frames are below a given

threshold. Flash information may be output toward

another destination. In the segmentation system, it is

used for filtering the detected "cut" transitions.

2.2 Dissolve detection

Dissolve effects are the only continuous transition ef-

fects detected by this system. The method is very

simple: a dissolve effect is detected if the Li norm
(Minkowski distance with exponent 1) of the first image

derivative is high enough compared to the Li norm of

the second image derivative (this checks that the pixel

intensities roughly follows a linear but non constant

function of the frame number). This actually detects

only dissolve effects between constant or slowly moving

shots. This hrst criterion is computed in the neighbor-

hood (± 5 frames) of each frame and a filter is then

applied (the effect must be detected or almost detected

in several consecutive frames).

2.3 Output filtering

A final stej) enforces consistency between the output

of the cut and dissolve detectors according to specific

rules. For instance, if a cut is detected within a dis-

solve, depending upon the length of the dissolve and

the location of the cut within it. it may be decided

either to keep only one of them or to keep both but

moving one extremity of the dissolve so that it occurs

completely t)efore or after the cut.
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2.4 New features

2.4.1 Motion peak detection

The main new feature of the system is the motion peak

detection module. It was observed from TREC-10 and

other evaluations that the motion compensated image

difference was generally a good indicator of a "cut"

transition but, sometimes, the motion compensation

was too good at compensating image differences (and

even more when associated to a gain and offset compen-

sation) and quite a few actual "cuts" were removed be-

cause the pre- and post-transition images were acciden-

tally too close after motion compensation. We found

that it is possible not to remove most of them because

such compensation usually requires compensation with

a large and highly distorted motion wicli is not present

in the previous and following image-to-image change.

A "cut" detected from simple image difference is then

removed if it is not confirmed by motion compensated

image difference unless it also corresponds to a peak in

motion intensity.

2.4.2 Global tuning parameter

The system has several thresholds that have to be tuned

for an accurate detection. Depending upon their val-

ues, the result can detect or miss more transitions.

These thresholds also have to be well balanced among

themselves to produce a consistent result. Most of them

were manually tuned as the system was built in order

to produce the best possible results using sample data.

No additional tuning was done for the TREC-10 eval-

uation. A first run was made using the default system

threshold (originally oriented toward a high recall) and

a second run with lower thresholds (20 % lower) in or-

der to further improve the recall.

For the TREC-11 evaluation, as well as for other ap-

plications of the system, we decided to have all the

threshold parameters be a function of a global param-

eter controlling the recall versus precision compromise

(or, more precisely, the false positive to false negative

ratio). A function was heuristically devised for all of

them. A power low has been chosen. A first system

tuning was done using the TREC-10 SBD corpus and

reference segmentation in order to set a point at which

the false positives are roughly eciuivalent to the false

negatives. Then a power coefficient has also been tuned

for each parameter in order to have the ratio to follow

also roughly a power law.

2.5 Evaluation using the TREC-11
SBD test data

Ten runs have been submitted for the CLIPS-IMAG
system. These correspond to the same system with a

variation of the global parameter controlling the recall

versus precision compromise. This parameter has been

varied so that the target false positive to false negative

ratio has extreme values of roughly 3:1 and 1:3 with

intermediate ones following roughly a power law.

As expected, this made possible the drawing of a re-

call X precision curve. Figure 2 shows these curves for

the features selected for the evaluation. There are three

recall x precision curves respectively for all transitions,

for cut transitions and for gradual transitions. There is

also a frame-recall x frame- precision curve that quali-

fies the accuracy of the boundaries of recovered grad-

ual transitions. For comparison purposes, the results

of other systems are plotted as set of points (with ab-

breviated names given with the results hy NIST).

The CLIPS system appears to be very good for grad-

ual transitions both for the detection and the location.

This may come from the specihcity of TREC-11 video

data which are quite old and which mostly cont ain dis-

solve or fade gradual transitions (other special effects

were not common in the forties/fifties). This is the

only type of gradual effect our s}'stem was designed

for. This indicates also that the chosen method (com-

parison of the first and second temporal derivati\ e of

the images) is quite good even if tiieoretically suited

only for sequences with no or very little motion.

The CLIPS system appears to be in the average for

cut detection but thanks to its very good performance

in gradual transition detection and considering that

these are more difficult to detect than cuts, its global

performance for all transitions also remains very good.

3 Feature Search Task

CLIPS extracted only features 3 (faces). 4 (peo]:)le). 8

(speech) and 10 (monologue).

3.1 Face and People Detection

Face and people detection were based on a face de-

tection tool available from CMU [4]. This tool was run

(by Philippe Mulhem and colleagues at Laboratories for

Information Technologies, Singapore) on one keyframe

automatically extracted for each shot. The keyframe

was selected within the shot simply as the one ha^•ing

the highest contrast (in order to ax'oid frames within
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Figure 2: Recall x Precision global results for all (top left), cut (top right) and gradual (bot. left) transitions;

Frame-Recall x Frame-Precision global results for gradual transitions (bot. right).

fades and dissolves). People were only detected on the

basis of the presence of at least two faces. The results

were ranked according to the presence of one (or at

least two) face(s) and to the total face area.

Table 1 and 2 show the performance of the CLIPS

system among other systems that have searched for fea-

tures 3 and 4. The quality is quite low for these fea-

tures. This comes probably from the simplicity of the

approach only based on keyframe extraction followed

by face detection (which is by itself quite good how-

ever), especially for people detection.

3.2 Speech and Monologue Detection

3.2.1 Speech Feature Detection

Both for speech and monologue feature detection, the

acoustic vectors extracted from speech were conven-

tional parameters used in speech processing, i.e. 16

MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) and their

log energy computed every 10ms on 20 ms signal win-

dows with no Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) ap-

plied.

At first, we eliminated the silent films using the en-

ergy calculation of the signal. Then, the idea (Figure 3)

was to train a speech model and a non-speech model

(also called world model) and to compute the log-

likelihood ratio between both models. We used GMMs
(Gaussian Mixtures Models) to characterize speech and

non-speech. The GMMs were made of 128 gaussian

components and trained using the ELISA platfrom [5].

Suppose we have speech model Mspch , a world model

MunSpch and a acoustic vector sequence X = x\ . . . x„ .

The log-likelihood ratio between the hypothesis of A"

being speech and not being sjjeech is defined by:

//r(A) = \ogP{XIMspck) - \ogP{XIMunSpc„)

The bigger the ratio is the bigger the probability of A''

being speech is.

The speech model Mspch was trained on about 2.5

hours of speech manually selected from the DEV hies.

The world model MunSpch was trained on everything

that was left from the DEV hies (about 2.5 hours).

The log-likelihood ratio was computed for every shot

and the results were sorted descendant.
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rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO

1 B-rl-l 0.613 99 303 6 B_E2002-1 0.154 53 114

2 BJR,A_1 0.473 86 253 B_oml_l 0.150 28 255

3 B_M-1-1 0.327 51 312 8 B_Sysl-l 0.111 17 190

4 B_M-2.2 0.288 53 293 9 BJ2^ 0.091 56 57

5 CLIPS 0.178 70 118 10 BJl.l 0.089 55 55

Table 1: Average precision and average hits at depth 100 and 1000 for feature 3 (faces).

rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO

1 A_r2_2 0.274 57 277 6 Bj-1-1 0.050 45 48

2 B-AI-1_1 0.271 31 361 7 CLIPS 0.023 18 18

3 B-T1_1 0.248 54 251 8 BJl.l 0.008 12 12

4 B-T2_2 0.168 27 .223 9 BJ2_2 0.008 10 10

5 B-Sysl_l 0.071 44 83

Table 2: Average precision and average hits at depth 100 and 1000 for feature 4 (people).

J L

Spch Model UnSpch Model

DECISION

Acoustic Vedors

Resuft

Figure 3: Speech Feature Detection

3.2.2 Monologue Feature Detection

For the monologue feature detection we used the CLIPS

Segmentation System [6] used during last NIST 2002

Speaker Recognition Evaluation, combined with the

results from the speech feature detection task. The

CLIPS Speaker Segmentation System is i)resented in

Figure 4.

Once the speech is parameterizetl the segmentation

is done in two steps. At hrst the speaker change points

are detected using the Bayesian Inforjnation Criterion

[7]. The purpose is to cut the tile in single-speaker

segments. Then the segments are grouped by speak-

ers using an hierarchical clustering algorithm. At the

end an index hie is created containing all the sj^eaker

parameterization ^

unumiui
spk change det ^

j

—

"T'~"\
••-—-]

—

"

clustering

index file

i I

Figure 4: Speaker Segmentation System

information obtained.

In order to perform monologue detection only on

speech segments, the speaker segmentation system was

applied only on the TEST hies that had at least one

shot in the top 300 of the speech feature det ection task.

Then, the shots labeled as monologue shots where the

shots which were found to contain onh- one speaker for

their whole duration (Figure 5).

The selected shots were hnally sorted by the log-

likelihood ratio computed dming the speech feature de-

tection task.
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rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO

1 CL-LIMSI 0.721 100 997 8 B-T1_1 0.645 95 934

2 B31-1-1 0.713 99 990 9 B_T2_2 0.645 95 934

3 B_E2002-1 0.710 100 987 10 B-Sysl_l 0.645 97 932

4 BJl-1 0.681 96 970 11 B_rl_l 0.642 92 936

5 BJ2.2 0.681 96 970 12 A_r2^ 0.630 95 924

6 B_Sys2-2 0.663 98 951 13 B_RA-1 0.570 100 792

7 CL-GEOD 0.649 98 924

Table 3: Average precision and average hits at depth 100 and 1000 for feature 8 (speech).

rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO rank system A.P. D.lOO D.IOOO

1 B-M-1-1 0.268 14 37 6 BJ2_2 0.009 1 1

2 CL-LIMSI 0.149 23 23 7 B_RA_1 0.009 0 16

3 CL-GEOD 0.117 14 14 8 B_Sys2_2 0.009 1 14

4 B_rl_l 0.082 13 16 9 B_Sysl.l 0.008 1 14

5 BJl-1 0.009 1 1

Table 4: Average precision and average hits at depth 100 and 1000 for feature 10 (monologue).

face detection.

4 Search Task

CLIPS-IMAG submitted three runs for the search task.

One is based only on speech transcription (from LIMSI-

CNRS), one based only on a combination of donated

features, and one ba^ed on a combination of both. We
did not use anything else like image similarity for in-

stance.

A vectorial model was used both for the keyword-

based search, for the combination of donated features,

and for the combination of keywords and features. A
weight can be given independently to each keyword

(stemming was used) and to each donated feature. In-

dependently weight can be given to the keyword based

search and to the feature based search. A single sys-

tem is used for the three runs. For the "ASR only" .

the "ASR -I-features", and the "features only" runs, the

keywords/features weights are respectively set to (1,0),

(0.5,0.5) and (0,1). The selected keywords and features

as well as their relative weight are chosen manually and

once for the three runs.

Our three runs were manual only and of type A.

However, the only use that we have made of the test

corpus is an evaluation of the quality of the donated

features (all of tj^pe B) in order to weight them accord-

ingly. There is a fixed weighting of the donators for

each feature according to a quality evaluation (which

is combined to the weight of the features and to the

keywords/features weights). Since the feature quality

Index File

SpO Sp1 Sp2 Sp1

Shots

Monologue Monologue

Shot Shot

Figure 5: Monologue Feature Detection using Speaker

Segmentation index file

3.2.3 Speech and Monolgue Features Evalua-

tion

Alternatively to the above described system, we also

used the output of the LIMSI Audio-Video transcrip-

tion system [8]. This system is the one used for the

LIMSI donated transcription for which we additionally-

had a speaker segmentation. The ranking was done

using the same principles.

Table 3 and 4 show the performance of CLIPS-LIMSI

and CLIPS-GEOD (described in sections 3.2.1 and

3.2.2) systems among other systems that have searched

tor features 8 and 10. The quality is very good for all

systems for speech detection. LIMSI is ranked first and

GEOD is in the average. The monologue detection is

more selective and CLIPS-LIMSI and CLIPS-GEOD
are ranked respectively 2 and 3 probably due to a good
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rank system A.P. D.IO D.lOO rank system A.P. D.IO D.lOO

1 M^_ci.l 0.231 6.360 10.880 12 M_B_MT1_2 0.034 1.520 3.560

2 M_B_M-2_2 0.136 2.720 10.240 13 M-B_Aqt-3 0.026 0.480 3.600

3 M-B_UAL1_1 0.112 2.440 9.200 14 M_A-UAL2_4 0.026 0.320 4.920

4 M_B_M-3-3 0.093 2.240 9.160 15 M_B_MT2-3 0.019 0.880 2.280

0 M_B-0_T-2 0.092 1.920 7.240 16 M_B_eo.3.1 0.010 1.000 2.400

6 CLiFa-AaH 0.071 1.560 7.240 17 M_B_M-1_1 0.006 0.400 2.560

7 CLIPS-A+F 0.064 1.520 3.840 18 M_B_0-TIscG_4 0.004 0.120 1.040

8 M_B_KM-2_2 0.060 1.280 5.520 19 CLIPS-Feat. 0.003 0.240 1.600

9 M_B_qtrec_2 0.059 1.520 6.840 20 M_B.0-TIsc-3 0.002 0.080 1.400

10 M_B_KM-4_4 0.057 1.720 5.280 21 M_B_0-Tlac-1 0.002 0.040 1.200

11 m_bj<:m-3_3 0.043 1.160 5.320

Table 5: Average precision and average hits at depth 10 and 100 for systems ran manually for the search task.

evaluation is the only use that we have made of the test

corpus ans since we do not expect this quality evalua-

tion to be verj^ sensitive to this, our runs are almost of

type B runs and we consider that the comparison with

type B runs is meaningful.

Table 5 shows the performance of CLIPS systems

among other systems that have processed manually all

the 25 topics. Our "ASR only" and "ASR+features"

runs ranked respectively 6 and 7 (on average precision)

while the "features only" run ranked 19. Even though

the topics were chosen in order not to favour speech

recognition, the "ASR only" system performed slightly

better than the "ASR+features" system. The feature

only result is verj' poor probably because for many top-

ics they are not very discriminative or even relevant.

5 Conclusion

We have presented the participation of the CLIPS-

IMAG laboratory to the video track of the TREC-11
evaluation. We participated in all of the three proi)Osed

tasks. This participation was done in collaboration

with teams from other institutions including LIAfSI-

CNRS (Orsay, France) for speech transcription, LIT-

IPAL (Singapore) for face detection and INSA (Lyon,

France) for text transcription. Our performance was

quite good in shot boundary detection, average or poor

for face and people detection, good for speech and

monologue detection and quite good for the search task

with speech recognition and poor without it.
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Abstract

This paper describes the method we used for

the Novelty Track for the 2002 Text Retrieval

Conference (TREC). We tried to adapt tools

we are developing for a task closely related to

the novelty part of the this track. The system

we are building will scan a stream of docu-

ments and present to the user only the new in-

formation it finds. For the "relevance" part of

the TREC, we decided to test the applicabil-

ity of some of these tools. Since information

retrieval is not a focus of our research, we

thought it would be more interesting to use

something new rather than try to hurriedly

catch up. The results were far from satisfac-

tory, but it is clear from the overall results

that novelty detection remains a difficult and

unsolved problem.

The task in the Novelty Track at the 2002 Text Retrieval

Conference (TREC) was structured in two parts. First,

the system had to find sentences in a cluster of docu-

ments that are relevant to a query, and second, as the

sentences were presented in a predetermined order, it

had to remove any that duplicated information in pre-

vious sentences. The clusters themselves were culled

from the fourth and fifth TREC collections by an Infor-

mation Retrieval system, selecting the documents rele-

vant to the query. The queries were 50 previous TREC
topics, in some cases altered somewhat. Up to 25 doc-

uments were collected for each topic.

Our interest in participating in the Novelty Track was

to work with the data in the second part. We are build-

ing a system, called the New Information Agent (NIA)

to detect new information from a stream of document.

Like the TREC version, the input to our system is a

clustered stream of documents, or in an offline version,

a collection of documents, that focuses on a particular

event or issue. Again, like the TREC task, the output

of our system is a short list of the sentences that do not

contain any material that duplicates a passage selected

earlier. But the presence of the query is the key differ-

ence between the TREC version of the task.

We consider all the documents to be of potential in-

terest to the user. Because the query dominates each

problem, the TREC task calls for deciding relevance

first and novelty second - the reverse of what we will

do in our system. We first identify segments that con-

tain new information and then decide if they are inter-

esting. In our terms, interesting is not the same as rele-

vant, since we have no query to base relevance on.

With a query, the task is more focused, providing

the system with some kind of guide for what to select,

but the characteristics of the tasks vary with the kind

of topic used. The sample topics suggested that deep

understanding of language would help, and might even

be necessary for strong performance. For example,the

first sample, about the Hubble Space Telescope, asked

for material about the achievements of the telescope

and not material about repairs or modifications to the

telescope. We know of no automated system that can

classify events as achievements or not achievements

in relation to an arbitrary object, here a telescope. It

seemed clear that the relevance portion would dominate

the task. The coordinators of the novelty track said so

when the guidelines were promulgated.

Because we have no experience with relevance judg-

ments, we chose to experiment with an unusual ap-

proach that borrowed the language analysis tools we

are developing for our new information system.
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i.l New Information 2 Related Work

NIA analyzes a document in terms of the content words

and the contexts in which each one appears, and then

compares documents by comparing these contexts in

structure called Concept Vectors, in order to build these

Concept Vectors, the system groups the words into sets

of "referential equivalents" or Concept Sets, so that in a

document about the Hubble space telescope, the words

telescope and instrument would be equated and put into

the same Concept Set. The Concept Vectors are cre-

ating by making lists of which Concept Sets co-occur

with each other. These vectors are compared across

documents - not sentences or clauses.

The system uses a syntactic analyzer that bfeaks up

documents into clause-sized chunks. These are used

in two different ways: 1.) potential "equivalents" are

grouped together only if they appear within n clause

chunks of one another, and 2.) segments of new infor-

mation are identified by examining the concepts in each

clause with respect to how well their corresponding

vectors are covered by previously seen material. In our

version of the new information task, we hypothesize

that sentences are not a good unit for analysis. Rather

than consider the similarity or dissimilarity of whole

sentences, we are trying to efficiently decompose the

documents into small chunks and discover when new

relationships between entities appear.

In the TREC task, we lost that framework since the

novelty part examines a collection of sentences that re-

late to a query, but are each individual passages taken

out of context. The result is that the system we are

developing is not appropriate and was ignored. In ad-

dition, we were running out of time, so that the novelty

part of our task was done with a rather simple system

of computing the overlap of the words sentence by sen-

tence.

In the rest of this paper, Section 2 will discuss work

related to our experiments; Section 3 will talk briefly

about the system we are building; Section 4 will pro-

vide a desciption of the program used in the Novelty

Track; Section 5 will review its performance; Section 7

will reflect on the lessons learned.

Novelty detection is a new area of research, with roots

in information retrieval, in particular first story detec-

tion under the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)

initiative and in multi-document summarization. The

task defined in the TREC Novelty Track is closer to

the TDT task. Some recent work by James Allan ex-

emplifies the extension of TDT to the passage level of

documents (2001). He posit that a sentence is "useful"

if it is on topic, and that a sentence is "novel" if it is

not redundant with previously seen sentences. Their

perspective is topic-based and the experimental corpus

comes from the TDT-2 corpus, in which 60,000 news

stories were assigned to some 200 news topics. After

selecting 22 of these topics, annotators created lists of

the events that comprised each topic and assigned each

sentence to one or another event. A total of 343 events

were derived from 944 articles. Two different language

models for deriving "useful" information were devel-

oped, based on the probabilities that individual words

of a sentence appear in on-topic sentences or articles.

The models of novelty are derived in a similar way

from the specific words in on-event sentences.

A numer of efforts in multi-document summariza-

tion have sought either to highlight differences or avoid

redundancy. A group at CMU (Goldstein et al., 2000)

uses cosine similarity of vectors in the MMR algo-

rithm, which is cited by Allan. They seek to elimi-

nate redundancy from their summaries with a measure

similar to Allan's novelty detector. Radev attempted to

create a framework for analyzing differences between

sentences between sentences from different documents,

with relationships such as "equivalence", "subsump-

tion" or "contradiction" (2000).

A graph representation of several relationships be-

tween words IS used to find similarities and differences

between pairs of articles (Mani and Bloedorn, 1997).

They recognize that sentences cannot be examined in-

dependently, without reference to other sentences in

the same article. A group from Cornell and Cogen-

tex is looking at the related problem of "discrepancy

detection," in particular those of numerical differences

(White et al., 2001).

The structure of the task in the Novelty Track is close

to the work of Allen and that of Goldstein, although
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they had used a linear combination of both relevance

and novelty qualities, but it requires separate computa-

tions. Our developing work views a document in a way

close to Mam and Bloedorn, but unfortunately it could

not be directly applied to this task.

3 Overview

The query-based structure of the Novelty Track prohib-

ited the direct use of our system, NIA. Queries contain

only general statements about the topics, and a per-

fectly functioning NIA would return all the details in

the set of documents as new. But we wondered if we

could apply the Concept Sets and the syntactic analyzer

to both the relevance and novelty parts of the Novelty

Track. This strategy was problematic since NIA has

no machinery to determine relevance to a given query.

NIA is intended to track a topic or event over time and

provide updates. It assumes 1.) that the input docu-

ments are clustered appropriately, and 2.) that the user

cannot predetermine what aspects of the topic or event

will be interesting. But, on the other hand, the exercise

might offer much insight into the performance of the

tools we are developing and might ultimately be more

beneficial to us than trying to quickly patch together an

information retrieval system.

The borrowed tools include the lexicon used to build

the Concept Sets. It provides what we call "potential

referential equivalents", that is words that can be used

to refer to one another. In addition to it, we compiled a

lexicon of associated words drawn from a background

corpus of news and combined these elements in a rule-

based system that made a relevant/not relevant decision

on each sentence in the document cluster.

3.1 Sample Sets

Like the other participants, we had only four sample

sets for development, and used those to design and tune

the system. The prospects were challenging. It was ob-

vious that the four samples were quite diverse. Further,

it was difficult to guess about the test data since the

track organizers intended to alter the wording of some

of the topics in the actual test and since we had no idea

which documents might be listed as the most relevant.

We also noticed in the sample sets that the annota-

tors' tended to favor a few of the documents. Based on

that observation, we built the system to automatically

decide if a few documents strongly addressed the issue

in the topic. Where that was the case, we drew all our

relevant sentences from those central documents.

Finally, we developed the parameters our system

uses by experimenting on the sample sets. We sought

to balance the recall and precision on the sample sets,

and we aimed to present summaries of reasonable size,

given the examples, and avoided submitting either very

small or very large summaries.

The sample sets themselves were interesting. Here

are some observations we made from an initial look at

the problem:

Hubble Strong performance here seemed to depend on

a clear idea of what is and is not an accomplish-

ment. There were some useful key words, like

data and theories, but the set contained a number

of off-topic articles that were not likely to discuss

Bubble's accomplish, including those on a species

of squirrel and on a big earth-bound telescope be-

ing built by the Europeans.

mutua! funds The system needs to know what a pre-

dictor is. There is a conflict in the language. In the

description it says "predictors of mutual fund per-

formance (excluding issues of costs and yields)"

and in the narrative it says "a documnet must con-

tain at least one factor such as: rankings, risks,

yields or costs". Our initial tests were not able to

suggest a strategy for this set, but it was described

as atypical.

mainstreaming The interesting aspect here was that

the word mainstreaming rarely occurred in the

document set ( < 1% of the sentences), but only 3

times in the relevant sentences, forcing the system

to rely on the terms "children", "impairments" as

well as to have an understanding of "pro" and

"cons".

Mlrjana Milosevic Strong performance here was at-

tainable simply by scanning for sentences that

mention the woman's first name, or nickname

Mira, . Other strategies diminished these results.
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4 System Features

4.1 Relevance

Most of our system-building effort went into the rele-

vance part of the task. We settled on a rule-based ap-

proach, rather than a vector-space approach. We ex-

pected that most participants would be far more experi-

enced in information retrieval methods and would be in

a much better position to refine them to this task. Thus

we viewed our submission as an opportunity to test un-

usual ideas that were more closely related to the thrust

of our research. Admittedly, this gives our system a

patchwork quality, but one that would hopeful provide

valuable insight into alternative approaches.

A number of features are computed for each sen-

tence, and sentences are selected if the rule is satisfied.

We submitted five runs, using different combinations of

rules and parameters. Development of this system was

based almost entirely on four samples.

1. distance from a title word in a prominent role in a

clause (target distance)

2. word match with a potential referential equivalent

(equivalent count)

3. word match an associated word (associated count)

The first feature is binary, reflecting whether the cur-

rent passage is near enough to the previous prominent

mention in the document of a term that appears in the

title. Passages were either clauses or sentences, and

promiment means that the target word appears as a

standalone NP before the verb.

The second and third features refer to the two lexi-

cons mentioned above. The values are just raw counts.

We observed that the clause chunks are uniformly short

and that the appearence of both "equivalent" words and

"associated" words is relatively rare.

We tried a number of other features, and ended up

ignoring several. The ones retained were based on the

various fields in the topics, such as "titles", "narra-

tives". The three used are:

The lexicon that provides potential referential equiv-

alents is a new version of the of a resource we have

been using in NIA. There, it is used to build Concept

Sets, which are are words linked semantically. In order

to avoid the need to disambiguate among word senses,

highly polysemous words are filtered out, and a dis-

tance constraint is imposed before words are grouped

together in a Concept Set. Thus, as the text is scanned,

the system checks to see if it belong to an existing set

or if it will instantiate a new set. The function to accept

a word for inclusion in the Relevance part is:

{^^_^ ^.

. senses{wi) < m,

dist{wi, Wj) < n

false otherwise

where senses is the count of WordNet senses, and dist is

the number of clauses between Wi and wj the previous

occurrence of a word in the same equivalence class.

Because the Novelty Track task required us to relate

the words in a query to those in a document, we were

unsure of how to modify technique, since the queries,

that is the topics, are too short to allow the building of

Concept Sets. In the end, we risked injecting noise into

the decision-making and ignored the second condition

for acceptance. We went forward with this strategy be-

cause it seemed to work reasonably well in tests con-

ducted on the sample sets.

The raw equivalence lexicon is built mostly from

WordNet (Miller et al., 1990), using synsets, hyper-

nyms and hyponyms. NIA uses nouns and verbs, but

we included adjectives for this effort. In the future, the

lexicon will be altered with the results of corpus statis-

tics that we are in the process of gathering. It is not

clear yet whether we will keep the adjectives.

The lexicon of associated words is based on co-

occurrence patterns in a background corpus. The cor-

pus we used was from Reuters in 1996 and might have

added some noise to our submission. Using the under-

lying TREC collections used in the track might have

been more effective here, but we wanted to test us-

ing an orthogonal corpus, since in NIA we will have

no knowledge of future changes in the discussion of a

particular topic or event. We also used a clause-level

co-occurrence standard rather than a document-level

standard, since the task examines and makes decisions

on short passages - sentences, which are usually com-

posed of one, two or three clauses. We used mutual

information to measure the degree of relatedness be-

tween two words.
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MI{x,y) = log
(p(a.-, y)

p{x)p{y)

We also added an adaptive capability to our system,

given the different types of topics in the Novelty Track.

These automatically assess two characteristics of the

document set and adjust the system's behavior to these.

In previous research in muiti-document summarization,

we used a similiar technique in the DEMS summarizer,

Dissimilarity Engine for Multi-Document summariza-

tion (Schiffman et al., 2002), to good effect in the Doc-

ument Understanding Conference 2002.

One adaptative method controls the value of the fea-

ture that check the target distance feature, the distance

• between the current passage and the last mention of a

word in the topic title. We observed that topics did not

always contain usable title words - like mainstreaming

- so that the target distance would be self-defeating.

For this, we measured the likelihood of finding any tar-

get word in the document set. If the total was below a

threshold, we set the distance at such a large number

that it no longer carried any weight.

The other adaptive method controls the number of

documents that were exammed. We noticed in the

sample sets that in some cases a few documents dom-

inated the selection of relevant sentences, suggesting

that cluster contained some documents that were only

tangentially related to the topic. In order to discern

when this occurred, we used the lexicon of associated

words. We computed the likelihood of finding words

from any field in the topic and then computed the vari-

ance of these likelihoods across the documents in the

set. If the "associated-words variance" was below a

threshold, we concluded that most of them would con-

tribute to the output of relevant sentences. Otherwise,

we concluded that the document set contained some

outliers that would be best to ignore.

One final strategy we adopted was to remove words

that frequently appeared in a large number of topics -

words like "relevant". To avoid having sentences ac-

cepted on the basis of these, we computed an inverse

topic frequency value for all words in the 150 topics

from which the test set would be drawn. These words

were eliminated from the topics before the topics were

expanded to include the referential equivalents and the

associated words.

4.2 Novelty

Unfortunately the relevance part of the task took most

of the time we had ailoted, and with a limited time left,

we adopted a very simple duplication test. From the

sample topics, there was little for a novelty detector

to do. We first expand each sentence by adding the

referential equivalents. We did this despite the risk

of eliminating novel sentences because of the appear-

ance of unrelated senses of polysynonymous words. As
we considered new sentences, we computed how well

the new sentence was covered by each previous sen-

tence and rejected those that exceeded a threshold. The
mechanism we developed for NIA would have required

us to reference the original documents in order to ex-

amine the context of each sentence.

5 Overfitting

We submitted all five runs that we were allowed. All

used the same structure outlined in Section 4, but with

different parameters. Three of them were based on

clauses, that is the features were computed on the basis

of the clauses recognized by our clause-tagging tool.

We used these to test whether the on-line adjustments

had value. The runs marked cl35 and cl85 in Table 1

did not try to adapt to the document set. The numbers

35 and 85 refer to the percentage of documents from

which the relevant selections were drawn from. The

documents are ordered according to their distributions

of associated words. The run marked clfx automatically

selected either the .35 or .85 figure according the vari-

ance of the likelihood of finding an associated word in

the documents.

The sent run computed the features over sentences,

and the merg concatenated the sentence following any

sentences that scored high, to test the possibility that

segmenting documents might be a valuable idea. Both

of these used the automative adaptation mechanism.

It appears that we were lulled by a painful instance of

overfitting. The devlopment of our system was closely

guided by its performance on three of the sample sets.

The first, topic 303, was described as typical of the en-

tire test. Table 2 shows how the system performed on
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Relevant New
P R P*R P R P*R

cl35 .07 .04 .006 .07 .04 .005

cl85 .09 .07 .009 .08 .05 .007

clfx .07 .12 .012 .07 .09 .009

sent .11 .09 .012 .12 .09 .012

merg .11 .15 .020 .09 .10 .013

humans .191 .170

random .006 .004

best system < .095
1

< 0.85

Table 1: Precision and Recall of our five runs, humans and random

the relevance part. The results seemed to be sufficient

on this difficult problem. We didn't think we had a top

system, but were satisfied with what we saw.

We didn't include topic 359 for several reasons. In

our early experiments, it seemed to be impossible to

match any of the human selection and futher more it

contained a contradiction: Description 2 wants to ex-

clude costs and yields, but the Narrative wants to in-

clude them.

Our results were disappointing even though we did

not expect much at the outset. The organizers of the

Novelty Track reported that human annotators tested

against each other had achieved a score of 0. 19 - this is

the product of the standard measures of precision and

recall - Score = Prec * Recall. They said that the

best submission was less than half that of the humans,

but Table 1 clearly shows all of our runs were far below

that.

If an oracle program were able to choose the best

system for each topic, the combined score averaged to-

gether would be 0. 134 on the relevant part and 0. 120 on

the novelty part. Since this score was a good deal better

than the best system, no one system was consistently at

the very top.

The topic sets also varied widely, and some were dif-

ficult for all systems, other much easier. Averaging the

scores by all systems for each topics showed a wide

range, indicating some sets were managable for a num-

ber of systems, while others were nearly impossible for

all of them. Assuming that the average of all systems

indicates the degree of difficult we have:

On average, the novelty task proved to be much

harder. There was a striking drop off in the average

scores. This is surprising since the annotators elimi-

nated very few relevant sentences in creating their list

of new sentences. In fact, a baseline that does noth-

ing - that does not eliminate any relevant sentence -

would have a precision of .91 and a recall of .99. (The

recall appears to be short of 1.00 because the relevant

and new lists were swapped in two cases.)

Just before the paper submission deadline, the Nov-

elty Track organizers restated the results, using the

standard F-measure instead of the product of precision

and recall.

F = 2PR
P + R

The recalculation raised the single-value scores of all

groups, and squashed the results into a much narrower

range for the automatic systems, as Table 5 shows. The

recalcuation also tended to eliminate the size of the ad-

vantage to systems that generated larger summaries.

6 Recent Experiments

To explore performance in the novelty part further, we

counted duplicates found, rather than novel sentences

found. In the formal task, the scores in the first part

address the question of "How many of the relevant sen-

tences can the system find?" The scores for the sec-

ond part address the similar question of "How many

relevant (and nonduplicative) sentences can the sys-

tem find?" The question makes more senses in the

relevance part where only a small portion of the sen-

tences are judged relevant. In the four sample top-
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Results on Sample Set

Clause-based dfx run Single sentence sent run Paired sentences merg run

Topic Prec Recall P*R Prec Recall P*R Prec Recall P*R

303 .636 .438 .279 .667 .250 .167 .261 .375 .098

379 .194 .235 .046 .250 .216 .054 .238 .294 .070

423 .211 .160 .034 .786 .147 .116 .545 .320 .174

average p* r = .120 average p * r = . 1 1

2

average p * r = .1 14

Table 2: Precision and Recall achieved by our system across the three sample topics for detection of relevance.

Relevance

Easiest Topics Hardest Topics

Topic Score Topic Score

368 0.262 312 0.019

397 0.247 381 0.018

394 0.193 305 0.018

365 0.189 432 0.017

369 0.167 420 0.016

Table 3: Average P * R scores on the Relevance part show a wide range of difficulty.

Novelty

Easiest Topics Hardest Topics

368 0.127 445 0.005

397 0.108 312 0.005

394 0.103 432 0.003

365 0.089 377 0.002

364 0.080 420 0.0002

Table 4: Five highest average P * R scores in the Novelty Part of the task.

F-Measures

Summary generator F-measure relevant

Humans 0.371

Top Sys 0.235

Best Novcol 0.126

Random 0.040

Table 5: Restatement of some results on the Relevant part of the task in terms of the standard F-measure. The 10

top scores plus human and random results were distributed by NIST before the paper-submissions were due. The

Novcol were recomputed.
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ics given to participants, about 6% of the sentences

were accepted as relevant. The situation was the re-

verse for the novelty side, where nearly all the rel-

evant sentences were considered novel. In the test,

the annotators removed only 106 of 1,347 sentences

were removed as duplicative. With a lopsided test

set, it is hard to beat the baseline of "do nothing."

So we recast the question into "How many duplica-

tive sentences can the system find?" We then com-

puted precision and recall for a number of baselines,

including a bag of words approach, TF*IDF, longest

common subsequence, and Simnnder, another tool for

measuring similarity between sentences developed at

Columbia(Hatzivassiloglouet al., 2001). Table 6 shows

that our semantic module outperformed the other meth-

ods. We show the results when the parameters for

the various methods made a reasonable number of se-

lections. By making the duplication thresholds low

enough, most of these methods will choose a large pro-

portion of sentences as duplicates and achieve a high

recall.

Here are descriptions of the methods presented in Ta-

ble 6..

novcol Our semantic module applied to whole sen-

tences.

sequent The longest common subsequence of words,

as a percentage of sentence length.

wordbag A unweighted bag of words approach, using

overlap.

similar The Simfinder utility..

tfidf TF*IDF metric ' and computing cosine similar-

ity. Document frequency values were taken from

the set of articles for the topics.

random An extrapolation of random results by com-

puted the expected value of 106 selections.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

One positive lesson learned in this exercise is that the

adaptive strategy appears to have considerable value.

Without sufficient training data, it was impossible to

^weight = (H- log{tf))log[idf)

explore and sharpen the technique, yet it clearly im-

proved our results in the runs where it was applied, de-

spite having only a rough idea of the parameters to use.

In addition the range of averages across the topics sug-

gests that a one-size-fits-all approach is not the best.

Our experiments after the evaluation show there is

a value using semantic information in detecting sim-

ilarity and dissimilarity. This was not so clear about

our application in the relevance part of semantic data

- in the form of the lexicon of referential equivalents.

We were hampered because our system was unable to

apply the lexicon in the way it is used in our NIA sys-

tem, where the expansion of the sets is limited by the

context in the documents to be summarized. Since the

topics were too small to provide any context, the lexi-

con was used without distance constraints. But in the

more straightforward task of detecting duplication, the

semantic information without those constraints

An assessment of using associated words - those ob-

tained by co-occurrence studies - was clouded by the

fact that the data was drawn from a much different col-

lection of background documents. This was due to a

lack of time. We had a collection of Reuters news wire

already parsed, and would have had to delay experi-

mentation if we had waited to parse the TREC collec-

tions used in the Novelty Track. We are planning to

create a new lexicon based on the TREC documents to

compare against the results here.

The Novelty Track also confirmed how difficult the

task is. The subjectivity of the annotation greatly com-

plicates the conclusions that can be drawn. Judging

from the cross annotator scores, inter-annotator agree-

ment was quite low, and the choice of annotator may
have had a large effect on the results in various sets.

We were also struck by the fact that many, but cer-

tainly not all, topics included some instruction about

was not relevant. We blocked those that were found

in such negative sentences from being expanded if they

were not already found in the positive sentences - how-

ever these were few in number in the sample sets. We
did test a feature of noting the presence of negative

terms in the passages, but where it did affect the out-

come, it was detrimental as often as helpful. Yet. we
think the idea of trying to categorize the queries, that is

the topics, is worth further experimentation.
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Matched Sys Tries Hum Picks Prec 1
Recall r K

novcol 34 139 106 0.2446 0.3208 0.0785

sequent 30 156 106 0.1923 0.2830 0.0544

wordbag 24 107 106 0.2243 0.2264 0.0508

similar 25 158 106 0.1582 0.2348 0.0373

tndf 14 126 106 0.1111 0.1321 0.0147

random 8.3 106 106 0.0783 0.0783 0.0061

do-nothing 0 0 106 0 0 0

Table 6: A comparison of results on duplication detection between the semantic module and several word-based

methods and a system that would choose at random. Note "do-nothing" gets zero because it selects no duplicates

to reject.
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1. Overview

This year, the CSIRO teams participated and completed runs in two tracks: web and interactive.

Our web track participation was a preliminary exploration of fomis of evidence which might be

useful for named page finding and topic distillation. For this reason, we made heavy use of

evidence other than page content in our runs.

In the interactive track, we continue to focus on answer organization issues, aiming to investigate

the usefulness of the knowledge about "organizational structure" in organizing and delivering the

retrieved documents. For the collection of the US government (.gov domain) web documents, we
used their level two domain labels and their corresponding organization names to categorize the

retrieved documents. For example, documents from the "nih.gov" domain will be put into the

"National Institutes of Health (nih)" category. We compared this delivery method with the

traditional ranked list. The preliminary results mdicate that subjects achieved a significantly

better performance with the category interface at the end of fifteen minutes search, however, there

is no significant difference between the two methods during the first five or ten minutes. The

experiment result also shows that the category interface assisted subjects answer the more

complex topics as time increases.

2. The web track

2.1. Topic distillation

In topic distillation we used the following fonns of evidence:

® BM25 on content. Pages returned should be relevant. We indexed the .GOV corpus and

applied BM25, sometimes with stemming sometunes without.

« BM25 on content and referring anchor text. An alternative to content-only BM25 is to

include referring anchor text words in the BM25 calculation (content and anchors).
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• In-Iink counting and filtering. We expected pages with more in-links to be potentially better

answers, and we differentiated between on-host and off-host links. We also eliminated many
results on the grounds that they had insufficient in-links.

• URL length. We expected short URLs to be better answers than long URLs

• BM25 score aggregation. We expected sites with many BM25-matching pages to be better

than those with few.

Table 1 reports the results for our topic distillation runs. Our (non-submitted) content-only

achieved better performance than any of the submitted runs that included "distillation evidence".

Table 1 Runs for topic distillation

Run P@10 BM25 content

only

BM25 content

and anchors

In-link counting

and fdter'mg

URL length
\

BM25
i
aggregation

csiro02tdl 0.1000 y y

csiro02td2 0.0714 y y

—^—i

1

csiro02td3 0.0184 y y

csiro02td4 0.0184 y y

csiro02td5 0.0939 y (stem)
'

^-

1

'

csiro02unoff 0.1959 y
1

In this year's topic distillation task, the focus on local page content relevance ("BM25 content

only") was probably too high for our non-content and aggregation methods to succeed (our

"distillation evidence"). We expected most correct answers to be shallow URLs of sites

containing much useful content. In fact, correct answers were deeper, and our aggregation

method for finding sites rich with relevant information was actually quite hanuful (runs 3 and 4).

The focus on page content is borne out by the improvement in effectiveness achieved when we

apply simple BM25 in an unofficial run (csiro02unoff). To perfonn better in this year's task, we
should have put less (or no) emphasis on distillation evidence and far more emphasis on

relevance. However, we also believe that in some Web search situations, the distillation evidence

would be more important than it was in this year's task.

2.2. Named Page Finding

In our named page finding experiments we used the following fornis of evidence:

® BM25 on content and/or anchor text. We indexed the .GOV corpus and applied BM25 to

document content and to surrogate documents that contained all anchor text pointing to a

page. Stemming of query terms was also employed.

® Extra Title Weighting. To bias our results towards what we thought would be page naming

text we put further emphasis on document titles.

® PageRank. To see whether link recommendation could be used to improve results we
incorporated this link popularity measure [3].

Table 2 shows the results for the named page finding runs. The BM25 content-only submission

performed the best. We tried combining content evidence with anchor-text and PageRank but

both combinations harmed retrieval effectiveness.
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Table 2 Runs for named page finding

Run ARR S@10 BM25 Stemming Extra Title

Weighting

Small Crawl

PageRank

csiro02np01 0.573 OJl Content

csiro02np02 0.241 0.34 /AllLMUI ICAl

csiro02np03 0.416 0.59 Content y

csiro02np04 0.318 0.51
Content and anchor

text
y y

csiro02np 1

6

0.307 0.49
Content and anchor

text
y y y

Prior to submission we generated 20 training queries and found content with extra title weighting

performed best. We expected page titles to be important evidence in named page finding,

however this appeared not to be the case - in fact extra title weighting for the TREC queries

appeared to reduce effectiveness (run 1 vs run 3). While there was some anchor text evidence

present for the query set (run 2) when we combined this evidence with content (runs 4 and 16)

results were noticeably worse than for the content-only run (run 1). PageRank banned retrieval

effectiveness (run 16 vs run 4).

3. The interactive track

On the Internet, the information source and its information provider indicate not only the quality

and credibility of the information, but also the type and content of the information. When people

try to access information from an organization's website, they very often try to match their mental

model about that organization with their information needs. They can usually identify a few

related departments in that organization, and search the information within these departments.

We can consider the whole worldwide web as the web site of a global organization with a

hierarchical structure. Documents in this space could be categorized by their "functional

departments" corresponding to their domain names. For example, the level one domain labels can

categorize the documents into government (.gov), university (.edu), military (.mil), and

commercial (.com) etc. (In fact, they should be the level two domain labels, with the level one

label of .us) ; the level two domain label can be used to further categorize the documents within

the first level domain.

In this year's interactive track, all documents in the collection are gathered from the US
government domain (.gov). The test topics also cover various areas, such as government policy,

medicine/health and travel. To this collection and the topic set, our intuition was to organize and

delivery the retrieved documents according to the US government functional (or departmental)

structure. We intent to use this dynamically generated organizational structure to organize the

distributed documents retrieved from the web, and guide users to focus their attentions on the

infonnation sources and/or infonnation providers. We hypothesized that this structure (called

categorization structure) would serve as a better guide for a user to locate relevant and

authoritative infonnation than the traditional ranked list, thus improving the user's performance

with the search tasks.

3J. Experimental setting

3.1.]. Deliveiy interfaces

The Panoptic [1,2] is used as the back-end search engine in both delivery methods. In the

categorization delivery method, the categoriser classifies the retrieved documents according to the
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level two domain labels. Each category label is obtained by expanding the domain label into its

owner's organizational name through the "whois" server (http://wvAv.whois.nic.gov). For

example, all documents from the "nih.gov" domain will be put into the "National Institutes of

Health" category. The documents in a category are ranked according to their original rank in the

returned ranked list, and the categories are ranked according to the original rank of the first

document of each category. The category interface shows the first category by default.

The interfaces for the two different delivery methods are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. We
have been trying to keep the two interfaces as consistent as possible, differing only in their

presentation of the alternate structures. Both interfaces are divided into three areas: the top area

shows the current search topic and provides three buttons for the subjects to save answer and

move on to the next topic. The middle area is the query area that has a query box and information

on query word matching. The bottom area is the main area that shows either the ranked list or the

categorized result.
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Figure 1 The delivery interface for the ranked fist
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Figure 2 The delivery interface for domaif! categonzation

3.1.2. Experimental procedures

During the experiment, all subjects are asked to follow the following procedures.

© Subjects filled in the pre-search questionnaire about their demographic information and their

search experience.

« Subjects were then shown the two experimental interfaces, and were free to ask any question

related to the use of the two interfaces.

• Subjects were assigned to the expenmental design that was used by all participant groups in

the interactive track. In this experimental design, subjects searched four topics on each

interface, the sequence of interface and topics varied among subjects. A complete such a

design requires a group of 16 subjects.

• Prior to each interface, subjects had hands-on practice with an example topic, and got familiar

with each interface.

® Prior to each interface, the query ''information retrievaF' was issued by the corresponding

system automatically to calibrate the difference between two systems' response time.

Subjects were asked to click the "Next Topic" button when they saw the search result

appeared. The average response times are 6.8 seconds for the ranked list interface and 8.3

seconds for the categoiy interface.

® Prior to the search of each topic, subjects were required to fill in a pre-search questionnaire

about their familiarity with the topic. After the search of the topic, subjects filled in a post-

search questionnaire about their experience of that particular search topic.

Subjects filled in a post-system questionnaire after each interface.
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® Subjects filled in an exit questionnaire in the end of the experiment.

At any time during a topic search, subjects could move on to the next topic whenever they found

the required answer and were satisfied with what they have found. We encouraged our subjects to

find answers to a topic within ten minutes, however they could have an extra five minutes m case

they could not find the required answer in the first ten minutes and want to continue their search.

Transaction logging, questionnaire, and screen recording are the main methods to collect data.

During each search session, every significant event - such as document read, the instance saved

and the supporting source document and the query sent - was automatically captured.

Questionnaires are those common to all participant groups in the interactive track. Screen

recording was used to capture the search process for further detailed analysis.

3.]. 3. Subjects

All our sixteen subjects were university students. These subjects came from various backgrounds,

such as computer science, media study, law and mechanical engineering. Of the sixteen subjects,

fourteen are male and two are female. Fifteen of them are in the age group 18-27 years, only one

is in the age group 38-47 years. Table 3 lists subjects' responses to the selected questions from

the pre-search question (all are on 7-point Likert scale). From the table, we can see that our

subjects search the web very often (Ql, mean=5.81), can usually find what they are looking for

(Q5, mean=5.38), and generally regard themselves as experienced searcher (QIO, mean=4.73).

Comparatively, subjects use the search box (Q6, mean=5.19) more often than browsing

mechanism (Q7, mean=4.06). These subjects very often search for information related to

assignments (Q8-1, mean=5.38) and entertainment (Q8-6, mean=5.19), while search less on

shopping (Q8-2, mean=3.I9), government policy (Q8-5, mean=3.06), and traveling (Q8-3,

mean=2.94), and least on medical/health (Q8-4, mean=].94). (While our test topics cover the

government policy, traveling, and medical/health.)

Table 3 The selected questions' from the pre-search questionnaire.

Ql Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8-i 08-2 Q8-

3

Q8-
4

Q8-5 Q8-6 QIO Q1I

Mean 5.81 5.38 5.19 4.06 5.38 3.19 2.94 1.94 3.06 5.19 4.73 4.53

Std 1.05 0.96 1.83 1.98 1.09 1.64 1.06 1.18 1.65 1.42 1.34 1.61

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Performance with two interfaces

The effectiveness of the two interfaces is measured by the success rate: the ratio of the correctly

saved instances. There are two types of topics in this year's interactive track. Type I topic is

"find X instance of Type II topic is "find a website that is a good resource on Y". For the

topics of type I (topic 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6), each instance correctly identified and supported by a

document will be given a score 1/n, where n is the number of required instances for the search

topic. Type II topic can be regarded as a special case of the type I where the required instance is

I. So for the topics of type II (topic 3, 7 and 8), the score is binary: 1 - for the correctly identified

website, and 0 - for a website that does not give infonnation on the topic. (A 5- or 7- point Likert

scale could be used to judge the degree of "goodness" of the saved website. However, this kind of

judgement might be too subjective to reach consistence. So we adopted the binary score.)

Table 4 shows the subjects' search perfonnance at three period cut-off - after five minutes, ten

minutes, and fifteen minutes. On the average, the perfonnance with the category interface is

' Questions are listed in the Appendix 1. All responses are on a 7-point Likert scale.
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Table 4 Subjects' search performance per topic at three period cut-off

Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean Std P <

5Min List 0.38 0.08 0.75 0.44 0.42 0.21 0.13 0.63 0.38 0.24 0.26

Cate 0.38 0.04 0.63 0.22 0.25 0.42 0.00 0.63 0.32 0.24

lOMin List 0.38 0.25 1.00 0.75 0.79 0.42 0.38 0.88 0.61 0.28 0.48

Cate 0.58 0.33 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.63 0.25 0.88 0.65 0.29

ISM in List 0.38 0.54 1.00 0.84 0.92 0.50 0.50 0.88 0.69 0.24 0.05

Cate 0.75 0.63 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.88 0.63 1.00 0.83 0.16

lower than that with the ranked hst interface at the end of the five minutes, higher than the

ranked list interface at the end of the ten minutes, and significantly outperform the ranked list

interface at the end of fifteen minutes, (two tailed, paired t-text)

Before the search of each topic, subjects were asked about their level of familiarity with the topic

on a 7-point Likert scale. On the average, our subjects have low familiarity with all topics

(Ranked list: Mean = 2.14, Std = 0.70; Category: Mean = 2.19, Std = 0.72). Although the

correlation between the success rate with the ranked list and the familiarity (r = 0.51) is higher

than the correlation between the success rate with category and the familiarity (r = -0.0004),

nevertheless, neither of the correlations is significant.

Figure 3 shows the breakdown of the success rate according to the sessions in which a question is

either "not answered", "partially answered", or "completely answered" at three cut-off periods.

At the end of the first five minutes, the number of "not answered" sessions with the category

interface is more than the number of those with the ranked list interface. However, with the

increase in time spent, the number of "not answered" sessions with the category interface

decreases, although the difference is not significant at each cut-off period.

At the end of each cut-off period, the number of "partially answered" session with the category

interface is always less than the number of those with the ranked list interface, although tlie

difference is not significant either.

At the first cut-off period, subjects have less "completely answered" sessions with the category

interface than that with the ranked list interface (not significant). However, at the second and

third cut-off period, subjects have significantly more "completely answered" sessions using the

category interface (p < 0.05 at tenth minute, and p < 0.01 at the fifteenth minute). Looking at

)
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topic by topic at the fifteenth minute, the category interface is performing better for 7 out of 8

topics. In the only exceptional topic - the topic 3, the two interfaces performed the same with the

same number of "completely answered" sessions). For the topics 1, 2, and 6, the number of

"completely answered" sessions with the category mterface is twice that with ranked list

interface. Here the topic 1 , 2 and 6 are all of the type L

We had assumed that the type I topics might need to gather instances from multiple documents,

but this is not always the case - sometimes a document may contain enough information to cover

all required instances. Table 5 shows the distribution of the "completely answered" sessions from

either the multiple documents or one document only. In four out of five such type 1 topics, there

are more sessions with the category interface in which the saved answers come from multiple

documents. This may suggest that the category interface is more helpful for the more complicated

tasks.

3.2.2. Subject's effort

The subject's effort for getting an answer is measured by the time, the number of documents read,

and the number of queries sent in order to get a complete answer or reach the end of each session.

Table 6 shows the average time spent in order to get a complete answer by the two quickest

subjects using each interfaces. On the average, the quickest two subjects using the category

interface took less time than the quickest two using the list interface, but the difference is not

significant here. If we look topic by topic, the two subjects are quicker using the category

interface only for three topics - the topic 1, 2 and 4; there three topics are of type I.

Table 7 shows the interaction between the subject and the interface. On the average, subjects read

more documents with the category interface (Mean=4.81) than with the ranked list interface

(Mean=4.74), but sent less queries with the category interface (Mean=3.0) than with the ranked

list interface (Mean=3.54). This indicate that the ranked list interface may encourage subjects to

rephrase queries, while the category interface may encourage subjects to browse the answer

structure, thus read more documents.

Usually subjects read and saved documents high in rank from the ranked list interface - the

average rank of the read and saved documents is 4.97 and 4.87 respectively. While the average

rank of the read and saved documents from the category interface is 19.10 and 16.5 respectively.

This may indicate that the category interface may be able to bring relevant (or related) documents

in a category; these documents may scatter in the ranked list, while a subject may not go that far

to get that relevant document with the ranked list interface.

Table 5 The source of the complete answers

(M: from myitiple documents; S: from one docoment ooly)

Topic 1 2 4 5 6

M s M S M S M S M S

List 0 3 0 2 2 2 1 6 2 1

Cate 1 5 2 2 2 3 3 5 5 1

Table 6 The average time (in minute) spent to get a complete answer by the two quickest subjects.

Topic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean
List 4.03 12.85 0.75 6.59 2.01 6.08 4.55 1.32 4.77

Cate 3.54 9.03 2.68 4.36 3.93 6.24 5.82 1.44 4.61
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Table 7 Subject-interface interaction

Mean Std P < (2 tail t-

test)

Number of documents read List

Category

4.74

4.81

2.52

1.54

NS

Number of queries List

Category

3.54

3.00

1.93

1.39

NS

The ranking of the read

dociiments

List

Category

4.97

19.10

2.05

7.94

0.0007

The ranking of the S2\ ed

documents

List

Category

4.87

16.5

2.62

14.32

0.04

Table 8 Subjects' response to the post-search questionnaire

PS1

(easy to start)

PS2

(east to

search

)

PS3
(satisfaction)

PS4
(timeliness)

PS5

(knowledge

helped?)

PS6
(learn

something

new)

List 4.59 4.24 4.49 5.22 2.22 4.13

Cate 4.11 3.97 4.25 4.19 2.19 3.69

3.2.3. Subject's satisfaction

After the search of each topic, subjects filled in a post-search questionnaire that was to get the

subject's satisfaction of that particular search topic. Table 8 shows the subjects' response to each

question. For all questions, the average response from the subjects using category interface is

lower than that from the subjects using the ranked list interface, although no significant difference

is found between the two interfaces for any questions.

We checked the correlation between the each question and the success rate, significant positive

correlation is found only between the PS3 (safisfaction) and the success rate (in both interfaces,

r = 0.69, significance at 0.05). That may be truism: if subjects saved more answers, they are

getting more satisfied.

In the exit questionnaire, when the subjects were asked about which of the systems they like the

best overall, 1 1 subjects chose the category interface, 3 subjects chose ranked list interface, while

the remaining 2 thinking there is no difference between the two interfaces.

3.3. Discussion

Our experimental results indicate that the users may be able to find the answer quicker with the

ranked list interface for those easy search tasks where the search engine is able to bring the

relevant documents on the top of the ranked list. However, for more complicated tasks where an

answer is to be s^oithesized from multiple documents, and those documents are scattered along

the ranked list, the user may perfonn better with the category interface. This perfomiance is

achieved by spending longer reading or browsing time. One possible reason might be related to

the categorization structure itself: the cun-ent one-level flat structure may not be very clear to ihe

subjects. It could be enhanced by having a multi-level hierarchical structure closely reflecting the

US governmental structure.
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5c Appendix ,

5J . Selected responses from the pre-search questionnaire

Q1 : How much experience have you had searching with WWW search engine?

Q5: When I search the WWW, I can usually find what I am looking for.

Q6: I always use the queiy box - keeping rephrase my queries until I find the right information.

Q7: I always browse web directory (e.g. Yahoo subject directory, etc) to get the information.

Q8-1: How often do you conduct searching for information about assignment/work related

project?

Q8-2: How often do you conduct searching for infomiation about shopping?

Q8-3: How often do you conduct searching for information about traveling?

Q8-4: How often do you conduct searching for information about medical/health?

Q8-5: How often do you conduct searching for infomiation about government policy?

Q8-6: How often do you conduct searching for information about entertainment?

QIO: Please indicate your level of expertise with searching. (Novice( 1 ) Expert(7)).

Qli : Overall, for how many years have you been doing online searching? years.

5.2o Post-search questionnaire

PSl : Was It easy to get started on this search?

PS2; Was it easy to do the search on this topic?

PS3: Are you satisfied with your search results?

PS4: Did you have enough time to do an effective search?

PS 5: Did your previous knowledge help you with your search?

PS6: Have you learned anything new about the topic during your search?

(All above questions on a seven-point Likert scale.)
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1 Introduction

We present a probabilistic model for the retrieval

of multimodal documents. The model is based on

Bayesian decision theory and combines models for

text based search with models for visual search. The

textual model, applied to the LIMSI transcripts, is

based on the language modelling approach to text re-

trieval. The visual model, a mixture of Gaussian den-

sities, describes keyframes selected from shots. Both

models have proved successful on media specific re-

trieval tasks. Our contribution is the comljination of

both techniques in a unified model, ranking shots on

ASR-data and visual features simultaneously.

Using this model, we tried to answer the following

questions.

• Is it useful to identify important parts in query

images?

• Can using (additional) query images from out-

side the search collection^ help improve retrieval

results?

• Does it help to have multiplt image examples for

a query, or are we better of using only one good

example?

• Can a combination combined textual and visual

query perform better than queries in a single

modality?

^Throughout tliis docuinent. we refer t,o tlii' .searcli collec-

tion used in the TREC-2002 video track as tlit search collec-

tion.

Because of problems with the sinjilarity measure

we used in the submitted runs, we mainly report

on post-hoc experiments on the TREC-2002 data in

which we used a different measure. Both measures

are discussed in Section 2, where we also present our

retrieval model. Section 3 reports on the post-hoc ex-

periments and Section 4 summarises our main find-

ings. The official results can be found in appendix

A.

2 Probabilistic Multimedia Re-

trieval

In a probabilistic retrieval setting, the goal i.s to find

the document D* with highest proliability given a

query Q:

P{Q\D,)P{D,)
D* = argmax P{Di\Q) = argmax

P{Q)

(1)

Usually. (1) is used as a scoring function and a ranked

list is returned rather than the one most probable

document.

If we assume that all documents have equal prior

probability, (1) reduces to the niaxinumi likelihood

(ML) criterion, which is approximated hy the mini-

mum KL-divergence between quer>- model and docu-

ment model: D* = argmin, KL[P^(x)||P,(x)].

p(x|A,;
KL[P,(x)||P,(x)l= / P(x|A;)log

P(x|A)
dx

= j P(x|A,)logP(x|Dq)dx- y P(x|DJiogP(x|A)dx.
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where x are feature vectors describing the documents.

The first integral is independent of and can be

ignored, thus

D* = argmaxj P(x|Dg) IogF(x|A)dx (2)

Now suppose query and document models generate

a mixture of textual features Xt and visual features

Xv:" ;

P(x|A)) = F(xt|A)P(0 + P{<\D,)P{v).

We can then integi'ate over these different feature sets

separately and arrive at the following ranking formula

for nmltiniodal retrieval [5].

D* = argmax [P{t) I P(xt|Dq) log P(xt|A)dxt

+P{v) j P(xv|Z>g)logP(xv!A)dXv]

(3)

2.1 Text Model

To describe the probability distributions of the tex-

tual terms, we take a language modelling approach

to information retrieval [2]. Such a model operates

on discrete signals (i.e. words), thus we can replace

tlie integriil from (3) by a sum. Moreover, the query

model Dq is usually nothing more than the empiri-

cal distribution of the query, therefore we only need

to sum over the words in the query. The document

model is usually taken to be a mixture of foreground

{P[xt.j\D,)) and background (P{x-t.j)) probabihties

for the query terms Xt,j- interpolated using mixing

parameter A (cf. Section 2.1.1). If our textual query

consists of Nt terms Xt = (avj
, Xt,2, • • , Xt.N, ) then

the textual part of our ranking formula is the follow-

ing.

d; =

argmax^T log [AP(x,,,|A) + (1 - A)P(.r,,,)]

(4)

^P{t) and P(v) are the prior probabilities of drawing re-

spectively textual or visual features from a document; assumed

uniform across documents.

Using the statistical language modelling approach

for video retrieval, we would like to exploit the hi-

erarchical data model of video, in which a video is

subdivided in scenes, which are subdivided in shots,

which are in turn subdivided in frames. Statistical

language models are particularly well-suited for mod-
elling such complex representations of the data. We
can simply extend the mixture to include the differ-

ent levels of the hierarchy, with models for shots and

scenes:'^

Shot* = argmax— "V^ log[AshotP(.Tf,7 |Shot,)-h

j=\

Ascenei^(^t.j|Scene,) + AcollP(.Tt,j)]

with Acoll = 1 - Ashot - Ascene (5)

The main idea behind this approach is that a good

shot contains the query terms and is part of a scene

having more occurrences of the query terms. Also,

by including scenes in the ranking function, we hope

to retrieve the shot of interest, even if the video's

speech describes it just before it begins or just after

it is finished. Depending on the information need

of the user, we might use a similar strategy to rank

scenes or complete videos instead of shots, that is,

the l:>est scene might be a scene that contains a shot

in which the query terms (co-)occur.

2.1.1 Estimating Parameters

The features in the textual part of our model are sim-

ph' the words themselves. For the textual part of our

retrieval function (5), we only need to estimate fore-

ground (P(.Ttj|-D,)) and background {P{xt_j)) prol>

abilities. Both measures are estimated in the stan-

dard way, by taking the term frequenc}- and docu-

ment frequency respectively [2]. We used the TREC-
2002 video search collection to find the optimal values

for the mixing parameters: Ashot. = 0.090, Ascene =

0.210, and Acoi! = 0.700. Since we trained these pa-

rameters on the test collection, we cannot say any-

thing about how well these numbers generalise across

^We assume each shot is a separate class and replace u;,

with Siiot,

.
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collections."^ Yet, for each of the mixing parameters,

there is quite a large range of values for which the

scores are close to optimal. In this work we do not

look into the stability of these parameters across col-

lections, we are only interested in finding the optimal

settings for this collection and evaluating the retrieval

model with these optimal settings.

2.2 Image Model

We use a Gaussian Mixture Model for desc ril)ing doc-

ument densities [4].

c

c=l

where C is the number of components in the mixture

model, 9i,c is component c of document model D, and

^(x, ^t.S) is the Gaussian density with mean vector

jLt and co-variance matrix E:

g(x.^.S)= ,
^ g-l||x-Mlk,

(6)

where ||x - = (x - fj.)^
T," ^ {x. - n)

and n is the length of the feature vector x.

2.2.1 Bags of Blocks

Just like in our textual approach, for the query

model, we can simply take the empirical distribu-

tion of the query samples. If a quer>'-image Xv con-

sists of A^„ samples: Xv = va • -i'v :2 -I'l-.N,.) then

P{x-u,i\Dq) — For the document model, we take

a mixture of foreground and background probabil-

ities, i.e. the (foreground) prol)al)ility of drawing a

query sample from the document's Gaussian mixture

model, and the (background) jirolial^ility of drawing

it from am' Gaussian mixture in the collection. In

other words, the query image is \'iewed as a bag of

blocks (BoB). and its probabilit>- is estimated as the

joint probability of all its blocks. The BoB measure

'^Obviously, the official runs have used different mixing pa-

rameter values, see Appendix A.

for query images then becomes:

Dl =

J
A',.

argmax— Y"log [kP(x„.^|, ) -h (1 - k)P(.7:„.j)],

' ^'. = 1

(7)

where k is a mixing parameter and the background

probability P{xy^j) can be found l)y marginalising

over all M documents in the collection:

M

1=1

Again we assume uniform document priors (P{D,) =

jj for all i). In text retrieval, one of the reasons for

mixing the document model with a collection model

is to assign non-zero probabilities to words that are

not observed in a document. Smoothing is not nec-

essary in the visual case, since the documents are

modelled as mixtures of Gaussians, having infinite

support. Another motivation for mixing is to weight

term importance: a conmion sample x (i.e.. a sam-

ple that occurs frequently in the collection) ha.s a

relatively high probability P(x) (ecjual for all doc-

uments), and therefore P(x|D) has only little influ-

ence on the probability estimate. In other words, rel-

atively common terms and common blocks influence

the final ranking only marginally.

2.2.2 Asymptotic Likelihood Approximation

A disadvantage of using the BoB mea,sme is its c om-

putational complexity. In order to rank the collection

given a query, we need to compute the posterior prol>

ability F(xv|u;,:) of each image block Xv in the query

for each document uj, in the collection. For e\ aluating

a retrieval method this is fine, but fc^r an interacti\-e

retrieval system, optimisation is necessar}-.

An alternative is to represent the cjuery image,

like the document image, as a Gau.ssian mode! (in-

stead of by its empirical distril^ution as a liag of

blocks), and then compare these two models using

the KL-divergence. Yet. if we use Gaussians to model

the class conditional densities of the mixture compo-

nents, there is no closed-from solution for the visual
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part of the resulting ranking formula (3). As a so-

lution, Vasconcelos assumes that the Gaussians are

well separated and derives an approximation, ignor-

ing the overlap between the mixture components: the

asymptotic likelihood approximation (ALA) [4]. The

ALA is the measure we used in our official TREC-
2002 runs, (see Appendix A). However, in post hoc

analysis, we found that one of the assumptions un-

derlying the ALA is not plausible for the collection at

hand and, inoreo\'er, using it decreases performanc:e

compared to the BoB measure (for details see [5]). In

the remainder of this work we will concentrate on the

BoB measure.

2.2.3 Estimating Parameters

For estimating the parameters of the Gaussian mix-

ture model, we used the EM algorithm [1]. We de-

scribed a document as a set of samples, where each

sample is described by a number of DOT coefEcients

in the YCbCr colour space^. Then we used EM to

fit a mixture of 8 Gaussian (for details see [5]). Fi-

nally, we described the position in the image plane of

each c:omponent as a 2D-Gaussian with mean and co-

variance computed from the positions of the samples

assigned to this component. We evaluated different

values for mixing param.eter k on the TREC-2002

video search collection and found the optimal value:

K = 0.9.

3 Experiments

Full}' automatic creation of queries from topic de-

scriptions was not required in this year's video track.

However, there was a distinction between manual and

interactive runs. In an interactive run a user can in-

teract with a system to locate relevant shot. In a

manual run a user has one go at creating a query from

a topic descriptions and then submits this query to

the system to retrieve relevant shots. All our runs are

manual runs in which we experimented with different

ways of creating queries from topic statements. In

'^We ii.se the first 10 coefficients from the Y channel and tlie

two DC coefficients of the Cb and the Cr channels.

the following subsections, we investigate the follow-

ing questions:

© Is it useful to identify' important parts in query

images?

* Can using (additional) query images from out-

side the search collection help improve retrieval

results?

© Does it help to have multiple image examples for

a query, or are we better of using only one good

example?

® Can a combination combined textual and visual

query perform better than queries in a single

modality?

3.1 Selecting Query Images

In general, it is hard to guess what would be a good

example image for a specific query. If we look for

shots of the Golden Gate bridge, we might not care

from what angle the bridge was filmed, or if the chp

was filmed on a sunny or a cloudy day; visually how-

ever, such examples may be very different (Figure

1). If a user has presented three examples and no

additional information, the best we can do is try to

hud documents that describe all example images well.

Unfortunateh'. a document may be ranked low even

though it models the samples from one example im-

age well, as it may not explain the samples from the

other images.

For each topic, we computed which of the exam-

ple images would have given the best results if it had

been used as the only example for that topic. W'e

compared these best example results to the full topic

results in which we used all available visual examples.

In the fvll topic case, the set of available topics was

regarded as one large Ijag of blocks. We ranked doc-

uments i)v their probability of generating all lilocks

in all query images. For the single image queries in

the best example, we used all samples from the single

\'isual example to rank documents.

Since it is problematic to use nmltiple examples in

a query, we wanted to see if it is possible to guess in

advance what would he a good example for a specific
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Figure 1: Visual examples of the Golden Gate bridge.

topic. Therefore, we hand-picked for each topic a

single representative from the available examples and

compared these manual example results to the other

two result sets.

The results for the different settings are listed in

Table 1. A first thing to notice is that all scores are

rather low. When we take a closer look at the topics

with higher average precision scores, we see that these

maiulv contain examples from the search collection.

In other words, we can find similar shots from within

the same video, but generalisation is a problem.

The fact that using the best image example out-

performs the use of all examples shows that indeed

combining results from different visual examples can

degrade results. Looking at the results, manually se-

lecting good examples seems a non-trivial task, but

the drop hi performance is partly due to the generali-

sation problem. If one of the image examples happens

to come from the collection it scores high. If we fail

to select that particular example, the score for the

manual example run drops. Simply counting how of-

ten the manually selected example was the same as

the best performing example, we see that this was

the case for 8 out of 13 topics.*^

3.2 Selecting Important Regions

In last ^•ear"s video track, we saw that query artic-

ulation, i.e. the manual identification of important

part.s in a query image, can help improve retrieval re-

sults [3]. We also noticed that this requu-es an enor-

mous effort from a user. In our probabilistic setting,

selecting important (and coherent) regions is much

''We ignored tlie topics for wiiich tliere is only one example

and t.lie ones for which none of the examples retrieved relevant

dociiiiicnt.':.

full topic
best

example

manual

example
vt075 .0038 .2438 .2438

\-t076 .4854 .4323 .1760

vtOTT .0000 .0000 .0000

vt078 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt079 .0000 .0040 .0000

vtOSO .0048 .0977 .0977

vtOSl .0000 .0000 .0000

vt082 .0330 .0234 .0234

^t083 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt084 .0046 .0046 .0046

vt085 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt086 .0053 .0704 .0704

vt087 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt088 .0046 .0069 .0069

vt089 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt090 .0000 .0305 .0305

vt091 .0095 .0095 .0095

vt092 .0003 .0106 .0000

vt093 .0006 .0006 .0000

\-t,094 .0021 .0021 .0021

vt095 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt096 .0323 .0323 .0323

vt097 .1312 .1408 .0000

\t.098 .0000 .0003 .0003

vt099 .0000 .0000 .0000

MAP .0287 .0444 .0279

Table 1: .MAP for Full Tojiics. Best Examples and

Manual Examples
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easier. After building a query-model (like we build

document models) a user can simply select one or

more meaningful components from the query-model.

In retrieval, we can then use only the Bag of Blocks

corresponding to the selected component(s). For ex-

ample in Figure 2a, we selected the components that

together form the US flag. Similarly, we can indicate

we want multiple parts to be present in the target

shots, e.g. boat and water and sky (Figure 2b). Note

that even though the union of the sets of samples is in

this case the full image, this differs from simply tak-

ing the using all samples as a query. If the full image

were used, we would have looked for shots with rela-

tively few water samples; the selection of components

compensates for that and looks for documents that

explain all 3 concepts equally well.

From each of the query images, we selected mean-

ingful components and we used the corresponding

samples as queries. If we take a look at the indi-

vidual components and their results, we see that the

components are often homogeneous in colour and /or

texture and that results are often meaningful (Figure

3) or, if there is little semantics in the component, at

least visually similar (Figure 4). It is not clear yet

how this can be used for highly specific queries like

tiie video track queries.

3.3 Using Query Examples from Out-

side the Collection

In Section 3.1, we argued that selecting the right

query image is important. On the one hand therefore,

one would like to expand a query to have as many dif-

ferent query images as possible. On the other hand,

we saw that it is difficult to combine multiple ex-

amples in one query (Section 3.1). We investigate

whether using (additional) examples from outside the

collection can improve retrieval effectiveness. We ex-

pect that this is not the case; in previous experiments

[5, 3] we saw that we can only find relevant sliots if

the query images are highly similar to the relevant

shots, i.e. if they are from the same collection and

preferably from the same video.

First of all, we had a look at the original exam-

ples provided by NIST. Most, if not all, of the video

examples in this set come from either the .search c ol-

lection itself, or the highly comparable'^ feature train

or feature test set. We found that the topics that con-

tributed most to our MAP score were the ones with

examples from the search collection. If we remove

videos from which sliots are used as examples from

the relevance judgements, our MAP score for a purely

visual run (using full examples for ail queries) drops

from .0287 to .0029; purely visual runs from other

groups show a similar drop in performance. This in-

dicates that \-isual retrieval systems are able to locate

tlie query examples in the collection, but generalisa-

tion seems problematic. Furthermore, the best exam-

ples as rejiorted in table 1 are mainly video examples

from either the search collection or the comparable

training data. Only for three topics, the best scoring

example was an image example from outside these

collections. Yet. for these three topics no video ex-

amples were available.

We experimented with query expansion by adding

additional example images found using Google image

search^. We manually created short queries from the

toi)ic descriptions and submitted these to Google im-

age search. From the result list we selected images

based that we thought were good examples for the

topic. This way we expanded topics with up to 7

additional image examples. We ran these new exam-

ples as queries against the collection and recomputed

the best scoring examples for each topic. For 5 out

of 25 topics none of the examples retrieved any rele-

vant documents. The best scoring examples for the

remaining 20 topics were video examples in 12 cases

and image examples from Google in 8 cases. Clearly,

if we try more examples we have a better chance of

having a good example among them, yet the problem

remains how to combine multiple examples or how to

identity a good example without knowledge of the

relevant documents in the collection.

3.3.1 Combining Textual and Visual runs

We combined textual and visual runs using our com-

l)ined ranking fornuila (3). Since we had no data to

estimate the i)arameters for mixing textual and vi-

sual information we used P{t) = P{v) = 0.5. For the

'In tart, tJiese are distinct subsets of one larger collection,

^'http ; / /images . google . com
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flag boat water sky

Find additional shots with

one or more US flags flap-

ping

Find shots with one or more sailboats, saihng sliij^s, clipper ships,

or tall ships - with some sail(s) unfurled

b

Figure 2: Selecting components from images

textual part we tried both short and long queries, for

the visual part we used full queries and best-example

queries. Table 2 shows the results for combinations

with the BoB measure. We also experimented with

combinations with the ALA measure, but we found

that in the ALA case it is diflScult to combine textual

and \dsual scores, because they are on different scales

(see also Appendix A). The BoB measure is closer to

the KL-divergence and, on top of that, more similar

to our textual approach, and thus easier to combine

with the textual scores.

For most of the topics, textual runs give the best

results, however for some topics using the visual ex-

amples is useful. This is mainly the case when ei-

ther the topics come from the search collection or

when the relevant documents are outliers in the col-

lection. This illustrates how difficult it is to search a

generic video collection using visual information only.

We only succeed if the relevant documents are either

highly similar to the examples provided or very dis-

similar from the other documents in the collection

(and therefore relatively similar to the query exam-

ples). When both textual and visual runs have rea-

sonable scores, combining the runs can improve on

the indi\'idual runs, however, when one of them has

inferior performance, a combination only adds noise

and lowers the scores.

4 Conclusions

We presented a proliabilistic framework for multi-

modal retrieval in which textual and visual retrieval

models are integrated seamlessly and evaluated the

framework using the search task from the TREC-2002
video track. We found that even though the topics

were specifically designed for content-based retrieval,

and relevance was defined visually, a textual search

outperforms visual search for most topics. The main

conclusion in this work is that visual retrieval using

the presented model for specific queries does not gen-

eralise very well. The model could retrieve shots that

are highly similar to the query examples (i.e. shots

from the same video), but other similar shots were

found mostly by coincidence, because they happened

to have for examj^le the same colour sky or grass. For

more general queries, the model seems useful. When
we select a single component from an example, results

are intuitive, i.e. visually similar. It is unclear how
this helps in retrieving relevant documents for highly
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Topic Tshort 1 long rJODiuli Doribesr
BoBfull

+Tshort

BoBfull

+TIong
BoBbest

+Tshort
BoBbest
+Tlono;

vt075 .0000 .0082 .0038 .2438 .0189 .0569 .2405 .3537

vt076 .4075 .6242 .4854 .4323 .5931 .7039 .5757 .6820

vt.077 .1225 .5556 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt078 .1083 .2778 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt.079 .0003 .0006 .0000 .0040 .0003 .0000 .0063 .0050

vt080 .0000 .0000 .0048 .0977 .0066 .0059 .0845 .0931

vtOSl .0154 .0333 .0000 .0000 .0037 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt082 .0080 .0262 .0330 .0234 .0181 .0335 .0145 .0210

vt.083 .1669 .1669 .0000 .0000 .0962 .0962 .0078 .0078

V VKJOH: .7500 .0046 .0046 .6875 .6875 6875 .UO ( o

vt085 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

vt.086 .0554 .0676 .0053 .0704 .0536 .0215 .0791 .0600

vt,087 .0591 .0295 .0000 .0000 .0052 .0003 .0052 .0003

vt.088 .0148 .0005 .0046 .0069 .0052 .0046 .0069 .0069

vt089 .0764 .0764 .0000 .0000 .0503 .0503 .0045 .0045

vt090 .0229 .0473 .0000 .0305 .0006 .0075 .0356 .0477

vt091 .0000 .0000 .0095 .0095 .0000 .0086 .0000 .0086

vt.092 .0627 .0687 .0003 .0106 .0191 .0010 .0078 .0106

vt093 .1977 .1147 .0006 .0006 .0099 .0021 .0071 .0012

vt094 .0232 .0252 .0021 .0021 .0122 .0036 .0122 .0036

vt,095 .0034 .0021 .0000 .0000 .0008 .0012 .0011 .0010

vt096 .0000 .0000 .0323 .0323 .0161 .0161 .0323 .0323

vt.097 .1002 .0853 .1312 .1408 .1228 .1752 .1521 .1474

vt098 .0225 .0086 .0000 .0003 .0068 .0000 .0004 .0003

vt099 .0726 .0606 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

MAP .0916 .1212 .0287 .0444 .(Ki91 .0750 .0784 .0870

Table 2: Average precision per topic, for Textual runs. BoB runs and combined runs
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Q:

Figure 3: Top 5 results for a homogeneous query with clear semantics ('Sky')

specific topics like the video track topics, but it helps

in gaining insight in the models performance. In fu-

ture work, we will further investigate the influence of

individual components on retrieval results. In addi-

tion, we intend to look at how incorporating differ-

ent sources of additional information (e.g. contextual

frames, the movement in video or user interaction)

can help improve results across collections. Combin-

ing multiple examples in one query is still problem-

atic, but combining textual and visual runs seems

possible using the presented framework. When one

of the runs is poor, a combined run, including the

noise, is less effective than the single best run. How-

ever, when the individual runs have reasonable scores,

combining them imjiroves retrieval effectiveness.
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A Official Results

In the official runs, we used the As>-mptotic Like-

lihood Approximation (see section 2.2.2). We dis-

tinguished between the NIST images (the visual ex-

amples from the official topics) and Google images

(additional examples we foinid with manual query

expansion using Google and su!:imitted four runs:

runl Text only.

run2 Text + NIST images.

runS Text -)- selected components honi NIST im-

ages.
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Full query Audience component Grass component

Top 5 audience:

Figure 4: Top 5 results for homogeneous queries with unclear or false semantics

run4 Text + selected components from both NIST
and Google images.

The text model's mixing parameters have been op-

timized using the TREC-2001 corpus, giving Ashoi =

0.015. Ascene = 0.135, and Acoil = 0.850. For run3

and run4, we manually selected important compo-

nents from the query model (cf. Section 3.2). In all

runs that involved visual examples, we computed a

single new (8 component) Gaussian mixture model

from all available visual blocks and we used that

model in our ALA ranking formula. The results for

the official runs and for the same runs after fixing

some bugs^ are shown in Table 3. We see that also

with the ALA measure text only results are by far

the best (run 1). Combinations that also used visual

information scored lower, not only on MAP. but also

on average i^recision for each individual topic. In con-

trast to our findings with the BoB measure we were

not able to combine textual and visual information

):)ro]>eil>\

normalisation error in the training of the models and

exchanging a few videos from the search and feature detection

collections.

riniName MAP
runl .0917

run2 .0016

runS .0022

run4 .0038

runl fixed .1212

run2 fixed .0082

nm3 fixed .0137

run4 fixed .0069

Table 3: Official results and same runs after bug fix.
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Abstract

Dublin City University participated in the Feature Extraction task and the Search task oftlie TREC-2()()2 Video

Track. In the Feature Extraction task, we submitted 3 features: Face, Speech, and Music. In the Search task, we
developed an interactive video retrieval system, which incorporated the 40 hours ofthe video search test collection

and supported user searching using our ownfeature extraction data along with the donatedfeature data and ASR
transcriptfrom other Video Track groups. This video retrieval system allows a user to specify a queiy based on the

10 features andASR transcript, and the queiy result is a ranked list ofvideos that can be further browsed at the shot

level. To evaluate the usefulness ofthe feature-based queiy, we have developed a second system interface that

provides only ASR transcript-based queiying, and we conducted an experiment with 12 test users to compare these 2

systems. Results were submitted to N1ST and we are currently conductingfurther analysis ofuser performance with

these 2 systems.

1. Introdoctioe

This year Dublin City University took part in two of the three tasks in the Video Track: Feature extraction task and

Search task. In Section 2 we present the Feature extraction task that we conducted (Speech. Instrumental Sound and

Face), the methods used for each feature, and our results. In Section 3 we present the Search task - specifically the

interactive video retrieval system that we developed for the task and the experiment procedures and our results. The

system is a variation of the Fischlar Digital Video System with an XML-based architecture that uses an MPEG-7
compliant video description. The system provides a web-based user interface from which a user can compose a

query based on all the 10 features and the ASR transcript text. We used the system in the interactive search task with

12 test users who each conducted searches for the 25 topics provided by the Video Track.

2. Feature Extraction Task

Ten features were listed for the feature extraction task and we extracted three of the features ourselves; Speech.

Instrumental Sound and Face.

2.1 Speech Extraction

The task here is to recognise a shot as having a human voice uttering words. In our approach, speech characteristics

were derived from the volume (energy) contour of the frequency-limited audio signal. There are some properties that

distinguish speech from other signals. Roughly, speech exhibits an alternating sequence of 3 kinds of sounds that

have different acoustic properties: i) vowels and vowel-like sounds - longer tonal quasi-periodic segments with high

energy, which is concentrated in lower fi-equencies: V\) fricative consonants - noise-like short segments with lower

volume and spectral energy distributed more toward the high frequencies; iii) stop consonants - short silent seginents

followed by a very short transition noise pulse. These three kinds of sounds alternate and form the regular syllabic

structure of speech and therefore strong temporal variations in the amplitude of speech signals can be observed.

Our speech detector does not use an audio signal waveform as the input data, rather it utilises information taken

directly from the MPEG-1 audio encoded bitstream. Thus a time-consuming decoding process is not required, and in

addition information from audio signal analysis (e.g. subband filtering, volume estimation) already stored in the

MPEG encoded bitstream, is utilized. The MPEG audio Iayer-11 frame consists of 1.152 samples: 3 grouos of 12

samples from each of 32 subbands. .A group of 12 samples in each subband gets a bit allocation and. if this is not

zero, a scalefactor. Scalefactors are weights that rescale samples so that they fully use the range of the quantizer. The
encoder uses a different scalefactor for each of the three groups of 12 samples only if necessary. By definition the

scalefactors carry information about the maximum level of the signal in each subband. Thus, the volume contour of

the overall audio signal can be estimated by the summation of the scalefactors over ail subbands. In the case of a

frequency-limited signal, this summation is done only over given subbands.
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2.1.1 Procedure for Speech Extraction

Our approach was based on the measurement of the duration and the rate of the energy peaks of the audio signal. The

method was first introduced in [1] where theoretical background and results of preliminary studies can be found. For

the TREC task, the method had to be slightly modified. By trial examination of various parts of video recordings

from the TREC Feature Development Collection, it was decided that at least 7 of the low frequency subbands must

be included in the processing. In some cases, the first subband (frequencies up to 0.7 kHz) was excluded fi-om

analysis. The procedure of signal analysis and processing for speech detection is described below.

= Each video file was demultiplexed, and the MPEG-1 audio layer 11 bitstreams were stored in separate files (MP2
files). Then, only the scalefactors of the first 7 subbands were extracted fi-om the MP2 files.

First, silence detection was carried out. An energy level of the signal was determined by the superposition of all

relevant scalefactors. The fi-ames in which the level was below the threshold, were assigned as silent frames.

» In the case of speech detection, the envelope of the band-limited signal was estimated by summing relevant

scalefactors fi-om the 2"'' to the 7* subbands only. This procedure was followed by a 5* order median filtering to

avoid rapid random changes in the amplitude,

s For analysis, a sliding window was used with a window length of 3.9 seconds and a 1.3 second shift (i.e. 2/3

overlap).

= Energy peaks were extracted by a simple thresholding procedure. Two low-level features were chosen for

speech detection. These are: i) Lm - the duration of the widest peak within the analysis window (segment); ii) R
- the rate of peaks (nu/nber of peaks in the analysis window). Each segment was assigned to speech or non-

speech by using a simple rule-based decision procedure. This process has been discussed in greater detail in [I].

All the M P2 audio frames corresponding to an analysed segment were given a relevance value of '
1' in the case

of a speech segment, and the value '0' otherwise.

^ The silent parts of the signal longer than 1 .5 seconds were assigned as non-speech signal.

o Final speech feature measures for the standard video shots were determined by averaging the relevance values

over all the audio fi-ames within each video shot.

2.1.2 Evaluation and Test Results

For evaluation, we submitted the top 1,000 standard video shots ranked according to the highest possibility of

detecting the speech feature. The results of our runs are summarised in Table 1

.

Our Results Maximum Median

Average precision 0.710 0.721 0.656

Precision at 100 results 1.000 1.000 0.980

Precision at 1000 results 0.987 0.997 0.944

Table 1. Speech test results (compared with maximum and median values among TREC participants)

2.2 Instromental Sound Extraction

This feature characterises a sound produced by one or more musical instruments. Henceforth this feature is referred

to as the musicfeature . The music feature detection task is a much more challenging task than the speech detection

task. Unlike speech, musical sounds are very difficult to define due to their great variety and uncertain nature.

However, musical signals have some unique characteristics, which may help to discriminate them from other sounds.

Music tends to be composed of a multiplicity of tones, each with its own distribution of higher harmonics. The

energy contour has usually a much smaller number of "peaks"' and "valleys" and it shows either very little change

over a period of several seconds (e.g. classical music) or strong long term periodicity due to exact rhythm (e.g. dance

music).

For this TREC task we developed a method that is an extended version of the method we already used for speech

detection (see section 2.1). Two other iow-levei features were incorporated into the system to improve discrimination

between musical sounds and other environmental sounds. They are: rhythm and harmonicity. We believe that most

of the sounds produced by instrumental music have harmonic structure of spectra unlike noise-like environmental

sounds. The importance of rhythm detection has been recently discussed in [2].

2.2.1 Procedure for Instrumental Sound Extraction

The first two features Lm and R (duration and rate of the energy peaks) were computed in the same way as in section

2.1 .1 . In addition, the rhythm (or pulse) metric Pm and harmonic ratio H were computed.
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Similar to [2], the rhythm metric is expressed by the following procedure.

For each of the first 7 subbands, the normalised autocorrelation function ^ were computed.

where ek(") is the subband energy contour (or envelope) in the ^-th subband, without its DC component. The
subband energies were estimated directly from the scalefactors of the MPEG-1 layer [| bitsream. For rhythm

analysis, a sliding window with a 4/5 overlap was used. We searched R within the analysed window over the

interval corresponding to time / = 0.2 - 1.75 seconds to find peaks. We set p(j) to the value of the highest peak in

the j-th subband. Then we defined the feature rhythm metric P„, as

P„, = max{pik)}, A = l,2,...7, 0<P„,<\

The higher the value of j^,,, , the greater amount of rhythmicality in the signal.

The harmonicitv ratio defines the degree of harmonicity of an audio signal. We computed it in accordance with

the MPEG-7 description schema [3]. By definition, the harmonicity ratio is the ratio of harmonic power to total

power. It was computed by the following procedure:

At first, comb filtering is applied

'Aj-ky-

where s is the sequence ofPCM samples of the band-limited signal. Only the 2"'' subband was used for the

computation. Thus the sampling frequency was f2=44.1kHz / 32. Index k was changed up to the value

corresponding to the maximum expected fundamental period (around 20 ms). The Harmonicity ratio H was
determined as the maximum value of r(k) for each frame. H = I for a purely periodic signal, and it will be close

to 0 for white noise.

« These four low-level features Lm, R, Pm and H were used as inputs for a heuristic rule-based classifier. The
relevance for each analysed segment was computed as a weighted sum of these features. The weights and

thresholds for the classifier were determined by trial and error examination of various parts of video recordings

from the TREC Feature Development Collection. Similarly as in the case of speech detection, silence detection

was performed. For the silent parts, which were longer than ] .5 seconds, the music relevance was set to zero.

Final music/instrumental sound feature measures for the standard video shots were determined by averaging the

relevance scores over all the audio frames corresponding to the given video shot.

2.2.2 Evaluation and Test Results

For evaluation, we submitted the top 300 standard video shots ranked according to the highest possibility of

detecting the speech feature. The results are summarised in Table 2. We reach the highest precision at 100 results

among TREC participants, but the precision at 1,000 results and the average precision are very low because we
submitted only 300 results for evaluation. Since we identified much more relevant shots than we submitted for

judgement, we have re-calculated precision and average precision for our 1 ,000 top ranked shots and these unofficial

results are also shown marked with * in Table 2. The unofficial average precision is 0.494 which shows that our

method performs very well.

Our results Maximum Median

Average precision (official)

Average precision (unofficial)

0.222

0.494 *

0.637 0.347

Precision at 100 results 0.970 0.970 0.845

Precision at 1000 results (official)

Precision at 1000 results (unofficial)

0.281

0.650 *

0.877 0.667

Table 2. Instrumental sound test results (compared with maximum and median values among TREC participants)

2.3 Face Extraction

As presented in [4], the colour of human skin falls into a relatively narrow band of the colour space. Many colour

models have been used in pre-processing the input image, in order to locate potential human presence. We know [5]

that normalised RGB, YUV, HSV, CIEL etc. can be used for this purpose. In this task, we decided to detect skin-like
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pixels using a similar approach to [6], updating the filtering technique based on the available Feature Development

Collection.

2.2A Procedure for Face Extraction

Due to the binary nature of classification, the output skin-mask will be populated with isolated skin-like pixels, i.e.

noise, in order to address this undesirable effect, we applied a morphological open-close filtering. After this

operation, we expect to obtain homogeneous areas of connected pixels. Having the skin-map, we want to group

together connected pixel areas into regions. Therefore a connected component labelling was performed, which gave

the number of regions used in further processing. Even applying morphological filtering to the skin-map, regions

with a small number of pixels may occur. To reduce the number of false candidate regions, areas with the number of

pixels less than A' = 625 were ignored. We have chosen this threshold based on the assumption that no face could be

detected by this method having a size smaller than 25x25 pixels. Horizontal and vertical strips, which are less likely

to contain a human face, were aiso ignored. These regions were detected by having a huge difference between width

and height, with the requirement that the smaller dimension does not exceed 25 pixels.

Assuming that the human face has an approximately elliptical shape, for each connected component (region) the

best-fit ellipse was calculated based on moments [7]. Unfortunately, many other objects in a visual scene have the

same colour characteristics as the human skin, or other object(s) are merged with the face (i.e. hands, background

wall. etc.). An intermediate step in the processing chain consists of an iterative partitioning of regions having

"irregular" shape. This means breaking a region S into component convex sub-regions Sn, n being the number of

sub-regions, by applying K-means clustering.

The detection task is based on principal component analysis of the remaining skin patches. Given a collection of test

images, we constructed a face space for discriminating the remaining candidate regions. The measure of "faceness"

of the input sample relies on the reconstruction error, expressed as the difference between the input image and its

reconstruction using only the M eigenvectors corresponding to the highest eigenvalues:

£' -\\ X~X II"
(DFFS)

The distance from face space (DFFS) indicates how well the test image can be approximated by the most significant

eigenvectors spanning the eigenspace. The distance between the projected input image and the mean face image in

the feature space is given by the norm of the principal component vector. Since the variance of a principal

component vector jv is given by its associated eigenvalue X,. the squared Mahalanobis distance measure <f gives a

measure of the difference between the projection of the test image and the mean face image of the training set {x}:

where V/ are the projection coefficients and X, are the associated eigenvalues. Therefore cf can be expressed as the

distance in face space (DIFS). Given these two distances a combined error criterion was used:

e = d'^ + c£~

.

where ee [0,1], and c is a suitable constant value. As we work with digital video, a confidence measure is attached to

each continuous video shot, meaning the level of certainty that a face occurs. Because of time constraints, the above

algorithm processes each 10-th Irame in sequence. The confidence measure for a shot is expressed as the average

confidence value of each processed frame within the shot.

2.3.2 Evaluation and Test Results

We submitted for evaluation the highest ranked 300 shots and our results are summarised in Table 3. Within the first

100 shots, precision was 0.53 which was similar to the median. Our precision at 1000 is low due to the fact that we

only submitted the top 300 results.

Our Results Maximum Median

Average precision 0.154 0.613 0.166

Precision at 100 results 0.530 0.990 0.540

Precision at 1000 results 0.114 0.312 0.221

Table 3. Face detection results (compared with maximum and median values among TREC participants)
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3c Interactive Search Task

For the Search task, we conducted an interactive search experiment with test users. For this we developed an

interactive video searching/browsing system which is a variation of our Fi'schlar system, and conducted a lab

experiment using the system with 12 test users. The hypothesis we were testing was that ASR + features searching

outperforms ASR-oniy searching in our controlled environment.

3.1 System Description

The system we used for the search task is a variation of the Fischlar Digital Video System [8]. an online video

system which has been operational for 3 years within the University campus and which we used for the interactive

search task in the previous year's Video Track where we compared 3 different keyframe browsers. Currently the

Fi'schlar system has a XML-based architecture and uses MPEG-7 compliant video description internally. While

having the same underlying architecture as the Fischlar system, the system we tailored for this year's search task is

more sophisticated in its search mechanism and user interface, as it provides various query methods for users based

on the feature extraction data, some of which is our own (Face, Speech, Music) as well as donated features namely

Indoor, Outdoor, People, Landscape and Text Overlay from IBM, and Monologue and Cityscape from Microsoft

Research Asia. The system also allows the users to execute text queries over the test collection, based on the

donated Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) transcript provided by LIMSL This transcript used an American

English broadcast news transcription system and is described in [11].

3.1.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the components of the Fischlar system. The system uses an internal XML description as its core

element (in the centre of Figure 1 ). When a user submits a query via the web-based interface, the web application

processes it and sends the query detail to the logic element governing the search engine (see Section 3.1 .2). The

search engine sends back the retrieved results with relevance scores to the XML generator, which generates the

necessary XML descriptions dynamically, to be transformed by appropriate XSL stylesheets to render HTML and

SVG for display back on the user's web browser.

The queries that a user generates can be composed of any. some, or all of the following elements:

Feature listing oj the required features, there were ten features in all (excluding ASR transcript) and the user

could select any of these features for inclusion in the query. However, there were some interface restrictions

placed on users, for example, a user could not specily in a query that shots be both Indoor and Outdoor.

» Queiy text, which would be matched against the ASR transcript. While the system supported querying based on

features alone, our findings indicated that all users relied on ASR text when constructing queries.

= An identifier ofthe video within which to search, if the query was at the shot level. Our system supported both

searching for videos i nd searching for shots within a particular video, hence the support for specifying a shot

identifier within certain queries.

3.1.2 Retrieval and Weighting Scheme
In order to support search and retrieval over the video data we developed a search server, which was designed to

support both ASR-only querying and ASR + feature querying for both the shots and the videos as a whole (the lower

half of Figure 1). Each user's search session is essentially a two-phase process. The first phase was to generate a

ranked list of videos in response to a user query, where each of the 1 76 videos were scored and ranked before being

returned in decreasing rank order to the user. The user could then select one of the videos (usually one of the higher

ranked) for shot-level examination, which was the second phase. Shot-level examination results in the search server

producing a ranked listing of shots from within the selected video that match the user's query, the same query that

originally generated the ranked list of videos. Our ranking technique was developed without using the TREC topics

(no training data) and thus it was not developed specifically to provide high retrieval performance on this particular

corpus and associated queries.

The ASR transcripts for each shot (donated by LIMSI) were pre-processed to remove stopwords and then stemmed

using Porter's algorithm. When a user submits search term(s) as part of a query, these search terms undergo the

same process. Each shot was represented by the ASR transcript text associated with the particular shot while each

video was represented by the combination of all ASR text associated with ail the shots that comprise the particular

video. This required the utilisation of two conventional (text-only) search engines based on BM25 with the

following parameter values; adv! = 900, b = 0.75. ki = 1.2 and k3 = 1000 which were set according to the best

performance achieved on the WT2g collection from TREC-8 [9]. The scores for each query were normalised to be

in the range [0..1] to allow for easier combination with the feature scores. We note that for any additional

experimentation it would be advantageous to tune BM25 parameters to best-fit ASR content.
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3.1.2.1 Search and Retrieval of Video Units

Recall that the first phase of a user's search was to generate a ranked list of videos in response to the query. Each

video is represented by an overall feature weight for each of the 10 features, which was generated by calculating the

aggregate scores for each feature from each shot within that video and then dividing these aggregate scores by the

total number of shots in the video.

Without having carried out a sampling of the accuracy of the feature detection we were using and given that our

features originated fi'om 3 separate participating groups (with large variations in average feature confidence) we
normalised the weights of each feature so that no one feature would outweigh any other feature due to differences in

confidence levels. In addition, we weighted each feature's influence based on its usefulness as an aid to

distinguishing between different videos. For this we utilised a variation of the conventional text-ranking

methodology idf. This allowed us to increase the weighting of features that are better able to support distinguishing

between relevant and non-reievant videos. In this way we weighted features that were better able to distinguish

between videos higher than features that occurred in all or virtually all videos.

In response to a user's query, a ranked list of videos is returned to the user for further consideration. The overall

rank for each video was based on linear combination of required (as specified in the query) feature influence along

with the ASR search score. The influence of the ASR text in the video retrieval phase was weighted 4 times higher

than any of the other ten features - this being our best-guess parameter reflecting our belief that the ASR transcript

feature would be the primary method of ranking videos.
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3.1.2.2 Search and Retrieval of Shot Units

Upon the user selecting a ranked video from the first phase for shot level examination, the query used to generate the

ranked list of videos was augmented with an identifier of the chosen video and then sent to the search server in order

to rank shots from within that particular video. The algorithm used to rank shots within a selected video is similar to

that used to rank the videos with the following exceptions: the normalisation of feature weights for shots was

calculated at a shot level as opposed to the video level; the weighting of each feature's influence was also calculated

at the shot level and the ASR text scores were weighted at twice that of features in order to allow features to play a

greater role in shot ranking than in video ranking.

When a user is examining a video at the shot level the ranking outlined above is only one of six sorting options

available to the user. These six options discussed in 3.1 .3 are chronological (using the weighting above for the SVG
timeline as shown in Figure 2), combined (also using the above weighting but for shot ordering) and four feature

groupings as discussed in 3. ] .3 which do not use the shot level ranking described above.

3.1.3 Web Interface with XSL
Having an internal XML-based architecture allowed us to clearly separate the presentation of data on the user

interface from how the system works internally, significantly helping the system development process where

software engineering and interface design can happen separately once the full XML format has been agreed.

For displaying on a web browser, XSL (extensible Stylesheet Language) has been extensively used on top ofXML
descriptions. XSLs were created when designing the interface (at design time), and used in conjunction with internal

XML descriptions at user search time. XSLs transformed the internally generated XML video descriptions into 2

different formats based on a user's request - HTML and SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics). HTML is used to render

most of the information display on the browser, including video listing with icons, score bars, ASR transcript, and

other elements. This includes interactive elements such as ToolTips and JavaScript to enhance interaction. SVG is

used to render a timeline on a chronologically displayed shot listing, plotting an indication of the matching status of

the four feature groups against the user's query. Transforming to HTML means that any conventional web browser

can be used to display the system's interface, though a SVG plug-in is required for viewing the SVG timeline and an

Oracle plug-in is also required for streamed playback of video. Figure 2 shows a screen shot of the interface.

A user specifies her query on the query panel at the top left of the screen. .All ] 0 features and ASR transcript query

are grouped into 4 broad groups with distinctive colours associated with each. These are:

= People: Face(s), Group of People

« Location: Indoor, Outdoor, Cityscape, Landscape

" Audio: Music. Speech, Monologue, and ASR transcript search box

" Text: Text Overlay

Note that we included ASR transcript search as part of the third group. The query pane! is organised by tabs,

showing only one of the 4 feature groups at a time. In this way we expected to provide a simple and intuitive query

screen to the users (4 features groups rather than 1 1 features) and the consequent retrieval result visualisation also

makes use of the 4 grouping's colour schemes. The user specifies her query by clicking on the radio buttons for each

feature, indicating if the feature is required or not. Some features have been intentionally made to be mutually

exclusive (e.g. Indoor and Outdoor cannot be specified at the same time). Clicking on the SEARCH button triggers

retrieval (see section 3.1.2.1) and the result is displayed below the query panel, as a list of video programmes in a

ranked order. For each video programme, score bars are presented indicating the relative scores of the 4 feature

groups used in the user's query. Clicking on a title of the video in the list displays the content of the video on the

right side and executes shot-level retrieval within that video, initially an oven>iew of the video programme is

presented with the title, textual description and about 30 keyframes selected by equal time distance within the video.

The user can further search for the wanted shots if they wish by clicking on the CHRONOLOGICAL button, which

presents all of the chronologically ordered individual shots with the detected features, a keyframe, an ,A.SR text

portion, as well as score bars for the 4 feature groups. This is shown in Figure 2. Each of the shot entries also

displays small round icons for the features detected for that shot, when their confidence value is above a threshold.

At the top of the shot list in the chronological view, an SVG timeline is presented displaying the query matching

status for each of the 4 feature groups as well as the combined score. The highlighted segment in the timeline

indicates the part of the video that has matched against the query. The user can then click on the timeline to jump to

the corresponding shot in the shot list below.
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Figure 2: Web-based user interface of Fischiar-TREC2002

The user can re-order the shots by combined score (see section 3.1 .2.2), or by any of the 4 feature groups by chcking

on the buttons beside CHRONOLOGICAL button, allowing quick access to shots in relation to a subpart of the

query she specified. At any point while browsing, the user could click on a keyframe to start streamed playback of

the video from that shot onwards, and this allowed the user to clarify if indeed a shot is relevant to a search topic. If

a user finds a shot that she believes to be relevant to the search topic, she ticked a checkbox in each shot entry to

indicate this, and the initial search result list (on the left of the screen) updated showing the number of shots she has

indicated as relevant in the video programme.

3.2 Experimental Procedure

For our experiment we created a second version of our system, which supported only ASR transcript searching and

not feature-based searching, in order to compare this to the full feature system. Our aim was to compare the two

systems to see if the 10 semantic features aided retrieval more than simply relying only on the text-based transcript

searching. We also observed the interactive behaviour of users of the system in order to get additional feedback

from test users.

Twelve people participated as test users, 10 postgraduate students and 2 summer intern staff in the School of

Computer Applications within the University. All had advanced levels of computer knowledge and familiarity with

web-based searching, each conducting some form of online searching on a daily basis. Each of the 12 test users

conducted all of the 25 query topics provided by NfST, one by one. The test users were divided into 2 groups, one

group conducting the 25 topics in one order, and the other using the same topics but in reverse order. Six users used

the full-feature system with all 10 features and the ASR transcript text searchable (3 forward and 3 in reverse order),

and another 6 users used the system that had ASR transcript-only searching (also 3 forward and 3 in reverse order).

Each test user was seated in front of a desktop PC with headphones in a computer lab, and completed the first part of

the questionnaire. We used the questionnaire developed over several years by the TREC Interactive track [10]. The

questionnaire included pre-test questions, short post-topic questions, and post-test questions, which each of the users

filled in at each stage of the testing. After a brief introduction, test users used a series of web pages which presented

each topic, including the audio/image/video examples which form part of the topic descriptions. Users read, viewed,

and played the examples that accompanied the topic and then conducted their search. Users were given 4 minutes

for searching each topic and whenever a shot was located that the searcher thought answered the topic, they indicated

this by checking the relevant box beside the shot entry (see Figure 2). At the end of the 4 minutes, users filled in a

short post-topic questionnaire, and waited to be asked to start the next topic. The time taken to read the topic and
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examine the associated media elements was included in the four minute allocation per query. At the end of 12'** topic,

the users took 10-15 minute break for light refreshments. After the break the next 13 topic searches continued,

finishing with the post-test questionnaire. All individual users' interactions were logged by the system, and the

results of users' searching were collected and from these results four runs were submitted to NIST for evaluation.

3.3 Submitted Runs

As mentioned above, we submitted four runs to NIST. These were the following:

1 . Full-feature system with all users {I_B_DCUTrecl I B_l), where the selected shots of all users that used the

full-feature system were aggregated (combined together) and this aggregated listing was sent as our first run

to NIST.

2. ASR transcript-only system with all users (l_B_DCUTrecl 1C_2), where the selected shots of all users who
used the ASR transcript-only system were aggregated and the aggregated shot listing was submitted.

3. User with highest number ofshots selected in the Full-feature system (JBDCUTrecl 1 B_3), where the

results of the individual user who selected the highest number of shots using the full-feature system was

submitted as our third run.

4. User with highest number ofshots selected in the ASR transcript-only system (I_B_DCUTrec 1 1C_4) , where

the results of the individual user who selected the highest number of shots using the ASR transcript-only

system were submitted as our fourth and final run.

Note that the run I (l_B_DCUTrecllB_l) and 2 (IBDCUTrecI 1C_2) cannot be directly compared with the runs

fi-om other groups as these aggregate 6 individual users' results.

3.4 Results of the Experiments

Figure 3 illustrates the average precision of each of our four runs. As can be seen the figures illustrate that no

significant benefit in retrieval performance was found when the features were used in the search and retrieval

process, which is the hypothesis we were testing. If we examine the user performance for the user with highest recall

then it seems that the ASR+features interface aids the user more than the ASR-only interface, but with such a small

number of users we can not say this with confidence.
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Figure 3: Average Precision of our four submitted runs

Post-experiment examination of the results of each user show us that while the feature interface worked well for

some users, others had difficulties using it and the variance in recall attained by users of the feature interface was

almost double that of the ASR-only interface.

Our observations after running the experiment suggest that a user's primary method of searching was using the ASR
transcript, with features being used in addition when their inclusion seemed reasonable. This is clearly illustrated by

examination of the two topics for which all 1 2 of our participants failed to find any relevant documents. Both of

these topics (75 and 91 ) required search terms that were not in our chosen ASR transcript ("Rickenbacker' and

parrot"), so when the ASR transcript could not aid retrieval, features were found to be of no benefit.

4. Conclusion

From the feature extraction task we observe that due to the nature of our approach to face detection, our system ran

into difficulties operating on grayscale videos and slightly coloured material. Obvious improvements could be made

by using a different approach which does not rely on skin colour segmentation. Our results for Speech extraction

showed our method worked very well. If we consider our full 1 .000 identified shots of our unofficial run for
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Instrumental Sound extraction instead of our 300 submitted ones of the official runs, our performance compared

favourably with other participants' results.

From the search task we find ourselves unable to come to any significant conclusions yet about the benefit of

incorporating features into the retrieval process. More work needs to be done on methods of combining the features

with the ASR transcript. In addition, the experiment has illustrated to us the need to provide users with query-

focussed overview as opposed to our overviews (see section 3.1 .3) that used 30 temporally selected keyframes.

Observations of the user experiments suggest that some users will not examine a video at the shot level if the

overview does not show relevant keyframes regardless of the video's ranked position. Finally, our system seemed to

operate very well as a browsing tool supporting search, however we do wonder whether a user needs to go through

video level ranking before examining shots. Further experimentation into direct shot-based ranking across videos

would answer whether this supports faster resource discovery or reduces the high variability of user performances we
observed in our experiment.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present some first results in the extraction

of semantic features from video sequences. Our approach

is based on the classification of Mpeg DCT macro-blocks.

Although it is clear that using macro-blocks imposes se-

vere restrictions on the analysis accuracy of the image, it

has the advantage of avoiding the complete decoding of

the Mpeg stream. Our objective is to evaluate the quality

of the Semantic Feature Extraction that can be obtained

with this direct approach, to serve as a comparative base-

line with more elaborate approaches.

Keywords: Semantic classification, Discrete Cosine

Transform, Gaussian Mixture Models, Compressed Do-

main.

1 Introduction

The large amount of visual information, carried by video

documents as well as still images, requires efficient and

effective indexing and search tools [2, 6]. The U.S. In-

stitute of Standards and Technology sponsors the serie of

TREC ' 2002 conferences to promote progress in content-

based retrieval from digital video. Our work takes place

in this context where we focus on the feature extraction

'TREC is a series of conferences which high-level goal is ihe inves-

tigation of content-based retrieval from digital video.

See http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/t2002v/t2002v.hinil

task: video shots should be classified into the high level

semantic concepts indoor, outdoor, cityscape, landscape,

text overlay, face and people.

To extract relevant features, the content should in prin-

ciple be decoded first. Since this operation is time con-

suming, especially when a large video database should

be processed, feature extraction directly from the com-

pressed domain would be particularly interesting by pro-

viding fast and reliable information analysis and selection

tools. Lots of work have been conducted to achieve im-

age or video analysis [3], however only few researchers

have given solutions to this challenging task with limited

decoding of the mpeg stream [10, 4].

In this paper, we propose to extract semantic features

from 16 by 16 pixels DCT macro-block classification. We
have distinguished two types of features in the TREC set.

the region-level features WYtface and text overlay and the

frame-level features like indoor, outdoor, citvscape. land-

scape and people that require elementary concepts like

building, greenery, sky and water to be detected.

The next section details the supervised classification

process via Gaussian Mixture Models [9, 7] of macro-

blocks. Then we explain how the final decision is taken by

introducing new elementary concepts to describe frame-

level semantics. Finally, we will outline future improve-

ments.
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2 Macro-block Classification

In the context of supervised classification, three steps

are involved: feature extraction and representation, class

modelisation and parameter estimation, finally classifica-

tion with respect to decision rules.

In our approach, features are directly provided by the

video stream after parsing since we work only on I-

frames, which are encoded somehow like jpeg pictures.

These frames are composed of macro-blocks that contain

6 DCT blocks, 4 for Y color component. 1 for U and 1

for V i.e. 4:2:0 video format. We can represent a DCT
macro-block by a vector of size 64 corresponding to the

zigzag scan of the DCT block coefficients and then make

the concatenation of the 6 vectors to obtain the feature

vector of the whole region. Since the first DCT coeffi-

cients are the most important i.e: to eye sensitivity and

noise, the feature space dimension is simply reduced to

60 by truncation. Moreover coefficients are scaled with

respect to their importance in order to increase the sen-

sitivity of the classifier to important components and at

the same time to slightly improve the initialisation of the

training algorithm, which is usually obtained via k-means

algorithm as explained in the next subsection.

We assume a mixture model to describe the distribu-

tion of macro-blocks for each class, and specifically a

multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Gaussian mod-

els can capture the characteristics of a macro-block, while

modeling the variation due to motion or lighting condi-

tions. Moreover in [5], E.Y. Lam and J.W. Goodman have

proven that the distribution of macro-block DCT coeffi-

cients can be well approximated by a Gaussian when the

variance is constant; in the classification situation, the lat-

ter hypothesis is more or less true and mixtures should

compensate it. So the probability density function can be

written as follows:

ForXeC„P(X|0,) = Xa,7;y(^)
J

where a, €9^,4), = (w/,0/) and pj{X) ~ OiJjj.j.Oj)

The GMM parameters j and c, are estimated using

the traditional Expectation-Maximization algorithm [1]

which is initialized with a classical k-means algorithm.

In our current experiments, we also make the hypothesis

that feature vector components are independent, thus o,

is a diagonal matrix, or that only color components of the

same frequency are correlated, thus o, is a matrix diago-

nal by block. Finally the choice of the number of mixtures

is simply achieved by looking at the test set loglikelihood

evolution of the EM algorithm for various mixture num-

bers. It should not increase to much in order to avoid data

overfitling.

Given an unlabeled macro-block X, the maximum a

posteriori rule:

C = or^maxP(*,
|

X)
i

gives an estimation of the class it belongs to. The poste-

rior probabilities can be expanded by Baye's rule:

P{<^,
I

X]
P{X

I
<P,)P{^i)

P{X)

finally.

P(<t), \X)-^P{X\ O,)

since we assume the equiprobability of classes and vec-

tors.

However, it is possible that a macro-block does not be-

long to any predefined class. Thus we introduce for each

model / a minimum bound —nihi for the loglikelihood

which is selected to eliminate 10% of the training data

set. Of course there is a trade-off to find between preci-

sion and recall, see figure 1 . Finally the decision rule can

be written:

C = argmax{P{X
|

O,)
|

- log(P(X
|

O,)) < '"M

3 Feature detection

The presented classification method allows to detect

region-level features only. In our previous work [8] we

have underlined that macro-blocks could not carry frame-

level semantic information but succeed well in providing

a lower level semantic. Thus a heuristic two-step hierar-

chy, depicted in figure 2, was introduced to detect frame-

level concepts via additional elementary semantics. The

hierarchy contains three kinds of elements:

e Elementary concepts at the leaves of the hierarchy

that are perceivable from macro-blocks.
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The detection score of the feature i whose elementary

childrens are J is simply defined by:

PU)

Dsi = ^ P{j) where j eJ
.1

Number of macro-blocks with label
j

Total number of macro-blocks in the shot

It represents the posterior probability of a feature to be in

the given shot. Finally, for each feature, shots are ordered

by decreasing detection score.

Figure 1 : Threshold selection

• Higher-level semantics on the upper part of the graph

that are difficult to extract directly, but can be in-

duced by a combination of lower-level features.

e Tree concepts, enclosed in boxes, that are spread in

either of the previously stated categories.

Other

Tannac Water Tree Clothes
f
Text

|

Figure 2: Concepts hierarchy.

The detection of features present in one shot is finally

achieved with respect to the following procedure:

1 . Classify all macro-blocks of the shot into elementary

concepts with respect to preliminary trained Gaus-

sian Mixtures,

2. Compute a detection score ior each feature.

4 Experimeiits

Nine video sequences were randomly selected in the de-

velopment set in order to create training and test samples.

Some Macro-blocs of these sequences were labeled with

region-level concepts; half to perform the training of se-

mantic classes and half to evaluate models. The fastidious

annotation task was achieved over 232 frames and table 1

gives a summary of the accomplished task.

We have finally modeled classes by fifteen gaussian

mixtures and truncated the space dimension to six by fif-

teen features. This values reveal to be a good compro-

mise between performance and complexity. For the same

reasons, we have approximated the co-variance matrix to

a diagonal and not diagonal by block inairix, see table 2

that emphasizes the small improvement acquired by using

a diagonal by block co-variance matrix.

Finally figures 3 and 4 show the performance of

our method thanks to the assesor's judgement provided

by TREC. To evaluate the feature extraction task, we

have represented the classical precision and recall curves

for the four Tree features outdoors, cityscape, text and

face. Encouraging results were obtained for outdoors and

cityscape features, however we were expecting better re-

sults for text and /iace features since they are relevant at the

macro-block level and the development analysis was fore-

casting good classification capacities, see table 2. Sev-

eral explanations can be envisaged: heterogenous sizes of

training sets leading to overtrained and undertrained mod-

els and too few training variety conducting to restricted

models (for example, no cartoon .sequences were u.sed to

train models). The results we obtained using a single

framework for all visual features, are closely compara-

ble to submitted runs of other labs. In particular we get
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Selected sequences 00616 01859 06083a 08131b 08261 08325 16683 19567b 35435h

Nb of selected frames 46 18 14 38 42 26 21 17 10

Nb of selected blocks 4647 1464 2133 2745 6200 3549 1522 1879 1401

Features text skin clothes sky tree building grass tarmac hair water ground total
[

Number 1472 4097 7158 4636 1839 2550 558 639 857 297 1437 25540
1

Table 1 : Summary of the manual annotalion.

Features text skin clothes sky tree building grass tarmac hair water ground

Diagonal by block

precision 38 26 23 49 22 12 34 17 10 58 40

recall 75 56 45 88 69 45 66 84 44 68 81

Diagonal

precision 33 30 22 41 18 12 26 12 6 19 30

recall 75 53 42 83 64 36 67 77 43 80 78

Table 2: Precision and recall during the development of the low level features.

surprisingly good ranking in text ovelay detection.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a method based on DCT information

of macro-blocks to detect Tree visual features from video

shots in a single framework. Since macro-blocks carry

only local information, a heuristic hierarchy was intro-

duced to build the final decision rule at the frame-level

and region-level. In gererai this evaluation is encouraging

knowing the small extract of the development set used. In

future works we plan to investigate methods to automati-

cally elaborate the hierarchy. This will set up a complete

probabilistic framework to detect features from low level

observations and a more realistic manual annotation at the

shot level will be required to train models.
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FDU at TREC2002: Filteriiig, Q&A, Web and Video Tasks

Lide Wu, Xuanjing Huang, Junyu Niu. Yingju Xia, Zhe Feng, Yaqian Zhou

Fudan University, Shanghai, China

This year Fudan University takes part in the TREC conference for the third time. We have participated in

four tracks of Filtering, Q&A. Web and Video.

For filtering, we only participate in the sub-task of adaptive filtering. A novel method is presented, in

which a winnow classifier from the description and narrative fields is constructed, and then utilized to assist

our previous adaptive filtering system.

A novel approach to confidence sorting, which is based on Maximum Entropy, is proposed in our

Question Answering system. The rank of individual answer is determined by several weighted factors, and the

confidence score is the product of the exponent of the weights of every factors. The weight of every factor is

assigned during the training of previous questions.

To return highly relevant key resources for web retrieval, we modified our original search system to make

it return higher precision resuh than before. First, we proposed a novel search algorithm to get a base set of

highly relevant documents. Then special post-processing modules are used to expand and re-sort the base set.

This year we tried a fast manifold-based approach to face recognition in the Video Search Task. It can be

used when there are only few different images of a specific person and runs fast. Experiment shows that

applying this step will make the face recognition 5-fold faster and with almost no decreasing of perfonnance.

1. Filtering

Our research focuses on how to make use of the narrative and description fields of each topic. Experiment

results have shown that these two fields are very important and the proper exploitation of them can enhance the

filtering system's performance greatly.

In this section, we will first introduce the training stage of our adaptive filtering system in details, and

then the adaptive filtering stage; some experiment results are also given.

1.1 Training of adaptive filtering

Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of the training stage, which includes topic processing, feature vectors

extracting and initial threshold setting.

1.1.1 Topic processing

By examining the words in the description and narrative of each topic carefully, we believe that smart use

of these words will bring notable gain. Therefore, we construct a winnow classifier [Littlestone88] from these

two fields to assist our adaptive filtering system.

First, we remove the function words from these two fields. Here function words including stop word and

those words such as "relevant", "irrelevant, "documents" which bear no content in the topic description. Then

we initialize a vvinnow classifier for each topic using the remaining words and assigning each word with equal

weight. After that, we adjust the wirmow item's weight during training. The adjustment procedure can be

described as below:
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Figure 1 . 1 Architecture of training stage

If one of the positive samples of each topic (3 documents per topic) has not been retrieved by the winnow

classifier, we promote weights of the words occur in this positive sample by a coefficient of 1.5.

If an irrelevant document has been retrieved by the winnow classifier, we demoted the words occur in this

document by a coefficient of 0.8.

After that, we set threshold for each winnow classifier through the whole training set.

1.1.2 Feature selection

Since the total number of all words is very large and it costs much time in similarity computation, we

decide to select some important words from them. First, we carry out morphological analysis and stopword

removing. Then we compute the logarithm Mutual Information between remaining words and topics:

log M/(w, Jj) = logj^^'"" '

I

^ (1.1)

Where, vi', is the ith word and 7) is the jth topic. Higher logarithm Mutual Information means iv, and 7) are

more relevant. P(m',) and P(m',/7)) are both estimated by maximal likelihood method.

For each topic, we select those words with logarithm Mutual Information higher than 3.0 and occurs more than

once in the relevant documents. Logarithm Mutual Information is not only used as the selection criterion, but

also as the weight of feature words.

1.1.3 Similarity Computation

The similarity between the profile and training documents is computed by the cosine formula:
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_
Sim{di,p i) = Cose ^•

Where, is the profile of the jth topic and dj is the vector representation of the ith document. d,i^. the weight of

the kth word in t/,, is computed as such: i/.^. = I + Iog(//^^. * avdl/dl) , where (4 is the frequency of the kth

word in the ith document , dl is the average number of different tokens in one document, avdl is the average

number of tokens in one document.

1.1.4 Creating initial profile and Setting initial threshold

Each topic's feature vector is the weighted sum of feature vector from positive (relevant) documents and

feature vector from pseudo relevant documents with the ratio of 1: 0.25. The pseudo relevant documents are

acquired during pseudo feedback procedure, which uses the similarity as selection metric. Those documents

that have highest similarity and do not occur in the positive documents are regard to be pseudo relevant.

After combining the positive and pseudo-positive feature vectors, we obtain the initial profile and then set

the initial thresholds to get the largest value of Ti 1 SU or TllF.

1.2 Adaptive stage

Figure 1.2 shows the architecture for the adaptive stage. While filtering the input document stream, we

first use the winnow classifier to make the initial decision. If winnow classifier has retrieved a document, the

system will compute the similarity between this document and the feature vector and make final decision based

on the threshold. For each document retrieved, we will see whether it is relevant and do some adaptation

accordingly. The adaptations including adjusting the weight of winnow classifier and modifying the feature

vectors and threshold. The threshold-adjusting algorithm is the heuristic algorithm we presented at TRECIO

[WuOl]. The winnow's weight adjusting is the same as described in 1. 1.1.

1.3 Effect of Winnow classifier and analysis

To see the effect of winnow classifier, we investigate the words in both winnow classifier and the vectors

gotten from training set and find that only about 36% of the words of winnow classifier has occurred in the

vectors. Therefore, there must exist many documents on that winnow classifier and VSM will make different

decisions. If these documents happen to be irrelevant, combining winnow classifier with normal VSM will

enhance the system's precision. We have done several experiment and found that Winnow classifier's recall is

very high (0.5137 in training set and 0.4360 in testing set) but it's precision is very low (0.1406 in training set

and 0.0823 in testing set). So combining winnow classifier with VSM will lower the system's recall, but will

enhance the system's precision at the same time. Since the system's performance is the function of precision

and recall and emphasize on precision, combine normal VSM with winnow classifier will enhance system's

performance ultimately. The experiment results have confirmed this assumption. Table 1.1 is the experiment

results of filtering system using winnow classifier and Table 1.2 without winnow classifier We can see the

efficiency of using winnow classifier.
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Figure 1.2 Architecture of adaptation stage

Table 1.1 Experiment results of filtering system based on normal VSM

VSM Recall Precision TllF TllSU

Total 0.2026 0.1544 0.1271 0.1841

RlOl ~R150 0.3159 0.2668 0.2204 0.2287

R151 ~ R200 0.0894 0.0421 0.0337 0.1394

Table 1.2 Experiment results of filtering system combine normal VSM with winnow classifier

Winnow Recall Precision TllF TllSU

Total 0.1390 0.2456 0.1771 0.2334

RlOl ~R150 0.2240 0.45 1

1

0.3189 0.3657

R151 ~ R200 0.0541 0.0401 0.0354 0.1011

We also conducted experiments to see the effect of dynamic adjusting winnow's weights during adaptive

filtering. Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 show the efficiency of adjusting winnow's weights. We also have try the

method that add the words of winnow classifier to topic vectors and try different way to assign weight to words,

but the results are not satisfactory.

Table 1.3 Experiment results of filtering without adjusting the winnow weight

static winnow Recall Precision TllF TllSU

Total 0.1387 0.2471 0.1741 0.2484

RlOl ~Ri50 0.2257 0.44(1

1

0.3064 0.3556

R151 ~ R200 0.05 1 7 0.0481 0.04 1 7 0.1412
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Table 1.4 Experiment results of adjusting the winnow weight while filtering

Dynamic winnow Recall Precision T!1F TllSU

total 0.1382 0.2573 0.1788 0.2735

RlOl ~ R150 0.2278 0.4595 0.3116 0.3717

R!5i ~ R200 0.0485 0.0550 0.0460 0.1754

2. Question Answering

Since the TREC evaluation for Question Answering begins four years ago, quite a few sites joined in this

task. The deep NLP method get succeed during the first three years [Harabagiu99], while the shallow method

[SoubbotinOl] get even greater success in last year's evaluation. Their success propels us to focus on the shallow

NLP method.

Our QA system can be divided into four modules: pre-processing and indexing (the offline model),

question analysis, sentence searching, and answer finding. Moreover, the last module can be divided into two

sub-modules: answer extracting & meriting, and confidence calculation & sortmg. Among them, we pay much

attention on the second and last modules, which can be shown in the next figure.

question

classes

HcQowiedge^

answe

boosting

&d:onfidence caiailatihg

answers

answer type and

context templates^

extracting

^me riting

assembling

Figure 2. 1 QA online modoles

From left to right: question analysis, sentence searching, answer finding

2A Building the QA knowledge base

The QA task is open domain. Quite a few participants use the open domain knowledge base such as

WordNet to build their systems, while the QA task needs additional knowledge. How can the system deduce

from the WordNet that, the answer of the question '"Who invented telephone!"' is a person name? There should
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be some knowledge base to tel! the system that such kind of question's answer should be person name. Thus,

almost every system has integrated more or less special knowledge for the QA task.

Our knowledge base includes about 80 question classes, which can be used in the Question Analysis model

and Answer Extracting model. Each class includes three parts: question patterns, answer types and context

templates. Following is an example:

<OuestionClass !D=302>

<Paltern !D=]> Who: <KeyConcept ID=1 Type^VBD>: <KeyConcept ID=2 Type=NP> ;QUERY: </Pailern>

<PatlemID=2> Who:VBZU :NP1 : OUERY:</Pattem>

<Am\ver ID=1 Weighl=l> PersonName </Answer>

<Conlext/D=J Weigh!=2> A:VBD1 :NP2; </Context >

<Cof7texf !D=2 Weight=1.5> NP2;VBN1 :by;A: </Coniexi >

<Contexi ID=3 H'eight=1.8> A;Comma:NP2:POS:NNl : </Context >

<ContextlD=4 Weight = ] .S> A:VERB_BEMP I .of:NP2: </Contexi >

<Context !D=5 Weight=]> NP2;VERB_BE:VBN 1 ;hy:A: </Conlex! >

<ContexlJD=7 Weight = l> A:POS;VBGl :IN;NP2: </Contexl >

<ConrextID=8 Weight = l> A:!N:VBG1 :NP2:</Coniext >

<AnyOider ID=1 Weight=0.3> A:VBDI :NP2 </ AnyOrder>

</OueslionClass>

One question class may include one or more patterns, and these patterns determine whether a question

belongs to this class or not. The question pattern may include normal words and key concepts. Every key

concept is combined with ID and Type, which identify and recognize the concept.

The answer types are common, such as base NP. person name, location, time, etc.

The context template is quite like those of [SoubbotinOI], but we use concept matching instead of its pure

string matching method. We also divide the template into two types of strict order and lenient order.

2.2 Question Analysis

The pre-processing and indexing model is general. We analysis the morphology and delete the stop words

based on the POS tagging. Only the nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are indexed.

We divide the key word into two categories: words that must appear and optional words, which are

abbreviated as MA-Keywords and OA-Keywords. The OA-Keywords are replaceable words such as verbs.

Others are all MA-Keywords.

When a question is presented, its question class is examined. If one question class's question pattern can

match the question, the system, classifies the question into this question class. Then the question will be divided

into several parts by the question pattern. The system only regard the words belong to key concepts as the

candidate keywords, while the others will be discarded as stop words. We then use some structures to discard

other stop words, such as "the A of B" and if A is the hypemym of B. then A is the stop word. For example, the

phrase "the state of Alaska", only "Alaska" will be tagged as keywords. Then we discard the words except

noun, verb, adjective and adverb. Finally, we divide the remaining words into MA-kejwords and

OA-Keywords by the above principle. Then the system acquires the corresponding context patterns and answer

types.
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2.3 Answer extraction and merit

There is a change in this year's task. Instead of five 50 bytes (or 250 bytes) answer gobbets, every

question should return an exact answer. This change requires us paying more attention to answer itself.

In order to get a high precision and a moderate recall, we limit the answer from both the inside and

outside pattern of the answer We divide the context template and answer type into two categories: the strict

and the lenient. When assembling the context template and answer type, every combination is allowed, except

both lenient.

Each term in the context template, including the answer, is a concept. System first locates all the concepts

in the coming sentence, then checks if the sentence matches the pattern, and extract the answer if success.

One answer's score equals the summation of the score of context template, answer type, and sentence

match score and concepts match score.

Saiij— Sqi + Sal
~'~ Ssen^" S

Where, Sans is the score of the candidate answer. Set is the score of context template. S^, is the score of

answer type, and Sc is score of the concepts.

Concept match is based on keyword matching:

Sc =Z Smk / total kejwords in the concepts of the question

Ssen'^Z Smk / total kcywords in the question

Where, Smk is the score of matched keywords. If two keywords are matched by original or derivation

form, Smk is set to 1.0. If keyword in the question is the hypemym of the keyword in the sentence,
, Smk is set

to 0.8. Otherwise, the concept cannot be matched.

2.4 Confidence

As known to all, another dramatic change in this year's task is that the submitted questions should be

ranked by confidence. This means that we should be aware of what we have submitted. We use the ME model

to determine every answer's confidence[Berger96].

According to our maximum entropy based sorting method, the rank of different answer is determined by

several weighted factors, and the confidence score is the product of the exponent of the weights of every

factors. The weight of every factor is assigned during the training of TREC-10 questions.

As for the non-nil answers, five factors are considered, which are:

® Score (The score of Sans is dependent on the question, and cannot be used to compare the confidence of

different questions directly.)

® Step (The answer can be extracted in step! or step2. Stepl use strict answer patterns, while step2 use

lenient patterns, so stepl is better.)

® BestCount (For each question, a lot of answer snippet can be found, some of which are the same. We use

boosting algorithm to find the best answer, and the best answer can be find in several places, the number

of which is the BestCount.)

® BestCount/totalCount (totaiCount is the total of possible answer snippets.)

® Answer Type (Person, Place, Time, etc.)

As for the nil answers, five factors are considered, which are:
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• The number of key words (Key words are those words which are important to answer finding in the

question. They are extracted in our question analysis module.)

• The number of key words which cannot be matched between questions and TREC corpus.

• The total number of question words (key words as well as optional words)

• The number of all the question words, which cannot be matched between questions and TREC corpus.

• Answer Type

Following are some of our experiment results, where the training data are the 500 questions of TREC- 10,

and the test data are the 500 questions ofTREC- 1 1

.

Sorted by question id: 0.315 (this is the baseline)

Four factors (open test, answer type is not considered): 0.461

Five factors (open test): 0.434

Four factors (closed test): 0.498

Five factors (closed test): 0.489

Therefore, our maximum entropy method does significantly better than the baseline method. In addition,

only consider the first four factors is better.

3. Web Retrieval

This is year is the second year that we attend TREC Web task. We have submitted five runs for the topic

distillation task: fduwtllbO, fduwtlltl, fduwtllol, fduwtllt2, fduwtllo2. Detailed information of each run is

given in the following table.

Table 1 Web runs submitted

Run ID Information used

fduwtl IbO.subrmt Use basic searcli

fduwtl lol .submit Use title and link structure to expand and re-sort the basic search result

fduwtl lt2. submit Use title and anchor text to expand and re-sort the basic search result

fduwtl Itl.submit Use title and link structure to expand and re-sort the basic search result

fduwtl lo2.submit Use title, anchor text and link structure to expand and re-sort the basic search result

3.1 System Architecture

The Topic Distillation task of this year requires the retrieval system return "key resources" in the .GOV

corpus for certain queries. Compared with last year's relevance retrieval task, the amount of "key resources'"

the system should return is not as many as relevant documents in older task. However, the quality of the key

resources is more important than that of older task. Considering this specialty, we modified our original search

system to let it return high precision result. The main idea does not change a lot; we use the basic search

algorithm to get a set of relevant documents. Then special post processing modules are used to expand and

re-sort the base set using title, link structure and anchor text information. The final result set is a set of desired

key resources.

The process of indexing includes:

• Transform HTML files in the corpus into plain text. At the same time of transformation, we use special

module to extract information of links with anchor text for constructing link database later.
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• Index the plain text corpus for basic search algorithm

• Index the link database

The process of searching includes:

® Make morphology analysis of queries.

• Use basic search algorithm to get base set of relevant documents.

• Use post-processing modules to do expansion and re-sorting upon the base set, get the final result of "key

resources".

3.2 liTiproved kernel search algoritlini

This year we have made some modifications on the kernel search algorithm based on "shortest extend".

The goal is to improve the precision of the first retried documents. We believe this will make it easy for the

post-processmg module to expand and re-sort.

We modified the score equation of calcuiatmg the shortest extend. The purpose is ti-ying to avoid the

situation that extents of queries longer than two words will get extremely low scores.

For shortest extent (p, q). its the score I(p, q) is

in which, we set 'a' tol, K=16 * (length(Q) - 1), length{Q) represents the number of the word in the query

We noticed that the average length of document in the .GOV corpus is longer than that in older corpus.

Thus, we altered the method of getting document score. The basic idea is to lower the score of the document if

the document length exceeds the average document length. The equation is show as below:

in which, length(D) represents the number of the word in document D. AVG_DOC__LEN represents the

average length of documents in the corpus, also counted in word number.

3.3 Post process modyle

We use two ways to expand and re-sort the base set of relevant documents. Details are given in the

following.

1) Use structured information to improve expand base set

Words in different parts of a document have different importance. For example. Words in title are more

important than words in content: words of large font are more important than words of small font: words of

bold or underlined font are more important than words of normal font. In this year's web track, we used title

(3.1)

Q.

5(D)- I Hp q )^w\{p q )

ipi,qi)e D
if (length(D} > AVG_DOC_LEN) (3.2)
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information to improve our retrieval result.

We increase the score of a document if the title of this document includes retrieval words. The increment

coefficient is between 0 and 1

:

. ,
count_of_i'natch v

score titled=( :—7—7"
; j"

) (3.3)~ ^ count_oi_retrieval_words ' ^ '

in which, Y is a parameter greater than 1

.

2) Use breadth-first traverse algorithm to find out key resource

By breadth-first traverse algorithm, we access all pages of a domain from the homepage of the domain.

Then we construct a tree, the root of which is the homepage of the domain.

Our retrieval procedure has two steps:

Step 1: Retrieve a batch of documents using our text-only search engine. Every document retrieved is

given a score. This score of document d is called score_ textj.

Step 2: Calculate key resource score of a document score_KR

E score_textj
score_KR,=.^ . ,.. AievcKiii (3.4)

jGsubtree(i) y "''^^'"'J^ '

in whick, Y is parameter greater than 1

.

3) Synthesize score_ text, score_title, score_KR

fmal_scored= a * score_ textd+ 3 * score_title d+ V * score_KR j

then we re-sort documents on final_score, rettun the top n documents as our result.

Because the task of "Topic Distillation" is a totally new task, we cannot use data in the past task for

training. We have made a human tagging system to let several students tagging our experiments result at the

same time. In this way, we can get some feedback from human.

Experiment results show that the above algorithm can lead to satisfactory results. The average P@10.

P@20, P@30 of 49 queries are 0.45, 0.31, 0.26 respectively, while the average median precision is 0.1 1. 0.09.

0.08.

4. Video Track

On Video Track of this year, we paticipated in Shot Segmentation, Feature Extraction and Search task.

4.1 Shot Segmentation

This year we use most parts of TREC-10 Shot Segmentation System [WuOl]. FFD {Frame-to-Frame

Difference) calculated by Luminance Difference and Color Histogram Similarity are used to detect the Shot

Changes. We use two thresholds and , which are calculated automatically according to the FFD value

histogram in 500 frames, to detect if there is a clear FFD value change caused by Shot Changes. Then

Flashlight Detection and Motion Detection are applied for candidate Shot Changes to remove the false alarms

of Cut and Gradual. The parameters used in the system are trained and adjusted based on the TREC-10 Video

Library. According to the performance on TREC-10 Video Library, we selected the system parameters to

generate the submissions.

We add Fade In/Out Detection into our system this year although Shot Segmentation task does not include
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it. In our submissions, Run02, Run09 and RunlO include Fade Detection. In our system, Fade In/Out Detection

is applied to all candidate Gradual Changes. If a black screen chain exists in the candidate duration, we think it

is a Fade. Otherwise, it will be labeled as Dissolve. In order to detect the black screen and get the accurate

boundary of Fade, a frame is split into several blocks whose size is 8X8 (pixels). Maximum Luminance

Lum„^^^. {n) and Black Value Black{n) are calculated for each frame n in the candidate duration.

^^^max (^) - ^ Luminance{n,k)
hhck.eB,,,,, (4.1)

B^^^^^_ = {block ,
• • • , block } are set of ten blocks with maximum Luminance value

^^^'^mm [n)— ^ Luminance{n,k)
block tSB,„,„ (4.2}

B^^^.^^ — {block ,
• • , block.^q] are set of ten blocks with minimum Luminance value

, . Lum,„,(n) Lum,„,An)
rj, 7 1 / \ mux \ / mux v / , ^

Black{n) = x — (4.3)

10 Lum„,M+l

Then system finds four points in the candidate duration:

® Black Screen Start Point: the first frame n satisfies Lw???,,,^, (^) < ^^'^himk

® Black Screen End Point: the first frame n satisfies Lum^^^^^ (/?) > //Z/,/,,,.^.

.

* Black Decrease Point: the frame n which has the maximum Black Value between Gradual Start Frame

and Black Screen Start Point.

• Black Increase Point: the frame n which has the maximum Black Value between Black Screen End

Point and Gradual End Frame.

If Black Screen Start Point is equal to the Gradual Start Frame, we regard it Fade In. It starts from Black

Screen Start Point and ends at Black Increase Point. On the contrary, if Black Screen End Point is equal to the

Gradual End Frame, a Fade Out, which starts from Black Decrease Point and ends at Gradual End Frame, is

detected. The third condition is that the black screen chain located in the middle of candidate duration. At this

time, a Fade Out followed by a Fade In will be detected. It starts at Black Decrease Pomt and ends at Black

Increase Point.

Evaluation shows that our system has a good balance between precision and recall. Comparing F-Value,

the rank of our best result for ail the changes. Cut Changes and Gradual Changes is 3. 3 and 9 (out of 54

systems). On Gradual Accuracy, frame-recall of our system is better than frame-precision. Comparing with

other submitted systems, our system located at the middle on Gradual Accuracy.

4.2 Feature Extraction

According to the FE Task of this year, we developed a new Video Feature Extraction System. It consists

of five sub-systems: Outdoor / Indoor Detection, Cityscape / Landscape Detection, Face / People Detection,

Text Detection and Speech / Music / Monologue Detection. In each sub-system, a value calculated by whatever

methods and features is used for ranking. In the following part, we call it "Ranking Value". Evaluation shows

that our system works well on these features: Cityscape, Landscape. Indoor and Music.
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4.2.1 Outdoor / indoor Detection

In our Outdoor / Indoor System, we use K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier. Considering the difference

between Outdoor and Indoor, we select Color Histogram and Edge Direction Histogram as the feature

[Szuminer98]. A 512-bin color histogram is calculated in Color Space T=R-B. The Edge Direction is obtained by

calculating the ratio of the grades on vertical direction and horizontal direction at every edge point. The edge

point is got by Canny Edge Detector. In the Edge Direction Histogram, all the directions are separated as 1

2

bins.

The training set includes 600 indoor images and 1300 outdoor images. They are selected from Feature Dev

Set. For each shot in Feature Test Set, we only apply the classifier to the selected keyframe for a shot. In

RunOi, the keyframe are divided into 4X4 blocks. The histogram distance is calculated for each block. After

summing with weights, we will get the distance for whole keyframe. On the contrary, we only calculate the

distance on whole keyframe in Run02. In each run, the Ranking Value is minimum distance between keyframe

and the training images.

4.2.2 Cityscape / Landscape DetectEon

Similar with Outdoor / Indoor System, we also use K-Nearest Neighbor classifier in Cityscape /

Landscape Classification. However, we only select Edge Direction Histogram as the feature in this system

[Vailaya98].

The training set includes 410 cityscape images and 250 landscape images. They are also selected from

Feature Dev Set. We think all the cityscape and landscape image should be outdoor image at first. Therefore,

the outdoor Ranking Value calculated in Outdoor / Indoor Detection will multiply with the maximum distance

output by Cityscape / Landscape Classifier. The product is the Ranking Value in this system. In the

submissions, RunOl use the Ranking Value of Outdoor/Indoor Detection RunOl and Run02 use the Ranking

Value of Outdoor/Indoor Detection Run02.

4.2.3 Face / People Detection

This system uses the same idea of TREC-IO. The method consists of three steps: Skin-Color based

Segmentation, Motion Segmentation, and Shape Filtering. Considering the difference between the TREC-10

Video and TREC-1 1 Video, some new training data selected from Feature Dev Set are added into the

Skin-Color template.

We use the following equation to calculate the Ranking Value for each shot:

„ , _^ ,
#o/ frames contain face

RanKingValue
1^^^,

=—^

—

^ (4.4)

#o/ frames in a shot

.
,

#o/ frames contain tv^'o or more faces
RankingValue =— -— — (4.5)

#oj frames in a snot

4.2.4 Text Detection

Same with last year's work, there are still three main parts in our Video Text Detection System: Text Block

Detection, Text Enhancement and Binarization. In order to reduce the false alarms, we combine Neural
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Network [LiOO] as a preprocessing in our Text Block Detection.

System applies 2-level Harr Wavelet Decomposition on the image. The image will be split as four

sub-bands at each level: HH, HL, LH and LL. For each N XN window, we can calculate three features:

^(^)-T^IZ^O''y) (4-6).yV

J^2(n = ^y^J^(Hi,j)-E(n)- (4.7)

,=0 7=0

/^3(^)=T|Tiiiiw^i)-A^))' (4.8)

^ (=0 /=U

Totally, we can get 24 (2 [level] X4 [sub-band] X 3 [feature] = 24) features. Eight features are selected

as the input of the Neural Network.

The output of Neural Network is a confidence between 0 and 1 . The more the confidence approaches I, the

more possible the window is classified as text. A threshold is used to determine whether it is a text or non-text.

We select three-layer BP Neural Network as a classifier to identify text regions. Bootstrap method is used in

training. The training data come from Feature Dev Set and TREC- 10 Video Library.

For each shot, the system processes only one frame in every ten. On each processed frame, we use a small

window (16X16 pixels) to scan the image and classify each window as text or non-text using trained neural

network. When scanning the image, we move the window 4 pixels at a time. If a window is classified as text,

all the pixels in this window are labeled as text. Those pixels which are not covered by any text window are

labeled as non-text. Then we generate a binary map from original image. The following Text Block Detection

is only applied in the region labeled as text. The experiments show that the text detection precision increases

about 30% while the recall almost does not decrease.

We average the output values generated by Neural Network for all the small windows in one frame. This

average value is the confidence that a single frame contain text region. We select the maximum frame

confidence of all the frames in a shot as the ranking value.

4.2.5 Speech / Music / yonoiogue Detection

Speech/Music Classification is applied on the 1 -second window. The features we used include: Mean and

Covariance of Zero-crossing Rate, High Zero-crossing Rate Ratio, Mean and Covariance of Short Time Energy,

Low Short Time Energy Ratio, Noise Frame Ratio, Mean and Covariance of Brightness, Spectral Flux,

Spectral Roll-off Point, Mean and Covariance of LPC, Mean and Covariance of MFCC, Mean and Covariance

of Pitch, Mean and Covariance of Band Spectrum, Mean and Covariance of Band Width [LuOl][ Scheirer97].

Nearest Neighbor Model and Gaussian Mixture Model are trained by TREC-10 Videos. Applying these

trained models on 1 -second window, we can get the type of each window. In our submission, RunOl uses NN
Model and Run02 uses !6-mixture GMM Model.

The Ranking Value of speech, music and monologue are calculated by;

„ ,. , #of windows whose type is speech
Ranking Fa/we = ' ^ . ^

/ ' ,
' (4-9)

Tfoj Windows in a shot
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^ r . 7 "^of windows whose type is music
Ranking Value .

= ^-^
(4. 1 0)

Tfoj Windows in a snot

Ranking Fa/we,,,^,,,^,,,^,^, = RankingValue
^p^^^.,,

x Ranking Value (4.11)

4.3 Search

We have submitted four runs in Search Task. Considering the difficulty of search topics, not al! of the

topics are processed in each run.

The whole architecture of the Search system is almost same with last year [WuOl]. However, there are

some improvements in Face Recognition and Object Search.

4.3.1 Face Recognition

In TREC-1 1 Search Task, there are four topics concerning about a certain people. Face Recognition is the

basis for such topics.

The eigen-face and Fisher method are commonly used in face recognition especially when the person set is

completely known. However, in most cases of video retrieval the complete person set cannot be acquired. This

year we tried a fast manifold-based approach to face recognition in TREC-1 1 Search Task. It can be used when

there are only few different images of a specific person and mns fast.

LetX, , A'-, ,• • G i?''be the vectors of images of a specific person. Usually n is small and the

dimension d is very big, i.e. n « d

Denote X = X - ,Y- = X ^
— X , \ < i < n and S the subspace spanned by {Y-} . The set

M = {X -.X = X + Y,Yg S] is called manifold.

Denote S'^ the orthogonal complement subspace of S. It is easy to see that if X E M ,[X — X)g S

i.e. P^,(X -X)=^,or (^- J)||
= 0,where Ps(X) is the projection ofX on 5.

Based on observation above, we scan the mput image with sub-windows of different positions and levels

of the image pyramid. Then the distance between the scanning window and the mean of samples in is

calculated. The sub-window with the minimum distance may include the person we search for if the minimum

distance is below a threshold.

Experiment shows this approach works quite well even in case where there are only few samples.

However, it is quite time-consuming.

To speed up, we collect a large number of non-face samples U j,' " ,U , where m is ver>' big.

Denote V. = P^^ [U
^

- X\l < i < m. Note that if A' is a face then P^j_{X - X) = and the dimension of
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S is d-n and very big.

We do the principle component analysis with F,
, ,

• • • , and get the first few principle

components Z, , ,
• • •

, , where k is small. Denote Z the subspace spanned by Z, , Zj ,
'

" > Z^,

.

Then based on the note above, we can filter out the input image X, if [X — X)Vi> th . Since k is much

smaller than d-n, this filtering step is much faster. In our experiment, applying this step will make the face

recognition 5-fold faster and with almost no decreasing of performance.

4.3.2 Color Histogram Comparison

Color Histogram similarity is used to compare the Image Example and Key Frame of each shot. It will

provide us the similarity on the image between Image Example and Key Frame. We calculate the histogram in

RGB and YUV space. During the calculation and comparison, two modes are used:

* Whole Image Mode: For both Key Frame and Image Example, the histogram is calculated on the whole

® Block mode: For Key Frame, we split it into several blocks with different size. The histogram is

calculated on each block. For Image Example, the histogram is calculated on the whole image. Then the

histogram comparison is processed between the histogram of each block and image example. The

maximum similarity will be selected as the final similarity.

In searching. Block mode is used on the topics which is concerning about a certain object. Such as parrots,

butterfly and so on.

4.3.3 Searching

For each topic, we combine the similarities come from different modules. Such as Face Recognition, Text

Recognition, Color Histogram Comparison, ASR Text etc.

In our submission, Sysl only use the information get by our own search modules. There is no ASR Text

and Feature Extraction results are used. However, Feature Extraction Confidence is useful for some topics. For

example. Face Confidence is usefiil to certain people searching and Cityscape Confidence is usefiil for Topic

86. So in Sys2 and Sys3, we combined feature extraction confidence into the searching. Sys2 use our own

Feature Extraction results and Sys3 use the reference Feature Extraction results provided by IBM and

MediaMill. In Sys4, we combine the ASR Results provided by LIMSI. We select some keywords manually for

each topic. These selected keywords are used for Text Retrieval on ASR Results.

NIST's evaluation shows that our searching system is not efficient in several topics. In the future work,

we should pay more attention on Image Similarity calculation.

This research was partly supported by NSF of China under contracts of 69935010 and 60103014. as well

as the 863 National High-tech Promotion Project of China under contracts of 2001 AAl 14120 and
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Abstract

Hummingbird participated in the named page finding task of the TREC 2002 Web Track (find

the named page in 18GB from the .GOV domain) and the monolingual Arabic topic relevance

task of the TREC 2002 Cross-Language Track (find all relevant documents in 869MB of Arabic

news data). In the named page finding task, SearchServer returned the named page in the first

10 rows for more than 80% of the 150 queries. Searching the full document content produced

mean reciprocal rank (MRR) scores more than 20 points higher than just searching particular

HTML properties (such as the Title), but enhancing a content search with a little extra weight

for HTML properties further increased MRR by 6 points (with standard error of just 2 points).

Treating queries as phrases wa^; not found to help significantly (on average), but document

length normalization increased MRR by more than 20 points. For Arabic topic relevance, light

algorithmic stemming increased mean average precision (MAP) by 5 points, use of Arabic stop

words increased MAP by 1 point, and query expansion from blind feedback increased MAP by 3

points.

1 Introduction

Hummingbird SearchServer^ is an indexing, search and retrieval engine for embedding in Windows and

UNIX information applications. SearchServer, originally a product of Fulcrum Technologies, was acquired

by Hummingbird in 1999. Founded in 1983 in Ottawa. Canada, Fulcrum produced the first connnercial

application program interface (API) for writing information retrieval applications. Fulcrum® Ful/Text''"'^^

The SearchServer kernel is embedded in many Hummingbird products, including SearchServer. an ajiplication

toolkit used for knowledge-intensive applications that require fast access to unstructured information.

SearchServer supports a variation of the Structured Query Language (SQL), SearchSQL^''', which has

extensions for text retrieval. SearchServer conforms to subsets of the Open Database ConnectivitA' (ODBC)
interface for C programming language applications and the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface

for Java applications. Almost 200 document formats are supported, such as Word. WordPerfect. Excel,

PowerPoint, PDF and HTML.
SearchServer works in Unicode internalh- [5] and supports most of the world's major character sets and

languages. The major conferences in text retrieval evaluation (TREC [10], CLEF [2] and NTCIR [7]) hfwe

provided opportunities to objectively evaluate SearchServer 's support for a dozen languages.

^Fulcrum® is a registered trademark, and SearchServer^'^', SearchSQL''"'^ , Intuitive Searching''^'^' and Fiil/Text''^'^'' are

trademarks of Hummingbird Ltd. All other copyrights, trademarks and tradenames are the property of their respecti\ c owners.
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This paper looks at experimental work with SearchServer for named page finding (just one right answer,

i.e. a known-item search task) and monolingual Arabic retrieval (find all the relevant documents, i.e. a

topic relevance task). All experiments were conducted on a single-cpu desktop system, OTWEBTREC,
with a 600MHz Pentium III cpu, 512MB RAM, 186GB of external disk space on one e: partition, running

Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 6. For the submitted runs in July 2002, an internal development build of

SearchServer 5.3 was used (5.3.500.264).

2 Named Page Finding

The .GOV collection of the TREC 2002 Web Track consists of pages downloaded from the .gov do-

main of the World Wide Web in early 2002. It was distributed on 7 CDs. We copied the contents of

each CD onto a "compressed NTFS" area of OTWEBTREC's e: drive (e:\data\compressed\gov\cdl -

e:\data\compressed\gov\cd7). The TRANS.TBL files were not considered part of the collection and were

removed. The 4613 .gz files comprising the collection were uncompressed (and Windows NT internally recom-

pressed them on the compressed NTFS drive). Uncompressed, the 4613 files consist of 19,455,030,550 bytes

(18.1GB). Based on the change in bytes free on the drive, the files occupied 9,329,721,344 bytes (8.7 GB) on

the compressed NTFS drive. Hence, NTFS compression saved al)out 9.4 GB of space, noticeably less than

gzip compression (which saved 13.9GB). Each file contains on average about 270 "documents", for a total

of 1.247,753 documents. The average document size is 15,592 bytes. For more information on the .GOV
collection, see [4].

2.1 Indexing

The custom text reader called cTREC, described in last year's paper [13], was enhanced for the named page

finding experiments.

In expansion mode, cTREC, which previously just extracted the DOCNO identifier, wels enhanced to

support a /H option for extracting the following property information from each .GOV document's header

and content for storage in columns 129-140 of the SearchServer table:

• 129: "non-empty" title, which was filled with the first non-emjjty value of columns 130-135 (i.e. the

title was used if there was one, otherwise the meta title was used if there was one, etc., with the URL
used as a last resort).

• 130: title (text following <TITLE> up to </TITLE>, if any).

• 131: meta title (content of the META TITLE tag, if any).

• 132: meta subject (content of the META SUBJECT tag, if any).

• 133: meta description (content of the META DESCRIPTION tag, if any).

• 134: first heading (text following the first occurrence of the <H1>, <H2> or <H3> tag up to its

closing tag, if any).

• 135: URL (which was always included in the DOCHDR section, l)efore the document content),

e 136: URL type (calculated from the URL as described below).

• 137: URL depth (calculated from the URL as described below).

• 138: meta keywords (content of the META KEYWORDS tag. if any).

e 139: all properties except keywords (i.e. a concatenation of cohunns 130-135).

« 140: all properties (a concatenation of columns 139 and 138).
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The URL was truncated at 256 bytes (only 5 were longer), and the other properties were truncated at

1024 bytes.

The URL type was set to ROOT, SUBROOT, PATH or FILE, based on the convention which worked

well last year for the Twente/TNO group [14] on the entry page finding task (also known as the home page

finding task). Our exact rules were as follows. The slash count of the URL was calculated (a count of the

7' characters not including the leading "http://"). The URL was considered of homepage-type if it ended

with "/", "/index.html", "/index.htm"
,
"/default.htmr

,
"/default.htm"

,
"/default. asp"

, "/home.html",

"/home.htm", "/welcome.html" or "/welcome.htm" (case-insensitive comparisions were used). ROOT was

assigned if the URL was of slash count 0 or was a homepage-type URL of slash count 1. SUBROOT was

assigned if the URL was a homepage-type URL of slash count 2. PATH was assigned if the URL was a

homepage-type URL of slash count 3 or more. FILE was assigned for all other URLs.

The URL depth was based on the sum of the slash count and the node count, minus one if the URL was of

homepage-type. The node count was the count of the dots before the first slash after "http://" (not counthig

the first dot if the URL began with "http: //www.") plus the number of "?", ";" or "#" characters. (As

every URL contained ".gov", the URL depth was guaranteed to be at least 1.) For convenience of wildcard

searching and readability, the depth was converted to a term as follows: 1 was assigned URLDEPTHA, 2

was assigned URLDEPTHAB, 3 was assigned URLDEPTHABC, etc. with depths greater than 25 treated

the same as 25.

In format translation mode, cTREC was enhanced to support a /q option which resumed indexing at the

first quotation mark inside a tag, rather than always waiting for the end of the tag to resume indexing. This

option hence would index potentially helpful text, such as VALUE fields of INPUT tags and NAME fields of

IMG tags, although more noise would also l^e indexed.

For the .GOV collection, the documents were assumed to be in Latin-1, and as for the web collections

of past years, the /w option of cTREC was used to convert non-ASCII Latin-1 bytes to the ASCII range (if

any occurred).

A SearchServer table called GOV was created for the .GOV collection with the following SearchSC^L

statement:

create schema GOV

create table GOV

(

DOCMO varchar(256) 128,

NONEMPTY_TITLE varchar (2048) 129,

TITLE varchar (2048) 130,

META_TITLE varchar (2048) 131,

META_SUBJECT varchar (2048) 132,

META_DESCRIPTION varchar (2048) 133,

FIRST.HEADING varchar (2048) 134,

URL varchar (2048) 135,

URL_TYPE varchar (2048) 136,

URL_DEPTH varchar (2048) 137,

META_KEYWORDS varchar (2048) 138,

ALL_BUT_KEYWORDS varchar (2048) 139,

ALL_PROPS varchar (2048) 140

)

periodic

stopfile 'mygov.stp'

basepath 'e:\data\compressed';

The DOCNO column was assigned numl.)er 128 and the remaining columns were assigned numl)ers 129-

140 to correspond to the properties written hy the /H option the cTREC text reader. (The resei ved external

text column, FT-TEXT, which corresponds to the document content, does not need to he specified in the

schema.) The mygov.stp stopfile of 99 stop words is a little different from previous years in that it no longer

contains single letters or any numljers.
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Into the GOV table, just one row was inserted, specifying the top directory of the data set relative to

the basepath:

insert into GOV ( ft_sfnaine, ft_flist )

values ( 'gov', ' cTREC/E/d=128/H : s ! cTREC/w/q/O : s ' ) ;

To index the GOV table, a Validate Index statement was executed:

validate index GOV validate table;

2.2 Searching

For the named page finding task of the Web Track, the 150 "'topics" were in a file called "web-

named_page_topics.l-150.txt". The topics were numbered NP1-NP150, and each contained a description

of a page (e.g. "visiting pandas national zoo"). The task was to rank the named page as highly as possible.

The topics were assumed to be in the Latin- 1 character set. the default on North American Windows systems

(though accent-sensitive searching was not enabled for the GOV table).

For the submitted hum02pd run of the named page finding task, below is an example SearchSQL query.

This query would create a working table with the 2 columns named in the SELECT clause, a REL column

containing the relevance value of the row for the query, and a DOCNO column containing the document's

identifier. The ORDER BY clause specifies that the most relevant rows should be hsted first. The statement

"SET MAX_SEARCH_ROWS 50" was previously executed so that the working table would contain at most

50 rows:

SELECT RELEVANCE('V2:3') AS REL, DOCNO

FROM GOV

WHERE

(ALL_PROPS CONTAINS 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 1) OR

(ALL_PROPS IS.ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 1) OR

(FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 10)

ORDER BY REL DESC;

The ALL_PROPS column contained all the properties of column 140 (described earlier), e.g. the title

and meta description but not most of the document content.

The CONTAINS predicate does phrase searching, so the listed terms would have to occur adjacently

in the specified order (except stop words). "SET PHRASEJDISTANCE 4" was previously specified so

that there could be up to 4 characters between adjacent terms (plus additional whitespace). By default,

the CONTAINS predicate does exact searching (i.e. no steunning), though some normahzations (e.g. case

normalization and canonical Unicode) are still done. The motivation for including the query as a phreise

was that it seemed the query might often be in the title or other property information of the document (e.g.

a query in mind was "Washington State Legislature" (which was not one of the 150 official queries)). The
phrase searching was just given one-tenth the weight of content searching for relevance ranking purposes.

Experiments on last year's entry page finding task suggested a small weight was helpful (on average) but a

strong weight hurt results.

The IS_ABOUT predicate uses SearchServer's Intuitive Searching, described in last 3'ear"s paper [13]. It

bv default uses English stemming and just requires one of the terms to match. It was used with WEIGHT
1 on the ALLJPROPS column to increase the ranking of documents with the query in the title or other

propertA' information. It was used with WEIGHT 10 on the FT_TEXT column (which represents the

external docvmient). Again, these weights were chosen based on what worked well on the previous year's

entry jwge finding task.

For the submitted hum02upd and hum02up runs, a higher weight was given to URLs of particular type

and depth, using a SearchSQL WHERE clause of the following form which was was found to work well on

last year's entry page finding task:
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WHERE

((ALL_PROPS CONTAINS 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 1) OR

(ALL.PROPS IS.ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 1) OR

(FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 10)

) AND (

(URL_TYPE CONTAINS 'ROOT' WEIGHT 10) OR

(URL_TYPE CONTAINS 'SUBROOT' WEIGHT 10) OR

(URL.TYPE CONTAINS 'PATH' WEIGHT 10) OR

(URL.TYPE CONTAINS 'FILE' WEIGHT 0) OR

(URL_DEPTH CONTAINS 'URLDEPTHA' WEIGHT 5) OR

(URL_DEPTH CONTAINS 'URLDEPTHAB' WEIGHT 5) OR

(URL.DEPTH CONTAINS 'URLDEPTHABC ' WEIGHT 5) OR

(URL_DEPTH CONTAINS ' URLDEPTHABCD ' WEIGHT 5) )

Although it might seem this query is giving the same weight to the ROOT, SUBROOT and PATH types

of URLs (all WEIGHT 10), because a ROOT term is much less frequent in the URL.TYPE column, it

in effect gets a higher weight in relevance ranking because of its higher inverse document frequenc^' (anti

SUBROOT has more impact than PATH for the same reason). The URL type of FILE was given WEIGHT
0, which means it did not affect the relevance calculation, l^ut it was included so that the AND clause would

match all rows.

Similarly, giving URL depths 1-4 some extra weight was found to be modestly helpful on last year's entry

page finding task. Again, URLs of depth 1 (for which URLDEPTHA was included in the URL_DEPTH
column) internally had a higher weight from the inverse document frequency.

For the submitted hum02uhp run, an even higher weight was given to URL_TYPE (the 3 terms of

WEIGHT 10 were given WEIGHT 25). On last year's entry page finding task, the stronger URL_TYPE
weights gave similar MRR scores to the lower ones.

For the submitted hum02ud run, the SearchSQL query was the same as for hum02upd except that the

ALLJPROPS searches were omitted (i.e. properties and phrases in properties were not given extra weight).

Note that the FT_TEXT colunm indexed all of the properties except for the URL of the document header.

The difference between the hum02ui)d and hum02up runs was in the importance of document length

normalization (in general, runs ending with 'd" used "SET RELEVANCE_DLENJMP 500"" and the others

used "SET RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP 250"").

For the named page queries, no query terms were discarded (e.g. there was no expectation that discarding

the words "find", "relevant" and "document"' would be beneficial, unlike for some previous year's tasks). Of
course, the index omitted a few stop words (e.g. "the"', "by") as previously mentioned.

For the named page queries, besides linguistic expansion from stemming in the IS.ABOUT predicate, we
did not do any query expansion. For example, we did not use approximate text searching for spell-correction

(the organizers tried to ensure the topics were spelled correctly), and we did not use row exi)ansion or any

other kind of blind feed1)ack technique.

SearchServer's relevance value calculation is the same as described last year [13]. Brieffy, SearchServer

dampens the term frequency and adjusts for document lengt.h in a manner similar to Okapi [8] and dampens
the inverse document frequency using an approximation of the logarithm. SearchServer "s relevance \'alues

are always an integer in the range 0 to 1000.

When multiple predicates are combined, as was done for the named page queries this year, SearchSerA'er

currently does not normalize by query length. For example, the URL.TYPE clauses of the earlier examples

would have a lot less relative impact if the named page query contained 5 words instead of 1.

SearchServer 's RELE'VANCE_METHOD setthig can be used to optionally square the iniportani^e of

the inverse document frequency (by choosing a RELEVANCE_METHOD of 'V2:4' instead of •V2:S']. The
importance of document length to the ranking is controlled by SearchServer"s RELEVANCE_DLENJMP
setting (scale of 0 to 1000).
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Table 1: Scores of Submitted Named Page Finding Runs

Run MRR %ToplO %Fail

hum02pd 0.626 82.0% 9.3%

hum02upd 0.538 75.3% 13.3%

hum02up 0.527 74.0% 11.3%

hum02ud 0.456 68.0%, 16.7%

hum02uhp 0.337 51.3% 33.3%

Table 2: Impact of Submitted Named Page Finding Techniques on Reciprocal Rank

Experiment AvgDifF 95%! Confidence vs. 2 Largest Diffs (Topic)

p (upd - ud)

d (upd - up)

u (upd - pd)

ii (uhp - up)

0.082

0.011

-0.088

-0.190

( 0.041, 0.124)

(-0.020. 0.043)

(-0.130,-0.047)

(-0.236,-0.146)

54-17-79

33-28-89

15-50-85

0-87-63

0.900 (2), 0.889 (51)

0.833 (36), 0.800 (41)

-1.000 (64), -0.917 (138)

-1.000 (2), -1.000 (117)

2.3 Official Results

The evaluation measures are likely explained in an appendix of this volume. Briefly, "Reciprocal Rank" for

a topic is one divided by the rank in which the named page was found (using the smallest rank if there were

duplicates of the named page), or zero if the named page was not found. "Mean Reciprocal Rank" (MRR)
is the average of the reciprocal ranks over all the topics. "%iTopl0" is the percentage of topics for which the

named page was found in the first 10 rows. "%Fair" is the percentage of topics for which the named page

was not found in the first 50 rows.

Table 1 shows the scores of the submitted named page finding runs.

Most of the remaining tables will focus on one particular precision measure (usually reciprocal rank or

average precision), comparing the scores when a particular feature (such as stemming) is enabled to when it

is disabled. The columns of these tables are as follows:

• "Experiment" is the feature tested.

• "AvgDiff" is the average difference in the score.

• "95% Confidence" is an approximate 95% confidence interval for the average difference calculated using

Efron's bootstrap percentile method" [3] (using 100,000 iterations). If zero is not in the interval, the

result is "statistically significant" (at the 5% level), i.e. the feature is unlikely to be of neutral impact,

though if the average difference is small (e.g. <0.020) it may still be too minor to be considered

"significant" in the magnitude sense.

• "vs." is the number of topics on which the score was higher, lower and tied (respectively) with the

feature enabled. These numbers should always add to the number of topics for the task.

• "2 Largest Diffs (Topic)" lists the two largest differences in the precision score (based on the absolute

value), with each followed by the corresponding topic number in brackets (the named page topic

numbers range from 1 to 150).

Table 2 shows the impact when isolating each technique distinguishing the submitted named page finding

runs:

^See [12] for some comparisons of confidence intervals from the bootstrap percentile. Wilcoxon signed rank and standard

error methods for both average precision and Precision@10
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® The 'p' factor (extra weight for HTML properties and phrases in properties) increased MRR 8 points.

Some diagnostics of this result, including whether it holds up when URL techniques are not also used,

are in the next section.

© The 'd' factor (document length importance of 500 instead of 250) made little difference.

® The 'u' factor (extra weight for URL type and depth) lowered MRR by 9 points, contrary to its

substantial beneficial impact on last year's entry page task.

© The "h' factor (even more extxa weight for URL type) lowered MRR by another 19 points, even though

it had a neutral impact on last year's entry page ta^k.

2.4 Diagnostic Results

For the diagnostics, we defined a "base run" which set the document length importance to 500 and executed

an IS_ABOUT search of just the content (i.e. the FT_TEXT column). For example:

SELECT RELEVANCE('V2;3') AS REL, DOCNO

FROM GOV

WHERE (FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo')

ORDER BY REL DESC;

The base run scored a 0.564 mean reciprocal rank, finding the named page in the top 10 for 75.3% of the

queries while failing to find it in the top 50 for 1L3% of the queries.

Table 3 shows a comparison of various runs to the base run (always subtracting the base run's scores

in reciprocal rank from the listed run). The first row compares submitted run hum02pd to the base run.

like the above 'p' factor experiment but without the ill-fated URL techniques. While the average gain from

properties and phrases is a little smaller (6 points), the (approximate) 95% confidence interval (1 to 11

points) indicates it is still statistically significant. Topic 64 (work/life center map) benefitted most.

The runs in the next group of comparisons in Table 3 (listed with a leading + sign) added the listed c olumn

to the WHERE clause with one-tenth the weight of the content search. For example, for the "-f TITLE"
row, the query's WHERE clause was of this form:

WHERE

(TITLE IS_ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 1 ) OR

(FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo' WEIGHT 10)

Apparently it is the extra weight on particular coluuuis and not the use of phrases which explains most

of the gain of the 'p' factor. For example, the "+ ALL_PROPS'" run differs from huni02pd in that phrases

are not used, but it produces similar gains. Of the HTML properties, just giving extra weight to the TITLE
produces most of the gains. The URL and FIRST-HEADING also appear to be helpful for named page

finding on average, while the META properties were harmful on average, but most of these latter results

were not statistically significant. Note that the FT_TEXT column included the content of the other columns

except for the URL column.

The next group of rows in Table 3 shows the importance of the content to named page finding. The

compared runs just searched the listed column. For example, for the "TITLE" row, the query's WHERE
clause was of this form:

WHERE (TITLE IS_ABOUT 'visiting pandas national zoo')

The content column (FT_TEXT) scored significantly higher, on average, than any other column l)y itself.

The end of the confidence interval closest to zero represents a difference of at least 13 point.s in every case.

Still, the "vs."' colunni shows that for approximately one-sixth of the queries, just searching the columns

containing the TITLE outscored content searching.

The last group of rows contains some miscellaneous experiments. The results with positive imjiacts were

not statistically significant, but the negative impacts were. Just searching for the named page query a,s a
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Table 3: Comparison with Plain Content Diagnostic Run in Reciprocal R ank

Experiment AvgDifT 95% Confidence vs. 2 Largest Diffs (Topic)

hum02pd 0.061 ( 0.017, 0.107) 49-16-85 0.968 (64), 0.909 (51)

+ ALL_BUT_KEYWORDS 0.058 ( 0.014, 0.103) 46-15-89 0.968 (64), 0.909 (51)

+ ALL_PROPS 0.055 ( 0.013, 0.097) 48-15-87 0.968 (64), 0.909 (51)

+ NONEMPTY-TITLE 0.047 ( 0.008, 0.086) 43-15-92 0.909 (51), 0.900 (38)

+ TITLE 0.042
( 0.004, 0.080) 41-16-93 0.909 (51), 0.900 (38)

+ URL 0.034 ( 0.005, 0.066) 26-20-104 0.909 (51), 0.900 (106)

+ FIRST_HEADING 0.034 (-0.001, 0.071) 25-26-99 0.909 (51), 0.889 (138)

+ META_TITLE -0.006 (-0.022, 0.012) 10-14-126 0.857 (143), -0.500 (101)

+ META_SUBJECT -0.012 (-0.025.-0.001) 7-15-128 -0.500 (101), -0.500 (57)

+ META_DESCRIPTION -0.022 (-0.052, 0.009) 19-31-100 0.889 (2), -0.857 (61)

+ META_KEYWORDS -0.024 (-0.052, 0.002) 20-30-100 -0.750 (61), -0.667 (93)

FT.TEXT 0.000 (-0.001, 0.001) 0-0-150 0.000 (76), 0.000 (2)

ALL_PROPS -0.212 (-0.292,-0.131) 25-81-44 -1.000 (124), -1.000 (69)

ALL_BUT_KEYW^ORDS -0.218 (-0.299.-0.138) 29-79-42 -1.000 (108), -1.000 (28)

NONEMPTY_TITLE -0.277 (-0.357.-0.196) 23-87-40 -1.000 (132), -1.000 (117)

TITLE -0.268 (-0.347,-0.188) 23-86-41 -1.000 (92), -1.000 (107)

FIRSTJIEADING -0.445 (-0.524,-0.,363) 14-114-22 -1.000 (61), -1.000 (35)

META-DESCRIPTION -0.487 (-0.563,-0.409) 8-119-23 -1.000 (90), -1.000 (27)

URL -0.499 (-0.577,-0.420) 10-122-18 -1.000 (92), -1.000 (43)

META_KEYW'ORDS -0.502 (-0.574.-0.430) 4-123-23 -1.000 (84), -1.000 (85)

META_TITLE -0.541 (-0.612,-0.470) 2-128-20 -1.000 (77), -1.000 (80)

META_SUBJECT -0.562 (-0.631.-0.491) M32-17 -1.000 (1), -1.000 (80)

+ phrase 0.015 (-0.012, 0.045) 18-11-121 0.950 (68), 0.909 (51)

stemming off 0.013 (-0.014, 0.041) 32-16-102 -0.957 (150), 0.900 (38)

DLEN 750 0.011 (-0.016, 0.039) 30-20-100 -0.800 (85), 0.750 (139)

idf squared -0.025 (-0.049,-0.001) 16-32-102 -0.833 (96), -0.667 (84)

DLEN 0 -0.210 (-0.262,-0.158) 7-85-58 -1.000 (36), -0.974 (96)

phrase only -0.424 (-0.503,-0.345) 11-108-31 -1.000 (97), -1.000 (92)

phrase in the document (WHERE FT_TEXT CONTAINS ^query'), as in the "phrase only" row, significantly

hurt on average, but enhancing the base run by giving a little extra weight (one-tenth) to the query as a phrase

(OR FT-TEXT contains 'query'), as in the phrase" row, was modestly helpful. Disabling stemming (via

SET VECTOR-GENERATOR ") was only modestly helpful as per the "stemming off" row. Increasing the

importance of document length normalization (via SET RELEVANCE-DLENJMP 750, as opposed to the

base run setting of 500) didn't make much difference (as per the '"DLEN 750" row), but decreasing it to

0 (as per the "DLEN 0") row significantly hurt. Increasing the importance of inverse document frequency

(by using relevance method 'V2:4' instead of 'V2:3') was modestly detrimental as per the "idf squared" row.

Even for the impacts which were modest on average, individual queries could have large changes in their

scores as indic:ated by the "2 Largest Diffs" column.

3 Arabic Retrieval

The Arabic document set was the same as last year: Arabic Newswire A Corpus [1] consisting of articles

from the Agence France Presse (AFP) Arabic Newswire from 1994-2000. It contained 383,872 documents,

totalling 91 1,555.745 bytes (869 MB) uncompre,s.sed.
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Table 4: Impact of Submitted Arabic Techniques on Average Precision

Experiment AvgDiff 95% Confidence vs. 2 Largest Diffs (Topic)

Exp (tde - td)

Morph+Stop (td - tdm)

Narr (tdne - tde)

Desc (tde - te)

0.033 ( 0.021, 0.046)

0.032 ( 0.005, 0.061)

0.027 (-0.014, 0.073)

0.014 (-0.011, 0.039)

37-13-0

34-16-0

27-22-1

29-20-1

0.204 (27), 0.131 (58)

0.360 (29), 0.335 (60)

0.794 (34), -0.551 (27)

0.348 (58), -0.311 (49)

3.1 Indexing

SearchServer (as of version 5.0) internally uses the Unicode canonical decomposition of text and, by default,

does not index combining characters (accents, diacritics, etc.). For Arabic, this means by default that

composite characters 0622 (alef with madda above), 0623 (alef with hamza above) and 0625 (alef with

haniza below) are treated as 0627 (alef). 0624 (waw with hamza above) becomes 0648 (waw), and 0626 (yeh

with hamza above) becomes 064A (yeh) (the codes and names are from the Unicode Standard [15]). All of

our submitted runs both last year and this year used this default behaviour.

For the submitted runs, two different SearchServer tables called ARABOl and ARABOIAS were created.

ARABOl was the same as last year, i.e. no stop words and no Arabic morphological normalizations were

used. ARABOIAS used the stop words [9] and the experimental morphological normalizations described in

section 5.2 of last year's paper [13] (which were just used for diagnostic runs last year, not submitted runs

like this year).

3.2 Searching

Compared to last year, there were twice as many Arabic topics (50). They were numbered AR2G-AR75 and

were distributed in a file called 'finaLarabic02.txt". The topics contained a "Title" (subject of the topic),

"Description" (typically a one-sentence specification of the information need) and "Narrative" (more detailed

guidelines for what a relevant document should or should not contain). The topics were encoded in the ISO

8859-6 character set, so "SET CHARACTER_SET 'ISO_8859-6"' was executed before the searches.

Like last year. Intuitive Searching of the content was used (i.e. FT_TEXT IS-ABOUT). The statement

"SET MAX_SEARCH_ROWS 1000" was previously executed so that the working table would contain at

most 1000 rows. There were no experiments with phrases nor columns other than FT_TEXT.
Submitted runs humAR02tdm and humAR02td both used the Title and Description fields in the query.

Run humAR02tdm searched the ARABOl table, and run humAR02td searched the ARABOIAS table. The
other settings (e.g. RELEVANCE_METHOD 'V2:3' and RELEVANCE_DLENJMP 500) were the same as

described in section 5.2 of the final version of last year's paper [I3l.

Submitted run humAR02tde used query expansion from blind feedback in the same wa>' as described in

last year's paper [13]. The base run was humAR02td and the first 5 rows were used to generate broader

queries.

Submitted runs huniAR02te and humAR02tdne differed from humAR02tde in that the former just used

the Title field in its base run, and the latter additionally used the Narrative field in its liase nni.

3.3 Official Results

To review the evaluation measui'es for topic relevance tasks: "Precision" is the percentage of retrieved doc-

uments which are rele\-ant. "PrecisionCOn" is the precision after n documents have been retrieved. "Average

precision" for a topic is the average of the precision after each relevant document is retrieved (using zero

as the precision for relevant documents which are not retrieved). "Recall" is the percentage of relevant

documents which have been retrieved. "Interpolated precision" at a particular recall level for a topic is the

maximum precision achieved for the topic at that or any higher recall level. For a set of topic s, the measure

is the average of the measure for each topic (i.e. all topics are weighted equally).
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Table 5: Precision of Arabic Diagnostic Runs

Run AvgP P@5 P@10 P@20 RecO Rec30 P@R

P trI-Yni 0.180 4fi 4% 49 R% 41 4% 0 697 0 932 9'^ 7%
Hpf-tH-YOl 0.209 48 0% 48 4% 46 2% 0.724 0.285 97 1%
T trI-YOl 0.286 61.6% 54.0% 49.0% 0.803 0.379 34 7%
n -trl-YOl 0.302 64.0% 56.8% 51.2% 0.833 0.402 36.2%

0.337 64.8% 58.4% 52.0% 0.851 0.444 38 0%
0 '^fi'i\J.tJ\JO fi4 8% 58 4%OO /(I 59 8%.o /u n 477 40 3%

C-td-Y02 0.224 31.6% 34.8% 31.6% 0.595 0.302 26.6%

def-td-Y02 0.227 32.0% 35.8% 32.5% 0.589 0.310 27.4%

L-td-Y02 0.273 42.8% 38.8% 37.1% 0.651 0.354 30.5%

CL-td-Y02 0.278 42.8% 38.4% 36.5% 0.687 0.361 31.2%

CLS-td-Y02 0.291 43.2% 39.8%, 36.4% 0.712 0.374 31.6%

CLSE-td-Y02 0.323 44.8% 43.6% 39.5% 0.707 0.426 34.5%

The scores of the submitted runs are expected to be hsted in the appendix of the conference proceedings.

Table 4 shows the impact when isolating each technique distinguishing the submitted runs. The query expan-

sion technique ("Exp'" experiment) increased mean average precision b}- 3 points and was fairly consistent

(small standard error), as evidenced by the narrow confidence interval. The experimental morphological

normalizations plus stop words ( "Morph+Stop" ) also increased mean average precision by 3 points, but less

consistently, as evidenced by the wider confidence interval. Including the Narrative field ('"Narr") increased

mean average precision by 3 points, but was very inconsistent; using the Narrative often hurt the scores.

Including the Description field ("Desc") increased mean average precision by just 1 point, though again was

nut ^•ery consistent.

3.4 Diagnostic Results

After the official runs were submitted, we used SearchServer's plug-in parser architecture to experiment with

plugging in an implementation of the light algorithmic "LightS'" stenmier of Larkey et al. [6]. It contained

several stemming rules we were not previously using. On topic AR30, we found the light stemmer, in

combination with the default dropping of combining characters, did not stem Arabic words for "satellite"

to the same form, leading us to also experiment with indexing combining characters 0653 (maddah above),

0654 (hamza above) and 0655 (hamza below) via an extra line in the stopfile ("IAC="\u0653-\u0655" ").

But the light stemmer explicitly dropped these combining characters if they followed 0627 (alef).

Table 5 lists precision scores for the diagnostic runs. Listed for each run are its mean average precision

(AvgP), the mean precision after 5, 10 and 20 documents retrieved (P(95, P'QlO and P(Q20 respectively), the

mean interpolated precision at 0% and 30% recall (RecO and Rec30 respectively), and the mean precision

after R documents retrieved (P@R) where R is the number of relevant documents for the topic. The following

run codes were used: "YOl" (Year 2001) specifies the run used the 25 TREC 2001 topics. "Y02" (Year 2002)

specifies the run used the 50 TREC 2002 topics. "L"' (Light stennning) specifies the run used the light

algorithmic stemmer. "C" (Combining characters) specifies that combining characters 0653-0655 were not

dropped by SearchServer. "S" (Stop words) specifies the run used a table which did not index stop words.

"E" (Expansion) specifies the run used query expansion from blind feedback, "td" specifies the Title and

Description fields were used, "def" specifies the default settings. In particular, the "def-td-Y02" run of Table

5 is the same as submitted run "huniAR02tdm"' (a baseline Title+Description run not using light stemming,

combining character indexing, stop words nor expansion).

Table 6 isolates the impact of various techniques on the average jjrecision measure. All of these compar-

isons use "'td'" topics, and most of them are statistically significant at 5% level:

• The "-l-L" rows isolate the impact of hght stemming. The impact when indexing combining characters
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Table 6: Impact of Diagnostic Arabic Techniques on Average Precision

Experiment AvgDiff 95% Confidence vs. 2 Largest Diffs (Topic)

+L (L-def) td-YOl 0.078 ( 0.027, 0.134) 17-8-0 0.424 (19), 0.408 (14)

+C (CL-L) td-YOl 0.016
( 0.000, 0.038) 8-5-12 0.231 (16), 0.100 (2)

+LC (CL-def) td-YOl 0.093
( 0.045, 0.147) 19-6-0 0.424 (19), 0.408 (14)

+C (C-def) td-YOl -0.029 (-0.071, 0.000) 6-9-10 -0.423 (10), -0.219 (14)

+L (CL-C) td-YOl 0.122 ( 0.061, 0.192) 19-6-0 0.627 (14), 0.424 (19)

-hS (CLS-CL) td-YOl 0.035
( 0.017, 0.056) 22-3-0 0.204 (17), 0.116 (7)

-hCLS (CLS-dei) td-YOl 0.128
( 0.075, 0.188) 21-4-0 0.518 (19), 0.461 (14)

+E (CLSE-CLS) td-YOl 0.029 ( 0.009, 0.049) 17-8-0 0.138 (15). 0.116 (2)

-i-CLSE (CLSE-def) td-YOl 0.157 ( 0.102. 0.217) 23-2-0 0.559 (19), 0.377 (14)

+L (L-def) td-Y02 0.046
( 0.016, 0.079) 31-19-0 0.360 (29). 0.358 (60)

+C (CL-L) td-Y02 0.005 (-0.007, 0.023) 18-14-18 0.371 (30), -0.088 (57)

+LC (CL-def) td-Y02 0.051
( 0.017, 0.088) 29-21-0 0.479 (30), 0.360 (29)

-fC (C-def) td-Y02 -0.003 (-0.012, 0.004) 16-14-20 -0.179 (55), 0.053 (37)

+L (CL-C) td-Y02 0.054
( 0.022, 0.089) 31-19-0 0.479 (30). 0.367 (60)

+S (CLS-CL) td-Y02 0.014 ( 0.007, 0.020) 43-7-0 0.068 (30). 0.056 (45)

+CLS (CLS-def) td-Y02 0.064
( 0.031, 0.102) 36-14-0 0.546 (30). 0.363 (60)

-hE (CLSE-CLS) td-Y02 0.032
( 0.016, 0.049) 35-15-0 0.294 (27). 0.147 (58)

+CLSE (CLSE-def) td-Y02 0.096 ( 0.057, 0.138)' 38-12-0 0.599 (30). 0.424 (27)

("CL-C", i.e. subtracting the "C" run from the "CL" run) was particularly substantial on the TREC
2001 topics, where we found an increase of 0.122 (from .180 to .302). Larkey's comparable figure was

0.182 (from 0.194 to 0.376) which is inside our approximate 95% confidence interval of (0.061, 0.192).

For the TREC 2002 topics, which did not exist when the stemmer was developed, we find a smaller,

though still signific ant, increase.

• The "-hC" rows isolate the impact of indexing the combining characters. When this was the only

change from the default ("C-def"), the impact tended to be detrimental, perhaps because the alef

forms were no longer conflated. When applied to light stemming runs ("CL-L"). the light stemmer

re-conflated the alefs, and the net impact (in effect preserving composite characters 0624 and 0626)

tended to be beneficial.

• The "-fLC" rows show the combined impact of light stemming and indexing combining characters. Of

course, the average impacts add within rounding differences (the calculations were done to 4 decimal

places though just 3 are shown). However, confidence interval endpoints do not add (e.g. 0.027 plus

0.000 does not add to 0.045).

• The "-t-S" rows isolate the impact of using the Arabic stop word list (subtracting the "CL" run

from the "CLS" run). The increases are small but fairly consistent, much like in European stop word

experiments when using the full topics [12], but for the Arabic task this result also holds when omitting

the Narrative.

« The "-f-E" rows isolate the impact of the query expansion technique (subtracting the "CLS" run from

the "CLSE" run). The results are similar to the official "Exp" experiment. As the expansion terms

are chosen from the first 5 rows, the first 5 rows are usually the same after expansion, which moderates

how much the result can change. We haven't done a lot of work on our expansion technique and it is

likely underachieving. Expanding queries generally leads to much longer processing times which can

be a high price to pay for improvements in the part of the result list that users might not even look

at. In practical systems, users can control the query terms tliemselves rather than depend on blind

feedback.
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• The "+CLSE" rows show the combined impact of all 4 techniques. Even the low end of the confidence

intervals represent a substantial impact.

In all 9 cases in Table 6, the confidence interval for the 50 topic experiment (Y02) was narrower than the

confidence interval for the corresponding 25 topic experiment (YOl). Also reassuringly, the corresponding

confidence intervals always overlapped. The interval widths ranged from 1 to 8 points for the 50 topic

experiments and from 4 to 13 points for the 25 topic experiments.
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1 Introduction
|

IBM built two systems for crosslaiiguage ex-

periments with English queries and Arabic

documents. One system approached transla-

tion and retrieval as entirely separate tasks:

we used a machine translation system to trans-

late the Arabic documents into English, and

then did the retrieval with a standard English

IR system; the other system incorporated the

parameters of a machine translation model di-

rectly into an IR scoring formula. A further

experiment combined both models.

For processing Arabic text, we had access to

an innovative Arabic morphological analyzer,

whose details will be described elsewhere. We
incorporated well-known text normalizations

[1] into the Arabic text processing. Our mono-

lingual baseline system was similar to the sys-

tem we have used in previous ad hoc tracks [3],

and consisted of an Okapi [4] first pass followed

by LCA-style [5] query expansion, applied to

the normalized Arabic stems.

TVansiation model parameters were esti-

mated from the U.N. parallel corpus. The

English half was morphologically analyzed (as

were the English queries in our submissions);

the Arabic half was morphologically analyzed

and text normalizations were applied. We
built separate translation models relating nor-

malized Arabic morphs to English morphs and

relating Arabic words to English morphs.

2 Convolutional Model

Following the approach described in [2], we
model p{q\d), the probability of generating an

English query q given an Arabic document d as

a smoothed convolution of an English to Ara-

bic translation probability with a probability

of sampling Arabic text from the document.

More specifically, we write

piQ\d) =n otiPoili) + Q2 tu,iqi\wj)p{w

Here the qi are the morphological stems of

the English query words, wj are the (inflected)

Arabic words, and Sj are the morphological

stems of the Arabic words. We estimate the

sampling probabilities p{wj\d) and p{sj\d) as

the appropriate token count divided by the

document length. We estimate the translation

probabilities twiql'w) of English stems given

Arabic words and tw{q\s) of English stems

given Arabic stems using the methods of [6],
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with the U.N. parallel corpus as training data.

These estimates are smoothed with poiQi), the

background probability of the English word

which we estimate from the English half of the

U.N. parallel corpus. For each query, the top

documents were selected according to p{q\d),

and then the top Arabic terms were selected

by tf-idf (similar to [1].) The expanded query

was then rescored with the Okapi formula. Al-

though this system uses the technology of sta-

tistical machine translation, it does not result

in a translation of the corpus. In particular it

only predicts the "bag of words" of which an

English translation of a given document would

be composed. It does not try to predict the

order of the words - essential for a human-

readable result.

3 Document Translation

An alternative approach is to use machine

translation to translate the documents into

English, and then use an English monolin-

gual retrieval system similar to our previ-

ous TREC adhoc submissions [3, 4, 5] to re-

trieve the documents. The Arabic-to-English

statistical machine translation system heavily

draws upon Arabic morphological processing

modules including word segmentation, part-

of-speech tagging, and a novel technique of

identifying optimal word units in the source

and target languages inducing a higher qual-

ity word-to-word alignments. The morpholog-

ically processed corpus is used for IBM Model

1 [6] training and decoding. Further details

will be published elsewhere.

Although both of these statistical models

are trained on the same training corpus, they

differ in several important aspects:

(1) the convolutional model "translates" on

a document-by-document basis - words arbi-

trarily far apart in the document influence

each other's translation; the machine trans-

system method AveP P20

ibray02a convolution 0.3509 0.4170

ibmy02b doc. trans. 0.2705 0.3760

ibray02c merged a,b 0.3563 0.4290

ibmy02d monolingual 0.3030 0.3820

Table 1: Results - mean average precision and

precision at rank 20 of official submissions

lation system translates on a sentence-by-

sentence basis - no information propagates

across sentence boundaries.

(2) the convolutional model is based on a

directly trained p{engHsh\arabic); the transla-

tion model is a source-channel model and uses

p{arabic\english)p{english)

(3) the convolutional model suras over all

possible translations of each Arabic word; the

translation model makes a hard decision about

each word's translation (s).

4 Results

We submitted four experiments (three cross-

lingual and one monolingual) for the evalu-

ation. The results are shown in Fig. (1)

The convolutional model (ibmy02a) had no-

ticeably better performance than the docu-

ment translation (ibmy02b) model. It is not

clear whether this difference is due to sum-

ming over all possible translations or to other

differences in the model. We also submitted

a run that combined both methods (ibmy02c)

[7], for a slight improvement in performance.

In Fig. (1) we show a scatter plot of the querj'-

by-query scores of the two methods.
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Figure 1: Scatterplot of the average precision of each query in the two IR systems.
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1 1ntroduction

This is the second year that our group participates in TREC's Web track. Our experiments focused on the

Topic distillation task. Our main goal was to experiment with the Knowledge Agent (KA) technology [1],

previously developed at our Lab, for this particular task. The knowledge agent approach was designed to

enhance Web search results by utilizing domain knowledge. We first describe the generic KA approach and

then articulate on the use of this technology in the context of the topic distillation task. We focus mainly on

the Knowledge Agent features that were used in this task. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 describes KA in general. In Section 3 we describe how KA was used for the topic distillation

experiment. Section 4 describes the obtained results. Section 5 concludes.

2 Knowledge Agents

Knowledge Agents (KA) provide domain-specific Web search in the context of dynamic domains.

Knowledge agents' domains are defined by users and can thus be of any granularity and specialty. The key to

the knowledge agent approach is that an agent specializes in a domain by extracting relevant information

every time it performs a search and using this knowledge to improve the precision of subsequent search

efforts. To this end, the KA maintains a knowledge base (KAB) that stores this information persistently. The

KAB consists of a set of prominent pages in its domain, a search index of the content of these pages, and a

repository of frequent terms in these pages. Each term is associated with a list of lexical affinities — closely

related terms frequently found in its proximity [2]. The agent updates the KAB continuously during search.

New highly relevant pages found by the agent are inserted into the KAB; possibly replacing the place of old

pages with lower utility. Pages are assigned a fitness score reflecting their relevance to the agent's domain.

The KAB is used to enhance search results by automatically performing several tasks that are normally

performed by users as a post-processing step after an initial unsuccessful search.

The first role the KA can perform on behalf of the user is query refinement. The KA expands the user's query

by adding to each of the terms its most notable lexical affinities as found in the KAB. The advantage of this

approach is that the agent's local thesaurus characterizes its domain-specific ontology and thus relations

between terms are domain dependent.

The second role that the KA performs on behalf of the user is domain-specific Web search followed by

shallow Web crawling. The agent applies a topological search mechanism similar to the one applied by Clever

[3]. It first compiles a list of candidate result pages (root set) by sending the refined query to one or several

search engines. This basic set is extended to include pages that are pointed to by pages in this set (satellite

pages), pages that point to pages in the root set, and pages saved in the KAB (these are assumed to be the

most authoritative information sources for the given domain). The KA ranks the retrieved pages such that the

most relevant pages will be listed first. Ranking is performed based on both textual and topological aspects,

utilizing information stored in its KAB. The textual score is computed by measuring the similarity of the
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pages to the specific query as well as to the agent's domain. The link topology score is computed using a

combination of Kleinberg's mutual reinforcement algorithm [4] and stochastic link analysis [5],

The third role of the KA is local search. The KAB pages, as well as the anchor text associated with the links

to the satellite pages, are indexed to form the KAB search index. The satellite pages significantly increase the

number of resources accessible from the KAB. Given a query, the inverted index is used to locate the KAB
pages and satellite pages that best answer this query. The results are ranked based on the similarity to the

query as well as their fitness score. Since more qualitative pages in the KAB have higher fitness scores, the

ranking of the results will reflect the similarity to the particular query as well as the page's authority in the

KAB's domain.

The combination of a broad search of the entire Web, using general purpose search engines, with domain-

specific textual and topological scoring of results, enables knowledge agents to find the most relevant

documents at search time for a given query within the realm of the domain of interest. The following

subsections describe the KA architecture in more detail.

2.1 The Agent's Knowledge Base

The knowledge base contains a bounded collection of ranked pages, a search index of these pages for

supporting local search, and an aggregate profile of the textual content of these pages. The textual profile

contains all the words that appear in the pages, after deletion of stop words and a mild stemming process,

along with their number of appearances. Each word in the profile is associated with a list of its lexical

affinities. The flow of pages into and out of the KAB is regulated using an evoiutionai7 adaptation

mechanism. Pages fight for the right to be included in the agent's KAB. Each page is assigned a history score

reflecting its relevance to the domain through the life of the agent. A combination of the history score and the

relevance score for a specific query determines which pages are inserted and removed from the KAB.

Pages can enter the KAB in two ways:

e Through explicit insertion by the user. The user may supply a set of seed pages when a new KA is

created. Such seeds may come from the user's bookmarks file, or from any other collection known to

the user. The user may add relevant pages to an existing KAB at any point in time. Once the KAB
page limit is reached, the page with the lowest history score becomes stale and is removed from the

KAB. Pages that are entered into the KAB explicitly by the user receive a high initial history score.

e Through automatic insertion by the agent. Upon completion of the search process, the /-generation

history score hi(s) of each KAB page 6-, is updated in the following manner :

/7,(5) = (1-A)V,(^) + A5(^)
S(s) is the score of s for the /'th search (scoring is described in the next section); h,.,(s) is the histoid

score of s prior to the /'th search; P, is a learning coefficient which controls the adaptation rate of the

KAB. The learning coefficient balances the two factors which set the value of the new history score

of the KAB's pages, namely the prior history score of the page, and its current specific score. The

relative importance of the two components changes with the agent's age. As the number of queries

performed by the agent grows, the weight of the history is increased. This reflects our confidence in

KAB pages of mature agents, which have processed many queries and are therefore more likely to be

highly relevant to the domain in question. Thus, we set

po is an initial coefficient value; 5 is decay factor, which controls the rate of decay of the learning

coefficient. The new history scores of the KAB pages are compared against the scores of new pages

returned by the search. High scoring new pages may replace low scoring KAB page. Their initial

history score is set to their score for the current query.
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2.2 The Search Process

The search process (Figure 1) starts with the user entering a query and ends with the agent returning a ranked

set of (hopefully highly relevant) pages.

Figure 1 : The search process.

2.2.1 Collecting the root set

The KA system supports two types of queries, text queries and sample-url queries. A text query is a keyword-

based query such as those typically submitted to general-purpose Web search engines. The user's query can be

automatically refined in the context of the agent's domain by adding to each of the query's terms its most

notable lexical affinities as found in the profile of the KAB. The refined query is submitted to the user's

choice of one or more search engines. The results returned by the search engine(s) to the refined query are

called the root set of pages.

A sample-url query specifies a few (typically 1-5) seed urls. In sample-uri queries, the user-supplied seed

pages assume the role of the root set of pages, as if a search engine returned them in response to some textual

query. The seed pages are read, and their combined content serves as a pseudo query for the purpose of

evaluating the textual content of other pages in the search process. For the Topic distillation task, we used text

queries with no query refinement.

2.2.2 Expanding the root set

The collection of pages, which at the beginning contains just the root pages, is expanded by following the

hyperlinks siurounding the root pages, and by adding the pages which are stored in the KAB. The exact

expansion model depends on the type of query that is being processed :

• When processing a text query, the expansion follows the scheme presented in [4] and adds two sets

of pages:

o The Backward set 5, which contains pages that point to one or more root pages,

o The Forward set F, which contains pages thai are pointed to by one or more root pages.

» When processing a sample-url query, the expansion phase is more exhaustive and adds the following

sets of pages to the root set:

o The previously mentioned sets. B and F.
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o The set BF, which contains pages which point to one or more F-pages.

o The set FB, which contains pages pointed to by one or more 5-pages.

The breadth of the expansion is a parameter that can be set by the user. This expansion factor, which is a

natural number, specifies how many pointed/pointing pages will be added to the collection for each page in

each expansion stage.

We denote the entire collection of pages by C. Each page in C is assigned a textual and topological score,

which are then combined as described below.

2.2.3 Computing the textual score of a Web Page

We first create a profile consisting of each word in the text query (not including stop words) along with its

lexical affinities, and compute a textual similarity score for each page with respect to the query profile. For

each term in the query profile, both keyword and lexical affinity, we compute a weight using a tf-idf formula.

The textual profiles of the pages saved in the KAB serve as the set of documents from which the terms'

document frequencies are taken.

The term weights are used to score the textual content of each page s with respect to a query using the

following procedure. Text extracted ft"om s is separated into tliree parts: strong, medium, regular. Strong text

includes the words that appear in the title or m large font headers, medium text includes words that are either

highlighted (bold, italics, etc.) or in small font headers, and regular text includes the rest. The textual score of

page 5 is a weighted combination of the textual score for each text type. The textual score for each text type t

is set to the sum of the weights of each query teiTn appearing in the page in type /, normalized by the total

number of terms of type / in the page.

The agent computes an additional textual score reflecting the similarity of each page to the domain. This score

is set to the dot product of the vectors of lexical affinities representing s and the domain. Term weiglits are

assigned in relation to their frequency in the domain. The rationale for this is that pages that have many

lexical affinities in common with the domain are most related to the domain. The two textual scores are

normalized and combined to yield the overall textual similarity score of a page.

2.2.4 Compating the link topology score of a Web page

The agent builds a Web sub graph, induced by the collection of pages C, on which connectivity analysis is

performed in order to find authoritative Web pages. The link topology score is computed by first assigning

weights to the edges of the Web sub graph. Evei-y link receives a positive weight that is set according to the

anchor text associated with the link, and the "type" associated with the pages on both sides of the link (the

source page and the target page of the directed hyperlink);

o Anchor Text contribution: the anchor text is the method by which the pointing page describes the

destination page to surfers, and is often a good source of information regarding the contents of the

destination page. Thus, anchor text that resembles the query adds weight to the link that it describes.

o Anchor Links: links that connect a KAB page with a non-KAB page (in either direction) are considered

more important, since they connect a page, which is presumed to be central to the domain (the KAB
page), with a page that presumably answers the specific query. Such cross-links are called anchor links,

and their weight is increased by a constant.

This weighted Web sub graph is used to assign the hub and authority scores to each page. Each page receives

two hub and two authority scores from which a link topology score is derived.

o Mutual Reinforcement hub & authority scores. These are the hub & authority scores that the page

receives when applying Kleinberg's Mutual Reinforcement algorithm [4] to the weighted gi'aph at hand.

o Stochastic hub & authority scores. These are the hub & authority scores that the page receives by

applying SALSA, the Stochastic Approach for Link Structure Analysis [5] to the weighted graph at hand.
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These scores are normalized and combined to form the overall link topology score.

2.2.5 Compoting the overall score of a Web page

The textual score T(s) and link topology score L(s) are combined to yield the overall score of each page in C:

Link topology scores are reliable only for collections in which many neighboring pages have been added

around the direct search results. We therefore set the value of ac according to the ratio between the size of

the compiled collection C and the size of the root set. The larger that ratio, the more confidence we have in

the link-based score, and the lower we set ac . When the ratio is low, meaning that the link expansion phase

did not add many pages, we increase the influence of the text-based scores by increasing ac-

For the topic distillation task we trained a knowledge agent for each topic using a query extracted from the

topic title for training. We experimented with two types of training queries: 1 ) free text queries consisting of

all title terms, and 2) an AND of all title terms (only pages that contain ail title terms are retrieved). In both

cases we first eliminate stop-words and stem the query tenns. Note that since each topic was defined by only

one query, we did not utilize the Knowledge Agent's capacity to learn a domain from a collection of queries.

While knowledge agents were originally designed to submit their training queries to several Web search

engines, in this experiment agents submitted their queries to a search engine over the ".gov" collection. We
used the Juru search engine [6] to index and search the ".gov" domain. The index was built similarly to the

WTIOG index created for the 2001 Web Track ad-hock task; each page was indexed based on its content as

well as its anchor descriptions - the anchors associated with its incoming links [6].

After retrieving the root set, the set of pages retrieved by Juru for the training query, the agent retrieves the

forward set, the set of pages that are pointed by the root set, and the backward set, the set of pages that link to

the root set. The forward set and the backward set are retrieved using the special files attached to the ".gov"

data, that provide for each page its in-links and out-links within the ".gov" domain.

Each page in the retrieved-page set is ranked by a linear combination of its textual score as returned by Juru,

and its link topology score computed as described in Section 2.2.4. The combined scores are used to rank the

set of pages. The top 100 pages are inserted into the agent's KAB. This set is re-ranked using a sequence of

filters designed to guarantee a mixture of good sources in the top- 10 list returned by the system. In the

following we describe the filters used by our system. We experimented with different combinations of these

filters.

We further experimented with a static (query-independent) link-based scoring mechanism that measures the

quality of a page a priory at indexing time. Static scoring was used as an alternative to Hub & Authority

scoring which is query dependent. Each page p is associated with a static score based on its number of in-

links n.

At query time, the textual score of the page returned by Juru is linearly combined with the page's static score

to yield its final score.

3.1 Site Compression

S{s) = aj{s) + {\-a^ )L{s)

.

1.0 n> 20

ofhenrise
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During our experiments with the ".gov" collection, we found that for several queries, the top-10 results

returned by our system were populated mainly by pages from one or two sites. Furthermore, very short link

paths usually connected the pages of each such dominant site. From a user's point of view, and according to

the spirit of the WebTrack guidelines , retrieving such groups of pages is redundant - the average user will

easily be able to reach all those pages by navigating from one or two good starting points in the site. When
considering that groups of same-site pages usually represent the same aspect of the topic being searched, we

conclude that the top-10 results should contain quality pages from a diverse set of sites, hopefully covering

several aspects of the topic in question.

The purpose of the site compression (SC) filter is to ensure that the top-10 results of each query will indeed be

diverse. Note that SC is applied in most of the popular search engines. Specifically, in our system, we did not

allow the top-10 results to contain more than 3 results from any logical site. The notion of logical sites is used

in many link analysis computations, to identify intra-domain links. Here, the logical site was derived from the

name of the site as follows: the site name was stripped of the possible leading "www." and trailing ".gov".

The remaining string was divided into dot-separated tokens, and the last two tokens were taken as the logical

site name.

3.LI Technical details

Site Compression is only applied if the top-10 results contain more than 3 results from some logical site. For

the purposes of the explanation below, we need the following definitions:

® The path to a page p is the URL of p, where p's filename (if explicitly part of the URL) is removed.

© A link from page p to page q is called a retreating link if the path of ^ is a prefix of the path of p.

® The neighborhood of a page p. N(p), is the set of pages in p's logical site that are reachable from p
by following one or two non-retreating links.

The three steps of Site Compression are as follows:

1 . The score of each page p is altered to reflect not only its own score, but also the scores of the pages

of N(p), in the following depth-two BFS-like process.

a. Initially, all pages are considered to be unmarked.

b. Let qi,...,qt;ht the pages reachable from p by following non-retreating out links, ordered by

non-decreasing scores. Mark pages p and qj, ..,qk and initiahze the altered score of p, S'fp),

The new score of each page reflects the (query specific) quality of its own content, as well as the

quality of pages that are easily accessible from it by navigation within the logical site. This heuristic

resembles the ideas of Marchiori in [7].

2. In this intermediate stage, the pages are first resorted according to the altered scores. Then, some

pages are eliminated from contention by the following process: starting from the top ranking page,

each non-eliminated page p eliminates from contention all the pages of N(p). This ensures that the

pages that remain as candidates, even if from the same logical site, are separated by browsing paths

of length at least 3.

3. The pages that were not eliminated are added to the top-10 list one by one, according to the altered

scores, as long as they do not violate the restriction of having no more than three pages per logical

site. Violating pages are skipped over.

c. Forj=l k: Let vi'o H'^.^y^ be the yet unmarked pages reachable from qj by following non-

retreating outlinks, ordered by non-decreasing scores. Mark those pages, and increase S '(p)
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3.2 Title Filtering

During our experiments we additionally observed that the title of the most relevant pages contains at least one

query term. The opposite was also true - the title of most irrelevant pages did not contain any query term.

Based on this observation, we use the similarity of a page title to the topic title as another relevance filtering

mechanism.

The title filter (TF) was designed to filter out pages from the top-10 results with a title that is not similar to the

query. This filter receives as input a similarity threshold and a parameter k that determines how many pages to

filter out. For each page in the KAB, it analyses the similarity of the page's title to the topic title (i.e., the

quer)-)- The page is marked as fi-ail if the similarity is lower than the given threshold. The title filter replaces

the lowest k ranked frail pages in the top-10 set with the highest k ranked nonfr-ail pages in the rest of the

KAB set.

3.3 Duplicate Elimination

The ".gov" domain is rich with duplicate pages as is usually the case with Web collections. As a result, the

agent returns many duplicate pages for the same topic. The duplicate elimination (DE) filter was invoked over

the set of the top-10 pages to filter out duplicate resuhs. For each page in the top-10 set, we computed its

textual similarity to all other pages in the set. If the textual similarity is higher than a given threshold, the

lower ranked page is filtered out from the top-10 set, replaced by the highest ranked page in the complement

set. The process is terminated only after the mutual similarity of all top-10 results is lower than the given

threshold.

The DE filter was invoked after the SC and the TF filters. The pages filtered out by SC and TE were assigned

a very low score thus pushing them to the end of the KAB set and ensuring they will not become contenders

for the top-10 list when applying subsequent filters.

4 Experimental Results

Our experiments evaluated the utility of the Knowledge Agent technology, followed by a sequence of filters

for the topic distillation task, applied over the given set of 50 topics m the ".gov" domain. For each topic we
trained an agent based on the topic's title and then invoked a combination of the SC, TF, and the DE filters.

We submitted five runs:

1. BASE - KA search followed by SC and TF filters. The TF filter was invoked with

parameter k = 3 (meaning replacing up to 3 pages with non-relevant titles in the top-10

results).

2. TIO - the same as BASE except the TF filter was invoked with parameter k=JO.

3. TIOD - the same as TIO followed by the DE filter.

4. AP - the same as BASE except that all topic title terms were marked as "must appear"

terms in the training query. As a result, the root set returned by Juru included only pages

that contain all the terms of the topic title.

5. PR - in this experiment we replaced the Hub & Authority ranking applied by the agent with

a static in-iink based ranking. All three filters were invoked on the top-10 results.

Figure 2 shows results of our five runs for the 50 topics. The graph presents for each topic, the difference

between P@10 of our runs and the median P@10 of all participants.
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Figure 2: The difference between P@10 of our runs and the median P@10 of all participants.

As we can see, our runs achieved better results than the median for almost ail topics. The following table

shows the average P@10 over the 50 topics for the different runs, and the average best and median P@10
results of all participants:

BASE TIO TIOD PR AP Best Median

0.190 0.212 0.204 0.229 0.194 0.455 0.11

Table 1: Average P@10 of our runs and average-best and median P@10 of all participants.

The PR run that uses static ranking instead of link analysis achieved the best average result. This was quite

surprising and contradicted our own expectations and evaluations. This is most likely due to the difference

between our assessment and the official assessment, which seems to have been very strict and marked only

highly overall authoritative pages as relevant. The TIO run achieved a better result than the BASE run.

demonstrating the expected benefit of title filtering. Surprisingly however, it also outperformed TIOD, which

invoked the duplicate elimination filter (DE). In fact it turned out that the DE filter impaired the results. The

reason is that the trec-eval program does not penalize duplicate pages in the top- 10 set. As an example

consider topic 572 -"selecting a nursing home". The TIO run returned the following three duplicate pages in

its top 10: "G06-27-2524213", "GO 1-62-3424657", and "GO 1-76-0926870". All three were considered

relevant by the assessor and marked as such. The DE filter filtered out two of them and left only one

representative in the top- 10. As a result, the number of relevant results in the top- 10 was smaller after

duplicate elimination and the P@10 score for this particular query was lower. This negative effect of the DE
filter contradicts the guidelines for the topic distillation task that specifically stated that several pages should

be returned from the same site only if they are significantly different in terms of the information they provide.

After receiving the qrel files for the 50 topics we conducted some experiments in order to better lest the

specific contribution of the various filters our results. Specifically, we re-created the agents, using different

combinations of filters. For the Basic run. no filter was invoked. For the +SC run, the SC filter was invoked

on the results of the Basic run. For The +TF(^) runs, the TF filter was invoked on the results of the +SC run,

varying parameter k - the number of titles to filter. Finally, for the +DE run, the DE filter was invoked on the

results of the TF(IO) run. We performed the experiments using both the original KA algorithm (H&A agents)

and the static ranking algorithm (PR agents). Figure 3 presents the average P@10 for each run. We can

clearly see the contribution of the SC and TF filters. From these results, it is clear that the PR agents with

maximal TF filtering {k= 10) indeed achieved the best results. These results demonstrate once more the
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negative effect of the DE filter. In fact the PR run with SC and TF(]0) filtering achieves an average P@10 of

2.4, which surpasses all of our submitted runs.

Basic +SC +TF(3) +TF(6) +TF(10) +DE

a H&A Agent m PR Agent

Figure 3: Filter contribution to P@10.

5. Summary

The WebTrack guidelines page [8] describes Topic Distillation as follows:

"Topic distillation involves finding a list ofkey resources for a particular topic. A key

resource is a page which, ifsomeone built me a (short) list ofkey URLs in a topic area, I

would like to see included. ... The question is, what evidence + algorithms can be used to

find such key resources? For Web searches where queries are short and users only look at

the top ten results, effective topic distillation is potentially veiy useful".

This report describes how Knowledge Agents can be used for a topic distillation task. We have shown how to

train an agent for a specific topic. The combination of a broad search of the entire ".gov" domain with textual

and topological scoring of results, enables the knowledge agent to find relevant documents for a given lopic.

The experiments we conducted showed that while the agent's KAB pages can be used as a basis for the result

set, extra filters are required to further distill this set and surface its most valuable results.

While the SC and the TF filters improved precision significantly, the DE filter deteriorated the overall

precision. This contradicts the WebTrack guidelines, which clearly state:

'''^Penalizing duplication: Ifyour top ten consists often pagesfrom the same site. Judges

might only reward the home page.
"

We would like to suggest that for next year's task, trec-eval be modified in order to account for this

irregularity. For example, duplicates could be grouped and only counted as one relevant result per top- 10 list.

We did not make use of many of the more advanced features of the Knowledge Agent system for the topic

distillation task this year. For future work, we would like to experiment with the system's domain specific

query expansion and learning capabilities. The results could perhaps be further improved if, for example,

agents were trained using more that one training query or by expanding the query.
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Abstract

In this paper, we document our efforts to extend our statistical question answering system

for TREC-11. We incorporated a web search feature, and novel extensions of statistical

machine translation as well as extracting lexical patterns for exact answers from a super-

vised corpus. Without modification to our base set of thirty-one categories, we v/ere able

to achieve a confidence weighted score of 0.455 and an accuracy of 29%. We improved our

model on selecting exact answers by insisting on exact answers in tiie training corpus and

this resulted in a 7% gain on TREC-11 but a much larger gain of 46% on TREC-10.

1 Introduction

TREC evaluations in Question Answering pro-

vide a useful application benchmark, which al-

lows validation of a number of component tech-

nologies for which evaluation criteria are absent

by providing a score for the integration of these

components. Our approach since TREC-9 has

been to investigate a mathematical framework

under which a useful solution for question an-

swering could be produced. We will present

our model and its novel extensions below. For

training our system, we collected a 4K question-

answer corpus based on trivia questions and de-

veloped answer patterns for the TREC collec-

tion of documents. This corpus was used to

drive a number of components we will describe

below. This corpus also allowed us to inves-

tigate weights on features such as presence of

the answer chunk in web documents and lexi-

cal patterns found in answers. We also describe

our efforts after the evaluation to overcome the

inexact answer problem and present results ob-

tained since the evahiation.

In TREC-8 (Voorhees and Tice, 1999), the

NLP community began the task of evaluating

Question Answering systems and has in sub-

sequent evaluations provided significant chal-

lenges to such systems. In TREC-9, the chal-

lenge was 50-byte answers and in TREC-10
it was definitional questions and handhng re-

jection. To address these challenges, systems

have largely adopted the architecture of pre-

dicting the answer tag of the desired answer,

using a document retrieval method to select rel-

evant documents and performing answer selec-

tion to obtain the target answer. In TREC-
8 (Srihari and Li, 1999) obtained significant

gains using an expanded class of entities (66).

In TREC-9, improved performance was demon-

strated by using boolean retrieval and feedback

loops (Harabagiu and et. al.. 2000). In TREC-
10, use of a large number of patterns was shown

to perform well for retrieving answers (Soub-

botin, 2001). In TREC-11, the track agreed to

several significant changes

e Exact Answers

® Single Answers

e Confidence-based Ranking of Answers

1.1 Exact Answers

Systems were recjuired to return answers which

had only the desired answer. Extra words were
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not accepted and their presence caused the an-

swer to be judged inexact. Our approach of

handhng exact answers was to use our phrases

spanned by our thirty named entity categories

as well as constituent phrases of the syntactic

parse of the answer (Penn Treebank style) which

satisfied the answer pattern for the question.

The decision to use the syntactic parse based

phrases caused our system to output a large

number of answers which were judged as inex-

act. We will describe some experiments where

we changed the decision to accept only those

phrases which exactly satisfy- the answer pat-

tern. Our named entity categories do not cap-

ture the differences between dates and years;

nevertheless, we decided to evaluate our system

without modifying the named entity categories.

The named entity tags are broken along five ma-

jor categories:

Name Expressions Person, Salutation, Or-

ganization, Location, Country, Product

Time Expressions Date, Date-Reference,

Time

Number Expressions Percent, Mone}^ Car-

dinal, Ordinal, Age, Measure, Duration

Earth Entities Geological Objects, Areas,

Weather, Plant, Animal, Substance, At-

traction

Human Entities Events, Organ, Disease, Oc-

cupation. Title-of-work. Law, People.

Company-roles

1.2 Single Answers

In previous TREC evaluations, s,ystems re-

turned upto 5 answers per questions. In TREC-
11, only a single answer was returned for each

question. For evaluating single answers, the cri-

teria used in this evaluation was the accuracy

of the system.

1.3 Confidence-based Ranking of

Answers

NIST changed the metric from tlie mean recip-

rocal rank (MRR) of previous TREC Q&A eval-

uations to the Uninterjiolated Mean Average

Precision, which we shall refer to as the confi-

dence weighted score (CWS) defined as follows,

1 # correct upto question i

CWo ~ ~ / —'

:

1=1

where N is the number of questions. This met-

ric gives more credit to questions answered cor-

rectly at the beginning of the list. We made
no specific attempt to optimize on this criteria

and instead worked mostly on optimizing the

accuracy of our system.

2 TREC 11 System

We model the distribution p{c\a,q). which at-

tempts to measure the c, 'correctness", of the

answer and question, c can take on values of

either 0 and 1 indicating either an incorrect or

correct answer respectively. We introduce a hid-

den variable representing the class of the an-

swer, e, (answer tag/named entity) as follows,

= I2ePic\e,q,(i)p{e\q.a)

The terms, p{e\q,a) and p{c\e,q.a) are the

familiar answer tag problem and the answer se-

lection problem. Instead of summing over all

entities, as a first approximation we only con-

sider the top entity predicted by the answer tag

model and then find the answer that maximizes

p{c\e,q,a).

The distribution p(c|e, q, a) is modeled utiliz-

ing the maximum entropy framework described

in (Berger et al., 1996). We built on top of the

model we used last year and those features are

described in (Ittycheriah et al., 2001). The new

features we investigated for this year are:

® Occurrence of the answer candidate on the

web

* Re-ranking of answer candidate window us-

ing a statistical MT dictionary

® Lexical patterns from supervised training

pairs
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This year we submitted 3 runs, two of which

measured the effectiveness of the first feature

type. The last run was a feedback loop on the

first run, where we included the answer string

of questions which had sufficient confidence to

further improve their confidence. The results

are presented below in Table 1. We also pro-

vided the output of system 'ibmsqa02a' to an-

other group at IBM for the run labeled IBM-

PQSQA. The integration of our system's output

with their question answering system, improved

their base performance from 33.8% to 35.6%, an

improvement of 5.3% in accuracy and in terms

of CWS, from 0.534 to 0.586 (Chu-Carroll et al.,

2002).

2.1 Training Data

We used TREC-8, TREC-9, and 4K questions

from o\ir KM database to train the model this

year. This corpus represented an order of mag-

nitude increase in size over the training data size

we used last year. For each question we devel-

oped a set of answer patterns by judging several

potential answer sentences in the TREC corpus.

Using the answer patterns and sentences derived

from the TREC corpus, we automatically la-

belled chunks as being correct or incorrect. The

total number of chunks used in formulating the

model was 207K. There were 30K instances of

correct answers (though lOK were inexact) and

177K incorrect chunks.

2.2 Web Feature

The web feature was used by a number of groups

last year (Clarke et al, 2001) (Brill et al., 2001)

and we attempted to measure its impact on oin-

system. We incorporated the feature as two in-

dicators: (1) occurrence of the answer candidate

in the top 10 documents retrieved from the web,

(2) count of the number times the answer candi-

date occinred. This feature type and perform-

ing no rejection is the difference between the

nms ibnisqa02a and ibmsqa02b. Removing re-

jection the correctly rejected questions, we note

only an improvement of 7 questions by using

the web based feature. Our systems have tra-

ditionally used an encyclopaedia for LCA based

expansion and tliis may explain why the web

feature is less effective in our system. We re-

fer to this method of using the web as Answer

Verification to differentiate it with other ap-

proaches which attempt to answer the question

on the web and then look in the target docu-

ment corpus for the same answer. The latter

method can result in unsupported answers. We
note that the number of unsupported answers

is not significantly different between runs 'ibm-

sqa02a' and 'ibmsqa02b' (11 vs. 8) but when we

used the answer strings of confident questions as

feedback to the run 'ibmsqa02c''. the number of

unsupported answers went up significantly (18

unsupported answers).

2.3 Statistical Machine Translation

Thesaurus

Generally, an answer to a fact-seeking question

can be decomposed as

a = ad + tts (2)

where is the desired answer and is the

supporting evidence for the answer. Although

words comprising the answer support are gen-

eralh' found in the question, words such as the

focus of the question are sometimes deleted in

the answer. Following our general approach of

learning phenomena from training data, we used

our question-answer corpus to train a Model 1

translation matrix (Brown et al., 1993). Ques-

tions were tokenized with casing information

folded and answers were both tokenized and

name entity tagged. A question answer pair

is presented below before and after the pre-

preprocessing.

Q: How tall is Mt. Everest?

A: He started with the highest
,
29,028

- foot Mt. Everest , in 1984

Q: how toll 1.S mt. everest ?

A: he started with the highest
,
29,028

- foot mt. everest . in 1984 rneasure-ne

We had 4K training pairs from the KM trivia

database, 1.6K pairs from TREC8 and 10.7K
pairs from TREC9. The latter were derived

from correct judgements given to questions in

those evaluations and which also came from
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System Description CWS Right Inexact Unsup Wrong Rej

ibmsqa02a Base system 0.454 140 (28%) 37 11 312 (62.4%) 12/83

ibmsqa02b No web or rejection 0.403 121 (24.2%) 43 8 328 (65.6%) 0

ibmsqa02c Feedback loop 0.455 145 (29%) 44 18 293 (58.6%) 11/49

Table 1: Performance on TREC-11.

unique sentences in the corpus. This data was

split into two and separate translation models

were derived. Entries which occurred in both

translation models were retained; a few of the

more interesting entries are shown below in Ta-

ble 2. Each word is shown witli the 5 top trans-

lation candidates. For the word "who", the

model prefers to see a named entity tag "per-

son_ne" with a relative high probability. Even

though the number of translation pairs is small

(16.3K pairs), for the question answering ap-

plication we are interested in only the most

common words, which are potentially modified

in the translated output of the question; rarer

words have to appear identical to the form in the

question. Using this additional thesaurus re-

source, we re-ranked the answer cai:didate win-

dows (windows of text bounded by the question

terms and the answer candidate) and quantized

the rank into 5 bins (1.2, high, mid and low)

for use in the maximum entropy answer selec-

tion module. We have not separately investi-

gated the effect of this ranking, so details will

presented in the future.

2.4 Answer Patterns

The approach described in (Soubbotin, 2001)

uses patterns for locating answers. In a re-

lated work, (Ravichandrau and Hovy, 2002) has

shown how to extract patterns in an unsuper-

vised manner from the web. In this work, we use

the supervised corpus of question and answers

to extract n-grams occurring in the answer. To

specialize the pattern for a i:)articular question

type, the question was represented only by the

question word and the first word to its right. To

generalize the answer candidate window, it was

modified to replace all non-stop question words

with "<queryTerm>" and the answer c:andidate

with 'Xanswer>". So for the example above,

QF: how tall

MW: he started wtth the highest
,

<answer> < queryTeTm> measure-ue

where Q-^ stands for the question focus and MW
stands for the mapped answer candidate win-

dow. Ideally, the question would be represented

by more than just the word adjacent to the ques-

tion word but in most cases this suffices. To

overcome some of the limitations of this choice,

we also chose features relating the predicted an-

swer tag and an answer pattern. An answer pat-

tern consists of 5-grams or larger chosen with a

count cutoff. The total number of pattern fea-

tures incorporated was 8.5K out 15.3K features.

3 Answer Selection

Answer selection was performed as we have in

previous years with minor modifications. First,

a fast-match technique of selecting answer sen-

tences is used and top 100 sentences are se-

lected. This phase yields sentences which have

the answer- pattern in TREC-10 for 80% of the

sentences. Considering the approximately 10%
of questions which were to be rejected in TREC-
10, the error of the sentence selector is about

10% with a hst size of 100 sentences.

In order to select exact answers, we extracted

all parse nodes which were noun phrases and to-

gether with all phrases which were named enti-

ties formed a candidate pool. As mentioned be-

fore, our system suffered a great deal of inexact

answers in the judgement and these were mostly

due to the decision to accept any phrase thus se-

lected which had an answer pattern. Below we

discuss some experiments in which a phrase is

considered correct only if it contains onl>' the

answer pattern.
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who haiti river

a tia\n\ nct till \n\ n f(n\n\

person_ne 0.125 haiti 0.076 river 0.217

0.010 port-au-prince 0.048 the 0.081

the 0.051 miami 0.034 water 0.060

0.046 people 0.021 location_ne 0.039

0.042 haitian 0.018 many 0.028

nuclear tall team

a t{a\q) a f{a\q) a t{a\q)

nuclear 0.183 measure_ne 0.056 team 0.099

atomic 0.020 foot 0.041 organization_ne 0.056

at 0.013 feet 0.027 game 0.030

soviet 0.010 0.017 0.029

site 0.010 i 0.012 their 0.023

Table 2: Translation entries for some question words.

For the training corpus of chunks with their

labeled decision of correct or incorrect, we for-

mulated features such as whether the desired

named entity was found in the chunk. The fea-

tures described above were added to the base

model described in (Ittycheriah et al., 2001) and

weights were derived using the maximum en-

tropy algorithm. For a typical answer candi-

date, 50-100 features are able to fire for each

decision. The answer candidate that has the

highest probabihty is chosen for the output.

4 Rejection

For questions which are determined to have no

answer in the corpus, the system was supposed

to return 'NIL' as the document id. To deter-

mine which questions to reject, we employed the

distribution p{c\q, a) and used a threshold on

the distribution. However, the system some-

times encounters events which are not suffi-

ciently represented in the training corpus and

to allow some level of control it was useful to

smooth this probability with a decreasing func-

tion of chunk rank. This smooth estimate was

computed as

p* = (1 — o)p{c\q,a) + (y{l — 0. 1 (chunk _rank))

where chunk_i-ank was saturated at 10. This

year the alpha was set to 0.2 and the rejection

threshold to 0.3. The rejection threshold was

optimized on the accuracy of TREC-10 ques-

tions using the TREC corpus of documents. We
j)lot in Figiu'e 1, the cumulutive distribution

function of questions with answers in the corpus

and also 1.0 minus the cumulutive distribution

function for questions which should be rejected.

The plot is for TREC-10 questions using the

TREC corpus of documents for answers. We
expected to reject about 80 answers in our base

system and the actual run seems to have done

approximately the same. The feedback loop of

ibmsqa02c seems to have reduced the number

of rejections and thus the precision of rejections

has improved from 0.145 to 0.224 while main-

taining the recall rate.

5 Analysis & Subsequent
Experiments

One method of characterizing a test set is with

respect to a set of answer tags. The primary

difference between TREC-10 and TREC- 11 is

in the c-omposition of the answer tags and these

are presented for the top set of tags in Figure

2. The drastic difference between the test sets
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Figure 1: TREC-10 scores for normal and rejection questions.

is in the number of questions being classified

PHRASE (this class represents any question

which does not fall into other categories). This

result reflects the reduction in definitional ques-

tions and the emphasis on exact answer ques-

tions; however, calibrating rejection rates and

system strategies on TREC-10 is mismatched

with the evaluation.

In order to overcome the excessive number

of inexact answers produced by our system, we

trained the model indicating only those phrases

which exactly matched the answer pattern to be

correct. As noted earlier, this is only a partial

solution since some answers are now considered

incorrect when they seem quite reasonable. For

example in the first question of TREC-8, the

answer of "Hugo Young" is now considered in-

correct since the answer pattern contains only

"Young". This exact match reduced the num-

ber of correct training instances about 33% (re-

duced from 30K to 20K where the total num-

ber of training instances is 207K); inspection

of these instances indicates (a) some exact an-

swers are now labelled incorrect, (b) majority of

phrases containing the answer plus extra words

are now labelled incorrect. The number of an-

swers of type (a) is relatively small (estimated

about 10% of the chunks). We then calibrated

the performance of oin- system on TREC-11 by

using the answer patterns and modifying the

scoring script to accept the pattern only if

if ($answer_str =~ /" (\s+) ?$p (\s+) ?$/i)

The results of the system using the answer

patterns are generally lower and each run seems

to sufi'er about the same amount. Table 5 shows

the results of using the new model. We empha-

size that these results are obtained - using the

perl patterns as opposed to hinnan judgments

in the evaluation. In order to remove the ef-

fect of rejection, we modified the threshold (to

0.22 from 0.3) in the new model to output about

the same number of questions rejected so that

the improvement in scores is not dominated by

getting only rejection questions correct. The re-

sults indicate a 46% improvement in the TREC-
10 test but only about 7% gain in TREC-11.

Investigating this discrepancy will be subject of

future work.

In Table 3, these are answers whicli were ac-

cepted by the evaluation system but are now
training examples for the incorrect answers. Ex-

amples of system output with the exact answer

fix is shown in Table 4 with the older strings as

well to demonstrate the nature of the fix. The
first two examples show answers which satisfy

the answer patterns exa.ctl>' At test time. The

last two example show errors In- tlie system, l^ut
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Figure 2: Comparison of answer tags between TREC-10 and 11.

What canine was made famous by Eric

Knight?

Lassie Come - Home

Professor Moriarty was whose rival? Sherlock Hohnes' neme-

sis

What is Francis Scott Key best known for? write the Star Spangled

Banner

Table 3: Training data instances which are rejected for tlie exact answer fix.

Qnum Question Old Answer Answer

1059 What peninsula is Spain part of? position on the Iberian

Peninsula

Iberian Peninsula

1215 When was President Kennedy shot? shot on Nov. 22 . 1963 Nov. 22 , 1963

1316 What was the name of the plane Lind-

bergh flew solo across the Atlantic?

Spirit of St. Louis Charles A.

1348 How cold should a refrigerator be? 28 degrees Farenheit soda ice cold

Table 4: TREC-10 QA pairs before and after the exact answer fix.

System Description CWS Right Wrong Rej

treclO-perl Base system 0.289 92 408 10/76

treclO-perl Exact answer fix 0.423 127 373 16/92

ibmsqa02a-perl Base system 0.438 134 366 12/83

ibmsqa02a-perl Exact answer fix 0.469 144 356 4/52

Table 5: Experimental results using perl-patterns since TREC-11 evaluation.
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overall the system was able to produce more an-

swers which satisfied the exact match criteria.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In TREC-11, our method of selecting which

candidates were exact answers did not satisfy

the exact match criteria, of the evaluation. We
have since modified our system to extract exact

answers and retrained the system. We incor-

porated two novel concepts (a statistical ma-

chine translation thesaurus and lexical patterns

derived from supervised question-answer pairs)

since last year.

In TREC-11, although we thresholded the

distribution p{c\q, a) to reject answers, this we

recognize as being deficient in the following

sense. We should recognize a cjuestion as not

having an answer in the corpus by taking into

consideration all the answers found and- not just

the top ranking answer.
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1 Introduction

Traditional question answering systems typically employ

a single pipeline architecture, consisting roughly of three

components: question analysis, search, and answer se-

lection (see e.g., (Clarke et al., 2001a; Hovy et al., 2000;

Moldovan et al., 2000; Prager et al., 2000)). The knowl-

edge sources utilized by these systems to date primarily

focus on the corpus from which answers are to be re-

trieved, WordNet, and the Web (see e.g., (Clarke et al.,

2001b; Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001 ; Prager et al., 2001 )).

More recent research has shown that introducing feed-

back loops into the traditional pipeline architecture re-

sults in a performance gain (Harabagiu et al., 2001 ).

We are interested in improving the performance of QA
systems by breaking away from the strict pipeline archi-

tecture. In addition, we require an architecture that al-

lows for hybridization at low development cost and fa-

cilitates experimentation with different instantiations of

system components. Our resulting architecture is one that

is modular and easily extensible, and allows for multiple

answering agents to address the same question in parallel

and for their results to be combined.

Our new question answering system, PIQUANT,

adopts this flexible architecture. The answering agents

currently implemented in PIQUANT vary both in terms

of the strategies used and the knowledge sources con-

suited. For example, an answering agent may employ sta-

tistical methods for extracting answers to questions from

a large corpus, while another answering agent may trans-

form select natural language questions into logical forms

and query structured knowledge sources for answers.

In this paper, we first describe the architecture on

which PIQUANT is based. We then describe the answer-

ing agents currently implemented within the PIQUANT
system, and how they were configured for our TREC2002
runs. Finally, we show that significant performance im-

provement was achieved by our multi-agent architecture

by comparing our TREC2002 results against individual

answering agent pert'ormance.

2 A Modular and Extensible QA
Architecture

The architecture adopted by our PIQUANT system,

shown in Figure 1 , defines several basic roles that com-

ponents of a QA system can play. The definition of each

role includes a consistent interface that allows compo-

nents implementing that role to be easily plugged into the

system. This architectural approach is not simply to facil-

itate good software engineering in a group, but it allows

hybridization at a fairly low development cost, and it also

facilitates experimentation based on the choices available

within the difierent component roles.

The main components of our architecture are briefly

described as follows:

1 . Question Analysis components analyze questions

to produce information consumed by other compo-

nents in the form of a QFrame. Information con-

tained in the QFrame should minimally include a

question type that would help guide the selection of

one or more answering agents (see below) appropri-

ate for addressing the question. A QA system typi-

cally has one question analysis component, but may
possibly have as many as one per answering agent.

2. Answering Agent components implement answer

finding strategies given the results of question anal-

ysis and a knowledge source. These may be as sim-

ple as composing a bag-of-words query for docu-

ment/passage retrieval, or as complex as breaking

the question into sub-questions and consulting mul-

tiple knowledge sources. We expect QA systems

to have multiple answering agents that pursue dif-

ferent strategies in parallel, which we believe to be

an important feature of our architecture: not only

can we experiment with different question answer-

ing strategies and knowledge sources, but with com-

bining them as well.

3. Answer Resolution components combine the re-

sults of multiple answering agents into a single rank-
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Figure 1 : PIQUANT's Architecture

ing. These components may simply perform ranking

over the combined set of answers of all answering

agents, or may do something more complex such

as feeding answers from one agent back into oth-

ers. Ultimately, the final answers of a QA system

are provided by this component, so there is only one

such component in any QA system.

4. Knowledge Source Adapter components insulate

the other components of the QA system that consult

knowledge sources from the multitude of data for-

mats, access mechanisms, representation languages,

reasoning services, and ontologies that consumers

of existing structured knowledge sources must be

acutely aware of.

An obvious benefit of our component-based approach

is that we can easily experiment with and compare differ-

ent techniques for filling these roles by keeping the rest

of the components of the QA system fixed and changing

only the components that implement the techniques we

wish to compare. Thus we could, for example, measure

the overall impact on QA performance of using statisti-

cal vs. rule-based annotators, or using machine learning

vs. rule-based answering agents. In addition, as noted

above, we can often combine the strengths of different

techniques to improve overall performance, which will

be the focus of this paper.

3 A Multi-Agent Approach to Question

Answering

Answering agents that can be adopted for QA may dif-

fer along various dimensions. One such dimension is the

type of knowledge source from which answers are ex-

tracted, which may include unstructured text resources

or structured knowledge sources such as Cyc (Lenat,

1995) or WordNet (Miller, 1995). Even when two an-

swering agents consult the same knowledge source, they

may adopt different processing strategies. For example,

existing question answering systems vary greatly, from

utilizing primarily knowledge-driven components, e.g.,

(Harabagiu et al., 2001; Prager et al.. 2000) to adopting

mainly statistical methods, e.g., (Ittycheriah et ai.. 2001;

Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002).

We have so far integrated into our PIQUANT system

answering agents that utilize both structured and unstruc-

tured knowledge sources. For the latter class, we have in-

corporated two answering agents adopting fundamentally

different processing strategies. This section describes

each of these answering agents, as well as how their an-

swers are combined to formulate the system's final an-

swers.

3.1 Agents Based on Unstructured Information

Perhaps motivated by the TREC QA track, the vast major-

ity of existing question answering systems adopt a large

text corpus as their information source. Additionally,

while many such systems adopt a classic pipeline archi-

tecture, each typically employs a different approach in

instantiating its components. Currently, we have incor-

porated two text-based answering agents into PIQUANT,

one utilizing a primarily knowledge-driven approach and

the other adopting statistical methods. These two an-

swering agents have performed quite comparably in past

TREC QA tracks.
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3.1.1 Knowledge-Based Answering Agent

Our first answering agent utilizes a primarily

knowledge-driven approach to question answering, based

on Predictive Annotation (Prager et al., 2000; Prager et

al., 2003). A key characteristic of this system is that

potential answers, such as person names, locations, and

dates, in the text corpus are predictively annotated. In

other words, the text corpus is indexed not only with key-

words, as is typical for most search engines, but also with

the semantic classes of these pre-identified potential an-

swers.

During the question analysis phase, a rule-based mech-

anism is used to determine one or more of about 80 se-

mantic types of the candidate answer, along with a set of

keywords. A weighted search engine query is then con-

structed from the keywords and the candidate semantic

classes. The search engine then returns a small (typically

1 0-passage) set of 1 -to-3-sentence passages based on the

query. The candidate answers in these passages are iden-

tified and ranked based on three criteria: I ) match in se-

mantic type between candidate answer and expected an-

swer, 2) match in weighted grammatical relationships be-

tween question and answer passages, and 3) answer fre-

quency.

3.1.2 Statistical Answering Agent

The second answering agent used in PIQUANT is the

statistical question answering system of Ittycheriah et al.

(Ittycheriah et al., 2001). This statistical answering agent

is also based on the pipeline architecture; however, in-

stead of adopting rule-based mechanisms, it utilizes a

maximum entropy approach for training system compo-

nents.

In question analysis, one of a set of 32 potential answer

types is selected based on features such as words, POS
tags, bigrams, and question word markers. The search

module adopts a two-pass approach in which high scor-

ing passages from an encyclopedia are used to augment

the query terms, which are then used for search against

the TREC corpus. The search engine returns a large set

of passages (100) for further consideration. Named en-

tities and their semantic types are identified from these

passages, again using a maximum entropy based mecha-

nism, and a confidence value computed for each named

enfity based on its likelihood of being a correct answer to

the given question.

3.2 Agents Based on Structured Knowledge Sources

It has been previously established that finding the an-

swers to questions in structured knowledge sources such

as WordNet and including the answer in a bag of words

can improve accuracy (Prager et al., 2001). We have ex-

panded on this notion in two ways, first by adapting a

wide variety of knowledge sources into our QA system.

and second by handling the case of numerical answers in

post-hoc answer filtering.

3.2.1 Knowledge Server Portal

For certain classes of routine fact-seeking questions,

such as populations and capitals of geo-political entities,

the answering agent recognizes a number of ways of ask-

ing these questions and formulates a query to a struc-

tured knowledge source. These knowledge sources in-

clude public databases such as the US Geological Survey,

websites with data in formatted tables from websites such

as http : //www . UselessKnowledge . com, public

domain lexicons such as WordNet, and the Cyc knowl-

edge base.

Each of these knowledge sources is maintained by ex-

ternal groups and is out of our direct control. Each source

has data in a different format, requires a different ac-

cess mechanism, is expressed in a different representation

language, provides different reasoning services, and as-

sumes a different ontology. In addition, this external con-

trol means that any of these formats, access mechanisms,

etc.. may change, and of course adding new knowledge

sources introduces a new set of choices to be aware of.

Rather than require that each answering agent under-

stand al! these dependencies in order to use the knowl-

edge sources, we have isolated the role of adapting exter-

nal structured knowledge sources and presenting a con-

sistent set of choices to all the QA components through

a set of knowledge-source adapters. We refer to the sys-

tem component that provides access to these knowledge-

source adapters as the knowledge server portal (KSP).

The adapters provided by KSP support the set of queries

the question analysis component is capable of recogniz-

ing, such as "What is the capital of Syria?" or "What is

the state bird of Alaska?", and are responsible for com-

posing the proper query to the knowledge sources that

may have the answer. The answering agent then may for-

mulate a query that includes the answer as a search term

similar to (Prager et al., 2001 ).

3.2.2 Cyc Sanity Checker

For certain questions, in particular questions that have

numerical answers, adding the answer as a search term

is not effective, because there are innumerable variations

on the way the number may be expressed in the corpus.

Populations, for example, vary over time by a significant

amount, and are usually in the millions. For a question

like. "What is the population of Maryland?", knowing

that the latest figure for the population of Maryland is

5.296,486 does not quite help us search the corpus, be-

cause we are almost guaranteed that precise number will

not appear. It could be expressed as "5 million", "5.1

million", "5.3 million", or "5,200,390", etc. This pro-

cess is complicated further when unit conversions are re-

quired, as in the question, "How big is Australia?" In
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addition to having to find a number in the vicinity of "1

million square miles", we also need to account for the

fact that the passage may talk about square kilometers,

or acres. Instead of folding the known answer into the

query in cases like this, we allow the question answering

system's regular procedure to generate a set of candidate

answers first, and check them to be within some experi-

mentally determined range of the answer the knowledge

source provides.

We have implemented the validation of answers with

numerical values using an interface to Cyc called the Cyc

sanity checker. The sanity checker is invoked with the

expected semantic type of the answer (such as POPULA-
TION in the first example above), the focus of the ques-

tion ("Maryland"), and the system's proposed answer ("X

people"). It returns one of the following verdicts: "in

range", if the proposed answer is within a certain "fudge

factor" (currently 10%) of the value in Cyc's knowledge

base, "out of range", if the value falls outside of the ac-

ceptable range of values, or "don't know", indicating that

Cyc either has no information about the focus itself, or

about the particular attribute in question about the focus.

3.3 Answer Resolution— Putting it All Together

We have described four independent answering agents

currently incorporated into our multi-agent architecture.

With the exception of the Cyc sanity checker, which is

invoked as a post-hoc filtering process for rejecting un-

reasonable answers, the other three answering agents ac-

tively contribute potential answers to a given question. It

is then the task of the answer resolution component to

determine how the various answers proposed by each an-

swering agent should be combined and reconciled.

Because of the TREC requirement that all answers be

justified by passages from the given corpus (henceforth

referred to as the AQUAINT corpus), we feed potential

answers given by KSP back into the search process to

identify relevant passages in a process similar to that de-

scribed in (Prager et al., 2001). These passages typically

contain answers identified by KSP, as well as relevant

question terms; thus, they are good candidate passages

for locating justification for the answer provided by KSP
in the reference corpus. Because of this answer feedback

mechanism, all answering agents produce relevant pas-

sages and ranked candidate answers in a uniform fashion,

simplifying the answer resolution process.

Currently, PIQUANT's answer resolution component

allows for merging at two different points in the pipeline

as follows:

® Passages proposed by multiple answering agents

can be combined to feed through the answer selec-

tion component of our knowledge-based answering

agent.

® Candidate answers proposed by different answering

agents can contribute to determining PIQUANT's fi-

nal output.

In addition to determining the answer to a given ques-

tion, the answer resolution also computes a confidence

value indicating the system's certainty in the given an-

swer being a correct answer to the question. This con-

fidence value can then be used for ranking system re-

sponses for TREC submissions.

4 Recognizing When the System Does Not
Know

To make the task more realistic, the test set for the QA
track contains a number of questions for which no an-

swer can be found in the document collection, as verified

by NIST (we call such questions "NIL questions" or "no-

answer questions"). To simplify the task of detecting no-

answer questions, we reduce it to the problem of finding

the questions for which we can reasonably assume that

the system was not able to find a correct answer. This

is a much weaker condition since it is dependent on the

answer search strategy the system implements, i.e., there

might be other strategies that would be successful at find-

ing an answer. It can, however, be implemented easily

by setting a threshold on the confidence value that is as-

signed to a question by the answer resolution module.

We implemented two strategies for determining which

questions had no answers: a knowledge-based strat-

egy and strategy based on confidence processing. The

knowledge-based strategy makes use of KSP and is

evoked for questions that were classified as appropriate

for KSP look-up. If KSP was able to provide an answer to

such a question and the answer string could not be found

in the collection, we assumed with high confidence that

the question is a NIL-question. Since KSP has only re-

cently been integrated into the system and the number of

questions that are referred to it is still limited, this NIL-

assignment strategy applied to only two questions in the

final submission.

In our confidence-based approach, we adopted a two-

stage processing strategy for detecting and ranking no-

answer questions. The first stage detects which questions

are likely to have no answer in the collection by compar-

ing their scores with a trained confidence threshold. The

second stage takes care of the proper ranking of questions

likely to have no answers by increasing their rank.

In order to train the NIL assignment algorithm, we ran

our system on the TREC- 10 question set and plotted the

distribution of different question types in the final rank-

ing. We marked the questions that did not have an answer

according to NIST, the questions for which the system

produced a correct answer, and the questions for which

the system's output was wrong. The resulting plot is in
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NIL answers in our runs submitted to TREC.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

For the 2002 TREC QA track, we submitted three runs,

each evaluating a different aspect of PIQUANT's multi-

strategy, multi-source architecture. These three runs were

set up as follows:

Figure 2: TREC- 10 training data for NIL assignment

Figure 2. It represents the 491 Tree- 10 questions (9 ques-

tions were thrown out. see (Voorhees, 2001)) split into

blocks of 50 (based on TREC- 1 0 we expected approxi-

mately 50, or 10%, of the questions to have no answers).

Next to each block we plotted the number of questions

within that block that were answered correctly and the

number of NIL questions within that block. As can be

seen in Figure 2, the numbers change almost monoton-

ically, which suggests that the confidences produced by

the system could be a reasonably reliable indicator of the

system's performance on a given question.

According to Figure 2, the final two blocks contain

more NIL questions than correctly answered questions.

This means that changing the system's answer to NIL

for all the questions in these two blocks will produce a

net gain of 12 correctly answered questions. It will also

change the incorrect answers to NIL for 68 questions,

which is valuable from the user's point of view, assum-

ing that "NIL" could be interpreted as "I don't know."'

Based on this analysis we manually picked (on the

training data) a confidence threshold that would allow

us to select the 100 lowest ranked questions. We used

the same threshold on the test set and changed whatever

answers the system found for the questions below the

threshold to NIL.

We also looked at how the average precision changed

within a 50-question window as we moved it by one ques-

tion at a time down the ranking, and we found the trend

to be close to monotonic. Since changing the answers

in the final two blocks to NIL caused the average preci-

sion within these blocks to increase, we decided to move

the two blocks higher in the ranking to the rank with the

same average precision. We computed the difference in

confidence value between the answer at the target rank

and the highest ranking answer in the NIL-block. This

difference was then added to the confidence values of all

'if the systems participating in the competition were penal-

ized for providing incorrect answers, the questions in the third-

to-last block could also be changed to NIL with no net gain

in the number of correctly answered questions but significantly

fewer potentially confusing answers.

1 . Run "IBMPQ" exploits the multi-source aspect of

PIQUANT with the knowledge-based answering

agent. However, instead of only searching in the

AQUAINT corpus for relevant passages, we adopt

two other supporting corpora: the corpus used in the

TRECs 8-10 QA tracks (henceforth referred to as

the TREC corpus) and a subset of the Encyclopedia

Britannica. A corpus plays a supporting role when

candidate answers found in that corpus can be used

to boost the confidence of the same answer found in

the main corpus, but the corpus cannot propose new

answers not found in the main corpus.

2. Run "IBMPQSQA" exploits the multi-strategy as-

pect of PIQUANT by incorporating results from the

SQA statistical answering agent made available to

us by Ittycheriah and Roukos (Ittycheriah et al.,

2001). The knowledge-based answering agent was

configured to retrieve relevant passages from the

AQUAINT and TREC corpora. Additionally, the

top 10 passages with the correct answer type re-

trieved by the statistical answering agent were also

considered. PIQUANT's answer resolution com-

ponent then selects and ranks answers based on

passages from the three answering agents/sources.

Once the top answer for each question is determined,

PIQUANT's confidence score for the answer is ad-

justed based on the answer given independently by

the statistical answering agent. A large boost in con-

fidence is given to identical answers proposed by

both systems, whereas a small boost in confidence

is given to partially overlapping answers.

3. Run "IBMPQSQACYC" examines the effect of the

Cyc sanity checker as a post-hoc filtering process.

The system is configured exactly as in run "IBM-

PQSQA" with the following exception. Prior to

determining the top answer for each question, PI-

QUANT repeatedly invokes the Cyc sanity checker

with a semantic representation of the question and

the topmost uneliminated candidate answer as long

as the sanity checker deems the given answer "out of

range". PIQUANT then eventually selects its most

confident answer acceptable to the sanity checker.

Note that if this top ranked answer is considered "in
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range" (as opposed to "don't know"), its confidence

is given a strong boost, as it is independently vali-

dated by a structured knowledge source.

After PIQUANT generates the answer to each ques-

tion and its associated confidence, the NlL-assignment

process discussed in Section 4 is invoked. As a result,

answers with low confidences were changed to NIL and

their confidences slightly increased.

5.2 Reselts and Analysis

5.2,1 Results of Submitted Runs

Table 1 shows the results of our three runs both in terms

of percent correct and average precision. For compari-

son purposes, it shows, in addition, the performance of

the statistical answering agent submitted independently

to the same track {ibmsqa02a) (Ittycheriah and Roukos,

2002), as well as the performance of the knowledge-

based answering agent using only the AQUAINT corpus

(PQ single)." A comparison between the results for PQ
single and IBMPQ shows the impact of the multi-source

aspect of PIQUANT. Our results show that by attempting

to identify supporting evidence from two additional cor-

pora, the system achieved 19.9% relative improvement in

the percentage of correct answers, and the average preci-

sion score improved by 14.6%. A comparison of the re-

sults for runs IBMPQ. ibmsqa02a, and IBMPSQA shows

the contribution of adopting multiple strategies for ques-

tion answering in PIQUANT. Although the percentage

of questions answered correctly improved for both sys-

tems (from 33.8% for IBMPQ and 28% for ibmsqa02a to

35.6% combined), the gain in average precision is much

more substantial (9.7%- relative improvement compared

to IBMPQ). This confirms our intuition that when an-

swering agents (semi-)independently arrive at the same

answer, we can be more confident that the answer is a

correct one. A comparison of the results for runs IBM-

PQSQA and IBMPQSQACYC illustrates the impact of

the Cyc sanity checker. Although the impact as shown is

very minimal, we should note that because of the limita-

tions in PIQUANT's current question understanding ca-

pabilities, the sanity checker was invoked only for 3 out

of the 500 questions (although there were several more

questions which fit the profile but were not detected as

such). Additionally, out of the 3 questions, Cyc only had

knowledge about one of them, "What is the population of

Maryland?" It is the effect of sanity checking on this

question that led to the improved performance for our

last run. PIQUANT's top ranked answer for this ques-

tion in run IBMPQSQA was "50,000", from the sentence

"The results for PQ single were obtained by manual evalua-

tion by one of the authors with reference to available judgments

by NIST accessors and answer patterns made available by Ken
Litkowski.

"Maryland's population is 50.000 and growing rapidly."

This would otherwise be an excellent answer if it were

not for the fact that the article from which this passage is

extracted discusses (the Maryland population of) an ex-

otic species called nutria. By employing sanity check-

ing, however, PIQUANT was able to consider that answer

"out of range", and return an initially lower-ranked cor-

rect answer "5.1 million" instead with high confidence.

5.2.2 Effects of NIL Assignment

In our best submission run (IBMPQSQACYC), the

confidence-based NIL-assignment strategy resulted in

147 NIL answers, which was more than we anticipated.

This is due to the generally lower confidences on a new

question set. The system correctly assigned NIL to 29

out of 46 questions, which translates to a recall of 0.630

and precision of 0.196. By assigning the NIL answers,

the system changed 9 correct answers incorrectly to NIL,

which gave us a net gain of 20 questions (given the an-

swer pattern set currently available to us). The ques-

tions for which the answer was changed to NIL were

then moved to rank 288, which resulted in a very minimal

(below 0.5%) improvement in the final average precision

score.

5.2.3 Analysis of the Average Precision Metric

If the same scoring method had been used this year

as in previous TREC QA tracks, the mean reciprocal

rank (MRR), exercised over a single answer per question

would amount to a simple count of number correct. How-
ever, in order to begin to tackle the issue of answer reli-

ability, answers this year were returned by participants

in decreasing order of system confidence (although no

numerical values representing confidence were returned).

The systems' final scores were evaluated by Average Pre-

cision, the average being computed over the first answer,

the first two answers, the first three answers, and so on

up to the whole set. Clearly, this gives considerably more

relative weight to the earlier answers, and considerably

less to the last answers. The contribution q. of a correct

answer in position k out of A'" questions in total is given

by ln{^)<Nck<lu{^)+l.
The plot in Figure 3 shows this contribution, in units

of 1/500, for positions 1 to 500 for a set of 500 questions.

Relative to a score of approximately 1 unit for the greater

part of the range, the contribution of the first position is

nearly 7, indicating how important it is for systems to sort

their submissions well.

Another view of the evaluation space introduced by

the Average Precision metric is presented in Figure 4.

The diagonal line and "cloud" represent what happens

with no attempt to sort the results. The solid line in the

center of the cloud is the ideally-uniformly-distributed

case (i.e. if 1/3 of the answers are right, the sub-

mitted list goes ...RWWRWWRWWRWW...), and the
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IBMPQ IBMPQSQA IBMPQSQACYC ibmsqa02a PQ single

% Correct 33.8% 35.6% 35.8% 28.0% 28.2%
Avg Prec 0.534 0.586 0.588 0.454 0.466

Table 1 : PIQUANT's TREC 2002 Run Results

200 300

Rank Position

200 300

Questions Correct

Figure 3: Contribution of Correct Answers to Average

Precision Score

Figure 4: Upperbounds and Lowerbounds for Average

Precision Scores

cloud is a simulation of randomly-distributed rights and

wrongs, given the number of correct answers. The

width of the cloud approximately represents a 3-standard-

deviation spread. The upper curve is the optimal case

(e.g. RRRRRR WWWWW). while the lower curve is

the pessimal case (i.e. all the right answers are sorted to

the end.)

5.2,4 Ranking Ability

The circled points in the middle of Figure 4 represent

our TREC runs. The maximum possible score, repre-

sented by the upper curve, for n correct out of N is ap-

proximately + By examining how far up

a virtual vertical line from the diagonal {expected) to the

upper curve (max) a plotted point (actual) lies, one can

see how well the system sorted its answers for submis-

sion - i.e. how well it knows what it icnows. This frac-

tion, which we call the Ranking Ahilitv. can be computed

as ^^t^'^i'^^p^f^^d
_ In the case of our best run. we scoredmax— expected

179 questions correct (35.8%), for which the expected

unsorted average precision is 0.358. The maximum pos-

sible average precision is 0.726 for this number correct,

based on the above formula. Our score of 0.588 repre-

sents a ranking ability of .625, indicating a good correla-

tion of confidence and correctness. The top 15 submis-

sions are shown in Table 2, sorted by ranking ability.

6 Conclusioos and Futore Work

We have presented here the first quantitative results from

our new PIQUANT question answering system. PI-

QUANT exploits a multi-strategy and multi-source ap-

proach to QA, enabling not only the best approach to be

taken on a per-question basis, but the use of mutual re-

inforcement when multiple agents or sources are used si-

multaneously. Based on our submissions to TREC and

their results, we have shown significant improvements

achieved by our approaches over baseline systems. First,

we have shown an 14.6% relative gain in average preci-

sion score with multiple corpora over a single one. and a

further 9.7% relative gain by adding a statistical answer-

ing agent. Second, we have identified an effective method

for assigning NIL answers to questions based on the con-

fidence values generated by our system. This method

identified 63% of all no-answer questions in the test .set

with minimal false negatives. Third, we have shown that

a multi-agent approach to question answering allows us

to achieve a good correlation of confidence values and

correctness. Our average precision of 0.588 on 179 cor-

rect questions achieved 62.5% of the gain achievable by

sorting, a significant improvement over the baseline of

random sorting.

We have only just begun to incorporate a knowledge
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Submission AP % Correct Ranidng Ability

limsiQaIir2 .497 26.6 .657

IBMPQSQACYC .588 35.8 .627

BBN2002C .499 28.4 .603

nuslamp2002 .396 21.0 .569

IRST02D1 .589 38.4 .559

isi02 .498 29.8 .555

FDUTllQAl .434 24.8 .539

ibmsqa02c .455 29.0 .461

exactanswer .691 54.2 .449

ilv02wt .450 30.8 .392

uwmtB3 .512 36.8 .392

ali2002b ,496 36.2 .365

aranea02a .433 30.4 .357

LCCniain2002 .856 83.0 .168

pris2002 .610 58.0 .095

Table 2: Ranking Ability of Top 15 Submissions

base and inference engine (Cyc) to do sanity checking

of answer candidates: the number of times this capabil-

ity was invoked are too few to do other than say that the

approach looks promising. In our future work, we plan

to expand PIQUANT's ability to recognize cases when

sanity checking is appropriate, improve Cyc's coverage

of valid answer ranges, as well as adopt a confidence-

based approach to selecting answering agents. Improve-

ments since TREC have led to 1 6 invocations of the sanity

checker on the TREC 2002 question set. These invoca-

tions led to one additional correct 1 st. 2nd, and 3rd place

answers each, validated 4 correct 1 st place answers while

erroneously validating 3 incorrect 1st place answers, and

rejected 122 incorrect answers without any erroneous re-

jections.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe tiie IBM Research system for analysis,

indexing, and retrieval of video, which was apphed to the TREC-

2002 video retrieval benchmark. The system explores novel meth-

odsforfulh-auiomatic content analysis, shot boimdaty detection,

multi-modal feature extraction, statistical modeling for semantic

concept detection, and speech recognition and indexing. The sys-

tem supports querying based on automatically extracted features,

models, and speech information. Additional interactive meth-

ods for querying include multiple-example and relevance feed-

back searching, cluster, concept, and stoiyboard browsing, and

iterative fusion based on user-selected aggregation and combina-

tion functions. The system was applied to all four of the tasks of

the video retrieval benchmark including shot boundary detection,

concept detection, concept exchange, and search. We describe the

approachesfor each of the tasks and discuss some of the results.

diverse methods for video analysis, indexing, and retrieval, which

included automatic descriptor extraction, statistical modeling, and

multi-modal fusion. We conducted experiments that individually

explored audio-visual and speech modalities as wd\ as their com-

bination in manual and interactive querying. In the paper, we de-

scribe the video indexing and retrieval system and discuss the re-

sults on the video retrieval benchmark.

1.1 Outline

The outline is as follows: in Section 2, we describe our process

for video and speech indexing, in Section 3. we describe the

video retrieval system including methods for content-based search,

model-based search, speech-based search, and other methods for

interactive searching and browsing. In Section 4. we discuss the

approaches for each of the benchmark tasks and examine some of

the results.

lotrodoction 2

The growing amount of digital video is driving the need for more

effective methods for indexing, searching, and retrieving video

based on its content. Recent advances in content analysis, fea-

ture extraction, and classification are improving capabilities for

effectively searching and filtering digital video content. Further-

more, the recent MPEG-7 standard promises to enable interopera-

ble content-based retrieval by providing a rich set of standardized

tools for describing features of multimedia content [1]. However,

the extraction and use of MPEG-? descriptions and the creation

of usable fully-automatic video indexing and retrieval systems re-

mains a significant technical challenge.

The TREC video retrieval benchmark is facilitating the tech-

nical advancement of content-based retrieval of video by stan-

dardizing a benchmark video corpus along with different video

retrieval and detection tasks. The benchmark provides a consis-

tent evaluation framework for assessing progress as researchers

experiment with novel video indexing techniques. This year, we

participated in the TREC video retrieval benchmark and submit-

ted results for four tasks; ( 1 ) shot boundary detection. (2) concept

detection. (3) concept exchange. (4) search. We explored several

*IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, 1101 Kilchawan Rd., Yorktown

Heights, NY 10598

tjBM Almaden Research Center. 6.50 Harry Road. San Jose. CA 95120

tlBM T. J. Walson Research Center. 19 Skyline Drive, Hawthorne,

NY 105.^2

§iBM India Research Lab, Block 1, IIT, New Delhi 1 10016, India

^Dept. of E.E.. Columbia University. New York. NY 10027

The video indexing system analyzes the video in an off-line pro-

cess that involves video content indexing and speech indexing.

The video content indexing process consists of shot boundary de-

tection, key-frame extraction, feature extraction, region extraction,

concept detection, and clustering, as shown in Figure 1. The basic

unit of indexing and retrieval is a video shot.

Descriptors

'TexT-oi«rloy * "Q

Model
Lobcis

Cljster

Labels

• People-

Figure 1 : Summary of video content indexing process.
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2.1 Shot boundary detection (SBD)

Shot boundary detection (SBD) is performed using the real-time

IBM CueVideo system [2] which automatically detects shots and

extracts key-frames. This year, we explored several methods for

making SBD more robust to poor video quality. Some of the meth-

ods include using localized edge gradient histograms and compar-

ing pairs of frames at greater temporal distances. Overall, our 2002

SBD system showed reduction in errors by more than 30% com-

pared to our 2001 SBD system [3].

The baseline CueVideo SBD system uses sampled, three-

dimensional color histograms in RGB color space to compare pairs

of frames. Histograms of recent frames are stored m a bufler to al-

low a comparison between multiple image pairs up to seven frames

apart. Statistics of frame differences are computed in a moving

window around the processed frame and are used to corripute the

adaptive thresholds, shown in Figure 2 as a line above the differ-

ence measures (Diffl. Diff3 and Edgel). A state machine is used

to detect the different events (states). The SBD system does not

require any sensitivity-tuning parameters. More details about the

baseline system can be found in [3. 4].

6400 6600

Figure 2: Plot of frame-to-frame processing of the SBD algorithm.

Notice the ground truth (GT) and system output (Sys) plots for this

segment of video which has six dissolves (one missed) and twelve

cuts.

Several changes were incorporated to the baseline SBD algo-

rithm to accommodate lower video quality, as was the case for

the videos in the TREC-02 data set. Localized edge-gradient his-

tograms were added to overcome color errors. The 5 i2-bin edge-

gradient histogram counts the number of pixels in each of eight

image regions, having similar /j ,
ly derivatives (each derivative is

quantized into three bits). Thus it is less sensitive to lighting and

color changes. Rank filtering was added in time/space/histogram

at various different points along the processing to handle the new

types and higher levels of noise. The comparison of pairs of

frames at wider distances up to thirteen frames apart was added

to overcome the high MPEG-l compression noise. Several new
states were added to the state machine to detect certain types of

video errors and to detect very short dissolves that were 2-3 frames

long. These changes were tuned based on precision-recall mea-

surements using data subsets from TRECOl test set and TREC02
training set.

2.2 Feature extraction

The system extracts a number of descriptors for each video shot.

Some of the descriptors, as indicated below, are extracted in multi-

ple ways from each key-frame image using different normalization

strategies (see [5]) as follows: (1) global, (2) 4x4 grid, (3) 5-region

layout, and (4) automatically extracted regions. The following de-

scriptors were extracted:

® Color histogram (global per key-frame, 4x4 grid, 5-region

layout, segmentation regions): one based on a 166-bin HSV
color space [6] and another based on .'S12-bin RGB color

space.

® Color correlogram (global per key-frame. 4x4 grid, 5-region

layout): based on a single-banded auto-correlogram coeffi-

cients extracted for 8 radii depths in 166-color HSV color

space [7],

® Edge orientation histogram (global per key-frame. 4x4 grid.

5-region layout): based on Sobel filtered image and quanti-

zation to 8 angles and 8 magnitudes [5],

® Wavelet texture (global per key-frame. 4x4 grid. 5-region

layout): based on wavelet spatial-frequency energy of 12

bands using quadrature mirror filters [6],

® Tamura texture (global per key-frame, segmentation re-

gions): Three values representing the coarseness, contrast,

and directionality, respectively [8],

® Co-occurrence texture (global per key-frame, 4x4 grid. 5-

region layout): based on entropy, energy, contrast, and ho-

mogeneity features extracted from gray-level co-occurrence

matrices at 24 orientations [9],

e Motion vector histogram (global per shot, segmentation re-

gions): based on 8 x 8 motion estimation blocks in the

MPEG-l decoded 1 and P frames. A six-bin histogram is

generated based on the motion vector magnitudes,

® Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC): transforma-

tion of uncompressed PCM signal to 24 MFCC features in-

cluding the energy coefficient.

23 Region extraction

In order to better extract local features and detect concepts, we

developed a video region segmentation system that automatically

extracts foreground and background regions from video. The sys-

tem runs in real-time with extraction of regions from 1-frames and

P-frames in MPEG-l video. The segmentation of the background

scene regions uses a block-based region growing method based on

color histograms, edge histograms, and directionality. The seg-

mentation of the foreground regions uses a spiral searching tech-

nique to calculate the motion vectors of I- and P- frames. The

motion features are used in region growing in the spatial domain

with additional tracking constraints in the time domain. Allhoush
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we tested MPEG-1 compressed-domain motion vectors, we found

them to be too noisy. We also found that combining motion vec-

tors, color, edge, and texture information for extraction of fore-

ground objects did not give significantly better results than using

only motion.

2.4 Clustering

We used the extracted visual descriptors (see Section 2.2) to clus-

ter the video shots into perceptually similar groups. We used a

fc-means clustering algorithm to generate 20 clusters. We found

color correlograms to achieve an excellent balance between color

and texture features. The clusters were later used to facilitate

browsing and navigation for interactive retrieval (as described in

Section 3.5). ^

2.5 Concept detection

The concept detection system learns from labeled training video

content to classify unknown video content (in our case, the fea-

ture test and search test data). We have investigated several differ-

ent types of statistical models including Support Vector Machines

(SVM), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Hidden Markov

Models (HMM).

2.5.1 Lexicon design

The first step in designing a semantic concept detection system is

the construction of a concept lexicon [10]. We viewed the training

set video and identified the most salient frequently occurring con-

cepts and fixed a lexicon of 106 concepts, which included the 10

concepts belonging to the TREC concept detection task (denoted

as primary concepts). Overall, we generated training and valida-

tion data and modeled the following 10 primary concepts: Out-

doors. Indoors, Cityscape. Landscape, Face, People, Text Overiay.

Music. Speech and Monologue. We also modeled the following

39 secondary generic concepts:

• Objects: Person, Road, Building, Bridge. Car. Train. Trans-

portation. Cow, Pig, Dog, Penguin. Fish, Horse, Animal.

Tree. Flower. Flag, Cloud,

• Scenes: Man Made Scenes, Beach, Mountain, Greenery.

Sky, Water. Household Setting, Factory Setting. Office Set-

ting. Land. Farm. Farm House. Farm Field, Snow. Desen.

Forest, Canyon.

• Events: Parade. Explosion. Picnic. Wedding.

2.5.2 Annotation

In order to generate training and validation data, we manually an-

notated the video content using two annotation tools' - one pro-

duced the visual annotations and the other produced audio annota-

tions. The IBM MPEG-7 Video Annotation Tool {a.k.a. VideoAn-

)iEx). shown in Figure 3. allows the shots in the video to be anno-

tated using terms from an imported lexicon. The tool is compati-

ble with MPEG-7 in that the lexicons can be imported as MPEG-7
classification schemes and generates MPEG-7 descriptions oi the

video based on the detected shots and annotations. The tool also

allows the users to directly create and edit lexicons.

Annotation tools are available at http://alphaworks.ibni.com

Figure 3: VideoAnnEx MPEG-7 video annotation tool. The sys-

tem enables semi-automatic annotation of video shots and editing

of the lexicon.

The second tool, the IBM Multimodal Annotation Tool, pro-

vides three modes of annotation: video, audio with video, or audio

without video. The audio annotation is based upon audio segments

in which the user manually delimits each segment within the audio

upon listening and selects from the lexicon those terms that de-

scribe the audio content. Multimodal concepts (e.g. Monologues)

are annotated using audio with video mode of annotation.

2.5.3 Concept modeling

Semantic concept detection was investigated using a statistical

classification methodology (as described in [1 1. 12, 10]). The sys-

tem learns the parameters of the classifiers using training data for

each concept using statistical methods. We considered two ap-

proaches: one based on a decision theoretic approach and the other

based on a risk minimization approach.

Decision theoretic approach In this approach, the descriptors

are assumed to be independent identically distributed random vari-

ables drawn from known probability distributions with unknown
detemiinistic parameters. For the purpose of classification, we
assume that the unknown parameters are distinct under different

hypotheses and can be estimated.

Structural risk minimization Unlike the decision theoretic ap-

proach, the discriminant approach focuses only on those charac-

teristics of the feature set that discriminate between the two hy-

potheses of interest. The idea of constructing learning algorithms

based on the structural risk minimization inductive principle was

proposed in [13]. In particular, we used Support Vector Machines

(SVM)". which map the feature vectors into a higher dimensional

space through nonlinear function and constructing the optimal sep-

arating hyper-plane.

Training and validation Training and validation of models was

done using the NIST feature training data set. We randomly par-

titioned the NIST feature training data set into a 19 hour Feature

-We used SVMLight loolkil (htlp://svmlight.joachims.org/)
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Training (FTR) collection and a 5 hour Feature Validation (FV)

collection. We used the FTR collection to construct the models

and the FV collection to select parameters and evaluate the con-

cept detection performance. The validation process was beneficial

in helping to avoid over-fitting to the FTR collection.

2.5.4 Fusion

Since no single descriptor is powerful enough to encompass all as-

pects of video content and separate the concept hypotheses, com-

bining information is needed at several levels in the concept mod-

eling and detection processes. We experimented with two distinct

approaches involving early fusion and late fusion. For early fu-

sion we expenmented with fusing descriptors prior to classifica-

tion. For late fusion we experimented with retaining soft decisions

and fusing classifiers, hi addition, we explored vanous combining

methods and aggregation functions for late fusion of search results

as described in Section 3.6. Two modeling procedures are used.

They use different subsets of visual features. The first procedure

utilizes both early and late fusions, while the second procedure

uses only late fusion.

Feature fusion The objective of feature fusion is to combine

multiple features at an early stage to construct a single model.

However, since this increases the dimensionality of the feature

space—which makes it sparser—it also makes the classification

problem harder and increases the risk of over-fitting the data. This

approach is therefore most suitable for concepts that have suffi-

ciently large number of training set examples that would allow the

classifier to exploit correlations between the features. We experi-

mented with feature fusion by simply normalizing and concatenat-

ing descriptors. Different combinations of descriptors were used

to construct models. We used the validation set to choose the best

combination.

Classifier fusion In an ideal situation, eariy fusion should work

for all concepts, since all of the information is available to the clas-

sifier. However, practical considerations, such as limited number

of training examples and the increased risk of over-fitting necessi-

tate an alternate strategy. If the features are fairiy de-correlated,

then treating them independently is less of a concern. In such

situations, we model concepts in each modality or feature space

independently, and fuse individual classifier decisions later. We

used a separate model (SVM or GMM) for each descriptor, which

results in multiple classifications and associated confidences for

each shot depending on the descriptor. While the classifiers can be

combined in many ways, we explored normalized ensemble fusion

to improve overall classification performance.

2.5.5 Specialized detectors

Although we used the above generic approaches for detection of

most concepts, for two concepts (monologues and text overlay) we

explored specialized approaches as follows:

Monologue detection For monologue detection, we first per-

formed speech and face detection on each shot. Then, for shots

containing speech and face, we further evaluated the synchrony

between the face and speech using mutual information and used

the combined score thus generated to rank all shots in the corpus.

Based on experimental results of a variety of synchrony detection

techniques, we used a scheme that models audio and video fea-

tures as locally Gaussian distributions (see [14] for more details).

Text overlay detection We explored two algorithms for ex-

tracted overlay text in video and fused the results of the classifiers

to produce the final concept labeling. The first method (see [1.*^])

works by extracting and analyzing regions in a video frame. The

processing stages in this system are: (1 ) isolating regions that may
contain text characters, (2) separating each character region from

its surroundings and (3) verifying the presence of text by consis-

tency analysis across multiple text blocks. A confidence measure

is computed as a function of the number of characters in text ob-

jects in the frame. The second method uses macro-block-based

texture and motion energy. Layout analysis is used to verify the

layout of these character blocks. A text region is identified if the

character blocks can be aligned to form sentences or words.

2.6 Speech recognition and indexing

As in TREC-2001, we constructed a speech-based system for

video retrieval. Significant improvements were made to both the

automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance and the speech

search engine performance relative to our TREC-200 1 submission.

2.6.1 Automatic speech recognition (ASR)

A series of increasingly accurate speech transcriptions for the en-

tire corpus were produced in the period leading up to the evalua-

tion. The first set of transcriptions were produced using an IBM
real-time transcnption system tuned for Broadcast News: this is

the same transcription system as was used in TREC-2(X)1 [3].

Later transcriptions were produced using an off-line, multiple pass

transcription system comprising the following stages (see [16] for

more details and citations):

9 Remove silent videos

© Divide each video into segments using Bayesian Information

Criteria (BIC)

® Detect "music" and "silence" and transcribe using an IBM
10 X Real-Time Broadcast News transcription System

® Apply supervised Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression

(MLLR) adaptation of speaker-independent HUB4 models

using a set of eight {word-level transcribed) videos

® Decode "speech-only" segments using interpolated trigram

Language Model (LM)

® Cluster "speech-only" segments into "speaker- and

environment- similar" clusters

® Apply unsupervised MLLR adaptation of TREC-2002-

adapted HUB4 models to each cluster using single global

MLLR mean and precision transforms

The word error rate (WER) of the final transcripts is estimated

at 34.6% on a held out set of six videos from Search Test and

Feature Test which were manually transcribed^. This compares

favorably to 39.0% for the best of the publicly-released transcrip-

tions on the same set and represents a 41%. improvement over the

transcriptions used as the basis for IBM's TREC-2001 SDR sys-

tem.

^Noie this sel does not overlap with the set used in supervised acoustic

model adaptation.
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2.6.2 Speech indexing

Indexes were constructed for SDR from the final most accurate

speech transcriptions. Three types of indexes were generated;

document-level indexes, an inverse word index, and a phonetic

index. No attempt was made to index the set of silent videos.

Document-level indexes: The document-level indexes support

retrieval at the document level, where a document is defined to

span a temporal segment containing at most 100 words'*. Consec-

utive documents overlap by 50 words in order to address bound-

ary truncation effects. Once documents are defined and their as-

sociated time boundanes are recorded, the documents are pre-

processed using ( 1 ) tokenization to detect sentence/phrase bound-

aries: (2) (noisy) pan-of-speech tagging such as noun phrase, plu-

ral noun etc; (2) morphological analysis, which uses the part-

of-speech tag and a morph dictionary to reduce each word to its

morph eg. verbs [lands], [landing] and [land] reduce to

/land/; (4) "stop" words are removed using standard stop-word

lists. After pre-processing, indexes are constructed and statistics

(such as word and word pair term- and inverse-document frequen-

cies) are recorded for use during retrieval.

Inverse word index: the inverse word index supports Boolean

search by providing the (video,, timei) of all the occurrences of

a query term in the videos. Preprocessing of transcripts is similar

to that above.

Phonetic index: the phonetic index supports search of out-of-

vocabulary words. The (imperfect) speech transcript is converted

to a string of phones [17]. The phonetic index can be searched for

sound-like phone sequences, corresponding to out-of-vocabulary

query terms such as some acronyms, names of people, places, and

so forth^

3 Video retrieval system

The video retrieval system provides a number of facilities for

searching, which include content-based retrieval (CBR). model-

based retrieval (MBR). speech-based search or spoken document

retrieval (SDR) and other interactive methods.

3.1 Content-based retrieval (CBR)

The objective of CBR is to match example query content to tar-

get video content using the extracted descriptors (see Section 2.2).

The degree of match is determined on basis of feature similar-

ity, which we have measured using iVlinkowski-form metrics con-

sidering values of r = 1 (Manhattan distance) and r = 2 (Eu-

clidean distance) as follows; given descriptors represented as

'Minor differences in document definition were used in constructing

the different indexes, such as whether or not document boundaries are de-

fined at long stretches of silence or music; experiments suggest these dif-

ferences do not make a significant contribution to the differences in MAP
across systems.

^For this year's queries we found the phonetic index was of limited use:

only two queries involved oui-of-vocabulary words, which were names.

multi-dimensional feature vectors, v, and Vj be the query and tar-

get vectors, respectively, then

A/-1

dg.t = i'^\vq['m]-vt[m]f). (1)

7n=0

3.2 Model-based retrieval (MBR)

Model-based search allows the user to retrieve video shots based

on the concept labels produced by the models (see Section 2.5).

In MBR. the user enters the query by typing label text, or the user

selects from the label lexicon. Since a confidence score is associ-

ated with each automatically assigned label. .MBR ranks the shots

using a distance V derived from confidence C using P = 1 — C.

3.3 Speech-based search (SDR)

Speech-based search allows the user to retrieve video shots based

on the speech transcript associated with the shots. We used

multiple SDR systems independently and combined the results

to produce the final SDR results for TREC-2002: we refer to

the three systems as OKAPl-SYSTEM-1, OKAPI-SYSTEM-2,
BOOLEAN-SYSTEM-1. To evaluate different design decisions,

a limited ground truth was created for the combined FTR and FV
collections by pooling the results and performing relevance assess-

ment.

Query development and preprocessing: All SDR systems op-

erate using a textual statement of information need. Query strings

are pre-processed in a similar manner to the documents: tokeniza-

tion, tagging and morphing gives the final query term sequence for

use in retrie\al.

Video segment retrieval: Given a query, the three SDR systems

rank documents or video segments as follows:

• OKAPl-SYSTEM-1. OKAPI-SYSTEM-2: a single pass ap-

proach is used to compute a relevancy score for each docu-

ment. Each document is ranked against a query, where the

relevancy score is given by the OKAPl formula [ 1 8]. The to-

tal relevancy score for the query string is the combined score

of each of the query terms. The scoring function takes into

account the number of times each query term occurs in the

document and how rare that query term is across the entire

corpus, with normalization based upon the length of the doc-

ument to remove the bias towards longer documents since

longer documents are more likely to hase more instances of

any given word.

» BOOLEAN-SYSTEM-1: a Boolean search was applied to

Boolean queries. This search also supported phonetic search

of oui-of-vocabulary words using the phonetic index, in con-

junction with in-vocabulary words which can be located in

the inverse word index.

Many SDR systems use the results of first pass retrieval as the

basis for automatic query expansion scheme prior to running a sec-

ond pass of retne\al. Experiments showed little gain from using

an LCA-based scheme [ 1 9] on FTR-i-FV. since the number of rel-

evant documents retrieved per query in the first pass is quite low.

so the approach was not investigated further.
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Video segment-to-shot mapping: NIST evaluates video re-

trieval performance at the level of shots, rather than at the level

of documents or video segments which span one or more shots.

Thus we must somehow use the scores assigned to documents or

video segments by SDR to assign scores at the level of shots*. The

mappings used in the three component systems are:

® OKAPI-SYSTEM-1: the score assigned to a document is as-

signed to the longest shot overlapping that document;

e, OKAPI-SYSTEM-2: the score assigned to a document is as-

signed to all the overlapping shots. A slightly higher score

given to the later shots than to the first ones;

® BOOLEAN-SYSTEM- 1; First, the boundaries of the video

segment are determined by the coverage of the relevant

words. Then the overlapping shots are scored the same way

as with OKAPl-SYSTEM-2.

The video segment-to-shot mapping is critical to overall SDR
performance. Post-evaluation experiments show the schemes

above were not optimal choices; for example, since multiple rel-

evant shots often overlap a single document. OKAPl-SYSTEM-

1 performance can be improved simply by assigning a.document

score to all overlapping shots. Our current research is investigating

more sophisticated schemes.

Fusion of multiple SDR systems: Analysis of the results from

the different systems shows that they are often complementary on

FTR-i-FV: no system consistently outperfonns the others. Thus

we hypothesized fusion of scores might lead to improved over-

all performance. Whilst various fusion schemes are possible, for

TREC-2(X)2 we use a simple additive weighted scheme to com-

bine shot-level, zero-to-one range normalized scores from each of

our basic SDR systems. Weights can be optimized on FTR-i-FV

prior to the final run on (held-out) search test data. This combined

system is termed "SDR-FUSION-SYSTEM"".

3.4 Term vector search

We used term vectors constructed from the ASR text for allowing

similarity search based on textual content. Given the entire col-

lection of shots, we obtained a list of all of the distmct terms that

appear in the ASR for the collection. The order of this list was

fixed to give a one-to-one mapping of distinct terms and dimen-

sions of the vector space. Each shot was then represented by an

n-dimensional vector, where the value at each dimension repre-

sented the frequency of the corresponding term in each shot. This

allows the comparison of two shots based on frequency of terms.

We constructed several term vector representations based on ASR-

texl.

3.5 Browsing and navigation

The system provides several methods for browsing and navigation.

For each video a story-board overview image was generated that

allowed its content to be viewed at a glance. The system also

generated these overview images for each cluster (see Section 2.4)

and each model (see Section 2.5).

•^Whilst this procedure might be simplified by defining documents in

a fashion more closely related to shot boundaries, nui results lo date have

found this to be less successful than the approaches discussed above.

3.6 Iterative fosion

The interactive fusion methods provide a way for combining and

rescoring results lists through successive search operations using

different combination methods and aggregation functions defined

as follows:

Combination methods Consider results list for query k and

results list Qr for current user-issued search, then the combina-

tion function H^ + i = J^c{Ri,Qr) combines the results lists by

performing set operations on list membership. We explored the

following combination methods:

e Intersection: retains only those items present in both results

lists.

R^+l=R^^\Qr (2)

© Union: retains items present in either results list.

R^+l = R,UQr (3)

Aggregation functions Consider scored results list /?/,. for query

k, where Dk{n) gives the score of item with id = n and Qd{'i>)

the scored result for each item n in the current user-issued search,

then the aggregation function re-scores the items using the func-

tion = Ta{Di{n),Od{n)). We explored the following

aggregation functions:

• Average: takes the average of scores of prior results list and

current user-search. Provides "and" semantics. This can be

useful for searches such as "retrieve items that are indoors

and contain faces."

A+i(n) = i(A(n) +Qd(n)) (4)

© Minimum: retains lowest score from prior results list and

current user-issued search. Provides "or " semantics. This

can be useful in searches such as "retrieve items that are out-

doors or have music."

A + i(n) = min(D,(n),Q^(n)) (5)

e Maximum: retains highest score from prior results list and

current user-issued search.

= max(D,(n),Qc/(n)) (6)

• Sum: takes the sum of scores of prior results list and current

user-search. Provides "and" semantics.

A + i(n) = A(n) +(5rf(n) (7)

® Product: takes the product of scores of prior results list and

current user-search. Provides "and" semantics and belter fa-

vors those matches that have low scores compared to "aver-

age".

A+i(n) = X Q,,(n) (8)

® A: retains scores from prior results list. This can be useful in

conjunction with "intersection" to prune a results list, as in

searches such as "retrieve matches of beach scenes but retain

only those showing faces."

D, + i{n) = D,{n) (9)

e B: retains scores from current user-issued search. This can

be useful in searches similar to those above but exchanges

the arguments.

A+i(n)=Qri(n) (10)
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3.7 Normalization

The normalization methods provide a user with controls to manip-

ulate the scores of a results list. Given a score Dk-in) for each item

with id = n in results set k, the normalization methods produce the

score A + i (n) = ^j(A(n)) for each item n as follows:

• Invert: Re-ranks the results list from bottom to top. Provides

"not" semantics. This can be useful for searches such as "re-

trieve matches that are nol cityscapes."

= 1 - A(n) (11)

Studentize: Normalizes the scores around the mean and stan-

dard deviation. This can be useful before combining results

lists.

A(n) - Hi

0",
(12)

where fn gives the mean and a, the standard deviation, re-

spectively, over the scores D,{n) for results list i.

e Range normalize: Normalizes the scores within the range

0..A.

Drjn) - min(A(n))

max(Z),(n)) — min( Di(n))
(13)

3.8 Shot expansion

The shot expansion methods allow the user to expand a results list

to include for each shot its temporally adjacent neighbors. This

can be useful in growing the matched shots to include a larger con-

text surrounding the shots, as in searches such as "retrieve shots

that surround those specific shots that depict beach scenes."

Product: Provides "and" semantics and better favors those

items that have low scoring matches compared to "average".

(18)

3.10 Relevance feedback search

Relevance feedback based search techniques enhance interactive

search and browsing. The user's feedback on a set of shots is

used to refine the search and retrieve in minimum number of iter-

ations the desired matches. The user implicitly provides informa-

tion about the matches being sought or query concept by marking

whether shots are relevant or non-relevant in relation to his/her de-

sired search output. The system utilizes this feedback to learn and

refine an approximation to the user's query concept and retrieve

more relevant video-clips in the next iteration.

We use a robust relevance feedback algorithm [20] that utilizes

non-relevant video-clips to optimally delineate the relevant region

from the non-relevant one. thereby ensuring that the relevant re-

gion does not contain any non-relevant video-clips. A similarity

metric estimated using the relevant video-clips is then used to rank

and retrieve database video-clips in the relevant region. The parti-

tioning of the feature space is achieved by using a piecewise linear

decision surface that separates the relevant and non-relevant video-

clips. Each of the hyper-planes constituting the decision surface is

normal to the minimum distance vector from a non-relevant point

to the convex hull of the relevant points. With query concepts

that can reasonably be captured using an ellipsoid in the feature

space. The proposed algorithm gives a significant improvement

in precision as compared to simple re-weighting and SVM-based

relevance feedback algorithms.

3.9 Multi-example search

Multi-example search allows the user to provide or select multiple

examples from a results list and issue a query that is executed as a

sequence of independent searches using each of the selected items.

The user can also select a descriptor for matching and an aggre-

gation function for combining and re-scoring the results from the

multiple searches. Consider for each search k of K independent

searches the scored result Skin) for each item n, then the final

scored result Qrfl") for *^3ch item with id = n is obtained using a

choice of the following fusion functions:

• Average: Provides "and" semantics. This can be useful in

searches such as "retrieve matches similar to item "A" and

item "B'".

Qd{n)= ^J2{Sk{n)) (14)

e Minimum: Provides "or" semantics. This can be useful in

searches such as "retrieve items that are similar to item "A"

or item "B".

(13)

• Maximum:

Qd{n) = min(5fc(n))

Q<i(n) = max(S'/,.(n))
k

(16)

Sum: Provides "and" semantics.

= 5I(5/..(n)) (17)

4 Tasks and resells

We participated four tasks: shot boundary detection (SBD), con-

cept detection, concept exchange, and search.

4.1 Shot boondary detection (SBD) results

For the shot boundary detection task, the results of five systems

were submitted, one of which was last year's SBD system as a

baseline. A large difference in performance relative to last year

was anticipated due to the degraded video quality of the TREC
'02 data. The other four were different versions of the improved

system, mainly applying different logic to the fusion of color his-

togram and the localized edges histogram information. Three of

them performed well and yielded very similar results, while the

forth one did not perform as well. Table 1 summarizes the evalua-

tion of the baseline system, aim!, and the best new system, sys47,

on last year's and this year's TREC video data test sets. The results

on TREC-01 data set were computed by us. while the results for

the TREC-02 data set are taken from the official NIST TREC 2002

evaluation of those systems. Two additional rows are provided on

TREC-02 benchmark that compare our results to the best and av-

erage systems, respectively, among the 54 SBD runs submitted by

TREC participants.

As anticipated, the SBD performance on TREC-02 data was

lower than on TREC-01 data set. This was very noticeable in other

participating systems as well. Never-the-less. the error rates of the
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Vid60 All Cuts Gradual

Sys. Data Rc Pr Rc Pr Rc Pr Rc Pr

alml TR-01 .95 .88 .98 .97 .87 .68 .59 .93

sys47 TR-01 .96 .92 .99 98 .89 .79 .66 .90

aim] TR-02 .86 .77 .93 80 .69 .71 .48 .94

sys47 TR-02 .88 .83 .93 87 .76 .72 .57 .89

'S-5 TR-02 .84 .89 .91 94 .76 .78 .62 .90

mean TR-02 .76 .79 .86 84 .53 .60 .55 .71

Table !: Shot boundary detection results, comparing the new sys-

tem with last year system on both TREC-01 and TREC-02 video

data test sets. If all participating systems are to be ranked by

Ptaii + RcAii then system S-5 would be found the best one, pro-

vided here for comparison. System mean reflects the average of

all 54 submitted systems.

new system iV547 were 20—36% lower than of the baseline system

alinJ in almost ail measures on both data sets.

4.2 Concept detection results

Overall, concept detection results were submitted for ten concept

classes. The evaluation results are plotted in Figure 4, which

shows shows Average Precision measured at a fixed number of

documents (1000 for the feature test set). The "Average" bars cor-

respond to the performance averaged across all participants. The

"Best" bars correspond to the system returning the highest Aver-

age Precision. The "IBM" bars correspond lo IBM's submitted

concept detection run (priority=]). The IBM system performed

relatively well on the concept detection task giving highest Aver-

age Precision on 6 of the 10 concepts'.

Figure 4: Comparison of concept detection performance using Av

erase Precision.

'Top score is indicated only on five concepts. In our original submis-

sion to NIST. we mistakenly submitted the speech detection twice over-

writing our instrument detection result. However, the actual Average Pre-

cision of our instrument sound detector was 0.686. which was reported

through later communication with NIST.

4.3 Concept exchange results

Apart from running the primary and secondary detectors on the

search test set to assist the search task, we participated in the con-

cept exchange task by submitting results of eight primary detectors

on the search test set. We generated shot based MPEG-7 descrip-

tions for this exercise thus permitting easy exchange of the detec-

tion results between participants.

4.4 Search results

The search task required retrieving video shots from the search test

collection for a given set of query topics. We investigated both

manual and interactive methods of searching. We submitted four

runs of all 25 query topics using the content-based, model-based,

speech-based, and interactive search methods described above.

Table 2 summarizes the results for the four search runs.

System Type Code MAP
CBR Manual M_B_M_1 O.OOG

SDR Manual M_B.M-2.2 0.137

CBR-i-SDR Manual M_B-M-3_^ 0.093

CBR+SDR Interactive l_B_M-4_4 0.244

Table 2: Summary of search results for four submitted runs.

4.4.1 Manual CBR

The manual CBR run consisted of mapping the query topics mto

one or more content-based or model-based queries and fusing the

results in a predetermined fashion. As described in Section 2.2.

CBR was based on a variety of descriptors. The manual CBR run

was generated by allowing the following operations to answer each

query topic:

1 . Issue a content-based search by selecting one or more query

examples, a feature type, and a fusion method, as necessary;

2. Issue a model-based search by selecting one or more concept

models, a fusion method, and model weights, as necessary:

3. Fuse results lists from one or more content-based or model-

based search by selecting a fusion method.

For example, the following sequence of operations was exe-

cuted for Query 79: People spending leisurely lime at the beac h:

1 . Pick examples 0, 1,4, 8, 12. 23. 29 from query content set

2. Perform CBR search with edge histogram layout using "min-

imum" fusion (Eq 15)

3. Combine with "Landscape" model using "intersection" com-

bining method (Eq 2) and "product" aggregation function

(Eq8).

The exact mapping of query topics into a fixed sequence ol' the

above operations was performed manually by visually optimizing

performance over the FTR and/or FV collections without knowl-

edge of the search test collection. Once a query topic was mapped

to system operations, the operations were applied to the search

collection by a designated person who did not participate in the

mapping process or have prior knowledge of the search test col-

lection. Figure 5 shows the results for topic 7(), which is looking

for shots depicting "James Chandler." As shown, some matches
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Figure 5: Results for topic 76: James Chandler.

are found in the results list, however, many shots of "James Chan-

dler" are not retrieved using CBR.

With respect to performance, it was our experience that the

TREC 2002 query topics were at a higher semantic level than what

CBR can handle. While CBR and semantic modeling are generally

able to capture low- to mid-level semantics, they are fairly limited

in the case of only a few query examples or mid- to high-level

semantics. We found that purely CBR worked best for refining

candidate lists generated from semantically nch sources, such as

speech, or explicit semantic models that closely match the query

need. For example, refining the face model by cross-comparison

with examples images of "James Chandler" did produce a few rel-

evant hits near the top (see Figure 5). Model-based retrieval on the

other hand woriced well when the query topic was a close match to

an existing model and was built with sufficient training data, such

as the "musician" topic. However, in the case of limited example

content, such as of query topic looking for "butterflies", or given

a lack of closely related explicit semantic models, CBR and MBR
techniques alone are not sufficient. In addition, some of the query

topics were so general (e.g., beach query) or specific (e.g.. Price

Tower query) that it is doubtful whether any reasonable discrimi-

nation can be done using low-level features alone.

4.4.2 Manual SDR

Manual searching using spoken document retrieval (SDR) was

based on the indexed speech information. We explored multiple

methods of SDR and their fusion, where the SDR queries were de-

veloped through interaction with the Feature Training collection.

Query strings were created manually for each query. Queries

derived from the audio and textual statement of information need

supplied by NIST were expanded by hand in ad-hoc fashion based

on retrieval on the FTR+FV sets'*. More complicated query strings

''Later experiments showed thai, at lea.st in OKAPi-SYSTEM-1 . the

gains due to the manual query expansion were neghgible.

are used in the Boolean system, since it was hypothesized that the

Boolean retrieval would be less susceptible to the effects of query

over-tuning on FTR-hFV.

The query terms used in the submitted multiple-SDR fusion

system for topic 90 ("Find shots with one or more snow-covered

mountain peaks or ridges. Some sky must be visible behind them")

were "ice snow covered mountain peaks valley vista". Twenty

relevant items were retrieved in the top 100, with Average Pre-

cision 0.12. For topic 84 ("Find shots of Price Tower, designed

by Frank Lloyd Wright and built in Bartlesville, Oklahoma") the

query terms are "Price Tower Frank Lloyd Wnght Bartlesville Ok-

lahoma", the top three items recalled are relevant and Average Pre-

cision is 0.75.

Weights for the SDR-FUSION-SYSTEM were optimized us-

ing the limited ground truth that was compiled for FTR-i-FV. As
expected, this scheme led to Mean Average Precision (MAP) im-

provements FTR-i-FV: more importantly, fusion gave performance

improvements (35%) over our best single SDR system on the un-

seen search test data (as shown in Table 3). Note that simple post-

evaluation changes in the video segment-to-shot mapping scheme

improved the performance of the individual OKAPI systems (eg.

OKAPI-SYSTEM-l increased to MAP 0.114) and the fusion sys-

tem performance might be expected to improve further as the com-

ponent systems improve. The results overall are a significant im-

provement over those for IBM's speech-only retrieval submission

to TREC-2001. The system was ranked second among 27 evalu-

ated manual search results.

System MAP
OKAPI-SYSTEM-1
OKAPi-SYSTEM-2
BOOLEAN-SYSTEM-

1

SDR-FUSION-SYSTEM

0.073

0.093

0.101

0.137

Table 3: Search test performance of the fusion system and its three

components.

4.4.3 Manual CBR and SDR

The combination of CBR and SDR was explored for manual

searching, where queries were developed through interaction with

the Feature Training collection. An example of (successful) SDR
and CBR integration is query topic 86 ("find overhead views of

cities - downtown and suburbs: the viewpoint should be higher

than the highest building visible"). In the following, we assume

that the SDR results and CBR results have been found indepen-

dently prior to the integrated query:

1 . Retrieve results for SDR query of "view panorama overhead

downtown suburbs city town urban"

2. Expand results list to include adjacent shots (repeat two

times) using expand operation (see Section 3.8)

3. Combine with CBR results using "union" combination

method (Eq 3) and "product" aggregation function (Eq 8).

The final Average Precision improved from CBR 0.0 and SDR
0.039 to CBR-i-SDR 0.057. A similar approach was used for the

other queries with minor differences such as the number oi' shot

expansions and the choice of the combination method and ag-

gregation function, for example, using "intersection" rather than

"union" and "sum" rather than "product". However, this approach
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was not always successful; for example, the same scheme was

used for topic 84 ("Price Tower") SDR+CBR but performance was

degraded below that obtained using SDR alone. This approach to

SDR and CBR integration improved 4 of the 25 queries beyond

the performance attained with SDR alone.

4.4.4 Interactive search

We explored interactive search using CBR and SDR in which the

user interacted with the search test collection at query-time, we

chose various combinations of these methods and selected among

different methods for fusion, multiple examples search, relevance

feedback, and browsing. The wall-clock time was measured to

gauge the user effort for each interactive query. The following

describes the interactive search operations for query topic 89 for

"Butterflies", which took just over seven minutes of user lime:

1 . Search for shots of butterflies using SDR with terms such as

"monarch", "butterfly", "wings", "flower".

2. View grouping of results by video (clusters shots according

to source video) to get idea of which videos contribute which

shots

3. Remove two irrelevant shots at top of results list

4. Expand all shots t adjacent shots

5. Results show 5 hits at the top, stop.

We presented the IBM Research video indexing system. The sys-

tem explores fully-automatic content analysis methods for shot

detection, multi-modal feature extraction, statistical modeling for

semantic concept detection, and speech recognition and indexing.

The system supports manual methods of querying based on auto-

matically extracted features, models, and speech information. In

this paper we described the system and the experiments runs that

are part of the TREC-2002 video retrieval benchmarking effort.

The results show good performance on tasks such as shot bound-

ar)' detection, concept detection, and search.

Acknowledgments: We thank Prof. Chiou-Ting Hsu. National

Tsing-Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan and her students for their
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Abstract
For TREC 10 we participated in the Named Page Finding Tasli and the Cross-Lingual Taslc. In the web

track, we explored the use of linear combinations of term collections based on document sti-ucture. Our

goal was to examine the effects ofdifferent term collection statistics based on document structure in respect

to known item retrieval. We parsed documents into structural components and built specific term indexes

based on that document structure. Each of those indices have their own collection statistics for term

weighting based on the type of language usedfor that structure in the collection. For producing a single

ranked list, we examined a weighted linear combination approach to merging results. Our approach to

known item retrieval was equal or above the median 58% of the time and 71% above the mean score of

submitted runs. In the Arabic track we participated in Arabic Cross-language Information Retrieval

(CLIR) and in Arabic monolingual information retrieval. For the monolingual retrieval, we examined the

use of tM>o stemming algorithms. The first is a deeper approach, and the second is a pattern-based

approach. For the Arabic CLIR, we explored the retrieval effectiveness by using a machine translation

(MT) system and translation probabilities obtained from parallel documents collection provided by the

United Nations (UN).

Keywords: Known-item search, document structure retrieval, linear combination of retrieval strategies,

cross-lingual Arabic retrieval, light-stemming, pattern-based stemming

Named Page Finding Task

Many years of research have been devoted to examining the question of what are the best retrieval

strategies for retrieving information, this year we explore a variation on the task where a specific or known-

item is sought after given a query or topic. Our research this year specifically explores three basic

'. :stions about this task:

How do document structure approaches compare to traditional ranking strategies given that the task and

evaluation metrics have changed?

1. What type of document structure can be exploited to improve the effectiveness of this task, in

comparison to traditional approaches?

2. How effective are weighted linear combination approaches to combining evidence from document

structure retrieval approaches.

Many ranking strategies have been examined in the past. Three of the most studied algorithms are PDLN
(Pivoted Document Length Normalization) [1], Okapi BM25 [2], Self-Relevance [3] due to their

effectiveness in prior TREC evaluations. In our calibrations, we have found BM25 to perform well so we
use it as a baseline.
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Some work has already been done on the extraction and storage of HTML term information [4].

Additionally, much has been done with the use of link information to identify hubs and authorities [5].

Since many content developers use HTML elements/tags to improve the readability of their documents, we
hypothesize that simply using these tags may improve effectives. There are many different tags that could

be used, (e.g.; title, section headers, anchor text, bold, underlines, comments, etc.), but we initially focus on

only three types: title, anchor text and text.

Finally, we examine the fusion of different document structure indexes to produce a single ranked list for

the know-item task. Those different document representations can be merged with linear combinations

maximizing mutual evidence. When combining evidence we extend prior research of weighted linear

combination approaches.

In recent years, the category of work known as data fijsion or multiple-evidence described a range of

techniques in information retrieval whereby multiple pieces of information are combined to achieve

improvements in retrieval effectiveness. These pieces of information can take many forms including

different query representations, different document representations, and different retrieval strategies used to

obtain a measure of relationship between a query and a document. Several researchers have used

combinations of different retrieval strategies to varying degrees of success in their systems [6, 7]. Belkin,

et al. examined the effects of combining several different query representations to achieve improvements in

effectiveness [8, 9]. Lee examined the effect of using different weighting schemes to retrieve different sets

of documents using a single query and document representation, and a single retrieval strategy [10].

Fox and Shaw examined combination algorithms that increase the score of a document based on repeated

evidence of its relevance, as done in [6]. One of the algorithms designed by Fox and Shaw, CombMlvlZ,

has proven to be a simple, effective method for combining result sets. It was used by Lee in his fusion

experiments, and has become the standard by which newly developed result combination algorithms are

judged. More recent research in the area of meta-search engines has led to the proposal of several new

result combination algorithms of even greater complexity, making use of training data and techniques such

as voting algorithms and Bayesian inference [11, 12, 13]. Although these algorithms were shown to behave

comparably and occasionally superior to CombMNZ, for our research we use Fox's CombMNZ algorithm,

leaving other linear combination approaches as a topic of further research.

In the next section we describe our experimental approach to examine the above questions. In the results

section we present our results from this year's experiments. Lastly, we conclude and present fijture possible

research directions

fVlethodology

To conduct our research we use the IIT retrieval system AIRE [14]. Our system builds a traditional

inverted index based on a given document structure(s). Additionally, our system uses conflation classes

[15] instead of a more commonly used stemmer such as Porter [16]. Those classes have been modified

over the years as problem term variants have been encountered. Additionally, AIRE uses a generated

statistical phrase list, where the statistical phrases were generated with a news collection and IDF filtering

to reduce the final phrase list size. Phrases are generated fi^om phrases via a bi-gram sliding window

algorithm and weighted with 25% importance in relation to keyword weighting for retrieval. Basic term

weighting uses the Okapi BM25. Equation 1.

-2

(

'

{N-n)+.5 YJ (k\ + \)*rj\{k3 + \)*qtf

,
{n + .5) y[ (K + tf) {k3 + qtf)

K = k\*({\-b) + b*dl/avdl)

I

Equation 1: Okapi BM25
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Where:

• tf= frequency ofoccurrences ofthe term in the document

» qtf = frequency ofoccurrences ofthe term in the query

• dl = document length

e avdl = average document length

» N = is the number ofdocuments in the collection

© n = is the number ofdocuments containing the word

e kl = 1.2

• b = 0. 75 or 0.25 (we use .25)

® k3 = 7. set to 7 or 1000, controls the effect of the query term frequency on the weight — smaller is less.

We indexed the 18GB government collection producing a flill-text index, HTML title term index, and an

anchor text index. The anchor text index differed from the other indexes, in that an additional mapping

stage was required so referencing anchor text data can be linked to the referenced TREC document name.

For our experimental layout we first produce a baseline run based on B1V125, conflation classes, phrases,

fall-text index, referred to as the (base) run with the results summarized in Table 4.

Two additional result sets were created; the first one was produced using only the title index and the second

produced from only using the anchor text index. With those three indexes and result sets our original three

questions can be examined. With a baseline result set, additional document structure techniques can be

compared in relation to each other (our first question). Our second question we briefly explore by

examining anchor text and title text in relation to ftill text retrieval. In the next section we present results

examining the effectiveness of the various structures and their combinations (our third question) with

respect to baseline ad-hoc retrieval strategies.

Our linear combination is a three-step process. First our scores are normalized from each document

representation retrieved set using min-max normalization. Equation 3. The advantage of this method is that

it preserves all relationships of the data values exactly, it does not introduce any potential bias into the

data. Secondly, the final scores are calculated using CombMNZ, Equation 2. Where each individual score

is biased via alpha and beta weights assigned to the document structure.

CombMNZ = SUM(lndividual Similarities) * Number of Nonzero Similarities

Equation 2: CombMNZ

V = ( V - min ) *
( new_max - new_min ) / ( max - min ) + new^min

Equation 3: Min-Max Normatizatioe

For our linear combination experiments we did not have relevance judgments, thus for our submitted runs

we submitted runs based on guesses for the best weighting of linear combinations. Additionally, we
limited the combinations of results and weighting to the experiment show in Figure 1

.
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Results

Our first sets of results examine the retrieval effectiveness of the various document structure elements, in

Table 1 we see that the full text index significantly outperforms anchor and title indexes. This is not all that

surprising given that anchor retrieval depends on the vocabulary of the referring text, thus not all

documents have suitable referring text for the given query set. Similarly, title only retrieval is dependant

on the author's vocabulary meeting the query language for this query set and is a subset of the vocabulary

used for full text thus performing less than full te.xt is not unexpected.

While the vocabulary for title and anchor text alone may not be as effective as full text for this task/query

set, we further examine if combinations of the structures can improve effectiveness. In the second set of

experiments we ftised the title and full text indices with the CombMNZ algorithm with various alpha, beta

weights for each document representation index. Table 2 displays the results of those experiments, while

we did not have the final qrels, the run we chose ended up being the best combination of the two retrievals,

(alpha=.2 and beta=.8) as highlighted in the table. Effectiveness improvements with any combination of

full text and title text retrieval are not found. While a slight improvement is found in the top 10, this does

not seem to be a significant improvement of any type.

Full Text Anchor Title

MRR 587 .156 .323

In Top 10 in 31 67

Found 128 40 82

TabSe 1: Dociiment Stryctiire Inc lex Runs

MRR TIO Found a
.402 82 134 .9 .1

.421 90 134 .8 .2

.446 102 134 .7 .3

.468 108 134 .6 .4

.502 i09 134 .5 .5

.545 1 10 134 .4 .6
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.559 110 134 .3 .7

.572 112 134 .2 .8

.578 111 133 .1 .9

Table 2: Title & Full Fusion, Title = a, Full= p

MRR TIO Found a
.576 134 .9 1

• 1

.565 119 134 .8 .2

.539 117 134 .7 .3

.441 115 134 .6 .4

.391 108 134 .5 .5

.297 86 133 .4 .6

.268 68 133 .3 .7

.246 50 1 JJ .2 .8

.218 40 133 .1 .9

3: TF& Anchor Fusio n, FT =
cx, ancfiior= p

We then fused the combined evidence from (ftiil text and title text) with anchor information and explored

various weighting variables. Our submitted run, was the most effective in terms of MRR, but did not yield

the greatest number in the top 10. Although the MRR is slightly worse than our full text approach, the

number of correct results in the top 10 and "found" increased slightly. After receiving the relevance

judgments from NIST we explored other various combination orderings, but found no improvements or

negative effects for various orderings of fiised results in retrieval effectiveness for all combinations.

These results are surprising given that most popular search engines use document structure for improving

the effectiveness of their services. While their improvements may come for other aspects of their approach,

using the information as we did showed no significant advantage.

Base TF TFA
MRR .587 .576 .58

In Top 10 111/74% 114/76% 117/78%)

Not Found 22/14.6% 20/13.3% 19/12.6%,

>= Mode 82/54.6% 80/53.3%, 75/50%o
= >Median 88/58.6% 92/61.3%> 87/58%,

>= Mean 107/71.3% 104/69.3% 108/72%o

Table 4: Submitted Result Summary

Our baseline full text retrieval approach for the known-item task was 58% of the time equal or above the

median and 71% above the mean score of submitted runs. Additionally, our approach produced the item in

the top 10 results 74% of the time and only missed the know-item \4% of the time with 150 queries. Our

results using document structure marginally improved top 10 and found statistics, but did not improve

MRR. These results are rather surprising in that the BM25 approach had been designed, tuned and tested

for a different task and metric. While its success validates the robustness of the algorithm, more research

needs to be conducted using document structure to determine how that information should be incorporated

into the ranking strategy or that it does not benefit know-item retrieval.

Named-itern Summary
For TREC 10 we explored the use of linear combinations of term collections based on document structure

features. Our goal was to examine the effects of different term collection statistics based on document

structure in respect to known item retrieval. Our approach is to dissect a document into structural parts

and build specific term indexes based on that document structure. Each of those indices would have their

own collection statistics for term weighting based on the type of language used for that structure in the

collection. For producing a single ranked list, we examined a weighted linear combination approach to

merging results.
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While our document structure linear combination experiments did not yield any promising results, our

approach to known item retrieval was 58% of the time equal or above the median and 71% above the mean

score of submitted runs. Additionally, our approach produced the item in the top 10 results 74% of the time

and only missed 14% of the known-items out of 1 50 topics.

Cross-lingual Track

In the Arabic track, we participated in Arabic Cross-language Information Retrieval (CLIR) and in Arabic

monolingual information retrieval. We dedicated our effort to improve the retrieval effectiveness of Arabic

monolingual retrieval, as we believe it is essential for any Arabic IR or CLfR systems. For the

monolingual retrieval, we used two stemming algorithms. The first is a deeper light-based approach, and

second is pattern-based approach. For the Arabic CLIR, we explored the retrieval effectiveness by using

two recommended standard resources. The resources are a machine translation (MT) system and translation

probabilities obtained fi-om parallel documents collection provided by the United Nations (UN). The

Arabic AIRE retrieval system is used for experimentation. We used the IIT similarity function and

Rocchio relevance feedback.

Background
Unlike alphabets based on the Roman script, the orientation of vvriting in Arabic is from right-to-left. The

shape of most of the characters depends on their position within a word and the character adjacent to them.

Most Arabic words are morphologically derived from a list of roots. The root is the bare verb form; it can

be triliteral, quadri literal, or pentaliteral. Most of these roots are made up of three consonants. The Arabic

language uses a root-and-pattem morphotactics; patterns can be thought of as templates adhering to well-

known rules. These patterns generate nouns and verbs. Roots are interdigitated with the patterns to form

Arabic surface forms.

Arabic words are classified into three main parts of speech, nouns (including adjectives and adverbs),

verbs, and particles. All verbs and some nouns are derived from a root. Arabic sentences are either verbal

or nominal. Verbal sentences contain a verb before the subject, and may contain complements. Nominal

sentences begin with a subject followed by a noun, an adjective, a prepositional phrase, or an adverb. In

formal writing, Arabic sentences are delimited by commas and periods as in English.

Arabic Monolingual Retrieval

Unlike Indo-European languages such as English, the Arabic language is a highly inflected language. From

an Arabic root, many surface forms can be derived. The surface forms of a word have a great impact on a

language like Arabic with a strong morphology since surface forms comprise at least two morphemes: a

three consonantal root conveying semantic meaning and a word pattern carrying syntactic information.

Moreover, most connectors, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, and possession forms are attached to the

Arabic surface form. Retrieving based on surface form results in low retrieval effectiveness as concluded

in [17,18].

Another strategy is to retrieve based on the root of the Arabic word. The goal of the root-based stemmer is

to detect and extract the root of an Arabic surface word and it requires very deep syntactic analysis. AI-

Shalabi [19] developed a system that detects the root and the pattern of Arabic words with verbal roots.

Khoja [20] designed and experimented a novel algorithm for root detection. The retrieval based on the roots

improves the retrieval effectiveness as compared to the surface form of the Arabic words. As in our earlier

efforts [17,18], light stemming outperforms the root-based stemming. Therefore, light stemming

approaches have potential promise [17]

A deeper light stemming approach

The aim of this algorithm is to conflate more related terms in a conflation class than the classes produced

in [18]. To achieve this goal, we used a training corpus to identify the frequent suffixes and prefixes. The

corpus was obtained from two Saudi Arabian newspapers, namely, Alriyadh and Aljazirah from the year

1999 to 2001. This corpus consists of more than one million words that cover a variety of subjects. The
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maximum length of the prefixes and suffixes is four letters and the minimum is two letters. Considering

more than four letters as prefix of suffix results in ambiguous term after stripping them out. Also, one letter

is not enough to form a valid suffix or prefix.

This automatic algorithm adheres to the following steps:

1- Check whether the given Arabic word is Arabicized,

2- Remove any diacritics in the given Arabic terms,

3- Start an aggressive normalization,

4- Check for the prefix Waw,
5- Check for duplicate prefixes,

6- Detect definite articles,

7- Check for suffixes,

8- Check for prepositions that attached to the given Arabic stem,

9- Check for prefixes,

10- Normalize the Alf-Maksorah and the Alf

Throughout the above steps, each step is associated with an event, when the event occurs, an action will be

taken. The algorithm checks the length of stem to decide whether to fire the associated action. The

minimum length of the stem is three letters. Choosing three letters as minimum maintains the semantic of

the Arabic word since most Arabic words are built up fi-om three consonants. In Table 5 we describe some

candidate suffixes that considered for removal that we obtained from corpus statistics.

Suffix Example Meaning

Their teachers (plural feminine)

\ At ^ Her teachers (singular feminine)

u& \ \\')'^ Their book (dual masculine)

Civilians

OH Two apples (dual feminine)

Table 5: Some suffixes derived from the corpus

A pattern-based stemming approach

This approach uses patterns to detect the affixes of the given Arabic word. The algorithm starts first to

match a pattern on the given Arabic word. For the case of liberal matching mode, if the matched letters are

greater than one, then the algorithm considers that pattern as valid then prefixes and the suffixes will be

removed. A more restrictive mode can be applied, i.e., increasing the number of matching between the

given Arabic terms and the patterns to consider the current pattern for candidacy. The pattern-based

algorithm adheres to the following steps:

1 . Remove any diacritics in the given Arabic terms.

2. Normalization such as Alf, and Ya-Maksorah.

3. Check for the prefix Waw
4. Check for duplicate prefixes

5. Detect definite articles

6. Match the given Arabic term on a list of patterns. If there is at least one letter match in the given

Arabic term, then the algorithm strips out the suffixes and prefixes of that term based on the

matched pattern. If the algorithm fails to extract and remove the suffixes or the prefixes from the

given Arabic terms, then the algorithm proceeds executing from step 7 to the end.

To clarify the roles of patterns in Arabic morphology, consider the root ( vij^ ). This root is transliterated as

"'ktb ", which is measured with pattern ( ). The pattern ( ) is transliterated as "/a/", "f " corresponds to
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the first letter ('-^ ),
" corresponds to middle letter ($:), and "/" corresponds to last letter (J). The pattern

preserves /, a, and / in the same order, whereas vowels and other letters can be added to form a pattern. As

shown in Table 6, many patterns are derived from the base pattern '/a f of the root ""ktb ". As shovm, the

pattern d alh " form the word by attaching the vowel (' ) and letter (») to the root ""ktb ". Locating

the original letters of the given Arabic word in the pattern is essential step to remove the prefixes and

suffixes.

Arabic word Pattern Meaning

fail writer

fda]h writing

fd\ the two writer

fad] The two writers (dual

masculine in accusative form)

Table 6: patterns and tlieir surface forms

\
1 i J 1

Position 4th 3rd

Position

2nd 1st A

4th 373 2nd TsT

igyre 2. Matching the word "oW^*^'" and the pattern

Figure 2 illustrates the process of matching and stripping out the prefixes and suffixes. Before considering

a suffix or prefix for removal, a matching process between the pattern and the given Arabic term is

performed. For liberal matching, at least one letter from the pattern should match the Arabic term in same

position.

Arabic Cross-fangyage information Retrieval (CLIR)

In the cross-lingual track, we experimented using the recommended standard resources that are provided by

TREC for query translation. We used two means of query transiafions, machine translation system (MT)

and the translation probability that are derived from the UN corpus via BBN [22].

Ajeeb MT.system

Machine Translation systems can be defined as any computer-based system that seek automatically to

transform a target text from one language into another language by using context information. One of the

approaches being used for CLIR is using the existing machine translation system which usually involves

automatic translation of the queries, from one language to another. We used ajeeb MT system

( wwvt'.aieeb.com) for translating the provided 50 queries (titles and descriptions) from English to Arabic.

Translation j)robahility

Translation probability means that if a term in the source language has several translations in the target

language, each term in the target language gets probability. BBN construct translation probabilities that are
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derived from parallel corpus. The parallel corpus was obtained from the United Nations (UN). The

statistical machine translation GIZA++ was used to provide the transaction probabilities. The probability

p(a|e) has several terms as candidate for translation, we selected the highest probability for each entry.

Results Analysis

In Arabic monolingual retrieval, our results demonstrate the usefulness of using stemming in improving the

retrieval precision. As shown in Table 7, the initial investigation of the pattern-based algorithm, which is in

the liberal mode, achieved an improvement over the deeper light stemming algorithm.

Deeper light stemming Pattern-based stemming

Average Precision 0.3419 0.3473

Table 7: Average precisions of Deeper light and Pattern-based approaches

In both stemming algorithm, some queries got as close as 0% measured in average precision. The reason

behind this drop of retrieval effectiveness is that these queries have fatal error in spelling as well as some

has ambiguous term. For example query number 32 got 0% measured in average precision.

The term "u:?jj^->=^" appears as one single term. As well as, the term "^ji^"' is an ambiguous term. These

reasons make our algorithm performed poorly in this query.

Figure 3 demonstrates the average precision at several levels of recalls (0-1) of the pattern-based and

deeper light algorithms.

In cross-lingual retrieval, the results of using the translation probabilities performed poorer than machine

translation approach as shown in Table 8. The reason behind this drop of retrieval effectiveness is that the

construction of the translation probabilities is based on an aggressive stemmer [21] which increases the

chance of the co-occurrence of two different terms.

Machine translation Statistical translation

Average Precision 0.2453 0.2285

TabSe 8. Average precisions of Deeper light and Pattern-based approaches

Figure 4 demonstrate the average precision at several levels of recall (0-1), as shown the machine

translation system is more effective than the statistical translation.
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Figure 3. Average precision of pattern-based and deeper light algorithms.
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Figure 4. Average precision of machine transiatioo and translations

probabilities

CLIR
Summary
We showed that stemming is an important approach to improve the retrieval effectiveness of any Arabic

information retrieval systems. In TREC-2002, we participated in both monolingual and cross-lingual

retrieval. Our focus in this year is on the improvement of Arabic monolingual information retrieval

systems. We presented a new automatic algorithm for stemming, namely, the pattern-based. We
experimented with this algorithm by using the liberal mode, in future work, we plan to make it more
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restricted for matching the given Arabic word and the pattern as well as to increase the number of patterns

to enhance the rule-based operations of the algorithm.

In cross-lingual retrieval, we experimented with the standard resources that are provided via TRECl 1. We
found that the machine translation system achieved superior performance compared to translation

probabilities. One reason for this is that the construction of the translation probabilities derived from the

UN parallel corpus is based on an aggressive stemmer. In addition, some terms are not covered for

translation. We plan to enhance the quality of the extracted parallel terms and to add more terms for wider

coverage.
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Abstract

Several researchers consisting of students and faculty from the School of Library and

Information Science at Indiana University developed a video retrieval system named

ViewFinder for the purpose of providing access to video content for a project named the

Cultural digital Library Indexing Our Heritage (CLIOH) at Indiana University Purdue

University at Indianapolis (lUPUl). For our role in the Text Retrieval Conference

(TREC) and its video track, we took the existing system, made notable modifications, and

applied it to the video data provided by the conference. After conducting I interactive

search run, we generated our search results and submitted them to TREC where human

judges determined the relevancy of each returned shot and assigned an averaged precision

ranking for each topic. From these results we were capable of drawing conclusions of the

current system, and how to make ViewFinder more productive in future versions.

Introduction

With the accumulation of digitized video, groups and individuals are becoming more and

more interested in the preservation and organization of such content. Along with this

preservation and organization, there is a need for systems that can provide easy and

efficient access to archived video. This problem is the focus of ViewFinder. a video

retrieval information system.

The main goal of View finder is to have it applied to a project being conducted at Indiana

University Purdue University at Indianapolis (lUPUl) named the Cultural digital Library

Indexing Our Heritage (CLIOH). This project deals w ith the preservation of multi-media

content regarding the ancient world (Mayan ruins, etc.). One such form (of content) is

video, and this is the current focus of ViewFinder. ViewFinder attempts to provide users

with individual keyframes (of shots located within video files) according to the user's

information need.

For the purpose of participating in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) and its video

track, we took the existing system, made notable modifications, and applied it to the

video data provided by the conference. We then followed conference procedures and

performed 1 interactive ("human in the loop") search run consisting of 25 individual

topics (also provided by the conference). We then generated results and submitted them
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to TREC, where human assessors compared our results with the number of manually

identified relevant shots, and assigned an average precision for each topic. You may
further explore the average precision formula used by TREC in Vorhees, E. M., and

Harman, D. K. (2001). In addition to conducting an interactive search run, our system

was developed with use and knowledge of the actual search test collection, known as

type-A.

Related Literature Review

In recent years there have been various advances in regards to this research problem.

This is possibly due to the large increase of multimedia content (especially video) being

digitized and made accessible via the World Wide Web and other multimedia information

systems.

Along with this increase in video content, there is an increase in people who choose to

search for such content. Spink. Goodrum, and Hurson (200
1
) concluded from a study on

Excite query logs between the years 1997 and 1999 that queries for video content

increased over 1 00%. In fact, video queries counted for 0.7% of overall queries in 1997

and counted for 1.6% in 1 999 (Spink et ai., 2001). Spink et al. (2001 ) go on to further

conclude "video searching became more frequent during this period with the expansion

of video material on the Web."

These findings suggest that it is very important for IR researchers to explore how to

better provide easier and more efficient access to video content. Cruz and James ( 1 999)

provide insight into this problem by focusing on aspects such as user query generation

coupled with the user-interface design. They go on to detail their system named

Delaunay (Cruz and James, 1 999). They express the importance of users having the

capability for "pre- and post-query refinement" (Cruz and James, 1 999). Furthermore.

Cruz and James ( 1 999) also stress the importance of accommodating the search interface

to both novice and expert users of multimedia retrieval systems. One example (of their

system) is that novice users have the option of a Search Assistant, which may assist in

"pre-query refinement" (Cruz and James, 1 999).

Spink et al. (2001 ) also pay close attention to query generation of the user. They claim

that. "Web users generally search for multimedia information as they search for textual

information'" (Spink et al., 2001 ). Also. Spink el al. (2001 ), find that multimedia queries

contain more search terms (mean of 2.4) than that of general (non-multimedia) Web
queries (mean of 1 .91 ).

Spink et al. (2001) further discovered that the term "video" is the most commonly used

query term when users search for video content. This brings them to suggest other search

features, such as a file extension (.mpeg. .avi. .mov, .wav, etc) search feature, which

could be very helpful in user query formation (Spink et al., 2001).

While these search features may prove to be helpful in future (video/image) IR systems,

current video/image IR systems still primarii} utilize text-based searches. Other research
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has attempted to increase video/image IR system satisfaction by moving away from total

reliance of textual searching and incorporating content-based searching. Zhou and Huang

(2002) describe a retrieval system where contextual information (color, shape, texture,

etc. described as "low-level features") is combined with user's keywords (or "high-level

semantic concepts"). They go on to present that searching on contextual information

alone is usually not sufficient in generating relevant results, however, would serve the

purpose in thesaurus updating (or adaptation of keywords to images and vice versa)

(Zhou and Huang, 2002).

These studies, along with numerous others, reflect the many different directions video

retrieval research is currently taking. For example, image and video analysis has been

ongoing for many years, and the advancement of this research can be used to explore

technologies of (image/video) retrieval. Also, the growing number of users searching for

video content has spurred a movement toward applying user-centered design concepts in

the development and evaluation of video/image IR systems.

Problem

As mentioned in the earlier sections of this paper, our problem focuses on providing easy

and efficient access to video content where large archived (video) data exists. The video

data provided by TREC proved to be sufficient in exploring these research problems with

ViewFinder. Moreover, the total size of the video collection consisted of 68.45 hours (of

MPEG-1) including 40.12 hours for the search test collection. 23.26 hours for the feature

development collection, and 5.02 hours for the feature test collection (Smeaton and Over,

2002).

To conduct system tests and the TREC tasks we applied the existing ViewFinder system

to the data provided by the conference (through the Internet Archive). Some of the

modifications we made to the system consist of a reformulating (system) queries, switch

from a MySQL database to Oracle, user-interface adjustments, incorporated a textual

keyword search feature, and adapted the search attributes ( for proper interaction with the

Internet Archive video metadata).

Due to time constraints, the Oracle database resulted in a very basic structure. The

indexed metadata for individual videofiles include the titles, descriptions, and descriptors

(provided by the Internet Archive), which are identified by an automatically generated

video id. For each individual shot (keyframe) there is a thumbnail, corresponding URL
(to the shot keyframe/thumbnail), and an automatically generated id for both video and

shot source. There were a total of 3 tables created for the database. One table contains

the shot data (keyframe/thumbnail URL. shot id, and video id), and the other tables

contain data corresponding to the video files (e.g. one table contains video id. title, and

description fields; and the other table contains video id and descriptor fields).

Although, this proved to be sufficient data to develop a prototype for participating in the

video track, we initially assumed that it wouldn't serve the purpose of a practical video

retrieval system. Moreover, although TREC evaluates search returns of individual shots

I
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(located within a video file), our database only included metadata corresponding to each

individual video file. We would encounter the problem of not being capable to

distinguish between shots located within the same video file (other than by visually

evaluating the shots after a search has been performed).

This prevented us from measuring relevancy rankings between individual shots located

within the same video file (e.g. all shots of a matching video are considered "relevant" by

the system). For example, once the system identifies any relevant (or matching) video(s),

all corresponding keyframes are returned to the user in sequential order. Moreover, if the

system matches the user's query to 2 video files, which (both) contain 50 shots, the user

would be presented with a shot order such as: shot 1 from video 1. shot I from video 2.

shot 2 from video 1. shot 2 from video 2 ... up until the final shot. (Here, it is up to the

user whether or not to browse the returned keyframes.) In the latter sections of this paper

we discuss future improvements of ViewFinder. that we feel will eliminate these

problems for upcoming TREC conferences.

Methodology

For our interactive ("human in the loop") search run. we allowed the user to evaluate

relevancy of the returned results. Moreover, it was up to the user whether or not to

reformulate the query and continue searching, or stop and settle on results. In addition,

we also made no attempt to restrict or assist the user in query formulation/reformation,

nor did we place any time restriction on the user (for individual search topics).

While using the ViewFinder system, the user is given several options of searching

techniques (or search features). One of the features consists of a keyword search (See

Appendix A for Interface Snapshot). This search allows the user to type in keywords and

compare them to the description (field) for each individual video file. If there are any

matches between the keyword(s) and any video description, the keyframes corresponding

to matching video(s) are returned to the user. Moreover, the keyword search performs a

"phrasal" search, or in the case that more than one keyword (a phrase) is entered, the

exact phrase must match within the video description in order for results to be returned.

The user is also presented with several (video) attributes in which they are allowed to

browse. These attributes are presented to the user in a series of drop down menus (Also

See Appendix A for Interface Snapshot). One example is that the user can select "Title"

in the "Search By" drop down menu, and retrieve all the video titles in the collection.

The user can then select a particular title (by clicking on it and highlighting it) and click

the "Search" button, which will run a query for that particular title, and return the

associated keyframes.

A similar operation can be conducted with the "Descriptors" option in the drop down

search menu. However, unlike the title search (which will only return results for one

individual video title) it is possible for the descriptors search to return shots from several

different video files (if the same descriptors overlap for multiple videos).
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Another search option of ViewFinder is the "Promote" search. This is found in the drop

down menus located directly below each of the individual keyframe panels (excluding the

middle keyframe). This "Promote" feature will take the descriptors associated with that

particular keyframe, and compare it with the descriptors for all other video files, and

return any matches. Once the "Promote" search feature has been utilized, the "promoted"

keyframe is then displayed in the middle (#5) image panel.

Since Viev/Finder can only display up to 9 individual keyframes at one time (8 for search

results, and 1 for displaying "promoted" keyframe), the user is still capable of browsing

all video shots/keyframes returned (in the case of there being more than 8 matching

keyframe). Utilizing the "More Clips" and "Back" buttons located on the interface

allows for such browsing. The "More Clips" button becomes initialized after more than 8

keyframes are returned by a query, and the "Back Button" is initialized after the "More

Clips" button has been clicked (and the user is on a page other than the first).

These search sessions ended when the user felt they exhausted all relevant video shots.

After the user decided to end each of the search topics, they would select the "Finish"

button, which would print out up to 100 (top) search results to the Java console, where

they were gathered and formatted.

Resyits

Human assessors from NIST manually judged the relevancy of each returned shot. After

concluding on the number of relevant shots returned as compared to the total number of

relevant shots identified in the data set, an averaged precision was assigned to each

search topic performed. You can read more on the averaged precision formulation in

Vorhees, E. M., and Harman, D. K. (2001).

We conducted 1 interactive search run where we attempted to answer all 25 search topics.

The mean averaged precision of ViewFinder for all 25 search topics was 0.05472. We
had a range of 0.251 with a minimum score of 0.000 (on topics 75 and 85) and a

maximum of 0.251 (on topic 76). Ranking among other participating systems included a

range from 1st (0. 1 70 topic 94) to a lie for worst (0.000 topics 75 and 85). Moreover, our

average ranking for the 25 topics was 1 7.36 out of an average of 36.88 participating runs.

However, there may be some discrepancy in comparing our results with the results of

other systems for the reason that search runs (for other systems) varied from interactive to

manual, and system development varied from type-A to type-B. (To explore the

differences between interactive and manual search runs, and type-A systems and type-B

system development please refer to Smeaton, A. F, and Over. P. (2002)).

Conclusions

After reviewing the results, we were initially correct in assuming that the lack of

metadata for each individual shot greatly inhibited ViewFinder's searching performance.

In future video tracks we plan on populating a database with metadata for each individual

shot, which will provide a more robust search for specific information needs. Instead of
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limiting the search attributes to title, description, and descriptors alone, we would like to

add attributes for keywords, subject(s), notable people, important landmarks, and

landscapes/cityscapes (just to name a few). Also, we hope to incorporate content-based

image retrieval in future versions of ViewFinder. This will allow users to build a more

diverse search strategy and allow searches for shots/keyframes with similar shapes,

patterns, and colors.
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Appendix A

Snapshot of ViewFinder's user-interface. Several search features are being displayed.

The "Search By" menu (right hand side) is querying for the titles of the video files.

Video titles are then listed in the text box below the "Search By" menu, where one title is

highlighted. The "Keyword Search" text field, where the phrase "New York" is entered,

is located beiow the video title listing. Various functions including "Search", "Reset",

"More Clips", "Back," and "Finish" buttons are also located below the keyword text

field.

The individual thumbnails/keyframes are displayed to the left of the search features. The

"Promote" feature has been utilized and the corresponding keyframe is now displayed in

the middle image panel.
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Abstract. We describe our experiments for the shot-boundary detection and search tasks for the TREC-11

video track. Our shot-boundary detection scheme is based on a multi-timescale detection algorithm in w^hich

colour histogram differences are examined over a range of frames. Our search efforts are based on a system which

brings together a number of global features encompassing colour, texture and text features derived from speech

recognition transcripts into a unique relevance feedback system.

1 Introduction

Early attempts at content-based video retrieval were based on keywords attached to shots, and this proved

very effective for video types such as broadcast news [2, 10]. However, we now live in a multimedia world

and, as demonstrated by the search topics for this year's video track, there is potential for querying video

in many different ways.

In this paper, we present our system of retrieval of video shots based on global features derived from

keyframes. The keyframes are the output of a shot boundary detection process, which we describe in

Section 2. Our search system with relevance feedback is described in Section 3.

2 Shot boundary detection task

2.1 System

The video shot boundary detection algorithm is broadly based on the colour histogram method, where

the colour histograms for consecutive frames are compared and, if their difference is greater than a given

threshold, a shot change is declared. This method is extended, based on the algorithm of Pye et al [12] for

detection of gradual transitions that take place over a number of frames, and for rejection of transients,

such a^i the effect of a flash-bulb.

Each frame is divided into 9 blocks, and for each block a histogram is determined for each of the RGB
components. The Manhattan distance between corresponding component histograms for corresponding

blocks in two frames is calculated, and the largest of the three is taken as the distance for that block. The
distance between two frames is then taken as the median of the 9 block distances. This helps eliminate

response to local motion.

A difference measure is defined as follows:

1
""^

dn{t) = -Y^ D (/. + t,t - n + i)
,

n
1=0

where D{i,j) represents the median block distance between frames i and j.

If, at frame /, the value for diQ{f) is greater than an empirically determined threshold Tig, the frame

is examined for the presence of a shot change.
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A cut is declared at frame / if the following conditions hold:

. dsif) > Ts (where Ts = OATie)

• dnif) > dnif +S) for all n e {2,4,8} and all 6 e {-2,-1,1,2} (cuts show characteristic coincident

peaks for all (i„).

• dn > l.Sdn/2

If no cut was declared, a gradual transition is declared if the following conditions hold:

• dieif) > die{f±S) for all 6 <W
6 Peak value of ^8 in range / ± 16 occurs within / ± 5

In order to determine the start and end points for gradual transitions, we employ a method similar

to that described by Zhang [19], in which a lower threshold, T4, is used to test for the start and end

of a gradual transition. At each frame, the d4 difference is compared to the threshold. If d^ < T4 then

the frame is marked as a potential start of a transition. If, on examination of successive frames, ^4 falls

below T4 again before a shot change is detected, this potential start is scrapped and the search continues.

Following the detection of a shot change, the end point of the transition is declared as the point at which

^4 first falls below the threshold again, following the shot change. The d^ timescale is used because it

is fine enough to pinpoint accurately the moment at which the change begins, but also introduces a

tolerance to any momentary drop in the difference which may occur in the process of the change.

It has been suggested that automatic threshold setting can improve performance [13], but we found

no empirical evidence to support this with our algorithm. We were, however, able to improve on our

TREC-10 system [11] by using empirical data to determine the cut and gradual definition rules.

2.2 Experiments

We performed six shot boundary detection runs. The first three runs, KM-01 - KM-03 were carried out

keeping the low threshold, T'4, constant, and reducing the high threshold, Tie- In runs KM-04 - KM-06,

the low threshold was increased and the same 3 values for the high threshold were used again.

2.3 Results

All Cuts Gradual

Recall Prec Recall Prec Recall Prec F-R.ecall F-Prec

KM-01 0.826 0.843 0.883 0.895 0.682 0.707 0.673 0.608

KM-02 0.845 0.798 0.889 0.863 0.733 0.648 0.658 0.618

KM-03 0.859 0.720 0.893 0.803 0.773 0.553 0.650 0.612

KM-04 0.825 0.813 0.888 0.880 0.665 0.645 0.471 0.603

KM-05 0.833 0.755 0.891 0.832 0.685 0.578 0.477 0.444

KM-06 0.836 0.688 0.885 0.755 0.711 0.536 0.477 0.356

TREC Avg 0.760 0.790 0.852 0.835 0.527 0.603 0.551
1

0.713

Table 1. Shot boundary detection task ~ results summary

We show the results for our six shot-boundary detection runs in Table 1 . All six runs gave good results

for overall precision and recall, comparing favourably with the average of all systems (shown as "TREC
Avg" in Table 1). System KM-01 appeared to give the best balance between precision and recall overall,

suggesting that further experiments with a higher Tiq threshold may be worthwhile.

The frame-recall and frame-precision results (F-Recall and F-Prec respectively in Table 1) give an

indication of the accuracy of the system for detection of gradual transitions. Our relative performance here
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was not as good, and this perhaps reflects the fact that Httle time was devoted to tuning the algorithm

for setting the staxt and end times of gradual transitions. Results could almost certainly be improved

here by adjusting the parameters of this algorithm.

3 Search task

3.1 Overview

For each shot of each video, we take a representative keyframe, defined as the middle frame of the shot.

The shot boundaries were prescribed by NIST for the task. For each keyframe, a number of feature

vectors are pre-computed. The descriptors are then combined in an integrated retrieval model such that

the overall distance between a query set Q and an image T is given by a convex combination of the

distance values computed for each descriptor.

where Disd(Q,T) denotes the distance for descriptor d between query set Q and T, Wd G [0,1] and

J2d'^d = 1- The descriptor-specific distance values are computed using the fc-nn method, described in

Section 3.3.

We combined 6 features, described in the next section. Following retrieval, the user has the option to

apply relevance feedback, through a system described in section 3.4.

3.2 Features

HSV Colour Histograms. Retrieval from image databases using only colour was one of the earliest

content-based retrieval methods [4, 9, 14]. There is an abundance of colour spaces [5, 16, 18], virtually all

of which are 3-dimensional owing to the human perception of light using three different cones as receptors

in the retina. Colour histograms are quantised distributions in the 3-dimensional colour space of all pixels

of one image. The corresponding feature vector is a list of the proportions of pixels which fall into the

respective 3-dimensional colour bins; its length depends on the granularity of the colour bins. Here, we do

not use 1-dimensional component-wise histograms since (as with all marginalisations) information about

the underlying colours would be lost.

HSV [16] seems to be intuitive to humans. The hue coordinate H encodes the underlying pure colour

tone of a colour circle. The saturation S reflects the pureness of the colour (the less pure the colour the

more grey is mixed into it, S is zero for greys). V and L are both measures, albeit diff'erently defined,

for the apparent brightness or luminosity. When expressing the difference of two colours humans tend to

use HSL or HSV coordinates ( "more in direction of magenta"
,
"purer than" , "darker than" ) rather than

RGB components.

HSV and HSL are both cylindrical colour spaces with H being the angulax, S the radial and V or L
the height component. This brings about the mathematical disadvantage that hue is discontinuous wrt

RGB coordinates and that hue is singular at the achromatic axis = ^ = 6 or s = 0. As a consequence we
merge, for each brightness subdivision separately, all pie-shaped 3-d HSV bins which contain or border

s = 0. The merged cylindrical bins around the achromatic axis describe the grey values which appear in a

colour image and taJce care of the hue singularity at s = 0. Saturation is essentially singulair at the black

point in the HSV model and at both black and white points in the HSL model. Hence, a small RGB ball

around black should be mapped into the bin corresponding to hsv = hsl = (0,0,0), or hsl = (0,0,1)

respectively for white, to avoid jumps in the saturation from 0 to its maximum of 1 when varying the

singular RGB point infinitesimallj^ There are several possibilities for a natural subdivision of the hue,

saturation and brightness axes; they can be i) subdivided linearly, ii) so that the geometric volumes are

constant in the cylinder and iii) so that the volumes of the nonlinear transformed RGB colour space are

nearly constant. The latter refers to the property that few RGB pixels map onto a small dark V band
but many more to a bright V interval of the same size; this is sometimes called the HSV cone in the

literature. We use the HSV model with a linear subdivision.

(1)

d
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Convolution filters. For this feature we use Tieu and Viola's method [15], which depends on the

definition of highly selective features that are determined by the structure of the image, as well as

capturing information about colour, texture and edges. By defining a vast set of features, each feature is

such that it will only have a high value for a small proportion of images, and by discovering a number of

features which distinguish the example set in question we are able to perform an effective search.

The feature generation process is based on a set of 25 primitive filters, which are applied to each

of the three colour channels to generate 75 feature maps. Each of these feature maps is rectified and

downsampled before being fed again to each of the 25 filters to give 1875 feature maps. The process is

repeated a third time, and then each feature map is summed to give 46,875 feature values. The idea

behind the three stage process is that each level 'discovers' arrangements of features in the previous level.

The feature generation process is computationally quite costly, but only needs to be done once and then

the feature values can be stored with the image in the database.

Text. Our text feature is derived from the speech recognition transcripts supplied by Laboratoire

d'Informatique pour la Mecanique et les Sciences de I'lngenieur (LIMSI). A full text index was built

using the Managing Gigabytes search engine [1] and queries formed from the XML data supplied with

each query. Managing Gigabytes supplies a numerical relevance value which is used when weighing fea-

tures.

HMMD Colour Histogram. The recently introduced HMMD (Hue, Min, Max, Diff) colour space,

which is used in the MPEG-7 standard, is derived from the HSV and RGB spaces. The hue component

is the same as in the HSV space, and max and min denote the maximum and minimum among the R, G,

and B values, respectively. The diff component is defined as the difference between max and min. Three

components are sufficient to uniquely locate a point in the colour space and thus the space is effectively

three-dimensional. Following the MPEG-7 standard, we quantize the HMMD non-uniformly into 184 bins

with the three dimensions being Hue, Sum and Diff (sum being defined as {max + min)j2) and use a

global histogram. See Manjunath and Ohm [6] for details about quantization.

Colour Structure Descriptor. We use a second descriptor defined in HMMD space that lends itself

better to capturing local image structure. A 8 x 8 structuring window is used to slide over the image. Each

of the 184 bins of the HMMD histogrcim contains the number of window positions for which there is at least

one pixel falling into the bin under consideration. This descriptor is capable of discriminating between

images that have the same global colour distribution but different local colour structures. Although the

number of samples in the 8x8 structuring window is kept constcint (64), the spatial extent of the window-

differs depending on the size of the image. Thus, for larger images appropriate sub-sampling is employed

to keep the total number of samples per image roughly constant. The bin values are normalized by

dividing by the number of locations of the structuring window and fall in the range [0, 1] (see Manjunath

and Ohm [6] for details)

.

Illumination Invariant Colour Descriptors. Recognition and retrieval via colour are heavily influ-

enced by variations in the scene illumination conditions. This places undesirable limitations on the use of

raw colour features in content-based applications. In an attempt to attain some robustness to variation in

lighting conditions, we use the set of illumination-invariant descriptors defined by O'Callaghan and Bull

[8]. These are histogram, rather than pixel, based features and are calculated using invariant moments
of the distribution in RGB space. In the current implementation, they are applied on a global basis to

each key-frame. As such, they provide a small number of features (specifically 21), which describe the

colour distribution of the scene, invariant to changes in the colour and intensity of the illuminant. Spatial

variation of the illumination over the scene is neglected and a diagonal model of illumination change is

assimied.

The utility of these colour descriptors was previously demonstrated by O'Callaghan and Bull [8] on

a constrained dataset [3], of images of coloinful man-made objects, under varying illumination. One of



the objectives of our search task submission was to evaluate the performance of such features in a "real"

retrieval appUcation in comparison with conventional methods.

3.3 Retrieval using fc-nearest neighbours

Retrieval is performed using the fc-nearest neighbour approach, which is based on the intuitive notion that

if we have seen and already identified something, then anything we later see that is the same, or similar,

(based on some defined characteristics) is probably the same kind of thing. So, we provide positively

and negatively classified examples, and then classify all test images according to their proximity to the

examples.

We use a variant of the distance-weighted A;-nearest neighbour approach [7]. Positive examples axe

supplied by the user, and a number of negative examples are randomly selected from the database. The

distances, for descriptor o?, from the test image T, to each of the k nearest positive or negative examples

(where 'nearest' is defined by the Euclidean distance in feature space) are determined, and a distance

measure calculated as follows:

, -1

DiSd(g,T,)

2__^
(dist(r,,n) +£)

(dist{Ti,q) +6)'^ +e

where Q and N are the sets of positive and negative examples respectively amongst the k nearest neigh-

bours, such that \Q\ + \N\ = k. e is & small positive number to avoid division by zero. Images are ranked

according to BisdiQ.Ti).

3.4 Relevance feedback

Retrieved images Ti, . . . are displayed as thumbnails such that their respective distance from the centre

of the screen is proportional to the dissimilarity Ds{Q,Ti) (given by Equation 1) of thumbnail to the

query set Q. Using this semantics of thumbnail location on the screen, the user can provide relevance

feedback by moving thumbnails closer to the centre (meaning they are more relevaint than the system

predicted) or further away (indicating less relevance). The user effectively supplies the system with a real

vector of distances Du{Q-,Ti), which, in general, differ from the distances Ds{Q,Ti) which the system

computes using the set of weights Wd- The sum of squared errors

SSE{w) = [Ds{Q,T,) - DM^T,)]

N
2

= 5^[5^'a;dDiSrf(Q,T,)-DjO,T,)] (2)

?=1 d

gives rise to an optimisation problem for the weights Wd such that (2) is minimised under the constraint

of convexity. Using one Lagrangian multiplier we arrive at an analytical solution w' for the weight set

which changes the distance function. We get a different ranking of images in the database and, with (1),

a new layout for the new set of top-retrieved images on the screen.

3.5 Experiments

We carried out four runs to investigate the effects of various combinations of features and of relevance

feedback:

1. All features + using relevance feedback.

2. Illumination invariant. Text and Convolution features only.

3. All features. (Baseline for run 1).

4. CSD, Text and Convolution features only. (Baseline for run 2).
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3.6 Results

Topic I_B_KM-1.1
1

m_bj<:m-3-3 m_bj<:m-4_4

75 0.172 0.146 0.142 0.146

76 0.487 0.540 0.545 0.442

78 0.000 0.188 0.000 0.172

80 0.081 0.009 0.146 0.071

81 0.138 0.000 0.000 0.000

83 0.133 0.028 0.000 0.024

84 0.260 0.250 0.050 0.258

92 0.121 0.021 0.011 0.033

Table 2. Search task - results for topics for which at least one variant of our system achieved average precision

greater than 0.100

In Table 3.6 we show the results for topics for which our system achieved average precision greater

than 0.100. The topics for which we achieved our best results axe, at first glance, surprising - topics 75

and 76 were both queries requiring specific personalities, Eddie Rickenbacker and James H Chandler.

Our system was not designed to detect faces. However, both queries contained film of quite distinctive

colouring, and the Chandler query contained query shots from within the test set.

Using our four runs we hoped to show that relevance feedback improved performance and that the

use of illumination invariant features improved performance, but results were not completely conclusive

for either hypothesis.

As we carried out our interactive (relevance feedback) run (I_B_KM-1_1) the retrieved shots were cer-

tainly visually much better with each round of relevance feedback, though this is not spectacularly clear

from the numerical results. There was some improvement in the average precision for most topics, an

observation which is reinforced by the 95% confidence interval for the diff'erence between the performance

means of the results for this run and its baseline (M_B-KM-3_3) which, while not proving statistical

significance, does suggest an improvement in performance using relevance feedback. The perceived per-

formance improvement may simply be due to the fact that relevance feedback re-ordered the rankings -

and with better top-ranked results the user's overall impression is one of greater satisfaction. Some topics

(for example 81 - football players, 83 - Golden Gate Bridge, 88 - US maps) benefitted significantly from

the application of relevance feedback.The interactive runs in TREC model a search scenario where some-

one, such as a librarian, searches on behalf of someone else who ultimately judges the returned results.

This is difi"erent from our model of relevance feedback where the searcher is the one who judges and uses

the results. It is also important to note that a user may often be more content with one or two good

results, highly ranked, than with retrieving every relevant item in the database.

Calculation of the 95% confidence interval for the difference between the means of the results of the

illumination invariant run (M_B_KM-2_2) and its baseline (MJBJ<M-4_4) showed that the introduction of

the illumination invariant feature brought about no overall improvement in results. However, performance

was improved in a number of specific topics, for example, topics 90 - snow covered mountains, and 91 -

parrot.

With hindsight, the experiments could have been better designed; in some cases the limited number of

features used in the second run (run M_B_KM-2-2) performed better than the combination of all features

(run M_B-KM-3-3), suggesting that a philosophy of "more features is better'" does not necessarily hold.

Some further experiments could be carried out to discover which combinations of features work best -

whether there are some features that are consistently good and some that are c:onsistently unhelpful, and

whether some features facilitate good results in the presence or absence of other particular features.
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4 Conclusions

Our shot boundary detection scheme was shown to work very effectively, with particularly good perfor-

mance on cuts. There is some potential for improvement of its accuracy on gradual transitions, though

detection was good and well above average.

In the search task, we have shown that the use of global features in keyframes, with the addition of

relevance feedback, can make an effective contribution to retrieval. Although the recall levels were not

spectacular, subjectively the top-ranked results were good on many of the topics.

Further experiments are required to determine which are the best combinations of features, and which

features contribute significantly (positively or negatively) to the retrieved results.

Acknowledgements: This work was partially supported by the EPSRC, UK.
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Abstract

The paper describes the Question Answering approach apphed first at TREC- 1 0 QA track and

developed systematically in TREC 2002 experiments. The approach is based on the assumption

that answers can be identified by their correspondence to formulas describing the structure of

strings carrying certain (generalized) semantics, supposed by the question type. These fonnulas,

or patterns, are like regular expressions but include elements corresponding to predefined lists of

terms. Complex patterns can be constructed from blocks corresponding to such semantic entities

as persons' or organizations' names, posts, dates, locations, etc. Using various combinations of

blocks and intermediate syntactic elements allows to build a great variety of patterns. Exact

position of elements corresponding to the "exact answer" was localized within the structure of

each pattern. Each pattern is characterized by a generalized semantics, thus the pattern-matching

string must be checked for correlation with the question terms and/or their synonyms/substitutes.

Essentials of the Approach

hi 2002 TREC QA track tests we have further developed the approach described in [Soubbotin,

2001]. hi general, our method lies in the domain of approaches examining the potential of

information extraction for question answering tasks [Srihari, Wei Li, 1999; De Boni, 2001]. The

evolution of IE systems, as represented, in particular, at Message Understanding Conferences

(MUCs), shows a certain shift from deep text analysis based on computational linguistic and

NLP methods to surface techniques [Eagles, 1998]. Our approach can be considered as being in

line with this tendency.

More specifically, our approach is based on the use of formulas describing the structure

of strings likely bearing certain semantic information. For example, string "FBI Director Louis

Freeh" can be recognized, according to one of such formulas, as likely bearing the following

information: a person represented by his/her first and last names occupies a (leading) post in an

organization. The formula for this string is: a word composed of capital letters; an item from the

list of posts in an organization; an item from the list of first names; a capitalized word. We can

mark two first items in this formula as "exact answer", if we want to get answer to the question

"Who is Louis Freeh?", and two last items, if the question is "Who is FBI head?" (question 1583

at TREC 2002).

First used at TREC- 10 QA track, fonnulas of such kind were called "patterns" [Soubbotin M.M
and Soubbotin S.M, 2001]. The term "pattern" is widely used in the field of Information

Extraction. Our concept of patterns as structural formulas for strings is obviously different from

that in "traditional" IE field, but keeping this difference in mind, we consider it convenient to use

this term.
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Each pattern is characterized by a certain generalized semantics, because the formulas' items

refer to certain semantic categories (e.g., "posts") and not to specific semantic units (e.g.,

"president", "head", "director"). Therefore, after a string corresponding to a formula is

recognized, the next step is to identify the question terms (or their synonyms/substitutes) within

it or in its surrounding. To increase the likelihood of getting the right answer, the surrounding of

the found string must be checked for the presence of expressions negating its semantics (e.g.,

"former", "-elect", "deputy", etc., located before or after the term from the list of posts).

After a question's type is defined (e.g., question about a person occupying certain post in an

organization, question about husband/wife/relative of a person, question about acronym, etc.), a

set of formulas, prepared for this type, is applied to match the strings in question-relevant

passages.

Our approach does not need to distinguish linguistic entities in the text. We handle the source

text strictly as string, i.e. consisting only of characters. The patterns used in our QA approach are

aimed only at recognizing sequences of elements that correspond to the predefined formulas.

As surface patterns, our formulas for strings are similar to wrappers [Adams, 2001; Kushmerick,

2000] and look like regular expressions. However, patterns used by the wrapper techniques are

mostly resource-specific, they relate to the document formats rather than the ways information is

presented in written texts per se. As for difference from regular expressions, it is worth noting

that patterns, that we use, include elements referring to the lists of predefined words/plirases.

Currently, increased attention is seen on surface approaches in QA. In some recent

publications surface patterns similar to those used by us were discussed [Magnini, et al., 2002;

Brill, et al., 2002; Brill, et al., 2001; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Hovy et al., 2002].

Patterns and Question Types

The IE task, as presented at its main forum - the Message Understanding Conferences

(MUCs), is focused on certain topics, or domains (Terrorism. Management Successions, Natural

Disasters, Outbreaks of Infectious Diseases, etc.). The QA task requires another way to

categorize the addressed InfoiTnation.

The usual praxis of TRECs' QA tracks panicipants is to predefine a set of potential question

types. The questions accumulated from several TRECs represent a good source for defining

question types on a more or less detailed basis. The paradigm of "infonnation categories" defined

by question types (in contrast to "topic/domain" paradigm) allows to create systematically a

variety of patterns, basing on potential semantic relationships inside each question category.

So, for the question type "Who is person X?" we can presuppose - among the main alternative

possibilities - that this person is known for the (top-level) position he/she occupies in a

organization, company or government; for his/her contributions as author, inventor, founder, etc.;

as outstanding figure in a professional area; as wife/husband/relative of a well-known person; as

involved in well-known event (e.g., as a criminal/perpetrator). In each case, a relationship is

established between two or more entities: person, post, and organization/company; author and

work; etc. The same entities are present if the Who-qucstions refer to posts, authors, etc. (e.g.,
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"Who occupies the post Y in the organization Z?".)

For most Where-questions. we can suggest geographical items as answers. This is achieved by

constructing structural formulas like: item from the list of cities/towns/counties, etc.; comma;

item from the list of countries/states. There are question types suggesting as answers

combinations of digits with units of measurement or currencies names. Completeness of lists

corresponding to "semantic" pattern elements is evidently important (e.g., the list of currencies

must include not frequently used words, such as "dlrs").

The type of the processed question is defined basing both on its interrogative and on the presence

of words/expressions that are included m the list of characteristic terms for the corresponding

question type.

Complex Patterns

Complex patterns are formulas for strings expressing relationships between several semantic

entities. There are some basic, typical, frequently used ways of expressing certain relationships

between semantic entities in written texts of a language covering the most ways these

relationships are expressed in text corpora. There are also less usual ways for expressing these

relationships. (Our preliminary investigations show that information on companies' leaders

(name, post, company) in more than a half of cases is expressed by strings corresponding to 5

main groups of our complex patterns). Thus, one can gradually embrace less frequent string

structures ensuring the more complete covering of certain relationships by a set of patterns.

Each basic way to express a predefined relationship between semantic entities has a great variety

of variants. For example, blocks corresponding to people names can include items from, first

names hst, capitalized words, specific name elements such as "bin", "van", etc., capital letters,

dots, abbreviations like "Sr." and "Jr.". Multiple ways of writing people's names are reflected in

corresponding block formulas (e.g., only first names - for children and pets; combinations of

first, middle and last names; people's names of various nationalities; names wits initials, etc.).

Blocks corresponding to dates are composed from prepositions, articles, digits, month names,

commas, dashes, brackets, special words/phrases like "early", "in the period of, "years ago",

"B.C.", etc.

As some non-obligatory elements can be present or not in the corresponding strings, it is

important to foresee the most complete set of possible variants for each basic pattern.

Semantic entities (e.g. personal and organizations' names, posts, locations) can be represented in

a complex pattern by lists of elements with explicit semantics (words/phrases fitting in a

corresponding semantic category), as well as by elements that do not per se bear any definite

semanfics (e.g., capitalized words); these elements can represent - with higher or lower

probability - a certain semantic entity due to their presence in the complete pattern structure.

The vahdity of a pattern is dependent of its elements and structure.

According to our observations, the more complex a pattern's internal structure, the higher is its

validity (reliability). As a rule, complex patterns containing many elements are more valid: the

neighboring elements mutually confirm each other. If pattern elements corresponding to a

person's name include only such indicators as capitalized words, validity of this pattern is lov^-.
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But if a capitalized word is preceded by an item from the list of first names plus an item from

titles list, then the validity increases significantly. For resolving the ambiguity of capitalized

words - whether they are proper names - the system recognizes the usually capitalized words,

such as names of months, etc. (For issues of proper names identification see, for example, [Bikel,

1997; Viitanen, 2002]).

However, for some question types, structurally simple, small-sized patterns can be used to match

answers for these questions with high likelihood (e.g., a sequence of four digits for "In what

year"-questions; digits plus units of measurement for questions regarding length, area, weight,

speed, etc.) So, for answering the question 1634 "What is the area of Venezuela?", a simple

pattern allows to match the string "340,569 square miles".

Correlation between the Pattern-Matching String and the Question Semantics

As said above, multiple strings can correspond to each pattern structure. The suitable string can

be recognized if words/phrases of the question (or their synonyms/substitutes) are present inside

this string or In its surrounding. If a strmg is matched by complex, multi-elements pattern, the

presence of question terms can be checked within it at certain predefined positions. This

simplifies the task of verifying the suitability of a matched string. By contrast, strings matched

by small-sized patterns usually do not contain all the ternis expressing the semantics of a given

question type. In this case, to verify sufficiency of correlation between a pattern-matching string

and semantics of a question, the surrounding of the pattern must be explored.

The simpler a pattern's structure, the more significant is how question words are located in the

surrounding of the pattern-matching string, i.e. at which distance, right or left to the pattern, in

which position to other potentially present pattern-matching strings, etc. Other important factors

are the number and total weight of question words present in the pattern's surrounding. The

weight (rank) assigned to a question word/phrase (or to its substitute) was defined basing on its

relative "specificity" m the documents corpus. The highest rank was assigned to quoted

expressions and (chains of) capitalized words. Specificity of other words was determined basing

on their occurrence frequency in the corpus.

Thus, the relative simplicity of a pattern's structure is compensated by the complexity of rules

that should verify the candidate answer's correlation with the question semantics. For each

question type, the patterns are grouped into two subsets: complex and (relatively) simple.

We think that the straightforward use of surface patterns for QA without applying a set of

heuristic rules for checking the patterns surrounding (see [Hovy et al., 2002]) cannot ensure

sufficiently reliable results.

The total score assigned to candidate answers is based both on pattern's reliability and on

evaluation of question words's presence inside a pattern-matching string or in its surrounding.

Overview of the QA Process

The process flow includes the following main stages.
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Defining the question types for all questions - basing on interrogatives and on the lists of

characteristic terms for the corresponding question type.

Ordering the questions aimed at first processing the question types for which there are more

reliable patterns.

Forming the query from question terms; ranking query terms according to their "specificity".

Modifying the query, if the search failed or if an answer's score is beneath a predefined

threshold (single words can be used instead of phrases; terms from lists of substitutes are added).

Identifying the pattern-matching strings for this question type - applying first a set of complex

patterns, then a set of simple patterns.

Checking for correlation between the pattern and the question's semantics.

Identifying the exact answer part in the pattern-matching string.

Calculating the total score for each candidate answer.

Selecting the top-ranking candidate.

Creating a record for the submission file.

Analysis of the Results

Analysis of our successes and failures at TREC 2002 allows to see some characteristic

peculiarities of patterns approach for QA.

Our confidence-weighted score is 0.691. The way the obtained answers were ordered was based

on the predefined order of question types. So, we have suggested that a simple but highly reliable

pattern for questions of the types "(In) what year" and "When" will match in most cases the right

strings (taken into account the correlation with the question semantics). As a result, our first 29

recognized answers belonged to questions of these types, among which only 3 answers were

wrong. Of course, this influenced positively our confidence-weighted score.

Noteworthy, our answer to the question 1617 ("When did the Klondike gold rush occur?") was

assessed as wrong. Our answer "1896" was based on the presence of this siring in the sentence

containing 3 from 4 question words: "In 1896, a prospecting party discovered gold in Alaska, a

finding that would touch off the Klondike gold rush." Another this group answer assessed as

wrong is "Victorian era" to the question "When was Benjamin Disraeli prime minister?" (the

answer was got from the sentence "Benjamin Disraeli was the most famous Conservative leader

of the Victorian era"). These examples show that answers obtained by use of patterns, even if

they are not correct, are not senseless, and in many cases are semanticaliy close to right answers.

We consider this feature as important for real use of a patterns-based QA system.

Some answers assessed as unsupported demonstrate the same feature of the pattern method. To
the question 1476 ("Who was the Roman god of the sea?") correct answer "Neptune" was

obtained by matching the string "Neptune, the god of the sea". This string was present within the

sentence describing the decoration of a building and was assessed as unsupported apparently on

this ground. We think that the possibility to extract the right answer from non-relevant

documents/passages, in fact, can be regarded as extending the capacity of the QA system.

12 answers were assessed as "inexact." The exactness of answers (as well as the percentage of

right answers) can be increased by further completing the library of patterns and lists of

predefined words/phrases. For question about the cost of the international space station we
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obtained the answer "dlrs 40 billion"; the exact answer is "at least dirs 40 billion." Our patterns

for this question type include such blocks as currencies names, digits, numerals, and items from

the list of adjusting expressions ("more than", "not less than", etc.); the expression "at least" was

missing in this list.

The number of right answers was 271. From the 209 wrong answers 148 were "no answer". In

the vast majority of these cases the passages where the answer strings might be matched were not

found. This was mainly due to that the system was working primarily with the top 50 documents

collections supplied for each question. Excluding the "NIL" answers, we can evaluate the rate of

wrongly identified answer strings: 48 for 352 questions (13,6%).

After the end of the TREC test we have upgraded our QA system to process large documents

collections more efficiently. Now, selective processing of questions to which the answers had not

been recognized shows that, to a great extent, the right answers can be obtained instead of wrong

"NIL."

Further Work

The similarity between the TREC-1 1 QA task (that was focused on getting exact answers) and

information extraction tasks was an incentive for use of our surface patterns in the framework of

the IE technology. Using a modification of the approach applied at TREC-1 1 QA tests we
developed a domain-independent system that extracts infonnation from unstructured texts and

populates a database. This system, named "ExactAnswer", identifies entities such as persons,

organizations, locations, and other types of data as well as relationships between entities (e.g.

persons in relation to organizations). The tests conducted on various kinds of unstructured texts

show high degree of accuracy (over 95%).

Adding more power to the patterns method remains our continued task. We use patterns also in

the software products that are developed in the framework of our long-tenn project

(http://insight.com.ru/), aimed not only at extracting of text units, but also at combining them

into complex structures, such as single-document and multi-document summaries, discourse and

reasoning chains. We also intend to examine the theoretical aspects of patterns considered

as structural formulas for text strings. Primarily, we mean a specific dimension of

studying languages - as they are represented in written texts - aiming at revealing correlations

between the structure of text strings and their semantics.
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Abstract

IRIT developed a new strategy in order to detect the relei>ant sentences that we did not try in a more general

context of document retrieval but did try previously and partially in document categorization. In our

approach a sentence is considered as relevant if it matches the topic with a certain level of coverage. This

level of coverage depends on the category of the terms used in the texts. Three types of terms have been

defined: highly relevant, lowly relevant and no relevant. With regard to the novelty part, a sentence is

considered as novel when its levels of coverage with the previously processed sentences and with the best-

matching sentences do not exceed certain thresholds.

1 letrodttction

«The TREC 2002 novelty track is designed to investigate systems' abilities to locate relevant and new

information within the ranked set of documents retrieved in answer to a TREC topic » [trec.nist.gov].

Retrieving relevant texts is traditionally based on computing a similarity between the representation of the

information need (or topic) and the texts. This general statement has been applied to full documents as

well as chunks of texts (passage retrieval). Intuitively, the same idea can be applied when sentences retrieval

is involved. IRIT developed a new strategy in order to detect the relevant sentence that we did not try in a

more general context of document retrieval but did try previously and partially in document

categorization. In our approach a sentence is considered as relevant if it matches the topic with a certain

level of coverage. This level of coverage depends on the category of the terms used in the texts. Three types

of terms have been defined: highly relevant, lowly relevant and no relevant. With regard to the novelty

part, a sentence is considered as novel when its levels of coverage with the previously processed sentences

and with the best-matching sentences do not exceed certain thresholds.

The results we obtain are quite good for the 'relevant' part. Indeed, we obtain 36 topics (73%) for which

the R"P is higher or equal to the average of the 42 runs. With regard to the 'novelty' part, the results are

disappointing and our method is situated around the average.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the method we used, including the way

documents and topics are represented and the strategies we developed for the two sub-tasks (relevant part

and novelty part). In section 3 we present the results and comment them^. Finally we indicate in the last

section the future directions for our work on novelty track.

2 Description of the method

2.1 Document and topic representation

In our method, topics and sentences are considered as texts. Each text is pre-processed the same way in

order to extract the representative terms. Then, the terms extracted from the topics are categorized into

two groups : highly relevant terms (HT) and lowly relevant terms (LT). Finally, each text is represented by

these two set of terms, with weights associated to each term.
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2.1.1 Text processing

Texts are processed using the following method :

1. Stop words are removed,

2. The remaining words are normalized using a dictionary that provides a common root for different

words. This dictionary contains 21291 entries.

2.1.2 Topic processing

A topic is considered as a single text and the representative terms are extracted as explained in the

previous section. Each term is then weighted and categorized into 2 groups:

Highly relevant terms are terms that get a weight greater than 3,

Lowly relevant terms are terms that get a weight equal to 1 (see below the formula used to compute the

term weights).

Given a topic, /, a term and tj]j. the frequency of /, in Tf..

The term weight regarding a topic is computed as follows:

weight{t,J,)=tf,, if tf,,>3

= 1 othei-M'ise

In order to obtain a significant difference -in terms of importance- between the highly relevant terms and

the lowly relevant terms the weights of the lowly relevant terms are set to 1.

Each term is also categorized into one of the groups defined as follows:

HT, =
{/, //, € T, and weight {I,, T,)> ]}

LT, = {/, /t,eT, and weight{t, . T, )-l}

2.1.3 Document processing

Each sentence of a document is considered as a text and the representative terms are extracted as explained

in the section 2.1.1. To each term is associated a weight defined as follows:

Given Sj a sentence, a term and tf^ ^ is the frequency of in S ^.

weight {t
^ ) =tf,

I

2.2 Reievant sentences

In order to decide if a sentence is relevant, we associate three components to each sentence :

- a score that reflect the sentence - topic matching :

Given a topic 7"^. and a sentence ^S"^

Score (S^ J, ) = Y,(^veight{S ^ ) weight{t,.T,
))

I, ! /, e H'l\ I, 1 1,^ I 'Ik
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- and two groups of terms:

HS^={t,lt,G{SjnHT,)}

LS, ={t,li,&{Sjn,LT,)}

/fS'^ corresponds to the highly relevant terms from the topic that occurs in the sentence,

LS J
corresponds to the lowly relevant terms from the topic that occurs in the sentence,

A given sentence 5"^ is then considered as relevant iff

:

Score{S^J,)> f
l

+
l

HSj\
\HT,\+g

\HS.

±S\ + \HS,,
,

where \X\ is the number of elements of X

In the experiments that correspond to the run sent to TREC, the function /( ) and g{ )have been set to:

/(0}=2;VxgM /W=1-5
^(O) = 0.85 ; Vx e ]0,il g(x) = 0.3

2.3 Novelty sentences

To decide if a sentence p is to be considered as novel, we compute the similarity between the sentence p

and the previous processed sentences p^ and the similarity between the sentence p and a sentence P

automatically built from the union of the set of p^

:

Given

P -
, /7, ,...,/>„ } a set of sentences and P =

[J , P is a sentence made of the set of sentences P

,

'^ii "}

Sim{x,y ) a function that compute a similarity between x and y and

p a sentence for which the system has to decide if it brings something new.

We first compute the following similarities:

Sim{p,P ] = a^, and for /e {],..., /?} Sim{p. p,)- O)^^

We then consider the q best previous sentences:

for ie {],..., /?} S^, is the series obtained by ordering £y^, in decreasing order.

~ '^^^'^^^P''^1"^ where q=4 in the run sent to TREC.
'^{1 'i\

p is considered as novel iff:

a^>T, and f5^>T,_

where T, = 1 and T-, = 0.6 for the run sent to TREC.
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3 Reselts

This section presents the resuhs we obtained with the method we developed and using the parameters that

have been described in section 2.

When comparing the results with the other runs, we can notice that our system is better in finding

relevant sentences than in detecting novelty in the sentences. This can be explained by the method we used

that does not take into account the order of the sentences in the documents. Additionally most of the

parameters have to be tune specifically to take into account the sentence relationship.

3.1 Relevant sentences

Figure 1 indicates the number of topics for which our system (or run) has been ranked at the X*'' position

among the 42 runs. For example, our method obtains the best results for 1 topic, the third position for 3

topics, the fourth for 2 topics, ere. and has a rank higher than 30''' for only one topic (see figure l.a).

Figure l.b provides a graph that summarize figure l.a by grouping together the results obtained for ranges

of ranks. Additionally, the cumulative number ot topics per range of system position is provided on the

same graph. For example, we obtained a rank between 1 to 6 for 10 topics. The system obtains a rank

equal or higher than 24 for 43 topics.

This clearly shows that our method is better than the average of the results. To be more precise, over the

49 topics, we obtained 36 topics (73%) for which the R'' P is higher or equal to the average of the 42 runs.

And if we consider the run ranks, we obtained a rank higher than the middle (21) for between 37 and 39

topics (depending how we consider the rank when 2 systems obtained the same value for R"P).

2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 6 1 7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 S 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3B 3& 40 41 '

1-6 7-12 12-18 19-24 25-30 31-36 37-42

a) Number of topics per run rank : detailed results b) Number of topics per run rank

summarized results

^igure 1 : Number of topics per run rank - relevant sentences

3.2 New sentences

We present the results obtained in the second subtask the same way (see Figure 2).

Over the 49 topics, we obtained 20 topics (about 40%) for which the R"P is higher or equal to the average

of the 42 runs. And if we consider the run ranks, we obtained a rank higher than the middle (21) for

between 23 and 27 topics (depending how we consider the rank when 2 systems obtained the same value

for R"P). The method is not better than the axerage.
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The results in the second subtask are directly linked to the results obtained in the first subtask. As a result,

the groups that obtained high R"P in the first part are more likely to obtain good results in the 'novelty'

part. We can consider that the results we obtained for the novelty part are quite disappointing as the

results on the relevance part were good. One of the tracks we are going to explore to improve the results is

to take into account the order of the sentences as two sentences from a same paragraph are more likely to

treat the same subject for example.

—

I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 1 7 1 8 1 9 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

50

40
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20
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0

jDNb Of topicsj

iCumul

1-6 7-12 12-18 19-24 25-30 31-36 37-42

a) Number of topics per run rank : detailed results b) Number of topics per run rank

summarized results

Figure 2 : Number of topics per run rank - novelty

4 Conclusion

The approach we developed leads to relevant results for the first part of the task (relevant sentences). Over

the 49 topics, we obtained 36 topics (73%) for which the R''"P is higher or equal to the average of the 42

runs. And if we consider the run ranks, we obtained a rank higher than the middle (21) for between 37

and 39 topics. With regard to this sub-task, future work will be devoted first improving the definition of

the /( )and g( ) functions, which play the role of thresholds.

With regard to the second sub-task (novelty), the results are just on the average. This can be explained by

the method we used that does not take into account the order of the sentences in the documents.

Additionally most of the parameters have to be tune specifically to take into account the sentence

relationship (two sentences that are close together in a document are more likely to deal with the same

subject). This probably will also improve the fist sub-task of novelty track.
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Abstract

The experiments we undertaken this year for TREC2002 Filtering track, are focussed on threshold cal-

ibration. We proposed a new approach to calibrate the dissemination threshold in an adaptive information

filtering. It consists of optimizing a utility function represented by a lineaiized form of the probability

distributions of the scores of the relevant and the non-ielevant docinueiits already filt ered. The profiles are

learned using the same method used last year. It is based on a reinforcement algorithm. We submitted

results on three tasks: adaptive, batch and routing.

1 Information representation and filtering

Our adaptive filtering model is inspired from the connectionist model Mercure [1]. The profile and the document

are represented by a set of weighted terms. The filtering process consists of computing a relevance value RSV
Retrieval Status Value. The document is delivered only if the RSV is greater t han tlie dissemination threshold.

A learning process is then carried out by modifying the profile and the clis.semination threshold to be more

efficient in the future.

1.1 System initialization

The user jirofile is represented by a set of terms :

where tp, is a term and w^^^ is its weight in the initial profile (at t = 0). in the rest of this paper, the term-

profile weight is noted w\^^ where t represents the instant when the system receives a document. Initially, the

term-profile weight is computed as follows:

,„,(") = *Jlh (2)

Where //p, is the term frequency of tpi in the profile. The formula seems to 1>p abusix'eh- simplistic, but at the

beginning of the filtering process, no information is known but a set of terms and their occurrence frequencies

in the initial user profile. However, tliis weight will be adjusted hy leai'uing.

1.2 Filtering incoming documents

Each incoming document at time t is indexed, to build a list of stennned terms (Pt)rter [3]). the terms belonging

to a stoi>list are removed. Each term is then weighted according to tiie following formula:

Jr =
, . ..n *^oJ^ + ll (3)

Where //,'''': term fiequency ti in the document S'K h:]. hji: constant parameters, for the experiments

hi = 0.2 and /u = 0.7, d/''': document length d''^(number of index terms). A/*'*: aAerage document length,
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iV'*':iiumber of incoming documents until time t., vf^: number of incoming documents containing the term t,.

This weighting formula is a form of Okapt [5] term-query weight used in the information retrieval system

Mercure.

jV^'\ nf^ and Al^*^ are collection based parameters that are computed on the cumulative documents filtered

at time t. They can not be known while the document stream does not stop sending documents, the used

values are recomputed for each incoming document.

A relevance value noted rsv is then computed corresponding to the document and the profile, as

follows:

d^*\p^'A= T d^;u^p (4)rsv

t ,€d'-''i Jp ,€p^" and t,=tpi

The binary decision rule used for document filtering is the following:

if rsv > threshold'''^ accept the document

otherwise reject the document

The threshold value is initially fixed to a low value. 0 in our experiment. It is modified while filtering.

1.3 Profile adaptive learning

The learning process adopted in our case is incremental. It is processed at each filtered document judged a.s

relevant by the user. The basic idea of our learning process is based on the relevance reinforcement jjrocess.

When a document is judged as relevant, it is necessary to be able to find a new representation of the ])rofile

which makes it possible to find the document with a strong score. In other words, one will be brought to

improve the profile such as rsv (c/^'^p*'*) = (i where (3 is the desired score rsv. This technique was used in

TREC-10, we do not give more details, the reader can be refer to TREC-10 [1].

The problem is assimilated to a linear ecjuation resolution. Each solution of this system is a set of weights

affected to the document terms, knowing that there is an infinite number of solutions, we add a constraint to

obtain only one solution. The system to resolve is gi\'en by :

-V(f,,/,)ec/<'

The solution of the system 5 is a set of "provisional" weights, let n be the number of different terms in the

processed document at time f, ,ff^ = / (t^f ,sj", 5<*>) V? e {l...n} where rf^(resp. s]'^) is the

number of relevant (resp. non-relevant) documents containing the term until the time t. For each term

appearing in the document, the i:irovisional weight solution of the system 5 is the following:

Vr. pwl^^ = (6)

The function / is proportional to tiie term im]:)orta.nce. The function / used for the experinients is tlie

following:

V?,. y l^d] '.r] .s] '

j
= d, * log—

_
— (7)

^'"-s'/'+dS

/?"^ (resp. 5'*-*) is the total number of relevant (resp. non-relevant) documents until the time

The "provisional" weight pw^*^ contributes in learning the term-profile weight corresponding to the term t,.

we use the following gradient pro])a.gatioii formula:

ur''=u^:Ulog(l+pa<['^) (8)
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We add 1 to pvj^^ to avoid adding negative value to the term-profile weight.

1.4 Threshold calibration

To find the best threshold, the system should follow the document score evolution and regulate the threshold

in order to select as maximum as possible the relevant documents and reject as maximum as possible the non-

relevant documents. The threshold regulation can be made by maximizing a utility function^ . According to the

sampling theory, the behavior of a random sample is the same of all the population, so the threshold allowing

to maximize the utility function in a random sample of documents allows to maximize the same utility function

in all the documents of the stream. The approach we propose for threshold calibration consists of estimating

the discrete probabilities of the scores of the relevant and the non-relevant documents already filtered and

then using a kind of probability plotting method to build a linearized probability density distribution. The

threshold that maximizes a utility function, represented by both distributions, is then selected.

1.4.1 Score distribution modelling

The probability that a random document has a particular score is equal to the number of documents having

the same score divided by the total number of documents:

\{d\Tsv{d,ip) = score}]
p{X = score) = (9)

As score values are very distinct, they tend to be equiprobable {\{(l\rsv{d,p) = score}\ = 1 or 0). Indeed,

it is very difficult to find two or many documents having exactly the same score. Consequently the score

probability distribution tends to be uniform.

Instead of computing the probability that a document has a score, we compute the probability that the

document score belongs to an interval We define a set of intervals enough reduced so that the document

scores belonging to the same interval are really close. We define adjacent intervals I\. I2 I-n having the

same ray;

/, = [.score,_ 1, sco7-ei] (10)

Where : scores = mhid rsv{d,p) and scorcn = m&Xdr$i>{d.p).

The number of intervals is proportional to the sample size, indeed the great is the number of documents, the

great is the definition field of the document scores. We define n as the half of the total number of documents:

The probability that a document score belongs to an inter\al is gi\en by:

I / V / ^
\[d\score{d.,p) e]score,. score,

p[score, < X < scor€^+l) = (11)

The representation of the probability distribution based on formula 1 1 corresponding to documents scores is

poissonnian. There is many methods to estimate the probability law par ameters followed by the document

scores: the parametric regression and the maximum likelihood estimation method [4]. In both cases, the law

must be assumed to be known in advance, these methods allow to estimate the parameters of tliis function.

But. in an experimental context many limits of these methods can be noted. In deed, even though the

assumption that the scores follow a known distribution density could be acceptable, but it strongly depends

on the experimental conditions such as the filtering and the learning approaches and the size (number of

documents) of the sample used for deriving the parameters of the distributions, the sample size must be

enough important to obtain non-skewed estimations. To resolve these jiroblems we propose that instead of

assuming that the distributions are known, they are built by estimating the discrete probabilities of the scores

of the relevant and the non-relevant documents delivered at a certain time and then by linearizing these

probabilities to obtain the corresponding probability density distributions. A utility function, to be optimized,

is then represented using tliese distributions. Tlie best threshold is tiie tineshold that maximizes this utility.

' a funcUo7i used to evaluate the filt.enng systems perjoniiaiice

- There is a method to estimate the parameters of a probability la w attowvny to define n more or less precise interval contaiiimg

this jinrameter called confidence internal rather than a value which, will be less probably equal to tliK parameter
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1.4.2 Probability distribution linearization

Based on the regression theory, the representative curve of any function can be linearized in order to facilitate

many tasks (computing surfaces, searching an extremum ...). The linearization consists of considering the

domain of the function and divide it into a. set of intervals such as the representative curve of the restriction

of that function in each interval can be assimilated to a linear curve.

We use this technique to linearize the representative curve of the probability density distribution of the

scores. We assume that this function exists and we try to linearize it. As we do not know this function, we

propose to linearize it using the corresponding discrete probabilities. The first stage of this process is to identify

a set of linear intervals. We define a linear interval by two scores [scorex-scorey] where ncorex < scoir y and

all the points formed by {s^.pi) fit a straight line. Si is a score in that interval and is the discrete probahility

of Si computed according to Formula 1 1 . The linearity of a set of points is measured using the least squares

method [4]. The least squares method requires that a straight line be fitted to a set of points sucli tiiat the

sum of the squares of the distance of the points to tlie fitted line is minimized. In our work the detection of

linear interval is measured incrementally by considering all the points ordered in increasing oixler of

the scores. It consists of adding a point to a given set of points representing a straight line and computing

an error which measures the standard deviation between that "new" set and a linear cin'\'e. If this error is

below than a "linearity threshold", the considered point is definitely added to that set. the next point is then

considered. Otherwise this point is removed from the set. and we continue the search of a new linear interval,

and so on until the last point of the distribution. The following algorithm is applied:

1. c = 1 (c is the index of the classei: of the points with scores within a linear interval)

2. P = %,

3. threshold-.error = O.OOOl.

4. < M + \ : the total number of the points of the form (si,Pi). /*We consider that the ponds are ranked

in increasing order of th.eir scores, i = 0 in the first score.

5. fori e {0...M},

(a) P^Pu{i}.

(b) determme the equation of the line : y(x) = a + hx based on the linear regression for all points

{sj.,pj)yjeP.

(c) compute the standard deviation error between the points {sj,Pj)yj G P and the line Dc:

E = j;r/-^((,s,.,p,).D,) (12)

dHis,,P,). D.) = {
" ^t^^'-' f (13)

V (I + 1

(d) if E > threshvULf rrnr.

i. /*a class of points is formed.

Cc = {dc, fc- be) where. c/<. = min(Sj). fc = max(Sj) Vj G P. Oc and be ore the coefficients of

the equation of the line y = + b^x derived using the linear regression of all the pomts (s j. pf)

where j G P\{i}.

a. P *— {'/}. /* re-tnitializf P
Hi. c *— c + ]

.

(e) end if

(f) end for

A transformation is necessary at this stage such that all lines form a continuous representation:
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1. Transform, the representation into a continuous one by relying the extremities of two adjacent classes.

This liaison is done as follows: for two adjacent linear cla.sses Cc and Cc+i, rely fc and dc+i with

a line having as equation y — + (3cX. This line should pass through the points (/cGc + ^c/c) o,nd

{dc+i-.Oc+i +bc+i-dc+\), so:

ac= a,.+6../.-a^+i+6,.+ i.d,:^i
^^^^

2. Normalize the coefficients . be . Qc and Be such that:

scoreM

f{x)dx = 1 (16)
icove.1)

The equation 16 is the fundamental property of the prohabilit>' density functions. As J^^"^^^' f{x)dx

represents the surface formed by the graphical representation of and X-coordinate axis, the coefficients ac,

6c, Oc and Qr- are divided by this surface. This surface becomes unit. This surface is computed as the sum of

the surfaces formed by all the linear intervals and the X-coordinate axis, let cl be the number of linear classes,

so:

/score M

J scnreu

f{x)dx = i(EcLi(/<: - dc){2a, + b,.{f, + f/,)) +

EtV (/c - C?c+i)(2Qc + PAfe + )))

1.4.3 Threshold optimization

The proposed method is based on utility maximization. Generall>' ( lie utility function is done by :

F = aR+ - 65+ (17)

Where R+ (resp. S+) is the number of relevant (resp. non-rele\-a,n( ) selected documents.

Our goal is to determine a threshold allowing to maximize the theoretical value of F :

threshold* = arg max F (18)
threshold

Where a. b : positive constants, R+ : number of relevant selected documents, Sj. : number of non-relevant

selected documents. /?+ and 5+ are both inversely proportional according to the threshold.

R+ = p{r\score > threshold) * R (19)

S+ = p{s\score > thresliold) * 5 (20)

R and S represent the total number of relevant and non-rele\an( documents examined.

Based on Ba.A-es transformation rule, we obtain :

p{scor( > thresh.old\r) * p{score > thresh old
R+ = * R (21)

p{r)

p{score > thresholdls) * p{score > threshold
b+ = '—— * .S (22)

p{s)

p{score > th.reshold\r) (resp. p{score > threshold\s)) represents the i^robability that a. document is selected

when it is rele\-ant (resp. non-relevant). It represents the surfa,c-e formed hy the curve of function / corre-

sponding to the relevant (resp. non-relevant) documents a.nd the X-c-oordinat.e axis.
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However, p{r) = ^ (resp. p{s) = ^) is the probabihty that a document is relevant (resp. non-relevant).

Utility done by equation 18 is equivalent to:

F = p(score > threshold) * N * {a* p(score > threshold\r)

+b*p{score > threshold\s)) (23)

The retained threshold value allows to maximize F.

2 Experiments and results

2.1 Results of adaptive filtering task

The pre-test documents were used to learn the profile and to set the initial tlireshold. Tlien the filtering

process is processed on the test data. At each selected the relevant document, the profile is learned and the

new threshold is also computed. The algorithm that has been used for this experiment is the following:

® if a document tf' is selected and is judged as relevant,

« learn the profile,

• re-estimate the scores of all delivered relevant documents and of a sample of 1000 non relevant documents

extracted from the training data that have been used in batcli,

® build the linearized probability distributions of these samples,

* Compute the new tln-eshold that maximizes the utility function TllV = 2R+ - S+. Tliis thresiiold

is measured by varying the threshold value from the smallest score of the iele\'ant documents to the

greatest score of the nou-reieviint documents.

Table 1 lists the comparative adaptive filtering results for all topics.

TREC adaptive filtering for topics 101-150

Evaluation = max > median < median Avg

Tllf^ 2 31 19 0.386

TUF 1 28 22 0.387

Set ]3!-ecision 0 24 26 0.261

Set recall 0 30 20 0.409

TREC adaptive filtering for topics 151-200

TWU 1 43 7 0.282

TUF 3 44 6 0.054

Set precision 3 44 6 0.092

Set recall 0 41 9 0.031

Table 1 : Comparative adaptive filtering results

2.2 Batch and Routing Experiments

In batch and routing tasks the profile and the threshold were learned from the training collection. The learned

profile and threshold were a])]5lied to t,he test data.
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2.2.1 Batch filtering

We built a sample of 1082 documents, which corresponds to the documents of all the profiles which have been

labelled as relevant in the training dataset. This sample is then used to learn the profile and the dissemination

threshold. We only consider the 40 top terms. The learned profiles and thresholds were applied to the test

database.

Table 2 lists the comparative batch results for all topics.

TREC batch filtering of topics 101-150

Evaluation = max > median < median Avg

15 47 3 0.485

TllF 10 4(i 4 0.454

Set precision 9 47 3 0.061

Set recall 0 33 17 0.321

TREC batch filtering of topics 151-200

Evaluation = max > median < median Avg
TUU 8 31 19 0.236

niF 12 46 4 0.090

Set precision 21 47 3 0.288

Set recall 0 36 14 0.044

Table 2: Comparative batch filtering results

2.2.2 Routing track

We expeiinient routing using a similar method then the batch filtering track. The new representing profile

obtained from the sample documents is selected as routing profile, and applied on the test documents. The
final output is the top 1000 ranked documents for each topic.

Table 3 shows the routing results at average uninterpolated precision for all topics.

TREC Routing for topics 101-150

= max > m.edia'n < midiari AvgP
13 45 5 0.369

TREC Routing for to]Mcs 151-200

= max > median < median AvgP
11 42 H 0.004

Table 3: Com])ai-ati\'e routing lesults

3 Conclusion

We described in this paper a learning and threshold updating method for information filtering. Adaptive

learning is based on equation system resolution under constraints, a gradient propagation formula uses tiie

system solution to improve the user profile representation. The threshold u])dating is done independently from

learning, it controls perfectly the random variation of I'sv values affected to incoming documents.

We have presented our experiments for TREC2002 who are focused on the Filtering (adaptive, batch and

routing) tracks.
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1 Summary
The tests we performed for TREC'2002 web track focus on the web distillation part. The aim of

our participation is to experiment our method for topic distillation combined with a new

version of our system Mercure and to validate our system on a large collection of web pages: 18

Go of data.

This year, three runs were submitted to NIST.

2 Mercure model

Mercure is an information retrieval system based on a connexionist approach and modeled by

a multi-layered network. The network is composed of a query layer (set of query terms), a term

layer (representing the indexing terms) and a document layer [Boughanem99].

Mercure includes the implementation of a retrieval process based on spreading activation

forward and backward through the weighted links. Queries and documents can be used either

as inputs or outputs. The links between layers are symmetric and their weights are based on tf-

idfmeasure inspired from OKAPI [RobertsonOO] and SMART term weighting,

the query-term links (at stage s) are weighted as follows:

T III

'm„^qtf,i,

m,, - qtf,.

qtf,^i othei-wise

ifim.i > qtfui )
(1)

Where:

q\^i^
: the weight of the term in the query u at the stage s,

gtf^^. : the query term frequency of /, in the query u,

ng^^ : number of terms in the query u,

the term-document link weights are expressed by:

+h, x log

cll

h- +h,x—- + h, X tf,

Ad

(2)

Where:

dj|: term-document weight of term and document d^.
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tf,,: the term frequency of t, in the document dj,

N: the total number of documents,

n^: the number of documents containing term t„

h,, h^, and hy constant parameters,

l\d : average document length.

3 Web Track Experiment

3.1 Indexiog methodology

We validate our indexing scripts on the GOV collection. Our scripts have been modified to

optimize the build of the dictionary: we obtain now a gain of 50% for the speed-up of the

execution.

The queries used for the runs were indexed only with the title field.

Once the GOV collection has been indexed, three runs were performed and submitted to NIST.

The first one, Mercai% is based on a sample search issued from an evolution of our system

Mercure. This run is an ad-hoc retrieval. It has been performed with no relevance feedback and

no query expansion

The second one, Mercure, is based on the analysis of the domain of each document in the aim

of finding the hit page.

The third one, MercureLynx, was carried out using the results of Mercah ad-hoc search, and

then the list of selected documents is re-ranked using the link analysis method we propose. The

approach used for this run is described in section 4.

33 Web Distillation

Our algorithm for the web distillation experiments is derived from the HITS algorithm

proposed by Kleinberg for ranking search engine results [Kleinberg98]. We extend the HITS

algorithm to exploit not only links but also the document contents in order to re-rank the

document list retrieved by Mercure search engine. The proposed algorithm is composed of the

following steps:

1. Neighborhood graph construction: a neighborhood graph is a directed graph consisting

of a set of nodes (documents) and directed edges (hypertext links) between nodes. For a given

subset of documents, we construct a neighborhood graph containing all the links between

documents. The neighborhood is composed only of the documents that appear in the retrieved

document set. we consider the 1000 top ranked documents in the first retrieved result.

2. Neighborhood graph analysis: this analysis is based simultaneously on the document

links and on the contents. HITS algorithm does not weight the edges of the graph. However, in

their experiments, Bharat and Henzinger [Henzinger98] have shown that edge weights improve

the precision. Indeed, edge weights reduce the influence of documents that are all contained in

one host. In our approach, we define a weighting method that depends on:

the link typology: In a neighborhood graph, there are two kinds of hypertext links:

organizational and navigational. An organizational link relates rwo documents belonging to

the same host (WWW domain) and a navigational link relates two documents belonging to

different hosts. In the experiment presented in this paper, we do not consider the

organizational links. However, in further experiments, we will consider both organizational

and navigational links but giving less importance to organizational ones.

the link relevance:
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The relevance weight of the link from d, to d, ( w^/^-h.,/, ) is calculated as follows:

Where:

- d, and d,: are documents from the neighborhood graph,

- (3: is a parameter used to weight differently organizational and navigational links. P is equal to

1 for navigational links, and to 0 for organizational links.

- R{d^ ,d^) = Similarity^ [d^ , q] x Similarity [d^_ . q]
We use inner product normalization when evaluating the similarity between a document d, and

the queiy Q;

Snmlarity (^r,,, x

Where w^, (respectively w^^^) corresponds to the if-idf va\uc of the j'"' term in the document d,

(respectively in the query Q).

4 Results

Table 1 describes the results obtained at TREC'2002 Topic distillation task for officials runs.

Precisions: Mercah Mercure MercureLynx

A 5 documents: 0.2449 0.2041 0.1184

A 10 documents 0.2163 0.1429 0.1082

A 15 documents 0.2041 0.0966 0.0898

A 20 documents 0.1765 0.0724 0.0776

A 30 documents: 0.1463 0.0483 0.0728

A 100 documents 0.0898 0.0145 0.0429

A 200 documents 0.0661 0.0072 0.0293

A 500 documents 0.0356 0.0029 0.0230

A 1000 documents 0.0203 0.0014 0.0203

Exact: 0.1984 0.0575 0.0646

Table I

It is significant that our best performing run is Mercah which is an ad-hoc retrieval run. We
identify two main reasons ot these results. First, it confirms that the GOV collection is well

indexed and that our scripts are performing. Secondly, it means that best resources for topic

distillation such as hit pages can be found with an ad-hoc research engine and are ranked in the

top ten documents retrieved. It also confirms that the weight assign to terms is well estimated.

About the run Mercure, it is not surprising that results we obtained are not significant because

we retrieved only 415 documents for the 50 queries. Our precision at 5 documents and

precision at 10 documents are good because we retrieved less than 10 documents per query. So

we can think, we retrieved 10 good resources. Of course, all other precisions are not significant

because they are calculated with only 10 documents per topic. It is due to our algorithm which

extracts the domain for each document and retrieved only one page per domain. For each

query, we tound approximately 10 different domains.
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The run MercureLynx are not significant. In fact, the proposed algorithm is not perfectly

personalized to the topic distillation task. Indeed, the goal of the topic distillation is to retrieve

the most relevant resource. However, the aim of our algorithm is to enhance the precision

values of the final ranking by including more relevant documents in the first levels of the final

result.

However, the experiments have shown the importance of the link analysis precisely by

combining the content and hypertext analyses.

5 Conciesion

The results obtained this year in TREC 2002 Web Track show that our system Mercure is able

to obtain good results with large collection of data.

It also shows that an ad-hoc research can obtain good results even if it is not specially

developed for topic distillation task, so we will work next year to ameliorate our system with

evolution such as document structure and query expansion.
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Abstract

This paper presents a new version of the DiOGENE Question Answering (QA) system developed at FTC-

Irst. With respect to our first participation to the TREC QA main task (TREC-200]), the system presents

both improvements and extensions. On one hand, significant improvements rely on the substitution of

basic components (e.g. the search engine and the tool in charge of the named entities recognition) with

new modules that enhanced the overall system's performance. On the other hand, an effective extension

of DiOGENE is represented by the introduction of a module for the automatic assessment of the candidate

answers" quality. All the variations with respect to the first version of the system as well as the results

obtained at the TREC-2002 QA main task are presented and discussed in the paper.

1 Introduction

The new version of the DiOGENE QA system described in this paper is based on last year's version

(Magnini et al., 2001), focusing on two main directions: the improvement of its basic components and the

extension of the original architecture.

First, the architecture of the system has been improved by substituting part of its modules and algorithms

with more suitable and reliable solutions. Since an analysis of the information flow throughout the process

indicated the search component and the answer extraction component were the main error sources in our

previous participation to the competition, most of the improvements concern these aspects of the

architecture. In particular, a new search engine, new document indexing techniques, new query

formulation criteria and a new module for named entities recognition have been adopted.

Second, the system has been extended by adding a module for a fast and totally automatic evaluation of

candidate answer strings (Magnini et al., 2002a). The main reason behind the necessity of providing the

system with an answer validation component concerns the difficulty of picking up from a document the

"exact answer" required by the TREC-2002 main task guidelines. Moreover, one of the lessons learned

after our first participation to the TREC QA main task was the importance of a reliable distinction

between possible correct answers and the huge quantity of spurious material retrieved by the search

engine. As an example, given the question ''Who is Tom Cruise married to?'' and the text snippet

''Married actors Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman play Dr. William and Alice Harford, a wealthy New York

couple who think their eight-year marriage is very, veiy good/\ we had to deal with the difficulty of

understanding who is the real Tom Cruise's wife and select the exact answer "Nicole Kidman" among the

candidates. Our approach to automatic answer validation relies on discovering relations between a

question and the answer candidates by mining the Web or a large text coipus for their co-occuirence

tendency. The underlying hypothesis is that the number of these co-occurrences can be considered a

significant clue to the validity of the answer. As a consequence, this information can be effectively used to

rank the huge amount of candidate answers that our QA system is often required to deal with. Considering

the above example, the introduction of the automatic answer validation component met the specific need

of providing DiOGENE with an effective way of filtering out the improper candidate "Alice Harford" and

choosing the best exact answer within the document retrieved by the search engine.

Since the overall system's architecture is slightly similar to the one described in (Magnini et al.. 2001),

this paper will be mainly focused on the description of the novelties of this year's version of DIOGENE.
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After a short description of the question processing component in Section 2, the main features of our new
search component will be presented in Section 3. Then, the answer extraction component will be

thoroughly analyzed in Section 4, with a particular emphasis on the details of our approach to automatic

answer validation (Section 4.2). Section 5 will conclude the paper illustrating the results achieved by our

system at TREC-2002, providing a preliminary error analysis and some final remarks about strengths and

weaknesses of DlOGENE.

Apart from the introduction of the answer validation component, the architecture of DlOGENE has not

changed. The system still relies on three basic components (see Figure 1 ), namely the question processing

component (in charge of the linguistic analysis of input questions), the search component (which performs

the query composition and the document retrieval), and the answer extraction component (which extracts

the final answer from the retrieved text passages).

uestion

Tokenization and

PoS Tagging

Multivv/ords

Recognition

Word Sense

Disambiguation

Answer Type

Identification

Keywords

Expansion

Question Processing

Component

Answer

Answer Vaiidation

and Ranking

Candidate Answer

Filtering

1

Named Entities

Recognition

Search Component
Answer Extraction

Component

mre 1. DlOGENE Architecture.

During the question processing phase, the linguistic analysis of the input is performed sequentially by the

following modules:

® Tokenization and PoS tagging. First, the question is tokenized and words are disambiguated with

respect to their lexical category by means of the Treetagger (Schmid, 1994), a statistical Part of

Speech tagger developed at the University of Stuttgart.

® Multiwords recognition. About five thousand multiwords (i.e. collocations, compounds and

complex terms) have been automatically extracted from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and are

recognized by means of pattern matching rules.

® Word sense disambiguation. The identification of the correct sense of the question terms is

necessary to expand the search query with synonyms of that words without the risk of introducing
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disturbing elements. In order to provide correct synonyms for a reasonable query expansion,

question words are disambiguated with respect to their senses.

• Answer type identification. The answer type for a question represents the entity to be searched as

an answer: this information is used to select the correct answer to an input question within the

documents retrieved by the search engine. In particular, knowing the category of the entity we are

looking for (e.g. PERSON, LOCATION, DATE, etc.) we can determine if any "candidate

answer" found in a document is an appropriate instantiation of that category. Our answer type

identification module relies on a manually defined taxonomy of answer types (e.g. "PERSON",
"LOCATION", "ORGANIZATION", "DATE", etc.) and a set of approximately 240 rules that

check different features of the input question. Answer type identification is the aspect of the

question processing component that presents the most significant improvements with respect to

last year's version of Dfogene. In order to enlarge the coverage of possible types of questions and

refine the answer type taxonomy, more than 100 rules have been added to the original module

used for our first participation inn the TREC competition.

® Keyword expansion. At the end of the linguistic processing of the question, a stop words filter is

applied that cuts off both non-content words and non-relevant content words. The remaining

words (we call them "basic keywords") are then passed to an expansion phase which considers

both morphological derivations and synonyms.

3 Search Component

The search component first composes the question keywords and their lexical expansions in a Boolean

query, then performs document retrieval from the AQUAINT text collection. In order to overcome the

main difficulties encountered last year using the Zprise search engine provided by NIST (i.e. the lack of

Boolean expression support, as well as the necessity of considering a maximum of ten keywords per query

and retrieving a maximum of 10 documents per question in order to bring the processing time under

control), this year we adopted Managing Gigabytes (MG) (Witten et al., 1999) as a new search engine.

MG is an open-source indexing and retrieval system for text, images, and textual images covered by a

GNU public license and available via ftp from http://www.cs.mu.oz.aii/mg/.

Besides the speed of the document retrieval, the advantages derived from using MG are twofold. First, it

allows for the customization of the indexing procedure. As a consequence, we opted to index the

AQUAINT collection at the paragraph level, using the paragraph markers provided in the SGML format

of the documents. This way, although no proximity operator (e.g. the "NEAR" operator provided by

AltaVista) is implemented in MG, the paragraph index makes the "AND" Boolean operator perform

proximity search. In order to divide very long paragraphs into short passages, we set 20 text lines as the

limit for paragraphs' length. This new indexing criterion allowed us to avoid the huge quantity of errors

related to the paragraph filtering techniques used in last year's version of DiOGENE.

The other advantage derived from using MG concerns the possibility of performing Boolean queries, thus

obtaining more control over the terms that must be present in the retrieved documents. Using the Boolean

query mode, at the first step of the search phase all the basic keywords are connected in a complex

"AND" clause, where the term variants (morphological derivations and synonyms) are combined in an

"OR" clause. As an example, the question "When did Titanic sink?" is transformed into:

[Titanic AND (sink OR sank OR sunk)]

However, Boolean queries often tend to return too many or too few documents. To cope with this

problem, we implemented a feedback loop which starts with a query containing all the basic keywords

and gradually simplifies it by ignoring some of them. Several heuristics are used by the algorithm. For

example, a word is removed if the resulting query does not produce more than a fixed number of hits (this

probably means that the word is significant). Other heuristics consider the capitalization of the query
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terms, their part of speech, their position in the question, WordNet class, etc. (see Magnini et al., 2002b).

The algorithm stops when a maximum of 150 text paragraphs has been collected or a certain percentage of

the question terms has been cut off. This way, the searching algorithm builds a set of the most significant

words and narrows it until enough documents are retrieved. The efficiency of these kinds of feedback

loops has been recently pointed out by (Harabagiu et al., 2001).

4 Answer Extraction Component

The answer extraction component is the other aspect of the architecture that has been considerably

updated. As stated before (Section I ), most of the efforts were dedicated to the substitution of the named

entities recognition module (the performance analysis of the tool used in the last years' version of the

system showed a 60% error rate), and the extension of DiOGENE with a module for the automatic

evaluation and ranking of the answer candidates. Both of the new modules are described in the following

sections.

4.1 Named Entities Recognition

Once the relevant paragraphs have been retrieved, the named entities recognition module is in charge of

identifying within these text portions all the entities that match the answer type category (e.g. PERSON,

ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, MEASURE, etc.). The task is performed by a rule-based named entities

recognition system for the English written language developed at ITC-Irst (Magnini et al. 2002c). The

core of the system relies on the combination of a set of language dependent rules with a set of predicates,

defined on the WORDNet hierarchy for the identification of both proper names (i.e. person, location and

organization names, such as "Galileo Galilei", "Rome'", and "Bundesbank") and trigger words (i.e.

predicates and constructions typically associated with named entities, such as "astronomer", "capital", and

"bank").

The process of recognition and identification of the named entities present in a text is carried out in three

phases. The first phase (preprocessing) performs tokenization, PoS-tagging, and multiwords recognition

in the input text. In the second phase, a set of approximately 200 basic rules is used for finding and

marking with SGML tags all the possible named entities present in the text (e.g.

<MEASURE><CARDINAL>200<\CARDINAL> /n//e5<\MEASURE> froni <LOCATION>A/(^n-

yorA;<\LOCATION>). Finally, a set of higher level composition rules is used to remove inclusions and

overlaps among tags (e.g. <MEASURE>200 miIes<\MEASl]RE> from <LOCATION>N<'n'

yorA'<\LOCATION>) as well as for co-reference resolution.

The system has been tested using the test corpora and the scoring software provided in the framework of

the DARPA/NIST HUB4 evaluation exercise (Chinchor et al., 1998). Results achieved over a 365Kb test

corpus of newswire texts vary among categories, ranging from an F-Measure score of 71% for the

category MEASURE, to 96.5% for the category DATE.

4.2 Answer Validation

The answer validation module is in charge of evaluating and scoring a maximum of 40 answer candidates

per question in order to find the exact answer required as the final output. The top 40 answer candidates

are selected, among the named entities matching the answer type category, on the basis of their distance

from the basic keywords and their frequency in the paragraphs retrieved by the search engine.

The basic idea behind our approach to answer validation is to identify semantic relations between

concepts by mining for their tendency to co-occur in a large document collection. In this framework,

considering the Web as the largest open domain text corpus containing information about almost all the

different areas of the human knowledge, all the required information about the relation (if exists) between

a question q and an answer a can be automatically acquired on the fly by exploiting Web data redundancy.
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In particular, given a question q and an answer a, it is possible to combine them in a set of validation

statements whose truthfulness is equivalent to the degree of relevance of a with respect to q. For instance,

given the question "'What is the capital of the USA?", the problem of validating the answer "Washington"

is equivalent to estimating the truthfulness of the validation statement "The capital of the USA is

Washington". Therefore, the answer validation task could be reformulated as a problem of statement

reliability. There are two issues to be addressed in order to make this intuition effective. First, the idea of

a validation statement is still insufficient to catch the richness of implicit knowledge that may connect an

answer to a question. Our solution to this problem relies on the definition of the more flexible idea of a

validation pattern, in which the question and answer keywords co-occur closely. Second, we need an

effective and efficient way to check the reliability of a validation pattern. With regard to this issue, we
propose two solutions relying on a statistical count of Web searches and on document content analysis

respectively. A detailed description and a comparison between the experimental results achieved by the

two approaches is presented in (Magnini et al., 2002a).

With reference to the above considerations, given a question-answer pair [q,a] we propose the following

generic scheme for answer validation. Both the statistical and the content-based approach perform four

basic steps:

1) Compute the set of representative keywords Kq and Ka both from q and from a. This step is

carried out using linguistic techniques, such as answer type identification (from the question) and

named entities recognition (from the answer);

2) From the extracted keywords construct the validation pattern for the pair {q,a]\

3) Submit the validation pattern to a search engine;

4) Estimate an Answer Relevance Score (ARS) considering the results returned by the search engine.

The retrieval on the Web is delegated to a publically available search engine (e.g. AltaVista or Google).

The post-processing of the results is performed by HTML parsing procedures and simple functions

which calculate the ARS for every [q, a] pair by analyzing the results pages returned by the search engine.

The two algorithms for automatic answer validation diverge in the methodology for the ARS calculation as

well as for the search engine used; nevertheless, in both cases Web documents are not downloaded, thus

making the algorithms rather efficient.

Statistical approach. The pure statistical approach makes use of the AltaVista search engine

(http://www.altavista.com), exploiting the proximity operator "'NEAR" to retrieve only Web documents

where the answer and the question keywords co-occur. The ARS is then calculated on the basis of the

number of retrieved pages by means of a statistical co-occurrence metric called corrected conditional

probabilit}' (Magnini et al., 2002b). The formula we used is the following:

PiKa)-" luts{Kq)*hits{Kaf" '

'

where:

• hits(Ka NEAR Kq) is the number of English-language pages returned by AltaVista, where the

answer keywords (Ka) and the question keywords (Kq) are in distance of no more than 10 words

of each other;

• hits(Kq) and hits(Ka) are the number of English-language pages where Kq and Ka occur

respectively:

• \EnglishPages\ is the number of English pages, indexed by AltaVista.
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This formula can be viewed as a modification of the Pointwise Mutual Information formula, a widely used

measure that was first introduced for identifying lexical relationships (in this case the co-occurrence of Kq
and Ka).

Content-based approach. The content-based approach makes use of Google (http.V/www.google.com),

taking advantage of the text passages (i.e. snippets) returned by the search engine as output of a Web
search. Using the fact that Google ranks higher the documents where the query terms co-occur close to

each other, the ARS is calculated considering the presence of relevant keywords within the top 100

retrieved snippets. The underlying assumption is that the closer the distance between the candidate answer

a and the question keywords within these text passages, the stronger their relation is.

Every appearance of the candidate answer a in a snippet is evaluated by calculating a co-occurrence

weight, as the number of the question keywords and their distance from a. If we have co-occurrence of the

answer a and a set of question keywords QK = {qk^,qk2,---]t\\e^ co-occurrence weight CW(fl,QK) is

calculated by means of the following formula:

• wiqkyis the weight of the question keyword qk-. In general, w(qk.)ca.n be calculated from the

keyword frequency. However in the current implementation of the algorithm we used equal

weights for all the words.

• Wqk a
II
denotes the distance between the answer a and the closest appearance of qk^

.

If we denote with 5^ the set of the top 100 text snippets, the ARS is calculated through the formula:

This formula gives high preference to the answers which occur close the question keywords.

As stated before, validation patterns capture the relation (if one exists) between a question and an answer

through simple co-occurrence mining. However, an additional pattern-based approach exploiting the

information conveyed by the presence within the Web documents of explicit validation statements (e.g.

phrase patterns such as ''The capital of the USA is Washington') has been partially explored. In this

version of DiOGENE, the use of a kind of phrase pattern slightly similar to the ones described in (Subbotin

and Subbotin, 2001) has also been tested for the simplest possible variant of the '"Where is" questions. In

particular, if the question is of the type "Wliere is <NP>?" (where <NP> stands for a simple noun phrase

without attached prepositional phrases), we search the Web for the phrase pattern [<NP> in a"]. The

number of hits produced by the search is then used to increase the ARS.

This solution proved to be rather effective and, in some cases, allowed DlOGENE to avoid errors produced

by the simple co-occurrence mining techniques. As an example, given the question "Where is the Orinoco

River?'' and the two answer candidates 'Amazon" and "Venezuela" both the statistical and the content-

based approaches gave preference to "Amazon" as the best final answer. However, a Web search with the

string ["Orinoco River in Amazon"] did not find any documents, while the string ["Orinoco River in

Venezuela"] returned respectively 322 hits using Google and 104 using AltaVista, thus confirming that

the location of the Orinoco River is Venezuela. In this case, the ARS obtained considering the presence of

the phrase pattern ["Orinoco River in Venezuela"] into the Web documents led DiOGENE to the correct

answer.

In general, the exploitation of different levels of patterns, ranging from the more general validation

patterns to the more specific phrase patterns is of great interest, and seems to be a simple and powerful

Where:

ARS =

QKeS
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instrument for answer extraction and validation. Exploitation of such patterns requires a very detailed

question taxonomy and the development of machine learning techniques for their automatic acquisition.

4.3 Answer ranking

This year the ranking of the answers to the 500 questions of the QA main task was of great importance for

the final score. In fact, a measure that is an analogue to the document retrieval's uninterpolated average

precision was used to score the runs. The Confidence-Weighted Score {CWS) formula gives higher

weights to the answers for which systems are more confident (i.e. answers with a higher rank in the ran

submissions), thus penalizing systems unable to accomplish a reliable calculation of the answers'

confidence level.

As stated before, DiOGENE exploits the results of the answer validation also at the answer ranking phase.

The task is accomplished combining the ARS with a Question Type Reliability (QTR) coefficient which

indicates how reliable the ARS is with respect to a given question type. As an example, the QTR
associated with the questions asking for a PERSON is 1, while the QTR for ORGANIZATION questions

is 0.5 and for LOCATION questions is 0.75. The QTR coefficient for the different question types was

computed considering the results of the answer validation experiments described in (Magnini et a! 2002a).

Given the QTR and the ARS, the confidence level (CFL) is calculated by the following formula:

if the answer is not NIL , CFL = QTR * ARS

if the answer is NIL , CFL = QTR *0.I

where NIL means that no answer was found in the target corpus.

Since the ARS is usually much higher than 1, this formula gives a lower preference to the NIL answers,

pushing them toward the end of the run submission (in our submission, the first NIL answer was ranked

406"'). This is motivated by the fact that, as we process only a maximum of 150 paragraphs per question,

there is no certainty about the correctness of the NIL answers. As a consequence, giving the NIL answers

a lower rank reduces the impact of errors caused by the possible false negatives.

# Answers Right Unsupported Inexact Wrong

1 to 100 73 7 8 12

100 to 200 44 10 5 41

200 to 300 39 2 3 56

300 to 400 20 4 1 75

400 to 500 16 1 0 85

Total 192 24 17 267

Table L Distribution of Right, Unsupported, Inexact, and Wrong answers.

Table 1 shows how correct, unsupported, inexact and wrong answers have been ranked by DiOGENE in the

best of the three runs submitted. Results confirm that our answer ranking technique performed well,

producing an output list where most of the correct answers are distributed at the top (73% of the top

ranked 100 answers are correct).

5 Results and Discussion

DiOGENE* s performance has been evaluated over three runs submitted to the TREC-2002 QA main task

(see Table 2). The three answer lists have been produced using the same architecture, simply by varying

the answer validation algorithm in order to test the impact of the different approaches. The best classified

run (with a confidence-weighted score of 0.589, around 6% above the other two) was obtained using the
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content-based answer validation approach, while the second classified resulted from the combination of

the statistical and the content-based techniques, and the third resulted from the application of the

statistical approach.

Run Right Unsupported Inexact Wrong cws
IRST02D1 192 24 17 267 0.589

IRST02D3 177 23 16 284 0.533

IRST02D2 173 19 14 294 0.520

Table 2. ITC-Irst at TREC-2002.

In order to evaluate strengths and weaknesses of DiOGENE, an error analysis was carried out considering

the first 100 questions where the system failed. Also this year, most of the errors (40%) came from

incorrect document retrieval. An in depth analysis of the search phase results revealed two main sources

of errors. First, the stemming algorithm used by MG leads to the retrieval of many irrelevant paragraphs.

Second, many errors are due to the difficulty of dealing with the variety of lexical formulations of an

answer with respect to a question. The solution to this problem requires the development of intelligent

query formulation criteria, going beyond the simple algorithms for keyword extraction and query

expansion with synonyms and morphological derivations. For instance, reliable query formulation criteria

should consider the relation between the question semantics and the possible transfonnations of its

surface form. In spite of the remarkable improvements brought to the overall system's performance,

answer validation is the reason for 38% of the errors. Most of these errors came from the fact that our

approach measures the co-occurrence between the entities and does not consider the semantic relation

which is the origin of that co-occurrence. As an example, given the question "What is Buzz Aldrin's real

first nameT, our answer validation component returned "Neil Armstrong'' (the person name most

frequently co-occurring with the question keywords) instead of the correct answer "Edwin". The answer

candidates extraction produced 19% of the errors. In some cases this is due to the fact that DiOGENE is

still unable to determine the correct answer type for some classes of questions (i.e. "Why"' and "How"'

questions, such as "Why does the moon turn orangeT\ and "How did Mahatma Gandhi dieV ), thus

providing a huge number of irrelevant answer candidates. In some other cases the correct candidates have

been discarded because of their distance from the query keywords within the retrieved paragraphs or

because of errors in the named entity recognition phase. Also this year, the answer type extraction module

performed well, with an error rate of only 3% due to PoS-tagging and disambiguation errors.
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Overview
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics

Laboratory (JHU/APL) participated in two tracks at

this year's conference. We participated in the

filtering track, again addressing the batch and routing

subtasks, as well as the adaptive task for the first

time. We also continued experiments in Arabic

retrieval, emphasizing language-neutra! approaches.

For ranked retrieval, we relied on a statistical

language model to compute query/document

similarity values. Hiemstra and de Vries describe

such a linguistically motivated probabilistic model

and explain how it relates to both the Boolean and

vector space models [4]. The model has also been

cast as a rudimentary Hidden Markov Model [13].

Although the model does not explicitly incorporate

inverse document frequency, it does favor documents

that contain more of the rare query terms. The

similarity measure can be computed as

Sim{q,d) = • /(''^) + ("-«)• df(t)f'''"

Equation 1. Similarity calculation.

where a is the probability that a query word is

generated by a document-specific model, and (7- a)

is the probability that it is generated by a generic

language model. df(t) denotes the mean relative

document frequency of term f. In our experiments an

a of between 0.15 and 0.3 has worked well, but

performance is fairly insensitive to the precise value

used.

For text classification problems we used Support

Vector Machines (SVMs), which efficiently perform

binary classification tasks. We applied SVMs to this

year's Filtering tasks; however, some of our routing

runs were based on statistical language models

instead.

Fiiteririg Track
We participated in the routing, batch and adaptive

tasks of the filtering track.

Filtering Approach Background

We continued to investigate the application of

Support Vector Machines (SVMs/ to filtering tasks.

SVMs are used to create classifiers from a .set of

labeled training data, finding a hyperplane (possibly

in a transformed space) to separate positive examples

from negative examples. This hyperplane is chosen to

maximize the margin (or distance) to the training

points. The promise of large margin classification is

that it does not overfit the training data and

generalizes well to test data of similar distribution.

See Hearst [3] for a genera! discussion of SVMs. We
used the SVM-light package (version 3.50, by
Thorsten Joachims [15]) to create classifiers based on
the training data for classification of the test data, and

wrote a JNI interface to SVM-light to support

filtering with our HAIRCUT system. All runs used

stem indices using a derivative version of the

SMART stemmer.

We slightly reduced the term space to create test and

training document vectors. Terms were selected using

the top stems by document frequency in the training

set. (Exact numbers of stems differed for different

runs, noted per task in descriptions below.)

Stopwords were not removed. We used tf/idf

weighted vectors for each document. IDF values

were based on training index statistics. Vectors were

normalized to unit length. Given /; positive training

documents for a topic, we cho.se either all other

training qrels documents as (presumed) negative

examples, or randomly sampled (number of known
positive examples) * NegaiiveToPositivcRalio

presumed negative examples from the training index,

throwing away any that were actually positive. (The

use of all negatives or a particular ratio is noted

below.) We trained linear SVMs. weighting positive

and negative training examples equally {-j I fiag in

SVM-light).

Filtering Training

Over the course of the year we had performed several

experiments using the Reuters Corpus [18] and topics

from TREC 2001. Based on track guidelines, we
wanted to establish various parameters necessary for

our system based on alternative data. We chose to

reset these based on performance on Financial Times
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data that had been used in the TREC-8 Filtering

Track. We did this in a straightforward way for the

routing and batch training and test sets. However, no

training documents had been used for the adaptive

task in TREC-8, so for this training we randomly

selected three relevant training documents from the

batch FT training qrels for each topic.

Routing Task

We submitted two official runs for routing. We
submitted an SVM based run apll IFsvm and a rank-

based merge run aplllFrm, the merge of the SVM
run with an unofficial score-based run apll IFrs.

Our statistical language model-based run apll IFrs

used simulated routing (using a modified version of

our HAIRCUT system to score indexed test

documents using training index statistics). We
formed queries using 60 terms per topic that were

selected from the positive qrels training documents.

Term selection was accomplished using mutual

information based difference statistics with respect to

the training documents.

For the SVM routing run aplllFsvm, we used the top

12000 features ranked by document frequency and 10

times as many negative documents as known positive

examples to train an SVM. We kept track of the top

1000 documents for a topic in a heap based on the

SVM score.

Avg. prec. # terms #

bests

# > median

(50 topics)

apll IFrm 0..^30 12000 4 43

apll IFsvin 0.218 12000 I 24

apll IFrs 0.3M Sinre njn

apll IFrsvmZ 0..?64 SVM run

aplllFrml 0.4 J 2 4{KHK) Merge run

Table 1 . APL Routing Results, Assessor topics.

Highlighted rows indicate unofficial runs.

Avg.

prec.

# bests # > median

(50 topics)

apll IFrin 0.042 5 37

apll 1Frsvw 0.043 4 35

apll IFrs

jjpU^l Frsvm2

O.Ol'i

oiM 1

Set ire nin_

SVM run

aplllFrm2 0.045 Merge ran

Table 2. APL Routing Results, Intersection topics.

Highlighted rows indicate unofficial runs.

In subsequent analysis of our results we realized that

we submitted the wrong SVM-based routing run. We
had intended to submit the SVM run apll 1Frsvml

based on 40000 df terms (the best of numbers to use

on FT data). This run does well, and makes an

excellent run (apll 1Fnn2) when rank-merged with

the score-based run.

Batch Filtering Task

We used the score of the test document from the

topic-specific SVM to decide whether to return a

document as possibly relevant. We used cross-

validation for threshold selection. We applied «-fold

cross-validation on training data to find the best

threshold per topic for the given score function being

optimized.

Lewis had applied exhaustive leave-one out to find

optimal SVM j weights per topic last year [9], but

this was computationally unrealistic for our

implementation. Particular choices of n we used for

cross-validation are noted below.

Batch Using Linear SVMs with TF/IDF Vectors

For the submitted aplllFbF run, we used the top

20000 df terms. We used all the presumed negative

training examples from the training index. We used

three-fold cross-validation on the training data to

select the best topic-specific score thresholds for the

T! IF measure.

For the submitted run aplllFbSU run, we used the

top 12000 df terms. We again used all the presumed

negative training examples from the training index.

We used five-fold cross-validation on the training

data to select the best topic-specific thresholds for the

Tl 1 SU measure.

TllSU TllF SetPrec SetRecali

aplllFbF 0.391 0.216 0.409 0.1 17

aplllFbSU 0.293 0.181 0.244 0.255

Table .3. APL Batch Results, Assessor topics

Tl )SU TllF SetPrec SetRecali

aplllFbF 0.338 0.026 0.068 0.0)3

aplllFbSU 0.035 0.028 0.027 0.275

Table 4. APL Batch Results, Intersection topics

Adaptive Filtering Task

We developed two heuristic approaches to using

SVMs for adaptive filtering. While there is theory to

explain how a static SVM generalizes to test data of

similar distribution to training data, this theory has

not yet been well developed for SVMs that are

adapting over time based on feedback.

Our two approaches were similar to early filtering

score-based buffer window approaches. An SVM was

created based on training data for each topic. Three

"buffers" of documents from the test document
stream were maintained: a "good" buffer of

documents correctly judged relevant; a "bad" buffer

of those that had been incorrectly judged relevant;

and a "presumed bad" (unjudged) buffer of those

documents not retrieved (and presumed irrelevant).

All buffers were capped to a fixed size. Window
sizes for the buffers were set somewhat arbitrarily
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based on limited experimentation as follows: 750

documents for the known positive documents, 750

for the known negative documents and 2000 or 50

(noted below) for the presumed negative documents

(those not retrieved). We also used a heuristic

parameter to guess occasionally if no documents had

been retrieved for a long time.

Our first approach used queues for all three of these

buffers of documents, expiring the old documents as

the buffers overfilled. The notion here is that older

documents are less valuable than newer ones. (In this

case we used the larger size 2000 buffer for negative

documents.) Our second approach used heaps, based

on the absolute value of the SVM score (smallest

value on top), throwing away documents with larger

scores as the buffers overfilled. The notion here is

that documents closer to the margin of the current

SVM are more useful as discriminative examples for

training. (Here we used the smaller buffer size of 50

for the presumed negative documents.)

Our strategy was to update the topic-specific SVMs
at data-driven intervals, using the documents in the

current buffers. The intervals were based on sizes of

the current buffers, as well as a 'l^ate of change"

heuristic.

Using the queue approach we had observed good (but

statistically variable performance) based on the

TREC 2001 data and topics (0,35 average TIOSU.

and a boxplot as good or better than the official

boxplots from TREC- 10 filtering). However, we did

not do as well for this year's official adaptive task.

Ti ISU Tl IF SetPrec SetRecall

apIIlFahJ 0.M2 0.104 0311 0.039

apll IFahl 0.342 0.104 0311 0.039

apll IFaql 0.059 0.09 0.084 0.369

aplJ JFac/2 0.085 0.1 18 0. 1 ] 5 0.355

Table 5. APL Adaptive Results, Assessor topics

Clearly, the heap approach returned too few

documents, whereas the queue approach returned too

many. This is probably mainly due to the much lower

amount of feedback. It was probably also adversely

affected by our choice of "guess occasionally"

parameter that guessed too often.

Filtering Results Discussion

In a low training/feedback situation, filtering seems

to require more of a Statistical Language Model

score-based approach. Based on the good

performance possible in situations with lots of

training and feedback (as in TREC-2001). there

seems to be a continuum between score-based and

classification approaches, depending on the amount

of training and feedback available. We conjecture a

hybrid approach will be useful to support this

continuum.

Arabic Language Retrieval

The Cross-Language Retrieval task at TREC 2002
consisted of bilingual retrieval of Arabic newspaper
articles given English topic statements. The
document collection was the same as that used in the

TREC 2001 CLIR Track. Monolingual submissions

were also accepted using Arabic versions of the

topics created by human translators. JHU/APL
submitted five official runs; one monolingual and

four bilingual runs that used only the <titie> and

<desc> topic fields. We continued to use the

HAIRCUT retrieval engine for our experiments,

again emphasizing language-neutral approaches to

multilingual retrieval.

Tokeriizatiori

Over the past year several studies explored alternate

representations for indexing Arabic text. Mayfield et

al. [10] investigated the use of character n-grams for

Arabic retrieval in TREC-2001 and found that n-

grams of length 4 were most effective. Similarly.

Darwish and Oard examined multiple tokenization

strategies for retrieval of scanned Arabic documents

and concluded that character n-grams of lengths 3 or

4 were the basis for the most successful approach [1 ].

Linguistic methods of combating Arabic morphology
have also been fruitful. Xu el al. [14] investigated

several problems unique to Arabic language text

retrieval, specifically misspelled words, broken

plurals, and infix morphology, and empirically

evaluated techniques to overcome them. Larkey et al.

[8] investigated methods for effectively stemming

Arabic.

Given the successful reports of n-gram based

retrieval for Arabic, we opted to continue using them

this year. However, we decided to u.se a combination

of tokenization methods in the same term space. We
used n-grams of more than one length, and we
included space-delimited words. We do perform one

minor language-specific function, elimination or

replacement of certain Arabic characters.

Specifically, we map Alef Maksura to Yeh and Teh
Marbuta to Teh, and we eliminate Hamza. Madda
and any remaining Arabic letters or symbols that did

not appear in a list of 28 letters that we had available.

Recent work in Asian language retrieval has shown
that multiple length n-grams can be quite effective,

and may result in a 10% relative improvement in

mean average precision over the use of single length

n-grams [12]. Accordingly, we examined multiple

length n-grams. In particular, we construct the set of

al! 3-grams, 4-grams, and 5-grams that can be

generated from a given input sequence.

We initially built several indexes to compare

different methods for tokenization. Summary
information about each is shown in Table 6.
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# terms index size

words .*i3yy /y
^ C /I \ 4 D2341V1D

3-grams 2701

6

44 I MB
4-grams IZsil 1 o /66IV1D

5-grams 1 478393 1 1571VIB

6-grams 6081618 1691MB

words + 3/4/5-grams 2876187 2422MB

words + 3/4/5/6-erams 9714673 4038MB

Tabic 6. Index statistics for the 869 MB. 384K

article TREC-2002 Arabic collection.

Using the TREC-2001 CLIR test collection (i.e..

Arabic topics 1-25) we compared several knowledge-

light methods for indexing Arabic text (see the chart

in Figure 1). These experiments used only the <titie>

and <desc> portions of the topic statements and made

use of pseudo-relevance feedback. Plain 4-grams did

quite well, but slightly superior performance was

found when a hybrid indexing scheme was used.

Based on these training experiments, we selected this

strategy for TREC-2od2.

Thus, our official runs used both words and 3-. 4-. 5-

grams to represent text in a single term-space. It

should be noted that this tripled the disk space

consumed by the index data structures compared to

the use of solitary 4-grams; the use of 4-grams alone

is probably justified when storage limitations are a

concern.

Comparision of Tokenization Types

040

c 0 3E

_o

B, 0-30'5

«
Pr 0.25

0)

o> 0.20
n

> 0 15

<
0 10

0 05

0 00

worcls+3/4/5-

grams 6-gianis

Figure 1 . Comparison of tokenization methods

using the TREC-2001 CUR test suite. Mean average

precision is plotted. The combination of words plus

3-. 4-. and 5-grams was the best performing

approach.

Translation

Although we recently explored efficient methods for

translating document representations at the CLEF-
2002 evaluation [11], we focused on query

translation for our work in the CLIR Track at TREC.
We are convinced that the caliber of translation

resources has a great effect on bilingual retrieval

performance, so we were glad to see the track

guidelines stipulate a standard set of resources.

However, in several ways the formatting of these

resources prevented us from using them in an optimal

fashion. In particular, we had hoped to use the

English / Arabic parallel texts from the United

Nations. We were grateful for the statistical lexicon

that was made available by BNN: however, it was of

limited u.se to our system since we do not routinely

stem English or Arabic.

Most of our bilingual runs simply relied on machine

translation software. However, in an attempt to make
use of the BEN statistical lexicon, we derived a

sun^ogate dictionary. We first ran a Porter steminer

to create a set E of English words that could produce

a given English stem: we also created a set of Arabic

words A, that created the stems in BBN's lexicon

using Kareem Darwish's A!-Stem stemmer. Then,

we created an unweighted translation dictionary with

entries between each English word in E and every

word in ,4 to which that word might be mapped.

Queries were translated by substituting ail possible

translations for a given source language query term,

preserving the original query term frequency. Lastly,

we performed n-gram processing over the translated

queries using only within-word n-grams.

Each of our official submissions used only the <title>

and <desc> fields, augmented by pseudo-relevance

feedback. For our monolingual Arabic run. apll leal

.

we used

e word plus 3-, 4-. and 5-gram indexing

e relevance feedback using queries expanded

to 300 terms

Apll led was our first bilingual run using the

English topics. We used the same approach as

aplllcul. but used the Almisbar web-based service

to create translated queries. We also created a run

using the (standard) Ajeeb translator, ap!llce3.

Mappings derived from the statistical lexicon

provided by BBN were used for apll lci'4. Finally,

hoping that a combination of resources would

maximize lexical coverage, and thus retrieval

performance, we submitted a run based on merging

.scores from our two MT-based runs, apll lcc2. This

run was not our best ofi'iciai run: use of only the

standard MT-resource. the Ajeeb translator, was best.
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Official results

An overview of APL's five official runs for the

Arabic track are shown in Table 7 below.

Trans

Res.

MAP Recall

(5909)

#

best

#>
median

% mono

apll leal NA 0.3410 4977 3 29 100.0

apll Icel Almisbar 0.2427 4396 0 20 71.2

apll Icel Almisbar

& Ajeeb

0.2571 4488 2 18 75.4

lipiiUif

Ajeyh

'* Staf.

4444 fl

1

il 77,y

Table 7. Official results for Arabic runs (50

topics). The highlighted rows indicate bilingual runs

that used only standard translation resources.

TREC-2002 Official Arabic Results

-apllOcal (0 3410) E" ' ' api10ca3(0.265B) apnOce2 (0 2571) I

-.ipllOcel (0 2-127) —C?-™-apH0ce4 (0 1777)

Figure 3. Recall-precision graph for APL's

official Arabic track automatic submissions

Figure 2 (below) compares our monolingual run

against the median of 18 monolingual runs.

Monolingual Arabic: APL vs. IWedian Pertormance

iJ J. J J ,L 1

1

. si i i_

*
1

Figure 2. Comb chart for apll leal

The MT-based runs obtained performance between

71% and 1%% of a monolingual baseline in terms of

mean average precision; a relative recall at 1000

documents of 88% was found. A precision-recall

graph comparing these results is plotted in Figure 3.

Concfysions
This year we participated in two tracks: filtering, and

Arabic.

We continued our investigation of using Support

Vector Machines (SVMs) to tackle text filtering

challenges. We found promise for the use of SVMs
for relevance feedback for routing. We plan to further

investigate related SVM pseudo-relevance feedback

effects on ad hoc retrieval. Our batch results appeared

to be about median, and we had many "zero returns,"

so more remains to be done to tune this approach for

low training situations. Perhaps Financial Times data

was not similar enough to the evaluation data for use

in parameter selection.

Our adaptive filtering results were disappointing

compared to what we had observed on TREC 2001

adaptive topics, although somewhat expected based

on Financial Times parameter-setting experiments.

Again, this is related to the much smaller amount of

feedback in the track this year. It is possible to make
better use of unlabeled (unjudged) data for SVM
training, and we hope to revisit this in future

experiments.

One thing we have observed in our CLIR work is that

it is difficult to define standard translation resources.

For example, il has proved difficult this year to

separate specific stemming algorithms (and

implementations) from some of the standard

resources. We also wonder whether cross-system

comparisons would be facilitated if participants

submitted runs that used only a single translation

resource. For the TREC-200! CLIR guidelines,

systems could use any of the three options

(dictionary, statistical lexicon, or MT system), thus

giving 7 ways to use "standard' lesources.
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Abstract

This article describes about finding documents of

interest via frequent anchor descriptions that be-

ing derived from the ".gov" web collection. The

main idea of our approach is that we consider fre-

quent anchor descriptions as documents. To find

out the frequent item sets, we apply the Apri-

ori algorithm with a new scoring criterion, called

the maximum correspondence. We likewise inte-

grate both retrieval scores calculated fi-om an-

chor descriptions and title texts of the web

pages to identify the resulting named pages, and

foundthat these combination scores can boost

the precision performance. Concluded from our

preliminary experiments , this approach yields a

considerable efficiency of named page finding in

the aspect that it also highly reduces the docu-

ment search space.

1 Introduction

The information searching generally focuses on

the quantity of information that the user ob-

tains. On the other hand, named page finding

only focuses on the most significant web page

represented as the answer to a query. However,

named page finding needs higher precision per-

formance. Therefore, finding a named page is a

more difficult task than other on-line document

retrievaJ. Named pages are frequently named by

anchor descriptions and those pages are usually

linked to with a great number of web pages. The
consequence is that those pages obtains a variety

of anchor descriptions. The appropriate name
of each page is able to be assumed to be the

name with the most frequent occurrence. With
the according reasons, document representation,

anchor descriptions, or title texts, for instance,

is noticeably nifty for addressing the relevant

named pages.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to

enhance the retrieval performance of named page

finding through using frequent item sets. We
consider the anchor descriptions and title texts

as the item sets. Each item set represents the

name of the document. Afterward, we discover

the frequent item sets using the Apriori [6]. We
then apply the new scoring method, i.e. the max-

imum correspondence function, to address the
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most significant frequent item set. In addition,

we also study &om resulting experiments on the

integration of anchor descriptions and title texts

to enhance the named page retrieval precision.

We organize this article in the following way

—

Section 2 describes about the document repre-

sentations. Section 3 describes about the fre-

quent item set discovery algorithm. Section 4

is dedicated for more details we supplement to

the algorithm. Section 5 describes about the ob-

tained experiment result. Section 6 finally con-

cludes the paper.

Anchors Occurrences

Kasetsart University 1,500

Kasetsart 834

KU 301

KU City 115

Main 75

Home 24

Table 1: An example of anchor descriptions.

2 Document Representations

There are many categories of document repre-

sentations; for example, contents, abstracts, ti-

tle texts, anchor descriptions, links, the depth of

URL addresses, and the integration of those [1,

2], each of which has a potential of improving

the retrieval performance. Nonetheless, there

are advantages and disadvantages of each. In

this work, we select the anchor descriptions and

the title texts. It is due to the fact that they of-

fer tremendous improvement of retrieval perfor-

mance with the support of relatively small size

of document representation.

2.1 Anchor Descriptions

A hyperlink is a relationship between two docu-

ments or two fragments of the same document.

In the hypertext markup language (HTML), the

target is referred by the hnk and the link's an-

chors are displayed to the users with the under-

hned text. As soon as the user click the anchor,

their browser will display the target document.

We call a link anchor appearing on the browser

as an anchor description. The anchor descrip-

tion always describes its target. Moreover, a

target is likely to be associated by other web

documents and initiates considerable anchor de-

scriptions if its target is popular.

Previous studies [3, 4] found that anchor de-

scriptions has a potential to enhance the re-

trieval performance. Therefore, we are in agree-

ment to construct anchor documents [3] as a

representative of each document in data col-

lection for a substitution of the term. Each

anchor document contains all anchor descrip-

tions of a page's incoming links. Table 1 il-

lustrates an example of the anchor document

of the web page www.ku.ac.th. In this paper,

we will call each entry as an anchor description

set. Moreover, we will represent it with the no-

tation N X A, where N is the number of occur-

rences and A is the element sequence of the an-

chor descriptions. For example, the first entry

of Table 1 can be represented with the notation

1500 X Kasetsart University. It is noticeable that

each anchor description is the page's name ap-

pearing on the browser. The anchor description

sets consequently represent the associativity be-

tween the link's anchor and its name.
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2.2 Title Texts 3.1 Frequent Item Sets

The titles of web pages can be used as the docu-

ment representation and it yields comparable, or

even superior, retrieval results than Ml-text re-

trieval. Previous study [5] extracted several tag

fields from data collection and found that the

<title> field could produce better performance

comparing with full-text retrieval. Furthermore,

the retrieval system takes less substantial time

and space. Therefore, we extract the title fields

from the data collection and amass them sim-

ilarly to the anchor description sets. We nev-

ertheless separate the extracted title texts from

those.

2.3 Size of Document Representations

We provide the quantitative measurement of the

full text, title texts, and anchor descriptions de-

rived from the .gov collection in Table 2. It

is noticeable that anchor descriptions and title

texts are relatively smaller than the whole col-

lection. Moreover, they also contain relationship

among links and their names regardless of doc-

ument contents. This facilitates searching rele-

vant named pages in collection containing only

documents' names. As a result, we will likely

obtain higher recall performance.

3 Frequent Item Set Discovery

Discovery of frequent item sets is the princi-

ple spirit of a great number of data mining ap-

proaches and it has been well studied in the

context of association rules [7]. We usually de-

compose the problem solution of association rule

mining into two phases—discovery of frequent

item sets and rule generation from the discov-

ered frequent item sets.

Let / = {ii, Z2, is, . -
. , im} be set of literals, so-

called items. Let a non-empty set of items T be

called an item set or a transaction. Let database

D be a set of transactions, where each trans-

action T is a set of items such that TCI.
Each transaction has its statistical significance,

so-called support value. The support of the item

set X in the database D is defined in Equation 1.

Let X be an item set. A transaction T is said

to contain X if and only li X C T. The support

of an item set X is the number of the percent-

age of transaction in the database that contains

X. X is frequent if the support of X is not

less than a user-defined support threshold, called

minimum support.

Example Let Table 3 be a transaction database

D, with a set of items / = {a,b,c,d,e, f,g,h}.

Let the minimum support be 20 percents; the

consequent frequent item sets are listed in Ta-

ble 4.

3.2 Apriori Algorithm

The algorithm called Apriori [6] iteratively gen-

erates all possible item sets whose supports qual-

ify the minimum support threshold. The first

iteration of the algorithm counts item occur-

rences in order to generate the frequent 1-item

sets (each 1-item set exactly contains only one

item) . For each next iteration, the frequent item

set Lk-\ found in the {k — l)th iteration are used

to generate the candidate item sets Ck-, using

apriori-gen function described in Algorithm 1.
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Representation Size Nb. Doc Avg. Len.

Full Text 19,455 MB 1,247,753 15.2 KB
Title Text 148 MB 893,544 0.17 KB

Anchor Description 3,302 MB 827,256 4.0 KB

Table 2: Quantitative measurement of each document representation derive from the .gov collection.

Trans. ID Item sets

1 a, b, c, d, f
2 b,c, d, f,g,h

3 a,c, d,e,/

4 e, /, g

Table 3: An example of a Transaction database D

Length (/) Frequent /-item sets

1 a,b,c,d,e, f,g
2 ac, ad, af, be, bd, bf, cd, ce, c/, eg, df, e/, gf
3 aed, acf, adf, bed, bcf, cdf, cef, cfg

4 aedf, bcdf

Table 4: Frequent item sets with 20-percent minimum support derived from transaction database

D.
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Afterward, the database is scanned and the sup-

port of candidates in Ck is counted. The output

of the first phase of Apriori algorithm consists

of a set of fc-item sets (where k = 1,2,3,...),

whose supports quahfy the specified minimum

support threshold. Algorithm 1 presents a for-

mal description of the algorithm. We assume

that items in each item set are lexicographically

sorted.

Algorithm 1 The Apriori Algorithm

Scan D to find Li.

Let k = 2.

while Lfc-i 7^ 0 do

Ck = apriori-gen(Lfc_i).

for all transaction i G D do

Ct - subset(Cfc, t).

for all candidate c € Ct do

c.count = c.count -h 1.

end for

end for

Lk — {c^ Cfc [c.count > minsup}.

end while

return (J;. Lk-

Candidate item sets are generated from

previously generated frequent item sets L^-x

through using the apriori-gen function. The

apriori -gen performs two operations, as fol-

lows.

Joining step: Each large item set from L^-x is

joined together.

Pruning step: Each item set c E Ck such that

some (k — l)-subset of c, in which I/^-i does

not contain, is deleted.

Item Set Discovery

In this article, we will focus on the TREC-11
named page finding mission. We separate the

method into three phases, as follows.

4.1 Document Representation

Extraction

In this phase, we extracted the document rei>-

resentation, i.e. anchor descriptions and title

texts, from TREC-11 data collection suite. Cur-

rent data collection (Year 2002) is a crawler's

outcome concentrated on the government do-

main ( .gov websites) and it consists of 1.25 mil-

lion documents. We analyzed links and their

anchors from each document. Afterward, we

kept those in their targets' anchor document.

We then constructed an anchor description col-

lection with every document. An anchor doc-

ument collection comprises of 5.5 million doc-

uments. It contains anchor documents in data

collection and contains anchor documents cre-

ated from links whose target does not occupy in

the data collection. Moreover, we filtered out

the anchor documents whom the data collection

does not contain, as well. After that, we subse-

quently performed morphological analysis pro-

cess. We filtered out the stop words and ev-

ery special sign except the hyphen (-), but we

did not, in contrast, perform lexicon stemming.

Finally, an anchor document collection contains

only 0.8 million documents. We also extracted

the title texts from the data collection. We kept

them in the collection analogous to the anchor

documents.
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4.2 Frequent Anchor Description Dis-

covery

Let / ~ {wl,W2^ W3, . .
. , Wn} be a set of words in

an anchor document. Let T be an item set that

TCI. For example, the set of anchor descrip-

tions representing Kasetsart University web site

is shown in Table 5.

Let the minimum support be 20 percents. We
discovered the frequent anchor descriptions via

the Apriori algorithm (see Algorithm 1). We
provide the consequence of applying the Apri-

ori to data in Table 5 in the Table 6. We then

extract the frequent anchor descriptions from an-

chor documents in order to provide an availabil-

ity of retrieval. For title text collection, in view

of the fact that each document possesses only

one item set, we will permanently judge it to be

frequent.

4.3 Relevant Named Page Retrieval

For the reason that the present retrieval method-

ology exploiting term frequencies and their

weights in the data collection does not have a

capability to rank the frequent anchor descrip-

tions for this system, we therefore develop the

maximum correspondence function, as in Equa-

tion 2.

= max 9 • Xij (2)
J

Where, is a maximum correspondence among

the query q and each Xij anchor description of

the document i.

The equation ranks each document with corre-

spondence between the query with each frequent

anchor description. The maximum score from

every frequent anchor description is the score of

the document. We likewise apply the Equation 2

with the title text collection.

5 Experimental Results

With the intention of having a manageable task,

we decomposed the evaluation phase into three

experiments. We evaluated the system with

only the frequent anchor description approach,

then the title texts, and finally the integration

of both. 150 queries are automatically pre-

pared from TREC-11 named page finding task's

queries without stems. We illustrated the re-

trieval result in Table 7 and Figure L The dis-

tribution of the result is depicted in Figure 2.

From Table 7, the frequent anchor description

outperforms the title texts collection, since the

frequent anchor description has a capability to

provide more documents' names considered as

exact names. Nonetheless, some documents do

not have or have inadequate anchor descriptions

due to incomplete links. These problems essen-

tially affects the retrieval performance. On the

other hand, we found that web documents al-

ways have title texts that can likewise perform

well in case of the mentioned problems. There-

fore, it is noticeable that the integration of both

yields the better performance, as shown in Fig-

ure 1 and Figure 2. The ranks of relevant named
pages are boosted to the top rank and more rel-

evant named pages can be found.

6 Conclusion and Future

Works

The frequent anchor descriptions can represent

the document's name with relatively small size

of data. However, the incomplete link problem

principally affects the reduction of performance.

The title texts can elucidate this problem, but

it provides inadequate information, in contrast.

The integration of both can provide better exper-

I
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Item Set ID Anchor Description

1 Kasetsaxt University Page

2 Homepage of Kasetsaxt University

3 Kasetsart The University of Agriculture

4 Kasetsart University Page

5 Homepage of Kasetsaxt University

6 Homepage of Kasetsart University

7 Kasetsart University Page

Table 5: Anchor description representing Kasetsart University's vi^eb site

Length (/) Frequent /-anchor description

1 { Kasetsaxt }, { University }

2 { Kasetsart University }, { Kasetsart of }, { Kasetsaxt page },

{ Kasetsart Homepage }, { University Page }, { University Homepage },

{ University of }

3 { Kasetsart University of }, { Kasetsairt University Page },

{ Kasetsaxt University Homepage }, { Kasetsart Homepage of }.

{ University Homepage of }

4 { Kasetsart University Homepage of }

Table 6: Frequent anchor descriptions of Kasetsart University's web site

Ranks Titles Anchors Integration

Top 1 20 56 64

Top 5 24 19 20

Top 10 9 8 10

Top 25 13 9 13

Top 50 5 4 4

Not Found 79 54 39

MRR 0.406 0.588 0.680

Table 7: Named page finding retrieval result
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Named Page Finding Retrieval Result Comparison Chart
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Figure 1: Named page finding retrieval result comparison chart
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Figure 2: Name paged finding retrieval result distribution
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imental result due to the management ability of

incomplete links and relatively small size of data

comparing with full text data. We concluded

that the frequent anchor description provides a

valuable source of information for named page

finding task.

The frequent anchor description can enhance

the retrieval performance for commercial search

engines, but the maximum correspondence func-

tion operates very lingeringly on simple frequent

anchor description file structure. We consider

this our future work. The a,ssociation rule dis-

covery from frequent anchor description can pro-

vide confidence value for the scrutiny of strong

frequent anchor description. Moreover, it can re-

duce the size of frequent anchor description col-

lection.
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Abstract

This paper describes the algorithms imple-

mented by the KerMIT consortium for its

participation in the TREC 2002 Filtering

track. The consortium submitted runs for

the routing task using a linear SVM, for the

batch task using the same SVM in combi-

nation with an innovative threshold-selection

mechanism, and for the adaptive task using

both a second-order perceptron and a combi-

nation of SVM and perceptron with uneven

margin. Results seem to indicate that these

algorithm performed relatively well on the ex-

tensive TREC benchmark.

1. Introduction

The KerMIT 1ST European project is concerned with

the investigation of kernel methods for applications re-

lated to the categorization, retrieval, clustering and

ranking of text documents and of images^. The Ker-

MIT consortium participated in the TREC 2002 Fil-

tering track as a means of evaluating the methods de-

veloped within the project on a large-scale benchmark.

Six runs were submitted, out of which four for the

^More information on the KerMIT 1ST project is a\'ail-

able from the project website:

http://www.euro-kermit.org.

adaptive ta^k and one each for the batch and for the

routing task. As the objective of our participation was

the comparison of different techniques, submitted runs

are actually issued from several different systems:

• Runs 'afl' and 'af2' were obtained using a variant

of the "second-order perceptron" (Cesa-Bianchi

et al. 2002) (Section 3);

» Runs 'af3' and 'af4' were obtained using a com-

bination of the SVM algorithm and the Percep-

tron Algorithm with Uneven Margin (Li et al.

2002) (Section 4);

• Runs 'bf2' and 'rr2' are the output of SVMs,
the former in combination with an improved

threshold-selection mechanism (Section 5).

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 sketches

the data preparation process. Sections 3 to 5 describe

the systems listed above in turn, together with the per-

formance achieved on the respective tasks. Section 6

presents some additional experiments on intersection

topics. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks.

2. Data preprocessing

Before turning to the description of the individual

systems, we will outline the data preparation process
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that we followed. The original NewsML files are pre-

processed in the following way:

® The 'title" and the "text" portions of the files are

extracted and cleaned firom tags;

® Each file is tokenised into words using a finite-

state based tokeniser;

© All digit characters are replaced with a single spe-

cial character;

® Stopwords are removed;

© A dictionarj' file is built associating a numeric

code with each token occurring at least three

times in the training set. Terms occurring only

once or twice are ignored;

® For every document body and every title a sparse

term vector is built;

® The title and the body vector for each document

are combined giving double weight to the title;

e All document vectors are finally modified accord-

. ing to a tf*idf weighting scheme and normalised

to unit norm.

In the case of the batch and the routing runs, idf is

computed for every term based on the training set only.

Idf weights for all other terms are set to zero. In other

words, only terms in the test documents which also

occur in the training set are considered.

In the case of the adaptive filtering runs, idf weights

are initialized on the training corpus in the same way

as for the batch and the routing runs. However, as

more and more test documents come in, idf weights are

updated. Similarly for the lexicon, new lexical items

are added to the dictionary as soon as the number of

occurrences in the training set combined with the test

set up to the document itself reaches a threshold of

three.

The adopted tPidf weighting is the usual log-log one:

Wi.j = (l+log(</,,,)) log(^^)

where tfij is the number of occurrence of term i in

document j, is the total number of documents in

the collection, and dfi is the number of documents con-

taining the term ?'.

The very limited availability of positive examples

called for ways to take advantage of the topic de-

scriptions as well. We considered two alternative ap-

proaches, one consisting in building an additional pos-

itive training example from the descriptions and an-

other consisting in building a vector from the descrip-

tion and then adding to each document, as a new fea-

ture, the value of its (cosine) similarity with the de-

scription. The second alternative proved superior and
was thus retained for the batch and the routing tasks,

whereas time constraints did not allow its adoption in

the adaptive case.

3. The secood-order perceptron
algorithm for adaptive filtering

In this section we describe the first of the two algo-

rithms used in the adaptive filtering track. This first

algorithm is defined by a pair (w, r), where w e is

the profile vector and r e E is the relevance threshold.

A document x = {xi, . . . ,xn) e is judged relevant

if and only if the margin w'^x (i.e., the inner product

between w and x) is not smaller than the threshold r.

We model the filtering problem under the assumption

that relevance judgments are generated using an un-

known probabilistic linear function. Assuming all doc-

uments Xi,X2,..- are normalized such that ||2;t|| = 1

for alH > 1, the relevance of Xt is given by a { — 1, 1}-

valued random variable Yt (where Yt = 1 means "rel-

evant") such that there exists a fixed and unknown
"target" profile vector u e M^, = 1, for which

EYf = u'^Xt for all i = 1, 2, . . .
,
n, where E indicates

the expected value. Hence Xt is relevant with prob-

ability (1 +u'^Xf)/2 G [0,1]. The random variables

Y\
,
I2, • arp assumed to be independent, whereas we

do not make any assumption on the way the sequence

Xi,X2, ... of documents is generated.

The profile vector of our filtering rule is a (biased)

estimator of the target profile u constructed as fol-

lows. Let Sf be the matrix whose columns are the for-

warded documents after the first t time steps and let

Yf be the vector of corresponding observed relevance

labels. Note that EY^ = S^u holds. Drop the index

t for clarity and consider the least squares estimator

(55^)^51^ of u, where (55^)^ is the pseudo-inverse

of 5 5^. For all u belonging to the column space of

S, this is an unbiased estimator of u, that is

E[(55^)t5y] = {SS^)'^SEY = (5 5")+55'u = u .

To remove the assumption on u, we make 55^ full

rank by adding the identity matrix /. This also allows

us to replace the pseudo-inverse with the standard in-
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verse, obtaining the biased estimator

{I + SS^)-^SY (3.1)

with expectation E[(I + S S^)-^ SY] = u - {I +
S S^)~^u (this immediately follows from the matrix

identity {I + S S^)'' S = I - [I + S S^)-'). Es-

timator (3.1) is a "sparse" variaint of the ridge regres-

sion estimator (Hoerl and Kennard 1970), where the

sparseness is due to the fact that we only store in S
the documents for which we have a relevance label (i.e.,

those that were forwarded).

We use a variant of (3.1) that tries to estimate di-

rectly the margin u^x rather than estimating u. More

precisely, we estimate u^x with the quantity x,

where the profile vector W is defined by

W = (I + SS'^ + xx^r'SY (3.2)

Using the Sherman-Morrison formula, we can then

write out the expectation of W^x as

X w' (7 + 55^)T\-l,

+ xT(J + 5ST)-ix

which holds for all u, x, and all matrices 5. Com-

paring the bias of W to the bias of (3.1) in estimat-

ing the margin, we may observe that W introduces a

multiplicative bias whose effect is to shrink the ex-

pectation of the margin W~^x. In fact, the term

a;^(/-l-5 5^)'"^a;is always nonnegative due to the pos-

itive definiteness of (/ -I- 5 5^)^^ In the experiments

W turns out to perform better tlian (3.1), though at

present we do not have a convincing theoretical expla-

nation of this fact. This algorithm can be turned into

an equivalent dual form, which is needed when we use

the feature expansion facility provided by the kernel

functions. As a matter of fact, since the document

vectors x in the dataset at hand have a large number

of components, we found it convenient to run the dual

form even without kernels. As a final remark, we note

that W is strongly related to the second-order Per-

ceptron algorithm for binary classification introduced

in (Cesa-Bianchi et al. 2002).

We now move on to the choice of the threshold r.

A possible route, which has been followed in (Cesa-

Bianchi et al. 2003), is to approximately compute

for each document x an interval centered on W^x,
around which u'^x falls with high confidence. Then,

whenever x is such that the left-hand border of the

interval for W'^x is negative, x is judged relevant and

forwarded. This approach corresponds to setting r to

a negative value chosen as a function of both x and the

current profile. The primary effect of this approach is

to boost recall at the expense of precision, resulting in

an increased net performance when precision and recall

are scored the same (see the results in (Cesa-Bianchi

et al. 2003)). However, this goes exactly against the

TREC evaluation measures which put an emphasis on

precision. To reduce recall we then decided to set r

to a positive (instead of negative) value in the interval

[0, 1/10]. This choice reduces dramatically the number
of forwarded documents, thus pushing precision up,

but it also slows down the convergence of the profile to

the target u, which results in a decrease of precision.

Hence, unlike the one based on confidence intervals,

this setting of r, needs a reasonably good profile to

start with.

3.1. TREC results

Based on the above discussion, we set the threshold r

to 0.1 for the first run (KerMITTllafl) and to 0.05

for the second run (KerMITllaf2). We then built an

initial profile for each topic using a training set with 4

positive examples (three provided with the data plus

one we built using the topic description). The table

below shows the average results over TREC 11 topics

for KerMITTllafl and KerMITTllaf2 runs.

Topics range KerMITTllafl KerMITTllaf2
TllU TllF TllU TllF

Assessor 0.456 0.378 0.459 0.376

Intersection 0.323 0.049 0.310 0.047

All 0.389 0.213 0.385 0.211

Assessor

ext. reljs

0.473 0.395 0.475 0.392

The last row contains results for assessor topics with

the extended relevance judgments provided after the

TREC conference. The positive threshold helped to

control the number of false positives for the assessor

topics (R101-R150), on which afl and af2 obtained

relatively good results. This did not happen on the in-

tersection topics (R151-R200), w-here the average nor-

mahzed linear utility measure (TllU) turns out to be

slightly worse than the one of the trivial algorithm

which retrieves nothing, and the Fo r, measure (TllF)

is remarkably low.

In the Reuters corpus with TREC 11 topics only a

small amount of positive examples is available for each

topic. This leads to two problems:

® explorative predictions (i.e. when the algorithm

judges a document as relevant because it is in-

terested in obtaining the true label rather than

scoring a good prediction) are not useful, because

most of the times the obtained label is negative

and conveys no information.
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Figure 3-1- Performance for KerMITTllafl on assessor

(top) and intersection (bottom) topics.

4. SVM plus the Perceptron Algorithm
with Uneven Margin for adaptive
filtering

This section describes the second system implemented

for the adaptive filtering task. In this system we
adapted the Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the

adaptive filtering. The SVM is quite suitable and
successful in batch filtering (Lewis 2001), which is es-

sentially normal text categorization (Joachims 1997).

However, the adaptive filtering task in TREC is differ-

ent from batch filtering in several aspects.

1. Only a small number of positive examples and a

great number of unjudged documents axe provided

to create an initial profile ^.

2. The profile can be updated based on the retrieved

documents for adaptive filtering, whereas it is

fixed when it is applied to the test documents in

batch filtering.

3. There axe three kinds of documents in adaptive

filtering, i.e. the positive, the negative and the

unjudged, which can be employed to update the

profile. The system can achieve good performance

if it takes into account the different contributions

of the documents toward the profile.

Our system deals with these issues by the following

strategies.

® wrong predictions are very likely to be false pos-

itives, which badly affect the TREC evaluation

measures.

Figure 3.1 plots the performance for the run

KerMITTllafl on each of the assessor and intersec-

tion topics. The topics (x-axis) are ordered according

to their decreasing frequency. The horizontal line at

.333 marks the TllU measure of the trivial algorithm

which retrieves nothing. As the plots clearly show, the

TllF measure exhibits a dramatic drop on almost all

of the intersection topics (except a few of the most

frequent ones). The TllU measure does not drop so

badly on the intersection topics, even though its aver-

age value remains slightly below the .333 threshold.

Our future plan is to use a separate self-tuning thresh-

old for each topic, using the current number of false

positives as an indicator of whether it is better to bias

the threshold towards positive or negative predictions.

1. The Gram-Schmidt algorithm (Cristianini et al.

2002) was employed to choose the negative exam-

ples from the unjudged training documents, i.e.

these unjudged documents which are the furthest

away from the given positive examples. This re-

duces the likelihood of choosing an example that

is actually a positive example.

2. Use a fast and effective on-line version of the

SVM, the Perceptron Algorithm with Uneven
Margins (PAUM) (Li et al. 2002), to update the

profile by the latest retrieved document.

3. Introduce several so-called margin parameters

into the SVM as well as the PAUM to balance

the contributions of different kinds of documents

towards the profile.

^It is noted that the so-called one-class SVM can learn

only from positive examples. However, the experiments

have shown that the normal SVM using both the posi-

tive and negative examples can achieve much better per-

formance in text categorization than the one-class SVM.
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In detail, the algorithm used in our system is as fol-

lows.

• Require: rig — the number of negative examples

chosen for training.

Require: 7p axid 7n — the marginal parameters

in the SVM for the positive and negative exam-

ples, respectively.

Require: Tp, Tn and — the marginal parame-

ters in the PAUM for the positive, the negative

and the unjudged documents, respectively.

Require: t — the threshold to retrieve the test

document.

• Training

- Training set — As we were given some pos-

itive training examples, we choose the neg-

ative training examples from the unlabeled

training documents by the Gram-Schmidt al-

gorithm. In detail, we apply the Gram-

Schmidt algorithm to the given positive ex-

amples and compute the residual norms of

the unjudged training documents. We then

chose the first Ug documents with the largest

residual norms as the negative examples.

— Training method — After obtaining the

training set, solve the corresponding SVM
with uneven marginal parameters 7p and 7„:

minimizew,^ (w, w) -h C Yl'i=i

subject to

(w, X,) + > 7p for the positive examples

(w,Xj) — ^7 < —771 for the negative examples

^, > 0 for i = 1, ...,Z

• Test

1. Apply the profile w to the test documents

sequentially. For the test document d,, apply

the profile w to the dj. If (w,d,) > t. then

the document d, is retrieved and is used to

update the profile as shown in 2.

2. Update the profile w using the marginal per-

ceptron algorithm:

Let r = Tp and y, = -1-1, if the d, is relevant.

Let T = Tn and = —1, if the d, is irrelevant.

Let T = Tu and y, = —1, if the is unjudged.

while Vi (w,dj) < r

w ^ w -I- j/jd,

endwhile

It is worth noting that, in the above algorithm, the

profile is updated by using only the latest retrieved

document dj. We will discuss a variation of the algo-

rithm later, which emploj'S all the currently retrieved

documents to update the profile.

4.1. TREC results

In order to actually apply the described algorithm to

the TREC2002 dataset, the values of the parameters

Tig, 7n7 Tp, Tn, Tu, and t need to be fixed. As
part of previous experiments in the KerMIT project

-before any actual work on the TREC2002 evaluation

started- we had used part of the RCVl corpus with

the original reuters categories -as in the TREC2001
evaluation- to evaluate this same algorithm. More pre-

cisely, the training set consisted of the documents of

the first 12 days, 20 through 31 August, 1996, and the

test set was made of the documents of 30 days chosen

from 1 October 1996 to 28 February, 1997. The topics

considered in the dataset were those categories of the

RCVl classification scheme which liad between 10 and

60 positive examples in the training set. Ten different

parameter configurations were tried. The one which

produced the best results was the following:

Ug = 80, 7p = 20, 7n = 5, Tp = 10, t,, = 2, t = 5.0.

These values were retained for the KerMIT submis-

sions based on this algorithm, namely KerMITTllafS
and KerMITTllaf4, the assumption being that they

were obtained through experiences in all comparable

to a participation in the TIIEC2001 filtering track (see

the TREC 2002 filtering track overview paper for a dis-

cussion of the issue of prior use of RCVl). It is indeed

possible that results for those same runs would have

been somewhat worse, had we used an entirely differ-

ent document collection for chosing parameter values.

Notice that a version of the algorithm without t„ had

been used in the previous experiments, given that the

dataset we used did not contain any unjudged doc-

uments, and thus remained still to be assigned a

value. It was decided to consider unjudged documents

as "weekly negative" examples, and choose Tu accord-

ing to

" ipe, + ne., + ue,)
'

where pgj, ne, and uei are the numbers of retrieved rel-

evant, irrelevant and unjudged documents up to doc-

ument z, respectively.

Finally, we adapted the threshold /, in our system ac-

cording to a simple rule whenever too few documents

or too many unjudged documents were retrieved. The
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Table 1. The results of the two submitted runs. The last row for each run shows the result, on the assessor topics, with

the extended relevance judgments provided after the TREC conference.

Averaged over topics TllSU TllF Precision Recall

Run 1 Assessor topics

Intersection topics

0.428 0.387 0.491 0.269

0.274 0.040 0.064 0.021

Ruii_2 Assessor topics

Intersection topics

0.474 0.460 0.543 0.366

0.276 0.074 0.114 0.037

Tabie 2. The results of two additional runs, to be compared with the submitted run KerMITTllafB. Run_l is obtained by

choosing the negative training examples randomly. Run_2 is produced updating the profile by all the currently retrieved

documents.

idea is that the system checks the threshold t every-

time after a multiple of Ua test documents has been

processed. In each check, if too few documents have

been retrieved then the system decreases the thresh-

old, otherwise, if too many unjudged documents have

been retrieved, the system increases the threshold. We
set Ua = 10000 in our system.

We applied the algorithm with the above settings

to the dataset of TREC2002 adaptive filtering, and

submitted two runs from this system, namely Ker-

MITTllafS and KerMITTllaf4, with the initial values

of the threshold t set to 5.0 and 4.5, respectivelj^ The

results for the two runs axe listed in Table 1. We can

see that the results are very different between the as-

sessor topics (the first 50) and the intersection topics

(the last 50).

4.2. Results of additional runs

In addition to the two submitted runs, we did several

more experiments to test our algorithm. Table 2 lists

the results of two additional runs.

One additional run was used to check the gain of the;

Gram-Schmidt algorithm in our system. This run had

the same settings as those of KerMITTllaf3, except

that the negative examples for training were chosen

randomly from the training documents exclusive of

the three relevant documents. The results of this run,

listed in the Run_l of Table 2, show that selecting

negative examples using the Gram-Schmidt algorithm

yields significantly better results then selecting them

at random.

In another additional run we obtained even better re-

sults than our two submitted runs from the system.

In this run, we updated the profile by using all the

currently retrieved documents, instead of only the lat-

est retrieved document as we did in the two submitted

runs. In detail, for each topic, when a new document

was retrieved, we added it to the training set, and then

apply the SVM with uneven margins to this updated

training set to compute the new profile (i.e. the weight

vector of SVM). The initial value of the threshold t in

this run was set as 7.0, and other experimental settings

are the same as those of KerMITTUafS. The result

of this run is listed in Table 2, in the row marked as

Run_2. It can be seen that, compared with the two

submitted runs KerMITTUafS and KerMITTllaf4,

we obtained better results in the Run_2 as we used

more information to update the profile. On the other

hand, Run_2 took much more processing time and

needed more memory than the two submitted runs.

5= A new threshold-selection

mechanism for the SVM for batch

filtering

This section describes the method used for runs bf2

and rr2, for the batch and the routing subtasks re-

spectively.

Our choice for a basic classifier fell on the best scoring

system of the TREC 2001 evaluation - the SVM''»'''

package (Joachims 2002). We trained an SVM on

the TREC preprocessed training corpus (see Section

2) and thus obtained predictions 7j (distances from
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the separating hyperplane taken with the appropriate

sign) of the labels for each document d^ from the train-

ing corpus. Note that training data were separable for

all test queries and thus the sign of ^^ can be consid-

ered as the label.

The parameter C for SVM training was chosen based

on machine learning theory (Vapnik 1998): Copt -

\\R\\~^ (where R = max ||a:j|| is the radius of the ball

containing training datapoints Xi and centered in the

origin). As the data vectors were normalised C was

set to 1.

Full cross-validation for determining the relative im-

portance to be given to positive and negative exam-

ples in the training set (parameter j in SVM''^''*) was

impractical given the size of the training set and the

number of categories. We thus decided to use a fixed

value, namely 7, which seemed to give results reason-

ably close to those obtained with cross-validation on

some partial small-scale experiment using the training

corpus only.

5.1. Finding threshold

We needed to find an appropriate threshold which

would be optimal in some sense for one of the TREC
2002 evaluation measures - either TllSU or TllF. The

approach undertaken was to approximate positive and

negative datapoints distributions by two - "positive"

and "negative" - Gaussians appropriately and then use

a Monte-Carlo method to synthesize a new set of data

with the same proportion of positive and negative ex-

amples as in the training corpus. Further, a threshold

"optimal" in terms of the needed evaluation measure

from the generated data was induced (Fig. 5.1). The

Gaussians means m± and standard deviations a± were

estimated from appropriate sets of positive and nega-

tive ->,'s.

The pseudocode is given below:

Input: 7j, / = l,..,i\f

Distances of training documents from the sepa-

rating hyperplane.

Output: threshold b

b = function Two_Gaussian_f ind_threshold({7j});

A'+ = |{7, :7, >0}l; A^- = |{7z:7z<0}|;

{m^, a+) = mean_and_std_dev({7j : 7j > 0});

(m_, (T_) = mean_and_std_dev({7j : 7, < 0});

r+ = sajnple_normal (Tn+, <7+, 5000 ^ points);

r_ — sample_normal(m_, a_, 5000 (1 — ^)

Figure 5.1. An illustration of the method that was chosen

to find a threshold value.

points);

b = argmax^ + gp_^
ril5[;'(7+, r+, r_);

or rilF

end

Here function ril5J7(7+, r+, r_) computes the TllU

score for the threshold 7^^ given predictions for the

"relevant" and "irrelevant" r_ sets of documents.

5.2. TREC results

Results for the TREC batch and routing tasks are

shown in Table 3.

The comparative analysis reveals that the method per-

forms relatively well w.r.t. other submissions on the

first 50 (assessor) topics whilst on the intersection top-

ics its performance is rather uneven.

Table 4 displays the number of topics on which the

method exhibited the best, the 2nd best, etc. result

compared to the other 15 participants. Intersection

topics turned out to be harder for the Two.Gaussian

than for other methods.

6. Why are Intersection topics so hard?

Intersection topics turned out to be extremely diffi-

cult, both in the adaptive and in the batch settings.

In order to gain some insight on the reasons for this,

some additional experiments were run after the TREC
conference. For six of the fifty intersection topics, rep-

resentative of different category sizes, the intersecting

Reuters categories from which they were obtained were

identified. These were the following:
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run ID Averaged over topics TllSU TllF AvgP
KerMITTllbf2/rr2 Assessor topics

Intersection topics

0.505 0.495 0.427

0.245 0.101 0.061

KerMITTllbf2
std. SVM thresh, selection

Assessor topics

Intersection topics

0.362 0.121

0.330 0.010

Table 3. Results for the batch and routing tasks. The bottom part contains the results achieved when the "standard"

SVM threshold selection is adopted instead of the proposed one.

best 2nd best 3rd best 2nd worst worst

# Assessor topics

^ Intersection topics

16 10 8

11 4 9

I 0

II 9

Table 4. Relative performance for assessor and for intersection topics.

Quer}' Categories

R151 C31 GSCI
R153 cn M143
R156 M14 E513

Query Categories

R157 C331 GPOL
R199 C31 E13

R200 C41 GOBIT

SVMs were trained independently for each of the in-

tersecting Reuters categories, using the threshold se-

lection mechanism described in Section 5, and tested

using the TREC split. We computed the performance

of the "intersection classifier" obtained by combining

the classifiers for the intersecting categories using a

logical AND. Results are presented in Table 5. In all

cases, the performance of the "intersection classifier" is

largely inferior to what one would expect from the per-

formance on the intersecting Reuters categories. This

shows that the hindsight provided by the query compo-

sition does not help in designing a better classifier for

the <iuery, even though the classifiers for each compo-

nents have relatively good performance. This suggest

that the documents in the intersection are atypical in

at least one of the intersecting categories.

In order to verify this, we investigated the distrib-

ution of the output of the SVM classifers, f{x) =

^aty,K{Xi,x). By analogy with the large margin

argument, we call this the "margin" of an example. In

Figure 6.1, we display, for each category, the distrib-

ution of the margins of the documents that axe 1/ in

the intersection (dashed) and 2/ in this category, but

not in the intersection (solid). For a perfect classifiers,

all margins should be on the right-hand side of the

threshold (dotted)—margins on the left-hand side in-

dicate misclassified examples. Figure 6.1 shows that in

most cases, the distribution of margins for intersection

documents is shifted towards the left, indicating that

the intersection documents tend to be misclassified, or

in other words, that these documents are either "atyp-

ical" for the category, or, at least, harder to learn for

the SVM categoriser. A more speculative conjecture

would be that intersections contain mostly annotation

errors. For query R151, for example, 22 relevant docu-

ments represent only 1% of category GSCI, and about

0.06% of C31.

7. Conciuslons

The algorithms developed in the context of the Ker-

MIT project seem to perform relatively well on the

TREC filtering benchmark. Nevertheless, at least a

couple of points remain to be clarified. The first is the

very uneven performance on the assessor topics and on
the intersection topics. Despite falling short of provid-

ing an exhaustive explanation, our experiments show
at least that documents relevant to intersection top-

ics tend to be peripheral within the intersecting cat-

egories. The second point is the lack of improvement
in performance when more complex kernels, such as

polynomial kernels of degree higher than one or radial

basis function kernels, are used. This is somewhat in

contradiction with previous findings in document cate-

gorisation (Joachims 1997), which indicated that such

kernels do indeed perform better than the basic inner

product.
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Oatesory C31 (Query 1S1> Category GSCI (Query RlSt)

Category C1 1 (Ouery R153> Category M1A3 (Query R-153)

Category ES13 (Query R 1 SS> Category MtA (Query RtSS)

Category C331 (Query R1S7) Category GPOL (Query R1S7)

Category C31 (Query R-I99> Category Et3 (Query RlSS)

Category Cat (Query R200) Category GOBIT (Query R200)

Figure 6.1. Distributions of the margins of the documents within the intersections (dashed hnes) and within the category

but out of the intersection (solid Unes) with respect to the hyperplanes trained independently for the intersecting categories

(dotted line).
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Abstract

In Trec-2002, we participated in the Web Tree (named page

finding task). There are two kinds of information that can be

used while finding the expected page, content information and

link information. We exploited both of them. That is to say, our

system is content-based and link-based. As to link information,

we only used anchor text and connections, and topology between

pages is ignored. We submitted two runs. One is based on

traditional contented-based retrieval, the other try to combine

content-based retrieval and link-based retrieval to get better

result.

1 lotrodiiction

This is the first time we participate in Web Tree. We focused our work on named page

finding task. To exploit link information more explicitly, we extracted link information of

each page that is used to create the link document (Craswell, et al., 2001; Dumais, 2001;

Savoy, 2001). So each page has its respective link document.

For each query, we extracts source terms from the query, creates vectors for each web
page and its link document according to source terms, and then calculates evaluating

value of each web page (Robertson et al., 2001). Finally we get the ranked page list via

sorting evaluating values of web pages.

2 System Description

We did the pre-processing work before dealing with queries. The process is as the

diagram below.
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Creating Link

Documents

Indexing

Pre-Processing

Qurey Dealing

We did the pre-processing work with three desktop computers (750MHz and 128M
memory, Windows 98). Queries dealing runs on one desktop computer (750MHz, 512M
memory, Windows 98).

Before dealing with queries, we created link document for each web page, and indexed

all web pages. The glossary and stop word list are from Wordnet.

After pre-processing, we got two tables and indexed result. The title&anchor table

contains titles and anchor descriptions of web pages. The link table denotes which pages

are pointing to a given page.

3A Creating Link Docemeets

For each web page d, a link document Id is created. The link document Id contains all

anchor text of hyperlinks which pointing to web page d in other pages. The sum of those

hyperlinks is recorded as sumj. We defined the title of a web page as the anchor text of

one additional hyperlink, because we thought title should be similarly accurate with

pointing-in hyperlinks on indicating a page's meaning.

For each web page, all words were stemmed and stop words were removed before

indexing.

First, we extract source terms from the query, and then we built context vectors and link

document vectors for pages based on source terms. By comparing the evaluating value of

all pages, we get the final result sequence.
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4.1 Extracting Source Terms

All stop list words are ignored before source term extracting. For one query q such as Wj

wt W3.
.
Wn, w, is a single word, l<i<n, there are n(n-l)/2 possible source term t.

t£T

T = { Wj Wj+i... Wj+i
I

l<j<n, l<I<n-j} U | Wj
|
l<j<n}

Each source term t is given a weight value wtfi

Wtt = F(it, Iq) ^

where It is the length of source term t, Iq is the length of query q. So for source terms T, a

weight vector wt is created.

Wt = (Wtti, Wtt25

4.2 Creating Context Vector and Link Docemeet Vector

We create a context vector v and a link document vector vl for each web page d regarding

source terms T.

V = (fl, fz, fn(n-l)/2)

VI = (fli5 fl2? fln{n-l)/2)

where f, (l<i<n(n-i)/2 ) is the frequency of t, (l<i<n(n-l)/2 ) in web page d, fl, (l<i<n(n-

l)/2 ) is the frequency of t, (l<i<n(n-l)/2 ) in link document Id. Frequencies will not be

repeatedly counted for different terms. Longer terms have priority over shorter terms.

4.3 Evaluating Value

For each web page d, an evaluating value e is calculated following the equation below:

e = f(v/fl(!d)? wt) + /£f(vl/f2(semd), wt)

where f,fl,f2 are functions, /x is a parameter to weight effect of link information, which is

valued after a lot of tests.
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In fact, we delivered two runs, one is content-based, and the other is content & link-

based. In the content-based run, we used equation below:

After comparing and sorting evaluating value e of each web page, we can get the ranked

page list.

5 ResElt

We submitted 2 runs for Web Tree task. The results are as Chart 1 below:

Chart 1

_ Correct pages ranked

within Top1

Correct pages rani<ed
~ witliin Top3
~ Correct pages ranked
~ within Top10
~ Correct pages ranked
- within Top50

In the chart, the value of "top n" column means how many named pages were found in

the top n ranked results within 150 given queries. The run 'litlink ' used both content

information and link information, run 'littext' only used content information. The

accuracy of two runs is compared in the table below. We can easily find out that with link

information, much better results are obtained.

Run Id Top 1 Top 3 Top 10 Top 50

Litlink 43.3% 68% 84.7% 87.3%

Littext 32% 46% 68.7% 87.3%

6 Coadesioii and Fetiire Work

Unlike the set of plain text documents, web pages are document set with topology

structure and relationships. The titles and anchor descriptions actually provide the

summary indicating kernel content of pages. They can remarkably improve the efficiency

and performance of retrieval, should and must be considered in retrieval process.
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We will continue focusing on retrieval based on link information. Different process

should be taken to consider different kind of link information e.g., title, anchor.

In addition, we will try to combine content-based retrieval and link-based retrieval better

to achieve higher performance.
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Abstract

The increased complexity of the TREC QA questions requires advanced text pro-

cessing tools that rely on natural language processing and knowledge reasoning. This

paper presents the suite of tools that account for the performance of the PowerAnswer

question answering system. It is shown how questions, answers and world knowledge

are transformed first in logic representation, followed by a systematic and rigorous

logic proof that validly answers questions posed to the QA system. At TREC QA
2002, PowerAnswer obtained a confidence-weighted score of 0.856. answering correctly

415 out of 500 questions.

To cope with the continuously increasing difficulty of the TREC QA task, LCC hcis enhanced the

processing capability of the QA system by improving some modules and strengthening the set of

tools involved in answer extraction. This paper presents a general overview of the main tools and

focuses on some of them.

PowerAnswer, the QA system developed at LCC, searches for answers from large collections of

texts by combining syntactic, semantic, lexical and world knowledge information sources. PowerAn-

swer consists of three main parts: question processing, document retrieval and answer extraction.

In turn, each part consists of smaller modules that work collectively to produce question answers.

The relative performance of these modules was described in [Moldovan et al 2002].

Questions and relevant document paragraphs are parsed and transformed into logic forms that

together with world knowledge axioms extracted from the WordNet glosses are fed to a logic prover.

For each question, the result is a set of ranked answers accompanied by their measures of beliefs.

Advanced QA requires sophisticated text processing tools based on the state-of-the-art NLP
and reasoning methods. The LCC tool set includes: Name Entity Recognizer, Syntactic Parser,

Logic Form Transformer, Word Sense Desambiguator, Lexical Chainer, Logic Prover and others. In

addition, since PowerAnswer operates in comercial environments, it has a set of support tools such

as System Manager, PowerAnalytics, Powerlndex, Power Ontology, and Document Manager that

enhance its functionality. The main focus of this paper is on Lexical Chainer and Logic Prover.

2 Name Entity Recognizer

Name Entity Recognition systems identify named-entities such as people, organizations, dates,

places, quantities and others in text documents. LiteNE, the LCC Name Entity Recognizer is im-

plemented as a cascade of finite-state automata interleaved with other preprocessing and coreference

resolution.
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The tokenizer is the first module of the LiteNE system. The task of the tokenizer is to break

the document into lexical entities (tokens). Generally, a token is a word or a punctuation sign,

but in some cases it may be a word fragment. For example, the word "U.S.A." is broken into six

tokens: "U", "S", "A", and It is the task of the next module to identify the above

sequence as a complex word representing an abbreviation of "United States of America"

.

The Lexicon module identifies words and complex words that have lexical and semantic mean-

ing. This is done by inspecting both dictionaries and gazetteers. Dictionaries contain open-domain

lexico-semantic information, e.g. "house" is an artifact, or to a lesser extent domain-specific infor-

mation, e.g. "mail bomb" is a kind of bomb. Gazetteers typically store well-known entity names,

such as locations, e.g. "Dallas" is a city in the state of "Texas" part of the country "United States

of America"

.

The Preprocessor identifies simple lexical entries that are not stored in lexicon or gazetteers.

Some of the items identified by the preprocessor are: phone numbers "l-(800) 888-7777", money

"$4.75", dates "December 25", times "8:30am", measures such as "10kg", "one hundred degrees",

and others.

The core Name Entity Recognizer assigns lexical features to words or groups of words such

as locations, organizations, persons, addresses, and others. Proper names are particularly useful

for extraction systems since they point to objects about which we need to identify properties,

relations, events. The technique is to use capitalization if available. Some of the most frequently

used methods are Hidden Markov Models and finite state automata patterns. With the help of

dictionaries these techniques are able to recognize that "John Smith" is a proper name, and "John

Hopkins" is a University; or that "Austin Ventures" is a company, "Austin, Texas" is a city and

"Austin Thomas" is a name. Machine learning methods were used to train the LiteNE system. NE-

recognition benefits by morphological analysis by looking up in a dictionary for all morphological

variations of words.

Part of Speech Tagging is useful for subsequent text analysis stages. This involves specifying the

part of speech of each word. POS tagger combines rule-based and statistical methods and achieves

an accuracy around 96%.

3 Syntactic Parser

In advanced QA, like in many other NLP applications, syntactic parsing plays a major role in the

overall system accuracy, especially since subsequent steps rely on it. In the last few years, LCC
developed its own paxser, and a version was trained for QA, meaning it has the capability of parsing

questions as well as free text. It is a probabilistic parser which has been improved over the years.

Parser identifies simple noun phrases ("the fast red car"), verb phrases ("is being obverved

daily"), and also particles that may be significant in subsequent text analysis. It recognizes phrases

and solves the attachment of prepositional phrases and close subordination. Full syntactic parsing

takes long time to process even a small number of text documents. Since we reduce documents

to relevant passages we can afford to fully parse these passages. The quality of parser affects the

accuracy of subsequent steps.

Coreference Resolution is the task of determining that a noun phrase refers to the same entity as

another noun phrase. This involves equating various forms of personal proper names, for example

"President Bush", "George Bush", "the 43rd President of US", etc. There are other more complex

forms of coreference such as definite or indefinite noun phrase and pronoun coreference that have

been implemented. Also, a light form of temporal coreference resolution has been implemented.
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4 Logic Form Representation

The logic form (LF) is an intermediary step between syntactic parse and the deep semantic form.

The LF codification acknowledges syntax-based relationships such as: (1) syntactic subjects, (2)

syntactic objects, (3) prepositional attachments, (4) complex nominals, and (5) adjectival/adverbial

adjuncts.

There are two criteria that guide our approach: (1) the notation be as close as possible to

English, and (2) the notation be syntactically simple. Our approach is to derive the LF directly

from the output of the syntactic parser. The parser resolves the structural and syntactic ambiguities.

The basis of integrating a Logic Form representation into the PowerAnswer system is that all

questions and relevant paragraphs are transformed into an unambiguous logic representation. The

term Answer Logic Form (ALF) refers to the candidate answers in logic form. Candidate answers

returned by the Answer Extraction module are classified as free text due to the unpredictable nature

of their grammatical structure. The term Question Logic Form (QLF) refers to the questions posed

the Question Answering system in logic form.

Essentially there is a one to one mapping of the words of the text into the predicates in the

logic form. The predicate names consist of the base form of the word concatenated with the part

of speech of the word. Each noun has an argument that is used to represent it in other predicates.

One of the most important features of the Logic Form representation is the fixed-slot allocation

mechanism of the verb predicates. This allows for the Logic Prover to see the difference between the

role of the subjects and objects in a sentence that is not answerable in a keyword based situation.

Logic Forms are derived from the grammar rules found in the parse tree of a sentence. There

are far too many grammar rules in the English language to efficiently and realistically implement

them all. We have observed that the top ten most frequently used grammar rules cover 90% of

the cases for WordNet glosses. This is referred to as the 10-90 rule. Below we provide a sample

sentence and its corresponding LF representation. More details regarding the transformation of

text into logic forms are presented in [Moldovan and R.us 2001].

Example:

Heavy selling of Standard & Poor's 500-stock index futures in Chicago relentlessly beat stocks

downward.

LF:

heavy_JJ(xl) & semngJ^N(xl) & ofJN(xl,x6) & StandardJ^N(x2) & &.CC(xl3,x2,x3) &
PoorJ^N(x3) &'s_POS(x6,xl3) & 500-stock_JJ(x6) & index_NN(x4) & future_NN(x5) &
nn_NNC(x6,x4,x5) & inJN(xl,x8) & Chicago_NN(x8) & relentlessly_R.B(el2) & beat_VB(el2,xl,x9)

& stocks_NN(x9) & downwardJlB(el2)

A major problem in QA is that often an answer is expressed with words different from the question

keywords. In such cases it is useful to find topically related words to the question keywords. By
exploiting the information in the WordNet glosses, the connectivity between the synsets is dra-

matically increased. When a word in a gloss is semantically disambiguated, it points to the synset

it belongs to. We call this extended WordNet (XWN) [Harabagiu, Miller and Moldovan 1999]. In

the context of XWN, or any other lexical database, topical relations can be expressed as lexical

chains. These are sequences of semantically related words that link two concepts. Lexical chains

have been used in computational linguistics to study: discourse, coherence, inference, implicatures
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malapropisms and others [Morris and Hirst 1991], [Hirst and St-Onge 1998],

[Harabagiu and Moldovan 1998b]. Lexical chains improve the performance of question answering

systems in two ways: (1) increase the document retrieval recall and (2) improve the answer ex-

traction by providing the much needed world knowledge axioms that link question keywords with

answers concepts.

It is possible to establish some connections between synsets via topical relations. We developed

software that automatically provides connecting paths between any two WordNet synsets St and

Sj up to a certain distance. The meaning of these paths is that the concepts along a path are

topically related.

In Table 1 we show a few examples of morphologically related words that appear in synsets

and their glosses which are brought to bear by the topical relations.

Synset Gloss

Morphological
relation

laughter:n#l (the sound of laughing:v#l) noun - verb

immediately:r#3 (bearing an immediate:a#2 relation) adverb - adjective

insure:v#4 (take out insurance;n#3 for) verb - noun

parental:adj# 2 (..characteristic of or befitting a parent:n#l) adjective - noun

Table 1: Examples of new morphological relations revealed by the topical relations

Examples
Below we provide the most relevant lexical chains that link some selected TR.EC 2002 questions

with their answers.

Q1403: When was the internal combustion engine invented ?

Answer. The first internal - combustion engine was built in 1867

Lexical chains:

(1) invent:v#l -4 HYPERNYM ^ create_by-mentaLact:v#l ^ HYPERNYM create:v#l ^
FIYPONYM ^ build:v#l

Q14O4: How many chromosomes does a human zygote have ?

Answer. 46 chromosomes that lie in the nucleus of every normal human cell

Lexical chains:

(1) zygote:n#l HYPERNYM -> cell:n#l

(2) zygote:n#l -> HYPERNYM cell:n#l -^HAS_PART -> nucleus:n#l

QI4II: What Spanish explorer discovered the Mississippi River ?

Answer. Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto reached the Mississippi River

Lexical chains:

(1) discover:v#7 ^ GLOSS ^ reach:v#l

Q1462: Where is the oldest synagogue in the United States ?

Answer. Newport is marking the 350th anniversary of the founding of Trinity Church , and is also

home to the nation 's oldest synagogue

Lexical chains:

(1) United_States:n#i -> HYPERNYM ^ North_American_country:n#l HYPERNYM ^
country:n#l —> GLOSS —)• nation :n#l
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Q: 1518 What year did Marco Polo travel to Asia ?

Answer. Marco Polo divulged the truth after returning in 1292 from his travels , which included

several months on Sumatra.

Lexical chains:

(1) traveLto:v#l GLOSS travel:v#I ^ RGLOSS travel:n#l

(2) traveLto#l -» GLOSS ^ travei:v#l ^ HYPONYM ^ return:v#l

(3) Sumatra:n#l ISPART Indonesia:n#l ^ ISPART ^ Southeast_Asia:n#l ^ ISPART
—> Asia:n#l

Q: 1540 What is the deepest lake in America ?

Answer. Rangers at Crater Lake National Park in Oregon have closed the hiking trail to the shore

of the nation 's deepest lake

Lexical chains:

(1) America:n#l -> HYPERNYM -> North.American.country : n# 1 HYPERNYM -> coun-

try:n#l GLOSS ^ nation:n#l

Usefiiiness of a Logic Prover in Question Answering

The LCC Logic Prover renders a deep understanding of the relationship between the question text

and answer text. The Logic Prover captures the syntax-based relationships such as the syntactic

objects, syntactic subjects, prepositional attachments, complex nominals, and adverbial/adjectival

adjuncts provided by the LF representation. In addition to the LF representations of questions and

candidate answers, the Logic Prover needs world knowledge axioms to link questions to answers.

For this, the Logic Prover uses the Lexical Chains to bring to the forefront the most important

logic axions needed in a proof. In XWN. an axiom is the LF expression of a synset and its gloss.

With this deep and intelligent representation, the Logic Prover effectively and efficiently re-ranks

candidate answers by their correctness and ultimately eliminates incorrect answers. In this way,

the Logic Prover is a powerful tool in boosting the accuracy of the PowerAnswer system. Moreover,

the trace of a proof constitutes a justification for that answer.

LCC's Logic Prover

The base of LCC's Logic Prover is Otter, an automated reasoning system developed at Argonne

Labs. Extensions were made to customize Otter to the Question Answering task. The inference

rule sets are based on hyperresolution and paramodulation. Hyperresolution is an inference rule

that does multiple binary resolution steps in one, where binary resolution is an inference mechanism

that looks for a positive literal in one clause and negative form of that same literal in another clause

such that the two literals can be canceled, resulting in a newly inferred clause. Paramodulation

introduces the notion of equality substitution so that axioms representing equality in the proof

do not need to be explicitly included in the axiom lists. Additionally, similar to hyperresolution,

paramodulation combines multiple substitution steps into one.

The search strategy used is the Set of Support Strategy, which partitions the axioms used

during the course of a proof into those that have support and those that are considered auxiliary.

The axioms with support are placed in the Set of Support (SOS) list and are intended to guide

the proof. The auxiliary axioms are placed in the Usable list and are used to help the SOS infer

new clauses. This strategy restricts the search such that a new clause is inferred if and only if

one of its parent clauses come from the Set of Support. The axioms that are placed in the SOS
are the candidate answers, the question negated (to .ivoke the proof by contradiction), axioms
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related to linking named entities to answer types, and axioms related to decomposing conjunctions,

possessives, and complex nominals. Axioms placed in the Usable list are the WordNet axioms and

other axiom based outside world knowledge.

The Logic Prover will continue trying to find a proof until one of two conditions is met; either

the Set of Support becomes empty or a refutation is found.

Examples of answer justification in action:

Example 1.

Question 1797: How did Adolf Hitler die ?

QLF: manner_AT(el) & adolf_nn(x2) & hitler_nn(x3) & nnainc(x4,x2,x3) & die_vb(el,x4,xl)

Question Axiom:

-(exists el xl x2 x3 x4 (adolf_nn(x2) & hitler_nn(x3) & nn0-nnc(x4,x2,x3) & die_vb(el,x4,xl))).

Answer:

It was Zhukov 's soldiers who planted a Soviet flag atop the Reichstag on May 1 , 1945 , a day after

Adolf Hitler committed suicide.

We introduce a psuedo-verb for suicide since the WordNet gloss for the noun suicide lets us infer

that suicide is an act and therefore can be treated as a verb.

ALF:
It_PR,P(xl4) & be_VB(el,xl4.x2) & Zhukov_NN(xl) & 's_P0S(x2,xl) & soldier_NN{x2) &
plant_VB(e2,x2,x3) & Soviet_JJ(x3) & flag_NN(x3) & atopJN(e2,x4) & Reichstag-NN(x4) &
onJN(e2,x8) & May_NN(x5) & l_NN(x6) & 1945_NN(x7) & nnJ^NC(x8,x5,x6,x7) & day.NN(x9)

& Adolf-NN(xlO) & HitlerJ^N(xll) & nn3JNC(xl2,xlO,xll) & commit_VB(e3,xl2,xl3) k sui-

cideJ^N(xl3) & suicide.VB(xl3,xl9,xl2)

Answer Axiom:

exists el e2 e3 e4 xl xlO xll xl2 xl3 xl4 xl7 xl8 xl9 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 (it_prp(xl4)

& be_vb(el,xl4,x2) & zhukov_nn(xl) & _s_pos(x2,xl) & soldiers_nn(x2) & planted-vb(e2,x2,x3) k
soviet_jj(x3) & flag_nn(x3) & atop_in(e2,x4) & reichstag_nn(x4) & onJn(e2,x8) & may_nn(x5) &
l_nn(x6) & 1945_nn(x7) & nn_nnc(x8,x5,x6,x7) &; day_nn(x9) & adolf_nn(xlO) & hitler_im (xll) &
nn_nnc(xl2,xl0,xll) & commit_vb(e3,xl2,xl3) & suicidejin(xl3) & suicide_vb(xl3,xl9,xl2)).

Wordnet Relations:

Suicide is a manner of killing.

SuicideJ^N (el) kill_NN(el) k manner_AT(el)

Axiom:

all el (suicide_nn(el) kill_nn(el) k manner_at(el)).

Pseudo- Verb Wordnet Gloss:

Suicide is the act of killing yourself

Gloss Logic Form:

suicide-VB(el,xl,x2) ^ kilLVB(e2,xl,x2) & yourself_PRP(x2) Axiom: all el xl x2 (suicide_vb(eLxl.x2)

kilLvb(el,xl,x2) k yourself_nn(x2)).
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Wordnet Gloss:

To kill is to cause to die

Gloss Logic Form:

kilLVB(el,xl,x2) ^ cause_VB(e2,xl,e3) & die_VB(e3,x2,x4)

Axiom:

all el e2 e3 xl x2 x4 (kilLvb(el,xl,x2) o cause_vb(e2,xLe3) & die_vb(e3,x2,x4)).

Linguistic Axioms:

Link the noun kill to the verb kill

all el e2 xl x2 (kill_nn(el) & kilLvb(e2,xi,x2) kilLvb(eLxl,x2)).

Make the yourself predicate relfexively used in the verb kill

all el xl x2 (kilLvb(el,xl,x2) & yourseif_nn(x2) —> yourselLnn(xl)).

The relevent steps in the proof:

1
[I
-manner_at(xl5)

|

-adoif_nn(x2)
|

-hitler_nn(x3)
|

-nn_iinc(x4,x2,x3)
|

-die_vb(xl5,x4,xl).

(The question negated to invoke a proof by contradiction)

18 0 adoif_nn($cl6).

19 0 liitierjin($cl5).

20 0 nn_nnc($cl4,$cl6,$cl5).

22 W suicide_nn($cl3).

23 Q suicide_vb($cl3,$c9,$cl4).

(The Logic Prover selects the above clauses from the answer)

25 W
-suicide_nn(xl6)

|

manner_at(xl6).

(The Logic Prover selects the axiomatic knowledge extracted firom Wordnet that suicide is a man-

ner of killing)

29 D -kilLvb(x23,xl,x2)
|

die_vb(x23,x2,$c23).

(The Logic Prover selects the WordNet gloss for kill implies die)

30 0 -suicide_vb(x24.xl.x3)
|

kilLvb(x24,xl.x3).

(The Logic Prover selects the WordNet gloss for suicide implies kill) 32 [hyper, 22, 25] manner_at($cl3).

35 [hyper,23,30] kilLvb($cl3,$c9,$cl4).

36 [hyper,35,29] die_vb($cl3,$cl4,$c23).

39 [hyper,l,32, 18, 19,20,36] $F.

In the final step the terms for adolf_nn($cl6), hitler_nn($cl5), nn_nnc($cl4,$cl6,$cl5), manner_at($cl3),

and die_vb($cl3,$cl4,$c23) are hyperresolved with the negated question to yield a full proof by con-

tradiction.

Example 2.

Question. 1512: What is the age of our solar system ?

QLF:

.quantity-AT(x2) & ageJNlN(x2) & ofJN(x2,x3) & solar_JJ(x3) & system_NN(x3)

Question, Axiom:

-(exists xl x2 x3 (.quantity_at(x2) & age_nn(x2) & ofJn(x2,x3) & solar_jj(x3) & system_nn(x3))).

Answer:

The solar system is 4.6 billion years old
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ALF:
soiar_JJ(x5) & system_NN(x5) & 4.6J^N(x2) & billionJ^N(x3) & year_NN(x4) & nn_NNC(xo,x2,x3,x4)

& old-JJ(x5)

j4nswer Axiom:

exists ei xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x7 (solar_jj(x5) & system_nn(x5) & 4_6_nn(x2) & billion_nn(x3) &
yeaxs_nn(x4) & nn_nnc(x5,x2,x3,x4) & old_jj(x5)).

Wordnet Gloss:

Old is having lived for a relatively long time or attained a specific age.

Gloss Logic Form:

old_JJ(x6) o live_VB(e2,x6,x2) & forJN(e2,xl) & reiatively_JJ(xl) & long_JJ(xl) & timeJ^N(xl)

& or_CC(e5,e2,e3) & attain_VB(e3,x6,x2) & specifiedJ (x2) & age_NN(x2)

Axiom:

alle2 e3 e5 xl x2 x6 (old-jj(x6) ^ Iive_vb(e2,x6,x2) &forJn(e2,xl) & reiatively_jj(xl) & long_jj(xl)

& time_nn(xl) & or_cc(e5,e2,e3) & attain^vb(e3,x6,x2) & specific_jj(x2) &: age_nn(x2)).

Named entity axioms:

allx2 x3 x4 x5 (4_6-nn(x2) & billion_nn(x3) & years_nn(x4) & nn_nnc(x5,x2,x3,x4) —> _quantity_at(x5)).

Linguistic axioms:

all xl (_quantity_at(xl) & solar_jj(xl) & system_nn(xl) —)• ofJn(xl,xl)).

The relevent steps in the proof:

1 W -.quantity -at (x2)
|

-age_nn(x2)
|

-ofJn(x2,x3)
|

-solar_jj(x3)
|

-system_nn(x3).

(The question negated to invoke a proof by contradiction)

2 0 solar_jj($c2).

3 Q system_nn($c2).

4 0 4_6_nn($c5).

5 D biIlion_nn($c4).

6 W years_nn($c3).

7 D nn-iinc($c2,$c5,$c4,$c3).

8 D old_jj($c2).

(The Logic Prover selects the above clauses from the answer)

17 0 -old_jj(x6)
I

age_nn(x2).

(The Logic Prover selects the WordNet gloss for old implies age)

19 W
-4_6_nn(x2)

|

-billion_nn(x3)
|

-years_nn(x4)
|

-nn-iinc(x5,x2,x3,x4)
|

_quantity_at(x5).

(The Logic Prover selects the named entity axiom linking 4.6 billion years to a quantity)

20 W -_quantity_at(xl)
|

-solar-jj(xl)
|

-system_nn(xl)
|

ofJn(xl,xl).

(The Logic Prover selects the Linguistic axiom implying that if a noun or noun phrase is a quantity

then the quantity is an attribute of that noun or noun phrase)

21 [hyper,8.17] age_nn(x).

30 [hyper,7,19,4,5,6] -quantity _at($c2).

31 [hyper,30,20,2,3] of_in($c2,$c2).

32 [hyper,L30,21,3L2,3] $F.
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In the final step the terms for .quantity_at($c2), ofJn($c2,$c2), age_nn(x), soIar_jj($c2), and

systemjin($c2) are hyperresolved with the negated question to yield a full proof by contradiction.

When the proof fails, we devised a way to incrementally relax some of the conditions that hinder

the completion of the proof. This relaxation process puts weights on the proof such that proofs

weaJcer than a predefined threshold are not accepted.

System Manager provides immediate access to all key parameters and indicators for managing

and administering the Question Answering system, e.g. answer rate, number of simultaneous

questions, static or dynamic content collection, number of documents retrieved, memory size for

Natural Language parsing, and many others. With its web-based, easy to use interface, the System

Manager allows for all these parameters to be adjusted in real time. The result is an Answer service

that follows the needs of the Customer Service department, scaling up and down for the optimal

performance and resource allocation.

PowerAnalytics offers continuous customer feedback with up-to-date insight on customer needs,

communication patterns and expectations. The advanced management module with friendly and

easy-to-use web interfaces makes real-time service monitoring and content adjustment fast and

powerful. Companies benefit from low maintenance costs and deep knowledge of business and

customer service metrics in both standard and highly customized analytic reports.

Powerlndex makes content integration fast and easy. The system deploys advanced harvesting

tools that access, collect and index large amounts of structured or unstructured information au-

tomatically, or on request. New and old knowledge is merged seamlessly and re-indexed most

efficiently, so that fresh information is disseminated as soon as it is created.

PowerOntoiogy creates deep concept ontologies starting from only a small number of concept

seeds. For example, the WordNet ontology is enhanced with domain specific concepts through

syntactic transformations, such as extending the seed concept with modified nouns, and through

semantic chains, such as ISA-relations.

Document Manager allows for clear management of all structured and unstructured data. It

keeps track of multiple document revisions, add-ons or deletions, data changes and document loca-

tions. Document Manager also integrates seamlessly with Powerlndex and offers a clear overview

on the content resources and their immediate availability for fresh knowledge dissemination through

our Question Answering and Information Extraction products.

8 Results at TREC 2002

The performance obtained by PowerAnswer at TREC QA 2002 in the main task is summarized in

Table 2.

9 Conclusions

This paper introduced some of the tools that support the operation of LCC's QA system. In par-

ticular, it was demonstrated how questions, document paragraphs and world knowledge a:xioms are

formally represented and how a logic prover methodically and efficiently generates correct answers.
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8

Number riffht, (Tl) 415

Precision of recognized no answer 0.578

Recall of recognizing no answer 0.804

Confidence-weighted score 0.856

Table 2: Performance over 500 questions

Essential in this framework is the extended WordNet which supplies the prover with world knowl-

edge axioms. To cope with future questions that entail implicatures and other complex analyses,

nonmonotonic reasoning methods need to be incorporated into the logic prover. It becomes more

and more clear that QA is intimately linked with natural language processing, text mining, and

reasoning on knowledge bases.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present a question-answering system combining Named Entity Recognition, Vector-

Space Model and Knowledge Bases to validate answers candidates. Applymg this hybrid approach, for our first

participation in the TREC Q&A.

Keywords: Question Answering, Named Entity Recognition, Vector-Space Model, Kjiowledge Bases

1. lotrodyction

Our approach combines a Named Entity Recognition

System developed at Sinequa' and an answer retrieval

system based on Vector Space model that uses some

Knowledge Bases developed at the Laboratoire

d'lnformatique d'Avignon'.

First, the Named Entity Recognition system is briefly

described, including specific features (section 2). Then, a

summarized description of the SIAC (Segmentation et

Indexation Automatique de Corpus) infonnation retrieval

system is given (section 3). For the purpose of Question

Analysis, several Question laggings have been employed,

they are exposed in section 4. The approach using

Knowledge Bases is then depicted (section 5), with a

summary of its coverage (section 5.3). Section 6 is devoted

to the Question Ordering problem. Finally, we present

several experiments in the frame of TREC-1 1 (section 7).

2. Mamed Entities

Detection of Named Entities (NE) is one of the key

elements in the Question Answering task. In the past few

years, there was a growing interest in NE analysis. Most

current techniques for NE recognition are based on

handcrafted finite state patterns [Appelt et al.. 1995;

Weischedel, 1995], on Hidden Markov Model [Bikel el al..

1999] or on Maximum entropy approach [Borthwick.

i 999]

' Sinequa S.A.S.: http://www.sinequa.com
- LIA: http://www.lia.univ-avignon.fr/

The NE analysis approach used in this task is based on a

cascade of transducers. Some special features have been

added to enhance the NE recognition. Among those

features, a normalization function for normalizing proper

noun occurrences in a text frame has been engineered, as

well as a trivial pronominal anaphora resolution module.

All these aspects are described further on.

For each type of NE, a transducer has been manually

developed using a test corpus for validation. The
transducer vocabulary is not only based on lexical

information, but on semantic information too. For the

purpose of NE analysis, we built several resources: list of

words for entities like FIRST NAME, PROFESSION,

CURRENCY and thesaurus for GEOGRAPHY for instance.

Most of the expected answer types (presented in appendix

10. 1 ) are NE recognized by our system, except for NPP
entity (person names) hyponyms.

With regard to the output, XML has been used to represent

the tagged documents, as shown below:

"<NPP>Brown</NPP>, director of the

<^mi! '.\'xcrr'i'>Los Angeles<'Cin^ Centers for

Alcohol and Drug Abuse<y()RG i\>."

One can observe from the previous example that embedded

entities are allowed.
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2.1. Normalization Function

The identification of all the occurrences of person names is

a difficult task when performed by transducers only. Many

reasons could be mentioned to explain this phenomenon.

The most common case is when a LAST NAME is given

without any FIRST NAME. We are also aware that our

resource of FIRST NAME is not (and will never be)

exhaustive. This prevents us from using this semantic

information in order to detect person names. However, as

observed by several authors, in most cases, person names

are given at least once in full form (FIRST NAME followed

by eventually a MIDDLE NAME and the LAST NAME). This

appears to be exact when dealing with newspaper articles

(their style obeying certain editorial rules).

In order to reduce the number of unrecognized person

name occurrences, a straightforward algorithm was

developed based on the previous observations. First, the

LAST NAME parts of the detected person name are

extracted. Then, the document is parsed again in order to

detect all the LAST NAME occurrences that were forgotten

by the transducer. This could be done thanks to the person

name previously extracted. The additional person name

could then be used by the other transducers in the

sequence.

For that reason, Paloma used to stash equipment

around town -- for example, high atop public toilets.

The biggest inconvenient of this technique is that an

incorrect detection of a word as a last name will affect the

rest of the document processing. This mainly occurs when
a first name is ambiguous (e.g. Rose, France, ...).

2.2. Pronominal Anaphora Resolution

Pronominal Anaphora is the most widespread type of

anaphora. Resolving them could lead to an improvement in

the Q&A task. For example, the following question

expects an answer of type DATE:

" When did president Herbert Hoover die ?
"

One of the top documents found on the Internet contains

the answer to that question. However, the sentence

containing the answer does not contain the key element

"Hoover" , but only the anaphora "he":

"After his 1932 defeat. Hoover returned to private

business. ...

He died in New York City on October 20. 1964 ."

Resolving this particular case would greatly help finding

1

Top-docs 4 ff 1
Non ranked sentences

SIAC +

Filtering

<(') )> Question Tagging

n r-
—

V
>

Tags

Focus Analyse

inn fnriig

0(2)0

Ranking of

questions

Kn<wiedge Baii>e

t7
=ANSWER

Ranked sciilences

Figure 1 - From corpus to answers

In the following example, a correct normalization of the

person's name "John Paloma" is presented:

"The biggest problem is identifying where these people

are. " said John Paloma, 36, one of the outreach

workers.

the correct answer. For this reason, we have chosen to

develop a Pronominal Anaphora Resolution, even though it

is a "naive" one. We decided to not resolve all the

pronominal anaphora, but only for personal pronouns he

and she, when they do not occur in quotations. The
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approach is based on syntactic roles of person names. A
person name used as a subject is a candidate for a future

anaphora resolution (according to its sex).

Although this method is quite naive, we achieved

reasonable results on our test corpus. However, we have

not yet evaluated the benefit of such a resolution in the

whole QA task.

The SIAC information retrieval system (Figure 1 shows

the Java-based GUI of SIAC) has been designed to

evaluate the classification and segmentation methods we

work on [Bellot & El-Beze, 2000]. During TREC-1 1 Q&A
track, SIAC has been used to index and to rank sentences

extracted from the top-docs documents by employing some

classical methods: vector space model, cosine similarity

and TFIDF weighting scheme.

Let ^ be a question and 5" be a sentence. Let « be a

lemma\ N(w) be the number of sentences containing u m
the set of top-docs related to question Q, TF(w) be the

frequency of u and N be the total number of sentences

extracted from top-docs. The similarity between Q and S is

estimated by the cosine measure (formula 1 ):
,

cosine(5',^)=

'^Wu.S.Wu.O

lie Sr\<J

(1)

with:

for document words: w =TF (u.S)\\-log, (2)
N(u)

for query words: w „g - TF (u.Q). 1 - log

A'(u)

(3)

4. Question Tagging

We defined a hierarchical set of tags corresponding to the

types of expected answers (see appendix 10-1). This set

was built according to a manual analysis of the TREC-9

and TREC- 10 Q&A questions.
^

For tagging TREC-1 1 Q&A questions, we have developed

a rule-based tagger and we have employed a probabilistic

tagger based on supervised decision trees [Bechet el at.,

2000] for the question patterns that did not correspond to

any rule.

' We used the TreeTagger [Schmid. 1994. 1995] in order to

obtain POS-tags and lemmas.

4.1. Rule-based tagger

Our rule-based tagger is a set of Peri scripts. The main

input consists on an XML file that contains 156 manually

built regular expressions. These regular expressions are not

exhaustive since they are based on TREC-9 and TREC-1

0

questions only. The following is an extract of this file: the

<CITY> tag defines 3 question patterns for which the

expected answer is a city.

<CITY>
<s> ZTRM <\/s> (In IN in ) ? ( ( [Ww] hat WP

[Ww]hat) I ( [Ww]hich WDT [Ww] hich) ) (\w+ JJ\w? \w+

)?( (city NN city) | (seaport NN seaport)
| (capital

NN capital) | (town NN town)

)

<s> ZTRM <\/s> What WP What is VBZ be the
DT the (\w+ JJ\w? \w+)? ((city NN city)

| (seaport
NN seaport) | (capital NN capital)

|
(town NN town)

)

<s> ZTRM <\/s> Name VB name the DT the
(\w+ JJS \w+ ) ?city NN city
</CITy>

Among the 500 TREC-1 1 questions, 277 questions were

tagged with the rule-based tool and 223 using decision

trees.

4.2. Probabilistic Tagger

The probabilistic tagger is based on the named-entity

recognizer presented during ACL-2000 [Bechet ei al.,

2000]. This recognizer uses a supervised learning method

to select their most distinctive features automatically select

from a set of noun phrases, embedding named entities of

different semantic classes,. The result of the learning

process is a semantic classification tree (a particular

decision tree introduced by [Kuhn & De Mori, 1996] to

classify new strings from a corpus of tagged strings) that

tags an unknown entity relying on its context. The

adaptation of this recognizer to this task was realized by

Frederic Bechet: the tags are not linked to a particular

entity but to tiie question as a whole.

To "grow" decision trees, one needs a sample corpus

(manually tagged TREC-10 questions in our case) and a

set of key features to split tree nodes. The list of features is

generated from the training corpus. Each feature

corresponds to a sequence of words and/or POS tags.

Splitting IS made by asking whether a selected feature

matches a certain regular expression involving words, POS
and gaps occurring in the TREC-1 1 question.

In order to evaluate our probabilistic tagger, we have

subdivided the 500 TREC-10 questions into two sets; a

learning set (259 questions) and a test set ( 150 questions).

Over this 150 questions test set, we obtained a 68.5%

precision level for 127 questions (23 questions were not

tagged because the probability of the chosen tag was less

than a minimal threshold).

For example, CITY is the tag chosen for question 1204

whereas all other candidate tags have a zero probability.
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Question 1204:

sample 1204 <s> ZTRM </s> What WP What is VBZ be

the DT~ the cap=tal NN capital of IN of <UNK> NP
<UNK> ? ZTRM ? </s> ZTRM=</s> = CITY

sample_1204 ACTOR_ACTRESS 0 BIOGRAPHY 0 BIRD 0

BODY PART 0 CITY=1 COMMON_WORD 0 COMPANY 0

CONTINENT 0 COUNTRY 0 COUNTY 0<=R> CURRENCY 0

DATE 0 DEFINITION 0 DEPTH 0 DIAMETER 0 DISTANCE 0

DURATION 0 EVENT 0 EXPANDED_ACRONYM 0 EXPLANATION

0 EXPL0RATOR_RESEARCHER 0 FAMOUS_NPP 0

FAMOUS_PLACE 0 FAMOUS_PLACES 0 F=OWER 0 FOOD 0

HEIGHT 0 HEMISPHERE 0 INVENTOR 0 LENGTH 0 <=R>
MEDIA 0 MINERAL 0 MONEY 0 MOUNTAIN 0 MUSICIAN 0

NUMBER 0 =THER_NP 0 PERCENTAGE 0 PHRASE 0 PLANET
0 POLITICIAN 0 POPULATION 0 RIVER 0 SEA 0 SEASON
0 SPEED 0 SPORTSMAN 0 STAR 0 = 00 STATE 0 TEAM 0

TEMPERATURE 0 UNIV 0 VEGETAL 0 WEIGHT 0.0<=R> 0

WRITER 0 YEAR 0

In order to tag TREC-1 1 questions that were not tagged by

our rule-based tagger, the learning was realized over the

whole set of TREC-1 0 questions.

4.3. Filtering and Answer Extraction

The sentences allowing to answer questions do not

necessarily contain a word of the questions. At the

opposite, a sentence may contain some keywords of the

question without being related to it. Thus, a classical

retrieval scheme such as similarity computation in the

vector space mode! is not sufficient.

)n our case, the sentences from top-docs (the list of top-

docs is the one given by NIST) are ranked by SIAC

according to the similarity between them and the question.

We had no time to implement a specific module to detect

the focus of questions or to analyze their domain-

dependent semantic properties. In order to filter sentences

that probably did not contain the answer, we only kept

those with a proper name appearing in the question"* and

those containing an entity of the same type than the

expected answer type. This strategy prevents us from

answering some questions (a NIL answer is given by the

O&A system because of the lack of proper names in the

ranked sentences and/or in the question) but it enables us

to select some answers more easily.

5, The Use of Knowledge Bases
We have chosen to take benefit from a set of knowledge

DataBases (KDB) for several reasons, mainly; i.) Assess

the reliability of our search engine, ii.) For a given relation

between two NE, provide a bootstrap that may be used in

the later steps of an iterative process (we plan to develop it

soon). This process will be useful to extract other instances

of such relations from full text collections. Therefore, it

may be misleading to consider that the underlying idea of

this component was to constitute a large Data Base of FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions), even though it has also

been used as such.

fc. SIAC F<i6 l<iA Cufpiih mcex Query CUsstficaliOf! HtiSo I i

t;xtr.<t!.1394.c*Jem ^ • '
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Figure 2 - The SIAC user interface
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5. i. Coupling SIAC and the use ofKDB

The link between a question and tine production of the

KDB component may be seen as a relation more than a

function since the output may be multiple. To handle this

(l-n) generation, we found it convenient to code the set of

candidate answers using a regular expression. This regular

expression is then applied on the sentences extracted by

the search engine for 2 purposes; i.) Select the most likely

answer ii.) Provide a support to the answer as required by

the QATREC protocol.

also exploited shorter lists as the ones available at the url;

http://w\vw.state.nh.us/nhsl/bookbag/a.html .

5.2. Some characteristics ofthe KDB used

5.2.1. USA topics

As it appears obviously from a quick analysis of the Q set

(TREC-8 through TREC-1 1 ), several questions are focused

on various attributes related to the United States of

America. Thus, we have searched the net (mainly from the

following url: http://www. 50states.com/ ) in order to collect

as many data related to these topics as possible. The

-coverage of such a "USA-centered" KDB is shown in

Table 5.1.

TREC 8 9 10 11 Total

Motto 0+0 0+0 1+0 1+0 2+0

Flower 0+0 0+0 2+1 0+0 2+1

Song 0+0 0+0 0+0 1+0 1+0

Tree 0+0 1+0 0+0 0+0 1 + 0

Bird 0+0 1+U 3+0 1+0 5+0

Governor 0+0 0+0 1+0 3+0 4+0

Creation 0+0 1+0 3+0 2+0 6+0

Capita! 1+5 2 + 1 0+5 1+6 4+17

Population 0+4 4+5 i+4 !+3 6+16

President ! + l 2+1 4+0 5+0 12+2

Total 2+10 11+7 15+10 15+9 43+36

Table 5.1. : Coverage of some KDB on the Q sets

#\ centered on the US + #2 not centered on the US

it was also an opportunity to cope with similar questions

when they can be asked on other countries. In each cell of

Table 5.1, the first number concerns US centered

questions, the second one, other countries.

5.2.2. Book topics

In another direction, we have included in this process the

relation book/author i^vho wrote the book "title"?). We
have extracted from the web a list of bibliographical

references. There are currently 15 800 entries in this

specific KDB. Most of them come from the Pennsylvania

University library and may be found at the following url:

hrtD://oniinebGoks. librarv.unenn.edu/titles.html . We have

* The proper name detection was realized according to the

POS-tags.

TREC 8 9 10 11 Total

Book author 2/3 5/7 1 / 1 0/2 8 / 13

Table 5.2 : Coverage of the author KDB on the Q sets

#1 answers produced by KDB /#2 questions on this topic

The formulation of a question is not always as precise as

who wrote the book "y"?
. Elliptic sentences as who wrote

"y"? or who is the author of "y"? are more ambiguous.

For instance, in Q8/196, "Hamlet" may be a movie or the

famous play. The case is also encountered in Qi 1/1759:

"Fiddler on the Roof" may be a novel or a musical. The

novel was not in our KDB and it is a chance since only the

musical has been considered as the correct answer by the

judges. Whether we decide to enrich our resource or not,

we have to take this kind of difficulty into account.

5.2.3. Archives

It was also natural to check whether questions found in

TREC-1 1 were not already present in previous TRECs. In

such case, the answer provided could be reused. Let us call

an Archive A,, a pair of two sets: (Questions, Answers) of

TREQ. Until we got An (the patterns of TRECi
i ), we have

considered the following: for Q use A;+io, for Q use

Ag+io, for Qio use Ag+g, for Oi 1
use Ag+y+io (

l" line of Table

5.3). As shown in T'^ line of Table 5.3, the coverage on

Qg.io does not increase a lot when An is also taken into

account, except for Qio.

TREC 8 9 10 11 Total

#Q 0 4 5 5 14

Including Ai
i

0 4 9 5 18

Tabic 5.3: Considering other Q sets as FAQ

Note that we did not search for a similar question but for

exactly the same one. Therefore, some improvements can

be made here.

5.2.4. Typos and Variants

Typos may be seen as a noise disturbing the canal between

the input (Q) and the output (A). For a question such as

Q 10/1 249/ W/jo wrote "The Devine Comedy"'.' the relation

(Dante - Divine Comedy) included in the KDB described

in 5.2.2 could not be exploited. We have used the classical

edit distance [Lowrance & Wagner, 1975] and the dynamic

time wrapping method to find the optimal way to associate

words as Divine and Devine. Penalty weights have been

assigned to operations (substitution, omission, insertion),

and a threshold has been empirically chosen in order to

avoid confusion such as. Mexico/Monaco. This procedure is

not only useful to handle typos but also to cope with the

numerous variants, which can be observed for the Proper

Nouns transcription of Foreign Entities (there are, for

example, more than 50 ways to write Kahdqfi. This can be

coded by a regular expression [GK]h?ab?dd?h?ah?ff?i).
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As far as we want to take into account human factors, we

have chosen to generate an answer where the graphemes

involved are the most similar ones and not necessarily the

ones used in the question. Our assumption is that the user

will fmd more acceptable a system answering sometimes

to another question than a system giving a wrong answer to

his question.

5.3. KDB Summary

In the subsections 5.2.1 to 5.2.3, we have given some

examples of the domains covered by the KDB we used.

They correspond to about half of the answers currently

supported by our KDB component. The second half

concerns various topics such as rivers, mountains, Nobel's,

hurricanes and so on. It is impossible to describe each of

them m detail here, but it is interesting to see that the

coverage is more or less the same on each TREC.

TREC 8 9 10 11 Total

Answer KDB 22 73 64 61 220

# Questions 200 694 500 500 1 894

%0 handled 11.0 10.5 12.8 12.2 11.6

Table 5.4: Global Coverage of 36 KDB

While for 12.2 % of the Qi set, the KDB are able to

produce an answer, it is not possible to insert all of them in

our run. As mentioned in section 5.1, we have also to

match each answer with the output of SIAC. Sometimes

(8/ 61 cases) the search engine is too silent, therefore the

set of candidates may be empty. In more than half of the

cases (35 / 61), it was possible to fmd a pattern matching

the regular expression. For the remainder (18 / 61 cases),

no match has been found in the sentences retrieved by

SIAC.

6. Ordering answers

This year's QA track introduced newness in the evaluation

measure in such a way that systems have to cope with the

following principle: rank the answers from the most

reliable to the less one. In order to take into account this

requirement, our answers have been ordered according to

results provided by the use (or non-use) of knowledge

databases (KDB) - as a way to validate an answer - and by

the question classifier output. So, for each question, the

question classifier assigns one (or several) expected NE(s)

and its (their) corresponding confidence(s). If it cannot be

decided which of the 44 available entities should be

responsive, the question is tagged as "unknown". From

these points, our ordering strategy can be summarized

schematically as follows: divide the Q-set in three main

groups.

• Ql: questions for which answers have been found by

SIAC and validated with KDB. Since there is an

agreement between two independent components, it is

justified to assign a highest reliability score to the

group produced by such a combination and to place it

at the top ranks. Thirty-five questions were in this

group and were ranked from 1 to 35.

e 02: questions for which answers have been found only

by SIAC and not covered by any database. This group,

the major one with 438 questions, could be divided in

two parts: non NIL answers (389) and NIL answers

(49). As described in section 4.3, filters are applied on

SIAC output in order to keep only expected entities

mapping question class(es) - it may happen that all the

candidates are eliminated by this filtering - that is how
NIL is produced by the system. It was decided to put

these NIL at the end of this group, as they are the

results of many treatments and therefore the decision

process becomes too uncertain. Inside non NIL
answers, order was defined first by decreasing

confidences (in question classes) and second by

question classes. Order among question classes (see

table 6.1) has been derived from previous experiments

performed for tuning purpose. For example, our

classification component performs well for questions

asking for YEAR and DATE, and as named entities

mapping these classes are also well detected, we are

more confident in answers coming from these series.

On the other hand, by the time of our participation, for

questions asking for frequencies, named entities finder

was not able to detect these expressions - accordingly

it should be risky to bet on the class mapping this

entity.

® Q3: questions for which the classifier did not assign a

class (and tagged "unknown"'). This is clearly a flaw in

our system's answering process as answer selection

depends on these classes. Therefore, such questions

will be answered with a NIL and put at the bottom

ranks. It happened thirty times over the entire

TREC-lLs set but three of them were finally over-

handled by KDB - and backed up in the first group Q 1

.

The remainders (27) have been left as NIL.

This ordered list (Ql. 02, 03) corresponds to the way we
ranked the three groups.

YEAR, DATE. COUNTRY, COUNTY. NPP.

ACRONYM. CITY. MAIL, MONTH. URL, STATE,
ADDRESS. TITLE, LOCATION. ORGAN
Table 6.1 : Top 1 5 questions classes

(ordered by preference)
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7= Experiments and results

7.1. Official results

Table 7.1 shows the results obtained by our run LlA2002a

(only one run was submitted).

Number wrong (W ): 440

Number unsupported (U): 4

Number inexact (X): 4

Number right (R>: 52

Confidence-weighted score (CWS): 0.246

Precision of recognizing no answer 7 / 75 = 0.093

Recall of recognizing no answer 7/46 = 0.152

Table 7,i : Official results

7.2. Experiments

After the dead line, we perfonned some additional

experiments. It was possible to evaluate them thanks to the

TREC-11 answers patterns made available by Ken

Litkowski. For this purpose, a home-made tool was

developed to compute the confidence weighted score

("CWS"). In the following, these new experiments will be

referred as LIA2002o (o standing for October) and

LIA2002n (n for November).

® Evaluation of the KDB contribution:

The results reported in table 7.2 are useful to focus only on

the behavior of questions for which a KDB was involved.

For this, we assume that the other answers (from rank+1 to

500) were wrong:

# R U CWS
Lia2002a 30 24 4 0.051

Errors at rank 6, i lU, 15, 16U. 21U, and 29

Lia2002o 33 26 1 5 0.056

Errors at rank
6, 11 U, 16, 17U, 22U, 30, and

33U

Lia20({2n 35 1 28 5 0.061

Errors at rank
7, 15, 17U, 19U, 24U, 32, and

35U

Table 7.2 : KDB Contribution

Where:

"R", "U", "CWS" stand respectively for "right",

"unsupported", and "confidence weighted score".

"Lia2002a" is the run submitted in August for

TREC-1 1,

"Lia2002o" is a run with few additions in KDB. Also,

minor bug corrections inside our whole system and

specially in ordering strategy were done (ordering for

SiAC answers was broken in our TREC submission)

"Lia2002n" is our last run. It includes two more

entries (a tiny extension of the KDB). The main

difference with the previous ones is that answers

powered by KDB are ranked by applying the same

ordering strategy as answers from SIAC.

« Answers allocation (table 7.3): System succeeded in

finding a non nil, right and supported answer in about

10% of the cases (column reported as "R-nil"). It

provided document containing a correct answer in

15% of the cases (column reported as "D") but failed

to extract it in about 5% of the cases (column reported

as "D-(R-nil)"). SIAC was able to find 5% of the non

nil correct answers but ten of them were overlapped

by the KDB.

#
KDB
Size

R U R-nil D D-(R-nil)

Lia2002a 30 53 5 45 72 27

Lia2002o 33 55 7 47 74 27

Lia2002n 35 55 7 47 74 27

Without

any KDB
0 34 37 26 59 33

Table 7.3 : Answers Allocation

® Evaluating ordering strategy: Table 7.4 presents

CWS results obtained only by correcting our ordering

strategy as we intended it to be. It provided a gain of

about 7% just by re-ordering 55 answers.

R CWS
(1)

CWS
(2)

Gain %
Lia2002a 53 0,246 0,268 + 9%
Lia2002o 55 0,258 0,278 •+ 8%
Lia2002n 55 0,266 0,285 + 7%
Without

anv KDB
34 0,084 0,139 + 65%

Table 7.4 : Ordering Strategy Gain

( 1 ) Answers ordered as for August submission,

(2) Answers ordered by using planned ordering strategy.

8. Conclusion

For our first participation in TREC - question answering,

we focused on a small number of questions, that is

questions for which an answer can be produced with a

sufficient level of confidence. The goal was to reach 30%
of accuracy which is honorable as a first trial.

A lot of work remains. Firstly, we could have gone into

entity recognition in greater depth, using more statistics.

Secondly, because two different tools have been used in

order to tag (NE) the documents and the questions, we

experienced some problems making a mapping from one to

the other. The lack of compatibility should be solved by

using the same set of tag. Also, anaphora resolution is too

simple and could be applied on many other anaphora
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phenomena. Another important point: question tagging is

quite weak. For example, for many questions, it assigns the

same confidence to different tags. The selection of the tag

to be considered could be easily improved. Moreover,

answer extraction is too much simple. Because no

syntactic tagging is done, it is impossible to choose

precisely a phrase in which the answer is supposed to be.

So, the only thing we did was to extract the searched entity

wherever it was in the candidate sentence. Consequently,

many wrong answers were retrieved.

Relying on some knowledge bases clearly improves the

results of our system. Typo correction is quite efficient and

allows us to answer correctly several questions. We can

improve the cases where an answer is provided by the

KDB and SIAC fails to retrieve any expected NE, by

enriching the question with this answer in order to retrieve

supporting documents. Moreover, we could increase the

coverage of this KDB in two directions: i.) Find other

knowledge sources on more and more subjects, ii.) Use

each KDB as a bootstrap in order to enlarge it thru text

extraction. We consider that the second item is a key point

to make the first one feasible.

Finally, let us consider the graph plotted in figure 3. It

represents the growth of correct answers. We can see that

the curve grows in stages. Important improvements are

followed by long flat lines.

Q J

I 51 101 151 201 251 301 351 401 451

Figure 3: Number of correct answers by number of answers

In fact, there are 5 big stages:

Stage Correct answers Accuracy Length of stage

1-30 24 0.8 30

78-1 10 |] 0.33 33

145-166 6 0.27 22

433-443 4 0.36 1

1

484-495 3 0.25 12

Tabfe 8.1: Location of correct answers in the list

If we do not consider the first stage (due to the KDB). we
have 4 stages (which length is between i 1 and 33) where

accuracy is quite good (between 0.25 and 0.36). This

concentration is sufficiently significant to conclude that

some questions have the same behavior and the system

performs quite well on these types of questions. Since they

are grouped, it should be possible to detect and locate them

higher in the list. It could be possible to improve the results

by detecting these types of questions.

This concerns 48 questions, that is more than 90% of our

correct answers. If they were located at the beginning of

the list, the CWS would be 0.32 instead of 0.246.
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10. Appendix

10.1. Hierarchical List of Expected Answer Types

MISC

NP

ACRONYM
EXPANDED_ACRONYM
ADDRESS
ZIP
PHONE
URL
EMAIL
AGE
DIMENSION

ELEVATION
WIDTH
DIAMETER
HEIGHT
DEPTH
AREA
VOLUME

PHRASE
DEFINITION
EXPLANATION
EVENT
TITLE

BOOK
FILM
MUSIC
PAINTING

BIOGRAPHY
COMMON_WORD

CLOTHES
VERB
TOY

PROFESION
OTHER_NUMERAL

DISTANCE
MONEY
NUMBER
ORDINAL
PERCENTAGE

CONVERS ION_RATE
POPULATION
QUANTITY
SPEED
TEMPERATURE
WEIGHT

TIME
DURATION
FREQUENCY
DATE

BIRTHDAY
WDAY
DAY
MONTH
YEAR
HOUR

ANIMAL
BIRD
INSECT

BODY_PART
COLOR
CURRENCY

DISEASE
FIRSTNAME
FOOD
LANGUAGE
MINERAL
MUS ICAL_INSTRUMENT
NICKNAME
SPORT
VEGETAL

FLOWER
FRUIT
VEGETABLE

PROPER_NOUN
ACTOR_ACTRESS
CHAIRMAN
FAMOUS_PERSON

NOBEL_PRIZE
INVENTOR
MUSICIAN
PAINTER
POLITICIAN

PRESIDENT_POLITICIAN
SPORTSMAN
EXPLORATOR_RESEARCHER

EXPLORA.TOR
RESEARCHER

WRITER
LOCATION

CITY
CAPITAL

CONTINENT
COUNTY
COUNTRY
FAMOUS_PLACE
HEMISPHERE
LAKE
MOUNTAIN
PLANET
RIVER
SEA
STARS
STATE
LOCATION

ORGANIZATION
COMPANY

STORE
UNIVERSITY
MEDIA

JOURNAL
TV
RADIO

TEAM
OTHER_NP
SEASON

UNKNOWN
YES NO
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The question answering system QALC at LIMSI: experiments in using

Web and WordNet

G. de Chalendar, T. Dalmas, F. Elkateb-Gara, O. Ferret, B. Grau, M. Hurault-Plantet,

G. lllouz, L. Monceaux, J. Robba, A. Vilnat

LIMSI -CNRS (France)

L letrodiictioii

The QALC question answering system at LIMSI (Ferret et al, 2001 ) has been largely modified for

the TRECll evaluation campaign. Architecture now includes the processing of answers retrieved from

Web searching, and a number of already existing modules has been re-handled. Indeed, introducing the

V/eb as additional resource with regard to the TREC corpus, brought us to experiment comparison

strategies between answers extracted from different corpora. These strategies now make up the final

answer selection module.

The answer extraction module now takes advantage of using the WordNet semantic data base,

whenever the expected answer type is not a named entity. As a result, we draw up a new analysis for these

question categories, just as a new formulation of associated answer extraction patterns. We also changed

the weighting system of the sentences which are candidate for answer, in order to increase answer

reliability. Furthermore, the number of selected sentences is no longer decided before extraction module

but inside it according whether the expected answer type is a named entity or not. In the last case, the

number of selected sentences is greater than in case of a named entity answer type, so as to take better

advantage of the selection made by means of extraction patterns and WordNet.

Other modules have been modified: the QALC system now uses a search engine and document

selection has been improved through document cutting into paragraphs and selection robustness

improvement. Furthermore, named entity recognition module has been significantly modified in order to

recognize precisely more of them and decrease ambiguity cases.

In this paper, we first present the architecture of the system. Then, we will describe the modified

modules, i.e. question analysis, document selection, named entity recognition, sentence weighting and

answer extraction. Afterwards, the strategies of final answer selection of the new module will be

described. Finally, we will present our results, ending with some concluding remarks.

2. Architecture

QALC system core is made of classical following modules: question analysis, document selection,

named entity recognition and answer extraction. As input of the system, we use the same TRECll
question set, but two different corpora, on the one hand the TREC 1 1 corpus and on the other hand the

Web. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the system. In this figure, various arrows indicates TRECll
corpus processing and Web documents processing. Selected answers provided by the two processing

chains are merged in the final answer selection module (see section 4).

The Web chain of QALC is nearly the same as the classical one, except that the answers are

looked up in documents gathered from the Web instead of in the QA Track corpus. The idea behind that

is, as in (Soubbotin and Soubbotin, 2001), that there is a great chance to find the answer to a question in

the Web in a shape similar to the one of the question itself, but in an affirmative form. This hypothesis is

based on the huge quantity of documents directly available on the Web and thus on their high redundancy.

So, for the question "When was Wendy's founded?'", we expect to be able to find a document containing

the answer in the form: "Wendy's was founded on We want to search the Web for strings with exact

match. In the previous example, we don't want to search for documents containing one of the words of the
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query. Rather than that, we want to search for the exact phrases. For such a goal, a boolean search engine

able to accept queries made of multiple words terms is necessary. Google is such a tool.

Questions

Question analysis module:
Extracted terms

Answer type

Focus

Semantic supporting words

Syntactic relations

Main verb

TREC
collection

WEB

engine

V
Docsiment processing module:

Fastr re-indexation and ranking

Selection

Named-entity recognition

Answer extraction module:
Sentence weighting

Answer extraction

Ordered TREC
answers

Ordered WEB
answers

Figure i. QALC System Architecture

The most important part for this chain is the rewriting of the question. It uses the results of the

questions analysis and rewriting rules manually written from the study of the TREC 9 and 10 questions.

The questions are categorized in function of their type and their category. If these two indices are not

sufficient to adequately rewrite a question, a lexical marker is used. For example, the question "What

continent is Egypt on?" has for type LOCATION-STATE and is of the categor>' WhatGTMbeGN. The

focus of this question is "'Egypf and the kind of location (typeGen) to find is a "continenf". The rule used

to rewrite this question is:

(type = LOCATION-STATE) & (category = WhatGNbeGN) & (lexical-modifier = on)

=> "<focus> <verb> on" <typeGen>

So, the question will be rewritten in: ""Egypt is on" continenC.
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Here, the quotes are important, they indicate to Google to search for documents containing this exact

string. This query finds 50 answers on Google and the first one contains the string: "Even though Egypt is

on the continent of Afi^ica...".

We try to make the rules as specific as possible in order that the documents gathered by the

queries they generate have the highest probability to contain an answer to the question. The drawback of

this approach is that the probability not to find any document corresponding to the query increases with

the specificity of the rules. To counter this tendency, we systematically propose several rules for each

question type ordered by descending specificity. The most general one is simply the question without any

edition.

The remaining of the Web chain is exactly the same as the classical one. At the end of the chain,

we have one or more propositions of solutions. We cannot submit them directly as answers in the TREC
QA track as they are not supported by documents of the TRECl 1 corpus. So, they are used to do a second

path in the chain, this time querying the QA corpus with our search engine with queries enriched by the

Web candidate answers. The answers that are found in the Web and that are confirmed by the corpus see

their score greatly increased compared to the answers found only in the corpus.

in the future, we plan to use the work done with the Web chain more completely by using the

rewritten questions to search the TREC corpus. This would improve the results of the search engine for

the documents containing answers expressed similarly to the question. Such question-document pairs are

"certainly less numerous than in the Web but there are certainly a certain amount of them and we should

not miss them.

3. QALC mam processing chain

3.1 Question analysis

Question analysis is performed with the aim of extracting from the question the essential

information required for retrieving an answer within a document sentence. When the expected answer type

is a named entity, then essential information is the named entity type itself. In this case, analysis is based

on the recognition of lexical and syntactical clues within the question that determine the named entity type

of the answer. This year, we improved our system by analysing more precisely some named entity types,

in particular physical numerical entities, and by adding some units to those already used.

But, if the expected answer is not a named entity, then the essentia! infomiation are answer

extraction pattern, and semantic relations between the answer and words of the question. Thus, the goals

of the analysis are first to determine the question type in order to associate with it an extraction pattern,

and then to build a validation schema that will instantiates the parameters of the pattern. The validation

schema is built from the semantic supporting words of the question, i.e. the words that will have semantic

relations with the answer within the sentence. For this purpose, a local syntactical analysis first locates

within the question the grammatical features of a same question type. This analysis allows the system to

recognize the question type and the semantic supporting words that will be used to produce the validation

schema. Then, the validation schema is built from a set of production rules that uses the analysis results.

Let us consider for example the question 1 505:

Question : What is the currency used in China?

The analysis of the question gave the following features structure:

Question qMoney :

Answer extraction pattern: aMoney
Semantic supporting words:

Answer type: currency

Focus: China
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From this analysis results, the production rules then gave the following validation schema:

Hypernym: monetary unit

Country: China

This schema will be subsequently used by the extraction pattern named aMoney (see sections. 5.2).

3.2 Document selection

QALC system uses two subsequent document selections, the first one performed by a search

engine, and the second one performed by FASTR, adding variants of the question words as new criterion.

For the first selection, we used MG', a boolean search engine. Our choice was to cut out the collection

documents in paragraphs of approximately the same size. By this way, we add to the selection criteria a

criterion about their proximity. The query was built from the question analysis results, by combining

lemmatized and non lemmatized fornis of the content words and adding the focus terms in order to

reinforce this selection criterion.

Concerning the second selection, we made some improvement. The way the documents that are

likely to contain an answer to a question are selected from the results of the search engine is globally the

same in this version of QALC as in its previous versions. First, a set of one-word and multi-word terms is

extracted from the question by a pattern-based termer. Then, the documents retrieved by the search engine

are indexed by the FASTR tool (Jacquemin, 2001). which recognizes in the documents the terms extracted

from the question, as well as their morphological, syntactic or semantic variants. Each recognized tenn is

weighted according to the kind of variant it is and a score is computed for each document by aggregating

the weights of its indexes. Finally, a restricted set of documents is selected when a significant shift in the

documents' scores is found. Otherwise, a fixed number of them, in this case 1 00, is taken.

For the TRECl 1 evaluation, we specifically took into account a problem we had noticed in the

previous evaluations. FASTR was designed for recognizing complex variants of terms in the field of

tenninology but not as a robust tool for information retrieval. For instance, the errors of the morpho-

syntactic tagger we use, in this case the TreeTagger tool (Schmid, 1999), have a significant impact on its

results. As a consequence, FASTR misses some non-variant occurrences of questions' terms that can be

recognized by a basic term matcher. More precisely, we found that for one-word and multi-word terms

without variation the recall of FASTR is equal to 71%. This evaluation was done with the documents

selected for the 500 questions of the TRECll evaluation. The reference was set by a term matcher

working from the results of TreeTagger.

QALC TREC 10 NIST-100 QALC TREC 11

selected documents with an answer (nb) 2041 2479 2313

selected documents (nb) 30992 49900 34568

recall (%) 46.0 55.8 52.1

precision (%) 6.6 5.0 6.7

selected documents with an answer - variation (%) reference + 21.5 + 13.3

selected documents - variation (%} reference + 61.0 + 11.5

Table 1 : Document selection results for TREC 10 questions

In order to improve the selection of documents, the version of QALC for the TRECl 1 evaluation

combined the results of FASTR and those of our basic term matcher: the terms found by the temn matcher

are added to those found by FASTR and the doubles are discarded. The impact of this change is shown in

Table 1. NiST-100 corresponds to a selection module that would always take the first 100 documents

returned by the search engine. The results of Table 1 are based on the list ofjudgments about participants"

' Managing Gigabytes is an open source indexing and retrieval system, its homepage may be found at:

http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/mg
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answers given by NIST for the TRECIO evaluation. The precision measure is the ratio between the

number of selected documents that actually contain an answer and the number of documents selected by

the considered system. The recall measure is the ratio between the number of selected documents that

actually contain an answer and the number of documents found by at least one participant of TRECIO and

that contain an answer. Table 1 shows that the combining of two term recognizers, a basic one and a more

sophisticated one, is an interesting strategy as it makes both recall and precision increase. Moreover, a

significant number of new relevant documents are found while the number of documents to process by the

answer extraction modules only increases linearly.

3.3 Named entity recognition

The named entity module identifies named locations, named persons, named organization, dates,

times, monetary amounts, measures and percentages in text. For Trecl 1, we have developed a new system

for locations, persons and organizations recognition. In order to identify these entities, our system uses

hand-made rules in which we specify named entities structure in term of text tokens and what we can find

about them from resources such as tagger, morphosyntactic analyzer and knowledge base of names, clue

words and abbreviations.

The system performs in three stages:

- Preprocessing: v/e use treetagger to tokenize the input text and tag them with a syntactic and typographic

category.

- Database lookup: for each token or group of token, we check in a list of known names, abbreviations and

clues. If a token is found in a database, this information is added to token feature.

- Named Entity analyzer uses language specific context-sensitive rules based on word features recognition

pattern matching. For each token, we look for the longest pattern of token features that matches with

pattern rules.

Features used for tokens are:

- Lookup in knwoledge base of names (persons, organizations, locations).

- Lookup in knowledge base for names, organizations and locations clues.

- Lookup in knowledge base for firstnames abbreviations.

- Typographic features (Capitalization, Roman characters, etc).

- Syntactic category.

- Lemma.

ForTRECll we wrote:

- 7 rules for Organizations,

- 9 rules for Locations,

- 7 rules for Persons.

Here is a example of detecting location entity:

If the (syntactic categoty of token (or group of tokens) is "Proper noun") and these tokens are followed by a token

found in State clues Database, we identify all these tokens as a location.

3.4 Document sentence weighting

All the sentences in selected documents are analysed in order to give them a weight that reflects

both the possibility that the sentence contains the answer, and the possibility that the QALC system

locates the answer within the sentence. The criteria that we used produce simple processing, and are

closely linked with the basic information extracted from the question. The resulting sentence ranking do

not have to miss obvious answers. Thus, the main goal of this analysis is to assign a higher weight to

sentences which contain most of obvious information. In return, all sentences are kept for subsequent

processing, except those which do not contain any word from the question. Our aim is that the answer

extraction modules can raise to an upper rank a lower weighted answer thanks to added specific criteria.
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The criteria that we retained use the following features retrieved within the candidate sentence:

1 . question lemmas, weighted by their specificity degree,

2. variants of question words,

3. exact words of the question,

4. mutual closeness of question words,

5. word whose type is the expected answer named entity type.

The specificity degree of a lemma depends on the inverse of its relative frequency within a large

corpus. The criterion of mutual closeness of question words is the closeness between them arranged in

pairs in the sentence.

First we compute a basic weight of the sentence based on the presence of question words within

the sentence, and then we add weights from the other criteria. The computation of the basic weight of a

sentence is made from lemmas (or from words if the word is unknown for the tagger), and their specificity

degree. Some words are not taken into account, i.e. determinants or prepositions, transparent nouns, and

auxiliary verbs. According to Fillmore (2002), a transparent noun is a noun whose complement is

semantically more relevant that the noun itself. For instance, the word name is transparent in the question

1 396 What is the name of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?, and volcano is the

semanticaiiy relevant noun. We made an a priori list of such words.

Thus, the basic weight of a sentence is given by:

P = (dr, + . . . + dr, + . . . + dr^,) / (dq, + . . . + dr, + . . . + dqn)

with:

dr,: specificity degree of a lemma from the question found in the sentence,

dq,: specificity degree of a lemma of the question,

m: number of lemmas found in the sentence,

n: number of lemmas in the question.

Each lemma is taken into account only once even if it occurs more than once in the same sentence,

if a word from the question is not found in the sentence, but a variant of it, half of the specificity degree of

the word is added to the basic weight of the sentence. As the basic weight is relative, its maximum is equal

to one. We bring it to 1000 for convenience. We subsequently add an additional weight to this basic

weight for each additional criterion that is satisfied. Each additional weight cannot be higher than about

10% of the basic weight.

3.5 Answer extraction

3.5.1 Named entity answer type

If the expected answer type is a named entity, then selected answers are these words within the

sentence that correspond to the expected type. In order to extract the answer, the system first selects,

among the sentences provided by the sentence weighting module, the ten sentences that have the best

weight. Then, it computes additional weights taking into account:

1 . exact or generic named entity type of the answer,

2. location of the potential answer with regard to the question words within the sentence,

3. redundancy of an answer.

A sentence may not contain a word corresponding to the expected named entity type, but to a

more generic one, for instance NUMBER instead of DATE. In that case, a lower weight will be given to

the generic type. An additional weight is then given to potential answers closest to the question words.

This closeness is computed with regard to the barycentre of the question words within the sentence. If

there is more than one potential answer in the sentence, the one. that will be selected, is the closest to the

question words. Finally, if a same potential answer is retrieved more often than others in the ten sentences,

then it is assigned with an additional weight. These criteria allow the system to rank better a potential

answer that had not the best weight as sentence. For instance:
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Question 1475: IVho was the first person to reach the south pole?

Candidate sentences:

1210 NYTl 998 1 103.0190 < PERSON> Diana Preston <e enamex> s absorbing and moving story of the

attempt by the British explorer < PERSON> Robert Falcon Scott <e enamex> to be the first to reach

the South Pole shows that that reverence for the noble failure is not unique to Japan.

1 185 NYTl 9991 028.0488 The truly adventurous go all the way to the South Pole , first reached in 1911 by<

PERSON> Roald Amundsen <e_enamex> , a Norwegian .

1165 NYTl 9991 129.0264 The Norwegian < PERS0N3> Roald Amundsen <e_enamex> led the first

successful expedition to the South Pole , reaching it on Dec. 14 , 1911.

The weight of each sentence is indicated in the first column. The lower weight of the second

sentence comes from the exact word criterion {reached instead of reach). On the other hand, the third

sentence has a lower weight due to less closeness of words. After having computed the added weights, we
then obtained the following answers:

1365 NYT19991028.0488 Roald Amundsen

1267 NYT19981 103.0190 Robert Falcon Scott

In that case, the redundancy criteria brought the correct answer to the first rank.

3.5.2 Common noun or phrase answer type

Each candidate sentence provided by the sentence selection module is analysed using the

extraction pattern determined by question analysis. This pattern uses the associated validation schema to

instantiate its parameters.

Extraction patterns are composed of a set of constraint rules on the candidate sentence. Rules are

made up of syntactic patterns that are used to locate potential answer within the sentence, and of semantic

relations that are used to validate answer. Syntactic patterns locate connecting words and simulate possible

paraphrases of the answer. Semantic constraints are proved using WordNet. Extraction patterns are

implemented through automata whose transitions are a set of functional constraints that have to be

satisfied by the feature structure, representing the sentence, being valued. Potential answers are weighted

according to the satisfied constraints. The weight amount depends on the reliability of the constraint. For

instance, the hypemym relation constraint is given a high weight as it is a reliable relation.

Let us consider the example analysed in section 3.1

:

Question; What is the currency used in China?

Answer: yuan

Extracted from the sentence:

The central bank governor acknowledged that the Renminbi yuan , China s currency , is now facing

pressure for further appreciation due in part to growing foreign exchange reserves which reached 126

billion US dollars at the end of July .

The retrieved answer satisfies the following constraints:

Syntactic extraction pattern:

Answer , Country <currency
|

money>
Semantic validations:

Monetary unit is hypemym o/yuan

Answer has in gloss Country

With Country instantiated by China, according to the validation schema.

At the output of the sentence weighting module, 12 candidate sentences had the same highest

weight equal to 1120. Among these sentences, 5 contained the correct answer. The answer extraction

criteria, that the QALC system used, thus allowed it to select the correct answer.
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4. Final answer extraetioii modiik

In TRECl 1 evaluation, we had to supply one answer per question and the set of 500 answers had

to be ordered according to a confidence score. As explained before, this year, we elaborated two different

search strategies: the main strategy searches the answers only in the TREC collection, while the Web
strategy searches the answers on the Web and then tries to confirm these answers by locating them also in

the TREC collection.

Moreover, these two strategies supply for each question, a set of answers (but we examine at most

the first five), which are ordered according to the score they received during the sentence weighting and

answer extraction processes. The role of the final selection is hence to choose a unique answer between

these two sets. For this selection we worked out two different algorithms applying a sequence of rules that

we briefly present here:

If the same first answer is found by the Web strategy and by the main strategy, this answer is returned with an

augmented score, the score increase being more significant ifthe answer is not NIL.

If a first answer is found by the main strategy and if the first answer of the Web strategy is NIL, the main strategy

first answer is returned with its original score (or conversely but only ifthe Web ansM'er is confirmed).

If a first answer is found by the Web strategy, but if this answer is not confirmed and if the ans^ver of the main

strategy is NIL, the answer NIL is returned with its original score.

When any of the preceding rules can be applied, we tested two different algorithms; both of them

take into account not only the first answers of the sets but also possibly the other answers of the two sets.

The first algorithm consists in increasing the score of the first answer of the main strategy,

provided that this first answer is also present in the Web strategy results. If the first answer is not found in

the Web results, the other way round, the first answer of the Web strategy is searched in the main strategy

results. If the two searches fail the main strategy first answer is returned with its original score.

The second algorithm attributes a score to each couple (i,j). i being the position of an answer in

the answer set of the main strategy, j being the position of an answer in the answer set of the Web strategy.

The score is especially high since the two answers are equal. The answer of the couple obtaining the best

score is finally returned with a score that is augmented according both positions: i and j.

Example:

QuestioR 1806: When was the first heart transplant?

EN - Answers:

Ans^^•er I : in 1979,

Answer 2: in 1967 ...

Web - Answers:

Answer I: in April 1985,

Answer 2: on Decembers, 1967,

Answer 3: in 1968.

Answer 4: in 1967. ...

Final - Answer: in 1967 obtained by couple (2,4)

5. Results

Table 2 presents the results we obtained in TRECl 1 evaluation for the three runs we submitted.

As explained before, we try a new solution to select the pertinent documents, using another engine MG
(run 3), with documents cut in paragraphs. We also combine FASTR with a basic term matcher to select

documents (as illustrated in section 3.2). To evaluate the advantages of these strategies, we also use the

results provided by NIST. So the two first runs are obtained with NIST search engine and the third one

with MG. The first run considers FASTR alone, the second and third ones consider the combination of

FASTR with a basic termer. The first run uses the first algorithm to choose the final answer (section 4),

the two others use the second one. AH ofthem take advantage of the results of the Web search.
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W U X R TRECll
score

NIST pattern

score

Run I — NIST 1 & Web 342 21 7 130 0.485 0.567

Run 2— NIST 2 & Web 336 20 n 133 0.497 0.587

Run 3 — MG & Web 330 20 11 139 0.488 0.572

Table 2: Results ofQALC system three runs

A first conclusion is that we obtained this year more than a quarter of right answers which

represents a quite better score than last year. Even when considering that the question set of this year did

not contain complex questions as the definition questions of TRECIO.

We evaluated also our three runs thanks to the patterns given by NIST. The number of right

answers is given in the first column of Table 3. Since this evaluation takes into account neither the

unsupported answers nor the inexact, these results are quite better. Furthermore, it was interesting for us to

look at the results given separately by each strategy, that is to say, without processing the final comparison

and selection presented in the preceding paragraph. These are given in column 2, which contains the right

answers at first rank, while the third column contains the number of right answers at another rank

(between second and fifth rank).

Right answers Right answers at first rank Right answers at another rank

Run 1 : 152 Nistl: 128 65

Run2 : 155 Nist2: 132 66

Run3 : 165 MG: 136 56

Web: 122 55

Table 3: Right answers at different rank and for different strategies

Comparing the two first columns, we notice that our choice for an architecture maintaining two

different search strategies until the final selection, was a good choice. Indeed, it is obvious that returning

systematically the first answer of this set is not without any risk: right answers may often be found

between second and fifth rank. Even if the two algorithms used in the final selection can yet be improved,

we think they are a promising suggestion for the selection step.

6= Conclysioo

TRECl 1 QA track introduced a new evaluation criterion giving even more importance to

the reliability of answers. Indeed, weighting answers is always of great consequence because it

determines the answers ranking, but it is particularly important in this case. Table 3, in section 5,

shows that a largest number of correct answers are found at the top five ranks, and particularly at

first rank (from about 66% to 70%). Actually, we made a real endeavour to introduce a number of

weighting criteria at three stages of QALC processing: first, weights assigned to selected

document sentences, then potential answers weighting during the extraction process, and finally

weights assigned to redundancy of answers retrieved from two corpora, TREC and Web. in such

a weighting strategy, the difficulty is to balance the relative weights provided by the different

criteria. Weighting criteria that we used are from different kind: lexical, syntactical, semantic and

statistical. Latter on, additional criteria based on syntactical dependencies will have to be added.
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Abstract

In TREC 2002 Video Track MediaTeam Oulu and VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland participated

jointly in semantic feature extraction, manual search and interactive search tasks. In the semantic feature

extraction task, we sent results for semantic categories of cityscape, landscape, people, speech and

instrumental sound. Spatio-temporal correlation of oriented gradient occurrences was used with example shots

to detect shots containing people, cityscape or landscape. The audio signal features consisted of various

statistical measurements and were used to detect shots containing speech or instrumental sound. Our video

browsing and retrieval system, VIRE, was used for manual and interactive search tasks. Our system offers

two techniques for video retrieval: 1. Multi-modal indexing based on self-organizing feature maps with

semantic filtering. 2. An interactive navigating tool that combines two inter-shot properties, temporal

coherency and metric similarities, into a view where database shots are presented in a lattice structure. We
tested our interactive navigating tool with eight persons to obtain results for 25 pre-defined search topics. In

this paper we give an overview of the approaches and a summary of the results.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we first describe our work in semantic feature detection. Then we introduce our video browsing

and retrieval system VIRE and employ it in manual and interactive search tasks. In the end of the paper

concluding remarks are given.

2 Semantic Feature Detection

2.1 People, Cityscape and Landscape

We evaluated the efficiency of visual features in the detection of people, cityscape and landscape from video

shots. Since the video material contained a lot of narration in the audio signal, audio features were omitted

from this test.

A well known strategy in city vs. landscape classification of images is to use image's edge gradients [19].

The same approach can be used to discriminate natural structures from non-natural. For example, man-made
structures can be distinguished from natural views by computing edge histograms that cumulate in specific

orientations when structures are non-natural containing many straight edges. Natural views have more evenly

distributed histogram of different orientations.
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Our Temporal Gradient Correlogram (TGC) feature computes local correlations of specific edge

orientations producing an autocorrelogram, whose elements correspond to probabilities of edge directions

occurring at particular spatial distances. The feature is computed over 20 video frames sampled evenly over

the duration of video shot. Due to temporal sampling, autocorrelogram is able to capture also temporal

changes in spatial edge orientations. From each sample frame, the edge orientations are quantized into four

segments depending on their orientation being horizontal, vertical or either of the diagonal directions.

To make the feature vector more discriminative, we used detection of skin-colored local regions to generate

four values describing the relative size and structure of consistent skin areas in a video shot frame. First value

was relative amount, which was simple discrete value between 1 and 5 describing the relative amount of skin-

colored local regions. Next values indicated number of long, medium and short zero runs (adjacent non-skin

blocks) between skin-colored local regions measuring the uniformity of skin structured areas. To detect skin-

colored regions, we marked manually skin areas into 40 key frames selected from the shots in feature

development collection and trained a self-organizing map into a skin detector using localized HSV color

histogram feature. The histogram was localized into a sector area that covers the typical colors of skin in HSV
color space. The sampled local regions of 10x10 pixels were used in localized histogram computation.

Degraded quality of test videos was prominent: some of them appeared closely monochromatic and there

were large color variances between different videos. Due to this, the prognosis for the success of skin detector

was initially set low. However, the feature values were normalized and joined with TGC to examine the

discriminative power of less-than-adequately performing skin detector.

To find the shots consisting of a certain semantic concept, we selected sets of example shots from the

collection of video data for training semantic feature development, 13 example shots were selected for people,

and 10 for both cityscape and landscape. These example TGC and TGC+skin feature vectors were compared

against the vectors computed from the shots in the test video collection. The dissimilarity between the

features in the test collection and in the training set was computed with LI norm. The resulting set of most

similar shots was pruned from duplicates and rank-ordered to create the final list of shots most probable to

contain the semantic feature in question.

22 Speech and lostrumeritai Music

Features for detecting speech and music were developed by researchers in VTT Technical Research Centre of

Finland. The classification of audio signal between speech and music is widely studied [1][2][4]. Our

approach was based on kNN classification of discrete audio samples with the k value set to 3.

The extraction of confidence for a shot to contain speech or music was derived from the weighted average

of speech/music classification results for the discrete 3 second portions of the signal.

The classification between speech and music was computationally very inexpensive, and was determined

using only four power-related features. A three-second window of the signal was divided into frames of 50 ms

overlapping by 10 ms. and the power inside every frame was calculated. The four used features were the

variance of the frame-by-frame power, and the variance of the first and the second order differentials of the

power, and finally, low energy ratio [5], which is computed as the percentage of 50ms frames with RMS
power less than the threshold-percentage of the mean RMS power. A threshold level of IQ^ for low energy

ratio was found to give best results, and the spread of the four features was increased by log transformations.

In the training stage the features were normalized to zero-average and unit standard deviation. The translation

and scaling parameters for each feature were stored and used in the classification stage to normalize the test

signal.

The audio database used to train the system was assembled by sampling music from a vast assortment of

CDs and by using a digital recorder to sample speech from Finnish radio broadcasts. All the samples were

then converted to 22050 Hz mono. Both conversafional speech and single speaker sections were used. The

database also contained both male and female speech, sampled from several speakers. Music from various
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styles and genres was also included in the training set. Ail samples were 15 seconds long and the length of the

whole database was about 20 minutes for speech and 40 minutes for music.

The classification results of 3 second segments were presented as low-pass filtered lime series. Low-pass

filtering reduced the effect of separate classification errors and smoothed the transition points between longer

segments of speech and music. In addition, mixed signals (containing both speech and music) that would

produce a fluctuating series of classification results with a traditional binary decision classifier, are now

presented as 'gray' areas that belong to both classes. The new trail of annotation labels shows the degree of

certainty of belonging to either class for each three-second audio segment at a time. The numerical results

were scaled between 0 and 1, and the weighted mean of the classifications inside each shot was used as the

relevance measure for instrumental sound detection. The relevance for speech detection was determined as the

inverse of the measure for instrumental sound, so that the sum of these values was always 1.

2.3 Results

The results show that TGC seemed to be most efficient in detecting cityscapes, which may be a result of more

structured type of imagery in typical cityscape scenes. Another observation is the degrading effect of poor

skin feature detection in the results. Even the detection of people was better using plain TGC, which points

out the challenges of using color information in low-saturated and monochromatic videos. The detection of

speech and instrumental sounds from audio signal had an averaged precision of 0.641 which was over two

times higher than the average precision of 0.246 in people, city and landscape categories. The average

precisions for detecting semantic features are shown in Table I

.

Table I. Average precisions for different semantic features

TGC TGC+SKIN AUDIO
People 0.248 0.168

Cityscape 0.299 0.197

Landscape 0.193 0.128

Speech 0.645

Inst. Sound 0.637

3 Maiiiial md leteractive Search Tasks

3.1 Video Browsing and Retrieval System - VIRE

Our video browsing and retrieval system VIRE was used in manual and interactive search experiments. It is

based on Java code and can be run on both SUN Solaris and Windows 2000 operating systems. System uses

J2SE, QuickTime 6 for Java, WordNet dictionary and MySQL JDBC. The system consists of server and

client applications, where server controls the querying through self-organizing feature index maps and

provides the client query results. Client software offers two views, one for constructing video queries and

another for browsing the database shots. References to physical media data and additional feature information

are stored in MySQL-database. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the VIRE system. The browsing view of

the client offers content-oriented parallel navigation through database videos. The browsing procedure would

be exhausting without efficient indexing structure. By utilizing self-organizing feature maps we were able to

unravel the problems with computational requirements.

!
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Figure L The overall architecture of VIRE, video browsing and retrieval system

3.1.1 Selected Features

Our system uses variety of features, which are used as the components for query. Features are based on

different video modalities.

Generic Features

Generic features are measured from the physical properties of video data. Generic feature vectors of query

and database shots are compared using distance metrics to measure dissimilarities. Different generic features

can be used jointly to measure various physical properties simultaneously.

Color properties of a video shot were described with the Temporal Color Correlogram (TCC). Its efficiency

against other color descriptors has been proven in [6][7]. TCC captures the correlation of HSV color pixel

values in spatio-temporal neighborhoods. The feature captures temporal dispersion or congregation of color

clusters unlike static color features. The parameters we used for the feature are described in [7]. TCC is

computed over 20 video frames that are sampled evenly over a video shot.

Morion is a prominent property in video frame sequence. We computed features describing motion activity,

based on definitions in MPEG-7 Visual standard [8]. Motion Activity descriptor defines following properties

of motion: intensity, direction, spatial and temporal distribution of motion activity. Our system uses the

following subset of those features:

E Intensity of motion is a discrete value where high intensity indicates high activity and vice versa.

Intensity is defined as the variance of motion vector magnitudes normalized by the frame resolution

and quantized in the range between 1 and 5.

e Average intensity measures the average length of ail macroblock flow vectors.

® Spatial distribution of activity indicates whether the activity is scattered across many regions or in one

large region. This is achieved measuring the short, medium and long runs of zeros that provide
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information about the size and number of moving objects in tiie scene. Each attribute is extracted

from the thresholded flow vectors obtained from the video data. All feature values are normalized so

that they can be used jointly vv'ith other features in self-organizing indexes.

Audio contains a lot of information about the video shot content. And not just the spoken lexicon, but sounds

and noises pinpoint details about video's semantic content. The real challenge here is however to choose

meaningful parameters which somehow reflect the response to the various properties of sounds in the human

aural perception. There has been extensive research on this topic (see [9] and references therein) primarily in

connection with speech recognition systems [10]. We have selected following features to construct a generic

audio feature descriptor [12][13]:

® Zero-crossing rate (ZCR), one of the most commonly used audio features, gives information about the

spectral content of the signal. Taking into account relative spectral deficiency of the sound tracks of

the movies in the VideoTREC database (which is obviously the result of their relatively old age) our

measurements showed us that the bandwidth of a typical sound track was about 8 kHz. We feel that it

is safe to assume that ZCR tracks the fundamental frequency fO with quite high precision [9] due to

the absence of high-frequency components. Some researchers believe [13] that ZCR is one of the

most indicative and robust measures to discern unvoiced speech.

« RMS energy measures mean signal energy, which is what the human ear interprets as a notion of the

acoustic volume, but it does not carry any information about the presence of transient sounds.

® Maximal and minimal energy are two parameters that correspond to the idea of "still" and "loud''

sound, respectively. If the minimal energy is large and close to the value of the maximal energy, one

can attribute the property of acoustic loudness to the entire sound clip. On the other hand, low

maximal energy is a reliable indicator of a silent sound clip and hence it is useful for quick and easy

silence detection.

« Mean and standard deviation sample energy gives a measure for scattering of the sample energies

about their mean value. [11]

• Percentage of samples whose energy is below 50% of the mean energy of the sound clip has been

used for the purpose of speech/music discrimination [14]. The fact is that the speech signal contains

more "quiet" frames so this value will be higher for speech than for music.

• Percentage of samples whose energy is below 10% of the mean energy of the sound clip might carry

some information about transient sounds and the purpose of using this feature was to improve scene

detection. If the mean energy is significantly greater than that of the majority of sound samples, it

might indicate the presence of short-term shooting-like acoustic events.

• Harmonicity ratio describes the proportion of harmonic components in the spectrum. The algorithm

output is 1 for purely periodic signal and 0 for the white noise. A useful feature derived from

harmonicity ratio was the length of the comb filter, which is an estimate of the delay that maximizes

the autocorrelation function.

• Upper limit of harmonicity loosely defines the frequency beyond which the spectrum has no

harmonic components. These features were calculated in 2048 sample windows that overlapped by

1024 samples. All audio files had sampling frequency of 22050.

« Spectral centroid is the center of gravity of the power spectrum. For audio signals that have clearly

much energy in lower or higher parts of the spectrum this feature is useful.

• Spectral spread is the RMS deviation of the spectrum centroid, and thereby it describes if the

spectrum is widely spread out or concentrated around its centroid. The used values were median

values in one second window. These features were calculated in non-overlapping windows of 1024

samples.

To compute the dissimilarities of generic feature vectors, we have used LI norm. Each generic feature vector

is normalized prior inserting into self-organized index.
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Semantic Features

Semantic features are single lexical concepts exist in a shot with certain confidence. Our system utilizes these

concepts as binary filters to create subsets from results obtained with fuzzy generic feature dissimilarities.

Different combinations of concepts can be used to create filter sets. In this case, the resulting subset will be

the intersection of existing concepts in the initial result set.

We used following IBM donated semantic features: face, people, indoors, outdoors, instrumental sound,

speech, landscape and text. These features had a confidence value that was thresholded into binary filter rules.

The threshold value was decided upon criteria where approximately one third of the shots were assigned with

the concept. Following threshold values were used: 0.62 for face, 0.75 for indoors, 0.35 for instrumental

sound, 0.7 for landscape, outdoors, and people, 0.4 for speech, and 0.3 for text.

Text Features

Text features are derived from the automatic speech recognition (ASR) data that was made available for all

participants by CLIPS-IMAG. The textual information was not used as a feature vector. Instead, it was used

like semantic features as a filter for the results acquired from SOM-index structure. It was used to eliminate

shots that did not contain indicated textual terms. To accomplish this, the ASR transcripts were indexed into a

database treating the words as single-word terms. A stop word list was used to exclude grammatical and

otherwise undiscriminating words that would have led to poor resolution. Qualified words were then

lemmatized using the morphological processing features of the WordNet [15].

Because of the effects of lexical semantic phenomena such as homonymy or polysemy on the relevancy of

the documents retrieved, techniques of word sense disambiguation (WSD) have been found useful in

information retrieval to mitigate the effects of expressive power of natural language. Potentially relevant

documents containing close synonyms of the query word such as 'dog' and 'canine' and hyponyms such as

'Malamute' will be missed unless queries are expanded by synonyms and hyponyms of the terms used in

original user requests. [16]

To evaluate queries, we used relevance metrics to measure which shots were suitable given a set of topic

related query words that were synonym expanded. The ranking of the shots was computed using Term

Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TDIDF) [17] based classification method that pinpoints relevant

single-word terms occurring in the ASR transcripts. First, the given query words were automatically reduced

to their base form. Second, the lemmatized query words were expanded with their synonyms using the

WordNet [15]. Third, the relevance metric was computed for every shot that contained at least one of the

words in the expanded query set. Finally, the neighbors of suitable shots were also included into the results

within a time frame of 4 seconds. This was done for the sake of the temporal locality of the topic that spans

over short shots that can hardly contain any ASR information.

Our approach encounter challenges as the video test material consisted of degraded audio quality, which

seemed often lead to false detections of words. To use such data in a rather restricting filter yields inflexibility

in the cases of erroneous interpretation of the spoken words.
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3.1.2 Multi-modai Indexing Based on Self-organizing Maps

To avoid exhaustive searching on the server side, we used self-organizing index maps that are capable of

finding metrically closest matches with any feature combination within tight timing requirements set by

interactive video browsing that requires much parallel query processing. Our index structure consists of seven

self-organizing maps (SOMs). Three of the SOMs are based on the primary generic features: color, audio and

motion. Next three SOMs compose of joint features from the primary generic features: color&audio,

color&motion and audio&motion. Last SOM uses all primary features: color&audio&motion. Each of the

SOMs is generated with the SOM parameters set in the SOM Toolbox [18].

All the examples in a single query are processed individually and access to specific index maps is directed

according the selected set of features. Each individual example launches best matching nodes -search

returning a set of closest shots from the appropriate SOM.
Next these intermediate results are filtered using semantic feature or text description filters. Multiple filters

can be selected, for example 'Outdoors', 'People' and text 'red Chevrolet'. The result sets are evaluated based

on the existence of these filter terms and only the shots fulfilling the criteria are selected. Then, these sets of

results are combined with fuzzy Boolean OR operator to form the final ranked result set. Different weights

can be set to examples to change the order in the final, combined results. The selection of the amount of best

matching nodes is guided by the source of the query. In browsing, the speed is emphasized over retrieval

precision, so the number of best matching nodes is small. We have used 3, 10 and 70 best matching nodes in

fast browsing, more precise browsing and manual querying, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the indexing

structure.

Query example 2

Server Query example 1

' Combining the Result Set with

"'-—Fuzzy Boolean OR Operator

Semantic Feature and Text Bas^ FilteH°i'ng
_

/Outdoor, Indoor L^'dscape, People, Face, MUsic, "red Chevrolet...

Color, Motion & Audio

^^.'Combin^d' Color'-^ Audio.'"
'

Color & Motion _M9l°JlAAil<M

/ feattjfe maps- —— —-———

'

_ — Single feature maps
Color Audio Motion

Figure 2. Self-organizing index structure organizes database shots into various maps.

3.1.3 Manual Querj' Interface

Figure 3 shows the query interface devised for manual search. The view offers selections of various search

features and filters in the left side and resulting shots ranked by their similarity with the selected query
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attributes are displayed in the right side view. Query topics can be changed from the Topic menu. This will

change the example shots or images provided by the topic description to the lower left panel.

User can select any combination of three generic features (color, motion or audio) for any example shot,

but for example image only color feature is supported. User can enable any set of semantic filters in addition

to the selected generic features. Additionally, a lexical word filter can be constructed by selecting a set of

words in the upper left panel of the interface. At least one example shot with one generic feature enabled is

the minimum requirement for submitting a query. From the result set, user can select any interesting shot as a

start point for navigation in the browsing interface.

Ira! MM*

t mt i HUM I

nsleaiKlun WrtllPgBTSB

ftimamBaJia Wffi«ui.Q.MB tkamr^-rl^yifr

Hameuss namcrlLJS?
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in,

Figure 3. Manual query interface

3.1.4 Interactive Browsing Interface

The novelty of our approach in the interactive search task relies on two aspects: interface design and content-

based feature processing. The motivation is to reduce the effect caused by ambiguous results that are usually

obtained from a traditional content-based example search. Currently, two dominant approaches are used to

realize video searching and browsing. Systems either select content-based presentation of video items or rely

on more traditional time-line based organization into temporally adjacent items. The disadvantages of the

approaches are in their incapability to associate computed features with the user's information need

(ambiguity of content-based approaches) and to provide a holistic view over the linear temporal presentation

(inefficiency of the time-line based browsing).
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Our approach combines both inter-video similarities and local temporal relations of video shots in a single

interface. In interactive search, users want the computer to act as a 'humble servant', providing enough cues

and dimensions for users to navigate through the vast search space towards the relevant objects. In VIRE,

users can perform content-oriented browsing that combines timeline presentation of videos with content-

based retrieval. Content-oriented browsing implies that the video content is not utilized alone, but in

conjunction with temporal video structure.

Figure 3 illustrates the browsing interface. The panel showing the first row of key frame images displays

sequential shots from a single video in a chronological time-line. At any time, user can scroll through the

entire video shot sequence to get an overview of the video content. The leftmost key frame in the top row

shows always the first shot and name of the video. The first shot may contain initial setup for the entire video,

so by viewing it, user can get instant idea about the semantic setting for the rest of the video shots.

The lower right panel gives user another content-oriented view, but this time from the entire database. The

columns below the topmost shots show the most similar matches organized in top-down rank-order. The

columns generate a similarity lattice that provides linkage to other database videos. The similarity is measured

based on the features selected in the lower left panel. User can select a single feature or any combination

depending on what properties they want to browse with.

Additionally, user can decide whether he want to include shots from the query video to be shown on a

similarity lattice. When user locates interesting shots from the lattice, he can open the video in the topmost

row so that the interesting shot is located in the middle column. After updating the shots in the topmost row,

system re-computes the similarity lattice. At any time, user can update the current lattice using other feature

combinations. The features that can be used in browsing are color, motion, audio and texture.

Figure 3. Content-oriented browsing interface. Lower right panel shows the similarity lattice.
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The requirements to update the similarity lattice are heavy, since the browsing speed should be close to real-

time. To update a single lattice, system must perform parallel query processing in several individual example-

based queries. Multi -threaded index queries to self-organizing maps provide efficient access mechanism to

proximity search for every feature combination.

We tested our system in both manual and interactive search. NIST provided 25 search topics that contained

varied from very specific ('Find shots with Eddie Rickenbacker') to more generic concepts ('Find overhead

views of cities'). Topic included one or more example clips of video or images to aid the search process.

From the image examples, only a color correlogram could be used as a generic search feature whereas the

video examples offer color, motion and audio or any of their combinations. All topics were processed both

manually and interactively in search test video collection that consisted 40 hours of video material. NIST also

provided segmentation for all videos with more than 24000 video shots, from which over 14000 belonged to

the search test collection.

In manual query the user initiated the query by selecting appropriate generic feature cues from the topic

examples, sets weight to indicate relevant and non-relevant examples and decides appropriate filters. Three

different search configurations were tried for each search topic: search using generic features only, search

using generic features with semantic feature filtering, and search using generic features with text feature

filtering. Self-organized index was used with 70 best matching nodes.

A group of eight new users carried out the interactive search. Test users, most of them males, were

information engineering undergraduate students, having good skills in using computers, but less experience in

searching video databases (obviously at least somewhat experienced in www-search). Every user reported to

be somewhat familiar with the search topics. 25 topics were divided into four sets that were randomly given

to the test users so that two users carried out the same set of topics. All users were given half an hour

introduction to the system, with emphasis on the search and browsing interface functions demonstrated with

couple of example search. Users were told to use approximately ten minutes for each search, during which

they navigated in the shot database and selected shots that seemed to fit to the topic description. Users were

also told to fill a questionnaire about their experiences. The machines that the system was running on were

400-800 MHz PCs with Windows 2000 operating system. After the tests were finished, the two result sets for

one topic were joined by removing duplicate matches and averaging their rank values.

3.3 Results

Average precisions for the four different search configurations are shown in Table 2. Manual configurations

used either only Generic Features (color, motion or audio). Generic Features together with semantic feature

filtering (outdoors, landscape) or Generic Features together with text filter ("red Chevrolet"). Number of hits

at depth 10 describes the total amount of found matches when considering the 10 best ranked matches for a

topic. Overall average shows the mean value of the average precisions in 25 topics. As can be seen, the

performance of interactive search overcomes greatly the manual search results. This indicates clearly the

importance of the human factor in search. The average time in making an interactive browsing was 10.08

minutes. During this time, the average of 12.7 matches were found from the database. This means that

average of 1.26 matches were found during each minute of searching. Another interesting observation is the

counter-effectiveness of semantic and text filters to the results.

Table 2, Results for different configurations over 25 search topics
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Type of search configuration Nr. of hits at depth 10 Overall Average

interactive 151 0.26

Manual (Generic Features} 38 0.03

Manual (Gen. Features + Sem. Filters) 22 0.02

Manual (Gen. Features + Text Filter) 12 0.01

The six most successful topics are listed in Table 3, best resulting topics being topmost. Finding George

Washington, Price Tower and James H. Chandler overall seemed to be the most successful topics in manual

and interactive searching across the participating system runs.

Table 3. Six most successful topics (topic number in parenthesis)

Interactive Search Manual Search ((ieneric Features)

James H. Chandler (76) James H. Chandler (76)

George Washington (77) Microscopic living cells (97)

Parrots (91) Eddie Rickenbacker (75)

Price Tower in OkJahoma (84) Musicians (80)

Microscopic living cells (97) Snow covered mountains (90)

Nuclear explosion (95) Overhead view of cities (86)

According to the answers in questionnaire, the VIRE system was easy to learn, but somewhat harder to use.

This was due to the ambiguous results that fuzzy-based similarity measurements return in many instances.

The browsing interface was appreciated, although the near-real time responses in updating the browsing view

would have been preferred to be completely real-lime.

4 Coocliisloes

We approached content-based video retrieval from many different perspectives in TREC 2002 Video Track.

Our experiments showed that the extraction of semantic concepts is a challenging task. However, the results

in detecting instrumental sound and speech were promising. Visual semantic features have still a lot to

improve: the low visual quality of the videos definitely affected the results, though.

The most successful component in our work was the content-oriented browsing that gave the computer

merely the role of an assistant in the cognitive process of semantic searching. Our system was subordinated to

provide the user multiple parallel paths from which he could choose the direction for his navigation

independently. We combined the temporal connectivity of temporally adjacent shots and fuzzy shot

similarities into one view to provide the user comprehensive information about the inter-relations between the

video shots.

The manual search methods must still overcome big challenges to reach a satisfactory level of performance

in the high-level semantic search problems. However, there are search problems that are more suitable to

automatic search than others, for example locating cityscape views or retrieving shots containing speech. It

seems that while efficient features can be computed from different modalities, they are not alone appropriate

for automated semantic retrieval. Does the missing link lie within a single feature quality, or rather in a way to

combine multiple modaHties? This still remains an intriguing research problem.
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1 Introduction

Current multimedia retrieval research can be divided roughly into two camps.

One camp is looking for the panacea which solves all problems in one system.

The other camp focuses on \-ery specific problems in restricted domains. In

our opinion, the answer lies in the middle. A system should not desire to solve

all problems, but should take advantage of a user's knowledge about his or

her specific problem, so that the system can focus on it. On the other hand,

available video analysis techniques should be extended to other domains which

possibly were not envisioned upon their design. The challenge is transparent

application of video analysis teclmiques to the appropriate user domains.

A user, especially an expert, has best knowledge about the characteristics

of a particular domain. In this paper the user's input is given at index-time,

rather than at query-time as done in our TREC 2001 contribution [2]. In [2J. we

associated user queries with video content descriptors via general Wordnet con-

cepts. For example, query term woman maps to Wordnet hypernyms "person,

individual, human" which we associated with the "face presence" descriptor. In

this TREC 2002 contribution, we focus on building models for the association

of content descriptors with generic concepts, such as the Wordnet hypernyms.

Specifically, we focus on the ten generic concepts given by the TREC feature ex-

traction task'. User and machine interact in order to map the semantic feature

concept to content descriptors for a training set, so that shots can be classified

for use in retrieval applications.

In this paper, we assmue that every feature model is specific to not only

the domain, but even to a collection, in order to exploit domain characteristics

^In the remainder of the paper we follow the TREC termiiiolog>'. referring to the semantic

concepts as features.
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and user domain knowledge. The use of a small number of broadly applicable

features for video content classification is described by IBM [11] in last year's

TREC. showing relatively good results. Their probabilistic system mixes the

use of models for general features (e.g. outdoora and /act;) with models for

domain-specific features (e.g. rocket and fire). In our approach, every model is

collection-specific. That is, even a general feature is considered to be specific.

For example, although the outdoors semantic concept can be found in many
\'ideo collections, its visual representation in a video may be quite different.

Footage of the Discovery Channel shows a different kind of outdoors sceneries

than television sitcoms. The old instructional videos for school kids in the

TREC 2002 collection are quite different from the videos shown at school to

the MTV- and Nintendo-generations. In addition, a feature can be defined

differently amongst domains, resulting m the need for different models as well.

For example, the definition of the face feature for a Cartoon Network collection

is different from the one for C-SPAN.
Focusing on one particular collection enables for use. or some might say

abuse, of simple content descriptors that are correlated to a semantic concept.

This may be caused by the style of one or more people in the film crew, such

as director, editor and camera man. An example of specific collection charac-

teristics is found in the TREC 2001 video collection. The camera movement

descriptor could be used to classify shots as mountains, as they roughly cor-

respond with camera pans. Although such a classification method cannot be

generalized to other collections, it allows for uncomplicated retrieval of videos

in a specific collection.

We present a system which interactively learns u.ser-defined semantic con-

cepts for a specific collection from a domain expert. For each concept, the do-

main expert builds a model by feeding visual evidence to the s>'stem in the form

of examples, without knowledge about the underlying classifier and descriptors.

We employ a large set of multimedia descriptors for use in a Maximum Entropy

classifier. The space for example selection is determined by the outj^ut of the

incrementally improved model. The system is evaluated against the TREC 2002

feature extraction collection. The user information consists of the ten semantic

concepts defined for the feature extraction task.

As our system is based on visual evidence, we focus on visual content

of videos. That is, we focus on the features outdoors, indoors, face, people,

cityscape, landscape, text overlay and monologue. The classification of the au-

dio features {speech and instrumental sound) is jnovided independently and is

described briefly in section 2.2.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe how video content

is represented for example selection and classification. In section 3 the use of

the Maximum Entropy classifier for nmltiniedia content is described. In section

4 the interactive selection of examples using active learning is explained. In

section 5 we describe the experimental setup for TREC e\uluation. Results are

discussed in section 6. Finally, we present conclusions and future resetirch in

section 7.
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2 Content representation

2.1 Data representation

The elementary unit in the context of TREC is a shot. However, the shot itself,

i.e. the sequence of frames, is not always a good representation for the visual

content. There are two reasons for employing an alternative representation.

Firstly, a shot is not necessarily visually and semantically coherent. In [14] such

fractions of a shot are called a shot-let, while in [12] this division is referred

to as named events, which are short segments with a meaning that does not

change in time. Division of the shot into smaller coherent fractions allows for

better representation of the shot's content. In the context of TREC the further

division is especially important, as tlie reference shot segmentation suffers from

undersegmentation, combining consecutive shots into one shot. In addition,

division into lower level units prevents loss of information due to aggregation.

This is especially important in the context of TREC, as the feature defi]iitions

state that a shot is assigned to a class when at least an observable part of

the shot belongs to that class. That is, a shot could be assigned to disjuncts

concepts, e.g. both outdoors and indoor.

The second reason is computational feasibility. Using expensive descriptors

derived from image processing on each frame in a shot requires a large amount
of computing power. Meanwhile, the descriptor values can be expected to be

highly similar in consecutive frames, as the content of frames change just grad-

ually within a shot. Therefore it is expected that choosing a representation

which requires less c omputing power does not result in loss of information as a

consequence.

We choose to use content-dependent key frames as representation of a shot

for image processing based descriptors. Motion descriptors are calculated on

shot level for practical reasons, i.e. compatibility with existing systems. Content-

dependent selection of key frames is based on the change in visual content during

a shot compared to the change of content in the entire video [7]. Shots contain-

ing a relatively high amount of changes are assigned more key frames. Within

a shot, key frames are chosen such that the total amount of change in the

surrounding segment is approximately equal for all key frames in the shot.

2.2 Descriptors

Descriptors describe the content of a shot, or the content of a representation of

a shot, in order to enable comparison of the content of two shots. For automatic

use by the classifier, we employed a descriptor pool containing over 60 descrip-

tors. The descriptor pool is not geared towards a specific data collection, as the

system is designed to be independent of the data collection. The descriptors

include atomic descriptors such as color values and color distributions, edge

characteristics, and motion descriptors; and complex descriptors such £is face

presence [10] and camera movement [1]. Due to the large amount of descriptors,

it cannot be assumed that they are independent. For example, one descriptor
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(e.g. dominant color) may coexist with a specialization of itself (e.g. dominant

color in the top half).

In the following sections, we describe in more detail the descriptors that

relate specifically to the temporal component of video shots.

2.2.1 Motion

Motion descriptors are extracted by a two-level analysis. At the block of frames

level we analyze the motion by estimating a parametric motion model with

a robust regression scheme [1]. In this way we obtain two types of low-level

features. On the one hand we obtain the camera operation, (pan, tilt, zoom-in,

zoom-out or unknown) and the factors that are related to it (focus of expansion,

pan-factor, etc). On the other hand, we obtain descriptors such as the average

motion, the percentage of outliers from the dominant motion model, and the

average position and motion of the outliers.

At the shot level, the descriptors of the block of frames lex'el are combined

for the estimation of descriptors such as the average pan factor in the shot, the

motion activity due to camera operations and tlie percentage of frames in which

the camera zooms in. The shot level descriptors are used for classification of

the shot.

2.2.2 Audio

The classifications for the two audio features (speech and music) are provided

independently by TNO-Human Factors. Classification is done without prior

knowledge about the data set.

The speech/music discrimination is based on amplitude \ ariation in the au-

dio's signal envelope shape. Generally, speech has higher amplitude variations

than music in the spectral regions around 475 and 2700 Hz. The input signal

is partitioned into 1 second segments. For each segment, the amplitude fluc-

tuations in these bands are determined and the>- are low pass filtered at 8 Hz.

When the amplitude variation in either of the two spectral bands is above a

certain threshold, the segment is identified as speech, otherwise as rmmc. A
third category silence is used if the total acoustic energy is low. The thresholds

are based on values found for Dutch radio and television broadcast material, as

well as eight music CD tracks with various nmsic st>'les (classical instrumental,

vocal, pop and jazz).

3 Classifier

The concept classifier used to model features has to dea.l with tliree issues con-

cerning the data set and the descriptors. Firstly, the classifiei- has to cope with

descriptors that are undefined for a shot. For examjile. when there is no pan

camera movement in a shot, the pan factor descriptor is undefined. Secondly, in

contrast with [11]. it is our opinion that the classifier cannot assume descrij^tors

are independent. Independence is not expected in mult imedia, objects, such as
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video shots, because they comprise several correlated information sources. In

addition, the use of a large descriptor pool leads to interdependencies of de-

scriptors. Thirdly, the classifier has to cope with an imbalanced data set. Just

a relatively small number of positive examples is available in the training set.

Training should focus on the positive examples, since the given features are one

class problems [15].

For classification we choose the Maximum Entropy classifier, as it deals with

the above issues. Firstly, it makes use of sparse vector format, thereby dealing

with missing descriptor values. It is not necessary to provide dummy values for

undefined descriptors. Secondly, the classifier assumes no independence between

descriptors, in contrast to classifiers as Naive Bayes [8]. Thirdly, we found in

experiments that a Maximum Entropy classifier is less sensitive to the majority

effect than a Support Vector classifier [8]. Hence it is well suited for data

collection containing few positive examples.

Maximum Entropy classification has been applied successfully in a variety

of domains, including the area of statistical natural language processing whei-e

it achieved state-of-the-art performance [4]. The Maximum Entropy framework

was originally proposed by Jaynes [9] as a means to make inference based on

partial information. Jaynes claimed that "the only unbiased assignment one

could make, should use the probability distribution which has maximum entropy

subject to whatever is known", i.e. the probability distribution keeping the

uncertainty maximal.

The Maximum Entropy approach allows for the use of a large amount of

descriptors witliout the need to specify their relevance for training a specific

semantic concejjt. The relative importance of each descriptor is computed au-

tomatically by the Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS) algorithm [6]. This makes

Maximum Entrop\- classification generally applicable.

A general problem for classifiers is diversity in descriptor types. The Maxi-

mum Entropy classifier suffers from this problem as well as it makes use of binary

trigger descrijJiors. i.e. either the descriptor is true or it is false/undefined. Our
original nmltiniedia descriptors are both categorical and numerical. An example

of the former descriptor type is "type of camera movement" , which takes values

such as "zoom"' and "pan" . Categorical descriptors can be used directly as a

binary trigger. The mapping of numerical descriptor values to binary triggers,

however, is n(^n-tri\-ial.

For further discretization of numerical descriptor values we employ a binning

function which maps each value to a categorical representation. The binning

process itself does not need to lead to loss of information. For many descriptors,

numerical values have a higher precision than is needed or used. For example,

there is no significant difference between value 0.10 and 0.101, i.e. more precision

does not necessarily lead to better description of the content. It is often sufficient

to express a descriptor's value categorically. An example is the use of "mostl>-

orange" or "very orange" to describe a color as done in [13]. The choice for the

number of categorical values (bins) has to be established experimentally.

The binar\' trigger descriptor resulting from binning is used by the Maximum
Entropy cla.ssifier. A disadvantage of binning which is specific to the Maxim\nn
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Entropy approach is the loss of order. That is, for the classifier bins are not

related in any way. Bin 1 is not closer to bin 3 than to bin 9. Even when binning

does not lead to loss of information for an individual descriptor value, it does

lead to information loss for the similarity between shots.

The binning function has to take into account that not all descriptor values

are normalized. Therefore we choose the use of equal frequency binning, which

is performed after descriptor computation for the entire collection. It divides

the descriptor values into a fixed number of bins such tliat each bin contains

approximately the same number of values. Equal frequency binning is not sen-

sitive to outlying values and skewed distribution of values over the range. The
remaining problem is to choose the number of binw fo)' discretization.

The implementation used for the Maximum Entrop\' classification is the

publicly available OpenNLP Maxinmm Enrrop>' Package [3].

4 Interactive teaching

As all learning classifiers. Maximum Entropy suffers from the need to select

training examples from the collection. It requires a great deal of human effort

to label the examples. Minimizing the human effort without compromising the

quality of the examples is an important issue.

The traditional approach of random sampling is often chosen to acquire

examples from a collection. However, for the problem at hand random sampling

does not seem optimal. Cohn [5] addresses this issue in general in the context

of neural networks, stating that in many formal problems it is more efficient

to focus on a region of uncertainty rather than the entire collection. For the

specific problem of TREC 2002 feature extraction we found this to be the case.

The reason to use more intelligent example selection than random sampling

lies in the nature of the TREC features. Although the features can be perceived

as binary (e.g. a shot contains overlay text or not), really tlie feature can be

defined by positive examples only as the scope of negative examples is too broad.

Therefore, focus on finding positive examples is needed.

In addition to the relative importance of jjositive examples, the positive

examples are relatively rare in the collection. For example, we estimate 5% of the

shots in the training collection contain overlay text. Even when a classifier does

not need many positive examples, a sufficiently large set in absolute numbers

must be given. Hence, it is more important to find positive examples describing

the feature than to find examples representati\e for t he collection.

To give precedence to labeling of positive examples we apply active learning,

which is defined by [5] as "any form of learning in which the learning program

has some control over the inputs it trains on". That is. the classifier controls

which examples are presented to the teacher for judgement.

Because of our focus on positive examples, for employment of acti\'e learning

in our system we use a variant on the region of uncertainty described in [5].

Instead of presenting the teacher shots of which classification is most uncertain,

we present shots for which labeling is most imjiortant. i.e. the shots most likely
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to be positive examples. This way, the teacher does not just provide examples,

but indirectly he or she gives feedback on the classifier.

Theoretically, the active learning approach described could lead to under-

sampling of negative examples. However, in practice this would occur only when
the model is very good from the start, or when positive examples are abundant

in the collection. Both cases are unlikely in the context of the TREC feature

extraction task.

Ideally, all presented examples would be classified by the teacher as either

positive or negative. In practice, we have to introduce an "unclassified" category

for two reasons. The first reason is that some shots do not contain sufficient

information to be classified unambiguously. That is, the feature value cannot

be determined without speculation or knowledge about the context. The second

reason relates to definitions. The definitions given for the TREC experiment do

not always match with the intuitive classification for a feature. This problem is

not specific to TREC, but would occur in any large data collection for a broad

domain, especially when there is more than one teacher. In cases where intuition

and strict definition clash, the teacher uses the "unclassified" label. In terms

of the classifier it means the model is not trained on "unclassified" examples,

and we have no opinion on the outcome of the classifier for such examples when
applied to the test collection.

We use the i-Notation system described in [16], extended with access to

the OpenNLP Maximum Entropy Package [3] for selecting possibly positi\'e

examples. It is depicted in figure 1.

5 Experimental setup

In this section we describe briefiy the most important parameters influencing

the exjjerinient.

Key frames are selected as described in section 2.1, with a minimum of 2

key frames per shot and an average (per video) of 1 key frame every 2 seconds.

The amount of bins is fixed to 4 for all numeric descriptors in the pool.

Experiments with other bin amounts in the range of 3 ... 10 showed no significant

impact on results for the training set.

As the Maximum Entropy classifier's decision is binary for each feature, the

results consists of shots for which a positive decision with a likelihood > 0.5 is

found.

The confidence of the existence of an audio feature {speech or jnusic) within

a video shot is computed as the number of segments classified as the feature

normalized oxer the total shot length. The confidences of all shots are ranked

and cut off at the given maximum of 1000 shots.

The two runs are different for the eight visual features only. The two aural

features are constant. In the second run, we add the confidence measures for

the aural features as descriptors used to classify the eight visual features.
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Figure 1: Screendump of the i-Notation system extended with active learning

functionahty.

6 Results and discussion

The likelihood threshold on the classifier decision confidence has a large impact

on the evaluation, as the results lists are smaller than the maximum of 1000

shots for evaluation. Tlie results lists vary from 744 shots for outdoors to 4 for

landscape. Tiie overall TREC results show that many more shots with the same

feature are available in the collection, indicating that our threshold is too high.

Employment of a large descriptor pool does not have a negative impact on

results according to a. comparative experiment. We estimated results for the

face feature using the "face presence" descriptor only, which is obviously a very

powerful descriptor for this feature. Although adding the other descriptors do

not lead to better classification results, they do not corrupt tlie classification

either.

7 Conclusions and future research

The use of active learning in combination with the Maximum Entropy classi-

fier leads to a generic approach for feature classification applying to a specific

collection. The results of classification for the eight \'isual TREC features are

not satisfactory. This may be due to tiie heterogeneity of the TREC collection,

which is composed of several semanticalh' unrelated collections. Although oiu'
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approach should be able to cope with such a collection as well, the active learn-

ing component should be designed to take the heterogeneity into account. That

is, the active learning component should take examples from all sub-collections

for labeling by the user, thereby avoiding a local optimum.

The threshold used to determine positive decisions is too high. In the context

of TREC evaluation, it would be better to rank all decision confidence values.

Further research is needed to find out whether a ranking approach conflicts with

the theory on which the Maximum Entropy classifier and its implementation are

based.

The use of a large descriptor pool does not confuse the classifier when one

very powerful, specific descriptor for a feature is present, as in the case of tlie

face feature. Therefore, in future experiments we intend to use more descrip-

tors ratlier than less. However, an automatic mechanism for selecting relevant

descriptors from the pool for a particular feature is desired to be more robust

against noise. Although initial experiments on the video data set do not yet

show significant effects, we found selection and combination of descriptors to be

useful in other Maximimi Entropy applications.

The most important future research theme for use of Maximum Entropy

classification in multimedia is the binning function. The effect of variations on

the current binning function need to be measured. Examples of variations are

small versus large amount of bins, determination of amount of bins for each

descriptor individually, and using overlapping bins to deal with border values.
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1 Summary

Six runs were submitted for the Adaptive Filtering track, four

on the adaptive filtering task (okl laf??), and two on the rout-

ing task (msPUM?). The adaptive filtering system has been

somewhat modified from the one used for TREC-10. largely

for efficiency and flexibility reasons; the basic filtering algo-

rithms remain similar to those used in recent TRECs. For the

routing task, a completely new system based on perceptrons

with uneven margins was used.

2 Okapi at TRECs 1-10

A summary of the contributions to TRECs 1 -1 by the Okapi

team, first at City University London and then at Microsoft, is

presented in [6]. In TRECs 7-10 we took pan in the adaptive

filtering track, initially concentrating on the thresholding prob-

lem, but by TREC-9 we had a full adaptive filtering system

with query expansion as well as adaptive thresholding. This

adaptation could be used to optimise performance on a num-

ber of effectiveness measures and produced good results on

both the TREC-9 measures, linear utility and the "precision-

oriented' measure, but performed poorly on the Reuters topics

at TREC-10. In earlier TRECs on various adhoc tasks we had

concentrated on the weighting schemes and pseudo relevance

feedback (blind feedback), and had developed the successful

BM25 weighting function but had had only limited success

with blind feedback.

3 Adaptive Filterieg

3.1 Okapi systems

At the Microsoft Research laboratory in Cambridge, we are

developing an evaluation environment for a wide range of in-

formation retrieval experiments. This environment is called

Keenbow. The various Okapi systems discussed below are

seen as components of Keenbow. Many aspects of the sys-

tems, including the weighting scheme and the query expansion

methods used, reflect the various components of the proba-

bilistic model of retrieval discussed at length in [9].

*Also ai City University, London. UK.

The Okapi Basic Search System (BSS), which has been used

in all Okapi and Okapi/Keenbow TREC experiments up lo

TREC-9, is a set-oriented ranked output system designed pri-

marily for probabilistic-type retrieval of textual material using

inverted indexes. There is a family of built-in weighting func-

tions collectively known as BM25, as described in [5. Section

3] and subsequent TREC papers. In addition to weighting and

ranking facilities it has the usual boolean and quasi-boolean

(positional) operations and a number of non-slandard set op-

erations. Indexes are of a fairly conventional inverted type.

Preprocessing includes stopping and stemming and matching

a small exceptions dictionary (selected phrases, synonyms and

words marked as not suitable for query expansion).

The primary method of using the BSS in adaptive filter-

ing upto TREC-10 was to accumulate small batches of doc-

uments, index each batch as a separate BSS database, and

search the profiles against it. This was not a very efficient

process, and has some limitations - for example, adaptation

could only be between batches (according to the TREC fil-

tering track rules). For TREC 2002, we developed a new

Okapi/Keenbow component called the Basic Filtering Dogs-

body (BED). The primary principle of the BFD is that a

database of profiles (queries) is maintained, and each incom-

ing document is searched against this database. In some sense

this makes it a true filtering system, as opposed to an adhoc

search system adapted for filtering. The BFD itself does not

maintain a cumulative database of documents, but does keep

up-to-date the dictionary part of such a cumulative database,

consisting of terms and collection frequencies.

Adaptive methods are divided into query expansion or mod-

ification and threshold adaptation. Query expansion is per-

formed by the BFD, on the basis of the text query and the

cumulated set of known relevant documents (the most recent

ones only if there are many). Threshold adaptation is per-

formed by a script built on top of the BFD. This normally

involves a search on the reference database, i.e. the cumu-

lative database of all documents received so far. This is a con-

ventional BSS database, and as previously is built in batches

(and is therefore not completely up-to- date). Other aspects of

the filtering operation, including the history and current state

of the profile, are also built as scripts. The master script de-

fines a set of rules for triggering the adaptive procedures: for

TREC 2002. the main trigger for updating a profile (query ex-

pansion and threshold adaptation) is the retrieval of a relevant
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document. In the experiments described, this happens at every

relevant document, and is immediate (i.e. before the next in-

coming document is processed). The same procedures are trig-

gered occasionally for documents that have failed to retrieve a

relevant document for some time.

The adaptive filtering runs were done on a 550MHz Xeon

(512KB Cache) with 2Gb RAM and a Dell with two 400 MHz
Pentium processors and 512 Mb. Both machines were running

Solaris 7. The networi< was 100Mbps ethemet.

3.2 Algorithms aod parameters

Reports from the last two years [7, 8] contain fairly detailed

accounts of the filtering system and the adaptation methods

used, in particular the relation between the optimisation mea-

sures and the threshold. In respect of the algorithms used, this

year's system is very similar to last year's; Table 1 is an at-

tempt to summarise the large number of parameters used. Es-

sentially these parameters were set by a series of tuning ex-

periments on the OHSU filtering database (the OHSUMED
test collection, adapted for the filtering task for TREC-9. with

the OHSU topic set). While this collection is rather different

from the Reuters collection, the intention was to look for pa-

rameters that would be generally good, rather than ones that

would be highly tuned to a particular database. This aim will

be furthered by later work on this year's collection, to see how

far from optimal the chosen values are. The one parameter

which was adjusted from its best value for OHSU was the tar-

get number of documents for initial threshold setting. Since

this parameter is an absolute number to be retrieved over the

entire test set. it is highly dependent on test set size - in fact it

would be better expressed as a proportion or probability than

as an absolute number. However, on top of this consideration,

the OHSU tuning suggested a rather lower value for utility op-

timisation than for fbeta optimisation.

3.3 Overview of the filtering procedure

At a particular iteration of the process, any query modifica-

tion needs to take place before any threshold setting. It may

also be necessary, after query reformulation but before thresh-

old setting, to recalculate the scores of the previously-retrieved

documents, for the adaptation of/?.

The document collection is processed a document at a time.

If a document is retrieved for any profile, it is immediately

checked for relevance. If relevant, the query is updated and

then the threshold is updated. At intervals defined by the batch

size indicated in the table, the reference database is updated

with all documents which have arrived since the last batch.

Also, any profile that has not been updated since the last batch

is updated.

3.4 Filtering results

As with the official track results, the measures reported are

Tl ISU (.scaled utility), Tl IF (Fbeta measure with beta=0.5),

set precision and set recall.

Four runs were submitted, labelled okl laf[ls][ub]. Those

with final letter u were optimised for TllSU, and those with

final letter f for TllF. The next-to-last letter represents the

source of the text topics - ! (long) indicates the full text (ti-

tle, description and narrative), and s (short) denotes title only.

In common with other participants, we found very large differ-

ences between our performance on the assessor and intersec-

tion topics.

The results shown m Table 2 relate to assessor topics only.

They are also very slightly different from the official runs, fol-

lowing discovery of a small bug in the system used. Evalua-

tion is based on the full relevance judgements used for the offi-

cial evaluation. For the runs corresponding to the official runs,

adaptation is based on the relevance judgements available for

that purpose. Additional runs were made using all relevance

data for adaptation. The coding of the runs is:

ims long, medium or short initial topics (medium = title +

description)

ub optimised for utility or FBeta

OR adaptation using original or complete relevance judge-

rrients

Disappointingly, the runs optimised for utility do marginally

better on the FBeta measure than the run optimised for FBeta,

at least when using the original relevance data. (This is the

exact opposite of the result for last year!). It seems that the

method for .setting thresholds for FBeta, which involves esti-

mating the total relevant in the collection, is producing some-

what erratic results. Further diagnostic testing is required.

Starting with longer topics may help a little (on utility at

least) but the differences do not seem consistent (medium

length topics seem to have no advantage over short ones). It

seems from the assessor topic results at least that it is possible

for an adaptive filtering system to bootstrap its performance

reasonably well even if the starling point is not very good.

Intersection topics

However, it is difficult to reconcile the tentative conclusion

above with the terrible performance on the intersection topics.

One possible suggestion is that the 'relevance' judgements for

the intersection topics (i.e. the assignment of documents to

two different topic codes by Reuters editorial stafO fail to de-

fine a set of related documents with the sort of coherence that

we find in assessor relevance judgements. Another is that the

pairs of topics may have been unbalanced in some way, leav-

ing it difficult for the filtering systems to infer criteria covering

both aspects.

For the run corresponding to okllaflu, the results are:

T11SU=0.251. T1IF=0.040. Precision=6.67f>, Recall=2.37c.

All the others are similarly bad or worse. We looked in de-

tail at two topics. R195 and R181. R 1 95 is formed by the

intersection of Reuters topic categories GVOTE (Elections)
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Table 1 : Parameters for adaptive filtering

See notes below and [7, 8] for explanations of these parameters

BM25 parameters:

1.3

0.55

Score calibration:

These parameters define the mapping from Okapi score to probability of relevance - P{R) is estimated as a

linear function of score, slope Gamma and intercept Beta. At each threshold updating, Beta (but not Gamma)

is re-calibrated using scores of documents of known relevance. The 'mythical reldocs' serve as a Bayesian

prior in this re-calibration.

Initial beta

Mythical reldocs for beta re-calibration

Gamma

-0.66

3

2.9

Threshold adaptation:

Initially, the threshold is set at a level estimated to retrieve a certain target number of documents over the

whole test set. As relevant documents are retrieved, the threshold is moved up a ladder until it reaches the

level defined by optimising the required parameter.

Initial target no. of documents (FBeta)

Initial target no. of documents (Utility)

Ladder step

70

25
->

Query modification:

Query modification uses the last n relevant documents retrieved (including the training sample if necessary),

together with the original text query. Terms are ranked by absolute term selection value (new offer weight).

All those exceeding the threshold are chosen, subject to both a minimum and a maximum number of terms.

Reldocs used for modification

Maximum terms

Minimum terms

Absolute term selection value threshold

20

25

3

7

Document batching:

Determines how often the accumulated reference database is updated, and also how often the threshold

updating procedure is initiated for profiles which have retrieved no relevant documents since the last such

update.

Batch size 50.000

Further notes on thresholding

For Utility, the threshold calibrated as a log-odds probability is raised by one ladder-step for each relevant

document retrieved. This is then compared with the level defined by the utility function, and the lower of

the two is chosen. After 8 relevant documents have been retrieved, the level defined by the utility function is

always chosen.

For Fbeta, a similar procedure is followed, but instead of the level defined by the utility function, the

estimated optimum Fbeta threshold is used.

The ladder function is different from last year. The target is reduced pro-rata according to the estimated

remaining number of documents to come, and then further divided by

{{ladder step)**{numheTofrelevantdocv.ments)).

Thus if the ladder step is set to I . the ladder is effectively switched off. Higher values give larger steps.
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Table 2: Main results

Utility optimisation

Relevance Corresponding

juugemenis oinciai 1 1 1 oU 1 1 1 r Precision Recall

used for run

adaptation

KJl Initial nk 1 1 afiiiUlV 1 1 alt U 4Q 0Hy.y 1.A A

long all 0.439 0.419 46.8 ^7 8/ - O

medium original 0.405 0.405 48.5 ^ 1 Q

medium all 0.412 0.405 46.8 "XA A

short original okl lafsu 0.406 0.404 48.2

short all 0.418 0.413 46.2 "JA 7.iO. /

FBeta optimisation

long original okllaflb 0.405 0.394 52.4 76 1Z-VJ. t

long all 0.4 !0 0.405 50.4 28.4

medium original 0.396 0.392 52.0 26.3

medium ail 0.41

1

0.415 50.6 29.7

short original okl lafsb 0.404 0.393 52.0 25.9

short all 0.418 0.41 1 50.8 29.0

Table 3: Titles of relevant and retrieved documents, topic R195

Training 1 Churches put poverty on NZ election agenda

relevant: 2 Dole accuses Clinton of "mediscare" ad campaign

3 Clinton blocks federal loans to deadbeat parents

Test 4 Florida's elderly key to Dole campaign

relevant: 5 U.S. group seeks child food-aid support

6 Poverty is toughest task for next Nicaraguan leader

7

8

Dole visits Florida, promises to save medicare

Relaxed, confident Clinton stumps in central Florida

9 Clinton would mull law aiding retirees if elected

10 Arizona voters back lottery measure

11 NZ's National, Labour agree to pension referendum

12 Poland's pension reform under election cloud

13 UK's Dorrell details old age care insurance plan

14 UK welfare reform to head Major's election agenda

15 Polish Solidarity sees growth as lop economic goal

Retrieved: 16 S. Africa releases conservative welfare blueprint

17 NYC agency says welfare poses big budget challenge

18 The inexorable GST [Australian sales tax]

19 New Moldovan leader seen backing market reforms

20 Despite good times, many in U.S. need charity

21 HUD chief warns U.S. near housing crisis for poor

22 Study finds up to ]09( of Swiss are poor

23 UK's Blair to unveil welfare plans

24 British magazine offers help to homeless

25 French government approves anti-poverty plan

26 UK Labour's Brown vows no tax and spend cure-all

27 French MPs debate controversial anti-poverty bill

Table 4: Titles of training relevant documents, topic Rl 81

Training

relevant:

FoxMeyer Drug declares bankruptcy after sale falls through

Foxmeyer says drug unit files for bankruptcy

Westa receiver seeks Prochnik manaeer
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and GWELF (Welfare, Social Services); R18I from CI 6 (In-

solvency/liquidity) and C411 (Management Moves). In both

these cases, as in many other intersection topics, there is no

overlap at all between test relevant and retrieved: recall, preci-

sion, FBeta, unnormalised utility are all zero.

For topic R195, titles of the 3 training documents for adap-

tive filtering are given in Table 3, together with most of the rel-

evant documents from the test set, and most of those retrieved

in run okl laflu (a few, including some duplicates, have been

left out in the interests of saving space).

It may be seen that the documents found by the system are

broadly in the right area - some look less obviously good can-

didates than others, but there are several in the list which one

might reasonably expect to be relevant. One issue is that it

seems that in order to qualify for the Election & Welfare cate-

gory in Reuters, a document has to relate to a particular elec-

tion. This probably excludes some of the retrieved documents,

but not for example number 23, which does indeed relate to the

impending British general election, exactly as do 13 and 14.

However. 23 was assigned (in addition to GWELF) the code

GPOL (Domestic Politics) but not GVOTE. One can only con-

clude that in this instance at least, the Reuters coding is just

not very consistent. Number 26 is even worse - it has various

headings relating to economics and finance, and GPOL and

GCAT (Government/Social), but not GVOTE (despite the fact

that it reports a campaign speech by someone not then in gov-

ernment) and not GWELF (despite the fact that a significant

part is about poverty and unemployment).

We might have hoped to retrieve at least some of the relevant

set. However, the filtering system is quite sensitive to adapta-

tion - if it is getting no encouragement (in the form of positive

relevance judgements) it will keep the threshold very high (the

penalties for allowing through much more are too great).

In the case of topic R181, we show just the three training

examples in Table 4

In this case, two of the titles relate to the same story. The

interpretation of Reuters topic C41 1 (Management Moves) is

supposed to be moves such as management appointments or

resignations. Number 1 has a brief mention of an appoint-

ment in a story about the bankruptcy of FoxMeyer; number

2 is essentially an abbreviated version of no. 1 , though the

appointment part has been retained. Number 3 has (in our in-

terpretation) no management moves in the sense given at all:

the receiver is seeking not an individual but a financial insti-

tution to manage and sell a stake in another company. The

okl lafiu run retrieved 12 documents, all squarely in the insol-

vency area, but none containing management moves. (Several

of them relate to FoxMeyer, but there is also a group relating

to Bulgarian banks. The one Bulgarian bank story which was

marked as relevant was not selected in okl lafiu.) Thus this

example seems to be an instance of one of the two original

Reuters categories dominating. However, part of the reason is

the choice of positive examples for training - it is certainly the

case that those particular examples emphasise only one of the

Reuters categories.

Reuters categories are often very broad concepts, and must

be hard to assign consistently. On the evidence of these two

cases, one might suggest that the intersection operation, to-

gether with the accidental choice of training examples, has

significantly compounded the noise.

The perceptron-based system was developed for the TREC
routing task independently of Okapi. The theoretical work

leading to this model was carried out in 2001 and first evalua-

tions on smaller datasets (such as Reuters-2 1 578) were carried

out at the beginning of this year [4]. Our TREC 2002 runs

constituted the first full-scale implementation and evaluation

of this model.

Research on Perceptrons is motivated by the recent success

of soft-margin support vector machines lor routing [3]. Soft-

margin support vector machines are high-dimensional linear

classifiers that maximise a quantity called the margin while

keeping the training en-or close to zero. Because of the in-

timate relationship between margin and generalisation error,

maximising the former will (asymptotically) minimise the lat-

ter.

When the training set is not linearly separable in its feature

space the margin is maximised while allowing a small number

of misclassification errors. The cost of a misclassification is

determined prior to training by a learning parameter. C. An
additional parameter, j, is used to weight differently positive

and negative misclassifications. These two parameters are set

in general by fc-fold cross-validation ([3]).

Different theoretical and practical reasons made us search

for alternative solutions to the SVM for the task of document

routing:

1 . It is theoretically not clear under which conditions large

margin classifiers may lead to good rankings (as opposed

to good classification).

2. There are other linear classifiers which do not maximise

the margin but perform as well as the SVM for many clas-

sification tasks. Generalisation error bounds for these al-

gorithms exist and some are tighter than those of the soft

margin SVM.

3. Training times for SVMs are extremely long.

4. The need to optimise C and j multiplies the number of

times we need to train the systems.

In particular, the perceptron learning algorithm (PLA) is a

fast learning algorithm for linear classifiers, and it has been

shown recently that it shares with the SVM some strong the-

oretical properties. In particular, one can show that sparsiiy

for the perceptron (roughly speaking, the number of training

updates) works similarly to margin for the SVM. that is. high

sparsity guarantees low generalisation error. Furthermore, it

has been shown that the existence of a large margin .solution
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implies the high sparsity of perceptron solutions. This means,

again roughly speaking, that if there exists a good SVM so-

lution (that is, one with a large margin) then the perceptron

solution on the same dataset is likely to be good as well (see

[1] [4] for a more formal discussion of these topics).

Our initial experiments in routing with the PLA (using the

Reuters-21578 topics collection, and the average precision

performance measure) showed that although it was slightly

outperforming the SVM for topics with many positive exam-

ples, it underperformed significantly for smaller topics. This

seems to indicate that one needs to impose some margin con-

straints on very small topics.

The margin-PLA [2] is a modified PLA which guarantees a

solution with a minimum margin, i.e. the resulting margin is

within a factor of r/(2r -I- 1) of the maximum possible margin

(which would be found by an SVM). r is therefore a parameter

(similar to C) which must be set prior to training. While ex-

periments with the margin-PLA showed improvement in per-

formance over the PLA for small topics, it greatly increased

the training time and decreased the sparsity of the solution.

One of the reasons for this is that the margin constraints are

symmetrical, that is, if we wish to enforce a large margin with

respect to the relevant documents, we must do the same with

respect to the irrelevant documents— a task that is too expen-

sive because of their large number.

For these reasons, we modified the margin-PLA algorithm

to take account of the asymmetry of the problem, and we re-

placed the constant r by two constants, r+i and r_i, which

enforce different margins with respect to the relevant (-hi) and

irrelevant (—1) documents. This led to a great improvement

of the speed of the training algorithm and the sparsity of the

resulting solutions. Furthermore, when we optimised by cross

validation the parameters r+i and t_i the resulting solutions

outperibrmed the SVM on Reuters-21578 [4].

In the following sections we describe our algorithm, the per-

ceptron learning algorithm with uneven margins (or PLAUM),

its implementation for the TREC 2002 routing task, and sum-

marise tiie results obtained.

4.1 The PLAUM aigorithm

We present in Algorithm 1 the PLAUM as implemented for our

TREC 2002 routing experiments. Basically, we iterate over

the training sample testing for every pattern Xi if the output

of our classifier {{w,Xi) + b) is of the right sign and, even

more, greater than the required factor on the minimal margin

for the paitern's class ?/, , Tj,, . When all the patterns satisfy this

condition, the algorithm stops.

Despite the high dimension of documents (from hundreds to

tens of thousands) linear separability cannot always be guar-

anteed. This condition can be relaxed by the so-called A-

trick. which extends each document vector x, by a vector

of size m with value A for the ith coordinate and zero else-

where (m is the number of training documents). To imple-

ment this it suffices to redefine the inner-product function as:

The PLAUM algorithm with the A-trick is guaranteed to al-

ways stop at a solution if A > 0. Nevertheless, in some patho-

logical cases the algorithm can iterate a very large number of

times. For this reason we include the parameter T which sets a

maximum to the number of epochs (iterations over the training

set) allowed.

Finally, for completeness we have included in the algorithm

the learning parameter rj. However, in our experiments this

parameter was always set to L

Algorithm 1 PAUM (r_i , r+i ,
T, 77, z)

Require: A linearly separable training sample

z {x,y) e{Xx {-i,+i})-
Require: A learning rate t] G M"*"

Require: A maximum epochs parameter T
Require: Two margin parameters r_i, r+i e M"*"

epoch f- 0; 7' -f- 1: updated m
w <^ 0; b = 0': R ^ maxj^ga;

repeat

if Ui {{w,Xj) + b) < Ty^ then

w ^ w + riyi'Ii

b b + TjyjR^

updated i

end if

i < -h 1

if [i > m) then

1; epoch <— epoch-|-l

end if

until (i = updated) or (epoch > T)

return (w, b)

4.2 Data representation

We considered two different representations of the documents:

the usual r/x ;J/ representation and a BM25-based represen-

tation where idfs are replaced by topic-dependent BM25
weights.

Pre-processing was kept to a minimum: no stemming was

used nor were stop words removed Punctuation marks and let-

ter case were removed, and all character strings appearing in

fewer than three documents were eliminated. All other char-

acter strings became features (terms) of the linear classifier.

For the tfxidf representation all resulting features in the

training set were considered (approximately 10000). For the

BM25-based representation only features in relevant docu-

ments were considered (approx. 600 on average). Finally ail

vectors were normalised to have unit Euclidean norm.

4.3 Model Selection

Two parameters need to be set prior to training: r+i and r_i.

To choose these values we proceeded as follows:

First, the training set was randomly split into two halves,

one half used for training and the other used for testing. Sec-
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Table 5: (Submitted Runs) Routing results, PLAUM algo-

rithm. Macro-Average Precision.

Run TOPICS MAP MAPO .1)

msPUMb RlOl-15]

msPUMs R 101 -150

0.355

0.239

.368 (#48)

.348 (#34)

msPUMb Ri 5 1-200

msPUMs R151-200

^ 0

0

Table 6: (Post-Submission) Effects of r and Model Selection

(see text for details). Macro-Average Precision for all topics

(Test) and for topics RlOl-150 (TrainArest[50]).

Model Test Test [50] Train [50]

PLA 0.211 0.376 0.4801

PLAUM (+1,0) 0.219 0.385 0.513

PLAUM(*) 0.224 0.403 0.54

ond, the 100 models corresponding to the 100 topics were

trained independently for r+i G {0,1,10,100} and t^i G

{—10,-1,0,1}, leading to 16 different runs per topic. This

procedure was repeated 5 times, choosing a different random

train/test split every time, and performance on different splits

was averaged. This resulted in an average precision reading

per topic and per (r+i, r_i) setting. Finally, for each topic the

best (r+i,r_i) parameters were selected and used to train the

final model over the entire training set.

The training algorithm was run on a 2.5GHz CPU machine

with 500Mb of memory. Data was accessed from a SQL server

over a lOOMhz Ethernet network. The entire model selection

procedure for the 100 topics and 5 splits runs under 5 hours.

We believe that code properly optimised for speed could fi-

nalise this task under one hour.

4.4 Results

Due to time and resource limitations we restricted our prelim-

inary experiments to the Reuters-21587 routing task, we have

not performed any TREC runs besides those submitted.

Two runs were submitted, varying only in the size of feature

set used (as discussed in section 4.2), very large for msPUMb
and small for msPUMs. Results are summarised in 4.4.

The large feature set model msPUMb greatly outperformed

Table 7: (Post-Submission) Some figures of merit of the PLA
and the selected PLAUM(*), averaged over all 100 topics.

PLA PLAUM(*)

Average Precision .21

1

.224

Non-Zero Weights ! 179 2236

Epochs 3.6 13.1

Updates 17.5 77.8

Selection time 1.87 s.

Train time .22 s.

Train+Test+Submit time 45s. 45s.

the small feature set model on average. This is not surprising,

especially when we consider i) how little pre-processing was

done with the documents, and ii) the simplicity of the term

selection procedure. Nevertheless, for a number of topics the

small feature set was better than or similar to the larger feature

set. On the left-most column of Table 4.4 we show macro av-

erage precision when we average only over the topics obtain-

ing more than 0.1 average precision (we indicated in parenthe-

sis the number of these topics). This figure is very close for

both systems, indicating that msPUMs is in fact performing

similarly to msPMs for many topics, but it completely under-

performs for others. If we could detect such topics at learning

time we could adapt the size of the feature sets to the nature of

the topics. We are currently working on this problem.

There are many algorithms for feature selection and projec-

tion which we could have used. However, it has been observed

empirically by several authors that using linear classifiers for

text seems to benefit from the maximum number of features

available. In the absence of space, memory or computational

time limitations, we did away with feature selection methods.

However, in real operational settings the situation is very dif-

ferent. As one increases the number of features (or similarly

if the sparsity of a classifier decreases), the number of poten-

tially relevant documents that need to be scored for each topic

increases rapidly. This is very dangerous for systems that must

filter simultaneously a large number of topics and documents.

Is it then justified to use 10000 features if 807f of the perfor-

mance can be obtained using only 50 features? This difficult

issue is not addressed by the present TREC evaluation mea-

sures.

In tables 4.4 and 4.4 we present some results to demonstrate

the superiority of the PLAUM algorithm with respect to PLA
and the interest in running a model selection procedure such

as the one outlined in this paper. For these comparisons we

consider only the msPUMb model. We note that these results

are better than those submitted originally: after submission we
discovered an error in our data normalisation procedure; after

correcting it the performance of all models was increased.

In table 4.4 we compare macro-average precision per-

formance (for all topics and for only the first 50) of the

original PLA algorithm, a simple PLAUM model with

(r+i = -1-1, ,r_i = 0), and the PLAUM model obtained us-

ing the model selection procedure discussed in 4.3. We ob-

serve that the original PLA algorithm yields very good perfor-

mance already and that enforcing some positive margin (i.e.

r+i = -1-1) increases this performance further. Nevertheless,

the best results are obtained when the rs are selected for each

topic.

In table 4.4 we compare several figures of merit of the origi-

nal PLA and our PLAUM(*) model. As expected, learning the

PLAUM(*) model requires more updates and more epochs, but

its sparsity is not greatly reduced and the resulting training and

testing times are perfectly reasonable. In fact, once the model

selection step is completed, the difference in training time is

negligible compared to lO and scoring lime.
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5 Conclusions

The performance of the basic Okapi filtering system, tuned

for OHSUMED data but run on this year's Reuters task, is

fair but not outstanding. The problem of estimating the total

number of relevant documents in the entire collection, which

is necessary for optimising the FBeta measure, has not been

investigated further since last year; it may be one reason why

the FBeta-optimised runs performed worse on FBeta than the

utility-optimised runs.

The PAUM method for routing appears promising. It could

be applied to batch filtering (we have not yet done so); but as

with many such machine learning methods, it presents prob-

lems if we want to apply it to adaptive filtering. This remains

a challenge.

Our performance (with two very different methods on two

different tasks) on the intersection topics was extremely poor.

This may be because they are simply more difficult, but we

suspect that the intersection method is not a very good way to

define sufficiently coherent topics.
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Abstract

Aranea is a question answering system that extracts

answers from the World Wide Web using knowl-

edge annotation and knowledge mining techniques.

Knowledge annotation, which utilizes semistruc-

tured database techniques, is effective for answer-

ing large classes of commonly occurring questions.

Knowledge mining, which utilizes statistical tech-

niques, can leverage the massive amounts of data

available on the Web to overcome many natural lan-

guage processing challenges. Aranea integrates these

two different paradigms of question answering into

a single framework. For the TREC evaluation, we
also explored the problem of answer projection, or

finding supporting documents for our Web-derived

answers from the AQUAINT corpus.

1 Introduction

Aranea, MIT's entry to the TREC Question Answer-

ing track, focused on extracting answers from the

World Wide Web. Our system was organized around

a modular framework that integrates two different

paradigms of question answering: knowledge anno-

tation using annotated structured and semistruc-

tured resources and knowledge mining using statis-

tical techniques that leverage data redundancy (cf.

(Lin and Katz, 2003)).

Aranea's approach to question answering is mo-
tivated by an observation about the empirical dis-

tribution of user queries, which quantitatively obey
Zipf's Law—a small fraction of question types ac-

count for a signihcant portion of all question in-

stances. Certain natural language questions tend to

occur much more frecjuently than others, an obser-

vation that is confirmed hy many different sources:

TREC queries (Lin, 2002), logs from the Start
question answering system (Katz. 1997), and logs

of a commercial search engine (Lowe, 2000). Fur-

thermore, many questions ask for the same type

of information and differ only in the specific ob-

ject questioned, e.g., '"What is the population of

(the United States, Mexico. Canada.. .
.

)?" We can

group these questions into a single class (or type),

i.e., 'What is the population of x?"" where x can

be any country, and find the answer in a database.

Knowledge annotation is a question answering strat-

egy that allows heterogeneous somxes on the Web
to be accessed as if it were a uniform database.

By connecting natural language queries to this '"vir-

tual'" database, Aranea can answer large classes of

commonly-occurring questions.

Typically, Zipf curves have Inroad tails where in-

dividual instances are either unique or account for

an insignificant fraction of total instances. This

observation also holds true for the distribution of

user questions: in addition to asking large classes

of commonly-occurring questions, users also pose

a significant number of unique ciuestions that can-

not be easily classified into couunon categories or

grouped by simple patterns, e.g., '"What format was
VHS's main competition?'" To answer these ques-

tions, Aranea employs what we call redundancy-

based knowledge mining techniques.

For the TREC evaluation, the extraction of an-

swers from the Web necessitated an extra step in

the question answering process, usually known as

answer projection. For every Web-derived answer,

our system had to find a supporting document from

the AQUAINT corpus, even though the corpus itself

was never used in the question answering process.

This additional component had a significant impact

on the overall performance of our system.

2 Overall Framework

The general architecture of the Aranea s>-stem is

shown in Figure 1. User questions are routed to two

separate components, one that employs the knowl-

edge annotation strategy (Section 3) and one that

utilizes the knowledge mining strategy (Section 4).

Both components consult the \\'orld Wide Web to

generate candidate answers, and the results of both

components are piped through a knowledge boost-

ing and cleanup module (Section 5). which check

the answer candidates against a number of heuris-

tics to ensure their validity. Finally, the answer pro-

jection module (Section 6) finds an article from the

AQUAINT corpus that adequately supports the an-

swer derived from the Web.
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Figure 1: Overall Architecture of the Aranea question answering system.

Aranea supports a modular pipeline architecture

by enforcing input and output constraints at the

module interfaces. The input and output of each

module is an XML-encoded data structure that

keeps track of the current computational state.

Aranea modules are conceptualized as transforma-

tions over this XML data structure.

3 Knowledge Annotation

Although the Web consists largely of unorganized

pages, pockets of structured and semistructurefl

knowledge exist as valuable resources for ques-

tion answering. For example, the CIA World

Factbook provides political, geographic, and eco-

nomic information about every country in the world;

50states.com contains numerous properties related

to US states from state bird to land area; Biog-

raphy.com has cohected profiles of over twenty-five

thousand famous (and not-so-famous) people; the

Internet Movie Database stores entries for hundreds

of thousands of movies, including information about

their cast, production staff, and dozens of other

properties.

To effectively use these existing resources for ques-

tion answering, the plethora of knowledge sources

nmst be integrated, or federated, under a common
interface or query language. Database concepts and

techniques provide the tools to accomplish just tliat.

In fact, since man>' of these sources are part of the

"deep"' or 'invisible" Web, they are inaccessible to

search engines and can only be modeled as "virtual"

databases. We have developed a schema-based tec:h-

nique called knowledge annotation by which natural

language queries can be connected to semistructured

knowledge sources.

Our knowledge annotation strategy provides an
effective mechanism for answering natural language

questions. Because users frequently ask the same
tyi)es of questions, a few well-chosen knowledge
sources are sufficient to provide good knowledge cov-

erage. For example, we have verified that ten Web
sources can provide answers to 27% of TREC-9 and
47% of TREC-2001 questions from the QA track

(Lin. 2002). In addition, other researchers (Hovy
et al.. 2002) have noticed the importance of external

knowledge sources for question answering.

The knowledge annotation component of Aranea
is a simplified implementation of the system used

by the Start (Katz, 1988; Katz, 1997) and Om-
nibase (Katz et al., 2002a; Katz et al., 20G2b) sys-

tems. St.art is a natural language understanding

system, and Omnibase is a virtual database that pro-

vides uniform access to heterogenous and distributed

Wel> sources via a wrapper-based framework. A sim-

plified version of natural language annotation tech-

nology (Katz. 1997) is employed in database access

schemata to mediate between natural language and
database queries.

Since it came on-line in December 1993, Start
has engaged in exchanges with hundreds of thou-

sands of users all over the world, supplying them
with useful knowledge. However, because the system
provides users with paragraph-sized answers that of-

ten contain multimedia fragments such as pictures

and audio clips, they are not suitable for a TREC-
style evaluation. There is evidence to support that
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Question signature:

When was x born?

What is the birth date of x?

Database Query:

(biography com x birthdate)

^ i
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Figure 2: The knowledge annotation component of

Aianea

paragraph-sized chunks form the most suitable unit

of response to a user question, because it provides

not only the exact answer, but additional contex-

tual information that may help with interpretation

and analysis (Lin et al, 2003). Because this year's

TREC QA track accepted only exact answers, we
foimd it inappropriate to directly evaluate Start
and Onniibase.

3.1 Database Access Schemata

A collection of database access schemata and wrap-

pers comprise the knowledge annotation component

of Aranea (Figure 2). Each schema is composed

of t.Avo connected parts: the question signature and

the database query. A question signature is a col-

lection of regular expressions that match a specific

class of user questions, e.g., requests for birth dates

of people.^ These patterns are paired with unfilled

database queries that are dynamically instantiated

with bindings extracted from the question signature.

Consider a typical database access schema:

When was x born?

What is the Ijirthdate of x?

—> (biography.com x birthdate)

In this example, questions that ask for the birth

dates of various people are translated into an objecf-

property-valat database query (Katz et al., 2002a).

^ These question signatures are a simplified version of nat-

ural language annotations used by Start, which are parsed

into and stored as ternary expressions. Because niatciiing

occurs at the level of the parsed structures, powerful linguis-

tic machinery can be employed to handle different linguistic:

phenomena, e.g.. synonymy, hyper/hyponymy. syntactic al-

ternations, etc.

These queries specify the data source where the

answer could be found (biography.com), the ob-

ject in question (x), and the property sought after

(birthdate). The value of the object's property typ-

ically answers the user's question.

The knowledge annotation component of Aranea
operates by matching the user question against

schemata stored in the knowledge base and exe-

cuting database queries generated by the matched
schemata.

The Aranea database engine is responsible for

retrieving the actual answers by executing the

database queries. The retrieval of such informa-

tion depends on the type of the data source: Some
sources are stored locally, and may translate into a

file lookup. Other sources are stored on remote Web
sites behind a CGI interface; executing database

queries on these sources requires dynamically recon-

structing an HTTP request and properly parsing the

resulting HTA'IL document. More details on the pro-

cess of structuring a knowledge source for database

access is discussed in the next section.

3.2 Knowledge Engineering

Teaching Aranea's knowledge annotation compo-
nent to answer different classes of natural language

questions involves three separate steps borrowed

from St.art and Onmibase: identifying question

classes and knowledge sources, writing the database

access schemata, and writing wrappers for the data

sources.

The first step in the knowledge engineering pro-

cess is to identify the class of cinestions to be an-

swered and an adequate knowledge source that pro-

vides the answer. Empirical analysis of the ques-

tion distribution provides hints on the effectiveness

of any effort. We have noticed, for example, that

users frequently asked about the demographics and
economics of countries. These questions can be an-

swered by writing a schema that uses information

found within the CIA World Factbook.

Once a Cjuestion class and a knowledge source

have been determined, regular expression patterns

that capture the general form of the question must
be written. Usually, such patterns take into ac-

count various alternative fornnilations of the same
query. These jjatterns nmst clearly indicate the noun
phrase that can be parameterized. For example, in

the question class "What is the GDP of x?"", a; stands

as a generic placeholder for country names. The
mapping between the natural language patterns and
the database query must also be specified, e.g., the x

extracted from the previous question pattern fills the

3? slot in the database query (cia-f actbook x gdp)

After a datal^ase access schema has been crafted, a

wrapper must be written for the knowledge resource.

These wrappers supply the actual procedures used

to execute queries of a specific form. Although
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Aranea provides a generic framework for organiz-

ing the queries and convenient libraries of often-used

functionality, specific implementations for accessing

various data sources must be provided separately.

Typically, executing a query involves either look-

ing up the information in a locally stored database

(ranging in complexity from tab-delimited flat files

to full SQL databases), or executing a CGI request

to retrieve a dynamically generated page from a re-

mote Website and performing additional postpro-

cessing to extract only the relevant fragments.

The Aranea system deployed for the TREC com-

petition included twenty-eight schemata that access

seven different data sources. Here are two examples:

® Biography.com This source provides informa-

tion about the lifespan, birth dates, and death

dates of various well-known people. Answer-

ing questions about such properties involves dy-

namically retrieving pages from biography . com

(via CGI) and performing simple pattern

matching on the HTML document to extract

exact dates.

® CIA World Factbook This resource provides

various useful facts about countries, e.g., popu-

lation, area, capital, etc. This information was

download and structured in a locally-stored tab-

delimited file. Questions about various proper-

ties of world countries are translated into simple

file lookups.

4 Knowledge Mining

The knowledge mining approach to question answer-

ing is based on the observation that as the size of a

text collection increases, occurrences of the correct

answer tend to also increases. Specifically. Breck ei

al. (Breck et al., 2001) noticed a correlation be-

tween the number of times an answer appeared in

the TREC corpus and the average performance of

TREC systems on that particular question. This

result verifies intuition: the more times an answer

appears, the easier it is to find it. The knowledge

mining component of Aranea extends this insight to

the World Wide Web, and leverages the Web's mas-

sive size for question answering.

As a text collection, the Web is larger in size than

any research corpus by several orders of magnitude.

An important implication of this size is the amount

of data redundancy inherent in the text collection;

potentially, each item of information has been stated

in a variety of ways, in different documents. How-
ever, data redundancy is counterbalanced by the

poor quality of individual documents.

A question answering system can utilize massive

amounts of Web data in two ways: as a surrogate

for sophisticated natural language techniques and

as a method for overcoming poor document quality.

Consider the question "When did Wilt Chamberlain
score 100 points?" Here are two possible answers:

(1) Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points on
March 2, 1962 against the New Yorks Knicks.

(2) On December 8, 1961, Wilt Chamber-

lain scored 78 points in a triple overtime

game. It was a new NBA record, but War-

riors coach Frank McGuire didn't expect it to

last long, saying, "He'll get 100 points some-

day." McGuire's prediction came true just a

few months later in a game against the New
York Knicks on March 2.

The answer could be more easily extracted from

sentence (1) than from passage (2). In general, the

task of answering a question is not very difficult if

the document collection contains the answer stated

as a simple reformulation of the question. In these

cases, simple techniques, e.g., keywords or regular

expressions suffice to achieve state-of-the-art perfor-

mance. As the size of the document collection grows,

the more likely it is that question answering sys-

tems can find statements that answer the question

by matching a simple reformulation.

Without the luxury of massive amounts of data,

a question answering system may be forced to ex-

tract answers from passages in which they are not

obviously stated, e.g., passage (2). In these cases,

sophisticated natural language processing may be re-

quired to relate the answer to the question, e.g., rec-

ognizing syntactic alternations, resolving anaphora,

making commonsense inferences, performing relative

date calculations, etc.

The World Wide Web is so big that simple pat-

tern matching techniques can often replace the need

to understand both the structure and meaning of

language. The answer to a question could be ex-

tracted by searching directly for an anticipated an-

swer form, e.g., in the above example, by searching

for the string ''Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points

on" and extracting words occurring to the right.

Naturally, this simple technique depends crucially

on the corpus having an answer formulated in a spe-

cific wa>'. Thus, the larger the text collection is, the

greater the probability that simple pattern matching

Techniques will yield the correct answer. Data re-

dundancy enaliles a simple trick to overcome many
troublesome issues in natural language processing,

e.g.. alternations, anaphora, etc.

Despite the apparent advantages of massive

amounts of data, the process of answering questions

using the Web is complicated by the low average

quality of individual documents. Due to the low bar-

rier of entry in Web publishing, many documents are

poorly written, barely edited, or simply contain in-

correct information. As a result, text extracted from

a single document cannot be trusted as the correct
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answer. This problem can also be alleviated through

data redundancy. A single instance of a candidate

answer may not provide sufficient justification, but

multiple occurrences of the same answer in different

documents lends credibihty to the proposed answer.^

The tremendous amounts of information on the

World Wide Web would be useless without an effec-

tive method of data access. Providing the basic in-

frastructure for indexing and retrieving text at such

scales is a tremendous engineering task. Fortunately,

such services already exist, in the form of search en-

gines. For example, Google, the largest of the Web
search engines, boasts over 3 billion documents in

its index. ^ Using existing search engines as informa-

tion retrieval backends. we can focus our efforts on

answer extraction.

Many of the knowledge mining techniques de-

scribed above have been implemented in previous

systems (Brill et al., 2001; Buchholz, 2001: Clarke

et al., 2001; Kwok et al., 2001; Soubbotin and Soub-

botin, 2001: Brill et al. 2002). The introduction

of redundancy-based question answering using the

Web (Brill et al., 2001) at last year's TREC confer-

ence has generated a new set of techniques for at-

tacking the question answering problem. We have

taken advantage of previous experiences to refine

many techniques within a better engineered frame-

work. In particular, our infrastructure supports a

modular architecture that allows specific functional-

ity to be encoded into manageable components. This

not only allows for faster development cycles, but fa-

cilitates glass-box testing to properly determine the

effectiveness of various techniques.

The data flow in the knowledge mining component

of Aranea is shown in Figure 3. In the following sec-

tions, we describe each module in detail. Each mod-
ule accepts an Aranea XML data structure as input

and returns a structure of the same type as output;

the functionality of each module is implemented as

internal transformations on the XML data structure.

4.1 Formulate Requests

The first step in answering natural language ques-

tions in the knowledge mining component is to trans-

late them into Aranea queries, or requests. These re-

quests specifv the textual context in which answers

are likely to be found, and are analogous to queries

posed to information retrieval systems. However, be-

cause Aranea relies on Web search engines to fulfill

these requests, fine-grained control over the result

set is impossible. Aranea instead relies on quantity

to make up for lack of quality.

Two types of queries are generated b>- this module:

exact (or refoTmulation) queries and inexact (or back-

^ Unfortunately, this technique equates the most popular

answer with the correct answer, wliich occasionally results in

very comical responses.

^as of early 20013

Formulate Requests

i

Execute Request.?

i

Generate A/'-Grams

I

Vote

I

Filter Candidates

i

Combine Candidates

i

~
Score Candidates

i

Get Sujiport

Figure 3: Data flow in the knowledge mining com-
ponent of Aranea

off) queries. Queries of both types are concurrently

generated, but usually given different scores.

An inexact query indicates that an answer is likely

to be found within the ^'icinity of a set of keywords.

They are composed by treating the natural language

question as a bag of words.

An exact query specifies the location of a potential

answer in more detail, e.g., the answer to "When did

the Mesozoic period end?"' is likely to appear within

ten words and fifty l)}'tes to the right of the exact

phrase "the Mesozoic period ended" . Exact queries

in Aranea are generated l)y approximately a dozen

pattern matching rules based query terms and their

part-of-speech tags; morpho-lexical pattern matches

trigger the creation of refornmlated exact queries.

As an example, the previous cjuery was generated

by the rule ''wh-word did . . . verb . . . verb+ed"

.

An internal lexicon ensmes that the generated verb

remains properly inflected.

As a complete example, the requests generated in

response to the question "When did the Mesozoic pe-

riod end?" are shown in Figure 4. Aranea generates

two inexact and one exact requests: each request is

assigned a basic score, which establishes the relative

importance of the queries.

4.2 Execute Requests

The request execution module is responsible for

retrieving textual "snii)i)ets'" that honor the con-

straints set forth in each request. Currently, the

Google search engine is used to mine text from the
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Query: When did the Mesozoic period end

Type: inexact

Score: 1

Number of snippets to mine: 100

Query: the Mesozoic period ended

Type: inexact

Score: 1

Number of snippets to mine: 100

Query: the Mesozoic period ended ?x

Type: exact

Score: 2

Number of snippets to mine: 100

Maximum length for ?x: 50

Maximum word count for ?x: 5

Figure 4: Typical requests generated by Aranea.

Web. In the case of inexact requests, the entire sum-

mary provided by Google is extracted for further

processing. For exact queries, the request execu-

tion module performs additional pattern matching

to ensure that the correct positional constraints are

satisfied.

4.3 Generate A'-Grams

This module exhaustively generates all possible un-

igrams, bigrams, trigrams, and tetragrams from the

text fragments generated by the request execution

module. These n-grams, which are given initial

scores equal to the weight of the request from whic h

they derive, serve as the raw candidate answers.

4.4 Vote

The voting module collates the n-grams generated

by the previous module. The new score of each an-

swer candidate is equal to the sum of the scores of all

occurrences of that particular n-gram. This module

has the effect of promoting text fragments that oc-

cur frequently (in the context of query terms), and

are hence more likely to answer the user question.

4.5 Filter Candidates

In this stage of the processing, a coarse-grained hlter

in applied to answer candidates:

® Candidates that begin or end with stopwords

are discarded.

® Candidates that contain words found in the user

question are discarded. The only exception to

this rule is question focus words, e.g., a question

beginning with "how many meters...'' can be

answered by an expression containing the word

m.ettrs.

In addition, this stage encodes a few heuristics

that can potentially decrease the number of answer

candidates. For example, the answer to "how far"

.

"how fast", "how tall", etc., questions must contain

a numeric component (either numeric digits or nu-

merals); thus, we can safely discard all answer can-

didates that do not fit these criteria. We have also

noticed that "who" and "where" questions usually

cannot be answered with expressions that contain

tokens consisting of numeric digits; Aranea can sim-

ilarly reduce the number of answer candidates i)ased

on this criterion. The general principle embodied in

this module is to filter with high confidence, erring

on the side of being too lenient. False positives can
always be sorted out by later modules, but the sys-

tem will not be able to recover from false negatives.

4.6 Combine Candidates

In tills module, shorter answers are used as evidence

to boost the score of longer answers. If a portion

of a candidate answer appears itself as a candidate

answer, then the score of the shorter answer is added
to the score of the longer answer. For example, if "de

Soto" appears on the list of candidate answers along

with "Hernando de Soto", the score of the shorter

candidate would be added to the score of the longer

one. This module counteracts the tendency of the n-

gram generation and voting modules to idxox shorter

answers.

4.7 Score Candidates

The score of each answer candidate is multiplied h\
the following factor:

\A\ ^—^ Wr

A is a set of keywords in the candidate answer; N is

the total number of words in the AQUAINT corpus;

W( is the number of occurrences of word 'w in the

AQUAINT corpus. Each answer candidate is scaled

b\' the average of an z<i/-like value of its component
keywords. This scoring balances the effect of individ-

ual keywords having different (unconditioned) pri-

ors. Since the exact distribution of unigrams on the

Web can not be easily obtained in a reliable manner,

Aranea uses statistics from the AQUAINT corpus as

a surrogate.

4.8 Get Support

This module performs a final sanity check on the

candidate answers. It verifies that final candidate

answers actually appear in the original text snip-

pets mined from the Web. Occasionally, the various

modules within the knowledge mining component of

the system will assemble a nonsensical answer; this

module ensures that such answers are discarded.

5 Answer Boosting and Cleanup
Results from both the knowledge annotation and

knowledge mining components of Aranea are su in-

jected to a series of heuristic checks. Tliese heuristics
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may employ external knowledge resources to verify

the candidate answers.

The answer boosting module of Aranea contains

heuristics specifically dedicated to verifying geo-

graphic locations. We have gathered large lists of

known geographic entities, e.g., world cities, US
cities, etc.; these lists allow us to "boost" the

score of certain answer candidates in response to

"what city" , "what state" , "what country" , "what

province" , etc. questions.

Questions requiring dates as answers similarly re-

ceive special treatment. Named entity detectors al-

low us to promote dates over other noun phrases.

Knowledge of dates also helps Aranea extract the

exact answers. For example, a candidate answer to

a "what year" question often contains extra infor-

mation such as the month and day; Aranea removes

such extraneous information.

Beyond a few simple heuristics, Aranea also per-

forms part-of-speech tagging on the answer candi-

dates to ensure that they are full constituents (NP
or VP). Extra leading or trailing words are trimmed.

6 Answer Projection

The final step in the preparation of an answer de-

rived either from knowledge annotation or knowl-

edge mining is answer projection, during which

each Web-extracted answer is paired with a docu-

ment from the AQUAINT corpus to form the beisic

[answer, docid
]
response unit. Answer projection

was accomplished in a two step process: first, a set

candidate documents was gathered; then, a modified

passage retrieval algorithm scanned the documents

to pick the best document.

We experimented with three different methods of

retrieving a candidate set of documents on which to

project our Web-derived answers:

• NIST documents. The top fifty documents

supplied by NIST served as the baseline set of

candidate documents for answer extraction.

• MultiText passages. W^e have implemented

the passage retrieval algorithm described by

Clarke et al (2000). A set of passages gener-

ated by this algorithm serves as the candidate

documents for answer projection.

• PCS MultiText passages. We have aug-

mented the MultiText passage retrieval algo-

rithm by a l)ackoff procedm e we call pcS. Our
algorithm applies a series of controlled query ex-

pansion looj)s, which successively broadens the

query terms (e.g.. by including different inflec-

tions and synonyms of the keywords) until an

adequate set of candidate passages have been

found.

After a set of candidate documents has been gath-

ered, the answer projection module applies a mod-

ified window-based passage retrieval algorithm to

score the documents. Each 140-byte window is given

a score equal to the number of times keywords from

both the question and candidate answer appears,

with the restriction that at least one keyword from

the question must appear in the i)articular passage.

The score of a document is simply the score of the

highest scoring passage. The highest scoring docu-

ment is paired with the Web-derived candidate an-

swer as the final response unit.

7 Confidence Ordering

This year's TREC evaluation required participants

to sort answers according to confidence, motivated

by the importance of a system knowing when it is

hkely to be right or wrong. Although this was cer-

tainly an interesting aspect of the question answer-

ing task, due to time constraints, we were unfortu-

nately not able to devote much attention to it.

For the deployed TREC system, we employed a

crude algorithm:

© All when questions were placed before all who
and where questions, which were ordered be-

fore all what questions. All other questions were

placed after. We discovered through ad-hoc ex-

perimentation that Aranea generally performed

better on certain types of questions; the confi-

dence ordering reflected our experiences.

• Within each type of (luestion, answers derived

from knowledge annotation were always placed

before answers derived from knowledge mining.

« Answers were sorted by the docimient score pro-

duced by the answer projection algorithm

e Any further ties were broken by scores gener-

ated by the knowledge mining component.

8 Results

The official TREC results are shown in Table 1.

The onh' difference between our three runs was the

method used to generate the initial set of candidate

documents for answer projection:

• aranea02a used only the top fift>' NIST-supplied

documents.

e aranea02pbq used the top fiftA' NIST-supplied

documents and passages (ieri^•ed from the Mul-

tiText algorithm.

© aranea02pc3 used the top fifty NIST-supplied

documents and passages derived from the pc3

variant of the MultiText algorithm.

In addition, we analyzed Aranea"s i>erformance

without taking into account answer projection. We
felt that this particular instance of answer projec-

tion is an artifact of the TREC evaluation, and not
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aranea2002a aranea2002pbq araiiea2002pc3 aranea2002
NIST Docs MultiText pc3 MultiText no projection

Knowledge correct 22 4.4% 23 4.6% 22 4.4% 30 6.0%

Annotation inexact 2 0.4% 3 0.6% 2 0.4% 2 0.4%

unsupported 8 1.6% 6 1.2% 8 1.6% _

wrong 10 2.0% 10 2.0% 10 2.0% 10 2.0%

total 42 8.4% 42 8.4% 42 8.4% 42 8.4%

Knowledge correct 130 26.0% 131 26.2% 129 25.8% 153 30.6%

Mining inexact 34 6.8% 33 6.6% 34 6.8% 43 8.6%

unsupported 32 6.4% 32 6.4% 32 6.4%

wrong 262 52.4% 262 52.4% 262 52.4% 262 52.4%.

total 458 91.6%c 458 91.6% 458 91.6% 458 91.6%

Totai correct 152 30.4% 154 30.8% 151 30.2% 183 36.6%

inexact 36 7.2% 36 7.2% 36 7.2% 45 9.0%

unsupported 40 8.0% 38 7.6% 40 8.0%

wrong 272 54.4% 272 54.4% 273 54.6% 272 54.4%e

total 500 100% 500 100% 500 100% 500 100%

CWS score 0.433 0.427 0.421 0.529

Table 1: TREC Results

aranea2002a aranea2002pbq aranea2002pc3 aranea2002
NIST Docs MultiText pc3 MultiText no projection

Knowledge correct 52.4%. 54.8%, 52.4% 71.4%

Annotation inexact 4.8%, 7.1% 4.8% 4.8%

unsupported 19.0%, 14.3% 19.0%

wrong 23.8%, 23.8% 23.8%, 23.8%

Knowledge correct 28.4% 28.6%. 28.2% 33.4%

Mining inexact 7.4% 7.2% 7.4% 9.4%

unsupported 7.0% 7.0% 7.0%

wrong 57.2% 57.2% 57.4% 57.2%

Table 2: Performance of individual components.

inherent in the question answering task itself. We
rescored the unsupported judgments of aranea02a ei-

ther as inexact or correct, careful to adhere to the

same standards of judgment as the other runs. This

result is shown in the last column of Table 1.

In the formal TREC runs, our system answered

approximately thirty percent of the questions cor-

rectly. Disregarding answer projection, Aranea

provided exact, correct answers for nearly thirty-

seven percent of the questions. Out of five hun-

dred questions, 42 (8.4%) answers were contriiiuted

by Aranea's knowledge annotation component; the

knowledge mining component accounted for the rest,

or 458 (91.6%) questions.

Approximately 15% of answers judged as correct

were derived from knowledge annotation techniques.

We believe that this performance is remarkable, con-

sidering that our system contained only twenty-eight

data access schemata over seven sources, represent-

ing no more than a few person-days worth of knowl-

edge engineering effort. Our experiences with START
and Omnibase have helped us streamline the knowl-

edge engineering process, allowing us to rapidly

structure knowledge sources to answer English ques-

tions. These results also verify that analysis of the

typical distribution of user questions can help guide

the knowledge engineering effort. Our database ac-

cess schemata were geared towards answering the

most frequently occurring questions from the previ-

ous TREC evaluations: many of the same question

tyi^es also appeared in this year's evaluation.

Overall, we noticed that answer projection was

the obvious weak link in Aranea. For apjjroximately

twenty percent of our Web-derived answer, our sys-
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tem was unable to find an adequate supporting doc-

ument, which resulted in a drastic reduction of our

overall TREC score. Our passage retrieval algorithm

was not sophisticated enough to ignore documents

that contained keywords from the question and an-

swer, but in fact did not answer the question. More

future research is required to obtain better answer

projection performance.

Individual analysis of each Aranea component is

shown in Table 2. In general, the database compo-

nent achieves much higher accuracy than the knowl-

edge mining component, due to the knowledge en-

gineering effort involved in creating database ac-

cess schemata. However, projecting answers derived

from database access appears more difficult than an-

swers derived from knowledge mining. Once again,

we believe that Aranea demonstrates the validity

and effectiveness of knowledge engineering in the

question answering process. Knowing when to apply

manual effort and selectively using human labor can

translate into a big payoff in terms of performance

enhancement.

9 Contributions

The Aranea system presents two different paradigms

for approaching the question answering problem. In

the knowledge annotation approach, natural lan-

guage questions can be translated into database

queries, which then extract answers from the Web.

In the knowledge mining approach, data redundancy

on the Web can be leveraged to overcome many dif-

ficult problems in natural language processing.

Aranea smoothly integrates both the knowledge

annotation and knowledge mining approach into a

uniform framework. With knowledge about the

types of questions that users ask, we were able to

utilize eacli paradigm effectively.

Another insight we gained in developing Aranea is

to let the analysis of user questions guide our knowl-

edge engineering effort. By correctly anticipating

the types of questions users typically ask. we were

able to construct effective database access schemata

with reasonable amounts of manual labor.

We believe that Aranea pro\'ides a well-engineered

platform for experimenting with various Web-based

question answering techniques. In the future, we

will continue to refine existing technolog}^ and de-

velop new methods for answering natural language

questions.
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Introduction

Qanda is MITRE's TREC-style question answering

system. Since last year's evaluation, principal

improvements to the system have been aimed at

making it faster and more robust. We discuss the

current architecture of the system in Section 1 . Some

work has gone into better answer formation and

ranking, which we discuss in Section 2. After this

year's evaluation, we have done a number of ROVER-
style system combination experiments using the

judged answer strings made available by NIST. We
report on some success with this in Section 3. We
have also performed a detailed categorization of

previous TREC results according to answer type and

grammatical category, as well as an analysis of

Qanda's own question analysis component—see

Section 4 for these analyses.

1. TREC-11 System Description

Catalyst

Last year, Qanda was re-engineered to use a new

architecture for human language technology called

Catalyst. (Burger & Mardis 2002). Developed at

MITRE for the DARPA TIDES program, the Catalyst

architecture is specifically designed for fast processing

and for combining the strengths of Information

Retrieval (IR) and Natural Language Processing

(NLP) into a single framework. Catalyst uses a

dataflow architecture in which standoff annotations are

passed from one component to another, the

components being connected in arbitrary topologies

(currently restricted to acyclic ones). The use of

standoff annotations permits components to be

optimized for just those pieces of information they

require for their processing.

'This work was supported in part by the Advanced Research

and Development Activity (ARDA) under contract number

contract F19628-99-C-000i.

lh^of system components
Qanda has a by now familiar architecture—questions

are analyzed for expected answer types, documents are

retrieved using an IR system and are then processed by

various taggers to fmd entities of the expected type in

contexts that match the question. Below we describe

each of the major components in turn.

Question analysis: This component is run after the

question has been subjected to POS and named
entity tagging. It uses a simple gram.mar, currently

hand-written, to identify important components of

the question—see Section 4 below for more detail.

IR wrappers; Catalyst components have been

written for several IR engines, taking the results of

the question analysis and formulating an iR query.

For TREC- 11, we used the Java-based Lucene

engine (Apache 2002). Lucene"s query language

has a phrase operator, and also allows query

components to be given explicit weights. Qanda

uses both of these capabilities in constructing

queries from the information extracted from the

question. For TREC-11. the top 25 documents

were retrieved.

Passage processing: Retrieved documents are

tokenized, and sentence boundaries are detected.

Because some downstream components run more

slowly than the rest of the system, Qanda scores

each sentence by summing the log-IDF (inverse

document frequency) of each word that overlaps

with the question. Only those sentences with a

sufficient score are passed on to the rest of the

system.

Named entity tagging: Qanda uses Phrag (Burger

et al. 2002). an HMM-based tagger, to identify

named persons, locations and organizations, as

well as temporal expressions. Phrag is also used

as a POS tagger for question analysis.

Numeric tagging: A simple pattern-based tagger

uses an extensive list of unit phrases to identif}'

measures, as well as currency, percentages and

other numeric phrases.
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Other taggers: We have a simple facility for

constructing taggers from fixed word- and phrase-

lists. These were used to re-tag many named

locations more specifically as cities, states/

provinces, and countries. Qanda also identifies

various other (nearly) closed classes such as

precious metals, birthstones, various animal

categories, etc.

Answer formation and ranking: Candidates are

identified and merged, a number of features are

collected, and a score is computed—see Section 2.

Qanda's answer formation component attempts to find

the best answer phrase as well as the best supporting

context for that answer—the former may not be a

substring of the latter due to candidate merging. For

our TREC-1 1 submission, the answer phrase was used

as the actual (scored) answer string, while the context

was included as the secondary (unscored) justification.

2. Answer Ranking

Qanda only examines sentences that match the

question sufficiently using the IDF-weighted overlap

described above. It collects candidate answers by

gathering phrasal annotations from all of the semantic

taggers, and identifies the following features:

Context IDF Overlap: Described above.

Context Bigram Overlap: Raw count of word

bigrams in common with the question.

IR Ranking of the source document by the IR

system.

Type Same: Boolean, true if the candidate and

expected answer types are identical.

Type Similar. Partial credit if the candidate's type

is "related" to the expected answer type, e.g.,

COUNTRY generic LOCATION}

Candidate Overlap: Raw count of non-stop words

in common between the candidate itself and the

question, to bias against entities from the question

being chosen as answers.

Minimal Overlap Distance: Number of characters

between the candidate and the closest non-stop

question word in the context.'

Numeric Date: I if the expected answer type is

temporal and the candidate contains a numeric

token, 0 otherwise, to bias against unresolved

relative dates such as yesterday.

Candidates with similar textual realizations are

merged, with the combined candidate retaining the

highest value for each feature. Accordingly, an

additional feature is maintained:

Merge Count

After all of the (merged) candidates have been

acquired, the raw feature values described above are

normalized with respect to the maximum across all

candidates, resulting in values between 0 and 1

Features normalized in this way are more
commensurate across questions, especially word

overlap and related features (Light et al. 2001 ).

Each feature has a fixed weight, and a simple additive

model is used to give each candidate an overall score.

Our official TREC submission used (minimally) hand-

tuned weights.

Log-linear models for answer scoring and
confidence estimatiori

We are currently experimenting with acquiring the

weights for the answer scoring component using

logistic regression on past TREC datasets. resulting in

a log-linear model, as has been used by

Ittycheriah et al. (2001) and others. One issue is that

because the model estimates a conditional probability

(namely correctness given features of the question and

candidate), the resulting scores are not necessarily

commensurate across questions, and so the answers

cannot be easily ranked for confidence, as required in

TREC this year. Our current approach is to re-score

the top candidate for each question using a second log-

linear model. This uses features of the question, such

as expected answer type, that do not affect the first

model's candidate ranking, as well as features derived

from applying the first model, such as the top

candidate's original score, the total score mass given

to the top candidates, etc. These last features are

similar to those used by Czuba et at. (2002).

'Currently this is done using a simple hand-built table, but

with sufficient training data, we expect to use the log-linear

model described below to acquire weights for most sensible

pairs of types.

"Words would arguably be a more intuitive unit for this

feature.

"The normalized values are computed so that the intuitively

"best" feature value is 1, the worst 0—this is primarily for

the developers" convenience, but also so weights are all

positive, and more easily reasoned about.
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3. System-Combination Experiments—

Exploiting Diversity

Progress in question answering technology can be

measured as individual systems improve in accuracy,

but it is not the only way to witness technological

progress. A question one can ask is how well we can

perform automatic question answering as a

community. If we were asked to enter an Earth

English system in an intergalactic TREC, how well

would we do? One easy answer is that we would

perform as well as the best QA system. A second

answer is that perhaps we could do even better by

combining systems—this might be expected to work if

different systems were independent in their errors.

The follow-up question is how would we build such a

system?

Lower bounds on the highest possible performance

current technology can achieve on a given dataset have

practical value, as well. They allow us to better

estimate how well systems are doing with respect to

the underlying difficulty of the dataset, and continually

provide performance targets that are known to be

achievable. Without such lower bounds on optimal

performance, one cannot determine if technological

progress in a domain has simply stalled.

NlST's ROVER system for combining speech

recognizer output gives ASR researchers an updated

goal to shoot for after every evaluation, as well as an

implicit measure of the extent to which systems are

making the same errors (Fiscus 1997). The work

herein initiates a similar set of experiments for

question answering technology.

Methods

The task we are faced with is straightforward. Given a

collection of answers to a question, choose the one

most likely to be correct. For our purposes, each

answer consists of the answer string and an identifier

for an associated document. Our data was limited in

that it did not indicate which answers were provided

by which system—see the discussion below. Note that

we use no knowledge of the question or of the

document collection. Our assumption is that the

authors of the individual systems have milked the

information in their inputs to the best of their

capabilities. Our goal is to combine their outputs, not

to re-investigate the original problem.

In this year's main QA evaluation there were 67

different systems or variants thereof involved. Thus,

our corpus consists of 67x500 answers. To guard

against any implicit bias due to repeated

experimentation on the small dataset available, we
randomly selected a 100-question subset for

development of our techniques—the remaining 400

questions were kept as a test set, evaluated only once,

when development was complete. While we may have

wished to pursue parametric techniques, we felt that

this training set was too small to explore any but the

simplest (non-parametric) techniques. An exception is

the experiments described below involving priors over

the document sources, which still only involved four

parameters.

Voting is an easily understood technique for selecting

an answer from among the 67 suggestions.

Unfortunately, voting techniques do not provide a

mechanism for utilizing full knowledge of partial

matches between proposed answers. While his

original goal was the selection of representative DNA
sequences. Gusfield (1993) introduced a general

method for selecting a candidate sequence that is close

to an ideal centroid of a set of sequences. His

technique works for all distance measures that support

a triangle inequality, and offers a bound that the sum
of pairwise distances (SOP) from proposed answers to

the chosen answer will be no more than twice the SOP
to the actual centroid (even though the centroid may
not be in the set). This basic technique has been used

successfully for combining parsers (Henderson 1999).

Appealingly. the centroid method reduces to simple

voting when an "exact match" distance is used (the

complement of the Kronecker delta).

One advantage of both simple voting and the centroid

method is that they give values (distances) that are

comparable between questions. An answer that

receives 20 votes is more reliable than an answer that

receives 10 votes, and likewise for generalized SOP
values. This gives a principled method for ranking

results by confidence and measuring average

precision, as required for this year's TREC
evaluations.

In selecting appropriate distance measures between

answers, both words and characters were explored as

atomic units of similarity. Two well-known non-

parametric distances are available in the literature:

Levenshtein edit distance on strings and Tanimoto

distance on sets (Duda et al. 2001). We experimented

with each of these, and also generalized the Tanimoto

distance to handle multisets by defining a function to

map multisets to simple sets: Given a multiset

containing instances of a repeated element x we can

create a simple set by subscripting, e.g., <xjr,y,z> =>

{x\j:2.y,z}. We can then use the standard Tanimoto
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DevSet (lOOQs) Test Set (400 Qs)

P P aveP P avoP

(=iY?»r*t <;trincy TTi^itpHCAdt-t OlllJi^ liidLC'lt 'SO 70 54 74 42 65

vV\Jl U oCL 75 58 78 46 68

75 58 78 46 68

^> 1 65 57 67 46 62

60 n\ 64 85 50 74

word bag w/ doc priors 66 83 74 88 51 72

character bag w/ doc priors 64 81 69 86 50 72

5-character bag w/ doc priors.
66 85 76 90 53 73

weighted numeric strings

Figure I: Answer selection results (percentages, b(2St results in bold)

distance on the resulting simple sets
4

complete was the performance on

Overall, systems seemed to be conservative and

answered with the NIL document (no answer) at a

rather high rate (17% of al! answer strings this year).

To compensate for this, a "source prior" was collected

from the 100-question training set. These four

numbers recorded the accuracy expected when

systems generated answers from the four document

sources (AP. NYT, XIE, and NIL). Those numbers

were then used to scale the distance measures for the

corresponding answer strings. Other than these priors,

no other features of the document ID string were used.

Several measurements were made to ascertain the

quality of the various selection techniques, as seen in

Figure 1. Precision, P, indicates the accuracy of the

technique, the percentage of the answers that were

judged to be correct. avgP is the main measure used

by NIST this year—the average precision of al!

prefixes of the sequence of answers placed in order of

high to low confidence. Strict corresponds to the

correctness criterion used by NIST—the answer must

be exact and justified by the referenced document

(assessor judgment 1). The Loose figures discard

these two criteria (assessor judgment > 1). The Loose

P measure was the one that was optimized during

development.

In Figure 1 we see both development and test set

results for answer selection experiments involving a

sample of the distance measures with which we
experimented. All of the design and selection of the

distance measures was done using hill-climbing on the

development set, and only after this exploration was

'Recall Dt(5,. S;) = 1 - 15,nS;! / |5,US:|.

measured. Two general observations can be made
about these results (and others not shown): taking into

account a prior based on the document source

(including NIL) is useful, as is working with feature

bags from the answers rather than sets. The best-

performing selection system used all character strings

of length 5 and less as features, combined with the

multiset Tanimoto distance measure described above,

and scaled with document source priors. Furthermore,

a numeric string mismatch was weighted to be twice as

costly as mismatching a non-numeric string. Question

1674 provides an example that contrasts this best

selector with a simple voting scheme (exact string

match):

What day did Neil Armstrong land on the moon?
1969 (simple voting—incorrect)

July 20, 1969 (best measure above—correct)

While a plurality of systems answered with 1969,

many others answered with variants of the correct

answer that differed in punctuation, as well as on July

20, 1969; July 18. 1969; July 14, 1999; even simply

20. All of these, including the incorrect 1969s,

contributed to the correct answer being selected.

The disparity between the dynamic range of these

systems on the development dataset and the test

dataset suggests that the dev set sample size of 100

(6700 proposed answers and NlLs) is too small to

draw conclusions on the relative quality of selection

techniques. Still, consistencies in rank orderings of

selection techniques between the two datasets strongly

suggest that these methods of system combination are

effective.

it is important to note that in these experiments we did

not have access to several useful evidence sources.

First, this year's submissions included system
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estimates on answer confidence, if only implicitly.

The selection mechanism could take advantage of this

by weighting each submitted answer string

appropriately. Second, past TRECs show that some

systems are reliably more accurate than others, and if

each answer string were labeled with a system ID,

even if anonymized, we could use system-level

features in the selector, such as a simple prior. Given

sufficient training, we might even take question

features into account, learning that certain systems are

better at certain types of questions. We would like to

pursue the use of these and other evidence sources in

the future.

4. Analysis of Questions and Answers

In this section, we report on a number of analyses we

have performed, both on Qanda and on all-system

results from previous TRECs. We describe the

features Qanda extracts from questions, and evaluate

its performance on one of these. We also describe a

detailed categorization of the TREC-9 answer corpus

with respect to semantic and syntactic types.

Question analysis in Qanda

Phrag, our HMM-based tagger, first annotates

questions using separate models for part-of-speech and

named entities. Qanda also runs a simple lookup-

based tagger that maps head words to answer types in

Qanda's ontology using a set of approximately 6000

words and phrases, some extracted semi-automatically

from WordNet. some identified by hand. Based on

these annotations, Qanda's main question analysis

component uses a parser with a simple hand-optimized

grammar to identify the following aspects of each

question:

Answer type: a type in Qanda's (rather simple)

ontology, e.g., PERSON or COUNTRY.

Answer restriction: an open-domain phrase from

the question that describes the entity being sought,

e.g., first woman in space.

Salient entity: What the question is "about"".

Typically a named entity, this corresponds roughly

to the classical notion of topic discussed below,

e.g., Matterhorn in What is the height of the

Matterhorn?

Geographical restriction: Any phrase that seems to

restrict the question's geophysical domain, e.g.. in

America.

Temporal restriction: Any phrase that similarly

restricts the relevant time period, e.g., in the

nineteenth century.

As part of our post-TREC analysis, we have begun to

examine how well Qanda performs on these various

aspects. One way of evaluating this is to create an

annotated test set of questions, tagged with the

"correct" result, and score Qanda against this. For

example, we might annotate When did the art of
quilting begin?, with the answer type LOCATION—if

Qanda's prediction matches this, its question analysis

was correct in this instance. However, there is another

approach to this evaluation. As described in the next

section, we have annotated the TREC-9 answer key

with semantic types, and so one might ask how often

the system predicts one of the actual answer types,

according to the answer key. For our example

question, medieval Europe—a LOCATION amv/er—
was judged to be correct by the TREC assessors. Had
this been the only correct answer found, Qanda's

prediction would be counted wrong, under the analysis

we describe here.

In Figure 2 we present this analysis in terms of the

question phrase used, and as a percentage of all

questions in the set. This helps us to see which

question types might have the biggest impact on our

performance. For example, Qanda does rather well at

predicting an answer type for how many questions, but

these only constitute 5.44% of the questions in the set.

On the other hand, of the 29.71% of the set that were

unadorned what questions, Qanda"s question

Correct Incorr. Total

at what X 0.23 0.00 0.23

for what X 0.00 0.23 0.23

in what X 0.00 0.23 0.23

what in-situ 0.00 0.45 0.45

what kind 0.00 0.68 0.68

what type 0.00 0.68 0.68

what X -5.90 5.90 11.79

what 3.17 26.30 29.71

how hot 0.00 0.45 0.45

how large 0.00 0.23 0.23

how long 0.00 0.68 0.68

how many .5.22 0.23 5.44

how much 1.13 0.00 1.13

how tall 0.00 0.45 0.45

how wide 0.23 0.00 0.23

name 0.23 0.00 0.23

tell 0.00 0.23 0.23

when 9.07 0.00 9.07

where 12.70 0.91 13.61

who 20.41 1.59 22.00

why 0.00 0.23 0.23

Grand Total 58.50 41.27 100.00

Figure 2: Answer type correctness

(percentage of all questions)
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component performed very poorly. We hope to

perform similar evaluations for the other question

aspects listed above.

Manual answer analysis of the TREC-9
question corpus

Here we report on an analysis of the answers returned

by all systems participating in TREC-9. Our study

was done as part of a larger investigation, consisting of

two levels: First, to identify Topic and Focus

constituents for each question, and second, to

characterize the Topic and Focus constituents by

referent, and in the case of certain expressions, by

grammatical type.

Before we explain what each of these levels of

analysis entailed, we will first establish what we mean

by Topic and Focus, as the terms and concepts are

often used interchangeably in the Q&A literature. We
use the terms Topic and Focus as they are defined in

classic formal linguistics, dating back to the mid 1 9th

century (see Hajicova 1984, for an early historical

overview) and continuing on to recent times in

linguistic schools such as Functional Grammar
(Dik et al. 1981) and generative grammar (Rochemont

1986). Variably ternied theme/rheme. topic/comment,

presupposition/focus, they are defined in discourse

theory roughly as follows:

Topic: The constituent(s) of a sentence identifying

given, presupposed, or "old" information at the

time of the utterance.

Focus: The constituent(s) of a sentence identifying

what is new to the discourse at the time of the

utterance/

In questions, the w/z-word is the Focus, and the rest of

the question is typically the Topic. The answer to a

question is also Focused. Question/Answer pairs have

long been used in traditional Topic/Focus research

papers to unambiguously illustrate and identify Topic

and Focus constituents. E.g., from Dik et al. (1981):

( 1 ) question: (a) What did John buy?

answers: (b)John bought an umbrella.

(c) an umbrella

Bold is used in (1) to identify the Focus constituents;

normal weight text indicates Topic constituents.

Ordinarily, utterances such as (la) would occur in a

context in which John's buying activity were already

presupposed. Earlier models of discourse did not

^There are actually two types of Focus: Completive and

Contrastive. Here we refer only to Completive Focus.

anticipate the context in which humans would be

entering factual questions into computers "out of the

blue." However, since TREC has yet to intentionally

introduce questions with false presuppositions, in our

analysis we assumed the presuppositions were true and

considered them Topic constituents.

Returning to the discussion of the analysis of the

TREC question set, we identified the Topic and Focus

constituents of each question, for example:

(2) <FOCL'S>ff770</FOCUS> <JO?\C>invented

the paper clip<lTO?\C>?

In addition, we used a REF attribute to classify the

entity or activity REFerenced by the constituent,

where the value for REF comes from an entity/activity

ontology, shown in Figure 3 below. For certain

expressions, we also used an EXP attribute to identify

whether the EXPression is a name, descriptor, or

directional phrase. Except for cases requiring a

"direction" value (see example 5), EXP is typically

only used for classic "Named Entities" such as

persons, locations and organizations. Artifacts will

also sometimes have an EXP attribute. Here is the

previous example with these attributes marked:

(3) <FOCUS REF="person" EXP="name">

Who<l¥OaJS> <TOPIC REF="levin_26_4">

invented the paper clip</TOP\C>?

The markup in example 3 identifies the answer to this

question as a named person and identifies the Topic of

the question as a creation activity (levin_26_4 is the

class of create verbs.) The annotation of the Topic

constituents in the TREC-9 questions has not been

finalized at this time, so in the remainder of this

section we will discuss only the results of the Focus

tagging.

In determining the value for REF and EXP in Focus

constituents, we looked ai the actual answers as

recorded in an answer key we developed previously.

This answer key'' was compiled by manually

examining ail the answers returned by all of the

TREC-9 systems. From those judged correct by the

TREC assessors, we extracted short answer phrases.

To perform the Focus analysis, we annotated the

answer key itself, rather than the ii77-word as shown in

example 3, because there are often multiple correct

answers to a given question.^ We tagged each possible

*See http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa/add_qaresources.html

''Multiple answers are due to two factors: different phrasings

of the same correct answer and completely different correct

answers. We did not distinguish between these two factors

in our analysis of the answers.
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Entity

organism

perstm (includes deities)

animal (non-human)

plant

body part

plant pail

organization

other agent

celestial (e.g.. Earth. Sun,

Horsehead Nebula)

geological (e.g., mountain,

river, continent, oceans)

gsp (Geo-Sociai political entity)

countr>

cit> (villages, towns)

province (counties, states)

recreational (e.g., parks,

preserves, monuments)

other location

facility

artifact

titled_worI<

book

movie

music

vehicle

award

instrument (musical)

substance

liquid

solid

gas

temporal

date

time

Abstract

language

thought

utterance

translation

statement

description

question

technique

quantity

age

measure

mass

volume

area

length (height, etc.)

frequency (any ty pe of rate)

temperature

weight

energ)

iliumination

duration

monetary'

signal

appearance

color

shape

sound

sensation

flavor

scent

Disease

Phenomenon (e.g., physical

phenomenon)

Manner (e.g.. slowly, well)

Mode (b> plane, by camel)

Event

Activity

Levin ( 1993) verb classes where

possible, else FrameNet classes

Emotion (feelings)

Stative (being, having, spatial

relations)

physiological (e.g.. bodily

symptoms such as fever and

depression)

Nationality

Weather (e.g., rain, cloud, fog)

Figure 3: Entity and activity ontology for question analysis

answer as a Focus constituent, and applied the correct

REF and EXP attributes. For example:

(4) What is Francis Scott Key best knownfor?

<FOCUS REF-']evm_26_l">penned the national

anlhem</FOCVS>;

<FOCUS REF="music" EXP="descriptor">//ze

national anthem</FOC\JS>;

<FOCUS REF="music" EXP="name">5'/a7 -

Spangled Banner<lFOC\JS>

(5) Where did Woodstock take place?

<FOCUS REF="city" EX?="name">Bethel

</FOCUS>;

<FOCUS REF="city" EXP="direction">

50 miles from Woodstock</FOCm>

Metonyms, dangling modifiers, and similar

expressions can occur as answer phrases, creating the

difficulty that the literal interpretation out of context,

versus the intended referent within the given context.

may be distinct. Thus, a third attribute, LITREF,
identifies the entity or activity referred to by the phrase

in isolation. REF is used for the intended referent in

the context of the question. For example:

(6) What is the most common cancer?

<FOCUS REF="disease">5A:7>7 cancer<lF0C\2S>;

<FOCUS REF="disease" LlTREF="body_part">

«,-A:/77</FOCUS>

(7) Name an American made motorcycle.

<FOCUS REF="vehicle" LITREF="organization">

Harley-Davidson<lFOCm>

Question corpys analyses

We took the annotation of the answer key and

collapsed all identically tagged answers in order to

identify the set of unique answer types associated with

each question. We consider an answer type "unique"

if it differs by all three attributes (REF, LITREF, and
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Question Phrase

who what when where how name

Number of questions 102 231 40 60 48 15

Number of answer types 8 63 2 13 12 13

Average number of answer types per question 1.19 1.19 1 .03 2..S7 1.02 1.60

Percentage of questions with more than one answer type 16.67 14.72 2..*iO 68.33 2.08 33.33

Figure 4: Range of answer ty\ f)es by ( iuestion type

EXP). Thus an answer of type PERSON NAME is

considered distinct from answer of type PERSON
DESCRIPTOR. We also categorized each question by

its w/z-phrase (question phrase) to provide a

rudimentary form of question typing. Some of the

patterns that emerged are presented and discussed

below.

Figure 4 shows the range of answer entities/activities

associated with the major question types in TREC-9.

The what questions exhibit the highest number of

different answer types (63), but only 14.72% of the

individual what questions have more than one answer

type. This is because, although v,'hat questions have as

their foci a broad range of entities/activities, each

individual question is typically concerned with only a

particular entity or activity. For example What is

platinum? has four different answer phrasings, but

they all refer to an entity of type SOLID.

In contrast, the M'here questions utilize only 13 answer

types, but 68.33% of the where questions have more

than one answer type. This is largely explained by the

range of granularity that is acceptable as an answer,

where a geological area, country, state, or city can

suffice, as well as what we called direction

expressions like 1 10 miles nortlm'est ofNew York City.

Thus the granularity of the entity ontology has an

effect here; had we grouped all of these under a single

LOCATION category, the number of answer types for

M'here questions would be greatly reduced.

As stated above, we consider answer types unique if

the form of the answer (EXP= name, descriptor, or

direction) differs. However, for individual questions,

it is not very common to have answer types that differ

only by the expression form. Where questions, which

can have three values for EXP, exhibit the most cases

of this: of the 60 where questions, nine (15%) have

duplicate REF values but unique EXP values. For

example. Where are diamonds mined? is answered

variously by country name, country descriptor,

geological name, and geological direction. Who
questions come in second, but fairly low; of the 102

who questions, eight (8%) have answer types that

differ only by EXP (person name and person

descriptor). Of the 231 what questions, only two have

both organization name and organization descriptor,

and only one has both person name and person

descriptor.

Figure 5 shows the top ten answer types for what
questions, and Figure 6 does the same for where

questions. The (no answer) label in Figure 5 reflects

Percentage of Percentage of

Answer Type what questions Answer Type where questions

organization 11.64 city 19.48

person 8.73 country 18.83

animal 6.18 geological 18.18

artifact 5.45 province 15.58

date 4.36 gsp 6.49

disease 4.36 otherlocation 6.49

(no answer) 3.64 facility 5.19

geological 3.64 recreational 4.55

quantity 3.64 organization 2.60

city 3.27 b()dy_part 0.65

Figure 5: Top ten what-qntstwn Figure 6: Top ten fv/ffrc'-question

answ er types answer types
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Expression Type

name descriptor direction (no value)

who 68.60 21.49 0.00 0.92

W ll«8 i 9.09 0.00 54 IX

where 70.13 4.55 11.04 14.29

name 41.67 4.17 0.00 54.17

Figure 7: Expression types for selected question types (percentages)

questions for which there were no answers in the key,

because no systems answered them correctly.

For who questions, 80.17% of the answers were of

type PERSON, 9.09% were ORGANIZATION, and

4.96% had no answer. All but one of the when
questions had a DATE answer type

—

M-'hen did the art

ofquilting begin? had medieval Europe (a GSP) as one

possible answer. Name imperatives (see example 7

above) display a range of foci, but 42% fall into one of

three categories: VEHICLE (16.67%), ORGAN-
IZATION {\2.5%), and OTHER LOCATION {\2.5%).

Finally, Figure 7 shows the common EXPression types

for those questions that can be answered with names.

Many answers lack an EXP value because they refer to

entities that do not typically bear names. However, the

high number of answers with no EXP values also

reflects the preliminary nature of this annotation

scheme, particularly for the what and name questions.

While unambiguous names were marked consistently

as such, we were conservative in the use of the

DESCRIPTOR value until we could see what entities

emerged from the data. In the future, we will be

refining the guidelines to make better use of the

DESCRIPTOR value, and perhaps expanding EXP to

include other values like ADJECTIVE and ADVERB.

Other anatyses of question corpora

There have been many previous efforts at classifying

questions. We mention a few here for comparison

purposes. Weischedel et al. (2002) reported on an

analysis of the combined questions of TREC-8. 9 and

10. They found a prevalence of people, locations,

countries/cities/states, and definitions. Their

cumulative results for all three TRECs are not directly

comparable to what we've reported here, due to

differences in the ontologies used, and also because

our analysis is based on an examination of the answers

rather than the questions. Hovy et al. (2000) use an

ontology similar to the one in Figure 3. But where our

ontology is used to characterize the Topic and Focus

constituents, theirs represents the user's intention in

asking the question, so that the ontology includes

categories like Why-Famous. Thus, similar-looking

tactics can have very different underlying approaches;

One future goal is to apply multiple approaches to the

same corpus, for a richer understanding of questioning

and answering phenomena.

5. Coiiclusion

As well as the requisite description of this year's

system architecture, we have discussed some
preliminary work on log-linear models for answer

selection and confidence estimation. We would like to

pursue this further, using more features and more

sophisticated models. We also presented promising

initial results on question answering system

combination—we will be exploring this further,

hopefully making use of system-specific priors as well

as confidence information in the answer selection.

We analyzed the TREC-9 answer corpus and

examined the output of Qanda's question processing

component with respect to those questions. This

indicated some mismatches between the system's

expectations about answer types and the actual

answers found in TREC-9. We hope to remedy these

problems, as well as subject other system components

to such scrutiny. We would also like to analyze the

TREC-1 1 answers in a like manner.
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1 Introduction

In machine learning techniques, many researches have shown the effectiveness according to training examples

by sampling from training set and incorporating prior knowledge into training set.

Researches on document retrieval, text categorization and routing have shown the effects of learning by

sampling relevant documents or non-relevant document from training set. Allan et al. ( 1995) considered only

the top K non-relevant documents, which is the same number of all known relevant documents in the training

set to learn a routing query. This is motivated by the need to have a balance between the number of the

relevant and the negative documents in Rocchio's learning. Singhal et al. (1997) selectively used the non-

relevant documents that belong to a query's domain to learn the feedback query. Kwok and Grunfeid (1997)

selected the best training subset of the relevant documents for creation of a feedback quer>' based on genetic

algorithm. Most sampling techniques in machine learning aim at the reducmg the size of training set.

On the other hand, many machine learning applications on image recognition, image classification and

character recognition have incorporated prior knowledge about the desired behavior of the system into

training data. Prior knowledge is information for the learning which is available in addition to the training

examples and makes it possible to generalize from the training examples to novel test examples (DeCoste and

Scholkopf. 2002). For example, image recognition system uses new examples by small distortions of the input

image such as translations, rotations, scaling; speech recognition system produces those by time distortions or

pitch shifts. In 3D object recognition problem, Poggio and Vetter ( 1 992) exploited appropriate transformations

to generate new views from a single 2D view. In handwritten digit recognition, DeCoste and Scholkopf
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(2002) added virtual examples generated by simply shifting the images by one pixel in the four principal

directions to the training examples. In incorporating prior knowledge, the open issue is to what extent

transformations can be safely applied during training since some distortions can lead to significantly worse

errors (DeCoste and Scholkopf, 2002).

In TREC-I I batch filtering, we have incorporated prior knowledge called virtual relevant documents to

training documents by combining each two relevant documents pair and giving distinct weight for co-

occurring terms on assumption that they might be related to the topic. Support vector machine (SVM) was

used to learn decision boundary for the artificially enlarged training documents.

2. Virtual Relevant Documents at Batch Filtering

Intuitively, a document produced by concatenating two relevant documents will be relevant to the topic since

one large size of document can be divided into two documents while preserving the topic. And relevant

documents will share terms which describe the topic. This characteristic has been used in feature selection.

Therefore, prior knowledge generated by multiplying weights of a term which is co-occurring in each two

relevant documents pair will provide new information about the decision boundary for classification.

2.1 Virtual Relevant Documents

A document is represented as a weight vector, di = <W|, W2,..., wi;, Wn>. The weight is calculated by

LogTF, IDF and cosine nomialization.

A virtual relevant document (VRD) is generated by combining two relevant documents in training

documents. For n relevant documents, n*(n-l )/2 documents are produced:

^^^«^_(n-l)

2-1

The weight of term which occurs in two relevant documents is calculated by multiplying two weights of a

term of each vector. The weight of a VRD is calculated as follows;

VI//. di/ dji^ (2)

where v//;- is the term k of a VRD, d'lu and dj^^ is the term k of relevant document di and dj, respectively. If the

term k does not occur in one document of two relevant documents, the weight is assigned as minimum value

instead of zero value and is multiplied to keep the term's existence. Finally, the weight vector of terms is

normalized by cosine normalization.
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The effect of VRD is that if two relevant documents do not have any sharing term, the resulting VRD

become generalized vector of two documents. If two relevant documents share common terms, the resulting

VRD would represent strong indicator of relevance to the topic for co-occurring terms. In case of general

terms which are not related to the topic, they will have low value by idf in basic vector representation.

Therefore, their effects would not be strong.

2.2 Support Vectors

Given training documents which include not only training documents but also VRDs, we have used support

vector machine (Vapnik, 1995). Support vectors (SVs) are essential subset of relevant and non-relevant

examples in training set. They represent the whole training examples. In test phase. SVs are used for

determining on which side of the decision boundary.

Scholkopf et al. (1995) and Vapnik (1995) observed that the SV set contains ail information necessary to

solve a given classification task. In handwritten digit recognition task, DeCoste and Scholkopf (2002) showed

that it is sufficient to generate virtual examples only from the support vectors.

3. Experiments

3. 1 Experimental Procedure

in the runs (kNlll Ibfl and kNIIl lbf2) submitted to TREC-1 1 batch filtering, VRDs are generated from whole

relevant documents in training set (VRDs_TRs). In additional experiments, VRDs are generated from support

vector set obtained after training SVM for fraining set (VRDs_SVs). In this paper, we compare two

incorporating methods for batch filtering.

We used SVM''*'" system (Joachims, 1999), and trained classifiers via radial-basis function (RBF) kernels

and left all SVM''-"'" options that affect learning as their default value.

3.2 Results

3.2. 1 Submitted Runs

We have submitted two runs tagged kNIIIlbfl and kNlll lbf2. In the submitted runs. VRDs were generated

from whole training documents. In kNIIIlbfl, VRDs were generated by multiplying weights from two

relevant documents, and subtracting terms in non-relevant documents from in relevant documents. It also

included virtual non-relevant documents produced by averaging weights from two non-relevant documents,

and subtracting terms in relevant documents from in non-relevant documents. In kNlll lbf2. VRDs were

generated by multiplying weights.
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For evaluation measure Tl lU and TllF, refer TREC-1 1 filtering track guideline. For the assessor topic, the

performances of kNIIllbfl and kNHIlbf2 on MeanTlIU are 0.305 and 0.302, respectively. The

performances of kNlll Ibfl and kNIil lbf2 on MeanTl IF are 0.190 and 0.188, respectively. The results of two

runs are almost similar. It means that virtual non-relevant documents do not affect the performance.

3.2.2 Additional Experimental Results

We have compared the effectiveness for VRDs generated from different sources:

® Org training set: performance ofSVM for trainmg set.

® VRDs_SVs: the performance of SVM after incorporating prior knowledge generated from relevant

support vector set into support vector set.

Table I shows the performance for assessor topics {from RIO 1 to R 150).

Table ! . The performances on original training set and incorporating VRDs into SV set.

Evaluation Measure Org training set VRDs_SVs Perfonnance change

MeanTlIU 0.359 0.376 4.7%

Mean TllF 0.090 0.190 111.1%

Avg. Precision 0.269 0.400 48.7%

Avg. Recall 0.046 0.101 119.6%

Micro-avg. FI 0.181 0.310 71.3%

Table 2. The statistics of information used in support vector learning (RDs: relevant documents, NRDs:

non-relevant documents).

Org training set VRDs_SVs

Avg # of training documents 861.48 328.24

Avg # of relevant documents 12.78 216.08

(Avg # of VRDs) (204.92)

Avg#ofSVset 123.32 1 19.44

(Avg # of SVs taken from VRDs)
(Avg # of SVs taken from RDs m SV set)

(Avg # of SVs taken from NRDs in SV set)

(15.32)

(10.64)

(93.48)

Table 2 shows the statistics of information in learning process for assessor topics. A lof of relevant SVs

included in the new support vectors are taken from VRDs generated artificially, rather than original relevant

documents. And the size of SV set learned from VRDS_SVs are similar with that learned from original

training set.

In the experimental results, the proposed method achieved a significant performance nnprovement on the

overall evaluation measures. These results indicate that our VRDs give new information to learn decision
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boundary in SVM. It is only 47 topics among the total 50 topics that VRDs_SVs improved performance

compared to Org training set. Therefore, VRDs generated by multiplying two relevant documents can be

applied to transformation in batch filtering task.

4 Discussion

In TREC-11 batch filtering, we have incorporated virtual relevant documents to training documents by

combining each two relevant documents pair on assumption that they might be related to the topic. Support

vector machine was used to learn from the artificially enlarged training documents. By adding virtual relevant

documents generated by transformation of original documents to training set, we could improve performance

significantly. However, the base performance of SVM on the training set is low for TREC-1 1 test collection.

For many topics. SVM system classified test documents as non-relevant to the many topics. For future work,

VRDs can be applied in other classification model and adapted new virtual transformation.
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1 A unified approach to QA and Novelty Tasks

In one sense, the goals of QA and Novelty tasks are the same: extracting small

docmnent parts which are relevant to users' queries. Additionally, the unit of

extraction is almost always fixed in both tasks. For QA, an answer is a noun

phrase in most cases, and for Novelty, a sentence is recognized as the basic

information unit.

This observation leads us to the following unified approach to both QA and

Novelty tasks: first identify information units in documents, then judge whether

each unit is relevant to the query. This two step approach is amenable to ma-

chine learning methods because each step can be cast as a classification problem.

For example, nomi phrase identification can be achieved by classifying each word

into the start/middle/end/exterior of a noun phrase; sentence identification by

classifying whether each period marks the of a sentence. Additionally, rele-

vance judgment can be regarded as the classification of a pair of query and an

information unit into a relevant-pair or non-relevant-pair.

In QA and Novelty Tracks at TREC 2002. we studied the feasibility of this

two step approach, using Support Vector Machines as the learning algorithm

of the classifiers. Since many studies on identifying information units have-

already been reported, we concentrate on the relevance judgment step in QA
and Novelty tasks in this paper.

2 Question Answering Track

Because of limited time, we applied our machine learning approach only to

questions concerning dates and quantities; the other questions were processed

in the same way as reported in [l]. Hereafter, we limit ourselves to the questions

about dates and quantities.

2.1 Answer Candidate Identification

For date/quantity questions, answers are likely base noun phrases (base NPs),

including date or number. Thus, we extracted base NPs including date/number

expressions as information units (answer candidates). However, since identifying
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such base NPs is arguably rather easy work, we constructed an answer candidate

identification module based on a Naive-Bayes classifier instead of SVMs ^

.

2.2 Relevant Candidate Selection

To train SVMs on the relevance jugdement of candidates, we created a training

dataset that consists of pairs of date/quantity questions and their answers.

As positive example pairs, we used the pairs of the past QA Ti'ack questions

that ask dates/quantities, and the answers collected from the past judgment

files using answer patterns. In addition, we randomly selected incorrect answer

candidates from the judgement files, then combined them with the questions to

obtain negative example pairs.

Each question-candidate pair is converted into a feature vector. The features

consists of the following two types of features.

Keyword densities

Keyword density in 5/10/20-word Hanning windows centered on the can-

didate.

Combined features

All combinations of question and candidate features. The question fea-

tures consist of:

• Wh-word in the question,

• Headword of wh-phrase in the question and its WordNet category.

• Keywords (nouns, verbs) in the question and its WordNet category-.

Here, wli-words are who, when, where, and what, whereas wh-j)hrases are

phrases including wh-words.

The candidate features consist of:

• Headword of the candidate and its WordNet category,

• Binary indicator of whether the candidate includes number/nn)ntii/day

expressions,

• The number of digits in the candidates.

3 Novelty Track

3.1 Relevant Sentence Extraction

We made a training data set that consists of query-sentence pairs whose rele-

vance was judged by us. Our data includes 21 queries cho,sen from TREC topics,

which are not used in the novelty track, and 4044 sentences chosen from past

TREC results.

To ai)ply SVM, we transformed each query-sentence pair into a feature vec-

tor. The features consist of:

'in general. SVMs show higher performance than Naive-Bayes classifiers. Ho\ve\-er. we
prefer Naive-Bayes in this case because training Naive-Bayes classifiers is ver\' f;v.st.
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® Sentence position normalized by the document length.

® Sentence length normalized by the longest sentence length in the same

document.

® The sum of the weights of the sentence vector.

® Keyword density in the sentence. The keywords are terms in the descrip-

tion section of the query and the title section of the document.

® Cosine between the headline term vector and the sentence term, vector.

® Cosine between the query term vector and the sentence term vector.

® Cosine between the query term vector and the document term vector.

Here, term vectors are commonly-used tfidf vectors. The inverse docum.ent

frequency (idf) is calculated using all the TIPSTER document sets.

For the TREC 2002 Novelt}^ Ti-ack. we trained SVMs with the quadratic

kernel, {x-x' + Vj^, and the Gaussian kernel. exp( — a|,r —

3.2 "New" Sentence Selection

For the TREC 2002 Novelty Track, it is not sufficient to merely judge the

relevance of each information unit (sentence); it is required that only "new"

sentences be reported at the end.

To select "new" sentences from relevant sentences, we used Marginal Rele-

vance (MR) as the selection criteria. Originally. MR was proposed as a measure

of "information" increased by the addition of a new document to the documents

already selected[2].

URv{d) = Xve\{d) - (1 - A) max smi(c/, c/')- (1)

Here, d is the document whose contribution to information increase is to be

measured, and T> is the set of documents already selected. The function rel(d)

is the relevance of d to the query, and sh\\{d,d') is the "similarity" between d

and d'

.

To apply MR to a new sentence selection in the Novelty task, we modified

MR as follows.

® Sentences are regarded as (very) short "documents".

® For the relevance measure of sentences, we use the value of a discriminant

function which is used in tiie relevant sentence extraction step.

® For the similarity measure, we use the number of the common words be-

tween the sentences divided l)y the average number of words in both sen-

tences.

In the new sentence selection step, we re])eat the selection of the sentence

with the largest MR and add it to the selected sentence set until the largest MR
is less than 0.2

'-^

2We set A = 0.7.
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Quadratic Gaussian

P*R(re!) 0.0694

P*R(new) 0.0545

0.0664

0.0477

Table 1: Results of Novelty Track

3.3 Results

We submitted two runs for Novelty Tracks: quadratic kernel SVMs were used

in one run and Gaussian kernel SVMs in the other.

Table 1 shows ''precision multiplied by recall" values of our submissions.

Quadratic kernel SVMs perform shghtly better than Gaussian kernel ones.
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Abstract

In the novelty task, the amount of information of a sentence that can be

used in similarity computation is the major challenging issue. Some sort

of information expansion methods was introduced to tackle this problem.

' Our approach to relevance identification was to expand the information of

a sentence with the context of this sentence using a sliding window

method. The similarity was measured by the number of words of a topic

description that match the sentences within a window. Besides, WordNet

was employed to relax word match operation to inexact match. In the

novelty detection part, we first applied a coherent text segmentation

algorithm to partition the sentences extracted from the relevance

identification part into several coherent segments denoting sub-topics.

Then we compute the similarity of each sentence with each segment. A

sentence was in terms of a sentence-segment similarity vector. Two

sentences are regarded as similar if they are related to the same sub-topics.

In this way, the redundant sentences were filtered out.

1 Introduction

Information explosion is one of challenging problems in the new information era.

How to obtain relevant information from a large amount of data collection has

become important. Current information retrieval (IR) systems only return

documents satisfying users' information needs, but they do not locate the relevant

sentences. Users have to go through the whole documents to find the relevant

information. Moreover, traditional IR systems do not tell out which sentences

contribute new information. To filter the redundant information and locate the novel

information becomes more and more important for many emerging applications like

summarization and question-answering. Novelty track, the new task of TREC. aims

to locate relevant and new sentences (within context) rather than the whole documents

containing duplicate and extraneous information.

Only few attempts have been made so far on novelty detection problem, because
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there is little agreement to the definition of novelty and the lack of evaluation data.

In Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) project (Allan, Carbonnell and Yamron, 2002),

link detection task relates news stories on the same topic (Chen and Ku, 2002) and

first story detection tries to find out the first article of a new event. It is some sort of

novelty detection on document level. In novelty track of TREC, the basic unit that

we confront with is a sentence. The amount of information of a sentence that can be

used in similarity computation is the major challenging issue. In multi-document

summarization (Chen and Huang, 1999; Chen and Lin, 2000), we faced the similar

problem. We had to compute the similarity of meaningful units, which contain less

information than passages and documents. Word matching and thesaurus expansion

were adopted to tell out if two meaningful units touch on the same theme.

This paper shows how to extract relevant sentences from several known relevant

documents, and how to determine new sentences from the extracted relevant

sentences. The decision about what information is new depends on the order of the

occurrence of the information. In other words, "a novel sentence" means that all of

the relevant information in this sentence is never covered by the relevant sentences

delivered previously. Section 2 presents the architecture of our system. It uses

sliding window to exact relevant sentences and uses relevant segments to exact novel

sentences. Section 3 shows the performance of this system and makes some

discussions. Section 4 concludes the remarks.

2 Architecture

Figure i shows the architecture of our novelty system. It is composed of two major

components, i.e., a relevance detector and a novelty detector. The relevance detector

receives a sequence of sentences from known relevant documents, and determines

which sentence is on topic. Those relevant sentences will be delivered to the novelty

detector and the redundant sentences will be filtered out. The remaining sentences

are new (novel) and relevant.

Figure 1: Architecture of Our Novelty System
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The basic idea in our study is to measure the similarity of the sentences in the

relevant documents. The following subsections will deal with the similarity model,

relevance detector and novelty detector in sequence.

2.1 Similarity Model

Because the basic unit of similarity measure is a sentence instead of the whole

document, we have to deal with the problem of less information in a sentence during

distinguishing relevant and irrelevant sentences. Predicate-argument structure forms

the kernel of a sentence, thus verbs and nouns are important features for similarity

measures. All the sentences were parsed using Eric Brill's part-of-speech tagger.

After tagging, nouns and verbs were extracted. Then we utilized WordNet to find

the synonymous terms for inexact matching. Noun and verb taxonomies with

hyponymy/hypernymy relations were consulted. The shortest path of each sense of

word vf/ to each sense of word w'2, denoted distiyv], wj), was computed. Figure 2

demonstrates an example. Each note represents a synset in WordNet. In this

example, the distance between universe and sky is 4.

A threshold is employed to decide whether two words are similar or not. If

their di.siance is less than the threshold, then 0.5 is added in the matching score. In

summary, our similarity model is shown as follows;

® Nouns in one sentence are matched to nouns in another sentence, so are

verbs. The value of 1 is added to the matching score for each exact

matching.

• In inexact matching, we set word distance threshold to 4. In other

words, if the dist{w\, w^) is less than the threshold, the value of 0.5 is

added to the matching score.

• Each term is matched only once.

The similarity of two sentences is in terms of noun-similarity and verb-similarity:

Figure 2: An Example of Distance Measurement
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in
noun _sim{s^, Sj) = (1)

n
verb _ sim {s^ ^s^)- ,

— (2)

where s\ and ^2 denote two sentences, respectively;

m and n denote the number of matching nouns and verbs, respectively;

a and b are the total number of nouns in Si and S2, respectively; and

c and d are the total number of verbs in Si and S2, respectively.

2.2 Relevance Detector

The relevance detector aims to identify those sentences containing the relevant

information from the known relevant documents. The approach to determine if a

sentence is on topic is to use the above similarity function to measure the similarity of

a sentence and the given topic. Its function is similar to traditional information

retrieval system. The main difference is that the relevance detector extracts relevant

information from sentences. The major problem of calculating similarity of a

sentence and a topic is that sentence contains less information for comparison.

In Section 2.1, we try to augment a sentence with the synonymous terms

retrieved from WordNet. We call it within-sentence expansion. Here one more

expansion, called between- sentence expansion later, is considered. The context of a

sentence is also a cue to determine relevance. In one extreme case, all the sentences

surrounding the specific sentence form a context. But the context may be so large

that noise may be introduced. In another extreme case, only the specific sentence is

considered without adding any other sentence. In other words, it employs the

information coming from itself Trading the two extreme cases off, a sliding

window controls how large a context is. Figure 2 shows a sliding window of size 2.
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Figure 3: A Sliding Window (window size = 2)
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A predefined relevance threshold, THreievance, is employed to determine whether

sentences within a window are on topic or not. The sentences within a window are

on topic if the similarity is larger than the predefined threshold. That is, if the

sentences within a window are on topic, then those sentences within a window are

identified as relevant sentences and sent to the next component, i.e., novelty detector.

The window size and the relevance threshold, THreievance, are trained from the

pre-released sample data.

2.3 Novelty Detector

The next step is to detect new information among the sentences extracted by the

relevance detector. It would be better to say that we plan to filter the redundant

sentences among the relevant sentences. The key issue on the detection of new

information is how to differentiate the meaning of sentences accurately. Sentences

may contain too less information to distinguish their differences, so that certain

information expansion method is required.

We postulate that the relevant sentences may touch on several particular

sub-topics. Under this postuiation, a text segmentation algorithm developed by

Utiyama, et al. (2001) was employed to partition the relevant sentences into several

segments. Each segment corresponds to a sub-topic. This algorithm finds the

maximum-probability coherent segmentation of a given text. The similarity between

each sentence and each segment is calculated, and then each sentence is represented

as a sentence-segment similarity vector. Two sentences are regarded as similar if

they are related to the same sub-topics. In this way, the redundant sentences are

filtered out and only the novel sentences are kept. Figure 4 sketches this idea.
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sentence J

sentence 2
sentence 3

sentence 4
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Figure 4: An Illustration of Novelty Detector
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Assume a sentence s, is represented as a vector (y,.i, Vi,2, Vjp), where /i is the

number of segments. Cosine function shown in formula (4) measures the similarities

of two vectors.

This value indicates that how similar sentences s, and Sj are. From the other point of

view, the higher value indicates sentence is somewhat redundant relative to sentence

Sj. A threshold of novelty decision, THpoveity, determines the degree of redundancy.

If the similarity score of sentences St and .Vj is larger than THpoveity, then one of the two

sentences has to be filtered out depending to their temporal order. The remaining

sentences are the result of the novelty detector. The novelty threshold, TH„oveity, was

trained from the pre-released sample data set.

In the above approach, we employed the relevant data itself to select the new

information. Alternatively, we may use a reference corpus and regard each relevant

sentence as a query to this corpus. An IR system may retrieve top n documents from

the reference corpus for each relevant sentence. Each retrieved document is

assigned a weight 1/r, where r is a rank of a retrieved document. In this way, a

sentence is still represented as a vector. Cosine function measures the similarity of

any two sentences, and the novel sentence is selected.

3 Experimental Results

Traditional precision and recall is counted to measure the performance of our novelty

system and the product of precision and recall is also calculated for TREC measure.

In the relevance part, we used description 1, description 2 as well as narrative part of

the topic to retrieve relevant sentences. WordNet 1 .7. 1 was employed.

Tables 1 and 2 show our official runs at TREC 2002 Novelty Track. Our result

of novelty part is not so good in this experiment, because the threshold, THnoveiiy, is

set to 0.97. This setting is according to the observation in pre-released sample set.

The novelty sentence is ten percent of relevant sentences, thus we applied high

novelty threshold to filter more sentences. After evaluation results were returned,

we found that assessor also considered the sentence is novel if the sentence is relevant.

Therefore, we applied higher novelty threshold in the latter unofficial experiments.

In this way, two sentences should have much higher similarity to pass the threshold if

they are similar. The lower the probability two sentences pass the threshold, the

higher the probability both sentences are novel.

(4)
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Table L PerformaHce of Official Relevance Detection

Relevance Part

Precision (P) Recall (R) P*R

ntui 0.07 0.47 0.037

ntu2 0.07 0.47 0.033

ntu3 0.08 0.40 0.037

Table 2, Performance of C3ff1clal Novellty Detection

Novelty Part

Precision (P) Recall (R) P*R

ntul 0.07 0.07 0.009

ntu2 0.06 0.07 0.008

niu3 0.09 0.06 0.010

Our unofficial results are shown as follows. The set of sentences randomly

selected from the target documents is regarded as a baseline model, its P*R score is

0.006. Table 3 lists the performance of relevance detector. The threshold for

relevance detector is set to 0.4. Performance of the system (i.e., the P*R value) is

improved as window size is increased from 1 to 4. When the window size is

increased a little larger after the critical point, the performance starts to decline. The

results show that larger window size may incorporate useful context information, but

it may also select more irrelevant sentences.

Table 3. Performance of Relevjsnce Detector (T ^relevance = 0.4)

Window size Precision (P) Recall (R) P*R

1 0.137 0.211 0.029

2 0.094 0.393 0.037

3 0.080 0.474 0.038

4 0.077 0.532 0.041

5 0.069 0.565 0.039

We chose the best performance of relevance part to experiment with the next

component. Novelty detector. The experimental result is shown in Table 4. In this

experiment, the novelty thresholds are set to 0.98 and 0.99. Table 4 indicates that

more sentences are filtered as THpoviety is lower. The experimental result shows that

the performance of revised novelty detector is two times better than that of the

original one in the formal run. However, the performance is still not comparable to

the human assessors. The major reason is that the result of relevance detector
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contains irrelevant sentences, so novelty detector false identifies that those irrelevant

sentences contain new information. As we mention before, the relevance part is the

major difficulty to overcome in this task.

Tab le 4. Performanc e of Novelty Detector

Novelty

Threshold
Precision (P) Recall (R) P*R

0.98 0.123 0.132 0.016

0.99 0.099 0.221 0J22

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an approach to identify sentences that are novel and

redundant as well as relevant and irrelevant. The method of matching keywords and

related words in sentences may not be appropriate to the relevance part. We

presented an information expansion approach to deal with this problem. We

postulated that if two sentences have the similar meaning, then their behavior on

information retrieval to a reference corpus (relevant sentence segments or an

independent corpus) is similar. The current estimators for our approach should be

improved, even though they sometimes work well on some topics. The syntactic and

semantic analysis of sentences may help distinguish relevant sentence from target

corpus.

To use a similarity function to measure if a sentence is on topic is similar to the

function of an IR system. We may use a reference corpus, and regard a topic and a

sentence as queries to this corpus. An IR system may retrieve top n documents from

the reference corpus for these two queries. Each retrieved document is assigned a

relevant weight by the IR system. In this way. a topic and a sentence can be in terms

of two weighting vectors. Cosine function measures their similarity, and the

sentence with similarity score larger than a threshold is selected. The issues behind

this approach include the reference corpus, the IR system, the number of documents

reported, the similarity threshold, and the number of relevant sentences extracted.

The reference corpus consulted should be large enough to cover different themes for

references. In the first experiments, the document sets used in TREC-6 text

collection were considered as a reference corpus. It consists of 556,077 documents.

In the initial experiments. Smart system with the basic setting (i.e., tf^idf scheme

without relevance feedback) was employed. It had average precision 0.1459 on the

TREC topics 301-350.

We compute the Cosine of a topic vector T and a given sentence vector S, ( ! < / < m),

where m denotes total number of the given sentences. Assume normal distribution
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with mean ji and standard deviation cris adopted to specify the similarity distribution

of the given sentences with a topic.

m

Y.cos{T,S.)

/J =^ (5)
m

£(cos(7,5,)-/i)^

(6)
m

COS( S,,Sj)=
(7)

.k I .k

The percentage n denotes that top n percentages of the given sentences will be

reported. Similarity thresholds (THreievance) shown as follows are determined by

these percentages.

THreievance = /J + Z<7 (8)

' 0{z)^^l' e-''"dv = \-n (9)
V2;r

Even though the above dynamic approach has better performance, it is still "fixed

percentage" for every topic. We consider further how to select "good" percentages

for individual topics. Larkey et al. (2002) showed that only 5% of the sentences

contained relevant materials for average topic. From their collection statistics

(Larkey et al., 2002), we used linear regression as follows to capture the relationship

between total number of the given sentences and number of the relevant sentences.

47.903 - 0.006a- (10)

where x is total number of given sentences, and n is the percentage.

After computing n using Formula (10), we derived z using Formula (9) and finally

THreievance using Formula (8). Table 5 summarizes experimental results. For

different size of ranked document lists, the performance is more stable (i.e., between

0.7 1 and 0.8 1 ). The best average PxR is 0.08 1 , i.e., 42.4 1 % of human performance.

Table 5. Performance of Relevance Detection with Dynamic Percentages

doc-size 25 .^0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 SO X5 90 ')5 100

P 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0. 1 3 0. 1

3

0.13 0.12

R 0.46 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.5 1 0.5

1

0.5

1

0.50

PxR .072 .077 .079 .080 .081 .078 .078 .076 .075 .075 .074 .074 .074 .074 .074 .071

Figure 5 lists the performance of each topic when 45 documents were returned by IR

system. Two dotted lines, i.e., one is human performance (0.191) and the other one
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is baseline performance (0.006), are provided for reference. Performance of our

system in 8 topics (358, 364, 365, 368, 397, 414, 433 and 449) is competitive to that

of human judge. In contrast, performance in 6 topics (305, 312, 315, 419, 420, and

432) is lower than that of random selection. The average PxR of the remaining 36

topics are below human performance, but better than that of baseline model.

Figure 5. Average PxR of Relevance Identification for Each Topic
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Abstract

For the short, factoid questions in TREC, the query terms we get from the original questions are either too brief or often do

not contain most relevant information in the corpus. It will be very difficult to find the answer (especially exact answer) in a

large text document collection because of the gap between the query space and the document space, in order to bridge this

gap, there is a need to expand the original queries to include the terms in the document space. In this research, we

investigate the integration of both the Web and WordNet in performing local context and lexical correlations to bridge the

gap. In order to minimize the noise introduced by the external resources, we explore detailed question classes, fine-grained

named entities, and successive constraint relaxation.

1. Introduction

We are participating in this year's Question Answei-ing (QA) main task and it's our first time to take part in TREC.
Question answering has recently received attention from many natural language processing communities [1][2][19]. Our

goal is to retrieve the exact answers for the short, factoid questions in TREC. In our system, several modules have been

developed. They are question processing, external resources adoption, document retrieval, candidate sentence selection and

exact answer extraction.

During question parsing, the detailed question classes, answer types, original content query terms and NLP roles of the

query terms are analyzed. We derive detailed question class ontology that corresponds to fine-grained named entities. This

enables us to extract exact answer from the candidate sentences more accurately.

The original query terms can be used as the basis to locate potential answer candidates in the corpus. However, one major

problem of doing this is that the query terms do not have sufficient coverage to locate most answer candidates. This is

known as the semantic gap between the query space and document space. In order to bridge this gap, we use the knowledge

of both the Web and lexical resources to expand the original query. We first use the original query to search the Web for

top N web documents and then extract terms that co-occur frequently in the local context of the N-gram query terms. We
next use WordNet to find other terms in the retrieved documents that are lexically related to the expanded query terms. The

new query therefore contains terms that are related to the local context in the Web and the lexical context through WordNet.

Finally, we use the expanded query to search for answer candidates through the MG system [20].

Candidate answer sentences are selected from the top returned documents and are ranked based on certain criteria to

maximize the answer recall and precision. NL analysis is performed on these candidate sentences to extract POS, base

Noun Phrases, Named Entities, etc. Answer selection is done by matching the expected answer type to the NL results. The

nearest string with the expected answer type in the candidate sentence is returned as the final answer. Figure I gives the

overview of our system architecture

Question
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/ \
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Figure 1: Overview of System Architecture

In this system, we focus on the techniques to expand the original query to locate most answer candidates. The resulting

approach is efficient and has been found to be effective. Our experiments on TREC QA main task show good results when

combining both local context and lexical ini'brmation.
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2. Question Processing

The purpose of our question processing is to find the specific nature of each question and to make full use of all the

information in the question in order to find the best answer.

2.1. Question Classification

Question classification in our system is based on question focus and answer type. A lule-based question classifier is

developed to determine the question focus and question class. There are seven main question classes in our system. They

are: HUM (Human), LOC (Location), TME (Time), NUM (Number), OBJ (Object), DES (Description) and UNKNOWN
(Unknown). The last type UNKNOWN is used to group questions that cannot be categorized into the other classes.

Different types of the questions are treated slightly differently in the following answer extraction module.

> Example 1 : "Which city is the capital of Canada? " (Q-ciass: LOC)

> Example 2: "Which province is the capital of Canada in? " (Q-class: LOC)

Obviously, both of the questions belong to the type of LOC (Location) and their content words are almost the same, i.e.,

capital and Canada. However, they are expecting different answers, which should fall in different categories, i.e., city or

state. The first question's answer will be Ottawa but the second's answer should be Ontario, [n order to detect the subtle

differences in the questions, we further classify the first 6 major question classes into 54 sub classes (see table 1 below).

Under each main class, there is a special sub-class caUed XXX__BAS1C, which is designed for questions that fall in the major

class but do not suit any of the sub-classes. Our question classification is similar to the learning classifier developed by Li

and Roth [13]. Currently, our rule -based classifier can reach an accuracy of over 98%.

Q-Class Q-Sub-Class #Trec 1 1 q #TreclOq Example

HUM PERSON 43 19 Who is the governor of Colorado ?

HUM HUM_ORG 1 1 4 What car company invented the Edsel ?

HUM_BASIC 41 35 Who is Tom Cruise married to ?

LOC PLANET I 2 Which pianet did the spacecraft Magellan enable scientists to research extensively ?

LOC_ClTY 18 16 What is the capital city of Algeria ?

LOC_CONT[NENT 3 2 What continent is Scotland in ?

LOC COUNTRY 18 3 What country is Berlin in ?

LOC_COUNTY 3 2 What county is Elmira , NY in ?

LOC STATE 3 4 Which state has the longest coastline on the Atlantic Ocean ?

LOC
LOC PROVINCE 2 2 What province is Calgary located in ?

LOC TOWN 2 0 The Hindenburg disaster took place in 1937 in which New Jersey town ?

LOC^RIVER 3 3 What river is called "China 's Sorrow" ?

LOC LAKE 2 2 What is the deepest lake in the world ?

LOC MOUNTAIN 1 2 What is the name of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii '

LOC_OCEAN 2 1 What body of water does the Colorado River flow into ?

LOCJSLAND 3 1 What is the world 's second largest island ?

LOC_BAS]C 50 29 Where is Devil 's Tower ?

NUM_COUNT 1 1 12 How many chromosomes does a human zygote have ?

NUM_PRJCE 5 1 How much does it cost to register a car in New Hampshire ?

NUM_PERCENT 4 8 What percent of the U.S . is African American ?

NUM_DISTANCE 22 16 What is the height of the tallest redwood ?

NUM_WEIGHT 0 2 What is the average weight of a Yellow Labrador ?

NUM_DEGREE 3 7 What is the boiling point of water ?

NUM NUM_AGE 9 7 How old was Nolan Ryan when he retired ?

NUM_RANGE 2 0 What is the range for the number of passengers a Boeing 747 airplane can cany ?

NUM_SPEED 3 5 How fast does a cheetah run ?

NUM_FREQUENCY 1 0 How often does the United States government conduct an official population census ?

NUM_SIZE ~i
1 What 's the capacity of the Superdome ?

NUM AREA 1 1 How much area does the Everglades cover ?

NUM_BASIC 8 5 How much vitamin C should you take in a day ?

TME_YEAR 24 15 What year was Alaska purchased ?

TME TME_MONTH 2 0 In what month are the most babies born ?

TME_DAY 8 9 What day did Neil Armstrong land on the moon ?

TME BASIC 65 23 When was the telegraph invented ?

OBJ OBJ_CURRENCY 2 5 What is the currency used in China ?

0BJ_MUS1C 8 2 What was Aaron Copland 's most famous piece of music '.'

OBJ_ANlMAL 5 9 What is the state bird of Alaska ?

OBJ_PLANT 2 5 What is the major crop grown in Arizona ?

OBJ BREED 1 1 What breed was Roy Rogers ' horse Trigger ?
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OBJ_.CULUK TL Q Wha.t arc the colors of the Italian flag ?

OBJ_
1

1
1 What IS the chief religion for Peru ?

_Vv/\l\ J TV lldl Wal lo I^WIIIJC^^ICVJ Willi IIIC UVJUls, \_-Ilai^C \Ji ItlC Dll^aUC

OBJ_.LAinOUAOc, I Z What language do they speak in New Caledonia ?

OBJ_.WORK J 1
1 Which long Lewis Carroll poem was turned into a musical on the London stage ?

OBJ_ XJ z What was Wiiliam Shakespeare 's occupation before he began to write plays ?

OBJ_ hlN 1 cK i AtlN 1 What TV series did Pierce Brosnan play in ?

OR I 2 v\ iiai ^ai\i Kaiiiv UjCj V^lliy to ^dlUd .

(JdJ_ D i
I on What is the chemical formula for sulphur dioxide ?

DES. ADD_ADb q 7 What H/-»*=>c r^PR etanrl fnrw iidL clocs v_ri\ sianu lor .

DES..MEANING 1 6 What does " E Pluribus Unum " mean ?

DES DES. MANNER 5 4 How did Mahatma Gandhi die ?

DES..REASON ] 4 What are hiccups caused by ?

DES..BASIC 14 10 What do you call a baby sloth ?

Table 1 : Question Classes

2.2. Question Parsing

Besides question classes, some important information are also extracted when we parse the question. They are crucial for

the later processes. Detailed analysis is performed here in order to get as much useful information as possible. There are

several kinds of word groups we extract from the original question. They are:

(1 ) Content Words: These include nouns, adjectives, numbers, and some non-trivia! verbs, which appear in the question

string. Part of Speech tagging is performed before we select the content words. For example: ''What mythical Scottish

town appearsfor one day every 100 years?'' , the content word vector will be g : (mythical, Scottish, town, appears,

one, day, 100, years)

(2) Basic Noun Phrases: we use noun phrase recognizer to identity all basic noun phrases appear in the question. For the

above example, the noun phrase vector n : (" mythical Scottish town" )

(3) Head of the First Noun Phrase: h refers to the noun follows the question header (e.g. what, which, how, etc) and

carries the main meaning of the question focus. It can be the next noun or the last word in the next noun phrase after

the question header. For the above exampleji : (town). Usually, there is only one such head for each question sentence.

(4) Quotation Words: For some of the questions, quotations appear in the question string. They should be given special

treatment. The string inside quotation marks usually is longer than a noun phrase, sometimes it could be a full sentence.

For example, " What Broadway musical is the song " The Story is Me "from ? " The quotation word vector will be u :

("The Story is Me")

3. Query Expansion

After question processing, we need to locate the relevant documents and sentences from the TREC corpus. The most

common way is to apply information retrieval techniques to find the relevant documents and candidate answer sentences.

For the short, factual questions in TREC, the query terms we get from the original questions are either too brief or do not

fully cover the terms used in the corpus.

Given a short query, a"' = [q/*^* q2*'''
•••qk*°' ]

usually with k<=4, the problem for retrieving all the documents relevant to

£ is that the query does not contain most of the terms used in the document space to represent the same concept. Thus

there is thus a need to expand the original query to bridge the gap between the query space and document space.

We use general open resources to overcome this problem. The external general resources that can be readily used include

the Web, WordNet, Knowledge bases, and Query Logs. Many groups working on QA have recently used the Web

[3j[4][5][6][8][9][]2][18] and WordNet [7][10][1 1 ][1 6][1 7] as resources for question answering, in our system, we

integrate the external resources to expand the query. The new query is then used to look for the relevant documents and

sentences in the QA Text Collection.

3.1. Using Web as the Generalized External Resource

The Web is the most rapidly growing and complete knowledge resource in the world now. The terms in the relevant

documents retrieved from the Web are likely to be similar or even the same as those in the QA Text Collection since they

are both news articles.

Original content words in the question are passed to the online search engine, e.g. Google, to search for documents in the

Web. The terms in the relevant web documents that are highly correlated with the original query terms will be considered as

candidates to expand the context of the original query. The steps are:

. . , (0) ^ (0) (0) (0)

a) Get origmal query a =(q| ,0^2 '•••'^k

b) Forg' retrieve the top N documents from the Web.
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c) Vq^*°' extract W|, which contains non-trivial words in the same sentence or within p words away from q|'^^ in

the retrieved web documents.
(0)

d) Rank all Wj|< ^ w^ by computing its probability of co-occurrence with q, as:

where, ds{W|k/\ q, ) is the number of instances that w.^ and q^ appear toeether, and ds(Wj;;\/ q^ ) is the number of

mstances that either w,i; or q^ appears.
(0)

e) Merge all wj to form for £ . Therefore, contains the list of words that are highly correlated with the original

query from web documents.

3.2. Use WordNet as the Generalized Externa! Resource

The Web can only provide us the words that occur frequently with the original query terms in the local context. It however,

lacks information on lexical relationships between these terms. To overcome this problem, we look up WordNet to find

words that are lexically related to the original query terms. The glosses, synonyms, and hypernyms are considered to be

useful in relating words. In this work, we consider glosses and synonyms only to relate terms. For example, from the

glosses,

> Definition ofplant: A living organism lacking the power of locomotion

y Definition ofanimal: A living organism characterized by voluntary movement

The common concept here is living organism, which will link concept/jfo/ff to concept animal.

(0)

From WordNet, we can find gloss words and synset words for a . If we expand the query by appending all the terms

in the glosses and synsets, it tends to be too general and contain too many terms out of context. In general, we need to

restrict and to those terms found in the web documents, i.e., those found in C^. Thus we circumvent this probleiTi by

using gloss and synset relations to increase the weights of appropriate context terms w^^^ C^^ by:

y if Wj.^ G^, increase \\^ by a

> if Sq, increase by (3. ( 0<p<a< 1 ) {2j

The final weight for each term in is normalized for ranking. The new query is formed as

a*" = £°'+ {top /n terms from whose weights are below the selection threshold
| (3)

Currently, we plan to use the Semantic Perceptron Net approach [14] to derive semantic groups in C^^. G^. and in order to

derive a structured approach to utilize external knowledge.

4. Document & Candidate Answer Sentence Retrieval

We use the MG tool [20] in our system to index the documents. We choose Boolean retrieval because of the short queries

and the need to maximize precision. After performing Boolean retrieval by using a to retrieve the top M documents ( M =

50), if fl^" does not return sufficient number of relevant documents, we reduce the extra terms added and repeat the

Boolean search. Therefore, we successively relax the constraints to ensure precision in document retrieval.

The sentence is chosen as the basic unit for processing in our system. After performing sentence boundary detection, we use

the following criteria to rank the relevance of a sentence to the question: (Recallfrom query processing, we extracted ci , ih

lil. For each Sentence Sent^. we match it with

e quotation words: W^^ = % of term overlap between u and Sent^

• noun phrases: W^^ = % of phrase overlap between n and Sent^

6 head of first noun phrase: Wj^^ = 1 if there is a match and 0 otherwise

® original content words: W'V.i = % of term overlap between g. and Sent|
"

(l-Ol ' (!-0i (i) (0)
e expanded content words: W_,| = % of term overlap between £ and Sent^ . where q =q -£

The final score for the sentence is 5
,
= X a

,
W , where Za =1, W^^g

{
W^^ . W^^

,
W^j , W^.^ , W^^ | . The top K sentences

are then selected as the candidate ansu er .^Nentences based on 5
/•

5. Answer Extraction

Finally we perform the tagging of fine-grained named entities [1 5] on the top K sentences extracted from the previous steps.

From these sentences, we extract the string that matches the Question classes (answer target) as the answer. Once an ansuer

is found within the top i'*^ sentence, the system will terminate the search for the rest of (K-i) sentences. When there is more
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than one matching strings in a single sentence, we will choose the string that is nearest to the original query terms. For

example: for question ''^ Where did Dr. King give his speech in Washington?'^ , we get:

• Q-class: LOC^BASIC
e <LOC_BASIC WASHINGTON> KING-DREAM _ <LOC_BASIC WASHINGTON > _ In the <NUM_PERIOD 35

years> since Dr . <HUM_PERSON Martin Luther King> Jr . delivered his I Have a Dream " speech at the

<LOC_BASIC Lincoln Memorial> , how have economic and social conditions changed for <LOC_CONT]NENT
^/r/ca/j> Americans ?

For question class LOCJSASIC, we look for all the sub categories under LOC and we will get WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON, Lincoln Memorial and African as answer candidates. Among them, Lincoln Memorial is the nearest

string to original content word speech , and hence is picked as the exact answer.

For some questions, we cannot find any answer. Our solution is to reduce the number of the expanded query terms and

repeat the document/sentence retrieval and answer extraction process for up to m iterations (m=5). If we still cannot find an

exact answer, NIL is returned as the answer. We call this method successive constraint relaxation, which helps to increase

the recall while preserving precision.

6. Result Analysis

We answered 290 questions correctly with un-interpolated average precision of 0.61. Figure 2 shows that our system works

well for most of the easy questions (right side of the figure), and has reasonable performance for the difficult ones.

Num Q with Cotrect Answer

II 13 i5 17 19 21 23 25 27 28 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 46 47 4S 5J

Num of Runs wiih Correct Answers

Figure 2: Question Difficulty Distribution

Correctness of AB Question Types
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" ffl

,1-

1

Que sttosi Type

Figure 3: Answer Accuracy of All the Question Types

We also found that the accuracy of the exact answers differ for different type of questions (see Figure 3). For some question

classes, like Time, Location and Human, our system gives quite high performance. For Description, Number and Object

questions, we still need to find better techniques to improve the performance.

Another problem is that we have too many questions with NIL answers. The precision for recognizing NIL answer is low:

41 / 170 = 0.24!, although the recall for NIL answer is satisfactory: 41 / 46 = 0.891. As a result, the overall system recall
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(consider both questions with non-NIL and those with NIL answer) is not satisfactory as compared to precision. This is

because we use the boolean search to look for relevant TREC documents. Only the documents containing all the query

terms are returned. This restriction might be too strict.

7. Future Work

We are currently refining our approach in several directions. First, we are refining our terms correlation by considering a

combination of local context, global context and lexical correlations. Second, we are working towards a template-based

approach on answer selection that incorporates some of the current ideas on question profiling and answer proofing, etc.

Third, we will explore the structured use of external knowledge using the semantic perceptron net approach [14]. Our

longer-term research plan includes Interactive QA, and the handling of more difficult analysis and opinion question types.
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Abstract
Video shot boundary detection and keyframe extraction is an important step in many video-processing

applications. We observe that video shot boundary is a multi-resolution edge phenomenon in the feature space. Jn

this experiment, we expanded our previous temporal multi-resolution analysis (TMRA) work by introducing the

new feature vector based on motion, incorporating functions to detect flash and camera/object motion, and

selecting automatic thresholds for noise elimination based on the type of video. The framework is used to extract

meaningful keyframes. Experiments show that our new system can detect and characterize both the abrupt (CUT)
and gradual (GT) transitions effectively. It has good accuracy for both the detection of transitions as well as their

boundaries.

f . Introduction

Due to the presence of many types of transitions and the wide varying lengths of GTs, the task of detecting the

type and location of transitions in video is a complex task. In fact, the transition of video is not a single resolution

phenomenon. For example, although longer GT can't be observed at a high temporal resolution, it is apparent at a

low temporal resolution of the same video stream. Thus the detection of transitions of video shots is a temporal

multi-resolution problem. Information across resolutions can also be used to detect as well as locate both the CUT
and GT transition points. Since wavelet is well known for its ability to model sharp discontinuities and to

process signals according to scales [1], we employ Canny-like B-Spiine wavelets in this multi-resolution analysis.

This work provides: a) an unified approach for CUT and GT detection; b) accurate location of gradual transition

boundary: c) adaptive threshold value selection based on video variance within a sliding window; d) flash

elimination by characterizing the phenomenon in muiti resolution; e) motion elimination by computing quadratic

similarity measures within the transition and its neighborhood; and f) keyframe extraction.

Z Basic Theory

2.1 Video Representation

We model the video according to the content of the video frames in the stream. The feature for representing the

content of video frames could be of any type: color, shape, texture or motion. Thus video is modeled in a N-
dimensiona! feature space of : (a) gray-level representation, (b) RGB value, and (c) Optic flow/motion vector

value. The dimension of the space depends on the dimensionality of the chosen features. Since the color-

histogram representation has been found to be useful for the video segmentation problem, we use the N-color

histogram for each frame of video. Our experiment shows that the local histogram-based method has difficulties

in improving both the recall and precision of the shot boundary detection at the same time. In addition it has

difficulty locating precise boundary of GT due to the flash and camera/object motions. To overcome this problem

we constructed a motion-based feature using the motion-vectors of MPEG compressed stream. Besides the use of

these features, we also use derivatives to detect the transitions. The maximas of the first order derivative or zero

crossing in the second order derivative will correspond to transition points, in this paper, the first order derivative

was taken for easier implementation.

By empirically observing GTs that exists in most video streams, we find that different types of GTs exist like fade

in/fade out, dissolve, wipe, morph etc. Moreover, the length of the transition may vary greatly too. Different shot

transitions have different characteristics, so it is hard to use just one single feature and single algorithm to capture

the characteristics of all kinds of shot transitions efficiently. Just as the assumptions most existing algorithm

follows, one can clearly observe that the content between shots change much more than intra-shot change.

However different types of shot transitions are observable at different scales in the feature space. Whatever the

type or length of the transition, there will always be a change big enough that we can detect. The difference is
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only the resolution of our observation. For CUT, we could see the change both in a detailed observation (between

two successive frames), or a coarse observation (across several frames), while GT only shows the change in a

coarse observation. So the transition must be defined with respect to different resolutions. By viewing the video at

multiple resolutions, the CUT and those GTs could be unified. The only difference is that GTs means boundaries

of signal in low resolutions while CUT means in all the resolutions. By making this fundamental observation that

a video shot boundary is a multi-resolution phenomenon, we can characterize the transitions with the following

features: the scale of the transition, the strength of the transition, and the singularity of the transition point. We
have developed a unique multi-resolution analysis technique to detect and characterize both the CUT & GT shot

boundaries.

2.2 Applying Wavelet

The multi-resolution phenomenon has been widely studied in other areas, and wavelets provide a good

mathematical basis for such an analysis. In the analysis, we need to construct a scale space. The Gaussian scale-

space approach is widely adopted as the Gaussian function is the unique kerne!, which satisfies the causality

property as guaranteed by the scaling theorem: Because the first order derivative of the Gaussian function could

be a mother wavelet, one can easily show that the sharper variation points of the signal corresponds to the local

maxima of the wavelet transform. Thus a maxima detection of the wavelet transform is equivalent to boundary

detection. If the mother wavelets is the Canny wavelet, which is the first order derivative of the Gaussian , then

^"(.) =^ (1)

ax

and the dilation at scale is

(2)

s s

When choosing a dyadic scale sequence 2"'
, we get:

1 X
V/;'.(-v) =— V'''(—

)
(3)

The wavelet transform here is defined as:

W:Ax) = / X ^1 . 1/ X^^f£l =4 [/ X ^, ix)]
s \sj s ^x {sj dx

s

From the right side of equation (4), we can see that the resulting output is a smoothed signal generated by a

Gaussian filter that calculates the first order derivatives, it could be shown here that this wavelet transform is

equivalent to smoothening the signal by applying the different scale Gaussian filters and then calculate the first

order derivatives. The detailed derivation of Equations (1-5) can be found in [3]. The local maximas of the

resulting signal will indicate where the transitions happen, and the magnitude of the maximas will show the

strength of the transitions. Tracing the maximas in different resolutions is equivalent to finding transition points

in different resolutions. In many cases, the presence of noise may result in maximas too. We distinguish the real

transitions from the noise by examining the cross-resolution information. A real transition will still be a maxima

in all resolutions. However, the noise may be lost or eroded in a lower resolution of the smooth fimction [3].

3. Implementation

Feature Extraction Phase

Input

MPEG
Video

Shot Boundar^' Detection Phase

DCT DC
&
MA

Extraction

DC64

;MA64

TMRA
Algorithm

Initial Shot

Boundarv

Elimination Phase

Motion

and Flash

Detection

Wavelet

'Coefficients

CUT/GT
Boundaries

_ Keyframes

Figure 1. TMRA system for shot boundary detection
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The TMRA system has 3 phases, fn the feature extraction phase, feature vectors suitable for the TMRA are

computed. In the shot boundary detection phase, transitions are characterized and the TMRA algorithm is applied

to obtain the transition boundaries. This result will include many wrong transitions (insertions). In the elimination

phase, motion analysis and flash detection are applied to remove insertions due to motion and abrupt flash noises.

Figure 1 shows the system architecture for shot boundary detection. The following sections discuss in detail each

of these three phases.

3J Feature extraction

We extract motion vector feature and the color histogram feature. The DC64 color histogram is computed by

extracting the DCT DC value for each block in the frame. The value is quantized to 64 values. The MA64
direction histogram is computed using the motion vectors for each macro bloci< and quantizing the angle values to

60 bins. Since the motion vectors tend to be sparse, a 3X3 median filtering is applied to the motion vectors. Also

boundary blocks are not considered in the formation of the feature vectors, as they tend to be erroneous. The last 4

bins contain the macroblock type count of forward predicted, backward predicted, intra and skip macroblocks.

3.2 TMRA Algorithm

In this phase, TMRA algorithm is applied to determine the potential transition point and their type. It performs the

wavelet transformation on the color and motion based feature vectors.

3.2.1 Locating potential transitions

The goal of video segmentation is not only to detect the occurrence of a transition, but also to locate the exact

positions of the CUT/GT to segment the video. In a GT, both the start position and end position need to be

detected. Low resolution of the wavelet coefficients helps to detect the occurrence; where as high resolution helps

to characterize the start and end of the transition. In the higher resolution, the boundaries would show up as the

maxima points. To identify this boundary we use both the DC64 and MA64 wavelet coefficients. For low

resolution (Resolution 3) DC64 wavelet coefficients are used and for high resolution (Resolution 0) 1VIA64

wavelet coefficients are used. The DC64 feature space fails to characterize the beginning and ending frames of the

transitions accurately at the high resolution. This is due to the fact that the rate of change in DC64 feature space is

not high and doesn't result in a distinguishable peak. Hence we designed a new feature space based on direction

of motion along with counts representing static (skip) and intra (blocks having significant change) blocks. As a

result of this we observe that even a gradual change resulted in an abrupt spike (peak) at the start and end of the

transition. This is captured as the boundary of the transition. After we identify the local maxima points at some

lower resolution (also called potential transitions), we use these local maxima points as the anchor points, and

trace up to the higher resolution of the motion-based wavelet coefficients.

3.2.2 Adaptive thresholding

The problem of choosing appropriate threshold is a key issue in applying TMRA for shot boundary detection.

Heuristically chosen global threshold is not suitable as the shot content changes from scene to scene. So adaptive

thresholds are better than a simple global threshold. Here we use a sliding window method to calculate the

thresholds. Our system has one weighting factor which can adaptively adjust based on me sliding window size

and the standard deviation of dc64 feature of the neighborhood frames.. For different video clips, their standard

deviations (see equation 5) are different. The standard deviation of home videos is larger than the general videos.

The choice of sliding window size is also very important. In our system, we scan the whole wavelet coefficients

of DC64 and choose the sliding window size as the sum of max interval of peak points and max interval of valley

points (see equation 6). This removes most of the noise peak points due to brightness/contrast variations, blurring

and small motions. The weighting factor can be used to adjust the threshold, which is chosen in the range of

0.8~l .5. In general, for home video, the weighting factor can be larger, in the range of 1 .2-1 .5, whereas for other

video, it can be in the range of 0.8-1 .1

.

(5)

Z(/, - /,-,)^
K' -

I

where N denotes the total frame number of the video sequence; f denotes the feature (DC64).
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dis -argmax{D]''^},dis^ = argmax{Z)^''^}

size = ^/w^ + dis^,

where Np denote the number of the peak points and Nv denote the number of valley points. Z)^'''* is the interval

of neighborhood peak points whereas D^"^ is the interval of neighborhood valley points, dis^ and dis^ are

maximum intervals of peak points and valley points, respectively.

3.3 Elimination and Keyframe Extraction

The last phase of the TMRA algorithm is the elimination of wrong transitions due to motion and abrupt flashes in

the shot. Also representative keyframes are extracted for each shot. The following sections give a brief description

on the method to characterize such activities in the multi resolution framework.

3.3.1 Flash detection

With our TMRA, flash is easily detected by testing the changes of fi-ame's wavelet coefficients at all resolutions.

For abrupt noise, the magnitude of coefficient value also decreases as the resolution decreases.

3.3.2 Camera/Object motion detection

With our ATMRA. we detect camera and object motion points, in principle, for the correct transitions (CUT/GT),

the mean absolute differences (MAD) of DC64 and MA64 should be consistent. At CUT and GT points, the

MADs are consistent across both the DC64 and MA64 feature space, if MAD changes are not consistent across

DC64 and MA64 around the potential transition points, then it is likely to be a wrong transition caused by the

camera/object motion.

Summarizing our motion detection method: first we compute three kinds of quadratic differences (distance

between mean absolute difference of feature vector) for each potential transition we have found. They are

represented as QMADbefore(similarity before the transition), QMADintra (similarity within the transition),

h-\

QMADafter (similarity after the transition) as shown in Equations (7-9). Here C' = '- 's the
* r\{k - 7-)!

normalizing factor. For each transition, we compute these three parameters for DC64 and MA64 feature,

respectively.

(7)

OMAD

OMAD

' ^ ™rf -slarl +1

OMAD = Y. Y.\f>~f,\\'^l
\ I

- siari -k / = / + 1

( cm/ - I cm/ ^

= Z II/.-/.
i-sion y = / + 1 J

( em/ + X -1 end +k \

= Z Zl/,-/jk; (9)

where: start and end represents the begin and end frame number of the potential transition, k represents the

computing range {2 < k <9 ). fi denotes the feature.

We remove those potential transitions that meet the following condition:

' ^/ -> \ . ^

10)
{qmad „'/,; > {qmad IfJ + OMAD ' )/ 2 )/

{qmad irj < {qmad ' + qmad ')i 2)

3.3.3 Keyframe extraction

Keyframes are very useful to summarize videos, and to provide access points into them, in this paper we also

derive distinct keyframes to represent each shot. The keyframes are extracted as a by-product of multi-
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resolution analysis for shot boundary detection. We extend the concept of finding the scene transitions as local

maxima's in the feature space; the local minima's can be chosen to represent the keyframe. Only the Resolution

3 (low resolution) is used to find the local minima points. For every shot two minima's are identifies, one in the

DCT DC feature space and the other in the MA64 feature space. The color histogram distance between these

two representative frames are computed and threshoided to chose either one or both the frames. Also a time

constraint of 1 sec distance between the two keyframes is imposed. This ensures that the keyframes are distant

and well represents the action in the video. The DCT DC selection results in color constant keyframes, where as

the MA64 minima represents minimal motion angle change in the consecutive frames.

4. Experimental Results

The effectiveness of the algorithm was evaluated on TREC-2002 test data set. We submitted 2 runs represented as

Nusl and Nus2. The video contained a total of 2090 transitions. About 70% of them were cuts and 30 % gradual

transitions and others. The results suffer from a poor detection of gradual transitions. We observed that our

system throws many short gradual transitions (SGT) for single long gradual transitions. Also Fade-ln-Out was

considered as two separate transitions. We never eliminated the start and end transitions. By changing the SGT
value to 4 we see that there is a 7% improvement in GT recall and 5% improvement in GT precision. Also we
made small experiments to merge neighboring SGT's. The results show a 7% improvement in GT recall and 15 %
improvement in Frame recall. These results are tabulated in the following table.

System Description Atl Cots Gradual

Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec F-Rec F-Prec

Nusl 0.621 0.615 0.742 0.670 0.313 0.411 0.301 0.833

Nus2 0.594 0.614 0.707 0.693 0.306 0.369 0.331 0.848

Nusl'*(withSGT=4) 0.63 0.625 0.732 0.692 0.374 0.42 0.268 0.838

Nusl*(With Merge) 0.6 0.675 0.685 0.75 0.382 0.465 0.455 0.654

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that TMRA framework offers a general and novel approach to flexibly

and accurately probe the structure and content of digital video and meantime, it provides the ability to incorporate

the new ftmction to expand and improve the performance. Our fiiture work is (1) to improve gradual transition

detection and frame recall, (2) to investigate the active learning via artificial neural network to classify the

CUT/GT, (3) to investigate the usage of other features for analyzing the video data, especially at semantic level,

(4) to improve and to incorporate it into our video retrieval system.
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Abstract

We describe herein a Web based pattern rnining and matching approach to question answering. For each

type of questions, a lot of textual patterns can be learned from the Web automatically, using the TREC
QA track data as training examples. These textual patterns are assessed by the concepts of support and

confidence, which are borrowed from the data mining community. Given a new unseen question, these

textual patterns can be utilized to extract and rank the plausible answers on the Web. The performance

of this approach has been evaluated also by the TREC QA track data.

1 introduction

What a current information retrieval system or search engine can do is just "document retrieval", i.e.,

given some keywords it only returns the relevant documents that contain the keywords. However, what a

user really wants is often a precise answer to a question. TREC has launched a QA track to support the

competitive research on question answering, from 1999 (TREC8). The focus of TREC QA track is to

build a fully automatic open-domain question answering system, which can answer factual questions

based on very large document. Today, the TREC QA track [V0099][Voo00][Voo01 ] is the major large-

scale evaluation environment for open-domain question answering systems.

Most of the recent question answering systems [V0099][Voo00][Voo01] require sophisticated linguistic

knowledge or tools, such as parser, named-entity recognizer, ontology, WordNet, etc. However, at the

TRECIO QA track [VooOl], the best performing system just used many textual patterns [SSOl]. The

power of textual patterns for question answering looks quite amazing and stimulating to us.

We describe herein a Web based pattern mining and matching approach to question answering. For each

type of questions, a lot of textual patterns can be learned from the Web automatically, using the TREC
QA track data as training examples. These textual patterns are assessed by the concepts of support and

confidence, which are borrowed from the data mining community. Given a new unseen question, these

textual patterns can be utilized to extract and rank the plausible answers on the Web. The performance

of this approach has been evaluated also by the TREC QA track data.

To illustrate our approach, we would like to use the question "Who was the first American in space?" as

a running sample in the following sections. This question was the No.21 test question in the TREC8 QA
track.
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System Overview

Figure 1, system architecture.

As shown in Figure 1 , the system entails two main functions, one is learning and the other is answering.

For both functions, the question has to be pre-processed by the transforming and recognizing module.

The answering part of the system relies on the textual patterns. A textual pattern can be in either of the

following two forms.

_Q_ </ntermediate stnng> _A_ <boundary stnng>
<boundary string> _A_<intermediate string> _Q_

Here, _Q_ stands for the question key phrase and _A_ stands for the potential answer. The key phrase of

a question is a continuous sequence of words in that question, which represents the primary object or

event the question asking about. For instance, the key phrase of the sample question would be "the first

American in space". A textual pattern actually describes the context of some potential answers to a

specific class of questions.

Such textual patterns can be learned using some question -answer pairs as training examples. For

instance, the correct answer to the sample question can be found in the string "In 1961, Alan Shepard

became the first American in space ", this observation suggests that the textual pattern ", _A_

became _Q_" can be used to answer similar questions like "Who was the first U.S. president?", "Who
was the second man to walk on the moon?", and so on.

The learning part of the system will take advantage of the TREC QA track data as training examples. In

each year's competition, TREC organizers issue several hundred questions to test the participant systems,

and later release the regular expressions indicating the correct answers to each test question. Such TREC
questions along with their answer regular expressions are our training examples.

3.1 Traiisformin:
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The transforming algorithm attempts to guess how the answer to the question may appear in a target

sentence, i.e. a sentence that contains the answer, and then transforms the question to that format. We
hope there will be more chances to find the answer after transforming the question. Currently two

transforming methods are used.

For questions with an auxiliary do-verb and a main verb, the target sentence is likely to contain the verb

in the conjugated form rather than separate verbs. For instance, the answer to the question "When did

Nixon visit China?" would more likely to occur in the target sentence as " Nixon visited

China rather than " did Nixon visit China ". So we transform the question by

conjugating the auxiliary do-verb and the main verb. To locate the main verb like "visit" in the question,

we have to parse the question using the MEI parser [Cha99]. To find the converted verb like "visited",

we utilize PC-KIMMO [Ant90].

For questions with an auxiliary be-verb and a main verb (past particular), the target sentence is likely to

contain these two verbs continuously together. For instance, the answer to the question "When was the

telephone invented?" would more hkely to occur in the target sentence as " the telephone was

invented " rather than " was the telephone invented So we transform the question by

moving the auxiliary be-verb to the place just before the main verb. Again the MEI-parser is used to

locate the main verb.

3.2 Recognizing

The recognizing algorithm determines the class of the question and the key phrase of the question. This

was done by finding the appropriate template of the question.

Currently, we have defined 22 question classes, and each class has several templates formulated as

regular expressions which indicate the possible appearance of this type questions. For instance, some of

the templates in the ACRONYM class are as the following.

What is _Q_
What is the meaning of _Q_
What the (?:acronym|abbreviation) _Q_ (?:stands forjmeans)

What _Q_ (?:stands for|means)

What the initials _Q_ (?:stand forjmean}

_Q_ is (?:an(the) (?:acronym(abbreviation) for what
_Q_ stands for what

3.3 Learning

Assume the set of QA examples is E. Each QA example = {q,,reaj) consists of two parts, the

question q, and the regular expression of its correct answer rea- . The following algorithms can learn the

textual patterns of a specific question class c from the Web.

3.3.1 Construct Snippet Database

Given the QA examples of class c, E^'^ -[(q^,rea^)\iq,,rea^)e E ^class(qf) — c] , the following

algorithm can automatically construct the snippet database of class c, 5" '.

For each ( <ry, , rea- )e '

, do {

Submit kpiq-} as a phrase along with the words in q. to a Web search engine, such as Googie

(http://www.qooqje.com/) .

Grab the search result returned by the search engine.
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Extract the text snippets from the search result.

For each snippet s-j , do {

Insert a special symbol "_<_" at the head of s-j

.

Append a special symbol "_>_" at the tail of s^^

.

Replace every kp{q. ) with a special symbol "_Q_"-

Find the answer a^. using the answer regular expression rea-

.

Replace every a. with a special symbol

Add s^j to S'''\

' . }

)

For instance, the sample question "Who was the first American in space?" and its answer regular

expression "({Alan (B\. )?)?Shephard)" can be taken as a QA example of the WHO-IS ciass. The following

query will be submitted to Google, and then get the search result.

"the first American in space" Who was the first American in space?

• A small portation of the snippet database of the WHO-IS class is shown in Figure 2.

in mind that Alan Shepard was _Q_, not the first man.

_<_ John Glenn is not picked to be _Q_. _>_
_<_ Alan Shepard becomes _Q_. _>_
_<_ Then on 5 May 1961, less than a month after the Gagarin mission, Alan Shepard became _Q_.

_>_
_<_ with general relativity theory to follow, in 1905 60 Yuri Gagarin became the first man in space
in 1961 65 Alan Shepard became _Q_ in Yahoo!

_<_ _Q_ was Alan Shepard, launched on May 5th Sea and Sky: Space Exploration 1961 - 1970. _>_

Figure 2, sample snippet database

Two special symbols "_<_" and "_>_" are used to simplify the algorithm, where "_<_" stands for the

head of the snippet and ''_>_" stands for the tail of the snippet.

3.3.2 Discover Textual Patterns

Given the snippet database of class c, 5'*'', the following algorithm can automatically discover the

textual patterns of class c , P*' '

.

For each 5,^ e S'' '
, do {

If ( 5,^
contains both "_Q_" and then {

Extract the textual pattern from the snippet using the following two regular

expressions:

(\b_Q_\b(.*? )\b_A_\b\s*(_>_ !\W |(\w+ )))

((_<_|\Wj(\w+))\s*\b_A_\b(.*?)\b^Q_\b)

If ( is not in P*" yet) then Add /?^. to P" '

.

}

}

Some of the discovered textual patterns of the WHO-IS class is shown in Figure 3.
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, _A_ became _Q_
_< A_ was __Q_

_Q_ was _A_,

_A_ made history as _Q_
by _A_ { _Q_
_Q_ , _A_ _>_

Figure 3, sample discovered textual patterns

3.3.3 Assess Textual Patterns

Given the textual patterns of class and the snippet database of class c, S''\ the following

algorithm can automatically assess the textual patterns in f"
'

.

For each textual pattern e P" ' , do {

Translate the textual pattern into a regular expression re( p^

)

, the special symbol "^kj' axe

replaced by "(-*?)", means this part can be matched by any string.

Search re{p^ ) in 5"

Let X denote the set of snippets which can match re{ p^ )

.

Let Y denote the set of snippets which can not only match reipj.) , but also the string

corresponding to the "(.*?)" part is just "_A_ ".

support ( Pi. ) = , confidence( p^ ) = J—

|

if support(/7;. ) is less than the threshold r^^pp^,,^ , then remove from P'' '.

If confidence( ) is less than the threshold r^^^^^^j^.^^^, , then remove from P'".

}

In fact, a textual pattern can be considered as an association rule "context => answer". The concepts

support and confidence are borrowed from the data mining community.

Some of the assessed textual patterns of the WHO-IS class is shown in Figure 4.

confidence

, _A_ became _Q_ 0.09

_< A_ was _Q_ 0.11

_Q_ was _A_, 0.05

_< A_ made history as _Q_ 1.00

by _A_ ( _Q_ 0,66

Q , A > 0.14

Figure 4, sample assessed textual patterns

3.4 Answering

Having the assessed textual patterns of each question, the following algorithm can be employed to

answer a new unseen question.

For a new question <?,„,„,, determine its class c and its key phrase kp{q^^^^^ ), by transforming and

recognizing algorithms.
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Submit kpiq^^^,) as a phrase along with the words in
q^^^,^^,

to a Web search engine, such as Google

(hmTJiwiKmMQoale.camn.
Grab the search result returned by the search engine.

Extract the text snippets from the search resuSt.

For each snippet Sj , do {

Insert a special symbol "_<_" at the head of Sj.

Append a special symbol "_>_" at the taiS of s^.

Replace every kp{q^^^,^.) with a special symbol "_Q_".

For each textual pattern p^. e f
'

, do {

Translate the textual pattern p^. into a regular expression re{p^), the special symbol

are replaced by "(.*?)", means this part can be matched by any string.

If Sj can match re{ p^. ) , then {

Take the string corresponding to the "(.*?)" part as a plausible answer .

if {aji^ is not In A"" yet) then {

Add Qji^ to A""

Let confidence(rt ) = confidence(/7^.

)

}

else {

Increase confidence(fl^j ) by confidence(/7j

)

}

}

}

}

Remove the unreasonable answers in A^''^ using the stop-answers list and class-specific filters.

Sort all the found answers in /l"'' by their confidence value.

Return the ordered top-W answers in A"" .

For instance, the answer to the sample question can be extracted from the snippet "Alan Shepard was the

first American in space " with confidence 0.11 using a textual pattern of the WHO-IS class "_<_

_A_was_Q_".

The list of stop-answers contains the strings which have no chance to be a correct answer in our opinion,

such as "he", "today", "http", etc. And for each class of questions, we apply a class-specific filter which

can help to remove the answers not for this class, e.g., a date class filter rejects a location string even it

matches the textual pattern.

4 Experimerits

Several experiments have been done to evaluate the performance of this approach, using the data from

TREC8, TREC9 and TRECIO. The questions with typo mistakes, the definition style questions like

"Who is Colin Powell?", the questions which are syntactic rewrites of earlier questions (TREC9 test

questions No.701-893), and the questions with no associated answer regular expressions have been

removed Irom the data set. Note all the Web search results were retrieved from Google in the period

July- August 2002.
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Test Data t# Train Data e# r# c# MRRjall MRR_ret

TREC8 196 TREC9,10 757 93 52 0.22 0.46

TREC9 438 TREC10,8 515 282 155 0.27 0.42

TRECIO 319 TREC8,9 634 230 120 0.28 0.39

TREC8,9,10 1
953 TREC8,9,10 953 634 509 0.53 0.79

Table 1 , the performance of this approach on TREC8, TREC9 and TRECIO questions.

The experiment results are shown in Table 1 . Here r# means the number of test questions, ^# means the

number of training examples, r# represents the how many questions the system has returned some

answers for, c# represents how many questions the system has correctly answered. The MRR (Mean

Reciprocal Rank) metric was used in TREC8, TREC9 and TRECIO. Here MRR_all represents the MRR
score over all test questions, while MRR_ret represents the MRR score over the questions which the

system has returned some answers for.

The MRR score of this approach is not as high as that of the best question answering system in TREC.
This discrepancy is due to many reasons. One important factor is that the answer regular expressions

provided by TREC are quite limited, many correct answers such as "Alan B. Shepard, Jr." are judged

wrong since they do not occur in the TREC specified document collection. Another interesting issue is

time, the correct answers to some questions like "Who is the U.S. president?" will change over time.

The Web is also messier than the TREC document collection.

This approach works quite well on simple questions, e.g. questions about ACRONYM, AUTHOR,
BIRTHDATE, etc. The overall MRR score (MRR-all) for AUTHOR questions in TREC8 are above

0.55, while using the AUTHOR questions and answers in TREC9 and TRECIO as training examples.

The performance ofLAMP will dramatically drop down when the length of the question becomes longer,

for instance, a TREC8 question averagely contains 9.93 words, but a correctly answered TREC8
question averagely contains 6.75 words.

The performance of this approach on TRECI 1 questions is as follows.

CWS (Confidence Weighted Score): 0.458

Precision of recognizing no answer is 39 / 293 = 0. 1 33

Recall of recognizing no answer is 39 / 46 =0.848

The above experiment results imply that this approach has high precision but low recall, i.e., this

approach prefers "no answer" rather than "wrong answer". We think this property is good because

"wrong answer" is usually worse than "no answer". And, this property allows this approach to be easily

augmented with other approaches.

To increase recall for our TREC 1 1 entry, we augmented this approach with a simple answer extractor

based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) [CSOO] trained using features constructed from words in the

question, words in the candidate sentence and the POS (Part-of-Speech) tags of words neighboring a

candidate exact answer. To find a supporting document, we return the highest ranked document (in the

list returned by the organizers) that contains the answer returned by the system.

The performance of the hybrid system on TREC 1 1 questions is as follows.

CWS (Confidence Weighted Score): 0.396

Precision of recognizing no answer is 0/2 = 0.000

Recall of recognizing no answer is 0/46 = 0.000
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5 Conclusion

This approach distinguishes itself by its simplicity. It just uses the snippets in the Web search results,

since it is time-consuming to download and analyze the original web documents. It does not require any

sophisticated natural language processing on snippets, and does not need any advanced data structure,

just simple hash table is enough. Because of this simplicity, LAMP is very efficient, which makes it

perfect for online question answering.

One limitation of this approach is that one textual pattern can include only one question key phrase in

the current stage. It does not work for the questions having multiple key phrases, possibly apart from

each other. For example, to answer the question "How many calories are there in a Big Mac?", it would

be better to use two question key phrases, "calories" and "Big Mac". Another drawback is that the

textual patterns cannot handle long-distance relationships between the question key phrase and the

answer. For example, the textual pattern "_Q_ became _A_," cannot locate the answer in the text snippet

"Alan Shepard, who in 1961 became the first American in space and ". However, the abundance

and variation of the Web information makes it feasible to find answers on the Web with high probability

through this approach, because the factual knowledge is usually replicated across the Web, expressed in

many different fomis [BLB+01].
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The original goal for the Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) TREC 2002 Interactive

Track experiments was to perform some preliminary experiments comparing searching on tablet

devices versus ordinary personal computers. Unfortunately, the vendor who had promised the

devices we planned to use was unable to deliver them in time for the experiments. We therefore

shifted our experimental focus to assessing user factors found in previous experiments to be

associated with success, with a particular desire to assess the role of spatial visualization.

A variety of studies have demonstrated that spatial visualization is associated with successful

computer use. Egan and Gomez have shown that spatial visualization is associated with two

processes in text editing: finding the location of characters to be edited and generating a

syntactically correct sequence of actions to complete the task [1]. Similarly, Vincente et al. have

found that the ability to use a hierarchical file system is associated with spatial visualization as

well as vocabulary skills [2]. In addition. Alien has demonstrated that this trait is associated with

the appropriate selection of key words in searching [3]. We have previously found that the

ability of medical and nurse practitioner students to answer clinical questions found spatial

visualization to be highly predictive of success [4]. (Spatial visualization actually demonstrated

multicollinearity with whether a searcher was a medical or nurse practitioner student, which may
have been the actual predictive factor. ) In previous TREC Interactive Track experiments, our

results showed a trend towards spatial visualization being predictive of searching success in

instance recall tasks, although they did not achieve statistical significance [5].

Methods

Our methods employed the consensus approach agreed upon by track participants and posted on

the track Web site ( h tip ://vvww-n
I
p ir . n i st .gov/proj ects/t 1 ] i/guidelines.html). We used the .GOV

Web collection created for the TREC 2002 Web Track as the searching data. The collection was

accessed by using the Panoptic search engine. We followed the experimental protocol developed

for the TREC-9 Interactive Track, which was designed to allow the comparison of two systems

or system variants using a minimum of 16 searchers. Each searcher performed eight tasks, which

are listed in Table 1

.
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Table I - Eight searching tasks in TREC 2002 Interactive Track.

1 . You are traveling from the Netherlands, and want to bring some typical food products as gifts

for your friends. What are three kinds of food products from the Netherlands that you are not

allowed to bring into the US? [Government Regulation]

2. You are concerned with privacy issues related to electronic information and would like to

know what laws have been passed by the US Congress regarding these issues. Identify three

such laws. [Government Regulation]

3. A friend has a private well which is the family's only source of drinking water. Locate a US
publication, which contains guidelines for the maintenance of safe water standards for private

well use. [Health]

4. You are not sure about the safety of genetically engineered foods, and would like to find

more information and research on this topic. Name four potential types of safety problems

that have been raised. [Health or Project]

5. You are interested in learning more about what measures the US government has taken since

2001 to prevent Mad-Cow Disease. Identify three such measures. [Health or Project]

6. Name/find three research programs/projects that investigate the treatment/causes of

dwarfism. [Project]

7. You are planning a cycling expedition along the Silk Road in Central Asia. Find a website

that is a good source information about health precautions should you take. [Travel]

8. You are planning to travel to the northeast territories of India and wonder if there are any

problems/restrictions for tourists. Find a website that is a good source of information about

such problems/restrictions. [Travel]

The data collection on each searcher included:

• Pre-Experiment questionnaire - measuring gender, age. educational level, searching

experience, and general computer usage

• Paper-Folding Test (VZ-I ) - measuring spatial visualization trait

• Pre-searching answer and certainty

• Post-searching with answer and certainty

• Exit questionnaire - measuring understanding of and satisfaction with experimental process

c Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) - validated questionnaire of satisfaction

with a computer user interface [6]

Successful completion of the task was determined by evaluating the user answer. Since some

questions required more than one answer (e.g.. food products from the Netherlands), each user's

search was assigned a score, with two points for a complete answer, one point for a partial

answer, and zero points for wrong answer. The grading of results was done by an OHSU
graduate student.

Since we were focused on user factors, our analysis was carried out on the level of searcher, not

individual questions. A correlation matrix for the four major measurements (VZ-1 score, pre-

searching score, post-searching score, and QUIS score) was built using Pearson's correlation

coefficient with two-tailed testing for statistical significance.
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Results

We recruited the minimum 16 searchers from students in the computer science program at

Portland State University and the medical informatics program at OHSU. Experiments were

carried out at a computer laboratory at OHSU using PCs running Microsoft Windows 2000 and

the Internet Explorer version 5.5 Web browser, connected to the campus computer network,

which was in turn connected to the Internet.

The general characteristics of the searchers are shown in Table 2. This group was highly

experienced in computer use and Web searching, although they had lesser experience searching

on-line public access catalogs and bibliographic indexes. They were highly experienced with

searching related to their work, but less experienced searching in the searching tasks for this

study, such as health, shopping, and government policy. The group unanimously reported

Google as their preferred search engine.

Table 2 - General characteristics of searchers.

Characteristic Average result

Gender 9 male, 7 female

Age median 18-27

Experience using computers (1-none to 4-some to 7-great deal) 6.8

Experience using Web (1-none to 4-some to 7-great deal) 6.5

Frequency of use for work tasks (1 -never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 6.8

Frequency of use for academic tasks (1-never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 6.7

Frequency of use for personal tasks ( i -never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 6.7

Level of expertise with computers (1 -novice to 7-expert) 6.0

Experience with Web search engines ( 1-none to 4-some to 7-great deal) 6.3

Experience with OPACs { 1 -none to 4-some to 7-great deal) 4.8

Experience with indexes ( 1-none to 4-some to 7-great deal) 2.8

Usually find what looking for when searching Web ( i -rarely to 4-sometimes

to 7-often)

6.3

Frequency of searching for work ( 1 -never to 4-month iy to 7-daily) 6.3

Frequency of searching for shopping { 1 -never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 4.6

Frequency of searching for traveling (1-never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 4.4

Frequency of searching for medical/health ( 1 -never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 4.0

Frequency of searching for government policy (1-never to 4-monthly to 7-

daily)

2.7

Frequency of searching for entertainment (1-never to 4-monthly to 7-daily) 4.8

Overall expertise with searching (
1 -novice to 7-expert) 5.7

Years searching 5.2 vears

Favorite search engine All 16 - Gooule

Table 3 shows the results of the major searcher-related variables. Table 4 shows the correlation

matrix for those variables, with Figures 1-3 showing VZ-], pre-searching score, and QUIS score
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plotted versus post-searching score. The largest correlation was 0.405 for pre-searching and

post-searching scores, with an associated p-value of 0.12. Thus, no variable would enter a

regression mode! and therefore additional analyses were not warranted. In order for a correlation

coefficient of 0.40 to be significant with 80% power and a two-sided 5% significance level, a

sample size of 47 would be required. The sample size was thus too small for any meaningful

interpretation. The data were similarly analyzed using a non-parametric approach and

comparable results were obtained.

Table 3 - Searcher-level analysis of major characteristics measured.

Searcher VZ-1 Score Pre-searching

Score

Post-searching

Score

QUIS Score

I 17.8 4 11 5.0

2 5.8 0 12 4.0

3 15 4 11 7.0

4 10 0 4 5.4

5 13 0 10 6.7

6 13.8 0 11 6.0

7 14 0 10 4.4

8 10 2 10 8.0

9 8.5 0 10 7.3

10 4.3 0 8 6.2

11 14.8 1 9 4.1

12 8.5 5 11 4.7

13 15 0 7 5.4

14 1

1

1 8 6.6

15 7 1 6 5.3

16 12.8 0 7 7.4

Average 11.

3

1.1 9.1 5.9

Table 4 - Correlation matrix for searcher-level results.

VZ-1 Score Pre-searching

Score

Post-searching

Score

QUIS Score

VZ-1 Score

1 .23

.39

.16

.56

-.03

.91

Pre-searching

Score

1 .41

.12

-.05

.87

Post-searching

Score

1 -.09

.75

QUIS Score 1
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Figure 1 - Scatter plot of VZ-1 score versus post-searching score.

Figure 2 - Scatter plot of pre-searching score versus post-searching score.

Score

Figure 3 - Scatter plot of QUIS score versus post-searching score.
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Conclusions

The OHSU results for the TREC 2002 Interactive Track showed some possible correlation

between various user measures that did not reach statistical significance. Whether these

measures were truly important could only have been assessed with a much larger sample size.

Statistical power is actually an overlooked challenge to evaluation of information retrieval

systems. Even those carrying out batch-style evaluations must be concerned about it. Tague-

Sutciiffe analyzed the results of the TREC-3 ad hoc experiments and found that the top half of

the runs ranked by mean average precision had statistically insignificant differences with each

other [7]. While Voorhees [8] has reassuringly found that results tend to keep their order even

when different relevance Judgments are substituted, Zobel has determined total recall is likely

overestimated (i.e., additional relevant documents are likely to be found) [9]. In a related vein,

Buckley and Voorhees analyzed the "stability" of results in batch studies and found a minimum
of 25-50 queries needed to achieve it [10].

While most researchers who carry out evaluations in any field are probably familiar with

statistical significance, which measures alpha error, and its meaning. Fewer research papers,

however, report statistical power, which measures the minimization of beta error. Adequate

statistical power is important in research, as an intervention in an experimental study may be of

benefit, but the sample size is too small to tell. In fields such as medicine, the performance of

"underpowered" clinical trials has been criticized, yet in many other experimental endeavors,

researchers stop at reporting that results are "not statistically significant" [1 1]. Underpowered

studies are a concern in TREC, especially given the nature of the venue, i.e., experiments

performed on an annual cycle by research groups that do not generally have resources to carry

out large-scale studies.

Another statistical challenge often overlooked in user-orienied IR evaluation studies is the non-

independence of results from individual questions or topics. That is. analyses carried out at the

level of individual question must take into account the fact that such questions are not

completely independent, in that users search on multiple questions. In our previous experiments,

we had to employ more complex statistical analyses to when evaluating factors at the level of the

individual question [4. 5].

The results of our TREC 2002 Interactive Track experiments demonstrate that many measurable

factors do influence the outcome of searching, but that sample sizes must be large enough to

assess them well. The nature of the TREC experiments, with its short cycle for experimentation,

can be at odds with adequately powered experiments. We hope to continue analyzing searchers

once the .GOV collection has become stabilized.
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1. Introduction

In question answering (QA), answer types are semantic categories that questions require. An answer type taxonomy (ATT)

is a collection of these answer types. ATT may heavily affect the performance of QA systems, because its broadness and

granularity provides coverage and specificity of answer types. Cardie [1] used 13 categories for entity classification, and

obtained large performance improvement, compared with the method using no categories. Also, according to Pasca et al.

[3], the more categories a system uses, the better performance the system shows. For example, consider two answer type

taxonomies, A={PERSON), and B={PRESIDENT, ENGINEER, SINGER. PERSON}. Given a question ''Who was the

president of Vichy FranceT, we know that the more specific answer type of this question is not PERSON, but PRESIDENT.

Thus, if we use ATT B, a set of candidate answers from documents can be reduced to a set of PRESIDENT entities, by

excluding the other PERSON entities such as ENGINEER and SINGER. This is not the case with ATT A. However, since

ATT A cannot distinguish hypemyms of PERSON, the QA system should consider much more candidate answers.

Thus far, most QA systems rely on small-scale ATTs, with the number of semantic categories ranging from 20 to 100.

Normally, these ATTs are created from a beginning set of frequently-asked answer types like person, organization, location,

number, etc., and then they are incrementally extended to include unexpected answer types from new questions. However,

these ad-hoc ATTs may raise the following problems in QA. First, it is nontrivial to manually enlarge a small ATT to a large

one, as new answer types appear Second, ad-hoc ATTs do not allow easy adaptation for processing questions asking new

answer types. For such questions, the system needs to modify an existing IE module to classify entities into new answer

types. Third, previous ATTs do not have sufficient broadness and granularity, where they are expected characteristics of

ATT for open-domain QA.

Therefore, at this year's TREC. we have taken a question answering approach that uses WordNet itself as ATT. In

other words, our QA system maps an answer type into a concept node called a synset in WordNet. WordNet provides

sufficient diversity and density to distinguish specific answer types for most questions. By using such an ontologica!

taxonomy, we do not have the above problems with small ad-hoc ATTs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes each module of our QA system, and section 3 shows TREC-1

1

evaluation results, and concluding remarks are given in section 4.
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2. System Description

Figure 1. System Architecture

Our QA system consists of components as illustrated in figure 1. Question Classification analyzes a question to determine

its answer type which maps to a synset in WordNet. Passage Retrieval formulates a vector query from the question, and

retrieves relevant passages. Entity Classification processes top N passages from Passage Retrieval to classify each entity

into its semantic category which as well corresponds to a synset in WordNet. A fmal answer is obtained from Answer

Extraction by processing two sub sequent steps: Determination of Candidate Answers and Ranking Candidate Answers.

Determination of Candidate Answers semantically recognizes all candidate answers in relevant passages by matching a

taxonomic relation between the answer type of a question and the entity type of each entity, and regard matched entities as

candidate answers. In the matching process, if any entity type is a hypernym of the answer type, since the entity does not

have sufficient evidence to be selected as a candidate answer, thus in the case. Entity Feedback is invoked to collect clue

words indicating more specific type from whole document collection. After Entity Feedback, the entity can be classified to

more specific semantic category by Entity Classification. Unfortunately, in TREC-1 i, we did not perform experiment on

the Entity Feedback. Ranking of Candidate Answers ranks candidate answers by calculating the similarity between a

question and the passage containing each candidate answer, and generates a top candidate answer.

2.1 Question Classification

For each question. Question Classification determines its answer type using a set of 20 question pattern rules that were
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created from analyses of previous TREC questions. First, a question is tagged with part-of-speech tags using Tree-Tagger

[6]. Next, our NP-chunker performs NP chunking and marks a linguistic head of a noun phrase. The NP-chunker was

designed by a simple rule-based scheme. After chunking, question pattern rules are applied to the question to determine an

answer type of a question.

Lexical constraint Semantic constraint Answer type Example

What (be) NP {head of NP} ENTITY^yn^e, {head of NP}
What is the president of

U.S. ?

How many NP {head of NP! < UNITsynsci {head of NP} How many miles ...?

How JJ 3Y Value_of {{]}}, X) and Unit_ofiX.Y) Y
How fast does a cheetah

run ?

who PERSON,ynsc,
Who was the lead singer for

the Commodores?

Table i. Question Pattern Rules

Table 1 shows some examples of question pattern rules, where lexical and semantic constraints describe preconditions

to be met before the question pattern is matched against a question. [X] indicates a WordNet synset of a lexical word

corresponding to X. Since there are several senses for a lexical word, {X) is currently assumed to be the most frequent

sense. '{X} < {K}' means that {X} be a hyponym of {Y}. For example, suppose a question "'What is the governor of

Colorado?" . After performing np-chunking for this question, the question is converted into ""What is [the governor] of

[Colorado]NP?". This is matched with the first rule in table I, because it satisfies a lexical constraint "What (be) NP'. and a

synset of the NP head GOVERNORsynsoi. is a hyponym of ENTITYsynsei- In this example, therefore, the answer type is a

synset GOVERNORsynsc in WordNet.

On the other hand, to deal with questions starting with 'how', we defined an additional semantic relation Unit_of \nlo

WordNet as follows.

DISTANCES,,,..-, — Unit_of LINEAR_UNITsyns.,

FlNANTIAL_CONDITIONsy, — Uwt_ of - MONETARY_UNlTsv,r^,

This relation is also used in question pattern rules. For example, given a question "How far would you run if you

participate in a marathon?'', it satisfies the lexical constraint of the third pattern in table 1, where JJ is a part-of-speech tag

for an adjective. Because a synset FAR.ynsei for 'far" has a Value__ofre]ation with a synset DISTANCEsynsci, the variable X in

the semantic constraint becomes DISTANCE.ynsei- Since, we defined that DISTANCEsyn,e( has a Unit_of relation with

LINEAR_UNITsynsei in WordNet, the variable Y becomes LINEAR_UNITsynsei- Therefore, the answer type of the question is

set to LINEAR_UNIT,yns.,.
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2.2 Passage Retrieval

Passage Retrieval consists of two processing steps: document retrieval and passage ranking. For document retrieval, we

have developed an IR system based on a vector space model. To extract terms, we use a stop word list provided by the

SMART system [5], from which 30 words such as first, second are eliminated because they provide important clues in QA.

We do not use stemming, but use Tree-Tagger [6] to obtain root forms which are used as terms. To weight each term, we

employ the weighting formula nxx.bfx introduced by Salton and Buckley [4J.

From top 1000 documents generated by a document retrieval module, passage ranking identifies all legitimate

passages in each document and rank them, using cover density ranking by Clarke et at. [2]. A passage unit is the minimal

number of subsequent sentence including maximal number of query terms. No three passages are taken from the same

document and no passages can contain more than five sentences.

2.3 Entity Classificatioo

From the top 15 passages obtained by passage retrieval, Entity Classification classifies each entity occurring in the passages

into a semantic category that maps to a synset in WordNet. First, we access entity databases. There are three kinds of entity

databases: person names, location names, and organization names. If an entity is found in one of these databases, then the

type of the entity is set to the type of the entity database. Otherwise, the entity is looked up in WordNet. and its

corresponding synset is selected as the entity type. If the entity is not found even in WordNet, a clue word related to the

entity is searched within the document containing the entity. Here, a clue word means a word that can indicate a semantic

category of the entity. To recognize a clue word, we use a set of 30 type indicator patterns, which was empirically

constructed. Table 2 shows some examples of type indicators. For instance, appositive constructions may provide type

words for entities. For entities like ''Nancy Powers" and ''Thomas" in table 2. we know that their entity types are

DIRECTORsynsci 3nd DETECTIVEsynsui respectively, since the entity and its type word are grouped into an appositive

construction.

Type indicator Examples

Appositive
1 ) Nancv Powers, a sales director for a medical company

2) Steve Thomas, the public detective

Roie 1) Mrs. Aquino, 2) New York city

Relative clause ] ) Kenneth Starr, who

Preposition 1 ) in Washington

Unit 1 ) 8,000 miles. 2) 8 miles per hour

Table 2. Examples of Type Indicators

2.4 Determination of Candidate Answers
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Determining whether an entity is a candidate answer or not is based on taxonomic relations in WordNet between an entity

type and the answer type of a question. Figure 2 shows three possible taxonomic relationships between the entity type and

the answer type.

tq • Answer type
: Entity type

A > B : A is a hypernym of B

Taxonomic
Relationship

1) t^>t. 2) t^<t. 3) t>t^,t>t^

/r V\

Candidate
Answer?

Completely
Candidate
Answer

Ambiguous:
fSJeed more local

contexts

^

Not
Candidate
Answer

Figure 2. Taxonomic Relationships between an Answer Type and an Entity Type

The first is the case where the answer type is a hypernym of an entity type. The second is the case where an entity type

is a hypernym of the answer type. The third includes all the other cases. As an example of the first case, suppose that the

answer type is PERSONsynsd and an entity type is ENGINEERsynsei- Then, since PERSON.ypsci a hypernym of

ENGINEERsynseb the entity becomes a candidate answer. As an example of the third case, suppose thai the answer type is

ENGINEERsynsei and an entity type is PRESIDENT,yn,ei- in this example, because the entity is not an ENGINEER.ynsci. it

cannot become a candidate answer. As an example of the second case, if the answer type is PRESIDENT j,yn^,,, and an entity

type is PERSONsynsei' it is not clear whether the given entity is a PRESIDENTsynsci or not. So. candidate answer

determination fails. In this case, an entity feedback module is fired to acquire another clue words from the whole document

collection, which may contain the more specific semantic category for the same entity.

2.5 Ranking of Candidate Answers

After recognizing candidate answers, each candidate answer is ranked by the formula (1).

Score = Type _ score x Context _ score

(1)

Context _score = 2^ v\\^^
, )^ ^''./.r ./ >

T -" Second order term set

In formula (1), Type_score is determined by WordNet taxonomic relationships between the answer type of the question and

the entity type of the candidate answer. When the relationship belongs to the first case in figure 2, its T\pc_score is !, and in
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the second case, Typejscore set to 1/2 since currently our QA system does not support entity feedback module.

Contextjscore is a score calculated from proximity between the candidate answer and the question words in the

passage where the candidate answer appears. To compute a context score, first we convert the passage into a second-

order vector (SOV) that is different from the traditional first-order vector (FOV). The difference is that a term in FOV

consists of a single lexical word and a term in SOV consists of two lexical words. For example, when a vocabulary set is

V ={A. B, C}, the possible term set in SOV is 7" = { AB, AC, BC}, where each element is called by a second-order term.

To weight a second-order term, we assume a proximity hypothesis that the closer two participating lexical words of the

second-order term is in a passage, the more important the term is. According to this hypothesis, given any two lexical words

r, and in second order term set, we calculate the weight of the second-order term (r„, tj) by formula (2), where

sent distil ,
and pos _dist

j

,
;

^ sentence distance and a positional distance between t, and tj on the

passage d respectively.

I

proxmity'jj,
,lr,.r, )

sent _ distj
, , , ^

x log ( pos _ distj
^ , , ,

+ 1

)

0 otherwise

(2)

// r, and t
^
exists in the passage d

For the question q, we use formula (3). where pos _dist^^,i
,

;
^ positional distance between r, and f, on the question

idf, +idf, ^

X proxiniit}^^,,
, )

proxiinit}'^,,
J I

=<

i if f, and t ^ exists in the same noun phrase within the question q

1

pos_dist^^,,^^

0 othe)-wise

if pos_dist
, ,

,<3

NIL answers are generated as follows. If either a proper noun in a question does not appear in the top passages, or the

confidence value for the top answer is below a threshold 0.1, then our system generates the NIL answer. The confidence

value for NIL generation is calculated by formula (4). Finally we rank all the top answers with their confidence values.

Confidence _ value - ""''"^ „

3. Evaluation Results
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We obtained the following evaluation results at TREC-11.

Number of wrong answers 399

Number of unsupported answers 5

Number inexact answers 10

Number right answers 86

Confidence-weighted score 0.298

Precision of recognizing no answer 0.161 (=15/93)

Recall of recognizing no answer 0.326 (=15/46)

We selected randomly 100 of 500 questions, and evaluated the performances for some well-known answer types. The

results are shown in table 3. Here, an answer type includes all subtypes of the answer type. We had a promising

performance in the case of an answer type DATEsynsei^ but we did not generate correct answers in the case of other entity

types such as HORSEsynsei. CARsynsci-

Answer type Percentage Precision

person 19% 21.05%

location 23% 8.69%

organization 4% 25%

unit 1% 14.28%

count 4% 0%'

date 17% 58.82%'

fullname 1% 0%

other entities 25% 0%

Total 100% 18%

Table 3. Performance by Answer Types

4. Conclusion

Our QA system used WordNet as ATT for open-domain question answering. Question pattern rules were employed to

determine an answer type of a question. In addition, in order to map entities in relevant passages into an entity type that

corresponds to a synset in WordNet, we devised type indicator patterns. For each entity, taxonomic relationships between

the answer type and its entity type are checked to qualify candidate answers. Unqualified entities are passed to an entity

feedback module which provides several clue words to determine the more specific type for the problematic entity. A final

answer is obtained from a ranking method, which is based on a second-order vector representation for relevant passages.
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In our unpublished experiments on 300 questions in TREC-8,9,10, our system siiowed about 10% performance

improvement by using entity feedback. But on TREC-11 questions, we did not yet perform experiments. From TREC-1

1

results, we had recorded a bad performance for non-basic entities like CARsynsei, WEAPONsypsei In future, we plan to refine

the entity classification techniques to determine types of these non-basic entities effectively, and to apply the entity

feedback method on such a classification method.
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1 Introdoction

In TREC2002, we participated in three tracks:

web, noveky and adaptive filtering. The Web
track has two tasks: distillation and named-

page retrieval. Distillation is a new utility

concept for ranking documents, and needs

new design on the output document ranked

list after an ad-hoc retrieval from the web
(.gov) collection. Novelty track is a new task

that involves identifying relevant sentences to

a question, and to remove duplicate or non-

novel entries in the answer list. The third

track is adaptive filtering. We revived a

filtering program that was functional at

TREC-9 with some added capability.

Sections 2, 3, 4 describe our participation in

these tracks respectively. Section 5 has our

conclusion.

2 The Web Track

This year the web track involves two tasks:

topic distillation and named-page finding.

Named-page finding is similar to last year's

home page finding [1] except that an answer

page may be a sub-site address containing

what the user wants that is named in the

query. Topic distillation is new, and is

concerned with locating the most useful pages

(out of many) that best and comprehensively

describe a user's topic, either by content or

via links. Previous investigations on topic

distillation such as [2,3,4,5] mostly tie the

process to 'quality" identification. They

employed Kleinberg's HITS [6] algorithm as

the primary method, and added content

weighting as secondary improvement.

Authority and hub pages found were

identified with topic distillation answers. In

this experiment, we employ page content

weighting (including anchor texts) as our

primary process, and add out-link content

weight to help determine answers. This is

based on the description of the task as given

in the Guidelines for TREC-2002 Web Track

{http://trec.nist.gov).

The collection for this years' web task is

the .gov collection, a recent crawl (early

2002) on the government domain web pages.

It consists of nearly 1.3 million pages totaling

about 10 GB. The file was processed to our

internal format and broken up into about 3

million sub-documents. A dictionary of over

5.8 million terms was produced including

some 2-word phrases. This was truncated to

about 1.4 million by ignoring terms with

frequency 2 or less, or greater than 600,000.

As usual, 50 topics (later truncated to 49)

were used for retrieval. We experimented with

short queries employing only the title section

of each topic as queries. They averaged to

-3.5 terms after stemming and removal of

stop-words.

2.1 Improved Web Retrieval

Over the last two TREC conferences. PIRCS
has provided about average performance in

the Web track. The WeblOg collection scale

is much larger than the 2 GB that we have

been accustomed to in previous ad hoc tracks,

and the web page genre is very different from

newspaper type. We spent some effort to try

to analyze the situation, and test various

parameter settings in order to understand the

problem and to improve retrieval results for

10-GB scale web collection. It turns out that

the major cause of lackluster web retrieval

performance with PIRCS is due to a wrong

setting of the high Zipf threshold that is used

for screening out high frequency indexing
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terms - so called statistical stop-words. This

threshold was previously set at 1 80,000 (about

18% of the number of documents) in order to

gain better efficiency with our network

implementation of PIRCS. After upgrading

our system with 512 MB of memory and

setting this threshold at a high 500,000 to

include more terms, mean average precision

(MAP) improved substantially for both short

and long queries for Trec-9 and Trec-2001

web experiments as tabulated in Table 2.1 due

to this single parameter change. Loss of

indexing terms is a major cause for

unsatisfactory results. Additional gains were

observed, when pseudo-relevance feedback

parameters were optimized, for example. The

improved procedures are employed for this

year's web tasks.

Web track Short Long (all

Trec- (title) sections)

2001 (old 0. 1 742 0.1715

Zipf threshold

2001 (new 0.2039 0.2054
Zipf threshold)

9 (old 0.1750 0.2209
Zipf threshold)

9 (new 0.1818 0.2448
Zipf threshold)

Table 2.1 Improved Web Retrieval Results

2.2 Distillation Task

According to the track description, the

purpose of topic distillation is to find the 'key

resource' page(s) for a given topic. The

concept of 'key resource' has been described

in the Guideline for TREC-2002 Web Track

(http://trec.nist.gov). Examples may be a page

with outstanding content, or one with out-

links to good content pages on the topic.

Content may be less important than useful

links in a page, and in general answers are

diversified so that a relevant host site may not

have many distillation page(s).

Our strategy for this task is to a) first find

the best content pages for a topic; and b) add

link processing to find diversified key

resources among these pages. The first step

makes use of our normal ad-hoc retrieval

ranking since it is content-oriented. The
second step involves identifying the

importance of linked content for each page.

These steps are described below.

To make use of the structured property of

web data, we create four different collections

by separating each web page into four objects

identified by the same DocID: title, text, meta

and href objects. 'Title', 'text', and 'meta"

(whose metadata content is usually not for

display) are obtained from the appropriate tag

fields of the page. For the 'href collection,

each document is composed of anchor texts

from different pages that link to one particular

URL. This URL is then mapped to a unique

DocID using the 'url2id' file provided, 'href

therefore defines a page based on its in-link

anchor content irrespective of what the page

itself may contain. The 'text" and "href

collections are processed with Porter's

stemming, while 'title' and 'meta' are left un-

stemmed. The purpose is to obtain higher

precision with the latter two shorter

documents.

We form a query from only the title field

of a topic. This is a required submission. The

query (stemmed or un-stemmed) is used to

rank items from each of the four collections

using our PIRCS system, and four ad-hoc

retrieval lists are obtained.

To satisfy the desired diversified key

resource property, we form host groups. A
host group contains pages having the same

host address. The DocID of each retrieved

page is converted to URL. URL addresses

allow us to merge and categorize pages into a

set H of host groups each with varying

number of pages. Since relevant content

documents usually occur in the top part of a

retrieval list, we limit key resource finding to

the top 100 pages of each of the 4 lists except

for 'meta', which is limited to the top 10. The

'meta' collection may be less reliable than the

others. These form a best-page candidate pool

and organized into host groups.
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Each unique page has four normalized

retrieval status value values (RSV) (including

zero when it does not appear on some

retrieval lists). Each RSV is normalized to lie

betvv'een 0 and 1 by dividing by the sum of the

top 1000 RSV's. Later, another normalization

based on transformation by the function

g(RSV) = exp(a+b*RSV)/[I+exp(a+b*RSV)]

was tried and it performs better. We combine

the normalized RSV values to form a weight

called A-wt (content) for a page according to

the following criteria:

If (page-type== graphic ('giff , etc.))

A-wt=0

else if (page-type==HTML)

A-wt = 0.4*title.RSV + 0.4 href.RSV

+ 0.15* text.RSV + 0.05*meta.RSV

else if (page-type==non-HTML(pdf. etc))

A-wt = G.2*text.RSV + 0.8*href.RSV

(1)

We assume that the A-wt can characterize

roughly how content-relevant a page is to the

retrieval topic. Another weight called B-wt

(link) is also assigned to each page based on

its out-links and defined as follows:

B-wt = Iout-l,nks (A-wt) (2)

The sum is over links pointing within the

candidate pool only, not to the collection. We
assume the B-wt can characterize roughly

how strong a page's link content is and its

contribution to its distillation power.

Each member h of H is also assigned a

weight equal to the Ipages-in-h (A-wt)/sqrt(n) for

all the n pages within the host. Thus, host

groups can be ranked for content. Within each

group, pages are ranked by their combined

(A-wt + B-wt), which we call page weight.

Thus, a page may have little content (i.e.

smali A-wt), but if it points to many useful

pages, its B-wt can be large, ranking it higher

among peer pages within a group based on its

page weight. A picture of the candidate pool

organized as weighted host groups is shown in

Fig.2.1.

hosl groups pages withiEi host

candidate ranked by ranked by

pool host-wl (A-wt + B-wt)

B <C> I
••

1

<^ ( 1

Fig.2.1 Weighted Pages within Weighted Host Groups

To form the answer list for the distillation

task, we adopt two strategies resulting in our

submissions pirc2Wd1 and pirc2Wd2 (the tag

has the meaning: pircs-year02-web-

distillation-run#). For pirc2Wdl, the top one

page from each of the best 1 0 host groups are

listed first, followed by padding it with other

pages sorted by page weights. The second

submission pirc2Wd2 uses the top 2 pages

from each of the top 10 host groups, sorted by

page weight to define the top 20 answers, then

followed by padding as in pirc2Wdl.

Our approach of forming weighted host

groups and then using page weight to sort

pages within a group, is designed to find key

resource page(s) within the most contextually

relevant hosts. Forming the answer list by

selecting top page(s) from each group is

designed to allow diversification in our

distillation answer list. Other methods to form

answer lists may also be employed.

Results and Discussions

Table 2.2 presents official evaluation of our

distillation experiments using precision at 10,

20 and 30 documents retrieved values. It is

seen that the second approach of selecting 2

top pages from each host group has much
better performance, especially at PIO (0.1082

vs. 0.0816). The first approach suffers from

too much diversification because: a) it is risky

to assume that statistical ranking can always

position key resource pages to the top of each

group; b) many queries do have multiple

same-host answers, and output of single page

from each host artificially diminishes the

chance of putting key resources in top 10.
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PIO P20 P30

pirc2Wdl .0816 .0765 .0633

p!rc2Wd2 .1082 .0857 .0741

Table 2.2: Web Distillation Restjits

(Submitted)

After results are known, we fix a bug in

our program and employ better RSV
normalization to attain a PIO value of 0.1204

as shown in Table 2.3. We had thought that

'title' and 'href retrieval would be more

accurate and weigh them higher in (1). In

reality, 'text' retrieval remains far superior.

When the coefficients for combining RSV's

among the four collections to define A-wt

were set to 0.65 ('text'), 0.15 ('href), 0.15

('title'), and 0.05 ('meta'), and also

normalizing the B-wt by the number of out-

link edges, the PIO value jumped to 0.1673.

When 3 pages are selected from each host

(instead of 2), or with no host restriction (just

use A-wt + B-wt for ranking), PIO values

continue to improve to 0.1735 and 0.2204

respectively. However, when only the content

weight (A-wt) is used, also ignoring host

groups, distillation result is very similar to

using A-wt + B-wt. It seems that a) out-link

content (B-wt) is not necessary for key

resource detection (using A-wt only performs

almost as well); and b) host grouping leads to

worse performance. The latter point should be

viewed in the context that out of 1574 key

resource answers for the 49 topics, 432 have

unique host, 1 12 have duplicate hosts, 55 have

three, and the rest (-48%) share four or more

same host. Restricting result list from diverse

PIO P20 P30
bug fix, better RSV
normalization

.1204 .1000 .1075

better combination

coeffs., normaliz B-wt
.1673 .1296 .1381

3 top pages each host .1735 .1551 .1367

No host: A-wt + B-wt .2204 .1816 .1517

No host: A-wi .2184 .1837 .1490

host groups would depress the chance of

getting relevant answers within the top 10

retrieved.

2.2 Named-Page Task

The objective of the named-page task is to

retrieve an appropriate page(s) that contains

answers to wanted item(s) named in a query.

There are 150 topics and they all vary

between two to six words long. We submitted

two runs for this task based on the processing

methodology of the distillation task called:

pirc2Wnpl and pirc2Wnp2. The first method

outputs 50 top documents from the collections

'title' and 'href (total 100). A-wt is defined

for each page, and the top 50 according to A-

wt is returned as the answer list. The second

method selects top 10 from the 'ineta'

collection, top 100 from each of 'title', 'text'

and 'href collections (total 310). These are

grouped into hosts as in distillation task. Top

5 pages from each of top ten hosts are

selected; these are sorted by page weight and

returned as the answer list.

Pirc2Wnpl Pirc2Wnp2

#of topics having

answer ranked 1

30 3

2 5 4

3 6 3

4 3 5

5 6 4

6 1 4

7 2 2

8 1 2

9 6 2

10 1 2

MRR 0.263 0.077

#topics with ans.

<rank 10

61(40.7%) 31(20.7%)

#topics with ans.

<rank 50

95(63.3%) 65(43.3%)

#topics with ans.

not found
55(36.7%) 85(56.7%.)

Table 2.3: Web Distillation Results (Post-

Evaluation)
Table 2.4: Web Named-Page Results

(submitted)
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Results and Discussions

Table 2.4 summarizes results of the two runs.

Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is the measure

for evaluation. It is seen that method 1,

pirc2Wnpl, has much better performance

(MRR = 0.263) than the second method

(MRR = 0.077). Just using the top 'title' and

'href items from their retrieval lists returns a

fair number of the answers (-41%) within top

10. Organization into host groups is not an

appropriate strategy for this content-oriented

task. Ranking by content (A-wt) is sufficient

to bring about reasonable performance.

The lackluster result can be traced again to

our wrong emphasis on the 'title' and 'href

collections only. After results are known, we
change our processing to include 50

documents each from the collections except

'meta', use the modified combination

coefficients to define A-wt as discussed in

Section 2.2, and output the top 50 according

to A-wt. The MRR value doubled to 0.525,

and 96 queries had correct answers in top 5.

3 The Novelty Track

A new track called novelty task is defined this

year. Given a query, its objective is to first

rank and detect relevant sentences from a

given set of sentences (that have been

obtained from relevant documents of the

query). The system next tries to identify

among these sentences in an ordered fashion,

those that contain novel information — those

not novel are removed from the list. This is

done after sorting the relevant sentences by

document and sentence# order. The objective

of this task has similarity to previous work

done such as duplicate document removal in

IR [7J. first-story detection in TDT [8], or

redundancy detection in adaptive filtering [9].

For this experiment, we employ all

sections of a topic to form long queries for

retrieval because the 'documents' are actually

short sentences. The queries average to 19.14

unique terms. Since the sentences come from

relevant documents of TREC-8, we use the

TREC-8 dictionary to provide better statistics

for processing and retrieval. However, the

high Zipf threshold has been reset to 400,000

to include more high frequency terms as

discussed in Section 2.1

.

Only initial retrieval without pseudo-

relevance feedback was performed. Based on

experimentation with the four training topics,

we test two RSV threshold (tr) values on the

ranked retrieval list to help decide on the

relevance of retrieved sentences: submission

pircs2N0{ 1 ,2} employ tr=1.25, and

pircs2N0{3,4} use tr=1.5. Thus, retrieved

sentences with RSV > tr are considered

relevant.

This set of relevant sentences is sorted

according to DocID and sentence*. For each

sentence, every one of its un-stemmed words

is expanded with synonyms by consulting

with WordNet. All senses of the noun type are

used. The resultant set of words is sorted, and

duplicates removed. A double loop passes

down the sentence list, and a novelty

coefficient based on the Dice formula is

evaluated for each pair of sentences Si and Sj:

I

Si interset Sj|

V - Novelty coeff. - (3)

|Si union Sji

If V < a threshold tv, Sj is considered novel

with respect to Si. otherwise Sj is removed.

pircs2N01 and pircs2N03 employ a threshold

tv=0.35 (originally documented as 0.3), and

pircs2N02. pircs2N04 use tv=0.5. In addition,

a fifth submitted run pircs2N05 does not use

synonyms, just raw words, and acts as control

with thresholds set to tr=l .5, tv=0.3.

Results and Discussions

Five runs were submitted to the novelty track

labeled as pircs2N??, where ?? range from 01

to 05. Except for pircs2N05, all runs employ

WordNet to find synonyms to words in the

retrieved relevant sentences to decide for

novelty. Results of the submitted experiments

concerning decision on relevance is shown in
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pircs2N tr P R EPq*Rq

{01, 02} 1.25 .16 .49 .08

{03, 04, 05} 1.5 .18 .4 .072

Table 3.1: Relevant Sentence Decision

Results (submitted)

Table 3.1. The average precision (P) and

recall (R) effectiveness are evaluated for

relevant sentences at the two RSV threshold

values tr. Official measure for this task is

LPq*Rq, i.e. sum of the product of precision

and recall for each query q. It is seen that a

lenient value of tr = 1 .25 returns 0.49 recall

ratio but a low 0.16 for precision. However,

their product SPq*Rq leads to 0.08, better

than the 0.072 product when the tighter

threshold tr = 1.5 was used.

I
• Precision Vs tr o Recoil vs 0

I

— Linear (Pr.cislon Vs tr) Linear (Recall vs rr)

RSV Threshold: tr

Fig.3.1 : Variation of P, R vs Relevance Threshold tr

Fig.3.] plots the variation of P and R vs.

threshold tr. Although P' R is not the same as

ZPq*Rq, one can nevertheless gains some

idea of the result. P and R have very good

linear fit for this retrieval environment. It

shows that as RSV threshold tr changes from

1.25 to 1.5, P*dR/d(tr) drops faster than

R*dP/d(tr) rises, leading to a fall of P*R

value. If tr were set to 1 . 1 (or less), EPq*Rq
improves to a value of 0.81.

After relevance determination, the set of

sentences is passed to novelty processing.

Results of using two novelty thresholds: tv =

0.35 and 0.5 are shown in Table 3.2. Two
corrections need to be pointed out: 1) book-

keeping of the files during submission were

mixed up and the tv threshold for runs

pircs2N0I and 03 should have been 0.35

pircs2N tr tv P R ZPq*Rq
01 1.25 .35 .15 .39 .062

02 1.25 .5 .15 .43 .069

03 1.5 .35 .17 .31 .056

04 1.5 .5 .17 .36 .064

05==03 1.5 .35 .17 .31 .056

05* 1.5 .35 .17 .37 .066

Table 3.2: Novel Sentence Decision Result

(submitted except for the corrected *05)

instead of 0.3 as documented during

submission; 2) the submitted run pircs2N05

(which was supposed to be WordNet free)

was actually identical to run 03. The correct

run denoted as 05* was not submitted, but its

result is shown in Table 3.2. From the table,

it is seen that pircs2N02 has the better result

among the 5 submissions. For our system, it

seems preferable to increase the novelty

threshold tv to 0.5 (rather than 0.35) so that

two sets of sentence words (appropriately

expanded with WordNet synonyms) need to

have larger overlap before they are considered

similar and not novel (3). This, together with

an RSV threshold of tr=1.25 produces a

IPq*Rq value of 0.069.

Fig. 3.2: Variation of P,R vs Novelty Threshold tv

We have plotted the variation of novelty

precision and recall values against the

threshold tv in Fig. 3. 2 for three relevance

thresholds 1.1, 1.25 and 1.5. It is seen that

novelty precision value P is practically

constant over a large range of tv values, and

they do not vary too much with respect to the

tr threshold: 0.14 to 0.17. Apparently, as the

tv threshold is changed, correctly identified

novel sentences and incorrect ones are
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included at the same rate. However, as more

sentences are accounted, novelty recall

improves. This suggests one should set the

relevance threshold tr low (like 1 . 1 or lower)

to recall more relevant sentences, and also set

the novelty threshold tv high (like 0.9) to

include more sentences as novel. At tr=0.9

and tv=0.9, the official measure ZPq*Rq

evaluates to a value of 0.76, an improvement

of nearly 12% over our best submitted results.

This is achieved based on high recall values.

Precision ratios are low at 0.14 to 0.17.

The last line in Table 3.2 (pircs2N05*)

shows novelty detection of sentences without

WordNet expansion of terms. The un-

stemmed words were used for overlap

calculation (3). It returns a value for SPq*Rq

of 0.66, about 18% better than pircs2N03,

showing that WordNet expansion is not good

at these parameters. However, at the better

parameters of (tr, tv)=(0.9, 0.9) they all return

a ZPq*Rq value of 0.76. If stemmed words

were used, slightly worse performance was

observed.

As an example of WordNet expansion, we

illustrate (for Query 305 "most dangerous

vehicles") with sentence #20 of document

LA03 1689-01 77: "stresses safe driving".

These three words expand to: {emphasis,

accent, tension, tenseness, stress, focus,

strain}, {condom, rubber, safety, safe,

prophylactic} and {drive, driving}. Thus good

synonyms are brought in as well as many bad

ones. A filter needs to be built to screen out

unwanted senses.

4 Adaptive Filtering Track

This year's adaptive filtering task makes use

of the topics numbered R10I-R200 to select

documents in date order from the Renter

collection for the period October I, 1996 to

July 31, 1997. Adaptive filtering is difficult.

A possible approach is to use a two-step

strategy. At start when little knowledge is

known, a simple adaptive threshold

adjustment and profile re-weighting method is

used. Later when sufficient relevant data is

available, expand and train the profile to

increase the prospect of selecting only the

relevant ones. We also employ the dictionary

from last year's Q&A collection (in addition

to those from training documents) as a basis

for processing to ensure that most terms from

the test collections are included.

Many considerations are needed for

adaptive filtering. These include defining an

initial profile together with an initial selection

threshold to start the process, dynamically

adapt the threshold to select or not to select a

document for examination, adaptively train

and expand the profile to tailor to the type of

documents seen so far, determine how often

these changes are to be made, and at the same

time attempt to maximize the utility value.

Apparently the adaptation of the filtering

profile and that of the threshold are both

useful. Improved profile does a better job in

separating the relevant documents from the

irrelevant ones, based on the probability or the

RSV values assigned. Threshold adjustment

helps to achieve a utility target for the

selected documents. These are performed

periodically after a number of documents

have gone through the process.

Initial profile is defined using the raw topic

and the three judged relevant documents from

the training set. Once the filtering process

begins, statistics of term usage is kept for all

documents passing through. Moreover, for

the documents selected, whether relevant or

not, they are identified as a separate retrieval

collection for threshold adjustment. We re-

compute the RSV of those documents based

on the current profile and then adjust the

threshold to provide us with the maximum
utility in regard to the filtered documents. We
then use that threshold to filter future

incoming documents.

As more relevant documents are selected,

we expand the profile by adding terms that

have higher frequency in the filtered relevant.

A maximum of 30 is set as a limit for the

number of expanded terms.

We also keep track of precision values,

both the global and local ones. Global
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precision is the precision from the start of the

filtering to the current point while the local

one contains only the precision for the last

two update cycles. We think relevant

documents are not distributed uniformly over

the course of time but are clustered over

certain regions in the timeline of the

document stream. If the current local

precision is significantly higher than the

global one, we feel that we are in a region

with relevant documents clustered and the

filtering threshold should be lowered so that

more relevant documents can be selected. On
the other hand, if the global precision is

significant higher. It means we are in a region

where very few documents are relevant and

one should tighten the threshold so that fewer

irrelevants will be selected.

Lastly, a query term co-occurrence

filtering method was implemented in addition

to statistical filtering to aim at achieving

better precision. Query term pairs were

formed from the original topic using the title

or description fields. During filtering, the

presence of a query term pair in a document

sentence is considered as e\'idence for

selection even if RSV is somewhat less than

the current threshold. Assume the current

RSV threshold is T. Normally documents with

RSV > T will be selected for the user. This is

now modified as fo]lov\'s:

If (docRSV>= I.5*T OR (0.9*T < docRSV
< 1.5*T && has-co-occurrence))

select-document;

else reject-document;

Results and Discussion

We submined 4 runs pirc2F{01 .02,03,04}.

pirc2F03 and pircs2F04 are base runs without

phrase filtering but using different initial

parameters. pirc2F01 and pirc2F02 are based

on pirc2F03 but with phrase filtering using a

window of three sentences and whole

document respectively. Results were not

good, especially for the intersection topics.

For example, the better run is pirc2F01 with

mean scaled Tl lU = 0.154 for the 50 assessor

topics and 0.047 for the 50 intersection topics.

Phrase filtering seems useful compared to not

using it: average score for the two base runs is

only about half of the two runs with phrase

filters. The experimental results were low and

we suspect programming bugs in some of our

procedures.

5 Condusion

We proposed an approach to finding answer

pages for topic distillation in a collection of

web documents based on the properties of

"key resource': emphasis on content, link

information and host diversity in answer list.

In novelty task, we employ a large dictionary

with TREC-8 statistics to aid our retrieval

with short sentences, and WordNet to help

expand words with synonyms for evaluating

similarity among sentences. A phrase filtering

procedure was tested for the adaptive filtering

task.
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Abstract

The large volume of video content generated each day

requires efficient and effective methods of video index-

ing and retrieval. A common first step iii indexing

video content is to identify visually and semantically

continuous segments or shots. In this paper, we present

the moving query window approach to video shot bound-

ary detection. This uses the techniques of query-by-

example (QBE) and ranked results, both often used in

content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Each frame of

the video is used in turn as an example query on the

image collection formed by the other frames within a

moving window. Transitions are detected by monitor-

ing the relative ranks of these frames in the results list.

We show that this is an effective approach for the shot

boundary detection task of the TREC-11 video track.

1 Introduction

Video is the next frontier of visual information re-

trieval: for archived footage to be useful, its contents

must be known. Since a video clip has a time dimen-

sion, this generally means that the content must be

reviewed sequentially, and sections of interest identi-

fied. This is costly and tedious to perform manually,

and so automatic techniques are required.

A video stream can be considered to be composed

of small, coherent sections or shots, where adjacent

frames are usually similar. A small sample of frames

can be selected from each shot and indexed for use

in video retrieval [4, 21]. The answer to a video re-

trieval information need is then a list of shots contain-

ing frames similar to the query requirements.

A shot is bounded at each end by a transition. The
main types of transition are cuts, fades, dissolves, and

spatial edits [5, 16]. The type and frequency of tran-

sitions in a video clip is largely dependent on the age

of the footage and the nature of the content. Almost

all transitions in fast-moving television news footage

are cuts, and dissolves are rare. In a documentary,

dissolves and fades appear frequently. Cuts, dissolves,

and fades account for the majority of transitions; Lien-

hart [10] reports this is more than 99%, and similar

ratios were observed in the TREC-10 and TREC-11
video collections.

Video footage can be segmented into shots by de-

tecting the shot start and end points, as signified by

transitions. The difference between adjacent frames

of a shot is usually small, but increases during transi-

tions. Most shot boundary detection algorithms iden-

tify transitions by monitoring for significant changes in

the video frames.

One method to measure this change is to compare

frames pixel-by-pixel: transitions are reported if the

colour or intensity of a significant number of pixels

changes between frames [2]. However, pixel-by-pixel

comparison of frames is generally computationally in-

tensive, and sensitive to object motion, noise, camera

motion, and changes in camera zoom. Using informa-

tion produced during video compression is typically ef-

ficient [1, 12, 23], but may result in low precision [2].

Computing and comparing statistics of the frames

—

such as the mean and standard deviation of pixel val-

ues [9], or histograms of colour usage [13, 25]—reduces

sensitivity but adds computation overhead.

Recent work in this area using colour histograms in-

cludes that of Pickering et al. [14]. In their approach,

frames are divided into nine blocks, and red, green, and

blue (RGB) colour component histograms extracted

from each. The Manhattan distance between the his-

tograms of corresponding blocks is calculated, and the
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Figure 1: Moving query window with a half window size (HWS) of 5; the five frames before and the five frames

after the current frame form a collection on which the current frame is used as a query example.

largest of the three is retained as the distance between

the blocks. The median of the nine individual inter-

block distances is taken as the inter-frame distance. A
transition is reported if this distance is greater than a

fixed threshold and also greater than the average dis-

tance value for the 32 surrounding frames.

Sun et al. [18j compare the colour histograms of adja-

cent frames within a moving window; a shot boundary

is reported if the distance between the current frame

and the immediately preceding one is the largest inter-

frame distance in the window, and significantly larger

than the second largest inter-frame distance.

The IBM CueVideo program uses a sampled three-

dimensional RGB colour histogram to measure the dis-

tance between pairs of frames [17]. Histograms of re-

cent frames are cached, and statistics are calculated

for this moving window. These statistics are used to

determine adaptive threshold levels.

In this paper, we present our approach to video seg-

mentation based on the concepts of querying by ex-

ample image (QBE) and ranked results, both regular

features of content-based image retrieval (CBIR). In

the next section, we introduce our new approach. Sec-

tion 3 addresses our choice of features and parameters.

In Section 4, we review the performance of our tech-

nique on the TREC-11 shot boundary detection task.

In Section 5, we conclude and discuss possible areas for

improvement.

2 The Moving Query Window Technique

A content-based image retrieval or CBIR system aims

to satisfy the information need of a user by selecting

images from the collection that best meet the user's

requirements. With many CBIR systems, users convey

their requirements by selecting features such as colour

and texture from a palette [3], sketching a represen-

tation of the desired image [8] , or providing an exam-

ple image that captures the qualities of the target im-

age [7, 19]. The last two methods are categorised as

query-b}^-example, or QBE.
In CBIR, a summary is produced for each image

in the collection that captures visual aspects such as

colour and texture distributions, and the shape and

location of objects in the image. When using QBE,
a corresponding summary is produced for the query.

These summaries are compared, and collection images

are ranked by similarity to the query. The user is

then presented a list of all the images in the coUection,

ranked from most- to least-similar.

We have applied the concepts of QBE and ranking to

the video segmentation problem. We were motivated to

explore this approach by the observation that frames

preceding a transition are similar in content but are

usually dissimilar to those following the transition.

We define a moving window of size N extending

equally on either side of the current frame, but not

including the current frame itself. The number ^ is

referred to as the half window size (HWS). We refer

to the ^ frames preceding the current frame as the

pre-frames. Similarly, the y window frames following

the current frame are post-frames. Figure 1 shows a

moving window of ten frames, with five pre- and post-

frames on either side of the current frame.

We use the current frame as a query on the collec-

tion of frames inside this moving window, that is, to the

pre- and post-frames. This QBE orders the N collec-

tion frames by decreasing similarity to the query frame,

with the most similar frame first, and the most dissim-

ilar frame last.

The difference between the current frame—which is

used as the query example—and the fi-ames before and

after it will usually be near-symmetrical. Thus, the

pre- and post-frames will be interspersed throughout

the ordered list of window frames, and the number of

pre- and post-frames in the top y results will be ap-

proximately equal. However, this changes in the vicin-

ity of a transition.
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Pre-frames Current frame Post-frames NumPreFrames

A A A A A A A A A A A_ A A A A A A A A A A 5

A A A A A A A A A A T A A A A A B B B B B 7

A A A A A A A A A A T
¥

B B B B B B B B B B 10

A A A A A A A A A A B B B B B B B B B B 0

A A A A A A B B B B b" B B B B B B B B B B 2

Figure 2: As the moving window traverses an abrupt transition, the number of pre-frames in the y frames most

similar to the current frame varies significantly. This number (^NumPreFrames) rises to a maximum just before

an abrupt transition, and drops to a minimum immediately afterwards.

Figure 3: Plot of the number of pre-frames in the top half of the ranked results for a SOO-frame interval. The

five transitions present in this interval are indicated above the plot. The parameters used for HWS, the upper

threshold (UB) and the lower threshold (LB) are listed between parentheses.

2.1 Abrupt Transitions

As the current frame approaches a cut, frames from the

second shot enter the window. All the pre-frames are

from the first shot (shot A), while some of the post-

frames belong to the second shot (shot B). However,

the current frame is still from shot A, so after comput-

ing the similarity to the query, we generally find the

shot B frames ranked lower than the shot A frames.

As a result, there is a rise in the number of pre-fi:ames

in the top y.
When the current frame is the last frame of shot A,

all pre-frames are from shot A, and all post-frames are

from shot B. At this point, the number of pre-frames in

the top Y reaches a maximum, since the shot A firames

will all be ranked above the shot B frames. This can

be seen in Figure 2. Once the current frame moves into

the next shot, the example image will belong to shot B,

so the situation is reversed: the number of post-frames

in the top ^ exhibits a sharp rise, while the number of

pre-frames drops to near zero.

In Figure 3, the variation in the number of pre-

frames in the top y results is shown over 200 frames

of a clip. The location of the four cuts and one dis-

solve in this interval are shown at the top of the figure.

Cuts are accompanied by a sharp drop in the number

of pre-frames at the top of the ranked list.
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2.2 Gradual Transitions

The first transition in Figure 3 is a gradual transition.

We see that frame ranks within the moving window

are also affected by this transition, although to a lesser

degree than by the cuts. Our technique can be mod-

ified to additionally detect gradual transitions. When
the moving window traverses a gradual transition, we

observe three phases:

1. Post-frames enter transition, but the cur-

rent frame is not yet in transition: The num-

ber of pre-frames ranked in the top y rises, since

the transition frames are less similar to the exam-

ple frame than the non-transition frames.

2. Current frame in transition: The number of

pre-frames ranked in the top y slowly decreases.

3. Current frame exits transition: The number

of pre-frames ranked in the top falls signifi-

cantly, since the pre-frames—which are still within

in the transition—are less similar to the example

than the post-frames.

The three phases of this transition can be seen from

the plot at the top of Figure 3. Considering the number

of pre-frames in the top y results, we see that this

number increases towards the peak as we approach the

start of a transition. During the transition, the number

returns to moderate values. As the current frame exits

the transition, the number of pre-frames drops to a

minimum: the value gradually increases again as the

transition frames leave the half-window preceding the

current frame. We can detect gradual transitions by

monitoring for this characteristic pattern.

In general, detection of gradual transitions is more

difficult than detection of abrupt transitions. In con-

trast to cuts, gradual transitions do not have a sharp

division between shots, and adjacent frames within a

gradual transition usually differ by a small amount. To

accentuate the differences between the frames, we could

sample the stream at a lower rate. This would, how-

ever, reduce our precision: if we use every nth frame,

we can only resolve the shot boundary to within n

frames.

In our experiments, we use all frames, employing

each in turn as a query example. However, we omit the

closest few frames bordering the current frame from the

collection. This leaves a gap, which we refer to as the

Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) on either side of the current

frame, as illustrated in Figure 4. The DMZ effectively

determines the difference between the example frame

and the most similar frame from the window; a large

value for the DMZ will blur the distinction between

frames of shot A and frames of shot B.

2.3 Algorithm Details

In this section, we describe the details of our shot

boundary detection scheme. We begin by defining the

algorithm parameters, and continue with a description

of the detection steps for transitions.

In our discussion, we refer to four primary parameters:

Lov^^er Bound (LB): This is the lower threshold.

Once the number of pre-frames falls below this

level, a possible transition is detected as shown in

Figure 3.

Upper Bound (UB): This is the upper threshold.

Once the number of pre-frames rises above this

level, a possible transition is detected as shown in

Figure 3.

Half Window Size (HWS): The number of frames

from either side of the current frame that are con-

tained within the moving window. Since we exam-

ine the top y-ranking frames, we use this number

as the main parameter, rather than the full win-

dow size (A'^) itself. This is shown in Figure 4.

Demilitarised zone depth (DMZ): This is the size

of the gap between the current frame and the near-

est frame that is part of the moving window. See

Figure 4 for an example.

We continue next with a discussion of how abrupt

transitions are detected using the moving window and

these parameters.

Detection of Cuts

To detect abrupt transitions, we monitor the number

of pre-frames in the top y results as each frame is

examined. We refer to this number as NumPreFrames.

We also measure the slope of the NumPreFrames curve.

This is normally small, that is, around two.

As we near an abrupt transition, NiimPreFrames rises

quickly and passes the upper bound (UB). Once we

pass the transition, NumPreFrames falls sharply below

the lower bound (LB). The slope reflects this by taking

on a large positive value, followed quickly by a large

negative value. This behaviour can be observed in
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Figure 4: Moving query window with a half window size (HWS) of 8, and a demilitarised zone (DMZ) of three

frames on either side of the current frame; the eight frames preceding and the eight frames following the current

frame form a collection, against which the current frame is used as a query example.

Figure 3. We report a possible cut if NumPreFrames

exceeds UB, then falls below LB in the space of two

frames.

In some cases, the slope condition may be satisfied

inside a shot where no transition exists. This may oc-

cur where, for example, a traffic light changes from red

to green; all "red" frames will be ranked together and

separately from all "green" frames, causing the slope

to exhibit the behaviour seen for cuts. To avoid in-

correctly declaring a cut in such cases, we impose the

condition that there must be a large difference between

the pre- and post-frames. This is achieved by requiring

the average distance of the top y frames to the query

image to be less than half the average distance of the

bottom y frames from the same query image.

All comparisons so far have been relative. To further

reduce the occurrence of false positives, we introduce

an absolute threshold for the distance between the last

pre-frame and the first post-frame. This is expressed

as a proportion of the maximum distance possible be-

tween two frames using the current feature and his-

togram representation. We fixed this threshold at 25%
of the maximum possible distance.

To summarise, a cut is reported if the following con-

ditions are satisfied:

1. The NumPreFrames slope takes on a large negative

value;

2. The top -y frames are significantly different from

the bottom ^ frames; and,

3. The last pre-frame and the first post-frame are

significantly different.

Since these conditions are not synchronous, we allow

them to be satisfied at any point within an interval of

four frames. For example, the first condition may be

met at frame n, and the second condition may be met

at frame n + 2. If all three conditions hold, we record a

cut with the current frame being the first frame of the

new shot.

Detection of Gradual Transitions

Detection of gradual transitions is more difficult than

detection of abrupt transitions, and we need to em-

ploy more heuristics. We experimented only briefly

with gradual transition detection in this work and, as

we show later, our detection of gradual transitions is

relatively ineffective. We plan further experiments to

determine the variation of parameters required for im-

proved detection of such transitions.

We noted in Section 2.2 that during a gradual tran-

sition, NumPreframes often rises to high levels, then

drops to low values, and remains there for a some time

before rising to return to typical levels. We are alerted

to a possible gradual transition when we detect that

NumPreframes has remained low for several frames.

We regard the current frame as marking the end of

the transition. To identify the beginning of the tran-

sition, we look back to find the location of the first

phase of the gradual transition, that is, the point where

NumPreFrames first rises to a high level designated by

the upper bound (UB). Finally, we measure how long

NumPreframes remains high. If this is more than a

threshold value, we declare a gradual transition.

In summary, a gradual transition is reported if the

following conditions are met:

1. The NumPreFrames slope remains low for several

frames, and

2. before this, NumPreFrames increases to a high

level, and remains consistently high over several

frames.

If both conditions are met, we record a gradual transi-

tion starting at the point NiunPreFrames first exceeds

the upper bound, and ending at the current frame.

3 Selection of Features and Parameters

To compare different features and identify suitable pa-

rameters, the moving query window algorithm was ap-
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Parameter Acronym Range start Range end Step size

Half window size (y) HWS 6 30 2

Lower bound LB 1 4 1

Upper bound UB HWS -A HWS-\ 2

De-militarised zone DMZ 0 10 2

Table 1: The ranges of values used for the parameters of the shot boundary detection algorithm.

¥-29
Plane Shots
Lat© 198Q's

Dryden
Fttght Research C@nt@r

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Input frame of dimensions 352x240. (b) Frame Y (brightness) data placed in a super-frame of

dimensions 512x256, with the unused portion of the super-frame being set to black, (c) Transformed super-

frame; the data corresponding to the unused portion of the super-frame does not contain any information, and

is discarded.

plied to detect shot boundaries on a subset of the

TREC-10 evaluation set comprising eleven clips, con-

taining a total of 996 cuts and 406 gradual transitions.

Each feature was evaluated using parameters in the

ranges shown in Table 1.

The effectiveness of the segmentation operation is

evaluated using the standard information retrieval

measures of recall and precision. Precision represents

the fraction of detected transitions that match the ref-

erence data:

Transitions correctly reported

Total transitions reported

Recall measures the fraction of all reference transitions

that are correctly detected:

Transitions correctly reported

Total reference transitions

These two measures can be used for both abrupt

and gradual transitions. To evaluate how well reported

gradual transitions overlap with reference transitions,

TREC-11 introduced the measures Frame Precision

(FP) and Frame Recall (FR).

^„ Frames correctly reported in detected transition
FP = :

Frames reported in detected transition

Frames correctly reported in detected transition
FR — '

Frames in reference data for detected transition

3.1 Features

We used one-dimensional global histograms using the

HSV, Lab, and Luv colour spaces, and a fourth fea-

ture derived from the Daubechies wavelet transform

of the frames. Preliminary experiments using three-

dimensional colour histograms have produced slightly

better results but we do not describe them here.

The native colour space of the MPEG compressed

video stream is YCbCr. The wavelet-based feature

for each frame was generated by computing the six-

tap Daubechies wavelet transform coefficients from the

YCbCr colour data. When calculating the wavelet

transform using the Mallat algorithm, the data di-

mensions are halved after each pass [11, 22] . Thus,

we can perform four passes on frames with dimen-

sions 352x240, ending at 22x15, which cannot be

transformed further. Frames with dimensions 320x240

can also be transformed four times (ending at 20x15),

while frames with dimensions 352x288 can be trans-

formed five times (ending at 11x9).

All chps used in TREC-11 had dimensions 352x240;

nevertheless, we should cater for different frame sizes.

To allow comparison of equivalent wavelet scales for

different-size frames without the expense of resizing,

we rearrange the frame data to fit into a super-frame

with dimensions that are a power of two. For exam-

ple, the pixel data from a 352x240 frame is inserted

into a super-frame of dimension 512x256, as shown

in Figure 5. The unused portion of the super-frame
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Abrupt Bins/subbands HWS LB UB DMZ Gradual Bins/subbands HWS LB UB DMZ
HSV 384 20 4 18 0 HSV 48 20 4 18 4

Lab 1536 26 3 24 4 Lab 192 22 3 20 4

Luv 1536 10 4 8 0 Luv 1536 22 3 20 4

RWav 5 10 3 8 4 RWav 4 20 3 18 4

Table 2: The best set of parameters varies by feature and transition type; gradual transitions are generally best

detected with a DMZ offour. The effect of varying the DMZ is less pronounced for cut detection. While in some

cases the best results are obtained with non-zero DMZ, the difference with the DMZ—0 results is insignificant.

is zero-filled, and the transform data for this portion

is later discarded. With the new frame dimensions,

eight transform passes are possible, ending with the

data dimensions 2x1. We call this feature the wavelet

transform on re-ordered data or RWav.

Of the feature combinations tried, RWav proved to

be the most effective for detecting cuts, and Luv was

the best feature to use for detecting gradual transitions.

The simple HSV feature also proved to be effective,

with recall and precision comparable to those of the

best features. The amount of processing required to

extract the HSV data from the video stream is much

less than the other features. This low extraction cost

may make HSV the most practical choice of feature for

a commercial system.

We found that while using onlj' the luminance com-

ponent of the colour data trebles processing speed, de-

tection effectiveness is significantly reduced. An ex-

ception is the RWav feature, where the effectiveness in

detecting cuts with only luminance (Y) information is

relatively unchanged from the full YCbCr version.

Although the global colour features generally pro-

duced good results, they often failed to detect cuts be-

tween two shots of the same scene where the camera

followed an object moving rapidly against a noisy back-

ground. This type of cut is often easily detected by the

wavelet (RWav) feature, which preserves spatial layout

information.

Conversely, the wavelet feature is sensitive to small

changes in the frame content and performs relatively

poorly at finding gradual transitions. However, the

high-frequency data—corresponding to detail in the

image—plays an important part in cut detection; we

observe the best results when using the first four or

five transform sub-bands. Further increasing the num-

ber of sub-bands inserts too much detail, and adversely

affects performance. The volume of feature data stored

per frame also quadruples for each additional sub-band,

and so a performance penalty is aJso incurred.

3.2 Other Parameters

The best choice of algorithm parameters varied for dif-

ferent features and for the two transition types; these

are listed in Table 2.

We found that transitions are best detected with a

half window size (HWS) of approximately 18 or 20

frames. It is likely that the optimal value for HWS
will vary depending on the content of the footage be-

ing examined; long, slow transitions will favour larger

values of HWS. We have not performed in-depth ex-

periments to test this supposition.

The lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) de-

termine the relative priorities of recall and precision.

Decreasing LB towards zero generally increases preci-

sion at the cost of recall. This effect is relatively minor

for cut detection, since in most cases, NumPreFrames

actually reaches zero at the cut boundary. Detection

of gradual transitions is sensitive to the LB parameter,

and our best preliminary results were obtained with an

LB of 3 or 4.

There is a close relationship between the best choice

of frame gap (DMZ) and the type of transition to be de-

tected. Cuts are generally best detected with no gap at

all (DMZ=0), while gradual transitions are best found

with a small gap (DMZ=4). As with HWS, we believe

the best value is somewhat dependent on the type of

video footage being processed and we plan further ex-

periments to verify this.

Histogram distances were calculated using the Man-
hattan, cumulative Manhattan, histogram intersection,

and Euclidean measures. The Manhattan distance

measure produced the best results. The relatively high

computation cost of the Euclidean distance measure

makes it unattractive for use in video.

4 TREC-il Results

In TREC-11, groups were permitted to submit a maxi-

mum of ten runs. The evaluation set consisted of eigh-

teen video clips, with 1 466 cuts and 624 gradual transi-
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Figure 6: Performance of the moving query window for cuts and gradual transitions on the TREC-11 shot

boundary detection task.

Run Feature type Colour Vector Half window Lower Upper Demilitarised

space length size (HWS) Bound (LB) Bound (UB) Zone (DMZ)

1 Colour histogram HSV 384 20 4 18 0

2 Colour histogram HSV 96 20 3 16 4

3 Colour histogram Lab 1536 12 6 10 0

4 Colour histogram Lab 1536 26 3 24 0

5 Colour histogram Lab 1536 26 3 24 4

6 Colour histogram Luv 1536 10 4 8 0

7 Colour histogram Luv 1536 22 3 20 4

8 Colour histogram Luv 1536 26 3 24 4

- 9 Wavelet (5 scales) YCbCr 1176 10 3 8 0

10 Wavelet (5 scales) YCbCr 1176 20 3 18 0

Table 3: Parameters used for each submitted run.

tions. We submitted runs using the parameters shown

in Table 3.

The recall and precision levels for cuts and grad-

ual transitions are shown in Figure 6. The numbered

squares and numbered circles correspond to moving

query window results for abrupt and gradual transi-

tions respectively. Results submitted to TREC-11 by

other groups are indicated by the small squares and

circles. Similarly, Figure 7 shows the performance of

our approach and that of other systems when detecting

gradual transitions, as measured by Frame Recall and

Frame Precision.

The moving query window showed good results for

cut detection and poor results for gradual transitions.

Algorithm parameters that performed well on abrupt

transitions performed poorly on gradual transitions

and vice-versa. Run ten produced the best results for

detection of abrupt transitions, but failed to detect any

gradual transitions.

5 Summary

We have introduced a new moving query window ap-

proach that applies the CBIR concepts of querying
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Figure 7: Performance of the moving query window for gradual transitions on the TREC-11 shot boundary

detection task, as measured by Frame Recall and Frame Precision.

by example image and ranked results to detect shot

boundaries in video. We have described the parame-

ters of the algorithm, and discussed the steps used to

determine the presence of transitions.

We have identified several areas where modifications

could lead to improved efficiency and effectiveness.

One improvement could be to preserve some informa-

tion about the spatial colour distribution in the colour

features; this can be done by using local rather than

global colour histograms.

Our algorithm is sensitive to sudden changes in

the video brightness level, photographic flashes, and

the appearance and disappearance of textual captions.

This sensitivity can be reduced by integrating existing

work on detectors for such phenomena [15, 24].

Populating the window requires that the algorithm

begin operation from the yth frame, and end y frames

before the end. Transitions occurring within the ex-

cluded regions cannot be detected. Other methods

must be used to handle the approximately half-second

of footage at the extremities of each clip.

The routines for detection of cuts and gradual transi-

tions are independent, and may interfere destructively.

Since the conditions to be met for cuts are stricter than

those for gradual transitions, we made a decision to

give precedence to cuts; if a cut has already been de-

tected in the transition interval, the gradual transition

is not reported. In addition, we have not experimented

in detail with the detection of gradual transitions; we

plan future work on selecting heuristics for this domain.

Overall, we have shown that our method produces

competitive results. In particular, we have shown that

the RWav feature, derived from the Daubechies wavelet

transform of the frame data, produces excellent cut

detection results. Our parameters were based on ex-

periments using a subset of the TREC-10 evaluation

set, and are therefore not necessarily optimal for the

TREC-11 evaluation set. We expect that results can

be improved through experimentation with dynamic

thresholds and other adaptive parameters.
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1 Introduction

Two important results came out of our investigations in the TREC 2001 Interactive Track (Belkin, et al, 2002). One

was that the greater the amount of interaction that searchers engaged in, the lower their satisfaction with the results

of the search. We understood this to mean that interaction effort was inversely related to search satisfaction, and

therefore, that making interaction more effective would lead to increased search satisfaction. The second was that

performance in the searching task increased with query length. We conjectured that this was due, at least in part, to

the subjects having searched using a best-match search engine (Excite' ), as well as longer queries being better able

to express the information problem. These two findings became the basis for our systems and experiments in the

TREC 2002 Interactive Track. We formed the following hypotheses:

1 . A system designed to reduce the amount of interaction that a searcher has to engage in, by making it more

effective, will lead to increased satisfaction with search results, and increased performance, as compared to

a system not so designed;

2. A system which encourages long queries will lead to better performance in the search task than one which

does not.

In order to test the first hypothesis, we designed two basic interfaces to the Panoptic search engine": one which

presented the results of a query as a ranked list of titles of documents, twenty at a time; the other which presented

the results of a query as the texts of four documents at a time, each in a scrollable window, ranked in the same order

as the first interface. The second interface was intended to reduce user interaction with the system by virtue of not

requiring the searcher to follow links ft^om the search results to the actual documents and then back again to the

results list, as in the first interface. It was also thought that being able to see the documents immediately would make

it easier and faster to evaluate their potential relevance to the search topic, than having first to evaluate on the basis

of a title plus snippet surrogate, and then do a second evaluation based on the page itself.

To test the second hypothesis, we designed two different query elicitation methods, that were used in both

interfaces. One method had just the word "query" above the box in which the query was to be entered. When this

version of either interface was demonstrated to the subjects in the experiment, the experimenter would enter the

query as a list of words and phrases. The second method had, above the query entry box, the following:

"Information problem description (the more you say, the better the results are likely to be)". When this version of

the interfaces was demonstrated, the experimenter entered one or more complete sentences or questions descriptive

of the topic and desired results. The second condition was predicted to lead to longer queries, both in terms of all of

the words entered, and in terms of the words that were finally interpreted by the Panoptic engine, which used a stop

list.

Of course, the treatments which we designed were themselves only predicted to have the desired results. Therefore,

in order to investigate the hypotheses, it was first necessary to determine whether these different treatments did in

fact lead to the desired results, i.e. less interaction and longer queries. In a sense, then, the specific treatments were

hypotheses themselves, which we also investigated. This paper therefore presents results with respect to hypotheses

1 and 2, above, and with respect to the following hypotheses:

3. A search interface which directly presents the ranked documents retrieved by a search wiW lead to less user-

system interaction than one which presents ranked titles and requires following links to view documents;

4. A search interface which asks searchers to describe their information problems at length will lead to longer

queries than one which asks searchers to simply input a query as a list of words or phrases.

' http://www.excite.com

" http://trec.panopticsearch.com/
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In addition, the actual implementations of the interfaces themselves may strongly influence user behavior.

Therefore, we also present results with respect to usability of, and satisfaction with the interfaces and their various

characteristics.

2 Systems, topics and database

In common with the other participants in the TREC 2002 Interactive Track, we used the Panoptic search engine, and

the related TREC 2002 Web Track collection, as the basic retrieval system and database. We performed no

modifications to the database or retrieval results. We also used the standard eight Interactive Track search topics to

specify the tasks that our subjects would perform. Panoptic is basically a best-match search engine, but for queries

of four words or less, it instead ranks documents according to a coordination-level algorithm. We decided that this

difference would not affect hypothesis 2, since even for such queries, there should be a fairly close match to the

results of the best-match algorithm.

All searches were performed using a Sun UltraSparc-ili (440Mhz) with 512M memory and a 21 inch monitor. The

two basic interfaces were implemented using Swing of Java 2 SDK, version 1 .3. The four-document-at-a-time

interface, called MDD. is shovra in figure 1 (with the "information problem" query elicitation, called QE). The

twenty- title interface, which used the standard Panoptic result format, called SDD, is shown in figure 2 (with the

"query" query elicitation, called NQE)
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Figure 2. SDD interface, with no query enhancement

As can be seen from the screen shots, both interfaces had identical query entry boxes, and an identical list of saved

documents. Saved documents in each interface could be opened for review, and unsaved if so desired. Each interface

allowed subjects to follow links from displayed documents, whether the linked documents were in the Web Track

collection, or on the live Web outside the collection. In the MDD system, subjects could page through the ranked

document list four documents at a time; in the SDD system, subjects could page through the ranked title list twenty

documents at a time. In general, seven to eight of the twenty titles were visible on the SDD screen without scrolling

in the page; the first fifteen or so lines of a document were visible in each of the four MDD document panes, without

scrolling. In MDD, documents could be saved directly by the appropriate button next to the displayed document; in

SDD, they could be saved by following the link to the document, and then using the save button next to the saved

documents list at the right top interface frame. Documents in SDD could also be saved directly from the results list,

without following the link to the whole document, by selecting the relevant title and using the save button. However,

this feature was not mentioned in the system demonstration, so it was used only rarely. When links within

documents were followed, in either MDD or SDD, the searcher could return to the previous document by using the

"Backward" button, and refollow links by using the "Forward" button. In SDD, returning to the search result list

from a viewed page required using the "Backward" button.

3 Experiment design and conduct

We followed the basic interactive Track within-subjects design for investigating the hypotheses related to

interaction ( 1 & 3). With respect to the hypotheses related to query length (2& 4), we iterated the basic Interactive

Track design twice, once in the QE condition, and once in the NQE condition, thus using a between subjects design.

In both cases, subjects searched for answers to four topics using one interface, and then for four topics using tlie
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other interface. The assignment of subjects to conditions MDD and SDD, and the topics that were searched in each,

is shown in table i . This design was applied to the first sixteen subjects with query elicitation mode NQE, and

repeated for the second set of sixteen subjects with query elicitation mode QE.

Subject Block I Biock 2

System: Topics System: Topics

1

cnr*- A 1 9.j\J\J. H- 1 -D-o N/fPir^- 1 "2 0 AIVIUU. 1 -J-Z-O
-) MDn- ^-^-7-1 <^nn- 8-469

i \yV\JiJ. 1 'D-^t-yi

J

6 SDD: 8^-3-2 MDD: 6-1-5-7

7 MDD: 6-1-8-7 SDD: 5 -2-4-3

8 SDD: 2-8-1-5 MDD: 7-6-3-4

9 MDD: 4-7-5-8 SDD: 1-3-2-6

10 SDD: 3-5-7-1 MDD: 8-4-6-2

11 SDD: 1-34-6 MDD: 2-8-7-5

12 SDD: 5-2-6-3 MDD: 4-7-1-8

13 MDD: 7-6-2-4 SDD: 3 -5-8-1

14 MDD: 8-4-3-2 SDD: 6-1 -5-7

15 SDD: 6-1-8-7 MDD: 5-2-4-3

16 MDD: 2-8-1-5 SDD: 7-6-3-4

Table I. Experimental design comparing MDD and SDD. NQE was used for the first 16 subjects, QE for the

second set of 16 subjects.

Ail searching was done at the Information Interaction Laboratory at the School of Communication, Information and

Library Studies (SCiLS). Rutgers University. When subjects arrived, they were asked first to examine and sign the

Informed Consent form\ They then completed a background questionnaire, eliciting various demographi c data and

data concerning searching experience. Next, the experimenter gave a demonstration of the first interface that the

subjects would use, which was based on an example topic of the sort that the subjects would be searching on. The

subjects were then given a paper form with a description of the first topic that they were to search on, and questions

about whether they thought they knew the answer to the topic's question, and their confidence in that knowledge,

which they answered at that time. Then, the subjects returned to the computer, were instructed that they would have

up to ten minutes to complete the search, that they were to save those documents which helped them to answer the

topic's question, and were asked to think aloud during the search. The computer monitor was videotaped during all

searches, and the thinking aloud was recorded on the videotape. When the subjects thought they had answered the

question, or when they had run out of time, the system was stopped, and the subjects were asked to fill out a

questionnaire with respect to their satisfaction with the results of the search, and other characteristics of the search

on that particular topic. This procedure was repeated for the next three topics. After the first four topics, subjects

were asked to complete a questionnaire regarding their experience searching with that particular interface. They

were then given a demonstration of the second interface that they were to use, and then the same procedure was

followed for the next four topics. After the second post-system questionnaire, subjects were engaged in a semi-

structured exit interview, which was tape recorded. This questionnaire elicited information about common features

of the two interfaces, and also comparing the two interfaces. The ersire procedure was typically finished in about

two hours. All of the data collection instruments, and the scripts for the demonstrations, are available at

http:/sciis.Rutgers.edu/mongrel/trec2002/instruments

' Project approved by Rutgers IRB, number 01 -407M.
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4 Results

4.1 Subjects

Thirty-two volunteer subjects participated in this experiment. They were recruited largely from the student

population at Rutgers SCILS (44% were ftill-time students), and some were given credit for participating in the

experiment and writing a brief description of their experience. Twenty-six (81 %) of the participants were female and

6 (19%) were male. Our subjects were most likely (47%) to be between 28-37 years of age, while their ages ranged

overall from 1 8 to 57. Given our sampling strategy, it is unsurprising that the searchers in our study had a high level

of education. Thirty-seven % had completed a Master's degree at the time of the experiment and nearly half (47%)
said that they hoped to complete a Master's degree. Table 2 presents a descriptive profile of the searchers' level of

experience with computers, it should be noted that all of the subjects were required to have some experience using

Web search engines.

Experience: N Minimtim Maximum Mean Sid.

Deviation

Computers, general 32 4 7 6.28 .772

WWW browsers 32 5 7 6.38 .75!

Computers at work 31 1 7 6.48 1.18

Academic computing 32 2 7 6.50 .984

Personal computing 32 2 7 6.66 .971

Entertainment 31 2 7 5.39 1.65

Search engines 32 5 7 6.28 .683

OPACS 32 3 7 5.44 1.16

Indexing Services 31 1 7 3.71 1 .736

Table 2 Subject Experience with Computers (Based upon a 7 point scale in which 1= None 4=Some 7=A great

deal)

Our subjects reported having an average of 6.2 years of searching experience. Using a 7 point scale to measure

experience, in which l=Novice and 7=Expert, the self-assessed level of expertise with computers was, on average,

5.19. Table 3, below presents the frequency with which the participants in our study engaged in a variety of

searching activities. Two things are interesting to note from this table. First, our subjects engaged in these searching

activities with a fairly high degree of frequency overall. Secondly, it is interesting that of all the searching activities

we asked about, searching for government/policy information ranked last in terms of frequency, while searching for

project related activities and for entertainment ranked highest.

Searching for: N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Projects 32 2 7 5.84 1.05

Shopping 32 6 3.94 1.39

Traveling 32 6 3.53 1.52

Medical/health 32 6 3.34 1.66

Gov't/policy 32 6 2.56 1.48

Entertainment 32 7 4.44 1.52

Table 3 Subjects' Frequency of Searching (Based on a scale in which l=Never 4=MoBithiy 7=Daiiy)

4.2 Measures and definitions

The variables used to characterize user searching behavior, and their definitions, are shown in table 4. Performance

was measured by number of documents saved per search (cf Belkin, et a!.. 200
1 ), by user satisfaction with the

search (on a seven-point scale, anchored by Noi at all and Extremely, administered at the conclusion of each search),

and by correcmess and completeness of answer for the topic. Correcmess and completeness were determined by
comparing the pages which were saved for a search with judgments performed by experimenters at all of the TREC
Interactive Track sites of all of the pages which were saved, at all sites, for each topic. Each page was judged as to

whether it contained a correct answer to the topic, and if so, in cases where it was relevant, what aspects of the topic

each page addressed. Thus, topics 1 ,2, 4, 5 and 6. which asked searchers to identify some specified number of pages
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or aspects could have incorrect, correct but incomplete, and correct and complete answers. Topics 3, 7 and 8, which

asked for only one site or page, could have only correct or incorrect answers. In this paper, we consider an answer to

be correct only if it is complete as well.

Variable Definition

Pages seen 1 he total number or title references to pages displayed to the searcher through the

course of the search (valid only for SDD)

Unique pages seen The number ofunique title references to pages displayed to the searcher {removing

duplicate occurrences of references)

Pages viewed The total number of pages whose contents were displayed to the searcher

Unique pages viewed The number of unique pages whose contents were displayed to the searcher (removing

duplicate occurrences of pages)

Number of documents

saved

The total of all documents which were saved by the searcher through the course of the

search

Number of final saved

documents

The number of documents which were marked as saved at the conclusion of the search

Number of iterations The total number of queries issued by the searcher, through the course of the search

Mean quer>' length The average length of all queries in a search, in words (both with and without stoplist

applied)

Unique query length The total number of unique words used in all of the queries in a search (both with and

without stoplist applied)

Table 4. Variables used to describe search behavior

4.3 Descriptiw statistics

Table 5 describes overall behaviors for all searches in both systems. The average number of the total pages seen and

the average number of the unique pages seen were 1 45. 1 6 and 56.38 respectively ( relevant in SDD only).

Meanwhile, the average number of the total pages viewed and the average number of the unique pages viewed were

13.64 and 10.60, in MDD and SDD together, respectively. On average, almost three documents (2.91 ) were ever

saved by the subjects, and somewhat over 2 (2.33) were kept as finally saved documents. The subjects, on average,

used just over two iterations (2.25) for their searching. Finally, subjects spent about 8 minutes and 2 1 seconds for

each topic.

Mean (Standard Deviation) N

Total pages seen 145.16 (84.48) 128 (SDD only)

Unique pages seen 56.38 (39.05) 128 (SDD only)

Total pages viewed 13.64 (12.09) 255

Unique pages viewed 10.60 (9.68) 255

Documents ever saved 2.91 (2.18) 255

Final saved documents 2.33 (1.53) 255

Iterations 2.37 (1.52) 255

Time (seconds) 501.02 (195.06) 255

Table 5. Overall search characteristics, MDD and SDD together.

Search behavior ranged widely according to the topic (see table 6). First, the average total pages seen ranged from

1 16 to 185, and theaverage number of unique pages seen ranged from 37 to 84. All topics, except topic 2 (about 19

pages), had similar average total pages viewed, between 1 1 and 1 4. Also, the average numbers of unique pages

viewed rangedfrom 9 to 1 1 except topic 2 (about 20 pages). Topic 7, with the smallest average number of final

saved documents { 1 .66) had the largest average number of iterations (3.03) and unique pages seen (84.7 1 ).

Conversely, topic 5 , with the largest average number of final saved documents (2.97) showed the smallest average
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number of iterations (1 .66) and unique pages seen (37.33). Subject used the least searching time for topic 5 (6

minutes and 33 seconds); the average was 8 minutes and 21 seconds.

liital Topic 1 Topic 2 lopic ^ r«pic4 Fopii' 5 Topic 6 lopif? J opic8

lotal

pajges seen
145.16 161.00 134.67 1 16.82 150.40 1 16.00 147.06 150.59 185.40

ps^«s seets
56.38 63.53 56.00 44.94 49.33 37.33 43.53 84.71 70.20

Total

pages

viewuu

13.64 12.53 19.53 12.38 10.81 12.88 13.84 13.97 13.13

Unique

viewed

10.60 10.06 15.22 9.50 8.59 9.66 11.31 11.19 9.23

of

documtHil
2.91 3.03 2.56 2.87 3.03 3.28 3.69 1.78 3.00

; NuRiher

of final

saved

ducamenis

2.33 2.06 2.38 2.25 2.50 2.97 2.75 1.66 2.06

Number
of

iteration
2.37 2.28 2.78 2.03 1.66 1.66 2.13 3.03 2.45

Number
of seconds

taken

501.02 500.84 578.31 528.53 463.22 392.63 510.75 546.62 486.84

Table 6. Search characteristics by topic.

4.4 Interaction

Hypothesis 3 asked whether the MDD interface resulted in less user interaction than the SDD interface. Table 7

displays and compares the amount of interaction in each system, according to iterations, time (seconds), number of

seen and viewed documents (total and unique), and ratios of unique to total seen and viewed, and in the case of

SDD, ratios of seen to viewed, total and unique. For MDD, there were no seen documents, as the full texts of

documents were always displayed to the subject. From table 7, we see that MDD had significantly more viewed

documents than SDD, within a similar amount of time and number of iterations. Also, MDD subjects viewed far

fewer documents than SDD subjects saw. While we did not log the amount of scrolling within particular documents

or the number of times subjects paged to the next display of twenty titles in SDD or four documents m MDD, from

the total number seen in SDD and total number viewed in MDD, we see that subjects paged less frequently in MDD
(5) than in SDD (7). Although there was not a significant difference between the two systems in iterations or time,

the differences are in the expected direction. On the basis of these data, we conclude that Hypothesis 3 is supported.

Hypothesis 1 asked whether a system designed to reduce the amount of interaction that a searcher has to engage in

(i.e. make interaction more effective) will lead to increased satisfaction with the search results, and increased

performance, as compared to a system not so designed. Table 8 displays and compares subjects' satisfaction with the

search results and subjects' performance according to number of documents saved and number of correct answers.

From table 8, we see that subjects were significantly more satisfied with their search results when searching with

MDD than when searching with SDD. In terms of perfonnance. subjects saved significantly more documents when

searching with MDD than when searching with SDD, but the number of complete and correct answers to the topics

did not vary significantly between interfaces.
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Interaction Measure MDD SDD
Iterations 2.33 (1.52) 2.41 (1.53)

Time (seconds) 481.87(199.74) 520.03 (189.05)

Number Seen (total) N, A 145.16(84.48)

Number Seen (unique) N A 56.38 (39.05)

Number Viewed (total)* 20.00(13.76) 7.32 (4.90)

Number Viewed (unique)* 16.32 (10.73) 4.92 (2.83)

Ratio of unique seen to total seen N, A .44 (.24)

Ratio of unique viewed to total viewed* .86 (.16) .76 (.22)

Ratio of unique seen to unique viewed ,\, A .12(.ll)

Table 7. interaction measures for MDD and SDD, mean and (standard deviation) (*p<.01)

Satisfaction or Performance Measure MDD SDD
Satisfaction with search results* 4.65 (2.00) 3.95 (2.09)

Number of documents saved* 2.77 (1.75) 1.91 (1.20)

Number of correct answers 93/127 = 73% 84/128 = 66%
Table 8. Satisfaction and Performance Measures for MDD and SDD, mea^ and (standard deviation) (*p<.OI)

When combined with the interaction data above., the performance data provides additional evidence that MDD not

only decreased interaction, but made interaction more effective . In the same number of iterations and in the same

amount of time, subjects using MDD viewed significantly more documents and saved significantly more documents

than those subjects using SDD. Subjects using MDD saved approximately 1 3% of the documents that they viewed,

while subjects using SDD saved approximately 26% of the documents that they viewed, but only 1% of the

documents that they saw. Of the documents that subjects using SDD saw, only 5% were viewed.

4.5 Query length

Hypothesis 4 asked whether the QE query elicitation mode resulted in longer query length than the NQE mode.

Table 9 shows, for all searches in each condition, the mean query length, both with and without applying a stoplist.

These figures are the mean of the number of words in each query in a search. The unique query length is the mean
number of word types used in all queries in a search. Thus, the mean query length for a single search which used the

two queries below is four (four terms in each query), while the unique query length is six (six unique words in the

two queries).

Ql : usa congress privacy legislation 02: usa congress electronic information

We interpret mean query length as a valid measure of the length of queries entered by the searcher. Unique query

length, however, is interpreted as a measure of search effort, rather than of query length, since it measures the

number of different words that the searcher had to think of over the course of the entire search.

Mean iterations

per search (SD)

Mean Query

Length, stoplist

(SD)

Mean Query

Length, no stoplist

(SD)

Unique Query

Length, stoplist

(SD)

Unique Query

Length, no stoplist

(SD)

NQE 2.64(1.63) 4.24 (1.26) 4.85 (1.52) 5.97 (2.32) 6.85 (2.80)

QE 2.09(1.35) 6.45 (3.00) 10.90(7.30) 7.84 (3.34) 12.98(7.33)

Table 9. Query statistics for NQE and QE modes, mean and (standard deviation).

Results from a t-test comparing QE and NQE on the basis ofmean query length with stoplist indicate that searchers

using the QE interface entered significantly longer queries (M=6.45; SD=3.00) than those using NQE interface

(M=4.24; SD=1 .26), t(253) =-7.67, p<.01 . Thus, hypothesis 4 is strongly supported.

Hypothesis 2 asked whether a system which encouraged longer queries led to increased performance. Given the

results with respect to hypothesis 4, we can investigate this hypothesis directly by comparing NQE with QE. As with
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interaction, we evaluate performance with three measures: searcher satisfaction; number of documents saved; and

correcmess of answer. There was no significant difference between NQE and QE in terms number of documents

saved, or correctness of answer. However for satisfaction with search results, searchers were found to be more

satisfied with their search results in QE (M=4.54; SD=1 .96) than NQE (M=4.05; SD=2. 1 5), although not quite

significantly so, t(253) = -1 .9, p=.058. So, we found only weak support for Hypothesis 2. Therefore, we

investigated directly the relationship between query length and performance. In this analysis, significant correlations

were found between satisfaction and mean query length, whether it is with (.137, p <.05) or without stop list (. 1 36,

p<.05). This seems to confirm a weaker version of hypothesis 2, that query length leads to better search outcome.

However, the data in table 9 show a negative significant relation between unique query length with stopiist and

satisfaction (-.142, p <.05). This result is supported by analysis of correctness of response (table 10). Table 10 shows

the relationship between correctness and unique query length, with stopiist and without. In both cases, more words

in a search is significantly associated more strongly with incorrect answers than with correct answers ((253) = 2.78,

p =.006; t(253) = 2.64, p=.009, respectively). These results support our interpretation of unique words in a search as

a measure of search effort

correctness of a search N Mean (Standard Deviation)

Unique words in a search with stopiist No 79 7.68 (3.13)

Yes 176 6.56 (2.91)

Unique words in a search without stopiist No 79 11.47 (7.15)

Yes 176 9.23 (5.83)

TabSe 10. Unique words in query related to search correctness.

5 Discussion

We found support for hypothesis 3. that the MDD interface reduced interaction, and for hypothesis 1 , that a system

designed to make interaction more effective would lead to increased user satisfaction and increased performance.

While subjects viewed significantly more full text documents in MDD than in SDD, they viewed significantly fewer

documents in MDD than were seen in SDD. in terms of satisfaction and performance, subjects were significantly

more satisfied in MDD than SDD, and saved significantly more documents in MDD than SDD. However, there was

no difference in correcmess of answers between the two treatments. Given that there were no differences in time and

iterations between the two, these results indicate that because subjects were required to engage in more interaction in

SDD than MDD, they had lower satisfaction, and decreased search effectiveness by one of two measures.

We found strong support for hypothesis 4, that the QE mode would lead to significantly longer queries than NQE.
However, we found only weak support for hypothesis 2, that searchers in the QE mode would perform better than in

the NQE mode . The somewhat weaker, related hypothesis, that longer queries would be associated with better

performance, was only supported in part (with respect to mean query length being significantly associated with

greater satisfaction with the search). However, in these circumstances, the number of iterations in a search might be

considered an indirect measure of performance, ifnumber of iterations is interpreted as effort needed to accomplish

the task. The mean number of iterations per search (and standard deviation) for QE was 2.09 (1.35); for NQE, 2.64

(1 .63). Results from a t-test indicate that subjects using QE had significantly fewer iterations than subjects using

NQE, t(253) = 2.98, 2<.01 . Since there was no difference between correcmess in the QE and NQE modes, we find

fiirther support for hypothesis 2, in that comparable results were achieved with less effort in QE than in NQE.

We found a significant negative relationship between unique query length and correcmess of answer, as well as with

satisfaction with a search. We speculate that these results might be explained by an interaction effect between

unique query length and degree of interaction. As the number of iterations increases, the unique query length also

increases. There is a strong correlation between iterations and unique query length (.44, p<.01). And the number of

iterations is negatively correlated with satisfaction (-.53, p<.001 ). in other words, number of iterations might be the

common cause variable that leads to both longer unique query length and dissatisfaction. Therefore, when query

length is averaged, instead of uniquely counted, the positive correlation between query length and satisfaction is

revealed, because the iteration variable is held more -or-less constant. An alternative explanation is that both number

of iterations and unique query length are indicators of difficulty of the search topic. These issues deserve further

investigation.
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6 Conclusions

Our results support the idea that reducing the amount of interaction required of a searcher, therefore making

interaction more effective, leads to a better experience for searchers, and that the MDD interface, which displays

documents directly for judgment and use, rather than requiring users to judge on the basis of a surrogate and then

follow links to the documents, does make interaction more effective in just this way. If our speculations about

interaction effects between iterations and query length are correct, such a result would tend to support the general

interaction hypothesis. This leads us to conclude that alternatives to the web browser-based paradigm of displaying

search results as lists of links which need to be traversed to get to actual documents need to be further investigated,

and that displays which afford direct access to documents are likely to be preferable in several ways to lists of links.

We found also that query length in a Web searching environment can be substantially and significantly enhanced by

using a rather simple interface technique. Enhancing queries length in this way led to some increase in users'

satisfaction with search results, and to significant increase in effectiveness of searches, considered as degree of

effort required to achieve specific level of performance in the search task. Thus, we see support both for the

possibility of increasing search length in interactive IR, and for the utility of doing so, at least in best-match search

systems. These results suggest that IR systems need not be bound by the finding that queries presented to current

systems are short, especially since most interfaces m current systems are designed to elicit short queries. In

particular, the results suggest that much more thought should be given to how to elicit information problem

descriptions in interactive IR systems. And, they suggest an alternative to pseudo-relevance feedback and similar

techniques for enhancing query length, that may be more closely related to searcher needs than those techniques.
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ABSTRACT
This year at TREC 2002 we participated in the adaptive

filtering sub-task of the filtering track with some models

for training a Rocchio classifier. Results were poorer than

average on the utility type measures. Using simple feature

selection produced better than average results on an F-type

measure. The key to our approach was the use of pseudo-

judgments, and an approach to thresliold updating. We also

participated in the batch filtering sub-task of the filtering

track and investigated the use of rank based feature selection

techniques in conjunction with a very simple classification

rule.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the adaptive filtering sub-task of the filtering track,

systems utilize a training set consisting of a small set of

documents which are labelled either relevant or irrelevant .

This is supplemented by a training set, from which one may
draw inferences about the corpus, and may hazard some con-

jectures as to the relevant documents. In the work reported

here, a simple version of "pseudo-relevance feedback" is used

to expand the terms appearing in the 3 relevant documents,

and the original topic statement.
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Our approach in preparing to study the problem of adap-

tive filtering attempts to:

-Incorporate major techniques common to high-scoring

AF approaches in recent TRECs.
-Allow easy modification of aspects we are likely to be

doing experiments on.

-Be efficient enough to do many tuning runs.

-Be as simple as possible to implement given the above

constraints.

We prepared the AP 1988-1990 data, which served as a

"sandbox'" for the selection of parameters in the adaptive

Rocchio model. We used the LEMUR [10] toolkit to manage
the text, build indices, etc.

We introduced a number of parameters controlling how
many examples will be pseudo-labeled and with w^hat weights:

In the batch filtering sub-task of the filtering track, sy.s-

tems utilize a training set consisting of documents which are

labelled either relevant or irrelevant for a given information

needs to develop static classifiers which attempt to distin-

guish the documents labelled relevant from those labelled

irrelevant. In our opinion, efforts to attack this problem are

often complicated by several characteristics of textual data.

Textual data is generally represented by using the terms

in the text as features. Such data is inherently highly dnaen-

sional — the number of features being potentially equal to

the number of words in the English language. In addition,

misspellings, the improper, or colloquial use of words, and
the fact that many very common words (e.g. "a", "and",

"the", etc.) are virtually useless for distinguishing relevant

documents from irrelevant ones, regardless of the informa-

tion need, lead textual data to be noisy. Finally, most terms,

even those not considered "noise"' under the previous de-

scription, are not needed to distinguish relevant documents
from irrelevant documents.

The aforementioned characteristics of textual data indi-

cate that it might be possible to represent a document col-

lection using only a subset of the original feature set which

is much smaller than the original feature set
,
yet possesses

properties which serve to facilitate the proce.ss of distin-

guishing relevant documents from irrelevant documents.

The idea we pursued in the batch filtering sub-task of the

filtering track was to employ a heuristic designed to generate

such feature subset and to then train an extremely simple

classifier on the training set represented onlv in terms of the

selected feature set.

2. ADAPTIVE FILTERING: BUILDING A
CLASSIFIER
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2.1 Initialization

Initial training for each topic uses the training set (on

which relevance status with respect to the topic is known

only for three of the documents), and the topic description.

FOR EACH Topic

Bl. Read topic description

B2. Reaxi initial 3 positive training examples for this

topic. Give each of these examples a weight of 1.0.

B3. Call scoring model learning algorithm (Rocchio) to

produce linear model based on the topic description and the

initial positive examples.

B4. Call the "pseudolabeling algorithm" to run the linear

model trained in Step B3 against all training documents.

It will return some portion of the training documents, and

will have associated with them positive or negative pseu-

dolabels, and fractional weights. Essentially, the documents

that achieve a high score on vector retrieval with the ini-

tial query and 3 positive documents are taken as "relevant'",

those with low score are taken as "not relevant". Our algo-

rithm actually has a number of parameters that control (a)

the dividing line between "pseudo-relevant" and "pseudo-

irrelevant" documents (which we refer to, together, as the

"pseudo-labelled" documents) (b) the fractions of each class

that are sampled into the updated Rocchio classifier and (c)

the weights that each type of "pseudo" document are as-

signed in step B5. Eventually these weights are expressed

in terms of the number of "equivalent documents" that the

pseudo-labelled documents represent.

B5. Call the classifier learning algorithm, which changes

the query, a la Rocchio, and selects a threshold that maxi-

mizes the target score, on the training set.

Numerous implementation details are not described here.

Note that the idea of an "outer loop" over topics represents

just one way to approach the problem, which may not be

optima! for specific choices of the learning algorithm.

For further analytical work we have since modified the

code to save the classifiers or the internal state of the train-

ing algorithm to persistent storage after initial training. This

will potentially be useful for multiple experiments with the

same starting point, as well as for comparative experiments

(studying improvement of classifier over time).

2.2 Adaptive Phase of Training

In adaptive filtering, we run through the test documents

in the specified order, applying classifiers, getting judgments

only for documents judged relevant, and updating the clas-

sifiers.

FOR EACH Topic

FOR EACH Test Document
Cl. Apply current classifier for topic to test document,

computing score and determining if score is above threshold.

IF score is > threshold

C2.i. Pass document ID, topic ID, score, and label (" rei-

evant") to routine that writes output for evaluation

C2.2. Pass document ID and topic ID to judging rou-

tine, which will return label (Relevant vs. Nonrelevaut vs.

Ilnjudged).

ELSE
C3.1 Label = Unknown
C4. Pass current classifier, document ID. Label, and a

weight of 1.0 to Learner (which for the baseline will be an

object that in turn calls Rocchio and TROT).

2.3 the Rocchio Algorithm

The Rocchio algorithm [9] produces a linear model, which

nmst then be specified with a threshold. The basic inputs

to the algorithm are:

1. An initial "query" vector

2. A set of document vectors. Each vector is accompanied
by a weight and a label.

3. The Rocchio weighting parameters (q,/3,7)

4. Feature weighting parameters

5. Feature selection parameters and rules

The Rocchio algorithm [9, 4] is a batch algorithm. It pro-

duces a new weight vector w from an existing weight vector

wi and a set of training examples. The jth component Wj
of the new weight vector is;

Wj = awij + P ^ 7 (1)
nc n — Tie

where n is the number of training examples, C = {I <
? < n : y, = 1} is the set of positive training examples (i.e.,

members of the class of interest), and nc is the number of

positive training examples. The parameters a, (3, and 7
control the relative impact of the original weight vector, the

positive examples, and the negative examples, respectivel,\'.

Typically, classifiers produced with the Rocchio algorithm

are restricted to having nonnegative weights, so that instead

of using the raw w from Equation (1), one uses w where

' _ { w if > 0

[ 0 otherwise.

This is turned into a classifier by the relatively expen-

sive process of recomputing the threshold after each new
judgmen: is received on a submitted document. The com-
putation of the threshold can be somewhat accelerated with

a full Rocchio model, but we have not found a way to ac-

celerate it meaningfully when a non-linear step such as the

selection of a number of "top features" is included.

2.4 Retaining only the top 30 terms in a query

To improve performance, we limited the number of terms

appearing in a query.

The specific algorithm is given in pseudocode as

Algorithm 1: Query term selection

Require: query vector Q, k

1 : for teQ do
2: if t < 0 then
3: / = 0

4: end if

5: end for

G; S = rtvcrse{sori{Q))

Ensure: S[l : min{\S\. k)]. the top k positive components

(AQ

3= ADAPTIVE TRAINING HEURISTICS
To find a Rocchio classifier we started at "plausible" val-

ues for all of the parameters in the model, and conducted a

"greedy" search on each of the parameter values separately.

Original results concentrated on the utility based mea-

sures, and were terrible. This led to the development of

a "TREC-specific" feature, which stops sending examples
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for judgment if the rate of success falls too low. One such

heuristic is to stop when the number of consecutive negatives

exceeds the total accurpulated positive judgments obtained.

Such heuristics have no meaning in the real world situations

to which adaptive filtering will be applied.

An alternative heuristic, which can be justified for real

applications, is to reduce the number of components in the

updated Rocchio vector to a very small immber. In one

such run the number of components is reduced to 30. These

30 components are selected on the basis of their individual

explanatory power, with regard to the specific measure of

performance under considerations. In the submitted run,

this was an F-measure.

Since F measures can be rewritten as -r they are

very sensitive to finding any relevant documents. If {g,G)

are the numbers of relevant documents (found, in the col-

lection) respectively, and n documents are returned,

F = l/(/3n/5 + (1 - P)G/g) = g/ipn + (1 - f3)G)

So a system that "hangs in there" and eventually produces

even a single relevant document will score better than a more

discriminating system that returns no relevant documents,

and quits sooner.

The results of our early experiments show only that we

have set up a workable laboratory for exploring a host of

possible combinations of the five key ingredients of an adap-

tive algorithm: these ingredients are a compression rule; a

representation rule; a matching scheme, a learning scheme,

and a fusion or selection scheme for combining nuiltiple ap-

proaches to each of these five components. As is well known

in the information retrieval community, the adaptive filter-

ing task is extremely difficult, but we are optimistic that

previously unexplored combinations of approaches may yield

meaningful improvements in performance. The results are

showin in Table 2, which appears at the end of the paper.

The meaning of the row and colunm labels is cis follows.

1. label of the run, which is composed of 3 parts - the

value of the weight of the unjudged documents (pa-

rameter thres.unjWt - U-xx thres.unjWt=xx) fol-

lowed by the name of the parameter that is changed

and the utihty that is optimised (for example ""best.f"

means that the f-beta utility is optimised)

The parameter related labels have the following mean-

ings:

• A+ : a = 2.0

• A- : Q = 0.5

, C-f- : 7 = 0.25

• C- : gamma = 0.0625

• ND-(- : neg density s.t. 2000 pseudo negatives are

selected

• ND- : neg density s.t. 500 pseudo-negatives are

selected

e PD- : pos density = 0.5, corresponding to 10

pseudo-positive documents

• PW-1- : pos weight of 5

€/ PW- : pos weight of 1

• NW-I- : neg weight of 10

• NW- : neg weight of 2

• def : default values, a = 1.0, /3 = 1.0,7 =
ND s.t. 1000 pseudo-negative documents are se-

lected, PD s.t. 20 pseudo-positive documents are

selected, PW = 2, NW=5%

2. the number of topics that obtained a positive score in

the test

3. min score - the lowest topic score

4. the total score (sum of all topic scores
)

5. average TllU score

6. average TllF score

7. average TllSU score

8. the number of topics in this run that found at least i

positive doc

9. the number of topics in this run that found at least 3

positive docs

10. the number of topics for which at least one document
was sent to the

11. the ''giveup threshold'' for which these results were

obtained oracle.

3.1 Ratio Based Scoring

In order to provide variety, we also used an alternate scor-

ing scheming in which documents are ordered by a measure

of the ratio of their similarities to the centroids of the posi-

tive and negative examples. Thus it builds on the rele\'ance

feedback information available to Rocchio, with a ke>' dif-

ference. Scores are calculated using the (regularized) ratio

of distances between normalized vectors. Specifically if p. n
are the unit vectors corresponding to the centroids of tiie

positive and negative examples, and d is the unit vector

corresponding to the document being scored, then

sc{d) =
(n.d)

l-(P,d)
(2)

If the denominator vanishes, the value 10^ is used as a de-

fault.

In practice this was more effective with a "Quitting" rule

that cust off submission if, after the first 50 doc uments are

submitted, we have not achieved a postive utility score.

4. BATCH FILTERING: BOOLEAN MODEL
Assume that there are n > 0 distinct terms in t he docu-

ment collection and associate an index in V = {1.2 ii}

with each of these terms. Letting B = {0, 1}, we rejjresent

each document in the collection as an n-dimensional Boolean

vector X G ®^
. Each component of x corresponds one of the

distinct terms in the document collection, with .r, = 1 if the

term is present in the document and x, — 0 if the /"'

term is absent from the document.

For a subset 5 C \\ and vector a 6 , we shall let

a [5] G B'^ denote the projection of a onto 5 and for A' C B^

we shall write X[5] as the projection of A' on 5, tiial is.
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X[S] = {a{S]
\
a e X}. For a subset 5 C V let us denote

by S ®" its characteristic vector, i.e.

1 ifje5,
0 otherwise.

We shall refer to the set of relevant documents as T and

the set of irrelevant documents as F and shall assume that

T O F = 0, that is, there do not exist vectors a £ T and

b E F such that a = b.

A set S C V is said to be a support set for T and F
if it has the property that T[S] D F[S] = 0. That is, S
is a support set if each relevant document represented in

terms of the selected features subset can be distinguished

from each irrelevant document represented in terms of the

selected features subset.

The document model described above does not preserve

information about the order in which terms appear in the

document and therefore is often referred to as the bag-of-

words representation. In addition, the Boolean nature of

this representation lies in contrast to a popular represen-

tation known in the information retrieval literature as the

vector space model, in which the components Xi correspond

to the (relative) frequency of the term in the document.

4.1 Measure of Separation

For a subset S C V , we measure the distance between the

projections T[S] and F\S] of the sets T and F e onto

B^, by the so called average Hamming distance. The use of

Hamming distance based separation, rather than measures

based on the /i, h or /oo norms, as is often the practice when

the employing the vector space model, is suggested by the

Boolean nature of our document model.

The Hamming distance between the vectors a\S] € T[S]

and b\S] e F[S] is defined as ds{a,b) = T,jeS:a,^bj 1- The

average Hamming distance between the sets T[S] and F[5]

tlien is defined as

(3)

4.2 Ranking Functions

For each ? G V . each of the ranking functions presented

here utilizes the following four values

9 at = the number of relevant documents containing the

?:"' term

• bi = the number of irrelevant documents containing

the ?:*'' term

® c, = the number of relevant documents which do not

contain the term

® di = the number of irrelevant documents which do not

C(jntaiii 1 ii tei in

For each ?' t \ . the relationship between a, 6,, c, and c/,

and the document collection is given by the following 2x2
contingenc\' table

.v6 r y(EF
X, = 1 6, a, + 6, = 9,

.r, = 0 c, d, c, + d, —
(J, + c, = \T\ b, + d, = \F\ m

where the marginals 9 and 9i represent the number of docu-

ments containing the i^^ term and the number of documents
which do not contain the term respectively, and y € B is

defined as

y =
1 if x e r,

0 otherwise.

Obviously, the marginals \T\ and \F\ are constant for all

terms while the marginals 0, and 0, vary for each term.

The total number of documents in the collection is m =
a J + 6; -r c, + dj which is obviously also a constant.

For the simplicity of notations, we shall view all ranking

functions as functions of the four parameters a, 6, c and c?,

though clearly there are only two independent values among
these.

In [2] we analyzed and compared a number of possible

ranking functions, and based on that study, we selected 5

such functions for this TREC experiment:

Function a

a + c

\ad — hc\

\T\\F\
(4)

is the absolute value of the difference between the number of

relevant-irrelevant document pairs in the training collection

which provide evidence that the i"* term is a good classifier

of relevant documents and the number of relevant-irrelevant

document pairs which provide evidence that the i^^ term is

a good classifier of irrelevant documents, normalized by the

total number (i.e. both correctly distinguished and incor-

rectly distinguished) of relevant-irrelevant document pairs.

Function 3

(3

ad + be ad + be_ ad + be

{a + e){b+d) ~ ab + ad + be + cd
^

\T\\F\
(5)

is the total number of relevant-irrelevant document pairs

correctly distinguished by the i*'' term, normalized by the

total number of relevant-irrelevant document pairs in the

training collection.

Function

7 =
ad ad

[a + c)(b + d) \T\\F\

is an obvious variant of both a and beta.

Function <S

S =
\ad - be\ ad — be

V (" + b) (c + d.) (a + c}{b + d) ^00\T\\F\
(6)

is the absolute value of the Pearson Product Moment Cor-

relation coefficient or simply the correlation coefficient for

the Boolean variables x, and y as defined above. It mea-
sures the degree to which these two variables have a linear

relationship.

Function p

P =
[n + b^- c + d) {ad - bc)'^ _ m.{ad - be)'

(u + b}{c+d){a + c)ib + d) de\T\\F\
(7)

is the \^ statistic for the Boolean variables x, and y as

defined above and provides another measure of association

for these two variables.

Note that /) is a onotone funcion of S, so that our prece-

dure. as described below, effectively gives a "double weight
"

to this particular measure of effect iveness.
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4.3 Training the Batch Classifier

This section describes the feature selection method and

the simple classifier used in the batch filtering sub-task of

the filtering track.

The set of unique terms in the training set T U F was

ranked by each of the five ranking functions a,P,'y,6,p de-

scribed in §4.2. Five intermediate feature sets,

Ss, Sp, were constructed using the top ranking K = 50 terms

of the corresponding ranking functions. Letting

S = SaOSijUS-yUSsUSf,

we assigned a score (/ ^ {1. • ,5} to each of the terms in

tiledS, defined as the number of sets S^, ^ G {a, /?, 7, 5, p}

in which the term appeared. The final feature set S was

constructed by selecting the K — 50 terms with the highest

ip scores.

Next, to each term in ?! € 5 we assigned the weight

a, +0.0
u,+c, + l

^•(') = 6,+0.5

which can be seen to be the Bayesian weight of evidence,

and to each document y e T[S]U F[S] we assigned the score

That is, each document projected onto the selected feature

set S is assigned a score equal to the sum of the logarithms

of the Bayesian weights of evidence for the terms it contains.

The batch filtering task requires the definition of a static

classification rule which specifies whether each document in

the test set should be considered relevant and retrieved, or

irrelevant and ignored. The rule we utilized specifies that

y e T[S] U F[S] will be retrieved if and only if f2(y) > r for

some T G K. The threshold r was selected so as to optimize

the utility measure Tf/11 = 2R - I over the training set,

where R is the number of relevant documents retrieved by

the system and / is the number of irrelevant documents

retrieved by the sj'stem.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Filtering Results

Our training results, using a variety scoring measures, for

a great variety of training runs, are shown at the end of the

paper in Table 2. In the final analysis, our results at TREC
were in the middle of the pack.

These are summarized in Table 1.

Method Mean Til

dimacsddl(}2a 0.110

dimacbllaAPQ 0.142

dimacsddl()2b 0.293

dimacsllaPlQ 0.272

dimacslla.30Q 0.337

Table 1: TREC 2002 Results for the Assessor topics,

various runs

The best results were achieved hy the run submitted as

dimacslla'SOQ. This was a Rocciiio method, trained on a

set of documents similar to the one used at TREC. The "

30" indicates that only the top 30 terms, that is, the 30

terms with highest weight in the updated query vector were

included. " AP" includes only the terms with positive weight

are retained. " Q" indicates that for our final submission

we cut off submission if we did not achieve a positive score

after submitting 50 documents for judgment. " PIQ" used a

ratio scoring scheme, together with the ' quit at 50 if score

is negative rule. This is, of course, a " TREC strategy"

and not a procedure that would be useful in a real world

application.

We have subsequently learned that with proper learn-

ing parameters, as chosen by the group from the Chinese

Academy of Sciences, it is possible for a Rocchio approach

similar to ours to achieve very good results. We are not

certain as to which steps of our approch blocked us from

realizing this high level of performance. One possibility is

that even the small number of pseudo-negative cases that we
introduce into the training is sufficient to keep us away from

the region of good performance. Another is that the space

of parameters is too large, and the dependence of the learn-

ing too complex, to be successfully explored ' one variable

at a time'", which was essentially the heuristic used. Other

inhibiting factors may have included the heursitcs used to

cut off submission if we did not achieve a positive score after

the first 50 judgments. Nonetheless, our submission that did

use this heuristic fared better tiian those that did not.

5.2 Batch Results

On the assessor judged topics our TUll score was less

than the median fifteen times, equal to the median twenty

times, and greater than the median fifteen times and never

attained the maxinmm.
On the intersection topics our TlJll score was less than

the median once, equal to the median six times, and greater

than the median forty-three times and attained the the max-
imum twenty-one times. Unfortunately, for many of these

topics, submitting no documents at all was an effective TREC
strategy.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work is part of a larger effort to develop an array

of approaches to filtering problems, and to integrate or fuse

them for greater effectiveness. In this first effort it would ap-

pear that we have adopted tools that are capable of "state of

the art" perfromance on the adaptive filtering task, but have

not yet learned how to ensure that this level of performance

is achieved.
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Test, label
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

U-0.0-A+ 9 -83 67 1.340 0.166 0.266 27 24 50 n/a

U-0.0_A- 8 -234 -529 -10.796 0.158 0.250 31 23 49 n/a

U-O.O.C+ 12 -67 109 2.180 0.195 0.274 35 30 50 n/a

U-O.O-C- 13 -86 -79 -1.580 0.175 0.268 30 23 50 n/a

U-0.0-ND+ 14 -77 143 2.860 0.191 0.278 33 25 50 n/a

U-O.OJVD- 14 -77 120 2.400 0.190 0.275 34 25 50 n/a

U-0.0-NW+ 13 -80 53 1.060 0.179 0.282 30 24 50 n/a

U-0.0_NW- 11 -109 -142 -2.840 0.173 0.269 31 25 50 n/a

U-O.O-PD- 11 -61 49 1.043 0.168 0.273 27 20 47 n/a

U-0.0-PW+ 8 -374 -703 -14.060 0.165 0.224 33 26 50 n/a

U-0.0_def 16 -51 325 6.771 0.191 0.287 32 23 48 n/a

U-O.l-A+.best.f 15 -34 499 9.9800 0.2040 0.3030 34 26 50 184

U-O.l-A-.best.f 15 -63 103 2.1460 0.1730 0.2690 30 22 48 293

U-O.l-C+.best.f 17 -44 347 7.2290 0.2110 0.2880 36 30 48 161

U-O.l-C-.best.f 11 -54 260 5.4170 0.1750 0.2850 28 20 48 186

U-O.l-ND+.best.f 17 -50 405 8.4380 0.1940 0.2930 32 23 48 211

U-O.l-ND-.best.f 16 -50 370 7.7080 0.1930 0.2900 32 23 48 212

U-0.1.NW+.best.f 12 -50 338 7.0420 0.1870 0.2890 30 22 48 249

U-0.1_NW-.best.f 13 -50 317 6.6040 0.1900 0.2880 32 24 48 192

U-O.lJPD-.best.f 13 -56 242 5.1490 0.1630 0.2960 27 18 47 147

U-O.l-PW+.best.f 14 -65 181 3.6200 0.1960 0.2800 34 25 50 217

U-O.l-PW-.best.f 15 -30 331 6.8960 0.1820 0.2900 30 24 48 191

U-O.l-def.best.f 16 -50 368 7.6670 0.1930 0.2900 32 23 48 211

U-0.25-A+.best.f 16 -34 567 11.3400 0.2100 0.3060 34 26 50 176

U-0.25_A-.best.f 16 -63 144 3.0000 0.1780 0.2740 30 22 48 235

U-0.25-C+.best.f 16 -44 381 7.9380 0.2100 0.2910 35 30 48 157

U-0.25_C-.best.f 12 -53 278 5.7920 0.1750 0.2860 28 20 48 184

U-0.25_ND+.best.f 17 -49 443 9.2290 0.1960 0.2950 32 24 48 244

U-0.25_ND-.best.f 16 -49 395 8.2290 0.1950 0.2920 32 24 48 216

U-0.25_NW+.best.f 12 -50 353 7.3540 0.1880 0.2900 30 22 48 246

U-0.25_NW-.best.f 12 -48 313 6.5210 0.1920 0.2900 32 25 48 335

U-0.25_PD-.best.f 13 -55 248 5.2770 0.1630 0.2960 27 18 47 146

U-0.25JPW+.best.f 14 -70 141 2.8200 0.1930 0.2810 34 24 50 188

U-0.25_PW-.best..f 15 -30 356 7.4170 0.1820 0.2910 30 23 48 194

U-0.25.def.best.f 16 -49 394 8.2080 0.1940 0.2920 32 24 48 210

U-0.5-A+.best.f 16 -33 566 11.3200 0.2100 0.3070 34 25 50 176

U-0.5^-.best.f 15 -52 185 3.8540 0.1800 0.2760 30 23 48 231

U-0.5_C+.best.f 16 -41 390 8.1250 0.2060 0.2920 34 28 48 313

U-0.5.C-.best.f 12 -35 306 6.3750 0.1730 0.2880 27 20 48 185

U-0.5-ND+.best.f 17 -48 468 9.7500 0.1950 0.2960 32 24 48 223

U-0.5-ND-.best.f 16 -48 418 8.7080 0.1940 0.2930 32 24 48 223

U-0.5_NW+.best.f 12 -49 369 7.6880 0.1870 0.2920 29 22 48 252

U-0.5_NW-.best.f 13 -47 291 6.0620 0.1890 0.2860 32 25 48 337

U-0.5JPD-.best.f 13 -54 258 5.4890 0.1640 0.2970 27 18 47 143

U-0.5_PW+.best.f 13 -68 121 2.4200 0.1910 0.2800 34 23 50 334

U-0.5_PW-.best.f 15 -27 329 6.8540 0.1820 0.2910 30 23 48 212

U-0.5-def.best.f 16 -48 411 8.5620 0.1930 0.2930 32 24 48 222

U-0.75-A+.best..f 15 -33 557 11.1400 0.2070 0.3060 34 25 50 174

U-0.75-A-.best.f 16 -61 175 3.6460 0.1850 0.2740 31 24 48 209

U-0.75-C+.best.f 17 -41 436 9.0830 0.2090 0.2990 34 28 48 319

U-0.75-C-.best.f 12 -35 358 7.4580 0.1740 0.2910 27 20 48 185

continued on the next page
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continued fioin the previous page

Test label 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

U-0.75JSID+.best.f 17 -47 473 9.8540 0.1990 0.2970 32 24 48 231

U-0.75_ND-.best.f 16 -47 430 8.9580 0.1980 0.2940 32 24 48 212

U-0.75JSfW+.best.f 12 -48 377 7.8540 0.1900 0.2930 29 23 48 256

U-0.75JN[W-.best.f 13 -47 314 6.5420 0.1910 0.2860 32 25 48 169

U-0.75JPD-.best.f 13 -54 273 5.8090 0.1640 0.2980 27 18 47 195

U-0.75-PW+.best.f 14 -67 181 3.6200 0.1930 0.28.30 34 23 50 206

U-0.75J3W-.best.f 15 -26 322 6.7080 0.1850 0.2930 30 24 48 170

U-0.75.def.best.f 16 -47 427 8.8960 0.1980 0.2940 32 24 48 212

Table 2: Utility scores of running Rocchio with different parameters
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UB at TREC-11: Batch and Adaptive Filtering

M. Srikanth X. Wu R. Srihari
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Amherst, NY 14228-2567

1 Introduction

This is the first time we participated in TREC filtering track. We submitted four runs: two for

adaptive filtering, and two for batching filtering. And these runs come from two separate efforts with

very different approaches. One effort treats the filtering problems as standard text categorization

problems and solves them using Support Vector Machines (SVM). The second effort is a Language

Modeling approach to information filtering. Among other things we wanted to use filtering tasks as

large scale test cases for two separate frameworks we have been working on for information retrieval.

Significant time was spent on putting the components together and limited time on pre-submission

performance evaluation.

2 Weighted Margin SVM for Information Filtering

2.1 SVM in text categorization

The standard text categorization problem can be stated as following: given a set of category-labeled

documents, the goal is to classify a new document into the predefined categories. Typically each

document can belong to multiple categories or no category at all. This is a supervised machine

learning problem. And further more, when the categories form a flat structure, each category can

be treated as a separated dichotomy problem.

SVM are based on Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle from statistical learning the-

ory [7]. In contrast to the Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) principle which try to find a

hypothesis h from a structural complexity fixed hypothesis space, H, that minimizes the training

error, the SRM try to find a hypothesis h where the true error of the classifier is minimized. To

achieve this, SRM usually tries to shrink the complexity of the hypothesis space H while main-

taining a fixed training error. Compare to ERM, SRM is more suited when the training data set is

limited.

SVM, the simplest linear form of SRM, is nothing but a maximum margin linear classifier.

Given an example and decision hyperpiane {w,b), the (functional) margin of example with

respect to hyperpiane is defined as

Note 7i implies correct classification of (xi,yi) if 7j > 0. The (functional) margin of training set S

( with i examples ) with respect to decision hyperpiane {w, b) is defined as

7j = yi{< w x^> +b). (1)

7 --- min yi{< w Xi> +b)
0<i<l

(2)
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Geometric margin is the functional margin derived by \\w\\. The maximum margin hyperplane

given training set S is thus defined as the hyperplane with respect to which the training set has

maximum geometric margin.

There are two major advantages of SVM. First the learning ability of SVM is independent of

the dimensionality of the feature space thus immune from the so-called curse of dtm.ensionality.

SVM learning process typically focuses on these hard to classify patterns automatically and thus

can ignore the extra noise introduced by each additional dimension. Thus by using SVM, the

usually computational expensive feature selection steps are not needed. Second, with so-called

kernel tricks, SVM can be used to learn different discriminant functions by using different kernel

functions. So it can learn a linear classifier, polynomial classifier, or radial basis function with just

one hne change in your source code.

SVM has been used for text categorization [3, 2, 5] and shown to outperform all classical

learning methods including neural networks, hnear discriminant function and KNN. And this claim

is further verified by Y. Yang in her well-cited comparison papers [9, 8]. The reason for its superior

performance can be best explained by its compatibility to text categorization problems: the typical

document representation method like term frequency and inverted document frequency (TFIDF)

weighted vectors results in huge and sparse vector for each document and most text categorization

problems are linearly separable (as suggested by the fact that all ohsumed categories and most

Reuters categories are linearly separable).

2.2 Filtering as a Text Categorization Problem

While last year batch filtering track can be easily cast into a text categorization problem, it is not

possible this year. For one, we don't have enough training examples available for most all the topics,

and it is even worse in adaptive filtering track where we have only three positive examples for each

topic. Second, the rich information contained in tlie topic description/narrative that help to shape

topic boundary is not readily available for any statistical based machine learning methods. And
actually it is our guess that the ability of approaches to make use of the topic description/narrative

will differentiate their performance. In the final result, the fact that people can do nmch better

in first 50 categories than in the second 50 categories can be considered as a manifestation of our

guess. Since the quality of topic description/narrative is much better in first 50 categories is much

better than these of the second 50 categories.

SVM is the winner of the last year batch filtering track. And it is considered as one of major

component of our package, to really test out our SVM implementation, we use it to handle the

filtering track problem. To do that, there are two problem we have to deal with. First, we have

to turn the information stored in the topic description/narratives into some usable information for

our SVM learner. Since the only information that SVM learner can make use of is the examples,

we have to device a way to generate pseudo examples using topic description/narrative. Second,

how our SVM learner make use of these pseudo examples?

2.3 Generating Pseudo Examples

The way we generate pseudo examples from the topic description and narrative is very simple.

And there are two different steps. First, we use the description/narrative get the top 30 closest

document in TFIDF sense, and label them as probable positive example. Note that they definitely

can't be considered as 100% positive examples. Second, we randomly choose 90 documents from

the whole training set excluding the existing training examples and top 1000 closest documents to

topic description/narrative in TFIDF sense and label them as probable negative examples. This
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Figure 1: SYM vs Weighted Margin SVM

is extreme simple way to utilize the rich information contained in the topic description/narrative.

And the number of probable positive and negative exariiples we use is set arbitrarily for all the

topic without further investigation.

2.4 Weighted Margin SVM

With newly generated probable examples, the question now is how to use them in SVM learning. To

be able to use the training set where label is associated with an observation weight, the SVM training

and classification algorithms has been modified to handle these additional information available to

the learner: and the result of such modification is the Weighted Margin SVM (WMSVM) machine.

The difficulty a classical SVM classifier faces when presented with weighted observation can be

best illustrated by the figure 1. We have four pieces of labeled data: two positive and two negative.

The size of the circle represents the label reliability. The dashed line represents the hyperplane

found by SVM, and the solid line the hyperplane by the Weighted Margin SVM.
In the results submitted for the filtering track, we were using a weaker version of the WMSVM

implementation that can handle the weighted soft margin. Since then, we have a stronger WMSVM
implementation that can handle both hard margin and soft margin correctly, but we are still

working the experiments with this strong version on filtering track. But even with the weaker

version WMSVM, along with the simple pseudo example generation, we are able to apply SVM
learning on a data set which for some cases, has only a few positive examples.

3 Language Modeling Approach

A model-based approach to information filtering was explored for the second set of submissions

to TREC 2002 batch and adaptive filtering tasks. Language models are associated with both

documents and queries. The initial query model was generated using the topic description. We
viewed the training documents for a given query as relevance feedback documents. A new query

model is estimated based on the initial query model and the language models estimated for the

feedback documents. This method was used for both batch and adaptive filtering.
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3.1 Language Modeling and Information Retrieval

Statistical Language Modeling (SLM) has been used in many Natural Language Processing (NLP)

tasks including Speech Recognition, Machine Learning and Information Extraction. Recently, Ponte

and Croft [6] proposed language modeling approach to information retrieval. Each document in

a document collection is associated with a language model and given a query, documents are

ranked based on the probability of their language model generating the query text. Alternatives

to query likelihood model have been proposed. Of specific interest here is the method proposed

by Laffertj^ and Zhai [4] where they associate language models to both documents and queries and

rank documents based on their model's similarity with the query model. Model similarity was

computed using the Kullback-Leibler divergence measure.

The motivation for our language modehng approach to TREC-11 batch and adaptive filtering is

Zhai and Lafferty's paper on incorporating relevance feedback in language modeling approaches to

information retrieval [10]. Their proposal was in the Query-Document Model similarity approach

to information retrieval Given a set of feedback documents F — {di^do, .dr,} for query Q, they

estimate a feedback model 6p based on the feedback document F and use it to update the query

model Oq to 6q' by

Oq' = {l-a) dQ + adp (3)

where a is the interpolation parameter. Two different strategies were proposed for feedback model

estimation: a generative model of feedback documents and a model with minimum divergence over

feedback documents. We used the later in our language modeling approach to information filtering.

Zhang and Callan [11] used a method similar to the generative model for feedback documents

in their TREC 2001 adaptive filtering submission. They used language modeling techniques in

updating terms and term weights in their query representation.

In the divergence minimization approach, the feedback model is estimated to satisfy two con-

ditions: (1) that it is "closer" to the feedback documents and (2) it is "farther" from the corpus

model. The second condition ensures that the effect of language and domain characteristics com-

mon to feedback documents do not generalize the new query model and move it off topic. The

feedback model is selected to be the one which minimizes

i:>e(^;F,C) = -^^D(^||^dJ-AD(^||p(-|C)) (4)

'
' 1=1

where p{-\C) is the corpus probability distribution and A is the feedback parameter.

3.2 Language Modeling approach to Information Filtering

Given a query Q, two language models are estimated: (1) positive or on-topic language model,

dp, and (2) negative or off-topic language model, 6j\'. The initial positive and negative models

are estimated from the topic description. These models are updated based on the training data

available for each query. The positive examples Fp = {dp^.dp^, ,dp^p.^^^} are used to update the

positive model dp using the feedback model generated by minimizing (5) which is similar to (4).

Dr,{0F^,;Fp,C) = -^Y.^^^^p\\^d)-XD{epJ\p{-\C) (5)

While the negative language model dpj can be used instead of the corpus probabilities in (4), we

have used the corpus model since it is a better representation of what is not in topic. A negative
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feedback model is generated by minimizing

Dn{0F„-,Fn,C) = -^ J2^'^^^n\\0d)->^D{eFj\ep) (6)

where F„ = {dm , , ,dn|^„|} is the set of negative examples. Here one is interested in a

negative feedback model that is "closer" to negative examples by "farther" from positive language

model. Unlike [10] who used a Dirichiet smoothing in estimating document language model, 6^, we

used a mixture model with fixed weights for document and corpus statistics.

piwlOd) - 7 pHd) + (1 - 7) P{w\C) (7)

where 7 was set to 0.6.

The positive and negative topic models are updated by

ep, = {l-ai)Op + aieF, (8)

^yV' = (1 -Q2) ^A' +(V2 ^F„- (9)

Given a test document, its language model is first estimated using (7). Its score is determined

by the ratio of its divergence from positive and negative models

score{ed-Jp,eN) = D{Mep)/D{dd\\eN). .
(lo)

Document scores are thresholded to make the binary classification decision. Thresholds were

estimated based on score distribution in the training set similar to the method used by [1]. The score

of relevant documents are assumed to be normally distributed and the top non-relevant documents

are exponentially distributed. The utility score is optimized to obtain a closed form solution for

the threshold.

For adaptive filtering, there are no negative examples and hence the initial negative model is the

corpus model. The above method is followed to classify documents. When a document is deemed

relevant for a query by the system, its relevance judgment is fetched to update the language models.

If the document was judged relevant to the topic, the positive model is updated and if it was deemed

not relevant the negative model was updated. While the models can be updated irrespective of the

relevance of the document, for our TREC submission, we only updated one model at a time. The

score threshold is updated before moving on to the next document.

Some implementation specific details and observation on our system's performance are given

here. In our implementation,

• Document and queries were stemmed and stop words were removed.

• Only the topic description was used in generating the initial topic model generation

• While computing the score, terms with probaliility less than 0.0001 were ignored.

© Instead of top non-relevant document scores, all non-relevant document scores were used in

computing the threshold.

• In adaptive filtering, the corpus statistics were not updated as test documents are processed.

The training document collection was used to estimate the corpus model.

• In adaptive filtering, documents whose relevance is not known is assumed to be not relevant

to the topic and is used in updating the negative topic model.
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4 Observations and Conclusion

The results we submitted to filtering track using either methods is not impressive. There are couple

reasons for that. With regards to our Weighted SVM submission, besides the fact we didn't use

a stronger version WMSVM, the naive way of making use of topic description/narrative probably

killed us. This is partially supported by the different performance difference between us and best

performance for topic: in the first 50 topic where description/narrative is rich in content, we lag

far behind the best performer. But on the second 50 topic, where the topic description/narrative

is not as good, we are a little bit closer to the best performer overall.

With regards to the language modeling approach, our initial analysis suggests that the thresh-

olding technique used seems to favor high recall taking our system closer to an "allow-all" classifier.

This could have been due to the characteristics of the measure we used for scoring documents. Using

all non-relevant documents in our threshold computation seems to have affected the thresholding

processes. This was compounded by the assumption of documents with unknown relevance as

non-relevant.

Either methods, we believe, have scope for further improvement with respect to their application

in information filtering. We expect the stronger version of WMSVM to perform better. In addition

we are exploring better ways to generate pseudo examples from topic description/narratives. At

same time, a couple parameter, such as the observation weight for each pseudo examples and the

number of pseudo examples, can be tuned to improve filtering performance.
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A Crude Cut at Query Expansion

Pfiil Rennert
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! had planned to approach ihe Novelty task by using machine learning methods to fill templates. However,

the paucity of training topics (three; I invalidated 379 due to the large inter-assessor disagreement) and the

sparseness of relevant-bui-not-new sentences would not support this approach.

To do what I could with the training data, I experimented with query expansion. For search terms, I took all

the nouns in the title; and added two categories of expansion:

1) Multi-word units. StreamSage has a corpus of New York Times news stories, from which we've

extracted all multi-word units (words which occur together in sequence) meeting certain

grammatical and frequency criteria. I selected all MWUs containing a title noun, and added all

other nouns in that MWU as search terms.

2) Noun phrases in the description (desc, not descl). Any nouns occurring in the same noun phrase

with a title noun were added as search terms.

Then I returned any sentence containing a search term as relevant.

To determine which sentences were new, I used a pure length criterion. The shortest sentences were

returned relevant-but-not-new, in the same proportion as in the training data (where 5-10% of the relevant

sentences were assessed as not-new).

I hope to do more next year, with 50 training topics available.
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Abstract

This paper describes the retrieval experiments for the main task and list task of the TREC-2002
question-answering track. The question answering system described automatically finds answers

to questions in a large document collection. The system uses a two-stage retrieval approach to

answer finding based on matching of named entities, linguistic patterns, keywords, and the use of

a new inference module. In answering a question, the system carries out a detailed query analysis

that produces a logical query representation, an indication of the question focus, and answer clue

words.

1. Introduction

The Center for Natural Language Processing (CNLP) participated in the main task and the list

task of the Question Answering track. The main task required answering 500 short fact-based

questions, which have been extracted by NIST from MSNSearch and AskJeeves logs. Unlike

previous years, the answer had to be exact, the answer string containing nothing but the answer

itself. Also, unlike previous years, the answers to all 500 questions had to be ordered by answer

confidence rather than by question number. This means that the answers that the system is most

confident about should be ranked first, and the least confident should be ranked last. The scoring

(see section 3) reflects a system's ability to determine how accurate a certain answer is. Not all

questions had a known answer in the collection. Unanswerable questions have to be identified as

such by the system to be counted correct.

The list task required answering 25 short fact-based list questions. List questions include an

indication as to how many unique answer instances are needed to answer the question. A response

to a list task question consisted of an unordered list of exact answers. The different answer

instances could be found within single documents or across multiple documents, or a combination

of both. Not all questions have all required answer instances in the collection.

This year there was a new document collection for the Question Answering track. Answers to

both main task and list task questions had to be retrieved automatically from 1 .033,461

documents from the following three sources: AP newswire, 1998-2000, New York Times

newswire, 1998-2000, and Xinhua News Agency, 1996-2000.

2. System Overview

The CNLP question-answering system consists of four different processes: question processing,

document processing, paragraph finding, and answer finding. The first three processes are similar

to last year's system. [1] Changes were made to the answer finding module to adapt the system to

the track's new requirements and to incorporate our new inference module.
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2.1 Question processing

Question processing has two major parts - conversion of questions into a logical query

representation and question focus recognition. Our L2L (Language-to-Logic) module was used

this year to convert the query into a logical representation suitable for keyword matching and

weighting in our answer finder module. Question focus recognition is performed in order to

identify the type of answer expected, extraction of the number of answers required (used for the

list task only), and assignment of a confidence level.

2.2 Document processing and paragraph finding

For document retrieval, we used the ranked document list as provided by NIST. The top 200

documents from the list for each question were extracted from the TREC collection as the source

documents for paragraph finding. In the paragraph finding stage, we aim to select the most

relevant paragraphs from the top 200 retrieved documents from the first stage retrieval step.

Paragraph selection was based on keyword occurrences in the paragraphs. Paragraph detection is

based on orthographic clues.

2.3 Answer finding

Four different strategies were applied to find the correct answers to questions. The four strategies

were based on entity extraction, inference, answer patterns, and answer context, respectively. The

latter three are still under development and did not contribute much to answer finding for TREC-
2002. A triage program was developed to classify questions into different answer strategies based

on their question type, question focus and the number of keywords.

2.3.1 Entity based approach

The entity-based strategy used the tagged paragraphs from the paragraph finding stage and

identified different paragraph windows (different keyword combinations) within each paragraph.

A weighting scheme was used to identify the most promising paragraph window for each

paragraph. These paragraph windows were then used to find answer candidates based on the

question focus. All answer candidates were weighted and the top one was selected. The strategy

is similar to previous years with the addition of a new function for assigning an answer

confidence score.

For each answer candidate, the system assigned a confidence score to indicate the systems'

confidence regarding answer correctness. The confidence score was determined by the following

factors: 1) number of keywords in the same sentence, 2) question focus, 3) categorization

confidence, and 4) the presence of other answer candidates in the same sentence. A threshold

was determined for the confidence judgment score. If a question had a top answer whose

confidence score was below the threshold, the question would be marked as having no answer.

2.3.2 Inference based approach

The inference-based approach used the results of our existing event extraction system on text to

assist in finding exact answers for queries that involve events, indicated by a verb. These

extractions were saved as information frames, and we implemented an inference engine to search

for extracted information and to use some simple forms of linguistic inference. While this

question approach was designed to answer queries where identifying events was important to the

answer, we also could utilize the inference engine to answer questions that needed two or more

pieces of information to find the answer.

This approach starts with our existing generic entity and event extraction system. This system

extracts event/agent/object information from sentences and also relation extraction about entities.
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primarily named entities, such as location, point-in-time and characteristic. The generic extraction

is implemented using shallow parsing rules. To use generic extraction for Q&A, we processed the

queries with the generic extraction system as well by adding shallow parsing rules for query

forms and generating an answer template that represents the form of the answer as a generic

extraction with the "exact answer" slot filled in with an unknown variable. Informaliy, in order

to answer "When did Hawaii become a state?", we formulate a template "Hawaii became a state

in time ?X", where ?X is a variable. For the "What <type of thing>" questions, we would

generate a two-part answer template. For example, in "What king signed the Magna Carta?", we

would generate both "?X signed the Magna Carta" and "?X is a king".

2.3.2.1 Rule patterns for queries

In order to analyze queries, we wrote shallow parsing rules that could recognize the quei-y

patterns. We describe a selection of those patterns here. Note that the query rules did not have to

indicate additional qualifying phrases as those would be added by the generic extraction.

Patterns with possibly significant verb phrases:

when do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> <nounphrase> When did George Orwell write Animal Farm?

when do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> When did Mt. St. Helens erupt?

Where do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> Where did the ukulele originate?

who <verbphrase> <nounphrase> Who invented baseball?

what do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> What do bats eat?

Patterns with what (or wiiich) <typeofthing>:

what <typeofthing> do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> What flower did Vincent van Gogh paint?

what <typeoflhing> be <nounphrase> in What hemisphere is the Philippines in?

what <typeofthing> be <nounphrase> What color is a poison arrow frog?

what <typeofthing> be <nounphrase> <prepphrase> What gasses are in the troposphere?

what <typeofthing> <verbphrase> <nounphrase> What American composer wrote the music f or

"West Side Story"?

what <typeofthing> <verbphrase> <prepphrase> What currency is used in Australia?

Table i. Rule patterns for queries.

2.3.2.2 Query answer templates

When a query is processed by one of the query rules, one or more templates is generated to use in

finding answers in the extraction database. An answer template is a frame in the same format as

the frames in the extraction database. For each query, the frames are generated in the format of

possible answers to the query, except that the unknown part is given as a variable, represented as

the string ?X. (For TREC queries, we only needed to generate answer templates with one

unknown variable.) It is the job of the inference engine to fill in a value for the variables, which

will be an exact answer to the queiy.

In general, "when" queries ask for a property that is called "point-in-time" by the extraction

system. For "do verb" forms, the first nounphrase in a sentence with an active verb is assumed to

be the agent of that event.

when do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> <nounphrase> (When did George Orwell write Animal

Farm?)

event = do write

agent = George Orwell

object - Animal Farm

point-in-time = ?X
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when do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> (When did Mt. St. Helens erupt?)

event = do erupt

agent = Mt. St. Helens

point-in-time = ?X

In a where query, there is a property "location" for events,

where do <nounphrase> <verbphrase>(Where did the ukulele originate?)

event = do originate

agent = ukulele

location = ?X

Some query patterns are asking for the agent of the object of an event,

who <verbphrase> <nounphrase>(Who invented baseball?)

event = invent

agent = ?X

object = baseball

what do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> (What do bats eat?)

event = eat

agent = bats

object = ?X

The "what <typeofthing>" patterns generate two frames for the two pieces of information. The

second frame qualifies the answer as to what type of thing it is. The property is called

"description" here, and there are several actual extraction properties that can be used to establish

that the answer matches this description. Note that this frame is an entity frame.

what <typeofthing> do <nounphrase> <verbphrase> (What flower did Vincent van Gogh paint?)

event = paint

agent - Vincent van Gogh
object = ?X

entity = ?X

description = flower

The other "What <typeofthing>" query types similarly generate the second frame.

2.3.2.3 Extraction matching with the inference engine

For each query, the answer candidate documents were processed using the generic extraction

system. The extractions were put into a database that we call the knowledge base. For answering

queries, we then tried to match the template from the queiy. which is the "goal", with extractions

in the knowledge base. We call the matcher the inference engine, but the types of inferencing that

we are doing are linguistic in nature. We are not using inference rules that rely on world

knowledge.

The inference engine tries to match all the frames representing the goal template. For each frame,

it establishes that each attribute of the goal frame is present in the answer frame and that the

values of each attribute "match". In order to match values of attributes, the inference engine has

several rules to establish a match even if it is not an exact match.
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Although we have not shown this in the examples so far, in addition to the string that is kept as

the value of an attribute in the extraction frame, some string values also have links to an entity

extraction frame. If such a link is present, the inference engine will also check that any additional

attributes of that entity are also matched by the answer value. This is used in more complex

queries that have additional modifiers.

Although the inference engine tries to match all of the attributes of the goal frame, it uses an

abductive inference rule that allows a frame to match even when not all of the attributes are

present, but with a lower probability of matching.

Finally, the inference engine has a set of axioms that embody linguistic knowledge about

different forms of frames to try to match. If the goal frame has no match in the knowledge base,

then these axioms are used to generate new goal frames that are sufficient to establish the answer.

An example of the types of linguistic alternatives is the changing of a goal event frame into an

equivalent entity frame where that entity is described by the nominalization of the verb. This rule

employs a list of such subject nominalizations.

event = invent entity = ?X

agent = ?X description = inventor

object - road traffic cone modifier = of the road traffic cone

2.3.3 Pattern based approach

The pattern based approach is used for certain types of questions only: acronym, countei-part,

definition, famous for, stand for, synonym, why. [1] We developed lexical pattern rules for

answer extraction for these special question types. These patterns were used to identify text

segments that could possibly provide an answer. Each of the answer identification patterns had its

own confidence score indicating the likeliness of that pattern identifying for example, the

meaning of a synonym. Unfortunately, the pattern-based approach did not prove effective for the

TREC-2002 questions, partly because there were no definition questions this year. However, we

find that the pattern based approach is useful in answering student's questions in the aerospace

domain in a funded project for NASA.

2.3.4 Context-based approach

The context-based approach deals with those questions for which the system could not determine

a question focus, which happens frequently (194 (39%) out of 500). When the system fails to

identify a focus, the system attempts to find answers by using the context (the sentence in which

the question keywords appear). This approach to answer finding is rather inexact and should be

viewed as a last ditch effort.

3. Results

We submitted three runs for the TREC-2002 QA track: one run for the main task and two runs for

the list task.
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3.1 Main task results

Average over 500 questions SUTIIIRIMT
Confidence-weighted score 0.225

Number wrong 422

Number inexact 5

Number unsupported 9

Number right 64

Precision of recognizing no answer 0.167 ( 12/72 )

Recall of recognizing no answer 0.261 ( 12/46 )

Questions with rank above the median 47

Questions with rank on the median 427

Questions with rank below the median 26

Table 2. Question answering result for the main task.

The evaluation measure for the main task (see Table 2) is the confidence-weighted score (similar

to the uninterpolated average precision measure from information retrieval). The score for an

individual question is the number- of correct answers up to and including that question divided by

the number of questions answered so far. The score for the entire run is the mean of the individual

questions' scores. The confidence-weighted score can range from 0 to 1 inclusive, with 1 a

perfect score.

3.2 List task results

Average over 25 questions SUTIIIRILT SUT11IR1LT2
Average Accuracy 0.11 0.15

Questions with no answer found 17 15

Questions with rank above the median 5 8

Questions with rank on the median 17 15

Questions with rank below the median 3 2

Table 3. Question answering results for the list task.

The evaluation measure for the list task (see Table 3) is accuracy. The score for an individual

question is the fraction of unique, correct instances over the target number of instances. The score

for the entire run is the mean of the individual questions' scores. Accuracy can range from 0 to 1

inclusive, with I a perfect score.

4. Analysis

The analysis centers on the performance of our focus identification module and the contribution

of each of the four different answer-finding approaches to question answering.

4.1 Main and list task performance

The large majority of the questions in the main task (84%) and list tasks (68%) were answered

incorrectly. The number of questions for which our performance is the same as the median

performance (of all participating systems) is close to (427 => 422), or identical (17 => 17, 15 =>

15) to the number of questions that we answered inconectly. These numbers seem to suggest that

a lot of systems could not answer most of the questions. Further analysis is needed to determine

why this is the case.
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4.2 Focus identification

Focus identification is the most important procedure of query processing. It determines what

answer strategy will be applied by the system to search for correct answers and also guides

answer candidate selection. The question focus analysis is based on main task run

(SUTIIIRIMT).

The system correctly identified the focus for 301 questions out of 500 (60%), and inconectly

identified the focus for 5 questions (1 %). There are 194 questions (39%) for which the system

could not determine the focus (see Table 4). In cases where the focus is identified incon-ectly no

correct answers were found. When we look at the questions for which no focus could be

determined at all we see that all the questions were answered incorrectly. These figures show that

having a correct focus helps in finding a coixect answer but definitely does not guarantee a

correct answer.

500 questions Correct question focus Incorrect question focus No determinable

question focus

Correct answer 52 (10.4%) 0 (0%) 12(2.4%.)

Incorrect answer 249 (49.8) 5 (1%) 182 (36.4%)

Total 301 (60.2%) 5 (]%) 194 (38.8%)

Table 4. Question focus assignment.

4.3 Answer finding performance

The system applied several answer finding approaches this year, including a new inference

module. However, the effort on these new approaches was limited due to the time constraints,

leaving them in an earlier stage of development than we would have liked. When we look at the

individual contributions of each of the modules (see Table 5) it becomes clear that the system still

largely relies on the entity based approach for the identification of correct answers (49 out of 64 =

77%). Only 37 questions were sent to the inference engine, which managed to answer only 4 of

them conectly. As pointed out previously, the pattern-based approach did not prove useful for

TREC-2002 questions. Only one question was considered answerable by the pattern based

approach and this question was answered incorrectly. The context approach, which is the module

that handles questions for which there is no focus available, only answered 10 questions conectly

out of the 163 that were assigned to this module. However, as a module that handles questions

that no other module can handle, it still answered some questions that would otherwise have been

lost. There were 8 questions for which no relevant paragraphs were found. These questions were

deemed "unanswerable". This proved conect for only one of them.

Correct

answers

Inexact

answers

Unsupported

answers

Wrong
answers

Total

Entity based

approach

49 5 9 218 281

Inference

approach

4 33 37

Pattern based

approach

1 1

Context based

approach

10 163 173

No paragraphs

found

1 7 8

Total 64 5 9 422 500

Table 5. Answer finding performance.
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5. Conclusions and further research

It appears that most of the questions were not answered correctly by our system and that this is a

common problem among participating systems. Analysis of the focus assignment module showed

that having a correct focus helps in finding a correct answer but does not guarantee a correct

answer. This suggests that improving the focus program to capture more question foci should not

be the main center of our future research but rather we have to find other strategies to increase the

number of questions we can answer correctly. Analysis of the four different answer finding

approaches showed that the three modules other than the entity based module did not contribute

much to finding correct answers. However, the reason for this could be that they are at an early

stage in development. We will concentrate on further development of these modules.
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Abstract

We present two variations of a prototype based text matching method-

ology used in the Routing Sub-Task of TREC 2002 Filtering Track. The

methodology examines text on the word level. It is based on word coding

and examines the distributions of these codes using document histograms.
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A common approach to topic detection and tracking is the usage of keywords, es-

pecially, in context of Dewey Decimal Classifi cation [2, 1] that is used in United

States to classify books. The approach is based on assumption that keywords

given by authors or indexers characterize the text well. This may be true, but then

one neglects the accuracy. There are also many automatic indexing approaches. A
more accurate method is to use all the words of a document and the frequency dis-

tribution of words, but the comparison of frequency distributions is a complicated

task. Some theories say that the rare words in the word frequency histograms

distinguish documents [5]. Traditionally, information retrieval has roughly been

based on a fi xed list of index terms [5, 3], or vector space models [9, 8]. The

latter ones miss the information of co-occurrences of words. There are techniques

that are capable of considering' the co-occurrences of words, as latent semantic

analysis [6] but they are computationally heavy.

Commonly in fi Itering, documents are preprocessed with tokenizers, stemmers

and stopword lists. Using these methods the processing of the documents become

more simple for document classifi cation methods. Next step is to construct feature

vectors for documents. The value of the feature is usually based on its signifi cance

in the document. Traditionally this is done by using term frequencies and inverse

document frequencies. Last year results of TREC 2001 fi Itering track show that

using Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classifi cation can give good results for

the routing tasks [7, 4].

In this paper, we present our methodology briefly and concentrate on tests of

content-based topic classifi cation, which is highly attractive in text mining. The

evolution of the methodology has been earlier discussed in several publications

[10, 12, 11]. In the second chapter the applied methodology is described. In the

third chapter the experiment with the Reuters database and execution times are

described. Finally, the methodology and the results are discussed.

The methodology used in our runs examines now the documents on the word level.

The runs were designed so that the basic principles were kept the same. On the

detailed level variation in the methods was added in order to test the robustness of

the basic ideas.
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2.1 Filtering

The original text was fii rst preprocessed, extra spaces and carriage returns were

omitted, and single words were separated with single spaces. With the Reuters

database, the preprocessing included selecting the allowed XML fi elds and re-

moval of the XML tags. For the VisalTl 1 run a stopword list was created. Words

which were common to the most of the topics where chosen into the stopword list.

If the word occurred at least in 75 different topic it was chosen to the list. These

words were regarded meaningless to the topic identifi cation. For the Visa2Tl 1

run the text was stemmed with the Porter stemmer.

22 Word quantization in VisalTl 1

The fi Itered text was translated into a suitable form for encoding purposes. The

encoding of words is a wide subject and there are several approaches for doing it.

The word can be recognized and replaced with a code. This approach is sensitive

to new words. The succeeding words can be replaced with a code. This method is

language sensitive. Each word can be analyzed character by character and based

on the characters a key entry to a code table is calculated. This approach is sensi-

tive to capital letters and conjugation if the code table is not arranged in a special

way.

The last alternative was selected, because it is accurate and suitable for statis-

tical analysis. A word w was transformed into a number in the following manner:

L-l

where L is the length of the character string (the word), q is the ASCII value of a

character within a word w, and k is a constant.

Example: word is "c a t".

y = k''^ ASCII[c) + k* ASCII{a) + ASCII{t) (2)

The encoding algorithm produces a different number for each different word, only

the same word can have an equal number. After each word has been converted to

a code number, we consider the distribution of the code numbers of the words.

The representation of word coded numbers was floating point number. Float-

ing point numbers in our system use a radix of two. Mantissa can have values

from [0.5, 1[ . The representation of floating point number:

mantissa * 2'^^^°"'^"'
(3)
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Our word coding gives only positive numbers so sign is always positive. The

mantissa has information of the beginning of the word and the exponent has in-

formation about the length of the word. The quantization of the words uses the

values of the mantissa and the exponent. The range of the mantissa is divided to

N equal size classes. The exponent is divided to size M classes. The mantissa

class number and the exponent class number are used in the calculation of the

word class number. Possible number of the mantissa classes of the word varies

from 1 to N. The actual word class number is calculated in the following manner:

;' word class number

' n

m

where n is the mantissa class number of the word and m is the exponent class

number of the word. N is the quantization accuracy of the mantissa, M is the

quantization step of the exponent and y is the word coded to floating point number

with formula 1

.

Following example shows how the word coding and word class number gen-

eration is done to the word "tree". First the word is converted with word coding

formula 1 to a number. Number is represented in floating point format where

the radix is two. With formula 4 the word number is converted to a word class

number, now N is 35000, M is 24, and k is 256.

y = e * ASCII{t) + A;2 * ASCII{r) + * ASCII{e) + k^ * ASCII{c)

= 0.909741090144962 * 2^^

word class number = [{ymantissa - 0.5) * A' * 2j + (iV * [Vexponent/M\)

= 28681 + (35000 * 1)

= 63681 (5)

23 Word quaetizatioe In Visa2Tll

In the Visa2Tl 1 run the word coding is a variation of the VisalTI I word coding.

Now, the alphabet of the training data is fi rst determined from fi Itered and Porter

stemmed training documents. The letters are put into order of their frequencies in

[nj + [N * [m,\
)

[ymantissa " 0.5) * iV * 2

yexponent

M ' (4)
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the training data. The most frequent letter gets letter code 1, the second 2, and so

on. If the letter does not appear in the training documents, it is given letter code

0. These letter codes are now used in formula 1 to replace the ASCII values.

Next, all the words of the training data are converted to word codes and their

frequencies are counted. The word-frequency list is sorted according to the word

code number. The word codes are classifi ed to C classes using a simple classifi -

cation scheme. The biggest gap between two succeeding word codes is fi rst found

and a class boundary is put between them. Then the sum of frequencies of words

in the two new classes are counted. The class with most words is divided into two

classes where the gap between two succeeding word codes is the biggest. This

method is repeated until there are C classes. The class boundary information and

the word codes are used in creating class numbers for the words of the documents.

2A Test dociimeot to histogram

When examining a single test document, we create a histogram of the word code

numbers of the document. The fi Itered text from a test document is encoded word

by word. Each word number is quantized using the word quantization method of

the run. The quantization value is determined, an accumulator corresponding to

the value is increased, and thus a word histogram A.^, is created. The histogram

Aw is fi nally normalized by the length of the histogram vector. The process of

converting a document to a histogram is illustrated in Fig. 1. The histogram

contains information about the words of the document in a numerical form. This

histogram is used in the TREC Routing process to fi nd the best topic for each test

document. The diffence or distance between a single test document histogram

and the histogram representing the topic can be calculated using different metrics.

Among the most simple and effective metrics there are the Euclidean distance and

the cosine distance.

With the histograms derived from all the documents in the test database we can

compare and analyze the text of the single documents on the word level against the

relevant texts of each topic. Note, that it is not necessary to have any prior knowl-

edge of the actual text documents to use these methods. No linguistic methods,

other than the Porter stemming, are used in the process.
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Figure 1: Process of converting document to histogram.

3 Rues with Reeters database

All the relevant documents to a certain topic from the training data were concate-

nated to one topic document. This document consists of all given relevant text

documents classifi ed to that topic. This document was used to defi ne the topic.

The information of irrelevant documents to the topic were not used in runs. Every

topic document was converted to a normalized topic histogram. All test docu-

ments were also transformed to individual histograms and normalized to vector

length one. In the two runs we used the methods described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Every test document histogram was compared with every topic histogram. The

distance metric used in run VisalTl 1 was the Euclidean distance. In run Visa2T] 1

the used distance metric was cosine distance. A topic best-match fi le was created

for each topic. Each test document's four best matching (smallest distance) top-

ics were determined. For these four topics, the ID number of the test document
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and its distance to the topic were put in the best-match fi le. From these fi les the

top 1000 documents with the closest distance to the topic were selected for the

result fi le. Our methods gave results which where close to the average level of all

participating methods. Visa2Tl 1 gave slightly better results than VisalTl 1

.

3.1 Execiitlon times

The applied methodology is very fast even with a database as large as the Reuters

database. In table 1 we present the execution times we calculated for the two runs.

Making histograms execution time consists of creating the word histograms for

the test documents. The comparing execution times are the times that it took to

compare the test histograms with the topic histograms and to fi nd the four closest

topics for each test histogram.

Table 1 : Execution times rounded up to the nearest hour.

Making histograms Comparing Altogether

VisalTl I 1 h 6h 7h
Visa2Tll 6h 7 h 13 h

The computer used in the experiments was a PC with a Intel® 550 MHz
Pentium® III processor and 1 28 Mb of memory. The operating system was Slack-

ware Linux 7.0.0.

4 Discussion on results

There were some general diffi culties when using the methodology on the Reuters

database. The selection of documents for the given training set turned out to be

disadvantageous. Firstly, it seemed that the set was too unevenly distributed in

topics for our methodology. When some topics have under ten relevant docu-

ments and some hundreds, statistical methods are in trouble. There is not enough

information in just few short relevant documents for this type of methods to be

successful. Uneven division in topics also lead to give more weight to topics that

have more relevant documents.

Secondly, because the training set was from a period of two months, the vo-

cabulary in the relevant documents does not vary enough. The type of methodol-
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ogy we used requires a good set of representative word samples from the whole

database. The training set vocabulary was restricted in the sense of yearly cycle,

to two months in autumn of 1996. This type of diffi culties are, on the other hand,

very common in real life tasks.

Also, we had diffi culties with the topics 1 5 1 -200. Our methodology was not

doing well in fi nding relevant test documents for these topics. This was perhaps

partly due to our decision of emphasizing accuracy more than generalization. It

may also be due to the nature of the artifi cial topic construction process.

Our runs were designed so that only a basic form of the methodology was

used. The methods used are very fast and it seems that we are improving with the

accuracy of the methodology. Visa2TI 1 had 10000 different classes for the words

whereas Visa! Til had about 6000. There was no training for the classifi cation

of words in VisalTl 1. Because of smaller number of word classes VisalTl I had

one hour faster comparing time. The drawback was slightly poorer results. One

interesting issue in advancing even more is how to use the information of the

non-relevant documents for a topic to improve the process. Non-relevant docu-

ments seemed to be special cases of relevant documents topics. Our methodology

can notll use the information of non-relevant document, because only few words

can make distinction between relevant and non-relevant document. In future, this

could maybe be achieved by giving negative weight to those kind of words.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our ideas and related experiments in TREC-11 Adaptive Filtering Track.

In the tracli we focused much on a robust way for effective profile training. We developed an incremental

learning method which selects pseudo positive documents in less bias from a few initial positive training

documents. We also did some experiments with newly emerged information retrieval model, language

model-based retrieval mechanism, to evaluate its performance when used in adaptive filtering task. Related

experiment results show the incremental learning method can be helpful for profile training, while the new

language model perform not well.

1. Introduction

In adaptive filtering, firstly we do profile training to get an initial profile, then based on this profile

we do adaptive profile updating. Most of the research work now focus on the algorithms for adaptive

profile updating because of its immediate effect to the performance. While even a perfect adaptive profile

updating mechanism will suffer a poor result if starting updating from a biased initial profile. In fact, it is

high potential to get a bias initial profile because of insufficient topic features provided by such few initial

positive training documents.

A common method for profile training is like this. First use the query constructed from initial positive

documents to score the training set, then get all the pseudo positive documents(used to expand initial

profile vector) or setup initial profile threshold. In [1], initial profile threshold is set in a rank position of

these scored documents. System in [3] select n documents (n=k*m, m is the number of initial positive

documents) with the highest score value in the training set to be pseudo positive documents. Then these

documents, together with initial positive documents, are used as positive documents to set initial profile

vector and threshold.

It is a simple method together with some problems. By this way of one-step learning, the pseudo

positive document and profile threshold are totally depend on these highly limited initial positive

documents. Thus any bias in training from these initial training documents will lead to amplified bias in

pseudo documents and initial profile. Also the fixed number of pseudo documents, usually set by

experience in [3], is hard to be determined for various topics.

In TREC-11. we do further research work in profile training to find a better way for un-bias profile

training. In the next section, the detail of profile training will be introduced. After that, experiment data and

evaluation result, including our experiments on language model, will be listed. At the end of this paper

there is a summary.

2. incremental Learning in Profile Training

2.1 Feature selection for initial profile

We introduce a two-phase selection mechanism for feature selection from positive documents(in this

* Supported by the Chinese National K.ey Foundation Research & Development Plan (Grant G 1998030509). Natural Science

Foundation No.60223004. and National 863 High Technology Project No. 2G01AA1I4082.
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section, term 'document' are called as 'doc'). First we select key features by a step-extend morphological

analysis, then get more extended features by incremental learning.

(1) Get key features for initial profEle

We extract initial key terms from topic statement and 3 initial positive training documents.

For topic statement, we use a parser[6] and get tenns(called TK term) step by step, something unlike

the common way which simply extract all the terms once. The idea is explained as follow;

1 . From title field, get all the words as key terms and add them to KeyTerm set.

2. From desc field, we only find the words which limit key terms in KeyTerm set and add

them to KeyTerm set.

3. From narr field, we do the same process as step 2.

For 3 positive training docs, we statistic the terms in title and text fie!d(after stopword removing) .

The terms{called TK term) whose weight are higher than the double of the average term weight and occur

in more than I doc are selected as key terms.

We combine the TK terms and DK terms to construct a basic profile. Here the DK terms use their

statistic weight. We set the average weight of DK terms as the weight of TK terms. For terms from desc

and title field, increase their weight with different weight plus(>l).

(2) Incremental learning for initial profile

We use an incremental learning mechanism for more extend features fi^om pseudo positive docs.

Different from the common ways only score training set once and select all the pseudo docs(easily cause

the bias problem), in our mechanism training set be repeated scored more than once. After each scoring

only a small number of pseudo documents who is highly relative to the exist positive docs are selected, and

these docs are used to do limited feedback for new profile vector terms. By this step learning process we

can decrease the potential bias pseudo positive docs. The detail of learning process is:

1. Define a set U for positive docs(including pseudo positive docs from learning). Here Pu is

number of elements in U. Also we get initial profile by process described above.

2. Use current profile to score all the docs in training set, then sort them by their score in descend

order. Set AVGu as average score of all the docs in U and Smm as minimal score of docs in U.

3. Select new pseudo positive documents fi-om scored docs and add them to U. Two rules for

selecting them:

Rule 1 : If the first Pu docs are all in U, select the No.(Pu +1 ) doc.

Rule 2: Else, select lower value among AVGu 3.T1Q Omin as threshold. The docs whose score

are higher than threshold are new pseudo docs.

4. Do feedback{for example, Rocchio method) to profile with new selected pseudo positive docs.

5. goto step 2 for next learning. Exit loop if

:

1 . if no new pseudo positive docs can be got.

2. if Pu >n or already kept learning for r times.

2.2 Setup Initial Threshold

With the key features and extend features we create the term vector of initial profile. The initial

profile threshold should be set to value that can result in the highest value of Tl 1 F. !n calculating the Tl 1 F,

we count all the docs in U as positive docs.

3. Language Wodei in Adaptive Filtering

Besides the research work in profile training, we have the interest in how well the language model IR

model perform in adaptive filtering. The Lemur [7] tool kits is chosen here to support our experiment. As a
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newly released IR tool kits, it provide a language model-based IR mechanism for relevance score and

related feedback methods. We submitted one run simply with the default parameters based on this system.

Thinking that other TREC team which also use it in adaptive filtering will deliver a detail report about it,

we just run our experiment with the default parameters and make no deep analysis to it.

4.1 Performance of Incremental Learniag

We use Reuter training corpus as training set to do incremental learning for 100 TREC topics, and let

the positive training documents for batch filtering as relative documents for our test. The average Tl 1 F and

TllU score of 100 topics are calculated for

performance estimation. We do two training,

one by fixed learning used in [3] with

different fixed number ( see figure 1 ) and one

by incremental iearning(see table 1)

in figure 1, the performance of fixed

learning decrease as the number of pseudo

positive document increase. Though there is a

higher score for small fixed pseudo

documents, it is no practical use for training
Figure 1. Fixed learning for pseudo positive documents

because of low recall.

Table 1 ; Average Score of All Topics For two methods

^ ^^ '{>

Fixed Pseudo Positive

Documents

Method Parameters Pseudo Documents

Number

TllF TllU

Incremental

Learning

n=i5; r=3 11 21.55% 27.16%

n=20; r=4 13 20.63% 25.78%

Fixed

Learning

n=15 15 12.85% 14.79%

n=12 12 14.15% 16.31%

n=9 9 15.74% 19.04%

Two evaluation results of incremental learning run with two set of typical parameters are listed in table

1. With both sets system reach to the similar performance(for example, pseudo documents number). In

comparison with the old way, we also list another 3 results by fixed learning which has the approximate

pseudo documents number with that in incremental learning. It is obviously that the new incremental

learning get the high score both in Tl I U and Tl 1 F.

4.2 Runs Submitted and EvaiiiatioR Result

This year we submit 3 runs for adaptive filtering(algorithm for adaptive profile updating is ignored

here). To compare the performance of new IR model , traditional Vector Space Model are also used for

guideline, and all the runs are optimized by same criteria (Tl 1 F). Table 2 show the technology used in each

runs.

Table 2: Technology Used in Each Run

Runs IR model Score Method Feedback Other Process

ThuTllafl Vector Space Model TF/lDF(bm25) improved Rocchio Query Expansion
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ThuTnaf2 Vector Space Model TF/IDF(bm25) Improved Rocchio

ThuTllaO Language Model SimpleKL Mixture Feedback Query Expansion

Table 3 list the evaluation result for each runs. For the 4 evaluation criteria, we calculate the average

value for the first 50 and second 50 topics. Also the average of median value in all the TREC-1 1 runs is

listed for comparison.

Table 3: Average Result of Evaluation for Each Runs

Runs

R101-R150 R15I-R200

TllU TUF Set

Precision

Set

Recall

TllU TIIF Set

Precision

Set

Recall

ThuTllafl 0.395 0.417 0.512 0.367 0.059 0.040 0.038 0.101

ThuTllaf2 0.389 0.422 0.474 0.417 0.061 0.052 0.057 0.065

ThuTllaO 0.277 0.337 0.357 0.504 0.052 0.030 0.037 0.060

Avg median 0.381 0.306 0.395 0.286 0.257 0.02 0.031 0.021

From the date above we find the Language Model perform not as well as we expect. Compared to the

traditional model, it does not show the predominance in adaptive filtering. We also notice that second 50

topics get better position in all Tree- 11 runs than the first 50 topics do, indicating our incremental learning

in profile training is more effective for second 50 topics.

In TREC-2001 adaptive filtering track, we developed a general method for effective learning in

profile training, and did some performance evaluation for language model. Though the language model

applied to adaptive filtering wok not well as wish, the new incremental learning method demonstrate its

advantage than the old ways. Knowing little on the effect that feedback method we used in incremental

learning, we are going to do detailed analysis for different feedback methods in incremental learning.
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1 Introduction

This is the first time that Tsinghua University took part in TREC. In this year's novelty track, our basic idea

is to find the key factor that help people find relevant and new information on a set of documents with

noise. We paid attention to three points: 1. how to get full information fi-om a short sentence; 2. how to

complement hidden well-known knowledge to the sentences; 3. how to make the determination of

duplication.

Accordingly, expansion-based technologies are the key points. Studies of expansion technologies have

been performed on three levels: efficient query expansion based on thesaurus and statistics,

replacement-based document expansion, and term-expansion-related duplication elimination strategy based

on overlapping measurement.

Besides, two issues have been studied: finding key information in topics, and dynamic result selection. A

new IR system has been developed for the task. In the system, four weighting strategies have been

implemented: ltn.lnu''\ BM2500'-', FUBl^^^, FUB2f''. It provides both similarity and overlapping

measurements, based on term expansion. Comparisons can be made on sentence-to-sentence or

sentence-to-pool level.

In the task, it is most possible tha' :"elevant sentence is mismatched to the query if we only use the

original topic words. Therefore proper query expansion (QE) technology is necessary and helpful. Besides

thesaurus based QE described in section 1 and 2, we proposed a new statistical expansion approach called

local co-occurrence based queiy expansion, shown in section 3.

2.1 Using WordNet

Firstly Wordnet'^' is used as the thesaurus to expand query words. Totally three kinds of information were

obser\'ed in our experiments: hyponyms (descendants), synonyms and coordinated words.

Figure 2.1 shows the effects of QE using WordNet hyponyms. Effects of using WordNet synonyms and

coordinated words are shown in Table 2.1. In the figure, hpyo means to expand all hyponyms and

sub-hyponyms of each topic word. And hypo_l , hypo_2 and hypo_3 refer to expanding words in the direct

one or two or three levels of hyponyms respectively. HypoJeaf is to expand hyponyms in leaf nodes of

WordNet. Baseline result used long query.

Results show that the more words expanded, the worse the retrieval performance is. All kinds of hyponyms

expansion did not help retrieval. Expanding first level hyponyms (average P*R=0.066) makes trivial

improvement to the baseline (average P*R = 0.064). Shown in the table, expansion based on synonyms

achieves a little improvement in terms of average P*R while it does not help in terms of F-measure.

' Supported by the Chinese National Key Foundation Research & Development Plan (Grant G 1998030509). Natural

Science Foundation No.60223004, and National 863 High Technology Project No. 200 lAAI i 4082.
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QE using WordNet hyponyms

hypo_

1

D hypo_ 1 eaf

Table 2.1 Effects of QE using WordNet

synonyms and coordinate words

P R F P*R

Baseline 0.2 0.28 0.197 0.064

Hypo! 0.18 0.32 0.197 0.066

Synset 0.17 0.32 0.195 0.068

Coordinate 0.18 0.29 0.189 0.061

I'retj.sion Recall F-mpasure F*R

Figure 2.1 Effects ofQE with WordNet hyponyms.

g Dr. Lin Dekang's synonyms

P: Average precision R: Average Recall

F: F-measure

P*R: Average Precision*Recall

ionary

We also observed the performance by Dr. Lin Dekang's synonyms dictionary'" . It provides two kinds of

synonym dictionaries, based on dependency and mutual information respectively. This QE approach works

better than the baseline in training set, while makes trivial improvement in test data (see Table 2.2).

Table 2.2 Effects ofQE by Dr. Lin Dekang's synonyms dictionary

Ave. Precision Ave. Recall F-measure Ave. P*R

0.18 0.31 0.196 0.067

2.3 QE based on local co-occurrence

We proposed a new statistical expansion approach, which expands terms highly co-occurred in a fixed

window size with any of headwords in the relevant document set, called local co-occurrence expansion

(LCE). The results are extremely good. Other than most expansion techniques, LCE made consistent great

progress in terms of both recall and precision. Experimental results are shown in Table 2.3. By using LCE,

we got 15% and 28% improvement in terms of F-measure and average P*R respectively.

Figure 2.2 gives the overview of query expansion technologies used in our novelty experiments.

Table 2.3 Effects ofQE by local

co-occurrence expansion

Baseline LCE

Ave. Precision 0.20 0.21

Ave. Recall 0.28 0.34

F-measure 0.197 0.227

Ave. P*R 0.064 0.081

Ql; with diliereiu

Precision K'cctII I'-nicasure H*R
j

Figure 2.2 Overview of QE experiments

3 Docyment Exparisioo

Sometimes, the query mentions a general topic while some relevant documents describe detailed

information. For example, the concept of "vehicle" in query is expressed by specific words such as "car",

"truck" and "aircraft" in documents. In this case, (1) QE may take too many useless words because of

aimless of expansion; (2) Setting weights for original and expanded terms is one of the main difficulties in

QE. Therefore we proposed term expansion in documents (referred as DE) to solve the problem.

Other than QE, the concept network in WordNet is definitely helpful. We used three levels of hypernyms
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(ancestor) and their synonyms, referred as hype_3 in our experiments. The algorithm of document

expansion {DE) is as following. For each noun in a relevant document, if its 3-level hypernyms include any

keyword in query, then replace the noun with the keyword. By doing this, the documents evolve into

expanded documents while the query takes no change. Experimental results in Table 3.1 show that DE got

higher performance than QE under the same circumstances. The key point of DE is replacement. The

keyword and its hyponyms were represented by an identical word, while the keyword and its hyponym

were treated as different words in QE. Essentially DE used the concept space instead of the term space.

Table 3.1 Comparisons between OE and DE

Method Ave. Precision Ave. Recall F-measure Ave. P*R

QE {hypo_3) 0.14 0.25 0.179 0.057

DE (hypej) 0.18 0.40 0.248 0.079

4 Combioatiori of QE and DE

4J Topic Classillcatioo by OE and DE

QE and DE are oriented from two aspects of retrieval problem and may work well for different topics.

Therefore we classified the topics into two classes according to topic or document characteristics to

perform QE or DE respectively, which lead to better performance than either approach.

One intuitive method of classification is topic-oriented. Define fields' similarities in topic: FStd (<title> and

<desc>), FSn, (<title> and <narr>) and FSdn(<desc> and <narr>). In our experiments we use the following

rules: if FSj,, < 0 j and {FSij+FSdn-2FSi„) < 0 2, then the topic should use DE on the topic, otherwise QE is

performed. The thresholds d
j and ^2 are set according to 0.07 and 0.035.

The other one is document-oriented. Compute the value of: (# words expanded)/(# words in docs) for each

topic. Only when the value is greater than 0 , use DE. In our experiments, 0- 0.058.

All the parameters were set according to TREC2002 training examples. It got better performance although

the thresholds are not fit for testing data completely. The effects of two approaches are shown in Table 4.1,

where TOTC and DOTC means topic similarity and DE oriented topic classification, respectively.

Table 4.1 Effects of topic classification

Method Ave. Precision Ave. Recall Ave. P*R

QE (LCE) 0.21 0.34 0.081

DE 0.22 0.28 0.066

TOTC 0.23 0.34 0.087

DOTC 0.23 0.374 0.086

4.2 Result Combination

We've tried several different combination strategies. Here are two that work pretty well. One is called

re-ranking (Eq4.1), and another one is called combining inversed rank (Eq4.2). We used Eq2.7 in the

experiments. The combined approaches are QE{LCE) and DE. X < 0.3.

If Doc, G result iistl & Doc, e list2. then Sim,'=X.S|,. ) else S'=S,, 4.1

if Doc, e result listl or Doc, e list2, Sim,'=>L*l/Rank,, + (1-/0*1/Rank2„ i'k<\) 4.2

5 Overlap Measurement Strategy Based on Term Expansion

On eliminating repetitive information, rather than concept of similarity, we used the concept of sentence

overlapping, it represents the extent of the information taken by one sentence overlapped by another one.
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This overlapping measure is unsymmetrical to the compared two sentences. Our experimental results show

it is better than the symmetrical measure of similarity. Eq5.1 shows the overlapping of document B by

document A, where A is the document preceding B.

Overlap
AC].

5.1

Then the overlapping factor ofB is max{Oveiiap B,\ document / preceding B).

In repetitive information elimination, term expansion was performed. Suppose the two sentences that

should be compared are Di and D2, the expanded parts of the original sentences are Ei and E2 respectively.

Then the basic idea of elimination with term expansion {TE) is shown as Eq5.2.

OverlapTEiDi, D,) = Oveiiap{Di, 02)+ A Overlap{Ei, D2) + A Overlap{E2, Di) 5.2

Table 5.1 shows the result of eliminating repetitive information by using standard qreis of relevant

information as the input of the second step. It seems that the dataset used in TREC2002 is not redundant

enough for testing the system ability of finding new information.

Table 5.1 Effects of repetition elimination by using qrels of relevant

Ave precision Ave recall Ave P*R

Qrels of relevant info, no elimination 0.91 0.99 0.905

Elimination without TE 0.92 0.99 0.904

Elimination with TE 0.92 0.98 0.900

6 Special Issues

6J Finding Ke^'^^'ord im Topics

In Novelty track, all the four domains of the topic can be used to retrieval, while the most useful

information is taken by only several keywords. Therefore, finding key information from the topic is an

important issue. We classified words in the topic into three classes by statistical learning and rule-based

learning: useful keywords that contain the most useful words and were used to perform retrieval, general

describing words that contain little information and were discarded directly and negative words that were

applied to refine retrieval results.

To remove the topic-free words that contain no more information on describing the topic, two statistical

learning methods were performed. Suppose the impact factor of the term is IF,, terms with impact factor

lower than a threshold were general description words. IF, can be calculated by the two approaches:

IF, = qtf, I sum. 6.1 IF, = tf,ln, 6.2

Where qtf, is the term frequency for /, in the topic, sum, is the summation of qtf, in past TREC queries, tf is

the term frequency in relevant documents and n, is the number of documents that the term occurs.

6.2 Dynamic Result Selection

In general information retrieval experiments, the system returns fixed number of results to all the topics. In

most cases, however, different topic has different number of relevant documents. Therefore, how many is

enough is an important issue. We give the algorithm to select the documents whose similarity and rank fit

in with the thresholds. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 show the effects of dynamic result selection.

7 Runs Sybmitted

Table 7.1 show the runs we submitted in novelty experiments, where DOTC, TOTC and OE{LCE) have the

same definition of Table 4.1. Comb_QE_DE is the combining inversed rank of OE and DE. The first step
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results of above four results are got by Okapi system. And the last result is got by our new system with

short query. All the second step results were got by the new system.

Figure 6. 1 Result number deduction Figure 6.2 Retrieval performance improvement

Result number deduction

26000

21000

S 16000

"
1 1000

6000

1000

0 CI 0. 2 0. 3 0. 1 0. 5

I hrpshol

d

Retriev performaucc improvement

—»— F-measuve —E— P*R

0 0. I 0. 2 0. 3 0. 4 0. 5

thrcstiolrf

Finding relevant information Elimination repetitive information

AveP Ave R Ave P*R Ave P Ave R Ave P*R

Thunvl. DOTC 0.23 0.34 0.086 0.22 0.30 0.073

Thunv2. TOTC 0.23 0.34 0.087 0.23 0.29 0.074

Thunv3. Comb_QE_DE 0.20 0.41 0.088 0.20 0.35 0.073

Thunv4. QE(LCE) 0.21 0.34 0.081 0.21 0.28 0.067

Thunv5. New System 0.19 0.35 0.066 0.18 0.31 0.060

Table 7.1 Submitted runs and evaluation results of Tsinghua University in TREC2002 novelty Track

!n this year's TREC experiments, we mainly focused on the expansion-related technologies. Besides

thesaurus based QE, which made only a little progress, we studied a new statistical expansion approach,

called local co-occurrence expansion. The results are extremely good, it made consistent great progress

not only in recall but also in precision. Furthermore, we proposed a novel document term expansion {DE)

approach. Experimental results proofed encouraging effect of DE. Combinations of QE and DE by topic

classification lead to better performance than either approach. On eliminating repetitive information, rather

than concept of similarity, we used the concept of overlap with term expansion. Unfortunately however, it

did not take improvement in the experiments.

However, it seems that the dataset used in TREC2002 is not redundant enough for testing the system

ability of finding new information, which may influence the conclusion of effectiveness of different

approaches. We still take an optimistic view of redundancy elimination technology based on term

expansion and overlap measurement.
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1 Introduction

Anchor text has been proofed efficient in former TREC experiments on homepage finding task'''

and somewhat useful to ad hoc retrieval by result combination . In this year, our conclusion was

consistent with formers. Besides, the use of the URL and links inside the webpage were also

observed. Again, results on training set are encouraging.

We made an assumption that a key resource is more likely to link to multiple relevant documents.

Then the out-degree of the page and the similarities of the documents the page point to were used

as the two factors for key resource selection. Experimental results were quite good, showing their

ability of finding key resource on one server.

Two site uniting (SU) approaches have been studied to select proper pages as the representation of

one server. (1) The document which has index characteristic and has a high enough similarity is

reserved as key resource. (2) Documents of the same server in result list are given different

reliability factor which is decaying by decreases of similarities. Both are useful for given

examples (using as training set) in this year's Web track, especially the latter one. Better results

were got by combing SU approach and out-degree factor mentioned above to find key resource.

All the experiments we performed were run on Okapi system. There are quite a few parameters to

tune, which affect the performance greatly. Therefore, we also proposed and implemented a

genetic algorithm based dynamic parameter learning approach to all the tasks.

2 Data preprocessing

2.1 Word and document pruning

Odd characters are meaningless to users and may bring on exception in processing. We cleaned

characters that are unprinted and unrelated with formats. Also, the words containing more than 20

characters were deleted as they were deemed to incorrect words that affect collection statistics.

As we discovered that two bunches of documents had no content, we pruned them. One bunch was

the set of files with postfix of "jpg" or "gif (totally 151 files). The other bunch was most redirect

html documents (17,086 files) as they only acted as gangways to destined documents that

contained detailed content. The exceptions were those documents that redirected to themselves in

order to refi-esh periodically, in all. we removed 17,235 documents (note there's documents

overlap between two bunches). No relevant documents were lost.

2.2 Html parsing

As non-html pages (doc, ps and pdf) were much longer than html pages and had no htm! tags, we

divided the collection into two. non-html (153,775 files) and html (1,076,743 files), and indexed

' Supported by the Chinese National Key Foundation Research & Development Plan (Grant GI998030.'i09).

Natural Science Foundation No.60223004. and National 863 High Technology Project No. 2001AA114082.
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these two subsets respectively.

Html pages were parsed for two goals. One is to convert the file to XML format. For example, text

in the tags of <b>, <strong> and <u> was extracted and marked with a new XML tag <srhB>. it

was preparation for using html structure to improve retrieval. The other goal is to remove invisible

text, such as comment text and codes in scripts, because they are meaningless to users.

HTML document structure is studied in our experiments. We found that using keywords, bold text

and title fields of the in-link pages do help on named page finding task. We use these three parts of

the in-link webpage and in-link anchor text to build a new document of current page, and then

index and retrieve on this new dataset. Although result of the new dataset is not good, by combing

this result and result on original dataset, we got some improvement, shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Effects of using document structure on named page finding task

Method Content based retrieval Anchor + special fields Combined

MRR 0.690 0.530 0.717

To topic distillation task, fields of bold font (<B>) and keywords in <meta> are also useful to the

retrieval. It does help by giving a different term weight from the other full text.

4 Usinq link structure

4.1 Re-Ranking based on link analysis

Intuitively, counting the links to a document has been used to estimate the document's quality.

However, the concept of key resource is different from the concept of quality. Therefore, we used

some other features, such as Kleinberg's hub score, Kleinberg's authority score + hub score and

out degree, to estimate whether the document is a key resource. The experiment on the training

examples showed some improvement (see Table 4.1), but the result was disappointing to 50 topics

of web track. The training set included seven topics in track guidelines.

Table 4.1 Finding key resources with link analysis on training topics

Baseline By linke analysis based re-ranking

Average precision of top 20 results 0.3827 0.4395

4.2 Site Uniting

The definition of key resource implied that it was most possible that only one page was key

resource among pages from an identical site. As the list of content-based retrieval contains all the

relevant pages, some might be ranked adjacently. Even worse, all of them were ranked high and

thus pressed a possible key resource from another site lower. Therefore, we re-ranked the list by

enhancing the page with highest rank from each site. The approach is called Sile Uniting (SU).

The algorithm can be shown as following, where F/=l .03, F:=].0], f".?=l .005 in our experiments:

1) Divide the list to sub-lists, all pages in one sub-list come from an identical site.

2) To one sub-list, give the first, second and third highest similarity the weight Fi, F^and

Fi, respectively.

3) Merge all the sub-lists into one and re-rankit.

The additional condition is that Fj > F:> F}.
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The p@10 was lower than the base although 1 1 -point precision was a little higher.

5 Using URL

In topic distillation task, the URL is also used to the retrieval. There are two functions can be

provided by URL: (1) searching and shrinking; (2) scoring and selecting. On searching and

shrinking, we give a "right level" to the return results within a server. The shrinking is based on

three principles: i. Pages with more keywords matched in the URL is more important, ii. The

location of the match effects the importance of the page, the righter the better; iii. To pages with

the same conditions i and ii, shorter URL is better. Or scoring and selecting, a keyword search is

performed on URLs and got a result list which is useful to re-rank content-based retrieval result.

On named page finding tasks, we tried the URL classification. Using URL types (TNO-UTwente

TREC 10 report proved to be a success in Entry Page Finding task last year. Unfortunately, it

doesn't help this year. We analyzed 100 of the 150 correct answers. Table 5.1 shows how Named

Pages distribute over the 4 URL types (root, sub root, path and file). Compared with Table 5.2, we

conclude that Named Pages have almost the same distribution over this kind of URL classification

as ordinary web pages. That means URL type is not a useful character for this year's task.

Table 5.1 URL type distribution in qrels Table 5.2 URL type distribution in corpus

URL type #page percent URL type #page percent

Root 2 2% Root 11680 0.6%

Sub root 1 1% Subroot 37959 2.2%

Path 6 6% Path 83734 4.9%

file 91 91% file 1557719 92.1%

6 Combinatiori of distributed Retrieval results

As described in former section, the corpus has been divided into two data sets: one is for html

document called html database, another one is for the remaining, call extra database. Retrieval has

been done separately on these two distributed databases. How to combine the two result list is one

of the interesting issues. The algorithm we used is to find a start rank point in html results, and

insert the extra results from this point with some interval. The selection formula of start-point is:

Start = (2- Sim_extra/Sim_html) * k + b 6.1

where k and b are constants. In our experiments. k=]50 b=]4.

1 Unsypervised dynamic parameters ieaming

The similarity between queries and documents is computed by BM2500'''l There are quite a few

parameters to be set, such as b, k\, kj, avdi. Especially b and Ai play an important role in the

performance. Parameters by training data, however, are always not suitable and helpfijl when

dataset or queries change. At the same time, relevance judgments are not available while retrieving,

thus supervised learning algorithms do not help. In this section, an unsupervised dynamic

parameters {b and k\) learning algorithm is described.

We use Genetic Algorithm (GA) for learning process. The fitness function in GA determines

whether each set of parameters is good or not and the survival probability of each set'^l According
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to the fact of lacking relevance judgment, it is required to find appropriate fitness functions which

are oriented from the data and the retrieval themselves. The one we used is the summation of the

similarity scores of top n relevant documents, shown in Eq(7.1).

50 1000

^^^^•^K, 7.1
.=1 j=\

Figure 7.1 and 7.2 show the correlation of using summation of similarities and the 11 -point

average precision, and the correlation of P@10 and summation of similarities on TRECIO and

TREC2002 dataset, respectively.

Figure 7. 1 Correlation between the two fitness Figure 7.2 Correlation between three fitness

functions in TREC2001 data functions in TREC2002 data
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Table 8.1 Runs submitted on Topic distillation task

Run Descnption P@fO

Thutdl Thutd4 + outdegree 19.80%

Thutd2 Thutd4 + anchor re-ranking 22.45%

Thutd3 Thutd4 + site uniting 23.06%

Thutd4 Thutd5 + anchor combination + extra db result 21.43%

ThutdS On Html db, long query 25.10%

Table 8.2 Runs submitted on Named page finding task

Run Description MRR
Thunpl Content method 0.690

Thunp2 Combining inverse rank of Content and special fields results 0.530

Thunp3 Thunp5 + URL hierarchy 0.719

Thunp4 Thunpl + URL hierarchy 0.687

Thunp5 Re-ranking of content and special fields results 0.717
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- Abstract

This paper describes the architecture, operation and results obtained with the Question Answering

prototype developed in the Department of Language Processing and Information Systems at the

University of Alicante. This system is based on our TREC-10 approach where different

improvements have been introduced. Main modifications reside on the introduction of a filtering

stage into paragraph selection and answer extraction modules that allow the treatment of questions

with no answer in the document collection. Moreover, WordNet has been enhanced by adding a

collection of gazetteers that includes several types of proper nouns (people, organisations, and

places) and a large variety of acronyms, measure and money units.

1. Introduction

This year, question-answering task has been significantly modified. The organisation has

restricted the proposed experiments to main and list tasks. Main task is similar to previous year task

but instead of permitting 5 ranked responses for each query and a maximum of 50 bytes as answer

length, only a response is allowed and the answer string must contain nothing other than the exact

answer. Besides, there is no guarantee that an answer will actually appear in the document
collection. The list task consists of answering questions that will specify a number of instances to be

retrieved. In this case, it is guaranteed that the collection contains at least as many instances as the

question asks for.

The system presented to TREC-2002 QA task departs from the system presented in past TREC
conferences [7][8] where new tools have been added and existing ones have been updated and

adapted to cope with new specifications. Main enhancements rely on several aspects. First, passage

selection and answer extraction stages have been adapted in order to face questions with no answer

in the document collection. For this purpose, these stages have been complemented with a filtering

module that rejects relevant paragraphs as well as possible answers that do not validate a series of

restrictions. This way, when no possible answer remains after applying these restrictions, the system

returns NIL as final answer. Second, WordNet has been extended by adding entities included in

several gazetteers mainly referring to places (countries, states, cities, etc.) as well as and a large

number of different acronyms, measure and money units. In this case, WordNet enrichment tries to

minimise, as possible, the lack of a Name-Entity tagger.

Although our participation has been restricted to main task, this year we tried to face up all the

specifications. In fact, it is the first time we manage with no-answer questions.

' Thi.s work has been partially supported b\ the Spanish Government (CICYT) with grant TIC2000-0664-

C02-02 and (PROFIT) with grant FIT- 150500-2002-4 16.
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes system structure and operation and tries

to emphasize new contributions. Afterwards, we present and analyse the results achieved and

finally, we extract initial conclusions and discuss directions for future work.

2. System Overview

Our QA system is structured into four main modules: question analysis, document/passage

retrieval, paragraph selection and answer extraction. First module processes questions expressed in

open-domain natural language in order to analyse the information requested in the queries. This

information is used as input by remaining modules. Document retrieval module accomplishes a first

selection of relevant passages by using a passage retrieval system. Afterwards, the paragraph

selection module filters these passages in order to select smaller text fragments (paragraphs) that are

more likely to contain the correct answer. Finally, the answer selection module processes these

fragments in order to locate and extract the final answer. Figure 1 shows system architecture.

Figure 1 . System architecture

2.1. Question Analysis

Question processing module accomplishes several tasks. First, questions are part-of-speech

tagged and parsed. This process allows identifying simple noun and verbal phrases {concepts) in the

query. Afterwards, this module determines question type and classifies concepts into two categories:

key or definition concepts. Finally, these concepts are processed to obtain and represent its semantic

characteristics. The resulting structures will be used as main information units for QA purposes.
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Question analysis process starts with question type detection. This process maps Wh-terms

(What, Which, How, etc) into one or several of the categories listed in figure 2. When no category

can be detected by Wh-term analysis, NONE is used (e.g. "What" questions). This module also

includes definition as a question type. Definition questions are detected by applying pattern-

matching techniques.

Group A : PERSON LOCATION GROUP TIME QUANTITY NONE
Group B : REASON MANNER DEFINITION

Figure 2. Question type categories

Question type categories pertaining to group A are related to WordNet top concepts [2]. Each of

these categories is represented by the vector of WordNet synsets that are semantically related to its

corresponding top concept (called QTC-Question type characteristics). These synsets are obtained

by extracting from WordNet all hyponyms of each top concept until third level and they are

weighted depending on its level into the WordNet hierarchy and the frequency of its appearance

into the path. As it can be deduced, NONE questions have an empty QTC.

Once question type has been obtained, the system selects the noun phrase in the query that

expresses the semantic characteristics of the expected answer (definition concept). Definition

concepts do not help the system to locate the correct answer into the document collection but they

usually add critical information about the kind of information requested by the query. The semantic

characteristics of definition concepts are represented by a weighted vector (CT- concept type) that

includes the set of synsets they are semantically related to. These synsets are obtained by extracting

from WordNet all hyperonyms of each definition concept head term (its path to top concepts) and

they are weighted depending on its level into the WordNet hierarchy and the frequency of its

appearance into the path towards top concepts.

QTC and definition concept CT are used to generate the expected answer semantic context

(EASC). This context defines the semantic context that the expected answer has to be compatible

with. This context is computed by performing exclusive vectorial addition between QTC and CT.

As special case, EASC will be equal to CT for NONE questions. By the other hand, group B
questions have a different treatment due to the special nature of its expected answers and therefore,

at this analysis point only question type assignment is needed.

Once definition concepts have been detected, remaining question concepts are classified as key

concepts. This question processing stage builds the semantic representation of the key concepts

expressed into the query {semantic content ofia question - QSC). This process consists of obtaining

a general semantic representation of the concepts that appear in the question.

The head of a key concept syntactic structure represents the basic element or idea the concept

refers to. Remaining terms pertaining to this structure modify this basic concept by refining the

meaning represented by its head. Following this approach, the system tries to obtain and represent

the different ways of expressing a concept. This process starts by associating each term pertaining

to a concept, with its synonyms and one level search hyponyms and hyperonyms. These relations

are extracted from WordNet lexical database. We define the semantic content of a term f (SCr) as a

set of terms made up by the term t and all the terms related with it through the synonym and one

level search hyponym and hyperonym relations. The SC of a term is represented using a weighted

term vector. The weight assigned to each term pertaining to the SC of a temi / is the 80%, 50% and
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50% of the idf [3] value of term / for synonyms, hyponyms and hyperonyms respectively. As a

concept is made up by the terms included into the same syntactic structure, we define the semantic

content of a concept (SCC) as the set of weighted vectors (HSC, MSC) were HSC is the a vector

obtained by adding the SC of the terms that made up the head of the concept and MSC is the vector

resulting from adding the SC of terms that modify that head into the same syntactic structure. The

set of SCCs that stand for the concepts appearing in a question builds the semantic content of a

question (QSC). This way, the QSC represent all the concepts referenced into the question and the

different ways of expressing each of them. All the described processes and related formulae are

widely described and explained in [6].

Figure 3 sums up these processes using an example question. First, the system identifies and

classifies the concepts "company", "manufacture" and ""American Girl doll collection" by parsing

question. Afterwards, the system generates the expected answer semantic context (EASC) and

obtains the semantic content of each key concept to compound semantic content of the question

(QSC).

Question type:

NONE
Definition concept:

company

IVhat is the company that

manufactures theAmerican Girl doll collection ?

Key concept 1

:

manufactures

T
^tsc HSC

(no modifiers) manufacture

invent

make

create

A.
Key concept 2:

American Girl doll collection

MSC HSC

American

Girl

doll

dolly

toy

plaything

collection

aggregation

accumulation

group

compendium

Figure 3. Question analysis processes

Question keywords are used for first stage passage retrieval, QSC information wilt help

paragraph selection module to detect the paragraphs that are more likely to contain the answer and

finally, EASC (or question type for group B questions) will allow detecting and evaluating possible

answers.

2.2. Passage retrieval module

First stage retrieval applies the passage retrieval approach described in [1]. This passage

retrieval can be applied over all the document collection, but it has only been applied for the 1.000

relevant documents supplied by TREC organisation. Therefore, keywords detected at question

processing stage are used for retrieving the 200 most relevant passages from the documents

included in this initial list. This process is intended to reduce the amount of text that has to be
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processed by NLP modules since these passages are made up by text snippets of 15 sentences

length.

2.3. Paragraph selection

This module processes the 200 first ranked passages selected at passage retrieval stage in order

to extract smaller text fragments that are more likely to contain the answer to the query. As all this

process is widely described in [7][9] we extract here the basic algorithm:

1 . Documents are split into sentences.

2. Overlapping paragraphs of three sentences length are obtained.

3. Each paragraph is scored. This value measures the similarity between each paragraph and

the question.

4. Paragraphs are ranked according to this score.

The score assigned to each paragraph {paragraph-score) is computed as follows:

a) Each SCC appearing in the question is compared with all the syntactic structures of the

same type (noun or verbal phrases) appearing into each relevant paragraph. Each

comparison generates a value. As result, each SCC is scored with the maximum value

obtained for all the comparisons accomplished through the paragraph.

b) The paragraph-score assigned to each paragraph is obtained by adding the values obtained

for all SCCs of the question as defined in previous step.

c) The value that measures similarity between a SCC and a syntactic structure of the same

type is obtained by adding the weights of terms appearing into SCC vectors and the

syntactic structure that is being analysed. If the head of this syntactic structure does not

appear into the vector representing the SCC head (HSC), this value will be 0 (even if there

are matching terms into MSC vector).

2.3.1. Filtering relevant p.-. agraphs

This module has been added with the intention of managing with questions with no answer.

This module filters relevant paragraphs by getting rid of those that contain value 0 for more than

one SCC evaluated previously. This way, the system only accepts, as relevant, a paragraph that

contains nearly all key concepts expressed in the query. At this stage, best 100 ranked paragraphs

are selected to continue with the remaining processes.

2.4. Answer extraction

This process consists on analysing selected paragraphs in order to detect and evaluate concepts

that can be considered probable answers. Among all the candidates the system will select the one it

considers the correct answer. Answer extraction processes differ depending question type group.

For group A questions, the system gets rid of key concepts appearing in the paragraph and

selects the concepts that validate lexical restrictions of the expected question (e.g. proper noun for a

Who question). All these concepts are considered probable answers of the query. Next, the system

computes the semantic context of each possible answer (SCPA) by taking into account the semantic

concept types (CT) of the probable answer and its adjacent concepts in the paragraph. This way.

The SCPA of a probable answer r is computed as:
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SCPAr = CT,r.j) + CT,. + CT

Then, probable answers are filtered and only those that are compatible with the expected answer

semantic context (EASC) are selected. For this purpose, each probable answer is assigned a score

(probable-answer-compatibility) that measures its compatibility with the expected answer semantic

context. Only probable answers with score greater than 0 are maintained. This value is computed as

follows:

Next, compatible probable answers are evaluated by computing a final score (ansM'er-score)

that is obtained as follows:

Intuitively, the answer-score combines (1) the semantic compatibility between the probable

answer and the expected answer (probable-answer-compatibility) and (2) the degree of similarity

between question and paragraphs (paragraph-score). Finally, probable answers are ranked on

answer-score and the system returns the first one as correct answer or NIL when no compatible

probable answers have been found.

Answer extraction manages differently with group B questions (definition, reason and manner).

The answer to this kind of questions is usually a part of a sentence that defines a concept, reason or

a way of performing an action and they are usually expressed via certain sentence syntactic

structures. Consequently, our approach performs probable answer detection and extraction by

applying syntactic pattern-matching techniques over relevant paragraphs. This way, when no

pattern has been successfully validated, the system returns NIL as answer. This approach, as well as

a full description of the patterns is described in [6].

3. Results

We submitted one single run for main task. This task allowed one answer for each question and

the response had to contain only the exact answer string to be considered correct. Figure 4 shows

the results obtained.

probable-answer-compatibility,- = cos(EASC,SCPA,)

answer-scorre,- = paragraph-score • probable-answer-compatibility,-

Number wrong: 302

Number unsupported; 2

Number inexact: 15

Number right: 181

Confidence-weighted score: 0.496

Precision of recognizing no answer:

Recall of recognizing no answer:

39 / 250 = 0.156

39/46 =0.848

Figure 4. TREC-2002 results
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Our main objective was to inspect the way that restrictions imposed at paragraph selection and

answer extraction stages affected system performance as a whole and, particularly, to the treatment

of no-answer questions.

Result analysis shows two main circumstances to take into account. First, system performance

presents a good precision since it has answered correctly a 72.4% of the questions the system

considered to have answer in the collection (181 from 250 not NIL answers). Nevertheless, these

filters seem to be too restrictive since the system has provided a NIL response for 211 questions

with known answer. Second, our filtering approach does not perform correctly the detection of no

answer questions. In fact, the precision achieved in this task has been very low (only a 15.6%).

Moreover, despite of having answered as NIL a large number of questions (250), seven real NIL

questions have not been recognised (a 15.2% of the 46 existing NIL questions).

Comparison with TREC-9 and TREC-'iO results.

Comparison between our different participations is difficult and has to be analysed carefully

since task specifications are significantly different. Nevertheless, we can compare 50-bytes strict

results achieved in previous conferences with TREC-2002 results if we focus our attention mainly

on the percentage of correct answers ranked in first place (see third column in figure 5). From this

point of view, our system has achieved a significant improvement in precision since the percentage

of correct answers retrieved in first place increases 12,8 points from TREC-10 results.

% Answers "/o Answers

found in 1st place

TREC-9 33,9% 1 6,9%,

TREC-10 39,6% 23,4%,

TREC-2002 36,2% 36.2%

Figure 5. TREC Participation results

4. Future Work

As it can be deduced from result analysis, the main objective pursued this year has not been

achieved. The filtering processes incorporated to paragraph selection and answer extraction stages

have significantly increased system precision, they have failed in detecting questions with no

answer in the collection. Consequently, we need to direct our next steps to investigate and test

validation techniques that could cope efficiently with no answer questions.
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Abstract: We describe our participation in the

TREC 2002 Novelty, Question answ/ering, and Web
tracks. We provide a detailed account of the ideas

underlying our approaches to these tasks. All our

runs used the FlexIR information retrieval system.

1 Introduction

At TREC 2002 we took part in the Novelty, Question An-

swering, and Web tracks. Our main aims for the Novelty and

Web tracks was to set up baseline systems on which we plan

to build in future editions of the tracks. Our main aim for

the Question Answering track was to test a revised architec-

ture of our knowledge-intensive question answering system

Tequesta [16], and to experiment with a number of newly

added features relating to the document retrieval steps carried

out within Tequesta.

For all three tracks, our experiments exploited the FiexIR

information retrieval system developed at the University of

Amsterdam [15]. The main goal underlying FlexIR's design

is to facilitate flexible experimentation with a wide variety of

retrieval components and techniques. FlexIR is implemented

in Perl, and built around the standard UNIX pipeline archi-

tecture; it supports many types of pre-processing, scoring,

indexing, and term-weighting methods, of which we made

good use this year. Depending on the task at hand, we used

different weighting schemes; see the detailed descriptions of

our efforts for each of the tracks below for the exact settings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In three

(largely self-contained) sections we describe our work for the

Novelty, Question Answering, and Web tracks. We also pro-

vide a brief concluding section.

2 Novelty Track

In this section we describe our submissions for the

TREC 2002 novelty track. The overall aim of the track is to

investigate systems' abilities to locate relevant and new infor-

mation within the ranked set of documents retrieved in a reply

to a search engine query. Thus, systems should return infor-

mation that is both new and relevant rather than whole doc-

uments containing duplicate and extraneous information [8].

The novelty task can naturally be divided into two parts. In-

deed, the guidelines require that participants identify two lists

of documents for a given topic [20]. The first contains the

relevant sentences, and the second one (a subset of the first)

contains only those sentences that add new information.

Our main interest in participating in the novelty track was

in exploring the second part of the task: identifying new sen-

tences. However, due to time constraints we had to limit our-

selves to fairly straightforward approaches to both parts of the

novelty task. We ended up setting a simple baseline, using

established IR strategies for the relevance part, and weighted

overlap for the novelty part; our aim is to build on this with

more linguistically motivated techniques in the near future.

The relevance part, which is the most important part of the

track as it also has an obvious impact on the performance of

the novelty part, requires far more work than we had antici-

pated.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. After

recalling some key facts about the experimental set-up, we
describe our approaches to the relevance and novelty parts of

the novelty task, and then list and briefly discuss our results.

2.1 Topics and Documents

For ease of reference, we briefly highlight some key facts

about the documents and topics used in the novelty track; the

overview paper provides further details [8]. Initially, there

were 50 topics, taken from TRECs 6, 7. and 8 (topics 300-

450); after the evaluation was completed, one topic was re-

moved as it was not found to have relevant sentences. The

documents are a subset of the relevant documents for the top-

ics. Participants are provided with a ranked list of relevant

documents, with between 10 and 25 relevant documents per

topic.

2.2 Computing Relevance

We approached the task of identifying relevant sentences in

the following manner. For a given topic, the sentences in the

relevant documents for that topic were viewed as documents



themselves, thus creating a sentences-as-documents collec-

tion for each topic. We ran the topic (only using the title

and description fields) against this sentences-as-documents

collection using our retrieval engine FlexiR. We initially

followed Salton and Buckley, who recommend the tfx.nfx

weighting scheme for short queries and short documents [18],

but some informal pre-submision experiments on comparable

topics and documents suggested that tfv.nfx was somewhat

more effective.

Three different runs were submitted: one where all doc-

uments and topics were porter stemmed [17] (run identi-

fier UAmsTllntste), and a second where they were lemma-

tized using Helmut Schmidt s TreeTagger [19] (run identifier

UAmsTl Intlem); here, each word is assigned its syntactic root

through lexical look-up; mainly number, case, and tense in-

formation is removed, leaving other morphological processes

such as nominalization intact. And in the third run the re-

sults of the odier two runs were simply merged (run identifier

UAmsTl Intcom). Our motivation for the first two runs was to

see to which extent morphological normalization has an im-

pact on the relevance and novelty parts of the task. The third

run was included to determine the impact on the novelty part

of the task of high recall approaches to the relevance part.

23 Competing Novelty

Our approach to the novelty part of the task was based on

a non-symmetric weighted overlap score, which we use to

provide graded answers to the following question: is the in-

formation contained in a sentence entailed by a sentence (or

set of sentences) seen before? We say that a sentence is new

(within a context) if it is not entailed by the context.

Assuming the usual definition of idf term weights, we

compute the entailment score, entscore{sj.Sj), of two (sets

of) sentences Sj and sj by comparing the sum of the weights

of terms that appear in both Sj and sj to the sum of the weights

of al! terms in the second sentence (or set of sentences) sj:

(1) entscore{si,Sj) =

In words: how many of the content-bearing terms in sj occur

in Sil Clearly, entscore{s,,Sj) varies from 0 to 1.

A few remarks are in order. First, note that our entail-

ment score is not just a notion of similarity: in general,

entscore{si,Sj) ^ entscore{sj,Si).

Second, to work with entscore and conclude that s, en-

tails sj, it may not be sufficient to have a non-zero entailment

score; we may need some positive 'entailment threshold.' In

our experiments we used 0.6; this figure was obtained by test-

ing our methods on the 4 samples provided by NIST as train-

ing material. The mechanism of entailment thresholds offers

a large amount of flexibility for fine-tuning the entailment no-

tion to one's purposes; see below for some discussion on this

point.

To identify the list of new sentences as required by the

guidelines, we simply went down our list of relevant sen-

tences, taking the first one as our starting point, and including

later ones only if they were not entailed by the ones already

included. Our three runs used exactly the same ideas for their

novelty parts, and differed only in the list of relevant sen-

tences they took as input.

2A Resaits and Discussion

To assess the results of the relevance and novelty parts of the

task, the product of precision and recall (P*R) is used as mea-

sure, with separate scores for the two parts of the task. The

average of P*R is meaningful even when the judgment sets

sizes vary widely, as is the case for the task at hand. One
downside of P*R is that in practice the scores tend to be close

toO.

Table 1 shows the results for each of our three runs. Tak-

ing the stemmed run as our baseline, we see that both lemma-

tizing and combining produce significant improvements, for

both the relevance and novelty parts.

Table 1 : Summary of the results for the novelty track.

Run identifier

Average P*R
Relevance Novelty

UAmsTllntste 0.029 0.028

UAiti.vrilnt i em 0.033 i\

\

.3.8«»<} 0.0.1 1 (4 10.7%)

UAmsTllntcom 0.034(4-17.2%) 0.032 (+14.3%)

Let's take a closer look at the results. The improvements ob-

tained by lemmatizing topics and documents instead of stem-

ming them, are not uniform. For many individual topics stem-

ming is at least as good as, or even better than lemmatizing,

for both relevance and novelty; similar observations can be

made about the combined run vs. the other runs. Table 2 pro-

vides a breakdown of the number of top scores per run; the

first number is the total number of top scores for a given run,

the second number is the number of unique top scores (that

are not shared by other runs).

lable 2: Top scores per run.

:

# Tqi P*R Scca-es (shared, unique)

Run idoniilier Relevance Novelty

UAmsTllntste 25,3 23,12

nAnurnintlera .17,15 17,26

UAmsTllntcom 21,9 23.0

Figures 1 and 2 plot our P*R scores against the median by

topic. They suggest a number of things. First, while we seem

to do relatively poorly on the relevance part of the novelty

task, our performance on the novelty seems somewhat better.

The definition of the novelty task suggests that a system's

performance on the novelty part is, to a large degree, deter-

mined by its performance on the relevance part, and the con-

siderable similarity between the plots in Figures 1 and 2 con-

firms this.

We carried out a number of post-submission experiments,
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using the golden standards provided by NIST. First of ail, we



Figure 1: Comparison of relevance scores to median by topic.
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Figure 2: Comparison of novelty scores to median by topic.
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ran some experiments to see whether we used an (almost)'op-

timal value for the entailment threshold for our official sub-

missions. Figure 3 shows the average precision, recall, and

P*R scores for our combined run (UAmsT lint com) with in-

creasing values of the threshold. The value of 0.6 that we

used in the submitted run is close to the optimal one, although

Figure 3: Impact of the entailment threshold on novelty.
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values of 0.7 or higher would have produced slightly higher

scores (0.033, +3.1%).

Furthermore, we determined an upperbound on the perfor-

mance of the novelty part of our system, to get some under-

standing of its behavior in absolute terms. If we take the rel-

evance results of our best run (UAmsTllntcom) and intersect

these with the novelty qrels provided by NIST, we get the

best possible list of new sentences (given our relevance out-

put). Since the precision for this optimal list is 1, it only

makes sense to look at the recall for this list, which turns out

to be 0.23, very close to the score actually obtained (0.22);

see Figure 4.

In conclusion, while we are especially interested in the

novelty part of the novelty track, it seems that the relevance

part is the hardest and most important part of the task. We
plan to address it more extensively than we have done so far

by bringing in linguistic features; it is not obvious, however,

how much this will differ from document summarization.

3 Question Answering Track

This section describes our submissions for the question an-

swering track at TREC 2002. Our main focus was on evalu-

ating a basic question answering system that exploits shallow

NLP techniques in combination with standard retrieval tech-

niques.

3.1 System Description

The system architecture of Tequesta (TExtual QUESTion

Answering) is fairly standard; its overall architecture is dis-

played in Figure 5. Like most current QA systems, Tequesta

is built on top of a retrieval system. The first step is to build an

index for the document collection, in this case the AQUAINT
collection. Then the question is translated into a retrieval

query which is sent to the retrieval system. For retrieval we

use the FlexiR system described in the introduction.

The retrieval system is used to identify a set of documents

that are likely to contain the answer to a question posed to



Figure 5: Tequesta system architecture.
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the system. The top documents returned by FlexIR are further

processed as described in Section 3.1.2.

Just like the top documents, the question is also parsed.

The parsed output is used to determine the focus of the ques-

tion. Question analysis is explained in Section 3.1.3.

For pre-fetching relevant documents that are likely to contain

the answer, Tequesta uses FSexIR, which was given a total

of 1,033,461 documents to index. All our official runs for

TREC 2002 used the Lnu.ltc weighting scheme [3] to com-

pute the similarity between a question and a document. For

the experiments on which we report in this article, we fixed

slope at 0.2; the pivot was set to the average number of unique

words occurring in the collection.

To increase precision, we decided to use a lemmatizer; the

lemmatizer used is TreeTagger, the same as in our experi-

ments for the novelty track.

In document retrieval it is common practice to return a

ranked list of documents, each item being adorned with the

similarity score. Additionally, FlexIR returns a minimally

matching span (MSM) for each document. An MSM indi-

cates the starting (s) and ending position {e) of a text excerpt,

containing all matching terms, such that there are no posi-

tions s' or e' , s < s' and e' < e, and neither the span s',e nor

the span s,e' also covers all matching terms; see also [4]. In a

later stage of the question answering process, MSMs are used

to restrict documents to passages which are likely to contain

the answer.

3.1.2 Docemerit Analysis

Document analysis focuses on the top 50 documents that

were returned by FlexIR. For each of them, we used the MSM
to extract a text passage which was then analyzed further.

The passage begins with the sentence containing the begin-

ning position of theMSM and ends with the sentence contain-

ing the ending position of the MSM. This way we make sure

that the passage contains full sentences which can be parsed.

Here, we used Dekang Lin's dependency parser MINIPAR
[14]. Identifying sentence boundaries was accomplished by

TreeTagger.

Depending on the question type— see below for more de-

tails — a named entity recognizer was applied to identify

phrases that are of the same semantic type as the expected

answer. This process is guided by the question classifica-

tion component. For instance, if a question is looking for a

numerical expression (such as age, speed, length, etc.) only

expressions of that type are annotated.

3.1.3 Question Analysis

Just like the top 50 documents, the questions themselves were

also part-of-speech tagged, morphologically normalized, and

parsed. Since there is a significant difference between word

order in questions and in declarative sentences, we needed

to adjust the tagger for questions. To this end, TreeTagger

was trained on a set of 500 questions with part-of-speech

tags annotated. We used 300 questions taken from the Penn

Treebank II data set together with the 200 TREC-8 questions,

which we annotated semi-automatically.

We used 33 categories to classify the focus or target of a

question, some of which are listed in Figure 6.

To identify the target of a question, pattern matching is ap-

plied to assign one of the 33 categories to the question. In

total, a set of 102 patterns is used to accomplish this. Some
of the patterns used are shown in Table 3.

If more than one pattern matches the question, it was as-

signed multiple targets. The patterns are ordered so that more

specific patterns match first. Also, the answer selection com-

ponent described in the next subsection obeys the order in

which questions were categorized to find answers for more

specific targets first.

Questions of type what-np form a special category. Here

we use a dependency parser to identify the appropriate target,

symbolized by np in the type. Usually, what-np questions are

of the form What NP VP? or What NP PP VP?. After parsing

the question, we use the head of the NP as target, which has

what, or which as a determiner. For instance, question 1413

from the TREC 2002 question set, shown in (2), is assigned

what : river as question target.

(2) What river is called "China's Sorrow"?

If none of the matching strategies described so far is able

to assign a target to a question, the question is categorized

as unknown. As a consequence, none of the answer selec-

tion strategies which are particularly suited for the respective

question targets can be applied, and a general fall back strat-

egy is used.
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Table 3: Types for question classification.
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unknown

3.1.4 Answer Selection

Given the parsed and annotated top documents returned by

FiexIR and given the parsed and classified questions, the ac-

tual process of identifying the answer starts.

Questions of type agent ask for an animate entity, such cis

a person or organization, being the logical agent of an event

described in the question. If the dependency structure from

the question matches a dependency structure from a docu-

ment and there is an animate NP in subject position, or, in

case of passive voice, within a PP headed by the preposition

by, we take this to be the logical agent. Of course, such an

NP is disregarded if it already occurs in the question itself.

Questions of type object are dealt with analogously.

Questions of type what-np are particularly interesting be-

cause they are very frequent (at least in the TREC 2002 data,

where 14.8% of the questions are of this type) and explic-

itly require some lexical knowledge base. Questions of type

what-np ask for something that is an instance of the np and

that fits the further description expressed in the remainder of

the question. For example, question 1525, given in (3), asks

for something which is a university.

(3) What university did Thomas Jefferson found?

In (3) university is the focus of the question and the further

constraint did Thomas Jefferson found? is the topic of the

question. In order to establish the relationship between an

entity found in a matching dependency structure and the pred-

icate university it is necessary to access a lexical knowledge

base. Tequesta exploits WordNet for this purpose. In partic-

ular, WordNet's hyponym relations are used.

Answer candidates for all remaining question types where

identified by named entity extraction where the named entity

has to be of the same type as the expected answer.

Each answer candidate received a matching score depend-

ing on its position in the document. Candidates occurring

within the MSM passage received a higher score than can-

didates occurring outside it. If the same candidate was

extracted several times, possibly from different documents,

their individual scores were summed up. The answer can-

didates were sorted by score and the answer cemdidate with

the highest score was returned as answer. Answer candidates

with identical scores were sorted randomly.

Since the score of the highest ranked answer candidate can

be the sum of several occurrences, possibly from different

documents, we take the document which has the largest share

in the score as the supporting document, which is returned

together with the answer-string.

3.1.5 Confidence

One of this year's changes in the TREC question answering

track was to adorn an answer with a confidence score, in-

dicating the system's trust in the returned answer. We used

a rather simple approach to computing confidence. All an-

swer candidates for a question q were ranked with respect to

their answer score, yielding a sorted list of answer candidates

a\,...,a„, where score{ai) > score{ai+\) , for 1 < / < n. If

two answer candidates have the same score, they are sorted

at random. Then, the confidence that the highest ranked an-

swer candidate is indeed the correct answer is computed as

follows:

.

f \ i ^\ ~<^2 if ai > <22
confidenceia] ) = < i

{ ii
ifai =--- = a„, >a„,+

i
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Figure: 6: Question targets, plus examples from the TREC-11

question set.,
,

agent name or description of an animate entity

(Q-1424): Who won the Oscar for best actor in

1970?

aka alternative name for some entity

(Q-1448): What is thefear of lightning called?

capital capital of a state or country

(Q-1520): What is the capital ofKentucky?

date date of an event

(Q-i406): When did the story of Romeo and Juliet

take place?

date-birth date of birth of some person

(Q- 1 880): When was King Louis XIV born?

date-death date of death of some person

(Q-1601): When did Einstein die?

expand-abbr the ful! meaning of an abbreviation

(Q- 1 53 1 ): What does NASDAQ standfor?

location location of some entity

(Q- 1818): Where did Golda Meir grow up?

name the name of a person or an entity in general.

(Q-1436): What was the name of Stonewall Jack-

son's horse?

number-diSt spatial distance betvv'een two entities

(Q-1 876): Howfarp-om the earth is the sun?

munber-height height of some entity

(Q-1 802): How tall is Tom Cruise?

number- length length of some entity

(Q-1 857): What is the length of Churchill Downs

racetrack?

nxuaber-money monetary value of some entity or

event

(Q-1 645): How much is the international space sta-

tions expected to cost?

object object questions are near-reverses of the

agent questions. Here, the object of an action de-

scribed in the question is sought.

(Q-1 590): What do grasshoppers eat?

pers-ident a person fitting some description ex-

pressed in the question

(Q-1 769): Who is the owner of the St. Petersburg

Times?

thing- ident thing identical to the description ex-

pressed in the question

(Q-1 547): What is the atomic number ofuranium?

what-np an instance of the np fitting the description

(Q-1484): What college did Allen Iverson attend?

3.2 Results

The 2002 edition of the main QA task differs from previous

years in several aspects. First of all, the document collection

has changed from Disks 1-5 of the TIPSTER/TREC collec-

tion to the AQUAINT collection covering a more recent pe-

riod, namely 1 998-2000. A total of 500 questions is provided

that seek short, fact-based answers. Some questions are not

known to have an answer in the document collection. A fur-

ther restriction, with respect to previous TRECs, is that each

participating system is allowed to return only one response

per question. A response is either a [answer-string, docid]

pair or the string "NIL," The answer-string has to be an ex-

act answer and the docid must be the id of a document in the

collection that supports tlie answer.

An [answer-string, docid] pair is judged correct or right

(R) if the answer-string consists of exactly a correct answer

and that answer is supported by the document returned. If

the answer-string is responsive and contains a correct answer,

but the document does not support that answer, the pair will

be judged "unsupported" (U). If the answer-string contains a

correct answer and the document supports that answer, but

the string contains more than just the answer (or is missing

bits of the answer), it is judged as inexact (X). Otherwise, the

pair is judged incorrect or wrong (W).

Finally, the scoring method for a run has changed in order

to incorporate the confidence with which a question is an-

swered by a system. Within the submission file the questions

should be ordered from most confident response to least con-

fident response. The final confidence-weighted score (CWS)
is computed as follows:

500

wherejudgment{j) is the judgment of the NIST assessors for

question j, and
[[
expression | is 1 if expression is true, and 0

otherwise.

3.2.1 Submitted Runs

We submitted three runs for the main task (UAmsTllqaMl, M2,

and M3).

The runs differed along 2 dimensions: the number of

documents used as input for the answer selection pro-

cess: either 50 documents (UAmsTllqaMl) or 100 docu-

ments (UAmsTllqaM2 and UAmsTllqaMS), and whether ques-

tions were sorted with respect to confidence or not: runs

UAmsTllqaMl and UAmsTllqaM2 were sorted with respect to

confidence and run UAmsTllqaM3 was simply sorted by ques-

tion id.

3.2.2 Results and Discussion

Table 4 summarizes the confidence-weighted scores (CWS)
for each of our three submitted runs (UAmsTllqaMl, M2, and

M3) over the 500 questions.

To investigate the impact of the differentjudgments for par-

tial correctness of an answer-string, we compared the strict

confidence-weighted scores, as defined above, to confidence



Table 4: Summary of the CWS for the main task. Table 6: Analysis of the scores for UAmsTllqaMl.

UAmsTlOqa... Ml M2 iM3

CWS(R) 0.145 0.101 0.146

CWS(R,U) 0,219 0.213 0.197

CWS(R,X) 0.151 0.135 0.174

CWS(R,U,X) n.225 0.248 0.226

scores where also inexact (X) or unsupported (U) answers

count as correct. E.g.,

If^l jlU liudgmentU)e{R,X}l
CWS(R,X)

500

As can be expected, confidence-weighted scores increase as

judgments become less strict. In particular, allowing for un-

supported answers has a strong impact on the scoring. Com-

paring run UAmsTllqaMl (using the top 50 documents) with

UAmsTllqaM2 (using the top 100 documents), indicates that

using a smaller set of documents for answer selection is to

be preferred; although this conclusion is not supported by

CWS(R,U,X).

Runs UAmsTllqaM2 and UAmsTllqaM3 both use the lop 100

documents, but we did not sort the responses in UAmsTl lqaM3

with respect to confidence. This was meant to evaluate our

confidence score computation algorithm. The results in Ta-

ble 4 are very inconclusive, as UAmsTl lqaM2 scores better

for CWS(R,U) and CWS(R,U,X) but worse for CWS(R) and

CWS(R,X).

In addition, we also calculated the precision of each run,

neglecring confidence weights. E.g.,

Prec(R)
500

The average precision scores are displayed in Table 5.

Table 5: Summary of the avg. precision for the main task.

UAmsTlOqa... Ml M2 m
Prec(R) 0.128 0.112 0.112

0.170 0,176 0.176

Prec(R,X) 0.134 0.132 0.132

Prec(R,U^) 0.176 0.196 fl.196

As with the confidence-weighted scores, precision also in-

creases as judging becomes less strict. Again, counting un-

supported answers as correct has the strongest impact on pre-

cision. Note, that UAmsTllqaM2 and UAmsTllqaMS have the

same scores for all judgments since they differ only with re-

spect to confidence sorting. The higher precision scores of

UAmsTl lqaM2 and UAmsTl IqaMB compared to UAmsTllqaMl,

when allowing for unsupported answers, are probably due

to the lower number of NIL answers: UAmsTllqaMl con-

tains 234 questions having NIL as an answer, whereas

UAmsTllqaM2 and UAmsTllqaM3 contain only 88 questions

having NIL as an answer.

Table 6 offers a closer look at our primary run for the main

task, UAmsTllqaMl, and provides a breakdown in terms of the

individual question types. Column 1 lists the question classes

as discussed in Section 3. 1 .3 which have at least one question

jc qucM. Prec. v.. Vr .1 w rs uiii

.

agent J.O W U. 1 / z U. 1 jU -r j.H /6

1 iVtJ.U 10 U. X -1.1 U. J .1

1

U A<£,V.nvr)

capital U.O /o u U. 1 JO — O.ZTto

tltlt-€i U. ITAi \l. 1 tJV*

aaue Di run z.u 10 U.JUU (\ 1 (sA
\J. 1 -r 1 J . 1 /c

1 la I u 1 .z. to V;.n.>.) w, 1 u.l

expand"abbr 1 .o w Au U. 1 3Z — o.y /o

(t 1 ASiw. i^n \ Z.W A'

nam6 A 9CSL n flit n 1 'X'xU. 1 JJ — o.Z /£>

fiumijpr d.i !'>t J .'T n:
Au \l. \ O.J i J Z.** H

number—height /.UVo u./uu U. 1 J

1

Q At!?.

Kfrr n A
\i. I •+,> i li A

number—many IX) 10 U.ZuVJ U. 1 Jo -ro.yvp

liurfiLif?! pf^oplo u.o « n ft n.n A

number—money vj.o fO U.ZJU ft 1 ?<;U. 1 / J -rZU.O 10

iiui)il)€ii much u. 1 I 1 11. 1 jZ - O. » A

0.6% 0 666 -1-6 9%
nuinbtf r tigy 1.2% 0.166 0. 1 55 1 6.9'X

object 1.4% 0.428 0.132 -8.9%

pel a def 0.8% 0.250 0.132 8.9%

pers-ident 4.4% 0.090 0.141 -2.7%

thintj- del 0.2% 0 0.136 -6.2%

thing-ident 16.2% 0.061 0.133 -8.2%

whdl - np 14.8% 0.121 0.143 1,3%

unknown 2.4% 0 0.133 -8.2%

Total 0.128 n.}45
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in the TREC 2002 question set; column 2 lists the percentage

of questions belonging to a particular class. In column 3 the

individual precision scores are displayed. Column 4 lists the

confidence-weighted scores for each class of questions. The

last column records the relative difference between the mean

CWS for the class and the overall CWS for the run (shown at

the bottom of column 4). All confidence-weighted scores are

based on strict evaluation, i.e., CWS(R).

4 Web Track

TREC 2(K)2's Web track features two tasks, named page find-

ing and topic distillation, using a recent crawl of the . gov

domain (January 2002). For the named-page finding task, we
experimented with plain text runs, anchor-text runs, and their

combinations. For topic distillation task, we additionally ex-

perimented with ways to exploit the link and URL structure

in the collection.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Af-

ter discussing some key facts about the collection and our ex-

perimental set-up, we describe our runs for the named pages

finding task, and for the topic distillation task, and then dis-

cuss our findings on the link structure of the collection.



4«1 The , GOV Collection

The size of the . GOV collection, 1 .25 million documents and

in total 18 gigabytes, posed a challenge for our FiexIR sys-

tem. Although CSIRO did a commendable job in preparing

this collection, we occasionally stumbled upon binary con-

tent, and extremely long strings of characters. We had to im-

plement various modifications to overcome the linux filesize

limits. The resulting text-based index is 5 Gb (3.25 Gb for

the index and 2.5 Gb for the inverted index).

We built two separate indexes for the .GOV collection: a

text-only index, and an anchor-text index. For the free-text

index, we indexed all of tlie documents' textual contents, de-

coding special html-characters into plain ASCII, and replac-

ing diacritics with the unmarked characters. We used the

Porter stemmer [17], and a stoplist of 391 words. Our text

index contains 1,247,753 documents. We also built a sep-

arate anchor-text only index, assigning the anchor-texts to

the linked documents. Again, we used the Porter stemmer.

Our anchor-text index contains 667, 737 documents, which is

53.51% of the text-based index. For the retrieval runs, we ex-

perimented with two weighting schemes, the familiar Lnu.ltc

scheme and a scheme, baptized Lnm.Itc, based on minimal

matching span (MSM) weighting (see section 3.1.2 for de-

tails). We did not use blind feedback in any of our runs.

4.2 Named Page Finding Task

For the named page finding task, there are 1 50 short queries

containing the name of a page. The average query length is

3.81 words or 3.55 words after removing stopwords. There is

considerable ambiguity when retrieving a unique page char-

acterized by such a short query. As it turned out, there is a

unique relevant page for 132 of the topics, for 16 topics there

are two relevant pages, and there are three relevant pages for

the remaining 2 topics.

The precursor of this task was TREC 2001 's home page

finding task [9]. For entry page finding, non-content features

such as URLs and links provided valuable information [11].

We did not see a straightforward way to use non-content fea-

tures for this year's task. An alternative is to use the anchor-

texts in the collection [5]. For the named page finding task,

we experimented with plain text runs, anchor-text runs, and

their combinations.

Table 7: Overview of the named page finding runs.

Run Type Weighting

1. UAmsT02WnTl Text-only Lnu.ltc

2. UAmsT02WnTm Text-only Lnm.Itc

3. UAmsT02WnA Anchors-only Lnu.ltc

4. UAinsT<>2WnTlA Combined 1/3

5. UAmsT02WnTmA Combined 2/3

The submitted runs are shown in Table 7. The text and

anchor-only runs were combined in the following manner.

We only considered the first ten results of both runs; fol-

lowing Lee [13], the scores are normalized using RSVl =

max -mm ' assigned new weights to the documents using

the summation function used by Fox and Shaw [7]: RSV,iew =
RSV1+RSV2.

Table 8: Anchor-text only runs.
j

Run MRR Top 10 Unknown
UAmsT02WnTl 0.4254 82 (54.7%) 46 (30.7%)

UAmBTO2Wnlm 0.2601 58 83 (55.3%)

UAmsT02WnA 0.3279 69 (46.0%) 70 (46.7%)

lJAnisT02WnnA 0.4317 99 mm) 35 (23.3%)

UAmsT02WnTmA 0.3672 81 (54.0%) 59 (39.3%)

The results for our official run are shown in Table 8; the

column labeled 'MRR' lists the mean reciprocal rank of the

first correct answer (the official measure); the column labeled

'Top 1
0" lists the number of topics with a correct named pages

in the top 10; and the column labeled 'Unknown' lists the

number of topics for which no named page was found in the

top 50.

The results show that the text runs using Lnu.ltc weight-

ing scheme were more effective than those using the Lnm.Itc

scheme. The combined text and anchor-text run performed

the best with an MRR of 0.4317. The anchor-text only run,

which indexes only half of the documents, scores 77.08% of

the text only run. The combination of both runs improves the

MRR by 1 .48% over the text only run; the number of topics

in the lop 10 is improved by 20.73% over the text only run.

4.3 Topic Distillation Task

For topic distillation, only key resources in the collection will

be regarded as relevant. A page can be a key resource solely

by its set of links, e.g., a home page of a relevant site. The

challenge is to find ways to exploit the additional structure in

the documents. There are 50 topics, having on average 3.24

words (2.92 after removing stop words). Although key re-

sources are supposedly much rarer than relevant documents,

there turn out to be on average 32. 12 key resources per topic'

Similar to the named page finding task, we created runs

using the text-only and anchors-only collections (see Table 9

for an overview of the official runs). We experimented with

Table 9: Overview of the topic distillation runs.

Run Type Weighting

1. UAmsT02WtT Text Lnm.Itc

2. UAmsT{J2WlTri Heal!7.cd indegree 1

3. UAmsT02WtA Anchors Lnu.ltc

4. UAiiislX)2WiAri Realized indegree 3

5. UAmsT02WtAcs Base URL clusters 3

the following approach for exploiting the URL information

(indicated as 'base URL clusters' in Table 9). Since there

will rarely be more than one key resource per site, we cluster

pages by their base URL, and return the page with the lowest

URL depth. Specifically, we assign the top 100 documents

'This is over 49 topics, ignoring Topic 582 for which there were no key

resourses in the collection. There are 1! topics with less than 10 key re-

sources.
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to the first 10 different base URLs. Next, we return the page

with the lowest URL depth or slash-count per cluster.

We also experimented with the use of the link structure of

the documents (indicated as 'realized indegree' in Table 9).

There exist approaches that look at the global link struc-

ture, i.e., page-rank [2], and those that look at the local link

structure surrounding an initially retrieved set of documents,

i.e.. Hyperlink Induced Topic Search (HITS) [10]. We fol-

low Kleinberg [10] in considering the local set of pages con-

taining the initially retrieved documents, plus all documents

linked from, or linking to documents in this set. For the an-

chor text runs we used the top 100 results, and for the text

runs, the local set is determined by the top 200 documents.

We implemented an approach that combines both global and

local link structure by comparing how much of the links of

a page are present in the local set of initially retrieved docu-

ments. Specifically, we calculate the local indegree (the num-

ber of a page's incoming links that are in the local set) divided

by the page's indegree (the total number of links to a page).

This number, which gives an indication of the topicality, is

multiplied by the local indegree. The (local) indegree by it-

self gives an indication of the relative importance of the page

[1]. The resulting new ranking is solely based on the struc-

tural link information.

Table 10: Official topic distillation run results.

Run Pnx. at 10.20, and 30

UAmsT02WtT 0.1755 0.1245 0.1020

UAmsT02WtTri 0.067.3 0,0582 0.0463

UAmsT02WtA 0.1000 0.0714 0.0558

UAmsT02WtAri O.0fi33 0.0469 0.0381

UAmsT02WtAcs 0.0653 0.0786 0.0660

The results of our official runs are shown in Table 10. The

official measure is precision at 10, at which the text-only run

scores best with 0.1755. The anchor-text only run, cover-

ing only half the documents, scores 56.98% of the text only

run. A text only run using Lnu.ltc weighting, not submitted,

scored better than the official run, with a precision at 10 of

0.2102. The run using the base URL clusters fails to improve

the anchor-text base run, although it improves precision at 20

and 30. The runs based on link information all perform worse

than the underlying base runs.

4.4 Link Structure

The link structure in . GOV should be a fairly representative

sample of the current Internet.'^ Figure 7 shows the link distri-

bution in the . GOV collection on a logarithmic scale. Both the

distribution of outiinks, and the distribution of inlinks show

a powerlaw behavior as observed by [6]. The five pages with

the highest number of outiinks are:

• visibleearth.nasa.gov/browse. html (653);

-We used the provided links.id and id2url files. These contain a few

bugs, e.g., G15-52-0622377 is listed as vww.lib.noaa.govnewj.htm in-

stead ofwww.lib.noaa.gov/edocs/ . . new j. htm.

Figure 7: Link distribution in .GOV.
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® www.bls.gov/oes/2000/oes_alph.htm (647);

• www.bls.gov/oes/2000/oes_stru.htm (646);

• hn . usat las .bnl .gov/cgi-bin/cvsweb. cgi/off line/

graphics/Jive/ (548);

• www.whitehouse.gov/news/nominations/index-date.html

(471);

The five pages with the highest number of inlinks are:

• www.usgs.gov/ (44,499);

• www. usda.gov/ (43,324);

• www.nasa.gov/ (26,693);

• WTO.usda.gov/news/privacy.htro (23,418);

• www.usgs.gov/accessibility.html (23,234);

It is of crucial importance for link-based approaches to be

able to distinguish between intrinsic links (links within a

site, mainly for navigational purposes) and transverse links

(links between sites). The . GOV contains in total 11.1 64, 829

links between pages in the collection. We first identified the

site of a page as it base URL, with the removal of any pre-

fix starting with wviw. This results in a set of 2,413.054

transverse links (or 22%). This reduced set still contained

many within-site links, so we further reduced the set by re-

moving links between base URLs when either is a substring

of the other. For example, a link between www.nih.gov

and www.nlm.nih.gov regarded as instrinsic, while a link

between www.nlm.nih.gov and www.nichd.nih.gov is re-

garded as transverse. The resulting set of transverse links

contains 1,699,834 links (or 15% of all links).

Arguably, pages that do not receive links from other sites

will rarely be key resourses. This motivated experiments with

anchor-text only runs on three different indexes:

First Anchors Index Only extracting complete link descrip-

tions in the collection. This includes all transverse finks,

and only a small proportion of intrinsic links (which

are usually included as relative locations). All unique

anchor-texts are assigned to the document to which the



link points. Considering the dramatic difference in

the number of iniinks discussed above, we decided to

remove repeated occurrences of the same anchor-text.

This resulted in a set of 313,562 anchor-texts covering

186,328 documents, only 15% of the collection.

Second Anchors Index Here we try to recover as many

links as possible, by unfolding relative links based on

the URL path of the page in which the link occurs, and

simplying the resulting URL paths. This includes both

intrinsic and transverse links. We again remove repeated

occurrences of the same anchor-texts. The result is a

set of 1,110,566 anchor-texts covering 667,737 docu-

ments, which is 54% of the collection.

Third Anchors Index We use the same procedure as for the

second anchors index, but now retain all links as they

appear in the collection. Thus, if the same anchor-text

occurs thousands of times, we include it thousands of

times (similar to [5]). The resulting index is based on

2,766,946 anchor-texts covering 667,737 documents,

which is 54% of the collection.

Table 11 ; Anchors only run results,; ;

Run Index MRR Vrec al 10

UAmsT02WnA' Anchors 1. 0.1391

UAinsT(J2WnA Anchors 2, 0.3279

UAmsT02WnA" Anchors 3. 0.3098

UAm.s]t)2WlA' Anchors {. 0.0673

UAmsT02WtA Anchors 2. 0.1000

UAmsTO2WtA" Ancliors .1. 0.0837

The post-submission experiments shown in Table 1 1 show the

performance of anchor-text only runs using the three anchor-

text indexes. The second anchor-text index, which was used

for our official runs, shows the best performance.

We carried out pre-submission experiments using Klein-

berg's HITS [iO] in order to retrieve key resources for the

topic distillation task. Table 12 shows the results for the test

topic 'obesity in the U.S.': the 'Base top 10' are the top 10

results of the text base run; and 'HITS 100' and 'HITS 200'

show the top 10 authorities over the top 100 and top 200 doc-

uments respectively. Although HITS is successful at isolat-

ing key resources, there is a considerable topic drift towards

generally good 'authorities.' As is well-known, good author-

ities and the number of iniinks show considerable correlation

[10, 1]. Thus, one can easily image how a loosely-related

site with a high indegree can infiltrate in the HITS method.

We experimented with a link-based method that tries to avoid

such topic drift, by looking at the proportion of iniinks that

is in the local set of documents. The top 1 0 results are also

shown in Table 12: 'Realized indegree 100' and 'Realized

indegree 200' show the results over the top 100 and top 200

documents of the initial text base run. Informal evaluation

shows that our combined approach is much more robust tlian

HITS (by comparing results over different numbers of top

documents), for example, when considering the top 500 ini-

Table 12: Test Topic "obesity in the U.S."

Base Top 10
KWfc'.surgeongeneral .gov/topics/obesity/calltoaction/4_2.htm

4 woman
.
gov/ faq/easyread/obesity-etr . htm

whi. nih.gov/guidelines/obesity/e_txtbk/intro/intro .htm

wwv . surgeongenetal
.
gov/ topics/ obesity/ calltoact ion/2_0 . htm

www. surgeongeneral .gov/topics/obesity/calltoaction/ tact_glance.htm
www . surgeongeneral

.
gov/topics/obesity /cal Itoact ion/principles . htm

www . cdc .
gov/nccdphp/dnpa/obesity/ trend/maps/

www.nalusda.gov/ttic/telctran/data/000010/76/0000107699.htral

www.nalusda.gov/ttic/telctran/data/000010/09/0000100959.html

www. suraeongeneral .gov/topics/obesity /calltoact ion/2_2. htm

HITS Top HW
www . nih.gov/icd/od/foia/

www . nlm. nih
.
gov/

www . nlm. nih
.
gov/medlineplus /obesity . html

www.nlra.nih.gov/accessibility.html

www.nlm.nih.gov/contacts/

www . nlm . nih
.
gov/di sclairaer . html

www.nichd.nih.gov/

www . nlm. nih .
gov/raedlineplus/diabetes . html

www . nlm. nih
.
gov/medlineplus/highbloodpressure . html

www . nlm. nih
.
gov/medlineplus/sleepdisorders . html

HITS Top 200
www.nih.gov/icd/od/foia/

www.nlm.nih.gov/
www . nlm. nih

.
gov/medlineplus /obesity . html

www. nichd. nih. gov/

www . nlm. nih
.
gov/disclaimer . html

www . nlm. nih .
gov/accessibi 1 it y . html

www.nlm.nih.gov/contacts/

www.nlm.nih .gov/raedlineplus/diabetes. html

www . nlm. nih
.
gov/medlineplus /hi ghbloodpressure .html

www.nlm.nih
.
gov/medlineplus /respiratorydiseasesgeneral .html

Realised Imtegrcc Top 100
www. niddk .nih.gov/health/nutrit/pubs/unders.htm

www . nlm . nih
.
gov/medlineplus/obesit y . html

hin.nhibi.nih.gov/bmi_palm.htm
wwh' . ahcpr . gov/research/may00/0500RA6 . htm

www . nhlbi . nih
.
gov/guidelines/obesi ty/bmi_tbl . htm

wvw . nlm. nih .
gov/medlineplus /diabetes .html

www .fitness .
gov/Reading_Room/ reading_roora . html

www . cdc . gov / nccdphp /dnpa / dnpal i n Ic . htm

response. restoration.noaa.gov/phctos/dispers/dispers.html

www fda .
gov/bbs /topics/MEKS/NEW0057 5 . html

Rttaliy.ed indegree Top 2t)0

www. nhlbi .nih.gov/heaith/public/heart/obesity/lose_wt/patmats. htm

www . nlm . n i h . gov /raedl i nepl u s /obes i t y . html

hin . nhlbi . nih
.
gov/bmi_palm. htm

www . niddJc . nih . gov/health/nutrit /pubs 'under s .htm

www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/health/setgoals.htm

www . cdc .
gov/nccdphp/dnpa/

www. cdc .
gov/health /obesity . htm

whi .nih.gov/health/prof /heart/

www .ahcpr .gov/ research/may00/0500M6 .htm

www. ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/health/setgoals.pdf

tially retrieved documents HITS authorities appear almost un-

related to the topics, where as the 'realized indegree' method

is sttii on topic.

Earlier attempts at exploiting link structure (in the ad hoc

task) failed to show an improvement of retrieval effective-

ness [9]. Our experiments with HITS and with the 'real-

ized indegree' method show a decrease in precision at 10

(see Table 10). A possible explanation could be the topics

used for the distillation task. These are more specific than

the very general topics used in [10], such as 'Java,' 'censor-

ship,' 'search engines,' and 'Gates.' Also, after stopping, the

test topic 'obesity in the U.S.' results in the one-word query

'obesity.' For such general queries, relevant documents will

dominate the top 10, top 100, or even top 200 of initially

retrieved documents. Under this assumption, link-based ap-

proaches, which ignore the content of documents and solely



consider the link topology, can be effective. If non-relevant

documents dominate the initially retrieved set of documents,

one cannot expect link-based methods to deliver.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we described our participation in the TREC 2002

Novelty, Question answering, and Web tracks. We set up a

baseline system for the Novelty track, and showed that both

lemmatizing and combining yield significant improvements

for the relevance as well as the novely part. We can look

at the novelty part of our system in isolation by assuming

perfect output from the relevance part of our system. As it

turns out, our system's recall scores for the novelty part are

very close to the maximal performance. Our results for the

relevance part of the task are less impressive. It seems that

the relevance part is the hardest and most important part of

the task.

For the question answering track, we experimented with

a revised version of our Tequesta system. The main innova-

tion was to introduce document retrieval techniques that were

tuned for question answering purposes; in particular, we used

high precision settings, together with minimal span matching

for each document. In a later stage of the question answering

process, MSMs are used to restrict documents to passages

which are likely to contain the answer. Our results show con-

siderable differences across question types, which is probably

due to quality of the extraction components.

For the web track, we set up a baseline system using sep-

arate text and anchor-text indexes. We experimented with

the use of non-content features, such as the URL and link

structure in the collection for the topic distillation task. Our

results failed to show a positive effect on retrieval effective-

ness. For the named page finding task, a genuine need!e-in-

a-haystack task, we experimented with text-only and anchor-

text only runs, and their combinations. Here, the combined

text/anchor-texl run slightly improves the mean reciprocal

rank, but significantlty improves the number of topics with

the named page in the top 10.
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Abstract. This paper describes our contribution to the TREC 2002

video analysis track. We participated in the shot detection task and in

the feature extraction task (features indoors and outdoors).

The shot detection approach is based on histogram differences and uses

adaptive thresholds. Multiple detected shot boundaries that follow each

other within a short temporal inter\-al are grouped together and classified

as a gradual change beginning with the first and ending with the last shot

boundary in the interv-al.

For the feature extraction task we examined whether it is possible to

classifv" indoor and outdoor shots by their color distribution. In order to

analyze the color distribution we use first order statistical features. The
shots are classified into indoor and outdoor shots tising a neural net.

1 Introduction

The Center for Computing Technologies (TZI). University of Bremen. Germany,

participated in the video analysis track in the shot detection task and in the

feature extraction task (features indoors and outdoors).

The shot detection approach is based on histogram differences. It is divided

into tR"o steps - feature extraction and shot boundaxj' detection. Firstly, the his-

togram differences are calculated for the entire \-ideo in real time. Secondly, shot

boundaries are detected. The advantage of this approach is the possibility- to set

adaptive thresholds for the shot boundary detection considering all extracted

features of the complete video sequence. The adaptive threshold is set to a per-

centage of the maximum of all calculated difference values of the video. In the

case of gradual changes, often multiple shot boundaries are detected. Therefore

multiple detected shot boundaries that follow each other within a short temporal

interval Eire grouped together and a gradual change is detected beginning -Rith

the first and ending with the last shot boundar>' in the inter\'al. The approach

is explained in more derail in section 2.

To extract the features indoors and outdoors we use a feed forward neural

net as a classificator. trained by a backpropagaiion learning rule. The input is a

feature vector describing the color distribution of an image. The output is the
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probability for each feature (indoors and outdoors) to appear in the image. Tlie

approach is discussed in section 3.

2 Shot detection

Quite a lot of approaches to shot boundary detection were proposed in the liter-

ature. An overview is given in [Lienhart, 1999,Yusoff et al., 1998]. The principle

methodology of shot boundary detection is to extract one or more features from

every nth frame of a video sequence, to compute the difference of features for

consecutive frames, and to compare these differences to a given threshold. Each

time the threshold is exceeded a shot boundary is detected. The various ap-

proaches differ concerning the used features.

The shot boundary detection system we used for TREC 2002 is based on the

approach presented in [Miene et al., 2001]. As mentioned before , the approach

can be divided into two main parts. The first part is to extract all needed features

from a video. The second part is to detect the shot boundaries based on the

previously extracted features.
"

For the feature extraction part each frame is converted into a grayscale image.

Then a histogram Hg is created. Subsequently, the squared differences between

each two consecutive frames

Ha^,M^n- 1) -
1^ M,,riHc{nm.Ha[n - 1)(0)

are calculated. HG{n){i) denotes a grayscale histogram value at index i of frame

n. A4ax{HGin){i), Hain — denotes the maxinnun of both grayscale his-

togram values HGray{n)i'i) and HGray{n - l)(i), and is used as a normalization

factor.

This leads to a feature difference list in order to detect shot boundaries, which

is compared to a threshold. To determine the adaptive threshold, the maximum
of all calculated difference values of the actual video is calculated. The adaptive

threshold for the actual video is specified as a percental value of the maximum:

100 ^
'

For gradual changes like dissolves or wipes the shot lioimdary detection often

detects more than one boundary per shot. Therefore, all shot boundaries which

belong to the same shot have to be merged into one boundary. This step is

illustrated in Figure 1. Shot boundaries are merged together if the temporal

distance between their occurrences is less than a threshold. The minimal frame

number of the merged shot boundaries determines the start, and the maximum
frame number determines the end of the gradual change. The exact boundary

position is set to the maximum feature difference value within the merged shot

boundaries.

Before preparing our results for TREC we tested our shot detection on three

videos from the feature developement collection, for which we determined the
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shot boundary n sfiot boundary n +1 shot boundary n + 2

transition x

Fig. 1. Merging of multiple detected shot boundaries[Miene et al.. 2001],

shot boundaries manually. The results of this experiment are shown in table

2. File denotes the file name of the video, human the amount shot boundaries

determined manually, auto the total number of shot boundaries detected by

the system, correct the amount of correct detected shot boundaries, false the

amount of false alarms and missing the amount of shot boundaries, that were

not detected by the system. The last two colums contain the percentage values

for precission and recall. For this test we did not distinguish between hard cuts

and gradual changes.

file human auto correct false missing recall precission

00028a.mpg 116 79 79 0 37 68.1 100

00435.mpg 108 54 47 7 61 42.6 85.2

00535.mpg 120 108 100 8 20 83.3 92.6

over all 344 241 226 15 118 65.7 93. S

In the following section we present our approach for the classification of

indoor and outdoor scenes.

3 Classification of indoor and outdoor scenes

For the feature extraction task we have examined whether it is possible to clas-

sify indoor and outdoor shots by their color distribution. In order to analyze the

color distribution, first order statistical features are used, which are extracted

from the histograms of the three color channels (RGB) and the grey level his-

togram. The features calculated from each histogram are average, variance, and

amount of peaks, normalized to an interval [0.0. . .
. ,

l.Oj. Therefore we calcu-

late 12 statistical features alltogether. In order to classify the sliots into indoor

and outdoor shots, a feed forward neural net with backpropagation learning was

trained. For this task we used the SNNS (Stuttgart Neural Network Sinuilator)

[SNNSv4.2. 2002].

At the hiput layer the 12 statistical features are presented, that were obtained

from the histograms. The output layer consists of two neurons that take on
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values between 0.0 and 1.0 measuring the probability for the features indoors

or outdoors in the shot. Two hidden layers with 20 neurons each are initialized

with random weights. In order to train the neural net, some videos from the

feature development collection were chosen. The shots are classified manually to

generate 323 training data sets, 178 for indoors, and 145 for outdoors. Figure 2

shows the trained neural net.

tot tfo «r tiM t« tta «r lira 109 tio tti nj

Fig. 2. Trained neural net.

In order to classify the shots from the feature extraction test collection, a set

of n key frames is extracted from each shot. Every A;th frame of a shot is used as

a key frame, but in order to be more independent of inaccuracies during the shot

detection and of gradual changes (e.g., wipes, fades, or dissolves) a number of

frames around the shot boundaries is skipped (see Figure 3). In order to classify

a shot, the set of n key frames is presented to the neural net.

Shot boundary i
Shot boundary i+1

skipped frames distance k skipped frames

Fig. 3. Extraction of key frames.

For each of the two output neurons a list is obtained containing n values,

one for each key frame. The median is calculated for each list to obtain the

final indoors or outdoors probabilities for the shot. In order to measure the

accuracy of the classification result, the difference between the median values of

the indoors and the outdoors neuron is calculated. If the difference exceeds a

threshold the shot is classified to contain the feature with the higher probability.

The difference is also used for t he ranking.
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4 Future Work

For the next months and also for our next participation in TREC 2003 we will

concentrate on the improvement of our shot detection approach concerning the

detection of gradual changes. We have also to examine how to obtain better

results for the extraction of the indoors and outdoors features. As mentioned

before the neural net was trained with indoor and outdoor example frames from

the feature development collection. The results from the TREC evaluation of

our results shows that there are serious problems with the classification of the

material from the feature test collection. At the moment we are working on the

analysis of these problems. One -major problem appears to be, that we trained

the net only with examples of indoor and outdoor scenes. Therefore the results

for scenes containing neither indoor nor outdoor scenes are undefined. Therefore,

especially artificial scenes lead to a wrong classification.

In addition we are looking forward to develop further modules for our feature

extraction system to be able to extract other features like text or hiniian faces.
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In this paper we describe question answering researcii being pursued as a joint project between Columbia University

and the University of Colorado at Boulder as part of ARDA's AQUAINT program. As a foundation for targeting com-

plex questions involving opinions, events, and paragraph-length answers, we recently built two systems for answering

short factual questions. We submitted results from the two systems to TREC's Q&A track, and the bulk of this paper

describes the methods used in building each system and the results obtained. We conclude by discussing current work

aiming at combining modules from the two systems m a unified, more accurate system and adding capabilities for

producing complex answers in addition to shon ones.

1 Introdoctlon

The Department of Computer Science at Columbia University (CUCS) and the Center for Spoken Language Research

(CSLR) at the University of Colorado at Boulder are collaborating to develop new technologies for question answering.

This project is supported by the ARDA AQUAINT (Advanced QUestion Answering for INTeiligence) program. The

project plans to integrate robust semantics, event detection, information fusion, and summarization technologies to

enable a multimedia question answering system. The goal is to develop a system capable of answering complex

questions; these are questions that require interacting with the user to refine and clarify the context of the question,

whose answer may be located in non-homogeneous databases of speech and text, and for which presenting the answer

requires combining and summarizing information from multiple sources and over time. Generating a satisfactory

answer to complex questions requires the ability to collect all relevant answers from multiple documents in different

media, weigh their relative importance, and generate a coherent summary of the multiple facts and opinions reported.

In order to achieve these goals, we are developing and integrating four core technologies: semantic annotation (CSLR).

context management (CSLR), event recognition and information tracking (Columbia), and information fusion and

summary generation (Columbia).

Prior to the start of this project, neither site had developed a complete question answering system, so we had to

build the foundation components and put them together in approximately six months. We elected to build two inde-

pendent systems as a first step, one at each site, rather than attempting to integrate components across the two sites in

^Currently at LIMSl-CNRS, Orsay. France.

Center for Spoken Language Research

University of Colorado

Boulder, CO 80309, USA

t Department of Computer Science

Columbia University

New York, NY 10027, USA

Abstract
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such a short period. This gave us the added benefit that each site was able to focus more of their effort on specific com-

ponents they were interested in, and avoided the need for developing complex protocols for communication between

the modules across the sites.

The paper focuses on our development of our foundation question answering systems for TREC, processing factual

questions only and producing short answers. Most of the remainder of the paper (Sections 2 and 3) discusses the two

architectures we developed, ways that each departs from standard question answering methodology, and our results on

this year's TREC questions. We submitted the results of these two architectures as runs 1 and 2 with the tag cuaq.

We conclude with a discussion of our current integration effon and ongoing work on adding advanced components for

handling additional question types to our foundation system.

The novel feature of our approach in System A is the use of shallow semantic representations to enhance potential

answer identification. Most successful systems first identify a list of potential answer candidates using pure word-

based metrics. Syntactic and semantic information at varying granularity is then used to re-rank those candidates

[10, 1 1]. However, most of these semantic units are quite specific in what they label. We identify a small set of

thematic roles—viz., agent, patient, manner, degree, cause, result, location, temporal, force, goal, path, percept,

proposition, source, state, and topic—in the candidate answer sentences, using a statistical classifier [9]. The classifier

is trained on the FrameNet database [2].

2.1 Architectore

The following sequence of actions will be taken in response to an input query:

1. Classify the question according to type by identifying the Named Entity and Thematic Role of the expected

answer type. This also defines a set of answer type patterns, and includes named entity tagging and parsing the

question for thematic roles.

2. Identify the focus, i.e., certain salient words or phrases in the question that are very likely to be present in the

answer string in one form or the other.

3. Extract a set of query words from the question, and apply semantic expansion to them.

4. Submit the query words to the mg (Managing Gigabytes) [15] IR engine and get back a rank-ordered set of

documents.

5. Keep the top M (approximately 500) documents and prune the rest.

6. Segment documents into paragraphs and prune all but the top A'' paragraphs (approximately 2.500).

7. Generate scoring features for the paragraphs, including named entity tagging and parsing of paragraphs to add

thematic roles.

8. Re-rank documents based on the set of features that we compute, including answer type patterns. Some of the

answer type patterns are based on the semantic labels.

9. Compute for each paragraph a confidence measure that it contains some relevant information. This includes

N-Best count as one of the features.

1 0. Send tagged paragraphs that exceed a confidence threshold for extraction of the short answer required for TREC.

For the problem of question answering, we are more concerned with precision than recall, so we have to be careful

in expanding the query words to get answers that are expressed in words quite different from the ones mentioned in

the question. Semantic expansion will be performed when the system's confidence in the best candidate answer string

without expansion is found to be below a certain threshold. Our mechanism for expansion is:

a. Submit original query words to IR engine and get back a rank-ordered set of documents.



b. Generate set of target words from top k documents based on the idf values of the words. We are experimenting

with k in the range of 1-100.

c. Generate a set of target words from WordNet [8] synseis of original keywords.

d. Take the intersection of the two sets and add to the keyword set.

2.2 Features

Answer Identification We now discuss the features used for ranking the documents. The features are roughly

ordered by decreasing salience.

> Answer type — In order to extract the answer to a question, the system needs to identify the expected answer

type. Answers for short answer questions generally can be categorized as named entities and/or propositions.

Summary information is often required for descriptive and definition questions. The system classifies the answer

type by two features: 1) named entity class and 2) thematic role. Named entity class specifies one (or more) of

56 classes as the named entity class of the answer. We use 54 real named entity classes, one class representing

the case where the answer is expected to be a named entity but one not known to the system, and one class for

cases where the answer is not expected to be a named entity. The thematic role class identifies the thematic role

in which the potential answer would tend to be found in the answering sentence.

> Answer surface patterns — Once the question type is known the next step is to identify candidate answers.

One technique we use is based on generating a set of expected surface patterns for the answer. Sentences or

snippets matching these patterns would get better scores than ones that did not. The patterns specify word

and named entity-based regular expressions that are derived from a large corpus annotated with named entities;

(simplified) examples include:

1. Some common question types, e.g., [<PERSONJDESCRIPTION><PERSONJSrAME>] for questions like

"Who is < PERSONJ\FAME>?"; [<ORGANIZATION>, <CITY>, <STATE>, <COUNTRY>] forques-

tions asking about the location or address of an organization.

2. Likely re-phrasings of the question, e.g., [<PERSON> invented <PRODUCT>] for questions like

"Who was the inventor of < PRODUCT>?"'

3. Occurrence statistics of the pattern in the corpus, e.g., [<PERSON> (<YEAR>-<YEAR>) ] for birth

dates of people.

i> Named entities in answer— In the case of questions that expect a specific named entity (including the unknown

named entity type) as the answer, candidates that do not contain that named entity are penalized. In the case that

the answer is expected to be an unknown named entity, then candidates that contain an untagged sequence of

capitalized words (a strong indicator of unknown named entities) are preferred.

> Presence of focus word— The presence of the focus word is an important feature for the overall score. For our

purposes, a focus word is a word in the question that, or its synonym, is very likely to appear in the sentence

that contains the answer.

> Thematic role patterns— While surface patterns for answers can provide valuable information when a match

is found, the specific nature of the patterns and the limited occurrences of the answer string within the refor-

mulations obtainable from the question do not always guarantee a surface pattern match. We also provide a

more general set of expected answer patterns based on thematic roles. We expect that these patterns will have

higher coverage than the more specific surface patterns. This feature scores sentences based on the presence of

expected thematic roles and named entities existing in specific thematic roles.

Thematic role patterns help identify false positive answer candidates and help extract the exact answer boundary

from the string This can be illustrated with the example in Figure I
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Question: Who assassinated President McKinley?

Parse: [role=agent Who] [targei dSSGSSinUted^ \_role=patient [ne=person-descripiion President] [ne=pe.rson

McKinley]]?

Keywords: assassinated President McKinley

Answer named entin> (ne) Type: Person

Answer thematic role (role) Type: Agent of target synonymous with "assassinated"

Thematic role pattern: [role=agent [ne=peTson ANSWER] A [target synonym_of (assassinated) ] A

[Toie=paticnt [ne=person reference_to ( Pres ident McKinley)]]
This is one of possibly more than one patterns that will be applied to the answer candidates.

False Positives:

Note: The sentence number indicates the final rank of that sentence in the returns, without using thematic

role patterns .

I. In [„e=date 1904], lne=person-description President] [ne=person Thcodofe RoosevcIt]. who had succcedcd

the [tnrgei assassinated] [roie=patient [ne=persov Williani McKinlcy]], was elected to a term in his own

right as he defeated [ne=person.description Democrat] [„e=person Alton B. Parker].

4. [ne.=peTson Hanna]'s worsl fears wcrc reaHzcd whcn [roie=patient [ne=person.dtscripiion President]

[r,e=persu7t William McKlnley]] was [target assassinated], but the country did rather weil under TR's

leadership anyway.

5. [ne=person KoOSevelt] bccamC president after [role=patient [ne=person William McKinley]] was [target

assassinated] [roie=temporai in [„e=c/Qte 1901]] and served until [ne=dc,ie 1909].

Correct Answer:

^- [role=te7npor(il ^1 [ne-=date 1901]], [role—patient [ne=person-description President] [ne=person ^VilliaiTI

McKinley]] was [target shot] [role=agent by [nez=person^descriptton anarchist] [ne=person hsOU CzolgOSZ]]

[role=location at the [ne=event Pan-Amerlcan Exposition] in [ne=us-city Buffalo] , [ne-us.statt N.Y.]]

[ne=pcrson McKinlcy] died [„e=date eight days later].

Figure i : An example where thematic role patterns help constraint the correct answer among competing candidates.

All the named entities, but only roles pertaining to the target predicate are marked in the sentences.

i> Okapt scoring— This is the Okapi BM25[14] score assigned by the information retrieval engine to the para-

graph extracted in the ve.ry beginning.

t> N-gram — Another feature that we use is based on the length of the longest ri-gram (sequence of contiguous

words) in the candidate answer sentences after removing the stopwords from both the question and the answer.

> Case match — Documents with words in the same case as in the question tend to be more relevant than those

that have different case, so the former are given a relatively higher score. This is because capitalization helps

disambiguate named entities from common words (at least in carefully written queries).

Confidence Annotation Once the likely answer candidates (paragraphs or sentences) are extracted for a question

we need to estimate the likelihood of those being good answers. To do this, we have a scheme that annotates each with
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# wrong (W) # unsupported (U) # inexact (X) # right (R) CW Score NIL Precision NIL Recall

411 7 3 79 0.226 0 / 9 = 0.000 0/46 = 0.00

Table 1: System A (Boulder) results; numbers are oui of 500 questions.

some level of confidence.

We use a weighted linear combination of N-Best answer count. Named Entity class of the answer, and the N-grarn

length features to calculate the degree of confidence.

2.3 Current Implementation

In this section we discuss the state of the current implementation for system A, which was used to produce the first

run submitted to the TREC 2002 question answering i.rack.

TREC-2002 Database The text database comprises non-stemmed, case-folded indexing of the TREC/AQUAINT
corpus using a modified version of the mg (Managing Gigabytes) search engine [15] that incorporates the Okapi BM25
ranking scheme [14] and an expanded set of characters forming an indexed unit—so as to accommodate hyphenated

words, URLs, emails etc. Each indexed document is a collection of segmented sentences forming a paragraph in the

original corpus.

Answer Identification We currently use a rule-based question classifier that identifies the named entity type and

thematic role of the expected answer to each question. For each query, the top A'^ (2500, based on 85% recall threshold)

ranked paragraphs are retrieved for processing. A set of documents are carried over from the list of documents retrieved

by the IR engine, using gradually diluted boolean filters, until there are no more keywords to drop, or the cumulation

of filtered documents exceeds a threshold of n (currently set to 10). We call this the boolean peel-off strategy. The

answer named entity type is used to filter out documents that do not contain the required named entity type.

Answer Extraction For questions in which the answer is a specific named entity or a thematic role, if the top ranking

sentence contains only one instance of that element, that instance is returned as the answer. In many cases, however,

there is more than one element of the predicted type. In such cases, the system selects the element with the shortest

average distance from each of the query words present in that snippet. There are penalties added for some punctuation

symbols like commas, semi-colons, hyphens etc. In cases when the required answer is not a known named entity,

the answer extractor tries to find a sequence of capitalized words that could be a probable named entity. In case the

expected answer is not a named entity, and the thematic role cannot be identified without much ambiguity, then the

system tries to find an apposition near the question words, and extracts that as the answer. An example would be

definition questions, of the style "What is X?'". Failing to get any of the above, the system replies that it does not have

an answer to that particular question in the given corpus.

Confidence Annotation The prior probability of correct answers for a particular question type, along with the n-

besf count, are used to assign a confidence measure. The system then additionally tests whether the candidate at rank

two has more counts in the top ten candidates than the candidate at rank one. If so, it is promoted to rank one.

2.4 Results

The results of System A on the TREC-2002 test set are presented in Table 1 . These results are consistent with what

we expected based on our TREC 9 and 1 0 development test set. Note that we answered "no answer" or NIL only if no

answer was returned by our standard algorithm, which was rarely.
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3 System B— The Columbia System

3.1 Overview of System Operation

Our second foundation system, developed at Columbia University, uses a hybrid architecture that evolved from an

initial version that relied solely on the web as a source of answers. We focused on query expansion and candidate-

answer scoring in order to perform search in parallel over open (the web) and closed (TREC) collections and then

combine the results. For example, as described in more detail in Section 3.5, we experimented with a strategy that

interleaves information learned from the web search to re-query the TREC document set.

In our initial, web-based system we adopted two working assumptions: First, given the size and redundancy of

the web, a database of paraphrase patterns where more specific patterns are prioritized would be both necessary and

effective for finding relevant documents (i.e., we aimed at precision rather than recall). Second, scores for candidate

answers would be a composite function of attributes of the query formulation process, and of the space of candidate

answers. For example, more specific queries have higher default scores, and an answer string retrieved from multiple

documents is weighted higher than an answer string that appears in relatively few documents. Finally, we assumed that

the question of how best to capitalize on these two assumptions would be primarily an empirical one. Thus questions

that are superficially similar might require rather distinct queries. For example, questions that contain a noun denoting

a leadership position, as in "Who was the first commander of FLEET X?" and "Who was the first coach of TEAM Y?"

might both benefit from query expansion rules in which the related verbs appear (e.g., "<TERM> commanded FLEET
X" and "<TERiyi> coached TEAM Y"), but this would not be the case for the structurally similar question "Who was

the first general of FORCE Z?".

The remainder of this section documents four key modules of System B's architecture. There is a pipeline of three

modules responsible for distinct phases of the query expansion process: paraphrasing of patterns derived from the

question string (Section 3.2 below); modification of queries, e.g., by inserting terms likely to occur with the answer

([!]; Section 3.3); and term prioritization (Section 3.4). At each phase of the query expansion process we modify

according to the results of that phase scoring weights that guide how likely that version of the query is to lead to

the correct answer. Finally, after a candidate answer set has been assembled, these weights are assembled into a

single score (Section 3.5). If, as in the case of our second run submitted to TREC, candidate answer sets for a given

question come from distinct document collections, the source collection is considered in ranking potential answers

(Section 3.5).

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the results obtained on the data and questions of the 2002 TREC
Q&A track.

3.2 Question Paraphrasing

In order to generate queries providing high precision coverage of the answer space for a given question, custom

rules were developed providing a mapping from a given question type to a set of paraphrasing patterns which would

generate alternative queries. For example, the question string "Where is the Hudson River located?" may result in the

generation of queries including "Hudson River is located in". "Hudson River is located", "Hud.son River is in the",

"Hudson River is near", and "Hudson River in". Since we often do not have specific information about the question

target, our paraphrasing rules allow changes on articles (definite, indefinite, or no article), number, and function words

to maximize our coverage of the collection.

A two-level scoring scheme was implemented for these queries whereby each was scored based on the specificity

of its query string as well as that of the paraphrasing pattern that generated it. Specificity here is defined by the

length of the query siring (or the length of the shortest possible generated query string in the case of the paraphrasing

patterns); longer queries typically return fewer results than shorter (more general) queries. These query scores are

used to aid the scoring and subsequent ranking of the returned results along with other factors that rate the results

themselves (see Section 3.5).
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3.3 Query Modification

Knowing the type of the question can be very helpful not only for defining the type of the answer but also for better

targeting of the search of the documents which might contain a potential answer. This process can be viewed as

connecting the answer and question spaces [3]. A question like "What is the length of the Amazon?" produces no

useful results among the top 20 when submitted to Google, because among the two content words, "length" is not

likely to appear directly in the answer, and "Amazon" is highly ambiguous (the river, the mythological female warrior,

the online company, to name just the more common senses). "Length" is a very good question word, but needs to be

mapped to corresponding answer words such as "miles" and "kilometers". If we expand the query by adding either

km or mi, the first hits returned by Google are about the Amazon river and contain the answer.

In our TREC 2002 system we used query expansion only for questions that required answers consisting of a

number plus a measurement unit. All the questions that required a number as an answer were categorized under the

general type NUMBER by our question classifier. We built a further classifier that translated some of the question words

to subtypes of NUMBER, namely DISTANCE, WEIGHT, SPEED, TEMPERATURE, MONEY, and OTHER. The classifier

was constructed by training using RIPPER [6] to produce a set of rules. For each of the questions classified into the

above subtypes, the classifier returns an automatically compiled list of words expressing the appropriate measurement

units, which were added to the query.

3.4 Query Prioritization

Query prioritization scores queries so that those with highest predicted answer precision (i.e., number of documents

retrieved by a query that contain the correct answer(s) divided by the total number of documents retrieved) will be

attempted first during document retrieval. This is because, first, our paraphrasing and modification mechanisms can

generate thousands of queries and it is impractical to submit all of those to the search engine, and, second, because we

can tell that some query rewriting mechanisms are more likely to be accurate than others.

For example, given the question "How many soldiers died in World War II?", our system will generate many

queries, using the paraphrasing (Section 3.2) and modification (Section 3.3) rules mentioned above. The generated

queries include "World War 11" {qa) and "soldiers" {qi). We want query prioritization to assign a higher score since

it clearly is more specific and relevant to this question, and thus is likely to have a higher predicted answer precision.

Unlike previous TREC systems [7, 12], which mainly applied heuristics for query prioritization, we empirically

built our query prioritization algorithm using statistics collected over previous TREC question-answer pairs. We ana-

lyzed the relation between a query term (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for query term generation) and its answer precision.

We considered various features of a query term, including the term's syntactic role (e.g., noun phrase, verb phra.se,

and head noun), morphological features (e.g., upper case for proper noun), and inverse document frequency (IDF). We
found that IDF consistently reflected answer precision.

The query scoring algorithm for non-paraphrase-based queries relies on two functions:

t> The term-scoring function T maps terms to term scores, where terms are strings of one or more words which

are part of a query. The term score of a multiword term X is the product of the IDF values of the individual

words forming the term. A minimum IDF value of 1 .05 is used in this case to ensure that even common terms

slightly boost the score of a multiword term. In addition, a suitably high value is used for words with unknown

IDF values. We use IDF values computed over a large body of recent general news text.

o The query-scoring function Q maps a set of one or more terms (a query) to a query score. The query score for

query Y is the product of the term scores of the query's component terms; given the definitionof term scores

above, this means that a query's score is the product of the IDF values for all words in all phrases of the query.

As mentioned above, the query scores produced are used in document retrieval, answer selection, and answer

ordering (for listing first the answers to questions where our system has the greatest confidence). For the latter purpose.
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scores must be normalized. This is because answer ordering requires us to compare answer confidence across answers

to different questions; since part of our confidence is determined by the score of the query leading to the answer

(see Section 3.5), we must be able to make a meaningful comparison between query scores for queries produced for

two different questions. Therefore, scores for each set of queries produced for a given question are normalized using

division by the highest query score for a query generated for that question. Thus, the highest scoring query produced

for any question will have a score of 1, while lower scoring queries will have scores between 0 and 1.

It is important to note that our system scores any paraphrase-based query above any keyword-based query, irre-

spective of the functions mentioned above.' This is because the paraphrasing rules (Section 3.2) were hand-crafted

and produced with an eye toward high precision. Thus, the scores produced by this module of the system were only

used to differentiate between keyword-based queries.

3.5 Combining Evidence from Multiple Sources

Even when the answer must be found in a specific collection, as in the TREC evaluation, there are benefits in combining

evidence from multiple collections: the answer can be found in a larger or broader collection, in which case the smaller

collection can be searched again with that specific answer in mind; and, if no answer can be found in the smaller

collection, the confidence in the answer from the larger collection can help determine whether "'no answer present in

the collection" (NIL) should be returned.

To this end, we have designed a general mechanism using wrappers that interface our system to different col-

lections and/or search engines using a common API. We have implemented wrappers for the Google. Glimpse [13],

and mg [15] search engines, and for TREC-1 1 we ran system B using a combination of Google on the web (a broad

collection) and mg on the TREC/AQUAINT collection (the collection where the answer must be found).

Our system returns a list of answers extracted from each source (search engine and collection combination), which

may include the same string multiple times. Each instance of an answer has an associated confidence score, which

depends on the query used to retrieve the answer (see Sections 3.2 and 3.4). the confidence score returned by the

search engine (not implemented for our TREC experiments), and the confidence of the answer extractor in selecting

an appropriate phrase from the returned document. These instance scores are combined for each potential answer (i.e.,

across all instances where the same string is returned) using the following formula for computing the cumulative score

after n instances of the same string have been processed

cumulative_score„ = 1 — [(1 — cumulative_score„_i) x (1 — instance_score„)]

which ensures that answers occurring multiple times are weighted higher, taking into account the evidence for them

each time they are found.

An answer may be found in one or more sources. We employ the following algorithm for calculating a composite

score based on the cumulative scores of each string proposed as a potential answer, from the web or the TREC
collection. The algorithm distinguishes the following cases:

o No answers found in either collection. Since this probably represents a system failure (it is unlikely that a

TREC question would not be answerable from both the web and the TREC collection), we return NIL with zero

confidence.

[> One or more answers found in the TREC collection, but no answers found from the Web. We return the best

answer extracted from the TREC collection but depreciate its confidence by a constant factor because the cov-

erage of the web would make it unlikely that no answers at all could be found there while the TREC collection

would be able to provide one.

'Queries augmented with the query modification techniques discussed in Section 33 are considered keyword-based queries in this context.
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> No answers found in the TREC collection, but one or more answers found from the Web. This is our prima

facie case for a NIL answer; however, since often we got our answer from the web using a modified query, we

re-query the TREC collection using the answer identified from the web. If that step succeeds, we report the

answer with a combined confidence as in the next case below; otherwise we report NIL, with confidence equal

to our confidence in the web answer.

t> One or more answers found in each collection, and both top ranked answers are the same. We report that answer,

with reinforced confidence according to the formula

combined-confidence = 1 — [(1 — confidence_TREC) x (1 - confidencc-web)]

o One or more answers found in each collection, but the top ranked answers are different. We report the TREC
answer, but reduce its confidence by the formula

combined-confidence = confidence_TREC x (1 — confidence_web)

3.6 Results

For the 500 questions in the TREC-1 1 question. System B produced 58 correct answers, 8 unsupported. 2 inexact, and

432 wrong. The system's unweighted precision is 1 1.6%, while its confidence-weighted score is 0.178, representing

a significant boost over the unweighted precision. We produced a lot of NIL answers (195, or 39% of our total

answers), which indicates that we were too conservative in failing to choose low-confidence answers found in the

TREC collection. We did retrieve a third of the NIL answers present in the test set, but overall System B performed

less well than System A which obtained a confidence-weighted score of 0.226 while producing very few NILs (1 .8%

of its total answers). On non-NIL answers, the two systems performance is closer (unweighted precision of 1 6. 1 % for

system A and 14.1 % for system B).

We attribute the lower performance of System B to two additional factors beyond the excessive production of

NILs: First, we used a very simple extractor for selecting the answer out of the sentence where it was found, and

the extractor failed to produce the correct phrase in a number of cases where we succeeded in finding the appropriate

sentence. Second, our question classifier was not always successful in predicting the correct question type, producing

no label for 77 (15.4%) of the questions. We performed significantly worse on those questions than in who, when,

where, or what questions with well-extracted types.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have described two systems that handle questions with short, factual answers. These systems were developed in

a very brief time frame, and are our first entry in the TREC Q&A track. They represent for us a starting point for an

overall question answering architecture, to which we arc adding additional capabilities. In the months since TREC.
we have worked on developing detailed XML-based protocols for communication between modules in a common ar-

chitecture. The system we are building by combining elements of the two systems discussed in this paper utilizes the

best-performing components of each of the current systems. The modular architecture allows us to connect additional

modules, and actual question answering is done in a distributed fashion, with most of question analysis done at Col-

orado and most of answer synthesis done at Columbia. Modules communicate with a central server via HTTR while

the architecture offers several communication interfaces at different levels of complexity (for example, one module

may request only the high-level question type, while another may examine in detail the semantic parse). A web-hased

client provides a front end to the integrated system, allowing users in different locations to access the system.

Our research is moving towards questions with more complex answers, including opinions, events, definitions, and

biographies. We recently completed a prototype module for processing definitional questions, and we are currently
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adding its functionality to our integrated system, so that for questions of the form "What is X?" we produce both a

short, TREC-hke, answer and an answer spanning several paragraphs. At the same time, we are continuing to tune

individual components to enhance interoperability between the two sites; for example, we recently started re-focusing

the semantic analysis (done at Colorado) on types of phrases that are likely to impact the processing of opinions and

biographies (done at Columbia).
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1 Summary

In TREC 2002 the Berkeley group participated only in the English-Arabic cross-language retrieval (CLIR) track. One

Arabic monolingual run and three English-Arabic cross-language runs were submitted. Our approach to the cross-

language retrieval was to translate the English topics into Arabic using online English-Arabic machine translation

systems. The four official runs are named as BKYMON, BKYCLl, BKYCL2, and BKYCL3. The BKYMON is the

Arabic monolingual run, and the other three runs are English-to-Arabic cross-language runs. This paper reports on

the construction of an Arabic stoplist and two Arabic stemmers, and the experiments on Arabic monolingual retrieval,

English-to-Arabic cross-language retrieval.

2 Background

Arabic has much richer morphology than English. Arabic has two genders, feminine and masculine; three numbers,

singular, dual, and plural; and three grammatical cases, nominative, genitive, and accusative. A noun has the nom-

inative case when it is a subject; accusative when it is the object of a verb; and genitive when it is the object of a

preposition. The form of an Arabic noun is determmed by its gender, number, and grammatical case. The definitive

nouns are formed by attaching the Arabic article J I to the inunediate front of the nouns. As an example, the Arabic

word iJiy 1 means the student (feminine). Sometimes a preposition, such as (by) and J (to), is attached to the

front of a noun, often in front of the definitive article. For example, the Arabic word means to the students

(masculine). Besides prefixes, a noun can also carry a suffix which is often a possessive pronoun. For example, the

Arabic word ,jJUaJ (by my student) can be analyzed as + k_Jl^ + ^, with one prefix ^ (by) and one pronoun

suffix ij (my). In Arabic, the conjunction word j (and) is often attached to the following word. For example, the word

IyJUsj^ means and by her student (masculine). Arabic has two kinds of plurals: sound plurals and broken plurals. The

sound plurals are formed by adding plural suffixes to singular nouns. The plural suffix is for feminine nouns in

all three grammatical cases, j j for masculine nouns in nominative case, and for masculine nouns in genitive and

accusative cases. For example, the word j^-^-u (teachers, masculine) is the plural form of ^j->^ (teacher, masculine)

in nominative case, and vjwjXo (teachers, masculine) is the plural form of (teacher, masculine) in genitive or

accusative case. The plural form of l^jXa (teacher, feminine) is o L-j (teachers, feminine) in all three grammatical

cases. The dual suffix is ol for the nominative case, and jj_ for the genitive or accusative. The word jL-jJLa means

two teachers. The formation of broken plurals is more complex and often irregular; it is, therefore, difficult to predict.

Furthermore, broken plurals are very common in Arabic. For example, the plural form of the noun liis (child) is
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JUifl (children), which is formed by attaching the prefix 1 and inserting the infix 1. The plural form of the noun

(book) is ^--.^^(books), which is formed by deleting the infix t. The plural form of alyjl (woman) is cLJ (women). The

plural form and the singular form are almost completely different. The examples presented in this secion show that

an Arabic noun could potentially have a large number of variants, and some of the variants can be complex because

of the prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. As an example, the word I^JUIpM^ (and to her children) can be analyzed as U +

jliis>l + J + ^. It has two prefixes and one suffix.

Like nouns, an Arabic adjective can also have many variants. When an adjective modifies a noun in a noun phrase,

the adjective agrees with the noun in gender, number, case, and definiteness. An adjective has a masculine singular

form such as Jo Jks* (new), a feminine singular form such as lxi_j^ (new), a masculine plural form such as Ii=> (new),

and a feminine plural form such as o1x;A=> (new). For example, Xi_x^ \ j-^aI ' means the new teacher (masculine),

and UJ- 1 jy^J^l \ means the new teachers (masculine). The adjective has the feminine singular form when the plural

noun denotes something inanimate. As an example, the word 3x-a5>- (new) in Ij^j^A- \ ,_JiCJI (the new books) is the

feminine singular form.

Arabic verbs have two tenses: perfect and imperfect. Perfect tense denotes actions completed, while imperfect

denotes incompleted actions. The imperfect tense has four mood: indicative, subjective, jussive, and imperative [4].

Arabic verbs in perfect tense consist of a stem and a subject marker. The subject marker indicates the person, gender,

and number of the subject. The form of a verb in perfect tense can have subject marker and pronoun suffix. The form

of a subject-marker is determined together by the person, gender, and number of the subject. Take (to study)

as an example, the perfect tense is o^jJ for the third person, feminine, singular subject, i^^j for the third person,

masculine, plural subject. A verb with subject marker and pronoun suffix can be a complete sentence. For example,

the word C^ji has a third-person, feminine, singular subject-marker o (she) and a pronoun suffix o (him), it is also a

complete sentence, meaning "she studied him." Often the subject-makers are suffixes, but sometimes a subject-marker

can be a combination of a prefix and a suffix. For example, the word study in a negative sentence is ^^j^^ (did not

study). For verbs in imperfect tense, in addition to the subject-marker, a verb can also have a mood-marker.

3 Test Collection

The document collection used in TREC 2002 cross-language track consists of 383,872 Arabic articles from the Agence

France Press (AFP) Arabic Newswire during the period from 13 May, 1994 to 20 December, 2000. There are 50

English topics with Arabic translations. A topic has three tagged fields: title, description, and narrative. The newswire

articles are encoded in Unicode (UTF-8) format, while the topics are encoded in ASMO 708.

4 Preprocessing

Because the texts in the documents and topics are encoded in different schemes, we converted both the documents and

topics to Windows CP- 1256 encoding. The set of valid characters include the Arabic letters and the English letters in

both lower and upper cases. The Arabic punctuation marks, ', -, and • , were considered as delimiters. A consecutive

sequence of valid characters was recognized as a word in the tokenization process. The words that are stopwords were

removed during documents and topics indexing. We say a word is minimally normalized when 1, I,
j,

I, !, j, and I are

changed to I A word is lightly normalized when additionally the Shadda character (the character above J in Ji) is

deleted, and the characters 1, I, and j are changed to 1, the final ^ is changed to ^, and the final o is changed to S.

In the Arabic document collection, the word (woman) is sometimes spelled as ol^l or o|_^j. The Arabic shadda

character is sometimes dropped in spelling. For example, for the word j-J-u (teacher) is sometimes spelled as ^j-j-u.
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5 Construction of stopword list

At TREC 2001, we created an Arabic stopword list consisting of Arabic pronouns, prepositions, and the like that

are found in an elementary Arabic textbook [4] and the Arabic words translated from an English stopword list.

For TREC 2002, we first collected all the Arabic words found in the Arabic document collection. The number of

unique Arabic words found in the collection after minimal normalization is 541,681. We then translated the Ara-

bic words, word-by-word, into English using the Ajeeb online English-Arabic machine translation system available

at http://www.ajeeb.com. From this Arabic-English bilingual wordlist, we created an Arabic stopword list consist-

ing of the Arabic words whose translations consists of only English stopwords. The Arabic stopword list has 3,447

words after minimal normalization, containing stopwords such as ^iJ^ (you), (in him), (between them),

and Ujlrj (after). The English stopword list has 360 words. There are a couple of reasons why the Arabic stopword

list automatically generated is much larger than the English stopword list. First, pronouns can have more than one

form. For example, the Arabic word for these has four forms: jbU (feminine, nominative), (/CVn, (feminine, gen-

itive/accusative), o'-^ (masculine, nominative), and (masculine, genitive/accusative). Second, pronouns and

prepositions are sometimes joined together.

6 Construction of stemmers

At TREC 2001, we built a rather simple Arabic stemmer to remove from words the definite article prefix Jl, the plural

suffixes jl, j^, and ol, and the suffix S. At TREC 2002, we created two Arabic stemmers, a MT-based stemmer and

a light stemmer.

6.1 MT-based stemmer

We built a MT-based Arabic stemmer from the Arabic words found in the Arabic documents and their English trans-

lations using the online Ajeeb machine translation system. We partitioned the Arabic words into clusters based on

the English translations of the Arabic words. The Arabic words whose English translations, after removing English

stopwords, are conflated to the same English stem form one cluster. And all the Arabic words in the same cluster are

conflated to the same Arabic word, the shortest Arabic word in the cluster. For example, an English stemmer usually

changes plural nouns into singular, so children is changed to child. In order to change the variants of the Arabic word

for child or children to the same Arabic stem, we first grouped all the Arabic words whose English translations contain

the headword child or children. Then in stemming, all the Arabic words in this group are changed to the shortest

Arabic word in the group. The Arabic adjectives and verbs were stemmed in the same way. For English, we used

a morphological analyzer [2] to map plural nouns into singular form, verbs into the infinitive form, and adjectives

into the positive form. This stemmer changes the broken plural forms of an Arabic word into its singular form. The

broken plural forms are common and irregular, so it is generally difficult to write a stemmer to change the broken

plural forms to singular forms. For example. Table 1 presents part of the Arabic words whose English translations

contain the headword child or children. All the Arabic words shown in table 1 belong to the same cluster since, after

removing the English stopwords, the English translations consist of either the word child or children, both being con-

flated to the same word by the English morphological analyzer. In stemming, the Arabic words shown in table i are

conflated into the same word Jji»- The English translations were produced using the online Ajeeb machine translation

system. One can also create an Arabic stemmer from English/Arabic parallel texts or bilingual dictionaries. With a

large English/Arabic parallel corpus available, one can first align the texts at the sentence level, then use a statistical

machine translation toolkit such as GIZA-I-+ to create an Arabic-to-English translation table. If we keep only the most

likely English translation for an Arabic word, then we have a bilingual wordlist. Using this bilingual wordlist, we can

translate all the Arabic words found in the Arabic document collection into English. We can create an Arabic stemmer

by partitioning the Arabic words into clusters, each consisting of the Arabic words whose English translations are

conflated to the same word by the English morphological analyzer. Stemmers for other languages can also be auto-

matically generated using this method as long as some translingual resources, such as MT, parallel texts, or bilingual

dictionaries, are available.
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Arabic English Arabic English Arabic English Arabic English

word translation word translation word translation word translation

children their children
)

•
1 by child

"1 M 1 1

•

then the child

children MM 1 my children by cnild 1 M u then child

our children
M •

I Ml
JUiP S 1 children by our child II M Ic'

JljLk>6 as children

and his cnilaren
11 I \f (

jUis'

1

children by his child ( M \^
as the child

his children the child alp I? 1 by ms child
11 M Vl

to children

her children
•VIM It

the children by her child
1 1 M 1

to her child

^[^\ their children iiiiaJl the child by their child to the child

^[^\ their children the children by children UUds'i^j and our children

my children the children by her children and the children

children the child child and by child

children
• 1 M It

the children child
• 1

' 1 and by children

your children
t' M i by children children

"1 t and child

your children by his children her children and children

your children by her children child and our child

our children by the children child and her child

his children by the child cliildren and his children

t 1 1
- 1 t her children by the child his child 1 u i and her children

their children by the children our child and to her children

their children by the children his child J^3 and to the child

Table 1: Arabic words whose English translations contain the headword child or children.

62 Light stemmer

We developed a second Arabic stemmer called light stemmer that removes only prefixes and suffixes. We identified one

set of prefixes and one set of suffixes that should be removed based on the grammatical functions of the affixes, their

occurrence frequencies among the Arabic words found in the Arabic document collection, the English translations of

the affixes, and empirical evaluation using the test collection of the previous CLIR track. We generated three lists

consisting of the initial, the first two, or the first three characters, respectively, of the Arabic words in the document

collection, and three lists consisting of the final, the last two, or the last three characters, respectively, of the Arabic

words. We then sorted the six lists of suffixes or prefixes in descending order by the number of unique words in which

a prefix or suffix occurs. Table 2 presents the most frequent one-, two-, and three-character prefixes among the unique

Arabic words found in the document collection. The frequency shown in the table is the number of unique Arabic

words that begins with a specific prefix. Table 3 shows the most frequent one-, two-, and three-character suffixes

among the unique Arabic words. The frequency count for a given suffix is the number of unique Arabic words that

end with that suffix. We identified 9 three-character, 14 two-character, and 3 one-character prefixes that should be

removed in stemming, and 18 two-character, and 4 one-character suffixes that should be removed in stemming. The 9

three-character prefixes are Jlj (and the), JL (by the), Jli (then the), J&'(as the), JJ^ (and to the), JU, JH, JL-, J"^.

The 14 two-character prefixes to be removed are the most frequent ones as shown in table 2. Our light stemmer shares

many of the prefixes and suffixes that should be removed with the light stemmer developed by Larkey et al. [5] and

the light stemmer developed by Darwish[3].

The stemmer non-recursively removes the prefixes in the pre-defined set of prefixes, and recursively removes the

suffixes in the pre-defined set of suffixes in the following sequence.

1. If the word is at least five-character long, remove the first three characters if they are one of the following: Jl^,
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Rank ImtiaJ

character

Frequency Initial two

characters

Frequency Initial three

characters

Frequency

1 aJ 117324 u 55364
(J 'J

1941

1

2 \ 94043 \J 32787
r

1271

1

3 49319 L 16789 9079

4 ,
1 48862 1) 10912 Ml 6666

f
33776

6 25649
'J

9196 2813

7 23385 8865 I, 2760

8 21828 7482 2559

9 19794 7447 2372

10 19004 7155
' Jl 2260

11 10905
-3

6772 u 2213

12 8445 \\-, 6527 ^1

r

1973

13 J 8345 6083 1919

14 7058 U 5648 1915

15
^

—

6680 3> 4933 1783

16 6435 u 4877 1751

17 c 6383 J 4749 1736

18 1 5394 4702 1665

19 9c 5207 / 4583 1613

20 4450 4415 c 1610

28 1391

168 JL 412

203 Jl> 365

262 JL, 312

268 306

Table 2: Most frequent initial character strings.

jL,jujr,jj3,jujiijuj^'.

2. If the word is at least four-character long, remove the first two characters if they are one of the following: Jl, 1^,

^' J*' f J' ^> V> i_5^' ^3' L>> J> ^'

3. If the word is at least four-character long and begins with ^ remove the initial letter y

4. If the word is at least four-character long and begins with either ^ or J, remove or J only if, after removing

the initial character, the resultant word is present in the Arabic document collection.

5. Recursively strips the following two-character suffixes in the order of presentation if the word is at least four-

character long before removing a suffix: Ia, b, L, 1^, L,
^J,

L, jjb,
^,

^^J, ji, ol j

6. Recursively strips the following one-character suffixes in the order of presentation if the character is at least

three-character long before removing a suffix: 5, o, ^, o.
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Rank Final

character

Frequency Last two

characters

Frequency Last three

characters

Frequency

1 1 91571 U 26412 6544

2 j 69574
Cf-

24601 6286

3 52418 jl 19089 4591

4 3 44683 ol 17612 4262

5 34288 15724 rr 3836

6 O 33351 13877 ok 2960

7
1

27346 13570 2747

o
5 J

^cn AO25748 U 11794 2722

oy zl 1/3 1 6611 J' /jJ4

10 J 18531 u 8276 2443

11 14668 L 7702 2250

12 J 13352 J 7553 2056

13 12037 7379 2050

14 11265 5187 1953

1 ^iJ 92 /o J
1 A 1 O1918

io OOOJ
1

j' 302 / lo33

1 "7

J Kyi 1

D

J.
1 oneIsOD

1 o 1
•

1 sni1 ou i

19 6111 J 4377 ^. 1775

20 5987 4268 1759

Table 3: Most frequent last character strings.

In our implementation, the suffix ^ is removed only if the word is at least four-character long and the resultant word

after removing the suffix is present in the Arabic document collection. The prefix JLj is often the combination of

three prefixes j (and), ^ (by), and Jl (the), and should be removed. The light stemmer we used for the TREC 2002

experiments did not remove this prefix combination. We decided to remove the initial letter WAW (^) since it the most

frequent initial letter and often is the conjunction word attached to the following word. The other two initial letters

that were removed are BEH (v_;) and LAM (J). The prefix ^ is sometimes a preposition prefix, meaning by, and the

prefix J is also sometimes a preposition prefix, meaning to. Our light stemmer removes <^ and J only when, after

removing the prefix, the resultant stem is also a word in the collection.

Among the two-letter suffixes to be removed, six are pronoun suffixes (Ia, b,
^,

jS); four are plural

suffixes (jj, ^1, ol oj)' three are subject markers (l^, ^, The suffix 5j is a nisba ending. The single-letter

suffix 0 is the feminine ending, o a pronoun suffix, a pronoun suffix, and o a subject marker. Sometimes the suffix

5 is inseparable since, if removed, the resultant word is completely a different word. As an example, the word iXil 1

means the queen, after removing the suffix 3, the resultant word tiUJ I means the king.

7 Experimental Results

7.1 Retrieval system

The retrieval system we used for the experiments is an implementation of the retrieval algorithm presented in [1]. For

term selection, we assume the top-ranked m documents in the initial search are relevant, and the rest of the documents
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in the collection are irrelevant. For the terms in the documents that are presumed relevant, we compute term relevance

weighting [6] as follows:

mt{n - nt - m + mt)
Wt = log- (1)

(m - mt){nt - rrit)

where n is the number of documents in the collection, m the number of top-ranked documents after the initial search

that are presumed relevant, rrit the number of documents among the m top-ranked documents that contain the term t,

and nt the number of documents in the collection that contain the term t. Then all the terms found in the top-ranked

m documents are ranked in decreasing order by relevance weight wt- The top-ranked k terms are weighted and then

merged with the initial query terms to create a new query. Some of the selected terms may be in the initial query. For

the selected top-ranked tenns that are not in the initial query, the weight is set to 0.5. For those top-ranked terms that

are in the initial query, the weight is set to 0.5*ti, where ti is the occurrence frequency of term t in the initial query.

The selected terms are merged with the initial query to formulate an expanded query. When a selected term is one of

the query terms in the initial query, its weight in the expanded query is the sum of its weight in the initial query and its

weight assigned in the term selection process. For a selected term that is not in the initial query, its weight in the final

query is the same as the weight assigned in the term selection process, which is 0.5. The weights for the initial query

terms that are not in the list of selected terms remain unchanged.

A query, like a document, is normally represented in our retrieval system by a set of unique words in the query

with within-query term frequency. For the experiments reported in this paper, a word occurring n times in a query is

represented by n occurrences of the same word with within-query frequency of one.

7.2 Monolingual Retrieval Results

The BKYMON run is our only official Arabic monolingual run in which only the title and desc fields in the topics

were indexed. After removing stopwords from both documents and topics, the remaining words were stemmed using

Berkeley light stemmer as described in section 6.2. The stopword list used in this run was the one created from the

translations of Arabic document words using the online Ajeeb machine translation. The development of the Arabic

stoplist was described in section 5. The stopword list has 2,942 words after light normalization. Table 4 presents the

evaluation results for additional retrieval runs.

The monolingual run monO was produced without stemming. The words were lightly normalized and stopwords

removed. Two runs were performed using overlapping trigram indexing, one without word boundary crossing (monl)

and the other with word boundary crossing (mon2) . For example, without word boundary crossing, the following

trigrams are produced from the phrase ijL^: [s-y But with word boundary crossing, two

additional trigrams, s_; and J^S, are produced. The words were lightly normalized and the stopwords were removed

before trigrams were generated from the normalized words.

The monolingual run mon3 used the light stemmer named Al-Stem, developed by Darwish [3]. The numeric digits

from '0' to '9' are treated as part of a token in Darwish's stemmer which also reduces 616 unnormalized words found

in the Arabic documents to empty string, effectively treating them as stopwords. The stemmer also normalizes words.

For the run mon3, words were aggressively normalized within the stemmer. For all other runs, the numeric digits were

treated as word delimiters, and the words were normalized using our own light normalizer.

For the run mon4, the words were stemmed using the automatically generated MT-based stemmer. The words were

first normalized and then the stopwords removed.

For the runs, monO, mon3, mon4, and BKYMON, 20 words were selected from the top-ranked 10 documents for

query expansion; and for the runs, monl and mon2, 40 trigrams were selected from the top-ranked 10 documents for

query expansion.

The increase in performance without query expansion is substantial, however, the difference remains small after

query expansion.

73 Cross-language Retrieval Results

Our approach to cross-language retrieval was to translate the English topics into Arabic, and then search the translated

Arabic topics against the Arabic documents. The source English topics were translated into Arabic using two online

English-Arabic machine translation systems: Ajeeb SLnd Almisbar, available at http://www.almisbar.com/.
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without expansion with expansion

run id stemmer index unit recall precision recall

rnonO NONE word 4035 0.2365 4583 0.2872

fxionl NONE trigram (without crossing) 3914 0.2398 4632 0.3239

mon2 NONE trigram (with crossing) 4018 0.2479 4681 0.3178

mon3 Al-Stem stemmer word 4500 0.2858 4864 0.3482

mon4 MT-based stemmer word 4402 0.2948 4885 0.3348

BKYMON Berkeley light stemmer word 4543 0.3099 4952 0.3666

Table 4: Monolingual retrieval performances. The number of relevant documents for all 50 topics is 5909. Only the

title and description fields were indexed.

We submitted three official cross-language runs: BKYCLl, BKYCL2, and BKYCL3. The BKYCLl run was

produced by merging the results of two English-to-Arabic retrieval runs: cli and cl2. The first run used the Ajeeb

Engiish-to-Arabic translations, and the second run used the Almisbar English-to-Arabic translations. For both inter-

mediate runs, the words were stem_med using Berkeley's light stemmer after removing stopwords. For query expansion,

20 terms were selected from the top-ranked 10 documents. When two runs were merged topic by topic, the estimated

probabilities of relevance were summed for the same documents. The merged list of documents was sorted by the

combined estimated score of relevance, and the top-ranked 1000 documents per topic were kept to produce the official

run BKYCLl. Only the title and desc fields in the topics were used to produce the BKYCLl run. The average preci-

sion for mn ci2 is 0.2782 with overall recall of 4823/5909. The average precision for run cU is 0.2962 with overall

recall of 444 1/5909.

The BKYCL2 run was produced by merging the results of three English-to-Arabic retrieval runs. The first two in-

termediate runs, cl 1 and ci2, were the same two runs that were merged to produce BKYCLl run. The third intermediate

run, named cl3, was produced using the English-to-Arabic bilingual dictionary created from the U.N. English/Arabic

parallel texts. The bilingual dictionary was provided as part of the standard translation resources for the cross-language

track. Readers are referred to [7] for details on the construction of the bilingual dictionary. The English texts of the

parallel corpus was stemmed using Porter stemmer, while the Arabic texts was stemmed using the Al-Stem stemmer

which is part of the standard resources created for the cross-language track. Each entry in the English-to-Arabic bilin-

gual dictionary consists of one stemmed English word and a list of stemmed Arabic words with the probabilities of

translating the English word into the Arabic words. We translated the English topics into Arabic by looking up each

English word after stemming using the same English porter stemmer in the English-to-Arabic bilingual dictionary, and

keeping the two Arabic words of the highest translation probabilities. That is, the two most likely Arabic translations

for each English word. Since only two Arabic translations were retained, the sum of their translation probabilities is

at most one. In the case where the sum is less than one, the word translation probabilities were normalized so that the

sum of the translation probabilities of the retained two Arabic words is one. The within-query term frequency of an

English word is distributed to the retained Arabic words proportionally according their translation probabilities. For

the cl3 run, we indexed the Arabic documents using the Al-Stem stemmer. The intermediate run cl3 was produced

using the bilingual dictionary-translated topics. The average precision for run cl3 is 0.3072 with overall recall of

4826/5909. The official run BKYCL2 was produced by merging cU, cl2, and cl3 runs. The estimated probabilities of

relevance were summed during merging.

The official run BKYCL3 was produced again by merging two intermediate runs, cl3 and cl4. The cl3 run was

described in the previous paragraph. The intermediate run cl4 was produced using the Ajeeb-translated topics like the

cU run. The only difference is that the standard light stemmer, Al-Stem, was used in c}4. The average precision for

run cl4 is 0.2710 with overall recall of 4350/5909.

The unofficial run, bkycl4, was produced like the official run BKYCLl except that the MT-based stemmer was

used here. The run bkycl4 was produced by merging cl5 and cl6. The cl5 run used the Ajeeb topic translations, while

the cl6 run used the Almisbar topic translations. For both runs, the MT-based stemm.er automatically constructed from

Ajeeb-translated words was used. The average precision for run cl5 is 0.2733 with overall recall of 4118/5909, and

the average precision for run cl6 is 0.2751 with overall recall of 4735/5909.

Table 5 shows the overall precision for the five runs. There are a total of 5,909 relevant documents for all . 0 topics.

The run BKYCL3 used standard resources only. Like the monolingual run, all cross-language runs were produced with

query expansion in which 20 terms were selected from the top-ranked 10 documents after the initial search. Our best
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Run ID Type Topic Fields Recall Precision % of MONO
BKYMON MONO T,D 4952 0.3666

BKYCLI CLIR T,D 4614 0.3000 81.83%

BKYCL2 CLIR T,D 4874 0.3224 87.94%

BKYCL3 CLIR T,D 4856 0.3089 84.26%

brkcW CLIR T,D 4553 0.2857 77.93%

Table 5: Performances of the CLIR runs.

cross-language performance is 87.94% of the monolingual performance.

8 ConcIusioES

In summary, we performed one Arabic monolingual run and three English-Arabic cross-language retrieval runs, all

being automatic. We took the approach of translating queries into document language using two machine translation

systems. Our best cross-language retrieval run achieved 87.94% of the monolingual retrieval performance. We devel-

oped one MT-based Arabic stemmer and one light Arabic stemmer. The Berkeley light stemmer worked better than

the automatically created MT-based stemmer. The experimental results show query expansion substantially improved

the retrieval performance.
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1. introduction and Wlotivation

Current search engines are typified as having a lack of precision, coupled with an elongated ranked list style of result

presentation. When combined, these factors make relevant data extraction increasingly complex. The main

investigation of our participation in the Interactive Track of TREC 2002 is to assess the effectiveness of new
visualisation techniques for displaying the results of search engines.

Our current system, provisionally named HuddleSearch. uses a newly developed clustering algorithm, which

dynamically organises the relevant documents into a traversable hierarchy of general to more-specific cluster

categories. We have extended our TREC- 10 summarisation too! to also allow the summarisation of multiple

documents; whereby a summary paints a caricature of the contents of a cluster, rather than an individual document, thus

allowing the user to provisionally judge a cluster's relevance prior to viewing its contents. The interaction between the

user and the system is further developed by the aid of an information visualisation tool. Our primary assumption is that

the combination of both hierarchical clustering and summarisation tools will aid users in their interaction with the

system in the Web context.

2. Systems

Our baseline system acts as a metasearch engine, providing a generic interface capable of displaying the results from

any web search engine, simply by defining a wrapper specific to the baseline system. For the purposes of these

experiments, we retrieve the results only from the provided Panoptic system', reluming results solely from the .GOV
domain. This system simply displays the title, a 200-character description and URL for each document, to provide the

user with an element of familiarity with systems such as Google.

Our experimental system. HuddleSearch, extends the properties of our basic system, by enabling the user to find

relevant documents quickly by means of navigating within a traversable hierarchy of clusters. When a user views a

cluster title he or she gains an overview of the documents contained within it. and is then able to narrow in and view

only the documents within a specified segmentation of choice, at a lower branch of the tree. In this way we address the

problem of information overload; the user is able to reduce the relevant documents set by continually filtering out

irrelevant documents in search of information satisfying their need.

Figure 1 shows the path between generality and specificity; where the retrieved set of documents contracts as the user

progresses deeper into the cluster hierarchy. Unlike the flat clusters hierarchy of searcli engines like Vivisimo",

WiseNut'. or Grouper [2]. HuddleSearch organises the clusters into a hierarchy, providing a better structure for the

result set. Figure 2(a) presents a screenshot of the system when used as a metasearch engine on the Web. The clusters

are shown as folders at the top of the interface. The title of the folder is indicative of the cluster content and the

number on the folder represents cluster size.

We have complemented the conception of a cluster hierarchy by investigating the use of query-biased summarisation,

previously explored by the Glasgow Information Retrieval Group, to provide short passages indicative of individual

document content
[ 1]. However, we have extended this practice to allow the summarisation of multiple documents. In

a similar way to the previous work, the summaries are created on-the-fly at retrieval time, prior to the results page

being displayed. Hereby, we introduce the creation of cluster summarisation, where groupings of significant sentences

htlp://www.panopticsearch.com
" http://www.vivisimo.com

hlip://www. wisenui.com
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extracted from documents within a cluster are combined to produce a summary indicative of a cluster's content. The

chosen sentences are ones that have a high degree of match with the user's query.

generality
1
USA

{2,3,4,12,47,59,99}

Bill Clinton

{2,3,4, 47, 59}

Bill Clinton Scandal

{3, 47, 59}

specificity

Monica Lewinsky

{59}

Figure 1 : A dynamic hierarchical clustering approach

In addition to the traditional hyperlink method for navigating between clusters, as used by WiseNul, we have devised a

visualisation tool, which allows the user to preview the contents of any given cluster with only the slightest mouse

movement. This feature has been combined with our cluster summarisation; whereby a user can view the summary of

any cluster with ease. The two complementary features enable the user to quickly glance at the contents of available

clusters, mitially a.sse,ss relevance, and then select a cluster of interest. Searchers therefore do not waste valuable time

viewing misleading document sets. Figure 2(b) displays our visualisation tool, which provides the user with a

summary of a cluster's content when the mouse touches a cluster and appears on the display to the right of the clusters.
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O
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Figure 2 (a): HuddleSearch interface

'ereni meiia accounts thai coniumen
:ould txposed tc bovine spongiforrr

!fKeph*lcpalhv BSE Frx>m die.dry,,.

APHIS Bovtne S^ongiforra

IncephalopdU^y BSE Inform«ion

3owir>e Spongiform EnccpKalopathy -

As of October 31, 2000. 11,70! bovine
tin cp*CTm«rtE b**n oxirrHi-t«d by w)

angotng BSE surveiUnce system r> lh«

Jnited SUtes, and no evidence. ..

(b): Cluster summary

3. Experiment

Two systems were used in our experiments: the provided Panoptic search engine, acting as a baseline, with its classical

list-based approach, and the experimental system HuddleSearch. where the hierarchical clustenng and the

summarisation visualisation tool where activated. The HuddleSearch wrapper allows the Panoptic search engine results

to be preserved'', but masked the engine identity, hence avoiding any possible bias caused by previous searching

experience. HuddleSearch and Panoptic were referred to only as System X and System Y respectively.

Note that as mentioned in section 2. only the first 200-characters of each returned summary description is displayed.
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A total of 16 users were recruited, each participant educated to at least a graduate level, from differing academic

backgrounds, representative of the general web-using university populace.

Most users either work with or use computers for academic purposes frequently and have on average 5.7 years of web-

searching experience. With the exception of just 1 user, Google was cited as being the search engine of choice.

Each u.ser was required to carry out a total of 8 standard search tasks, equally split between the two systems. The tasks

were allocated as required by the track guidelines to reduce potential learning effects and task bias. Figure 4 shows the

tasks carried out by participants.

Following the track guidelines this year, each user was allowed a maximum of 10 minutes for each task. They were

asked to use the system presented to them, and to perform the allocated task. All user actions were logged. Moreover,

u.sers were allowed lo browse away from the result list to any degree. Due to the open nature of the collection this year,

users were free to browse/save documents that were not in the TREC .GOV collection.

Governmersf Regulation

s You are travelling fronn the Netherlands, and want to bring some typical food products as gifts for

your friends. What are three kinds of food products from the Netherlands that you are not allowed to

bring into the US? ('GR?J

® You are concerned with privacy issues related to electronic information and would like to know what
laws have been passed by the US Congress regarding these issues. Identify three such laws.

(GR2)

Health or Project

o A friend has a private well which Is the family's only source of drinking water. Locate a US
publication, which contains guidelines for the maintenance of safe water standards for private well

use. (HP1)

e You are not sure about the safety of genetically engineered foods, and would like to find more
information and research on this topic. Name four potential types of safety problems that have been
raised. (HP2)

© Name/find three research programs/projects that investigate the treatment/causes of dwarfism.

(HPS)
o You are interested in learning more about what measures the US government has taken since 2001

to prevent Mad-Cow Disease. Identify three such measures. (HP4)

Travel

® You are planning a cycling expedition along the Silk Road in Central Asia. Find a website that is a

good source information about health precautions should you take. (T1)

® You are planning to travel to the northeast territories of India and wonder if there are any

problems/restrictions for tourists. Find a website that is a good source of information about such

problems/restrictions. (T2)

Figure 4: Tasks used in TREC 2002 interactive track experiments

4. Results and Analysis

As mentioned before, all users actions were logged. Most of the data analysed in this section came from these logs

generated by the system during the interaction with the users. All statistical tests of significance are at p < O.O.'i, unless

otherwise stated. M is used in this section to denote the mean.

4.1 Task Completion

As part of the TREC post-task questionnaire, users were asked to stale whether they felt they had successfully

completed the task just attempted. We believe that ultimately, it is the user's decision to stale whether he completed a

particular task or not. Indeed, this reflects real-life situations, where the purpose of any system is ultimately to satisfy

the user. Roughly speaking, our assumption is that if a user has stopped the task within the 10 minutes allocated time,

and said it has been successfully completed, it means the user is satisfied and the task is marked as completed. Table 1

shows the total number of failures for each system (out of 64).
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Table 1 : Levels of task failure on each system

Baseline HuddleSearch

Total number of failures

Average number of failures

15

1.875

9

1.125

Table 1 shows that the number of incomplete tasks is clearly reduced by the use of the experimental system

HuddleSearch. This shows that the clustering and summarisation features aid the u.sers in their interaction with the

system. However, paired T-tests revealed that the difference between the two systems was not significant (7"i4 = 1 .43, p
= .195).

4.2 Task Times

The times taken to complete tasks on both systems were automatically measured from the user logs. Table 2 provides

an overview of the performance of both experimented systems. A 60 second penalty is added when the task is

incomplete. The systems calibration times are taken into account in Table 2. indeed, while the average number of

submitted query per task on each system is almost the same^, HuddleSearch is on average slower {Mj,,i„^„^^. = 9.7

seconds) than Panoptic in returning documents''.

Table 2: Average time per task (seconds)

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 5 Task 7 Tasks

Baseline

HuddleSearch

589.5

544.8

645

394.93

376.13

294.3

406.88

309.05

417.88

271.8

416.63

463.05

489.13

461.18

218.5

225,55

Compared to the Panoptic search engme. used as a baseline in our experimental design, the times taken to complete

search tasks using HuddleSearch have significantly fallen (.see Tables 2 and 3), especially for the first 5 tasks. On
average, 74.4 seconds are saved per task using the HuddleSearch system. This difference is more marked for some

tasks than others.

Table 3: Average task completion time per system (seconds)

i

Baseline HuddleSearch

j

Average task completion time 444.9531 370.5813

Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to test for a Imk between system, task and the associated time for each

type of task. The results of this test showed that there was a significant difference between systems (F7 hj = 7.16, p =

.001), and a significant difference between tasks (^7 112 = 9.34, p = .000). We found firstly that hierarchical clustering

and summarisation visualisation techniques significantly help the users to locate quickly the relevant documents and

secondly, that not all tasks were of equal difficulty. If we assume that task completion time is a reasonable indicator of

task difficulty, then Task 1 (GRl in Figure 4) was significantly more difficult than any of the other seven tasks, across

both systems.

4.3 User Satisfaction

Overall, 13 out of 16 users preferred HuddleSearch to the baseline. Furthermore, as part of the post-task questionnaire,

users were asked whether they were satisfied with (he search results for each task. Table 4 shows that u.sers do feel

more .satisfied by the results provided by our hierarchical clustering system (A/hujjicscarch = 4.468 vs. Mhaseimc = 4.219).

^ About 3 queries per task on each system.

Distributed systems technologies are currently investigated to cut down the answering time of HuddleSearch, which

is e.s.sentially due to the multiple documents sunimai iser component.
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Table 4: Average user satisfaction with results for each task (Scale 1 to 7, higher = better)

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Tasks

Baseline 3.875 1.5 5 4 4.625 4.625 4.25 5.875

HuddieSearch 2.75 4.5 4.5 6 5.125 3.625 3.625 5.625

However, these results are not significant using two-way, repeated measures ANOVA testing the effects of system

(F-, u2 = .432, p - .764) and task (F7.11: = .453, p = .717) on user satisfaction. The degree of user satisfaction is not

significantly different between systems.

Given the very encouraging results we obtained for the tasks completion, the average completion times, and user

satisfaction, we wanted to investigate what could improve the overall effectiveness of HuddleSearch. We propose

some possible explanations as to why the system was not optimally efficient.

Firstly, Panoptic, the baseline search engine returns a document result set consisting of documents fully matching the

query, followed by a set of results only partially relevant to the query (results are presented in tiers, in Panoptic

terminology). When a user makes a request for precise information and asks for 300 pages to be relumed. Panoptic

might simply return 3 fully relevant documents, which are then occluded by a further 297 only partially relevant and

not fully satisfying the query. In this way, many of the base clusters created may be too generic, and relevant to only a

subset of the query terms, thus not aiding the user in his search.

A cluster is fundamentally a common group of terms; this has proved to conflict with Panoptic, which often returns

mirrors of the same document several times. At this moment in time, HuddleSearch simply examines the URL to

determine replication; consequently 'false" significant clusters are created when content is repeated, this will result in

incorrectly weighted common phrases and will hide naturally relevant clusters which are pushed further down the list.

In order for a cluster summary to be created each page within a cluster is visited and its content is retrieved to generate

a page summary. Some experiments were executed at peak times, where network traffic was high; hence many

documents failed to be summarised within an allocated time. As a result, when documents failed to be summarised, the

higher-level cluster summaries were inadequate and occasionally users were faced with 'no summary could be created",

providing little or no benefit to the user. However, informal feedback from users during non-peak time evaluations

suggests that summaries are indeed helpful.

In addition to viewing a cluster summary, our visualisation tool provides the facility of previewing a cluster by looking

at its top documents titles, which we believe to be good indicators forjudging initial relevance. However, the .GOV
collection made this feature extremely temperamental, as in many cases a document"s title is simply an alphanumeric

document ID, thus providing no hint of content.

The above perhaps explain why the user satisfaction with HuddleSearch. though superior to the Panoptic engine, was

not optimal. Moreover, the assessment of the answers provided by the users during the experiments will provide more

evidence regarding the effectiveness of HuddleSearch. However, we do believe that most of the issues mentioned

above could be addressed efficiently. Hence, we suggest that there is much scope to improve HuddleSearch. Overall,

results show that hierarchical clustering and summarisation visualisation tools do aid the users in their interaction with

the search engine in the Web context. Uncompleted tasks as well as average times to accomplish them were definitely

reduced by the use of HuddleSearch.
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Abstract

The aim of our participation in the topic distillation and the named page finding tasks of the

Web track is the evaluation of a well-founded modular probabilistic framework for Web Information

Retrieval, which integrates content and link analyses. The link analysis component of the framework

employs a new probabilistic approach, called the Absorbing Model, for calculating a measure of

popularity for documents induced from the Web graph.

1 letroduction

Both topic distillation and named page finding tasks require a high precision in the ranking, since

there are few relevant documents for the topic distillation task, which reduce to one for the named

page finding task. Results of TREC last year [5] have shown that the link structure upon the Web

hardly combines with the content analysis, at least for the topic relevance task. Similarly, the length

of the URL and other heuristics have shown to be more effective than the explicit use of the link

structure for the homepage finding task. In general, it has been found that pure link structure analysis

does not enhance retrieval effectiveness.

Our participation in the Web track focuses on a novel way to integrate content with link analysis.

We propose a method for combining content and links in a sound and non-parametric way, as well as

a dynamic spreading activation mechanism to be applied on top of this methodology. We evaluate our

proposals by extending the framework used in TRECIO [1] in a modular way. The refined content

analysis module is integrated with a new link analysis module. Moreover, the system is extended

with a new query expansion module, which can be enabled, or disabled during the retrieval process.

The preliminary results reported in this paper show that link analysis may benefit the ranking,

enhancing the overall retrieval effectiveness. However, its success strongly depends on the basic

probabilistic link model used, as well as on the methodology employed to build the link structure

graph. Our approach differs from that used in PageRank [4] and it can be seen as a dynamic mod-

ification of the link structure according to the content and thus, indirectly, to the query. Moreover,

results show that different strategies are required for optimal topic distillation and named page finding

effectiveness.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the proposed approaches and their ra-

tionale are described. Section 3 contains a detailed description of the runs submitted, and in Section 4

we present a preliminary analysis of the results.

'Also affiliated to Fondazione Ugo Bordoni, Rome. 645



2 Integration of content and link analyses

We introduce a new probabilistic model, which we call the Absorbing Model, for analysing the link

structure of Web documents [2]. This method provides us with a measure of authority for documents,

based on the probability distribution of accessing the states of a Markov chain, which is induced from

the Web graph. This probability distribution corresponds to the principal eigenvector of the adjacency

matrix of the Web graph, and it is computed by an iterative but necessary converging process. We

apply this method either statically or dynamically.

2.1 A parameter-free link model: the Absorbing model

PageRank [4] connects any couple of documents in the collection through a virtual link, with a very

small transition probability, which is a parameter for the algorithm. In the terminology of Markov

chains, all documents on the Web become ergodic states, which are treated as nodes belonging to a

unique large cluster. This cluster guarantees that all documents receive a probability different from

zero (the authoritative score), which is the probability that the node is reached by any possible random

walk through the nodes of the collection. Our Markov chain model offers a completely different

solution. We transform the original graph to make all states ergodic and have many different clusters

instead of one. The transition probabilities are then computed accordingly. In this transformation

process, we do not need the use of parameters to obtain the final authoritative scores.

2.2 Static application of the Absorbing mode!

For the static application of the Absorbing Model (SAM), we first calculate an absolute authority

score for each document in the collection during indexing. After retrieval is performed, this authority

score is combined with the content based score in a parametric way. This approach is similar to the

PageRank philosophy.

2.3 Dynamic application of the absorbing model

The dynamic application of the Absorbing model, which is called Dynamic Absorbing Model (DAM),

seems to be promising. It is applied only on the top retrieved documents and aims to provide a dy-

namic authority measure. The retrieved documents are returned by the application of a classical

content analysis model. Using a high quality content retrieval module, we assume that most of the

authoritative documents will be among the top ranked documents, and thus the application of link

analysis may change, but not drastically, the ranking of documents. Following this idea, the DAM
is applied on the set B of the top \B\ ranked documents. The priors are initialised using the scores

of the content analysis. Among the top retrieved documents, we select the subset A C B, with

0 < 1^1 < l-^l' with the highest content scores. We suppose that the documents in this set A should

be more authoritative than the remaining ones in B — A. Therefore, we modify the subgraph of

the subset A of the top ranked documents of B by removing their outgoing links. In this way, the

documents in the set B — A that might be relevant are boosted according to the link structure of

while documents in A do not loose their authority score but they may inherit some more from B — A.

The application of DAM does not involve any training, which makes it suitable for large collections

of documents, such as the Web.

2.4 Spreading Activation

In addition to the Absorbing Model, we propose a dynamic spreading activation mechanism for

finding the best entry points for topics on the W^45



Spreading activation is a well known mechanism used in hypertext and web retrieval systems

[8, 6], where a fraction of the Retrieval Status Value (RSV) of each document propagates to the

documents linked by it, assuming that documents linked by other relevant documents, are possibly

relevant as well. We adapt this mechanism in order to fit our need for identifying the best entry points

for a topic. In our method, which we call Static Spreading Activation (SSA), the propagation ofRSVs

is performed only when the documents linked belong to the same domain and the source document

of the link is deeper in the document tree than the destination document.

2.5 Query-biased Spreading Activation

The above spreading activation mechanism is refined by allowing the fraction of the RSV that prop-

agates to vary, depending on a measure of the query specificity. This measure, which we call query

scope, is a hybrid probabilistic measure that depends on both collection statistics and the external

conceptual structure provided by WordNet [7]. It is based on the assumption that a generic query

consists of terms that correspond to generic concepts in a conceptual hierarchy, and also that occur

frequently in the collection. In the dynamic version of the spreading activation mechanism, which

we call Dynamic Spreading Activation (DSA), the query scope is used to adjust the effect of the

RSV propagation, according to the assumption that generic queries may benefit more from the link

structure analysis, and therefore from the propagation of a larger fraction of the RSVs between linked

documents. During indexing, each term appearing in the collection is mapped to one or more con-

cepts in WordNet and a probabilistic measure of the specificity of the term is calculated. During

retrieval, the sum of the query term specificity measures, normalised by the length of the query, rep-

resents a probabilistic measure for the specificity of the query, which is used to refine the application

of the spreading activation mechanism.

3 Description of experiments

3.1 Indexing

For indexing the collection, a standard stop word list is used and Porter's stemming algorithm is

applied. Moreover, in all runs, except for uogOStad and uog06c, the documents are modified by

doubling the occurrences of terms in titles and by adding to each document the anchor text of its

incoming links. For the run uog06c, the documents are not modified, while for the run uogOStad,

the inverted file is augmented with additional information on whether a term appears in the anchor

text of a document or in its body. For all runs, the weighting formulas used for calculating the

RSVs are a variant of I{ne)B2, which we call I(ne)C2, except for runs uog04cta2dqh and

uog09cta2, where the formula I(ne)B2 is used [3].

3.2 Topic Distillation

The static Absorbing Model (SAM) is applied only in the run uogOlctaialh for the topic distil-

lation task. In more details, the probability distribution of accessing the states of a modified Markov

chain obtained from the graph of the collection is calculated during indexing. We take into account

only links between documents that belong to different domains. During retrieval, after forming the

elite set, consisting of the top 1000 retrieved documents, we calculate a new RSV using a linear

combination of the RSV initially computed and the Absorbing Model's authority score autliAM-

RSV = acontent * RSV + Uunk * authj (1)



Official run Prec. at 10 Prec. at 20 Prec. at 30 Average Prec. Features

uogO Ictaialh 0.1306 0.1255 0.1218 0.1072
body-anchor-title , /(ne)C2

SAM, SSA

uog02ctadh 0.1143 0.1184 0.1116 0.0979
body-anchor-title, I{ne)C2

DAM (\B\ = 50, \A\ = 10), SSA

uog03ctadqh 0.1939 0.1612 0.1476 0.1582
body-anchor-title, I{ne)C2

DAM = 50, \A\ = 10), DSA

uog04cta2dqh 0.2082 0.1704 0.1469 0.1743
body-anchor-title , I{ne)B2

DAM i\B\ = 50, \A\ = 10), DSA

uogOStad 0.2224 0.1765 0.1565 0.1540
body-anchor-title, /(ne)C2

DAM = 50, \A\ = 10)

Table 1: Topic distillation official results

The parameters acontent and aunk were experimentally set to 1 and 0.1 respectively.

The DAM is applied in runsuog02ctadh, uogOBctadqh, uog04cca2dqh and uogOStad

for the topic distillation task. After the elite set of documents is ranked according to the matching

function used, the RSVs calculated are used as prior probabilities for the initialisation of the DAM.

This dynamic link analysis is applied on the set B of the top ranked documents, ignoring the outlinks

from the documents of the set A, where A C B. The values used in the official results for the sizes

of sets B and A are respectively 50 and 10.

The spreading activation mechanism is applied for the topic distillation task, either stadcally

for runs uogOlctaialh and uog02ctadh, or in a dynamic mode for runs uogOBctadqh and

uog04cta2dqh, as a filter for re-ranking the results. The static version (SSA) consists of forming

for each document d in the elite set, the set S of documents that are linked by it and that are placed

deeper in the hierarchy of documents within the same site. The final RSV for document d is then

calculated by using the following formula:

RSV^ = RSVa +
ses

The parameter 0 was experimentally set to 0.1 .

The dynamic version (DSA) of the spreading acdvation mechanism replaces the parameter /? with

the query scope, that is a measure of the specificity of the query. The Equation 2 is then modified as

follows:

RSV^ - RSVd + queryscope * Yl ^^^'^

As mentioned above in Section 3.1, for the run uogOStad, we use a different approach. Having

augmented the inverted file with information on whether the terms belong to the body of a document

or to its anchor text, before the DAM is applied, we remove from the results those documents for

which no query terms occur in the associated anchor text. The obtained official results for the topic

distillation task are given in Table 1

.

3.3 Named page finding

For the named page finding task, proximity search is used only for the run uogOSctap. After

retrieval is performed and the elite set is formed, proximity search is applied and the original RSV
of documents in which the query occurs as a phrase is multiplied by a parameter 7, as shown in the

following equadon:

RSV = 7 * RSV 648 (4)



Official run
Average Reciprocal

Precision

Named pages

in top 10

Named pages

not found
Features

uog06c 0.552 107 (71.3%) 23 (15.3%) body only, /(ne)C2

uog07cta 0.654 128 (85.3%) 14 (9.3%) body-anchor-title, I{ne)C2

uogOSctap 0.516 114(76.0%) 18 (12.0%)
body-anchor-title, I(ne)C'2

Proximity search

uog09cta2 0.643 127 (84.7%) 12 (8.0%) body-anchor-title, I{ne)B2

uoglOctad 0.651 128 (85.3%) 14 (9.3%)
body-anchor-title, /(ne)C2

DAM(|B| = 10, A = |5|)

Table 2: Named page finding official results

Unofficial run Prec. at 10 Prec. at 20 Prec. at 30 Average Prec. Features

unof Olcta 0.2082 0.1714 0.1537 0.1685 body-anchor-title, I{ne)C2

unof 02c 0.2122 0.1806 0.1619 0.1668 body only, I{ne)C2

unof 03c 0.2694 0.1929 0.1680 0.2041 body only, PL2

unof 04cd 0.2776 0.1969 0.1687 0.2047
body only, PL2

DAM(|S| = 50,\A\ = 20)

body only, PL2

unof 05cdpr 0.1939 0.1612 0.1463 0.1335 Dynamic PageRank

(|B| = 50,|A| = 20)

unof 06cqe 0.2388 0.1888 0.1653 0.2021
body only, PL2

Query Expansion

Table 3: Topic distillation unofficial results

For the run uogOSctap the parameter 7 was set to 1.3.

For the run uoglOctad, the DAM is applied as described in Section 2.3. The sizes of the sets

B and A were experimentally chosen to be 10 and 5. They are smaller than the corresponding values

chosen for the topic distillation task, reflecting the fact that there is only one, or two at most named

pages for each query.

The rest three runs, namely uog06c, uog07cta and uog09cta2 are variations of body only,

or body and anchor indexing retrieval, using different retrieval methods. Run uog0 6c uses body

only indexing, while runs uog07cta and uog09cta2 use body and anchor indexing. Moreover,

runs uog06c and uog07cta use the retrieval method I{ng)C2, while for the run uog09cta2 the

method I{ne)B'2 was applied. The obtained official results for the named page finding task are given

in Table 2.

4 Analysis of results

This year, both tasks require a high early precision. The number of relevant documents for the topic

distillation task is smaller than the number of relevant documents found for the topic relevance task in

TREC 10. The named page finding task differs from the homepage finding task, because the named

pages are not necessarily homepages.

For the sake of completeness, once we received the evaluation data from TREC, we ran several

new unofficial experiments (see Tables 3 and 4).

Both official and unofficial results obtained from the conducted experiments, show that the con-

tent analysis is still the most important/efficient retrieval component. For example, in the topic dis-

fillafion task, our content-only baseline, unofficial run unof03c, as shown in Table 3, performs better

than all our official runs (0.2694 of prec. @10 ol64^ed by run unof 03c w.r.t. 0.2224 obtained by



Unofficial run
Average Reciprocal

Precision

Named pages

in top 10

Named pages

not found
Features

unof OVctad 0.555 107 (71.3%) 22 (14.67%)
body only, I{ne)C2

DAM {\B\ - 10, \A\ - 5)

unof 08cqe 0.414 93 (62.0%) 38 (25.3%)
body only, /(ne)C2

Query expansion

unof 09cta 0.614 124 (82.67%) 11( 7.33%) body-anchor-title, PL2

Table 4: Named page finding unofficial results

our best run, uogStad). Note here the application of the weighting scheme PL2, which we found

to clearly outperform others schemes mentioned in [3].

To have a clear view of the importance of link analysis in topic distillation, we have tuned our link

analysis model, the DAM, running several experiments with different values for the sets B and A. We

have observed a slight improvement of precision at 10 documents and average precision with respect

to the content only baseline using the DAM (0.2776 of prec. @ 10 obtained by run unof 04cd w.r.t.

0.2694 obtained by the pure PL2 content retrieval baseline, run unof 03c, as shown in Table 3).

This result was not achieved with the official runs.

Amongst the official runs, uogOStad was the best. Performance difference between the official

run uog05tad and the unofficial run unof 04cd was due to the fact that in the official run, the use

of the anchor and the title text was detrimental, the size of A was too small for a precision @ 10 and

the content retrieval model was different.

We have also compared the DAM to PageRank under the same experimental setting for the topic

distillation task. PageRank is applied on the set B of the top |S| documents and the outlinks of the top

\A\ documents are ignored, where 0 < \A\ < \B\. Results show that DAM significantly outperforms

PageRank for different values of \B\ and \A\ (e.g. run unof 05cdpr w.rt. run unof 04cd in

Table 3). Moreover, PageRank seems to be detrimental for topic distillation (run unof OScdpr

w.rt. run unof 02c in Table 3).

We also achieve a slight improvement over the body-only indexing retrieval baseline for the

named page finding task (run unof07ctad in Table 4 w.rt. run uog06c in Table 2) by using

our link analysis model, DAM. Although the improvement is marginal, and the sizes of the sets B
and A on which the link analysis was applied are smaller than the corresponding sizes for the topic

distillation task, this is an indication that our dynamic link analysis model may be applied for both

tasks.

An interesting issue that arises from the conducted experiments, concerns the use of anchor text

during retrieval. While for the named page finding task, employing anchor text significantly improves

precision (run uog07cta w.rt. run uog0 6c in Table 2), for the topic distillation task precision

decreases (run unof 02c w.rt. run unof Olcta in Table 3).

Also, the query-biased spreading activation mechanism proposed seems to significantly improve

results over the statically applied spreading activation (run uogOBctadqh w.rt. run uog02ctadh

in Table 1), although the effectiveness is lower than that of our baseline. A possible reason for this

is that the spreading activation mechanism was applied on the set of the 1000 top ranked documents,

where not all the links contained are useful and most of the documents are not relevant. Therefore,

additional refinements are needed, as well as an investigation on the size of the set of documents for

which the spreading activation mechanism will prove to be effective. Furthermore, we have noted

that query expansion is detrimental for both tasks (run unof 06cqe in Table 3 for topic distillation

and run unof08cqe in Table 4 for named page finding).

Moreover, the conducted experiments show that the two tasks of the Web track are intrinsically

different. Thus, different strategies are needed f(6-f^ch one, since what works best for one task is



not necessary optimal for the other. First, the best results in the two tasks were obtained by using

different weighting schemes, i.e. PL2 works better for topic distillation (unofficial run unof 03c

w.r.t. unofficial run unof 02c in Table 3), while I{nc)C2 performs the best in named page finding

(official run uog07cta w.r.t. unofficial run unof 09c t a). Second, we have proved that while using

anchor text improves precision for the named page finding task, it decreases performance in the topic

distillation task.

To conclude, for the topic distillation task, both body-only indexing and link analysis without

anchors work well, whilst for the named page finding task body and anchor indexing also display

promising results. Furthermore, our results show that the potential application and usefulness of

the link analysis still has to be explored, and we believe that performance improvement is feasible

through refinement and better integration of the content and link analyses. As far as we know, even

though content analysis is still a major component for effective retrieval, it is the first time that the

results benefit from the application of pure link analysis for both tasks.
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Introduction

As new participants to TREC, on the Filtering Track, we have started by first

investigating two methods of producing document profiles. We begin by looking for

"obvious" profiles that detect closely related documents. This year we have started by

looking for:

® lexically similar cases

® semanticaliy similar cases based on a simple combination of keywords.

Cliaracterlstics of the Renter's data

Before addressing specific tasks we investigated the Reuter's data. It was expected in this

domain that there would be some similar text in different documents: the extent is quite

significant. We used the Ferret software, designed to ferret out similar passages of text in

large document collections, which we have recently developed [2].

An experiment was carried out to compare each document with about 1 000 others, taken

in date order. We went through the test corpus (723141 documents) and for every set of

1000 documents compared each with each (that is 499500 comparisons for each set). Of
course if file A is similar to file B and to file C. then it is quite likely that File B is similar

to file C.

We found 48,918 with identical text. Some of the files were very short, for instance

regular industrial reports might have no more than 10 content words in the text. Omitting

files with 10 or less content words, 6,616 had identical text.

The analysis also showed that in a further large number of file pairs texts were "very

close" - this and other terms will be explained below. 287.391 pairs fell into this

category. Without those files containing 10 or less content words in their texts, 24.017

were very close.

There are 718, 443 pairs with "significant matching passages". Of those with more than

10 content words in the text 228,1 30 fait into this category.
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Method of determioiog similarity

The method used is as follows. First each document is pre-processed so that only the id

number, the headline, and the text are kept, while tags are omitted. Stop words are filtered

out. There are 440 stop words, and the list includes entries which, though not function

words, have little semantic content.

Then each document is converted into a set of word triples, composed of every sequential

triple. Thus, the sentence:

Given a topic description and some example relevant documents build a fdtering profde.

would be converted into the set:

given a topic a topic description topic description and etc.

or, after taking out stop words:

given topic description topic description example description example relevant etc.

Then each pair of documents is compared for matching word triples. This raw score is

converted into the metric '"resemblance", based on set-theoretic principles. Informally,

resemblance is the number of matches between two sets, scaled by joint set size. It is also

known as the Jaccard coefficient. Let S(A) and S(B) be the set of trigrams from

documents A and B respectively. Let R(A,B) be the resemblance between A and B

R= IS(A)nS(B)|

!
S(A)u S(B)|

For the preliminary investigations into the Reuter's data, documents are identical if after

pre-processing, R =1 .0. The category "very close" takes 1 .0 > R > 0.8, while "significant

matching passages" takes 0.8 > R > 0.4. These are arbitrary boundaries.

As an indication of the scale of similarity, it is worth considering measures used in

another field. The Ferret was originally developed for detecting plagiarism in students'

work. At a level of R > 0.04 (a degree of magnitude smaller than that used here)

matching passages were typically found, possibly quite short.

Time taken to process each set of 1 000 files was about 1 minute, about 1 1 hours for the

full test set, on a Pentium III processor, with 700MHz, 512 MB RAM. However there is

considerable scope for increasing the efficiency of this implementation.
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Theoretical backgrouiid

The dominant approach in statistical pattern analysis is based on the well known method

of abstracting significant features and lining them up in a feature vector for further

processing. However, there are relationships between the number of elements of the

feature vector, the amount of training data available and the level of generalization

achieved. In text processing a very large number of words have to be processed, even

after filtering through a stop word hst. The amount of training data will typically not be

enough to ensure a satisfactory level of probably approximately correct outcomes. For

further details see [1, 3]. Therefore, a set theoretic approach may be appropriate in word

based text processing, as described in [2].

Routiiig lllteriiig with lexical profiles

The method described above was then applied to give a preliminary analysis of topics in

the filtering task. For this we just took the three sample documents given for the adaptive

filtering task, and did not refer to the topic description. The three sample documents are

stripped of xml tags, edited by filtering through the stop word list and concatenated. This

text is then compared to all the documents in the test data (similarly detagged and filtered

through the stop word list). For Topic 102 a pairing producing 16 matches, resemblance

0.05, is displayed. Figure 1 . The number of matching word triples shown in the display is

much greater than that produced by the match detection software, since for display we go

back to the original documents which include stop words and xml tags.

Saw.! ptoit:
Total Matches. 56

\m the mine which had to be pumped out </p>

<p>Police have gaaied access to 10 undeigfound mine gaBeiies and aie locking

for places where

they think the paedophJe gang may have Ndden chikken and possii^ bodies.</p>

<p>So far thet search has been in vain, but four gaSeries f>ave yet to be

.'investigated </p>

!<p>Dutco«jx. who is in jai along wih several aSeged accotnptees. has admttCed

jabdticHitg

^Maichal and Lambtecks as well as mutdenng V/emstein.</p>
i<p>ln August l>s2tlO!iSE ts6 polece to the bodies of tew cUtet gbts " Melissa

|Busso ssxd Julie

^Legeune - Iwried alongside Weinsleii in the gai«ieti of one of several houses

|DutrouK

jownedx/p)
|</teMt>

Cdmraon Tuples

S8«| Piiiif ,

SEARCH

j
j<p>Be!gi«n was shock and outraged on August 17 when DiJltoiiB £e<f police to the

I i
bosses of tm>

I
loShei gills - eight-year-olds Melissa Busso a;>ti Julie LeteuFie - ict the garden ot

J
|a house he owned

I
linSars-Le-Bussiere south west of the City.</p>

I
|<p>The youngsters (isappeaied tiJime 13ffi.</p>

! j<p>Two days earlier there had been rejoicing when LaetidaDelhez. 14. and

j
iSabme Daidenne,

1 112. were rescued Irom a home-made dungeon an another of Dutroux's houses m the

\
jChaileroi

I
jarea</p>

t l<p>Duiiouii has been charged with ^iduction, Eeqal imprisonment and the murder

I i'^

I
jWeinsteii. whose botfy was found atoj'igstde those of Julie and Melissa In aB 1

2

s Ipeople have

I ibeen airested ri relation to the alleged kidnapping and paedophiia ring and a

fa memorial to

tashedin

iayeat were

lAn Marshal and

I
and E efre Lambtecks
land Julie Leieune

bocSesof two

Frenchman Bernard

Chaileioi in southern

chief suspect 7)

cNId tap^ Marc
bodes of

Duboucwhois
"Ti jEefjeLantbtecks mssn

'foiayeai

fotnJ on September

Frenchman BemaidWe
friends An Marchal

ttas adntted abductng
Klouse of Hoi.jc

house whete two

n southern Be^iuin

in the garden

in the grounds

rs chief suspect

Lambiecks missing for

led police to

Marc Dutroux who
Marchal and Eefje

Meissa Russo and
imefnotial to the

7

imefnotial to the

zl

A8Miitctie«J SoBeti.
j

Figure 1 : From Topic 102, display of sample text 79021 and relevant document 287139
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In Figure 1 the lower of the two files, id 7902 i, is one of the 3 example documents for

Topic 1 02. The upper file, id 2871 39, has short passages of matching text. It seems that

the original story was picked up again some time later.

This illustration shows how short passages of matching text can be detected. Lexically

similar text is often semanticaliy similar too. However, this is not always the case, as

when the processor picks up commonly occurring comments such as "Reuters has not

verified these reports and cannot vouch for their accuracy".

The type of lexical similarity described above indicates semantic similarity. However, the

opposite is not true. If two people write on the same topic independently the resulting

articles will not be lexically similar in this way, as previous experiments have shown.

When texts are lexically similar it indicates that there has been some element of cutting

and pasting.

Routing filtering with simple keyword profiles

The concept behind this method is to have several sets of keywords, and for a document

to be considered relevant it must have at least one member in each set. The keywords

have been selected manually at this point, from the topic description and three sample

documents for the adaptive filtering task. The rest of the training data was used for

primary evaluation of this approach. Topics RlOl and R125 were entered on this track.

For initial work there were 3 sets of keywords. It was essential to have a member in sets

key I and key2. Key3 was a set of supporting keywords whose frequency of occurrence

determined the ranking. As an example, the keywords for Topic RlOI on industrial

espionage were as follows:

key] key2

espionage business

spy commercial

spying economic

industrial

technical

Figure 2 : Essential keywords

Using this method cuts down on possible combinatorial explosion of combinations of

terms "industrial espionage", "commercial espionage", "industrial spying" etc. On
inspection later, it seemed that keyl might have included "secrets" and key2 "company".

This would have caught some documents that slipped through the net, but might have

produced false positives too.
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key3

charges

confidential prosecution

prosecutor

prosecutors

secret

police

court

courts

covert

intelligence

investigation

secrets

surveillance

Figure 3: Non-essential keywords used for ranking

Results

Using this method on topic RlOl produced a score of 0.428 compared to median 0.469

and maximumO.902. On R 125 it produced a result of 0.062, compared to a median of

0.327 and maximum of 0.565.

In both case the number of relevant documents was well below the specified number. For

RlOl 477 were found, for R125 260 were found. However, limited random sampling

indicated that no false positives were found.

Discrepancies in the data

In some cases the topic description and the training documents were not consistent. For

example, Topic Rl 10 was entitled "Terrorism Middle East tourism"", and the narrative

said relevant documents should correlate terrorism with tourism. However, "terrorism"

and associated terms were not mentioned in the 3 training documents for adaptive

filtering (42439. 82926, 85147). Topic R125 was entitled "Scottish independence'" but

there was no mention of Scotland in any form in some documents judged relevant

(27974, 48375, 68664). In Topic 134 the narrative of the topic description said that

documents were relevant only if statistics were included. There were no statistics in one

of the three training documents (73372).

Conclusion

The first method employed detected little of that lexical similarity between training and

testing documents, which is indicative of re-using text. However, our investigation of

general characteristics of the data showed that there is much re-use of text on close dates.

Taking a sideways glance at the Novelty Track, this method could be useful to sort out

similar versions of a story from ones with new information. Whether the new information

is strictly relevant would be another matter. For instance, reports on ABA banking policy

(100017.100398) had similarities (resemblance 0.55). The second had additional

information, on the speakers' clothes, which might not be considered relevant.
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The second method employed, using combinations of keywords, is a useful way of a

detecting a core of relevant documents. This could possibly be automated using thesauri

and/or Wordnet.

If the Filtering track is reinstated we plan to move on to the more interesting hard-to-

detect cases, and to integrate different profiles as in co-training.
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Abstract

This is the first year that members of the Database and Information System Lab (DBIS) at University

of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) participate in TREC. We participate in two tasks for the Web track: topic

distillation and named page finding. Linkage information among documents as well as content

information about documents is used in some of our submitted runs.

We utilize the Okapi weighting scheme with some modification for documents and passages retrieval;

the proximity of query terms in documents is also utilized for document ranking.

The PageRank of a document is combined with the similarity of the document with the query to obtain

an overall ranking of documents. A local linkage and URL analysis algonthm is employed for topic

distillation. In the named page finding task, we combine the surrogate similarity with the document

similarity in one run

.

0. Introduction

In TREC-2002 experiments, we carry out the topic distillation and the named page finding tasks. A

modified Okapi weighting scheme is implemented in our search engine. The modification is to replace

the original parameter K which is the length of a passage by the parameter K ' which is the norm of the

passage. We also propose a proximity re-ranking method. In this method, documents covering more

query terms in a certain window size than documents having fewer query tenns within the same

window size are ranked higher. The PageRank of a document is combined with the similarity of the

document before or after proximity re-ranking to obtain an overall ranking of the document. In topic

distillation, a document is assigned a value which is the sum of its similanty and a weighted sum of

the similarities of its descendents within the same host For each host, the document that gets the
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highest value among documents belonging to the same host is chosen for final ranking. In named page

finding, the title and the anchor text are used to construct a surrogate index. We submit one run that

combines the document similarity with the surrogate similarity.

In section I of this paper, we present the indexer, the weighting schemer, the proximity re-ranked

feature and the linkage analysis. In the next part, we discuss the specific technique we used for the

distillation task and the named page finding task. The paper is concluded in section 3.

L System Descriptioe

1.1 System and Data Structure

In this section, an overview of our system is given.

System

( 1 ) Document Parser

It is responsible for robust parsing ofHTML/SGML documents. This includes HTML/SGML parsing,

tokenization, lower case conversion and stemming.

(2) Indexer

The indexer reads collection files from disk, decompresses the documents, and parses them. For each

document, the system assigns a document ID, stores the content words (word ID) and their positions

within the document For each appearance of the content word, its type (title, anchor or plain) is

identified. The information is teld in a forward index file, in descending order of document ID. The

lexicon will be kept in a separate file. The lexicon file contains all the words and their corresponding

IDs. The hdexer also extracts linkage information between documents and maintains it by using two

tables: one keeps track of, for each document, the set of documents it points to; the other keeps track

of, for each document, the set ofdocuments pointing to it.

(3) Inverse Indexer

The inverse indexer reads the forward index file and sorts it by word ED to generate an inverted index.

An index of the inverted index is produced which contains, for each word, the word ID and its offset

into the inverted index.

A document is partitioned into passages, each having at most 300 words including stop words.
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Data Structure

(1) Forward Index

Documents in the forward index are in ascending order of document ID. One complete record is as

follows:

Document ID, t

Word Idi, tf], (position, type[, docID]), . . .., (position, type[, docID])

Word Id2, tf2, (position, type[, docID]), . . .., (position, type[, docID])

. Word Id, tf„ (position, type[, docID]), . . .., (position, type[, docID])

where t is the number of distinct terms in the document; tf, is the term frequency within the document;

for docIDj] in (position, type[, docID,]]), if the word type is anchor, the word is logically associated

with the document with docID,i; otherwise the docIDn is omitted

(2) Inverted Index

Ordered by word ID, the word record is as follows:

Word ID, df, (docID, normWeight) (docID, normWeight)

where df is he document frequency of the word; docID and normWeight are the document and the

normalized term weight of the word in the document respectively.

There are exactly two forward index files and two inverted index files, one for documents and another

for passages.

(3) Outgoing Link File and Back Link File

Ordered by document ID, the outgoing link record is as follows:

Document ID, t, docIDi, docID2, . . ., docIDt

where t is the number of outgoing links; documents with IDs: docIDi, docID2, ... docID, are pointed

to by document ID.

The back link file has the same format, but the docIDs are associated with the back links of the given

document

(4) Document Index

Document index table, implemented as a fixed length ISAM file and ordered by document ID,

contains, for each document, document ID, document name, its URL, its length, its nonn, its
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PageRank (see section 1 .4) and entries to various files: forward index file, outgoing links file, and

back links file.

Basic Search Engine

In the current system, once the search engine is fired up, several data structures are populated and

resident in main memory. This includes (a) a hash table holding lexicon; (b) a set holding a list of stop

words; and (c) a search map holding the index of the inverted index. The search map is implemented

as sorted pairs of (word ID, offset), where the offset indicates the starting position where the inverted

index for the word with word ID is located on the disk.

A memory resident lexicon and search map enables fast lookup of inverted file and is critical to the

efficiency of our search engine.

All the processing is done on a Dell computer with 2.0G Pentium processor and 1GB RAM. This

machine runs Linux.

1.2 Weighting Scheme

We adopt the Okapi weighting function in our system [RobertsonWalkerOO].

Basic Weight Function

h K + tf k,+qtf

H'<" is the Robertson/Spark Jones weight ofT in Q [RobertsonSpark76], which is:

, N-n + 0.5
log — (2)

where,

N is the number of items (documents/passages) in the collection

77 is the number of documents/passages containing the tenn

{/'is the frequency of occurrence of the term within a specific document/passage

qtfis the frequency of the term within the query

K = k,xi{l-b) +bx-^), /t, -1.2 b = 0J5 A;, =1000
avgdl

Documents retrieval uses the basic okapi function.
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Modified Okapi Function for Passages Retrieval

Passages retrieval uses a modified okapi function where each passage has up to 300 words including

stop words (the last passage of a document may have less than 300 words).

We modify Okapi function by replacing the original parameter K with K\ where K' is:

Norm
K' = kjX ((1-b) + bx )

AvgNorm

Here the Norm is the norm of the passage, the AvgNorm is the average norm of a passage in the

collection, k;, b, kj are 1.2, 0.75 and 1000 respectively. We use the Norm and AvgNorm instead of.the

traditional length factor for the reason that passages differ more in norms than in lengths.

1.3 Proximitj' Feature

We take the proximity of query terms into consideration in retrieval. Specifically, if the largest

number of query terms which can be found in a document within a certain window size (50 words) is

m, then m is called the proximity factor. Supposed that the similarity of tie document computed by

the basic/modified Okapi ftmction is sim, then an intermediate similarity of the document is (m, sim).

Documents are arranged in descending order of (proximity factor, similarity) with proximity factor

being the leading coefficient. That is, if document d] has intermediate similarity (pi, sim,), and

document 62 has mtermediate similarity (pj, sim2), then document dl will be ranked higher than

document 62 if Pi > P2, or pi = p2 and simi > sim2.

After TREC competition, we &> more experiments on proximity. We are investigating the effect of

window size on retrieval efficiencies.

1.4 PageRank

We compute the PageRank of each document according to [BrinPage98] [PageBrinMotwani98]

[Havelinwala99].

L5 Retrieval

Documents/Passages Retrieval

Documents are retrieved m descending order of basic okapi similanty. Let the similarity between

document d; and query q be normalized to value between 0 and 1 and be denoted by sim(di, q).

The basic search engine also retrieves the passages in descending order of the modified okapi

similarity. The similarity of a document containing a set of passages in the list is the maximum
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similarity of a passage within the document. Let sim(pk, q) represent the similarity value between

passage pk and query q, pj), pi2, . . ., pi, be passages belonging to the same document 4- The similarity

of document dj between query q is normalized between 0 and 1 and is given by:

sim(di, q) = max( sim(pii, q), simipa, q), • . ., sim(p,„ q) ) (3)

Ranking Documents by Proximity

After the similarities of documents are computed according to formula (3), they are re-ranked in

descending order of (proximity factor, similarity) as described in section 1.3. The (proximity factor,

similarity) is normalized to a value between 0 and 1 , and this value is denoted by inter-sim(d, q).

Combine PageRank

We combine the PageRank value ofeach document with sim(d, q) or inter-sim(d, q) to aim at the final

similarity [SilvaRibeiro-NetoOO].

Combine with PageRank:

final-sim(d, q) = a * sim(d, q) + (1 -a) * PageRank 0 < a < 1 or

fmal-sim(d, q) = a * inter-sim(d, q) + ( 1 -a) * PageRank 0 < a < 1 (4)

In the above expression, PageRank is normalized to a value between 0 and 1.

The BaseSet of documents are the top N documents obtained by fomnula (3), or re-ranking using

proximity or formula (4).

2, Web TREC

2.1 Topic Distillation

"Topic distillation involves fmding a list of key resources for a particular topic. A key resource is a

page which, if someone built me a (short) list of key URLs in a topic area, I would like to see

included." |TREC-2002Guidelines]

In TREC2002, we try to find the key resources by applying the following local link and URL analysis

to the BaseSet.

Distillation Algorithm

In the BaseSet, tie documents within each host are used to compute their qualities. This takes into

considerations of
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a. The final similarity of each document within the host

b. The linkage information among the documents in the host.

(1) We first construct a graph as follows. ABaseSet of 1000 documents which have the largest

similarities was obtained. This set is augmented by another set of documents S'. Each document, say

d' in S' is a parent of a node d in S, and d' and d belong to the same host. Hyperlinks between

documents on the same host form the directed edges of the graph.

(2) We now compute the quality of a document. It is essentially the sum of its final similarity and a

weighted sum of the final similarities of its descendents within the same host. It is computed as

follows.

Let N be the set of nodes in the parenthood graph; Let q[n] be the quality value of node n in N,

and s[n] be its final similarity value.

a. Initialize q[n] to 0; s[n] = 0 if n does not belong to S, s[n] = its similarity value if n is in S.

; b. For each node n in set N, compute its shortest path to each of its descendents, m. Let the

length of the shortest path be d[n, m]. d[n, m] = 0 , ifm = n.

(3) Rank the documents in descending order of quality. Return the 10 documents with the largest

qualities, provided that no more than 1 document comes from the same host. In other words, if

document d] and document 62 come from the same host and dj has higher quality, then discard d2.

Result

For topic distillation task, 4 BaseSets are constructed:

The first BaseSet contains documents retrieved using passage retrieval only.

The second BaseSet contains documents obtained using passage retrieval but with proximity take into

consideration (section 1.3).

The third BaseSet contains documents obtained using passage retrieval, proximity and combined with

PageRank.

The fourth BaseSet contains documents retrieved using document retrieval combined with PageRank

Notice that this year's TREC topic distillation task only judges the top 10 retrieved documents. So in

our submission, for each query, top 10 documents are fi-om distillation, and the remaining documents

are from BaseSet.

c. q[n]
s{ m

)

JesL endunl _ iit _ n

2
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The best lesult is obtained by applying distillation algorithm to the third BaseSet, we get 52 key

resources.

2.2 Named Page Finding

Surrogate Index and Retrieval

Since title and anchor text are very important in homepage finding, we treat them in a special way and

generate separate index set of title and anchor text for afterward retrieving. The title and anchor text

will be indexed as follows:

(1) For each HTML page p, extract its title T.

(2) For each HTML page p, construct a set S of anchor texts associated with the link in the Web pages

that have link(s) pointing to p. For example, if page q has a linlc pointing to p, e.g. on page q there is

<a> href=http://www.dbis.uic.edu>UIC database and infonnation xxx Web site</a> and page p is

dbis's web site. Then "UIC ..." is the anchor texts for page p. Note that it is extracted from page q.

(3) For each HTML page, construct a document surrogate from all the tokens in T and S.

(4) Index surrogates as we described in section 1.1.

For a given query each retrieved document will have a surrogate similarity. Then it is combined with

the original document similarity to get the final similarity. The procedure is as follows:

(1) Compute the similarity of query q with surrogate: sim(q, surrogate-of-doc)

(2) Interpolate its similarity with the original document p, to get final similarity:

c * sim(p, q) + (1-c)* sim(surrogate-of-p, q) (5)

Result

We submit 3 mns for named page finding task.

The first run is obtained from the surrogate as described in fonnula (5).

The second run is obtained by combining document retrieval with PageRank.

The third rum is obtained using passage retrieval only.

The best b the third run, the average reciprocal over 150 topics is 0.564, the number of topics for

which the named page found in top 10 is 114 (76%), the number of topics for which no named page

was found is 20(13.3%).
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3o CoMdiisioM

Our TREC-2002 experiments show that passage retrieval is beneficial to both topic distillation and

named page finding. Proximity ranking can improve the precision of content retrieval. Linkage

information (PageRank) helps both tasks. But unfortunately, the surrogate (title and anchor text) does

not give us a good performance in named page finding task. Since this is the first time we participate

in TREC, we do not have the time to try more sophisticated techniques. We are experimenting with

new techniques to perform retrieval, which hopefully will yield much better effectiveness in the future.
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Abstract

We describe a machine learning centered approach

to developing an open domain question answering

system. The system was developed in the sum-

mer of 2002, building upon several existing machine

learning based NLP modules developed wdthin a

unified framework.

Both queries and data were pre-processed and aug-

mented with pos tagging, shallow parsing informa-

tion, and some level of semantic categorization (be-

yond named entities) using a SNoW based machine

learning approach. Given these as input, the sys-

tem proceeds as an incremental constraint satisfac-

tion process. A machine learning based question

analysis module extracts structural and semantic

constraints on the answer, including a fine classi-

fication of the desired answer tyi)e. The system

continues in several steps to identify candidate pas-

sages and then extracts an answer that best satis-

fies the constraints.

With the available machine learning technologies,

the system was developed in six weeks with the goal

of identifying some of the key research issues of QA
and challenges to it.

1 Introduction

The question ansvi^ering track in TREC 2002 requires

participants to construct a system that can answer open-

domain natural language questions automatically given

a large collection of news articles with the possible help

of external knowledge sources. The questions are all fac-

tual and fairly restricted in the syntactic structure and

the given answer should be a single phrase, without any

additional information. Contrary to previous years, def-

inition questions do not occur in this year's test set.

The open domain question answering (QA) system de-

scribed in this paper has been implemented as a platform

for studying and experimenting with a unified approach

to learning, knowledge representation and inference that,

we believe, is required to perform knowledge intensive

natural language based inferences.

The fundamental assumption that underlies the sys-

tem described here is that deep analysis of questions

plays an important role in the question answering task.

An information retrieval (IR) module, an answer selec-

tion and verification(AS) module and other supporting

components of a QA system all rely on the information

extracted from questions which we view here as con-

straints on possible answers. Our approach views the

selection of the answer and its justification as an in-

cremental constraint satisfaction process - information

extracted from the question constrains the syntactical

and semantical structures that can appear in correspond-

ing answers. This process applies restrictions extracted

by analyzing the questions using machine learning based

classifiers and operates on data annotated also by ma-
chine learning based classifiers.

Specifically, the system analyzes the question to ex-

tract structural and semantic constraints on the answer

and then proceeds in several steps, including a passage

retrieval and an answer selection stage, to narrow down
the list of candidate answers and rank them based on

how well they satisfy the known constraints on the de-

sired answer.

The system is centered around a unified machine learn-

ing and inference approach. Classifiers learned accord-

ing to the SNoW learning architecture [2; 14] are used

along with a SNoW based CSCL approach [l2] to aug-

ment the questions and text documents with additional

information including pos tagging information, shallow

parsing and some level of semantic categorization (be-

yond named entities) - information that all the modules
of our system exploit, including passage retrieval and

answer selection. The same learning architecture is also

used to train a question analysis module that provides

an accurate and fine-grained semantic classification of

the desired answer as well as deeper analj'sis, including

identifying the required relation (if relevant) and some
other syntactic and semantic constraints on the answer.

Consider the question [5]:

What is the fastest car in the world?

The candidate answers are:

1. Jaguar. With the justification: . . .the Jaguar

XJ220 is the dearest (415,000 pounds),
fastest (217mph) and most sought after car

in the world.
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2. Volkswagen. With the justification: . . .will

stretch. Volkswagen's lead in the world's

fastest growing vehicle maxket . Demand
for cars is expected to soar.

If we only consider a set of search terms — proba-

bly fastest, car and world — and assume that one

knows that the search is for a proper name, then both

sentences equally qualify as justifications. However, a

slightly deeper analysis reveals that "fastest" needs to

modify "car" , while in one of the candidate sentences it

modifies "market" . In many cases, especially given the

current definition of the TREC QA task, ad hoc prox-

imity constraints can do the job. That is, key terms

that are close together are more likely than not to be in-

dicative of the correct answer. However, we believe that

in order to make big progress in this task, this level of

deeper analysis is still necessary.

The constraints may consist of various syntactic and

semantic conditions that an answer has to, or is very

likely to satisfy. For example, the answer may be known
to be a noun phrase, a phrase that describes a loca-

tion, a date or a city. If the answer is a person's name,

an additional constraint may specify an action that this

person is taking; It may specify a plurality or a gender

constraint, etc.

Information extracted from the question analysis not

only constrains possible answers, but also guides the

downstream processing in choosing the most suitable

techniques to deal with different types of questions. For

example, given the question " Who was the first woman
killed in the Vietnam War?", we want to avoid testing

every noun phrase as an answer candidate. At the very

least, we would like to be able to tell that the target of

this question is a person, thereby reducing the space of

possible answers significantly by only searching person

names.

To achieve this goal, the QA system described here was

constructed with an enhanced question analysis module.

In the stage of question analysis, a fine-grained and fairly

accurate question classification is performed to identify

some of 50 predefined classes as the semantic classes of

the desired answer. This is done using a machine learn-

ing technique that builds on an augmented representa-

tion of the question that includes pos tagging, shallow

parsing information, and some semantic categorization

information. A set of typical semantic relations is ex-

tracted from the questions, along with one of their argu-

ments, and we also identify whether the desired answer

is the first or the second argument of a binary relation.

Eventually, the goal of question analysis is to generate

an abstract representation of the question, based on syn-

tactic and semantic analysis.

A passage retrieval module attempts first to apply the

information extracted by the question analysis module to

determining an ordered set of key terms (along with their

properties, e.g., named entities) and construct a search

policy to locate a passage that contains the answer. The
passage retrieval module is based on the concept of struc-

tured text queries which axe extended by searching over

non-textual concepts such as named entities and part

of speech types. Targeted strategies to generate queries

for specific question types are formed according to the

question analysis results with the help of additional in-

formation hinging, of course, on massive document pre-

processing and indexing. Several interesting techniques

have been developed for that purpose which allow, for

example, this module to index different writings of a
named entity with a single key.

Once a set of candidate passages are chosen, their loca-

tion information is passed to the answer selection module
to determine the most appropriate answer. The answer
selection stage becomes more challenging due to the new
requirements enforced in this year's TREC competition:

the answers provided by the QA system should be the

exact phrase of the answer; and, only a single answer

can be output.

Our answer selection is thus an optimization proce-

dure that is constructed, at this point, in an ad hoc
way, with an attempt to increase precision. For this pur-

pose, we focused only on answers that can be supported

within a single sentence and otherwise we just returned

"no answer" (NIL). The performance of our system on
questions that have no answer is 48% and on questions

whose answer is believed to be supported by the system,

24%. This is achieved by several methods. First, the IR
module enforces key terms to be within a small window
in the returned passages. The AS module itself imple-

ments strict constraint-satisfaction criteria in locating

answers. In addition, by utilizing the relation informa-

tion extracted by the question analyzer, it is possible to

capture the right answers for specific types of questions

and even rely on a knowledge base in some cases. Fi-

nally, a procedure for ranking answers is adopted to pick

the most suitable answer from the candidates.

This project, with the exception of the IR module,

started as a summer project in early June, 2002 and was
completed before the end of July. The reliance on mature
learning methods allowed us to put together a system for

this task in such a short time. Needless to say, there are

several important components that are still missing and
many of our design goals have not been fully achieved.

Another working assumption is that a robust and ac-

curate question answering system will depend on a large

number of predictors. These will be used at many levels

of the process and will support a variety of functions,

from knowledge acquisition to decision making and inte-

gration of information sources. Along with these, there

needs to be knowledge representation support that al-

lows, for example, to keep track of predictions as in-

put to higher level decisions and to maintain a coherent

representation of a question or a story; and, there also

needs to be an ability to make inferences by combining

the outcomes of lower level predictions along with some
constraints, e.g., those that are implied by the questions.

Some of our modules already make use of this view by in-

tegrating different levels of classifications and inferences
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[l2; 15]. However, at the system level, the system de-

veloped here only makes some preliminary steps in these

directions by putting forward a suggestion for a few of

the learning components and a few of the higher level

inferences required within a question answering system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2

describes the overall system architecture and highlights

some of the methods applied. Sec. 3 summarizes the

preprocessing of the queries and text. Sec. 4 describes

the question analysis module. Sec. 5 and 6 present our

information retrieval technique and answer selection and

verification module. In Sec. 7, we provide preliminary

evaluation on some of the system modules.

2 System Description

The three major modules of our QA system are the ques-

tion analysis, information retrieval and answer selection

modules. Each of them is a combination of multiple

submodules and tools. The question analysis module ex-

tracts constraints from a question and stores them in a

question analysis record. The IR module uses this infor-

mation to extract relevant passages from the correspond-

ing documents that are indexed at the word, sometimes

the phrase and the named entity level. The answer selec-

tion module analyzes the candidate passages or searches

a small knowledge base to extract the exact answer for

the question. We highlight below a few important pro-

cessing steps in our system.

1. An improved question analysis module provides an

accurate question classification (answer semantic

classes) and a detailed analysis of the question. The
IR and the AS module utilize the analyzed questions

and the answer semantic class to select query terms

and locate a candidate answer, respectively.

2. A new indexing mechanism based on named entities

and pos tags is applied to the document set and a

passage retrieval module is employed, that makes

use of the concept of structured text queries; it is

also capable of searching over non-textual concepts

such as named entities and part of speech types.

3. Question-specific strategies are applied both in the

question analysis and in answer selection. In the

question analysis they enable, for example, recog-

nizing some binary semantic relations along with a

missing argument, which is the target of the ques-

tion. In answer selection, the semantic classes of

the answer, as predicted by the question classifier,

guide the application of class-specific answer selec-

tion rules.

4. A small knowledge base has been acquired and in-

corporated into the system. It contains a collection

of binary relations along with their arguments and

can be accessed using the name of the relation and

one of the arguments, to extract the second argu-

ment. For example, the relation that A is the capi-

tal of B will be stored in our knowledge base for all

countries and U.S. states. When the answer ana/-

lyzer identifies that a question is concerned with this

relation, the knowledge base will be searched, but

after that, the normal AS process will still search

for a justification for this answer.

Figure 1 presents the basic structure of our QA sys-

tem. The following sections will give a detailed intro-

duction of the internal modules.

3 Preprocessing of Questions and Text

All the questions and documents were preprocessed using

a part-of-speech tagger, a named entity tagger and a

shallow parser which perform a basic-level syntaictic and
semantic analysis.

The pos tagger is a SNoW^ based one [4] that makes
use of a sequential model of classification to restrict the

number of competing classes (pos tags) while maintain-

ing, with high probability, the presence of the true out-

come in the candidate set. The same method is used to

give pos tags to both known and unknown words. Over-

all, as shown in [4], it achieves state-of-the-art results

on this task and is significantly more efficient than other

part-of-speech taggers. Note that we use the pos tagger

both for the questions and the documents. Although pos

taggers are typically evaluated on declarative sentences,

we have evaluated our pos tagger also on questions and
found its performance to be satisfactory.

Shallow parsing (text chunking) is the task of identi-

fying phrases, possibly of several types, in natural lan-

guage sentences. The shallow parser employed here

is the SNoW based CSCL parser described in [13;

7]. Primitive classifiers are trained to identify the be-

ginning and the end of each (type of) phrase. The final

decision is made using a constraint satisfaction based

inference, which takes into account constraints such as

"Phrases do not overlap"

.

In question analysis, we apply this tool to identifying

three types of phrases: noun-phrases, verb-phrases and
prepositional-phrases. The definitions of these phrases

follow those in the text chunking shared task in CoNLL-
2000 [6]. When analyzing the documents, in order

to save processing time, only noun-phrases and verb-

phrases axe identified. Below is an example to the type

of information provided by this module.

Question: Who was the first woman killed in the

Vietnam War ?

Chunking: [NP Who] [VP was] [NP the first woman]
[VP killed] [PP in] [NP the Vietnam. War] ?

Both the pos tagger and the shallow parser are available

at http: //L2R. cs .uiuc . edu/"cogcomp.

Our named entity recognizer categorizes noun phrases

into one of 34 different categories of -varying specificity.

The scope of these categories is broader than usual for

an average named entity recognizer. With additional

categories such as title, profession, event, holiday,

festival, animal, plant, sport, and medical, we rede-

fine our task in the direction of semantic categorization.

For the above example, the named entity tagger will get:
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Figure 1: System Architecture

NE: Who was the [Num. first] woman killed in the

[Event Vietnam War] ?

Like the shallow parser, the named entity recognition

process centers around the SNoW based CSCL [13], with

the addition of some predefined lists for some of the se-

mantic categories. One major setback in developing this

tool was a lack of sufficient training data. Since our de-

cision process crucially depends on this categorization

process, both in question classification and answer selec-

tion, we are planning to work on improving the accuracy

of this tool.

4 Question Analysis

The goal of the question analysis is two-folded. First, we
attempt to recognize the semantic type of the sought af-

ter answer, so that we can apply more specific and more

accurate strategies when locating the answers. Second,

we try to extract informative syntactic and semantic con-

straints over the possible answers.

To achieve these, question analysis consists of three

subtasks. First, a machine learning approach is applied

to performing a fine-grained question classification and

identifying the semantic classes of the answer [8]

.

Second, given that the questions in TREC actually

concentrate on a limited range of topics, it is possible to

define a fairly small number of semantic relations that

are the target of a laxge number of questions. Specif-

ically, for a binary relation, the question identifies one

of it's arguments, and looks for the other as the answer.

In addition to the answer types, we therefore attempt to

extract the taxget semantic relation in the question. For

example, in the question " When was Davy Crockett horn

f , the goal is to infer that the question is looking for

the first argument in the relation Birthdate-of (?, Davy
Crockett). The information that the first argument is

likely to be a date is also utilized.

Third, we fully parse the question and construct an ab-

stract representation based on this parse result. The rep-

resentation consists of some general syntactic and seman-

tic relations such as subject-verb, verb-object, modifier-

entity pairs, etc.

4.1 Fine Grained Question Classification

The purpose of question classification [8] is to identify

the semantic classes of the desired answer. People work-

ing in QA seem to agree that this task is an essential

and crucial step in the QA process. For example, [lO]

claims that 36.4% of the total errors of the QA system

can be attributed to mistakes at this early stage. More-
over, it seems that the more specific the classification

is, the greater the benefit to downstream processes. For

example, in the next two questions, knowing that the

targets are a "city" or a "country" will be more useful

than just knowing that they are locations.

Q: What Canadian city has the largest population?

Q: Which country gave New York the Statue of Lib-

erty?

Therefore, our taxonomy of question classification in-

clude 6 coarse classes(ABBREVIATION, ENTITY, DE-
SCRIPTION, HUMAN, LOCATION and NUMERIC
VALUE) and 50 fine classes (animal, color, event, food,

language, plant, city, moimtain, code, individual, title,

speed, money, equivalent term, etc.). By using learning

with multiple syntactic and semantic features, we can
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improve the classification accuracy to a level that can

be relied upon in downstream processes. The question

classifier developed is a two-layered hierarchical learned

classifier based on the SNoW architecture. See [8] for

details.

One difficulty in the question classification task is that

there is no cleax boundary between classes. Here are

some examples of the internal ambiguity of this task.

Consider

1. What do bats eat?

2. What is the fear of lightning called ?

3. Who defeated the Spanish armada?

The cinswer of Question 1 could be food, plant or an-

imal; The answer of Question 2 could be an equivalent

term or a disease. And Question 3 could ask for a person

or a country. Due to this ambiguity, it is hard to catego-

rize these questions into one single class; it is likely that

mistakes will propagate into any downstream processes.

To avoid this problem, we allow the classifier to assign

multiple class labels for a single question. This method

is better than only allowing one label because we can

apply all the classes in the downstream processing steps

without loss of accuracy. In those steps, inaccurate an-

swer candidates will be filtered out by applying further

constraints over the answers. To implement this model,

we choose to output k {k < 5) classes for a question, k

here is decided by a decision module over the activation

of each class. For example, for Question 2, all of food,

animal and plant are returned as the possible answer

types.

An important change in this year's TREC competi-

tion is that all definition questions are removed from the

test set. This change increases the pressure on oiu: ques-

tion classifier because definition questions are relatively

simpler to classify.

4.2 Relation Extraction

According to our statistics, about 30% of TREC 10 ques-

tions contained a specific and simple semantic relation

which can be described as a binaxy relation. In TREC
2002, there are also a lot of relational questions. By
extracting the semantic relations, the questions can be

easily converted into a logical form. For example,

1. When was Davy Crockett bom ?—> Birthdate.of(?, Davy Crockett).

2. What IS the capital city of Algeria ?—
> CapitaLof(?, Algeria).

3. Who invented the fishing reel ?—> Inventor_of(?, fishing reel).

The same relation should also be satisfied by the an-

swer. Specifically, in these cases, the question specifies

a bineiry relation along with one of its arguments, and

the answer is the other argument. Several systems [l;

16] have previously shown that sometimes, even simple

pattern matching methods can achieve high precision in

answering those relational questions. While our goal is

to develop a more general relation identifier [l5], at this

point, we define a set of over 30 specific binary semantic

relations (such as Birthdate_of, President_of, State-

flower_of, Inventor_of, Speed_of, Capital_of, etc.)

and apply heuristic rules to determining whether the

questions satisfy typical patterns for those relations. For

example, typical patterns to extract relations are like:

1. Who invented/developed A ? —> InventorJ5f(?, A)

2. What's the capital [city] of A ? —> CapitaLof(?,A)

3. What's the [flying/...] speed of A ? —> Speed-of(?, A)

4. How fast IS A ? / does A fly ? —> Speed_of(?, A)

4.3 Abstract Representation

We represent questions using a simple abstract repre-

sentation that reflects the basic dependencies between
constituents in the question. The representation is ex-

tracted from a full parse tree of a question and contains

the fields: Action, Action Subject, Direct Object, Indi-

rect Object, Target Description, Target Modifier, Action

Modifier, Location, Time, Extreme Case, and Unit.

5 Passage Retrieval using Structured
Information Queries

In contrast to the more general method of passage ex-

traction from a set of retrieved documents, our system
directly retrieves candidate passages from the corpus for

analysis by the answer selection module. We search for

candidate passages along two primary dimensions: text

structure and text classification. Along the structvure

dimension, our approach uses many of the concepts de-

scribed within the frameworks of overlapped lists [S] and
proximal nodes [ll].

Constraining our search with structure, we are able

to specify concept orderings and restrict the size of the

text space that must contain the specified concepts. By
searching over multiple text classifications, the simplest

being the text itself, we are able to make more expres-

sive restrictions over the corpus being searched. For ex-

ample, in the question How tall is the John Han-
cock Building? searching for a document containing

the terms {John, hancock, building} is not precisely

searching for the desired information, but instead the

most available information. When looking for the answer
to this question, we only want occurrences of passages

that explicitly or implicitly describe the John Hancock
Building. A more appropriate description may be "a lo-

cation near or containing the word hancock". This is

due to the facts that the John Hancock Building is of-

ficially the John Hancock Center, people often simply

refer to it as "the Hancock" in many contexts, and the

words {John, building} are relatively common words,

thereby providing limited information. However, we still

want to eliminate references to John Hancock the person

or John Hancock the company. While there are specific

strategies to eliminate each of these problems in general

information retrieval approaches, our system captures

these ideeis naturally and succinctly.
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In this section, first we will briefly describe the in-

dexing representation and searching mechanisms. Sec-

ond, the query language will be provided including some

examples of more common usages. Finally, we will de-

scribe the heuristics used to dynamically determine the

retrieval query and determine when to return the list of

feasible candidate passages.

5.1 Indexing and Searching Mechanisms

Indexing is performed via a set of document informa-

tion files and a set of index term files. Each of these

sets is comprised of dictionary files that are fixed size

record files for hash lookup purposes and reverse index

files which are of variable length per entry. Examples of

files are stated below:

® file.dict contains a record for each document.

Namely the fields of the entry are the document
number, the dociunent title, the starting position

pointer of the document in the file. struct file, and

the ending position pointer in the file. struct file.

© file. struct contains a list of sentence lengths for each

document along with the length of the list (the num-
ber of sentences in the document). This can natu-

rally be abstracted to other structural properties,

but was not done in this case.

e text. diet, NE.dict, ... contains a record for each in-

dex term comprised of the index term, the starting

position pointer in the text. index file and the corre-

sponding ending position pointer.

© text. index, NE. index, ... contains a hst of docu-

ments containing the index term that points to a

list of sentence, word tuples representing all of the

locations of that specific term.

Searches are performed in document number space

and the results are translated into a <document, sen-

tence range> pair for processing by the answer selection

module. The fundamental search strategy is as follows.

First, all documents containing the required search terms

are extracted, much like in a Boolean retrieval model.

The allowable range surrounding the first term in this

set is calculated for each instance using the information

contained in the file. struct file. Then each instance of

the other terms is checked against the range calculated

within the same document to see if it satisfies this con-

straint. In those cases that it does, the minimum window
that contains all constraints is returned as a positive in-

stance.

5.2 Query Language

When forming queries, the basic idea is that the first

term serves as the initial set node and we search for

a passage containing the subsequent terms within the

proximity constraints in each direction. If only one prox-

imity constraint is given, it is assumed to be symmetric.

The union operator provides a method to induce a dis-

junction of structural and conceptual constraints. Ta-

ble 1 shows this language in Backus-Naur form. One

query —> term

I ( operator query query {query}
)

term —> concept . keyword

concept text
|
NE

|
POS

|

• •

operator
[
proximity

] | [
proximity proximity

]

I

[union]

proximity —> (
integer , structure

)

structure —^ document
|
sentence

|
word

|

• -

keyword —> baseball
|

hoijrfield
|
nobel

|

• • •

integer -> • • •
|

- 1|0|1|2| • •

Table 1: Query Language BNF

additional note is that the absense of a concept identifier

when describing a term implies text, which is only syn-

tactic sugar. This can be seen in the following examples:

1. Find the words george and bush in the same document,
(standard boolean retrieval)—

> ([(O,document)] george bush)

2. Find the word hancock as part of a location.—> ([(O,word)(l,word)] hancock NE.location)
Note that this example also accounts for hancock being

tagged incorrectly and building (or an equivalent word)

being tagged correctly by the named entity recognizer.

3. Find the name Snoop Dogg.—
> ([(l,word)(2,word)] snoop dogg)

Note that this will match Snoop Dogg, Snoop Doggy
Dogg, and Dogg, Snoop.

4. Find passages describing the murder of John F.

Kennedy.—
y ([(0,sentence)] ([(2,word)(3,word)] John kennedy)

([union] murder assasinate kill murdered assasinated

killed))

While manual query generation seems somewhat cum-
bersone, queries are formulated using the information

provided during question analysis which is the only in-

terface to the human user. Therefore, this language cap-

tures the elements necessary for our constraint satisfac-

tion approach in a succinct and easily usable form.

5.3 Term Selection and Query Formulation

While the query language and retrieval engine provide

an expressive and efficient retrieval mechanism, the ef-

fectiveness is strictly limited by the queries generated.

Our basic query formulation strategy is to iteratively

select keywords and refine the query until a threshold

quantity of passages is reached or refinement by addi-

tional terms would not return any documents that satis-

fies the required constraints. Since the answer selection

mechanism was limited to a single sentence, the proxim-

ity constraint was always restricted to the value of (0,

sentence). Depending of the expected utility of the next

keyword selected, additional operations such as term ex-

pansion or union operations are also performed. This

process can be viewed as a greedy search over the space

of document passages.

The first stage of the passage retrieval algorithm is to

determine the strategy to follow based on results from
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question analysis. For each question analysis classifica-

tion, an instance of the query formulation agent is in-

stantiated. Each of these instances run independently

and their results are accumulated and returned to the

answer selector. Simple examples of basing the retrieval

strategy on the question analysis module are if a pro-

posed solution is found in the knowledge base or if a

quotation is present in the question. In these cases, pas-

sages containing these concepts are first retrieved and

additional keywords are used primarily to find support

for the answer in the corpus.

In the general case, the aforementioned information

is not available and we follow the basic search strategy

by first extracting the two highest ranking keywords as

scored according to Table 2. If two valid keywords can-

not be extracted, we return to searching on a single key-

word, but this is extremely rare and did not occur on

any questions from the TREC contest. These keywords

generate our initial search of the form:

([(0,sentence)] text. keyword1 tey±.keyword2)

Description Beginning

Chunk Score

Default

Score

Proper Nouns that are

Named Entities

0 1

Nouns that are Named
Entities

2 3

Remciining Named Enti-

ties except Adjectives or

Adverbs

4 5

Remaining Named Enti-

ties

6 7

Extreme Adjectives 8 9

Nouns 10 11

Verbs 12 13

Any Remaining Keyword 14 14

Table 2: Ranking Keywords

Once the initial search is constructed, this set of pas-

sages is iteratively constrained by selecting the next

highest ranking keyword until the termination condition

is satisfied or until there are no usable keywords. The
termination condition was tuned according to the equa-

tion ^^"''"'^'"^-^-^"""^^^'"''"Uast.scare + passageSrmn.numscore -values
, , ,

where last^score is the score of the last keyword selected

according to Table 2. In our case, passagesmax = 150

and passageSmin — 25 as determined experimentally.

Once the number of candidate passages is less than this

value, the results are parsed to the answer selection mod-

ule. The basic idea behind the termination condition

is to continue refining the set of candidate passages if

higher quality information is still available, but to stop

this process once further refinement seems arbitrary. An
example of this process follows.

When did Mike Tyson bite Holyfield's ear?

([(0,sentence)] tyson liolyfield)

Result: 637 passages

([(0,sentence)] tyson holyfield ear)

Result: 99 passages

([(0,sentence)] tyson holyfield ear ([union] bite bit bites

biting bitten burn burns burned prick pricked sting

stings stung))

Resxilt: 81 passages

Note that we did not search on the term Mike as it

is a first name, which generally provides limited utility,

and 81 passages seems a reasonable amount. Even
though the approach of refining by desired named entity

type was abandoned for the contest since it was not

fully developed, the earliest experiment was to exploit

the fact that we were searching for a date as an answer.

Consider the case of the query,

([(0,sentence)] previous result NE.B-Date)
Result: 49 passages

which could be viewed as a evidence of a possibly promis-

ing approach. However, since the major effort was put

into improving the general case, these approaches were

not fully developed. Yet, similar strategies were devel-

oped to specifically look for words corresponding to ab-

breviations and abbreviations corresponding to words,

but they are not discussed here since they were not used

in the actual contest and are a subject of future study.

6 Answer Selection and Verification

Given question analysis records, the answer selection

module locate and select the correct answer from ex-

tracted passages, taking the following three steps: Sen-

tences in these passages are first analyzed syntactically

and semantically by the pos tagger, the shallow parser,

and the name entity recognizer. Candidate answers are

then located in preprocessed passages. Because only the

exact answer is judged as correct this year, we only con-

sider specific types of named entities that the question

asks for, or some basic noun phrases, as candidates. Fi-

nally, each candidate answer is evaluated and ranked.

The top one is output as the final answer along with the

document ID.

In the second step, different strategies are adopted to

handle two different types of questions. If the question

asks for an argument of a semantic relation identified,

the answer selector first checks if our knowledge base

has the answer. If exists, any occurrence of the cinswer

string in the passages is simply picked. Otherwise, the

module searches and identifies the relation in the pas-

sages and locate the sentences containing it. For the

questions without a relation, the named entities or base

noun phrases that satisfy other constraints identified by
question analysis are chosen as candidates. Finally, these

answers will be scored according to some heuristic rules.

6.1 Deriving Answers from the Knowledge
Base

A part of the questions in TREC are asking for some
simple facts, which can easily be answered with the help

of a dictionary or an almanac. In addition, this type of
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information is usually available on the web. Examples

of this type of question are What is the capital city of

Algeria? or Where is Lake Louise? For the first one, our

knowledge base stores the name of the capital city of each

country. Once the capitaLof relation is extracted from

the question, we know the correct answer instantly. For

the second one, our knowledge base stores the locations

of many famous places in advance. Therefore, finding an

answer in the document is just a simple string matching

process.

Since in the TREC contest, we are required to not only

find the answer but also return the document ID as the

justification, randomly picking a document that has the

answer string is not enough. If more than one document

have the answer string, we (Section 6.4) will attempt to

pick the document that has the best support.

6.2 Role-based Relation/Entity Selection

In the rule-based portion of the answer selection mod-

ule, we seek to apply pattern-based matching criteria

to possible answer passages in order to identify relation

pairs that correspond to the semantic relations observed

in the question analysis. To match a potential candidate

answer with a relation obtained from question analysis,

we first determine which argument of the relation must

be filled in by the candidate. That is, if we have iden-

tified a relation Location.of in the question and know

Y corresponds to "the Statue of Liberty" , which is lo-

cated in X, then X is the argument which our candidate

answer ought to match.

Therefore the next step in the matching process is to

determine whether the Y argument obtained from ques-

tion analysis is present in the sentence containing tlie

candidate answer (candidate sentence). For each noun-

phrase in the candidate sentence, we test whether it

matches the known Y argmnent exactly or can be re-

solved to the same concept(meaning). If so we will pro-

ceed as outlined below. Otherwise we will test whether

any noun-phrase in the ccindidate sentence matches the

first noun-phrase of the Y argument. This partial match-

ing is useful in cases where the argument identified tends

to be very long, such as in the question What is the name

of the canopy at a Jewish wedding? where the known ar-

gument of the identified Name^Of reisition is canopy at

a Jewish wedding.

Once the presence of Y is known in the candidate

sentence, pattern matching rules based on relation types

will be applied. We examine the words surrounding

the positions of Y and the candidate answer. If they

fit any pattern of the specified relation type, we add

a predefined score to the total score of that candidate

answer. Examples of the patterns for some conmion

relations are listed below:

Locatioii_Of:

1. Y is (in, at) . . .X

2. X (has, contains, includes) . . .Y

Capital-Of:

1. X (is, became,was) ...the capital of Y
2. the capital of Y ...(',' ,is,contains,includes)
X

For patterns partially matching the candidate sen-

tence, the score awarded to the corresponding candidate

answer is reduced compared to the score of full matching.

6.3 Coestraint Satisfaction Answer
Selection

Since the question analyzer provides detailed analysis

of a question, the answer selection module only treats

the named entities or base noun phrases that satisfy the

constraints as candidate answers.

For example, if a question asks for a person name,
then only the phrases that are tagged as PERSON will

be considered. Note that there can be multiple answer
semantic types for a question. Therefore, our refined

constraint matchings are actually a mixture of decisions

with the help of WordNet [9]. For instance, suppose a
question asks for the name of the highest mountain in

the US. Those phrases annotated as LOCATION are

first picked by the named entity tagger as candidates.

Then, we use WordNet to filter out those phrases that

are not mountains.

WordNet can also help reduce the number of candidate

answers when additional properties of the answer are

given in the question. For questions like What is a female

rabbit called?, WordNet can check if a string is-a rabbit.

Another example of constraint checking is the unit of a

numeric answer. For instance, questions asking for How
long is Mississippi river? cannot have an answer like

"100 gallons".

6.4 Ranking Answers
To rank all the candidate answers, we evaluate the con-

fidence with them based on heuristic rules. These rules

generally test how closely the abstract representations

of the candidate answers match the representation of

the question. For instance, a candidate answer will get

higher confidence if many of the nearby phrases con-

tain or overlap Target Modifier, Extreme Case, or other

semantic fields in the abstract representation identified

from the question.

Note that, ideally, all answer candidates picked in the

previous submodules should already be correct answers

and ranked high by this submodule. However, since our

relation extraction module is not 100 percent accurate

and not every constraint derived from question analysis

is fully checked, we just hope in this ranking process,

the correct answer achieves a higher score than incorrect

answers.

7 Evaluation and Error Analysis

Via an enhanced understanding of questions and other

new techniques we incorporated with the QA system like

the IR engine and new answer selection mechanisms, the

total number of correct answers of our system has in-

creased from last year's 54 out of 500(in rank 1) to 109
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even with the stricter requirement over the answers (only

the exact answer is coimted as correct), which is an in-

dication of the effectiveness of the recent work. What's

more, the confidence-weighted score of the 500 answers

reaches 0.299. Limited by the difficulty of creating rea-

sonable and feasible evaluation standards for some mod-

ules of the question answering system, we could only per-

form evaluation results on part of our QA system. For

the question classification and the information retrieval,

we obtain evaluation results as follows:

7.1 Question Classification

The learning classifier for questions is built using a train-

ing set of 5,500 questions. Because of our specific deci-

sion model of allowing multiple labels for a question, in

this paper, we count the number of correctly classified

questions according to two different precision standards

Pi and P<5. Suppose fc, labels are output for the ith

question after the decision model and are ordered de-

creasingly according to their density values computed

by the learning algorithm in the classifier.

We define

1, if the correct label of the ith

= { question is output in rank j; (1)

0, otherwise.

Then, P, = EIli^'i/"^ and P<5 = ET=lEUI^j/m
where m is the total number of test examples. Pi is the

usual definition of precision which allows only one label

for each question, while in P<5 we allow multiple labels.

We have a thorough evaluation of the question classi-

fier on the 500 questions of TREC 10.

No. Train Test Pi P<=5

1 1000 500 71.00 83.80

2 2000 500 77.80 88.20

3 3000 500 79.80 90.60

4 4000 500 80.00 91.20

5 5500 500 84.20 95.00

Table 3: Classification precision for fine classes on different

training and test sets. Results are evaluated in Pi and P<5.
For TREC 2002 question, our question classificafion

accuracies reach 81% and 88.6% for the 50 fine classes

in Pi and P<5 separately. The average number of fine

classes outpiit for each question is only 2.15, which shows

the decision model is accinate as well as efficient.

7.2 Information Retrieval

Tables 4 and 5 summarizes an evaluation of the peissage

retrieval module for the TREC 2002 contest questions,

disregarding questions which are believed to have no an-

swer contained in the corpus. Let Pj represent the per-

centage of questions that the passage retrieval module
returns at least one passage containing justification for

the correct answer. Let Nc be the number of passages

returned for questions which generated at least one jus-

tified passage and Ni represent the number of passages

returned for questions that did not generate any justi-

fied passages. These calculations were performed both

on the singular sentences returned and on passages com-
prised of the singular sentence and a "window" of one

sentence on each side. Table 4 shows the results when
passagesmax = 150 as done with our submission and ta^

ble 5 shows the results when passageSmax = 300 to show
that constraining the number of allowable documents to

a smaller threshold increases recall, but also increases

the average niunber of passages returned.

single sentence one sentence window
Pj 59.7% 66.3%

Nc 54.2 51.9

Ni 26.0 25.1

4: Passage Retrieval Evaluation: passagesmax

single sentence one sentence window
Pj 61.0% 68.7%

Nc 68.4 65.3

28.2 26.9

Table 5: Passage Retrieval Evaluation: = 300

It should be noted that there were 7 questions that

generated more than 500 passages and 8 questions that

generated no passages, which were not considered in

the above calculations. We also have evidence to sup-

port that recall percentages would further improve if the

query strategy spanned multiple sentences, but as this

approach was not used during TREC, we do not report

these statistics here. Finally, it should be noted that the

fact that the number of passages returned for questions

that generate a justified passage is more than twice that

of those that generate no such passage may point to a ne-

cessity for a more sophisticated search strategy beyond
the greedy algorithm employed thus far.

8 Conclusion

TREC-like question answering requires generating some
abstract representation of the question, extracting (for

efficiency reasons) a small portion of relevant text and
analyzing it to a level that allows matching it with the

constraint imposed by the question. This process neces-

sitates, we believe, learning a large number of classifiers,

at several levels, that need to interact in various waj'^s

and be used as part of a reasoning process to yield the

desired answer. Along with these, there needs to be a

knowledge representation support that allows, for exam-
ple, to keep track of predictions as input to higher level

decisions and maintain a coherent representation of a

question or a story; and, there needs to be an ability to

use the outcomes of lower level predictions to make infer-

ences that use several of these predictors along with some
constraints, e.g., those that are implied by the questions.

This paper summarizes some preliminary steps we
took in this direction by putting forward a suggestion
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for a few of the learning components and a few of the

higher level inferences required within a question answer-

ing system. Some of our components work pretty well

independently; however, at the system level, the system

developed here hasn't achieved very satisfactory results,

This project, with the exception of the IR module,

started as a summer project in early June, 2002 and was

completed before the end of July. The reliance on mature

learning methods allowed us to put together a system for

this task in such a short time. Needless to say, there are

several important components that are still missing and

many of our design goals have not been fully developed.

Some of our future research directions include developing

our imified approach further in several directions. We
plan to incorporate a level of semantic categorization

that, hopefully, can impact all modules in the system;

we are working on learning better representations for

questions, incorporating inference across sentences in the

answer selection process and a principled approach to

answer selection.
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le Introdiictioii

This article outlines our participation in the Question Answering Track of the Text REtrieval Conference

organised by the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Having not taken part before, our

objective was to study the task and build a simple working system capable of answering at least some

questions correctly. Only three person weeks was available for the work but this proved sufficient to

achieve our goal. The article is structured as follows. Firstly, some preliminaries such as our starting

point, tools and strategy are described. After this, the architecture of the Documents and Linguistic

Technology Group's DLT system is outlined. Thirdly, the question types analysed by the system are

described along with the named entities with which they work. Fourthly, the runs performed are

presented together with the results we obtained. Finally, conclusions are drawn based on our findings.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Previous Work

Our first step was to study previous attempts at the problem. Because of the limited time available, only

two articles could be examined in detail. The first was Gaizauskas, Wakao, Humphreys, Cunningham and

Wilks (1995). This describes the Sheffield LaSIE system and along the way provides many hints

regarding techniques for effective information extraction and general text processing. The second was

Rennert (2002). This excellent but unconventional article describes very concisely a number of key

techniques used by the author in his 200! TREC system. These ideas are highly pragmatic in nature and

broken down by question type. In building our system we used Rennert' s question taxonomy and

methods as a starting point though in fact the final system was somewhat different as will be seen later.

2.2 Initial Tools

In computational terms, we started with some modest tools comprising a robust multiple pass parser

(Sutcliffe, 2000) which we have used on a number of projects in Japanese (Sutcliffe and Nashimoto,

2000) and Spanish (Ruiz-Cascales, 2002) as well as English, a term recogniser and a general approach to

natural language processing. To simplify the task we decided not to index the source documents

ourselves but instead to use the TOPDOCS files provided by NIST and comprising the actual text of the

top 50 matching documents found by the PRISE information retrieval system for each input query.
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2.3 Overall Strategy

Beside the articles mentioned above we also devoted a small amount of time to looking at questions from

previous years (mainly 2001) and establishing the relationship between them and answers in the

corresponding documents. This led to an approximate strategy which has much in common with other

QA systems and can be summarised as follows:

® Identify the type of the question;

® Based on the question type, search for appropriate named entities in the answer texts;

® Try to find a named entity which co-occurs with keywords from the question;

® Return the value of the 'best' such named entity as the answer.

3e Architecture of the System

3.1 Ootlme

We summarise here the architecture of the DLT system. Firstly, we identify the query type and hence the

relevant named entities for which we will be searching. Secondly, we parse the 50 TOPDOCS Files

dividing them into textual units using the markup. Thirdly,, we search for instances of appropriate named

entities in the textual units and mark them. Fourthly, we identify the winning named entity using one of

two possible strategies: highest_scoring or most_frequent. We return this as the answer to the query.

These stages are now dealt with in more detail.

3.2 Query Type Identification

Having identified the query types to use in the system, we studied questions of each type and developed

simple keyword-based heuristics to recognise them. This is a very crude approach adopted due to

shortage of time but it was suprisingly effective (Table 2): 425 of the 500 queries were coirectly

classified.

3.3 Text File Parsing

The text files are in XML-compliant form so it was easy to parse them without a Document Type

Definition (DTD). Each document to be analysed was divided into a series of segments conesponding to

a short passage of text. As with so many corpora, the level of markup varies from document to document

and indeed we can not be sure that it has been used consistently. The strategy adopted was thus as

follows: First, text within a HEADLINE tag was extracted. Second text within a TEXT tag was extracted

and divided up into separate Ps. Finally a P was divided wherever three contiguous blanks were found.

This last stage was to approximate sentence recognition, the resulting textual units were used in

subsequent processing.

3.4 Named Entity Recognition

The type of question as identified in the first step determines the type of named entity or entities to be

searched for. For example if the question type is what_state the entity is us_state i.e. 'California' etc.

Each segment identified in the previous step was therefore inspected and all instances of appropriate

named entities were identified.
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Question

Type

Example Question Named Entities Candidate Answer

state_blrd 1517 What is the state bird of Alaska? state_bird Mockingbird

state_flower 1008* What is Hawaii's state flower? state_flower Yellow hibiscus

what_city 1520 What is the capital of Kentucky? us_city, non_us_city Houston

what_state 1743 Which state has the longest us_state Calif.

coastline on the Atlantic Ocean?

what_county 1875 What county is St. Paul, Minnesota

in?

us_county Orange County

what_country 1496 What country is Berlin in? country Germany

what_continent 1489 What continent is India on? continent Asia

where 1500 Where is Georgetown University? us_city, non_us_city Phoenix, Ariz.

us_state, us_county

country

how_many3 1404 How many chromosomes does a num two chromosomes

human zygote have?

how_inuch 1571 How much copper is in a penny? num 20 percent

distance 1792 How far is it from Buffalo, New num, distance 100 miles

York to Syracuse, New York?

speed 1471 How fast does a cheetah run? num, speed 60 miles an hour

temp 1606 What is the boiling point of water? temp 212 degrees Fahrenheit

population 1750 What is Mexico's population? num, population one hundred million

people

who 1395 Who is Tom Cruise married to? proper_name Nicole Kidman

when_interval 1056* When is hurricane season in the date, interval from June 1 to Nov. 30

Caribbean?

length_of_time 1763 How old is the universe? num, length_of_time 5 billion years

when 1698 When was Julius Caesar bom? date 100 B.C.

colour 1 193* What color is a giraffe's tongue? colour black

unknown 1641 Where did 'N Sync get their name? N/A N/A

Table 1: Question Types used in the DLT system. The second column shows a sample question

for each type. All are drawn from this year's data except for those question types which did not

occur this year (indicated by an asterisk) where a sample from last year is shown. The third column

lists the named entities which are used for answering a question of a particular type. The final

column shows sample answers. These are all of appropriate types for the question but are not

necessarily correct.

3.5 Answer Entity Selection

We experimented with two methods for selecting an answer which we call highest_scoring and

most_frequent. In the first, we returned the named entity occurring in a textual unit which matched the

keywords in the query best, chosen from any of the 50 PRISE documents. In the second, we returned the

named entity which most frequently occurred in the vicinity of query keywords, observed across all

occurrences of the entity in the 50 PRISE documents. Both strategies are unsophisticated but sometimes

one or other of them can perform well on a panicular query type.

In the next section we briefly outline the query types identified, the characteristics of the associated

named entities and any special issues which affected processing for particular query forms.
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Query Type Classtf. Correct Classification Incorrect Classiflcation

Run 1 Run 2 Ru n 1 Run
C NC R X U w R X u w R X u w R X u w

state bird 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

state flower 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

what city 13 0 2 0 1 10 2 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

what state 1 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 4

what county 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

what country 8 1 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I

what_continent 7 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

where 40 3 ] 1 1 1 27 7 0 1 32 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3

how inany3 5 0 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

how miich 13 0 0 0 0 13 ! 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

distance 21 0 4 0 0 17 4 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

speed 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

temp 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

population 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

who 54 7 5 0 1 48 5 0 1 48 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 7

when_interval 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

length_of_time 7 0 1 0 0 6 1 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

when 92 6 15 1 1 75 15 I 1 75 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6

colour 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

unknown 156 53 1 2 1 152 1 2 1 152 4 1 1 47 4 1 ] 47

Totals 425 75 45 4 5 371 42 3 7 373 5 1 1 68 5 I 1 68

Table 2: Results by Query Type. The columns C and NC show the numbers of queries of a

particular type which were classified correctly and not correctly. Those classified correctly are then

broken down into Right, ineXact, Unsupported and Wrong for each of the two runs Run 1 and Run

2. Finally, those classified incorrectly are broken down in the same way.

4, Qoestion Types and Corresponding Techniques

Given that time was short we were forced to build a basic system based on simple premises. We went

about this by trying to identify the question types which occurred frequently in the 2001 question set and

which could be answered using the above method. By the time the system had to be frozen for evaluation,

there were twenty different question types as summarised in Table 1. Many more types could of course

be added We outline here the techniques used for each one.

state_bird: Each state in the United States has its own state bird - a fascinating fact in itself made even

more intriguing by the choice of the same bird by different states in several cases. A list of all such birds

was readily drawn up. Any instances of these in documents could therefore be identified. This technique

was hindered by two facts. Firstly, texts do not necessarily refer to a state bird by its official name - they

might say Carolina Wren or even wren instead of Great Carolina Wren. Secondly, discussions about the

bird for a particular state tend to occur close to mentions of other states and other state birds.

state_flower: The same strategy as for state birds was used, with the same limitations.

what_city: The TIPSTER Gazetteer Version 4.0 from the Consortium for Lexical Research (TIPSTER,

1992) was used to create a recogniser for place names. This gazetteer contains 246,907 entries of various

kinds, mostly place names. Unfortunately our recogniser was too inefficient to use, so the list had to be

reduced temporarily to a set of 199 US cities together with 167 capital cities for other counties. No
heuristics were used for city recognition (e.g. X City is probably a city) due to lack of time. Some
experiments with 'where' questions during system development suggested that the highest_scoring
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strategy was not very satisfactory for places because when one city is mentioned others can be also (e.g.

in texts about air travel). This was the reason for developing the most_frequent strategy.

what_state: A list of all US states was readily obtained. Each name has three official forms (e.g.

'Massachusetts', 'Mass.' and 'MA'). Unofficial abbreviations are rare so the standard names are

probably sufficient (compare this to state flowers and birds above). State names can appear in isolation or

in combination with other units to form a location specifier (e.g. 'Boston, MA').

what_county: The TIPSTER Gazetteer contains a complete list of US counties but this proved too long

to handle so a simple heuristic was used: Any name of the form X County was deemed to be a US
county. This proved quite effective.

what_country: A list of 162 non-US countries was used together with a list of nine names for the US
itself.

what_continent: A list of seven continents was used.

where: Templates were devised which specify the form of a place using various combinations of

country, state, county and city. The longest possible specifier (i.e. the most complete one) was used

whenever a candidate place was found in a text.

how_many3: A recogniser was developed for numbers by inspecting a large number of examples. Forms

recognised include T, '1.1', 'l.I million', 'sixty four', 'sixty four million'. Since tokenisation of the text

only joined contiguous sequences of alphabetic characters and left all others separate, parsing numbers

was fairly straightforward. Each was converted into a canonical representation for comparison purposes.

Initially this was an integer in the case of whole numbers but interestingly some numbers found in the

texts are so large that this caused integer overflow. A string representation was thus used instead. For

how_many3 questions, the units are picked up from the query and must match those used in the

document. For example in 'How many chromosomes' the units are 'chromosomes' and these must follow

the number found in the text.

how_much: In these queries the units are not specified in the query and must be deduced from the text.

The word following a number is accepted as the units if it is '$', '%' or another word longer than two

characters which is not a number.

distance: A distance is a number followed by some distance units. Twelve plural and twelve singular

distance units were collected by inspection of TREC texts.

speed: A speed is a number followed by some speed units. 21 plural and eleven singular speed units were

collected from the texts.

temp: A temperature is a number followed by appropriate units with various premodifiers (e.g. minus. '-

') and postmodifiers (e.g. 'above Absolute Zero"). Fifteen basic units, two premodifiers and eight

postmodifiers were collected from the texts. Interestingly, 'degrees' with no explicit units implies

Fahrenheit in a US text.

population: A population is considered to be any number of value one million or more which occurs in a

text portion matching keywords from the query. The unit is assumed to be 'People'.
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Ouerv Type Run 1 Run 1 Run 2 Run 2

Harsh % Kind % Harsh % Kind %
cfaiffi hird 0 0 0 0

3 Ldl-C^ B.a\9 TV ^£ 0 0 0 0
1 s 1

1
1

J

WHal 3laic 0 0 0 0\J

TV tiaZ. V-vlfilflS. V 0 0 0 0

Wllcfii vUullB.£ y
99

SO so

where 26 28 16 18

40 40 40 40

how BTBBirH 0 0 g 8

IQ IQ IQ

0 0 n 0

SO

n^ Til B B 1 €K n 0 0

o Q Qo

V> KldB fifisLva VcSe 0\J 0 0

length of time 14 14 14 14

when 15 16 15 16

coloor 0 0 0 0

unknown 0 1 0 1

Totals 9 11 8 10

Table 3: Overall Performance. The harsh figure in each case indicates the percentage of queries

which were classified as being of that particular type (either rightly or wrongly) and which were

answered correctly. The kind figure indicates the percentage of queries which were rightly

classified as being of that type and which were answered correctly.

who: To answer questions about names, a simple name recogniser was constructed. This allows pre-

name titles (e.g. 'Sen.') a basic name sequence (e.g. Dwight G. Morgan) and a post-name title (e.g. 'III').

Given names are constrained to come from the MOBY given name word list (Ward, 1996). Originally the

surname was drawn from the MOBY surnames but this proved too restrictive. Any capitalised word is

thus accepted as a surname.

wfienjnterval: These questions ask about a range of dates e.g. 'When is the hurricane season'. A
recogniser was thus built which can handle 'from DATE! through to DATE2' and so on.

length_of_time: A length of time is simply a number followed by one of nineteen different time units.

Composed lengths (e.g. 4 min 33 sec) are not handled at present.

when: These imply the occurrence of a date in the text. Accordingly a recogniser for most of the US date

forms was developed (e.g. 'Saturday, October 17, 1987' etc.). The value of a year specifier was

constrained to be less than 10,000 if accompanied by 'AD' etc. (either before or after the date) thus

allowing cases like '5,000 B. C On the other hand years with no 'AD' etc. were constrained to lie

within the range 1700 and 2010. Dates in 'slash' or 'dot' formats (e.g. '02.06.02' or '02/06/02' to mean
June 2, 2002 or perhaps February 6, 2002) are not handled.
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Run 0ns Time Docs Words Characters Min/Q Words/Min Words/Sec

Run 1

Run 2

500

500

llh Om
7h5m

25,000

25,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

93,000,000

93,000,000

1.3

0.85

23,000

35,294

383

588

Table 4: Timings and Counts for DLT. The columns indicate the identity of the run, the number

of questions, the time to process all questions, the number of documents, words and characters

processed, the time to process one query in minutes, and the numbers of words processed per

minute and per second. See text for the system specification. The difference in timings for the two

systems is caused merely by the fact that results of the SGML parsing were saved the first time

around and therefore did not have to be done again.

colour: A list of nineteen colours was used. No doubt there are more but a longer list could not be found.

In any case, no colours came up this year, only lists of colours.

unknown: This is the default query category. Approximately 156 queries fall into it. By definition these

can not be answered by the system. As a crude experiment, all unknown queries were treated as if they

were 'where', 'when' or 'who' in that order, accepting the first answer found.

5. Runs and Results

5.1 Two Experiments

We conducted two experiments each of which resulted in one run. All that varied in the runs was the

method used for answer selection relative to each of the 20 query types. In the first run, what_continent,

where, how_much and length_of_time were answered using the most_frequent strategy while the

remainder were answered using highest_scoring. In the second run, all were answered using

highest_scoring.

5.2 Results

Results are summarised in Tables 2 and 3. In Table 2, the two columns entitled 'Classif.' show the

number of queries which were classified correctly (C) and incorrectly (NC) broken down by query type.

Overall therefore, 425 of the 500 queries (85%) were categorised correctly. This seems quite a good

result considering that the method used was based solely on identification of keywords and did not

involve any structural analysis of the queries. By far the largest category of course is 'unknown' which

accounts for approximately 156 queries (31%). We can conclude from this that 31% of the TREC 2002

questions fall completely out of the scope of this system. The remaining columns give counts of answers

falling into the standard Right, ineXact, Unsupported and Wrong categories according to NIST assessors.

The figures under 'Correct Classification' refer to queries which were correctly classified. Those under

'Incorrect Classification' refer to queries which should not be in the category. Very occasionally these

were also answered correctly by chance.

Table 3 shows the overall performance of the system as a simple percentage of answers which were

correct, broken down by question type. The Harsh figures take into account incon^ectly classified queries

as well as correctly classified ones. Clearly incorrectly classified queries will be answered incon-ectly in

the vast majority of cases, as shown by the last eight columns of Table 2. The Kind figures leave out

incorrectly classified queries. We ignore the confidence rating of the system since we built in no

mechanism for this. Dealing with Harsh figures, therefore, the overall performance of the system is 9% in

Run 1 and 8% in Run 2. The best level of performance is for types 'what_continent' (50%), 'temp'

(50%) and 'how_many3' (40%) but these are not representative because the number of each is small.
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Perhaps the optimum view of the system is suggested by the figure of 26% Harsh (28% Kind) for 'where'

queries in Run I

.

5.3 Timings

To give an indication of performance in terms of times, we used a Dell OptiPIex GX200 running NT4.0

at a clock speed of 733 MHz and having 256 Mb RAM. The whole system was written Quintus Prolog

Release 3.4. Run times and related figures are provided in Table 4. Interestingly, the SGML parsing

component is the slowest in the system and it is this which accounts for the difference in run times shown

in the table. Speeding up this component therefore would be the most effective way of increasing

performance.

6c Coeclesions

Our objective was to get started in open domain question answering and to make as much progress in

three weeks as possible. By the end of the time our system was up and running, giving a performance of

9% overall in Run 1 . It has proved a useful experience and has helped us to focus on possible techniques

for answering closed domain questions such as those analysed in Sutcliffe and Kurohashi (2000). There

are of course many next steps to be taken which we summarise below:

® Analysing the query in more detail by parsing and hence identifying query type more accurately

together with other information (e.g. the units in less simple cases such as 'How many pieces of

clothing');

® Tidying up existing named entity recognisers and checking their performance;

® Adopting answer patterns rather than just using keyword co-occurrence, e.g. in the manner of Hovy
et ai. (2002);

® Determining other simple query types which account for the majority of the queries currently

classified as unknown;

® Designing a strategy for identifying queries which have no answers;

® Developing the ability to recognise ad hoc named entities. For example in 'What type of car is used

by Linda Ronstadt' we need to know all the car types despite having no pre-planned recogniser for

them;

® Assigning a confidence rating to responses.

To finish on a more general note, two issues came to mind during this research. Firstly, a general theme

within question answering seems to be the development of increasingly sophisticated pattern matching

devices based on more and more detailed classifications of questions. To what extent however, will this

lead to general findings about question answering or natural language processing rather than more and

more brittle sets of rules?

Secondly, in TREC we can not always predict what types of question might be asked in the next

competition. There were a few sui-prises this year, two examples being 1641 'Where did 'N Sync get

their name?' and 1710 'What are the colors of the Italian flag?'. The first question is open ended in scope

while the second involves lists of objects which we had assumed would be restricted to the list sub-track.

Perhaps it would be fair for the general characteristics of new query types to be indicated so that some
kind of strategy could be worked out for them.
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The University of Iowa participated in the novelty, adaptive filtering and question answering

tracks of TREC- 1 1 . The filtering system used was an extension of the one used in TREC-7 [ 1 ] and

TREC-8 [2]. Question answering was derived from the TREC- 10 system. The novelty system was

new. .

.

With novelty being a new track, we had little prior experience to build upon. Hence we decided

to begin our development experiments with a simple similarity match between the topic definition

and the candidate sentence. For the available training topics, this proved to be remarkably respon-

sive to tuning between precision-focused runs and recall-focused runs for novelty as well as the

more predictable relevance decision. Figure 1 shows relevance tuning runs and Figure 2 new tun-

ing runs. We used these runs as a baseline for our subsequent experiments in both threshold tuning
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Figure 1: Training on Relevance, Simple Similarity
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Figure 3: Training on New, New Entity Occurrence

and use of newly detected noun phrases and named entities. We first tried configurations that used

single sources of similarity - e.g., just entities or just noun phrases. As shown in Figure 3 and Fig-

ure 4 for entities and noun phrases, respectively, this fared poorly

These preliminary experiments resulted in three different configurations:
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Figure 4: Training on New, New Noun Phrase Occurrence

1 . simple stemmed term similarity, threshold-tunable for a range of precision/recall performance

2. new noun phrase triggering, guarded by a dual threshold of sentence similarity and full-docu-

ment similarity. If the full document is sufficiently similar and the current .sentence is suffi-

ciently similar, the number of newly-detected noun phrases is compared against a minimum
threshold and if the minimum is met. the current sentence is declared to be novel. Relevance

in this configuration is driven by simple term similarity.

3. new named entity and noun phrase triggering, guarded by a dual threshold of sentence similar-

ity and full-document similarity. If the full document is sufficiently similar and the current

sentence is sufficiently similar, the number of newly-detected named entities and noun phrases

is compared against a minimum threshold and if the minimum is met, the current sentence is

declared to be novel. The named entities used in this configuration include persons, organiza-

tions and place names. Relevance in this configuration is driven by simple term similarity.

Configurations 2 and 3 hence are tunable both on the guard similarity thresholds and minimum

threshold. Experiments with the training data indicated that a single new entity or noun phrase was

sufficient for plausible performance against a range of guard thresholds for precision/recall trade-

off. Tuning runs on the configuration 3 yielded Figure 5.

Our official submissions included a run targeting a balance of precision and recall and a run

targeting precision only. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the runs ended up not that different in overall

distribution of topic performance, but .substantially better than random, as reported at the confer-

ence, i;

The track results reported elsewhere in this proceedings uses F = 2RP / (R+P), rather than F = R*P as used

at the conference and in this paper.
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Table 1: Official Novelty Results, Relevant

Precision &
Recall Run

Precision Run Human Random

Ave. Prec. 0.12 0.14

Ave. Recall 0.58 0.36

Average P*R 0.073 0.059 0.191 0.006

Table 2: Official Novelty Results, New

Precision &
Recall Run

Precision Run Human Random

Ave. Prec. 0.12 0.14

Ave. Recall 0.37 0.12

Average P*R 0.048 0.020 0.170 0.004

Plotting the official runs' precision and recall, as shown for relevance in Figure 6 and novelty

in Figure 7 shows that our tuning for 'precision' on the training data failed to improve precision on

the test data to any noticeable degree, while substantially lowering recall. We plan to run further

experiments to see if this is just a matter of 'failing to turn the knob sufficiently.'

Our overall impressions regarding novelty as an information retrieval task involve interesting

inversions of expectations compared to relevance. For instance, in relevance, polysemy typically

leads to false alarms and synonymy leads to misses. For novelty, our conjecture for further research
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involves polysemy leading to misses and synonymy leading to false alarms. Tuning our approach

also clearly requires additional work, given the substantial differences in behavior between the

training and test runs.

2 - Question Answering

Our system for QA is a complete overhaul of one of the two systems used for our previous

TREC runs. We first used the previous year's questions to improve our classification of a question

into one of a relatively small number of categories (quantity, person/organization, location, etc.)

with testing achieving -92% accuracy. Once the questions are classified, they are parsed using the

CMU link grammar parser to extract subject/verb/object structure.

Each document in the corpus is then decomposed into doc-id / sentence pairs, with the sentence

being the unit of analysis from that point. Each sentence is then POS-tagged and fed to the grammar

parser. The parse tree for the sentence is then attributed with the POS tags for each word. Process-

ing both queries and documents using this scheme allows us to establish both the nature of the que-

ry (using a fairly typical taxonomy) and the nature of the needed answer. This is particularly useful

with respect to identification of candidate phrases in sentences and scoring of these phrases against

the goal of the query.

The availability of the parse tree for the phrase allows for elision of subordinate clauses that

can cause answers to span too long a string and for extraction of likely answers through heuristic

matching of, for example, a subordinate clause immediately trailing a mention of a candidate

named entity.

Table 3: Question Answering Results

Best Single

Score
Summed Scores

Response

Frequency

Unsupporled 0 2 4

Inexact 6 3 5

Right 18 21 15

Score 0.055 0.042 0.023

3 - Adaptive Filtering:

Our approach to filtering involves a two-level dynamic clustering technique. Each filtering top-

ic is used to create a primary cluster that forms a general profile for the topic. Documents that are

attracted into a primary cluster participate in a topic-specific second level clustering process yield-

ing what we refer to as secondary clusters. These secondary clusters, depending upon their status,

are responsible for declaring, i.e., retrieving, documents for the topic.

As documents are temporally processed they are attracted to a primary cluster if their similarity

with the cluster vector is above a primary threshold. These documents enter the secondary cluster-

ing stage where again, based on similarity to cluster vectors and a secondary threshold, they either

join an existing secondary cluster or start a new one. If at some point the similarity between a sec-
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ondary cluster and the primary cluster exceeds a third declaration threshold then the document

most recently added to the secondary cluster is retrieved for the user.

When deriving representations we use TF*IDF weights after stemming the terms using Porter's

stemmer. We also limit document vectors and cluster vectors to the best 100 and 200 stems respec-

tively.
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Abstract. We describe CARROT II, an agent-based architecture ("or distributed

information retrieval and document collection management. CARROT li con-

sists of an arbitrary number of agents, distributed across a variety of platforms

and locations. CARROT II agents provide search services over local document

collections or information sources. They advertise content-derived metadata that

describes their local document store. This metadata is sent to other CARROT 11

agents which agree to act as brokers for that collection, and every agent in the sys-

tem has the ability to serve as such a broker. A query can be sent to any CARROT
II agent, which can decide to answer the query itself from its local collection, or

to send the query on to other agents whose metadata indicate that they would

be able to answer the query, or send the query on further. Search results from

multiple agents are merged and returned to the user. CARROT 11 differs from

similar systems in that metadata takes the form of an automatically generated,

unstructured feature vector, and that any agent in the system can act as a broker,

so there is no centralized control. We present experimental results of retrieval

performance and effectiveness in a distributed environment.

We have evaluated CARROT II in the context of the Web Track of NIST's an-

nual Text Retrieval Conference. Our methodology is described, and results are

presented.
'

1 Introduction

We have developed a scalable, distributed query routing and information retrieval sys-

tem, CARROT II. It is the successor of an earlier project (Collaborative Agent-based

Routing and Retrieval of Text) [8] (originally CAFE [7]). CARROT H is composed of

a flexible hierarchy of query routing agents. These agents communicate with one an-

other using KQML [9] and the Jackal platform [5], and may be distributed across the

Internet. While all agents in the system are alike, they can each control widely varying

information systems. Agents interact with information sources via a well-defined inter-

face. Queries presented to any agent in the system are routed, based on the content of

the query and metadata about the contents of the servers, to the appropriate destination.

Agents themselves are uniform and extremely siinple.

CARROT II contains wrappers that extend other well-known IR systems (e.g. MG [ i 9],

Telltale [15]), as well as CARROT IPs own, modest IR system. These wrappers present

' This document is an expanded version of a paper presented at the Workshop on Cooperative

Information Agents Workshop (CIA '02) [6].
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a basic interface to the CARROT II system for operating on documents and metadata.

Agents are addressable via commands that are communicated in KQML. This means

that a CARROT II system can be created, configured, and accessed by another infor-

mation system, and so can be employed to extend the search capabilities of an existing

project. We use the Jackal platform to support communication among agents in CAR-
ROT II and to provide an interface to the outside world.

Section 2 discusses the problems areas facing DIR and the efforts so far by the

research community. Section 3 describes the CARROT II architecture and Section 4

describes the operation of the system. In Section 5, we describe our experience with

TREC data.

2 Related Work

In the past there have been attempts to introduce the concepts of agent-based infor-

mation retrieval. Systems like SavvySearch [13] demonstrated a simple approach to

querying web search engines and combining their results in a single ranked order.

Historically, Harvest was the first system to demonstrate the use of broker agents

in distributed search. The Harvest system [2] is a distributed, brokered system orig-

inally designed for searching Web, FTR and Gopher servers. In Harvest, "gatherer"

agents collect metadata from information providers and deliver it to one or more bro-

kers. Metadata objects are represented in Summary Object Interchange Format (SOIF),

an extensible attribute-value-based description record. Harvest pioneered the ideas of

brokering, metasearch, replication, and caching on the Internet.

2.1 Distributed Information Retrieval

Information Retrieval in a distributed environment normally follows three steps [3]:

1. Information Source Selection: Select the best information source(s) per query

2. Query Processing: Send the query to the source(s) and return ranked list(s) of doc-

uments

3. Results Fusion: Create a single ranked list from ranked lists returned from the

sources.

For retrieval from text, one of the methods for information source selection is use

of automatically generated metadata from the content. Comparing the query to meta-

data about the sources can reveal the possible relevance of each source to the query.

CORI [4] and gGioss [12] are examples of such metadata in information source selec-

tion. The CORI model is based on inference networks. CORI creates a virtual docu-

ment containing Document Frequency (DF) and Inverse Collection Frequency (ICF).

The ICF indicates the importance of the term across the collections and is analogous

to the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), which is a measure of term importance

in a single collection. gGloss creates a virtual document containing DF(s) and Term

Frequency (TF). i.e. number of occurrences per document of unique terms of the col-

lection. French et al. [10] showed that CORI performed better than gGloss in terms of
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retrieval effectiveness, however they could not provide a reason for CORI's superior

performance.

Gibbins and Hall [II] modeled query routing topologies for Resource Discovery in

mediator based distributed information systems. Liu [14] demonstrated query routing

using processes of query refinement and source selection, which interleaved query and

database source profiles to obtain a subset of good databases.

The final step in answering a query is fusing the ranked lists from the queried

sources to obtain a single ranked list. Voorhees el al. [IHj used query training to de-

termine the number of documents that should be selected from each source, then used a

die based approach to determine the next source from which a document should be se-

lected to form the final ranked list. Aslam and Montague [ 1 ] showed that results fusion

based on ranks alone can be as good as regular fusion techniques and that relevance

scores are not required.

In general, there is a performance gain by distributing information, but distributed

retrieval lags behind centralized retrieval in terms of retrieval effectiveness, i.e. percent-

age of relevant documents returned for a query. However Powell el al. [ 1 6] showed that

a distributed search can outperform a centralized search under certain conditions.

3 CARROT II Architecture

A CARROT II system is a collection of coordinated, distributed agents managing a set

of possibly heterogeneous IR resources. These agents each perform the basic tasks of

collection selection, query routing, query processing, and data fusion. In order to effect

this coordination, some amount of underlying structure is required.

There are three components to the CARROT II architecture. The central work of

CARROT II is performed by a distributed collection of CARROT II agents. There is

also a network of infrastructure agents which facilitate communication and control of

the system. Finally, a small set of support agents facilitates access to the system, and

coordinates its activities. Each of these components is described in detail below.

3.1 CARROT II Agents

The CARROT II agent is the cornerstone of the CARROT II system. Its role is to man-

age a certain corpus, accept queries, and either answer them itself, or forward them to

other CARROT II agents in the system. In order to do this, each CARROT II agent cre-

ates and distributes metadata describing its own corpus to other CARROT II agents. All

CARROT II agents are identical, although the information systems they manage may

vary.

A standard interface provides methods for manipulating documents, metadata, and

handling queries. The agent maintains a catalog of metadata which contains information

about the documents stored by peer agents.

3.2 Information Integration

A CARROT 11 agent interfaces with an information source which may be an ordinary

IR package, or a database manager.
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The CARROT II system currently has a wrapper that interfaces with the WONDIR^
IR engine. It can however be extended to support other types of Information sources.

As mentioned eariier, metadata is derived from the document collection. The metadata

takes the form of a vector of the unique "N-grams" of the collection and a sum of their

number of occurrences across all documents in the collection. Hence, unlike Harvest,

CARROT 11 metadata describes the agent's collection of documents, not a single doc-

ument. CARROT II uses such metadata for source selection. The motivation for such a

form of metadata comes from relative ease of use, low cost of generation, and the ability

to aggregate metadata, such that a single vector may contain metadata about multiple

agents.

The same query operation can now be performed on both documents and metadata.

A query operation returns a similarity score using TF * IDF based cosine similar-

ity [17]. Querying a collection returns a ranked list of the documents sorted by their

similarity scores. For querying metadata collection IDF is replaced by the ICF (see

Section 2).

3.3 CARROT II Infrastructure Agents

In order to support the successful inter-operation of potentially very many CARROT II

agents, we have constructed a hierarchical infrastructure. The infrastructure is largely

dormant while CARROT II is in operation, serving primarily to facilitate the orderly

startup and shutdown of the system, and provide communications support.

The infrastructure is controlled by a single Master Agent, which may be located

anywhere on the network. At startup, the Master Agent is instructed as to the number

of agents required, and some factors regarding their desired distribution. These include

the number of physical nodes to be used, as well as the degree of resource sharing at

various levels.

The Master Agent starts a Node Agent on each participating machine, and delegates

to it the task of creating a subset of the required agents. The node will be divided into

Platforms, or independent Java Virtual Machines, each governed by a Platform Agent.

The Node Agent creates an appropriate number of Platforms, and again delegates the

creation of a set of agents.

Within each Platform, the Platform Agent creates a set of Cluster agents. The pur-

pose of the Cluster Agent is to consolidate some of the 'heavier' resources that will

be used by the CARROT II agents. Primarily, this means communication resources. A
Cluster Agent maintains a single instance of Jackal. Each Cluster Agent creates a se-

ries of CARROT II agents; these run as subthreads of the Cluster Agent. Because most

agents will be dormant at any one time, we allow a CARROT II agent to be assigned

more than one collection, creating a set of 'virtual" agents. Thus the virtual agents are

the agents visible to all entities external to the system.

" Word or N-gram based Dynamic Infomiation Retrieval: an in-house system, developed as part

of the CARROT li project
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3.4 CARROT 11 Support Agents

While the agents in the CARROT II system work largely independently, a small set of

support agents serve to coordinate the system's activities. These are the Agent Name
Server, the Logger Agent, and the Collection Manager.

An Agent Name Server provides basic communication facilitation among the agents.

Through the use of Jackal, CARROT II employs a hierarchical naming scheme, and its

operation is distributed through a hierarchy of name servers.

A Logger Agent monitors log traffic, and allows the system to assemble information

about the details of operation. This information can then be used to feed monitors or

visualization tools.

Finally, a Collection Manager facilitates the distribution of data and metadata. It

determines which collection of documents or information source will be assigned to

each agent, how each agent will distribute its metadata, and what set of agents will be

visible outside the system.

4 CARROT II Operation

Metadata distribution and query processing are the two main functions of the CARROT
II agents. Recall from Section 3.2 that the CARROT II metadata is an automatically

generated feature vector derived from the content itself.

4.1 Metadata Distribution

CARROT II uses a vector-based representation of metadata which describes the con-

tents of the local corpus (see [8]). Metadata, as well as corpus documents, are managed

by the IR engine (for example, WONDIR). The distribution of metadata has a profound

impact on the system's ability to route queries effectively, and determines the "shape"

of the CARROT II system. Agents receive instructions on metadata distribution from

the Collection Manager. There are three metadata distribution modes that can be used

by CARROT 11:

1 . Flood: Each agent broadcasts it's metadata to every other agent in the system. Un-

der this scheme, any agent receiving a query would have complete (and identical)

knowledge of the system, and be able in theory to find the optimal target for that

query.

2. Global: As in the original CARROT architecture a designated broker agent has

knowledge of the entire system. All agents share their metadata with only this agent.

3. Group: Once the system reaches a certain size, however, both of the above schemes

are impractical; the system would become susceptible to bottlenecking. The group

scheme is based on mathematical, quorum-based distributions, where a group of

agents is represented by a chosen (or elected) agent. Metadata sharing would occur

inside such groups and amongst the group leaders.

Metadata distribution can be effected by transferring the entire vector, a "difference"

vector in case of changes in the agent's corpus, or just a URL pointing to the location

of the metadata, enclosed in a KQML message.
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4.2 Query Processing

Once the system is running, the Collection Manager becomes the primary or initial

interface for outside clients. A client first contacts the Collection Manager to get the

name or names of CARROT II agents that it may query. The names in this set will

be determined by the metadata distribution policy. For example, in the case of group-

based distribution, the set will contain the group leader agent names. The client then

sends queries to randomly selected agents from the given set. It is also possible to

model more restricted or brokered architectures by limiting the list to only one or a few

agents, which would then feed queries to the remainder of the system.

In response to an incoming query, an agent decides whether the query should be

answered locally, forwarded to other agents, or both. The agent compares the query to

its local metadata collection and determines the best destinations. Based on the results,

it may send the query to the single best source of information, or it may choose to send

it to several. One of those sources may be its own local IR engine. Once answers are

computed and received, the results are forwarded back to the originator of the query. If

more than one information source is targeted, the agent faces the problem of fusing the

information it receives into one coherent response.

Queries may be routed through a number of different agents before finally being

resolved: this depends on the scheme used for metadata distribution and the routing al-

gorithm. For example, the simplest scheme is to have each agent broadcast its metadata

to every other agent in the system. The corresponding routing algorithm would be to

route to the best information source. Since all agents have the same metadata collection

and employ the same algorithm, a query will be forwarded at most once before being

resolved. For schemes which employ a more efficient distribution of metadata, or pos-

sibly higher order metadata, queries may pass through many CARROT II agents bef ore

finally being resolved.

4.3 Implementation

The current implementation of CARROT II uses the flood mode of metadata distribu-

tion. This implies that a query given to any agent in the system will return the same

answer. The query can be routed either based on a metadata similarity cutoff or to the

best A'' agents, based on the metadata similarity scores. Therefore, as stated in Sec-

tion 4.2, the query needs to bs. forwarded only once. The results fusion is based on

Voorhees's query clustering approach [18]. But unlike their method, the importance of

the collection is measured by the metadata similarity score generated. The metadata

score is simply applied as a factor to each of the individual document similarity scores

of each collection's ranked list. The results are then sorted based on this new similarity

score and the top A'^ documents returned as results.

5 TREC 11

We have evaluated CARROT II in the context of the TREC 1 1 Web Track. This track

of NIST's annual Text Retrieval Conference focuses on retrieval tasks in web data; in
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this case, an 18 gigabyte crawl of the .gov domain. The task we chose to attempt was

'topic distillation'. In this task, the goal is to find the best resource page for a given

query. Such a page may not necessarily be the page which best matches the content of

the query. Other factors, such as links to other relevant pages, may also play a role.

For this task, we used a CARROT II system of 65 agents for indexing and re-

trieval. Table 1 shows the average document and index sizes. A total of five runs were

submitted. The experiments were conducted in two phases. In the first phase the sub-

collections were indexed and 1000 results for the 50 topics query generated, under nor-

mal CARROT II operation. Two different approaches to query dispersion were used,

resulting in two 'base" runs. In the first, queries received were forwarded to all agents

in the system. In the second, queries were forwarded to only the ten best agents for that

query, based on sub-collection metadata. The results of these base runs were then u.sed

as initial seeds and used along with the link topology information provided with the

collection. A description of the link topology usage is provided in below:

5.1 Link Topology

The link topology information was used in the following way:

1. Using the link topology file provided by TREC, for each document, a list of in-

links (documents which point to this document) and outlinks (documents which

are pointed to by this document) was compiled. The nodes of the file are regarded

as nodes of a supergraph G.

2. The 1000 top-ranked documents (seeds), generated from the base runs, are ex-

panded on their inlinks, and a subgraph V is obtained.

3. A directed graph DG on V from G is created.

4. The similarity values are propagated from the seeds on the DG,

using one of the 3 formulae (for different runs):

(a) Constant c = 1.1

if (at least ha]fofthe children have greater similarity than itself)

sim = c * avg(hest-children)

else

sim - avgisim, avg (worst-children))

(b) Constant c = ].05

if (at least half of the children have greater similarity than itself)

sjm =c^""'"''^'-°^-f°°'^-'^''^''''"«"' * avo(hest-children).

sim = rnin(l+ sim(best-child))/2 . sim)

else

sim - avg(sim. avg (worst-children))

(c) Con.stant c = 1 .0

if (at least quarter of the children have greater similarity than itself)

.sim =c'"""'''^'-°^-s°°''~'''''''''""') * avg(hest-children)

else

sim = min(]+ sim(best-chiId))/2 . sim).

sim = avg(sim, avg (worst-children))

5. The 1000 nodes in DG with the largest sim- value are returned.
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Collection .gov

Average Number of Documents per Agent 19000

Average Document Collection Size 275MB
Average Document Size 6.3KB

Average Index Size per Agent 93MB
Average Metadata Size per Agent 899MB
Table 1. .gov TREC Web Track Collection Statistics

Mean Average Precision Runl Rue3

At 5 Documents 0.15 0.08

At 10 Documents 0.11 0.05

At 100 Documents 0.03 0.02

Table 2. CARROT 11 Performance on Topic Distillation Task

5.2 Runs

A description of the five runs submitted is given below:

J . RUN! (CARR0T2A): Up to 65 collections were queried and results fused.

2. RUN2 (CARR0T2C): Based on results from RUNl , use link structure and formula

a.

3. RUN3 (CARR0T2B): Up to 10 collections were queried and results merged.

4. RUN4 (CARR0T2D): Based on results from RUNl, use link structure and formula

b.

5. RUNS (CARR0T2E): Based on results from RUNl , use link structure and formula

c.

Table 2 shows the precision values (provided by TREC) of RUNl and RUN3 for

the 50 queries 551 to 600. The exception was query 582, for which precision values

were not provided. We also compared RUNl and RUN3 precision values with the best,

median and worst precision values for each query (see Figure 1). The graph was made

by sorting the CARROT II values and using them as reference for the best, median and

worst values (The queries represented on the X-asis were sorted in order of decreasing

precision values of the CARROT II system). The comparsion showed that for approxi-

mately half the number of queries, the CARROT II retrieval effectiveness was close to

median. Thus, the simple cosine similarity metric based distributed retrieval approach

was able to perform close to the median without enhancements such as query expan-

sion. We believe that these results are encouraging for further improvements in database

selection and results fusion techniques for improvements in effectiveness. However, in

general, advanced retrieval tasks such as topic distillation on large amounts data maybe

outside the scope of purely statistical retrieval techniques. The trial runs involving us-

age of link structure information did not produce noticably different results from those

of RUNS 1 and 3.
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(RUNl) (RUN3)

Fig. 1. Comparison of Precsion Results for RUNl and RUNS

6 Conclaslons

We presented an initial prototype of a Distributed Information Retrieval system on an

agent-based architecture. We have built a system that demonstrates that a distributed

information retrieval approach may perform at a level comparable to or slightly less

than, that of a centralized system wilh a corpus of the same size. Our approach to topic

distilation was based on using the cosine similarity metric with the data divided amongst

agents. The observations derived from our participation at the Web Track are:

1. There is a scope of improvement in terms of using just term statistic based cosine

similarity metrics, augmented with link topology information and,

2. The potential benefits of distributed retrieval in open environments like the web

does make a case further research.
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Abstract

The focus of the experiments reported in this paper was techniques for combining evidence for cross-

language retrieval, searching Arabic documents using English queries. Evidence from multiple sources of

translation knowledge was combined to estimate translation probabilities, and four techniques for estimating

query-language term weights from document-language evidence were tried. A new technique that exploits

translation probability information was found to outperform a comparable technique in which that

information was not used. Comparative results for three variants of Arabic "light" stemming are also

presented. A simple variant of an existing stemming algorithm was found to result in significantly better

retrieval effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Statistical techniques for processing natural language are imperfect, but reliance on multiple sources of

evidence can help to mitigate the limitations of any one technique. In this paper, we leverage the combination

of evidence in two ways: (1) to estimate translation probabilities from multiple sources of translation

knowledge, and (2) to estimate weights for a query term weights based on the statistics of multiple document-

language terms. Five translation resources of three types (machine translation lexicons, a printed bilingual

dictionary that had been manually rekeyed, and translation probabilities derived from parallel corpora) were

used as a basis for estimating translation probabilities. Four ways to estimate query term weights were tried

(translation-based indexing, Pirkola's structured query method, and two newly developed variants of

structured queries). The main task in the TREC-2002 CLIR track was retrieval of Arabic documents using

English queries, so we also made some refinements to our Arabic text processing techniques. Most

importantly, we compared three approaches to "light" (i.e., one-level rule-based truncation) stemming. Light

stemming was found to perform well for retrieval of character-coded Arabic text in TREC-2001 [1, 2], so we
limited our experiments to that technique. We begin with a description of the techniques that we tried in the

next section. Section 3 then presents our results, and section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Methodology

In this section, the approaches mentioned in the introduction will be described in detail.

2.1 Translation Resources

Using multiple sources of evidence to guide the translation process can help in two important ways: (1)

No single source provides a comprehensive set of translations, and (2) No single source provides an accurate

indication of translation probabilities. Drawing translation knowledge from diverse sources therefore offers

' College of Information Studies and Institute for Advance Computer Studies.
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an interesting potential to improve CLIR effectiveness. We had five translation resources of three types

available:

® Two bilingual term lists that were constructed using two Web-based machine translation systems

(Tarjim and Al-Misbar [3][4]). In each case, we submitted sets of isolated English words found in a

200 MB collection of Los Angeles Times news stories for translation from English into Arabic [5].

Each system returned at most one translation for each submitted word. Together, the two term lists

covered about 15% of the unique Arabic stems in the AFP collection (measured by using light

stemming on both the tenri list and the collection).

® The Salmone Arabic-to-English dictionary, which was made available for use in the TREC-CLIR
track by Tufts University. No translation preference information is provided in this dictionary, but it

does include rich markup describing morphology and part-of-speech information. We preprocessed

the dictionary without using any of that additional information, thereby creating a bilingual term list.

The coverage of the resulting term list, measured in the same way, was about 7% of the unique

Arabic stems in the AFP collection.

® Two translation probability tables, one for English-to-Arabic and one for Arabic-to-English. These

tables were constructed from tables provided by BBN, which were in turn constructed from a large

collection of aligned English and Arabic United Nations documents using the G\za++ implementation

of IBM's model 1 statistical machine translation design. The coverage of the of the Arabic-to-

English table, measured in the same way, was 29% of the unique Arabic stems in the AFP collection.

We combined the evidence from these sources in the following manner:

1 . We selected a direction (English-to-Arabic or Arabic-to-English), and then inverted any resources

that were originally provided in the other direction. For the translation probability table, we retained

the probabilities for each translation pair and then renormalized the inverted table so that the values

of the "probabilities" for each source-language term summed to one. This process likely introduced

some error, since probabilities for rare events may not have been accurately estimated.

2. A uniform distribution was used to assign probabilities to the translations obtained from machine

translation systems and the Salmone dictionary. Tarjim and Al-Misbar returned at most one

translation for an English word, but two English words might share a common translation. When n

alternatives were known from a single source, each was assigned a probability of l/n.

3. For translation from English to Arabic, the resulting translation probabilities were then combined

across sources by summing the probabilities for a given Arabic translation across the sources in

which it appeared and then dividing by the number of sources in which the English term had

appeared. For example, if Tarjim, Al-Misbar and Salmone contained the English term, with Tarjim

containing some specific translation with probability 1.0, Al-Misbar lacking that translation (i.e.,

assigning it a probability of 0.0), and Salmone assigning it a probability of 0.5 (because two

translations were known), then the resulting combined probability would be 1/3 -i- 0/3 + 0.5/3 = 0.5.

Translation probabilities for Arabic-to-English were computed in the same manner, but with the role

of each language reversed.

The resulting translation resource contained what appeared to us to be reasonable estimates of translation

probabilities, and covered 36% of the unique Arabic stems in the AFP collection.

Three Arabic light stemmers were tested. The first was Al-Stem, the stemmer provided by the organizers

for the standard resource run, which was developed by the author at Maryland and modified by Leah Larkey

from University of Massachusetts (U Mass). The second was a light stemmer described in Larkey" s SIGIR

2002 paper, which we will refer to as the U Mass stemmer [2]. The third was a modified version of the U
Mass stemmer in which two additional prefixes identified through failure analysis using the TREC-2001
topics, were removed. Table 2 lists the prefixes and suffixes removed by each stemmer. Of the three, Al-

Stem was the most aggressive stemmer.
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Stemmer Prefixes Suffixes

A!-Stem wAl, fAl bAl, bt, yt, It, mt, wt, st, nt, bm,

Im, wm, km, rm, Al, 11, wy, ly, sy, ty, wA,
fA, lA, and bA.

^ (wO^ i^^OJ immLi i "l 1 H ^—^J i^XA i-JJ ii—li bJLj C^LS i^i^

b tV tli t(_ji 'l5 J '-^ '-^ "j)

At, wA, wn, wh. An, ty, th, tm, km, hm,

hn, hA, yp, tk, nA, yn, yh, p, h, y, A.

( cIa 'ijfli tjiS Cjjj i<j '(jb toj 'tjj 'Ij tciL

1 tA„44_4Aj4 ^jj t b t <i]j t

Umass Stemmer Al, wAI, bAl, kAl, fAl, and w
(j Jli Jl£ Jb Jlj Jl)

hA, An, At, wn, yn, yh, yp, p, h, and y
(La 4(jb tOb 4 jj tAj cAj 44. 4A_ 4(_5-)

Modified UMass
Stemmer

-- Identical to U Mass, plus

11, and wll J '-il)

— Identical to U Mass --

Tabic 2 1 Prefixes and suffixes removed by each light stemmer.

2.3 Combinatloe of EvideBce for Alternate Translations

One of the key challenges in CLIR is what to do when more than one possible translation is known. One

principled solution to this problem is Pirkola's structured query method [6]. Pirkola used InQuery's synonym

operator to estimate the weight of each query term based on document language evidence as follows:

{k\D,eT(.Q,)]

DF(Q,)=\ \J{d\D,ed}\ (2)

Where Q, is a query term, D<. is a document term, TF/ Qi) is the term frequency of Qi in document j, DF(Qi) is

the number of documents that contain Q,, d\s a document, and Tj{Dk) is the set of known translations for the

term The key insight here is that translation is viewed as a process akin to stemming, in which several

document-language terms might be treated as if it were the same query language term (in stemming, many

morphological variants are treated as if they were the same stem). One limitation of Pirkola's structured

query method is that it makes no use of translation probabilities—every possible translation is treated as being

equally likely. Consider a case in which one query term has two translations, one of which is highly

probable, but which typically has a low term frequency when it appears, while the other is improbable but

typically has high term frequencies. Because the improbable translation is so common, documents containing

that translation would likely be retrieved ahead of documents that contain the more likely translation. This

seems undesirable. Moreover, consider a second case in which an extremely improbable translation appears

in many documents, with an almost certain translation appears in only a few. Intuitively, it would seem that

we should ignore the extremely improbably translation and assign this term a low document frequency (and

thus give it added importance in any retrieval system that relies on inverse document frequency as a measure

of term importance). But Pirkola's structured query method does just the opposite.

In this paper, we propose two ways of incorporating translation probability information. The simplest

approach is to retain the same formulae, but to suppress the contribution of unlikely translations. We
implemented this by starting with the most likely translation and adding additional translations in order of

decreasing probability until the cumulative probability of the selected translations reached a preset threshold

that was determined through experimentation using the TREC-2001 CLIR collection. As an alternative, we

also explored three ways of incorporating translation probabilities directly into the formulae:

1 . The weighted DF method (WDF): In this method, translation probability estimates are used in the

calculation of document frequency, but not term frequency. Formally, TF(Qi) is computed as in equation

(1), and DF(Qi) is computed as follows:

Dm) = Z [dF^ iD,)x wt{D, )] (3)
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Where Q,is a query term, D^is a document term, DFiQ,) is the number of documents that contain Q„
wt(Dk) is the probabiHty estimate for Dk, and T/Dk) is the set of translations for the term D^. This method

addresses the case in which an improbable translation has a high document frequency. Note that the

union operator has been replaced by the sum operator, so equations (2) and (3) will not necessarily

produce the same value, even in the case of equiprobable translations.

2. The weighted TF method (WTF): In this method, translation probability estimates are used in the

calculation of term frequency, but not document frequency. Formally, DF(Qi) is computed as in equation

(2), and TF(Qi) is computed as follows:

Where Qi is a query term, Dk is a document term, TF/Qi) is the term frequency of O, in document j, and

Tj(Dk) is the set of different translations for the term Dk. This method addresses the case in which an

improbable translation typically has high term frequencies.

3. The weighted TF/DF method (WTF/DF): in this method, translation probability estimates are used in the

calculation of both term frequency and document frequency. Equation (3) is used to compute DF(Qi),

with equation (4) used to compute TF/Qi). This addresses both potential concerns.

The same approach to preselection of the most likely translation probabilities that we used with Pirkola's

structured queries can also be used with any of these methods.

The formulae for Pirkola's method do not depend on any information that can only be computed at

query time, so an indexing time implementation is possible. Oard and Ertunc built such an

implementation, which they called translation-based indexing. That approach is equivalent to

unbalanced document translation, in which every English translation for each Arabic term is indexed

once. Unbalanced translation is, however, known to underemphasize the contribution of highly

specific terms (which typically have very few possible translations) and to overemphasize the

contribution of common terms (which often have many possible translations). The obvious

alternative is to balance the translation-based indexing process. To achieve this, we replaced each

Arabic term with the five most likely English translations. For terms with fewer than 5 known

translations, the most probable translations were replicated in a round-robin fashion until a total of

five was reached. We chose the value 5 based on post-hoc experiments with the 25 TREC 2001

topics (we tried 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10).

2.5 Docmnent and Query Expansion

Any individual document will likely include only a fraction of the words that might be used to describe a

topic, so some form of expansion to the representation of a document might help retrieval. We therefore

prepared a contrastive condition in which the representation of each document was expanded as follows;

1 . We identified the 20 most descriptive terms in each document, by dividing the frequency with which

each term appeared in the document by the number of documents in which that term was found.

2. We then formed a query with one instance of each of those 20 terms and used that query as a basis for

ranking the documents in the AFP collection using the InQuery text retrieval system from the

University of Massachusetts (the document being expanded was often in this set). We used the Ai-

Stem stemmer to normalize the representation of Arabic terms in InQuery, both for query and for

document processing.

3. We combined the 10 top-ranked documents into a single mega-document and then chose the 20 most

descriptive terms in that mega-document, using the same measure of term importance as above. The

resulting set of 20 terms was then added to the representation of document that was being expanded.

(4)
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One can imagine many variants of this approach, including alternative parameter settings, alternative term

importance measures, and alternative ways of combining evidence from the top-ranked documents. Because

document expansion was not the principal focus of our experiments, we tried only this one implementation

for TREC-2002.

Because queries are relatively brief, they are even more likely to contain only a small subset of the words

that might be used to express the concepts that are important for the topic that they represent. We therefore

performed pre-translation query expansion using a similar blind relevance feedback process. We used

Associated Press articles from 1994-1998 from the North American News Text Corpus (Supplement) and the

orld Stream English Collection from the Linguistic Data Consortium for this purpose Because InQuery

contains built-in provisions for query expansion, we used InQuery (with the kstem English stemmer) to

search these collections. We configured InQuery to choose the most discriminating terms from the top 10

returned documents for each query.

2.6 Impleoieiitatioii Deteils

To ease work in Arabic, Arabic letters were transliterated to Roman letters. Table 1 shows the mappings

between the Arabic letters and their transliterated representations. In preprocessing the text, all diacritics and

kashidas were removed, and letter normalization was employed to normalize the letters ya (ls) and alef

maqsoura {lS) to ya (l?) and all the variants of alef (') and hamza («), namely alef ('), alef hamza () ''), alef

maad ('), hamza (*), waw hamza ( j), and ya hamza {is), to alef (i).

t) i\ J A A b

t v ?r

c H X d

j O J r J z

s P S

D T Z

t E t a f

q k J

m n h

J w y
0 P

Table 1: English transliteration of Arabic characters

As for a stop-word list, we used the list that is distributed with Sebawai, which includes 130 particles and

pronouns [7]. Sebawai is a publicly available Arabic morphological analyzer. We used InQuery for our

official monolingual runs and for one of our official cross-language runs. For the remaining monolingual

runs and for our post-hoc experiments, we used PSE (an IR system developed at Maryland that uses OKAPI
BM-25 weights) because we were not able to perform the necessary changes to the term weight computation

using InQuery. Our monolingual and cross-language results should therefore not be considered to be strictly

comparable.

3 Resells

We submitted five official runs, and we have used the relevance judgments provided by NIST to perform

an additional 31 post-hoc runs. In this section we present those results along with a preliminary discussion

that we intend to extend in our final paper.
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Sol Arabic Moeolmgiial Runs

We submitted one official automatic monolingual run, one official manual monolingual run, and we
performed three post-hoc automatic monolingual runs. In the official automatic run, queries were formed

using every word in the title and description fields of the topic description (stopwords were removed, but no

automatic stop structure removal was performed). For the manual run, the title, description, and narrative

fields were used, additional query terms were manually added, and stop structure and information about what

would cause a document to be judged as not relevant was removed manually. The principal goal of the

manual run was to enrich the relevance pools. In both cases, Al-stem was used to stem the documents and the

queries, and document expansion was used as described above. Table 3 shows the results (results on TREC-
2001 data are post-hoc).

The three post-hoc runs were done using PSE rather than InQuery, with a goal of comparing three

variants of light stemming. Document expansion was not used in those experiments. Again, Table 3 shows

the results. The Ai-stem and the U Mass stemmers were found to be statistically indistinguishable by a paired

two-tailed t-test (for p<0.05). The modified U Mass stemmer did achieve mean average precision results that

were statistically better than the two other stemmers over the full 75-topic set. but the advantage over the

unmodified U Mass stemmer was not seen when the 50 TREC 2002 topics used alone. Because the

suitability of the TREC-2001 collection for post-hoc experiments is open to some question, we conclude that

no reliable differences between the three stemmers were detected by our experiments.

Run Mean Average Precision

Official Huns rRli('2lM)2 'rnpics{50 TRI';C2{)01 & 2002

(with document exjiansion) topics) Topics (75 topics)

Automatic Monolingual 0.289 0.314

Manual Monolingual 0.302 0.322

Post-Hoc Runs TRliC^2{X)2 Topics (50 ] R)i(^ 2001 & 2002

(no document expansion) topics) Topics (75 (opics)

Al-Stem stemmer 0.286 0.316

U Mass stemmer 0.295 0.321

Modified U Mass stemmer 0.301 0.331

Table 3: The Arabic Monoiingual Results

3.2 Eiigllsh-Arabic CLIR Reus

We performed three official automatic CLIR runs and 29 post-hoc automatic CLIR runs. In each case,

we formed titie-fdescription queries in the same manner as for the automatic monoiingual run. Pre -translation

query expansion was done using blind relevance feedback on Associated Press articles from 1994-1998 using

InQuery. The articles were part of the North American News Text Corpus (Supplement) and AP World

Stream English Collection from the Linguistic Data Consortium [8]. For the official CLIR runs we tried these

following configurations:

® Plrkola^s Method. We used InQuery, pre-translation query expansion, document expansion, and the

thresholded version of Pirkola's method (with a threshold of 0.3, established using post-hoc

experiments with the TREC 2001 topics).

® Balanced Traoslafion-Based Indexing (TBI). We used InQuery, document expansion, and

balanced translation-based indexing.

® Weighted TF. We used PSE, pre-translation query expansion, document expansion, and the

Weighted TF method (with a threshold of 0.35, again tuned using the TREC-2001 topics).

For the post-hoc experiments, we used PSE, pre-translation query expansion, one of four methods

(Pirkola's method. Weighted TF. Weighted DF, or Weighted TF/DF), and a probability threshold that was
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varied between 0. 1 and 0.7 in increments of 0. 1 . Post-hoc CLIR results are reported on all 75 topics from

TREC 2001 and TREC 2002. We also conducted one additional post-hoc experiment in which we combined

the results from our official Weighted TF and translation-based indexing runs in a manner similar to that

suggested by [9]. For that experiment, we renormalized the PSE score for the Weighted TF run to be between

0.4 and 0.5 (a range similar to that seen in InQuery), averaged that normalized score with the translation-

based indexing score from PSE, and resorted the ranked list based on that averaged score. The result was

statistically better than the Weighted TF run, but not statistically distinguishable from the translation-based

indexing run. Table 4 shows the results for the official runs and for the one post-hoc experiment that was

based on the two official runs. Table 5 and Figure 1 together show the other post-hoc results.

Run Mean Average Precision

Oriicial Riin.s TRHC 2002 Topics (.'iO TRliC 2{K)I & 2002

( luparuled dtxiimeiils

)

topics) Topics l is lopics)

Pirkola's Method 0.202 0.252

Balanced TBI 0.274 0.279

Weighted TF 0.247 0.279

Balanced TBI + Weighted TF 0.289 0.307

Table 4: CLIR results for official runs (expanded documents).

Cumulative Pnsbabilit)' Tlireshold

MellM>d 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.(1 0.7

Pirkola's Method 0.215 0.212 0.230* 0.230 0.207 0.186 0.134

Weighted TF 0.220 0.226 0.241 0.247* 0.241 0.230 0.192

Weighted 1)1'

Weighted TmW
0.211 0.196 0.198 0.180 0.147 0.126 0.091

0.220 0.222 0.235 0.234 0.236 0.240 0.245

Table 5: Post-hoc CLIR results (Mean Average Precision, 75 topics, no d'ocument expansion.

The Weighted TF method and translation-based indexing were both statistically significantly better than

Pirkola's method (on the 75 topic set), but statistically indistinguishable from each other. The retrieval

effectiveness of Weighted TF/DF was close to the best at every cumulative probability threshold, and it was

the only one of the four techniques that we tried that did not exhibit a decrease in effectiveness at high

thresholds. It therefore seems to be a good candidate for further study, and an appropriate choice if a method

0.3

0.25

o
« 0.2

0.

«£, 0.15

< 0.1

0.05

Results lor Different Weighting Methods

. -„ - A -„

-

>- T—---Sti

>

_.. ^

l— o- Pirkoia

" i£i » Weighted TF

— >«— Weighted IDF

— — Weighted TF/IDF

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Probability Threshold

0.6 0.7

Figure 1: Sensitivity to cumulative probability threshold.
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must be selected without access to a representative collection on which to tune the probability threshold. We
do not yet know whether document expansion was helpful because the runs with and without document

expansion were done using different retrieval systems.

4 Concliisioe

We have presented two basic ideas for using a combination of evidence to improve cross-language

retrieval effectiveness, demonstrated an ability to produce useful translation probability estimates from

multiple sources, and extended Pirkola's structured query method in ways that exploit that information. Our

results suggest that further work on the Weighted TF/DF method would be well justified, and that further

work on document expansion is needed before the utility of that technique in this context can be judged. We
look forward to the discussions that we will have at the conference, and to the opportunity to continue out

exploration of these questions through additional post-hoc experiments and analysis.
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Abstract

Our team from the University of Maryland and INSA de Lyon participated in the feature extraction

evaluation with overlay text features and in the search evaluation with a query retrieval and browsing

system. For search we developed a weighted query mechanism by integrating 1) text (OCR and speech

recognition) content using full text and n-grams through the MG system, 2) color correlogram indexing

of image and video shots reported last year in TREC, and 3) ranked versions of the extracted binary

features. A coiximand line version of the interface allows users to formulate simple queries, store them

and use weighted combinations of the simple queries to generate compound queries.

One novel component of our interactive approach is the ability for the users to formulate dynamic

queries previously developed for database applications at Maryland. The interactive interface treats

each video clip as visual object in a multi-dimensional space, and each "feature" of that clip is mapped

to one dimension. The user can visualize any two dimensions by placing any two features on the horizontal

and vertical axis with additional dimensions visualized by adding attributes to each object.

1 Introduction

For the search evaluation we ran experiments for both run types using two different tools: a command
line based query tool which allows us to query a precompiled database using text and speech (keywords),

color, and binary feature results and a data browsing tool which represents each shot as a point in a

space defined by the available features.

This paper is outlined as follows: the text detector used for feature extraction has been described

previously in [12]. The experiments specific to the TREC competition are described in Section 2. The
features used for the search task and the techniques we developed to query them are given in Section

3. Experiments are presented in Section 4, and Section 5 provides conclusions and describes the future

directions of our research.

2 The feature extraction task: detection of overlay text

Our team participated in the feature extraction subtask with an overlay text detector developed at INSA
de Lyon [12]. Text is detected on a frame by frame basis, integrated into a single image per occurrence,

enhanced and binarized before being passed to a commercial OCR. For the TREC competition we used

OCR software from Scansoft, which does not perform as well on our data as the Finereader software we

used in [12], but it does come with a programable API which makes it easier to integrate it into our

system. This is imperative given the amount of data we needed during the competition.

In order to increase the precision of the detector, we developed a classifier which takes the OCR output

from each detected text box and classifies it either as a positive text result or a false alaxni.

Table 2 shows OCR output examples for text and non-text. At first glance it seems to be straightforward

for a human to judge between ''meaningful" text and junk strings. However, we did not want to use a

dictionary based approach for two reasons:
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Table 1: Examples for text and non-text OCR output.

- Screen text often contains words which cannot be found in a dictionary, such as names and identifiers

containing digits.

- A part of the OCR output is very noisy (e.g. "arrtoms" instead of "atoms" in the examples).

We therefore used simple features based on the type and distribution of the characters in the string. We
manually classified the set of possible characters into the 4 different groups "upper case" , "lower case"

,

"digits" , "non-text" . The input to the classifier is a feature vector containing the following two features:

p _ Number of good characters (upper+lower+digits) ^ _ Number of group changes
^ ~ Number of characters ^ ~ Number of characters

We trained a linear classifier with Fisher's linear discriixunant [l] on a set of training strings and ranked

all text instances by the classifier output.

3 Search: features and query techniques

For the second task, general search, we used all of the donated features (i.e. the results of the automatic

speech recognition (ASR), the binary features, as well as the results of the automatic text recognition

(ATR) described in Section 2 and the corresponding transcripts, and the temporal color correiograins

already used during TREC 2001 and described in [9]).

In the following subsections we describe the different features and the query techniques necessary

to use them in a query system. Finally, Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe the two tools employed for our

experiments.

3,1 Recognized text and speech

Recognized video text and speech transcriptions are treated in the same way by our system. For retrieval

we used the Managing Gigabytes system[ll] which is freely available^. This software is able to retrieve

"documents" firom one or more "collections", defined by the user. In our case, documents were the text

content obtained for each shot, with the three collections corresponding to different feature sources: Text,

Speech and Text+Speech. Managing Gigabytes (MG) allows users to choose between two different query

metrics: boolean queries and ranked queries, where the relevance of each shot is determined by the cosine

similarity [11]. We allowed users to choose between the boolean query type and the ranked query type,

with ranked queries being the default.

MG stems all document and query terms, so for example, looking for the term "produced" will also

retrieve shots containing the term "producer" or "producing". Unfortunately this feature cannot be

turned off, so we could not measure it's influence on the query results in the case of noisy transcripts.

^ http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/mg
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The MG system was developed for large collections of noise free documents, and therefore all hits are

computed as exact matches (apart from the stemming technique). The ASR transcripts we received from

the feature donors had been post processed with a dictionary and therefore contained only noise free

text. The ATR transcripts on the other hand were quite noisy. For example the string "Nick Chandler"^

had been recognized by the OCR in the shot as "ni ck 16 tia ndler", so a search for the keyword

"chandler" would not retrieve the shot. We included a possibility of performing inexact matches using

A''-grams. The iV-Gram of a string is the set of all sub strings of length > TV. By performing a boolean

query and OR-connecting all the substrings, exact matches of these substrings will be retrieved. The

minimum length A'' of the substrings determines the level of "exactness" . Lower values of N will retrieve

documents with noisier keyivords but also more irrelevant documents. We set the iV empirically to 5.

Apphed to the example given above, an inexact query on the keyword "chandler" would result in the

following boolean query:

chand|handl|andle(ndler|chandl|handle|andler|chandle|haiidler
I

chandler

which retrieves the desired shot but also a shot containing the transcript "colleges cattlemen handlers

of livestock", clearly a false alaxm.

3.2 Binary features

We used all of the donated binary features except CMU's face detector and MSRA's overlay text detector.

These two detectors do not provide confidence information, which is needed for our feature combination

technique.

Combining the features can be viewed as the classical problem of combining the results of multiple

classifiers which has already received considerate attention in the pattern recognition and in the retrieval

community [5, 3, 2, 6]. Training the combining classifier has been reported to considerately improve the

performance of the total system in some cases, especially if the base classifiers use different features[2]

.

In our case, however, training data is not available since we are not allowed to use features from TREC's
search test collection. Therefore, using fixed rules to combine the classifiers is the only available option.

In the following discussion, Cij{x) denotes the output of classifier j for class z, given the measurement

vector X and Qi{x) the output of the combining classifier. We did not formulate the rules in a probabilistic

way, since we cannot know if the output of the classifiers quantifies the posterior probabilities of the class

memberships. The two most well known fixed combination rules are the product rule

Qiix) = llC^Jix)
j

and the sum rule

Q^{x) = J2c^j{x)

j

[5, 2]. If the feature representations are statistically independent and the classifiers produce posterior

probabihties, then the product rule will produce an optimal classifier in the sense that it quantifies the

true likelihood of the measurements given class k. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case [5]. The sum
rule is considered to work well in cases where base classifiers have independent noise behavior as errors

in one classifier are averaged out by the other classifiers.

We chose the more robust sum rule for this task, since we do not have enough information on the

type of classifiers used for the base classifiers and how they have been trained. If one of the classifiers is

^The person ''Nick Chandler" is not related to the "James H. Chandler" from TREC search topic 75.
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Figure 1: An example shot vector (a) and an example query vector (b) for the query ^'outdoors but not

speech'". The feature space for a query on 3 features (c). The query vector is a corner point in the hyper

cube.

weakly trained, then the product rule will create a combining classifier with very poor results, whereas

the sum rule tends to reduce the effect of a poor base classifier. Since we do not want to classifj'^ the shot

by the combined classifier alone, but axe also interested in the output value of the classifier, we divide

the output by the number of classifiers, which gives us the average of the classifier outputs. Combining

the featiures this way, it is possible to create filters on the binary features, retrieving only shots with a

certain confidence of containing a feature.

On the other hand, a user might prefer to submit a ranked query returning a set of shots "closest to
"

the desired features. In this case it is more convenient to use a vector space model for the set of classifiers

since vector space distance functions can be used to order the shots. The actual space depends on the

query specified by the user. The user may wish to retrieve shots with constraints on certain features

but may also want to ignore others. As an example, in order to retrieve people walking on a beach, a

user might want to return shots containing high confidences on the features outdoors and people and low

confidences on the features indoors and cityscape, but is likely to ignore the feature speech. In our vector

space model, each dimension in the vector space corresponds to a donated feature, which is constrained

in the query, so the vector space is a sub space of the space spanned by all features. If, for example, the

query puts constraints on the features outdoors and speech and outdoors has been donated by 3 teams

whereas speech has been donated by 4 teams, then the feature space has N — 7 dimensions (see Figure

3.2a). For each shot s, the confidence outputs can be placed into a A'^ dimensional feature vector Ug.

The shot vectors are compared with a query vector q, whose elements of the are set to 1 if the

corresponding feature is desired by the user and to 0 if the corresponding feature is not (see Figure 3.2b).

The space of all possible shot vectors is therefore bounded by an A-dimensional hj^ercube and the query

vector is one of the corners of the hypercube (see Figure 3.2c).

The confidence output of all featm^e detectors is already scaled to the interval [0— 1] , but the distribution

of the confidence values in the interval may be different for different detectors, as is the case for the

two features for Indoors donated by IBM and MSRA. We therefore considered the Euclidean distance

DEiq,Us) = {{(}—Us)^{q—Us)}~^ as well as the Mahalanobis distance D^iq, Us) — {q -~ i^s)^^~^ {q ' Us),

which scales the distances according to the covariances E of the data set. During the experiments,

however, the Euclidean distance outperformed the Mahalanobis distance by fax. This can be explained

with the different distributions of the confidence values of the different detectors.

3.3 Temporal color features

We incorporated a capability for color motion search by the temporal color features developed by the

University of Maryland in collaboration with the University of Oulu and presented in [9] . These features
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model the statistical distribution of the colors in the shot, but, unlike histograms, they also capture the

spatial and temporal distribution of the colors. A correlogram is defined as:

where /" are the frames of the shot, pi and P2 are two pixels and Cj and cj are two colors. In each bin,

the feature stores the probability that given any pixel pi of color q, a pixel P2 at distance d is of color Cj

among the shots frames For the Video TREC evaluation, the features have been computed as auto

correlograms, and therefore Cj = Cj, resulting in a two dimensional structure. The distance between two

features is calculated using the Li norm.

3.4 Querying

A command line interface allows the users to submit queries on the features with the techniques described

above. The query results can be stored in 30 different result frames, allowing combinations of the results

using different schemes. The following operations are supported by the interface:

- Keyword based queries on text, speech or both; with or without n-grains; and boolean or ranked.

- Ranked color queries.

- Ranked queries on binary features and filters on binary features.

- Combination of query results (AND/OR) including weighted combinations of the ranking of both

queries. Assigning each query i a weight a^, the shots in the combined set are ordered by a

measure^ tus, which can be calculated from each shot s's ranking rg.i in the query results: mg =

- Inspection of the keyframes of queries (thumbnails and full sized image).

3.5 Browsing

In addition to the command line query interface, the data set can be viewed graphically in a browsing

tool developed at the University of Maryland. The user has the choice to either viewing the complete

data set or to select a set of query results and to view only shots which have been returned by one or

more of these queries. For each shot, the following features are available:

- The confidence of the binary features (one value per feature type).

- The text and speech recognition output and it's confidence values.

- The rank of the shot. The ranking information is scaled and normalized to make it intuitively

conform to the confidence values of the binarj'' features {''higher means better'^): iris = 1 — -^qrp

- A OR-combined rank-like measure computed on the ranking of the shot in aU chosen queries. The

weights a-i are chosen by the user when the queries are exported to the browsing tool.

Browsing allows users to view the shots as visual objects on a dynamic two-dimensional grid. The

available features can be used in multiple ways to visualize the data set. The user can visualize the shots

in two dimensions by placing any two features on the horizontal and vertical axis. Additional dimensions

can be visualized by adding attributes to each object. Color, for example, can be used to represent a

third feature dimension. Dynamic range sliders are provided for all features (not just the visible ones)

so the user can dynamically modify the visibility of each feature and navigate through the collection.

Attributes of each object can be configured and displayed as '"tips" when the mouse passes near them.

where N is the total amount of shots in the combined set.
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Figure 2: The graphical browsing tool "stardom".

Additionally, by clicking on a visual object or choosing a set of objects, their keyframes can be displayed

and a media player can be launched to view the shot.

Figure 3.5 shows an example for a browsing session. The rank of a color query has been assigned to

the y-axis and the results of a text/speech query (keyword: "president") has been assigned to the x-axis.

All shots inside or touching the red circle are listed in the blue boxed hst, for each shot the text/speech

recognition results are displayed.

4 Experimental Results

In accordance with the TREC task definitions, we submitted 3 different runs:

Manual run The user adjusts the query parameters in the command Mne query tool to manually run

queries and combines them to a single query. Our users where asked to write down the manual

queries on a sheet of paper before actually performing them with the tool in order to avoid potential

feedback from the subqueries.

Manual run/no ASR The same queries as above, but without speech recognition.

Interactive run The user is free to look at the results of each intermediate query returned hy the

command line tool and to adjust parameters and re-run them. Additionally, the query results can

be viewed v/ith the browsing tool for a closer inspection of the result sets and the mappings into

the feature space. Based on these observations, queries can be re-run in the query tool. Hence,

submitted results were queries run and combined in the query tool.

Four different users participated at the experiments. The users had been given dummy topics in order

be able to get used to the system and the features. They did not know the real topics before they started

working on them.

*The measure is not real ranking information since a value may occur several times in the combined set.
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Figure 3: Precision at different result sizes averaged across the topics (top), and precision at different

levels of recall averaged across the topics (bottom). Prom left to right: the manual run, the manual run

without speech recognition and the interactive run

4.1 Search results

Figure 3 shows the precision curves vs. result size and recall, respectively, in graphical form. Recently, a

new performance graph for the evaluation of content based image retrieval systems has been proposed [4].

It's advantage is the inclusion of generality information, i.e. information about the clustering of the

relevant information in the database. This is essential if different S3'^stems operating on different databases

are compared. Unfortunately, the measure cannot be computed for the TREC experiments, because it

requires access to the precision at arbitrary sizes of the result set, information which is currently provided

by NIST. Since all teams used the same database, it is possible to compare the different methods with the

classic precision/recall graphs in order to determine which method is the best. However, a quantitative

evaluation of the differences between the methods also makes the inclusion of the database generality

necessary.

The interactive system performed best for query topics 76-James Chandler (54% precision at 80%
recall) and 97-living cells because of the color features, and for 89-Butterfly because of the color features

and the ASR transcripts. Topics with medium sucess were 80-Musicians, where a combination of color

and ASR queries was used, and 77-George Washington, 78-Abraham Lincoln, 90-mountain and 99-rockets,

which had been tackled with ASR only. For these topics, users performed queries with different keywords

which were more or less related to the topic, and lilterted the output with the binary features. For topic

86- Cities a recall of 20% was achieved by a sole usage of color features. The user fed the results of the

color queries back to new color queries ajid combined these results.

During the experiments we had signficant difficulty with the topics 79-Beach, 87-Oil fields, 88-Map,

96-flag, 98-locomotive approaching. For four topics our experimenters could not find a single relevant

shot: 75-Eddie Rickenbacker, 81 -Football players, 85-Square arch,, 91-Parrots. These are cases where the

ASR transcripts did not return any relevant shots and the color features were not useful. Searching for
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Figure 4: The results of a query on the speech transcripts using the keywords "rockets ixdssile"

.

Eddie Rickenhacker, even the usage of the context taken from the request statement (e.g. the knowledge

that he is the CEO of an airUne) did not help to find a shot. The color features were particularly

powerless in the topics football, Beach and locomotive, which are specified where a connection between

the semantic concept and colors is very hard. A feature detecting drawings and cartoons could have been

useful for the map topic. In some cases the users missed a possibility to explicitly specify colors or color

ranges (e.g. for the topics flag and parrots).

4.2 The impact of ASR

Naturally, as the speech recognition transcripts are very close to the semantic meaning of the video,

they have a significant impact on the search results. Nevertheless, the quality of keyword based queries

on the transcripts highly depends on the topic. In general, the result sets of speech queries are very

heterogeneous and need to be filtered, for example, by the results of binary filters.

Consider for example the results on the ke5rwords "rocket, missile", shown in Figure 4. Adding

additional keywords (e.g. "taking off" ) could increase the chances of retrieving rockets actualfy taking

off as opposed to rockets on desks etc., but it also "thins" the semantic meaning of the query, in this case

decreasing the probabihty to find shots about rockets or missiles in the result set. Another possibility is

filtering the results of speech queries by the results of binary queries, a method applied frequently during

our experiments.

4.3 The impact of ATR

The TREC 2002 video data set is a very bad collection to test the usabihty of recognized text for video

retrieval. Text detection and recognition algorithms have been developed with difi'erent video material in

mind such as newscasts, television journals and cormnercials, where text occiurs much more frequently. In

newscasts, the frequent appearance of names (interviewed people etc.) and locations rendered in overlay

text makes indexing very powerful, especially in combination with face detection.

4.4 The Impact of Color

As expected, the color features have been very useful in cases where the query shots where very different

from other shots in terms of low level features, or where the relevant shots in the database share common
color properties with the example query. For example, if they have been shot in the same environment.
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Figure 5: The resuits of color queries using example shots: searching for hving cells under a microscope

(a) searching for shots showing James H. Chandler (b).

AND

} OR

text/speech swimming 2 ] i

I , ,

^
, > OR 10000 I

text/speech shore 1

Landscape > 0.3 Cityscape < 0.5 Outdoors > 0.5

text/speech water 2

People< 0.5 Outdoors > 0.5 Cityscape< 0.05 Indoors 1 } OR
< 0.75 Landscape> 0.5

Table 2: The submitted query formulations for the interactive run of topic 79 "People spending leisure

time on the beach"

Figure 5a, shows the result set of a color query on an example shot showing hving cells under a microscope

as requested for TREC search topic 97.

As another example of success, Figure 5b shows the results on the color queries on example shots

showing James H. Chandler. Due to the special brownish color of the videos showing Mr. Chandler,

the queries were very successful in retrieving shots from the same set of videos. In general, however, the

color features need to be used very carefully, since no semantic meaning whatsoever is attached to them.

4.5 Discussion of the experiments

As stated above, the usefulness and impact of the different queries highly depends on the topics and

on the example images and videos. In general, the speech recognition transcripts proved to be very

important, although queries on them produced very heterogeneous outputs. The color features were onlj'

useful in isolated cases, where the targeted shots had very similar low level characteristics to the query

images or videos. As expected, the binary features were very useful for filtering queries on the other

features but not very useful as only features. Furthermore, the different donated features for the same

feature type were not very correlated and tended to have a high amount of noise.

Table 4.5 shows an example of an interactive query submitted. The user realized, that the color

features are not very useful in this case and concentrated on queries on the text and speech transcripts

using different and more diverse keywords, filtered by binary features whose boundaries have been found

also using the graphical browsing tool.
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5 Conclusion and future work

A major emphasis in our work was put on the user and the experimental part of the work. We presented

a query tool retrieving shots from user requests and a graphical tool which permits to browse through

the feature and query space. Our future research will include:

- Exploiting the temporal continuities between the frames, e.g. as already proposed by the Dutch

team during TREC 2001 [10]. This seems to be even more important using overlay OCR results,

since text is often rendered on neighboring shots.

- Combining the binary features (normalization, robust outlier detection etc.).

- Improving the graphical browsing interface. As our experiments showed, quick access to the

keyframes and to the movie itself is a keystone in the success of the browsing tool. A browser

showing tiny and enlargeable keyframes in the viewing grid instead of video objects should remark-

ably improve the performance of interactive queries.

- Adding additional features: e.g. exphcit color filters, query by sketched example, motion, etc.

The most promising research in video retrieval points into the direction of the use of different features

in order to attack the semantic gap from a materialistic point of view. Techniques combining different

sources seem to be very successful [7, 3, 8]. However, sophisticated methods combining the large amounts

of features are still missing and more theoretical research needs to be done in this area.
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The University of Massachusetts participated in the cross-language and novelty tracks this year. The cross-language

submission was characterized by combination of evidence to merge results from two different retrieval engines and

a variety of different resources - stemmers, dictionaries, machine translation, and an acronym database. We found

that proper names were extremely important in this year's queries. For the novelty track, we applied variants of

techniques that have been employed for other problems. In addition, we created additional training data by

manually annotating 48 additional topics.

1. Cross Language Track
We submitted one monolingual run and four cross-language runs. For the monolingual run, the technology was

essentially the same as the system we used for TREC 2001 . For the cross- language run, we integrated some new
elements into the Arabic system - a light stemmer that was the result of extensive research [10], the standard

probabilistic dictionary based on the UN bilingual lexicon, an expanded dictionary, acronym expansion [12],

language modeling, and relevance modeling. In addition, we utilized combination of evidence extensively.

Because our submitted runs were the results of combination of evidence (combining ranked lists from multiple IR

runs) we use the term sub-run to refer the individual component runs before combination. We first describe the

resources, techniques, and models we used, then we describe each run in detail. After presenting our official results,

we include some post-hoc runs which correct the errors made in preparing our official submissions, and which help

interpret some of the results.

LL Arabic and Eogiisli Resources

The Arabic resources consist of a corpus, normalization and stemming algorithms, and bilingual lexicons. Some of

these were developed at UMass and others were provided for TREC participants this year. The English resources

consist of a corpus, stemmers, and an acronym facility, as follows:

Arabic Corpus — was the same AFP AR_B collection of 383,872 documents in Arabic for TREC-2001 [6] . It was
converted to CP1256 encoding, and then indexed in two different ways (I) using UMass normalization and

stemming, and (2) using TREC standard normalization and stemming. Only stemmed tokens longer than one byte in

length were indexed, and stop words were removed.

UMass Normalization and Light Stemming - These are described in detail in SIGIR02 [10]. In brief,

normalization consists of converting to Windows Arabic encoding (CP 1 256), if necessary, removing punctuation,

diacritics, and non-letters, replacing I, j, and I with bare a!if I, replacing final with iS, and replacing final 6 with

0. Our light stemming algorithm, lightIO_stop. a slight modification of the light stemmer described in [10], consists

of stop word removal, stripping definite articles (JJ < Jls <JIS <JL < JI3 < Jl) and 3 (and) from word beginnings and

stripping 10 suffixes from word ends {<S <6 <6 'C^. 'O3 lol lOi .Lii ). Stopwords were removed using a list

of 168 words from Shereen Khoja [8] .

UMass bilingual lexicon - This dictionary is an enhanced version of the dictionary we used for TREC-2001 , which

was gathered from several sources, as described in [1 1 ]. This year we collected more translations from online

sources, by including the NMSU proper name dictionary, which used to be available from their Arabic tools page:

http://crl.nmsu.edu/~ahmed/downloads.html. In addition, we submitted all the query words from our expanded

English queries to two online translation systems, Al Misbar (http://www.almisbar.com/salam_trans.html) and
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Ajeeb's Tarjim (http://tarjim.ajeeb.com/ajeeb/). These systems gave one translation (or transliteration) for each

term. These were added to the dictionary.

TREC Normalization and Stemming - A Per! script written by Kareem Darwish and modified by Leah Larkey was

distributed as the standard stemmer for TREC. It is also a light stemmer, but it is not as light as the UMass stemmer.

TREC bilingual lexicon - We used the bilingual lexicon with probabilities from BBN, derived from the UN parallel

corpus. The English words in this dictionary are stemmed with the Porter stemmer, and the Arabic words are

stemmed with the TREC standard stemmer. We did not use the bilingual dictionary from Tufts University.

English Corpus - We used AP news articles from 1994 through 1998 in the Linguistic Data Consortium's NA
News corpus for an English background language model, and for English query expansion.

English stop words and stemming - English stop words are from FNQUERY's standard list of 418 stop words.

English stop phrases are defined by regular expressions in a script we have used before in TREC (in English). In

order to use the BBN probabilistic dictionary we performed Porter stemming on the queries, in sub-runs that did not

use the BBN dictionary, we left the English unstemmed, stemming with ksteni [9] only when the English word was

not found in the dictionary

.

Acronym Expansion - In the cross-language runs, we looked up in the Acrophile system [12] any sequences of all-

capital letters. The top-ranking expansion for each acronym was added to the query.

L2o Iiiformatioii Retrieval

We used INQUERY [5] for the monolingual run and two of the cross-language sub-runs, and language modeling

(LM) for the rest of the crosslingual sub-runs. For both English and Arabic, text was broken up into words at any

white space or punctuation characters. For Arabic, there were five additional Arabic punctuation characters

included in the definition of punctuation. Words of one-byte length (in CP1256 encoding) were not indexed.

INQUERY - The monolingual run and some of the cross-language runs used a version of INQUERY as the search

engine. This version computes the belief function reported in UMass's TREC9 report [2]. The main difference

between this version and "real" INQUERY is that proximity information is not stored in the index, so that

INQUERY operators requiring proximity information are not implemented.

For cross-language INQUERY retrieval, English queries are translated to Arabic as follows. For each English word

in a query, do the following: fmd the set of all translations in the dictionary. If the English word is not found, stem

the English word using the kstem stemmer and look it up again. Stem the Arabic translations. If any of the

translations consist of an Arabic phrase rather than a single word, enclose the phrase in a #filreq operator.

Enclose all the alternative Arabic translations for a single English word under a ttsyn (synonym) operator. Finally,

take all the #syn sets and build a weighted sum query out of all the stemmed translations of the query terms by

subsumimg all the synonym sets under a #wsum (weighted sum) operator. Each synonym set was given the weight

described in the query expansion section.

Crosslingual Language Modeling (LM) - In language modeling, documents are represented as probability

distributions over a vocabulary. Documents are ranked by the probability of generating the query by randomly

sampling the document model. The language models here are simple unigram models, similar to those of [14] .

Unigram probabilities in our official run were estimated as a mixture of maximum likelihood probability estimates

from the document and the corpus, as follows:

where P(Q^\Da) is the probability of generating the query from the document model, the e's are the English words in

the query, P(a\Dj is the probability of an Arabic word a in the document D^, P(e\a) is the translation probability of

seeing the English query word e given the presence of Arabic word a, and P(e\GE) is the probability of the English

query word in the English background model. P(a\Da) is estimated as tf^ i\,/\Da\ where tfa j),M the number of

occurrences of term a in Arabic document and \D^ is the length of document, that is, the number of total term

occurrences in the document. The translation probability P(e\a) comes from the bilingual lexicon. If the lexicon

was derived from a parallel corpus, these probabilities represent the proportion of the time that Arabic word a was

aligned with English word e in the parallel corpus. If the lexicon is a dictionary, and Arabic word a has n different

P{Q.
I A,) = nk^) i

^o)ne
I

a) + {:i)P{e
\

GE)
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translations into English ej, ...e,„ then P(e\a) is estimated as J/n. The background probability P(e\GE) is estimated as

summation is over all the terms in the English collection, as in [7].

Query Expansion - We expanded English queries in some of our cross-language sub-runs using the AP news

articles from 1994 through 1998 in the Linguistic Data Consortium's NA News corpus. This corpus was indexed

without stemming, but normalized to lower case. We retrieved the top 10 documents for each query. Terms from

these documents received an expansion score which was the sum across the ten documents of the INQUERY belief

score for the term in the document. The 5 terms with the highest expansion score were added to the query. Final

term weights were set to 2w„ + m\. where w„ is the original weight in the unexpanded query and Wc=\.

Arabic query expansion was handled in different ways for INQUERY sub-runs and LM sub-runs. For IMQUERY
sub-runs, Arabic query expansion was just like English query expansion, except the top 10 documents were

retrieved from the Arabic corpus, rather than the English corpus, and 50 terms, not 5, were added to the query.

In language model sub-runs, query expansion was carried out using relevance modeling [13]. The best matching

fifty documents were retrieved and 500 words were selected as the new query. Associated with each word is an

estimated probability of observing this word in the relevant documents.

Combination ofEvidence - Sub-runs were combined into submitted runs by normalizing document scores in ranked

lists, and then summing lists two at a time. Score normalization was a linear min-max normalization where

score„„rm=(score-min)l{max-min).

1.3. Monolingual run

Our one monolingual run was designated UMassM, and carried out as follows:

1. Convert queries to CP 1256 encoding

2. Extract titles and descriptions from topics.

3. Remove stop phrases, using a script developed for TREC2001

.

4. Stem the query with the UMass light stemmer and remove stop words.

5. Expand the query by adding the best 50 words from the top ranking 1 0 documents.

6. Retrieve the top 1000 documents using INQUERY.

Overall average precision on this run was .3619. The per-query comparison among the 18 submitted monolingual

runs suggests that our approach favored recall over precision. We performed at or above the median average

precision on 34 of the 50 queries, and below the median on 16 queries. In number of relevant documents retrieved in

top 1000, we were at or above the median in 44 or the 50 queries, and at the highest number in 28 queries.

1.4, Cross-language runs

Our cross-language submissions relied heavily on combination of evidence this year. We used two different

dictionaries that could not be combined because they were built with different stemmers. In our own dictionary, a

composite of a variety of different sources, English was not stemmed, and Arabic words were stemmed using the

UMass light stemmer. In the standard probabilistic dictionary, (the bilingual lexicon built at BBN using the UN
parallel corpus), Arabic words were stemmed using the Darwish stemmer, and English was stemmed with the Porter

stemmer. We ran several independent retrieval sub-runs and combined their ranked lists at the end.

Each sub-run used one of two different retrieval engines - INQUERY or LM, one of two different resource sets:

UMass dictionary and stemmer, or TREC standard probabilistic dictionary and stemmer, one of 3 different quer>'

expansion options: English only, Arabic only, or English and Arabic, and one of two different selections from the

topic: title and description, or title, description, and narrative.

The steps were as follows: (For sub-runs)

1. Select text from titles and descriptions, or titles, descriptions, and (in X2n and .X6n conditions) select

capitalized words from narrative field.

2. Remove stop phrases from English queries.

3. Expand acronyms

4. Lower case the query

where dfex- is the number of English documents in C containing term e, and the
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5. Expand the English query (optional - depends on condition)

6. Expand the Arabic query (optional - depends on condition)

7. Retrieve top 2000 documents

Twelve different crosslingual conditions were run. These sub-runs were combined into four cross language runs that

can be briefly described as follows:

1 . UMassX2 - combination of 2 INQUERY cross language sub-runs both using title and description fields.

2. UMassX6 - combination of all 6 cross language sub-runs using title and description fields.

3. UMassXZn - combination of 2 INQUERY sub-runs using title, description, and narrative fields.

4. UMassX6fi - combination of all 6 cross language sub-runs using title, description, and narrative fields.

Table 1 lists the resources used in each of the 12 sub-runs, and indicates which sub-runs composed each submitted

run. Names of submitted runs are abbreviated e.g. UMassX2 as X2, etc.

Table 1: Definition of sub-runs

Sub-run
Compo-
nent of

Engine
Dictionary

+ Stemmer
Expansion

Narrative

Included?

Inq-UM-EngAr X2, X6 INQUERY UMass English+Arabic no

Inq-TREC-EngAr X2, X6 INQUERY TREC Engiish+Arabic no

LM-UM-Ar X6 LM UMass Arabic no

LM-UM-Eng X6 LM UMass English no

LM-TREC-Ar X6 LM TREC Arabic no

LM-TREC-Eng X6 LM TREC English no

Inq-UM-EngAr-Nar X2n, X6n INQUERY UMass English+Arabic yes

Inq-TREC-EngAr-Nar X2n, X6n INQUERY TREC English+Arabic yes

LM-UM-Ar-Nar X6n LM UMass Arabic yes

LM-UM-Eng-Nar X6n LM UMass English yes

LM-TREC-Ar-Nar X6n LM TREC Arabic yes

LM-TREC-Eng-Nar X6n LM TREC English yes

L5. Cross-Language Results

Table 2 summarizes the results of our official submissions. Combination of results based on different resources

improved performance. Inclusion of narrative words also improved performance a great deal. UMassX6n had the

highest mean average precision of all the officially submitted cross language runs in TREC 2002.

Table 2: Monolingual and Cross-language Results: official runs

Name of Run
Official Mean

Average Precision

Number of Queries at or Above Median

Average Precision ReS Ret in top 1000

Post hoc

Average

Precision

UMass IVI .3619 34/50 44/50 .3619

UMassX2 .3538 30/50 40/50 .3589

UMassX6 .3658 36/50 42/50 .3801

UMassX2n .3900 35/50 37/50 .3941

UMassX6n .3996 39/50 41/50 .4107

1.6. Post hoc Cross-Language Experiments

Post hoc experiments were performed first, to correct some errors in our official submissions, second, to provide a

"standard resources" run, and third, to explore the role of acronyms, proper names, and stemming of the UN parallel

corpus.

1.6.1. Fixing Errors

We discovered two problems after submitting our results. First, the Porter stemmer used in processing the BBN
bilingual corpus was different from our version of the Porter stemmer, so that many English words were not found

in the probabilistic dictionary. For example, contraiy was stemmed to contrari by the BBN Porter stemmer, but to
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contrar by our Porter stemmer. Money became momi under the BBN Porter stemmer, but remained money under

our Porter stemmer. When we reran the sub-runs with compatible Porter stemming, results on those sub-runs

improved, as did the combinations that included them.

A second problem resulted from a procedural error, in which the language model runs (but not the INQUERY runs)

using the UMass resources were run with an older, smaller version of the dictionary. We therefore reran the affected

conditions with the correct dictionary, and obtained the results shown in the last column of Table 2.

Overall, the greater coverage of the dictionaries and the use of compatible versions of the Porter stemmer improved

performance. The overall patterns remained the same - combination of resources improved performance, and

retrieval was more effective when the narrative portion was included in the query.

1.6.2. Standard Resources Run

Although we did not submit an official standard resources run we ran one later for this report. Recall that one of the

two sub-runs that made up UMassX2 and UIVIassX2n, and three of the six sub-runs that made up UIVIassX6 and

UMassX6n, used the standard parallel corpus dictionary and stemmer. The Standard Resources column of Table 3

shows the results when the sub-runs based on the UMass resources and acronym expansion were excluded. Only the

sub-runs based on the standard resources were included. Thus, in the Standard Resources column, the UIVIassX2

and UMassX2n rows show the results of a single sub-run, and UMassX6 and UMassX6n rows each show results

based on a combination of three, rather than six, sub-runs. Relative to these three way combinations, the additional

resources increased average precision 3 percentage points for title+description queries, and 4 points for

title+description+narrative queries.

1.6.3. Acronym expansion

Because this was the first time acronym expansion was used in the TREC cross-lingual track, we assessed its contri-

bution separately. We reran the UIViassX6 and l]IVIassX6n runs without expanding acronyms. The results, shown

in the No Aero column of Table 3. revealed that acronym expansion added almost nothing. Analysis of individual

queries containing acronyms revealed that while acronym expansion helped on some queries, it hurt on others.

1.6.4. Importance of Proper Names

Jt had struck us in informal query analyses that proper names were extremely important in these queries. We
hypothesized that successful retrieval depended upon having these proper names in the lexicon. In order to test this,

we identified all the proper names (people, places, organizations, acronyms) in our queries and in our expanded

English queries, and made special versions of the UMass and BBN dictionaries from which these names had been

removed. The column labeled No Names in Table 3 gives the results. Performance dropped more than 50% when

names were not available in the dictionaries. We speculate that one reason dictionaries derived from parallel

corpora work so well is that they cover so many more proper names than do static dictionaries.

Table 3: Post hoe average precision: Cross Language runs

Name of Run Official Errors Standard No Aero No Reprocessed

Corrected Resources Names UN Corpus

lJMassX2 .3538 .3589 .3141 .3577 .1561 .3668

UlVlassX6 .3658 .3801 .3508 .3795 .1629 .3948

UMassX2n .3900 .3941 .3337 .3936 .3983

UlVlassX6n .3996 .4107 .3724 .4104 .4189

1.6.5. Reprocessing the UN Corpus

Although the standard parallel corpus dictionary as processed by BBN was a very valuable resource, we found it

awkward to fit into the rest of our system because of the Porter stemming used on the English words, and because of

the small differences between the standard Arabic stemmer and the UMass light stemmer. We reprocessed the UN
corpus, obtained from LDC, using the same configuration Alex Eraser used at BBN, except we used different

preprocessing in preparing the English and Arabic input to G1ZA++. English words were lower cased, and stop

words were removed. Arabic words were stemmed and stop words removed using the UMass {lightlO_stop)

stemmer. Retrieval results comparing the two versions of the parallel corpus dictionary can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4 contains only sub-runs and combinations that used the parallel corpus dictionary. It does include any runs
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that used the UMass dictionary. The improvement in the official runs that include all the resources can be seen in

Table 3, above, in the Reprocessed UN Corpus column.

Tabie 4: Mean average precision using two dictionaries made from the UN parallel corpus.

Type of Run
TREC

Standard

Dictionary

Reprocessed

UN Corpus

INQUER^V titie+description .3161 .3413

LM title+description .3464 .3637

INQ + LIV 1 title+description .3520 .3678

INQUER^ r' title+desc+narrative .3350 .3614

LM title+desc+narrative .3605 .3804

INQ+LM title+desc+narrative .3734 .3880

2. Novelty Track
Our attempts to find relevant and novel information focused on variants of techniques that have been employed for

other problems [1] [3] [4]. Basically, we looked for relevant sentences by comparing them to the query, and we
looked for redundancy by estimating whether a sentence was dissimilar from all prior (relevant) sentences. We
found that the task of recognizing relevant sentences was the major challenge and that our errors there account for

poor overall performance.

One notable feature of the CIIR's participation in the novelty track is our creation of additional training data. We
hired students to annotate 48 topics in addition to the handful provided by NIST. Details on that process are

discussed below.

2.1. Creating additional traieiog topics

For the purpose of this evaluation we buih our own collection of documents and sentence level relevance judgments.

We randomly chose 48 topics from the TREC-7 and TREC-8 ad-hoc retrieval tracks (topics 300-450)—though we
were careful not to use the topics set aside for the novelty track evaluation. For each of the 48 topics, we used the

INQUERY search engine to find the top-ranked documents in a subset ofTREC volumes 4 and 5 (Federal register

1994. LA Times 1989-90, and FBIS 1996). We selected the top 25 known-relevant documents (based on TREC
judgments) for each topic.

We followed the same methodology defined by the novelty track to collect relevance and novelty assessments. We
hired undergraduate students, who were otherwise unaffiliated with our research, to read the relevant documents for

each topic in rank order. They extracted relevant and novel sentences from each topic in a two step process. First,

the assessors were told to read a printed copy of the relevant documents and highlight the relevant sentences.

Second, they read the sentences marked as relevant again and flagged the ones that contained novel information.

For this process, order is very important. By definition, a sentence is novel if it provides totally new information or

further details on previously seen information. Instances that summarize details seen earlier in the document stream

were not considered novel.

Some statistics for the constructed training data are presented in Figure 1 and Table 5. These statistics are consistent

with the NlST-provided training topics as well as the evaluation topics. Interestingly, for the average topic less than

5% of the sentences contain relevant material. Further, more than 80% of the relevant sentences on average contain

novel information. That is, most of the material is non-relevant and most of the relevant material is novel. The

material for reconstructing our data and some additional statistics about the data are available at

[http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/downloads/access.htmi]. That material assumes that TREC volumes 4 and 5 are available

to the user.
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Table 5: Collection statistics summary for training set

TOPICS # ASSESSORS DOCS SENT NOVEL REL REL/SENT NOVEL/REL
48 6 1122 84588 2759 3400

AVERAGE/TOPIC 23.38 1762 57.48 70.83 4.6% 81.6%

cr 3.923 797.22 46.217 55.63 3.64% 12.74%

Figure I: Histograms of distribution of (a) the percentage of relevant sentences over the total number of

sentences and, (b) the percentage of novel sentences in terms of the number of relevant sentences.

We were curious about the impact of time on a person's conception of novelty. For instance, we were interested in

answering question like the following: How far could an assessor go without losing track of the mental representa-

tion of a novel sentence with respect to a particular topic? What is the behavior of the novelty rate as more docu-

ments are added to the knowledge base? To answer this questions, one of the assessors was told to read through a

bigger set of documents (75 documents) carrying out the relevance and novelty judgments steps as they were e.x-

plained before. The topic chosen for this experiment was 422 (Figure 2). The results are presented in Table 6.

<top>
<num> Number: 422
<title> art, stolen, forged
<desc> Description:
What incidents have there been of stolen or forged art?
<narr> Narrative:
Instances of stolen or forged art in any media are relevant. Stolen mass- produced

things, even though they might be decorative, are not relevant (unless they are mass-
produced art reproductions) . Pirated software, music. movies, etc. are not relevant

.

</top>

Figure 2: Topic 422's description.

Table 6: Annotation information for topic 422. The first row presents statistics for an assessor who was

asked to annotate 75 documents rather than just 25.

TOPICID ANNOT DOCS SENT NEW REL REL/SENTS NEW/REL
422 D 75 3593 164 181 5.0% 90.6%,

422 D 25 2065 89 94 4.6% 94.7%o

422 C 25 2065 75 77 3.7%, 97.4%o

The assessor in charge of this task reported that it was not difficult to assess the relevance or novelty of a sentence

even with this many documents, because it was fairly easy to maintain a clear sense of the topic definition and when

new information about the topic was appearing.

Table 6 shows an increase for the percent of relevant sentences across different assessors and different evaluation

set sizes. The difference is presumably accounted for by normal inter-annotator disagreement. Interestingly,

though, the proportion of new material decreases with more sentences judged. Our intuition tells us that as more
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documents are processed and our knowledge base about the topic increases, the tendency to find new sentences

should be greatly reduced: the topic should be fully covered. The results from trying one topic in more detail might

be explained by a lack of redundancy in the collection or by the intrinsic property of the topic to constantly generate

new events related to the same topic (and thus novel sentences). Topics defined the way topic 422 is defined admit

constant generation of new events that must create new relevant and novel sentences.

We were also concerned by the low number of relevant sentences and wondered if this was the result of the

annotation instructions. We told one of our assessors to read the relevant documents for topic 327 and topic 417

(Figure 3) and identify the sentences that do not provide any relevant information whatsoever in relation to the topic.

The results are presented in Tables 7 and 8.

<top>
<nuin> Number: 327

<title> Modern Slavery
<desc> Description:
Identify a country or a city where there
is evidence of h\iman slavery being
practiced in the eighties or nineties.
<narr> Narrative:
A relevant document would present
evidence of current slavery practices
being carried out. It would identify a

specific country or city and give some
information on who the slaves are, or who
was buying or selling them, and for what
purposes they were being used.
References to slavery being carried out

several years ago would not be relevant.
</top>

<top>
<num> Number: 417
<title> creativity
<desc> Description:
Find ways of measuring creativity.
<narr> Narrative:
Relevant items include definitions of
creativity, descriptions of
characteristics associated with
creativity, and factors linked to
creativity

.

</top>

Figure 3: Topic description for topic 327 and topic 417

Table 7: Comparison of assessor results wlien one assessor located relevant sentences and the other locates

non-relevant sentences. Upper right and lower left portions of each table represent disagreement

TOPIC 327

ASSESSOR D
NOT

JUDGED NOT REL

ASSES.
F

RELEVANT 19 4.2% 40 8.8%

NOT
JUDGED 8 1.8% 389 85.3%

TOPIC 417

ASSESSOR D
NOT

JUDGED NOT REL

ASSES.
A

REEE\-Ai\T 20 0.9% 9 0.4%

NOT
JUDGED 103 4.4% 2215 94.4%

Table 8: Comparison of sentences Judged by two assessors in selected topics

TOPICID ASSESSOR A */S

327
A 59 Relevant 12.9%

D 429 Not Relevant 94.1%

TOPICID ASSESSOR */S

417
F 29 Relevant 1 .2%

D 2224 Not Relevant 94.8%

Documents: 11 Sentences: 456 Documents: 25 Sentences: 2347

Table 7 shows the inconsistencies between two assessors, one finding relevant and one finding non-relevant. For

topic 327, for example, the upper-right cells indicate that 40 sentences were explicitly identified as relevant and as

non-relevant. Presumably those reflect inter-annotator disagreement, though we have noi adjudicated the results to

see whether there are errors. Nineteen of the sentences were judged relevant by both approaches, and almost 86% of

the sentences were consistently judged non-relevant.

Table 8 shows for topic 327 that an assessor finding relevant sentences found that 12.9% of the sentences were

relevant, whereas an assessor looking for non-relevant implicitly found only 5% of the sentences relevant. The

difference is surprising, particularly since we were expecting that the "find non-relevance" assessor would "find"
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substantially more relevant material. On the other hand, for topic 41 7 we obtained a more reasonable result with a

very low 0.4% of inter-annotator disagreement. These differences among topics may be explained by the

information need that the topic describes, which for topic 327 seems to be pretty ambiguous.

Similar experiments on a larger collection of topics might make clearer what is happening.

2.2. Experiments finding relevant sentences

In order to extract the sentences with relevant information, we used the traditional IR ranking approach with three

different retrieval models. Pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) was used with each approach and executed dependin|

on the retrieval model being used.

1 . TFIDF. Here, we tried the traditional TFIDF approach. Given a query q and sentence s:

scoreis) = ^ log(//; + 1) log((/; , + 1) log
n + ]

.5 + sf,

tfi ^ and tfi ^ are the number of times term / occurs in the query and sentence, respectively, sf^ is the

number of sentences in which term / appears, and n is the number of sentences in the collection.

2. Simple Language Modeling (KLD), Given smoothed language models of a query q and a sentence s, the

score is given by the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the two mass distributions:

score(s) = KLD{q |k) = T piw
\
q) log^^^^^

3. Two-Stage Smoothing in Language Modeling, The two-stage smoothing method allows the use of

different smoothing techniques for the query and the sentence language models. This is used in order to

differentiate the two roles that smoothing plays in the retrieval process. For the sentence, smoothing

assigns non-zero probabilities to words not present in the sentence. For the query, smoothing "explains

away" the common non-topic words in the query. This approach is extensively explained in [15].

Multiple runs were carried out on our training topics in order to tune the multiple parameters in the different

retrieval models. Results from the best runs are presented in Figure 4. Although TFIDF with PRF had the best

average precision, its performance is not significantly different (student's t-test) from the other models. For all

models, performance of the retrieval process at sentence level was poor and very hard to improve.

0.36 i

0.32

020

Precision - Recall

TF-IDF

^-TF-IDF +PRF

-E-KLD

KLD + PRF

-«-TSS + PRF

10% 20% 30%
Sentences

40%

Figure 4: Results for seotesice relevance retrieval on the training topics

We also explored the influence of query length on performance. We used "short'" queries and "long"' queries. For

every case, we tried using only some portion of the topic description. For short queries we tried using only the topic

title or the topic title and description. As long queries, we tried using the topic title, description, and narrative. Our
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results were consistent with the results reported in [15]. On average, it is better to use the complete topic text as

opposed to using only portions of it.

Some additional experiments were carried out, without much success, to try to improve performance by means of

query preprocessing. A standard ad-hoc query algorithm [2] was run on the query text (topic text) for the different

topics. The goal of this algorithm was to get rid of what we believed were query stop words and stop phrases. We
believed that words like "narrative " and "description" as well as phrase patterns such as "A document that

discusses word [word ... word] is considered non-relevant" should not be present in the query. Contrary to our

intuition, the use of this algorithm did not improve the retrieval performance significantly.

2.3. Looking for novelty

Our novelty detection systems take as input the ranked list of relevant sentences for each topic (i.e., the output of the

previous step). We decided to use the vector space retrieval model with TFIDF weighting and pseudo-relevance

feedback as we found that it was the method that worked best with our training data. Both of our systems

(CIIR02tfkl and CIIR02tfnew) use this method to identify the relevant sentences. We determined through trial and

error on the training data that our results were best if we used the top 1 0 percent of relevant sentences, even though

we know from the training topics that only about 5% of the sentences are likely to be relevant. These top relevant

sentences are re-indexed using Lemur. ^ No stopping or stemming is used at this stage.

Our two systems assign novelty scores to sentences in different ways:

CIiR02tflil. The C!lR02tfkl system uses the KL-divergence between two language models as its scoring method.

For each topic, the documents are considered in the order given by the task and novelty scores are assigned using the

following method. The first relevant sentence of the first relevant document is assigned a maximum score. For the

remaining sentences we calculate a collection language model and a sentence language model in Lemur:

collLM(i) (the collection language model for sentence i) is a maximum likelihood model built on sentences 1 to (i-

1), smoothed using linear interpolation against a maximum likelihood model built on sentences 1 to i.

sentLM(i) (the sentence language model for sentence i) is a maximum likelihood model built on sentence i,

smoothed using linear interpolation against a maximum likelihood mode! built on sentences 1 to i.

Sentence i's score is the KL-divergence between its collection and sentence language models, KLD(sentLM(i)
1|

collLM(i)).

We set the smoothing parameters for both language models so that almost no smoothing occurs. These parameter

settings were chosen because they achieved the best results on our training data.

ClIROItfnew. The CIlR02tfhew system assigns novelty scores in a very simple way. For each topic, it considers

the documents in the order specified by the task. Each sentence is treated as a set of words and a sentence's score is

equal to the number of new words in the set (i.e., words that have not appeared so far in the sentences for that topic).

We observed that in our training data, approximately 80 percent of the sentences judged relevant by the annotators

were also judged new. Therefore, both of our systems return the top 80 percent of the ranked list of novelty scores as

new.

Interestingly, for both the training and test data, when we ran our two systems on the collection of known relevant

sentences (i.e., we cheated), COR02tfkl performed better than CllR02tfnew. However, when we ran these systems

on our own relevance results (i.e., relevance results with errors). CllR02tfnew performed better than CIIR02tfkl.

We hypothesize that non-relevant sentences are likely to be identified as novel and that CIlR02tfkl models novelty

better than CnR02tfriew and therefore tends to pull those non-relevant sentences towards the top of the novelty

rankings. We have not sufficiently investigated this issue, however. It may, for example, be nothing more than a

statistical anomaly.

The following graphs show the effectiveness of the two techniques when only relevant sentences are ranked. Note

that even a random ranking of these sentences does quite well, because about 80% of them are novel.

' Lemur is a toolkit from CMU and UMass Amherst intended to support the use of language modeling techniques

for information retrieval. It is freely available for research purposes at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~lemur.
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The next graphs provide the same information for when the "relevant" sentences are chosen using one of the

approaches described above—i.e., generated by a system. Overall performance drops substantially because the

quality of the initial retrieval is poor (the scale of the axes is dramatically different).
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This final graph shows how the results of our official submissions compared to other submissions of the TREC and

shows on a query-by-query basis how our two approaches stacked up."

CIIR TREC Novelty Detection Track - Overall Results
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' This graph compares systems based on precision * recall, the evaluation measure used at the TREC workshop.

After the workshop, the evaluation metric was changed to the F measure.
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Abstract: For the TREC-2002 web track the University of Melbourne experimented with a system

designed primarily for topic relevance tasks, and applied it directly to the homepage finding and topic

distillation tasks. Our intention was to process queries regardless of their classification, as discriminating

information may be unavailable in practice. An integer-valued weighting scheme reported in earlier work

was employed, modified to take into account anchor text and many of the metadata fields, but not the URL
text, and not the link structure information. Our experiments were carried out using a distributed retrieval

system, with data spread across a sixteen node cluster. Indexing and query processing is fast, and the

total index size is small.

1 Background

Our goal in participating in the Web track this year is to explore ways in which normal techniques for topic relevance

tasks can be applied to the specific tasks of homepage finding and topic distillation. We examined variations of topic

relevance systems, hoping to determine the relative performance of this approach in comparison with the mechanisms

employed by other participants.

Our approach can be briefly characterized as: (a) using realistic queries; (b) using document structure, metadata

and anchor text, but not URL text; (c) not using link structure; (d) using simple stemming with case-folding; (e) using

a (modified) vector space model with integer-valued quantized impacts replacing floating-point term weights in the

similarity computation; and (f) applying a common retrieval strategy to the homepage finding and topic distillation

tasks. Techniques like phrase indexing, locating noun phrases, and query expansion were not considered in our

experiments.

A number of considerations led to our selection of runs. First, we believe that our impact transformation technique

[Anh and Moffat. 2002] can give good retrieval effectiveness, and we wished to validate that optimism in the TREC
context. The Web tasks this year do not include direct topic relevance, but we have maintained the main characteristics

of the impact transformation technique and have applied it directly to the new tasks. We sought to use a common
system for both of the tasks, and also for the traditional topic relevance task. In order to defend this position, the only

training we performed was using the 2000 topic relevance task, and we did not then tune against the 2001 homepage

task results.

Second, although metadata and anchor text are integrated into the weighting scheme, their inclusion is not at

the cost of the "common" system, and they are regarded as being part of the document in question. A good retrieval

system should make effective use of all sources of information, but should also be able to retrieve matching documents

regardless of whether or not they contain metadata and/or structuring elements. On the other hand, our exclusion of

URL details from the indexing process was a programming oversight, and we would expect to include whatever

information they contain in a future system.

Third, the link structure is not used in our weighting scheme simply because we still have not found an efficient

(and effective) way to do it. It is reasonable to expect that using link structure enhances retrieval effectiveness, but

has a non-trivial cost in terms of implementation effort.

Finally, although we have no great expectation that our approach leads to superior effectiveness results, we also

believe that producing a universal method for Web searching, regardless of any specific task, is a desirable goal. Even

if users are able to tag their queries, it seems improbable that many would.
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Level Description

1 The following fields (and no others) are indexed:

text content, outgoing anchors, incoming anchors, titles, headings, keywords, descriptions.

2 Same as level /, except with outgoing anchors excluded.

3 Only text content is indexed.

4 Same as level 7, except with text content excluded.

5 Only incoming anchors are indexed.

Table 1 : Information content levels of indexes used in the experiments along with their description.

The weighting scheme employed in our experiments is based on our impact transformation technique [Anh and

Moffat, 2002], with some modifications made to alter the within-document frequencies prior to using them in the

similarity score computation.

Weighting document components An important aspect of our experiments is the effect that indexing different

document fields has on the performance of the system, in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. The document

fields considered include the text content: any outgoing anchor text: any incoming anchor text; the tide: any headings;

keywords; and description fields. All other fields are ignored when indexing. The combinations oi features used in

our experiments are listed in Table 1

.

Whenever an indexed term t is parsed in a document d. a certain contribution is added to the within-document

frequency fd^t- The contribution differs according to the field this occurrence of t is in. As a baseline, the contribution

to is always 1 for term occurrences in the document text. A contribution of 8 is used for outgoing anchor text; 8

for terms in incoming anchor text from a different host; 4 for incoming anchor text from the same host; and 2 for any

of the other fields listed in Table 1 . Note that the setting of contribution weights is a very coarse way of boosting the

importance of metadata fields and anchor text, and to date we have not made any attempt to tune the parameters for

better effectiveness.

The sum of the contributions of term t in document d is used as a surrogate for the conventional /^.j value in the

ensuing similarity computation.

Vocabulary Every word that appears in one or more of the selected fields is case-folded, slightly stemmed by the

removal of "s" and "ed" suffixes, and indexed. The intention of the stemming process is to only remove differences

between plural and single nouns, and between variant verb appearances for regular cases.

Similarity score The modified similarity score Sd.q between a document d and a query q is represented as:

Sd.q — / y^d.t " ^q,t

where uix.t is an integer in the range 1 to 2''. with (in these experiments) 6 = 5. The value u)x,t represents the quantized

impact of term t in document or query x. and is calculated in two steps.

First, a normal cosine similarity is used to compute ^ and w* f

w d.t

^^li = log,
(^1

+
J^^

(1 + log, fg,t)

where fd.t and fg^t ^re the term frequency in the document and query calculated as shown above: ft is the number

of documents that contain term t; is the greatest value of ft in the collection; Wd is document length: is the

average value of Wd over the documents in the collection: and represents the normalized document length using

pivoted normalization [Singhal et al., 1996] with a slope of s = 0.7.

Then, a small enough positive value L and a large enough positive value U are chosen such that all of the w*^ ^ lie

between L and U. thereby allowing the following transformation to be calculated:
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Run Weighting Effectiveness

label scheme Reciprocal rank % in top 10 % unfound

MU106 IL 0.576 78.7 7,3

MU609 3G 0.524 73.3 16.7

MU80A 5G 0.402 53.3 26.7

MU307 4L 0.207 31.3 58.0

Table 2: Description of homepage finding runs and their official results.
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Figure 1 : Behavior of weighting schemes for the homepage finding task, percentages of correct homepages found at

different number of documents retrieved.

log [/ - log L + e

log [/ — log L + e

+ 1

+ 1

in which B = {U(L)^/^^' and e is a small positive quantity, and the impact values are recorded and used as

integers.

Our experiments made use of two different types of transformation, characterized by the choice of L and U. In

the first, referred to as global and denoted by a G suffix, the values of L and U respectively are the minimum and

maximum values of u;^ ^ over the whole database. In the second, referred to as local and indicated by an L suffix,

each document or query x is associated with its own L and f/, which are the minimum and maximum among all of

the values w* ^ generated from x. That is, in the local transformation, a value w* j. is transformed with respect to the

values of L and U of x - the document or query it belongs to.

Weighting scheme notation Two characters are used to denote a weighting scheme. The first character is a digit

representing the indexing information level, from 1 to 5 (Table 1 ). The second is either C or L, indicating the

transformation type.

3 Retrieval effectiveness

Ten runs were submitted for assessment, but an oversight meant that only nine were distinct. Five runs were for the

topic distillation task, and four for the homepage finding task.

Homepage finding Our homepage finding runs are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1 . Indexing all components

of the documents appears to be better than only indexing parts of each document. To some extent, this conclusion was

expected. But the fact that method 7L performs only slightly better than 3G indicates that either our crude weighting

scheme is contributing little, or that metadata, headings, and titles are relatively unimportant in determining the

information contenl of documents.

When comparing MU609 with MU80A, it is perhaps surprising to see the role of indexing contenl for this task,

and the not-so-good performance of anchor text. Before receiving the results we expected that the use of anchor text

alone might give good effectiveness for this task, since anchor text represents a kind of "expert" external view of each

document, while content provides a more subjective view. On the other hand, it is also possible that some of the pages

sought in these topics were not the target of any other links in the collection.

On the other hand, run MU307 shows that using all metadata plus any anchor text is much worse than using

anchor text alone. The use of subjective meta texts (description, keyword, title, heading) by homepage authors may
be somewhat arbitrary.
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Run label Weighting scheme Precision al 10

MU525 ]L 0.1939

MUlll 2L 0.1857

MU624 3G 0.1694

MU313 4L 0.1163

MU212 4G 0.1082

Table 3: Description of the topic distillation runs and their official results. For all runs, the title fields of the topics are

used unchanged as input queries.

Another point drawn from Figure I is the small gaps in performance between the 5, 10 and 20 breakpoints on the

number of documents retrieved. If our method is able to find the homepage at all, it appears to rank it highly.

Topic distillation While topic distillation is an interesting and practical task, we were unable to find an effective

way of dealing with it using our weighting scheme. Our runs for this task are summarized in Table 3. Part of the poor

performance in these runs is accounted for by our lack of use of the URL information that was provided, an omission

that with hindsight is now obvious. The key problem in this task, we believe, is to locate good hubs and then discard

any child pages connected to those hubs.

The performance of different weighting schemes has the same tendency as in the case of the homepage finding

task. Scheme IL again perform best. In second place is scheme 2L. which differs from 7Loniy by excluding outgoing

anchor text from indexing. Both are significantly better than using content text alone (scheme 3G) which in turn is

better than indexing only metadata and anchor text, or anchor text alone.

The results provide some support for the conjecture that a method that works well for one task can also work well

for the other. And while there is no promise of high performance, it does provide hope that building a common system

for both of the tasks might be possible.

4 System description and efficiency

Software The experiments were carried out using a modified version of MG (see http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/

mg/). The main feature of MG for text retrieval is that it uses compression for document collections as well as for

their indexes. This feature is especially appreciated when dealing with large collections like .GOV.

Changes have been made to MG to suit our needs, in both the indexing and the querying modules. While the

changes are already reported in Anh and Moffat [2002]. it is worth reiterating that the weighting scheme for document

terms is integrated into the index, and that during query processing only a small amount of calculation is required.

Hardware A Beowulf cluster of 16 nodes was used for the experiments. Each of the nodes is an 800 MHz Intel

Pentium III with 256 MB RAM, local hard disk of 40 GB, running Debian GNU Linux. The cluster is served by a

933 MHz Intel Pentium III with 1 GB RAM. a 9 GB SCSI disk for system needs, and four 36 GB SCSI disks in a

RAID-5 configuration for data. There is a link with the capacity of 100 Mbits/second to and from each node as well

as the server with a network switch.

Except for the server, our system uses all nodes for both indexing and querying. The server it.self was employed

only to deliverjobs to the nodes and to collect the final results. The indicative times reported below are for experiments

in which there was no other activity on the hardware.

Data preparation Indexing and query processing was done in a distributed manner. The collection was split ran-

domly across the nodes, with a separate index built for each subcollection. The intention was that each subcolleclion

would be a homogeneous extract of the main collection, and that term frequencies and other collection statistics could

be used locally within each subcollection without reference to the global values.

Each query was processed separately against each subcollection using the local index, and a global result listing

compiled using the local scores. By assigning documents randomly to collections, we expected minima! degradation

of retrieval effectiveness compared to a monolithic system.

Table 4 shows statistics for some of the subcollections and their indexes, built for the weighting scheme IL. The

figures demonstrate that the subcollections are indeed almost indistinguishable, in terms of their gross statistics, and

that the indexes are a small overhead. Their modest size is in part a function of the compression that is u.sed. and in

part a consequence of the removal of HTML tags during indexing. Note also that the total in the last row overstates

the size of a comparable monolithic index, as there is considerable repetition within the sixteen separate vocabulary

files.

Construction of indexes In the inverted list for a term t, each document d containing the term is associated with

a quantized impact oj^^j rather than a conventional f^.t value. Since the number of different quantized values is low,

the index structure described by Anh et al. [2001] is appropriate. The pointers in each inverted list are partitioned
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Subcollection Subcollection statistics Size of index

Size (MB) Documents Words Pointers MB % of collection size

01 1,095 77,985 672,915 21,849,610 35.82 3.27

06 1,087 77,985 675,313 21,800,614 35.85 3.29

i 1 1,100 77,984 685,729 22,037,566 36.35 3.30

16 1,096 77,985 631,320 21,924,174 36.64 3.34

Over all su hcollections:

.GOV 17,469 1,247,753 n/a 350,770,758 579.59 3.31

Table 4: Statistics for four of the sixteen subcollections and their respective indexes, built on the 16-node Beowulf

cluster for the .GOV collection. Document header fields were removed from documents and are not counted in the

collection size. Anchor text is added to the corresponding destination document before building subcollections and

indexes. Indexes are built for the weighting scheme IL, without any pruning, the maximum size among those tested.

Sizes includes the cost of the inverted index and the vocabulary file. The last row of the table shows totals over all

sixteen subcollections.

into blocks according to their quantized impact. Inside each block, documents are sorted in the increasing order of

document numbers. The blocks themselves are arranged in decreasing impact order.

Building such an index requires only a small amount of additional computation compared with building a standard

compressed index (described by Witten et al. [1999]). It took around 15 minutes to build the index for the .GOV

collection and weighting scheme IL.

Query processing Query processing is also simple and fast [Anh and Moffat, 2002]. Note in particular that

queries are evaluated in a distributed manner on the 16-node cluster. Just a few seconds suffice to run the 50 topic

distillation queries and 150 homepage finding queries. The running time does not include time for retrieving the

actual documents, and the task is presumed to be completed when the list of answer documents has been created.

5 Conclusion

Our participation in Web track has been limited by a number of simplifications. The link structure within the pages

was not investigated, and the weighting scheme and retrieval strategy were not specifically adapted for the topic

distillation task. The only feature added to the weighting scheme was the use of high weights for the appearances of

words in anchor texts and certain tags. As a result, our results in the two 2002 tasks are not competitive with other

systems. Effecnveness on the homepage finding task was better than for the topic distillation task, reflecting the fact

that most of the changes to the system were made in favor of homepage finding.

On the other hand, the features we added to our system are not solely driven by this year's tasks, and involve

elements that should also be added for the previous topic relevance task. Although the gain in retrieval effectiveness

obtained to date is modest, the idea of building a common retrieval strategy for topic relevance, homepage finding

and topic distillation seems to be possible.

It seems that a combined task - in which the search systems are not aware of the user's intention - would be a

natural next step. That is, no preliminary information about the nature of a query is provided, and the system itself

must decide whether it should it be regarded as homepage finding, information finding, or topic distillation. Systems

could then approach the task in a number of possible ways, including using a sole system with queries treated equally,

or automatically classifying queries into different categories for possible assigning a specific retrieval strategy.
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1 Introduction

The University of Michigan participated in two evaluations this year. In the

Question Answering Track, we entered three different versions of our system,

NSIR, previously described in [1]. For the Novelty Track, we modified our nnilti-

document summarizer, MEAD (www. summarization. com/mead) and submitted

five runs with different input parameters.

2 Question Answering Track

We submitted three runs to the main task of the TREC Question Answering

trax;k this year. The system that we describe in this report is NSIR, a QA
system being developed at the University of Michigan. NSIR uses a fine question

taxonomy (2.1), extracts candidate answers along with nine features (2.2), and

ranks the answers (2.3). We will show the architecture of the NSIR system

(2.4). The official results from TREC will be provided, and we will also discuss

how we plan to improve the performance of NSIR system (2.5).

2.1 Question Classification

To identify the semantic type of a question is a critical step when a QA system

attempts to return phrasal answers. Our working assumption is that a finer

taxonomy can better support answer extraction. We developed a hierarchical

taxonomy that includes 141 different types. We believe that different types of

questions should have different treatments. Therefore, we try to construct a

tuned method to answer questions of each different type in the finer taxonom}^

By categorizing question "Where is the capital of Spain?" into Captial type

instead of a more general type Place, for example, we could then use a pre-

defined list of capital cities of each coimtry to help answer this question. For
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another example, the target answer of a Mountain type question is Ukely to

have the word "Mountain" or "Mt." followed by a mountain name which usually

would be tagged as NNPs, i.e., proper nouns, by a typical part-of-speech tagger.

However, one drawback of using a finer taxonomy is that sometimes it is hard

to classify a question into one single class. For example, the target answer of

"Who won the Superbowl in 1982?" can be "San Francisco" which is a location

or "49ers" which is the name of the team. Classifying each question into one

single type may potentially lead to false negative cases, or, false positive answers,

which is even worse. We adopted a probabilistic question classifier, which assigns

normalized weights for each possible question type if the target answer could

be in more than one categories. The probabilities of being each question type

will be taken into account when ranking all the potential answers. Therefore, in

our example, both "San Francisco" and "49ers" will be boosted if the question

classifier assigns both "location" and "organization" as the expected types.

2.2 Answer Extraction

We obtain a list of phrases from the top relevant documents. Before we can

rank these phrases, we compute the following features of each phrase.

Frequency How many times the phrase appears in the top documents.

Overlap How many words appears in both the phrase and the question.

Length NSIR defines a longest length for each expected type of answer. K the

length of the phrase, i.e., the number of words that the phrase contains, is

less than or equal to the predefined length, then it gets 1 on this feature;

otherwise, it gets zero.

Proximity This feature reflects how close the phrase is to the content (non

"stop words" ) words in the question. The more question words the phrase

is close to, and the closer the phrase is to the question words, then the

higher score the phrase can get.

POSSIG Part-of-speech signature. Some types of questions are expecting an-

swers of certain part-of-speech tag sequence. For instance, the answers to

a Number question are usually tagged as CDs (numeral, cardinal). POS
signature shows whether or not the phrase matches the expected POS
tags.

LEXSIG Lexical signature. Some questions expect certain words, symbols, or

patterns to appear in the answers. For example, phrases containing "per-

cent" or "%" are more likely to be the answer to a Percentage question.

Word List We build a local database for both closed and semi-open categories,

such as country names, currencies, universities, etc. A candidate phrase

will get a bonus if it is contained in the corresponding local database. Say

for a Language type question, the phrases such as "Arabic", "Chinese",

"EngUsh", "Latin", etc., will be boosted by this feature.
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Named-entity NSIR uses named-entity taggers to locate named-entities in

open categories. The BBN Identifinder [2] is used when the target answer

is person names, locations or organizations. A time-related named-entity

tagger has been developed for the questions of the types such as Date,

Festival, Time, etc.

Web ranking This feature is motivated by the vast amount of data available

on the web. Exploiting the redundancy of the web data has appeared

since TREC 2001 Question Answering Track (e.g., [3, 4]). To get this

feature computed, NSIR runs questions first on a web search engine such

as Google, then download the top web docimaents, computes the above

features, and combines all these features. The final score for each phrase

becomes the "web ranking" feature for the same phrase that is extracted

locally.

2.3 Answer Ranking

Once the features of the potential answer phrases have been computed, NSIR
is ready to rank the list of phrases using the lineax combination of the features.

Note that the ways to linearly combine the features vary. Different question

types have different weights for each feature. Table 1 shows the weights of

features for three example question types, namely. Author, Language, and year-

types. For example, as can be seen from the table, the Named-entity feature

for Language type is 0 because no named-entity tagger is needed to answer

Language type of questions. For another example, the Web ranking feature

for Year type has lower weight than the other two types, which means that NSIR
does not exploit the redundancy of web data for Year questions; this is because

we are very likely to get recent years like "2002" which are not the intended

answers of the TREC questions. Therefore, for each answer phrase, we can get

a final score after combining the features in an appropriate way, then the phrase

with the highest score becomes the top answer of the corresponding question.

Until now, we have obtained (qno, top answer, score) for each question. The
following part of this subsection will describe how we mark nil questions and

rerank the answer list by confidence.

The corpus does not contain the answers to some questions, for which null

responses will be marked as correct. Given that only one answer can be sub-

mitted for each question, returning a null response means that the top answer

retrieved by our QA system will have to be given up. Our solution for marking

nil questions is that any question whose top answer gets a score below a certain

threshold, is marked as NIL. The threshold is learned by running NSIR on

TREC-10 questions and observing a score so that the final scores of the NIL
questions are below this score.

Our goal is to output the hst of answers ranked by confidence. In our ex-

periment, we use the final score of each top answer as the confidence level.

Therefore, we rerank the answers by their final scores to get the intended rank-

ing. However, for those NIL questions, we do need to find a way to boost their
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Features Author Language Year

Frequency 5 15 10

Overlap -20 -20 -20

length 2 2 2

Proximity 15 5 5

POSSIG 3 3 0

LEXSIG 0 0 0

Word List 15 20 0

Named-entity 20 0 20

Web ranking 20 20 5

Table 1: Weights used in feature combination for question types Author,

Language, and Year

Figure 1 : System Architecture of NSIR

rankings because they do not have a corresponding final score any more. Here

we use a simple heuristic, namely, moving the first NIL question up to the 101st

position, the second NIL question up to the 102nd position, and thereafter.

2.4 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the NSIR system. For each single question,

we follow the steps below to extract the top answer.

a) Apply the question classifier to get the expected answer type (or types).

This information will be used to compute the features for the candidate

answers and rank the answers.

b) Obtain the top 20 documents according to the ranked list provided by
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NIST; then apply LT-Chunk [5] on the top documents to get the phrases.

c) Once we get the expected answer type and the phrase Hst, we can start to

compute the features for each phrase. Some features are independent of

the expected answer type, such as frequency, length, etc. Other features

are computed based on the answer type, such as POSSIG, LEXSIG, etc.

To obtain the Wehranking feature, NSIR sends the current question zs a

query to Google and ranks the phrases that appear in the web documents,

then uses the final scores as the Webranking feature for the local phrases.

d) The steps above will produce a list of phrases with aJl the features com-

puted. We linearly combine all the features with different weights prede-

fined for the expected answer type. The candidate answer with the highest

final score becomes the top answer to the question.

After NSIR gets the top answers along with their final scores for each ques-

tion, it will apply to the answer list the heuristics for marking NIL questions and

ranking answers by confidence that have been described in the last section. In

the end, NSIR will output the answer list reranked according to the confidence

levels.

2,5 Results and Discussion

We submitted three runs to this year's QA track. The main difference between

them lies in the way of exploiting web data.

NSIRGN runs the questions on both local corpus and the web, using the

results from the web as one more feature to rank the phrases that it gets

from the local corpus.

NSIRG runs the questions only on the web, then locates the supporting local

documents.

NSIRN runs the questions only on the local corpus without using the web.

Table 2 shows the official results on each of the three runs. NSIRGN outper-

formed the other two runs by about 6score, which suggests that the combination

of local corpus and the web data performs better than using one of them alone.

In our experiment, we use the ranked list of documents provided by NIST,

and run our system on the top 20 documents. Data shows that the top 20

documents contain answers for 311 out of the 500 questions. This is a major

performance bottleneck for our system. More top documents should have been

involved since the correct answers may be missed if the number of top docu-

ments is not enough. However, when we incorporate more top documents in the

experiment, the number of candidate answers will be increased, which imposes

difficulties on the later steps. Therefore, we believe that it is essential for a QA
system to be able to rank high the right documents that support answering the

input questions. If a large percentage of the top documents contain the correct
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NSIRGN NSIRG NSIRN

Wrong 379 388 404

Unsupported 18 16 7

Inexact 14 12 11

Right . 89 84 78

Confidence-weighted

Score .283 .268 .269

# of NIL 175 195 63

Precision on NIL .131 .128 .190

Recall on NIL .500 .543 .261

Table 2: Official results on three runs of NSIRGN, NSIRG, and NSIRN

answers, then there will be much less noise when extracting answers, and much
of the run time will also be saved.

One of the drawbacks in our system is that we did not effectively exploit

the sentence level information. NSIR chunks the text into phrases right after it

gets the top documents. Although the proximity feature carries some position

information between the answer phrase and the question words, it is not able

to distinguish between the cases where a phrase is always close to one of the

question words and where a phrase appears near more question words. We plan

to modify NSIR in the future so that it keeps the sentence level information

when computing the proximity feature for the potential answer phrases.

There is another place that would improve the system performance. Re-

call the weights assigned to different features for each question type. Currently

these weights are given manually by observing the system results on the previ-

ous TREC questions. Our question taxonomy contains so many classes, which

makes it a hard task for humans to figure out the optimal weights for each ques-

tion type. We plan to use machine learning techniques to learn these weights

automatically.

This is our first time participating in the TREC QA evaluation (although

the fourth author of this paper was earlier part of the IBM GuruQA project

in TREC8 and TREC9 [6, ?]). Though we didn't get very exciting results, we

gained valuable experience for our future work on using the Web to improve

question answering. We will continue our research using the TREC framework

to get continuous improvements.
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3 Using a moitidocument summarizer for de-

tecting new and relevant information in the

news domain

3.1 Introdoctlon and approach

This year, the Michigan team submitted five runs to the Novelty Track com-

petition. We have based our first novelty detection systems on an extractive

summarizer, MEAD [7] [8], which is currently under development at the Uni-

versity of Michigan. Ideally, existing multi-document summarization systems

should already be choosing sentences from a cluster of related documents that

are both relevant and novel in terms of their information content. Therefore,

we were curious as to how MEAD would perform in the evaluation with just a

few modifications. Since the instructions given to the judges indicated that the

list of novel sentences must be a subset of the relevant sentences, and since we

had limited resources, we first "devoted our energies to training MEAD to detect

relevant sentences. In future evaluations, we plan to focus on novelty detection

in its own right.

3.2 The MEAD summarizer

MEAD compresses a cluster of topically-related documents into a sunmiary of

the user's desired length. It uses sentence features, such as length and position

in the source document in order to rank the sentences as to their perceived

importance to the document cluster. A third feature used by MEAD is the

centroid, which measures the extent to which each sentence contains a set of

key words that are important to the overall cluster.

Next, the sentences are ranked according to their combined score, which

is a linear combination of all the sentence features used. Finally, MEAD has

a reranker, in which relationships between sentences can be represented, and

used to change the sentence rankings. For example, the default version of the

reranking script attempts to prevent redundancy. It uses a cosine similarity

metric to compare each candidate sentence (for inclusion in the summary) to

each higher-ranking sentence. If the candidate sentence is too similar in terms of

lexical context, it is penalized and is not included in the summary. Finally, the

top remaining n-percent of the sentences (with the compression rate n being

determined by the user), are returned to the user as the summary. For the

relevant and novel sentence detection tasks, we used MEAD to produce extracts,

which specify the top n-percent of the ranked sentences.

3.3 Observations from the Sample Data

Before looking at the sample data, we first divided it into a training and devel-

opment set. The first step in developing a strategy was to examine the judges'

lists of relcA'ant and novel sentences in the four training clusters. We also ran
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Cluster Judge Set

303 A train

303 B train

359 A train

379 A train

379 D development

423 C development

Table 3: Training and development sets

MEAD on these four clusters, in order to examine the sentence features of the

sentences selected by the judges.

We found that a large proportion (approximately 75% for both the new
and relevant lists) of the chosen sentences had relatively high centroid scores

(between 0.35 and 0.7) as compared to those sentences that were not chosen

by the judges. In addition, we found that judges tended to select groups of

sentences with high centroid scores. Judges were not likely to chosen a given

sentence in isolation. In other words, it was very common to find many groups

of consecutive sentences included in the judges' lists. One MEAD feature that

we felt had little correlation to novelty detection or to sentence relevancy was

the position score. Judges did not seem more likely to choose sentences that are

close to the begirming of the document over those that are further away.

3.4 Modifications to the MEAD summarizer

Based on our observations of the judges selected sentences in the four training

clusters, we felt that the centroid score should be weighted heavily in the sen-

tence ranking algorithm. Additionally, we felt that we might be able to model

the tendency of judges to choose groups of sentence with high centroid scores in

the MEAD reranker. In our modified reranking algorithm, if two or more con-

secutive sentences have centroid scores that are greater than the average score

for aJl sentences in the cluster, a bonus is added to their scores.

Tables 4 through 7 show the precision and recall of the default version of

MEAD, and that of MEAD with the new reranker. Unless stated otherwise,

the compression rate used was 10%, since typically, this rate yielded the best

result. Note that the default version ofMEAD has centroid and position weights

of 1, such that the initial sentence scores are calculated as score{sentence) =
centroid *1 + position * 1. The length feature has a cutoff value of 9 words. If

a sentence is less than 9 words long, it is thrown out.

The modified reranker helped in almost all of the new eind relevant sets and

across all four sample clusters, and in no case did it do worse than the default

MEAD. Therefore, we decided to incorporate it into this year's systems.

The next step was to develop new MEAD sentence features using the query

data provided for each cluster of documents. There was a title, description, and
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System Recall Precision

MEAD (relevant) 0.375 0.146

MEAD + new reranker (relevant) 0.500 0.200

MEAD (new) 0.400 0.146

MEAD + new reranker (new) 0.467 0.171

Table 4: Training cluster 303A

System Recall Precision

MEAD (relevant) 0.227 0.122

MEAD + new reranker (relevant) 0.227 0.122

MEAD (new) 0.333 0.122

MEAD + new reranker (new) 0.333 0.122

Table 5: Training cluster 303B

System Recall Precision

MEAD (relevant) 0.200 0.004

MEAD + new reranker (relevant) 0.250 0.007

MEAD (new) 0.166 0.040

MEAD + new reranker (new) 0.222 0.053

Table 6: Training cluster 359

A

System Recall Precision

MEAD (relevant) 0.137 0.091

MEAD + new reranker (relevant) 0.196 0.122

MEAD (new) 0.146 0.091

MEAD + new reranker (new) 0.208 0.130

Table 7: Training cluster 379A
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I
System

|
Description

|
Official average P*R | Corrected average P'R

|

Urrlichl Centro.d 1. Posit 1, Length 9 0.019 0.026
UlTiich2 Centroid 20, Posit 1, Length 15 0.016 0.016
UnlichS Centroid 20, Posltio.1 1 Lengtli 15, 7% 0.011 0.012
Uniich4 Centroid 20, Position Length 15, 13% 0.019 0.019
UrrlichS Centroid 1, Posit

Query-title-wo rd-
1, Length 9

overlap 1

0.034 0.042

Table 8: Umich systems and results for finding relevant sentences

I

System
|

Description
|

Official average P'R | Corrected average P'R
|

Umichl Centroid 1, Position 1, Length 9 0.017 0,023
Umich2 Centroid 20. Position 1. Length 15 0.014 0.015
Umich3 Centroid 20, Position 1, Length 15, 7% 0 010 0.011

Umich4 Centroid 20. Position 1, Length- 15, 13% 0.017 0.018
UmichS Centroid 1, Position 1, Length 9

Query-title-viord-overlap 1

0.033 0.039

Table 9: Umich systems and results for finding new sentences

narrative associated with each cluster. We used these queries in implementing a

word overlap feature for each. For example, in calculating the query-title-word-

overlap feature score for a given sentence, if the title had four words and the

sentence contained two of the four words, its query-title-word-overlap feature

score would be 0.5. In our experiments with these features, we found the title

query to be most useful. This is because the title of the cluster typically had

many key words that were important to it, while the narratives and descriptions

tended to resemble instructions to the judges on how to choose sentences relative

to the topic. Therefore, they usually contained several sentences and many non-

content words, cind so their word overlap features were not as helpful in choose

new and relevant sentences.

3.5 The Michigan systems and results

Table 8 gives an overview of the five systems we submitted to this year's eval-

uation, as well as the systems' average performance using the precision*recall

metric. It should be noted that during our runs on the test data, we encoun-

tered problems related to the conversion of the SGML docimients to XML for

use with MEAD. This resulted in our systems not being able to process all 50

test clusters. Therefore, in the table we will include both the official evaluation

results as well as the corrected results for all 50 clusters.

Our best system was Umich5, which used as one of its features the query-

title-word overlap measure. This system greatly outperformed our other four

systems in detecting both relevant and new sentences. Judging by the prelimi-

nary results sent out by NIST, the average performance of Umich5 seems to be

somewhere in the middle of all the systems submitted this year.
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3.6 Conclusions

It being the first year of the Novelty Detection Track, as well as our first time

attempting novelty detection per se, we have learned manj' things from partic-

ipating in the evaluation. One lesson learned about our back-end summarizer,

MEAD, is that we must continue to make it more robust to the format of its

text input files. As briefly mentioned previously, we encountered some problems

with the conversion from SGML to XML during the testing that we did not see

during our runs with the training data. We have since addressed this issue in

our text cleaning scripts within MEAD.
We introduced a new feature within MEAD, query-title-word-overlap, which

proved to be useful in system UmichS. However, we found that sentence overlap

with the other query attributes, narrative and description of the clusters of

documents, were not as helpful. We suspect this is because they appear to be

more or less instructions to the judges about what to consider when choosing

new and relevant sentences for the given cluster, and since the,y are longer than

the titles and contain more function words, their overlap features do not really

measure the extent to which a given sentence contains lexical items that are

important to the overall cluster.

We have developed a new reranker within MEAD, which boosts the scores

of groups of adjacent sentences that have large centroid scores, relative to the

average centroid score for all of the sentences in the given cluster of documents.

During our experiments with the training data, this seemed to model the ten-

dency of judges to choose groups of consecutive sentences, rather than those in

isolation. This reranker increased our precision and recall for both the new and

relevant sentences sets for three out of four of the sample data clusters and left

the fourth cluster's scores unchanged, when all other MEAD parameters were

set at the default values. We might also trj^ looking at using the query-title-

word-overlap feature in this new reranker. However, in cases where the title is

only a few words long, this might not work as well in attempting to boost scores

of adjacent sentences, since one would expect authors to avoid using the same

words in nearby sentences.

As is always the case, the judges' choices that we studied in the sample data

while building our system seemed idiosyncratic at times, such that we could

never obtain similar scores for multiple judges on a given cluster of documents.

For example, for training cluster 303, we consistently got much higher precision

and recall with judge A than with judge B. Therefore, in our training and

experiments for next year's competition, we should use many different metrics

in our self-evaluations, such as the intersection, union and mininum agreement

of judges' new and relevant files.

Finally, for next year's competition, we will work on developing different

strategies for detecting new versus relevant sentences. The new sentences are

always a subset of the relevant ones. Therefore, we need to identify features that

can distinguish the redundant sentences in the relevant lists that the judges are

selecting out in order to create the file of new sentences. In short, this year we
have seen how our summarizer, MEAD, performed on the novelty tasks with
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just a few simple modifications. Hopefully, by the next competition we will

have identified more sophisticated features that we might implement, in order

to enhance our system's performance.
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Abstract

This year, we participated to the Question Answering task

for the second time with the QUANTUM system. We en-

tered 2 runs for the main task (one using the web, the

other without) and 1 run for the list task (without the

web). We essentially built on last year's experience to

enhance the system. The architecture of QUANTUM is

mainly the same as last year: it uses patterns that rely

on shallow parsing techniques and regular expressions to

analyze the question and then select the most appropriate

extraction function. This extraction function is then ap-

plied to one-paragraph long passages retrieved by Okapi

to extract and score candidate answers. Among the nov-

elties we added to QUANTUM this year is a web module

that finds exact answers using high-precision reformula-

tion of the question to anticipate the expected context of

the answer.

1 Introduction

TREC-11 marks the second year of existence of

QUANTUM, the QUestion ANswering Tool of the

University of Montreal. As for last year, we used

QUANTUM to participate to the main and the list

task, and we did not enter the context task. This

year's version of QUANTUM is similar in essence to

last year's version, but we enhanced specific modules

that provided poor performances last year and we

added a module to search for exact answers on the

web. Following the conclusions we came to last year

[1, 2), we decided to drop our own information re-

trieval system to rely solely on Okapi^ [3] since the

^Okapi-Pack: www.soi.city.ac.uk/"andym/OKAPI-PACK

latter led to clearly better results. Also, we fine-

tuned our answer extraction functions by introducing

weights in the computation of answer scores.

The.TREC-10 version of QUANTUM is described

in [l] and an analysis of the results is presented in [2].

We summarize some sections that are still relevant

to the understanding of this year's version, while we
delve into the new features in more detail.

2 Components of Questions

and Answers

QUANTUM uses the same technique for question

analysis as last year [2]. To see how we decompose a

question, let us consider question #502 - How many
people die from snakebite poisoning in the US per

year? and its answer. As shown in Fig. 1, the ques-

tion is decomposed in three parts: a question word,

a focus and discriminant, and the answer has two

parts: a candidate and a variant of the question dis-

niminant.

The focus is the word or noun phrase that influ-

ences our mechanisms for the extraction of candidate

answers (whereas the discriminant, as we shall see in

Sect. 4.4, influences only the scoring of candidate an-

swers once they are extracted). The identification of

the focus depends on the selected extraction mecha-

nism: thus, we determine the focus with the syntactic

patterns we use during question analysis. Intuitively,

the focus is what the question is about, but we may
not need to identify one in every question if the cho-

sen mechanism for answer extraction does not require
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Q: How many people d'le from snakebite poisoning in the (iS. per year?

cjuestion word focus discriminant

A: About 10 people
s/

'

die a year from snakebites in the United. States.
^

'

candidate variant of question discriminant

Figure 1: Example of question and answer decomposition. The question is from TREC-9 (# 302) and the answer is

from the TREC document collection (document LA082390-0001).

it.

The discriminant is the remaining part of a ques-

tion when we remove the question word and the fo-

cus. It contains the information needed to pick the

right candidate amongst all. It is less strongly bound

to the answer than the focus is: pieces of informa-

tion that make up the question discriminant could be

scattered over the entire paragraph in which the an-

swer appears, or even over the entire document. In

simple cases, the information is found as "is; in other

cases, it must be inferred from the context or from

world-knowledge.

We use the term candidate to refer to a word or a

small group of words, from the document collection,

that the system considers as a potential answer to the

question. Candidates are usually noun phrases (see

Sect. 4.3.1 for a discussion on exact answers).

3 Runs Submitted at TREC- 11

This year, we participated to the main task and the

list task. We developed two versions of QUANTUM
for the main task: one version that does not make

use of the web, and one that does. For the list task,

only the no-web version was ready by the time of the

competition. So only one run was submitted for the

list task and two for the main task.

4 Architecture of the Core Sys-

tem

The current version is a contiiuiation of last year's

system but with enhancements suggested in our anal-

ysis of last year's results and with some changes re-

quired by the new specihcations of the 11th edition

of TREC (exact answer, single answers, etc.). After

analyzing last >'ear's performance, we concentrated

our efforts in improving the question analysis module

to correctly analyze more questions and the scoring

module to better score the candidates. In particu-

lar, we wanted to better weight the contribution of

WordfMet and the named-entity tagger depending on

the type of question. Last year, our strategy to in-

sert NIL answers in our candidate set dropped our

score significantly (from 0.223 to 0.199). We believe

that our strategy was sound, but our scoring of the

candidates was such that we would have been better

off without inserting NIL answers. This is why, this

year, we did not attempt to insert NIL answers.

Let us step through the 4 basic steps of the system:

question analysis, passage retrieval and tagging, can-

didate extraction and candidate scoring.

4.1 Question Analysis

To analyze a question, we use a t.okenizer. a part-

of-speech tagger and a noun-phrase chunker (NP-

chunker). QUANTUM then applies a set of hand-

made patterns based on words, on part-of-speech tags

and on noun-phrase tags, in order to select the most

appropriate function for answer extraction. Last

year, only 40 such patterns were used, but they cor-

rectly classified 88% of the 492 TREC-10 questions.

To increase the performance of the classification mod-
ule, we added 20 more patterns to account for last

years mistakes and new question formulations. Once
the question is classified, an extraction function de-

termines what criteria a group of words from a docu-

ment should satisfy to constitute a valid answer can-

didate; for example, a location should begin with a

capital letter while a measure should include a num-
ber and a measure unit. We also added a synonym.

extraction function to our last yea.!-"s set of 11 func-

tions (Table 1) because some questions in the TR.EC-

10 corpus required it. Extraction functions such as

definition were less useful this ,-\-ear because the ques-

tions were mainly named-entity targeted.

Like last year, each function triggers a search mech-

anism to identify candidates in a passage based on the

passage's syntactic structure or the semantic relations
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of its component noun phrases with the question fo-

cus. More formally, we have C = /(p, f), where / is

the extraction function, p is a passage, is the ques-

tion focus and C is the list of candidates found in p.

Each element of C is a tuple (cj, di, s,), where c; is the

candidate, is the number of the document contain-

ing Ci, and 5j is the score assigned by the extraction

function.

4.2 Passage Retrieval and Tagging

The extraction of candidates is a time-consuming

task. Therefore, we select the shortest, albeit most

relevant, passages of the document collection before

we begin answer extraction. To do so, we use the

Okapi system to retrieve variable-length passages.

Passage retrieval has not changed from last year;

however, experiments sliowed that our own fixed-

window IR did not achieve as good results as Okapi.

So this year, we exclusively used Okapi. Okapi is

an information retrieval engine that has the ability

to return relevant paragraphs instead of whole doc-

uments [3]. We feed it with the question as a query

and we set it up so that it returns 30 one-paragraph-

long passages (the average length of a passage, or

paragraph, is 350 characters).

Since the answers to the TREC-11 factual ques-

tions are usually short noun-phrases (Sect. 4.3.1). we

run our NP-chunker on the most relevant passages.

Our chunker looks for specific sequences of part-of-

speech tags, which are given by our tagger. In addi-

tion, we run a named entity extractor on the pas-

sages because the candidates sought by extraction

functions such as person{p), time{p) and location(p).

are named entities. For this step, we use the Alembic

Workbench system developed at Mitre Corporation

for the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC).

Amongst all the named entity types that Alembic can

recognize [4], we currently use only PERSON. ORG.^-

NIZATION, LOCATION, DATE and TIME entities.

The tagged passages are then passed to the pre-

viously selected extraction function to identify and

score candidate answers.

4.3 Extraction of Candidates

Given the extraction function / chosen after question

analysis, the question focus and a set of tagged pas-

sages Pj. candidates c, are extracted along with their

document number di and their score Sj (Sect. 4.1).

To do so, each function is implemented by a set of

search strategies that involve words, part-of-speech

tags, semantic relations (mainly hypernym/hypon>'in

relations given by Word Net) and named entities iden-

tified by Alembic. Table 1 presented earlier shows

some examples of what extraction functions look for.

During the extraction phase, we seek a high recall

rate, no matter whether candidates are cited in a con-

text that matches the question discriminant; we shall

use a combination of scores to account for the context

later.

4.3.1 Answer Exactness

A major diflference with the TREC-10 QA track is

that answers must be exact. This means there is no

limit imposed on the length of an answer string, but

the string must not contain an incomplete answer nor

must it contain more information than requested by

the question. What is considered "too much" or "not

enough" was not clearly defined at the time the com-

petition was lield; the problem was left to the asses-

sors' judgment. Another consideration for having ex-

act answers, although not relevant to TREC, is that

potential users of QA systems are more hkely to find

the red. green and white flag more pleasant to read

than ), that the red, green and white flag of the Ital.

We decided to keep the strategy we employed last

year, which is to extract all the noun-phrases in a re-

trieved passage and then to test, using the selected

extraction function, whether each of them is an in-

teresting candidate. That means that a candidate is

always at least a complete NP and it never encom-

passes more than one NP, except in a limited number
of cases that we explicitly foresaw when writing the

extraction functions. We are aware that this is not

suitable to all questions but we believe it is a simple

way to achieve a satisfying level of answer exactness

most of the time.

There are cases where a NP is not long enough (our

definition of a single NP does not include conjunc-

tions of embedded NP), typically when (1) a question

seeks more than one entity: - What two Eu-

ropean countries are connected by the St. Gotthard

Tunnel under the Alps? A: Switzerland and Italy

-

and (2) the answer is a title or a quote; #1S32 -

What did Walter Cronkite say at the end of every

show? A: "and that's the way it was". There are

also cases where a NP can be too long. For exam-

ple. Louise Veronica Ciccone would be an inexact

answer to question if 1723 - What is Madonna's last

name? A: Ciccone.

After examining answer patterns for TREC-8,
TREC-9 and TREC-10 questions, we estimated that

-Even tliough this question has a list-task style, it is part

of the main task.
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Function Example of question and sample of answer patterns

dejimhon(p, ^) Q
A
A
A

: #897 - What is an atom? {ip — atom)

: <hypemym of atom> , <atom or hyponym of atom>

: <atom or hyponym of atom> (<nypernym of atom>)
• <atom or hyponym of atom> is <hypernym of atom>

specialization{p •p) Q
A

: #1684 ~ What card game uses only 48 cards f [ip = card game)
<hyponym of card game>

cardinality {p ^) Q
A

#1761 - How many black keys are on the piano? {tp = black keys]

<number> <black keys or hyponym of black key>

measure\p. y?) Q
A

#1715 - now much vitamin C should you take in a day; (y? = vitamin Cj
<number> <hyponym of unit> of <vitamin C or hyponym of vitamin C>

attribute{p. tp) Q
A

#1420 - How high is Mount Kmabalu? (p> = high)

Various patterns

synonym{p. ip) Q
A
A

#1651 - What is another name for the North Star?

the North Star , also known as <NP>
<NP>, also known as the North Star

person{p) Q
A

#1424 - Who won the Oscar for best actor in. 1970?

<PERSON named entity>

time{p) Q
A
A

#1676 - When was water found on Mars?
<TIME named entity>

<hyponym of tim.e.period>

location{p) Q
A

#1483 - Where is the highest point on earth?

<LOCATION named entity>

m.anner{p) Q:
A:

#144(> " How did. Mahatma Gandhi die?

Not implemented for TREC
reason(p) Q:

A:

#902 - Why does the moon turn orange?

Not implemented for TREC
object (p) Default function

A: <NP>

Table 1: Extraction functions, examples of TREC questions and samples of answer patterns. Hypernyms and

hyponyms are obtained using WordNet, named entities are obtained using Alembic and NP tags are obtained using

an NP-chunker. When we mention the focus in an answer pattern, we also imply other close variants or a larger NP
headed by the focus.
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only 2 % of the questions could not be answered by

a NP. Therefore, we decided to make no significant

change to our system regarding answer exactness.

4.4 Scoring of Candidates

The final score of a candidate is computed as in Eq. 1

:

score = Q- • extraction score + (1 — a) • passage score

(1)

with a, the extraction score and the passage score

ranging from 0 to 1 (we describe the extraction score

and the passage score below).

We dropped the proximity score term that we used

la^t year. This 3rd term was meant to favor candi-

dates that were surrounded by question keywords but

it did not have a noticeable influence in the tests we

conducted this year.

We found the optimal value a — 0.75 by max-

imizing the performance of QUANTUM on a sub-

set of TREC-8, TREC-9 and TREC-10 questions.

We discarded no-answer questions and questions that

QUANTUM does not analyze correctly.

The final scores given by Eq. 1 range from 0 to

1. Last year, scores awarded by QUANTUM did not

have an upper bound, so candidates extracted using

different extraction functions were hardly compara-

ble. The comparability of scores seemed a prerequi-

site for detecting no-answer questions using a thresh-

old (Sect. 4.5) and for a final re-ordering of the ques-

tions based on confidence (Sect. 6).

4.4.1 The Extraction Score

The extraction, score measures how much a candi-

date satisfies various criteria that all valid candidates

should meet. The set of criteria is specific to each

type of question, thus to each extraction function.

Criteria are weighted and a candidate does not have

to satisfy all of them. Eq. 2 shows the criteria for the

time function:

scoretjme = max{entity, hyponym) penalty (2)

with entity = 0.5 if the candidate has been tagged

as a TIME named entity by Alembic {entity = 0 oth-

erwise), hyponym. = 0.25 if the candidate is a hy-

ponym of the Word Net synset time-period or of an-

other selected synset [hyponym. = 0 otherwise), and

penalty = 0.75 if the candidate contains one of the

question keywords {penalty — 1 otherwise so that

score is not reduced).

The values of the parameters for the 12 extraction

functions were found by maximizing the performance

of QUANTUM on the same question subset as de-

scribed above. An outcome of the optimization is the

reduction of the influence of Word Net to the bene-

fit of Alembic for the person function (WordNet: 0,

Alembic: 1), for the location function (WordNet: 0,

Alembic: 1) and for the time function (WordNet: 0.25,

Alembic: 0.75). This was expected because our anal-

ysis of last year's results led us to the conclusion that

WordNet was rather a source of noise when a named
entity extractor could be used instead.

4.4.2 The Passage Score

While the extraction score is concerned only with the

form and type of a candidate, the passage score at-

tempts to take into account the supplemental infor-

mation brought by the question discriminant. It mea-

sures how confident we are in the passage where the

candidate is found. For this measure, we use the score

given to the passage during its retrieval by Okapi.

However, this year, we normalize the score of each

passage over the score of the best-scoring passage to

have a passage score — and thus a final score (Eq. 1)

— between 0 and 1. Since the question discriminant

is likely to appear in the text under a slightly differ-

ent form and to be scattered over several sentences

around the sought candidate, we believe that an IR
engine is the best tool for measuring the concentra-

tion of elements from the discriminant in a given pas-

sage.

4.5 No-Answer Questions

At TREC-10, we measured the score drop between

the ranked candidates for a question and we inserted

a NIL answer when the score drop was higher than a

threshold. This meant the system would rather say

there is no suitable answer in the document collection

than propose any candidate at a worse rank. We had

chosen to use a threshold on normalized score drops

instead of a threshold on absolute scores because dif-

ferent extraction functions would use different score

scales. The major drawback of that method is the

im])ossibilit.y to propose a NIL answer at first rank

(unless QUANTUM finds no candidate at all, which

seldom happens because the extraction functions are

ver}- pennissive).

This year, we attempted to use scoring methods

that produce comparable final scores no matter how
the candidates are extracted. Our goal was to set a

threshold on the final score below which a NIL an-

swer would be preferred. Unfortunately, because of

the small number of criteria used when computing
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the extraction score and because of their boolean be-

haviour, the scores of all the candidates tend to clus-

ter around a few values. We observed that the scores

of first-rank candidates ranged from 0.5 to 1, with

about one third of them at 0.5. Thus, a NIL inser-

tion based on a score threshold would have resulted

in a NIL answer for 33% of the TREC-10 questions,

which seemed too far from reality (10 %) to be an im-

provement to the system. Therefore, we decided not

to detect no-answer questions.

5 Architecture of the Web
Module

Following several systems from last year, and because

TREC-11 questions are of general domain, the web

proved to be an interesting source of answers [5. 6j.

We present here how a new module of QUANTUM
makes a simple use of the web to retrieve exact an-

swers.

Our use of the web differs from most of last year's

participants. To use the web, two strategies could

be used: either aiming at high recall or high preci-

sion. High recall would mean retrieving a large list of

candidate answers and using a good scoring strategy

to rank the candidates. This is similar in essence to

answer redundancy. We decided to go for the other

approach: high precision of tlie answers at the ex-

pense of recall.

We do not seek supplemental documents from the

web to complement the set of documents retrieved

from the TREC collection, because QUANTUM has

enough answer candidates from the TREC collection.

The problem is to correctly identify the answer from

the list of candidates and score it such that it is po-

sitioned at the top of the list. So we use the web to

retrieve candidates only through high-precision meth-

ods in such a way that the web does not return an

answer often, but when it does, the answer is ex-

pected to be the correct one. To do so, we look on

the web for an exact sentence that could naturally be

the formulation of the answer to the question.

To formulate an answer pattern, the TREC ques-

tion is turned into its declarative form using a set of

hand-made patterns. For instance, i^l697 - Where

is the Statue of Liberty? is reformulated as "the

Statue of Liberty is <LOCATION>"'. We call this

refornmlation the expected context of answer because

we expect to find this pattern, with the correct an-

swer in place of <LOCATION>. at least once on the

web.

We then use Yahoo! to search for wel) pages that

contain the known part of the expected context (here,

the phrase "the Statue of Liberty is") and we

identify answer candidates by unification. We do sim-

ple validity checks on candidates, such as testing the

length of a candidate or whether a candidate for a

location begins with a capital letter, but as for now
the tests are not as sophisticated as the extraction

functions displayed in Table 1.

The web module can identify about 10 general

types of answers {eg. <LOCATION>. <NUMBER>,

<CLAUSE>, ...). However, by using a conjunc-

tion of expected contexts, we can impose more con-

straints on a candidate. For example, the question

#1851 - Which country colonized Hong Kong? is re-

formulated as "<CLAUSE> colonized Hong Kong",

where <CLAUSE> can be any string. To further

restrict the candidate, we impose a second con-

text for the candidate to satisfy: "<CLAUSE> is a

country". The search thus becomes a conjunction of

the two strings "<CLAUSE> colonized Hong Kong"

and "<CLAUSE> is a country" (they can be found

in separate web pages).

We score the candidates once they are extracted. A
candidate that passes the validity checks starts with

a score of 0.65. For each additional occurrence of

the candidate found in any of the expected contexts

derived from the question, the difl'erence to one is di-

vided by 2, thus raising the score to 0.825, then 0.9125

and so on. A candidate that does not meet the valid-

ity criteria but appears where an answer was expected

receives a score of 0.1. Each additional occurrence of

the candidate boosts the score by 0.1. as long as the

resulting score does not exceed O.G. Therefore, a pre-

sumably invalid candidate never ha^; a higher score

than a presumably valid candidate.

After we find an answer on the web, we use Okapi

to perform a search in the TREC-11 document collec-

tion in order to have a document number to accom-

pany the candidate. For the cjuestions where either

no candidate is found on the wel) or none of them

can be matched with a document number, QUAN-
TUM proceeds without the web module, as described

in Sect. 4.

To test the performance of the web module, we

conducted experiments with TREC-9 and TREC-10
questions. In the TREC-9 and TREC-10 document

collection, we seldom find an expected context (we

do for only 10% of the questions). However, when

we search on the web, we find at least one occurrence

of an expected context for 43 % of the questions. Of

these, the answer identified by unification is c-orrect

51% of the time, and 45%. of them appear at first

rank. In clear, 10 %. of the TREC (luestions are cor-
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Run name # right Score Max Min
UdeMmaiaNoW 37 0.080 0.266 0.003

UdeMmainWeb 29 0.057 0.222 0.001

Table 2: Confidence-weighted scores of the 2 main-task

runs compared to the maximum and minimum possible

scores given the number of correct answers.

rectly answered only by searching for expected con-

texts of answers on the web and by performing basic

validity checks.

We also tried to run QUANTUM with and with-

out the web module, and then to keep the best-

scoring candidate of either version. Results were

worse than with the web module alone, probably

because scores obtained with expected contexts and

with Eq. 1 should be weighted to be appropriately

comparable.

6 Confidence

Answers for the main task have to be submitted to

NIST in decreasing order of confidence. To do so, we

simply sort them according to their score. Table 2

shows how the sorting affected our runs by compar-

ing their confidence-weighted score to a hypothetical

maximum score (all correct answers at the top of the

sorted list) and minimum score (all correct answers at

the end of the sorted list), given the number of correct

answers. Our ordering could be improved consider-

ably.

7 List task

The only supplemental difficulty of the list task is the

identification of the desired number of items speci-

fied in the question. We had to adapt the new ques-

tion analysis patterns we added this year in the same

way that we adapted last year's main task patterns

for the list task. Once the system has analyzed a

list question with the appropriate set of patterns, it

proceeds exactly as for the main task (unfortunately,

only the no-web version described in Sect. 4 was ready

for TREC-11), except that it keeps the desired num-

ber of candidates instead of only the best one. For

simplicity, duplicate candidates are eliminated even

if they come from different documents (they might

not be real duplicates because one candidate might

be supported by its document and the other not).

8 Discussion

When we conducted our pre-competition tests on the

TREC-10 question corpus, we estimated that the no-

web version of QUANTUM could correctly answer

14 % of the questions, and that the web version would

perform even better with a correct answer for 17%
of the questions. This was an improvement over

last year's version of QUANTUM, which correctly an-

swered 12% of the questions (this data comes from

last year's best run — with 50-character answers, but

keeping only 1 answer per question). However, our es-

timations were made using an automated evaluation

procedure that could not detect unsupported answers

nor inexact ones (the lenient evaluation).

Table 3 shows the official evaluation details of our

2 main-task runs. We will exclude the effect of con-

fidence weighting from our analysis and we will use

Tatjle 4 to compare a strict evaluation (the percent-

age of right answers) against a lenient evaluation that

includes inexact and unsupported answers (as an au-

tomatic evaluation script would do).

The lenient evaluation in Table 4 is closer to our

pre-competition estimations. The web module is

clearly an improvement to QUANTUM (15% of cor-

rect answers when using the web and 9% without).

However, because of the important number of web
answers that are unsupported (40 unsupported an-

swers when using the web, 2 without), a strict evalu-

ation cuts the performance by half, making the web
version even worse than the no-web version (6% of

correct answers when using the web, 7%i without).

As for answer exactness, the proportion' of exact

answers over all the supported answers is about 16%
for both runs. We consider this a satisfactory result

given the simplicity of the method we have chosen

(single NPs only) and given that some of the errors

are tagging errors, thus not related to the method

itself.

The list-task run achieved an accuracy of 0.07,

while our last year's best run achieved an accuracy

of 0.15. Since all the answers that QUANTUM found

this year are distinct and very few are unsupported,

we attribute the performance decrease to the addi-

tional constraints on answer length (candidates are

nmch smaller than 50 characters and some are inex-

act).

9 Conclusion

Even though we fine-tuned last year's version of

QUANTUM by adding more question analysis pat-

terns, by introducing function-specific weights in the
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Run name Web 9^ wrong # unsupp'd # inexact # right CWS
UdeMmainNoW no 454 2 7 37 U.080

UdeMmainWeb yes 425 40 6 29 0.057

Table 3: Detailed evaluation of the 2 main-task runs with their confidence-weighted score (CWS).

Run name Web Strict Lenient

UdeMmainNoW

UdeMmainWeb

no

yes

7%
6%

9%
15%

Table 4; Strict (right answers only) and lenient (right,

inexact and unsupported answers) evaluations of the 2

main-task runs. The score is the ratio over 500 questions.

computation of the candidates' scores and by decreas-

ing the influence of WordNet to the benefit of Alem-

bic, the increasing difficulty of the task resulted in a

lower performance for this year. We feel that answer

exactness can be achieved reasonably well by retriev-

ing single-NP answers only, but candidate scoring,

document support and no-answer questions are still

challenging issues.

For the first time, we used the web as a source of

answers. We derived from the questions the context

in which we expected the answers to appear. Not

taking into account answer exactness and document

suppport, we found that 10%. of TREC-style ques-

tions can be correctly answered this way. We plan to

go further in this direction by improving the gener-

ation of expected contexts and the validation of the

candidates' semantic types.
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Progress in General-Purpose IR Software

Gregory B. Newby
UNC Chapel Hill

Abstract

TREC 2002 experiments were run, but not submitted in time for inclusion in the official

conference results. Post-hoc analysis is included in this paper. Progress on general-purpose

IR software for experimental use has been very good, and some features of the software are

described. A new focus on IR for grid computing, GridlR, is described.

Introduction

The IRTools software developed by the author and his colleagues was used again this

year. VSM's Lnu.Ltc and LSI retrieval models were used. Options for automatic query

expansion and pseudo relevance feedback were available, as well as a variety of components

for stoplist processing etc.

Unfortunately, runs were completed just a few hours too late and so were not

included in the TREC conference results. Interactive track data collection is not yet

completed, but the research design is presented below.

Completed runs for TREC 2002 included:

CLIR: Monolingual Arabic

Web: Topic Distillation

Software Overview
IRTools is intended to be a general-purpose toolkit for information retrieval research.

It was funded in part by the NSF through an Information Technology Research grant. The

source code for IRTools is available at http : //sourceforge .net/projects/irtools.

In early 2003, IRTools is nearing readiness for use by other IR researchers. It offers

high-performance indexing and retrieval, and many of the features found in other

experimental IR systems - but with more of an emphasis on allowing the programmer to

change parameters, extend functionality, etc. Completion of IRTools for public release is

scheduled for May 2003. At that time, modules to be included are:

Indexing for multiple document type: XML, text and HTML
Processing for English, Arabic. Chinese and other languages

Local file indexing as well as remote harvesting

Several fundamental IR techniques:

o Enhanced Boolean

o VSM
o LSI

o Information space
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Several fundamental IR enhancements:

o Query expansion

o Document summarization

The toolkit uses the BerkeleyDB for the back end database and Michael Berry's

SVDPACKC for eigensystems. Other components are home-grown. The system runs on

Unix and Linux systems with the GCC compiler and has been tested extensively on Linux

and Solaris systems.

CLIR Arabic Monolingua! Results

Two monolingual Arabic runs were completed. One utilized the entire document; the

other utilized the title only (intended for high early precision). Basic tools provided by the

track coordinators were applied to modify the topic character set to match the document set,

but no other processing was done (i.e., no stemming, stopwords, or analysis of document

structure). This "bag of words" approach was envisioned as a starting point for further

experimentation.

For this run, the VSM was used with Lnu.Ltc weighting (pivoted document length

normalization with the cosine measure of association).

Note that in the title only run, all other sections of each document were ignored.

Indexing for both title only and the whole document ran as part of one IRTools indexing

program and took about an hour for the 895MB of text (383K documents with 660K unique

terms). Summary results are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1 : Monolingual Arabic for irtta (title only)

Total number of documents
over all queries

Retrieved: 335
Relevant: 3055
Rel_ret: 121

Interpolated Recall -

Precision Averages:
at 0.00 0.5461
at 0.10 0.1937
at 0.20 0.0122
at 0.30 0.0115
at 0.40 0.0000
at 0.50 0.0000
at 0.60 0.0000
at 0.70 0.0000
at 0.80 0.0000
at 0.90 0.0000
at 1.00 0.0000

Average precision (non-
interpolated) for all rel
docs (averaged over queries)

0 . 0352
Precision

:

At 5 docs 0 2889
At 10 docs 0 2111
At 15 docs 0 1741
At 20 docs 0 1611
At 30 docs 0 1333
At 100 docs 0 0667
At 200 docs 0 0336
At 500 docs 0 0134
At 1000 docs 0 0067

R-Precision (precision after
R (= num_rel for a query) docs
retrieved)

:

Exact: 0.0537
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Table 2: Monolingual Arabic for irtba (whole document)

Total number of documents
over all queries

Retrieved: 2411
Relevant: 4370
Rel_ret: 730

Interpolated Recall -

Precision Averages:
at 0 00 0 4789
at 0 10 0 1498
at 0 20 0 1216
at 0 30 0 0679
at 0 40 0 0671
at 0 50 0 0633
at 0 60 0 0547
at 0 70 0 0513
at 0 80 0 0000
at 0 90 0 0000
at 1 00 0 0000

Average precision (non-
interpolated) for all rel
docs (averaged over queries)

0 . 0709
Precision

:

At 5 docs 0 2059
At 10 docs 0 1882
At 15 docs 0 1804
At 20 docs 0 1691
At 30 docs 0 1529
At 100 docs 0 0894
At 200 docs 0 0671
At 500 docs 0 0411
At 1000 docs 0 0215

R-Precision (precision after
R (= num_rel for a query) docs
retrieved)

:

Exact: 0.0970

As hoped, the title-only run yielded higher early precision, but (also as expected)

failed entirely for a number of queries. Of the 50 TREC topics, only 19 yielded any results

for this run (indicating that there were no Arabic collection documents with all query terms

in the title for the other topics). Topics with some relevant document retrieved included

AR37, AR44, AR45, AR48, AR49, AR50, AR51, AR55, AR56, AR6] , AR69, and AR74.

From this run, we learned that title processing can be effective alone, but fails more often

than not if it is the sole basis for retrieval. Combining title retrieval (or differently weighting

the title words) with other techniques is indicated.

The base run, using all terms (without differential weighting for title terms), yielded a

greater number of relevant documents retrieved (730 vs. 121 for title-only) but lesser early

precision and weaker precision over all. Exact precision did not suffer as much, presumably

due to a smaller number of failed queries. Nevertheless, only 35 out of 50 topics yielded any

results, and 15 of those had no relevant documents. Here, we suffered from working

exclusively with the exact match Boolean AND of topic terms. The lack of stemming, plus

the lack of any query expansion or partial-match ranking, hurt the set of documents that

could be considered and ranked for retrieval.

Overall, these results provide a baseline for VSM-style processing of Arabic

documents for mono-lingual runs. Obvious features for inclusion for better results include

stemming, query expansion, and differential weighting based on document components such

as the title.

Web Track

Two runs for the topic distillation task in the Web track were run. As for the Arabic

runs, one was title-only and the other used the entire document. The IRTools indexing took

about 4 days for the collection (20GB of HTML documents, about 1 .2M documents and

6.37M unique terms). Summary results are in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3: Web Topic Distillation for irtwt title-only

Total nxunber of documents over all

queries
Retrieved: 901

Relevant: 737
Relret: 34

Interpolated Recall - Precision
Averages

:

at 0 .00 0. 2232
at 0 .10 0. 0825
at 0 .20 0 . 0236
at 0 .30 0. 0035

at 0 .40 0 . 0035
at 0 .50 0. 0035
at 0 . 60 0. 0000
at 0 .70 0. 0000
at 0 .80 0. 0000
at 0 . 90 0. 0000
at 1 .00 0. 0000

Average precision (non-
interpolated) for all rel
docs (averaged over queries)

0 . 0237
Precision

:

At 5 docs

:

0 .0741
At 10 docs

:

0 .0519
At 15 docs

:

0 . 0370
At 20 docs

:

0 . 0333
At 30 docs : 0 . 0284
At 100 docs : 0 . 0126
At 200 docs : 0 .0063
At 500 docs : 0 .0025
At 1000 docs : 0 . 0013

R-Precision (precision after R
num_rel for a query) docs
retrieved)

:

Exact: 0.0338

Table 4: Web Topic Distillation for irtwb (whole document)

Total n\iinber of docximents over all
queries

Retrieved: 4728
Relevant: 1574
Rel_ret: 141

Interpolated Recall - Precision
Averages

:

at 0. 00 0. 1153
at 0. 10 0. 0740
at 0. 20 0. 0465
at 0. 30 0. 0243
at 0. 40 0. 0235
at 0. 50 0 . 0174
at 0. 60 0. 0042
at 0. 70 0. 0010
at 0. 80 0. 0010
at 0. 90 0. 0000
at 1

,

00 0. 0000

Average precision (non-
interpolated) for all rel
docs (averaged over queries)

0 . 0222
Precision

:

At 5 docs

:

0 . 0653
At 10 docs

:

0 . 0429
At 15 docs

:

0 . 0408
At 20 docs

:

0 . 0398
At 30 docs

:

0 .0381
At 100 docs

:

0 .0286
At 200 docs

:

0 . 0144
At 500 docs

:

0 .0058
At 1000 docs

:

0 . 0029
R-Precision (precision after R (:

niiin_rel for a query) docs
retrieved)

:

Exact: 0.0372

The Web results were not good. Some topics (such as 552) had perfect or near-

perfect early precision, while others (such as 55
1

) found no relevant documents at all.

Analysis of these results indicates that the main problem is not having heuristics in place to

identify good distillation pages, instead relying on regular topic-based matching geared

towards term matching. Results were marginally better for the title-only run.

Work to improve results will focus on incorporating document structure into results;

in particular the title and heading data which might better indicate good candidates for

distillation. In addition, heuristics to look at the document URL itself (which was completely
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ignored) will help, by flagging shorter URLs are potentially more likely to be good

distillation candidates.

Interactive Track

For the interactive track, we are comparing two nearly identical systems using a

Google-like text-based interface. Both use the same set of documents, and both make an

initial set of candidate documents for ranking using a Boolean AND. They use the Web 02

collection (20GB of HTML from .gov). The difference is that one system uses LSI for

ranking results, the other uses VSM with Lnu.Ltc ranking. Document summarization is via

Perl modules from CPAN.

Our hypothesis is that the differences in ranking will make no difference in the user

experience (i.e., results on measured variables will not be significantly different). We intend

this as a base study to explore further variations:

Systems where the ranked set of documents is different, via automatic query

expansion

Systems where result sets are visualized in a 3D fly-through system

Unfortunately, last year's interactive track was not completed (we intended to

compare a text list of results to a browseable category hierarchy), primarily because IRTools

was not up to the task. This year, however, the systems are up and running and giving

reasonable results. In early 2003, the test interfaces are accessible:

http://underdog.ils.unc.edu/cgi-bin/nph-l$i.cgi (text interface to LSI)

http://underdog.iis.unc.edu/cgi-bin/nph-vsm.cgi (text interface to VSM)

http://underdog.ils.unc.edu/cgi-bin/nph-query.cgi (VSM with database select)

The 3D interface is implemented in Web3D (essentially, Web3D is a modern VRML
'97 implemented over Java3D). This interface runs by accepting user queries, running them

against the LSI module of IRTools, then displaying the resulting set of term and document

locations and relationships. A simple XML structure is used to communicate between the

visuaiizer and the server.

Note that the LSI applied is only to the Boolean AND of search terms, or a slightly

expanded set of search terms. This is done while the user waits (usually within a few

seconds, depending on the number of terms and documents being considered). For larger-

scale LSI. we have constructed some very large LSI spaces into which queries may be

mapped (such spaces are also good for query term expansion). For general visualization of

search set results using only documents that contain the query terms, the technique described

here seems to work well.

We will evaluate this visual interface in several contexts, and determine whether it is

effective in determining relations among documents in post-search result sets.
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Figure 1 : 3-word query with lines denoting set membership. Clickable documents appear as

small cubes.
I^visuafae.

;
^

'

;

;

'

1, ;.. P^j^

GridIR

Grid computing is an important advance in computational techniques. It has some

concepts in common with distributed computing and with massively parallel computing, but

many added features. GridIR is IR on the computing grid. The author and his colleagues

have worked to form a GridIR working group under the auspices of the Global Grid Forum

(http://gridforum.org). We believe that GridIR offers important advantages to IR researchers,

and will make experimental and mainstream IR systems more usable and better suited for

large-scale research.

Grid computing has a security model built in, making GridIR suitable for publishing

partial extranets or implementing security at the query, collection, document or user level.

We are currently working on a draft requirements document for the GGF for delivery in

spring 2003, and welcome input and efforts from other IR researchers. Reference systems

for GridIR will include IRTools and Amberfish, and we welcome others. Our goal is to

develop a set of actual standards for GridIR (under the GGF, following a rulemaking

procedure similar to the IETF). We are building on knowledge from Z39.50 and other

efforts, and hope to enable a far higher level of interoperability among content maintainers,

searchers and IR systems than is now available.

Visit the GridIR Web site to learn more: http://www.gridir.org.
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Conclusion
IRTools continues to develop, and despite results being late was able to handle the

Web and Arabic tracks with relative ease. Continued work will make IRTools more usable,

and integration with the GridIR reference implementation will help to shake out bugs and

shape future developments. CLIR continues to be a focus, with new modules for Chinese

and Arabic recently added.

IR researchers are urged to consider GridIR as a possible activity. Credibility and

buy-in from IR systems developers, vendors, scholars, etc. will help make GridIR as

beneficial as possible.
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Summary

This year we took part in the Arabic cross-language

information retrieval track (for us limited to monolin-

gual Arabic retrieval) and also in both named page and

topic distillation searches. In the last two tasks, we

made use of link anchor information and document con-

tent in order to construct Web page representatives.

This document representation uses multi-vectors in

order to highlight the importance of both link anchor

information and document content.

Introduction

Today the IR community is faced with a new para-

digm and many exciting challenges with regards to

Web page searches. Some of these include: managing

huge volumes of documents via distributed IR models,

crawling across the Web in order to find appropriate

Web sites to index, accessing documents written in

various languages, measuring the quality or authority of

available information, providing answers to user re-

quests that are often very short and expressed in ambi-

guous terms, satisfying a large range of search types (ad

hoc, question-answering, location of online services,

topic distillation, known-item and interactive searches

for specific document types, or satisfying specific geo-

graphical or time constraints).

In this context, the first part of this paper presents

our monolingual Arabic retrieval mode!. Section 2

describes our procedures for indexing and retrieving

Web pages based on two document representations, and

our distributed indexing framework based on the Okapi

probabilistic model. Section 3 explains the IR approach

we use when combining both Web page content and

anchor information when searching for specific named

pages. Finally, Section 4 describes how our IR scheme

can be used within the context of topic distillation task.

In order to evaluate our hypothesis, we used the

SMART system as a testbed, implementing various vec-

tor-space IR schemes and the Okapi probabilistic model

(Robertson et al., 2000). This year our experiments

were conducted on an Intel Pentium 111/600 (memory: 1

GB, swap: 2 GB, disk: 6x35 GB) and all experiments

were fully automated.

1. Arabic Information Retrievai

During the last two CLEF evaluation campaigns we
suggested various IR models and tools for handling

different European languages (Savoy, 2002a; 2002b).

This year we expanded upon our knowledge by adding

the Semitic language family, which includes Arabic.

The IR model we are proposing for Arabic text

searches involves indexing both documents and queries,

based on the words described in Section 1.1, or using

n-gram segmentation, as presented in Section 1.2. Sec-

tion 1 .3 shows how we can combine result lists pro-

vided using various indexing and searching schemes

that process the same document collection. The last

section provides an account of the retrieval effectiveness

achieved by various IR models and also that of various

combined approaches. The diverse IR tools may be

seen on our Web site (www.unine.ch/info/clef/).

1.1. Word-Based indexing

in order to effectively search Arabic documents, we
first convert and normalize the Arabic Unicode charac-

ters into Latin letters (a technique used in Malta where

the Arabic language is written using the Latin alpha-

bet). Due to variations in morphological rules or geo-

graphical traditions however many Arabic characters

have more than one Unicode representation. For exam-

ple there are different forms of alef (alef madda "i", aief

hamza above "i". alef hamza below "I"), transliterated

within our approach into the same letter "A" (see

Table 1 ). Our conversion procedure is based on but is

not identical to that used in previous work by Darwish

et al. (2002). There are of course some questionable

assignments such as the hamza letter '\'\ which is con-

sidered equivalent to the alef maksura In this

phase some Unicode characters have also been removed

(e.g., diacritic marks that are usually optional in news-

papers such as tatweel fathatan " " or various punc-

tuation marks " S". These diacritic marks may however

be important in other contexts in order to resolve under-

lying ambiguity (e.g., in legal documentation)).

In a second step we ignore words appearing in our

Arabic stopword and Arabic stoplist (the latter contains

347 words, available at www.unine.ch/info/clef/).
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In a third step we automatically remove both pre-

fixes and suffixes to form our Arabic stems. These

relatively light stemming approaches are similar to

those suggested by Larkey & Connell (2002) or Lackey

et al. (2002). As shown in Table 2, our stemmer

"stem2" is more conservative while our "stem3" repre-

sents a more aggressive affix-stripping process. The

word length must be greater than a given threshold

(between 4 and 6 letters) before we will remove a given

affix. Some of our rules are questionable and our

stemmers must be viewed, as they are only a first draf^.

1 A U-
1

Arabic Latin Arabic Latin

V Mil A alif

J- J-
w waw y yeh

b beh p teh

t teh V theh

j jeem c H hah

C X khah ddal

j Othal
J-

r reh

s seen P sheen

i

'-^ S sad Ddad
Ttah Ik Z zah

t E ain L g ghain

ffeh q qaf

kkaf J 1 lam

m meem n noon

hheh Xyeh
z zain

Table 1. Our Arabic letter transliterations

Remove from front Remove from rear

stem2 fAl, XAI, bAI, wAI, An, At.

Al, hA,

w, Y Yp, Yh, Yn,

wn.

Y, p, h

stem3 wAl, fAl,bAl. km, tm,

Al, 11, At, An,

bt, yt. It, mt, tt, wt, wn, wh.

St, nt hn, hm,

bm, Im, wm, km, fm. wA, tA, hA, nA,

wA. fA, lA, bA. tk, ty, th

wy, ]y, sy, fy. yn, yh, yp
t, y, m, b. n, 1, k. p, h, y, t, k, A

w. A, f

Table 2. Main rules used by our two Arabic stemmers

1.2. N-gram Indexing

As an alternative procedure we can index Arabic

documents using 3-gram (or tri-gram) indexing

(Darwish & Oard. 2002). In this case, each word is

replaced by a set of three-letter sequences. For example

the word "document" will be replaced by {"doc", "ocu",

"cum", "ume", "men" and "ent"}. In our current

implementation we do not stem words before splitting

them into tri-grams and we also remove very frequent

tri-grams (obtained from our stopword list).

1.3. Data Fusion

We use a single search model (or engine) when

searching document collections. We might however

suggest sending the request to different search engines

that handle the same document collection but that use

different indexing or search schemes. Finally, once we
have obtained result lists from these various search

engines, we need to merge them in an effective manner

(data fusion problem). Thus, even though certain

degrees of retrieval effectiveness may be attributed to

each search approach, combining the result lists might

provide better average precision. If we were to use RSVk

to denote the retrieval status value (or document score)

for a given document retrieved by the k//? search engine.

Fox & Shaw (] 994) suggest using various operators

(see Table 3) and show that the best performance can be

achieved using "combSLM".

combMAX MAX (RSVO

combMIN MIN (RSVO

combSUM SUM (RSVk)

combANZ SUM (RSV^) / # of nonzero (RSV^)

combNBZ SUM (RSVk) * (# of nonzero (RSVk))

combRSV% SUM (RSVk / maxRSV)

combRSVn SUM[(RSVk-minRSV)/(maxRSV-minRSV)]

Table 3. Data fusion .strategies

Of course we might also employ the round-robin

merging strategy whereby we take the first retrieved

item from the first result list, then the first retrieved

document from the second list, etc., and finally the first

item from the last result list and then back again to the

first results list, thus providing the next item to be put

in the final list. Duplicates encountered in this process

are simply ignored.

1.4. Evaluation

We evaluated various vector-space schemes (see

Appendix 1 for detailed specifications of these models)

together with the Okapi probabilistic model. As shown

in Table 4a, we also evaluated our two light stemmers

and the tri-gram indexing scheme using short queries

("Title" or T), medium-size queries (constructed using

the Title and Descriptive logical sections or TD) or

long queries (based on Title, Descriptive and Narrative

sections or TDN).
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requests containing more search terms provide im-

proved average precision (from "Title" to TD, vv'ith a

mean improvement of around 13.3% and a mean differ-

ence between "Title" and TDN of around 17.5%). With

the Arabic corpus these differences appear to fall within

a similar range, as shown in Table 4a. For example,

using the Title only evaluation as a baseline, perfor-

mance can be improved by about 9.9% for TD queries

(mean over 10 retrieval models, using stem2) or 4.9%

with TD requests (mean over 10 retrieval models, using

tri-grams). When comparing short request query per-

formances (Title only and TDN), the mean difference

over 10 IR models is around 18.6% (stem2) or 15.6%

(stem3). For tri-gram models however the average pre-

cision differences are around -2.1%, due to the poor

performance by the "nnn-nnn" and "bnn-bnn"

approaches during TDN queries.

Average Precision

Title TD TDN
Word Word 3-grams Word Word 3-grams Word Word 3-grams

Model stem2 stem3 no stem stem2 stem3 no stem stem2 stem3 no stem

Okapi-npn 27.41 26.09 28.77 30.51 29.22 31.45 32.87 30.40 29.95

Lnu-ltc 25.80 24.93 25.95 29.88 28.68 29.79 32.33 30.41 29.49

dtu-dtn 24.92 24.35 23.98 27.25 25.22 27.96 28.45 27.30 26.30

atn-ntc 22.71 21.30 22.76 24.44 22.42 24.00 25.98 25.47 22.44

Itn-ntc 24.19 22.94 22.65 26.45 24.77 24.50 27.94 26.60 21.58

Inc-ltc 20.66 19.55 20.46 24.77 23.38 25.10 29.58 27.05 27.39

ntc-ntc 20.27 19.09 19.64 23.03 21.46 23.92 25.38 23.39 23.26

Itc-ltc 18.41 17.90 19.73 21.33 20.30 23.95 26.25 24.43 25.40

nnn-nnn 12.65 12.11 8.22 13.84 13.21 6.31 14.84 13.60 5.10

bnn-bnn 12.47 11.64 11.29 10.86 9.92 5.90 8.54 7.00 1.62

Table 4a. Average precision of various !R models using the Arabic corpus (monolingual)

Average Precision

Title TD TDN
Word Word 3-grams Word Word 3-grams Word Word 3-grams

#doc/#term stem2 stem3 no stem stem2 stem3 no stem stem2 stem3 no stem

Okapi-npn 27.41 26.09 28.77 30.51 29.22 31.45 32.87 30.40 29.95

d=5 /t=10 31.51 31.13 32.30 33.62 32.46 33.56 35.21 33.06 32.66

d=5 / 1=20 32.45 31.91 32.40 34.15 33.31 34.60 35.75 33.59 33.67

d=5 / 1=30 32.98 31.85 32.49 34.23 33.24 35.30 36.25 33.86 33.96

d=5 / 1=40 33.34 31.75 33.37 34.47 33.27 35.68 36.36 34.07 34.19

d=5 / 1=50 33.26 31.64 33.35 34.45 33.20 35.78 36.47 34.12 34.07

d=5 /t=100 33.32 31.54 32.62 34.64 33.19 36.19 36.40 34.27 34.34

d=5 /t=150 33.07 31.32 32.23 34.48 33.22 36.24 36.39 33.87 34.17

d=10 /t=10 32.39 31.57 32.75 34.03 32.81 33.52 35.27 32.68 32.37

d=10/t=20 33.35 32.41 34.44 34.78 33.53 34.72 36.01 33.69 32.69

d=10/t=30 33.82 32.78 34.78 35.23 33.88 35.04 36.39 33.60 32.85

d=10/t=40 34.13 32.97 34.71 35.52 34.08 35.39 36.46 33.49 33.03

d=10/t=50 34.20 32.89 34.54 35.66 34.08 35.50 36.42 33.40 33.14

d=10/t=100 34.00 32.17 34.56 35.85 33.69 35.70 36.52 33.56 33.42

d=10/t=150 33.75 31.76 34.35 35.46 33.40 35.36 36.55 33.41 33.41

d=25 /t=10 32.06 31.33 31.91 33.75 32.21 32.72 34.99 32.53 31.61

d=25 /t=25 33.09 32.81 32.02 34.59 33.03 33.66 35.74 33.04 32.07

d=25 /t=50 33.78 32.96 32.55 35.24 33.21 34.01 36.01 33.54 32.47

d=25/t=100 33.88 32.90 32.57 35.42 33.09 34.11 36.07 33.45 32.52

Table 4b. Average precision using blind query expansion (Okapi model, Arabic corpus, monolingual)

An examination of this data shows that the best

average precision is obtained using the Okapi model

while second best results are usually obtained using the

vector-space model "Lnu-ltc", and the "dtu-dtn" scheme

usually ranks third. Moreover, it seems that our

"stem2" stemmer performs slightly better than the more

aggressive "stemS" procedure (the mean difference over

10 retrieval models was 4.7% for T queries, 6.1% for

TD queries, and 7.4% for TDN queries). On average,

the tri-gram indexing scheme seems to be a little bit

less effective than word-based indexing (using the

"stem3" or "stem2" stemming approaches). Note

however that with the Okapi model, the tri-gram

approach performed better for shorter queries (Title

only) or TD requests.

From previous evaluations on different European

languages (Savoy, 2002a), it is clearly apparent that
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Average Precision 1

Title TD TDN 1 itie 1 U 1 UlN Title TD TDN
no expand no expand no expand + expand + expand + expand + expand + expand + expand

Model 1/1/1
1 / i / s

1/1/11/1/1 1/1/1
1 / 1 / 1 1/1/1.5 1/1/1.5 1/1/1.5

Best single
"7*7

Zo. 1 1
11 /I ^i I AJ JZ.S / 34.78 36.24 36.55 34. la JO.Z4 36.d5

Round-robi 1 28.68 31.40 32.28 35.21 36.81 36.59 35.21 36.81 36.59

combRSVn 30.19 33.13 33.60 36.54 36.90 36.94 36.75 37.16 36.98

combMAX 30.79 33.58 31.78 35.25 36.56 37.12 34.44 36.57 34.85

combSUM 29.69 33.03 33.23 35.98 36.65 36.63 36.31 37.01 36.59

combRSVyo on AO/V.Uz jz.JSj 36.00 36.33 36.27 JO.U4 iO.O [ 36.09

combNBZ 29.07 32.78 33.02 35.94 36.58 36.36 36.08 37.05 36.48

combANZ 27.26 28.34 27.67 33.83 32.78 33.67 27.17 22.54 23.88

combMIN 20.52 20.77 20.09 30.29 27.14 27.85 18.41 11.94 14.26

Table 5. Average precision of various data merging strategies (Arabic corpus, monolingual)

l!

Run name Query Okapi stem3 Okapi stem2 Okapi 3-grams Average precision

UniNEl T-D doc=IO / term=15
'

doc=]0 / term=75 doc=i0/term=20 37.12

UniNE2 T doc=10 / term=40 doc=5 / term=20 doc=25 / tenTi=] 5 35.72

UniNE3 T-D-N doc=5 / term=50 doc=10 / term=40 doc=iO/term=20 38.07

UniNE4 T-D doc=10 / tenn=15 doc=l 0 / term=75 doc=10 /term=20 36.60

Table 6. Specifications and evaluation of our official monolingual Arabic runs

Pseudo-relevance feedback (or blind-query expan-

sion) has proven to be a useful technique for enhancing

retrieval effectiveness. In this study, we adopted

Rocchio's approach (Buckley et al., 1996) with

a = 0.75, P = 0.75 whereby the system was allowed to

add t terms extracted from the k best ranked documents

obtained from the original query. We used the Okapi

probabilistic model to evaluate this proposal and then

enlarged the query by 10 to 75 terms taken from the 5

or 10 best-ranked articles (see Table 4b). From exa-

mining the data in this table we were able to conclude

that overall blind-query expansion does indeed improve

retrieval performance. For example, with short requests

the improvement is +21.5% when applying the stem2

stemmer, -1-23.1% with stem3 and +16% with the tri-

gram model.

Finally, we evaluated various data fusion strategies

that might be employed to improve retrieval effective-

ness. In our case we used the same document collec-

tion and simply submitted the same request to our three

search engines (stem2, stem3, and tri-grams). Based on

the data in Table 5, it appears that data fusion based on

combRSVn performs better when blind query expansion

is taken into account. The combMAX strategy seems

to be the more appropriate solution when we ignore

pseudo-relevance feedback. However, both combRSVn

and combSUM seem to be more robust data fusion

operators. We should however mention that the per-

centage improvement over the best single approach is

not really significant (e.g., in Title only queries

without query expansion, the combRSVn increases the

average precision by +4.9% compared to +2.2% when
using TDN requests). Finally, the last three columns

of Table 5 show the results of the same three individual

runs where we instead multiplied each document score

obtained from the tri-gram mode! by 1.5, without

modifying document scores for both the word-based

indexing schemes.

Table 6 lists the exact specifications for our official

runs. These runs were carried out using different num-

bers of documents and terms during blind query expan-

sions but all runs were built using the combRSVn ope-

rator and multiplying the tri-gram document scores by

1.5.

2. Our Okapi Search Model

As shown in the preceding section, the Okapi search

model provides significantly greater retrieval effective-

ness. However, in order to manage the Web collection

(1,247,753 documents as extracted from the .GOV

domain, or about 18.1 GB of data), we needed to

modify this search model for two reasons. First, we
wanted to incorporate two document representatives for

each Web page, and secondly we needed to distribute

the inverted file in order to respect the 2 GB limit.

When using multiple document representations, the

retrieval status value (or document score denoted

RSV(D,)) was calculated as follows (inner product):

RSV(D,) = X
J=i

qw

within which w,, indicates the weight assigned to the

term Tj in the document D,, qw, the indexing weight

assigned to the same term in the current query and m
the number of search keywords.
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When processing two (or more) document represen-

tations, we estimated the degree of similarity between

the document D, and the current query as a linear com-

bination of the inner product of the two document repre-

sentations to be given as:

RSV(D,) = a- IwJ,''-qWj-Kl-a) Xw, ' qwj (1)

j=l j=l

where w"',j indicates the weight attached to the term Tj

in the document D, in the first document representation

(and w'^'ij for the second document surrogate), and a a

parameter used to assign a comparative importance to

the first document representative as relative to the

second.

Thus, by assigning a a value close to 1 .0, we give

more importance to the first document representation.

At the limit, setting a = 1 .0 implies that we ignore the

second document surrogate.

Creating a single inverted file from a collection of

around 18 GB might be impossible using a 32-bit sys-

tem (e.g., Linux). To overcome this limit, we will

concentrate on the last scheme, and in this case we will

follow the approach described in (Rasolofo & Savoy,

2003), whereby we merge the result lists obtained from

searching different collections (collection fusion pro-

blem). This is achieved by using the document scores

computed by each collection as a key for the merging

and sorting process.

3. Named Page Searching

When submitting a request to a search engine,

sometimes users do not want a ranked list of Web
pages regarding a particular topic but rather they would

prefer the location of an underlying service or known-

item (usually presented in a short list of the most pro-

bable locations). For example, an appropriate answer to

the requests "US passport renewal", "Maryland unem-

ployment insurance benefits" or "FBI's most wanted

list" does not consist of a ranked list of documents

about these subjects but rather the site(s) containing the

required form/information/list. To accomplish this goal

we need to implement an IR system that can retrieve a

short number of pages (at the limit, only one)

corresponding to the user's request, in this context of

known-item search, the underlying !R system must

clearly place the emphasis on precision.

3.1. Search Models

As a basis for our search model we used the Okapi

model as described in Section 2. Our first document

representative was based on information found in the

Web page and its corresponding <TITLE> and

<META> tags ("keywords" and "description"). Web
pages might of course also contain links and their

anchor texts (or anchor texts for outgoing links) and

this combined set of internal textual information would

thus form the first representatives of these pages.

On the other hand, previous studies (Craswell et al.,

2001), (Westerveld et al., 2002), (Kraaij et al., 2002)

have shown that anchor texts from other Web pages

pointing to the current page provide compact and often

accurate descriptions of the current page's content.

Thus link anchor texts extracted from all Web pages

pointing to the current page were concatenated to form

our second document representative. To this second

surrogate we also added the text contained in the current

page's <TITLE> tag (with the text delimited by this tag

appearing in both document representatives). Finally,

we might also consider the URL content (or more pre-

cisely, the similarity between the URL text and the

request, or also the URL length). This additional

source of information has not taken into account in our

current search models.

3,2. Evaluation

In this IR search model based on two document

representatives, we first needed to determine the relative

importance assigned to the first document representative

(based on internal Web page content) as compared to

the weight attached to the second document surrogate

(based mainly on link anchor texts from Web pages

pointing to the current one). This relative importance

for each surrogate is controlled by the a parameter (see

Section 2). When a = 1 .0. we would only account for

internal textual representation while when setting

a = 0.5, we would attribute equal importance to both

document representatives.

Number of queries 150

Number of relevant doc. 170

Mean rel. doc. / request 1.133

Standard deviation 0.378

Median 1

Maximum 3 (q#: 9, q#: 145)

Minimum 1

Table 7. Relevance judgment statistics (named

page searches, TREC-1 1

)

Our evaluation will be based on the mean reciprocal

rank (MRR) of the first correct answer found by the

system. Table 7 depicts statistics on the relevance

assessments of this test-collection, clearly showing that

we usually obtain one correct answer per topic. For

each of the ! 50 queries we considered only the first 100

retrieved items. As seen in Table 8, the best a value
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seems to be around 0.6, thus assigning a little more

weight to internal representation.

Run name MRR # in top 1

0

# not found

a = 0.0 0.5046 99 (66.0%) 27 (18.0%)

a = 0.1 0.5507 106 (70.67%) 24 (18.0%)

a = 0.2 0.5929 109 (72.67%) 22 (14.67%)

a = 0.3 0.6366 115 (76.67%) 16 (10.67%)
j

a = 0.4 0.6491 120 (80.0%) 12 (8.0%)

a = 0.5 0.6688 120 (80.0%) 7 (4.67%)

a = 0.6 0.6800 122 (81.33%) 7 (4.67%)

a = 0.7 0.6775 125 (83.33%) 7 (4.67%)

a = 0.8 0.6772 124 (82.67%) 9 (6.0%)

a = 0.9 0.6511 121 (80.67%) li (7.33%)

a = 1.0 0.5867 116 (77.33%) 16 (10.67%)
1

Table 8. IR model evaluation for various combina-

tions of two document representatives (no stemming)

1
Run name MRR # in top 1

0

j

# not found

a = 0.0 0.4991 99 (66.0%) 25 (16.67%)

a = 0.3 0.6163 118 (78.67%) 15 (10.0%)

a = 0.5 0.6506 120 (80.0%) 9 (6.0%)

a = 0.7 0.6735 123 (82.0%) 6 (4.0%)

a = 0.8 0.6710 122 (81.33%) 6 (4.0%)

a = 1.0 0.5771 116 (77.33%) 13 (8.67%)
1

Table 9. IR model evaluation for various combina-

tions of our two document representatives (S-stemming)

When high precision results are required for

indexing documents or requests, it is usually not a

good idea to include a stemming procedure. However a

very light stemming procedure might only be adopted

when removing the fmai "s" in English (such stemming

is called "S-stemming" (Harman, 1991)). Thus the

words "house" and "houses" will be reduced to the

same root while the term "housing" will be treated as a

different indexing unit.

A comparison of results depicted in Table 9 (S-

stemming) to those in Table 8 (no stemming) indicates

that performance differences are rather small. Better

performances can however always only achieved from IR

approaches that ignore the stemming phase.

Finally, Table 10 provides a summary description

of our four official runs. Only the UniNEnp3 run

needed an additional comment. This run was based on

UniNEnpl and after obtaining a ranked list, we reranked

the first ten retrieved items according to the number of

matches between the query terms and the corresponding

Web page's title field (however, such a strategy does

not improve retrieval effectiveness).

ivun nanic MR Rivilvrv L'cscnpiion

uniNhnpl U.ojo No stemming, a = 0.3

UniNEnp2 0.616 S-stemming, a = 0.3

LJniNEnp3 0.625 Reranking the first 1 0 items

UniNEnp4 0.504 No stemming, a = 0.0

Table 10. Description of official named-page runs

4. Topic Distillation Searches

Under the label "topic distillation", we had to

implement an IR scheme able to find a list of key

resources on a given topic. Explicitly defining what

does or does not constitute a good key resource is

however difficult, and each definition seems to become

more ambiguous. Of course, Web pages with appropri-

ate content might be considered as good key resources

and we could retrieve them using a classical IR model.

On the other hand, key resources may also be good

hubs (or Web pages pointing to different pages contai-

ning pertinent content with respect to the submitted

request). Moreover, if a Web page is linked to two,

three or more sons having a high degree of similarity

with the request, it seems more appropriate to return

this father page rather than the two, three of more sons.

More generally however returning many pages extracted

from the same Web site would not be viewed as a wise

strategy. Thus to suggest a proper solution for this

specific task, we decided to employ different strategies

capable of pointing to reliable starting points for brow-

sing rather than simply retrieving Web pages with good

content. An overview of such strategies that might be

applied in a Web environment can be found in Savoy &
Rasolofo(2001).

4.1. Search Models

As for the task of named page searching, we built

two document representatives for each Web page con-

tained in the .GOV collection. The first representative

accounted for Web page content along with its

<T1TLE> and <META> tags ("keywords" and "descrip-

tion") plus all link anchor texts extracted from other

pages pointing to this current page. The second docu-

ment representative was built from the text delimited by

the <TITLE> tag together with link anchor texts from

all outgoing links. These two document representa-

tions may be useful both for accounting for the content

of both the Web page (first surrogate) and other pages

accessible within a one-click distance from the current

page (our second representative).

Once the pages are retrieved, we followed hyperlinks

coming into them in order to define proper starting

points for browsing (in this case we followed existing

hyperlinks in the reverse orientation). To retrieve these
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starting points we used our spreading activation (SA)

searching scheme (Savoy, 1996), (Crestani & Lee,

2000), (Savoy & Picard, 2001). Using this method,

document scores initially computed by the IR system

(denoted RSV(Di)), are propagated to the linked docu-

ments through a certain number of cycles, using a

propagation factor. We used a simplified version with

only one cycle and a fixed propagation factor X for all

links. Thus the final retrieval status value for a docu-

ment Dj linked to k documents is computed using the

following equation:

k

RSV'(Di) = RSV(Di) + X X RSV(Dj) (3)

j=i

When trying in our experiments to extract the

proper starting sites for browsing, we only considered

all incoming links for each of the k best-ranked

documents (in this paper the constant k was fixed to

200 and the parameter X to 0.35).

As an alternative, we assumed that the first k top-

ranked items would form a "root set" or a kernel of per-

tinent pages from which we could consider all incoming

and all outgoing links in order to form an extended set

(called the base set) of pages that might be of interest for

a given topic. Based on Kleinberg's HITS algorithm,

we assumed that a Web page pointing to many other

information sources must be viewed as a "good" hub

while a document with many Web pages pointing to it

must be viewed as a "good" authority. Likewise, a

document that points to many "good" authorities is an

even better hub while a Web page pointed to by many

"good" hubs is an even better authority (Kleinberg,

1998).

For document Dj after c+1 iterations, the updated

formulas for the hub and authority scores H"- '(D,)and

A'^^'(Di) are:

A''"'(Di)= X "''(Dj)

Dj=parent(Dj)

H'^'(Di)= X ^''(Dj)

Dj=child(Di)

which is computed for the k best-ranked documents

(defmed as the root set) retrieved by a classical search

model, together with their children and parents (which

defined the base set). The hub and authority scores

were updated for five iterations (while the ranking did

not change after this point), and a normalization proce-

dure (dividing each score by the sum of all square

values) was applied after each step.

As other possibilities, we might consider the Page-

Rank algorithm (Brin & Page, 1998) or probabilistic

argumentation systems (Picard, 1998).

4.2. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of a topic distil-

lation IR scheme, we could use the precision achieved

after retrieving 5 or 10 documents (under the labels

"Prec(a^5" or "Prec@10") together with the number of

relevant items retrieved (out of a total of 1 ,574 for the

49 queries included in the .GOV collection).

Number of queries 49

Number of relevant doc. 1,574

Mean rel. doc. / request 32.122

Standard deviation 37.33

Median 22

Maximum 188 (q#: 558)

Minimum 1 (q#: 588)

Number of distinct roots / query

Mean 9.429

Standard deviation 15.27

Median 13

Maximum 64 (q#: 596)

Minimum 1 (q#: 581)

URL length 1 31

length 2 194

length 3 536

length 4 402

length 5 263

length 6 110

length 7 and more 38

# pertinent items file 1,380

# pertinent items path 194

Table 1 1. Relevance judgment statistics (topic dis-

tillation searching task, TREC-1 1)

Table 1 1 shows various statistics based on relevance

assessments. The mean number of relevant items (or

key resources) per request is 32.122. From considering

the number of distinct roots (e.g., the first part of an

URL, e.g., "trec.nist.gov"), we find that in mean, there

were 9.4 different roots per query (for Query# 581, all

relevant items coming from the root page

"www.cancer.gov"). On the other hand, for

Ouery# 558. we found 26 relevant pages extracted from

the root page "www.whitehouse.gov" (and of these. 25

were from "www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/").

In our first set of experiments, we evaluated our

extended Okapi IR model (see Section 2). By varying

the value attached to the a parameter, we assigned more

or less weight to each document representation. More

precisely, when we set a = 0.0, we accounted for text

delimited by the <T1TLE> tag and all link anchor texts

from outgoing links. In other words, we viewed the

page as a good starting point for browsing (limited

however to one-click distance). On the other hand.
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when a = 1 .0, our search model was based on Web
page content and from the various link anchor texts con-

tained in all pages pointing to this particular document.

Table 12a displays the various results produced by

our IR model (without stemming) when varying the

relative importance of each document representative.

From this data, the best a value seemed to be around

0.9, based upon the precision achieved after 10 retrieved

items (or 0.7 for 5 retrieved records). Thus, our first

representation (content-oriented) seems to be more valu-

able for this specific iR task. Data in Table 1 1 seems to

confirm these findings, given the various statistics on

relevance assessments used in this task. For example,

of the 1,574 pertinent items, 1,380 (or 87.7%) corres-

pond to a filename while only 194 (or 12.3%) to subdi-

rectories or path entries (URLs ending with a "/" or

with "index.htm" or similar terms). Moreover, URLs
of unitary length (or roots) correspond to only 31 (or

2%) relevant items.

Run name Prec(a)5 Prec@10 rel. & retr.

a = 0.0 15.92 13.06 457

a = 0.1 17.14 14.69 562

a = 0.2 18.37 15.92 626

a = 0.3 18.78 17.35 683

a = 0.4 20.82 17.14 793

a = 0.5 21.22 17.96 926

a = 0.6 22.04 19.39 982

a = 0.7 24.08 19.59 973

a = 0.8 22.86 21.43 991

a = 0.9 22.86 21.63 965

a = 1.0 23.67 18.37 919

Table 12a. Evaluation of various document repre-

sentatives combinations (no stemming. TD queries)

1

Run name Prec(a]3 Prec@10 rel. & retr.
j

a = 0.0 11.84 9.39 635

a = 0.2 18.37 13.47 877

a = 0.4 21.63 16.12 1,217

a = 0.6 20.82 18.16 1,231

a = 0.8 22.04 18.98 1.159

a = 1.0 22.04 17.35 1.064

Table 12b. Evaluation of various document repre-

sentatives combinations (no stemming. TDN queries)

When we considered longer queries (built using the

Title, Descriptive and Narrative logical sections),

retrieval performance seemed to decrease relative to the

precision achieved upon retrieving 5 or 10 items. Of
course this value clearly increases for longer requests, as

shown by the number of relevant and retrieved records

(last column of Table 12b).

Our UniNEdil run is based on short requests (Title

only) while our UniNEdi3 run is based on the same
processing but for TDN queries. For both runs, after

retrieving content-based Web pages using our extended

Okapi model, we applied spreading activation with

X = 0.35 for the first k = 200 top-ranked items. Fol-

lowing this stage, we pruned the retrieved URL
(keeping only three URLs per site).

Using the SA method and based on the best run

data shown in Table 12a, we tried various parameter

settings as depicted in Table 13. Clearly, the

propagation factor 1 must be smaller than 0.35, and the

SA must be limited to the first 50 best-ranked items

(instead ofk = 200).

Parameters PrecfajS Prec(a;iO rel. & retr.

no stem, a = 0.9 22.86 21.63 965

X = 0.01, k = 50 23.27 21.43 1,020

X = 0.025, k = 50 25.71 21.84 1,020

X = 0.05,k = 50 25.31 21.63 1,020

I = 0.1,k = 50 22.86 19.39 1,020

;t = 0.15, k = 50 20.82 18.37 1,020

^ = 0.2, k = 50 19.59 16.73 1,020

X = 0.\. k = 25 22.86 19.39 1.000

X = 0.1, k = 75 22.04 18.37 1,029

X = 0.1, k = 100 20.00 18.16 1,036

X = 0.1, k = 200 15.10 15.71 1,051

Table 13. Evaluation of various parameter settings

for the spreading activation approach

For the UniNEdi2 run, we applied the Kleinberg's

HITS algorithm in order to define hub and authority

pages (k = 200), and to form our ranked list we
summed the hub and authority scores of each Web
page, defining the new document score. Finally we
pruned the retrieved URL.

Using the best run from Table 12a as the starting

point, we varied the number k of the top-ranked items

included in the root set from the HITS method, as

shown in Table 14. The data m this table seems to

clearly indicate that in this task the HITS algorithm

does not perform well, whatever the value of k, whether

we account for the hub score, the authority score or

both.

Finally, Table 15 provides a summary description

of our five oflFicial runs, all of which were created

without a stemming procedure. Searching for good

browsing starting points when using the SA or

Kleinberg approaches clearly fails, or more precisely

searching key resource does not means searching for

browsing proper starting points.
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Parameters Prec@5 Prec@10 rel. & retr.

no stem, a = 0.9 22.86 21.63 965

If = SO hnh score 3.67 3.27 526

k = 50, auth. score 6.12 4.90 526

k = 50, both 2.86 3.27 526

t- = 1 00 hiih score 2.86 2.45 684

k = 100. auth. score 5.31 3.88 679

k = 100. both 2.45 2.45 683

k = 1 hub score 2.04 1.84 762

k = 1 50, auth. score 4.90 3.88 742

k = 150, both 2.04 2.04 765

V = 700 hub score 1.22 1.22 771

k = 200, auth. score 4.49 2.86 717

k = 200, both 1.22 i.22 730

k = 300, hub score 0.41 0.82 643

k = 300, auth. score 3.67 2.45 576

k = 300, both 0.82 0.83 598

Table 14. Evaluation of different parameter settings

for the HITS algorithm

Run name Prec@10 description

UniNEdil 8.37 UniNEdi5 + SA (?i=0.35)

UniNEdi2 3.27 UniNEdi5 + HITS

UniNEdi3 7.76 TDN, no stem, a = 0.7, SA
UniNEdi4 14.29 UniNEdi5 + reranking

UniNEdi5 19.59 no stemming, a = 0.7

Table 15. Description of our official named page runs

Only the UniNEdi4 run needs any additional com-

ments. This run is based on UniNEdiS and after we

obtained a ranked list, we computed and sorted the

Web sites according to number of pages present in the

top 50 best-ranked items. Following this step, we

selected pages from those sites having the greatest

number of matches between the query terms and the

underlying URL texts (however, this selection and

reranking procedure did not improve the retrieval effec-

tiveness).
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Appendix 1. Weighting schemes

To assign an indexing weight w^^ reflecting the im-

portance of each single-term Tj in a document D,, we
may use the formula shown in Table A.l, where docu-

ment length (the number of indexing terms) for docu-

ment D, is denoted by nt., and n indicates the number

of documents in the collection. For the Okapi weigh-

ting scheme, K represents the ratio between the length

of document D, measured by 1, (sum of and the

collection's mean is noted by advl or more precisely

K = k O-b) + b
avdl

For the Arabic corpus, the constant advl is set at

300, the constant b at 0.55, the constant k, at 3. For

both Web searching tasks, we set advl at 750, the

constant b at 0.9, the constant k, at 1 .2. For the Lnu
scheme, the constant pivot was fixed at 125 and the

constant slope at 0.1

.

bnn w = 1
n

nnn w = tf
11 ii

Itn w„ = (ln(tf,)+ 1) • idf atn w = idf [0.5 + 0.5 tf /maxtf
]

II 1
L

11 l.J

Inc
ln(tf,,)+]

w = 1 npn % = tfy In

(n-dfj)/

/dfj

Ji ((ln(tf,i<) + l))^

y k=i

Okapi
/fK + tf„)

dtn % ~ (l+ln(l +ln(tf,j))) idfj

ntc dtu

(l +ln(l + ln(tf,j)) )..dfj

"It
Jl (tf.k -idfk)^

Vk = l

(1 - slope) pivot + slope nt

j

itc w =
(ln(tf,j)^l)-.dfj .

ij /

/ i

i((ln(tf,k)+l)i^fkf
k= 1

Lnu

ln(tf,j)+l /

/„
w —

" (1 - slope) pivot + slope • ntj

Table A.l: Weighting schemes
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Abstract

This paper summarizes the approach and the results of the TextCat system participating in the Filtering track in the Text

Retrieval Conference 2002. The system relies primarily on statistical methods, and was designed with the main purpose of

having a backbone system in which we can further integrate semantic components, and evaluate their relative performance

as compared to traditional statistical approaches. The system is therefore simple, and is based on techniques for keywords

extraction, and various classifier combinations including stacking and voting. TextCat participated in the Batch and

Routing tasks. In the Batch task, it achieved a score of 39.02% normalized utility, and 26.37% F-measure respectively,

averaged over all topics. The averaged uninterpolated precision for our best routing submission was 14.16%.

1. Introduction

The Filtering track has quite a long history in the

Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) series. The goal of

the track is to measure the ability of systems to clas-

sify new documents as relevant or irrelevant with re-

spect to a given topic. While there are three different

tasks organized within the Filtering track - adaptive,

batch, and routing - our Text Categorization (TextCat)

system participated only in the last two tasks. Few

changes in the system would have probably allowed

us to run TextCat on the adaptive filtering data as

well; however, we decided to focus on the classifi-

cation capabilities of the system, rather than on its

adaptability to new incoming data. This is mainly be-

cause the purpose for building TextCat was to have

a backbone text classification system, in which we

can further integrate semantic modules and evaluate

their relative performance as compared to the sim-

ple statistical approach. This follows up on our pre-

vious work in semantic-based Information Retrieval

(Mihalcea, 2002), where various degrees of seman-

tic knowledge where integrated into an existing Infor-

mation Retrieval system (SMART (Salton and Lesk,

1971)). To extend this work to the text classifica-

tion problem, we needed in the first place a basic text

categorization system, which could then be expanded

with more sophisticated modules. Since we were not

able to find such a tool (reliable, free for download,

with complete source code), we started building our

own text categorization system, which ultimately re-

sulted in the UNT TextCat system.

2. UNT TextCat

As stated in the title, TextCat relies on combina-

tions of simple text classifiers, which includes stack-

ing and voting. Starting with a basic ngram-hased

classifier and a rule-based classifier, we generate a

range of new classifiers by making simple changes in

the value of their input parameters. First, stacking is

done by applying the rule-based classifier on the out-

put produced by the ngram-based classifier. Second,

classifier voting is performed using various degrees

of inter-classifier agreement. In turn, different voting

schemes generate new classifiers.

For the Batch task, we had a total of thirteen

stacked classifiers, which were then fed to the voting

scheme, such that ten more combined classifiers were

generated. Out of this total number of 23 classifiers,

one was chosen according to its performance during

cross validation runs performed on the training data.

This tuning on training data was done separately for

the normalized utility measure and for the F-measure,

resulting in two different submissions, UNTextCatSU

(run optimized for the TllSU measure), and UN-

TextCatF (run optimized for the Tl IF measure).

For the Routing task, we used a single combi-

nation of the thirteen stacked classifiers (run UN-

TextCatR), and a combination of the thirteen ngram-
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based classifiers, with no prior stacking (run UN-

TextCatRl)

2.1. Data

This year, the text collection for the Filtering track

consisted in the Reuters documents published dur-

ing August 1996 - August 1997. To speed-up the

classification process, and avoid the overhead associ-

ated u^ith the repetition of some initial transformation

procedures, there is a pre-processing phase where all

documents are transformed and saved in a format suit-

able for the text classifiers. During this phase, words

are stemmed using Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980), and

common words are eliminated based on a list of about

five hundreds words that comes with the SMART sys-

tem package. The output of this stage is a single large

training file that includes all training documents, one

document per line, each line being preceded by the

document identifier. Similarly, there is one large test

file that includes all test documents. Even though the

pre-processing procedure was designed for the spe-

cific format of Reuters documents, we expect to be

able to easily adapt it to new data formats, with a min-

imal number of changes.

2.2. Ngram-Based Classifier

The first classifier consists of a simple ngram-

based classification scheme. Specifically, we have

a module that generates candidate ngram keywords

starting with the training files. So far. the candidate

keywords consisted only of unigrams and bigrams.

In future work, we plan to investigate the impact of

longer ngrams on the quality and efficiency of the

TextCat classifier.

Shortly, the ngram-based classifier proceeds as

follows. First, we select an initial large set of ngrams

from the training files, based on their frequency in

the documents considered relevant for the given topic.

Next, for each such ngram, we calculate several pa-

rameters, including frequency in each relevant doc-

ument, ratio between relevant and irrelevant docu-

ments that can be extracted with the ngram, cor-

relation coefficient, number of relevant documents

that include the ngram. A fixed number of ngram-

keywords is selected from this large list, based on

their relative value with respect to some threshold val-

ues set for their parameters. Finally, if more than a

certain number of keywords fulfill the minimum re-

quirements, the highest ranked ngrams are selected.

This list of ngram-keywords is then adjusted through

several loops, where the number of keywords may be

increased or decreased, based on the total number of

test documents that are extracted. This is based on the

intuition that a fixed number of keywords may not be

satisfactory for all topics. An efficient classification

for a certain topic may be performed with only 5 key-

words, whereas another topic may need as many as

1 5 keywords or even more. We also set a maximum
over the number of loops that may be executed, to

avoid excessive running times for certain topics. Fi-

nally, once the list of ngram-keywords is selected, all

documents from the test set that contain any of these

keyword are classified as relevant, and all remaining

documents are classified as irrelevant.

There are several parameters that may influence

the number and the ranking of the ngram keywords.

Consequently, the settings made for these parameters

may also influence the number of documents classi-

fied as relevant or irrelevant to the given topic. In

TREC 2002, TextCat included thirteen different set-

tings, which therefore resulted in thirteen different

classifiers. The list below details the various parame-

ters that may be set for the ngram-based classifier.

TOP_NGRAMS Maximum number of ngrams pre-

selected from the training files. Final set of key-

words is selected from this preliminary list.

Default value: 200

RATIO_RELEVANTJRRELEVANT The ratio be-

tween relevant and irrelevant documents in the

set of documents used for ngrams pre-selection.

Default value: 512

TOP_NGRAMJCEYWORDS Initial num-

ber of ngram-keywords that is extracted from the

preliminary list of ngrams. This number is sub-

sequently adjusted through several loops.

Default value: 10

MIN_FREQUENCY The minimum value acceptable

for the frequency of a ngram in each relevant

training document, for the ngram to be selected

as a keyword.

Default value: 3
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MIN-DOCSREL The minimum number of relevant

documents that should include the ngram, such

that the ngram is selected as a keyword.

Default value: 2

MIN.CORRELATION The minimum value accept-

able for the correlation coefficient associated

with each ngram, such that the ngram is selected

as a keyword. The correlation coefficient was

defined in (Ngetal., 1997):

{Nr+Nn- - Nr-Nn+ )s/N

y/{Nr+ + Nr-){Nn+ + Nn-){Nr+ + Ar„+)(AV- + 7V„_
)

where Nr+ (Nn+) is the number of relevant (ir-

relevant) documents containing the given ngram,

and Nj-- (iV„_) is the number of relevant (irrel-

evant) documents that do not contain the given

ngram.

Default value: 0.02

MB^JDOCS Minimum number of documents to be

extracted from the test files. This is the lower

bound in the loop that selects keywords. If the

number of documents extracted is lower than

this threshold, than the number of selected key-

words is increased, so that additional documents

are extracted from the lest set.

Default value: WOO

MAX-DOCS Maximum number of documents to be

extracted from the test files. This is the upper

bound in the loop that selects keywords. If the

number of documents extracted is larger than

this threshold, than the number of selected key-

words is decreased, so that fewer documents are

extracted from the test set.

Default value: 2000

MAXXOOPS Maximum number of loops that can

be executed for keyword selection. Starting with

the initial set of TOP_NGRAM_KEYWORDS,
keywords are added or removed from this set,

until the number of documents that are ex-

tracted falls in the range of MINJDOCS -

MAX-DOCS. This loop will stop after is exe-

cuted for MAXXOOPS times, regardless of the

number of documents retrieved.

Default value: 10

2.3. Rule-Based Classifier

The rule-based classifier u.sed by TextCat is Rip-

per, an off the shelf system available from AT&T (Co-

hen, 1995). The reason for choosing Ripper as our

rule-based classifier was twofold. First, it was pre-

viously shown that Ripper is an efficient classifica-

tion scheme for text categorization problems (Cohen

and Singer, 1996). Second, Ripper handles set-valued

features, and therefore we can feed the entire docu-

ment as a single attribute, and let the machine learn-

ing algorithm decide upon the contribution of various

keywords for the relevance classification.

2.4. Classifiers Stacking

The first method that we employ for classifier

combination is stacking, where the rule-based clas-

sifier is applied on the output produced by the ngram-

based classifier. The documents considered rele-

vant by the ngram-based classifier are therefore the

only documents seen and classified by the rule-based

learner. This stacking procedure is also meant as a

speed-up in the classification of large text collections,

since the rule-based learner does not handle very well

collections that exceed a certain size. Systems par-

ticipating in the filtering task had to deal with collec-

tions of over 800,000 documents, and consequently

the single use of the rule-based learner was not a fea-

sible solution.

2.5. Classifiers Voting

Besides stacking, additional classifier combina-

tions are performed through a simple voting scheme,

where the number of inter-classifier agreements is

collected, starting with a set of thirteen base classi-

fiers. Basically, for each document that is considered

relevant by any of these base classifiers, we count

the number of votes the document receives from the

remaining classifiers. Next, a minimum acceptable

value is set for this vote, and only those documents

that have a total vote exceeding the given threshold

remain in the final classification. There are ten differ-

ent threshold values considered in the TREC 2002 ex-

periments, ranging from 0 (meaning that at least one

base classifier should find a document to be relevant.
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for the document to be considered relevant in the fi-

nal classification) to 10 (meaning that a document is

classified as relevant only if at least ten of the base

classifiers give a relevance vote to that particular doc-

ument). These ten different threshold values resulted

in ten additional classifiers. Hence, the final number

of classifiers used in this task was 23, that is thirteen

base classifiers, plus ten combined classifiers.

3. UNT TextCat at TREC 2002

In TREC 2002, TextCat participated in the Batch

and Routing. All filtering systems were evaluated

based on: (1) normalized utility measure, which re-

lates the relevant and irrelevant documents in the set

of retrieved documents {Nr+ and Nn+Y, the normal-

ized utility is intended as a measure of the number

of irrelevant documents that a user can toierate in a

given set of retrieved documents; (2) the F-measure,

which is a standard measure in Information Retrieval

(Van Rijsbergen, 1979), and combines the precision

and recall figures obtained for a certain topic. Pre-

cision and recall were also measured individually for

each topic.

In the Batch task, TextCat achieved a score of

39.02% normalized utility, and 26.37% F-measure,

averaged over all topics. The normalized precision

for our best routing submission was 14.16%.

3.1. The Batch task

In the Batch task, thirteen base classifiers are built

by varying the relative ratio between relevant and ir-

relevant training documents. The first classifier uses

all training documents provided in the QRels judg-

ment file, with their corresponding relevance judg-

ments. The second classifier adds to this initial

set of documents an equal share of irrelevant docu-

ments. The third, and all subsequent classifiers, dou-

ble each time the number or irrelevant documents,

up to the thirteen classifier, which trains on all N
documents listed in the QRels file, plus an addi-

tional number of 2048*N irrelevant documents. As

a rule of thumb, classifier i includes all N docu-

ments listed in the QRels file, plus an additional set

of T-~^ * N irrelevant documents, ail of them ex-

tracted from the training collection. If not enough

irrelevant documents are found in the training set,

the ratio 2*~^ reflects a maximum, rather than the

actual rapport between relevant and irrelevant docu-

ments. In all these classifiers, all parameters except

the RATIO_RELEVANTJRRELEVANT were used

with their default values. New classifiers can be eas-

ily generated by changing the values of these input

parameters.

Next, the rule-based classifier is combined with

each of these initial classifiers through stacking. As

noted earlier, ten additional classifiers are built by

combining the thirteen base classifiers using a voting

scheme.

To select one classifier out of the total set of 23

different classifiers, cross validation runs were per-

formed on the initial training set, with the ratio be-

tween training and test documents set to 90%- 10%.

There were two TextCat submissions in the Batch

task, one optimized for the utility measure - VN-

TextCatSU - where the classifier leading to the high-

est normalized utility score during cross validation

runs is the one that is selected, and one optimized for

the F-measure - UNTextCatF.

Table 1 lists the thirteen base classifiers and the

ten combined classifiers, with their corresponding av-

erage utility and F-measure, as well as the averaged

precision and recall. Moreover, the last two columns

list the number of times each classifier was selected

in the cross validation phase, for each run (optimized

for normalized utility or for F-measure).

As seen in the last two columns in Table 1,

the classifier selection is quite uniformly distributed

among the 23 different classifiers; however, base clas-

sifiers one and thirteen seem to be selected more of-

ten, as compared with the selection frequency for the

other classifiers. In terms of performance, base classi-

fier thirteen has an utility measure of 33.87%, which

is 5% smaller than the score for the final classifier;

in real world applications, this relatively small dif-

ference may not fully justify the additional running

time brought by the cross validation phase, and there-

fore in some applications this could be the only clas-

sifier employed for the filtering task. The maximum
F-measure that can be achieved with a single classi-

fier (base or combined, with no selection) is 18.28%.

Figure 3.1. plots the scores obtained by all clas-

sifiers for the four different measures. For the base

classifiers, a steady growing tendency is observed for

the utility measure, which suggests that the larger the
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Times selected

Classifier TllSU TllF Prec. Recall (opt.SU) (opt.Fj

Base classifiers

1 (N) 2.01% 2.13% 2.28% 29.53% 17 12

2 (N + N irrel.) 16.00% 7.34% 10.14% 13.05% 2 I

3 (N + 2N irrel.) 17.96% iO.26% 14.31% 13.06% 3 3

4 (N + 4N irrel.) 17.38% 12.30% 16.06% 14.25% 4 6

5 (N + 8N irrel.) 20.29% 12.62% 16.65% 13.52% 4 5

6(N+ 16N irrel.) 21.03% 13.92% 19.37% 14.33% 2 4

7(N + 32N irrel.) 21.79% 15.02% 19.97% 14.12% 3 4

8 (N + 64N irrel.) 24.13% 15.58% 20.77% 13.86% 4 5

9(N+ 128N irrel.) 24.94% 15.89% 20.17% 14.25% 5 3

10(N + 256N irrel.) 25.80% 16.00% 22.98% 13.35% 6 9

11 (N + 512N irrel.) 30.50% 18.08% 25.41% 13.93% 4 6

12 (N+ 1024N irrel.) 31.89% 16.02% 23.12% 10.98% 0 2

13 (N + 2048N irrel.) 33.87% 14.82% 22.95% 9.89% 19 12

Combined classifiers

] (min.l vote) 4.24% 7.42% 6.76% 34.93% 0 0

2 (min.2 votes) 13.47% 13.88% 14.50% 26.15% 2 1

3 (min.3 votes) 19.13%- 16.47% 19.17% 22.14% 2 0

4 (min.4 votes) 24.45% 1 8.28% 24.30% 18.04% 0 0

5 (min.5 votes) 25.78% 17.12% 26.19% 14.01% 3 3

6 (min.6 votes) 25.80% 16.56% 27.12% 11.78% 4 6

7 (min.7 votes) 23.00% 14.91% 27.31% 9.93% 3 4

8 (min.8 votes) 20.46% 12.66% 26.83% 8.03% 4 2

9 (min.9 votes) 16.19% 9.64% 23.57% 6.27% 4 2

10 (min. 10 votes) 13.95%' 8.68% 22.52% 4.34% 5 3

Table 1 : Individual results obtained with each base/combined classifier

number of irrelevant documents, the better. The re-

call is relatively constant across different base clas-

sifiers, with the only exception being classifier one,

which has a significantly higher recall. Precision

and F-measure achieve a maximum for base classifier

eleven, followed by a decrease in classifiers twelve

and thirteen. In the case of combined classifiers, there

is a peak in utility, F-measure, and precision, for com-

bined classifiers four through six, followed again by a

sharp decrease. As expected, the highest recall is ob-

tained with combined classifier one. What this figure

suggests is that new system settings may eventually

lead to even higher scores for various measures (e.g.

larger number of irrelevant documents for higher util-

ity score, larger number of base classifiers in the vot-

ing scheme for higher recall, etc.).

3.2. The Routing task

In the Routing task, two different TextCat runs

were submitted. The first submission, UNTextCatR,

consists in the top 1000 documents returned by the

combined stacked classifier with a minimum vote of

one (i.e. combined classifier one). The second sub-

mission, UNTextCatR] , consists in the top 1000 doc-

uments returned by a combined classifier, again with

a minimum vote of one, but this time with no prior

stacking (that is, only the ngram-based classifier is

employed during this run). The average normalized

precision was 14.16% for UNTextCatR, and 8.15%

for UNTextCatR].

4. Conclusions

This paper has described the approach and the re-

sults obtained with TextCat - a simple text filtering

system that relies on various classifier combination
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schemes. In the Batch task, the average utility score

achieved with TextCat was 39.02%, and the average

F-measure was 26.37%. In the Routing task, the two

TextCat submissions achieved an average uninterpo-

lated precision of 14.16% and 8.15% respectively. As

a next step, we plan to integrate semantic modules

into TextCat, and evaluate their relative performance

as compared to the simple statistical-based approach.
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Abstract

The University of Pisa participated to TREC 2002's QA
track with PiQASso, a vertical QA system developed

(except for some of the linguistic tools), entirely within

our research group at the Computer Science department.

The system featixres a filter-and-loop architecture in which

non-promising paragraphs are ruled out basing on fea-

tures ranging from keyword matching to complex seman-

tic relation matching. The system also exploits the Web
in order to get "hints" at what to look for in the inter-

nal collection. This article describes the system in its

entire architecture, concentrating on the Web exploita-

tion, providing figures of its efficacy.

1 Introduction

Last year's PiQASso system featured an architecture

similar to that deployed by many systems [1]. Such archi-

tecture is organized in a series of subsequent filters that

rule out paragraphs that are evaluated as not answering

the question.

We kept preprocessing on the collection to a mini-

mum, basing on the following considerations:

» pre-processing the whole collection is an expensive

process;

• ideally, the collection to use as knowledge base to

mine answers should be as large as possible: this

makes systems that perform extensive processing

on the data collection less scalable;

e the collection might even be changing dynamically,

*Alessandro Tommasi would like to thank Microsoft Research,

Cambridge, for supporting his PhD.

which in fact renders such systems unusable under

this assumption;

® in an experimental setup, several different algo-

rithms might be experimented, and re-processing

the whole collection for each experiment is unfea-

sible;

® not assuming any preprocessing on the collection

allows for immediate application to "foreign'" col-

lection, e.g. by querying a search engine.

Whenever the following holds:

® the collection is static;

® the set of operations to perform on it is "stable"

;

® the implementation of such operations is stable as

well;

«> the "enriched" collection size does not exceed disk

space;

nothing prevents from performing all the necessary com-

puting on the collection off'-line, obtaining substantial

speed-up.

As with most other systems, analysis of the question

is performed as the first step during the question answer-

ing phase. Within PiQASso, the goals of such analysis

are:

e identify the suitable keywords to perform IR-style

search;

® classify the question onto the expected answer type

(EAT) taxonomy;

e extract a set of "logical" relations connecting the

question's words;
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® assign a weight to each word, proportional to the

"importance" of the word.

Each of these 4 characteristics of the question are

used to rule out sentences from the set of candidate an-

swers.

The overall system architecture can be sketched as

follows. Each question undergoes question analysis. From

the analysis, data is gathered to apply the following se-

ries of cascade filters to the collection:

retrieval IR performed by the keywords extracted from

the query, and in proximity, returning paragraphs;

type filter paragraphs not containing entities of the ex-

pected answer type are discarded;

the indexes are still built over documents (i.e., we did not

consider each paragraph as a separate document search-

wise), allowing for proximity search to span over different

adjacent paragraphs.

Just as it did for paragraph splitting information,

IXE is able to store and handle additional information

about the text being indexed. We are foreseeing mov-

ing part of the "inevitable" (e.g., NE tagging) work to

the index phase, so that it could be exploited by issuing

queries in a richer language (for instance, specifying the

type of the entity sought for).

2.2 Parsing

To perform syntactic parsing of sentences we used Mini-

par [5], a dependency parser developed by D. Lin and
relation matching sets of logical relations between wordsfree for non-commercial use. The parser has several ad-

are extracted from the paragraph and the question

and a matching cost is computed deploying a mea-

sure based on semantic distance between words;

popularity ranking whenever multiple evidences of the

same answer are collected, this boosts its confi-

dence score.

If no answer makes it through this cascade of filters,

the retrieval phase is re-executed by loosening the search,

in a loop.

This article describes each of these steps. In addition

it describes the use of the Web to narrow the IR phase,

along with the results obtained over TREC 2002 's ques-

tion set.

2.1

Tools deployed

Indexing

This year's teisk was based on a different collection than

2001's: the AQUAINT collection. We indexed the col-

lection similarly to last year: we deployed IXE [2], an

efficient indexing and search engine based on template

meta-programming and developed within our group^, to

build full-text indexes of the collection. Along with the

full-text, we have stored paragraph splitting information,

obtained by the processing of a Maximum Entropy-based

sentence splitter. This way, by customizing IXE, we are

able to issue queries and have the search engine to return

results as paragraphs rather than documents. However,

ditional capabilities that come in very handy for our task;

in particular:

e it identifies logical relationships (subject, object,

complement) rather than grammatical ones;

• it tags words with semantic tags, providing a form

of named entity recognition;

e it partially solves coreference resolution problems;

• the dependency tree it returns turned out to be a

good way of representing text.

In figure 1 we see, for each word, linked to the head

word, its relation to the father, its label, the part of

speech, the morphological root, the semantic tags (in

braces). Also, note, for the word "which", the "@5": it

means that the pronoun refers to the word of label 5:

"Messiah" . Some of the tags (for instance, the "quote"

tag) have been added by us to recognize particular en-

tities, in this case quoted entities. For robustness, we
have also added part of speech tags via an external part

of speech tagger (TreeTagger [10]), in order to compare

Minipar's output with TreeTagger 's. This way we have

greater confidence about the POS tag when both tools

agree on it.

2.3 Named entity recognition

Just as we used an external POS tagger to verify Mini-

par's tagging, we also used an external NE-Tagger to

^Research supported by Ideare s.r.l.
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.EMPTY ((null) E2 (null) (null) (null) )

+~_EMPTY ((null) El C fin (null) )

j

+—composed (i 2 V compose VBN )

I I

+—Handel (s 1 N Handel {person} NN )

I I
+~_EMPTY (subj E3 N Handel {person}@l (null) )

I I
+—Messiah (obj 5 N the Messiah {quote} NP )

I I I
+—the (lex-mod 4 (null) the {quote} DT )

I I I

+— in (mod 7 Prep in IN )

I I I I
+— 1741 (pcomp-n 8 N 1741 {date} CD )

I I I

+—_EMPTY (rel EO C fin (null) )

I I I I
+—which (whn 10 N which @5 WDT )

I I i I

+—rearranged (i 13 V rearrange VBN )

I I I I I +~was (be 11 be be VBD )

I I I I I +—later (amod 12 A later RB )

I I I I I
+—.EMPTY (obj E4 N which @5 (null) )

I I I I I

+—by (by-subj 14 Prep by IN )

I I I I I i

+—Mozart (pcomp-n 15 N Mozart {person} NP )

Figure 1; the tree returned by Minipar for the sentence: Handel wrote "the Messiah" in 1741, which was

later rearranged by Mozart.

provide additional information about entities that Mini-

pax did not recognize. The results of the NE-Tagger

simply "enrich" the aimotation provided by Minipar.

The NE-Tagger we chose is based on Maximum En-

tropy [9], whose accurary depends mostly on the quality

of the training set used. The one we used is small and

originally designed for speech recognition tasks. Also

because of this, the entity taxonomy is small: entities

can be: person, organization, location, money, measure,

cardinal, percent, duration, date, time. These categories

are however the standard ones as defined in the relative

MUC task [3].

A mapping among the different taxonomies of the

various tools (Minipar, the NE-Tagger and WordNet) is

required.

2.4 WordNet

WordNet [8] has been used mainly for: classifying words

(to determine the EAT) and measure the semantic dis-

tance of two words. This second activity has the goal

of returning a score that is higher if the two words are

semantically very close. This "closeness" refers to the

interchangeability of the two words in a sentence. Con-

sider for example the word "cat" . The word "mammal"

is definitely not a synonym of cat, yet it's a closer term,

semantically, than "lizard". While this is obviously a

context dependent property, it has been globally approx-

imated.

The type of a word is simply the taxonomy the term

belongs to according to WordNet. This yields to 24 cate-

gories, some of which can be mapped directly onto Mini-

pax or the NEl-Tagger categories, and others that consti-

tute categories by themselves.

In order to evaluate the semantic distance or to cho-

ose the proper type of a word, the right synset (sense)

of a word must be selected. This is, again, a property

that should take the context into account. However,

for several practical reasons (for instance, because the

question provides too httle a context), we have approxi-

mated it more pragmatically, exploiting WordNet 's sort-

ing of senses by frequency. For type identification, we
retiurn for word w, whose ordered senses in WordNet are

{so, . .
. , Sn}, the category C that maximizes:

n- J

7^0
"

where

7(6j) =
1 iff Sj e C
0 otherwise

and is a constant, presently set to 0.7.

For semantic similarity the various senses of the two

words are weighted, and contribute differently to the
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final score. Word similarity, is computed over nouns,

verbs, adjectives and adverbs, while only the first two

categories were treated last year.

3 Question analysis

The question is parsed. Prom then on, all further anal-

ysis takes place on the parse tree, which is possibly en-

riched by means of other tools.

3.1 Keyword extraction

The first important thing done on the question is the

selection of those terms in the question that should be

part of the IR-like query. A word is selected as a keyword

if:

• it is not a "forbidden" word like wh-words;

• if it is an informative noun (you, me, something

etc. are non-informative);

• it's a verb but it is not "to be";

• it is an adjective or an adverb.

The keyword set can be modified in 4 successive, pro-

gressively loosening steps in case no answer is found.

First, morphological variations for each word are added.

Second, synonyms (according to WordNet) are OR'ed to

each keyword. Third, adverbs and first proper names are

dropped. Fourth, verbs are dropped as well, and if more

than 3 keywords are still there, all keywords whose father

(according to the parse tree) is a keyword are dropped.

The empirical justification is that in a dependency parse

tree, the children of a node "modify" the node, that gen-

erally has a more central role in the sentence (the same

rationale drove the word weight assignment, see 3.3).

3.2 Expected Answer Type

The EAT is the type of the entity that is asked by the

question. The taxonomy for the EAT is not very uni-

form, for it reflects the natural taxonomy of questions.

It is composed of the categories: person, organization,

location, time-date, quantity, quoted, language, and

those gathered from WordNet. The person category also

features two subclasses, depending on whether the ques-

tion expects a proper noun or rather a definition. The

EAT can also be person OR organization, for ques-

tions of the kind "who did something". The category

quoted is meant for titles (of books, songs, movies...),

while the category language is for questions of the kind

"what does something mean/stand for". The remaining

categories (those referring to WordNet's taxonomy) axe

for the "what" kind of question, that usually provide a

narrower description of the entity they're asking for by

a focus noun such as "instrum.ent" in "what instrinnent

did Glenn Miller play?".

3.3 Weights

In our abstraction, words in the question express rela-

tions (verbs), attributes (adjectives and adverbs), con-

cepts (common nouns) or entities (proper nouns) for

which we expect to find a counterpart in an answering

paragraph. However, not all the words in the question

are expected to be found in the answer paragraph, nor all

of them are sought with the same priority. Therefore, we
assign a weight to each word in the question. This weight

represents the relative importance of the concept asso-

ciated with the word, and will influence the matching

cost between question and answer by which candidate

answers are sorted.

The weight is a number in the [0, 1] interval. Words
that are not initially selected as keywords all have weight

0 (they may happily be missing from the answering para-

graph). For all others, we visit the parse tree recursively.

The first word has weight 1, and the weight halves as

the depth of the node increases. However, nodes that

are tagged with semantic features receive a 10% "bonus"

weight for each feature they have.

The rationale of this heuristic is that nodes closer

to the root (the main verb and its direct complements)

express more "basic" properties of the required entity,

while down deeper in the dependency tree are only ad-

ditional, perhaps "optional" requirements that axe less

likely to appear in an answering paragraph.

4 Answer Selection

4.1 Retrieval: Proximity Search

We combine the keywords extracted from the question in

a proximity query. The width of the proximity window

is roughly estimated as being twice the number of nodes

in the parse tree of the question. All paragraphs over
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which the resulting text window spans are retrieved as

candidate answers. This allows for "elasticity" : if a par-

ticular paragraph is retrieved, but it does not contain all

the question keywords, we can rest assured that together

with its close context (surrounding paragraphs) it did.

All paragraphs retrieved this way are however con-

sidered independently.

4.2 Type Filter

Of all the paragraphs returned by the retrieval phase, the

top N (we have experimented with iV's ranging from 400

to 1200) axe considered. These paragraphs are parsed for

further analysis, the first step of which is the type filter.

The parse tree is visited, looking for at least a node that

is tagged (or that is classifiable) in the EAT category

of the question. Furthermore, it is required that such

node did not occur in the question as well. Consider the

question: "Who killed John Kermedy?", whose EAT is

person OR organization. All paragraphs containing John

Kennedy (and there will be plenty of these in the search

result) contain a person node; for sure we are looking for

a different person.

Paragraphs that do not contain an entity of the proper

type are discarded.

4.3 Relation extraction

Once the candidate paragraph has passed the type filter,

we want to make sure the paragraph actually supports

its answer. For factual questions like TREC's, an answer

is an entity that verifies the conditions imposed by the

question. We have issued the following hypotheses:

• the conditions imposed by the question are ex-

pressed by the logical relations among words;

• such relations are found in answering paragraphs.

While verbs are usually considered as relations among

entities expressed by nouns, we have reified them, and

considered them as "concepts" too. This way, the num-

ber of relations is considerably cut down to syntactical

ones, like "subj, obj, p-comp" etc., as output by Minipar.

To achieve better flexibility with respect to the vari-

ous different expressions of the same concepts, we must

perform syntactical normahzation. John's ownership of

a car is expressed by both "John has a car" and "The car

of John" . To make sure we are able to understand that

sentences Uke these convey the same meaning, we need

to perform normaUzation, for which we have flattened

the dependency tree to a set of relations (head word, re-

lation, modifier word), which is less strict, and allows us

to insert new relations without messing up the structure.

First, all relations found in Minipar are inserted in

the relation set. From then on, a rule system is applied

to the set, extending it, imtil the fix-point is reached (no

more relations are added). Rules can be very general,

but are usually in the form: "if A is in relation Ri to B,

and B is in relation R2 to C, then add the relation (A,

i?3, C)". With respect to the example above, a rule for

"to have" says that: "if A is the subject of the verb to

have, and C is the object, then A is a specifier of C".

This way, both example text snippets would "agree" on

the relation (C, specifier, A).

In the current system, we have 19 such rules, all ori-

ented to syntactical normalization.

In a domain as open as TREC's, it is hcu-d to imag-

ine how semantic rules of the same kind could be added.

However, in principle nothing keeps from adding more
rules for specific domains. In our current system, only

three semantic rules have been added, mainly for testing

purposes: "if A is known as B, then A is B"; "if A di-

rected, composed, wrote, manufactured, produced or in-

vented B , then it A is a specifier of B" , "if A means/stands

for B, than A is B". These rules are easy to write, and

all they do is enriching the relation set relative to a para-

graph. However, it is impractical to think we could write

rules for all common sense facts.

Relation sets are extracted both from candidate para-

graphs and from the the question, for which we also set

an empty slot, a node that is missing in the question,

and yet it's in relation with question words. This empty

slot represent the answering entity: the node with sim-

ilar relations to this one in the answering paragraph is

considered to be the had of the answer. The position of

the empty slot in the parse tree (and therefore the re-

lations it has with other words) is usually the position

of the first "missing" node; we look for the first verb

whose subject or object is missing. SpeciaJ cases correct

"when" and "where" questions, for which such node is

placed as a modifier of the main verb.

4.4 Relation matching

Once the relation sets for question and candidate answer

are determined, we use a matching function to deter-

mine how well an entity in the paragraph matches the
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Q: Who was the first person to reach the south pole?

A: Any bright schoolchild can tell you that Roald Amundsen was the first man to reach the South Pole,

but can anybody name the first baseball fan to brave Candlestick?

reach, Amundsen (subj) <-> reach, ANODE ((null))

VROOT, first (post) <-> VROOT first (lex-mod)

reach, Pole (obj) <-> reach, pole (obj)

Pole, South (lex-mod) <-> pole, south (lex-mod)

Figure 2: an interesting case, in which the answer is provided by a question. We show the matching relations

(on the left of <->, the answer relations, on the right, the question ones). ANODE is the empty slot in the

question. Notice how the subject of "reach" in the answer is Amundsen, while the word "first" cannot be
attached to it, and is therefore "pending" (attached to a virtual root VROOT).

question's requirements, allowing for sorting answering

paragraphs. All paragraphs that are more distant than

a threshold are considered not answering.

The matching algorithm begins by matching the ques-

tion's empty slot against a node of the required type in

the answer {answering node). The set of nodes in re-

lation with the empty slot is then identified. For each

such node, a node in relation with the answering node

is looked for as "partner" . The algorithm then proceeds

by trying to match nodes of distance 2 from the empty

slot to nodes of distance 2 from the answering node, and

so on. We find the optimal solution, choosing for each

node in the question a partner in the answer so that the

global matching cost is minimal.

The global matching cost is defined in terms of several

properties.

e Nodes in the question that do not have a match in

the answer contribute to the cost proportionally to

their weight (question requirements missing in the

answer)

;

e For each question node/answer node association, a

contribution to the cost is added proportionally to

the weight of the question node and the distance

of it from the answer node.

The distance from a question node to the correspond-

ing answer node is evaJuated basing on the similarity

measure defined on WordNet, and on other properties,

such as:

• the number of semantic features "missing" in the

answer node;

e the difference of modifiers;

« different relation with the father.

An example of the matching retinrned for a question

and a candidate answer is shown in figure 2, in which

the matching is more compactly shown as associations

between relations extracted from the question and the

answer.

5 Exploiting the Web

5.1 Narrowing the search for the answer

While the type filter and the relation matching phase are

highly semantic filters, the most selective, the one that

reduces the number of paragraphs from the millions to a

few hundreds, is the IR phase. If questions like "What
is an atom?" leave little choice as to what to deploy as

keywords, in several other cases, for more complex ques-

tions, the choice of keywords plays a crucial role. Several

times, morphological variations or adding synonyms does

not help: a honeymoon implies a wedding, but it is not

a synonym.

The difficulty of finding the proper paragraphs for

complex questions is evident from figure 3, in which it is

shown that the system performs considerably better for

short questions. Moreover, keeping at most the top 400

results of every query, over the 500 TREC2002 questions

we retrieved in total about 180.000 paragraphs of which

only about 1 every 30 matched the corresponding an-

swer string (lists of regular e.xpressions matching correct

answers to each question, and kindly provided by Ken
Litkowski [6] to the QA-track mailing list).

Figure 4 shows that the number of questions for which

no paragraph retrieved contained an answer is indeed

high.
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Average words in question: 6.3

Longer questions: 215 Shorter questions: 285

Correct: 44 Correct: 123

Figure 3: a compcirison between "long" and "short"

questions. Short ones appear to be easier, mainly

because for iong ones, it is more difficult to select

the right keywords (TREC 2001 question set, our

best submitted run). The TREC 2002 question set

amplifies this problem, for the average length of a

question increased to 7.6 words per question, still

with 285 questions under the average.

# questions # correct NILs

0 pax. returned 37 14

0 ans. within par. 180 37

1+ ans. within par. 173 //

Figure 4: numer of questions for which: no para-

graphs were returned at all, some paragraphs were
returned but none of them contained an answer
matching Litkowski's patterns, some paragraphs

matching the patterns was retrieved. On the right

column, the number of questions for which the cor-

rect answer was NIL (TREC 2002 set).

Hypothesis: the Web features such a high redun-

dancy, that it is hkely to find a fact stated in a particular

way.

Assuming this fact, we have decided to issue a very

narrow query to a search engine, to see if an answer

could be found on the Web. Such answer (that we call

"Web suggestion") can then be searched for directly on

the internal collection

5.2 Answer template

During the question analysis, an answer template is con-

structed: a text fragment obtained by turning the ques-

tion into a direct form. Examples of pairs of question

and answer template are provided in figure 5.

Templates are generated simply by turning the main

verb into the direct form, and adjusting its conjugation

(did originate originated, does have -> has).

Additionally, looser templates are obtained from these

ones by simply removing verbs (and therefore breaking

the template in two or more chimks). This is done in

case no suggestion is found on the Web using the stricter

template.

5.3 Google candidates

By means of Google's API, we issue the answer template

as query to Google, and isolate the resulting excerpts. By
the way Google works, such excerpts contain the text in

the document retrieved that matched the query. In that

respect, it is not dissimilar firom the paragraphs we re-

turn by our search engine. Also, because the query asks

for adjacent words, we know that the relative excerpts

must contain a text fragment that is (almost) well con-

structed, and therefore parsable.

Some examples of excerpts are shown in figure 6.

We apply type filtering and relation matching to these

excerpts, in order to obtain actual verified answers out of

the excerpts. Because the search string was the question

turned into direct form, it is usually easier to verify its

correctness.

5.4 Justifying Web suggestions in the col-

lection

Even if the answers gathered from the Web are justified

by their exceprt, it is the ca^e that such excerpts might

indeed be wrong, or that an answer must be found on an

internal, trusted collection.

To do so, and bearing in mind that several irrele-

vant paragraphs were returned by the "standard" search

strategy, we have "doped" the keyword set by adding

the answers found on the Web. This in fact renders the

search much narrower, and hopefully, more likely to find

answers. In fact, we are searching the question's key-

words along with answers to the same question as found

elsewhere.

In figure 7 some question/suggestions pairs are shown.

From the figure we see that these candidates have a high

rate of correctness, mainly due to the strict template

they were gathered from, and to the answer validation

that is applied to them. In fact, while the template is

often very good by itself in selecting good answers, vali-

dation can rule out cases such as "Galileo was very nice"

,

or "Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points and then show-

ered" , which match the template but do not contain an-

swers.

In the same figure we see another fact that is impor-

tant to consider when looking for answers in the Web.
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Question Template

In what country did the game of croquet originate? The-game-of-croquet-originated

What year did Wilt Chamberlain score 100 points? Wilt-Chamberlain-scored-lOO-points

How many chromosomes does a human zygote have? A-human-zigote-has

What lays blue eggs? Lays-blue-eggs

Which vintage rock and roll singer was known as "The Killer"? Was-known-as-The-Killer

Figure 5: some questions with the relative answer template. A hyphen between words means that they must
be adjacent (Google syntax).

Google Excerpt

... AP. The following is The Associated Press story filed March 2, 1962, the night Wilt Chamberlain

scored 100 points in a game against the New York Knicks. ...

... March 2 came and went quietly, but was a noteworthy date in sports history ? Saturday was the 40th

anniversary of the day Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points ...

... 28. The ball was supposedly the one that 7'!" Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points with on March

2, 1962, in Hershey, Pennsylvania. ...

... The Associated Press. After Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points in a game in Hershey, Penn.,

Kerry Ryman snatched the ball after the contest. ...

Figure 6: some of the excerpts returned in the first result page of Google for the query "Wilt-Chamberiain-

scored-lOO-points"

.

Question Web Suggestions

Who was Galileo? astronomer, scientist, philosopher, son, physicist,

professor, pioneer, egoist

What is an atom? quantum, block, Raspberry, Lies, part, Friend,

thing, hero, particle, helium, Port, member,

vehicle, constituent, piece, organization, proof

What year did Wilt Chamberlain score 100 points? 1962, 1984

Where did the game of croquet originated? France

When did Bob Marley die? 1981, May, 1980, 1982

Figure 7: questions and relative candidates, obtained by Google issuing the answer template of each question

as query.

The author of Web pages can be wrong when he as-

sesses something, so for instance he might believe that

Bob Marley died in 1980 (and write so), while he did

in 1981. Sorting suggestions by popularity may help in

these cases.

Web suggestions are treated as additional keywords

to the IR-like query. In case the collection does not

"agree" with the Web, this will result in a query that

returns no candidate paragraphs. In such cases, we can

remove the Web suggestion from the query, and proceed

with the default behavior.

In figure 8, we see some examples of the generated

queries. In bold face, Web suggestions. As it's easy to

notice, for long queries it is likely that the addition of a

keyword is irrelevant, because few (if any at all) para-

graphs are already returned. However, the addition of

the Web suggestion is very effective for short questions,

where it can narrow and direct the search. After the

first expansion loop, that is if no answer is found, the

system is given the chance to "prove the Web wrong":
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Run cws
pqas21 0.357

pqas22 0.358

pqas23 0.354

resorted 0.438

Figure 9: results for the TREC 2002 answer set. The
last run was not submitted, but has still been ob-

tained from NIST judgments.

by removing the Web suggestion, we let open the chance

of finding a different answer. However, we re-insert the

Web suggestion at the last expansion phase, at which,

by experience, usually so many paragraphs match, that

hardly anj^hing useful is ever returned (only the first

400 paragraphs returned by the query are analyzed, in

order to save time). Finally, there is a last "desperate'"

query that we called last resort, in which only the Web
suggestion is looked for in the collection.

6 Results

We submitted three runs at this year's TREC (see figure

9). The difference among the three runs laid in differ-

ent settings for constants and weights that showed little

effect.

However, with respect to these three runs, a big mis-

take was made in sorting the answers. The system is bi-

ased toward precision, therefore every NIL answer (there

are still about 210 NILs!) should be considered as highly

uncertain. Re-sorting the answers so that all the NILs

come later (and keeping the relative sorting), still basing

on NIST judgments, yielded a considerably better result:

a CWS of 0.438.

Interesting results regard the use or not of the Web
to narrow the search during the IR phase. Thanks to

the doping of the search expression by Web suggestions,

the searches for TREC 2002 questions returned about

210.000 paragraphs, of which 1 every 15 in average con-

tained the proper amswer string. This is an indication

that Web suggestions were, in most cases, correct.

Particularly relevant is figure 10, which is the same

as figiire 4, but modifying the keyword set by adding

the Web suggestions. The figure shows how using Web
suggestions we had the chance to answer correctly to

70 more questions than we did without the use of the

Web. Unfortunately, not all of the paragraphs with the

# questions # correct NILs

0 par. returned 30 13

0 ans. within par. 110 38

1+ ans. within par. 243 //

Figure 10: same as figure 4, this time using Web sug-

gestions in the query.

right answer to these 70 questions made it through all

the remaining filters, and the final result (the unofficial

0.438) is not extremely higher than what we'd obtain

without using the Web (about 0.40).

7 Coeciusioos and further work

2002 's TREC featured plenty of systems that used the

Web in peculiar ways. PiQASso used it to look for pos-

sible answers, in order to find "confirmation" for them
in the internal collection. Magnini et al. [7] used it

the other way around: to confirm correctness of answers

gathered from the internal collection. Yang and Chua

[11] used it, more similarly to us, to gather additional

keywords to include in the IR-style search.

While we also featine complex semantic answer jus-

tification (not imlikely Harabagiu et al. [4]), it turns out

our cascade structure of the filters is way too strict, at

the point that for more than 200 questions we returned

NIL. This is mostly due to the relation matching filter

being too "strict" (too syntax-concerned). In that re-

spect, techniques like Harabagiu et al.'s lexical chains

seem to be able to lead to significant improvement.

However, as we feel we have improved the search

phase, and further improvements will concern, for in-

stance, the deploying of NEi-tagging-aware indexing, the

quality of the semantic filter is on a completely differ-

ent dimension, and can therefore be developed indepen-

dently from the search phase.

Moreover, since Google's excerpts undergo the same

filters as the paragraphs found in the internal collection,

failures of the relation matching filter affect negatively

also the effectiveness of the Web search. That is, very

often the answer would actually be within the excerpts

returned by Google, but it would be filtered out by either

the type or semantic filters. We therefore expect great

improvements out of the tuning of the last filter, that can

be obtained mainly by better exploitation of WordNet (a
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Questions Queries

Where did the game of croquet originate?

- ((France) &: (originate) & (game) & (croquet))

- ((game) & (croquet croquets))

- ((game biz) & (croquet croquets))

- ((France) &: (game biz) & (croquet croquets))

- ((rreuice)]

Who was the first person to run the mile

in less than four minutes?

- ((Bannister) & (person) k (run) & (mile) &
(minutes) & (less) & (four) & (first))

- ((person) k. (run ran run running) k (mile) &
(minutes) & (less) & (four) & (first))

- ((Bannister) & (mile knot mi) & (minutes) &
(^nrst

)

)

- ((BEuinister))

Who is the Governor of Tennessee?

- ((Alexander Johnson Menkov Pearsall Ronnie
War Hilleary McWhorter)
k (governor) & (Tennessee))

- ((governor governors) & (Tennessee))

- ((Alexander Johnson Menkov Pearsall Ronnie
War Hilleary McWhorter)

Figure 8: examples of question/queries pair, at various expansion levels. Words in the inner parenthesis are

in or, otherwise in and. The query is a proximity query.

la lexical chains).
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1 Introduction

The system entered by the University of Sheffield in the question answering track of TREC 2002

represents a significant development over the Sheffield system entered into TREC-8 [9] and TREC-
9 [15], although the underlying architecture remains the same. The essence of the approach is to

pass the question to an information retrieval (IR) system which uses it as a cjuery to do passage

retrieval against the text collection. The top ranked passages output from the IR system are

then passed to a modified information extraction (IE) system. Syntactic and semantic analysis

of these passages, along with the question, is carried out to identify the "souglit tntity" from the

question and to score potential matches for this sought entity in each of the retrieved passa:ges.

The potential matches are then combined or discarded based on a number of criteria. The highest

scoring match is then proposed as the answer to the question.

2 System Description

2.1 Overview

The key features of the question answering system, for processing a single question, are shown

in Figure 1. Firstly the TREC document collection is indexed using the probaliilistic Okapi

information retrieval system (this is done once only in advance of any questions) [14]. This index

is then used to return the top n passages relevant to the question, the quer>' to Okapi being the

question words. The top n passages are then submitted along with the question to QA-LaSIE.

our modified IE system, which should produce one or more answers.

The reasoning behind this architecture is straightforward. The text collec:tion is too large to

be processed in its entirety by the IE system. It is. however, the IE system which is capable of

carrying out the detailed linguistic analysis needed to answer the questions. IR systems, however,

are specifically designed to process huge amounts of text, and to return the result of a query in a

short space of time. Using an IR system as a filter between the text collection and the IE system

should allow us to benefit from the systems' respective strengths.
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Figure 1: System setup for the question answering task.

Passage
Length Coverage

Correct Answers
(out of 100)

1 paragraph 67% 13

2 paragrai)hs 74% 11

3 paragraphs 72% 7

4 paragra])hs 72% 8

5 paragraplis 70% 7

6 paragraphs 70% 7

7 paragraplis 71% 7

full documents 72% 7

Table 1: Results of IR experiments and their effects on the QA system.

2.2 Okapi

An important question involving the information retrieval component of the QA s3'stem is how

much text to return. We must decide a) how many documents to retrieve and h) how nmch
retrieved text per document to return (passage size).

For TREC 2002 we decided to process the top 20 documents returned by Okapi. Experimen-

tation not complete at the time of the test run subsequently showed we should have considered

about five times this number of documents as on average the top twenty documents only contained

answers for about 60% of the questions while the top 100 documents contained on average answers

for about 85% of the questions [13] (of course the more docimients examined per question, the

greater the number of entities which can potentially be confused with the answer).

Okapi supports passage retrieval which can be parameterised by setting a minimum passage

length, a maximum passage length and a step value controlling how the passage window is moved

over the text. We experimented with different sizes of passage using a random samj^le of 100

TREC-9 and TREC 2001 questions as queries against the TREC-2001 document collection. These

experiments are documented in [13] and their main results are detailed in Table 1. The definition

of the data in each column of the table is as follows:

Coverage the percentage of questions for which at least one relevant answer bearing i:iassage was

found in the retrieved data.

Correct Answers the number of questions for which the exact answer returned by the system

matched one of the Perl patterns supplied for that question.

TREC Score the TREC 2002 confidence score for the run.

From these results it seems that using passages of one paragraph in length gives the best

performance (13 of the 100 questions were answered correctly), even though the best coverage is
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provided for passages of length two paragraphs. As the main experiments were not completed in

time, two of the submitted runs used the retrieval techniques previous^ used with our question

answering system (i.e. passages of up to three paragrpahs in length, see [15]) and one run used

passages of just one paragraph to attempt to confirm the experimental results.

2.3 LaSIE

The basis of the question answering system is the LaSIE information extraction system, originally

developed to participate in the Message Understanding Conference evaluations [8]. LaSIE operates

mside the GATE platform [4] , and as a new version of GATE has become available [3] since our

participation in TREC-9, LaSIE has been ported to use the new version, leading to a few minor

changes.

The system is essentially a pipeline of modules each of which process the entire text before the

next module is invoked. The following is a brief description of each of the modules in the LaSIE

system:

Tokeniser Identifies token boundaries and text, section boundaries.

Gazetteer Identifies single and multi-word matches against multiple domain specific full name

and keyword lists, and tags matching phrases with appropriate name categories.

Sentence Splitter Identifies sentence boundaries in the text body.

POS Tagger A rule-based part-of-speech tagger [6].

Tagged Morph Simple morphological analysis to identify the root form and inflectional sufBx

for tokens that have been tagged as noun or verb.

NE Transducer Identifies names of people, organisations etc.

Parser Performs two-pass bottom-up chart parsing, pass one with a special named entit}- gram-

mar, and pass two with a general phrasal grammar. A best parse is then selected, which

may be only a partial parse, and a quasi-logical form (QLF) of each sentence is constructed.

Discourse Interpreter Adds the QLF representation to a semantic net. which encodes the sys-

tem s world and domain knowledge as a hierarchy of concepts. Additional information

inferred from the input is also added to the model, and coreference resolution is attempted

between instances mentioned in the text, producing an updated discom-se model. A repre-

sentation of the question is then matched against the model.

2.4 QA-LaSIE

The QA-LaSIE system takes as input a question and a set of passages retrie^•ed by the IR system

and outputs the highest ranked answer. When multiple questions are processed In- the system it

outputs one answer per question ranking the answers based on how confident it is in the answers.

Figure 2 shows the end-to-end layout of the system as entered in TREC 2002. Four ke>-

alterations were made to the original LaSIE IE system for entry into the question answering track

at TREC-8 and TREC-9 and these have been developed further for this year's entry. These

alterations are as follows:

1. the grammar used by the parser was ext.ended to cover question types;

2. the discourse interpreter was modified to allow the QLF representations of each question to

be matched against the discourse model of a candidate answer text;
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Figure 2: QA-LaSIE system modules (* denotes a standard GATE 2 module).

3. an answer identification procedure which scored all discourse entities in each candidate text

as potential answers was added to the discourse interpreter;

4. a Question Answer module was added to examine the discourse entity scores across all

passages, determine the ranking of the answers and then output the appropriate answer

text.

Exact details of these changes would not sufficiently explain the essence of the approacth taken to

question answering by the QA-LaSIE system. Therefore the following sections describe the key

processes involved in our approach to question answering.

2.4.1 Parsing: Syntactic and Semantic Analysis

Questions were one of the sentence constructions not handled by the original LaSIE parser. Extra

grammar rules were developed to cover the example questions that were available. The s>aitactic

grammar rules have a semantic component that is used to build a QLF representation of the

question. One major difference between LaSIE and QA-LaSIE is the introduction of a special

semantic predicate, qvar (question variable), which is used to indicate the entity requested by

the question. For example, the question "Who wrote Hamlet?" produces the following QLF
representation:

qvar(el), qattr (el ,name) , person(el), Isubj (e2 ,el)

,

write(e2), time (e2
,
past)

, aspect (e2 , simple)

,

voice (e2 , active) , lobj(e2,e3), name (e3 ,' Hamlet '

)

In this representation each entity in the question gives rise to a unique identifier of the form eN.

The use of the word Who in the question suggests the answer will be a person and so person(el)

is added to the QLF. Also the qvar is set to el showing that the question is seeking a person

(as person and qvar share the same entity). The relational predicates Isubj (logical subject)

and lobj (logical object) link any verb arguments found in the text with the verb in the correct

relationship.

The QLF representation of the question is stored for use in subsequent processing against the

candidate answer texts and the entity identifiers are replaced by question entity identifiers of the

form qN (i.e. el becomes ql, e2 becomes q2 etc.) to facilitate later processing.

Candidate answer texts are processed in exactly the same fashion although the grammar rules

do not instantiate a qvar and the entity identifiers are not altered.

2.4.2 Resolution of Question and Candidate Ansv/er Texts

After a candidate answer text has been parsed the QLFs are passed to the discourse inter])reter.

This behaves as in the LaSIE system apart from the addition of a final processing stage.

The discourse interpreter has (by this stage) produced a semantic net or discouise model of

all the entities and relationships present in the multiple QLFs for a document. This is built by
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running a coreference algorithm against the semantic representation of successive sentences as they

become available, in order to unify them with the discourse model built so far. This results in

multiple references to the same entity across the text being merged into a single unified instance.

Given this discourse model of a text, the QLF of the question is added to the model as the first

sentence and coreference is then carried out between question entities (qN) and entities within the

text {eN).

The method for determining and scoring each candidate answer is then as follows:

1. Each sentence in a candidate answer document is given a constraint score, C, equal to 1

point for each question constraint that matches a member of the sentence, where a question

constraint is a unary predicate specifying the type of an entity (eg. person is the type of

person (eY) in the question.

2. Within each sentence every remaining entity (eY) is tested for:

(a) Semantic Similarity to the qvax, S: the reciprocal of the lengtli of the path between

the type of the qvar entity and the type of eY in the semantic lattice (ontologj") or if

this fails (usually because the two entities are not both present i)) the system's small

ontolog>') the reciprocal of the Leacock-Chodorow distance [10] between the qvar and

eY in WordNet [12]. For instance if qvar and eY are of the same type then they will

receive a score of 1

.

(b) Object Relation, O: 0.25 if eY is related to a question constraint within the sentence

l)y apposition, a qualifying relationship, or with the prepositions of or in.

(c) Event Relation, E: 0.5 if there is an event entity in the QLF of the question which is

related to the qvar by a Isubj or lobj relation and is not the be event and eY stands

in the same relation to an event entity of the same type as qvar does.

These three values are then combined with the scores for the sentence and the number of question

constraints, Q, to give Equation 1 (where 2.8 is a normalising factor determined via experimenta-

tion).

Score for eY = ^ -'^
'

(1)
l + Q ^

'

The discourse interpreter then returns all the candidate answers and their associated scores

for processing hy the answer module.

2.4.3 Answer Output and Ranking

Due partly to the differences between TREC 2002 and the previous question answering tracks and

partly to the move to using the new version of GATE, the final Question Answering module has

been completely redeveloped and a number of new ideas have been included, which are outlined

in this sec:tion.

The limitations of window-based methods for pinpointing answers have been discussed in nu-

merous papers including [7]. The main concerns with these methods are:

e It is impossible to accurately pinpoint the boundaries of an answer (e.g. an exact name or

j)hrase)

.

e These rely solely on word level information and do not use semantic information (hence no

knowledge of the type, such as person or location, of the answer being sought).

e It is impossible to see how such methods could be extended to composing an answer from

many different documents or even from different sentences or phrases within a single docu-

ment.
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One way to filter out some inappropriate candidate answers is to assume that overlap between

the question and a candidate answer is inherently bad. Clearly for a question such as "Where

is Perth?" an answer of ''Perth is m" is not correct and can be eliminated using the following

method.

In most cases it is unlikely that a correct exact answer to a question will contain many, if

any, of the non-stopwords in the question. We can use this assumption to throw away some of

the candidate answer strings before we even look at the score assigned to them. Word overlap

between a question and candidate answer can be expressed as a percentage. At 0% there is no

overlap between the question and candidate answer and so the string may be a correct answer to

the question and therefore requires further processing. At 100% overlap all the non-stopwords in

the candidate answer appear in the question, at which point it is highly unlikely that this string

will be a correct answer to the question and can therefore be discarded (an exception is TREC
2001 question 1026 "What does target heart rate mean?" which has as one of its possible answers

"target heart rate", although the more important question here is whether "target heart rate" is in

fact a valid answer to the question). At points between 0% and 100% overlap it is unclear whether

the candidate answer may or may not be correct. Our system simply discards any candidate

answers which overlap 100% with the question they seek to answer.

Having carried out some limited analysis of the performance of our system over the TREC
2001 questions, one thing was clear: we would often return two or more semantically equivalent

answers. Clearly if the answer is correct then this is alright, but if these answers are wrong then

this may well prevent correct answers from appearing in the top n answers which we are allowed

to return. On some occasions we were actually returning identical answers (i.e. for QIOOO "The

sun's core, what is the temperature?" we returned five answers all of which were "the sun"), these

are easy to remove by simply keeping only tlie highest scoring of two identical answers.

Furthermore it may be possible to prune candidate answers that are substrings of longer

candidate answers, when the question is suitably vague; as is the case in the question "Where is

Perth?" to which our system returns a list of ranked answers containing: Australia and Western

Australia. Clearly Australia and Western Australm are both acceptable answers to the question,

so only one of them need be returned.

The approach taken to deal with these answer strings, similar to that used in [1], is to test if

two proposed answers A and B are the similar by checking that the stem of every non-stopword

in A matches a stem of a non-stopword in B, or vice versa. Using this test, if two answers match,

then both are removed and a new answer is created from the highest of the two scores and the

longest answer string. The effect of this method on our example question was that now only

Western. Australia is listed as a possible answer.

Applying the same approach to the question "In which country is Perth?" would not be as

effective, since Western. Australia is not an exact country name so while this method is better

than simple string matching approaches, there is still scope for improvement.

Using this approach improved the system performance slightly. More importantly was the

unexpected side effect which caused the system to clarify some answer strings, with the most

obvious being peoples names; Armstrong' becomes 'Neil A. Armstrong' and 'Davis' becomes

'Erie Davis ', etc.

These techniques (overlap, similar answers, etc.) are then used to discard, merge and rank the

candidate answers found within the document collection for a single question (full details of the

ranking algorithm can be found in [5]).

The method of ranking single answers to nmltiple questions (i.e. to produce the confidence

sorted list required for this years submission) is based on the following attributes of each answer:

s the score (the higher tlie better)

® the number of other answers which were semantically the same as this one (the higher the

better)
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• the IR system rank of the document from which the answer originates (the lower the better

as the top document returned by the IR step is ranked 1)

2.4.4 Answering Questions Requiring Multiple Answers

List questions are inherently harder to answer than standard, single answer questions, mainly

because systems have to combine information from multiple sources to locate the required number

of answers. Also a system has to be able to extract from the question the number of different

answers required.

Our simple solution to these problems is as follows:

1. The system processes the question in the usual way, producing a long list of ranked answers.

2. The question is then scanned, token by token, until the first token whose part-of-speech

signifies that it is a number. This is then assumed to be the uuml)er of answers sought.

3. The requested number of answers is then returned from the top of the ranked list.

Clearly this approach suffers from the problem that some questions may contain more than

one number, i.e. "In the 2001 US Presidential election who were the 2 main candidates?" . This

problem did not surface during the evaluation, however, as our system correctly identified the

number of answers to return for all the questions.

2.4.5 Boosting Performance using Answer Redundancy

As has been reported in Light et al. [11], the number of answer instances to a given question in the

document collection (within a single document or multiple documents each containing the answer

once) directly effects the end-to-end performance of a QA system. This is parth' due to the fact

that the IR engine is more likely to find a relevant document, and also because the answers are

likely to occur in different contexts, giving the parser a better chance of anah'sing at least one of

them in a way that is beneficial to the rest of the system.

To this end it was decided to attempt to boost the knowledge available to our system, not as

may be expected, by returning more documents at the initial IR step, but by using two different

text collections. The second text collection that was chosen was the World Wide Web. A document

collection for a single question is constructed from the snippets displayed on the Google results page

for the top ten documents returned by Google. These snippets are certainly not full documents,

and are rarely full sentences but this is not a problem as the bottom-up chart parser we employ is

not constrained to only selecting full sentence or complex phrase categories. This method of using

just the snippets has been shown to be successful in [2], although they used the snippets from the

first one thousand documents rather than the first ten.

The QA system is run against both text collections and then the results are merged together.

The end result nmst be an answer which references a document in the TREC collection so the

process of merging is as follows: for each answer returned from the Google corpus, if an answer

exists from a document in the TREC corpus which is seniantically equivalent, then merge by

keeping the highest score etc., but the reference to the TREC document (other answers found

using Google are simply discarded).

Over a sample of one hundred questions (TREC questions 1000 to 1099) the results of com-

bining the collections in this way (based on returning the top five answers for each question) can

be seen in Table 2.
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Collection MRR Not Found (%)
TREC
Google

Comljined

0.256

0.227

0.285

68 (68%)

68 (68%)

65 (65%)

Table 2: Results of using Google to boost system score.

Not Confidence No Answer
Run Tag Wrong Supported Inexact Right Score Precision Recall

sheftllmoS 422 9 18 51 0.128 0.162 0.130

sheftllmogS 394 12 22 72 0.203 0.150 0.130

sheftllmogl 389 11 20 80 0.222 0.150 0.065

Table 3: Results from the three main track entries.

3 Resiilts and Analysis

3.1 Results Observed During Development

Unfortunately we did not enter the system into TREC 2001 and so there were no official scores for

the system over that question set. However, the first development task was to produce unofficial

scores for our unaltered TREC-9 system over the TREC 2001 questions, using the regular expres-

sion patterns kindly made available by NIST. The result was that the unaltered TREC-9 system

achieved a mean reciprocal rank (MRR) score of 0.169, over the TREC 2001 questions compared

to its official TREC 9 MRR, score of 0.206 (both using answers of 50 bytes or less). This drop

in performance may be due to the fact that our system is not designed to handle definition style

questions, which made up a significant percentage of the TREC 2001 question set. This system

now scores an MRR of 0.343 over the TREC 2001 question set, clearly a significant improveriient

over the previous system.

3.2 Final Evaluation Results

3.2.1 Main Track

We submitted three runs to the main question answering track. The differences between the runs

all concernes the size and composition of the document collection generated for a single question,

these were:

sheftllmoS: This run used the top twenty passages retrieved from the AQUAINT collection by

Okapi. The maximum length of a passage was three paragraphs, the minimum was one

paragraph.

sheftllmogS: This run used the same collection as did sheftllmoS, augmented with the top ten

snippets returned by Google when given the question as a search query.

sheftllmogl: This run is the same as sheftllmogS except the passages retrieved by Okapi from

the AQUAINT collection are limited to at most one paragraph in lengt.h.

Table 3 shows the full evaluation results for the three different runs over the 500 test questions.

From this it can be seen that the sheftllmogl run was the best of the three configurations,

suggesting that using documents from more than one source is beneficial, and also that documents

of one pargraph in length are more suited to this work than longer documents, confirming what

was demonstrated during development (see Section 2.2).
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3.2.2 List Track

We submitted two runs to the list track. The differences between the runs concern the size and

composition of the document collection generated for a single question, these were:

sheftlllo: This run used the top twenty passages retrieved from the AQUAINT collection by

Okapi. The maximum length of a passage was a single paragraph.

sheftlllog: This run used the same collection as sheftlllo, augmented with the top ten snip-

pets returned by Google when given with the question as a search queiy.

Unfortunately we did not have time to test the list answering system with the result that the

system scored an average accuracy of only 0.06 (for both runs). A serious flaw in the processing of

list questions was subsequently discovered, although fixing this resulted in a system whose average

accuracy was only 0.09.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

At its core, ShefSeld's entry in this year's QA track remains the same as our TREC-9 system in

2000 [15]. There were, however, a number of enhancements, the most significant were:

• using a semantic similarity metric over WordNet as one factor in determining the score of

candidate answer entities;

• filtering the final ranked answer list

- to remove duplicate and near-duplicate answers and simultaneoush- Ijoost the remaining

candidate's rank;

— to ehminate answers which completely overlap with the question;

• employing Google to search the Web for documents relevant to a given question and boosting

the rank of answers found by the QA system both in the Google-returned document snippets

and the TREC collection.

Each of these enhancements produced small but noticeable improvements. Ideas for future

work include:

• expandhig the size of the document set passed on from the IR system to the QA system -

experiments not completed till after the TREC run showed that for 40% of the questions in

a test sample the QA system was simply not receiving any document containing an answer;

• experimenting with adaptive algorithms to optimise the weightings of the various features

used to rank the answer candidates.
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Abstract

We describe and evaluate how a generalized natural language based reformulation resource in our TcxtMap
question answering system improves web exploitation and answer pinpointing. The reformulation resource,

which can be viewed as a clausal extension of WordNet, supports high-precision syntactic and semantic

reformulations of questions and other sentences, as well as infercncing and answer generation. The paper

shows in some detail how these reformulations can be used to overcome challenges and benefit from the

advantages of using the Web.

1 Introduction

Question answering can be easy and it can be very hard. The degree of difficulty doesn't primarily depend

on the question per se, but rather on how closely a given corpus matches the question.

Q; Who discovered America?

Si: Columbus discovered America.

S2: Columbus Day celebrates the Italian navigator who first landed in the New World on Oct. 12, 1492.

The question above can be answered more easily from sentence Si than sentence S2 because the string Q is

"closer" to string Si than string S2. Brill et al. (2001) have already demonstrated that a good methodology

for increasing the performance of a QA system is that of using the Web as an additional textual resource.

When a QA system looks for answers within a relatively small textual collection, the chance of finding

strings/sentences that closely match the question string is small. However, when a QA system looks for

strings/sentences that closely match the question string on the web, the chance of finding correct answers is

much higher. And once a QA system knows the appropriate answer, it is much easier to find support for it

in the original collection.

The approach proposed by Brill et al. reduces the gap between questions and answers by searching a larger

pool of textual material. In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to reducing the gap between

questions and potential answers. In our approach, we create scmaiitically equivalent paraphrases of the

question given as input and we assume that a correct answer is found whenever an answer sentence/string

matches any of the paraphrases that are equivalent to the question given as input.

For example, the question "How did Mahatma Ghandi die?" is automatically paraphrased by our TextMap
question answering system into 30 variants, some of which are shown below, along with paraphrases of two

other questions.

1446.0: How did Mahatma Gandhi die? 1439.0

1446.1: Mahatma Gandhi died <how> 1439.1

1446.2: Mahatma Gandhi died of <what.> 1439.2

1446.3: Mahatma Gandhi died from <whaL> 1439.3

1446.4: Mahatma Gandhi's death from <what> 1439.4

1446.5: Mahatma Gandhi drowned

1446.6: Mahatma Gandhi sufTocated 1772.0

1446.7: Mahatma Gandhi froze to death 1772.1

1446.8: <who> killed Mahatma Gandhi 1772.2

1446.9: <who> assassinated Mahatma Gandhi 1772.3

1772.4:

1446.30: Mahatma Gandhi was killed 1772.5

How deep is Grater Lake?

Crater Lake is <what distance> deep

depth of Crater Lake is <vvhat distance>

Crater Lake has a depth of <what distance>

<w}iat distance> deep Crater I^ake

Who invented the cotton gin?

<who> invented the cotton gin

<who> was the inventor of tlie cotton gin

<who>'s inven(.ion of the cotton gin

<who> was tlie fatlier of the cotton gin

<who> received a patent for the cotton gin
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As one can see, the paraphrases cover a fairly wide range of reformulations, from syntactic, such as refor-

mulations 1446.1 and 1439.1, to semantic, such as reformulations 1439.2 and 1772.2. Some reformulations,

such cLS 1446.8 and 1772.5 can be even interpreted as a rudimentary example of natural language inferences.

Our results show that the ability to paraphrase questions is useful with respect to two question answering

subprocesses.

e First, question paraphrases can be used in conjunction with a retrieval engine in order to find documents
that are more likely to contain correct answers than documents that are retrieved using standard query

formulation techniques.

» Second, question paraphrases can be used in order to rank and select better answers than those that

are selected by a system that does not have paraphrasing capabilities.

In this paper, we first describe briefly (Section 2} the techniques we use in order to generate para-

phrases/reformulations. In Section 3, we present experiments that underscore the utility of question para-

phrases in the context of retrieving documents that contain correct answers to questions. Tn Section 4, we
evaluate the utility of our paraphrasing capability in the context of a complete question answering system.

2 Reformulations

To address the problem of mismatches going beyond relatively simple variations such as synonyms and

alternative spellings, we are building a collection of phrasal synonyms in extended natural language format.

Here are some examples of our reformulations:

: anchor-pattern "SOMEBODY.l is the spouse of S0MEB0DY_2." :reflexive t

:is-equivalent-to "SDMEBODY_i is married to S0MEB0DY_2." :reflexive t

:can-be-inferred-from "wedding of S0MEB0DY_1 and S0MEB0DY_2." : reflexive t

:can-be-inferred-from "S0MEB0DY_1 married S0MEB0DY_2 .
" : reflexive t

:rebutted-by "S0MEBQDY_1 and S0MEB0DY_2 divorced." : reflexive t

: anchor-pattern •"S0METHING_1 costs HDMETARY_QUANTITY_2 .

"

:is-equivalent-to "the price of SOMETHING.! is M0NETARY_qUAWTITY_2 .

"

:is-equivalent-to "SOMETHING.l is on sale for M0NETARY_QUANTITY_2 .

"

:can-be-inferred-from "to buy SOMETHING, 1 for M0NETARY_QUANTITY_2 .

"

: anchor-pattern "S0MEBDDY_1 sells S0METHING_3 to S0MEB0DY_2."

:is-equivalent-to "S0MEB0DY_2 buys S0METHING_3 from SOMEBODY.l."

: anchor-pattern "SOMEBODY. 1 died of S0HETHING_2 .

"

:is-equivalent-to "SOMEBODY. 1 died from S0METHING_2 .

"

:is-equivalent-to "S0MEB0DY_1 ' s death from S0METHING_2 .

"

: answers "How did S0MEB0DY_1 die?" : answer SDMETHING_2

: ajichor-pattern "S0MEB0DY_1 died from a specific cause." .-intermediate-only

:can-be-inferred-from "S0MEB0DY_1 drowned."

: can-be-inferred-from "SOMEBODY. 1 suffocated."

:can-be-inferred-from "SOMEBODY, 1 froze to death."

:answers "How did S0MEB0DY_1 die?" ranswer : full-pattern

: anchor-pattern "S0HEB0DY_2 killed S0MEB0DY_1."

: can-be-inferred-from "S0MEB0DY_2 assassinated S0MEB0DY_1."

:answers "How did S0MEB0DY_1 die?" :answer : full-pattern :passive-answer

Our system first parses a given question and then identifies its answer type (Hov\' 2001). The question

reformulation module then uses parsed versions of reformulation patterns as shown above to produce high-

precision meaning-preserving variants of the question. The objective of these reformulations is to increase

the likelihood of finding correct answers in texts.

The number of reformulations produced by our current system varies from one reformulation (which

might just rephrase a question into a declarative format) to about 30 reformulations, with an average

of currently 3.14. The reformulation collection currently contains 420 assertions grouped into about 100
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equivalence blocks. Many of them are manual generalizations of automatically derived patterns generated

by (Ravichandran, 2002).

The principal advantage of using an extended natural language to express phrasal synonyms is that the

format is very intuitive for humans. Phrasal synonyms are easy to write, or, when they arc automatically

generated, easily checked and filtered.

The expressiveness and focus of the patterns is greatly enhanced by variables that can carry syntactic

or semantic restrictions. Compared to automatically generated patterns such as (Ravichandran, 2002) and
(Lin, 2001), there is also no limit on the number of variables per reformulation and, since all patterns have

been checked by hand, only few misreformulations.

In order to fully exploit the power of phrasal synonyms, our TextMap system parses all reformulation

patterns and then performs the actual reformulation and matching at the parse tree level. This allows

sentences and patterns to match even if the word order differs, as is often the case when sentences differ in

mode (interrogative/declarative), voice (active/passive), or the presence of intervening constituents such as

relative clauses or prepositional phrases.

Reformulations are useful even v^rhen they don't matcii any sentence at the surface level. Example:

Question: How deep is Crate Lake?
Reformulation: Crater Lake has a depth of <what distancc>

Text: Crater Lake, with a depth of 1,932 feet, ...

Ansvifer: 1,932 feet

While the text might not contain the exact phrasing of the reformulation, it does provide 'depth' as a

valuable search term for the document retrieval engine and also allows the matcher to identify the correct

answer with a higher confidence.

Our TextMap system uses the collection for the reformulation of questions, but the phrasal synonyms are

not inherently question-oriented. The assertion

: anchor-pattern "SOMEBODY. 1 sells S0METHING_3 to S0MEB0DY_2."
:is-equivalent-to "S0MEB0DY_2 buys S0METHING_3 from S0MEB0DY_1."

for example also allows the reformulation from one declarative sentence to another:

• John sold the laptop to Mary.

• Mary bought the laptop from John.

By expressing reformulations in natural language, for both the reformulation patterns in the internal

reformulation file and the reformulation output for a given question, the reformulation module is kept highly

independent of other parts of a QA system, making it easily reusable for other QA architectures and other

natural language applications.

2.1 Syntactic Reformulations

Even when reformulations are only fairly shallow (syntactic), the benefits turn out to be significant. All the

reformulation mechanism might do is turn a question in interrogative word order such as "When did the

Titanic sink?" into the corresponding declarative form: "The Titanic sank <when>". As described in much
more detail in the next section of this paper, this can be greatly exploited with search engines that allow

multi-word search strings.

Here are some more examples of relatively simple reformulations:

1439.0: How deep is Crater Lake?

1439.1: Crater Lake is <what distance> deep

1439.2: <what distance> deep Crater Lake

1439.3: Crater Lake has a depth of <what distancc>

1439.4: depth of Crater Lake is <what distancc>c

1782.0: Who was the first woman to run for president''

1782.1 : <who> was the first woman to run for president

1782.2: the first woman to run for president was <who>
1782.3: <who>, the first woman to run for president

2.2 Advanced forms of reformulation

Reformulation patterns are general enough to support inferencing, reformulation chains, and generation.
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2.2.1 Inference

While some assertions are truly equivalent, reformulation is often only a one-v/ay street:

: anchor-pattern "SOMEBODY.l invented S0HETHING_2 .

"

:can-be-inferred-from "S0HEB0DY_1 received a patent for S0HETHING_2 .
" : weight 0.8

Question: Who invented the telephone?
Reformulation: <who> received a patent for the telephone

Text: Alexander Graham Bell received a patent for the telephone.

Answer: Alexander Graham Bell

2.2.2 Reformulation Chains

Reformulations can be chained together, as the following example shows:

: anchor-pattern "S0HEB0DY_1 is a student at C0LLEGE_2."
'

: answers "Where does SaMEBODY_l go to college?" : answer CDLLEGE_2

: anchor-pattern "SOMEBODY, 1 was a student at C0LLEGE_2."
:can-be-inferred-from "S0MEBDDY_1 dropped out of C0LLEGE_2."

: anchor-pattern "SOMEBODY. 1 dropped out of C0LLEGE_2."

: is-equivalent-to "SOMEBODY. 1 is a C0LLEGE_2 dropout."

Question: Where did Bill Gates go to college?

Reformulation: Bill Gates was a student at <which college>

Reformulation: Bill Gates dropped out of <which college>

Reformulation: Bill Gates is a <which college> dropout.

Text: Bill Gates is a Harvard dropout.

Answer: Harvard

2.2.3 Generation

Reformulations can also be used to generate answers that are more natural than the actual words in the

underlying text:

: anchor-pattern "PERS0N_1 invented S0METHING_2 .

"

: is-equivalent-to "PERS0N_1 was the inventor of S0METHING_2 .

"

: is-equivalent-to "PERSON_l's invention of S0METHING_2"

: answers "Who is PERSON. 1 ?"
: answer "the inventor of S0METHING_2"

Question: Who was .lolian Vaaler?

Reformulation: .Johan Vaaler's invention of <what>
Text: ... Johan Vaaler's invention of the paper clip ...

Answer: the inventor of the paper clip

Question: Who was .Tohan Vaaler?

Reformulation: Johan Vaaler invented <what>
Text: ... the paper clip, invented by Johan Vaaler, ...

Answer: the inventor of the paper clip

2.3 Reformulation Patterns as a Qualitative Extension of WordNet
WordNet(Miller/FeIlbaum, 1998) has proven to be a valuable resource for question answering and other

natural language applications. Reformulation can be viewed as a qualitative extension of WordNet:

Word synonym Phrasal synonym
astronaut

cosmonaut

SOMETHINGJ is DISTANCE_QUANTITY_2 long,

length of SOMETHING-] is DISTANCE_QUANTITY-2.

Generalization Phrasal inference

lawyer

professional person

SOMETHINGJ is the capital of L0CATI0N_2.
SOMETHlNG-1 is in L0CAT]0N_2.
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3 Information Retrieval and the Web
We have extended our system to make use of both the TREC collection and the Web. When querying the

TREC collection, we use the IR system developed for Webclopedia (Hovy et al., 2001), which uses MG
(Witten et al., 1994} as a search engine. When querying the Web we use a new Web-based IR system
developed specifically to overcome the challenges and benefit from the advantages of using the Web. The
main components of the Web-based IR consist of a Query Reformulation module, a Web search-engine, and

a Sentence Ranking module.

3.1 Query Reformulation

One of the main challenges of using the Web as a resource for QA is the generation of Web search-engine

queries from a natural language question. A couple of previous systems addressed this challenge. Simple

but exhaustive string-based manipulations were used by Brill et al. (2001), Transformational Grammar wels

used by Kwok et al. (2001) and even learning algorithms were developed by Agichtein et al. (2001) and
Radev et al. (2001) to find the best query reformulations.

Our approach was first to analyze how people will naturally form queries to find the answer to a given

question. For this purpose, we carried out the following experiment: We randomly selected 50 TREC8
questions and, for each question, we manually produced the simplest queries that yielded the most Web
pages containing the answer.

We analyzed the manually produced queries and identified seven "natural" techniques that we used to go

from a natural language question to a Web search engine query. We enumerate these techniques below and
provide for each an example of natural language question and corresponding Web query.

1. We quoted some question terms and we preserved already quoted terms:

Name a film thai has won (he Golden Bear in the Berlin Film Feslivat?

Film AND won AND "Golden Bear" AND '-Berlin Film FeslivaJ"

2. We introduced the appropriate unit if the answer is a quantity:

How tail is Ml. Everest?

'Ml. Everest " AND feet

3. We quoted and used parts of the declarative form of the question:

What IS the name of the highest mountain m Africa?

"the highest mountain in Africa is"

4. We reformulated the declarative form of the question, quoted and used parts of it:

Where is the Taj Mahal?

"the Taj Mahal is located"

5. We expanded quoted terms with appropriate prepositions:

When did Jaco Pastorius die?

"Jaco Pastorius died on" OR "Jaco Pastorius died in"

6. We used different spellings of some question terms:

Who was the 16th President of the United. Stales?

"was the 16th President of the United Stales" OR "was the 16th President of the U.S."

7. We restricted the Web search to specific Web sites based on the question type;

H'Tj.o was the lead actress in the movie "Sleepless in Seattle"?

sile:www. imdh.com actress AND "Sleepless in Seattle"

We, then, derived algorithms that replicate each of the first six observed techniques. We left the last

technique for future work. We have also implemented the standard query expansion by morphological

variants and synonyms. Table 1 summarizes the different query reformulation techniques used by our Web-
IR.

3.2 Sentence R.anking

Using all the query reformulation techniques described earlier, we produce, for each question, a list of

Boolean queries (an average of 8 queries per question on TREC-2002). Then, using a Web search-engine,

wc retrieve the top 10 results (URLs -|- snippets) for each query. After filtering duplicate URLs, we retrieve

the documents, strip HTML, and segment text into sentences.

Every sentence is then scored according to two difl'crcnt schemas:
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Name Description Sample System Output

Simple Preserve quoted terms and
quote the smallest NPs.

What is the longest river in the United
States?

-"longest river" AND "United States"

Units Expand the query with poten-

tial units in answer based on

answer type and question con-

text.

How tali is Mt. Everest?
-"Mt. Everest" AND "tall" AND ("foot" OR
"feet" OR "miles")

Morpho Expand the query using mor-

phological variants produced

by the Contex parser.

When did the Titanic sink?

-"Titanic" AND ("sink" OR "sank" OR "did

sink"

)

Synonym Expand the query using

WordNct synonyms.

What is the length of border between
Ukraine and R.ussia?

-("length" OR "distance") AND ("border" OR
"surround") AND ("Ukraine" OR "Ukrayina")

AND ("Russia" OR "Soviet Union") AND
("between" OR "betwixt")

Spelling Expand the query using dif-

ferent spellings of question

terms.

Where is Al-Qaeda located?
-("Al-Qaeda" OR "Al Qaida") AND "located"

Rephrase Using Contex reformulations,

add quoted rephrases of the

question's declarative form.

What is an atom?
-"is an atom"

-"an atom is"

-"an atom is one of"

-"an atom is defined to be"

-"an atom is defined as"

-"such as an atom"

-"called an atom"

Cuephrase Expand the rephrases with

prepositions and/or discourse

cues based on answer type.

When did Abraham Lincoln die?

-"Abraham Lincoln died"

-"Abraham Lincoln died on"

-"Abraham Lincoln died in"

Table 1: Query Reformulation Techniques

• Scoring with respect to the question/queries terms:

- Each word in a query is assigned a weight using an information content measure.

- Each quoted term in a query is given a weight, which is the sum of the weight of its words.

- Sentences are then scored according to their weighted overlap with the question/queries terms.

* Scoring with respect to the answer:

- Sentences arc tagged using the BBN's IdentiFinder (Bikel et al. 1999).

- Sentences are then scored according to their overlap with the answer type. The overlap is measured

by checking the answer type against IdentiFinder semantic entities in the scntoice candidates.

3.3 Web-IR. Evaluation:

We have evaluated our VVeb-IR on the first 200 questions from TREC-2002. Wc started with the simplest IR

system (Simple). And then we added to the system increasingly sophisticated query expansion techniques.

The system label Morpho, for example, uses the query expansion techniques that were labeled above as

Simple, Unit, and Morpho. Figure ] shows the percentage of questions that can be answered correctly if one

manually selects a sentence from the top 300 or top 1 0 sentences as ranked by our retrieval comfjoncnt. The
results in figure 1 show that more sophisticated query reformulation techniques lead to better candidates
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for the answer pinpointing module. The most significant improvement occurs when the query rephrasing is

added to the pool of query expansion techniques. The clear difference between the percentage of answers

found within the top 300 sentences and within the top 10 sentences indicates that further improvement of

the sentence ranking module is required.

Simple Unit Morpho Synonym Rephrase Cueplvase

Query ExpansBonJRjeformulaitBon TechnsQue

Figure 1: Percentage of answers found in top 300 and top 10 sentences

using AltaVista with different query reformulation techniques.

Figure 2 shows how the query reformulation techniques affect the answer redundancy. Intuitively, the

more redundant an answer is, the more likely a question answering system is able to find it. Once again, the

significant improvement is recorded when the rephrase technique was introduced.
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Figure 2: Average Answer Redundancy using AltaVista with different query reformulation techniques.

Finally, figure 3 shows the impact of the search engine choice on the performance of our VVcb-IR.
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Figure 3: Percentage of answers found m top 10 sentences using different search engines.
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4 Evaluation of overall system

We also evaluated the impact of reformulation on overall performance of our system^ . In the six configurations

in table 2, we tested our system on (1) the TREC-2002 collection only, (2) the Web only and (3) the TREC-
2002 collection with feedback from the Web, both with (+) and without (-) reformulations.

The results in Table 2 show that our reformulations did not have a significant impact when used in

Collection reformulations R R+X R+U R+X+U W
TREC only 144 155 148 160 340

Web onlv 173 198 173 198 302

Web+TREC 147 160 163 178 322

TREC only + 146 157 151 163 337

Web only + 227 251 227 251 249

Web+TREC + 176 187 195 208 292

Note; R stands for the number of questions with a fully correct answer,

X for correct but inexact, U for correct but unsupported, and W for wrong.

'
. Table 2: Overall System Evaluations (July 2002 system)

conjunction with a small corpus, the TREC-2002 corpus. The increase in performance for tliis corpus was

small, from 144 to 146 correct answers. However, when used in conjunction with a large corpus, the Web,
reformulations enabled us to find many more correct answers (227 compared to 173). Retrofitting the answer

to the TREC-2002 collection reduces the performance of our system, but the impact of our reformulation

capability remains strong (176 vs. 147) correct answers. These results were achieved with a version of the

reformulation module that produced, on average, 1.2 reformulations per question.

Since July, we have expanded on our reformulation module significantly, motivated by questions and

answers from TREC-9. Currently, we are averaging about 3.14 reformulation per question. When we re-

evaluated the performance of our system on the first 100 questions in the TREC-2002 collection, we observed

that this increase in reformulation capability led to a 5% increase in overall system performance (see Table 3

below).

Collection reformulations #ref/q R R+X R+U R+X+U W
Web-hTREC + (July) 1.2 34 38 38 42 58

Web+TREC + (Oct.) 3.] 39 44 41 46 54

Table 3: Effect of additional reformulations

5 Conclusion

Question reformulations increase the likehhood that correct answers are properly identified by (1) enabling

the information retrieval module to produce higher quality answer candidates, particularly if the underlying

search engine can handle multi-word strings. (2) Reformulations also increase the scoring precision for

answer candidates and improve answer pinpointing in the QA matching phase. (3) Finally, even if the QA
system would have selected a correct answer without reformulations, a strong match with a reformulation as

opposed to a weaker match with the original question can provide additional confidence in the correctness

of the answer.
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Abstract

We describe an attempt lo use automated word

sense disambiguation to improve the

performance of an internet information

retrieval system. A performance comparison of

term frequency verses word sense frequency

was carried out, tiie results of which indicated

no significant performance gains from using a

sense based retrieval model instead of the

traditional TF*fDF.

1. Introduction.

Several authors have observed that ambiguity

in language [1,2] can have a negative effect on

the performance of text retrieval sj'stems. Over

the past ten years a number of researchers [1.

3] have worked on trying to integrate word

sense disambiguation (WSD) techniques into

text based information retrieval (IR) systems

in an attempt to eliminate ambiguity and

increase effectiveness. These attempts have on

the whole produced disappointing results with

the exception of Shiitze and Pederson[4] who

achieved a relative 14% increase in precision

using a combined sense and term based model

over traditional term only strategies. However

it is important to note that often work in this

field has been difficult to assess due to a

failure to effectively evaluate the accuracy of

the disambiguation used. Additionally there is

evidence to suggest that often these

experiments were undertaken on small or

unsuitable collections. To this end the authors

identified the need to re-examine the possible

effects of automated word sense

disambiguation in text retrieval systems using

more rigorous performance measures.

2. Hypothesis.

Prof. John Tait

University of Sunderland

Informatics Centre

St Peters Campus
+44 (0)191 515 2712

John.Tait@sund.ac.uk

Given that studies [5] have identified short

queries may benefit most from a disambiguated

collection we set out to evaluate the performance

of automated word sense disambiguation within a

web search system by submitting a class C entr\'

to the TREC 2002 Web Track. The aim of this

experimental work was to assess the relative

benefits of searching from a collection with

reduced ambiguity in an attempt to identity

whether the introduction of automated word

sense disambiguation can produce more effective

results. In order to achieve this, the authors

attempted to run a base line experiment taking

effective performance measurements for both the

disambiguation and retrieval models to assure the

validity of the work.

3. Experiment Methodology.

To gain an accurate assessment of the effects of

incorporating word sense disambiguation we

created two full text indexes of the .GOV corpus.

Each document in the collection was parsed

using www::parser perl library and the resulting

output was catalogued as plain text in index(a)

and then fed into the automated word sense

disambiguation system and sense tagged (see

section 4). The sense tagged version was then

added to index(b). The format of the indexes used

was relatively crude due to time constraints and

although this subsequently effected retrieval

times this was considered irrelevant in the scope

of our experimental goals. Total index time was

VDays and 4Hours for index(a) and 22days

3 Hours for index fb). The indexing was carried

out on a IGHZ Pentium 3 with 398IVlb of

memory running Linux.

Once the indexes had been completed two topic

distillation runs were performed and submitted to

NIST. These runs were designed speciflcali\ to

contrast the performance of the word and sense

index models.
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4. Automated Disambiguation.

The disambiguation strategy used was a

statistical system trained using the Brown 1

part of Semcorl.6 which is distributed with

WordNet. Semcor consist of a subset of the

Brown corpus manually disambiguated against

the sense definitions contained in WordNet.

The main language features used by our

disambiguation system were sense frequency

from both Semcor and WordNet, idioms and

co-occurrence statistics observed from

Semcor. These techniques were combined

based on their individual accuracy to provide a

hierarchy by which to select the appropriate

sense. Each was applied using a context

window consisting of the sentence

incorporating the target word to be

disambiguated.

The algorithm used to perform disambiguation

was relatively simple using a stepwise

approach to move through the techniques until

either finding an appropriate match or falling

back to sense frequency. Techniques were

applied in descending order of their individual

performance as determined in previous

experimentation.

The performance of the disambiguation engine

was measured in Precision and Recall and

evaluated using the Brown2 part of Semcor 1 .6.

Brown2 consists of 86.412 sense tagged word

instances representing a traditional all-words

test collection. Results were encouraging with

the system scoring 60.1% precision and 57.9%

recall. Coverage of the test corpus in terms of

words attempted was 96.32%. Overall the

s>stem performed above the current baseline

for disambiguation systems established from

the Senseval-2 literature [6].

5. Retrieval Technique.

The retrieval mechanism used in both runs was

a Boolean "AND" search with the results

being ranked based on Salton and McGill's

TF*IDF [7] measure summed across all terms

in a quer>'. The queries were stop worded and

a rudimentary form of stemming was

incorporated. The first run (TDtfidf) was a

base line run carried out using index(a) in

order to asses the relative performance of our

combined retrieval and topic distillation

technique. Our second run (TDwsdtfidf) was

carried out using index(b) with TF*IDF
calculated using sense occurrence rather that

term frequency.

Overall performance in terms of speed of query

execution was poor; however this was to be

expected given the simplistic nature of our index

strategy. Average processing time per query was

37.3 minuets for the term frequency model

lowering to 34. 1 minuets for sense frequency.

6. Topic Distillation.

Our strategy for topic distillation was relatively

simplistic but because of time constraints it was

impossible to cany out more traditional

approaches such as link analysis or frequency

distribution. As such our technique involved a

post processing task carried out over a quer\'"s

results to identify multiple hits / instances of

pages from the same site. Once multiple hits

from a single site had been identified the system

reduced their URL's to the lowest common point

of agreement where there existed a page in the

document collection, this we refer to as the topic

root. This page was then returned with an

aggregate of the combined weighting score of its

constituent elements. The multiple occurrences

were stripped from the results and replaced with

the lopic root page ranked appropriately. The

rational behind this strategy was the hypothesis

that the arrangement of a site across the directory

structure of a web server could be used to

effectively assess the best point at which to enter

the site for a given querv'.

7. Results.

We submitted two Topic Distillation runs for

evaluation the first TDtfidf used term frequency

and the second TDwsdtfidf used sense frequency.

Both runs were identical in terms of the number

of documents / number of relevant documents

retrieved. However an examination of the

SN'stems results indicates subtle differences in the

rankings. Table 1 shows the average Precision

(non-interpolated) and R-Precision figures for

both runs acro.ss all 49 queries.

Table 1 : Combined results for runs.

Run Tag R-

Precision

Average Precision

(Non-Interpolated)

TDtfidf 0.0451 0.0211

TDwsdtfidf 0.0454 0.0211
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R-Precision shows a small increase in the

performance of the sense model (TDwsdtfidf)

when compared to the term model (TDtfidf).

Table 2 shows a comparison of the

Interpolated Recall Precision Averages. When
examining the Interpolated Recall - Precision

figures we see improved precision in the low

recall range when using the sense frequency

model.

Table 2: Interpolated Recall - Precision

Interpolated

Recall

TDtfidf TDwsdtfidf

At 0.0 0.2941 0.2952

At 0.1 0.0751 0.0760

At 0.2 0.0180 0.0181

At 0.3 0.0040 0.0038

At 0.4 0.0008 0.0008

At 0.5 0.0008 0,0008

At 0.6 0.0000 0.0000

At 0.7 0.0000 0.0000

At 0.8 0.0000 0.0000

At 0.9 0.0000 0.0000

At 1.0 0.0000 0.0000

From this we can see that using sense

information helped to promote a small number

of key resources.

8. Conclusion.

The main aim of this project was to assess

whether automated word sense disambiguation

could be used to improve retrieval

effectiveness. Although the use of automated

disambiguation did lead to a small (0.0003%)

increase in R-Precision this is considered

statistically insignificant and as such the

overall results were disappointing. There are

several possible explanations for this.

* Firstly, the Topic Distillation strategy

used was weak and in man}' cases

missed the optimum page to return.

The technique tended to reduce a key

resource to the highest possible entry

point of a particular site.

8 Secondly, although our WSD
strategy tested strongly in terms of

overall accurac\ it relied heavily on

WordNET'S frequency statistics for

words that had not been encountered

in training our system. This meant

that if no training data was available for

a word all instances would be assigned

the same sense which effectively failed

to reduce any ambiguity from the

corpus. Therefore increased training

data could potentially lead to

performance benefits.

Despite these problems it is important to note

that many previous attempts to use automated

disambiguation in IR have significantly reduced

the performance of IR models such as TF*1DF.

Although the performance gains we achieved

were minimal the 39.9% error rate of our

disambiguation methodology did not have a

negative impact on retrieval performance. This

runs contrary to the findings of Sanderson. 2000

[I] however further investigation is needed to

assess exactly how much ambiguity was removed

from the .GOV corpus.
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Introduction

Web queries tend to be significantly shorter and less complex than queries used in earlier types of information

systems (Jansen & Pooch, 2000; Lawrence & Giles, 1999; Spink et al, 2001). Yet, there is general belief that

enriched queries and query reformulation will lead to improved results (Belkin et al, 2001 ). In our research we

are examining the sorts of tools that could assist with the creation of enriched queries and in turn improve the

search process and the user's search experience.

In the work reported here we assessed the use of two types of tools: one to assist the user in targeting and,

thus, restricting the query, and a second one to assist in augmenting the query. We speculated that certain

types of tools are more useful for certain types of information tasks. In particular we targeted the standard

informational request in which a suitable response could be culled from many different Web pages, and

secondly, the 'know-item' task, in which a specific Website exists to solve the problem. We anticipated that

the tool to enable query augmentation would be more useful for informational tasks, as it would encourage

amplification of the query to contain many more words and phrases that represent the information task. On
the other hand, 'know-item' searches suffer when the exact title or some exact content is not known in

advance and the limiter would enable more focussed searches.

Our hypotheses were:

1) Restricting a search to selected Internet domains would improve results for "know-item" information

problems

2) Amplifying the query were additional keywords would improve results for information oriented

information problems.

We tested these hypotheses in a within-subjects experiment using a novel information retrieval

experimentation system prototype, called WilRE which was run on the Web and required no researcher-

participant communication.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-four participants (15 females and 9 males) took part in the study. About half were under 28, the

majority of which were young - between 18 and 22; all but one was under 43. Most had either an

undergraduate degree or were currently enrolled in one. All have used the web for two to four years. Forty-six

per cent use a computer for 1 1 or more hours a week and use the web for an almost equal additional amount

of time. About half use a computer daily for home, work or school purposes.

About 75% use search engines almost daily and, in general, claim to find what they are looking for. Daily,

about 90% use search engines for work/ school related project and about 67% for entertainment. The search

for information in other areas was very different: very few search for shopping (13%), travel (8%), health

(21%), or government information (17%) on a daily basis, and about 25% never search in for those types of

information. Because the data source used for this study was the United States government websites in the

.gov domain, and the participants were Canadian, we also inquired about their previous search experience in

this domain and their familiarity with United States government structure and agencies. About 25% searched

monthly in the .gov domain, but no one searched more frequently than that. Approximately 70% have never
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(knowingly) searched in the .gov domain. Nearly two-thirds confessed to being unfamiliar with the US
government structure and agencies. Thus our participant group was unfamiliar with the US government and

infrequent searchers of its web pages, but they were well acquainted with searching the Web in general.

Search Engine

The Panoptic search engine(see http://www.panoptic.com) developed by Australia's National Research

Agency (CSIRO) and the Australian National University was used in the study. Panoptic is a probabihstic

search engine which accepts natural language query input as well as advanced query operators. The search

engine was operating on a static collection of United States government web pages crawled in January 2002.

The document collection contains 18 gigabytes of data from 1 million web pages. This particular set-up was

created in an attempt to do a controlled experiment in a Web-like laboratory.

Tools

To test our concept of enhancing the query creation process, we developed two types of interface tools

tailored to the data source used in this study.

a) Limiters: Agency Locator and Acronym Identifier

Both serve to limit the search. We know from experience with government information that finding the right

department and sub-department is often key to the right information. The intent of these tools was to enable

the searcher to restrict the search to a particular agency.

! Agency Locator contains a select group of government agencies, departments and offices, selected from the

Louisiana State University library's hierarchical directory of Federal government agencies

(www.lib.lsu.edu/gov/tree). This list was presented in a collapsible tree format. Selecting one or more

branches on the tree restricted the search to the web domain of that particular agency or group of

agencies. The list was arranged by broad subject areas.

! Acronym Identifier contains a select list of common acronyms used in/by government agencies. Because the

URLs for .gov sites contain agency, program, office, etc. acronyms, the contents of the URL provide

valuable clues about an item on the results list. The acronym list could be used both to restrict the search

to that particular group(s) and also to help interpret the URL, providing value-added information to the

user. In in-house tests on the web in general, we have found that users interpret the content of URLs and

use that information in making choices from a results list. In this case, we wanted to simplify that process.

The tool worked as an alphabetical look-up list.

In each case, we used Panoptic's domain specific search feature to limit by specified domain(s).

b) Augmetiter: Keyword Finder

The Keyword Finder was devised to suggest keywords, as well as give the user some notion of the kind of words

that exist in the index and how they are represented in the database. We created this tool from Panoptic's 10-

million word keyword index. Part of our problem was reducing Panoptic's index to something that was

humanly digestible. Using a step by step process that used a combination of simple heuristics and WordNet.

we reduced the list to around 20,000 words which were presented in an alphabetic list that also contained the

keyword frequency information.

Interface

The interface to the Panoptic system was embedded in a testing environment (see last section in Methods).

The interface was built using a three-frame design. The top frame was used only for experimental purposes.

The bottom two frames contained and controlled access to the Panoptic Search Engine. The query input box

was positioned on the left side while the query limit/augment tools were contained in the right frame. The

tool in place depended on the experimental condition. When search results were returned, the search page on

the left was refreshed to now contain both the query input box as well as results. Twenty hits were displayed

per page. When a URL was selected from the results, a new 'website' window open to the right containing the

website. Thus the website could be viewed in context with the results page, eliminating the need for constant

backward movements. Each successively selected URL was presented in the website window.
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Queries were processed with stop words filtered. Conventionally Panoptic presents results in tiers: the first

tier contains all of the query words while documents which partially match are presented in subsequent tiers.

If queries are very long, the keywords are processed in order of decreasing rarity and the most common
words are ignored.

One of the following two options was present at the interface:

a) In the Limit condition, all selections from the Acronym Identifier and Agency Locator inserted the domain

name for a domain restricted search to the Limit box in the Query frame. Subsequent additions were

aggregated in this box. When the search was executed, the Limit box contents were appended to the query

string and served to restrict the search to URLs containing the domain string.

b) In the Augment condition, all selections from the Keyword Locator were added to the query box. The

resulting query string contained both manually entered terms and terms added through use of the Keyword

tool. In this condition there was no Limit capability.

Under both conditions, we used a "bookbag" metaphor as a means for participants to indicate which pages

from the results list were useful for the given task. Participants were asked to mark the checkbox beside

relevant results and click on the "Add to bookbag" button. The URLs, the title of the webpage, and rank on

the hitlist of each selection was stored in a database together with details of the participant and task.

Variables

The independent variables which were assessed using a series of metrics were:

1. Interface:

a) . Limit: the Acronymn Identifier and Agency Locator tools

b) . Augment: the Keyword Finder tool

2. Task Objective:

a) . Document: objective of the search is a 'known-item" - a Web page

b) . Information: objective of the search is a set of pages on which the solution will be found.

Information Problems

The eight information problems used in the study were devised by the Interactive Track, 1
1"' Text Retrieval

Conference specifically for use with the .gov data source (see Table 1 ). Four information problems were

randomly assigned to each of the 24 participants so that, overall, twelve people addressed each problem.

Problems were characterized according to type: a) whether they required Information or Documents to

respond to the problem as defined above. Those of type Information needed certain facts or details, while

those defined as type Document required a specific web page or pages to respond to the information

problem.

# Information Problems Type
1 You are travelling from the Netherlands, and want to bring some typical food products as

gifts for your friends in the United States. What are three kinds of food products from the Information

Netherlands that you are not allowed to bring into the US?
2 You are concerned with privacy issues related io electronic infonnalion and would like to

know what laws have been passed b> the US Congress regarding these issues. Identify three Document

such law s.

3 A friend has a private well which is the family's only source of drinking water. Locate a US
publication, which contains guidelines for the maintenance of safe water standards for private Document

well use.

4 You are not sure about the salety of genetically engineered foods, and would like to find more

information and research on this topic. Name lour potential types of safety problems that Information

ha\e been raised.

5 You are interested in learning more about what measures the US government has taken since . ,

2001 to prevent Mad-Cow Disease. Identify three such measures.

6 Name/find three research programs/projects that investigate the treatment/causes of Information
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ff Information Problems Type
dwarfism.

/ 1 UU d-l C pJallUIII^ a CyLlJU^ CApCUlUUII alUll^ LIlC OIIK. IvUdU IJl v-CHLlal rvold. iJIIU a WclXSjlC llldl

Document
is a good source information about healtti precautions should you take.

8 You are planning to travel to the northeast territories of India and wonder ii there are any

problenis/restriclions for tourists. Find a website that is a good source ol information about Document

such problems/restrictions.

Table 1. Information Problems Used in the Study

Experimentation Environment - WilRE
To manage this experiment we created a novel testing environment called WilRE, the Web Interactive

Information Retrieval Experimentation System. All experimental tasks and participant communications were

contained within a web-based system. All data, from agreement-to-participate {the traditional consent form)

to questionnaire, were captured into a database, or in server logs. For more details about this system, see

Toms, Freund and Li (2002).

Procedure

Initially, each participant was given a prelude to the study followed by an introduction to the experimentation

system, which started with the consent form. On agreement, this led to a demographics and search experience

questionnaire and an overview of the study. The pattern beyond that point included an introduction to the

new tool and practice time to use it. When participants indicated readiness to begin a task, they were assigned

by the system a search topic. For each topic, participants completed a pre-task questionnaire, searched for

information on that topic, and then completed set of post-task questions that contained both closed and

open-ended questions to capture some of the data that would normally have been handled via interview. This

process was repeated with the second interface and the last two search topics. At the end, participants were

assigned a final summary qiiestionnaire.

Data Analysis

Most of the data was captured to an MS-Access database or in server logs. Because participants came to our

lab, we collected data using WinWhatWhere, a client-side transaction log file. The MS-Access database was

converted to an SPSS data format. The URLs of all sites viewed was retrieved from the client-side transaction

log files. The queries submitted by participants were retrieved from the server logs. In addition, the server

logs and the client-side transaction logs were blended to retrieve time data and selected process data.

Results

The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of two tools to aid query creation. To do so we
examined several factors that affect the search process: I ) what the participants brought to the process - their

knowledge and experiences that may affect outcomes; 2) effectiveness of the interface to supported the user

in the query creation/reformulation processes and in the interpretation of results; 3) the performance of the

system: how well it interpreted the query and provided a suitable set of results; 4) outcomes: how well the user

and the system were able to accomplish the task, and how well the user perceived the process. The metrics

were based on participant assessment, and on objective observation collected via logs, the outcome, and on

independent assessment.

Pre-Task: Prior Knowledge and Experience of Participants

No participant had searched any of the information problems used in this study prior to this study.

Participants indicated a lack of expertise in the topic area: 70% were unfamiliar with the topic and a further

21% were somewhat familiar, while 84% indicated having no or little expertise in the topic area at all. About

50% believed that there was information available for each information problem while 25% believe that was

little information on the topic, and a similar proportion (50%) of participants believed that the information

problems would be easy to solve. In summary, while participants had a lot of search experience, but no formal

training (as described earlier under participants), and had no knowledge or expertise with the topics, they
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believed that there was information out there, but it might not be easy to find. Furthermore, there were no

significant difference in perceptions according to task objective (F(l,4)=.934, p=.448) or to interface

(F(l,4)=1.468, p=.219).

Analysis of the Queries

Participants created 395 queries, an average of 4.1 queries per task. The queries were evenly divided between

the Limit and Augment conditions. But in the task objective condition, 54% were created for Information

problems versus 46% for Documents. There was an interaction of task objective and interface. Fewer queries

were created for Documents than for Information in the Keyword condition.

Each query was composed of, on average, 4.3 keywords, ranging from one keyword to fourteen. Of these

Panoptic used 3.7 in the retrieval process. There was no interaction of task and interface (F(l,391)=.178,

p=.673). There was also no main effect of task (F(l,391)=.95, p=.482), but there was one of interface

(F(l,391)=6.935, p=.009). Participants in the Augment condition created significantly larger queries (4.6) than

those in the Limit condition (4.0).

As previously described, each information problem was represented as a sentence or statement to participants.

Typically one keyword per query did not come directly from the assigned information problem, but was

devised by the participant. There was no interaction of task objective and interface concerning the number of

words in those queries that did not also appear in the original information problem statement (F( 1,391)=. 144,

p=.704), but there were main effects of both task and interface. Those in the Limit condition added

significantly fewer words to queries than those in the Augment condition (F(I,391)=27.370, p<.0001).

Similarly, those searching for Information added significantly more keywords than those searching for

Documents (F(l,391)=15.260, p<.0001).

Twenty per cent were simple keyword queries, while 52% contained a phrase. A further 28% contained a

statement or question. About 34% of all queries created for Information problems were simple keyword

queries compared to 4% for Document tasks. Seventy-seven per cent of all Document queries contained a

phrase whereas only 33% of the Information queries had phrases. In the interface condition, between 50% to

60% were phrase queries, with the remainder about evenly split between keyword and sentence formatted

queries. This pattern was retained regardless of interface used.

The content of the queries was further analyzed both from a linguistic perspective and for the use of syntax.

Eighty percent contained no advanced syntax, e.g., use of Boolean or "+" and The proportion was the

same in both task and interface conditions.

Over the course of a search, 75% of the second and subsequent queries for the same task were modified in

some way: 18% were expanded in scope, while 9% were reduced in scope and 30% were completely revised.

The remainder were re-entered. Twenty-two per cent of those in the Augment condition were expanded

compared to 13% in the Limit condition. In the task objective condition, 35% of those seeking Information

were totally revised compared with 25% in the Document conditions.

In addition, we examined how the tools were used within the task type. There were no significant differences

by either the number of times the Limit tool was used or by the number of agencies appended to the query

by type of task objective. On average the Limit tool was used about twice per information problem for a total

of two agency URLs appended per task. The Augment tool was used on average once per query; a new

keyword was added to a query about once for every two information problems. Of these keywords about the

same number were new to the information problem. That is, the words did not already appear in the

information problem statement.

Search Engine

Aboutness is a measure of how well the page fits the task. This is not a user-centred relevance judgement, but
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an objective assessment of the search engine's performance. Each web page examined by the participants was

assessed by an independent expert for each information problem. Aboutness is partially a user selection, but

more so, evidence of the a search engine's ability to deliver what the user has requested. Users can only select

from what the search engine delivers, but then must make judicious choices from those items. The rules are

listed below:

Rating Meaning % pages

5 pages directly related to the topic and containing clear info on the topic 14%

4 pages that provide some information that is related, or leads directly to the answer 17%

3 pages that about the topic but may be broader or narrower that the topic 26%

2 tangentially related but not really in the topic area 14%

pages that are clearly not about the topic at ail 29%

The percentage in the third column contains the proportion of URLs examined that were assessed to be at

that rating level. The average aboutness for all pages examined by participants was 2.7; 57% of the web pages

examined were related or somewhat related to the topic being searched. The differences within each condition

was insignificant at each rating level. In the interface condition, the percentage of pages at each level was

about evenly split. This was not the case in the task objective condition when the trend was to a larger

proportion of the pages rated a "4" or "5" in the Information condition. Thus pages retrieved in the

Information condition tended to have a larger number of pages rated as on or relevant to the topic than those

in the Document condition.

About 30% of the first URLs examined had an aboutness rating of "1." All second and subsequent URLs
selected had a positive change (or no change) in the aboutness rating. In general. 27% of the URLs
represented a higher aboutness rating than the one examined prior to it. There appears to be no difference by

task objective or interface.

Of the 837 items examined, 400 were added to the bookbag. Presence in the bookbag signifies that

participants considered the item to be useful in responding to the information problem. On average,

participants inserted, per task, about 4.5 items into the bookbag while examining about 6.2 URLs. Forty-seven

per cent of those added to the bookbag were rated a 4 or 5 on the scale presented above; 10% were rated a

"1", or clearly not about the topic at all. Thus about half of the items in the bookbag were related to the

information task.

The items contained in the bookbag also captured the rank of the item on the results list. The range of items

viewed varied from a rank of 2 to 100 with the average being 61 (S.D. = 27.5). Twenty items were presented

on each results page which means that participants examined up to the first five pages of results. The

proportion that appeared on each page are listed below:

Page 1 (rank 1-20): 7.5%

Page 2 (rank 21-40): 18%
Page 3 (rank 41-60): 26.3%

Page 4 (rank 61-80): 18.2%

Page 5 (rank 81-100): 29%
There was no interaction of task objective and interface (F( 1,80)=.650, p=.423) and no main effect of

interface (F(l ,80)=2.052, p= 156), but there was a main effect of task type (F(].80)= 4.078. p=.047). Those in

the Information condition had an average lower rank than those in the Document condition. Thus the search

engine appears to be outputting better pages for for those classified as informational than for .know-item

searches.
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Outcome
Completeness of the Task

Completeness assessed the set of URLs examined by a participant for a task to answer tlie question: how
completely could the information problem be resolved with the web pages collected in the bookbag? The

following rules were used:

Rating Rule

1 0% of the problem was answered/responded to

2 about '4 of the problem was answered

3 about '/2 of the problem was answered

4 about % of the problem was answered

5 100% of the problem has been answered

Thirty-three per cent of the tasks were consider "'complete" as verified by an external expert, while 42% were

considered incomplete, that is the former were rated 5 on the scale while the latter were rated 1, and the other

ratings were fairly evenly distributed between 7 and 9 per cents. Overall, about half a problem was complete.

While there appears to be no differences by interface, more tasks in the Information condition (40%) were

complete compared with those in the Document condition (25%) (Chi-Square= .044, df=4).

User perception: process

In general, about 52% of participants found the topics very easy to search, a proportion that is increased to

70% if the median "Somewhat" is also included. Approximately 42% claimed that they had more than

enough time to do the search and a further 29% said that it was "Just right." About 76% indicated that their

previous knowledge did not help with the search (which was not surprising considering the initial indication

of their knowledge and expertise in the topic areas). About 47% indicated that their search experience was

satisfying, while a further 21% were "neutral." For each of these measures there was no main effects or

interaction of the factors.

User perception: outcomes

Participants were tri-modal about what was learned in course of doing the searches. About 1/3 learned very

little and 1/3 learned a lot about the topic. In this case there was a borderline interaction of task objective and

information (F(l,88)=3.723, p=.057). More participants in the Limit condition felt that they learned a lot

while doing Document searches. The exact reverse was true for those in the Augment condition. About 51 %
were satisfied with their search results which is increased to 67% if the median "Somewhat" is included.

Fifty-seven per cent indicated they would likely recommend their search results to a friend who was seeking

the same information and a further 17% indicated they "maybe" would do so. About 61% were certain that

they found answers to the search topics. For each of these measures there were no main effects of task

objective and interface and no interaction.

Analysis

This research assessed the effectiveness of two types of tools, one to restrict the search to Internet domain

and one that enabled amplification. We anticipated that the Limit tool would be more useful for Document

tasks, and the Augment tools for the Information task. Results are not clear cut and we cannot conclude that

our hypotheses were supported. For many metrics there were no anticipated interaction effects from which

we can conclude that one tool is more suited to a certain type of task. Surprising in the results was the high

rank of relevant hits when compared with the typical Web search result in which users rarely go beyond the

first couple of pages of hits. When combined with the aboutness and completeness rating, we are suspicious

about both the ability of the search engine to find good pages. In addition, participants were unfamiliar with

the topics to be searched and with US government information and their ratings and personal perception at

the end illustrates those issues.

Participants in the Augment condition created significantly longer queries than those in the Limit condition.
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suggesting that the Keyword tool, either directly or indirectly affected the query. In data assessed to date, the

use of the tool does not suggest that it affected ability to complete. The Agency finder was used by the most

participants (21) and is the only tool that received an above average rating on a scale of one to seven. The

keyword tool was the least transparent to users, and most of the comments indicated that participants either

did not understand how to use it: "I don't understand the use of the keyword finder when you can just type

the word by typing it in the box. (P21)", or found it too unwieldy to use: "It was very time consuming to

scroll through the list... (PI 1)". From the comments, it seems likely that most participants did not understand

how to apply this data to query formulation. Participants found the Agency tool "a great help in narrowing

down the search area (PIO)". Participants noted that it suited the government domain, but that it might not

be helpful "in all subjects of interest (P14)". The low level of use of the Acronym tool seems to be related to

its more specific application. The general thread of the comments was that it looked potentially useful, but

the need for it did not arise: "I just didn't need to use it in this instance, however, I think I'd use it right away

if I didn't know the agency (P3) ". Thus, despite their overall performance participants understood the intent

of the tools, except perhaps the Keyword Finder. So why did those tools not help? Prior to the start of the

study, we were able to identify by limiting by agency more useful items in selected tasks, yet the participants

were seemingly unable to do the same. Likely the problem is in its implementation.

WilRE - the Web Information Retrieval Experimentation System prototype

WilRE enabled the processing of participants in three groups, rather than the usual one-on-one, two-hour

sessions; this resulted in considerable efficiencies in data collection. Form-based data was collected in a

database while process-based data such as time and queries were acquired from web server logs. The other

data critical to this study that could not be collected in the server logs was the URLs visited. For this we relied

on a client-side transaction logs, a tool that would not be available to us with remote participants. However,

we did incorporate a 'bookbag' feature at the hitlist level, which stored items and their rank in a 'bookbag.'

This proved to be too cumbersome, as participants had to go back to the hitlist to add items to the bookbag, a

task we plan to add at the page level in the next version.

3000
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The figure above illustrates the process taken by a participant in WilRE. Noteworthy about this figure is the

amount of time spent doing each activity in the experiment from reading the consent form to doing the final

questionnaire. The bolded heavy black line is the average time for each activity. The most interesting factoid is

the amount of time taken to do each task which decreased significantly over the course of the study. (In the

figure, tasks are in order of completion and not by topic number.) This raises significant questions about the

length of time that should be allotted for human experiments and the number of tasks that should be assigned

before the process becomes onerous.

Conclusions

In this study, a modified search interface containing two types of tools designed to help with query creation

were tested using the Panoptic search system. Overall results were inconclusive, as few participants could

respond completely to a search topic and the pages examined were mostly not about the topic assigned, at

least as determined by an external assessor. Part of the problem is likely due to the specialized nature of the

database - the US government web pages, and to the lack of knowledge and experience of the participants

with this type of data. Although the participants rated the experience slightly above average in their personal

assessments, one has to question the effectiveness of the tools as well as the search engine. In addition a new

web-based experimentation system was tested. In the lab it enabled bulk processing of participants without

degradation in data quality. Noteworthy about its use was the significant drop in time taken to do a search

task as the experiment progressed.
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1 Introduction

For TREC 2002, the MultiText Group concentrated

on the QA track. VVc also submitted runs for the Web
track.

Building on the work of previous years, our TREC
2002 QA system takes a statistical approach to an-

swer selection, supported by a lightweight parser that

performs question categorization and query genera-

tion. Answer candidates are extracted from passages

retrieved by an algorithm that identifies short text

fragments containing weighted combinations of query

terms. If the parser is able to assign one of a prede-

termined set of question categories to a question, the

system employs a finite-state pattern recognizer to

extract answer candidates. Otherwise, one- to five-

word n-grains from the passages are used. Our sys-

tein a.ssumes that an answer to every question af>-

pears in the TREC corpus, and it produces a NIL

result only in a few rare circumstances. Despite the

simplicity of the approach, our best QA run returned

correct answers to .37% of the questions.

Our basic question answering strategy is an exten-

sion of the technique we used for both TREC 2000

and 2001 [5]. In past years, our system ranked in-

dividual terms appearing in retrieved passages and

selected oO-byte responses from the passages that in-

cluded one or more of the highest ranking terms.

Since exact answers are required for TREC 2002,

much of our effort this year was focused on the ex-

tension of this technique to multi-term exact-answer

candidates.

Last year, a novel feature of our QA system was the

use of commercial Web search services to reinforce

answer candidates. This year we reduced our depen-

dence on these commercial services by generating our

own collections of structured and unstructured data

for use in question answering. The structured data

collection consists largely of tables containing answers

to questions of frequently occurring types, such as the

names of capital cities, the names of world leaders,

and the names of baby animals. The unstructured

data collection consists of a terabyte of Web data

gathered from the general Web in mid-2001. For com-

parison, half of our submitted runs use a commercial

Web search service (Altavista) in addition to our own
collection.

As a supplement to our basic question answering

strategy, we developed an '"early answering" strat-

egy using our structured collection. Under this strat-

egy, if a question can be answered directly from the

structured data, the problem is reduced to one of an-

swer justification, in which our system attempts to

locate a document in the TREC corpus where ques-

tion and answer keywords appear in close proximity.

If no acceptable justification can be found, or if the

question cannot be answered with the structured col-

lection, our basic question answering strategy is in-

voked. This combination of two strategies — a strat-

egy that searches a federated collection of structured

data with a statistical strategy that searches a large

collection of unstructured text - is essentially the ap-

proach to question answering advocated by Lin [9].

Our experimental runs examine the impact of our

early answering strategy. Half our submitted runs

use the strategy and half do not.

In the next section wc provide an overview of each

of the main components of our QA system, with a

particular focus on the components which are new to

our system for TREC 2002. Section 3 gives the results

of our QA track experiments. For the Web track we
submitted runs that took advantage of anchor text

and link information in addition to document con-

tent. In section 4 we describe the approach used for

our Web track experiments and discuss the results.
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2 The MultiText QA System

Figure 1 provides an overview of our QA system,

showing the processing steps from question to an-

swer. Not all the paths through this diagram are

used in all runs. Half of our runs omit the Altavista

path through the center of the diagram, and half of

our runs omit the early answering path down the left.

2.1 Question Analysis

The question-analysis component takes a natural lan-

guage question as input and yields a set of terms

amenable for input to the passage retrieval system.

Question analysis also yields answer categories used

by the entity extraction component.

To achieve its objectives, the question analyzer

looks for textual elements characteristic of some ques-

tion form. To this end, we use a context-free grammar

generating the forms of interest, and find the most

likely derivation of a question using a probabilistic

version of Earley's algorithm. The context-free gram-

mar has been augmented to form an attribute gram-

mar and the attributes are evaluated based on the

most probable derivation.

Query generation has changed little from TREC
2001 [3] and is based primarily on part-of-speech and

quoted-string attributes. Queries are term vectors.

Our passage retrieval system provides a rich lan-

guage for term expressions that includes exact match-

ing of words and phrases, matching under stem-

ming, matching of term disjunctions, and other less-

standard operators. For query generation, part of

speech is used to determine the role of each word as

a query term. Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs are

used directly as query terms. Verbs are stemmed if

they are regular, and expanded if they are irregular.

Articles and prepositions are discarded unless other-

wise specified in the grammar rules. Quoted strings

are used directly as query terms, as are the individual

words contained in quoted strings.

Along with a query, the attribute evaluator out-

puts a set of global attributes and binary relation-

ships among words in the question. This information

was processed further using Prolog. As an example,

the parser output for TREC 2001 question 1383 is

shown in figure 2.

Global attributes are expressed as the unary rela-

tions qno for question number, inst for instance-of

and so on. The binary relationships are expressed as

4- tuples:

eCqno, source, sink, rel),

where qno is the question number, source and sink

are words in the question, and rel is the relationship

between source and sink. For example,

e( 1382 ,
" shepard" . "make" ,

" sub j
"

)

indicates that "shepard" is the subject of "maJce",

and

e(1383, "flight", "make" , "obj")

indicates that "flight" is the object of '"make". More
importantly, we see that ''spacecraft'" is the object

of an adverbial phrase modifying ''make", and that

"what" (the question word) modifies "spacecraift".

Our Prolog analyzer is able to deduce from these re-

lations that the answer being sought is the spacecraft

involved in Shcpard's flight.

We use WordNet to determine if a word named
in the instance-of attribute is a person, place, thing,

etc. and use this information in assigning the ques-

tion a category. We use word relationships as further

evidence in determining the category (e.g. authors

write books, inventors invent inventions, and so on).

Our original intent was to use the analysis to gener-

ate better queries and to aid in recognizing answer

contexts. Time permitted us to use the analysis only

for categorization.

2.2 Passage Retrieval

We have developed a passage- retrieval algorithm for

question answering that can identify small text frag-

ments that cover as many question terms as possible.

This retrieval algorithm has been applied in all our

TREC question-answering experiments to date. A
detailed description of the algorithm may be found

elsewhere [3, 5].

Unlike most other passage-retrieval algorithms,

ours does not retrieve predefined document elements,

but can retrieve any document substring within a

corpus. Usually, these fragments are considerably

smaller than the documents that contain them. The
score of a fragment depends on its length, the number
of question terms it contains and the relative weight

assigned to each of these terms.

Fragments are often only a few words in length, and

may cover only the question terms. To provide the

context necessary for entity extraction and answer

selection, each fragment is expanded by n words on

eacli side, and tliis larger passage is retrieved from tiie

corpus. The location of the original fragment within

each larger passage is marked as a "hotspot". The
answer-selection algorithm takes into account the lo-

cation of answer candidates relative to this hotspot.
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qno(i383)

.

inp(1383/'In in what spacecraft did U u S s astronaut Alan alan Shepard
shepard make his historic 1961 flight"),

cat (1383, "what")

.

catl(1383,"Mhat")

.

e( 1383 , "what" , "spacecraft" , "adj ")

.

e ( 1383 ,
" in" , "spacecraft "

. "prep" )

.

e( 1383 , "alan" , "shepard" , "adj ")

.

e( 1383 , "astronaut" , "shepard" , "adj ")

.

e( 1383 , "us" , "shepard"
, "adj ")

.

e( 1383 ,

"

1961" , "flight" , "adj " )

.

e( 1383 , "historic" , "flight" . "adj ")

.

e( 1383 , "his" , "flight" , "adj ")

.

e(1383 /'flight", "make", "obj") .

e( 1383 , "spacecraft" , "make" , "adv")

.

e( 1383, "shepard" , "make" , "subj ") .

Figure 2: Parser output for TREC 2001 question 1383.

Passages are retrieved from at least three — and

in some cases four — corpora. The first of these is

the TREC corpus itself. The second corpus is our

own local terabyte Web corpus. The third is a small

27MB corpus containing 330,000 trivia questions and

answers, with each question/answer pair indexed as a

separate document and treated as unstructured text

by the passage-retrieval component.

Half of our runs use a fourth corpus generated by

querying the Altavista search engine. In these runs,

we download the top 200 documents returned by Al-

tavista to form a small question-specific corpus. Since

its contents are biased by the query, term statistics

from the TREC corpus are used during passage re-

trieval from this small corpus.

The top 20 passages are retrieved from the TREC
corpus, the top 40 from the local Web corpus and

up to 10 from the trivia corpus. In runs using an

Altavista corpus, the top 40 passages are retrieved.

The system merges the retrieved passages and passes

them to the entity-extraction component.

2.3 Entity Extraction

An entity-extraction component, with responsibility

for identifying answer candidates, is a major addi-

tion to our QA system for TRFC 2002. Our overall

approach to entity extraction and answer selection is

similar to the ''n-gram mining'" technique described

by Dumais et a!. [8]. An answer candidate is always a

word n-gram appearing in a retrieved passage. If the

question-analysis component assigns a category to a

question, simple pattern matching is used to extract

n-grams corresponding to the category. But when a

category cannot be assigned to a question, n-grams

of one to five words within a fixed window of the

hotspot become the answer candidates. The entity

extractor records the passage and document in which

each candidate appears, and its location relative to

the hotspot. All this information is passed to the

answer selection component.

The primary purpose of the entity extractor is to

eliminate unacceptable or unlikely answer candidates

from the set of all n-grams. Thus, we prefer to re-

tain questionable candidates and rely on the answer-

selection component to give a low score to spurious

candidates. As an example, for the PERSON cate-

gory the entity extractor w-ill accept any capitalized

word surrounded by uncapitalized words, provided

that it is not a stopword or question term and pro-

vided it appears capitalized in the corpus more than

50% of the time.

Pattern matching is achieved with a tool that al-

lows the results of finite-state matching to be merged,

filtered and cascaded, similar to the tool described

by Abney [1]. The tool incorporates an algebra for

structured text search [4], which, along with other

capabilities, allows the context of a match to be con-

sidered. Finite-state automata may be specified by

regular expressions or by lists of terms, such as the

names of countries or states. In addition to finite-

state automata, hand-written matching code may be

called from the matching tool as needed.

A total of 48 categories are matched; a full

list is given in figure 3. Most of the categories

are self-explanatory, and many arc standard in
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AIRPORT ANNIVERSARY AREA
RTRTHSTONE CODE COLOUR CONSTELLATION
rONTTNENT CONVERSTON=unitO,unitl COUNTRY CURRENCY
DATE ELEMENT LAKE LARGE
LENGTH LONG MASS MEASURE
MONEY MONTH MOON MOUNTAIN
NATTJR AL NUMBER OCEAN PERSON
PHONE PLACE PLANET PROPER
PROVINCE QUANTITY=unit RATE RIVER
SEASON SPEED STATE TEMPERATURE
THING TIME URL VOLUME
WEEKDAY YEAR ZIPCODE ZODIAC

Figure 3: Question categories.

question answering systems (e.g. DATE, CITY,

PERSON, TEMPERATURE). A few (AIRPORT,

BIRTHSTONE, SEASON) are inspired by previous

TREC evaluations. Two categories, CONVERSION
and QUANTITY are parameterized by units. After

matching, we normalize candidates corresponding to

time, measurement, and numeric categories to stan-

dard formats to assist the answer selection process.

Matching of the generic proper name categories

(PROPER, PERSON, PLACE, THING) is a two-

stage process that depends on corpus statistics. In

the first stage, we identify lexically acceptable candi-

dates using a longest-match approach. For example,

the first stage would identify only the string "U.S.

President Bill Clinton Thursday" as a candi-

date for the PERSON category in the passage:

...U.S. President Bill Clinton

Thursday proposed a five-year,

over 6 billion U.S. dollar package

to raise the ante on his nearly

fulfilled pledge to put 100,000 new

officers on the beat nationwide...

The second phase uses corpus statistics to propose

substrings of the first-stage candidates as additional

candidates. To generate these corpus statistics, we

applied the longest-match patterns for the generic

proper name categories to a concatenation of the

TREC 200] and 2002 QA corpora and recorded a

count of each matching string. Any substring of a

first-stage candidate that appears more frequently

than the candidate itself is proposed as an additional

candidate. However, single terms are not proposed

if they arc capitalized less than 50% of the time in

the combined corpus. In the example above, the

strings "U.S.", "Bill Clinton", "U.S. President

Bill Clinton" and "Thursday" would be proposed

as additional candidates, but not "S. President"

or "Clinton Thursday".

The patterns for PERSON, PLACE and THING
match similar sets of strings. The pattern

for THING accepts acronyms ("I.B.M") and un-

capitalized word combinations ("The Lord of the

Rings") that would not be accepted by the PER-
SON pattern. The PLACE pattern attempts to ex-

tend matches by appending state and country names
("Waterloo, Ontario, Canada"). The PROPER
pattern is a union of the PERSON, PLACE and

THING patterns.

When the question analyzer cannot assign a cat-

egory to a question, the entity extractor generates

a set of all 1- to 5-grams within within 30 words

of the hotspot. From this set, the entity extractor

eliminates n-grams that only appear in a single pas-

sage, n-grams that begin or end with prepositions,

and n-grams that consist primarily of stopwords and

question terms. The remaining n-grams are treated

as answer candidates and are passed to the answer-

selection component.

2.4 Answer Selection

From tlic entity extractor, the answer-selection com-

ponent receives a set of n-grams, a list of the pas-

sage and document identifiers where each n-gram is

found, and the location of each n-gram within these

passages. Along with corpus statistics, this informa-

tion is used to rank the n-grams. The highest ranking

n-gram is returned as the exact answer.

Candidate redundancy, the number of distinct pas-

sages in which an candidate occurs, has been an im-

portant factor in our QA system since TREC-Q [5].

To rank n-gram answer candidates, our TREC 2002

ranking formula combines redundancy with an idf-
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-/A plprn<^nt<5

Biographies •Tir A AA/0,UUU

Trivia Question and Answers •?*3n AAA

Airports(code, names, location) J ,oUU

Country Locations AA

Country Capitals and Populations ouU

Currency by Country

Landmark Locations z,UUU

Rulers (location,period,title) Afvn
Zr>,[)v[)

Acronyms 110 AAA

Ihiivcrsity and College (name, location) 0,UUU

Major World Cites (name, location) •Tl AAAZ 1 ,UUU

State and Province (name, population, date, capital, bird, flower) 63

Holidays 171

Previous TREC questions and answers 1 393

Animal Name (baby, male, female, group) 500

Figure 4: Structured data for early answering.

like weight and information about the location of the

candidate relative to the hotspot in passages where

it occurs.

The distance of a candidate from a passage hotspot

is measured in token positions, with candidates oc-

curring in the hotspot itself treated specially. Given

V, an ordered set of m passages, we use the nota-

tion Vi (] < * < to refer to the ith passage in

v. Each passage is split into tokens, where tokens

are sequences of alphanumeric characters separated

by non-alphanumeric characters.

For each passage Pi containing one or more oc-

currences of a candidate x {x E Pi) we determine

loc{Pi^x)^ the distance from the hotspot to the clos-

est occurrence of x If x is contained entirely in the

hotspot then loc{Pi,x] — 0. Otherwise, loc{Pi,x) >
0. For multi-token candidates, the distance is mea-

sured from the closest token in the hotspot to the

furthest token in the candidate. Thus for candidates

occurring before the hotspot. the distance is mea-

sured from the start of the candidate to the start of

the hotspot, and for candidates occurring after the

hotspot the distance is measure from the end of the

hotspot to the end of the candidate.

Candidates are then scored using the following for-

mula:

where TV is sum of the lengths of all documents in

the corpus and fx is the number of occurrences of

the candidate in the database.

2o5 Early Answering

The "early answering" subsystem answers questions

by referencing a database of structured knowledge

gathered from the Web. The subsystem comprises

two components: a retrieval component that de-

termines when questions can by answered from the

structured knowledge and proposes possible answers,'

and a justification component that uses IR techniques

to identify documents that support the proposed an-

swers.

We gathered Web pages from standard sources like

the CIA Factbook and from other sources identified

by searching the Web. The Web pages were parsed

into tables and manually filtered to remove irregu-

lar information. We supplemented the data gathered

from the Web with a table of acronyms extracted

from the TREC 2001 and 2002 QA corpora and a

table of past TREC questions ^nd answers. Figure 4

gives a summary of the tables in the database.

One table in the database contains a collection of

trivia questions with their answers. This is the same

collection accessed by the passage retrieval compo-

nent as unstructured text. Here, the trivia collection

is treated as structured data and an exact match with

the normalized text of a trivia question is required for

the associated answer to be proposed. The text of a

question is normalized by converting to lower case,

removing punctuation and a few stopwords, sorting

the words, and eliminating duplicate words.

The early-answering subsystem is geared to answer

specific question types. Regular expressions are used

to match question forms corresponding to these types
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0) results from the early- answering subsystem

1) CONTINENT, CURRENCY, LAKE, OCEAN, PLANET, PROVINCE
2) COLOUR, COUNTRY, SEASON, STATE, YEAR
3) ANNIVERSARY, DATE, LENGTH, MOUNTAIN, PERSON, PLACE, PROPER, THING
4) LONG, TIME
5) CODE, LARGE, SPEED
6) NUMBER, RATE, TEMPERATURE
7) MONEY
8) all other categories

9) uncategorized questions

10) unanswered questions ("HIL")

Figure 5: Confidence ranking l)y category.

(ie. "What is the capital of X?"). Once the question

type is identified, the answer is retrieved directly from

the corresponding table. When possible, we order the

tables so that the first occurrence is the most likely

answer. When the time-frame of a question is impor-

tant, the question is answered in the time-frame of

the corpus rather than the time-frame of the gath-

ered data. For example, the question, "Who is the

president?" should be answered with "Bill Clinton"

rather than "George W. Bush."

To meet the requirements of the QA track, our sys-

tem not only must return an exact answer, but also

must identify a document in the TREC corpus that

supports this answer. Given a question and a pro-

posed answer, the justification component searches

the TREC corpus for a document containing the an-

swer and keywords from the question in close prox-

imity. If no supporting document can be found, the

proposed answer is rejected.

2.6 Merging &i Ranking

The final component of our system merges the output

of the statistical answer-selection component with the

answers generated by the early-answering subsystem

and applies a confidence ranking to the result. The

decisions made by this merging-and-ranking compo-

nent arc based on our experience with 1393 training

questions drawn from the QA tracks for TREC 1 999-

2001

.

Whenever the early-answering subsystem produces

an answer for a question in this training set, we

judged it to be correct (but not necessarily justi-

fied) 96% of the time. Since this performance is su-

perior to that of statistical answer selection for all

question categories, answers generated by the early-

answering subsystem arc always given precedence and

are ranked first in the system output. Unfortunately,

over the training set, the early-answering subsystem

produces an answer for only 12% of the questions.

The ranking of the answers produced by statistical

answer selection is entirely based on the question cat-

egory, with the answers for uncategorized questions

ranked lower than categorized questions. The rank-

ing order b}' category is shown in figure 5. Each line

of the figure gives an equivalence class for confidence

ranking purposes.

In the rare cases where neither early answering nor

statistical answer selection produces an answer, a no-

answer ("NIL"") result is generated and ranked last.

Statistical answer selection fails to produce an answer

only when the entity extraction component fails to

identify any candidates from the TREC QA corpus.

We took this failure as an indication that an answer

may not be present in the corpus. This situation is

only one in which a "NIL" result is produced by our

system.

3 QA Track Results

Our QA track results are summarized in figure 6. The
figure reports results for two judgment sets: the offi-

cial NIST judgments and our own judgments, which

were made immediately after the runs were submit-

ted in August. The NIST judgments for uwmtBO were

generated from the answer list provided by NIST,

since this run was not officially judged. All the an-

swers we marked correct in this run are exact and

supported according to the NIST answer list, but it

is possible that some correct answers from this run do

not appear in the NIST answer list. In judging our

own runs, we were far more forgiving than the NIST
judges. Nonetheless, the relative differences between

runs under each judgment set is remarkably consis-

tent.

The use of Altavista as a supplement to our own
QA resources had an impact of less than 4% on both
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run tag uwmtBS UMmtB2 uwmtBl uwmtBO

uses early answering?

uses Altavis^ta?

y

y

y
n

n

y

n

n

NIST judgments
percent correct 36 . 87. 36.6.X7. 33 . 47, 32.47.

confidence-weighted score 0.512 0.511 0.441 0.429

MultiText judgments
percent correct 44.4% 44 . 07. 39 . 47. 38 . 67.

confidence-weighted score 0.614 0.610 0.509 0.493

Figure 6: QA track results.

the number of correctly answer questions and the

confidence-weighted score. The use of early answer-

ing provided a 10-14% improvement in the number of

correctly answered questions and a 16-24% improve-

ment in the confidence-weighted score.

When it was used in a run, the early-answering

subsystem generated answers for 65 questions. Of

these, 44 (67.7%i) were correct. In uwmtB2, where

early answering was not used, only 27 of these same

65 questions (41.5%') were answered correctly.

In uwmtBS, our best run, 126 questions could nei-

ther be answered by the exact-answering subsystem

nor assigned a category from figure 3 by the question

analyzer. For these questions we took a purely sta-

tistical approach, using n-grams of 1- to 5-words in

length as the answer candidates. Of these 1 26 ques-

tions, 27 (21.4%) were answered correctly.

As an additional experiment, we disabled the ques-

tion categorization and exact answering, and applied

purely statistical answer selection to the entire ques-

tion set. Of the 500 questions, 7-3 (]4.6%0 were cor-

rect.

4 Web Track Experiments

Our Web track runs were the result of an intensive

48-hour effort intended to resurrect some the older

MultiText work in this area and to provide a prelim-

inary evaluation of a few new ideas.

We submitted five runs. One run (uwmtBWO) used

only document content for retrieval, one (uwmtBWl)

used pagerank in addition to document content, one

(uwmtBW2) used anchor text along with document

content, one (uwnitBW3) used a combination of doc-

ument content, pagerank and anchor text, and one

(uwratBW4) used anchor text only.

For content retrieval, wc used the current imple-

mentation of our covcr-dcnuit.y ranking algorithm,

which is essentially the same technique used in our

MultiText TREC-8 Web track runs [6] and is re-

lated to the passage-retrieval algorithm used in our

QA track runs. The cover-density ranking algorithm

locates hotspots that contain combinations of query

terms, and bases a document's score on the number
and score of the hotspots it contains.

For anchor text retrieval, we applied the cover-

density ranking algorithm in a novel way. Anchor

points were indexed and hotspots were required to

contain an anchor point in addition to the query

terms. The score associated with each hotspot was

then applied to the score of the document referenced

by the anchor, rather than the document where the

anchor appears. This approach is similar to other

anchor text retrieval techniques [7], but takes advan-

tage of the text surrounding the anchor, as well as

the anchor text itself.

Our version of pagerank is a direct implementa-

tion of the original pagerank algorithm described by

Brin and Page [2]. To apply pagerank to the Web
track task, we re-ranked the top 1000 documents re-

trieved by document content or anchor text according

to their pagerank values.

To combine the results of pagerank and/or anchor

text retrieval with document content retrieval we sim-

ply added the rank of each document in each run and

re-sorted them in ascending order. For the purposes

of combining runs, a documen. not appearing in a

particular run is treated as if it has a rank one greater

than the number of documents retrieved by the run.

Our Web track results are sunnnarized in figure 7.

In comparison with content-only retrieval, the com-

bination of anchor text and content retrieval pro-

vided a 5% improvement in average reciprocal rank

and a 7%) improvement in precision at 1 0 documents.

Alone, anchor text retrieval exhibited very j^oor per-

formance. The inclusion of pagerank had a devastat-

ing impact on performance. Since owx implementa-

tion of pagerank has been throughly tested in other

projects, we suspect the problejn lie's in the approach

used to incorporate pagerank into our runs.
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run Ldg uwinuowu U WIQ bD W 1 UWIQT^DW o n zrmi- PUAUWIU UD W*±

uses document content? V V V V

uses pagerank? n y n y y
uses anchor text? n n y y n

average reciprocal rank 0.509 0. 150 0.535 0. 103 0. 106

precision at ] 0 0.747 0.320 0.800 0.260 0.307

Figure 7: Web track results.

5 Conclusions & Future Work

We continue to improve all aspects of our QA sys-

tem. In future, we intend to e.xpand the number of

question categories and improve the recall of the en-

tity extractor on the existing categories. The current

version of our early answering system was two-person

effort undertaken in the week preceding the question

download date; it could be improved with additional

answer sources and more a careful answer justifica-

tion algorithm. In contrast, we expended consider-

able effort over several months attempting to exploit

syntactic information, by parsing retrieved passages

and unifying the result with a parse of the question.

While we made considerable progress along this path,

we ultimately were not able to develop the approach

to the point where it made a positive impact on our

QA system.

We are encouraged by the results of our Web exper-

iments. In particular, we plan further experiments to

explore our approach to using the text surrounding

anchors. Our use of pagerank was a failure. In fu-

ture, we hope to determine how to exploit pagerank

more effectively in our system.
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Abstract

A preliminary analysis of our QA system

impiemented for TREC-11 is presented, with an

initial evaluation.

Introduction

The aim of our system in this year's TREC
QA track was 1) to see how much our

previous system could be improved simply

by removing bugs and inconsistencies and 2)

to test new techniques on "real" data.

The system produced was therefore again a

prototype experimental system rather than a

"complete" machine ready for deployment.

In particular it still lacks an information

retrieval engine (we relied again on the

documents retrieved by NIST's PRISE IR

engine), and has only an outline Named
Entity Recogniser and an incomplete answer

extraction module. Nevertheless it did give

an indication as to which ideas are most

promising and should be investigated further,

in particular as regards determining an

answer in a sentence.

Improvements on the previous version

A close examination of the system used for

TREC 2001 [Alfonseca et al. 2002] revealed

a number of small bugs across all modules

which were significant enough to affect

performance. These were corrected for this

year's entry. Furthermore, a close analysis of

our results taking into account the

contribution of each module revealed that a

number of components we used did not

improve performance and in fact were

detrimental. In particular, the Noun Phrase

Chunker which we used last year was

removed as its output was not precise enough

to be used productively.

The question recogniser which we previously

used proved very hard to maintain and

improve, based as it was on a large number

of patterns and exceptions with very limited

use of linguistic resources. It was therefore

re-written from scratch in a much more

elegant way in order to make much more use

of linguistic resources such as WordNet.

The Named Entity recogniser was also

rewritten from scratch, as was the answer

extractor, which had to cope with this year's

track aim, which was to extract an exact

answer as opposed to a string of words.

Question Recogniser

A simple set of rules allowed the question

recogniser to determine the focus of the

question. The initial recognition, however,

was too refined to be of much use: given a

question such as"What president's wife

commented on the affair", it would return a

question type of "president's wife". The

WordNet is-a hierarchy was therefore used

to determine a less fine-grained answer type.

WordNet, however, is deceptive without

accurate word-sense disambiguation: satellite

is a person, if satellite is intended in the

sense of synset 107546753, "a person who
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follows or serves another", but not if it is

intended in the more common meaning of

synset 103275905, "a man-made object that

orbits around the earth". Given that we did

not have an accurate word-sense

disambiguation module, we resorted to

assuming that the meaning of any word was

the most common word and hand-crafted a

series of rules which reflected this (e.g. our

rules state that "satellite" is not a person, but

is a "thing").

On the other hand WordNet could not be

used to determine whether a question was

looking for MUC entities such as locations

due to inconsistencies such as the fact that

according to the hypemym hierarchy, a city

is a location, but a lake is not; again hand-

crafter rules were applied to state facts such

as "sea is a location" and hence determine

that a question asking "What sea..." could be

answered by looking for a location Named
Entity.

Named Entity Recogniser

Texts were initially tokenized by applying

several hand-coded heuristics. Then they

were tagged using the TnT part-of-speech

tagger (Brants 2000). Sentences were then

split by an algorithm that utilises a number

of heuristics and a list of abbreviations

extracted by another algorithm that uses

active learning when the case is highly

ambiguous. There is no formal evaluation of

this sentence splitter, but it appears to work

well in most of cases.

For the Named entity recognition YorkQA
system uses our own implementation of

Nymble (Bikel et.al. 1997) which utilises

hidden Markov models to identify named

entities in the text. An improved version of

this algorithm showed high accuracy in

MUC-7. We estimates that the this version of

Nymble is reaching about 70% recall and

80% precision.

These results are a big improvement form

YorkQA-2001. However, the program

identifies only MUC entities (person names,

organisation names, location names, dates,

time expressions, currency expression and

percentage expression). This means that for

question about other type of entities (speeds,

distances, durations, etc.) our system has

much less information to work with.

We also detected that in question asking for

fine-grain pieces of information (e.g. the first

name of a person), this module turned out to

be inappropriate.

Semantic Distance Metrics

The semantic distance metric used for the

TREC-10 was improved (see De Boni and

Manandhar 2002 for an in-depth explanation

of the implementation) and then subjected to

a thorough analysis of its components. In

particular we evaluated different approaches

to the measure of semantic relevance for

question answering in order to decide how
the use of WordNet information, part-of-

speech information and head-phrase

chunking could provide a reliable

measurement for semantic relevance. It was

seen that a semantic distance metric based on

all WordNet relations (is-a, satellite, similar,

pertains, meronym, entails, etc) and using

compound word information, proper noun

identification, part-of-speech tagging and

word frequency information gave best

results.

Answer Word Finder

Our Named Entity recogniser only

recognised a small number of entity types,

which did not correspond to all types

identified by the question type recogniser. In

order to determine possible answers, the

system made use of Wordnet's is-a

relationships, looking in the answer sentence

which had the highest semantic similarity

measure for hypemyms of the question type.

This approach appeared to be fruitful in

determining "rare" entities which it would be

impractical to build a Named Entitiy

recogniser to tag: a good example was the

question asking the name of King Arthur's

sword: the question type was "sword", the

answer found was Excalibur as Excalibur
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was listed in WordNet as a hypemym of

sword.

Conclusions and Further Work

This year's task confirmed that Question

Answering is a complex task which requires

accurate component parts: underperformance

in any of the components results in a

deterimental effect to the system as a whole.

In such a complex system, however, it is not

a simple task to determine why things go

wrong and indeed why things go right.

Nevertheless is is important to determine

how the individual parts interact in order to

improve performance, and, while such an

analysis can be extremely laborious, it is

necessary. The disadvantages of working in a

very small team were also highlighted, as the

complexity of the problem requires extensive

work in disparate area.

Future work will include an extension an

improvement of our Named Entity

component, the use of an information

retrieval engine (as opposed to relying on the

documents provided by NIST),

improvements in the answer locator and

possibly some inference mechanism.
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1. Introduction

For the web document retrieval experiments in our TREC '2002 participation, we used two new methods. One is the

use of anchor texts, which has been advocated by many researchers. But the methods used by them is different from

our method. The second is the use of sentence-query similarity.

It has been known that the use of links for web retrieval did not show impressive improvement in performance

[5,6,8,9]. But Bailey, etc. [1] reported that using anchor texts can improve retrieval performance. However, our home

page finding experiment done for TREC '2001 showed that it is not the case. The use of anchor texts did not allow

any improvement in performance. Our method to use the anchor texts this year is changed a lot from last year and

found that it is pretty effective.

The major focus of our experiment this year is in the use of sentential information in information retrieval. We

obtain similarity values between sentences of a document and the query and use them for computing the retrieval

score of the document. The main idea is the following: a sentence in a document that is much relevant to the query

can support relevance of the document to the query. We compute the similarity between each sentence in the

document and the query. The degree of this similarity is incorporated in calculating the document's score (in addition

to the similarity between the document as a whole and the query). It has been found that it does not take too much

time for this extra processing. Our experiment showed that including the sentential information in the proposed way

can significantly improve retrieval effectiveness.

2. Use of sentence-query similarity

2.1 Motivation

Let us start by looking at an example. Assume that the query is "the museums in Philadelphia." Let us consider the

two documents D, and as shown below.

Z), : The museum of natural history in Chicago is famous. Its huge size surprised a student from

Philadelphia who was traveling with his family

Dj : John visited a museum located in Philadelphia after he looked around the University of

Pennsylvania campus. The museum contained a lot of things that reveals the nature of American

culture
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The set of index terms of the query is {museum, Philadelphia}. Taking the document as a whole to match against the

query, the relevance of D, looks almost same as that of Dj since both documents have all of the index terms in the

query.

Note that the query terms are distributed throughout the sentences in D„ but all the query terms appear in a

same sentence in D/ (the first one in this case). We argue that having most of the query terms in the same sentence

strongiy indicates that the document is relevant to the query. This argument works in this example, i.e., Dj is more

relevant to the query than D,.

The ideal way of retrieving documents for a query would be to use the meanings of the sentences in the

documents. This indicates that the similarity between a sentence and the query have to play an important role. We try

to find out how similar each sentence in the document is to the query. This result must be involved in determining the

retrieval score of the document.

The best way to compare a sentence with a query would be to compare their meanings. But the state of the art of

natural language processing does not allow this. There does not exist any system yet that can interpret meanings of

arbitrary sentences stably. Therefore, it is not possible to build a practical information retrieval system that compares

the meanings in computing similarity between a sentence and a query. However, we still want to use sentence-

query similarity for information retrieval.

The method that is adopted should be a one that can lead to the practical systems. We decided to use a simple

measure for similarity, i.e., the number of common words between the sentence and the query. (This measure is

very crude now. But it seems to work and can be replaced by a better one if it is found later.)

2.2. Similarity computation

We adopt the vector-space model to compute the document-query similarity sim{D,Q) . Cosine coefficient is used

to measure this similarity. Thus the retrieval relevance score of a document D is

The second term on the right-hand side is the contribution by the sentence-query similarity. (The number of

sentences in the document is denoted by n.)C{Si,Q) denotes the similarity between 5", (the sentence in D) and

the query Q. Instead of using sophisticated techniques such as natural language processing, computing C(iS',^) is

based on the degree of co-occurrence of words between S and Q. It is computed as

RSV{D,0)-^sim{D,Q) (1)

To include the sentence-query similarity in the relevance score of D, the next formula is used.

n

(2)

(3)

0 otherwise
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\Sr^Q\ represents the count of the common indexing terms between S and Q. \Q\ denotes the number of indexing

terms in Q.

The constant a in equation (2) worlds as a weighting factor for the contribution by the sentence-query

similarity. The exponent k in equation (3) is used to control the degree of importance of the high values of the ratio

\Sn>Q\ I \Q\ compared to the lower ones. As k increases, the high ratio becomes more important than the lower ones.

r(l^l) is used to nullify the sentential contribution in the cases where the number of common words is small.

Currently t(1) = 2, x(2)=l, t(3)=2, t(4)=2, t(5)=2, and t{/)=3 for / >6.

3. Using anchor texts

Even though the use of anchor texts did not result in any noticeable performance improvement last year we decided

to continue to use anchor texts. But we used it in a different way this year. Let's assum.e that document D is pointed

to by links with anchor texts I„ /=1 . . ./. Let Da^,) denote the document which contains the anchor text L,.

D

Fig. 1 : Using anchor texts of incoming links

For a document its incoming links' anchor texts takes part in computing its relevance. In Fig. 1 the anchor text L, is

involved in computing the relevance of D." But outgoing link's anchor text is not used in this processing. Thus the

anchor text L, does not give any contribution to Da(,) as far as links are concerned. We have two methods for

utilizing anchor texts.

• Method 1 (AT): This one is what was used last year. It uses the cosine coefficient measure to compute the

similarity between the anchor text and the query. The contribution by the anchor texts is computed as

j:sim(L,.Q) (4)

i=\

where sim represents the cosine coefficient measure.

An anchor text is considered to he a part of the text of the document containing it. Thus L, is also used in computing tlie relevance of D,,,,, based

upon the vector-space model
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e Method2 (BETA): We additionally use this second method this year. In this method the way we use anchor texts

is similar to the use of sentences in the previous section. The incoming link's anchor text L, in Daf,) is treated like a

sentence in D. But the weight given to the similarity between an anchor text and the query can be different from that

between a sentence and a query. The importance of the anchor text for the relevance ofD can be different from that

of a sentence in D. The contribution by the anchor texts L,'s whose links point to document D to the relevance ofD is

computed as

>9I,C(Z,,0 (5)

The constant P is used as the weighting factor for the anchor text-query similarity. The same similarity measure C is

used.

4. The named page finding task

For the named page finding task the relevance score is obtained by incorporating all contributions discussed above.

RSV{D,Q)^sim{D.,Q) + aZ,C{S„Q) + j:sim{L„0) + pj:C{L„Q) (6)

We show the results of experiments related to this task ARR stands for the average(mean) reciprocal rank which is

used for indicating performance of systems for this type of tasks.

e Official run :

We submitted one official run on this task whose evaluation is given below. Total number of topics is 1 50. Column 2

shows the average reciprocal rank(ARR). The third column displays the number of topics for which the answer

exists among the top 10 documents of the ranked list. The fourth column is the number of topics for which the

answer does not exist in the top 50 of the ranked list. The second row is data from the official run. The third row is

about the run with better performance which was obtained at a later experiment with more tuning.

Table 1: Performance in named page finding task

Run ARR # topics found in top 10 # topics not found

Official 0.671
124

(82.7%)

13

(8.7%)

Best 0.697
128

(85.3%)

14

(9.3%)

a = 2 p= 10 k=3

e Experimentation on the effects of a, P, and k :

Our relevance computation is dependent on the constants a, p, and k. We performed some experiments to find out

the best combination of the values of these constants. Fig. 2 shows the result of this experiment ("A" in the figure

denotes the parameter a). According to the result, setting a to ] is recommended. For this best a value, the system
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performs best when p - 4.

0.67

0.61

— —A = 1

—A = 4

- - -A- --A = 7

— -X — A = 10

10 Beta

Fig 2: ARK. plots for various a, P (with fixed k = 3)

• The effect of k can be shown in Fig.3 . The best performance is obtained when ^ = 5.

Fig 3: ARR plotted for various k (a=l , P=4)

• Experimentation on the effects of information sources of retrieval

There are several sources that contribute to the relevance of a document. They are document-query similarity

obtained by the vector space model (VS), sentence-query similarity (S), similarity between the anchor texts and

query by cosine(AT), and anchor text-query similarity obtained by counting common words(BETA). The runs with
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some of these were generated. CUT in the last row in Table 2 means that the documents are removed from the ranked

list when they do not receive positive values from either S or BETA.

Table 2: Various information sources' effects

Runs ARR top 10
% of

top 10
NF

%of

NF

no VS.txt 0.567 118 78.7 16 10.7

np_VS_S.txt 0.641 122 81.3 17 11.3

np_\' S_S_AT.txt 0.667 126 84.0 17 11.3

np_VS_S_AT_BETA.txt 0.695 126 84.0 15 10.0

np_VS_S_AT_BETA_CUT.txt 0.697 128 85.3 14 9.3

(a=l,|3=4, k=5

NF stands for "not found in top 50".)

This table shows that using sentence-query similarity enables the system to achieve a significant increase in

performance. We also observed a noticeable improvement in performance by the use of anchor texts, which were not

seen last year.

5. Topic distillation task

In this task we need to find the key resources. They are the documents from which the low and more specific ones

can be reached. We want to return a few key resources rather than many low quality or peripheral documents. To

make the key resources go up in the ranked list we use the following heuristic;

For any two documents D, and D, in the relevant list (the result of search by a metric such as Eq. 6),

increase score of D, by the amount of score of D, if Dj is pointed to b\ a link that exists in D,.

Therefore, the relevant documents which have many relevant children will get the increased score. In the

current implementation only the immediate child can increase its parent's score. The run submitted is shown in

Table 3. The result illustrates that our system is not good at the topic distillation task.

One of the reason for the poor performance is that the concept of topic distillation is not clean It can be

either a home page or a specific web page while it can be a sub site. We could not come up with a technique that

can identify key resources since our understanding on this concept is obscure.

6, Summar}'

In computing the retrieval status value of a document sentence-query similarity is incorporated. In addition the

anchor text of incoming links is used in a similar way. The requirement for building practical systems made us use a

simple scheme in computing this similarity', which is actually the word co-occurrence count. It has been observed

that incorporating sentence-query similarity leads to significant increase in performance in the named page finding

task. Using anchor texts in a similar way also leads to a better system. For the topic distillation task a simple heuristic

has been used but the experimental result showed that it did not worked w ell.
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Table 3: Performance on topic distillation task

Run id: \ edi01 Run description: automatic, title only, link( anchor text) No. of
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Total number of documents over all topics

Retrieved: 31072 Relevant: 1574 Relevants retrieved: 640

Recall level precision averages Document level precision averages

Recall Precision Recall Precision
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At 1000 docs

0.1755

0.1510

0.1361

0.1255

0.1136

0.0639

0.0424

0.0215

0.0131

Average precision {non-interpolated) : 0.0986 R-precision (exact) : 0.1298
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TREC 2002 Results

APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the evaluation results for TREC 2002 runs. The initial pages list each

of the runs (identified by the run tags) that were included in the different tracks. Associated with

each tag is the organization that produced the run and additional information such as whether

the queries were produced manually or automatically as appropriate. Following the run list is a

description of the evaluation measures used in most tracks. For more details about the measures

used in a particular track, see the overview paper for that track. The remainder of the appendix

contains the evaluation results themselves, in the order given in the run list.
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Cross-Language Track

ur^ani/,ciiion 1 opic i^angua^e Kun 1 vpe
QD KT 1 1 VT A English Automatic title+desc

T3T3M1 1 YT RUdIN 1 1 A-L.X5 i_.ngiisn Automatic, title+desc
T3 13M 1 1 VT T3T3M English Automatic, title+desc

T5DM1 1 YT CrJrSJN 1 iAi^o RRMJdJjIN English Automatic, title+desc

l->ilm A DnotH nuiiiJiLingDiru ATaDie Automatic, title+desc

hum A TiCOtAp' nuiiuiuiiguiiu /\rauic /\uiomdiic. title+desc

KiiT-n A PnOfHmnuiTi/\ivuziarn riuiiiiiJLiiiguiru r-\JaDlL Automatic, title+desc

numAKUZiane Hummingbird AraDic Automatic, title+desc+narr

numAKUzte Hummingbird Arabic Automatic, title

iDmyUza IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Ittycheriah Arabic Automatic, title

ibmy02a IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Ittycheriah English Automatic, title+desc

ibmy02b IBM T.J. Watson Res, Ctr.-Ittycheriah English Automatic, title+desc

ibmy02c IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Ittycheriah cngusn Automatic, title+desc

iiiuzmei 111 iniO. tVCLTlcVdl LdD Automatic, title+desc

iiiuziTini Til' Ttit/^ I? iif'f*! ^*\/o I T or\111 iiuu. ixciricvm i^du A t-Q r%t/^ /AUiornaLic, tiiie+uesc

iitn9mnl TT'T' Ttifr* T? t*i pv^i 1 T jih111 miVJ. XVCLllCVo.! X-fUU A ra rnr* AVUlUlliaLlL, llllCTUCaC

luuzxma 111 Ullu. JxciIlcVal l_.au
1-^ n rrl i c riJ_l/IlglloIl Automatic, iitie+uesc

lliUZXSl Til' Tttt/^ \) i^tf^ c^\ifx\ T or\111 iiiio. ivciricvdi l^dU Automatic, titie+oesc

apll leal Johns Hopkins Univ. Ajaoic Automatic, title+desc

apll Icel Johns Hopkins Univ. English Automatic, title+desc

apl 1 lce2 Johns Hopkins Univ. English Automatic, title+desc

apll lce3 Johns Hopkins Univ. English Automatic, title+desc

apl 1 lce4 Johns Hopkins Univ. cngiisn Automatic, title+desc

DlV 1 iVlWiN univ. oi i^aiiL/DcrKciey /VTaDie Automatic, tiiie+uesc

Rl^Vr^T 1dJS. 1 K^l^V univ. oi i^aiii./ijcrKciey t-H n fT 1 1 chc-iigiisn Automatic, titie+aesc

tSlS. 1 L.LZ univ. OI i^aiii./DcrKcicy cngiisn Automatic, title+desc

DIS. I \^\^D univ. 01 *^aiii./ijerKcicy 1—4 ft rr lioni_<ngiisn Automatic, title+desc

AutoMono TTni\; nfA/lA /OoT-Huniv. OI iviQ./uaru Arauic Automatic, title+desc

ManMono univ. 01 iviQ./uara Arabic Manual

Autodiruoc univ. OI Mu./vjara English Automatic, title+desc

AutoClirExp Univ. 01 Ma./Uara English Automatic, title+desc

UMassM Univ. of Massachusetts Arabic Automatic, title+desc

UMassAz Univ. of Massachusetts English Automatic, title+desc

UMassAzn Univ. of Massachusetts English Automatic, title+desc+narr

UMassX6 Univ. of Massachusetts English Automatic, title+desc

UMassX6n Univ. of Massachusetts English Automatic, title+desc+narr

UniNEl Univ. of Neuchatel Arabic Automatic. title+desc

UniNE2 Univ. of Neuchatel Arabic Automatic, title

UniNE3 Univ. of Neuchatel Arabic Automatic, title+desc+narr

UniNE4 Univ. of Neuchatel Arabic Automatic, title+desc
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Filtering Track, Adaptive Task

Tag Organization Resources Used Optimized For
CMUDIRFDESC Carnegie Mellon Univ. None TllF
CMUDIRFml Carnegie Mellon Univ. None TllF
CMUDIRUDESC Carnegie Mellon Univ. None TllU
CMUDIRUml Carnegie Mellon Univ. None TlIU
ICTAdaFTllUa Chinese Academy of Sciences None TlIU
ICTAdaFtllUb Chinese Academy of Sciences None TllU
ICATAdaFtllUc Chinese Academy of Sciences None TllU
ICATAdaFtllUd Chinese Academy of Sciences None TllU
reliefsti lu CLIPS-IMAG Lab None TllU
FDUTllAFl Fudan Univ. None TllU
FDUT11AF2 Fudan Univ. None TllF
dimacsddl02a Consultant-Lewis Other TREC TllU
dimacsddl02b Consultant-Lewis Other TREC TllF
Iritsigal IRIT/SIG Other TREC TllU
iritsiga2 IRIT/SIG Other TREC TllU
aplllFahl Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC TllU
aplllFah2 Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC TllU
apll IFaql Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC TllU
apll lFaq2 Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC TllU
KerMITTllafl KerMIT Consortium None TllU
KerMITTllaf2 KerMIT Consortium None TllU
KerMITTllaO KerMIT Consortium None TllF
KerMITTllaf4 KerMIT Consortium None TllU
okllaflb Microsoft Research Cambridge None TllF
okllaflu Microsoft Research Cambridge None TllU
okl lafsb Microsoft Research Cambridge None TllF
okllafsu Microsoft Research Cambridge None TllU
pirc2F01 Queens College, CUNY Other TREC TllU
pirc2F02 Queens College, CUNY Other TREC TllU
pirc2F03 Queens College, CUNY Other TREC TllU
pirc2F04 Queens College, CUNY Other TREC TllU
dimacsl la30Q Rutgers Univ.-Kantor Other TREC TllU
dimacsl laAPQ Rutgers Univ.-Kantor Other TREC TllU
dimacsl laPlQ Rutgers Univ.-Kantor Other TREC TllU
thuTllafl Tsinghua Univ. Other Reuters, other TREC TllF
thuTllaO Tsinghua Univ. Other Reuters TllF
thuTllaO Tsinghua Univ. Other Reuters TllF
cedar02affbO Univ. of Buffalo-Cedar None TllF
cedar02afut0 Univ. of Buffalo-Cedar None TllU
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Filtering Track, Batch Task

Tag Organization Resources Used Optimized For
ICTBatFTllUa Chinese Academy of Sciences None TlIU
ICTBatFTllUb Chinese Academy of Sciences None TIIU
CCTUBFC Clairvoyance Corp. Other data Neither

CCTllBFD Clairvoyance Corp. Other Data Neither

iritsigb IRIT/SIG Other TREC TllU
aplllFbF Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC TUP
apUlFbSU Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC TIIU
KerMITTllbO KerMIT Consortium None TllU
mma2002003 Moscow Medical Academy Other data TIIU
kNIIllbfl NII/RCIR None Neither

kNIIllbf2 NII/RCIR None Neither

dimacsllbOOl Rutgers Univ.-Kantor None TllU
cedar02bffbO Univ. of Buffalo-Cedar None TllF
cedar02bfutO Univ. of Buffalo-Cedar None TllU
UNTextCatF Univ. of North Texas None TllF

UNTextCatSU Univ. of North Texas None TllU
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Filtering Track, Routing Task

Tag Organization Resources Used Optimized For
ICTRouFTl lUa Chinese Academy of Sciences None TllU
ICTRouFTl lUb Chinese Academy oi Sciences None TllU
iritsigr IKll/olvj Uther 1 RbC Neither

apU IFrm Tl_ TT I'-TT"
Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC Neither

apll IFrsvm
T 1_ TT I- TT
Johns Hopkins Univ. Other TREC Neither

KerMITTllrrz KerMI i Consortium None TllU
msPUMb Microsoft Research Cambridge Other TREC Neither

msPUMs Microsoft Research Cambridge Other TREC Neither

mma2(X)2001 Moscow Medical Academy Other data TllU
mma2002002 Moscow Medical Academy Other data TllU
QUT Queensland Univ. of Tech. None TllU
UHcU Univ. of Hertfordshire Other data Neither

UHcl2 Univ. of Hertfordshire Other data Neither

UNTextCatR Univ. of North Texas None Neither

UNTextCatRl Univ. of North Texas None Neither
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Novelty Track

Tag Organization
cmu02t300rAs Carnegie Mellon University (CMUDIR)
cmu02t300rBw Carnegie Mellon University (CMUDIR)
cmu02t300rCb Carnegie Mellon University (CMUDIR)
cmu02t300rCv Carnegie Mellon University (CMUDIR)
cmu02t300rCw Carnegie Mellon University (CMUDIR)
novcolcl35 Columbia University-Schiffman

novcolcl85 Columbia University-Schiffman

novcolclfx Columbia University-Schiffman

novcolmerg Columbia University-Schiffman

novcolsent Columbia University-Schiffman

fdutllnl Fudan University

fdutlln2 Fudan University

fdutlln3 Fudan University

dumbrun Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse (IRIT/SIG)

ntul National Taiwan University

ntu2 National Taiwan University

ntu3 National Taiwan University

nttcslabnvp NTT Communication Science Laboratories

nttcslabnvr2 NTT Communication Science Laboratories

pircs2N01 Queens College, CUNY
pircs2N02 Queens College, CUNY
pircs2N03 Queens College, CUNY
pircs2N04 Queens College, CUNY
pircs2N05 Queens College, CUNY
ssl StreamSage, Inc.

thunvl Tsinghua University

thunv2 Tsinghua University

thunv3 Tsinghua University

thunv4 Tsinghua University

thunv5 Tsinghua University

UAmsTl Intcom University of Amsterdam-Monz

UAmsTl Intlem University of Amsterdam-Monz

UAmsTl Intste University of Amsterdam-Monz

UIowa02Nov4 University of Iowa

UIowa02Nov5 University of Iowa

CIIR02tfkl University of Massachusetts

CIIR02tfnew University of Massachusetts

UMICH4 University of Michigan

UMIch2 University of Michigan

UMich3 University of Michigan

UMich5 University of Michigan

Umichl University of Michigan
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Question Answering Track, List

Tag
clr0211

clr0212

clr0213

LCClist2002

SUTIIIRILT
SUT11IR1LT2
UdeMlistNoW
sheftlllo

sheftl Hog

Organization
CL Research

CL Research

CL Research

Language Computer Corp.

Syracuse Univ.

Syracuse Univ.

Univ. of Montreal

Univ. of Sheffield, Western Bank
Univ. of Sheffield, Western Bank
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Question Answering Track, Main

Tag Organization
ali2002b Alicante University

BBN2002A BBN
BBN2002B BBN
BBN2002C BBN
CMUJAV000495 Carnegie Mellon Univ.-Javelin

CMUJAV000501 Carnegie Mellon Univ.-Javelin

ICTQAlla Chinese Academy of Sciences

ICTQAUb Chinese Academy of Sciences

ICTQAllc Chinese Academy of Sciences

clr02bl CL Research

clr02b2 CL Research

2002cuaql Columbia Univ.-Illouz

2002cuaq2 Columbia Univ.-Illouz

FDUTllQAl Fudan University

ibmsqa02a IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Ittycheriah

ibmsqa02b IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Ittycheriah

ibmsqa02c IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Ittycheriah

IBMPQ IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Prager

IBMPQSQA IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Prager

IBMPQSQACYC IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr.-Prager

exactanswer InsightSoft-M

IRST02D1 ITC-irst

IRST02D2 ITC-irst

IRST02D3 ITC-irst

LCCmain2002 Language Computer Corporation

HmsiQalirl LIMSI

limsiQalir2 LIMSI
limsiQalir3 LIMSI
aranea02a MIT
aranea02pbq MIT
aranea02pc3 MIT
nuslamp2002 National Univ. of Singapore-Lee

pris2002 National Univ. of Singapore-Hui

Nttcsl Iqam NTT Communication Science Labs

KLEOOO POSTECH
SUTIIIRIMT Syracuse University

MITRE2002B The MITRE Corp.

TUSRUNl Tokyo University of Science

UAmsTllqaMl Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz

UAmsTllqaM2 Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz

UAmsTllqaMS Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz

leria2002 Universit d'Angers

LIA2002a University of Avignon

UIUC2002 Univ. of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign

UIowaQA0201 Univ. of Iowa

UIowaQA0202 Univ. of Iowa

UIowaQA0203 Univ. of Iowa

DLT02QA01 Univ. of Limerick

DLT02QA02 Univ. of Limerick

NSIRG Univ. of Michigan
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Question Answering Track, Main (continued)

Tag
NSIRGN
NSIRN
UdeMmainNoW
UdeMmainWeb
pqas21

pqas22

pqas23

sheftl lmo3
sheftl Imogl

sheftl lmog3
ilv02t

ilv02wt

isi02

uwmtB 1

uwmtB2
uwmtBS
yorkqaOl

Organization
Univ. of Michigan

Univ. of Michigan

Univ. of Montreal

Univ. of Montreal

Univ. of Pisa

Univ. of Pisa

Univ. of Pisa

Univ. of Sheffield, Western Bank
Univ. of Sheffield, Western Bank
Univ. of Sheffield, Western Bank
Univ. of Southern California/ISI

Univ. of Southern California/ISI

Univ. of Southern California/ISI

Univ. of Waterloo

Univ. of Waterloo

Univ. of Waterloo

Univ. of York
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Web Track, Named Page Finding Task

Tag Organization Document Anchor Link
Structure Text Structure

ajouai0201 Ajou Univ. Yes No No
ajouai0202 Ajou Univ. Yes No No
ajouai0203 Ajou Univ. Yes No No
ajouai0204 Ajou Univ. Yes No No
ajouai0205 Ajou Univ. Yes No Yes

LmrAllEq Carnegie Mellon University Yes Yes No
LmrAllEst Carnegie Mellon University Yes Yes No
LmrDocStruct Carnegie Mellon University Yes No No
LmrNoStruct Carnegie Mellon University No Yes No
LmrSmall Carnegie Mellon University Yes Yes No
ictnp2 Chinese Academy of Sciences Yes Yes No
ictnp3 Chinese Academy of Sciences Yes Yes No
ictnp4 Chinese Academy of Sciences Yes Yes No
ictnp6 Chinese Academy of Sciences Yes Yes No
ictnpT Chinese Academy of Sciences Yes Yes No
pltr02wt6 City University - London No No No
pltr02wt7 City University - London No No No
pltr02wt8 City University - London No No No
pltr02wt9 City University - London No No No
csiro02np01 CSIRO No No No
csiro02np02 CSIRO No No No
csiro02np03 CSIRO Yes No No
csiro02np04 CSIRO Yes Yes No
csiro02np016 CSIRO Yes Yes Yes

hum02pd Hummingbird Yes No No
hum02ud Hummingbird No No No
hum02uhp Hummingbird Yes No No
hum02up Hummingbird Yes No No
hum02upd Hummingbird Yes No No
iit02b IIT Information Retrieval Lab No No No
iit02tf IIT Information Retrieval Lab Yes No No
iit02fa IIT Information Retrieval Lab Yes Yes No
KUHPF0201 Kasetsart University No Yes No
litlink Laboratory for Information

Technology (KRDL)
Yes Yes Yes

littext Laboratory for Information

Technology (KRDL)
No No No

thunpl Tsinghua University Yes Yes No
thunp2 Tsinghua University Yes Yes No
thunpB Tsinghua University Yes Yes No
thunp4 Tsinghua University Yes Yes No
thunpS Tsinghua Unversity Yes Yes No
pirc2Wnpl Queens College, CUNY Yes Yes No
picr2Wnp2 Queens College, CUNY Yes Yes Yes

UAmsT02WnA University of Amsterdam-Monz No Yes No
UAmsT02WnTl University of Amsterdam-Monz No No No
UAmsT02WnTlA University of Amsterdam-Monz No Yes No
UAmsT02WnTm University of Amsterdam-Monz No No No
UAmsT02WnTmA University of Amsterdam-Monz No Yes No
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Web Track, Named Page Finding Task (continued)

uog06c University of Glasgow No No No
uog07cta University of Glasgow Yes Yes No
uogOSctap University of Glasgow Yes Yes No
uog09cta2 University of Glasgow Yes Yes No
uoglOctad University of Glasgow Yes Yes Yes

uicnpOl University of Illinois at Chicago No No Yes

uicnp02 University of Illinois at Chicago No No No
uicnp03 University of Illinois at Chicago No No No
MU106 The University of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU208 The University of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU307 The University of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU609 The University of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU80A The University of Melbourne No No No
UniNEnpl University of Neuchatel Yes Yes No
UniNEnp2 University of Neuchatel Yes Yes No
UniNEnpS University of Neuchatel Yes Yes No
UniNEnp4 University of Neuchatel Yes Yes No
uwmtBWO University of Waterloo No No No
uwmtBWl University of Waterloo No No Yes

uwmtBW2 University of Waterloo No Yes Yes

uwmtBW3 University of Waterloo No Yes Yes

uwmtBW4 University of Waterloo No Yes Yes

yediOlno Yonsei Univ. and ETRI Yes Yes Yes

yediOl Yonsei Univ. and ETRI Yes Yes Yes

yenpOl Yonsei Univ. and ETRI Yes Yes Yes
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Web Track, Topic Distillation Task

lag Organization Document Anchor T 2 1Link
Structure Text Structure

ajouai0206 Ajou Univ. No No Yes

ajouai0207 Ajou Univ. No No Yes

ajouai0208 Ajou Univ. No No Yes
ajouai0209 Ajou Univ. No No Yes

ajouai0210 Ajou Univ. No No Yes

icttdl Chinese Academy of Sciences No No No
icttd2 Chinese Academy of Sciences No No No
icttd3 Chinese Academy of Sciences No No No
pltr02wtl City Univ.-London No No No
pltr02wt2 City Univ.-London No No No
pltr02wt3 City Univ.-London No No No
pltr02wt4 City Univ.-London No No No
pltr02wt5 City Univ.-London No No No
csiro02tdl CSIRO No No Yes

csiro02td2 CSIRO No Yes Yes

csiro02td3 csmo No No Yes

csiro02td4 CSIRO No Yes Yes

csiro02td5 CSIRO No No Yes
fduwtUbO Fudan Univ. No No No
fduwtllol Fudan Univ. Yes No Yes

fduwtllo2 Fudan Univ. Yes Yes Yes

fduwtlltl Fudan Univ. Yes No Yes

fduwtllt2 Fudan Univ. Yes Yes Yes

ibmHaifaAP IBM Research Lab in Haifa Yes Yes Yes

ibmHaifaBase IBM Research Lab in Haifa Yes Yes Yes

ibmHaifaPR IBM Research Lab in Haifa Yes Yes Yes

ibmHaifaTlO IBM Research Lab in Haifa Yes Yes Yes

ibmHaifaTlOD IBM Research Lab in Haifa Yes Yes Yes

Mercah IRIT/SIG No No No
Mercure IRIT/SIG No No Yes

MercureLynx IRIT/SIG No No Yes

thutdl Tsinghua Univ. Yes Yes Yes

thutd2 Tsinghua Univ. Yes Yes No
thutd3 Tsinghua Univ. Yes Yes No
thutd4 Tsinghua Univ. Yes Yes No
thutd5 Tsinghua Univ. Yes Yes No
pirc2Wdl Queens College, CUNY Yes Yes Yes

pirc2Wd2 Queens College, CUNY Yes Yes Yes

UAmsT02WtA Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz No Yes No
UAmsT02WtAcs Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz No Yes No
UAmsT02WtAri Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz No Yes Yes

UAmsT02WtT Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz No No No
UAmsT02WtTri Univ. of Amsterdam-Monz No No Yes

uogOlctaialh Univ. of Glasgow Yes Yes Yes

uog02ctadh Univ. of Glasgow Yes Yes Yes

uog03ctadqh Univ. of Glasgow Yes Yes Yes

uog04cta2dqh Univ. of Glasgow Yes Yes Yes

uog05tad Univ. of Glasgow Yes Yes Yes
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Web Track, Topic Distillation Task (continued)

uicOlOl Univ. of Illinois at Chicago No No Yes

uic0102 Univ. of Illinois at Chicago No No Yes

uic0103 Univ. of Illinois at Chicago No No Yes

uic0104 Univ. of Illinois at Chicago No No Yes

CARR0T2A Univ. of Md., Bait. Co.-Cost No No No
CARROT2B Univ. of Md., Bait. Co.-Cost No No No
CARROT2C Univ. of Md., Bait. Co.-Cost No No Yes

CARR0T2D Univ. of Md., Bait. Co.-Cost No No Yes

CARROT2E Univ. of Md., Bait. Co.-Cost No No Yes

MUlll Univ. of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU212 Univ. of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU313 Univ. of Melbourne Yes Yes No
MU525 Univ. of Melbourne No No No
MU624 Univ. of Melbourne No No No
UniNEdil Univ. of Neuchatel Yes Yes Yes

UniNEdi2 Univ. of Neuchatel Yes Yes Yes

UniNEdi3 Univ. of Neuchatel Yes Yes Yes

UniNEdi4 Univ. of Neuchatel Yes Yes No
UniNEdiS Univ. of Neuchatel Yes Yes No
TDtfidf Univ. of Sunderland-Stokoe No No No
TDwsdtfidf Univ. of Sunderland-Stokoe No No No
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% Common Evaluation Measures

• Recall

A measure of the ability of a system to present all relevant items.

recall
number of relevant items retrieved

number of relevant items in collection

• Precision.

A measure of the ability of a system to present only relevant items.

precision
number of relevant items retrieved

total number of items retrieved

Precision and recall are set-based measures. That is, they evaluate the quality of an unordered set of

retrieved documents. To evaluate ranked lists, precision can be plotted against recall after each retrieved

document as shown in the example below. To facilitate computing average performance over a set of topics

—

each with a different number of relevant documents— individual topic precision values are interpolated to

a set of standard recall levels (0 to 1 in increments of .1). The particular rule used to interpolate precision

at standard recall level i is to use the maximum precision obtained for the topic for any actual recall level

greater than or equal to i. Note that while precision is not defined at a recall of 0.0, this interpolation rule

does define an interpolated value for recall level 0.0. In the example, the actual precision values are plotted

with circles (and connected by a solid line) and the interpolated precision is shown with the dashed line.

Example: Assume a document collection has 20 documents, four of which are relevant to topic

t. Further assume a retrieval system ranks the relevant documents first, second, fourth, and

fifteenth. The exact recall points are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Using the interpolation rule, the

interpolated precision for all standard recall levels up to .5 is 1, the interpolated precision for

recall levels .6 and .7 is .75, and the interpolated precision for recall levels .8 or greater is .27.
1.0 -r

0.8-

a.

0.6-

0.4-

0,2-

0.0-

0.0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Recall
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2 trec_eval Evaluation Report

The results from the cross-language track, the topic distillation task in the web track, and the routing task in

the filtering track are ranked lists of documents. These hsts are evaluated using trec.eval, a program written

by Chris Buckley when he was at Cornell University that can be obtained by anonymous ftp from Cornell

in the directory pub/smart at ftp.cs.cornell.edu. An evaluation report for a run evaluated by trec_eval

is comprised of a header (containing the task and organization name), 3 tables, and 2 graphs as described

below. The feature and search tasks in the video track are also ranked list tasks that were evaluated with

trec.eval, though no averages are reported for the feature task and the output has been relabeled.

2.1 Tables

I. "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1 is a sample "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1: Sample "Summary Statistics" Table.

Summary Statistics

Run CorTAlclt-automatic, title

Number of Topics 50

Total number of documents over all topics

Retrieved: 50000

Relevant: 4674

Rel-ret: 2621

A. Run
A description of the run. It contains the run tag provided by the participant, and various details

about the runs such as whether queries were constructed manually or automatically.

B. Number of Topics

Number of topics searched in this run (generally 50 topics are run for each task).

C. Total number of documents over all topics (the number of topics given in B).

i. Retrieved

Number of documents submitted to NIST. This is usually 50,000 (50 topics x 1000 docu-

ments), but is less when fewer than 1000 documents are retrieved per topic.

ii. Relevant

Total possible relevant documents within a given task and category.

iii. Rel-ret

Total number of relevant documents returned by a run over all the topics.

II. "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Table 2 is a sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 11 standard recall levels

The precision averages at 11 standard recall levels are used to compare the performance of

different systems and as the input for plotting the recall-precision graph (see below). Each

recall-precision average is computed by summing the interpolated precisions at the specified

recall cutoff value (denoted by ^ P\ where Pa is the interpolated precision at recall level A) and

then dividing by the number of topics.

NUM

^ A = {0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3, ...,1.0}

NUM
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Table 2: Sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Recall Level Precision Averages

Recall Precision

0.00 0.6169

0.10 0.4517

0.20 0.3938

0.30 0.3243

0.40 0.2715

0.50 0.2224

0.60 0.1642

0.70 0.1342

0.80 0.0904

0.90 0.0472

1.00 0.0031

Average precision over all

relevant docs

non-interpolated 0.2329

• Interpolating recall-precision

Standard recall levels facilitate averaging and plotting retrieval results.

B. Average precision over all relevant documents, non-interpolated

This is a single-valued measure that reflects the performance over all relevant documents. It

rewards systems that retrieve relevant documents quickly (highly ranked).

The measure is not an average of the precision at standard recall levels. Rather, it is the average of

the precision value obtained after each relevant document is retrieved. (When a relevant document

is not retrieved at all, its precision is assumed to be 0.) As an example, consider a query that has

four relevant documents which are retrieved at ranks 1, 2, 4, and 7. The actual precision obtained

when each relevant document is retrieved is 1, 1, 0.75, and 0.57, respectively, the mean of which

is 0.83. Thus, the average precision over all relevant documents for this query is 0.83.'

"Document Level Averages" Table

Table 3 is a sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

Table 3: Sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

Document Level Averages

Precision

At 5 docs 0.4280

At 10 docs 0.3960

At 15 docs 0.3493

At 20 docs 0.3370

At 30 docs 0.3100

At 100 docs 0.2106

At 200 docs 0.1544

At 500 docs 0.0875

At 1000 docs 0.0524

R— Precision (precision after R
docs retrieved (where R is the

number of relevant documents))

Exact 0.2564
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A. Precision at 9 document cutoff values

The precision computed after a given number of documents have been retrieved reflects the actual

measured system performance as a user might see it. Each document precision average is computed

by summing the precisions at the specified document cutoff value and dividing by the number of

topics (50).

B. R-Precision

R-Precision is the precision after R documents have been retrieved, where R is the number of

relevant documents for the topic. It de-emphaisizes the exact ranking of the retrieved relevant

documents, which can be particularly useful in TREC where there are large numbers of relevant

documents.

The average R-Precision for a run is computed by taking the mean of the R-Precisions of the

individual topics in the run. For example, assume a run consists of two topics, one with 50

relevant documents and another with 10 relevant documents. If the retrieval system returns 17

relevant documents in the top 50 documents for the first topic, and 7 relevant documents in the
17

_|_ J_

top 10 for the second topic, then the run's R-Precision would be ^°
^

^'^
or 0.52.

.2 Graphs

I. Recall-Precision Graph

Figure 1 is a sample Recall-Precision Graph.

Recall-Precision Curve

1.0 -|
1

08-

Recall

Figure 1: Sample Recall-Precision Graph.

The Recall-Precision Graph is created using the 11 cutoff values from the Recall Level Precision

Averages. Typically these graphs slope downward from left to right, enforcing the notion that as more

relevant documents are retrieved (recall increases), the more nonrelevant documents are retrieved

(precision decreases).

This graph is the most commonly used method for comparing systems. The plots of different runs

can be superimposed on the same graph to determine which run is superior. Curves closest to the

upper right-hand corner of the graph (where recall and precision are maximized) indicate the best

performance. Comparisons are best made in three different recall ranges: 0 to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.8, and 0.8

to 1. These ranges characterize high precision, middle recall, and high recall performance, respectively.
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II. Average Precision Histogram.

Figure 2 is a sample Average Precision Histogram.

Average Precision

350 360 370 380 390 400

Topic

Figure 2: Sample Average Precision Histogram.

The Average Precision Histogram measures the average precision of a run on each topic against the

median average precision of all corresponding runs on that topic. This graph is intended to give insight

into the performance of individual systems and the types of topics that they handle well.

(Since the emphasis in the topic distillation task in the web track is high precision, the median histogram

for that task uses Precision at a cut-off of 10, rather than average precision, as the underlying measure.)

3 Question Answering Evaluation Report

The tasks in the question answering track used different evaluation metrics and have different evaluation

reports. For both tasks, responses were judged as being wrong, inexact, unsupported, or right. Right

responses were considered correct, and all other responses as incorrect.

3.1 Main task

The primary evaluation measure used in the main task of the QA track is called the "confidence-weighted"

score. This measure was inspired by the average uninterploated precision measure of ranked retrieval.

Systems returned exactly one response for each of 500 questions, where the questions were ranked by the

system's confidence in its response. That is, the question the system was most sure it answered correctly

was ranked first and the question it was least sure it had answered correctly was ranked last. The confidence

weighted score is then computed as

1 number correct in first i ranks

500^ ^

i=l

The evaluation report for the main task consists of a table giving details for the run and a graph that

plots the confidence-weighted score versus question rank. An example of the table is shown in Table 4.

The data given in the table include the raw counts of the number of questions judged in each category and

the final confidence-weighted score. Also included are the precision and recall for the system's ability to
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Table 4: Sample QA Main Task Table.

Summary Statistics

Run ID LCCmain2002
Num questions 500

Number wrong 63

Number unsupported 14

Number inexact 8

Number right 415

Confidence-weighted score 0.856

Number of times NIL correctly returned 38

Precision of recognizing no answer 37/64 = .0578

Recall of recognizing no answer 37/46 = 0.804

recognize when there was no correct answer in the collection. Precision of recognizing no answer is defined

as the ratio of the number of times NIL was returned and correct to the number of times it wais returned;

recall as the ratio of the number of times NIL was returned and correct to the number of times it weis correct

(46).

The graph of confidence-weighted score versus question rank was created by plotting the confidence-

weighted score computed up to rank i against i. It presents a graphical depiction of how well the system

ranked the questions.

3.2 List task

The evaluation metric used for the list task is mean accuracy, where the accuracy of a single question is

the number of distinct instances retrieved divided by the target number of instances (i.e., the number of

instances the question specified should be retrieved). The evaluation report gives the run's mean accuracy

computed over the 25 question in the test set. Also included is a histogram that shows the difference between

the system's accuracy score and the median accuracy score for each question.

4 Filtering Evaluation Report

The result of a filtering run is an unordered set of documents, so it cannot be evaluated using trec_eval.

(Routing runs do produce a ranked list of documents and are thus evaluated using trec_eval.) The evalu-

ation measures used in the TREC 2002 filtering track were a normalized, scaled linear utility function and

a variant of F-beta. If R"*" is the number of relevant documents a run retrieved, K~ the number of relevant

documents that were not retrieved, and N"*" the number of non-relevant documents that were retrieved, the

F-beta score used in the track is defined as

0 if R+ = N+ = 0
T11F=<! , +— ^•^1^ —r Otherwise

,25R" + N+ + 1.25R+

and the utility function as

TUU = 2R+ - N+.

Average utility over a set of topics is computed using scaled utilities. The averaging proceeds as follows:

• normalize an individual topic's utihty score by the maximum possible utility for that topic (2*total-

relevant);

• scale that value according to a minimum acceptable level (-0.5 for TREC-2002);
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• average the scaled, normalized utilities

The evaluation report for an adaptive filtering run consists of a table giving run characteristics and
summary measures, a table and plot of average utility scores over different time periods, and a median
graph. The batch filtering report contains just the characteristics table and median graph. The median

graph shows the difference between the run's evaluation score and the median score for each topic. The
evaluation score is either the F-beta score or the utility score, depending on what the run was optimized for.

In adaptive filtering, systems can modify profiles based on relevance information of retrieved docum.ents.

One strategy is to have a "hberal" retrieval policy early in the process to gain more information and then

become more stringent as more is learned. The time graph for adaptive runs plots average utility for four

different time periods where time periods are labeled by the document identifiers that exist in the time

period.

5 Named Page Evaluation Report

The result of a named page run is a ranked list of documents, but the named page task is a known-item

search and thus is not evaluated using trec_eval. Instead, the runs are evaluated using the rank at which

the first correct named page was retrieved. The evaluation report consists of a table of evaluation scores and

a median graph.

An example table of evaluation scores is given in Table 5. The table contains a description of the run

Table 5: Sample Named Page Task Table.

Summary Statistics

Run ID thunpS

Run Description DOCSTRUCT, ANCHORTEXT,
NOLINKSTRUCT

Num topics 150

Mean reciprocal rank 0.719

Num found at rank 1 94 (62.7%)

Num found in top 10 133 (88.7%)

Num not found in top 100 12 (8.0%)

that specifies whether document structure was exploited in the run, whether anchor text was exploited in

the run, and whether link structure was exploited in the run. The evaluation scores reported include:

• The mean reciprocal rank for the run. The score for an individual topic is the reciprocal of the rank

at which the first correct page was returned, or zero if no correct page was returned. The score for the

run as a whole is the mean of the reciprocal rank over the test set of topics.

• The number and percentage of topics for which a correct page was retrieved in the first rank.

• The number and percentage of topics for which a correct page was retrieved in the top ten ranks

(includes those topics for which the page was returned at rank one).

• The number and percentage of topics for which no correct page was returned in the top 100 ranks.

A sample median graph is shown in Figure 3. The graph plots the cumulative percentage of topics for

which a correct page was retrieved by a given rank. Two lines are plotted, the results for the run, and the

results for a hypothetical median run that retrieves the page at the median rank for each topic.
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100

60-

50
'Median" Run

- System

Cuinulalive % of topics that retneve named page by given rank

Figure 3: Sample Median Graph for the Named Page Taisk.

6 Novelty Track Evaluation Report

The task in the novelty track was divided into two parts, finding sentences that were relevant and then

identifying a subset of those sentences that contained new information. The novelty track evaluation report

contains the same set of measures reported twice, once for relevant sentences and once for new sentences.

The basic measures for the track are recall and precision. Let M be the number of matched sentences

(i.e., the number of sentences selected by both the assessor and the system), A be the number of sentences

selected by the assessor, and S be the number of sentences selected by the system. Then recall is M/A and

precision is M/S. Because set precision and set recall do not average well, the primary measure used for the

track is an F score with equal weighting of precision and recall:

The evaluation report consists of a table giving the average values for precision, recall, and F, plus a

median graph. The median graph shows the per-topic difference between the run's F score and the median

F score for that topic. A sample novelty track median graph is shown in Figure 4.

Topic

Difference from Median in F score per topic for new sentences

Figure 4: Sample median graph for the Novelty Track. This median graph is for the new sentence set.
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TREC 2002 Video Track Runs

Shot boundary determination

Sys

545068 total frames 2090 total shot boundaries 70% cuts

All Cuts Gradual

Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec F-Rec F-Prec

CLIPS-0 0 . 941 0 .312 0 . 941 0 .445 0 . 942 0 .177 0 .752 0 . 539
CLIPS-1 0 . 929 0 .485 0 . 934 0 . 591 0 . 915 0 .332 0 . 720 0 . 758
CLIPS-2 0 . 915 0 . 658 0 . 926 0 .733 0 . 888 0 . 517 0 . 698 0 . 851
CLIPS-3 0 . 898 0 .780 0 . 915 0 . 826 0 . 853 0 . 677 0 . 670 0 . 880
CLIPS-4 0 . 874 0 . 848 0 .900 0 . 895 0 .809 0 .739 0 .534 0 . 897
CLIPS-5 0 . 842 0 . 888 0 . 876 0 . 935 0 .756 0 . 775 0 . 523 0 .903
CLIPS-6 0 . 804 0 .906 0 . 839 0 .952 0 .717 0 .793 0 . 598 0 . 914
CLIPS-7 0 . 739 0 .915 0 .773 0 .960 0 . 553 0 . 801 0 . 577 0 . 923
CLIPS-8 0 . 653 0 .919 0 .675 0 .964 0 . 597 0 .811 0 . 574 0 .930
CLIPS-9 0 . 542 0 .917 0 .542 0 . 964 0 .541 0 . 814 0 .543 0 . 941

Fudan_SB_01 0 . 823 0 .885 0 . 887 0 . 927 0 .552 0 .767 0 .653 0 .696
Fudan_SB_02 0 . 815 0 . 872 0 . 885 0 .917 0 . 540 0 . 744 0 . 672 0 . 630
Fudan_SB_03 0 . 818 0 . 887 0 . 894 0 . 926 0 .525 0 .771 0 . 603 0 .767
Fudan SB_04 0 . 841 0 . 871 0 . 915 0 . 905 0 .551 0 .768 0 . 551 0 . 696
Fudan SB 05 0 . 821 0 . 885 0 . 884 0 . 928 0 . 552 0 .764 0 . 653 0 . 596
Fudan SB 06 0 . 831 0 . 882 0 . 887 0 . 933 0 . 689 0 .748 0 . 713 0 . 594
Fudan SB 07 0 . 823 0 .884 0 . 887 0 . 925 0 . 552 0 .765 0 654 0 . 696
Fudan SB 08 0 . 831 0 . 882 0 . 887 0 . 933 0 .689 0 . 748 0 . 713 0 .594
Fudan SB 09 0 .789 0 . 874 0 .859 0 . 926 0 . 613 0 .730 0 .712 0 502
Fudan SB 10 0 .781 0 . 860 0 860 0 . 894 0 . 582 0 .754 0 . 540 0 783

IBM_VID02_Alinl 0 857 0 773 0 925 0 . 795 0 .585 0 .706 0 481 0 941
IBM VID02_NO3 3 0 870 0 837 0 925 0 868 0 729 0 751 0 514 0 935
IBM_VID02_NO47 0 884 0 828 0 934 0 871 0 758 0 718 0 557 0 887
IBM_VID02_NO48 0 729 0 866 0 930 0 870 0 220 0 828 0 443 0 969
IBM VID02_NO58 0 877 0 821 0 950 0 844 0 590 0 751 0 509 0 852

ICMKM-01 0 826 0 843 0 883 0 895 0 582 0 707 0 673 0 608
ICMKM- 02 0 845 0 798 0 889 0 863 0 733 0 648 0 658 0 618
TfMKM - 0 3 0 859 0 720 0 893 0 803 0 773 0 553 0 650 0 612
TTMKM - 0 4 0 825 0 813 0 888 0 880 0 665 0 645 0 471 0 603

0 833 0 755 0 891 0 832 0 685 0 578 0 477 0 444
0 835 0 688 0 885 0 755 0 711 0 536 0 477 0 356

MSSDOl 0 749 0 753 0 879 0 753 0 420 0 707 0 532 0 918
MSSD02 0 754 0. 709 0. 878 0 735 0 440 0 599 0 528 0 921
L IO iJ 1-f \J ~J 0 760 0

.

700 0 . 884 0 725 0 447 0 596 0 515 0 922
MSSD05 0 748 0. 753 0 . 879 0 763 0 418 0 705 0 531 0 918
MSSD06 0 739 0 . 673 0. 879 0 657 0 382 0 713 0 558 0 919
MSSD07 0 685 0. 821 0. 883 0 . 832 0. 181 0 709 0. 455 0 892
MSSD08 0 725 0. 768 0. 841 0. 772 0. 433 0. 751 0. 531 0 922
MSSD09 0 178 0. 373 0. 180 0. 460 0 . 173 0 249 0. 529 0 034
MSSDIO 0 . 723 0. 805 0. 813 0. 806 0. 497 0. 799 0 . 655 0. 504

nusl 0 . 621 0 . 615 0 . 742 0 . 670 0. 313 0. 411 0 . 301 0. 833
nus2 0. 594 0. 614 0 . 707 0 . 693 0. 305 0 . 369 0 . 331 0 . 848

miit_l 0 . 620 0. 928 0. 865 0 . 928 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0 . 000
rmit_2 0 . 806 0 . 784 0. 842 0. 914 0. 715 0. 551 0. 656 0. 702
rmit_3 0 . 648 0. 828 0 . 904 0 . 828 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0 . 000
rmit_4 0 . 594 0 . 958 0 . 828 0 . 959 0 . 002 0 . 333 0 . 785 0 . 511
nnit_5 0 . 748 0. 830 0. 799 0 . 936 0. 618 0 . 604 0 . 692 0 . 718
rmit_6 0 . 641 0. 834 0. 891 0 . 834 0 . 007 0. 800 0. 573 0 . 529
rTnit_7 0 . 725 0. 792 0. 795 0 . 925 0 . 547 0. 517 0. 575 0 . 729
rmit_8 0 . 707 0. 813 0 . 784 0 . 937 0. 511 0 . 537 0 . 587 0 . 715
rTnit_9 0. 687 0 . 871 0. 954 0 . 877 0. 008 0 . 294 0 . 506 0. 854

rmit_10 0. 655 0. 940 0 . 913 0. 942 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000

TZI-UBremen 0. 592 0 . 708 0. 793 0 . 734 0. 083 0. 380 0 . 247 0. 765

CLIPS-Imag Lab

Fudan University

IBM Research

Imperial College

Microsoft Research Asia

National Univ. of Singapore

RMIT University

TZI -University of Bremen
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TREC 2002 Video Track Runs (cont.)

Feature extraction

ID Priority Affiliation

CMU.rl 1 Carnegie Mellon Univ.
CMU . r2 2

CMU.r3 3

CLIPS-LIT-GEOD 1 CLIPS_IMAG Lab
CLIPS-LIT-LIMSU 2

DCUFE2002 1 Dublin City Univ.

Eurecoml 1 Eurecom

Fudan_FE_Sysl 1 Fudan University
Fudan_FE_Sys2 2

IBM-1 1 IBM Research
IBM-2 2

MediaJyiilll 1

MediaMill2 2

MSRA 1 Microsoft Research Asia

TZI_univ_breinen 1 Univ. of Bremen

UMDl 1 Univ. of Maryland

UnivO_MTl 1 - Univ. of Oulu
UnivO_MT2 2

Feature definitions

If the feature is true for some frame (sequence) within the shot, then it is true for the shot.

1. Outdoors: Segment contains a recognizably outdoor location, i.e., one outside of buildings. Should exclude all scenes

that are indoors or are close-ups of objects (even if the objects are outdoor).

2. Indoors: Segment contains a recognizably indoor location, i.e., inside a building. Should exclude all scenes that are

outdoors or are close-ups of objects (even if the objects are indoor).

3. Face: Segment contains at least one human face with the nose, mouth, and both eyes visible. Pictures of a face

meeting the above conditions count.

4. People: Segment contains a group of two more humans, each of which is at least partially visible and is recognizable

as a human.

5. Cityscape: Segment contains a recognizably city/urban/suburban setting.

6. Landscape: Segment contains a predominantly natural inland setting, i.e., one with little or no evidence of

development by humans. For example, scenes consisting mostly of plowed/planted fields, pastures, orchards would be

excluded. Some buildings, if small features on the overall landscape, should be OK. Scenes with bodies of water that

are clearly inland may be included.

7. Text Overlay: Segment contains superimposed text large enough to be read.

8. Speech: A human voice uttering words is recognizable as such in this segment

9. Instrumental Sound: Sound produced by one or more musical instruments is recognizable as such in this segment.

Included are percussion instruments.

10. Monologue: Segment contains an event in which a single person is at least partially visible and speaks for a long time

without interruption by another speaker. Pauses are ok if short.
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TREC 2002 Video Track Runs (cont.)

Search

Interactive

ID

luVfl

CMUInf Intl
CMU_INTERACTIVE_2

DCUTrecllB.

1

DCUTrecllB.

3

DCUTrecllC .

2

DCUTrecllC.4

IBM-4

ICMKM-1

MSRA.Q-Video. 1

MSRA . Q- Video . 2 . A

UMDIqtrec

UnivO MT5

Training* Priority Affiliation

Indiana University

Carnegie Mellon Univ.

Dublin City University

IBM Research

Imperial College

Microsoft Research Asia

University of Maryland

University of Oulu

* A = system development with
knowledge of search test set

B = system development without

Manual

CLIPS+ASR A 2 CLIPS-IMAG Lab
CLIPS+ASR+X A 1

CLIPS+X A 3

CMU_MANUAL1 A 1 Carnegie Mellon Univ.
CMU_MANUAL2 A 4

CMU_MANUAL3 A 5

Fudan_Search__Sysl B 1 Fudan University
Fudan_Search.-Sys2 B 2

Fudan_Search__Sys3 B 3

Fudan_Search__Sys4 B 4

IBM-1 B 1 IBM Research
IBM-2 B 2

IBM-

3

B 3

ICMKM-2 B 2 Imperial College
ICMKM-3 B 3

ICMKM-4 B 4

LL10_T B 2 Lowlands team
LL10_TIac B 1

LL10_TIsc B 3

LL10_TIscG B 4

MSRA. Q-Video. 3 B 1 Microsoft Research Asia

ProusSci B 1 Prous Science

UMDMNAqt B 3 University of Maryland
UMDMqtrec B 2

UnivO_MTl B 2 University of Oulu
UnivO_MT2 B 3

UnivO_MT3 B 4
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Topic descriptions

• 75 - Find shots with Eddie Rickenbacker in them. (2 image examples, 2 video examples)

• 76 - Find additional shots with James H. Chandler. (3 video examples)

• 77 - Find pictures of George Washington. (1 image example, 1 video example)

• 78 - Find shots with a depiction of Abraham Lincoln. (1 image example, 1 video example)

• 79 - Find shots of people spending leisure time at the beach, for example: walking, swimming,

sunning, playing in the sand. Some part of the beach or buildings on it should be visible. (4 video

examples)

• 80 - Find shots of one or more musicians: a man or woman playing a music instrument with

instrumental music audible. Musician(s) and instrument(s) must be at least partly visible sometime

during the shot. (2 video examples

• 81 - Find shots of football players (4 video examples)

• 82 - Find shots of one or more women standing in long dresses. Dress should be one piece and

extend below knees. The entire dress from top to end of dress below knees should be visible at

some point. (3 video examples)

• 83 - Find shots of the Golden Gate Bridge. (5 image examples)

• 84 - Find shots of Price Tower, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and built in Bartlesville,

Oklahoma. (1 image example)

• 85 - Find shots containing Washington Square Park's arch in New York City. The entire arch

should be visible at some point. (1 video example)

• 86 - Find overhead views of cities - downtown and suburbs. The viewpoint should be higher than

the highest building visible. (4 video examples)

• 87 - Find shots of oil fields, rigs, derricks, oil drilling/pumping equipment. Shots just of refineries

are not desired. (1 video example)

• 88 - Find shots with a map (sketch or graphic) of the continental US. (4 video examples)

• 89 - Find shots of a living butterfly. (2 image examples)

• 90 - Find more shots with one or more snow-covered moutain peaks or ridges. Some sky must be

visible them behind. (3 video examples)

• 91 - Find shots with one or more parrots (1 image example, 1 video example)

• 92 - Find shots with one or more sailboats, sailing ships, clipper ships, or tall ships - with some

sail(s) unfurled. (4 image examples, 2 video examples)

• 93 - Find shots about live beef or dairy cattle, individual cows or bulls, herds of cattle. (5 video

examples)

• 94 - Find more shots of one or more groups of people, a crowd, walking in an urban environment

(for example with streets, traffic, and/or buildings) (3 video examples)

• 95 - Find shots of a nuclear explosion with a mushroom cloud. (3 video examples)

• 96 - Find additional shots with one or more US flags flapping. (2 video examples)

• 97 - Find more shots with microscopic views of living cells. (2 video examples)

• 98 - Find shots with a locomotive (and attached railroad cars if any) approaching the viewer. (5

video examples)

• 99 - Find shots of a rocket or missile taking off. Simulations are acceptible. (2 video examples)
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

Precision at total relevant shots:

Mean average precision:
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

Precision at total relevant shots:
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

DCUTrecllB.l
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 23

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:
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Precision at total relevant shots: 0.3536

Mean average precision: 0.3164
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned:
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

DCUTrecllC.2
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 23

Total shots returned: 595

Total relevant shots: 1413

Total relevant shots returned: 388

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.3547

Mean average precision: 0.3105
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned:

DCUTrecllC.4
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

IBM-4
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned: 2492

Total relevant shots: 1445

Total relevant shots returned: 3 98

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.2901

Mean average precision: 0.2441
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

ICMKM~1
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics siiminarized

:

25

Total shots returned: 2492
Total relevant shots: 1445
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Mean average precision: 0.0735
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

MSRA.Q-Video .
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interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned;
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Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0891

Mean average precision: 0.0514
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

Precision at total relevant shots:

MSRA.Q-Video.2 .A
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B (no knowledge of test set)
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type;

Topics summarized:

UMDIqtrec
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

UnivO_MT5
interactive
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned: 387

Total relevant shots: 1445

Total relevant shots returned: 317

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.2938

Mean average precision: 0.2 622
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

CLIPS+ASR
manual
A (with knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2117
1445
181

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.1296

Mean average precision: 0 . 0708
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

CLIPS+ASR+X
manual
A (with knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned: 2499
Total relevant shots: 1445

Total relevant shots returned: 96

Precision at total relevant shots 0 . 0848

Mean average precision: 0 . 0636
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

CLIPS+X
manual
A (with knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned:

2499
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Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0077

Mean average precision: 0 . 0029
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

CMU_MANUAL1
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2500
1445

231

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.1783

Mean average precision: 0.1124
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

CMU_MANUAL2
manual
A (with knowledge of test set)

25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2500
1445
123

Precision at total relevant shots 0 . 0448

Mean average precision: 0 . 0256
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

results

CMU_MANUAL3
manual
A (with knowledge of test set)

23

Total shots returned: 1666

Total relevant shots: 1413

Total relevant shots returned: 135

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.1066

Mean average precision: 0.0606
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned:

Fudan_Search_Sys

1

manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

13

1201
962

33

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0771

Mean average precision: 0 . 0632
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Fudan_Search_Sys2
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

500
383

12

Precision at total relevant shots 0.0310

Mean average precision: 0 . 0053
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type;

Topics summarized:

Fudan_Search_Sys3
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

10

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

1000
765

27

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0846

Mean average precision: 0 . 0717
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Fudan_Search_Sys 4

manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

20

1353

1140
125

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.1254

Mean average precision: 0.0804
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

IBM-1
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2498
1445

64

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0236

Mean average precision: 0 . 0059
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

IBM-2

manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2500

1445

256

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.2053

Mean average precision: 0.1357
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

IBM-

3

manua

1

B (no knowledge of test set)

25

2497
1445

229

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.1602

Mean average precision:
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type

ICMKM-2
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned:

2491
1445
138

Precision at total relevant shots 0.0936

Mean average precision: 0 . 0600
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type;

Topics summarized:

ICMKM-3
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned;

2492

1445

133

Precision at total relevant shots 0.0693

Mean average precision; 0.0430
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

results

ICMKM-4
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

25

2491
1445

132

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0859

Mean average precision: 0.0568
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

LL10_T
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2456

1445

181

Precision at total relevant shots 0 . 1410

Mean average precision: 0.0917
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

LL10_TIac
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots

:

Total relevant shots returned:

2497
1445
30

Precision at total relevant shots 0 . 0093

Mean average precision: 0 . 0016
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

LL10_TIsc
manual
B (no knowledge of test set!

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2499
1445

35

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0167

Mean average precision: 0 . 0022
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

results

LL10_TIscG
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

25

Total shots returned: 2499
Total relevant shots: 1445

Total relevant shots returned: 2 5

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0105

Mean average precision: 0 . 0038
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type;

MSRA.Q-Video .

3

manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned: 1245

Total relevant shots: 1445

Total relevant shots returned: 60

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0249

Mean average precision: 0 . 0104
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

Topics summarized:

ProusSci
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

25

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned;

307

1445
273

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.2421

Mean average precision: 0 .2313
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

UMDMNAqt
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned: 1862

Total relevant shots: 1445

Total relevant shots returned: 91

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0646

Mean average precision; 0.0259
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TREC 2 002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

UMDMqtrec
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

2364
1445
171

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.1103

Mean average precision: 0 . 0587
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Run score (dot) versus median ( ) versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

UnivO_MTl
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics siammarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned;

1330

1445

89

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0521

Mean average precision; 0.0335
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recall precision
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Run score (dot) versus median versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type

UnivO_MT2
manual
B (no knowledge of test set;

Topics summarized: 25

Total shots returned:
Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned;

1066
1445
57

Precision at total relevant shots: 0.0368

Mean average precision: 0.0194
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Run score (dot) versus median versus best (box) by topic
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TREC 2002 Video Track: search results

Run ID:

Processing type:

System training type:

UnivO_MT3
manual
B (no knowledge of test set)

Topics summarized: 23

Total shots returned:

Total relevant shots:

Total relevant shots returned:

690

1413

43

Precision at total relevant shots 0 . 0197

Mean average precision: 0 . 0061
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Technical Publications

Periodical

Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research

and development in those disciplines of the physical and engineering sciences in which the Institute is

active. These include physics, chemistry, engineering, mathematics, and computer sciences. Papers cover a

broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on measurement methodology and the basic technology

underlying standardization. Also included from time to time are survey articles on topics closely related to

the Institute's technical and scientific programs. Issued six times a year.

Nonperiodicals

Monographs—Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the Institute's

scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes)

developed in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and

other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical

properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a

worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public

Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published

bimonthly for NIST by the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Subscription orders and renewals are

available from AIP, P.O. Box 503284, St. Louis, MO 63150-3284.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building

materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods,

and performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety

characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of

a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the

subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of

other government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce
in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized

requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of

the characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector

standardizing organizations.

Order the following NIST publications—FIPS and NISTIRs—from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161

.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series

collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the

official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuant to

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended. Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May II, 1973) and Part 6 of

Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NIST Interagency or Internal Reports (NISTIR)—The series includes interim or final reports on work

performed by NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongovernment). In general, initial

distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is handled by sales through the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in hard copy, electronic media, or microfiche form.

NISTIR's may also report results of NIST projects of transitory or limited interest, including those that will

be published subsequently in more comprehensive form.
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